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Abstract
Chronic constipation is a relatively frequent symptom; among
its subtypes, the so called-colonic inertia represents a disease
condition that is often considered for surgery. However, to
date, there has been no agreement on definition of colonic
inertia, and a literature review showed that this definition
was given to numerous entities that differ from each other.
In this paper these concepts are reviewed and a more
stringent definition of colonic inertia is proposed.
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INTRODUCTION
Starting from the (interrupted) building of the Babylon Tower,
human beings have been plagued by a difficulty in understanding
each other, even for that concerns trivial concepts. This is
especially true in the medical field, and the concept of functional
gastrointestinal disorders appears to be a particularly fertile
one. In fact, apparently simple complaints such as dyspepsia,
diarrhea and constipation bear no single label and are still
variously defined. A few years ago, a process was started that
aimed at having at least a common discussion ground in defining
functional gastrointestinal disorders. This process, through
the work of several working teams, produced a series of documents
to define the various functional gastrointestinal entities by
means of the so-called Rome Criteria, now in their second version
(Rome II Criteria)[1].
Defining and diagnosing constipation
Chronic constipation is one of the most common gastrointestinal
complaints[2], and is usually defined by symptoms such as
infrequent bowel movements, the presence of hard stools, an
excessive time necessary to evacuate, straining, and the sense
of incomplete evacuation of the bowel[3].
The Rome II Criteria for constipation[4] are shown in Table 1.
Although these criteria represent a common ground to define
constipation for research purposes, they do not take into
consideration the various types of constipation, which may
further be classified in to three main subgroups: normal transit
constipation, disorders of defecatory or rectal evacuation (outlet
obstruction), and slow transit constipation (STC)[5].
Recent guidelines on constipation[6] thoroughly summarize
the current diagnostic approach to this symptom, obviously
taking into account the fact that the suggested diagnostic tests
still do not have their sensitivities established and the details

of their performances have not been well specified[7]. Colonic
transit studies with radiopaque markers are simple and
reproducible tests[8] that can be recommended for any patient
undergoing evaluation for constipation. Other tests mainly focus
on the anorectal and pelvic function: the balloon expulsion test
(simple, inexpensive)[9] is a useful screening one for major
evacuatory dysfunctions; defecography (simple, minimal radiation
exposure) can quantify defecatory function[10]; anorectal
manometry (variable methodologies, data from different centers
not standardized) is useful to exclude Hirschsprung’s disease
and provide supportive data for a diagnosis of pelvic floor
dysfunction[11]. These tests are commonly employed in the
diagnostic work-up of constipated patients, with further specific
tests (rectal perception or distention or electrical stimuli,
electromyography of the external sphincter or puborectalis, pudendal
nerve terminal motor latency, pancolonic electromyography or
manometry) usually being carried out only in clinical research
or not generally applicable in common daily practice[12].

Colonic inertia: a “smoky” entity
Among the above reported subtypes of constipation, the STC
one (characterized by an abnormally delayed colonic transit
time) represents approximately 15-30% of constipated patients[13]
and usually includes those with intractable constipation[14].
The latter are usually those “refractory” to medical management,
often labeled as “colonic inertia” patients, and frequently
referred to the surgeon for a more drastic approach[15]. However,
it appears to be some semantic confusion concerning the term
colonic inertia, which is often inappropriately used to define
various types of constipation (see below).
How is colonic inertia perceived?
An internet-based search strategy of the Medline and Science
Citation Index was performed using the keywords colon,
colonic, inertia in various combinations with the Boolean
operators AND, OR and NOT. Only articles related to human
studies were used, and manual cross-referencing was also
performed. Articles published in English between January 1965
and October 2003 were selected; however, a search in nonEnglish languages and in older than 1965 journals was also
performed in our library. Letters and case reports were excluded,
and abstracts quoted only when the full papers were unavailable.
Table 2 summarizes the various definitions of colonic inertia
found in literature, according to the method employed for
diagnosis; however, although grouped together for practical
purposes, it must be noted that even these subgroups have
some internal differences which increase the simple definition
of this entity to a number of twelve, and make difficult the
interpretation of results.
According to the most frequently performed diagnostic
study, radiopaque markers transit, colonic inertia patients have
been classified as: (1) having a delayed transit with markers
scattered throughout the viscus[16-20], with exclusion of obstructed
defecation on manometry or defecography[21,22]; (2) synonymous
of STC (without specification of markers’ distribution)[23-34]; (3)
presenting markers’ delay in the ascending[35] or the right colon[36];
(4) showing a delayed transit only in the left colon, or in both
the left and right colon[37]; or (5) displaying a delayed right and
left colonic transit, but with normal transit in the sigmoid colon
and rectum[38].
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Table 1 Rome II Criteria for constipation[4]
Two or more of the following for at least 12 wk (not necessarily consecutive) in the preceding 12 mo:
Straining during >25% of bowel movements;
Lumpy or hard stools for >25% of bowel movements;
Sensation of incomplete evacuation for >25% of bowel movements;
Sensation of anorectal blockage for >25% of bowel movements;
Manual maneuvers (digital evacuation, support of the pelvic floor) to facilitate >25% of bowel movements;
Less than 3 bowel movements per week;
Loose stools are not present, and there are insufficient criteria for irritable bowel syndrome

Table 2 The various definitions of colonic inertia in literature
According to radiopaque transit studies:
Delayed colonic transit with markers distributed throughout the colon;
Colonic inertia equates to slow transit constipation;
Delayed transit in the right colon;
Delayed transit in the left colon, or both in the left and right colon;
Delayed transit in the right and left colon, with normal transit in the sigmoid and rectum
According to scintigraphic transit studies:
Scintigraphic delay in the transverse and splenic flexure;
Scintigraphic delay in the cecum, ascending colon, hepatic flexure, and transverse colon;
Scintigraphic delay in the whole colon
According to manometric and/or electromyographic findings:
Almost complete or complete absence of colonic motility
Miscellaneous:
Decreased colonic motility;
Severe constipation and abdominal pain, abnormal transit study, normal anorectal manometry;
Refractory constipation and motility abnormalities only of the lower gastrointestinal tract

Analysis of these reports shows that, whereas patients in
group 1 could indeed somewhat represent a homogeneous
group, those in groups 2-5 are highly heterogeneous, and
probably include subjects with specific abnormalities
(particularly outlet obstruction).
As regards colonic inertia patients defined by scintigraphic
transit, they have been classified as: (1) with delay limited to
the transverse colon and the splenic flexure[39]; (2) with delay
limited to the cecum, ascending colon, hepatic flexure, and
transverse colon[40]; and (3) with delay in the whole colon[41].
Once again, it may be noted that colonic inertia is differently
defined by different authors, and the patients under investigation
do not represent a homogeneous entity.
Things are not better when colonic inertia patients are
classified on the basis of instrumental evaluations, which include:
(1) a generic “decrease” of colonic motility[42]; (2) disturbance
of colonic motility, defined by severe constipation and abdominal
pain, abnormal transit study, and normal anorectal manometry[43];
(3) refractory constipation and motility abnormalities only of
the lower gastrointestinal tract[44]; and (4) complete or almost
complete absence of colonic motility, documented by manometry
or electromyography[45-48]. Again, the great variability of
definitions makes likely confusion between entities, as some of
the patients in groups 1-3 could easily fit criteria for the irritable
bowel syndrome.
The above considerations, far from the simple semantic
misunderstanding, are important in that many of the reports
described in these series came from surgical groups, and were
pertinent to patients in whom a surgical operation was performed,
or to patients evaluated for surgery. It is therefore intuitive that
such a confusion in defining an entity with potential surgical
implications also generates confusion on which patients should
be referred for surgery, objective evidence indicates that severely
constipated patients judged to be “intractable” might actually
respond to colonic pharmacologic stimulation[49,50], suggesting
that they might be responsive to more aggressive forms of
medical treatment.

Toward a definition of colonic inertia
On the above grounds, colonic inertia should be better defined,
and it should not be synonymous of STC or other wellcategorized subtypes of constipation. The Rome Criteria have
already given us a common definition of functional constipation
and pelvic floor dyssynergia[51], and STC is well recognized by
the delayed colonic transit with radiopaque markers scattered
within the colon, there might be the possibility of an intermediate
form combining the two entities.
Colonic inertia could be characterized as a distinct form: in
fact, the term inert literally means “(1) inactivity or (2) activity
or motion modest or absent” [52]. Under these terms, this
(actually rare) form might be defined by: (1) severe functional
constipation (according to Rome Criteria); (2) absence of outlet
obstruction; (3) delayed transit with markers distributed
throughout the colon; (4) manometric and/or electromyographic
documentation of absent or almost absent colonic motor
activity (including responses to meals); and (5) no response to
pharmacologic stimulation (bisacodyl, others) during colonic
motility recording.
It remains to be shown, however, whether this definition
could predict the success of surgery more accurately, help
select more accurately those patients actually needing surgery,
as their colon is beyond each possible therapeutic rescue, and
better understand the basic mechanisms of constipation through
selection of more homogeneous cohorts of patients.
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Abstract
AIM: To evaluate the diagnostic value of assaying telomerase
activity in ascites cells for the differential diagnosis of
malignant and non-malignant ascites.
METHODS: Ascites from 40 patients with hepatocellular
carcinoma (HCC), 31 with non-HCC gastrointestinal
carcinoma (CA), and 24 with liver cirrhosis (LC) were
analyzed for telomerase activity. The telomerase activities
in cell pellets from ascites were measured according to
the Telomeric Repeat Amplification Protocol (TRAP) and
quantified with a densitometer.
RESULTS: Positive telomerase activity was detected in 16
of 31 (52%) CA patients, 10 of 40 (25%) HCC patients, and
1 of 24 (4%) LC patients (P<0.001). The telomerase activity
was higher in the ascites of CA patients than in the ascites
of HCC or LC patients (CA: 22.9±5.8, HCC: 6.7±2.5, LC:
1.3±1.3, P = 0.001). Cytology was positive in 18 CA patients
(58%) and 1 HCC patient (2.5%), respectively. The positive
telomerase activity was not related to patients’ age, gender,
and ascitic protein concentration, but to white blood count
(r = 0.31, P = 0.002), neutrophil count (r = 0.29, P = 0.005),
and the C-reactive protein level (r = 0.29, P = 0.018). When
the results of both cytological examination and telomerase
assay were considered together, the sensitivity increased
to 77% for CA patients, 25% for HCC patients, and 48% for
all 71 gastrointestinal cancer patients.
CONCLUSION: Combining cytological examination of ascites
with telomerase activity assay significantly improves the
differential diagnosis between malignant and non-malignant
ascites.
Li CP, Huang TS, Chao Y, Chang FY, Whang-Peng J, Lee SD.
Advantages of assaying telomerase activity in ascites for diagnosis
of digestive tract malignancies. World J Gastroenterol 2004;
10(17): 2468-2471
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INTRODUCTION
Ascites is a common complication of malignancy. Carcinoma
of any organ can metastasize to the peritoneum. Gastric, colon,
pancreatic, ovarian, breast, and lung carcinomas, as well as
lymphoma, are the most common tumors associated with
malignant ascites[1]. Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is the
leading cause of cancer mortality in Asia[2]. Ascites is also
commonly seen in HCC patients, especially in terminal stage or
when complicated with liver cirrhosis (LC). The pathophysiological
mechanisms for the ascites production in LC are quite distinct
from those for malignancy-related ascites[3]. The conventional
diagnostic methods are sometimes inefficient and unsatisfactory
to diagnose ascites as malignancy-related. For example,
malignant ascites could be diagnosed by cytological examination
of the ascitic fluids in only 50-70% of patients with ascites[1].
Telomeres (special DNA structures that contain TTAGGG
repeats at the ends of all eukaryotic chromosomes) have important
functions in protecting genomic DNA from degradation and
deleterious recombination events[4]. Telomerase, an RNAdependent DNA polymerase, can maintain the telomeric length
by acting as a reverse transcriptase[4]. In humans, tumor cells
escape programmed cell senescence through reactivation of
telomerase[5]. These immortalized cells can compensate for
telomeric shortening at each cell division, leading to progressive
neoplastic evolution[5,6]. Telomerase re-expression was found
in 85% of human malignant tumors[7-10]. The use of telomerase
assay for cancer diagnosis might be possible because telomerase
is thought to be re-expressed in malignant lesions but rarely in
normal somatic cells[7-10]. Some studies also suggested that the
telomerase activity of ascites could be a sensitive marker for
differentiating malignancy-related ascites from nonmalignant
ascites[11-13]. However, these studies included only small
numbers of gastrointestinal tract cancer and HCC patients.
This study was to assess the diagnostic value of using
telomerase activity assay to distinguish digestive tract cancerderived ascites from benign ascites.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients
Ninety-five patients with ascites undergoing a therapeutic or
diagnostic paracentesis in Taipei Veterans General Hospital were
enrolled prospectively into this study. These patients were
divided into three groups on the basis of the cause of the ascites.
HCC Group consisted of 40 patients with HCC. The diagnoses
were made by imaging studies (abdominal sonography and/
or computed tomography and/or magnetic resonance
imaging) and serum α-fetoprotein levels above 400 IU/mL in
34 patients, and were confirmed by liver biopsy in the remaining
6 patients.
CA Group consisted of 31 patients with non-HCC gastrointestinal
carcinoma, including 10 gastric, 8 colon, 10 pancreatic cancers,
and 3 cholangiocarcinomas (19 with liver metastasis and 12
without). All diagnoses were histologically confirmed.
LC Group comprised 24 patients with sterile uncomplicated
cirrhotic ascites. Liver cirrhosis was diagnosed by typical
clinical findings (splenomegaly, ascites and/or esophageal
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varices), imaging studies (abdominal sonography and/or
computed tomography and/or magnetic resonance imaging)
and laboratory findings in 20 patients, and was confirmed by a
liver biopsy in the remaining 4 patients. The serum α-fetoprotein
level was <20 IU/mL, and an ultrasound showed no evidence
of malignancy in each patient.
Ascitic fluids were subjected to routine assays, such as cell
count and categorization, Gram’s stain and culture, total proteins,
albumin, and cytological examination. Blood samples for serum
albumin determination were also taken at the same time as the
above measurements to calculate the serum-ascites albumin
gradient (SAAG). The ascites was also centrifuged and the
sediment was detected with the Telomeric Repeat Amplification
Protocol (TRAP). The samples were collected in heparinized
containers and centrifuged at 2 000 r/min for 10 min at 4 °C. The
supernatant was decanted. Cells were washed twice with ice-cold
phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and were stored in a 1.5-mL tube
at -80 °C until assay. For bloody specimens, excessive RBCs were
removed by Ficoll-Hypaque density-gradient centrifugation[14].
All samples were coded so that technicians running the assays
were blinded as to the source of the samples.

Telomeric repeat amplification protocol (TRAP)
The telomerase activity was assayed according to the protocol
described previously[15]. Cell lysates were prepared in 200 µL
of lysis buffer consisting of 10 mmol/L Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 5 g/L
CHAPS, 1 mmol/L MgCl2, 1 mmol/L EGTA, 100 mL/L glycerol,
0.1 mmol/L benzamidine, and 5 mmol/L β-mercaptoethanol.
Aliquots of extracts were treated with or without RNase A
(Sigma, St. Louis, MO) in a final concentration of 0.05 mg/mL
for 30 min at 37 °C. Then, each TRAP reaction was performed at
30 °C for 30 min in 50 µL of reaction mixture containing 200 ng
of cell lysates, 20 mmol/L Tris-HCl (pH 8.3), 0.5 g/L Tween-20,
1.5 mmol/L MgCl2, 63 mmol/L KCl, 1 mmol/L EGTA, 250 µmol/L
dNTPs, Primer Mix (Intergen Co., Purchase, NY), and 2 units of
Taq polymerase (Roche Molecular Biochemicals, Indianapolis,
IN), and followed by 33 cycles of PCR: at 94 °C for 0.5 min and
59 °C for 0.5 min. One half of each reaction mixture was resolved
in a 125 g/L polyacrylamide gel, and after staining with SYBR®
Green (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR), the image of the telomeric
repeat pattern was printed and quantified within a range from
50 to 100 base pairs by Alpha-InnoTech IS500 Digital Imaging
System (Avery Dennison, CA). All samples were run in duplicate
and the reproducibility was confirmed. All extracts that produced
6-base-pair ladders were tested for sensitivity to RNase A
pretreatment, which is indicative of real telomerase activity.
The positive telomerase activity in the ascites cell pellet was
calculated according to TPG (Total Product Generated) = (X-X0)
CR/C (R-R0) ×100, X: density of sample, X0: density of heat- or
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RNase-treated sample, C: density of internal standard of the
sample, CR: density of internal standard of the control template,
R: density of control template, and R0: density of lysis buffer.

Statistical analysis
Results were expressed as mean±SE. Unpaired Student’s t-test
or one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to analyze
continuous variables between groups. Chi-square test or Fisher’s
exact test was used for comparison of categorical variables.
Pearson’s correlation was performed to determine whether a
relationship between two parameters was significant. Sensitivities
and specificities were calculated in accordance with standard
methods. Statistical analyses were performed using the SPSS
software (SPSS 10.0, SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL). Results were
considered statistically significant at P<0.05.
RESULTS
Patient characteristics
The composition of the patients’ ascites is shown in Table 1.
The ascites protein level was significantly higher in CA than in
HCC and LC patients (P<0.001). In addition, the SAAG of HCC
and LC relative to CA patients was significantly elevated (P<0.01).
The white blood cells in the ascites consisted mainly of
lymphocytes in all groups of patients (CA: 74±5%, HCC: 72±5%,
LC: 86±4%). The high mean PMN count in HCC patients resulted
from blood leakage due to tumor rupture in some HCC patients.
Cytological examination of ascites
Positive cytological examination of ascites was recorded in 18
of 31 (58%) CA patients and 1 of 40 (2.5%) HCC patients. As a
control group, none of LC samples showed a positive
cytological outcome (Table 2). For the totally 71 gastrointestinal
cancer patients, the diagnostic specificity of our cytological
examination reached 100%. Because a positive cytological result
could make a diagnosis of malignancy, our data suggested that
the conventional cytological examination had a sensitivity of
58% for diagnosing the ascites of CA patients, while the
sensitivity was only 2.5% for the HCC ascites.
Telomerase activity in ascites
Ascitic telomerase activity was detected by TRAP assay.
Representative examples of the results are shown in Figure 1.
Positive telomerase activity was detected in 16 of 31 (52%) CA
patients and 10 of 40 (25%) HCC patients (Table 2). Only one
LC patient (4%) showed positive ascitic telomerase activity
(P<0.001). Among CA patients, 5 of 10 gastric cancers (50%), 3
of 8 colon cancers (38%), 7 of 10 pancreatic cancers (70%), and
1 of 3 cholangiocarcinomas (33%) were positive for ascitic
telomerase activity (Table 2).

Table 1 Clinical characteristics and ascitic fluid analyses
CA
Number of patients
Age (yr)
Sex: Male/Female
Protein (g/dL)
SAAG (g/dL)
WBC (cells/mm 3)
RBC (cells/mm 3)
PMN (cells/mm 3)
Lymphocytes (cells/mm 3)

31
65±2
21/10
2.9±0.2
1.1±0.1
481±107
13 093±7 975
177±78
305±77

HCC
40
65±2
35/5
1.5±0.1d
2.0±0.2b
847±590
192 633±104 982
698±550
149±46a

LC
24
67±2
18/6
1.5±0.2 d
2.0±0.2 b
149±27
3 730±1 515
20±8
128±26a

Data are expressed as mean±SE. CA: non-HCC gastrointestinal cancer, HCC: hepatocellular carcinoma, LC: liver cirrhosis,
SAAG: serum-ascites albumin gradient, WBC: white blood count, PMN: polymorphonuclear cells. aP<0.05, bP<0.01, dP<0.001 if
compared with CA patients.
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Table 2 Comparison of telomerase activity assay and cytological examination (n, %)
Group (n)

Underlying
diseases (n)

CA (31)

Positive
telomerase

Positive
cytology

16 (52)

18 (58)
6 (60)

Gastric cancer (10)

5 (50)

Colon cancer (8)

3 (38)

4 (50)

Pancreatic cancer (10)

7 (70)

8 (80)

1 (33)

0 (0)

Cholangiocarcinoma (3)
HCC (40)

10 (25)

LC (24)

1 (4)

N

0 (0)

CA1 CA2 CA3 CA4 CA5 LC HCC TSR8

Figure 1 Representative results of ascitic telomerase activity
assay. Lane P: positive control, Lane N: heat-inactivated sample,
TSR8, quantitation control, CA: non-HCC gastrointestinal
carcinoma, HCC: hepatocellular carcinoma, LC: liver cirrhosis.

It was noted that telomerase activity was higher in the ascites
of CA patients than in the ascites of HCC and LC patients (CA:
22.9±5.8, HCC: 6.7±2.5, LC: 1.3±1.3, P = 0.001, Figure 2). In
addition, as shown in Table 3, the telomerase activity was not
related to patients’ age, gender, serum albumin and ascitic
protein amount, but to patients’ white blood count (r = 0.31,
P = 0.002), blood neutrophil count (r = 0.29, P = 0.005), and Creactive protein level (r = 0.29, P = 0.018).
P<0.001
Total product generated
(units)

180
160
80

P = 0.001

60
40
20
0

CA

HCC

r
Age (yr)
Sex: Male/Female
Serum albumin
Ascites protein
Blood WBC
Blood neutrophil
Serum C-reactive protein

-0.05
-0.18
-0.03
0.08
0.31
0.29
0.29

P
0.65
0.09
0.81
0.44
0.002
0.005
0.018

1 (2.5)

CA: non-HCC gastrointestinal carcinoma, HCC: hepatocellular carcinoma, LC: liver cirrhosis.

P

Table 3 Correlation between ascitic telomerase activity and
clinical parameters

LC

Figure 2 Individual and mean values of telomerase activities
in CA, HCC and LC ascites.

When the results of both cytological examination and
telomerase assay were combined together, the sensitivity
increased to 77% (24/31) for CA patients, 25% (10/40) for HCC
patients, and 48% (34/71) for the 71 gastrointestinal cancer
patients. While cytological examination alone had a sensitivity
of 27% (19/71) and telomerase assay alone had a sensitivity of
37% (26/71).

WBC: white blood count.

DISCUSSION
Diagnosis of cancer primarily depends on pathological
examination. Ascites is a common complication of malignant
neoplasms. The conventional cytological assessment of ascitic
fluid can provide highly specific and accurate diagnoses of
malignancies, but its unsatisfactory low sensitivity does not
allow pathologists to early differentiate malignant ascites from
non-malignant ascites[16]. Some studies have suggested that
assay of telomerase activity in ascites might be an alternative
method to improve the diagnosis[11,12]. However, only small
numbers of patients with gastrointestinal tract cancers and
HCC were included in those studies. The present study is the
first one evaluating the value of telomerase activity assay in
differential diagnosis of malignant and nonmalignant ascites
of gastrointestinal cancers.
In our study, the sensitivity of telomerase activity assay of
ascites from CA patients was 52%, comparable to that (58%) by
cytological examination. This result is consistent with a
previous report[11]. However, our TRAP sensitivity seemed to
be less than that reported in another paper about ovarian
cancers [17]. Although the average incidence of abnormal
telomerase activity occurred in as high as 85% of human cancer
patients, the incidence varied with different cancer types[8,18].
Among these, kidney, ovarian, and breast cancers showed the
highest mean values of quantitatively assessed telomerase
activities[19].
Ascites is commonly seen in HCC patients, especially in
decompensated stages. Concomitant cirrhosis was present in
more than 97% of HCC patients[20]. Not only the tumor growth,
but also the underlying liver cirrhosis, led to ascites [20,21]. In
analysis of our 24 LC and 40 HCC patients, only one HCC
patient had a positive cytological diagnosis. This agrees with
previously published data showing that malignant cells detected
in ascites occurred in only 0-12% of the HCC patients[20-24],
suggesting cytological examination is not an efficient tool for
distinguishing HCC ascites from non-HCC LC ascites. Assay
of telomerase activity (which was positive in 25% of HCC
ascites samples were positive) is obviously better than the
conventional cytological assessment.
Moreover, we speculated combining the results of both
cytological examination and telomerase activity assay might
improve diagnosis. We were able to identify malignancy in
77% of CA patients and 25% of HCC patients. For all 71
gastrointestinal cancer patients, the sensitivity of diagnosis
increased to 48% (by the combination of both techniques) from
27% (by the cytological examination alone). Our study results
thus indicate that TRAP assay is a useful tool for detecting
cancer cells in ascites from gastrointestinal cancer patients.
Noteworthily, ascitic telomerase activity of gastrointestinal
cancers is correlated with the increase in blood leukocytes and
C-reactive protein. Leukocytosis and C-reactive protein are
major markers of inflammation and cancer[25,26]. The source of

Li CP et al. Telomerase activity in malignant ascites

telomerase activity in ascitic cells could be cancer cells shed
into the ascitic fluid or ascitic fluid leukocytes that were upregulated by cancer-related cytokines[27-35]. Whatever the
mechanism (s), assay of telomerase activity in ascitic cells may
provide an adjunct to cytological examination in the diagnosis
of digestive tract cancers.
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Abstract
AIM: Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) patients manifest a
variety of paraneoplastic syndromes. Thrombocytosis was
reported in children with hepatoblastoma. The aims of this
study were to evaluate the prevalence and clinical significance
of thrombocytosis in HCC patients and its relationships with
serum thrombopoietin (TPO).
METHODS: We retrospectively reviewed clinical, biochemical
and image data of 1 154 HCC patients. In addition, we
measured platelet count and serum TPO in HCC patients
with and without thrombocytosis, in patients with cirrhosis,
chronic hepatitis and healthy subjects in a cross-sectional study.
RESULTS: Thirty-one (2.7%) of 1 154 HCC patients had
thrombocytosis (platelet count >/=400 K/mm 3 ). HCC
patients with thrombocytosis were significantly younger,
had a higher serum α-fetoprotein, higher rate of main portal
vein thrombosis, larger tumor volume, shorter survival,
and were less likely to receive therapy than HCC patients
without thrombocytosis. Multivariate logistic regression
analyses showed that tumor volumes >/=30% and serum
α-fetoprotein >/=140 000 ng/mL could significantly predict
thrombocytosis. HCC patients with thrombocytosis had a
significantly higher mean serum TPO than those without,
as well as patients with cirrhosis, chronic hepatitis and
healthy subjects. Platelet count and serum TPO dropped
significantly after tumor resection in HCC patients with
thrombocytosis and re-elevated after tumor recurred.

Furthermore, the expression of TPO mRNA was found to
be more in tumor tissues than in non-tumor tissues of liver
in an HCC patient with thrombocytosis.
CONCLUSION: Thrombocytosis is a paraneoplastic syndrome
of HCC patients due to the overproduction of TPO by HCC.
It is frequently associated with a large tumor volume and
high serum α-fetoprotein.
Hwang SJ, Luo JC, Li CP, Chu CW, Wu JC, Lai CR, Chiang JH,
Chau GY, Lui WY, Lee CC, Chang FY, Lee SD. Thrombocytosis:
A paraneoplastic syndrome in patients with hepatocellular
carcinoma. World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(17): 2472-2477
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INTRODUCTION
Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is the most common malignancy
in Taiwan. During its clinical course, patients may manifest a
variety of paraneoplastic syndromes, including hypercholesterolemia, hypoglycemia, hypercalcemia, and erythrocytosis[1].
According to our previous reports, the prevalence of paraneoplastic
syndromes was 11.4-12.1% for hypercholesterolemia, 2.8-5.3% for
hypoglycemia, 1.8-4.1% for hypercalcemia, and 2.5-3.1% for
erythrocytosis[2-6]. Thrombocytosis has been found in children
with hepatoblastoma and other malignancies[7-9]. The prevalence
and clinical significance of thrombocytosis in adult patients
with HCC have not been previously reported.
Human thrombopoietin (TPO), also known as megakaryocyte
growth factor, is known to play a key role in the development
of megakaryocytes [10,11] . TPO is secreted principally by
hepatocytes and bone marrow stromal cells[10-14]. In addition,
the expression of TPO gene has been found in both rat and
human hepatoma cell lines [15,16]. The relationships between
serum TPO levels and platelet counts in HCC patients,
especially those associated with thrombocytosis, are of clinical
interest. Our aim was to evaluate the prevalence of thrombocytosis
in Chinese patients with HCC in a retrospective study. The
clinical, biochemical and image characteristics of HCC patients
with thrombocytosis were evaluated. Moreover, in order to
evaluate the role of serum TPO in the manifestations of
thrombocytosis in HCC patients, serum TPO levels were
measured in HCC patients (with and without thrombocytosis),
cirrhotic patients, chronic hepatitis patients, and normal
subjects in a cross-sectional study.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The clinical, laboratory and image data were retrospectively
reviewed in 1 269 consecutive patients diagnosed with HCC at
the Division of Gastroenterology, Taipei Veterans General
Hospital, from January 1991 to December 1994[6]. Of these
patients, 1 253 were enrolled in this study who met the following
criteria: (1) histological proof of HCC; or (2) at least two typical
HCC image findings (ultrasonography, computerized
tomography, celiac angiography or magnetic resonance
imaging) along with a serum AFP of more than 20 ng/mL. Among
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the 1 253 patients, data of 1 197 cases were analyzed after
excluding the patients with incomplete examination and data
for analysis. Finally, data of 1 154 patients were selected for
analyses in this study after excluding 43 patients with an
evidence of acute infections or gastrointestinal bleeding.
Patients with polycythemia vera were also excluded.
We defined hypercholesterolemia in HCC patients as a serum
cholesterol level greater than 250 mg/dL (two standard
deviations above the mean value of age-and-sex-matched
healthy controls); hypoglycemia as plasma glucose less than
60 mg/dL; hypercalcemia as corrected serum calcium level more
than 11.0 mg/dL; and erythrocytosis as a hemoglobin level
greater than 16.7 gm/dL or hematocrit greater than 50% as in
our previous reports [2-6]. Thrombocytosis was defined as
having a platelet count greater than 400 K/mm3.
To compare the serum TPO level, 18 consecutive HCC
patients with thrombocytosis and 72 age-sex-tumor volume
matched HCC patients without thrombocytosis were
consecutively collected in a cross-sectional study from January
1999 to December 2000. In addition, 42 age-sex-matched cirrhotic
patients and 66 chronic hepatitis patients were randomly
selected for comparison. The etiologies of chronic hepatitis
and cirrhosis were either viral hepatitis B or hepatitis C, which
were all confirmed by liver biopsies. None of the patients with
chronic hepatitis or cirrhosis received interferon or other antiviral treatments before blood sampling. Alcoholic patients were
not enrolled. Patients were also excluded if an acute infection
or gastrointestinal bleeding was noted during enrollment. In
addition, 62 healthy subjects who received their annual physical
examinations at Taipei Veterans General Hospital, and whose
age and sex were matched with the aforementioned 90 HCC
patients, were randomly selected as healthy controls. Sera of
the aforementioned subjects or patients were stored in aliquots
at -70 °C until analyzed.
The underlying liver cirrhosis in HCC patients was diagnosed
histologically or by characteristic image findings with the
presence of ascites or esophageal varices. Patients with
cirrhosis were given a score from 5-15 according to Child-Pugh’s
classification[17]. Tumor volume was calculated from computerized
tomographic films and was expressed as percentages of tumor
volume in total liver volume. The grade of differentiation and
arrangement of tumor cells were assessed by a liver pathologist
according to the classification of Edmondson and Steiner[18].
The pathologist was not given any clinical information
pertaining to the biopsy specimens.
All clinical data of HCC patients including age, sex, ChildPugh’s scores, liver biochemistries (measured by a Hitachi
Model 736 automatic analyzer, Tokyo, Japan), prothrombin time,
and complete blood counts were recorded when an HCC was
first diagnosed or at the time the thrombocytosis developed.
Serum α-fetoprotein (AFP) was measured by a commercial kit
(ELSA2-AFP, CIS bio-international, Cedex, France). Anti-HCV
was measured by a second-generation enzyme immunoassay
kit (Abbott Laboratories, Chicago, IL, USA). The serum markers
of hepatitis B surface antigen (HBsAg) and antibody to hepatitis
D virus (Abbott Laboratories) were recorded. Distant metastases
to extrahepatic regional lymph nodes or other organs were
evaluated by image studies. Methods of therapy for HCC,
including surgical resection of tumors, transcatheter arterial
chemoembolization (TACE), sono-guided percutaneous ethanol
injection, or systemic chemotherapy and survival times were
recorded in each patient. This study was approved by Taipei
Veterans General Hospital, Taiwan.
Serum TPO levels were quantitatively measured by a solid
phase enzyme immunoassay (Quantikine, R&D systems,
Abingdon, UK). For the expression of TPO mRNA, an equal amount
of fresh frozen tumors and non-tumor parts of the liver samples
from a patient with thrombocytosis who received lobectomy
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for HCC were homogenized with a pestle. Total RNA was
purified by TRIZOL reagent (Invitrogen and Life Technologies,
Rockville, MD, USA). Reverse transcription-polymerase chain
reaction (RT-PCR) was carried out to amplify 1 µg RNA using
the First-strain cDNA Synthesis Kit (Amersham Pharmacia
Biotech, Buckinghamshire, UK) according to the instruction
manual. PCRs were carried out with 35 cycles at 94 °C for 1 min, at
60 °C for 1 min and at 72 °C for 1 min. Primer sequences were
sense: 5’-TGCGTTTCCTGATGCTTGTAG-3’ and anti-sense: ’AACCTTACCCTTCCTGAGACA-3’[12]. β-actin was used as
an internal standard and diethyl pyrocarbonate-treated water
was used as a negative control. The analysis of PCR products
was performed by 20 g/L agarose gel electrophoresis. For
quantitation of TPO mRNA, the PCR product was purified by
the QIAquick Gel Extraction Kit (QIAGEN GmbH, Hilden,
Germany) and A260 nm was measured to estimate the DNA
contents. Serial dilutions of this standard were then included
in the following real-time PCR along with samples to produce a
standard curve. Quantitative PCR was performed in 20 µL reaction
capillaries using 1×DNA master SYBR Green I mix (Roche
Diagnostics, Indianapolis, IN, USA), bovine serum albumin,
4 mmoL/L MgCl2, 200 µmoL/L dNTPs, 0.4 U InViTaq-polymerase
(InViTec; Berlin, Germany), 1 µL cDNA and 0.5 µmoL/L of the TPOspecific sense and antisense primers. DNA amplification, data
collection and analyses were performed with LightCycler
(Roche Diagnostics)[19]. The program was optimized and
performed finally as denaturation at 94 °C for 30 s followed by 40
cycles of amplification (at 94 °C for 0.1 s, 60 °C for 0.1 s, 72 °C
for 20 s). The temperature ramp rate was 20 °C/s. At the end of
each extension step, the fluorescence of each sample was measured
to allow the quantification of the PCR product. After the PCR
was completed, the melting curve of the product was measured
by a temperature gradient from 60 °C to 96 °C at 0.2 °C/s with
continuous fluorescence monitoring to produce a melting
profile of the primers. For normalization, the amount of TPO
amplicon was divided by the amount of β-actin amplicon of
the respective sample.
All data are expressed as mean±SD. Results were compared
between groups using the Chi-square test, Fisher’s exact test,
Student’s t-test, Mann-Whitney test or cross tabulation
depending on the type of data analyzed. Survival adjusted for
therapy was analyzed using the Kaplan-Meier method and was
compared using the log rank method. Univariate and multivariate
logistic regression using SPSS software (SPSS Inc., Chicago,
IL, USA) were performed to evaluate the predictive values of
the patients’ clinical, laboratory, and tumor features associated
with thrombocytosis. For all tests, only the results with P values
less than 0.05 (two-tail test) were considered to be statistically
significant.

RESULTS
Among the 1 154 HCC patients (1 005 males, 149 females, mean age
62.0±12.0 years, with a range of 13 to 84 years), 735 (63.7%) patients
were HBsAg positive, 180 (15.6%) were anti-HCV positive,
49 (4.3%) were positive for both HBsAg and anti-HCV and
19 (1.6%) were positive for HBsAg and antibody to hepatitis D
virus. The mean serum AFP level was 43 983±163 097 ng/mL
(median 268 ng/mL, range 3-1 892 500 ng/mL).
Totally, 243 (21.1%) of 1 154 patients had paraneoplastic
syndromes during the clinical course of HCC, in which 175 had
a single paraneoplastic manifestation and 68 had multiple
paraneoplastic manifestations. Thirty -one (2.7%) of 1 154 HCC
patients had thrombocytosis (mean platelet count 484±87 K/mm3,
range 403-688 K/mm3). The prevalence of hypercholesterolemia
was 12.6%, hypoglycemia was 5.4%, hypercalcemia was 4.4%,
and erythrocytosis was 3.2%. Eighteen of 31 HCC patients
with thrombocytosis had other paraneoplastic manifestations
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(11 with hypercholesterolemia, 1 with hypoglycemia, 4 with
hypercholesterolemia and hypoglycemia, 1 with hypercholesterolemia and hypercalcemia, and 1 with hypercholesterolemia,
hypoglycemia and hypercalcemia). Nine -hundred and eleven
HCC patients were free of paraneoplastic manifestations.
In comparison of the clinical, laboratory data and tumor
features between HCC patients with thrombocytosis and those
without, HCC patients with thrombocytosis were significantly
younger in age, had a higher mean serum AFP level, higher rate
of main portal vein (MPV) thrombosis, bilobar tumor involvement,
larger tumor volume, were less likely to receive or be suitable
for HCC therapy, and had a shorter survival time than those
without thrombocytosis (Table 1). HCC patients with
thrombocytosis tended to have more extra-hepatic metastases
than those without thrombocytosis (32% vs 19%, P = 0.059).
There were no significant differences in sex distribution, viral
etiologies, mean Child-Pugh’s scores, and rates of cirrhosis
between the two groups. Two hundred and fifty-eight (22%)
of 1 154 HCC patients and 10 (32%) of 31 patients with
thrombocytosis had their HCC tissues for histological analyses.
Among the 10 HCC patients with thrombocytosis, tumor cell
arrangement showed a trabecular pattern in 7 patients, and a
mixed trabecular and acinar pattern in 3. Tumor cell
differentiation revealed grade I in 3 patients, grade II in 4 patients,
and grade III in 3 patients. The tumor cell arrangement and
differentiation showed no significant differences between
patients with and without thrombocytosis.
Age, sex, viral hepatitis markers, serum AFP, MPV thrombosis,
metastases, bilobar tumor involvement, and tumor volumes were

all selected as independent variables in logistic regression
analyses, with the presence of thrombocytosis as the dependent
variable. The continuous variables were transformed to
categorical variables with the cut-off points determined by the
Receiver Operating Characteristic Curve. In an univariate
analysis, an age <60 years, serum AFP >140 000 ng/mL, tumor
volume >30% of the total liver volume, bilobar tumor involvement,
and MPV tumor thrombosis were significantly correlated with
the presence of thrombocytosis (Table 2). In a stepwise
multivariate analysis, a tumor volume >30% (odds ratio: 9.901,
95% confidence interval: 2.187-44.402, P = 0.003) and serum
AFP >140 000 ng/mL (odds ratio: 2.660, 95% confidence interval:
1.090-6.487, P = 0.031) were significant predictive variables
associated with the presence of thrombocytosis in HCC patients.
In the cross-sectional study, the mean platelet count was
440±43 K/mm3 (range 401 to 540 K/mm3) in 18 HCC patients
with thrombocytosis, 174±100 K/mm3 (range 102 to 396 K/mm3)
in 72 HCC patients without thrombocytosis, 72±29 K/mm3 (range
18 to 154 K/mm3) in 41 patients with cirrhosis, 178±48 K/mm3
(range 105 to 300 K/mm3) in 66 patients with chronic hepatitis,
and 212±35 K/mm3 (range 125 to 347 K/mm3) in 62 healthy
controls. The mean serum TPO level was significantly higher in
HCC patients with thrombocytosis (404±196 pg/mL), when
compared with HCC patients without thrombocytosis
(181±85 pg/mL), cirrhotic patients (103±34 pg/mL), chronic
hepatitis patients (113±46 pg/mL), and healthy subjects
(123±53 pg/mL) (Figure 1). Serum TPO levels were positively
correlated with platelet counts among 90 HCC patients (r = 0.474,
P<0.001). Among the10 HCC patients with thrombocytosis, the

Table 1 Comparison of clinical and laboratory data, and tumor features between hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) patients with
and without thrombocytosis

Age (yr)
Sex (male: female)
HBV: HCV: HBV+HCV-related
Mean Child-Pugh’s scores
Mean platelet counts (k/mm3)
Median (range)
Mean α-fetoprotein (ng/mL)
Median (range)
Cirrhosis (+:-)
MPV tumor thrombosis (+:-)
Tumor metastases (+:-)
Tumor volumes %
Both lobes with tumor involvements (+:-)
Therapy for HCC (+:-)
Mean survival (d)
Median (range)

HCC patients with
thrombocytosis (n = 31)

HCC patients without
thrombocytosis (n = 1 123)

52±19
25:6
24:1:0
7.2±2.1
484±87
441 (403-688)
251 042±458 734
4 859 (4-1 892 500)
23:8
11:20
10:21
63.5±21.2
22:9
10:21
144±208
77 (4-852)

62±12
980:143
711:179:49
6.8±2.2
154±80
133 (11-396)
57 879±212 788
252 (3-1 621 700)
913:210
171:952
196:927
30.7±26.9
439:684
583:540
373±521
147(2-3 666)

P value

<0.001
0.201
0.114
0.336
<0.001
<0.001

`

0.445
0.005
0.059
<0.001
<0.001
0.048
<0.001

Data were expressed as mean±SD. HBV: hepatitis B virus, HCV: hepatitis C virus, MPV: main portal vein.
Table 2 Significant predictive variables in association with thrombocytosis in hepatocellular carcinoma patients using univariate
logistic analyses
Variables
Age <60 yr
α-fetoprotein >140 000 ng/mL1
Tumor volume >30%1
Both lobes with tumor involvements
Main portal vein tumor thrombosis
1

Odds ratio

95% confidence interval

2.905
6.802
16.1
3.788
3.408

1.415-5.967
3.515-14.663
3.757-68.333
1.732-8.306
1.435-6.467

Significantly predictive variables in multivariate analyses.

P value
0.004
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
0.004
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Serum TPO level (pg/mL)

mean platelet count dropped significantly from 420±48 K/mm3
to 278±38 K/mm3 (P<0.001) after a surgical tumor resection or
TACE, while the mean platelet count for HCC patients with
thrombocytosis, who did not receive any therapy, showed a
progressive increase during follow up.
Figure 2 illustrates the relationship of platelet counts with
the serum levels of cholesterol, AFP and TPO in a 36-year-old
HCC male patient. The serum AFP level was 164 000 ng/mL and
serum HBsAg was positive. Image studies revealed a large
tumor mass over the right lobe of liver with an invasion to the
left medial segment. Hypercholesterolemia (serum cholesterol
level 602 mg/dL) and thrombocytosis (platelet count 403 K/mm3)
were noted at the diagnosis of HCC. He received a surgical
removal of tumors followed by chemotherapy with 5-fluorouracil
for 12 wk. Platelet counts, serum levels of cholesterol and AFP
dropped significantly after a surgical removal of the tumors.
However, all re-elevated when the tumor recurred 18 wk after
surgical treatment. Serum TPO level was 360 pg/mL before
surgery (platelet count 403 K/mm3), and fell to 130 pg/mL one
week after operation (platelet count 120 K/mm3). Figure 3 shows
the qualitative expression of TPO mRNAs using RT-PCR in
tumor and matched non-tumor tissues of the resected liver
samples. The expression of TPO mRNAs was more intensive in
tumor than in the non-tumor liver tissues. The results from the
quantitative real-time PCR also revealed that the concentration
of TPO mRNAs in tumors was 1.92 times greater than in matched
non-tumor liver tissues.
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Figure 1 Distribution of serum thrombopoietin levels in hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) patients with and without
thrombocytosis, patients with cirrhosis, chronic hepatitis and
healthy subjects. The mean serum thrombopoietin level in
HCC patients with thrombocytosis was significantly higher
than in HCC patients without thrombocytosis, patients with
cirrhosis, chronic hepatitis and healthy subjects.
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Figure 2 Clinical course of a hepatocellular carcinoma patient with thrombocytosis. The serum alfa-fetoprotein (AFP)
level was 164 000 ng/mL before tumor resection. Hypercholesterolemia (serum cholesterol level: 602 mg/dL) and thrombocytosis (platelet count: 403 K/mm3) were noted before
operations. The platelet counts, serum levels of cholesterol
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and AFP fell significantly after a surgical removal of the
tumors. However, all re-elevated when the tumor recurred
18 wk after surgical treatments.
B

L

T

N

588 bp

318 bp

Figure 3 Analyses of thrombopoietin from tumor tissues (T)
and non-tumor liver tissues (L) in a hepatocellular carcinoma
patient with thrombocytosis using reverse-transcription polymerase chain reaction. β-actin was used as an internal standard (B). N: negative control. Results from an agarose gel electrophoresis showed a more intense density of thrombopoietin
band from tumor tissues when compared with non-tumor
liver tissues.

DISCUSSION
Common paraneoplastic syndromes seen in HCC patients
include hypercholesterolemia, hypoglycemia, hypercalcemia,
and erythrocytosis[1]. Thrombocytosis has been reported in
children with hepatoblastoma[7-9]. The prevalence of thrombocytosis in HCC patients has not been previously reported. Our
results showed that 2.7% of HCC patients hadthrombocytosis
which was defined as a platelet count >400 K/mm3. The
prevalence of thrombocytosis might be underestimated because
most HCC patients were associated with liver cirrhosis, and
thrombocytopenia was frequently seen in these patients.
The clinical significance of thrombocytosis in HCC patients
were similar to HCC patients with other paraneoplastic syndromes,
including hypercholesterolemia, hypoglycemia, hypercalcemia,
and erythrocytosis[2-6]. Large tumor volumes, high serum AFP,
high rates of MPV tumor thrombosis, low rates of receiving
therapy and poor prognosis have been identified in HCC
patients with thrombocytosis. According to the multivariate
logistic regression analyses, HCC patients with thrombocytosis
were characterized by a large tumor volume and high serum
AFP. HCC patients with thrombocytosis seemed to have a
similar life expectancy as HCC patients with erythrocytosis or
hypercholesterolemia, and had a better prognosis than patients
with hypoglycemia and hypercalcemia which were usually
pre-terminal events[6].
Before the cloning of TPO, the cause of thrombocytosis in
children with hepatoblastoma and in other malignancies remains
unclear. TPO, a glycoprotein hormone, is a potent stimulator of
the growth and maturation of megakaryocytes and platelet
production[10,11]. The main sites of TPO production are the liver
and, to a lesser degree, the kidneys, bone marrow and spleen.
Messenger RNA transcripts of TPO have been found mainly in
the liver and released into circulation[14-16]. Most TPO is bound
with and degraded by circulating platelets and megakaryocytes
in the bone marrow, and the serum level is low. Circulating TPO
levels are inversely correlated with the number of TPO receptors
(c-Mpl-molecules) in regulating megakaryocytopoiesis and
platelet production. When thrombocytopenia develops, binding
receptors decrease and serum TPO levels increase. Elevated
TPO levels stimulate megakaryocytopoiesis and result in
increased platelet production[20-25]. This reverse relationship of
platelet counts and serum TPO levels has been found in patients
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with hematological diseases[26,27]. Patients with cirrhosis were
frequently associated with low platelet counts. However, serum
TPO levels in cirrhotic patients were found to be lower than
chronic hepatitis patients or normal subjects due to inadequate
TPO production by the diseased livers[28-32]. Serum TPO of cirrhotic
patients increased after orthotopic liver transplantation, which
was followed by an increase in platelet counts[14,33-35]. Our results
revealed serum TPO levels were significantly lower in cirrhotic
patients than in patients with chronic hepatitis or normal
controls, and were consistent with previous reports.
Despite the fact that hepatoma cells have been found to
express TPO in vitro and in animal models, the mechanisms by
which thrombocytosis develops in HCC patients have not been
studied. According to our results, HCC patients with thrombocytosis
had a significantly higher mean serum TPO level than HCC
patients without thrombocytosis. In addition, the platelet
counts and serum TPO levels in HCC patients with thrombocytosis
dropped after a surgical removal of the tumor or TACE, and reelevated when a tumor recurred. Changes of platelet counts
and serum TPO levels were parallel to the changes of serum
AFP. Furthermore, by using the reverse transcription and realtime PCR methods, we demonstrated that the expression of
TPO mRNA was more in tumor tissues than in matched nontumor tissues in an HCC patient with thrombocytosis. Our
results were consistent with the report that thrombocytosis in
patients with hepatoblastoma was related to increased TPO
production in tumors[9]. Thus, we speculate that thrombocytosis
in HCC patients is due to the overproduction of TPO by tumors,
and mostly in patients with a large tumor burden. The
mechanisms of thrombocytosis in HCC patients are similar to
those for other paraneoplastic manifestations. Hypoglycemia
has been related to the overproduction of insulin-growth-factor
II with insulin-like activities[2]. The cause of hypercalcemia has
been related to overproduction of a parathyroid-related protein
which interacts with parathyroid hormone receptors [4,36].
Elevation of serum erythropoietin has been seen in HCC patients
with erythrocytosis[5,37].
In conclusion, thrombocytosis is one of the paraneoplastic
syndromes in patients with HCC, due to the overproduction of
TPO by HCC. HCC patients with thrombocytosis are associated
with a large tumor volume and high serum AFP level.
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Abstract
AIM: To investigate the potential involvement of leptin in
carcinogenesis of hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) and to
elucidate the etiology, carcinogenesis and progress of HCC.
METHODS: Expressions of Ob gene product, leptin and its
receptor, Ob-R were investigated in 36 cases of HCC specimens
and corresponding adjacent non-tumorous liver tissues with
immunohistochemical staining. The effect of leptin on
proliferation of Chang liver cell line and liver cancer cell line
SMMC-7721 was studied with cell proliferation assay (MTT).
RESULTS: Leptin expression was detected in 36 cases of
adjacent non-tumorous liver tissues (36/36,100%) with
moderate (++) to strong (+++) intensity; and in 72.22%
(26/36) of HCC with weaker (+) intensity (P<0.05). Thirty
of 36 (83.33%) cases of adjacent non-tumorous liver
tissues were positive for Ob-R, with moderate (++) to
strong (+++) intensity. In HCC, 11/36 (30.56%) cases were
positive, with weak (+) intensity (P<0.05). In cell
proliferation assay, leptin inhibited the proliferation of Chang
liver cells. The cell survival rate was 10-13% lower than
that of the untreated cells (P>0.05). Leptin had little effect
on the proliferation of liver cancer cells (P>0.05).
CONCLUSION: High level expression and decreased or
absent expression of leptin and its receptor in adjacent
non-tumorous liver cells and HCC cells, inhibitory effect of
leptin on the proliferation of normal Chang liver cells and
no effect of leptin on proliferation of liver cancer cells,
may provide new insights into the carcinogenesis and
progression of human HCC. It could be assumed that leptin
acting as an inhibitor and/or promoter, is involved in the
process of carcinogenesis and progress of human HCC.
Wang XJ, Yuan SL, Lu Q, Lu YR, Zhang J, Liu Y, Wang WD.
Potential involvement of leptin in carcinogenesis of hepatocellular
carcinoma. World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(17): 2478-2481
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INTRODUCTION
Leptin, a circulating hormone secreted by adipocytes, is one of
the major adipose cytokines acting as an important signaling
molecule in energy regulation and food intake, and controls
body weight homeostasis[1-3]. It modulates various physiological
and pathophysiological states, including lipid metabolism,
hematopoiesis, thermogenesis, obesity, and polycystic ovary
syndrome[1,4]. Besides, leptin is also involved in obesity and
carcinogenesis of some human cancers.
Recent studies suggested that leptin might play an important
role in the process of initiation and progression of human
cancers[2,3,5-12], but there were a difference and discordance among
the results. Circulating levels of leptin were higher in cases of
breast cancer [5], colorectal cancer [8], prostate cancer [6],
eudiometrical cancer[13], and lower in cases of uterine leiomyomas
than the controls[10], or had no difference in breast cancer[14].
One study showed that leptin might play a role in the development
of prostate cancer[11]. Another study suggested plasma leptin
was not associated with prostate cancer risk[10]. On the other
hand, studies suggested that leptin expression was associated
with invasive potential of functioning pituitary adenomas[15],
and influenced cellular differentiation and the progression of
prostate cancer[11]. In vitro experimental studies, leptin not only
stimulate proliferation of some human cancer cell lines, including
breast cancer cell lines (ZR75-1, MCF-7, T-47D)[2,7,9,16-18],
esophageal cancer cell lines (KYSE410, 150), prostate cancer
cell lines (DU145 and PC-3)[2,3], acute myelogenous leukemia
(AML)[19] cell lines, but also inhibited the growth of some human
cancer cell lines, such as pancreas cancer cell lines (PANC-1,
Mia-PaCa)[2]. The study results indicated that leptin had
divergent effects on human cancer cell proliferation.
Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is one of the most common
malignancies in the world, and causes an estimated one million
deaths annually. It has a poor prognosis due to its rapid infiltrating
growth and complicating liver cirrhosis[20,21]. Epidemiological
studies suggested that obesity was a risk factor of HCC complicated
with alcoholic liver disease and cryptogenic cirrhosis[22,23].
Clinical investigations showed that serum leptin levels in
alcoholic and post-hepatitis liver cirrhosis patients with or
without HCC increased significantly compared with those in
control subjects[24-30], suggesting that leptin is involved in the
etiogenesis of hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) in cirrhotic
patients. Therefore, we hypotheses that leptin might be associated
with the growth of liver cells and HCC cells, and played a role in
carcinogenesis of hepatocellular carcinoma, but such a study
has been reported. In order to confirm this hypothesis, the
expression of leptin in human HCC and adjacent non-tumorous
liver tissues was analyzed by immunohistochemical staining,
and the effect of leptin on proliferation of normal liver cells and
HCC cells in vitro was studied in this study.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Immunohistochemical analysis of leptin and Ob-R expressions
in human HCC and adjacent non-tumorous liver tissues
Patients and samples HCC specimens and corresponding
adjacent non-tumorous liver tissues were collected from 36
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patients surgically treated in West China Hospital of Sichuan
University in China in 2000, all the patients were informed and
consented to use their samples for this study. Of the 36 patients,
29 (80.56%) were males, 7 (19.44%) were females, their age
ranged from 27 to 68 years (mean, 49.4 years), Twenty patients
(20/36, 55.56%) were infected with HBV, 32 (32/36, 88.89%)
were complicated with liver dysfunction, and 10 (10/36, 27.78%)
with liver cirrhosis. None had any treatment before the surgical
operation. All patients were diagnosed as HCC. The tissue
specimens were routinely processed, formalin-fixed, and
paraffin- embedded. Paraffinized sections were made for
hematoxylin and eosin (HE) and immunohistochemical staining.
Reagents Ob (A-20) and Ob-R (H-300) rabbit anti-human
polyclonal antibodies were purchased from Santa Cruz
Biotechnology, USA. S-P immunohistochemical staining kit
(SP9001) was purchased from Beijing Zhongshan Biological
Technology Ltd.
Method Leptin protein and Ob-R were detected immunohitochemically with S-P method. Briefly, tissue sections were
deparaffinized and rehydrated through graded alcohols.
Antigen retrieval was performed by heating in microwave oven
in 0.1 mol/L citrate buffer (pH 6). Then, endogenous peroxidase
activity was blocked with 30 mL/L H2O2, and after treatment
with normal goat serum, the sections were incubated with Ob
(A-20) or Ob-R (H-300) rabbit anti-human polyclonal antibodies
at a dilution of 1:100, overnight at 4°C, with biotinylated second
antibody for 20 min, and with streptavidin/peroxidase for 30 min
at room temperature. Subsequently, the sections were subjected to
color reaction with 0.2 g/L 3,3 diaminobenzidine tetrahydrochloride
containing 0.05 mL/L H2O2 in PBS (pH 7.4), and counterstained
with hematoxylin lightly. In each staining run, a known leptin
positive sample of fat tissue was added as a positive control,
and a section of the same fat tissue incubated in PBS instead of
Ob or Ob-R was included as a negative control.
Semi-quantitative evaluation was used to determine positively
expressed cells by viewing 10 vision fields at ×400. Negative (-)
indicated cells were stained less than 10%, mildly positive (+)
showed 11-25% cells were stained, moderately positive (++)
demonstrated 26-50% cells were stained, strongly positive (+++)
revealed over 50% cells were stained. The intensity of staining
in positive cells was compared with the negative control and
scored as follows: negative (-), weak (+), moderate (++), strong
(+++), the last three grades were all regarded as positive.

Proliferation assay in vitro
Reagents Chang liver cell line (ATCC CCL13) and liver cancer
cell line SMMC-7721 were obtained from Shanghai Cell Biology
Institute of Chinese Academy of Sciences. Human recombinant
leptin was a product from Signa-Aldrich, Inc. USA. RPMI-1640
was the product of Gibco/BRL (Invitrogen Corporation, USA).
Fetal bovine serum (FBS) was purchased from Huaxi Biology
Institute (Chengdu, China). Trypsin, 3-(4, 5-dimethylthiazol2-yl)-2, 5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide (MTT), and DMSO were
purchased from the Sino-American Biotechnology Company
of Beijing.
Cell culture Both Chang liver cell line and SMMC-7721 cell
line were cultured in RPMI-1640 medium supplemented with
100 mL/L FBS, 100 U/mL penicillin, and 100 µg/mL streptomycin,
at 37°C in a humidified atmosphere containing 50 mL/L CO2.
Proliferation assay (MTT) Chang liver cells and SMMC-7721
cells were suspended at a concentration of 5×104/mL Then 200 µL
of the cell suspension was placed in each well of a replicate 96well microtiter plate. The cells were allowed to adhere overnight.
Then different concentrations (10, 20, 40, 80, 160, 320 ng/mL)
of leptin were added to each kind of cells. MTT assay was
performed after 1-, 3-, 5-d growth. A 20 µL of 5 mg/mL of MTT
was added to each well followed by incubation for 4 h at 37 .
Formazan products were solubilized with DMSO; A values were
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read with an enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay reader (BioTek, Houston, USA) at wavelength of 570 nm. All experiments
were performed in triplicate. The effect of leptin on proliferation
of Chang liver cells and SMMC-7721 cells were expressed as
cell survival rates: A value of the treated group ÷A value of
control group×100 %.

Statistics analysis
The data of immunohitochemical staining were analyzed with
chi-square test. The data of cell proliferation assay were analyzed
with variance analysis. P<0.05 was considered statistically
significant.
RESULTS
Leptin expression in human HCC and adjacent non-tumorous
liver tissues
The expressed Ob gene product, leptin was detected in all 36
specimen from adjacent non-tumorous liver tissues (36/36,
100%), with moderate (++) to strong (+++)intensity. The
expression rate in HCC was 72.22% (26/36), but the intensity
was weaker (+) than that in adjacent non-tumorous liver tissues
(Figure 1), a significant difference in leptin expression was found
between adjacent non-tumorous liver tissues and HCC (P<0.05).
Ten of 36 specimens from HCC (10/36, 27.78%) even lost the
expression of leptin, but Kupffer cells and vascular endothelial
cells expressed high levels of leptin (Figure 2).

Figure 1 Expression of leptin in adjacent non-tumorous liver
live cells (left) and absent expression in HCC cells (right). S-P
immunohistochemical staining ×200.

Figure 2 Absent expression of leptin in HCC cells, Kupffer
cells and vascular endothelial cells expressed high levels of
leptin. S-P immunohistochemical staining ×400.

Ob-R expression in human HCC and adjacent non-tumorous
liver tissues
Thirty out of 36 specimens from adjacent non-tumorous liver
tissues (30/36, 83.33%) were positive for Ob gene receptor
product, with a moderate (++) to strong (+++) intensity. Only
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11 of 36 specimens from HCC (11/36, 30.56%) were positive,
with a weak (+) intensity. The expression of Ob-R was significantly
lower than that of adjacent non-tumorous liver tissues (P<0.05).

Effect of leptin on the proliferation of Chang liver cells in vitro
Leptin inhibited the proliferation of Chang liver cells on the 5th d
after leptin treatment at various concentrations. The cell survival
rate was 10-13% lower than that of the untreated cells (Figure
3A), although without statistical significance (P>0.05).

A
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Effect of leptin on proliferation of SMMC-7721 cells in vitro
Leptin had little effect on the proliferation of liver cancer cells
(Figure 3B), the cell survival rate on each day after leptin
treatment was lightly lower than that of the controls, but no
statistical significance was found (P>0.05).
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Figure 3 Effect of leptin at different concentrations (ng/mL)
on proliferation of Chang liver cells and liver cancer cells on d 5
(MTT assay). A: Effect of leptin at different concentrations
(ng/mL) on proliferation of Chang liver cells on d 5 (MTT
assay), B: Effect of leptin at different concentrations (ng/mL)
on proliferation of liver cancer cells on d 5 (MTT assay).

DISCUSSION
It has found that certain cancers are associated with obesity,
including breast, prostate, colon, uterus, renal cell, pancreas
carcinoma and esophagus adenocarcinoma[2,22,31]. Leptin, an
Ob gene product, could control body weight homeostasis
through food intake and energy expenditure, and was closely
associated with obesity[1-3]. Although epidemiological observation
showed that obesity was a risk factor of HCC complicated with
alcoholic liver disease and cryptogenic cirrhosis[22,23,32], clinical
investigations have identified that serum leptin levels in
alcoholic and post-hepatitis liver cirrhosis patients with or
without HCC are increased significantly in comparison with those
in control subjects[22,24-30]. There was no study on the role of leptin
in carcinogenesis of human hepatic cellular carcinoma[2,22-30].
The present study investigated the expression of leptin and
its receptor Ob-R in both adjacent non-tumorous liver tissues
and HCC tissues with immunohistochemical staining, and found
that adjacent non-tumorous liver cells expressed higher levels
of leptin and its receptor than corresponding HCC cells, about
one fourth of HCC tissues lost the expression of leptin, and

two thirds had no Ob-R expression (Figures 1, 2). These findings
suggest that leptin could act in vivo as a paracrine/endocrine
growth factor towards hepatocytes, and played a possible role
in the process of initiation and progression of HCC, which
could thus contribute to the explanation of the reasons why
alcoholic and post-hepatitis liver cirrhosis patients with or
without HCC had high levels of serum leptin[24-30] and the
reasons why obesity was a risk factor of developing HCC[22,23].
In proliferation assay in vitro, leptin had differential effects
on the proliferation of human cancer cells. Tt caused growth
potentiation in breast, esophagus, and prostate cancer cells,
but inhibited the proliferation of pancreatic cancer cells[2,19,32].
In MCF-7 cells, leptin and high glucose stimulated cell proliferation
as demonstrated by the increases in DNA synthesis and expression
of cdk2 and cyclin D1. However, they had no significant effect on
the proliferation of multidrug-resistant human breast cancer
NCI/ADR-RES cells[16]. In this study, leptin alone showed some
inhibitory effect on the proliferation of normal Chang liver cells,
and no effect on liver cancer SMMC-7721 cells. However, Chang
liver cell line was originally thought to be derived from normal
liver tissue, but was subsequently found on the basis of isoenzyme
analysis, HeLa marker chromosomes, and DNA fingerprinting,
to have HeLa cell contamination when it was established
(www.atcc.org). Therefore, these findings in vitro might be
associated with different biological characteristics of cancer
cells to react to leptin treatment, and/or the organ derivation of
cancer cell lines[2]. In addition, Chang liver cell line was not a
good control of normal liver cells.
In vivo animal experiments findings showed that Leptin was
a growth factor that could stimulate proliferation of colonic
epithelial cells in mice[33]. It is also a profibrogenic cytokine and
could play a key role in liver fibrosis[34]. ob/ob mice having a
naturally occurring mutation in the ob gene that prevents the
synthesis of leptin had an increased incidence of HCC[31]. This
study showed that leptin had some inhibitory effect on the
proliferation of normal Chang liver cells and no effect on the
proliferating of on liver cancer SMMC-7721 cells (Figures 3A,3B),
and adjacent non-tumorous liver tissues could express higher
levels of leptin and its receptor than the corresponding HCC
cells (Figure 1). It could be assumed that leptin acting as an
inhibitor and/or promoter, was involved in the process of
carcinogenesis and progression of human HCC. In addition,
the high levels of leptin expression in Kupffer cells and vascular
endothelial cells might be associated with liver cirrhosis[24,27,35,36],
and angiogenesis of cancer tissues[1,14,37], because these lesions
might deteriorate HCC.
In summary, a preliminary investigation of the possible
involvement of leptin in carcinogenesis of human hepatocellular
carcinoma was performed in this study to elucidate the etiology
and carcinogenesis of HCC. To the best of our knowledge[2,20-30],
this is the first report on involvement of leptin in HCC. The
presence of leptin and its receptor in adjacent non-tumorous
liver and HCC cells, and the effects of leptin on proliferation of
normal Chang liver cells and liver cancer cells may provide new
insights into the carcinogenesis and progression of human HCC.
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Abstract
AIM: To study oval cells’ pathological characteristics and
relationship with the occurrence of hepatocellular
carcinoma (HCC); to observe the form and structural
characteristics of oval cells; to explore the expression
characteristics of C-kit, PCNA mRNA and c-myc gene during
the occurrence and development of HCC and the effect of
ulinastatin (UTI) on C-kit and PCNA expression.
METHODS: One hundred and twenty-five SD rats fed on
3,3’-diaminobenzidine (DAB) to construct HCC models were
divided into control group, cancer-inducing group and UTI
intervention group. In each group, rat liver samples were
collected at weeks 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22 and
24 respectively to study pathological distribution
characteristics of oval cells in the process of carcinogenesis
under optical microscope. Oval cells were separated by
the methods of improved density gradient centrifugation
and their structural characteristics were observed under
optical microscope and electronic microscope respectively; the
oval cells expressing C-kit and PCNA in the collected samples
were observed by the methods of immunohistochemistry and
image analysis and the expression of c-myc mRNA was also
detected by reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction
(RT-PCR).
RESULTS: Oval cells proliferated firstly in the portal area
then gradually migrated into hepatic parenchyma in the
inducing group and intervention group. The oval cells
distributed inside and outside the carcinoma nodes. The
oval cells presented the characteristics of undifferentiated
cells: a high ratio of nucleolus and cellular plasm and
obvious nucleoli, rare organelle in plasm. Only a few
mitochondria and endoplasmic reticulum and some villuslike apophysis on surface of cells could be seen. Cells
stained with C-kit and PCNA antibody were mainly oval
cells distributed in the portal area. The expression of cmyc mRNA increased with the progression of HCC.
However, in the intervention group, UTI could retard its
increase.
CONCLUSION: Oval cells work throughout the development
of HCC, and might play important roles in this process.
c-myc gene may be a kind of promoter gene of HCC, and
play a key role in hepatic injury and development of HCC.
UTI could retard the occurrence of HCC.
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INTRODUCTION
HCC is one of the most common malignant carcinomas in China.
Because of its high rate of metastasis and recurrence and lack
of typical symptoms in early stage, HCC has the second
mortality rate among all the malignant carcinomas[1,2]. Up to
now, obvious progress has been made in the study of cell
origin of HCC. One is that HCC is originated from abnormally
differentiated oval cells, the other is that it results from
dedifferentiation of mature liver cells. In order to probe the
relationship between oval cells and HCC, we explored the
pathologic distribution characteristics, structural features of
oval cells in the pathogenesis of HCC in experimental SD rats
and the expression characteristics of C-kit, PCNA and c-myc
genes in oval cells.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
One hundred and twenty-five clearing SD rats (100±20 g)
(Experimental Center of Zhongshan University) were fed in the
environment of 18-28 °C and 40-70% humidity in Animal
Feeding Unit, Zhujiang Hospital, First Military Medical
University. DAB (Dako, Japan) was used as inducing drug for
HCC in rat; proline, asparagic acid, serine phenylalanine,
tyrosine pyruvate sodium, transferring, epidermal growth factor
(EGF) (Sigma, USA) and F12, F12/DMEM (1:1) (Gibco, USA),
and fetal bovine serum (Sijiqing Co, Hangzhou, China) were
used for culture medium for oval cells. Collagenase VI and
density gradient centrifugation (percoll) (Sigma) were used for
separating oval cells. C-kit polyclonal antibody (Sigma),
immunohistochemical kits (SABC methods) and poly-lysine
for adhibiting section, neutral resin for envelop section (Boshide
Co, Wuhan); PCNA immunohistochemical kits (SP methods),
DAB dyeing reagent (Zhongshan Co, Beijing); c-myc mRNA
kit, total RNA extraction kits, DNA marker (100 bp), primers for
polymerase chain reaction(PCR) and RNAsin (Huamei
Bioengineering Co), M-MLV reverse transcriptase (Promega
USA), Taq DNA polymerase (Gibco), 4×dNTP (Sigma),
amplification primer for reverse transcription polymerase chain
reaction (RT-PCR) were synthesized by Shanghai Biotech Co.
according to the GenBank database.
Methods
HCC model The method of constructing HCC model in the
cancer-inducing group and inter group was according to the
references[3,4]. After fed on DAB for 14 wk, rats were given
normal drinking water, but in control group, the rats were fed
on standard food. In the interference group, as soon as the
DAB was administrated, UTI (2-104 U/kg) was injected into
abdominal cavity, twice a week until wk14[5,6]. One hundred
and twenty-five clearing SD rats were divided into control group
(24 rats), cancer-inducing group (48 rats) and UTI interference
group (48 rats), the other 5 rats were used to construct the
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model of oval cells proliferation. Each group was divided into
12 sub-groups, and there were 2 rats in sub-group of the control
group and the cancer-inducing group, 4 rats in sub-group of
interference group. Two pieces of 1 cm×1 cm×1 cm tissue taken
from the right liver lobe of each rat in sub-group were fixed in
40 g/L formaldehyde and 2-4 pieces of soybean-sized tissue
taken from the left liver lobe of each rat in sub-group were
placed respectively in the 0.5 mL centrifuge tube and preserved
in a refrigerator at -80 °C at wk 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22
and 24 respectively during construction of HCC model. The
samples of right liver lobes were sliced serially to count
cancerous nodes under low power microscope. Nodes more
than 0.05 mm2 were measured by the gridding ocular micrometer.
Separation of oval cells When the rats have been fed DAB for
4 wk, a large number of oval cells proliferated from the hepatic
portal area, which could be identified by HE dyeing section
analysis. Firstly, D-Hanks’ solution was perfused through portal
vein until the liver color turned yellow, then 1 g/L collagenase
IV was affused to digest liver. The digested liver was put in a
beaker, washed 3 times with Hank’s solution, and minced
thoroughly at the same time, then 0.6 g/L collagenase IV was
added to further digest liver for 30 min at 37 °C. The cell
suspension was filtrated through 100 holes/cm2 sieve, then
centrifuged at 300 r/min at 4 °C for 5 min, the cell suspension
was extracted and centrifuged again at 2 000 r/min at 4 °C for
10 min. The upper layer solution abandoned, then cells were
suspended again with 10 mL F12 solution. The density gradient
centrifugation solution (percoll) was blended with 100 g/L NaCl
at a ratio of 9:1 and diluted with F12 into the solution of 90%,
70% and 50%, respectively. Ten mL of each solution was put in
a high-speed centrifugation tube of 50 mL, according to the
concentration gradient of 90%, 70% and 50%. A 10 mL cell
suspension was placed on the top of each tube, then centrifuged
for 30 min at 4 °C, 12 000 g so that the oval cells were located
between the centrifugation solution of 70% and 50%, then the
oval cell suspension was extracted carefully to another tube,
Hanks’ solution was added with 5 kU/L benzylpenicillin and
streptomycin A, then centrifuged at 1 000 r/min for 5 min, the
precipitate was retained. Culture medium F12/DMEM (1:1)
solution was added to suspend cells. Then the suspension
was inoculated into 25 cm3 plastic culture bottles, according to
the density of 2×108/L, placed into incubating cabin with 5 mL/L
CO2 at 37 °C. After 24 h the culture solution was replaced and
oval cells could be seen adhering to the bottle wall.
Culture of oval cells The culture medium consisted of 200 mL/L
fetal bovine serum which was diluted with the solution of
DMEM/F12(1:1) containing epidermal growth factor (20 µg/L),
transferring (20 µg/L) and some kinds of amino acid. The culture
medium was replaced every 2 or 3 d. When cells overgrew in
the bottles, some parts of cells were transferred into another
culture bottle. The culture medium in the bottles was extracted;
F12 solution was added to clean the cells three times, then
mixed with 2.5 g/L pancreatin to digest. The cells were observed
under the microscope for about 1 min, then oval cells could be
seen floating and then the culture medium was added to
terminate digestion. After the cells were separated completely,
they were inoculated into another bottle.
C-kit immunohistochemistry Carry sheet glasses were treated
by polylysine. Paraffin sections (5 µm thick) were dewaxed by
dimethylbenzene and alcohol respectively. After washed by
0.01 mol/L PBS for 2 min 3 times, the sections were incubated in
3 mL/L H2O2 solution for 10 min to inactivate endogenous
peroxides, heated in citric acid sodium solution in microwave
oven at 100 °C to retrieve antigen for 10 min and then cooled for
25 min. After washed with 0.1 mol/L PBS for 2 min 3 times, they
were incubated with normal goat serum to block nonspecific
binding of antibodies for 10 min at room temperature. The
sections were then incubated with IgG of rabbit antiserum
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against mouse at 37 °C for 24 h or at 4 °C overnight, washed
with 0.01 mol/L PBS for 3 times for 2 min each, then incubated
with goat IgG anti-rabbit at 37 °Cfor 20 min, washed with
0.01 mol/L PBS for 2 min 3 times, Reagent SABC was added
and incubated at 37 °C for 20 min, section were washed again
with 0.01 mol/L PBS for 3 times. The immunoreacted cells were
then visualized by using DAB kits as follows: a drop of reagent
A, B and C was added into 1 mL distilled water, then they were
blended completely and dripped on the sections. The sections
were counterstained with hematoxylin for 50 s, then dehydrated
and observed with light microscope.
PCNA immunohistochemistry (SP methods) The SABC
reagent was replaced by the solution of streptoavidin marked
with horse-radish peroxidase in the first steps and the other
steps were the same as C-kit immunohistochemistry. C-kit
protein was stained brown yellow. The localization of C-kit
protein and its change in quantity were observed when the
rats’ livers were injured. PCNA protein was stained as brown
yellow. The localization of PCNA positive cells in the hepatic
lobule was observed and PCNA labeling index (proliferating
index) was calculated by randomly observing 5 fields under
high microscope in each section. The positive cells among 100
cells were counted in each field and mean values were taken.
RNA extraction and assessment The preserved 50-100 mg
liver tissues were mixed and grinded evenly with 1 mL cold
denaturant. A 1mL lysis liquid was added into a 2.0 mL centrifuge
tube and then mixed with 0.1 mL sodium acetate (pH4.0). A 100 mL
phenol/chloroform mixture was mixed with the above mentioned
liquid and intensely vibrated for 10 s, then placed on ice for 10 min.
The liquid was centrifuged at 4 °C. The top layer liquid was
transferred into a 1.5-mL centrifuge tube and kept at -20 °C for
15 min after mixed with isopropanol of identical volume. White
jelly-like precipitate after centrifugation at 10 000 g for 15 min at
4 °C was the total RNA. RNA was resolved completely by 1 mL
lysis and RNA precipitate and wall of the tube liquid were
washed with 250 mol/L alcohol. Resolved RNA in RNase-free
water and preserved it at -20 °C. The absorbance (A) of total
RNA was measured by ultraviolet spectrophotometer and the
RNA concentration(g/L) was A 260×nucleic acid dilution
times×40/1 000 (A260/A280) (if A of RNA >1.8, the RNA is pure
enough to be used in the following experiment).
Agarose electrophoresis RNA solution 1 µL mixed with 2 µL
bromphenol blue buffer was electrophored in the level
electrophoresis chamber treated by RNase-free water at 100 V
for 20 min then the gelatum was taken to be observed. Three
RNA straps of 28 s, 18 s, and 5 s could be seen through gel
electrophoresis.
cDNA synthesis and PCR reaction A 2 µL (1 µg) total RNA,
4 µL (20 pmoL) of c-myc downstream primer and 8 µL of RNAfree water were mixed well at the room temperature, put in water
bath at 70 °C to degenerate for 5 min. Then they were put on ice
for 1 min, centrifuged at 200 g for 30 s. A 5 µL M-MLV reverse
transcriptase 5×Buffer, 5 µL dNTP (2.5 mmol/L), 5 µL rRNasin
(20 U) and 5 µL M-MLV RT were added and the total reaction
volume was 34 µL. The mixture was treated at 42 °C for 60 min
and at 95 °C for 5 min to inactivate reverse transcriptase, then
maintained at -30 °C. Sixteen µL of cDNA , 5 µL 10×Buffer ( no
MgCl2), 3 µL solutions MgCl2 (25 mmol/L), 4 µL (2.5 mmol/L)
dNTP, 3 µL (15pmoL) of sense including target gene and mark
gene repectively, 3 µL (15 pmoL) antisense including target
gene and mark gene respectively, 1 µL (3U) Taq DNA enzyme
and 9 µL RNA-free water were mixed totally at the room
temperature, and the above total reactive volume was 50 µL.
Then a drop of paraffin oil treated at high temperature was
added onto the surface of mixture , and degenerated at 94 °Cfor
5 min. PCR cycle was at 94 °C, 50 °C and 72 °C respectively, for
1 min each. After 35 cycles, an extension at 72 °C was performed
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for 5 min.
Agarose electrophoresis A 8 µL product of c-myc DNA was
taken for caraphoresis in 20 g/L sepharose (containing small
quantity EB), and two straps of 228-bp and 120-bp (the product
of mark gene) were found under light. The caraphoresis strap
of PCR was scanned and quantitatively analyzed with gel image
analysis system.

Statistical analysis
Experiment results were analyzed with SPSS10.0 software. Data
were analyzed with single-side analysis of variance and with
LSD methods for inter-group analysis. Chi-squared test was
used to compare rates between two groups. P<0.05 indicates
significant difference.
RESULTS
Pathological characteristics
The rats, liver cells in the early period of cancer-inducing group
showed balloon-like degeneration under light microscope (1-8 wk).
Since the 2nd wk in the cancer-inducing group, the oval cells
started to proliferate in portal area and gradually migrated into
liver parenchyma (Figure 1). The pseudo-lobules formed in the
liver and oval cells migrated into lobules in the middle period
from the 15th to 24th wk. The cancer cell nucleus presented in
different sizes and karyokinesis often occurred. Cancer cells
infiltrated toward the periphery of liver tissue, and at the same
time, focal bleeding and necrosis obviously occurred. Huge
amounts of leucocytes infiltration could be seen in the peripheral
area of nodes and portal area, and lots of oval cell proliferations
were shown in portal area and in cancer nodes (Figure 2).
Beginning from the 2nd wk of cancer induction, the proliferation
of oval cells could be seen in portal area. Firstly oval cells
appeared in the epithelial lining of bile duct of portal area and
then gradually proliferated and migrated into liver parenchyma.
In the fibrosis formation period, the proliferation of oval cells
could be seen in portal area and in its peripheral area. The
volume of oval cells was about as big as one third of normal
liver cells, round or oval-shaped and its margin was unclear
with scant cytoplasm and basophils. The cell nucleus was round
or oval shaped, with slight stain, vague membrane and obvious
nucleolus. Oval cells proliferated first in portal area and then in
liver limiting plate, migrated along liver sinusoids and to the
middle part of lobules. These cells often presented as two lines
or branches, destroying the neighboring liver cord. The left
lobe liver cells were scattered among the proliferated oval cells
that distributed inside and mainly outside of the cancer nodes.
Oval cells showed the characteristics of undifferentiated cells:
a big ratio of nucleus and plasm and obvious nucleoi, rare
organele in plasm, only a few mitochondria, endoplasmic
reticulum and some villus-like apophysis on surface of cells
could be seen under the electronic microscope (Figure 3).

Figure 2 A large quantity of oval cells gathered around the
cancer nodes in cancer inducing group at 20th wk (HE staining,
original magnification: ×200).

Figure 3 Electron microscopic observation showed: the volume
of oval cell was about as big as one third of normal liver cell,
round or oval shaped, scant cytoplasm with unclear cell margin.

The effect of UTI on cancer induction: in the early period,
the balloon-like degeneration of liver cells was much milder
than that of the liver cells in cancer-inducing group. The
balloon-like degeneration of liver cells was obvious in the middle
period and local liver cells became necrosis, liver lobes were
destroyed and the liver fiber proliferated and the pseudo-lobues
formed in the local area with a large amount of oval cell aggregating
in the portal area and liver parenchyma could be seen. In the
period of carcinoma formation, pseudo-lobues were seen
apparently in large parts of liver parenchyma and a large number
of oval cells aggregated to an extreme extent. Some liver cancer
cells with column-like or glandular-like structure appeared in
part of liver parenchyma and oval cells scattered among the
cancer cells. The neoplasia nodes were counted as in Table 1.
Table 1 Number of cancerous nodes and cancer nodes’ area in
rat liver (mean±SD, n=8)
t/wk

2-4
6-8
10-12
14-16
18-20
22-24

Cases of
hepatic cancer

Number of
cancerous

Area of cancer
nodes (mm2)

A

B

A

B

A

B

0
0
2
6
8
8

0
0
0
2
4
4

0
0
4
15
17
16

0
0
0
5
9
10

0
0

0
0
0
5.8±4.5 a
8.5±7.6
8.6±7.3

9.5 ±8.2
10.7±8.7
11.4 ±8.9
11.2 ±9.3

a

P<0.05 vs group A; A: cancer- induction group; B: intervention
group.

Figure 1 Early inflammatory liver tissues in cancer inducing
group at the 2nd wk and the differentiation of oval cells in the
portal area (HE staining, original magnification: ×200).

Characteristics of c-kit positive stain cells
C-kit positive stain localized in cell plasm in normal liver showed
brown-yellow and was mainly in the mitotic and proliferating
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liver cells. At the 2nd wk in the cancer-inducing group, some
c-kit positive stain cells, mainly oval cells, appeared in the portal
area and punctated positive pigmentations could be seen in
liver lobules as well. At the 8th wk, oval cells in the portal area
in the cancer-inducing group were obviously positively stained,
with some positive pigmentation forming patches and some
punctating in the rim of portal area (Figure 4). At the 14th wk,
the normal liver structure was replaced by a lot of pseudolobule and still a large number of c-kit positive stain cells could
be seen which mainly gathered in portal area. In the 22nd wk in
the cancer-inducing group, a large number of cancerous nodes
formed and some positive cells scattered among them (Figure 5).
The characteristics of c-kit positive staining cells in the samples
of intervention group was almost identical with that in cancerinducing group.
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carcinoma tissue. In the intervention group, PCNA positive
stain cells firstly appeared among the oval cells in portal area,
and then their number increased with the aggravation of hepatic
intoxication by DAB. The PCNA positive stain rate and
expression level reached the peak at the 10th wk in rat liver. The
distribution characteristics of PCNA positive cells were similar
to those in the cancer inducing group when HCC formed. The
labeling index of PCNA positive stain cells is shown in Table 2.

Figure 6 PCNA expression in HCC tissue in the cancer inducing group at the 24th wk (Immunohistochemistry, ×200).
1

2

3

4

5

Figure 4 Expression of c-kit in liver tissue in cancer inducing
group at the 8th wk. The oval cells were mainly stained in
portal areas (Immunohistochemistry, ×200).

28 S
18 S
5S

Figure 7 Electrophoresis image of total RNA in rat liver tissue.
1

2

3

4

5

6

800 bp
500 bp
300 bp
200 bp

Figure 5 Expression of c-kit in the HCC tissue in cancer inducing group in the 24th wk (Immunohistochemistry, ×200).

Characteristics of PCNA positive cells
PCNA positive staining located in the nucleus, as granules or
diffusively. Occasionally positive stains were seen in normal
liver tissue. At the 2nd wk of the cancer-induction, the PCNA
positive cells firstly appeared among the oval cells in the portal
area. At the 4th wk, a lot of hepatic cells were positively stained,
especially in central vein area. At the 6th wk, also the middle
stage of inflammatory process, PCNA positive cells were seen
all over the lobules of liver. At the 8th wk, the number of PCNA
cells was comparatively decreased and nuclei of positive cells
around the portal area tended to become larger gradually. From
the 10th to 14th wk, some of the proliferating hepatic fibers
were lightly stained and the oval cells in portal area still over
expressed PCNA. From the 16th to 24th wk, a large number of
cancerous nodes formed and PCNA over expressed in some
cancerous nodes (Figure 6), while the number of positive cells
was relatively fewer in necrotic cancerous nodes than in other
areas and the number of dotted positive stain cells adjacent to
the carcinoma tissue was apparently fewer than inside the

Figure 8 Products of RT-PCR of c-myc mRNA (up-strap: 228-bp
c-myc; low-strap: 120-bp β-actin; Lanes1 and 2: Hepatocarcinoma
tissue; Lane 3: Hepatocirrhosis tissue; Lanes 4-6: Inflammation
tissue; Lane 7: Normal tissue).
Table 2 PCNA positive index and c-myc relative gray value in
liver (mean±SD)
Cancer induction (n = 8)

Intervention (n = 8)

t/wk
PCNA (%)
a

RGV

PCNA (%)

RGV

Control
(n = 4)
PCNA (%) RGV

2-4

14.1±7.5

1.3±1.0

7.6±3.3

1.2±0.6

3.0±1.2

1.0±0.3

6-8

48.2±15.5b

2.0±07

24.3±7.4a

1.5±0.7

2.9±1.5

1.1±0.4

10-12

23.7±9.6a

3.6±1.2a

35.1±6.5b

2.2±0.9

3.3±0.9

1.1±0.5

14-16

a

25.9±5.1

a

5.7±1.4

21.5±4.2a

3.5±1.0a

3.7±2.1

1.3±0.4

18-20

36.8±6.3b

7.8±1.4a

29.6±7.6a

6.5±1.1a

3.6±1.3

1.3±0.6

22-24

41.2±8.2b

8.2±2.2b

30.2±8.7a

8.0±1.3b

3.5±2.2

1.3±0.4

a

P<0.05, bP<0.01 vs group C; RGV: Relative gray value.
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c-myc gene expression
Expression of c-myc gene existed in normal rat liver tissue, but
the expression quantity is relatively small. The expression of
c-myc mRNA increased as soon as liver was intoxicated with
DAB and its expression quantity tended to gradually increase
with the aggravation of liver injury. In the period of carcinoma
formation, c-myc mRNA expression level also gradually rose
with the development of HCC (Table 2, Figures 7, 8). The
intervention of UTI could not stop but could retard the increase
of expression level of c-myc mRNA.
DISCUSSION
Oval cells are round or oval shaped with scant and basophilic
cytoplasm, and round or oval shaped nucleus, small and clear
light stained nucleolus and clear nuclear membrane. Because
they can differentiate towards hepatic cells or bile duct epithelial
cells when hepatic cells are severely injured or the proliferation
is inhibited, oval cells are considered as a kind of progenitor
cells with potential bilateral differentiation[7]. It is reported that
the activation of Ito cells was probably a precondition for the
activation of oval cells and stimulates oval cells in the
portal areas to migrate towards the hepatic fibrosis area.
Consequently, oval cells may participate in the formation of
HCC[8-11].
There is no doubt that there are hepatic stem cells in hepatic
tissues, but where do the hepatic stem cells come from? Some
researchers thought that they were originated from the terminal
biliary duct of portal area[12,13], but some insisted that they were
from the canal of Hering[14-16], and some even found authentic
evidence that the oval cells came from bone marrow stem
cells[17-20]. In order to identify the origin of hepatic stem cells
and the relationship between hepatic stem cells and the
development of HCC, we carried out the study on the surface
marker antigen c-kit with immunohistochemical methods, and
found that: (1) In the early stage of hepatic injury, the c-kit
positive stain cells firstly appeared among the oval cells in the
portal area. (2) In the late stage of inflammatory lesion, c-kit
was over expressed in the oval cells in the portal area and
positive pigmentation presented as patches. (3) During the
period of hepatic proliferation and fibrosis, positive expression
of c-kit in portal area decreased compared with that in the late
stage of inflammatory lesion. (4) In period of the formation of
HCC, heteromorphisms of cancer cells were obvious and c-kit
was still expressed in portal area. (5) At the beginning of
inflammatory lesion, there were small quantities of c-kit positive
cells in hepatic lobules with smaller nuclei and more were found
near portal area. During the period of hepatic fibrosis, c-kit
positive cells were rarely seen in hepatic lobules, but during
the formation of HCC, c-kit positive cells appeared both inside
and around the cancerous nodes. (6) In the normal hepatic
tissues, c-kit-positive stain cells could be occasionally observed
in the mitotic and proliferating hepatic cells. From these results,
we can conclud that: (1) Oval cells had the highest expression
level of c-kit in the portal area from hepatic injury to the
occurrence and development of HCC. As it has been proved
that the oval cells originate from bile duct epithelial cells in the
portal area, we suggest that the terminal bile ducts are an
important source of hepatic stem cells. (2) In the course of
hepatic injury, c-kit positive cells could be found in hepatic
lobules as well, especially near the portal area, which may be
related to migration of oval cells along hepatic fibrosis into
hepatic lobules. (3) C-kit was not only expressed in hepatic
stem cells, but in the mitotic and proliferating hepatic cells,
which indicated that c-kit might be a specific mark antigen for a
type of juvenile cells, express only in a certain stage of mitotic
and proliferation of hepatic cells. (4) C-kit positive stain cells
played a role in the whole process of occurrence and development

of HCC and appeared in cancerous nodes, so we thought that
hepatic stem cells, just as was reported in literature, were
involved in the occurrence and development of HCC.
PCNA is a type of Mr 36 000 nuclear protein which is only
synthesized and expressed in proliferating cells. Cyto-dynamics
shows that PCNA begins to increase in the late G1 phase in the
cell cycle, reaches the peak in the S phase and begins to decrease
in the G2-M phase, in this way it regulates the replication of
DNA[21-23]. Therefore, PCNA can effectively reflect the proliferation
ability of cells. In this experiment we found that the high level
expression of PCNA appeared firstly in the oval cells in portal
area at the early stage of inflammation, significantly higher
than adjacent tissue. When the mitosis and proliferation of
hepatic cells were inhibited, oval cells presented firstly with
active proliferation and DNA was synthesized in a large amount
in nucleus. The farther they were away from the portal area, the
more mature the oval cells differentiated and the larger the size
of nucleus tended to be. Thus the expression of PCNA
distributed radiatively and regionally around the portal area
and the regional predominance was kept for a long time in the
process of carcinoma induction. Oval cells took part in the
whole process of development of HCC, we could speculate
that there might be close relationship between the development
of HCC and the PCNA overexpressing oval cells.
c-myc gene is a maintaining gene for malignant tissue, coding
for a protein located in nucleolus, a type of DNA conjugated
protein with the function of transcription regulation[24-27]. This
experiment suggested that the expression of c-myc gene
increased slightly at the beginning of hepatic injury and the
expression of c-myc mRNA increased progressively with the
aggravation of hepatic injury. The expression of c-myc mRNA
also tended to increase with the development of HCC. The
above results indicated that: (1) As an oncogene, c-myc might
be a promoter gene for HCC and played an important role in
maintaining hepatic injury and hepatocyte carcinomatous
change. (2) During the development of HCC, the expression
level of c-myc continued to increase, indicating that c-myc was
not only a maintaining gene for malignant carcinoma, but the
quantity of its expression was a symbol for the degree of
malignancy and progression of HCC.
UTI is a kind of broad-spectrum trypsin inhibitor extracted
from human beings’ urine. It has been found that UTI plays a
prominent role in preventing cancer cells from spread. Some
researchers pointed out that there were combination spots with
UTI on the surface of nearly all kinds of cancer cells membrane
and UTI could inhibit cancer cells to secrete granulocyte
protein lyase, fibrinoclase, matrix metalloproteinase and
collagenase[28,29], which can degrade peripheral matrix and lead
tumor cells to spread, by combining with their receptors on the
surface of cancer cell membrane. Some clinical reports showed
that UTI could inhibit the cancer cells to combine with other
anti-cancer drugs[30]. In this experiment, the interference of UTI
throughout development of HCC and its effect on HCC were
observed. It was found that from the 14th to 16th wk, the
occurrence rate of HCC in the interference group was 25% (2/8),
which was significantly different (P<0.05) from that of cancer
induction group at the same time. During the 18th to 20th wk
and the 22nd to 24th wk, the occurrence rate of HCC was both
50% (4/8), which was lower than that in the cancer inducing
group at the same time. UTI’s effect on inhibiting the occurrence
of cancer was related to the following factors: (1) The occurrence
of HCC needed certain micro-environment and UTI could inhibit
some local cells from releasing inflammatory mediators by
stabilizing lysosome membrane, then the inflammatory cells’
chemotaxis was inhibited and local inflammation was relieved,
thus it could inhibit the occurrence of tumor by stabilizing
micro-environment. (2) Researches proved that UTI had fairly
strong function to inhibit and clear away oxygen-derived free
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radicals, while a lot of oxygen-derived free radical receptors
existed on the surfaces of liver cells and oval cells, so possibly
UTI could protect liver tissue from being damaged by oxygenderived free radicals. Furthermore, during the whole process of
cancer induction, the average cancer node area of liver rats in
interference group was smaller than that of cancer inducing
group at the same time points (P<0.05), especially at the early
stage of carcinogenesis, which indicated that UTI could partly
inhibit the growth and local spreading of tumor cells.
The results that interference of UTI could not stop but could
retard the increase of the expression of c-myc mRNA indicate
two points: (1) UTI can prevent the occurrence of hepatic injury
and HCC to some extent, but can not inhibit the expression of
c-myc gene, which might be related with inhibitory effect on
hepatic tissue inflammation and protective effect on
hepatocytes of UTI. (2) The expression of c-myc gene closely
relates to the severity of hepatic injury.
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Abstract
AIM: To investigate the immunogenicity of candidate DNA
vaccine against hepatitis C virus (HCV) delivered by two
plasmids expressing HCV envelope protein 1 (E1) and
envelope protein 2 (E2) antigens respectively and to study
the effect of CpG adjuvant on this candidate vaccine.
METHODS: Recombinant plasmids expressing HCV E1 and
E2 antigens respectively were used to simultaneously
inoculate mice with or without CpG adjuvant. Antisera were
then collected and titers of anti-HCV antibodies were analyzed
by ELISA. One month after the last injection, animals were
sacrificed to prepare single-cell suspension of splenocytes.
These cells were subjected to HCV antigen specific proliferation
assays and cytokine secretion assays to evaluate the cellular
immune responses of the vaccinated animals.
RESULTS: Antibody responses to HCV E1 and E2 antigens
were detected in vaccinated animals. Animals receiving
CpG adjuvant had slightly lower titers of anti-HCV antibodies
in the sera, while the splenocytes from these animals
showed higher HCV-antigen specific proliferation. Analysis
of cytokine secretion from the splenocytes was consistent
with the above results. While no antigen-specific IL-4 secretion
was detected for all vaccinated animals, HCV antigen-specific
INF-γ secretion was detected for the splenocytes of
vaccinated animals. CpG adjuvant enhanced the secretion
of INF-γ but did not change the profile of IL-4 secretion.
CONCLUSION: Vaccination of mice with plasmids encoding
HCV E1 and E2 antigens induces humoral and cellular
immune responses. CpG adjuvant significantly enhances
the cellular immune response.
Zhu LX, Liu J, Ye Y, Xie YH, Kong YY, Li GD, Wang Y. A candidate
DNA vaccine elicits HCV specific humoral and cellular immune
responses. World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(17): 2488-2492
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INTRODUCTION
Hepatitis C virus (HCV) infection is a worldwide health problem[1].
Up to now, no effective medical treatment is available for the majority

of HCV infected patients[2,3], while new infections are continuously
emerging from blood transfusion, needle sharing, unprotected
sex, close contact of HCV infected patient and other unidentified
sources[4]. Thus to control the spread of HCV by vaccination
becomes an urgent task, especially in developing countries
including China, where there is a large infected population.
Various routes were taken to develop a vaccine against HCV
infection. Recombinant HCV antigens purified from E.coli,
yeast or insect cells could not protect the vaccinee from virus
challenge[5], possibly due to the fact that post-translational
modification of the virus antigens in mammalian cells is greatly
different from that in the bacterial or yeast cells. So the study
on vaccine development has been focused on mammalian
systems. Although many efforts have been made in vaccine
development and some encouraging results have been
obtained[5-8], no effective vaccine is available.
The RNA genome of HCV has a high mutation rate, which
explains the existence of many genotypes, subtypes and
quasispecies[9-10]. Although there is still a possibility to develop
a universal vaccine against HCV of all genotypes, the use of
local HCV strain in vaccine study is preferred. Our laboratory
has been focusing on DNA vaccine development[11] using an
HCV strain isolated from a patient in northern China[12], since
DNA vaccine is effective in eliciting cellular immune responses[13]
which play key roles in viral clearance.
Envelope proteins were the first choice in the development
of vaccines against virus infection. HCV envelope protein 2 has
become the major target in HCV vaccine development not only
because it is the putative major envelope protein[14], but also
because E2 could mediate the binding of HCV particle to host
cells[15] and is the ligand of the possible HCV receptor CD81 on
the host cell surface[16]. It makes E2 an attractive choice for vaccine
development as it has been shown to be a major target of immune
response in HCV infected patients[17,18]. Previous studies also
revealed multiple neutralizing epitopes in E2 proteins[19-22].
Another envelope protein of HCV, E1, is also desirable for vaccine
development, since its possible role in maintaining the natural
conformation of E2 protein (through E1-E2 complex)[23] and the
possibility of its cooperation with E2 in mediating host cell
binding and entry[24]. However, low expression levels of both
E1 and E2 proteins were observed when they were expressed in
a single open reading frame (data not shown). In this study, we
expressed HCV E1 and E2 proteins separately and analyzed the
immune responses of DNA vaccination delivered by two
plasmids encoding HCV E1 and E2 proteins respectively.
Recent studies showed that the immune system responded
to CpG motifs by activating potent Th1-like immune responses[23].
There have also been several reports demonstrating that CpG
could enhance humoral immune responses elicited by DNA
vaccination[24,25], possibly due to indirect effect of enhanced
cellular immune responses. The effect of CpG adjuvant on the
immune response elicited by the candidate DNA vaccine was
also investigated in this study.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Plasmids, CpG oligodeoxynucleotide (ODN) and cells
For the construction of pSecTagB/sE2, the fragment of HCV
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E2 (aa. 384-661) was amplified using plasmid pUC18/E[12] as
template with following primers: sense, 5’GGCGTTAAGCTTAA
CACCTACGTG3’ (HindIII site underlined); antisense, 5’CAG
GAATTCTCACTCTGATCTATC3’ (EcoRI site underlined).
Insertion of the PCR product into pSecTagB (Invitrogen,
California) resulted in pSecTagB/sE2, in which a secretion signal
was provided at the N-terminal of E2 sequence. The recombinant
plasmid was sequenced before further experiments.
HCV E1 encoding plasmid pSec-preS1-E1t340 (pSecTagB/sE1)
was constructed as previously described[26]. CpG ODN1826 with
phosphorothioate backbone was synthesized in Promega
(Shanghai) according to the published sequence 5’TCCATGA
CGTTCCTGACGTT3’[27]. The cell line used for transient
expression of the recombinant plasmids, BHK-21, was
maintained in DMEM supplemented with 50 mL/L FCS and
antibiotics under 50 mL/L CO2 in a humidified 37 °C incubator.

Transient expression
Transfection of BHK-21 cells with HCV-encoding plasmid or
empty vector using lipofectAMINE (Invitrogen) was done
according to the manuals of the manufacturer. Cells were
harvested 48 h after transfection, lysed in SDS-PAGE loading
buffer, and subjected to SDS-PAGE (10%). The resolved samples
were then transferred onto nitrocellulose membrane and probed
with polyclonal anti-E1 (Liu et al., unpublished data) or polyclonal
anti-E2 antisera[28]. The signals were visualized with SuperSignal
West Pico stable peroxide solution (Pierce, USA).
DNA immunization and sera preparation
Four groups of 5 female BALB/c mice (6-8 weeks old) purchased
from the Shanghai Laboratory Animal Center were injected 3
times in quadriceps muscles: group 1, with 100 µg pSecTagB in
100 µL PBS; group 2, with 50 µg pSecTagB/sS1E1 and 50 µg
pSecTagB/sE2 in a total volume of 100 µL PBS; group 3, with
100 µg pSecTagB together with 10 µg CpG in a total volume of
100 µL PBS; group 4, with 50 µg pSecTagB/sS1E1, 50 µg
pSecTagB/sE2 and 10 µg CpG in a total volume of 100 µL PBS.
Injections were performed at 0, 4 and 8 wk and blood samples
were taken at -2, 2, 6 and 10 wk. Mice were bled under anesthesia
through the retro-orbital plexus. Blood was incubated at room
temperature for 4 h and centrifuged at 2 700 r/min at 4 °C for
10 min. Obtained sera were stored at -20 °C.
Anti-HCV antibody analysis
Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) was used to
determine the presence of antibodies against HCV E1 and E2
antigens in serum samples. E. coli-expressed HCV E1 (aa 192 to
315) or HCV E2 (aa 450 to 565[31]) was used to coat 96-well
plates (MaxiSorp Surface, Nunc) at the concentration of 1 µg/mL.
The antigens were suspended in PBS with 0.2 g/L sodium azide
and incubated overnight at 4 °C. After the plates were washed
with PBS plus 0.5 g/L Tween 20 (PBS-T) and blocked in blocking
buffer (50 g/L fat-free milk powder in PBS-T), twofold serial
dilutions of serum samples in blocking buffer were added and
incubated for 2 h at 37 °C. After three wash steps with PBS-T,
horseradish peroxidase (HRP) conjugated goat-anti-mouse IgG
(Dako, Denmark; 1 000-fold diluted in blocking buffer) was added
and incubated for 1 h at 37 °C. The plate was then developed
with substrate buffer (50 mmol/L Na2HPO4, 25 mmol/L citric
acid, 75 µg/mL 3,3’,5,5’-tetramethylbenzidine, 0.15 mL/L H2O2).
After 30 min of incubation at room temperature, the reaction
was stopped by adding 0.5 mol/L H2SO4, and absorbance was
measured at 450 nm on a microplate reader (Model 450, Bio-Rad
Laboratories). Antibody titers were calculated as the highest
dilution which gave a positive reading. The cutoff value was
set as mean absorbency (A) of sera from the control mice
vaccinated with non-recombinant plasmid multiplied by 2.
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Preparation of splenocytes
Mice were sacrificed by cervical dislocation. Spleens from these
mice were ground on metal mesh to prepare single-cell
suspension in grinding media (RPMI1640 supplemented with
100 mL/L FCS, 1 mmol/L Sodium pyruvate and 50 µmol/L
β-ME). Red blood cells were lysed by incubating the splenocyte
preparations with lysis buffer (0.15 mol/L NH4Cl, 10 mmol/L
KHCO2, 0.1 mmol/L EDTA, pH7.2-7.4) briefly and then washed
with grinding media. The cells were resuspended in a small
volume of grinding media and counted in the presence of Trypan
blue. Splenocytes were immediately used for further experiments.
Assay for HCV antigen specific splenocyte proliferation
Splenocytes from vaccinated mice or naïve mice were diluted
to 4×106/mL with grinding media and plated onto 24-well-plates
at 2 mL/well. The cells were in vitro stimulated with 500 ng E2
(aa 450 to 565[31]) or mock stimulated for 3 d. The media were
collected for cytokine assay. Fresh grinding medium with
0.5 µCi/mL [3H] thymidine (Amersham Pharmacia Biotech) was
added for another 24 h. Cells were then washed with PBS and
100 g/L trichloroacetic acid (TCA), incubated with 100 g/L TCA
for 10 min at 37 °C. Afterwards, TCA was removed and cells
were lysed with lysis buffer containing 0.33 mol/L NaOH and
10 g/L sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS). [3H] thymidine incorporation
in the cell lysates was measured by liquid scintillation counting.
Antigen specific proliferation was presented by stimulation
index (SI): SI = cpm of the cells stimulated by antigen/cpm of
mock stimulated cells. Splenocytes from naïve mice were used
to monitor the specificity of this assay.
Analysis of HCV antigen specific cytokine secretion
Media from the in vitro stimulated splenocytes were collected
and precleared by centrifugation at 10 000 g and 4 °C for 10 min.
Concentration of INF-γ and IL-4 in the media was determined by
ELISA using the mouse cytokine assay kits (Jingmei Biotech,
Shenzhen) according to the protocols provided by the
manufacturer. HCV E2 specific cytokine secretion was represented
by stimulation index (SI): SI = cytokine secreted upon E2
stimulation/cytokine secreted upon mock stimulation. Splenocytes
from naïve mice were used to monitor the specificity of this assay.
Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was performed with unpaired 2-sided Student
t test. Differences with P values <0.05 were considered significant.
RESULTS
Transient expression of HCV antigens in mammalian cells
Because the expression level was low when E1 and E2 were
expressed in one open reading frame (data not shown), we
expressed HCV E1 and E2 genes in separate plasmids in this
study. To achieve high-level expression and proper posttranslational modification of HCV envelope proteins, the
pSecTagB vector with an efficient secretion signal of IgG
molecules was chosen. Plasmid expressing HCV E2 was
constructed as described in Materials and Methods. C-terminal
hydrophobic sequence of E2 was truncated to facilitate the
secretion of E2 and to obtain complex-type glycosylation
modification, which was presented on the surface of HCV
particles[29]. Secreted E2 protein was shown to have better
antigenicity, possibly due to its proper modification by Golgi
enzymes[30]. Plasmid pSecTagB/sE1 was taken as another
component of the candidate DNA vaccine since high-level
expression of E1 with this plasmid was observed previously in
transiently and stably transfected NIH3T3 cells[26]. Before
vaccination experiment, BHK-21 cells were transfected with
pSecTagB/sE1 and pSecTagB/sE2, respectively, to check if they
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would properly express the target HCV proteins in this cell line.
By Western blot, both E1 and E2 were detected as glycosylated
proteins with MW higher than those of polypeptide backbones,
respectively (Figure 1). Secreted products were also detected
for E1[26] and E2 (data not shown).
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average SI slightly higher than that of pSecTagB vaccinated
mice. Animals vaccinated with HCV gene encoding plasmids
together with CpG all showed E2 specific splenocyte proliferation,
which resulted in a significant difference (P = 0.005) of SI between
animals injected with pSecTagB/sE1+pSecTagB/sE2+CpG and
animals injected with pSecTagB+CpG.
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Figure 1 Transient expression with plasmids used in vaccination.
Plasmids used for transfection are indicated at the top of each
lanes. E1 and E2 products are indicated by arrowheads.

Humoral immune responses after DNA vaccination
DNA vaccination using the above characterized plasmids was
carried out as described in Materials and Methods. After two
injections, HCV E1 and E2 specific antibodies were detected in the
sera of several mice. Without CpG adjuvant, the seroconversion
rate was 2/5 for anti-E1 antibody, and 1/5 for anti-E2 antibody.
When CpG was included as an adjuvant, the seroconversion
rate was 3/4 for anti-E1 antibody and 2/4 for anti-E2 antibody.
After the third injection, all animals became seroconverted to
both anti-E1 and anti-E2 antibodies. The highest anti-E1 titer
was 1:320 after the third injection for mice receiving plasmids
only, while the highest titer for mice receiving plasmids with
CpG was 80. The highest anti-E2 titers for both groups reached
1 280, but the average anti-E2 titer for mice receiving CpG was
slightly lower than that for those receiving no CpG (Table 1).
E2 specific splenocyte proliferation
All the animals were sacrificed 30 d after the last injection to
analyze cellular immune responses of the memory phase. Singlecell suspension of splenocytes was prepared for each individual
animal. Splenocytes were immediately cultured in the presence
of HCV E1 peptide or E2 protein. [3H] thymidine was then added
to the cells to measure HCV antigen specific proliferation. In
our experiments, HCV E1 specific proliferation was not observed,
neither was E1 specific cytokine secretion (data not shown),
possibly due to insufficient stimulation. For E2 specific splenocyte
proliferation, as shown in Figure 2, animals vaccinated with
pSecTagB only or pSecTagB plus CpG had stimulation indexes
similar to that of naïve mice. Some of the animals vaccinated with
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Figure 2 E2-specific splenocyte proliferation. Error bars represent the standard errors. Asterisk indicates the significant
difference of the average SI between animals injected with
(pSecTagB/sE1+pSecTagB/sE2+CpG) and animals injected with
(pSecTagB+CpG) (P = 0.005).

E2 specific cytokine secretion
Cellular immune responses were also evaluated by cytokine
secretion assay of the in vitro stimulated splenocytes from all
vaccinated animals. INF-γ secretion is a marker of Th1 type
antigen-specific cellular immune responses and plays key roles
in fighting virus infection. Mice injected with pSecTagB/
sE1+pSecTagB/sE2 showed heterogeneous cellular immune
responses, some had E2 stimulated INF-γ secretion, while the
rest did not. This resulted in a slightly higher average of SI
compared to the control group injected with pSecTagB (Figure 3A).
Mice injected with pSecTagB/sE1+pSecTagB/sE2+CpG all
showed highly E2-specific INF-γ secretion, showing a SI higher
than 3, while the control group injected with pSecTagB+CpG
had an average SI similar to those of naïve mice and mice injected
with pSecTagB alone. The difference of SI between the
experiment group and its control group was very significant
(P = 0.0003).
IL-4 secretion is a marker of Th2-like cellular immune
responses. No significant difference in IL-4 secretion was
detected between all groups receiving different inoculums
(Figure 3B). IL-4 secretion of the vaccinated animals was similar
to that of naïve mice, indicating that Th2-like cellular immune
response was decreased to basal level, if there was ever a Th2-like
response. In terms of IL-4 secretion, no effect of CpG was detected.

Table 1 Anti-HCV titers1 after the third injection
Anti-E1 titers
Vaccine
1

2

pSecTagB/sE1+pSecTagB/sE2
pSecTagB/sE1+pSecTagB/sE2+CpG 3

320
80

40
80

pSecTagB/sE1+pSecTagB/sE2 2
pSecTagB/sE1+pSecTagB/sE2+CpG 3

1
160
160

2
160
160

2

1

3
Dead animal
Dead animal
Anti-E2 titers
3
Dead animal
Dead animal

4

5

320
80

320
80

4
1 280
160

5
1 280
1 280

Titers were determined as described in Materials and Methods. Serial dilution of anti-sera started from 1:40, thus titers lower than
40 were not determined and considered 0. 2The cutoff value was established as mean A of sera from the control mice vaccinated with
pSecTagB. 3The cutoff value was established as mean A of sera from the control mice vaccinated with pSecTagB+CpG.
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Figure 3 E2-specific cytokine secretion. Error bars represent
the standard errors. Asterisk indicates the very significant
difference of the average SI between animals injected with
(pSecTagB/sE1+pSecTagB/sE2+CpG) and animals injected
with (pSecTagB+CpG) in terms of INF-γ secretion (P = 0.0003).

DISCUSSION
In this study, target HCV antigens encoded by the DNA vaccine
candidate, E1 and E2, were delivered by two separate plasmids
that achieved higher-level expression and appropriate
glycosylation of both antigens. DNA immunization results
demonstrated that this DNA vaccine candidate could induce
HCV specific humoral and cellular immune responses in mice.
Anti-E2 titer obtained in this study was similar to our previous
study[11], which was also comparable to the results from other
laboratories[31-35]. We also detected comparable levels of anti-E1
antibodies in the sera of vaccinated mice, which together with
anti-E2 antibodies, might be important in neutralizing the
circulating HCV virus and preventing its spread in patients. HCV
antigen specific splenocyte proliferation indicated that our
candidate DNA vaccine was able to induce cellular immune
response, which was critical in viral clearance. Cytokine secretion
analysis revealed that the cellular immune response is Th1 type,
which could activate CTL to remove cells with HCV antigen
expression. Studies of HCV patients showed that protection
against HCV infection was positively correlated with cellular
immune responses[36,37], indicating that cellular immune
responses might be more important in evaluating a candidate
vaccine. The ability of our candidate vaccine to induce HCV specific
cellular immune responses makes it a favorable choice in the
development of prophylactic and therapeutic vaccine against HCV.
CpG motif, that is, CpG dinucleotide in particular base context
(XCGY, where X is any base but C, and Y is any base but G),
was first found to be immunoactive in activating B cells[38].
These CpG motifs are prevalent in bacterial and many viral
DNAs but are heavily methylated and suppressed in vertebrate
genomes[38,39]. Recent studies have shown that the immune

system could respond to CpG motifs by activating potent Th1like immune responses[23]. Several reports demonstrated that
CpG could enhance humoral immune responses elicited by DNA
vaccination[24,25], possibly due to indirect effect of enhanced
cellular immune responses. In our vaccination experiment, we
observed that after the second injection, the seroconversion
rate for mice receiving CpG adjuvant was higher than that for
those not receiving CpG. This enhanced humoral immune
response at the early stage was likely due to the indirect positive
effect of CpG on antigen presentation (via activation of antigen
presenting cells by Th1). However, after the third injection,
when all animals became seroconverted, those who received
CpG as an adjuvant showed lower titers of both anti-E1 and
anti-E2. This was consistent with the notion that when Th1like response is the major immune response, Th2-like response
is usually inhibited, followed by decreased antibody production.
Further analysis of antigen specific cytokine secretion was
consistent with this explanation. E2 specific INF-γ secretion
was enhanced in splenocytes from those animals receiving
CpG in vaccination, while this adjuvant did not change the E2
specific IL-4 secretion profile. These results indicated that CpG
enhanced the Th1-like cellular immune response.
Apart from DNA vaccine, live virus vaccine and peptide
vaccine are also efficient in inducing cellular immune response.
Live virus vaccine using several different viral vectors has
been under investigation[8,28,40], with continuous promising
progresses. However, the interest in peptide vaccine is
diminishing. The problem lies in the polymorphism of MHC
molecules in the population. Certain individuals may have the
MHC molecules necessary to bind a specific antigenic peptide,
while others may not. Thus, the universality of a vaccine based
on a specific peptide becomes a concern. Recently, combinational
vaccination strategy with different species of vaccine components
has been successful in laboratory in protecting against some
elusive infectious reagents[41,42]. Combinational vaccination
could reduce host immune responses against the viral vector
itself, thus enhancing the efficiency of delivery. More importantly,
combinational vaccination with different components could
activate different components of the host immune surveillance
system and result in enhanced immune responses. Our next
effort will be focused on combinational vaccination with DNA
vaccine descried above as one component.
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Abstract
AIM: Helicobacter pylori (H pylori ) has been linked to chronic
gastritis, peptic ulcer, gastric cancer and MALT-lymphoma.
The link of genotypes of H pylori to gastric cancer remains
controversial. The aim of this study was to investigate the
H pylori vacA alleles, cagA and iceA in patients with gastric
cancer in Taiwan.
METHODS: Patients with gastric cancer, peptic ulcer and
chronic gastritis were enrolled in this study. We obtained
biopsy specimens from the stomach at least 2 cm away
from the tumor margin in patients with gastric cancer, and
from the antrum of stomach in patients with peptic ulcer
or chronic gastritis. DNA extraction and polymerase chain
reaction were used to detect the presence or absence of
cagA and to assess the polymorphism of vacA and iceA.
RESULTS: A total of 168 patients (gastric ulcer: 77, duodenal
ulcer: 66, and chronic gastritis: 25) were found to have
positive PCR results of the biopsy specimens from patients
with peptic ulcer and chronic gastritis. We found positive
cagA (139/168, 83%), m2 (84/168, 50%) and iceA1 (125/168,
74%) strains in the majority of patients. In patients with
gastric cancer, the vacA s1a and s1c subtypes were less
commonly found than those in non-cancer patients (35/66 vs
127/168, P = 0.0001 for s1a and 13/66 vs 93/168, P <0.0001
for s1c). In the middle region, the m1T strain in patients
with gastric cancer was more than that of non-cancer patients
(23/66 vs 33/168, P = 0.02).
CONCLUSION: In Taiwan, H pylori with positive vacA s1a,
cagA and iceA1 strains are found in the majority of patients
with gastric cancer or non-cancer patients. In patients with
gastric cancer, the vacA s1a and s1c subtypes are less
and m1T is more than in patients with peptic ulcer and
chronic gastritis.
Lin HJ, Perng CL, Lo WC, Wu CW, Tseng GY, Li AFY, Sun IC,

Ou YH. Helicobacter pylori cagA, iceA and vacA genotypes in
patients with gastric cancer in Taiwan. World J Gastroenterol
2004; 10(17): 2493-2497

http://www.wjgnet.com/1007-9327/10/2493.asp

INTRODUCTION
Helicobacter pylori (H pylori) is one of the most common bacterial
infections of humans[1]. It has been closely linked to chronic
gastritis, peptic ulcer, gastric cancer and MALT-lymphoma[2,3]. It
has heterogeneous genotypes and phenotypes[4,5].
The International Agency for Research on Cancer of the
World Health Organization recommends that H pylori be
classified as a group I carcinogen [6]. In a long-term follow-up
study, gastric cancers developed in 36 (2.9%) of the 1 246
infected and none of the 280 uninfected patients (P<0.001)[7].
Enomoto et al. and Uemura et al. also confirmed that very few
patients who had gastric cancer were not infected with H pylori[7,8].
The clinical outcome of H pylori infection was supposed to
be linked to certain strains, e.g. vacuolating cytotoxin (vacA)
and the cytotoxin-associated gene (cagA) [9,10]. However,
controversy exists concerning the relationship between
H pylori and gastric cancer. It is now evident that approximately
25-50% of the world’s population is infected by H pylori. Why,
then, did only a minority of them develop gastric cancer? A
report of an epidemiological study in Africa suggested that
H pylori infection did not always directly correlate with the
risk for gastric cancer[11]. The same phenomenon occurred in
southern Asia[12]. The prevalence of H pylori is high in India
and Bangladesh, but low gastric cancer rates have been
reported. In addition, Louw et al did not find difference in the
prevalence of H pylori infection when comparing gastric cancer
cases with matched controls[13].
How could the above phenomenon be explained? Although
H pylori infection is very common, there is geographic distribution
of different subtypes[14]. Is it possible that different subtypes of
H pylori cause different outcomes? In Taiwan, specific genotypes
of H pylori have been found in patients with peptic ulcer or nonulcer dyspepsia[15,16]. There is no report concerning the genotype
of gastric cancer in Taiwan so far. The aim of this study was to
determine the vacA, cagA, and iceA genotypes of H pylori in
patients with gastric cancer as compared with those in patients
with peptic ulcer or chronic gastritis in Taiwan.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients with gastric cancer, peptic ulcers (gastric ulcer or
duodenal ulcer, at least 5 mm in diameter) or chronic gastritis
were invited to enter the study. Patients with pregnancy,
bleeding tendency (platelet count less than 50 000/mm 3,
prothrombin time less than 30%, or taking anti-coagulants),
age under 10, or over 90 years, and inability to cooperate were
excluded from the study. The study was approved by the Clinical
Research Committee of the Veterans General Hospital, Taipei.
Endoscopic examination and biopsy were performed after
informed consent was obtained. In patients with peptic ulcer or
chronic gastritis, we took one specimen from the antrum of
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each patient for rapid urease test, one specimen from the gastric
antrum for DNA extraction and PCR assay. In patients with
gastric cancer, we took two specimens from the stomach at
least 2 cm from the cancer part for rapid urease test and DNA
extraction and PCR assay. Lysates of gastric mucosa biopsy
specimens were used for PCR. DNA of gastric biopsy specimens
was extracted according to the method described by Boom[17].
Briefly, biopsy specimens were homogenized in guanidinium
isothiocyanate, using a sterile micropestle. DNA was extracted,
washed and eluted in 100 µL of 10 mnol/L Tris-HCL (pH 8.3).
Two microliters of the eluted DNA were used for each PCR reaction.
All pathological samples from patients with gastric cancer
were evaluated by a single experienced pathologist, and
classified in accordance with the Lauren classification as diffuse,
intestinal or mixed types[18]. The description of advanced gastric
cancer was based on Borrmann’s classification[19]. The morphological
subtypes of early gastric cancer were classified according to
the guidelines of Japanese Endoscopy Society[20].
Oligonucleotide primers for PCR amplification of specific
segments are shown in Table 1[15,21,22]. For vacA evaluation, the
PCR program comprised 35 cycles of denaturation (at 94 °C for
1 min), annealing (at 56 °C for 2 min, extension at 72 °C for
1 min), and one final extension (at 72 °C for 10 min). For cagA,
amplification was performed with 35 cycles of denaturation (at
94 °C for 1 min, annealing at 56 °C for 2 min, extension at 72 °C
for 1 min), and one final extension (at 72 °C for 5 min). For iceA
amplification, amplifications were performed with 40 cycles of
denaturation (at 95 °C for 30 s), annealing (at 50 °C for 45 s),
extension (at 72 °C for 45 s) and one final extension (at 72 °C for
10 min).
The association between H pylori genotypes and clinical
diseases was determined using the chi-square test with Yates’
correction or Fisher’s exact test when appropriate. A P value
less than 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

RESULTS
Patients with peptic ulcer and chronic gastritis
Between January 2002 and Feburary 2003, a total of 278 patients
with peptic ulcer or chronic gastritis were included in this study.
There were 200 males and 78 females with a mean age of 62.1
years, 95% C.I.: 61.1-64.3 years. One hundred and forty patients
had gastric ulcers, 101 patients had duodenal ulcers, 37 patients

had chronic gastritis. Among these patients, 168 patients (65.9%)
(comprising 25 patients with chronic gastritis, 77 patients with
gastric ulcer, and 66 patients with duodenal ulcer) were found
to have positive PCR (Table 2). Of them, the urease test was
found to be positive in 152 patients (90.5%). There was no
significant difference in age of the patients with chronic gastritis
(mean: 51 years, 95% CI : 42.8-59.2 years), gastric ulcer (65.3 years,
62.3-68.9), duodenal ulcer (58.9 years, 54.7-63.1) and gastric
cancer (69 years, 67-91).
In the s-region, vacA s1a was most frequently found (76%,
127/168, P<0.001 vs s1b, s1c and s2) followed by s1c (93/168,
55%), s1b (9/168, 5%), and s2 (2/168, 1%) (Table 3). In the mregion, m2 was most frequently found (84/168, 50%) (P <0.0001
vs m1T and m1), followed by m1T (33/168, 20%) and m1 (2/168,
2%). CagA was found in 139 patients (83%). IceA1 was found
most commonly in comparison with ice A2 (125 vs 29, P <0.0001).

Patients with gastric cancer
A total of 167 patients with gastric cancers were enrolled in this
study (mean age: 69 y/o, 95% CI: 67.0-91.0, sex M/F: 130/37).
We obtained specimens through endoscopic biopsy from 66
patients and surgery from 101 patients. After PCR assessment
of gastric specimens, a total of 66 patients (39.5%) were found
to be positive (24 patients from endoscopic biopsy and 42
patients from surgical specimens) (Table 3). We found early
gastric cancer in seven patients (type IIc: 2, IIc+III: 5) and
advanced gastric cancer in 59 patients (Borrmann type I: 7, II:
28, III: 14, IV: 10) (Table 4).
Among these patients, 35 (53%) were found to have vacA
s1a (P<0.001 vs s1c, s1b, and s2), followed by s1c (13 patients,
20%) (P<0.001 vs s1b and s2) and s1b (1 patient, 2%), s2 (1
patient, 2%) ( Table 3). In the m-region, m2 was most commonly
found (32 patients, 48%) (P<0.0001 vs m1) followed by m1T (23
patients, 35%) and m1 (1 patient, 2%). In the iceA subtypes,
iceA1 was most commonly found (39 patients, 59%) followed
by ice A2 (15 patients, 23%) (P<0.0001). CagA was found in
76% (50/66) of the patients.
The genotypes between early gastric cancer and advanced
gastric cancer were similar (Table 4). There was no difference of
genotypes according to Borrmann’s classification (Table 5).
Regarding the histological classification, there was no difference
of genotypes among the diffuse type, intestinal type and mixed
types (Table 6).

Table 1 Oligonucleotide primers used for cagA, vacA and iceA genotyping
Region detected
s1 and s2

Primer designation

Primer sequence

VA1-F

5’ATGGAAATACAACAAACACACC3’

VA1-R

5’CTGCTTGAATGCGCCAAACTTTATC3’

Size of PCR product (bp)

References

259/286

14

s1a

SS1-F

5’GTCAGCATCACACCGCAAC3’

190

20

s1b

SS3-F

5’AGCGCCATACCGCAAGAG3’

187

20

s1c

S1C-F

5’CTYGCTTTAGTRGGGYTA3’

213

26

M1

VA3-F

5’GGTCAAAATGCGGTCATGG3’

290

20

290

14

352

20

247

21

229

21

297

8

M1T
M2
iceA1
iceA2
lcagA

VA3-R

5’CCATTGGTACCTGTAGAAAC3’

m1T-F

5’GGTCAAAATGCGGTCATGG3’

m1T-R

5’CTCTTAGTGCCTAAAGAAACA3’

VA4-F

5’GGAGCCCCAGGAAACATTG3’

VA4-R

5’CATAACTAGCGCCTTGCAC3’

iceA1F

5’GTGTTTTTAACCAAAGTATC3’

iceA1R

5’CTATAGCCASTYTCTTTGCA3’

iceA2F

5’GTTGGGTATATCACAATTTAT3’

iceA2R

5’TTRCCCTATTTTCTAGTAGGT3’

lcagAD008

5’ATAATGCTAAATTAGACAACTTGAGCGA3’

lcagAR008

5’TTAGAATAATCAACAAACATCACGCCAT3’
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Table 2 Genotypes of H pylori in patients with non-gastric cancer (chronic gastritis, gastric ulcer and duodenal ulcer) (%)
Diagnosis

No of s1a
Patients

s1b

s1c

s2

s1a
+s1c

s1as
+s1b

s1b
s1a+ m1
+s2 s1b+s1c

Chronic gastritis 25 21 (84) 0 (0) 14 (56) 0 (0) 11 (44) 0 (0) 0 (0)
Gastritic ulcer
77 59 (77) 1 (1) 42 (55) 0 (0) 36 (47) 0 (0) 0 (0)
Duodenal ulcer 66 47 (71) 8 (12) 37 (56) 2 (3) 30 (45) 7 (11) 2 (3)

m1T

m2

m1T
+m2

cagA

iceA1 iceA2

iceA1
+iceA2

0 (0) 0 (0) 8 (32) 12 (48) 2 (8) 22 (88) 22 (88) 2 (8) 0 (0)
0 (0) 0 (0) 11 (14) 45 (58) 1 (1) 63 (82) 54 (70) 17 (22) 3 (4)
4 (6) 2 (3) 14 (21) 27 (41) 7 (11) 54 (82) 49 (74) 10 (15) 3 (5)

P>0.05 for all genotypes among three groups.
Table 3 Genotypes of H pylori in patients with gastric cancer (GC) and non-gastric cancer (non-GC) (%)
Diagnosis No of s1a
Patients
GC
Non-GC
b

s1b

s1c

s2

s1a+s1c

66 35 b (53) 1 (2) 13 l (20) 1 (2) 7 (11)
168 127d (76) 9 (5) 93l (55) 2 (1) 77 (46)

s1a+ s1a+ m1
s1b+s2 s1b+s1c
1 (2)
2 (2)

m1T

m2

m1T
+m2

cagA

iceA1

iceA2

1 (2) 23 a (35) 32 h (48) 4 (6)
50 (76) 39f (59) 15 (23)
2 (2) 33 a (20) 84j (50) 10 (6) 139 (83) 125 f (74) 29 (17)

0 (0)
4 (2)

iceA1
+iceA2
2 (3)
6 (4)

P<0.001 vs s1b, s1c and s2 of non-GC, dP<0.0001 vs m1T, m1 of non-GC, fP<0.0001 vs ice A2 of non-GC, hP<0.001 vs s1c, s1b and s2 of GC,

j

P<0.0001 vs m1 of GC, lP<0.0001, aP = 0.02.

Table 4 Genotypes of H pylori in patients with early or advanced gastric cancer (%)
Diagnosis No of s1a
Patients

s1b

EGC
AGC

0 (0)
1 (2)

7
59

4 (57)
31 (53)

s1c

s2

2 (29)
11 (19)

0 (0)
1 (2)

s1a+s1c s1a+
m1
s1b+s2
1 (14)
6 (10)

0 (0)
1 (2)

m1T

0 (0)
1 (2)

1 (14)
22 (37)

m2

m1T+m2

3 (43)
29 (49)

0 (0)
4 (7)

cagA

iceA1

iceA2

iceA1
+iceA2

6 (86)
44 (75)

4 (57)
35 (59)

1 (4)
14 (24)

0 (0)
2 (3)

Table 5 Genotypes of H pylori in patients with advanced gastric cancer according to Borrmann’s classification (%)
Diagnosis No of s1a
Patients

s1b

s1c

s2

I
II
III
IV

0 (0)
1 (4)
0 (0)
0 (0)

2 (29)
3 (11)
5 (38)
1 (10)

0 (0)
1 (4)
0 (0)
0 (0)

7
28
13
10

4 (57)
15 (54)
6 (46)
5 (50)

s1a+s1c
1 (14)
3 (11)
2 (15)
0 (0)

s1a+
m1
s1b+s2
0 (0)
1 (4)
0 (0)
0 (0)

m1T

0 (0)
1 (4)
0 (0)
0 (0)

5 (71)
8 (29)
3 (23)
5 (50)

m2
1 (14)
13 (46)
8 (62)
7 (70)

m1T+m2 cagA
0 (0)
5 (71)
1 (4)
20 (71)
1 (8)
11 (85)
2 (20)
8 (80)

iceA1

iceA2

iceA1
+iceA2

5 (71)
17 (61)
8 (62)
5 (50)

1 (14)
6 (21)
3 (23)
4 (40)

0 (0)
1 (4)
0 (0)
1 (10)

iceA1

iceA2

iceA1
+iceA2

16 (57)
15 (63)
6 (55)

8 (29)
4 (17)
3 (27)

1 (4)
1 (4)
0 (0)

Table 6 Genotypes of H pylori in patients with gastric cancer according to histological classification. (%)
Diagnosis No of
Patients
Intestinal
Diffuse
mixed

28
24
11

s1a

s1b

s1c

s2

15 (54)
12 (50)
5 (45)

0 (0)
1 (4)
0 (0)

5 (18)
4 (17)
3 (27)

0 (0)
1 (4)
0 (0)

s1a+s1c s1a+
m1
s1b+s2
3 (5)
2 (8)
1 (9)

0 (0)
1 (4)
0 (0)

Comparison of gastric cancer patient with non-cancer (peptic
ulcer and chronic gastritis) patients
In patients with gastric cancer, the vacA s1a and s1c subtypes
were less commonly found than those in non-cancer patients
(35/66 vs 127/168, P<0.001 for s1a and 13/66 vs 93/168, P<0.0001
for s1c) (Table 3). In the middle region, the m1T in patients with
gastric cancer was more than that in non-cancer patients (23/66
vs 33/168, P = 0.02). There was no difference in iceA and cagA
between patients with gastric cancer and non-cancer status.
DISCUSSION
This is the first sudy to investigate the allelic variations of
H pylori vacA, cagA and iceA1 in gastric cancer patients in
Taiwan. The results showed vacA s1a, m2, and iceA1 predominated
in patients with gastric cancer and those without.
H pylori has become a world-wide infective agent ranging
from 25% in developed countries to more than 80% in the
developing world[23]. Not all individuals infected with H pylori
developed gastric illness and this might be related to various
factors such as environmental factors, host genetic factors,
and bacterial virulent ability[24]. Certain genotypes (e.g. cagA,

0 (0)
0 (0)
1 (9)

m1T

m2

7 (25)
9 (38)
5 (45)

16 (57)
10 (42)
5 (45)

m1T+m2 cagA
2 (7)
1 (4)
1 (9)

21 (75)
18 (75)
9 (82)

vacA s1a) have been closely related to severe clinical outcome
and response to anti- H pylori therapy[25,26]. However, these
findings were not supported by other studies[27].
Different genotypes of H pylori have been confirmed in
patients with peptic ulcer or non-ulcer dyspepsia from diverse
geographic areas[14,23]. For example, in Northern and Eastern
Europe, 89% strains were vacA s1a. VacA s1a and s1b were
equally present in France and Italy. In Spain and Portugal, 89%
of the strains were vacA s1b. While in north America, s1a and
s1b were equally prevalent. VacA s1c was only found in East
Asia. In Taiwan, H pylori with vacA s1a was the major strain[15,16].
Because of this diversity, it is interesting to analyze the genotypes
in different areas.
In this study, predominance of vacA s1a was found in patients
with gastric cancer (53%) and non-cancer status (76%). Our
findings were similar to those reported by other authors in
patients with peptic ulcer or non-ulcer dyspepsia[15,16]. In Hong
Kong and Korea, a low incidence of vacA s1a subtype was
found[28,29]. The previous Taiwan reports gave no data concerning
vacA s1c[6,15]. VacA s1c was frequently found (20% in gastric
cancer and 55% in non-cancer) in this study. In contrast, vacA
s1b and s2 were rare. Our findings were compatible with those
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in mainland China[30]. A high incidence of vacA s1c in this
study was similar to the reports of Hong Kong[28], Korea[29], and
Japan[31], but different from those of the Western world[14].
Concerning the m-region of vacA, m1 strains predominated
in most Western reports[14,23]. However, there were few m1 subtypes
(2% in cancer and 2% in non-cancer) in this study. We used a
modified primer (m1T)[15] and found that some patients (35% in
gastric cancer, 20% in non-cancer) with H pylori infection
contained this genotype. M2 strains predominated (48% in
gastric cancer and 50% in non-cancer) in this study. Our findings
were consistent with reports from our previous experience[32],
other studies in Taiwan[15,16], Hong Kong[28], and mainland
China[30]. In contrast, Japan and Korea had a much lower incidence
of m2 strain[27,29]. We could not detect the m-region in some
patients (15% in gastric cancer and 28% in non-cancer). This
indicates a great variation in the vacA region in Taiwan,
particularly in the mid-region locus. H pylori may have a different
geographic evolution in Taiwan even compared with other East
Asian countries.
IceA1 has been suggested to be related to peptic ulcer
disease[22,33]. But, like other authors, we doubted this finding[27-29,32].
It has been found that IceA1 is the predominant subtype of ice
in the East Asia, while iceA2 is the predominant subtype in the
USA and Columbia[27]. In this study, we found iceA1 was the
predominant subtype and showed no difference in patients
with gastric cancer and non-cancer status.
The clinical relevance of putative virulence-associated genes
of H pylori in patients with gastric cancer is a matter of controversy.
Enomoto et al. found that 98% of patients with gastric cancer were
H pylori-positive[12]. Many studies suggested the strong association
of certain genotypes of H pylori with gastric cancer[34-38]. A
significant association (o.r. 2.94) between cagA and gastric
cancer was found in young Italian patients[34]. Miehlke et al.
suggested a significant association between the H pylori vacA
s1, m1, cagA and gastric cancer[35]. Kidd et al. confirmed that the
vacA s1b, m1 and iceA1 were closely linked to gastric cancer in
South Africa[36]. van Doorn et al. found a significant association
between the presence of ulcers or gastric cancer and the presence
of vacA s1 and cagA[37]. Basso et al and Qiao et al. also concluded
that H pylori infection caused by cagA positive/vacA s1 was a
frequent finding in patients with gastric cancer[38,39].
However, some authors have presented different observations.
Mitchell et al. compared serum antibody to cagA antigen in
patients with gastric cancer and normal subjects[40]. They found
no association between cagA and gastric cancer in Chinese
subjects. Other authors also confirmed no relationship between
cagA status and the risk of gastric cancer[41]. Some Japanese
studies did not support the link of vacA and cagA with gastric
cancer[42,43]. In these Japanese studies, the majority of the
controls had positive vacA and cagA. Therefore, they obtained
a different result as compared with those of the Western studies.
In addition, the case number was small in their series. Increased
number is needed to avoid bias. In this study, we found no
difference in cagA between gastric cancer and non-cancer status.
But, we found less vacA s1a, s1c and more m1T in patients with
gastric cancer.
There is a paucity of iceA allele data in isolates from patients
with gastric cancer. Gastric cancer isolates from Japan and Korea
were distinguished by the prevalence of iceA1 (67%) while
75% of isolates from the USA were iceA2[27]. In this study, we
found that iceA1 predominated (59%) in patients with gastric
cancer.
Patients with histologic findings of severe gastric atrophy,
corpus-predominant gastritis or intestinal metaplasia are at an
increased risk for gastric cancer. H pylori carrying the cagA
gene might have promoted the atrophic metaplastic mucosal
lesions that represent the pathway in multistep intestinal type
gastric oncogenesis[25,44]. Correa et al. and Uremura et al. found

that severe atrophic gastritis accompanying intestinal metaplasia
caused by persistent H pylori infection was closely related to
the development of intestinal type gastric cancer[9,45]. But, some
authors present different results. No significant relationship
was found between H pylori and diffuse type gastric cancer
because atrophic change was not evident in these patients[46,47].
In addition, other authors did not support this finding due to
epidemiological and pathological evidence[48,49]. In this study,
we found no difference in genotypes among diffuse, intestinal
and mixed types of gastric cancer. In addition, there was no
difference of genotypes in patients with early and advanced
gastric cancer. However, the case number should be increased
to avoid type II error.
In conclusion, vacA s1a, m2, and iceA1 predominate in patients
with gastric cancer. As compared with those of non-cancer
patients, patients with gastric cancer have less vacA s1a, s1c
and more m1T subtypes. Genotypes are similar according to
morphological and pathological classification.
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Abstract
AIM: To construct a non-resistant and attenuated Salmonella
typhimurium (S. typhimurium) strain which expresses
conservative region of adhesion AB of Helicobacter pylori
(H pylori) and evaluate its immunogenicity.
METHODS: The AB gene amplified by PCR was inserted
into the expression vector pYA248 containing asd gene
and through two transformations introduced into the delta
Cya, delta Crp, delta Asd attenuated Salmonella typhimurium
strain, constructing balanced lethal attenuated Salmonella
typhimurium strains X4072 (pYA248-AB). Bridged ELISA
method was used to measure the expression of AB antigen
in sonicate and culture supernatant. According to the method
described by Meacock, stability of the recombinant was
evaluated. Semi-lethal capacity test was used to evaluate the
safety of recombinant. The immunogenicity of recombinant
was evaluated with animal experiments.
RESULTS: The attenuated S. typhimurium X4072 (pYA248AB) which expresses AB was successfully constructed.
Furthermore, bridged ELISA assay showed that the content
of AB in recombinant X4072 (pYA248- AB) culture supernatant
was higher than that was in thallus lytic liquor. And after
recombinant X4072 (pYA248- AB) was cultured for 100
generations without selection pressure, the entire recombinant
bacteria selected randomly could grow, and the AB antigen
was defected positive by ELISA. The growth curve of the
recombinant bacteria showed that the growth states of
X4072 (pYA248) and X4072 (pYA248-AB) were basically
consistent. The survival rate of C57BL/6 was still 100%, at
30 d after mice taking X4072 (pYA248-AB) 1.0×1010 cfu
orally. Oral immunization of mice with X4072 (pYA248-AB)
induced a specific immune response.
CONCLUSION: In vitro recombinant plasmid appears to
be stable and experiments on animals showed that the
recombinant strains were safe and immunogenic in vitro,
which providing a new live oral vaccine candidate for protection
and care of H pylori infection.
Bai Y, Zhang YL, Wang JD, Zhang ZS, Zhou DY. Construction
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INTRODUCTION
The discovery of Helicobacter pylori (H pylori) has brought
about a revolution in the research of etiological factor and
prevention and cure of chronic gastritis, peptic ulcer and the
associated diseases[1,2]. It has been confirmed that H pylori is
the main cause of chronic gastritis and peptic ulcer, and an
important factor for the infection of gastric cancer and mucosaassociated lymphoid tissue (MALT) lymphoma and primary
gastric non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma[3-7]. In 1994, the World Health
Organization has defined it as a class 1 carcinogen, and direct
evidence of its carcinogenesis has recently been demonstrated
in an animal model and a retrospective cohort study and nested
case-control study in China[8,9]. Data of epidemiology showed
that 50 percent of the population all over the world is infected
with H pylori, and China has a high infection rate[10]. Based on it,
eradication of H pylori is one of the main methods for preventing
and treating the above-mentioned diseases. At present, the
widely used method for eradication of H pylori in clinical practice
is the antibiotic treatment, though high the eradication rate is,
such problems as high expenses, yearly reduced eradication rate
resulting from gradually increasing drug-resistant strains, side
effects of drugs and low patient compliance have still not been
solved[11-13]. Immunization against H pylori infection has been
one of the most prospective treatments. In view of the fact that
the conservative region of four confirmed adhesins is outer
membrane protein and porin type component, outer membrane
protein and porin are the excellent candidate components
vaccination[14-16]. In addition, the attenuated Salmonella typhimurium
strain expressing foreign antigen is a very hopeful new-generation
of vaccine. Experiments on human body indicated that the attenuated
Salmonella typhimurium strain has very good endurence and
immunogenicity, which can be used to transmit foreign antigen,
therefore, the problem of adjuvant as well as the problem of high
cost for taking subunit protein vaccine orally are solved. At present,
the research of attenuated Salmonella typhimurium strain in
application to H pylori vaccine has been done, but non-resistant
and attenuated Salmonella typhimurium strain containing the
balanced lethal system has not yet been applied to the research
and production of H pylori vaccine. We attempted to construct
the non-resistance and attenuated Salmonella typhimurium strain
expressing AB, and to study its biological properties to pave the
way for further research of biological treatment.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
The strains and plasmids used in the experimental processes
are showed in Table 1.
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Table 1 Strain (plasmid) and genotype
Strain (plasmid)
E coli X6097
Salmonella
typhimurium

X3181
X3730
X4072
pET-22b (+)-AB
pYA248
pYA248-AB

Genotype
Asd

-

Wild strain
GalE -, hsd-, asdCya-, Crp -, AsdAmpr, AB
Asd+
AB

Thirty specific-pathogen free male C57BL/6 mice, aged 4 wk,
were purchased from Animal Center of our institute. Restriction
enzymes, such as EcoR I, Sal I etc. and T4 DNA ligase, Vent
DNA polymerase etc. were purchased from New England Biolabs
corporation, Promega corporation and Sino-American Hua Mei
Biotechnology Company, respectively. The goat anti-rabbit
IgG-HRP and IgA-HRP were purchased from Sino-American
Hua Mei Biotechnology Company. Our institute provided antiAB antibody and AB antigen. DAP (50 mg/L) was purchased
from Sigma corporation. Other reagents were analytically pure
reagents produced in China.

Recombinant DNA techniques
The alkaline lysis method was chosen for rapid and large-scale
preparations of plasmid DNA as described previously[21]. In
accordance with the the gene sequence in conservative region,
we designed specific primers and added appropriate restriction
enzyme sites on its 5’ termini, which was synthesized by Shanghai
Boya Co. The sequences of primers were as follows: conservative
region 1: 5’-CCG GAA TTC AAC GCG CTC AAC AAT CAG-3’;
conservative region 2, 5’-CAC GTC GAC CTA GAA TGA ATA
CCC ATA AG-3’. Conservative region 1 and conservative region
2 contained EcoR I and Sal I sites, respectively. The template
was pET-22b (+) -AB. PCR was performed by the hot start
method. The PCR condition was that after initial denaturing at
95 °C for 30 s, each cycle of amplification consisted of denaturation
at 95 °C for 30 s, annealing at 55 °C for 30 s and polymerization
at 72 °C for 30 s, and a further polymerization for 10 min after 35
amplication cycles. PCR products were separated by electrophoresis
analysis on a 8 g/L agarose gel. The PCR product was harvested
from agarose gel, digested with EcoR I and Sal I, and inserted
into the EcoR I and Sal I restriction fragments of the expression
vector pYA248 using T4 DNA ligase. The resulting plasmids
pYA248-AB were transformed into E.coli X6097, Salmonella
typhimurium X3730 and X4072 one by one and positive clone
was screened through assay of double restriction enzyme
digestion. DNA sequence was performed with the DNA
automatic sequencer.
Assay of AB protein expressed by recombiant strain
Recombinant strain S typhimurium X4072 ( pYA248-AB) cells,
after being inoculated in the culture medium of LB liquids, were
cultured with shaking at 37 °C for 15-16 h, and then centrifuged,
to collect thallus and supernatant. Thallus, after being washed
with saline once and centrifuged, suspended with deionized
water. The suspension was sonicated on ice for three min, and
centrifuged, to obtain the supernatant. Bridged ELISA was
used to measure the expression of AB artigen in sonicate and
culture supernatant.
Assay of stability of recombinant strain
The experiment testing stability of recombinant strain was
performed according to the method described by Meacock[37,38 ].
Ten percent of thallus, incubated with shaking at 37 °C overnight,
was inoculated in LB culture medium containing DAP and was
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further cultured for 12 h, from which the another 10 percent was
inoculated in LB culture medium containing DAP and cultured
for another 12 h, which was continued in the same way for up
to 50 h. By this time, recombinant X4072 (pYA248-AB) cells
had been cultured for 100 generations, and then it was diluted
to 106-fold. A total volume of 100 µL of the diluted solution was
taken and paved on LB agar plate containing DAP. After being
cultured overnight, 100 single thalluses were randomly selected
and transferred on LB agar plate without containing DAP.
Bacteria could not grow on agar plate without containing DAP
liquids, means plasmid loss; through this method stability of
recombinant plasmid was verified. Meanwhile, ELISA was used
to measure the expression of AB antigen in the culture
supernatant of these 100 thalluses.

Assay of growth curve of recombinant strain
Single clone S.typhimurium X4072 (pYA248) and S.typhimurium
X4072 (pYA248-AB) were selected and inoculated in culture
medium of LB liquid, respectively. After being cultured with
shaking at 37 °C for 10 h, 50 µL of it was inoculated in 5 mL
culture medium of LB liquid, followed by culture with shaking
at 37 °C. The value of A60 was measured once every other hour,
from which growth curve was drawn.
Assay of immunology of recombinant strain
Three groups of 5 mice including controls were used as follows:
(1) PBS control group was non-immunized mice that received
PBS; (2)Salmonella control group was immunized with
attenuated S. typhimurium X4072 (pYA248) strain; (3) The
vaccine group was immunized with S. typhimurium X4072
(pYA248-AB) strain expressing AB. Prior to immunizations ,the
mice were left overnight without solid food and 4 h without
water. A total volume of 100 µL of 30 g/L sodium bicarbonate
were given orally using a stainless steel catheter tube to neutralize
the stomach pH. Immediately after stomach neutralization, mice
from PBS control group received 100 µL PBS, and mice from the
Salmonella control group and Salmonella vaccine group,
received 1.0×109 colony forming units (c.f.u) of S. typhimurium
strain X4072 (pYA248) and S. typhimurium strain X4072
(pYA248-AB), respectively, in a total volume of 100 µL. Water
and food were returned to the mice after immunization. At 4 wk
after immunization, mice were sacrificed by terminal cardiac
puncture under metoxyfluorance anesthesia and the small
intestines were taken from mice to prepare intestine fluid. Indirect
ELISA was used to evaluate serum samples and intestine fluid
from mice for AB-specific IgG or IgA. Purified H pylori AB was
used as the coating antigen in ELISA immunoassays.
RESULTS
Construction of recombinant plasmid containing asd gene and
encoding AB gene
The size of plasmid pYA248 was 3.0 kb. Promotor was Ptrc and
multiclonal points included EcoR I Hin d III and Sal I etc. and
pYA248 was digested with EcoR I and Sal I, and large E-S
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sequences were recovered as vector. The same enzymes were
used to completely digest AB PCR product and mixed with
vector for connection after being recovered, and then transformed
into E. coli X6097 by the means of CaCL2. Transformer could
grew on LB agar plate without containing DAP and further
extracted plasmid for verification. The results of double
restriction enzyme digestion of recombinant plasmid pYA248AB are showed in Figure 1.
1

2

3

4 5

bp
831
1 375
1 587
2 027
4 269
5 148
21 227

was 0.979±0.052, and the value of A492nm of negative control
X4072 (pYA248) was 0.040, which indicated that recombinant
germ, after seeing cultured for 100 generations, could stably
exist in attenuated S.typhimurium strain.

Growth curve of recombinant strain
Single clone X4072 (pYA248) and X4072 (pYA248-AB) were
selected and then inoculated in the culture medium of LB liquid.
After being cultured at 37 °C overnight, 50 µL of it was inoculated
in 5 mL culture medium of LB liquid and then cultured with
shaking at 37 °C. The value of A600 was measured and recorded
once every other hour, from which growth curve (Figure 2) was
drawn. It can be discovered from Figure 2 that the growth states
of all bacteria were basically consistent, that is, metabolism of
the bacteria were basically unaffected by transforming recombinant
plasmid into attenuated S. typhimurium strain.

2.5

X4 072 (PYA248-AB)

2.0
A

Figure 1 Double restriction enzyme digestion map of recombinant plasmid PYA248-AB. Lane1: DNA marker; Lane2: PCR
product; lane3: pYA248/EcoRI; lane4: pYA248-AB/EcoRI; lane5:
pYA248-AB/EcoRI+SalI.

X4 072 (PYA248)

1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0

Construction of recombinant strain
Recombinant plasmid extracted from E.coli X6097 (pYA248AB) was transformed into S.typhimurium X3730 and X4072 by
the transformation of electricity one by one. Owing to the difference
between two kinds of S.typhimurium, the best transformational
conditions were worked out. By adopting the first condition:
cuvette gap 0.2 cm, voltage 2.5 kV, field strength 12.5 E, capacitor
25 µF, resistor 200 Ω, time constant 4.5-5.0 ms, recombinant
plasmid was transformed into S.typhimurium X3730 and then
separated from it. By adopting the second condition: cuvette
gap 0.2 cm, voltage 2.4 kV, field strength 12.0 E, capacitor 25 µF,
resistor 400 Ω, time constant 9-13 ms, recombinant plasmid was
transformed into S. typhimurium X4072, from which
recombinant strain S.typhimurium X4072 (pYA248-AB) was
obtained.
Assay of AB protein expressed in recombinant strain
The results of AB expressed in X4072 (pYA248-AB) culture
and sonicate supernatant assayed by bridged ELISA are shown
in Table 2. The fact that the content of AB in recombinant germ
X4072 (pYA248-AB) culture supernatant was higher than that
in sonicate supernatant indicated that AB existed mainly in
culture supernatant was expressed in the form of secretion.
Table 2 Expression of AB in X4072 (PYA248-AB) assayed by
bridged ELISA
Sample

A492nm P/N

Negtive control of X4072 (pYA248) culture supernatant

0.04

Negtive control of X4072 (pYA248) sonicate supernatant 0.04
Positive control of BL21 (pET-AB) periplasm

1.08 27.0

X4072 (pYA248-AB) culture supernatant

0.96 24.0

X4072 (pYA248-AB) sonicate supernatant

0.78 19.5

Assay of stability of AB antigen expressed in recombinant strain
After recombinant germ pYA248-AB was cultured 100 generations,
100 bacteria were randomly selected and then transferred onto
LB agar plate containing DAP. All of them could grow and the
AB antigen was detected positive by ELISA. For the recombinant
the mean of the value of A492nm plus or minus standard deviation

1

3

5

7

9

11

13

t/h

Figure 2 A growing curve of X4072 (PYA248) and X4072
(PYA248-AB).

Safety of recombinant strain
The results of experiments testing safety of C57BL/6 mice taking
recombinant strain orally are shown in Table 3. After taking
virulent strain X3181×107 c.f.u, all the mice died within 5 d, but
after taking recombinant strain X4072 (pYA248-AB) 1.0×1010 c.f.u,
the survival rate was still 100 percent. It can be noticed from the
table that the number of live bacteria of C57BL/6 mice taking
recombinant strain orally was 103 fold more than that of the
lethal dose of virulent strain X3181.
Table 3 Survival of mice after oral inoculation with virulent
and recombinant S.typhimurium strains
Strain
X3181

Relevant Inoculating Observation Survial
phenotype dose (c.f.u) intervals (d) (live/total)
wild type

X4072
Cya-Crp-AB+
(PYA248-AB)

1.0×10 7
2.6×10 5
1.0×10 10

5
30
30

0/5
2/5
5/5

Immunology of recombinant strain
The positive results defected by ELISA had colors, but the negative
results had no colors, or weak colors. The five mice (group 3)
serums and intestinal fluid immuned with vaccine S. typhimurium
X4072 (pYA248-AB) showed positive results. In contrast, the
mice serums and intestinal fluid of PBS control group and
Salmonella control group showed negative results. It indicated
S.typhimurium X4072 (pYA248-AB) could enable the organism
to generate specific mucous membrane and humoral immunity.
DISCUSSION
S. typhimurium strain, through adhesion, invasion and inhabitation
in intestine-associated lymph tissue, can be phagocyted by
macrophage and M cells in Peyer node and through mesentery
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lymph node reaches liver and spleen, which further stimulate
other organs and tissue to develop mucous membrane, cell and
body fluid immunization responses effectively. In recent few
years, the research and production of gastrointestinal tract
vaccine with attenuated S. typhimurium strain as the release
system have become a new trend in the research of a newtype recombinant live vaccine taken orally. In it, attenuated
S.typhimurium strain as a kind of vaccine carrier carrying
foreign antigen is, up to now, the most widely used strain.
This is mainly due to the fact that the model of mice infected by
S.typhimurium strain is basically consistent with the organism
of man infected by typhoid, and the virulence factor of S.
typhimurium strain has been deeply researched[25,26 ]. The genes
of virulence which have already been used in attenuated
mutation of S. typhimurium strain include: aro gene controlling
synthesis of aromatic compound [22]; gal E gene affecting
synthesis of lipopolysaccharide[23]; cya, crp gene adjusting
metabolic level of cyclic adenosine monophosphate(cAMP)[24],
pur gene controlling sythesis of purine organism [25]; nonspecific acid phosphoric acid enzyme phoP gene manipulating
transcripition of gene and omp gene adjusting porin expression
etc[26,27]. Many laboratories have successfully constructed
attenuated and immunity S.typhimurium strain by mutating relative
genes, which have been proved to be safe through experiments
on animals, such as mice, cattle, and pig and even on human
volunteers[28-33]. But when these attenuated S.typhimurium strains
are used to express foreign protective antigen, genes encoding
protective antigen are usually cloned on a vector containing
drug resistance gene. In order to make sure of the stability of
plasmid, antibiotic must be used as selection pressure.
According to the rules stipulated in American Food and Drug
Administration, drug resistance plasmid can not exist in live
vaccine and the stability of recombinant plasmid can not be
maintained in human beings and animals by antibiotic[28 ].
In order that foreign protective antigen can be stably
expressed in attenuated S.typhimurium strain without
antibiotic, a new type of plasmid vector system has been now
developed, that is, the vector-host balanced lethal system. Host
strain in the vector-host balanced lethal system is a type of
chromosome mutant, and the mutated gene is housing keeping
gene. Because the product of its encoding catalysed the genetic
metabolic reaction of bacteria, the defects of the gene will
certainly result in nutritious deficiency of bacteria, therefore, it
can not grow in normal culture medium. Under this condition,
plasmid must be necessary for the existence of bacteria. Once
the transformed plasmid is lost, bacteria will not synthesize the
essential substance so as not to grow in normal culture medium.
Therefore, all bacteria that can grow in normal culture medium
certainly contain recombinant plasmid, so as to construct the
balanced lethal system. In this system, foreign protective
antigen can be stably expressed without antibiotic in host stain.
And the balanced lethal system constructed by asd gene has
been widely used, for example, Redman et al.[34] cloned the
surface protein antigen gene of streptococcus to plasmid with
asd, and then transformed it to △cya△crp△asd defective
S. typhimurium strains which were taken by mice orally. The
results showed that recombinant strain could induce mice to
produce continuous reaction of antibody response[34]. Scholars
experimented △cya△(crp cdt)△asd expressing hepatitis B
virus core pre S protein on adult women volunteers, showing
that the strain could stimulate organism to develop system and
mucous immunity response, and produce a unique secreted
antibody (sIgA) in urinary and reproductive tract and intestinal
tract[35].
By adopting the system as described above, we successfully
carried out the construction of attenuated S. typhimurium strain
expressing AB. Because the cell wall of S. typhimurium strain
is thick and so hard to be transformed, E.coli X6097 with
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knocked out asd gene was used as host strain for screening
recombinant clone. The screened recombinant plasmid was
transformed electrically to host S. typhimurium X3730. X3730
with knocked out gene asd is the gene galE mutated strain of
S. typhimurium strain LT-2 and loses the effect of restriction
but possess the effect of modification, because of which plasmid
transformed into S. typhimurium strain can obtain the methylated
model of S. typhimurium strain and thus stably exists in
S.typhimurium strain. Recombinant plasmid with methylated model
extracted from X3730 was transformed into final S.typhimurium
strain X4072 without restriction and so the construction work
was finished.
Experiment on animals has proved that recombinant strain
is safe. It was found by ELISA that AB protein was expressed
mainly in the form of secretion, but the expression level was
comparatively low. For recombinant strain with vaccine
construction as the aim, however, a more important issue than
high level expression is the stability of expressing foreign gene,
because only when engineering bacteria can exist in body for a
relatively long period and stably release antigen, it can effectively
stimulate the immune system response of organism and expression
with too high level may destroy the biological and chemical
balance of strain as a complete organism which makes it hard
for S .typhimurium strain to maintain the stable expression of
foreign gene. The recombinant strain we constructed possessed
a good stability, and under the condition without selection
pressure,we recombinant plasmid could exist stably, and the
foreign gene could also be expressed stably whose growth
curve showed no obvious changes for expression of foreign
gene. The main reason for it is probably that the expression
level of foreign gene is suitable to S. typhimurium strain. In
addition, according to Sutton etal’s[36] principle of immunization
protection and cure of H pylori “less is best”, that is, low dose
of antigen has better immunization effect, and maybe this
S. typhimurium strain live vaccine expressing H pylori antigen
with a low but stable level can create better immunization effect.
In this study, the serums and intestine fluid from the mice
immunized with S.typhimurium X4072 (pYA248-AB) expressed
specific antibody aimed to AB, but the serums and intestine
fluid from the mice in the control group failed to express. These
results suggest that S. typhimurium X4072 (pYA248-AB) might
be a good candidate as a vaccine. However, whether it can be used
as a vaccine or not need be researched further. To achieve his goal
we are carrying out the associated experiments on animals now.
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Abstract
AIM: To assess the mechanisms of protective action by
different mild irritants through maintenance of gastric
mucosal integrity and modulation of mucosal nitric oxide
(NO) in experimental gastritis rats.
METHODS: Either 200 mL/L ethanol, 50 g/L NaCl or 0.3 mol/L
HCl was pretreated to normal or 800 mL/L ethanol-induced
acute gastritis Sprague-Dawley rats before a subsequent
challenge with 500 mL/L ethanol. Both macroscopic lesion
areas and histological damage scores were determined in
the gastric mucosa of each group of animals. Besides,
gastric mucosal activities of NO synthase isoforms and of
superoxide dismutase, along with mucosal level of leukotriene
(LT)C4 were measured.
RESULTS: Macroscopic mucosal damages were protected
by 200 mL/L ethanol and 50 g/L NaCl in gastritis rats.
However, although 200 mL/L ethanol could protect the
surface layers of mucosal cells in normal animals (protection
attenuated by N G-nitro-L-arginine methyl ester), no
cytoprotection against deeper histological damages was
found in gastritis rats. Besides, inducible NO synthase activity
was increased in the mucosa of gastritis animals and
unaltered by mild irritants. Nevertheless, the elevation in
mucosal LTC4 level following 500 mL/L ethanol administration
and under gastritis condition was significantly reduced by
pretreatment of all three mild irritants in both normal and
gastritis animals.
CONCLUSION: These findings suggest that the aggravated
500 mL/L ethanol-evoked mucosal damages under gastritis
condition could be due to increased inducible NO and LTC4
production in the gastric mucosa. Only 200 mL/L ethanol is
truly “cytoprotective” at the surface glandular level of nongastritis mucosa. Furthermore, the macroscopic protection
of the three mild irritants involves reduction of LTC4 level
in both normal and gastritis mucosa, implicating preservation
of the vasculature.
Ko JKS, Cho CH, Lam SK. Adaptive cytoprotection through
modulation of nitric oxide in ethanol-evoked gastritis. World J
Gastroenterol 2004; 10(17): 2503-2508
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INTRODUCTION
Excessive ethanol ingestion can result in gastritis characterized
by mucosal edema, subepithelial hemorrhages, cellular
exfoliation and inflammatory cell infiltration[1]. Alcohol has
been shown to affect the mucosal barrier and histology[2].
Morphologically, alcohol-induced gastric superficial injury
involves mostly the inter-foveolar epithelium and gastric pits,
and heals rapidly by restitution[3]. On the other hand, the
deeper lesions involve intramucosal hemorrhage and vascular
engorgement[4]. As a consequence of damage to microvessels,
leakage of inflammatory mediators occurs, and vasoconstriction
of submucosal arteries would result in ischemia. Eventually,
these events would enhance the formation of more severe
necrotic mucosal injury. Several products of arachidonate
metabolism have been implicated to participate in the
pathogenesis of ethanol-induced gastric mucosal damage[5].
It is known that neuronal modulating processes such as the
release of vasoactive mediators are crucial for the gastric mucosa
to resist the continual onslaught of aggressive agents[6]. Previous
findings have suggested that there are interactions between
the endothelium-derived vasodilator mediators, including that
prostaglandins (PG), can regulate gastric mucosal microcirculation
and integrity[7]. Endothelial cells also release a highly labile humoral
vasodilator substance, now known to be nitric oxide (NO), that
mediates the vascular relaxation induced by vagal stimulation[8].
Nonetheless, it should be noted that the production of NO from a
calcium-independent (inducible) form of the enzyme could lead
to cell injury in the endothelium[9]. Thus, the induction of NO
synthesis may not always be beneficial. For instance, formation
and interaction between superoxide and NO radicals are the
key elements of oxidative challenges in the gastric mucosa.
There are some endogenous proinflammatory mediators
that could be activated during the aggressive attack of noxious
agents or severe tissue trauma. Leukotriene (LT)C4 is one of
these substances which would lead to microcirculatory
disturbances and severe mucosal tissue injury [10]. Such a
detrimental action may somehow involve the generation of
reactive oxygen free radicals. In other words, these effects could
be modulated by enzyme systems of the oxygen-handling cells,
such as superoxide dismutase (SOD), which are able to protect
cells against the toxic effects caused by oxygen species[11].
Acute hemorrhagic gastritis patients have underlying
predisposing conditions such as alcohol abuse or use of
NSAID. Besides endoscopic and surgical therapy, the focus
on pharmacotherapy would be the enhancement of mucosal
defense mechanisms so as to accelerate healing and prevent
relapses[12]. The present study attempted to illustrate that
different mild irritants had differential modes of action in the
adaptive cytoprotection against ethanol-induced gastric mucosal
damage in animals under gastritis condition, whereas some of
these involved modulation of eicosanoids and NO biosynthesis
in the gastric mucosa. These data may also provide the explanation
why gastritis can predispose the stomach to ulceration.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Animals
Male Sprague-Dawley rats (240-260 g) were used after
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acclimatization for at least three days in a controlled room with
constant temperature (22±1 °C) and humidity (65-70%). They
were fed a standard diet of laboratory chow (Ralston Purina,
USA) and had free access to tap water ad libitum. All
experimental animals were deprived of food in individual wired
cages 24 h beforehand.

Treatments and induction of gastritis
Animals in the “normal” (non-gastritis) groups received oral
administration (10 mL/kg) of either distilled water or one of the
three mild irritants, 200 mL/L ethanol, 50 g/L NaCl and 0.3 mol/L
HCl via a stainless steel orogastric tube, 15 min before the
administration of 500 mL/L ethanol (10 mL/kg). For animals that
were used to demonstrate the action of mild irritants alone
(basal), distilled water was given instead of 500 mL/L ethanol.
All animals were sacrificed 30 min later.
To induce gastritis, 800 mL/L ethanol was given to the rats
orally (10 mL/kg). The treated animals were returned to their
home cages with provision of food and tap water. After 24 h, all
the 800 mL/L ethanol-treated animals were deprived of food
again, with tap water supply only. Similar experiments as those
of the “normal” animals were performed using these gastritis
rats 24 h following starvation (i.e. the experiments were carried
out 48 h after the induction of gastritis). Our preliminary study
showed that at this time point the gastritis animals were free
from any gross macroscopic lesion or erosion, but the deeper
mucosal cells comprising more than 800 mL/L of the total
mucosal thickness were damaged or morphologically changed
when observed microscopically.
In order to investigate the participation of the endogenous
vasoactive mediator during the processes, NG-nitro-L-arginine
methyl ester (L-NAME, 12.5 mg/kg, i.v.) was pretreated 15 min
before the administration of mild irritants to inhibit endogenous
NO production[13].
Macroscopic evaluation of gastric mucosal damage
The animals were sacrificed by a sharp blow behind the head and
followed by cervical dislocation. Their stomachs were removed
and opened along the greater curvature. After thoroughly rinsed
in ice-cold saline solution and blotted dry, the area of macroscopic
lesions on the mucosa was traced onto a glass slide, and measured
by transparent 1-mm2 grids[14]. A section of each stomach tissue
was removed and preserved for subsequent microscopic studies.
Finally, the glandular mucosa of the rest of stomach tissue was
scrapped by using a glass slide, weighed and immediately frozen
in liquid nitrogen. The mucosal samples were stored at -70 °C
until assayed for various endogenous mediators.
Histological evaluation of gastric mucosal damage
Within a week of formalin fixation, the gastric tissues were
processed for paraffin embedding. A (1.0× 0.5×0.3) cm3 block
of gastric tissue was dehydrated by immersion in progressively
increasing concentrations of ethanol. Slices of 6-µm thick
sections were stained by the periodic acid-Schiff technique,
and counterstained by Harris’ hematoxylin solution. The
stained sections were then left in the fume-cupboard overnight.
An Olympus microscope (200×) with a scaled eyepiece was
used for the morphometric study. Any histological damage in a
section was quantified according to the method from O’Brien
and coworkers[15]. The criteria for damage were the absence of
gastric mucosal cells or the presence of grossly disrupted cells.
The standards for evaluation of the severity of microscopic
mucosal damage were as follows: type I damage-length of
luminal surface mucous cells damaged or vacuolated, type II
damage-extensive luminal surface cell damage with disrupted
and exfoliated cells lining the gastric pits, type III damagedisrupted cells of the gastric glands beneath the damaged
surface and gastric pit cells. For each tissue sample, four

measurements of the total mucosal length as well as the length
with damaged or disrupted mucosal cells were examined (in
mm) and averaged. The final index for the degree of histological
damage was represented by the percentage of the damaged
mucosal length in terms of the total length of the gastric mucosa.

Determination of NO synthase activity in gastric mucosa
A mucosal sample was placed in a buffer solution (pH 7.2)
containing 10 mmol/L HEPES, 0.32 mol/L sucrose, 0.1 mmol/L
EDTA, 1 mmol/L DL-dithiothreitol, 10 µg/mL of soybean
trypsin inhibitor, 10 µg/mL of leupeptin, 2 µg/mL of aprotinin,
and 1 mg/mL of phenyl-methanesulfonyl fluoride. The sample
was homogenized for 20 s under ice-cold condition, and then
centrifuged at 22 000 g for 30 min at 4 °C. An aliquot of 100 µL
from the supernatant was withdrawn for protein assay[16].
The NO synthase activity was determined from the conversion
of [3H] L-arginine to the NO co-product citrulline[17]. The
supernatant was passed over a 0.75-mL column containing Dowex
AG50WX-8 resins to remove any endogenous arginine[18]. The
reaction mixture comprised 100 µL of the supernatant and 150 µL
of buffered solution (pH 7.2) containing 10 mmol/L HEPES,
0.7 mmol/L NADPH, 150 µmol/L CaCl2, 7 mmol/L L-valine to
inhibit any arginase[19], and 1 µCi of [3H] L-arginine. The amount
of [3H] L-citrulline formed in this reaction mixture represented the
total NO synthase activity. A similar reaction mixture was also
prepared, with the addition of 1 mmol/L EGTA, which removed
Ca2+ ions from the system[13]. Product formation that remained
persistent in this system determined the inducible NO synthase
activity. Incubation of the mixtures with or without EGTA was
continued for 30 min at 37 °C. The reaction was terminated by
adding 50 µL of 200 mL/L perchloric acid, and the solution
mixture was neutralized by 160 µL of 1 mol/L NaOH[20]. This
was followed by the dilution with 540 µL of deionized water
containing 1 mmol/L L-arginine and 1 mmol/L citrulline.
Subsequently, the resulting 1 mL mixture in each reaction tube
was applied onto a chromatographic column containing 0.5 g of
Dowex AG50WX-8 resins[21]. Following the separation from
unreacted [3H] L-arginine by cation-exchange chromatography,
the product [3H] L-citrulline was eluted through the column by
1 mL of deionized water and collected into a scintillation vial.
The samples were counted for the amount of radioactivity using
a liquid scintillation counter (2 000 CA, Packard, USA). The data
obtained were corrected for background counts obtained by a
similar procedure but with heat-inactivated mucosal tissue. The
final results were represented as cpm/min/mg protein. Constitutive
NO synthase activity was obtained by subtracting the inducible
NO synthase activity by the total NO synthase activity.
Determination of LTC4 level in gastric mucosa
The pre-weighed mucosal samples were homogenized for 15 s
under ice-cold condition in phosphate buffer (50 mmol/L,
pH 7.4) with indomethacin (28 µmol/L), to prevent any
neoformation of cyclooxygenase products during the extraction
process. The homogenized samples were then centrifuged at
1 400 r/min for 15 min at 4 °C. An aliquot of 100 µL from the
supernatant was withdrawn for protein assay[16]. The assay
was carried out by using a LTC4 [3H] RIA kit (NEN Dupont,
USA.). A standard curve was constructed with a range of
0.025-1.6 ng/100 µL. The final values of the samples obtained
were represented as pg/mg protein.
Determination of SOD activity in gastric mucosa
The pre-weighed mucosal samples were homogenized for 20 s
under ice-cold condition in phosphate buffer (50 mmol/L, pH 7.4).
The homogenized samples were then centrifuged at 20 000 g
for 15 min at 4 °C. An aliquot of 100 µL from the supernatant
was withdrawn for protein assay[16].
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The SOD activity in tissue homogenates was determined by
the NBT reaction[22]. A 10 µL of the homogenates was added to
a solution mixture containing 150 µL each of 2 mmol/L xanthine,
2 mmol/L EDTA and 0.5 mmol/L NBT, 500 µL of Na2CO3 and
75 µg/mL of BSA. After being made up to a 2.85 mL solution
with phosphate buffer, the mixture was incubated for 3 min in a
25 °C bath. Following that, 150 µL of 0.12 µmol/L xanthine
oxidase was added to the mixture and 3 mL solution was
incubated further at 25 °C for 20 min. The reaction was terminated
by adding 1 mL of 0.8 mmol/L CuCl2 solution to each tube. The
inhibition of NBT reduction in each sample was determined
spectrophotometrically at 560 nm and the final value of SOD
activity was represented as units/mg protein.

Drugs
[3H] L-arginine (specific activity = 36.1 Ci/mmoL) and the [3H]
LTC4 RIA kit were purchased from NEN DuPont (Boston, MA,
USA.). L-NAME, DL-dithiothreitol, soybean trypsin inhibitor,
leupeptin, aprotinin, phenylmethanesulfonyl fluoride, L-valine,
L-arginine and DL-citrulline were all products of Sigma
Chemicals (St. Louis, MO, USA.).

protection by 200 mL/L ethanol and 50 g/L NaCl in gastritis rats
was lessened when compared to that in normal animals, while
the gastroprotection of 0.3 mol/L HCl was completely relieved
in gastritis animals. As in normal animals, L-NAME pretreatment
alleviated the protective action of 200 mL/L ethanol in gastritis
animals. Nonetheless, the protective action of 50 g/L NaCl was
preserved under gastritis condition.
Table 1 Effect of mild irritants on 500 mL/L ethanol-induced
macroscopic lesion formation in gastric mucosa of normal and
gastritis rats, and modulation by pretreatment with L-NAME
Macroscopic lesion areas (mm2)

Pretreatment

Normal

H2O (Control)
200 mL/L EtOH
50 g/L NaCl
0.3 mol/L HCl
L-NAME+H2O
L-NAME+200 mL/L EtOH
L-NAME+50 g/L NaCl
L-NAME+0.3 mol/L HCl

Gastritis
134.17±19.23d
31.33±5.96b,f
15.00±3.80b,f
124.33±20.60f
125.40±17.75f
98.83±7.22h,f
32.25±7.49b,f
104.25±12.20h

41.17±7.85
2.00±0.93b
0±0b
0±0b
42.50±10.65
32.33±9.95a
0±0b
0±0b

Statistical analysis
All the results were expressed as mean±SE of 6 animals per group.
The means were compared by the analysis of variance followed
by unpaired Student’s t test. Differences were considered
statistically significant if the P value was less than 0.05.

Values are mean±SE (n = 6), bP<0.001 vs corresponding H2O
group without mild irritant. aP<0.05, fP<0.001vs corresponding
group without drug pretreatment. dP<0.01, hP<0.001 vs corresponding group without gastritis (Normal).

RESULTS
Adaptive cytoprotection of mild irritants against 50% ethanolinduced macroscopic lesion formation in gastritis rats (Table 1)
Under gastritis condition, there was a general aggravating effect
on the macroscopic ethanol-evoked gastric mucosal damage in
all experimental groups, when compared with the damaging
effects of 500 mL/L ethanol in normal animals. The degree of

Adaptive cytoprotection of mild irritants against 50% ethanolinduced histological damage in gastritis rats (Table 2)
The type II and type III histological damages induced by
500 mL/L ethanol were generally aggravated in the gastric mucosa
of gastritis animals. In addition, the histological cytoprotection
of 200 mL/L ethanol that could be observed in normal animals
(the total, type I and type II histological damages, which was
alleviated by the pretreatment with L-NAME) was completely

Table 2 Effect of mild irritants on 500 mL/L ethanol-induced histological damage in gastric mucosa of normal and gastritis rats, and
modulation of protective action of 200 mL/L ethanol by pretreatment with L-NAME
Histological damage (% total mucosal thickness)
Treatment

Normal
Total

H2O (Control)
200 mL/L EtOH
50 g/L NaCl
0.3 mmol/L HCl
L-NAME+H2O

Type I

70.80±1.26

Type II

16.23±1.07

b

59.61±2.04

11.12±0.97

73.16±1.82

Gastritis
Type III

21.92±1.01

h

15.27±1.10

15.37±1.26

h

22.64±1.54

Total

Type I
f

31.36±1.67

91.13±4.31

33.20±1.80

j

92.23±3.89

35.15±2.07

90.73±3.15

f
f

Type II

Type III

14.99±1.14

27.37±1.83

e

48.77±3.69f

14.17±1.26

j

53.00±3.16j

e

50.29±3.40f

25.06±1.77

12.11±1.02

28.33±1.60

e

50.40±2.56j

66.37±2.21

18.20±1.55

20.01±1.98

28.16±3.04

89.83±3.71

13.72±1.33

25.69±1.52

74.2±1.96

16.41±1.72

21.19±1.70

36.62±3.21

94.27±3.06f

15.21±1.31

29.61±1.97f

49.42±3.90e

15.55±1.41 a

20.48±1.88c

33.71±2.86

95.10±3.62f

13.78±1.56

27.49±1.81e

53.82±4.11f

L-NAME+200 mL/L EtOH 69.75±2.11d

Values are mean±SE (n = 6), hP<0.01, bP<0.001 vs corresponding H2O group without mild irritant. aP<0.05, dP<0.01 vs corresponding
group without drug pretreatment. eP<0.05, fP<0.01, jP<0.001 vs corresponding group without gastritis (Normal).
Table 3 Effect of mild irritants and/or 500 mL/L ethanol on constitutive and inducible nitric oxide synthase activity in gastric
mucosa of normal and gastritis rats
Nitric oxide synthase activity (cpm/min/mg protein)
H 2O
Constitutive
Basal normal

266.01±22.10

500 mL/L EtOH normal 132.18±16.49
Basal gastritis
500 mL/L EtOH gastritis

31.56±7.20f
56.21±8.64

j

d

200 mL/L EtOH

Inducible

Constitutive

96.97±12.72

768.98±93.17b

106.55±13.19

326.54±33.43

856.58±93.82f
972.29±123.73

a,h

31.13±10.47f
f

39.12±3.09

f

50 g/L NaCl

0.3 mol/L HCl

Inducible

Constitutive

107.66±17.17

734.68±74.67b

143.51±15.71

282.67±23.86a,d 109.67±12.32a 160.86±25.07 137.24±16.13

746.05±94.07f
888.88±129.36

41.26±11.64f
f

42.72±10.29

f

Inducible
84.13±19.26
649.89±81.83f

Constitutive

Inducible

328.77±48.23

97.52±16.12

22.27±8.01f
f

853.36±103.64

949.87±106.22f
j

49.82±10.58 875.24±122.44f

Values are mean±SE (n = 6), bP<0.001 vs corresponding H2O group without mild irritant treatment. aP<0.05, hP<0.01, dP<0.001 vs
corresponding group without 500 mL/L EtOH treatment (Basal). jP<0.01, fP<0.001 vs corresponding group without gastritis (Normal).
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Table 4 Effect of mild irritants and/or 50% ethanol on superoxide dismutase (SOD) activity in gastric mucosa of normal and
gastritis rats
SOD activity (units/mg protein)
H2 O

200 mL/L EtOH

50 g/L NaCl

0.3 mol/L HCl

Basal normal

32.08±2.20

36.07±3.18

38.01±1.55

37.53±3.06

500 mL/L EtOH normal

37.20±2.51

41.14±1.82

40.48±0.99

41.33±3.78

Basal gastritis

41.92±2.42 a

47.51±3.27 a

48.03±2.06 b

50.56±3.88 a

a

a

a

54.92±4.74 a

500 mL/L EtOH gastritis

50.85±4.46

49.76±3.36

57.68±6.04

Values are mean±SE (n = 6), aP<0.05, bP<0.01 vs corresponding group without gastritis (Normal).
Table 5 Effect of mild irritants and/or 50% ethanol on leukotriene C4 (LTC4) level in gastric mucosa of normal and gastritis rats
LTC4 level (pg/mg protein)

Basal normal
500 mL/L EtOH normal
Basal gastritis
500 mL/L EtOH gastritis

H 2O

200 mL/L EtOH

50 g/L NaCl

0.3 mol/L HCl

13.33±3.08
29.28±5.46 c
35.08±6.28 e
43.84±3.79

5.77±0.86a
10.01±1.87 b
17.05±4.22 a,e
18.86±4.66 b

4.19±0.67 a
9.15±3.05 b
12.88±3.68a,e
17.70±3.06 d

4.28±0.81 a
8.17±2.42 b
14.86±3.60 a,e
21.28±6.33 a

Values are mean±SE (n = 6), aP<0.05, bP<0.01, dP<0.001 vs corresponding H2O group without mild irritant. cP<0.05 vs corresponding group without 500 mL/L EtOH treatment (Basal). eP<0.05 vs corresponding group without gastritis (Normal).

relieved. Five percent NaCl and 0.3 mol/L HCl did not exert any
cytoprotective action in the histological level whatsoever.

Effects of mild irritants on NO synthase activity in gastric mucosa
of gastritis rats, during basal condition or followed by 500 mL/L
ethanol challenge (Table 3)
The condition of gastritis caused a profound elevation of
inducible NO synthase activity as well as a reduction of
constitutive NO synthase activity in all experimental groups.
The elevation of constitutive NO synthase activity induced by
200 mL/L ethanol or 50 g/L NaCl was also alleviated in gastritis
rats, with the inducible NO synthase activity remained unaltered
by mild irritants. On the other hand, the overall inhibitory effect
of 500 mL/L ethanol on mucosal constitutive NO synthase
activity was relieved in gastritis animals, of which the activation
of the constitutive isozyme by 200 mL/L ethanol and 50 g/L
NaCl was also completely prevented.
Effects of mild irritants on SOD activity in gastric mucosa of
gastritis rats, during basal condition or followed by 500 mL/L
ethanol challenge (Table 4)
SOD activity was significantly increased in all gastritis animals,
when compared to normal rats. On the other hand, neither the
mild irritants nor 500 mL/L ethanol significantly altered SOD
activity in the gastric mucosa.
Effects of mild irritants on LTC4 level in gastric mucosa of gastritis
rats, at basal condition or followed by 500 mL/L ethanol challenge
(Table 5)
In general, there was a higher LTC4 level in the gastric mucosa of all
gastritis animals. Nevertheless, all three mild irritants significantly
reduced the level of LTC4 in the gastric mucosa of both normal and
gastritis rats. Fifty percent ethanol significantly increased the amount
of mucosal LTC4 in normal animals, but not in gastritis animals. The
ability of mild irritants to reduce mucosal LTC4 level remained
persistent in all 500 mL/L-ethanol-treated groups.
DISCUSSION
Previous studies investigating on the phenomenon of gastric

adaptive cytoprotection were conducted in normal animals. The
present investigation demonstrated the adaptive cytoprotection
of mild irritants in gastritis rats. It is known that after deep
mucosal injury involving extensive hemorrhage and tissue
destruction, as in the case of gastritis induced by 80% ethanol,
epithelial restitution still occurred[23]. The term “hemorrhagic
gastritis” is a term used to describe the appearance of
subepithelial hemorrhage in the stomach. Some patients with
gastric subepithelial hemorrhage could be expected to have
associated histologic gastritis. Hence, histological protection
and the preservation of vascular integrity were the two main
criteria of gastroprotection[24]. Our findings indicated that the
gross macroscopic protective actions of 200 mL/L ethanol and
50 g/L NaCl remained persistent in the gastritis stomach. The
loss of protective effect of 0.3 mol/L HCl under gastritis condition
implied that a normal functional mucosa could be essential for
the protective mechanism of the mild acid. We previously
reported that adaptive cytoprotection by 0.3 mol/L HCl was
completely blocked by vagotomy, implicating that innervation
of an intact vagus nerve was one of the prerequisites of this
mild irritant to induce physiological responses in the mucosal
oxyntic cells[25]. Similarly, normal integrity of the mucosa that
was interfered under gastritis condition may also be important
for the protective action of HCl. Apart from that,50 g/L NaCl
and 0.3 mol/L HCl failed to preserve the mucosal cells
histologically, even in non-gastritis normal animals, leaving
200 mL/L ethanol to be the only agent that could exert “true
cytoprotection” at the surface glandular level. Nevertheless,
the loss of histological protective ability of 200 mL/L ethanol
during gastritis condition also suggests that the initiation of
its histologic adaptive cytoprotection may also require an intact
glandular mucosa to operate. Clinically, the histologic gastritis
that attributed to ethanol was somehow related to the underlying
presence of H pylori, although ethanol did not seem to initiate
H pylori-associated histologic gastritis directly[26]. Treatment
of H pylori was associated with almost complete normalization
of histologic findings[27]. In other words, 200 mL/L ethanol may
only be responsible for the improvement of macroscopic gastric
mucosal lesion formation by surface epithelial restitution, while
H pylori eradication is capable of restoring the deep subepithelial
mucosa in histologic gastritis.
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In general, inflammatory reactions were initiated and
amplified by proinflammatory mediators from injured tissues as
well as those being synthesized during the process[28]. These
substances could result in further local tissue injury by release
and activation of destructive enzymes as well as production of
oxygen-derived free radicals. Thus, removal of oxygen-derived
free radicals could stimulate the healing of ethanol-induced
acute gastric mucosal injury in rats[29]. Increased superoxide
generation was resulted from activation of polymorphonuclear
leukocytes and macrophages, which were the stimuli that
induced the production of NO by inducible NO synthase[30].
NO produced in a relatively high concentration by this inducible
enzyme might react with oxygen or superoxide to yield more
reactive oxidants, such as the peroxynitrite[31]. These secondary
oxidants are believed to be responsible for most biological
oxidative damages, and are often the targets of antioxidant
defense. In the present study, inducible NO synthase activity
was significantly increased for many folds in gastritis animals,
which could be correlated with the aggravation in 500 mL/L
ethanol-induced mucosal damage and the alleviation of the
histological cytoprotection induced by 200 mL/L ethanol.
Although the administration of 500 mL/L ethanol to normal rats
did not cause any significant activation of inducible NO
synthase activity, the activity of constitutive NO isozyme was
inhibited. Production of NO from the calcium-dependent
constitutive enzyme has been known to play a role in the
modulation of gastric mucosal integrity [32]. The general
suppression of this constitutive isozyme in gastritis mucosa
could be due to the loss of endothelial integrity. Alternatively,
the gastroprotection caused by 200 mL/L ethanol and 50 g/L
NaCl, which concurrently maintained the constitutive NO
synthase activity following 500 mL/L ethanol challenge in normal
animals, must be due to the preservation of endothelium and
hence to maintain vascular integrity. However, L-NAME
pretreatment only reversed the protective action of 200 mL/L
ethanol but not that of 50 g/L NaCl, suggesting that the
involvement of NO from the constitutive form in the anti-lesion
action of NaCl is still uncertain. Nevertheless, the suppression
of constitutive NO synthase activity and the loss of its activation
by 200 mL/L ethanol in the gastritis mucosa may explain why
gastritis provoked ethanol ulceration and attenuated the
protective action of 200 mL/L ethanol, respectively[33]. In addition,
the damaged mucosa could activate the inducible NO isozyme
and trigger the release of more free radicals, thus producing
extensive tissue necrosis under gastritis condition.
Local SOD has been shown to abolish the gastric mucosal
injury induced by the cytotoxic level of NO, possibly due to the
prevention of peroxynitrite formation from interaction between
superoxide and cytotoxic NO[34]. Our results demonstrated that
under gastritis condition, SOD activity was significantly elevated.
This could be a defensive mechanism of the gastric mucosa that
would be activated when a tremendous amount of superoxide
and other free radicals was produced following severe tissue
injury. Indeed, acute administration of either mild irritants or
500 mL/L ethanol did not induce a similar increase in SOD activity
in the gastric mucosa. Hence, the acute protective action of mild
irritants in both normal and gastritis rats did not seem to involve
the modulation of mucosal SOD activity.
It was reported in a human study that the basal release of
PGE2 and LTC4 in alcoholics was higher than that in healthy
volunteers, and that alcohol administration could cause an
increase in PGE2 and LTC4 in healthy volunteers[35]. In addition,
by using a rat model, the same group of investigators further
proposed that the anti-lesion effect of some gastroprotective
agents was related to the inhibition of LTC4 formation and an
increase in PGE2 biosynthesis in the gastric mucosa[36]. Our
findings in fact indicated that LTC4 level in the mucosa was
significantly increased in gastritis rats, which was similar to the
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state in alcoholics. Moreover, the challenge with 500 mL/L
ethanol also stimulated an increase in LTC4 level, as in the case
of healthy volunteers. In fact, increased synthesis of mucosal
PGE2 in alcoholics could also indicate a defensive mechanism
of the mucosa, mainly to counteract with the proinflammatory
action of LTC4 generated from the tissue. In the present study,
mild irritants were able to induce a significant inhibition on the
release of LTC4 in both normal and gastritis mucosa. Reduction
of this autacoid would attenuate vascular disturbances and
decrease hemorrhagic lesions in the gastric mucosa[37].
In summary, aggravation in 500 mL/L ethanol-induced gastric
mucosal damages under gastritis condition can be due to
increased mucosal biosynthesis of inducible NO and LTC4. The
protective action of 200 mL/L ethanol could be restricted to the
surface mucosal cells, thus having no effect on deeper histologic
lesions. In general, deep histologic protection by mild irritants
could not be found in gastritis animals. On the other hand, mild
irritants could also act by reducing gastric mucosal LTC4 level,
which can lessen gross vascular injury and subsequently reduce
hemorrhagic lesion even in gastritis mucosa.
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Abstract
AIM: To investigate gastrointestinal migrating myoelectric
complex (MMC) and the effects of porcine motilin and
ursodeoxycholic acid (UDCA) on MMC of gastrointestinal
tract of different origins in fasted rats.
METHODS: Three bipolar silver electrodes were chronically
implanted on the antrum, duodenum and jejunum. Seven
days later 24 experimental rats were divided into 2 groups.
One group was injected with porcine motilin via sublingual
vein at a dose of 20 µg/kg, the other group was perfused
into stomach with UDCA. The gastrointestinal myoelectric
activity was recorded 1 h before and 2 h after the test
substance infusions into the rats.
RESULTS: In all fasted rats a typical pattern of MMC was
observed. Among the totally 68 activity fronts recorded in
fasted rats under control, 67% started in duodenum, and
33% in antrum. MMC cycle duration and duration of phase
III of antral origin were longer than those of duodenal
origin. Administration of 20 µg/kg porcine motilin induced
a premature antral phase III of antral origin. But perfusion
into stomach with UDCA resulted in shorter MMC cycle
duration, longer duration of phase III of duodenal origin,
which were followed with shorter cycle duration and
duration of antral phase III.
CONCLUSION: In fasted rats, MMC could originate from
antrum and duodenum respectively. The characteristics of
MMC of different origins may contribute to the large
variations within subjects. The mechanisms of different
origins of phase III may be different. Porcine motilin and UDCA
could affect MMC of different origins of the gastrointestinal
tract in fasted state, respectively.
Fang P, Dong L, Luo JY, Wan XL, Du KX, Chai NL. Effects of
motilin and ursodeoxycholic acid on gastrointestinal myoelectric
activity of different origins in fasted rats. World J Gastroenterol
2004; 10(17): 2509-2513
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INTRODUCTION
The migrating myoelectric complex (MMC) is a distinct pattern

of electromechanical activity observed in gastrointestinal tract
during fasting. It is thought to serve a housekeeping role and
sweep undigested residual through the digestive tract. Phase
III of MMC originates at variable sites in the gut from the
esophagus (especially from antrum and duodenum) to proximal
ileum. Large variations in MMC characteristics were described
both within subjects and between subjects. The reason for the
large variation in MMC characteristics is unknown. However,
regarding the supposed differences in mechanisms that regulate
the phase III of MMC of antral or duodenal origins, different
origin of phase III within subject could be a basis for the
differences in MMC characteristics[1,2].
Motilin, a 22 amino acid peptide secreted by endocrinocytes
in the mucosa of the proximal small intestine, participates in
controlling the pattern of smooth muscle contractions in the
upper gastrointestinal tract. These bursts of motilin secretion
are temporarily related to the onset of housekeeping contractions,
which sweep the undigested material of stomach and small
intestine[3]. Previous studies showed that the enterohepatic
circulation of bile acids and interdigestive motility must
somehow be associated with each other. Phase III of MMC
played an important role in the transport of bile acids from the
proximal duodenum to the distal small intestine, where bile acids
were absorbed for transport back to the liver.
The purpose of the present study was to investigate the
gastrointestinal MMC characteristics with respect to the different
origin of phase III in fasted rats. Furthermore, the effects of
exogenous porcine motilin and UDCA on the interdigestive
myoelectric activity were investigated and the relationship
between the above two drugs and the MMCs of different origin
in conscious rats were studied.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Animal preparation
Twenty-four healthy Sprague-Dawley rats (15 male and 9 female)
weighing 200-250 g were fed with a dry rat food, and tap water
for drinking ad libitum. After fasted for one night, the rats
were intraperitoneally anesthetized with sodium pentobarbital
30 mg/kg. The hair on the skull and abdomen was shaved. The
surgery was done with sterile instruments, and under strict
aseptic conditions. The abdominal musculature and peritoneum
were opened through the linea alba. Three bipolar insulated
silver electrodes made by Teflon-coated wire (0.5 mm in outer
diameter, 20 cm in length) were implanted into the muscular
layer of the bowel with a needle as a trocar. One millimeter of
the wire was exposed near the implanted end, and the interval
between pairs of electrodes should be 2.0-3.0 mm. The
electrodes were placed on the gastric antrum at 5 mm proximal
to the pylorus, on the duodenum and jejunum respectively at 1 cm
and 15 cm distal to the pylorus. The bundled electrode wires
were grasped by the clamp through a silastic tube (2.4 mm in
diameter), which then passed through the subcutaneous tunnel
from the abdominal incision to the back of the shoulder exit.
During operation the intestine was kept moist with sterile 9 g/L NaCl
solution, and 4 mL of this solution was applied intraperitoneally
before closure of the abdomen to compensate for intraoperative
fluid loss. The abdominal wall was closed in three layers with
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running Vicryl 4-0 sutures. The rats were kept in a humidified
incubator at 37 °C for 2 to 4 h after operation. Following this,
they were individually housed with free access to water and
food. Housing conditions were kept constant with temperature
at 22 °C, humidity of 60% and a 12-h light/dark cycle. The rats
were allowed to adjust to these conditions for 1 wk before
experiment.

Motility recordings
Rats were fasted for 16 h with free access to water. The experiments
were performed in conscious rats. The gastrointestinal
myoelectric activity recordings were monitored by using an
electrical swivel mechanism to a computerized, multichannel
recorde (RM-6280C, Chengdu, China). Myoelectric activity was
sampled at a rate of 1 kHz. The signals were amplified and
bandpass filtered (frequencies above 0.3 Hz and below 100 Hz
were cut off). The amplitudes of contractions were recorded in µV.
Experimental procedures
A randomized, placebo-controlled experiment was performed.
The rats were coded and divided into 2 groups, 12 in each
group. On each experimental day, at the beginning of the
experiments, the gastrointestinal myoelectric activity was
recorded for 1 h for each rat, and during this period at least 2 or
3 MMCs appeared. The substances were dissolved immediately
before use in normal saline. In each group, 4 rats were placed as
control that received placebo (vehicle), 0.2 mL saline containing
250 µg bovine serum albumin (BSA, Sigma). One group was
injected with porcine motilin (Sigma) via sublingual vein at a
dose of 20 µg/kg, and the other group was perfused into stomach
with UDCA (Pharmaceutical Factory of Changzhou City)
respectively. After the substances were used, the gastrointestinal
myoelectric activity of the rats was continuously recorded at
least for 2 h. After the conversion from analog to digital, the
signals were stored on optical disk for later analysis.
Statistical analysis
All variables followed a normal distribution and are expressed
as mean±SD unless otherwise stated. The presented means are
unweighted means, i.e., means of all subjects after first
calculating the mean within each subject separately. The MMC
characteristics such as MMC cycle duration, duration of phase
III, mean amplitude and frequency of phase III were examined
by using the ANOVA model, both before and after discrimination
for antral or duodenal phase III origin effects. The homogeneity
of variance for each variable, after being divided into antral and
duodenal phase III origin effects, was tested and appeared
equal. Within-subject and between-subject effects were analyzed
by the ANOVA model. For the MMC cycle duration, the
corresponding variance components between and within
individuals were used to calculate the variance between individuals
as a percentage of the total variance. To explain the importance
of the factor preceding phase III origin in the total variance, the
sum of squares of the factor preceding phase III origin was
calculated as a percentage of the total sum of squares in the
ANOVA model. The effects of unfamiliarity with gastrointestinal
catheter studies on MMC cycle duration was examined using
the ANOVA model. Student’s t test was used to compare the
different paired values before and after the test substances
administration in the above 2 groups. Statistical significance
was defined as two-tailed P<0.05.
RESULTS
MMC characteristics of different origin
In all fasted rats typical pattern of MMCs were observed. The
total number of MMC cycles recorded was 68. The mean MMC
cycle duration was 746±140 s. In total, phase III cycles were

observed with 23 (33%) of antral origin and 45 (67%) of duodenal
origin. Fifty-nine percent of the total variance in MMC cycle
duration was explained by the within-subject variance. The
duration and the amplitude of phase III were significantly
different between subjects (P<0.05; Table 1). The large variation
in MMC cycle duration is visible in Figure 1. The MMC cycle
duration following a phase III of antral origin was significantly
longer than those of duodenal origin (P<0.05; Table 2). When
the factor preceding phase III origin was included in our model,
this factor contributed significantly to the total variation in
MMC cycle duration; 31% of the total sum of squares was
explained by the factor preceding phase III in comparison to 36%
explained by the between-subject variance. The duration of
phase III for duodenum was significantly longer when it started
in the antrum than in the duodenum (P<0.05). The other
characteristics of MMC for duodenum were not significantly
different between the phase III of the above two origins.
Table 1 MMC characteristics in 24 normal rats
MMC characteristics

mean±SD

MMC cycle duration/s

746±140a

Duration of phase III/s

214±53 a

Amplitude of phase III/µV

287±23 a

Frequency of phase III/(bursts/min)

11.4±0.3

Values are shown for duodenum. aP<0.05 vs between subjects.
Table 2 MMC characteristics of different origin of ongoing
phase III (n = 24, mean±SD)
MMC characteristics

After phase III
of antral origin

After phase III
of duodenal origin

MMC cycle duration/s

901±74

667±91 a

Duration of phase III/s

271±30

186±35 a

Amplitude of phase III/µV

292±17

284±25

Frequency of phase III/

11.2±0.5

11.6±0.2

(bursts/min)

Values are shown for duodenum. aP<0.05 vs antral.
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Figure 1 MMC cycle duration of all subjects following phase
III. , antral origin; , duodenal origin; Solid line: antral mean
MMC cycle duration (746.3); Dotted line: duodenal mean MMC
cycle duration (667.0).

Effects of porcine motilin and UDCA
The effects of porcine motilin on the interdigestive gastrointestinal
myoelectric activity were established within 1 to 2 min after the
injection via sublingual vein at a dose of 20 µg/kg. A premature
antral phase III which did not migrate caudad to the duodenum
and jejunum was observed. And one injection only induced
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one premature antral phase III. The characteristics of premature
antral phase III were different significantly from those of normal
antral phase III. The shorter duration and higher amplitude of
premature antral phase III appeared (Figure 2). The effects of
UDCA on the interdigestive gastrointestinal myoelectric activity
were established within 3 to 4 min after the stomach was perfused
of UDCA. The shorter MMC cycle duration, and the longer
duration of phase III of duodenal origin, followed by the shorter
cycle duration and duration of antral phase III were observed.
There was no significant difference in the other parameters of
MMC of antrum and duodenum before and after the treatment
(Figure 3, Table 3). Furthermore, there was no significant
difference in the MMC characteristics before and after placebo
treatment in the above 2 experiments.
Table 3 Effects of UDCA on the interdigestive gastrointestinal myoelectric activity (n = 8, mean±SD)
Antrum

Duodenum

MMC characteristics
Before
The number of MMC
7
MMC cycle duration/s
885±106
Duration of phase III/s
161±13
Amplitude of phase III/µV 297±11
Frequency of phase III/
3.1±0.5
(bursts/min)

After

Before

11
800±48a
113±19a
284±20
3.2±0.6

11
780±45
156±9
288±22
11.2±1.6

After
21
602±78a
241±20a
285±19
11.5±1.8

a

P<0.05 vs before treatment.
20 µg/kg porcine motilin injection via sublingual vein

A: Antrum

B: Duodenum

1 mV

C: Jejunum
1 min

Figure 2 Effects of porcine motilin on the interdigestive gastrointestinal myoelectric activity in one case.
UDCA perfusion

A: Antrum

B: Duodenum

C: Jejunum

1 mV
1 min

Figure 3 Effects of UDCA on the interdigestive gastrointestinal myoelectrical activity in one case.

DISCUSSION
Gastrointestinal motility pattern could mainly be divided into
the interdigestive and digestive states. The interdigestive state
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is characterized by the cyclical occurrence of activity front, phase
III contractions, which could occur in the antrum, duodenum and
migrate to the small intestine. The digestive state is characterized
by sustained contractions with different amplitude in the gastric
antrum and small intestine. In our experiments, a typical pattern
of MMC in interdigestive state was observed in all rats. The
phases of the MMC can be distinguished: phase III, motor
quiescence, phase III, a period of irregular contractile activity
and phase III, a period of rhythmic contractions. The MMC
pattern was disrupted by feeding, and irregular contractions
with different amplitude were sustained in the antrum,
duodenum and jejunum for at least 30 min after feeding. MMC
was firstly described in the small intestine of fasting dogs and
observed in the overall gastrointestinal tract of several species,
including rats[4-6]. In our study they have also been found in
gastric antrum and small intestine. A method that could record
the gastrointestinal myoelectrical activities in physiological
conditions was established in our experiment. The model we have
developed seemed to be suitable for studying the gastrointestinal
myoelectric activities. The effects we obtained could be
attributed to neither sedatives nor operative stress because of
the method unable to record the gastrointestinal motility without
the use of anesthesia. Furthermore, the surgical operations
were well tolerated by the animals, especially by small animals.
At present the method of stationary manometry was used in
most of the experiments of this field[7,8]. But it is not suitable for
small animal experiments. Our method was simple, easy and
successful. Few tissue was injured. Several pairs of electrodes
could be implanted and work stably and repeatedly. The
experimental techniques would be helpful for further studying
the mechanisms of gastrointestinal motility.
A typical pattern of MMC was observed in all fasted rats.
Among the totally 68 activity fronts recorded in them under
control, 67% started in the duodenum, and 33% in the antrum.
The MMC cycle duration and duration of phase III of antral
origin were longer than those of duodenal origin. The MMCs
were subject to large variations in its characteristics, both
between subjects and within subjects. The reason for this wide
variation is unknown. Our results contributed to a better
understanding of this variation. Our study showed that MMC
characteristics had close relationship with the origin of phase
III. But Gregersen et al. described a positive correlation between
the duration of phase III in the duodenum and the duration of
the next MMC cycle[9]. They could not attribute this to a
difference in origin of phase III, most likely due to the limited
number of observations within each subject. The percentages
of antral and duodenal originated phase III observed within a
subject would strongly affect the mean MMC cycle duration of
this subject as well as the overall mean of a group of subjects[10,11].
An explanation for the differences in MMC cycle duration and
duration of phase III was that it might imply differences in the
mechanism controlling interdigestive motility in antrum and
small intestine. This may reflect functional differences existing
in the hormonal mechanisms involved in the regulation of antral
and duodenal phase III. It was thought that a difference might
exist in the refractory period between the gastric antrum and
small intestine, with a shorter refractory period in the duodenum
compared with the antrum. Another possible reason may be
the anatomic structure of rats. Because there is no gallbladder
in rats, bile acids secreted to duodenum directly. In addition,
our study could not explain why the density and the sensitivity
of receptor in gastrointestinal tract changed[12,13].
The mechanisms regulating MMC is not understood
completely. Previous study showed that the area postrema of
medulla oblongata, vagal innervation, enteric nervous system
and gastrointestinal hormone could regulate the MMC. Among
them motilin in plasma plays a very critical role in the initiation
of MMC. Motilin is one of the gastrointestinal hormones. It
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belongs to gut-brain peptide and distributes in the brain and
gastrointestinal tract[14-22]. Plasma levels of the motilin fluctuate
in synchrony with the different phase of MMC. Motilin could
stimulate the gastrointestinal motility of many animals, and
there were species differences in its effects[23]. After duodenectomy,
no obvious phase III contractions were seen in the gastric antrum,
but the contractile response of the stomach to exogenous
motilin was similar to that of intact dogs[24]. This experiment
showed that endogenous motilin was released from duodenum.
One research showed that the motilin could activate calcium
current in human and canine jejunal circular smooth muscle.
Furthermore, the density and sensitivity of motilin receptor of
different parts of gastrointestinal tract were different. But
recently the close relationship between motilin and MMC of
antral but not duodenal origin was found[25]. Porcine motilin
could influence the MMC of antral origin in our experiment.
Administration of 20 µg/kg porcine motilin could induce a
premature antral phase III in rats. The characteristics of it were
different significantly from those of normal antral phase III. But
the results of our experiments were coincident with previous
studies. Maybe the density and sensitivity of motilin receptor of
antrum were higher than those of other parts of gastrointestinal
tract[12,13]. Some studies showed that duodenal pH governed
interdigestive motility in humans. But neither duodenal
acidification nor increases in motilin concentration were necessary
to initiate MMC in man[26]. Administration of a low dose of
erythromycin induced an MMC that started from the gastric
antrum, unaccompanied by a motilin peak. These findings
showed that the activation of motilin receptor triggered the
MMC.
Another important factor influencing MMC is enterohepatic
cycle of bile acids. The enterohepatic cycle of bile acids had
close relationship with MMC. The possible explanation was
that the development of MMC of duodenal origin was not
autonomous but dependent on the stimulation of bile acids to
the local mucous of duodenum. Furthermore, duodenum,
possibly by releasing endogenous motilin, might recruit and
further augment the gastric response to initiation of the MMC
of antral origin[27-29]. So there are maybe two mechanisms for
initiation of MMC in the stomach and duodenum. In our
experiment perfusion into stomach of rats with UDCA could
shorten the MMC cycle duration and elongate the duration of
phase III of duodenal origin, which was followed by the
contractions of antrum within a short time. We suggest that
UDCA may drain into the duodenum influencing the MMC of
duodenal origin and stimulate the release of endogenous motilin
from the mucous of duodenum, because crushing the
gallbladder of patient during operation could eject the bile acids
and induce a higher level of plasma motilin. On the contrary,
some researchers thought that bile aids in duodenum could
not induce the release of motilin and affect the MMC[30]. In the
study of patients with gallstone, the motilin in plasma did not
decrease obviously vs control group. But according to the
above supposition, we could infer that the motilin in plasma
should decrease obviously compared with control group
because the motility of gallbladder decreased in most of the
patients. The results obtained from this experiment did not
coincident with those of previous experiments. Another research
showed that the kinetics of duodenum did not change significantly
after cholecystectomy. So these studies did not support the
local stimulatory theory[31,32]. But one study showed that the
occurrence of MMC had close relationship with the increase of
the plasma concentration of motilin and bile acids. Maybe it
could explain the contradiction in this respect to some extent[33].
But our study could not draw this conclusion.
Gastrointestinal motility disorder is common in clinical
practice, and studying the mechanisms of it is very important
to its diagnosis and therapy. Our study showed that the

mechanisms of different origin of phase III may be different and
porcine motilin and UDCA could affect the MMC of different
origin of the gastrointestinal tract in fasting state respectively.
This may provide novel treatments for patients with disturbed
gut motility.
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Abstract
AIM: Menoease Pills (MP), a Chinese medicine-based new
formula for postmenopausal women, has been shown to
modulate the endocrine and immune systems[1]. The present
study investigated the effects of MP and one of its active
ingredients, ligustrazine, on epithelial barrier and ion transport
function in a human colonic cell line, T84.
METHODS: Colonic transepithelial electrophysiological
characteristics and colonic anion secretion were studied using
the short circuit current (ISC) technique. RT-PCR was used to
examine the expression of cytoplasmic proteins associated
with the tight junctions, ZO-1 (zonula occludens-1) and ZO-2
(zonula occludens-2).
RESULTS: Pretreatment of T84 cells with MP (15 µg/mL) for
72 h significantly increased basal potential difference,
transepithelial resistance and basal ISC. RT-PCR results showed
that the expressions of ZO-1 and ZO-2 were significantly
increased after MP treatment, consistent with improved
epithelial barrier function. Results of acute stimulation
showed that apical addition of MP produced a concentrationdependent (10-5 000 µg/mL, EC50 = 293.9 µg/mL) increase
in ISC. MP-induced ISC was inhibited by basolateral treatment
with bumetanide (100 µmol/L), an inhibitor of the Na+ K + -2Cl - cotransporter, apical addition of Cl - channel
blockers, diphenylamine-2, 2’-dicarboxylic acid (1 mmol/L) or
glibenclamide (1 mmol/L), but not 4, 4’-diisothiocyanostilbene2, 2’-disulfonic acid or epithelial Na+ channel blocker,
amiloride. The effect of MP on ZO-1 and ZO-2 was mimicked
by Ligustrazine and the ligustrazine-induced ISC was also
blocked by basolateral application of bumetanide and
apical addition of diphenylamine-2, 2’-dicarboxylic acid or
glibenclamide, and reduced by a removal of extracellular Cl-.
CONCLUSION: The results of the present study suggest
that MP and lligustrazine may improve epithelial barrier
function and exert a stimulatory effect on colonic anion
secretion, indicating the potential use of MP and its active
ingredients for improvement of GI tract host defense and
alleviation of constipation often seen in the elderly.
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INTRODUCTION
It is well known that the gastrointestinal (GI) epithelium of the
host, as the first defense line, plays an important role in
protecting enteric epithelia from invasion of most pathogens.
Intestinal epithelial barrier function regulates epithelial ions
and nutrient transport as well as host defense mechanisms.
Epithelial membrane pumps, ion channels and tight junctions
tightly control epithelial transcellular and paracellular fluxes[2,3].
Cl- secretion also provides an essential driving force for
lubrication of intestinal contents during regular bowel movements
or flushing of microbial organisms or artificial irritants in host
defense responses[4,5]. Epithelial Cl- channels play an important
role in regulation and maintenance of normal GI physiological
functions. Abnormal regulation of Cl- channels may result in
diarrhea[6-8] or constipation[9,10]. While the later represents one
of the frequently encountered conditions in aged people, few
remedies are available for alleviation of the condition in the elderly.
Menoease Pills (Modified Bak Foong Pills, MP), a newly
developed formula based on traditional Chinese medicine Bak
Foong Pills (BFP, also known as Baifeng Wan)[11-17], has been
designed for the use of postmenopausal women. It has been
demonstrated that MP can regulate hormonal profiles (Gou et al,
unpublished data) and immune system in the elderly [1],
indicating its beneficial effects for postmenopausal or elderly
women. Since our previous studies have demonstrated that
BFP could increase colonic epithelial Cl- and pancreatic duct
epithelial HCO3- secretion[11,15,16] and both BFP and MP have a
common active ingredient, ligustrazine, we undertook the
present study to examine whether MP and ligustrazine exerted
any effect on Cl- secretion and epithelial electrophysiological
characteristics using human colonic T84 cells in conjunction
with the short-circuit current technique and RT-PCR.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Chemicals and solutions
Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM)/F12, Hank’s
balanced salt solution (HBSS), and fetal bovine serum were from
Gibco Laboratories (New York, NY). 4, 4’-diisothiocyanostilbene2, 2’-disulfonic acid (DIDS) and glibenclamide were from Sigma
(St. Louis, MO). MP was obtained from Eu Yan Sang Ltd (Hong
Kong). Diphenylamine-2, 2’-dicarboxylic acid (DPC) was
purchased from Riedel-de Haen Chemicals (Hannover, Germany).
Calbiochem (San Diego, CA) was the source for amiloride
hydrochloride and bumetanide. Krebs-Henseit (K-H) solution
had the following composition (mmol/L): NaCl, 117; KCl, 4.5;
CaCl2, 2.5; MgCl2, 1.2; NaHCO3, 24.8; KH2PO4, 1.2; glucose, 11.1.
The solution was gassed with 950 mL/L O2 and 50 mL/L CO2,
at pH 7.4.
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MP extraction
Five hundred gram of MP powder in 700 mL/L ethanol at a ratio
of 1 to 10 (g/mL) was put in round-bottomed flask and boiled
under reflux for 2 h . The mixture was filtered and the residues
of MP were subject to the same treatment for a second time.
The filtrates from the two treatment procedures were collected
and put in the vacuum rotary evaporator for concentration.
The extracts were collected and lyophilized by a freeze dryer.
Cell culture
Human colonic T84 cells were purchased from American Type
Culture Collection (Rockville, MD). The cells were grown in
DMEM/F12 with 100 mL/L fetal bovine serum. For ISC recording
the cells (2-3×105/mL) were plated onto each floating permeable
support, which was made of a Millipore filter with a silicone
rubber ring attached on top of it for confining the cells (culture
area 0.45 cm2). For the RT-PCR analysis, cells were seeded on
the Millipore filter with a confined culture area of 4.5 cm2.
Cultures were incubated at 37 °C in 950 mL/L O2 and 50 mL/L
CO2 for 6 d before experiments. For the experiments of MP and
ligustrazine pretreatments, MP (15 µg/mL) or ligustrazine
(100 µmol/L) was added into the culture medium at 72 h before
experiments, when the cells became semi-confluent.
Short-circuit current measurement
The measurement of ISC has been described previously[18].
Monolayers grown on permeable supports were clamped
vertically between two halves of the Ussing chamber. The
monolayers were bathed in both sides with Krebs-Henseit
solution, which was maintained at 37°C by a water jacket
enclosing the reservoir. The Krebs-Henseit solution was
bubbled with 950 mL/L O2 and 50 mL/L CO2 to maintain the pH
of the solution at 7.4. Drugs could be added directly to apical or
basal side of the epithelium. Usually, the epithelia exhibited a
basal transepithelial potential difference for every monolayer
examined, which was measured by the Ag/AgCl reference
electrodes (World Precision Instruction) connected to a preamplifier
which was in turn connected to a voltage-clamp amplifier (World
Precision Instruction, DVC-1000). In most of the experiments,
the change in ISC was defined as the maximal rise in ISC following
agonist stimulation and it was normalized to current change
per unit area of the epithelial monolayer (µA/cm2). The total
charges transported for 15 min (the area under the curve of the
agonist-induced ISC responses) were also used to describe the
agonist-induced responses (µC/cm2). In each experiment, a
transepithelial potential difference was 0.1 mV. The change in
current in response to the applied potential was used to calculate
the transepithelial resistance (TER) of the monolayer using
Ohm’s Law. Experiments were normally repeated in different
batches of culture to ensure that the data were reproducible.
Reverse transcription PCR (RT-PCR) analysis
Total RNA (15 µg) was extracted from the T84 (control, MP and
ligustrazine pretreated). Expressions of ZO-1 and ZO-2 were
analyzed by competitive RT-PCR. The specific oligo nucleotide
primers for ZO-1 was CGGTCCTCTGAGCCTGTAAG for sense
and GGA TCTACATGCGACGACAA for antisense
corresponding to nucleotides 3 100-3 470 with an expected cDNA
of 371 bp[19], and for ZO-2 was GCCAAAACCCAGAACAAAGA
for sense and ACTGCTCTCTCCCACCTCCT for antisense
corresponding to nucleotides 3 018-3 283 with an expected cDNA
of 212 bp[19]. GAPDH was used as an internal marker for semiquantitative analysis of expressions of ZO-1 and ZO-2 of T84
cells. The specific oligonucleotide primers for GAPDH were
TCC CAT CAC CAT CTT CCA G for sense and TCC ACC ACT
GAC ACG TTG for antisense corresponding to nucleotides
249-764 bp with an expected cDNA of 515 bp[20].
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Data analysis
Results were expressed as mean±SD. The number of experiments
represents independent measurements on separate monolayers.
Comparisons between groups of data were made by Student’s
t-test. A P value less than 0.05 was considered statistically
significant. EC50 values were determined by nonlinear regression
using GraphPad Prism software.
RESULTS
Effect of pretreatment with MP on electrophysiological characteristics
Pretreatment of T84 cells with MP 15 µg/mL (n = 15) for 72 h
significantly increased the basal transepithelial potential
difference from 0.39±0.07 to 2.27±0.59 mV (Figure 1A, P<0.01),
basal I SC from 3.05±0.44 to 7.14±1.80 µA/cm2 (Figure 1B,
P<0.05) and transepithelial resistance (TER) from 0.14±0.01 to
0.37±0.04 µC/cm2 (Figure 1C, P<0.001).
Effect of pretreatment with MP on expressions of ZO-1 and ZO-2
In order to see weather MP-induced TER increase was related
to the cytoplasmic proteins associated with tight junctions,
ZO-1 (zonula occludens-1) and ZO-2 (zonula occludens-2), we
used RT-PCR analysis to examine the expression levels of ZO-1
and ZO-2 in T84 cells (Figure 2A). Semi-quantitative analyses
showed that the expression levels of both ZO-1 and ZO-2 after
MP pretreatment were significantly elevated, the ratio of ZO-1 to
GAPDH was from 0.46±0.08 to 0.81±0.10 (n = 6, P<0.05, Figure 2B),
and the ratio of ZO-2 to GAPDH was from 0.76±0.12 to 1.
27±0.12 (n = 4, P<0.001, Figure 2C), indicating the enhancement
of epithelial barrier function.
MP-induced ISC response
As shown in Figure 3, apical addition of MP (10-5000 µg/mL)
produced an ISC increase which was concentration-dependent
(Figure 3A) with an apparent EC50 of about 293.9 µg/mL (Figure
3B). MP-induced changes in ISC were calculated as total charges
transported for 15 min (µC/cm2, the area under the curve of the
MP-induced ISC responses for the given time period) since the
current kinetics did not sustain. MP at 10, 50, 100, 500, 1 000
and 5 000 µg/mL produced ISC increases of 306.7±25.5 (n = 4),
673.3±91.3 (n = 4), 1380.0±119.4 (n = 4), 7624.0±309.7 (n = 5),
9580.0±734.9 (n = 6) and 10053.3±979.1 µC/cm2 (n = 4),
respectively.
Anion dependence of MP-induced ISC
In order to study the ion species involved in mediating MPinduced ISC, a Na+ channel blocker, amiloride and a couple of Clchannel blockers, DPC, glibenclamide and DIDS were examined
(Figure 4). The change in ISC was defined as the maximal rise in
ISC following MP stimulation and it was normalized to current
change per unit area of the epithelial monolayer (µA/cm2). DPC
(1 mmol/L, n = 4, Figure 4A) or glibenclamide (1 mmol/L, n = 5)
added to the apical side reduced MP (500 µg/mL)-induced
responses from 10.0±0.97 µA/cm2 to 1.78±0.18 µA/cm2 (P<0.01)
or from 9.44±0.49 µA/cm 2 to 1.39±0.5 µA/cm2 (P<0.001)
respectively, but apical addition of amiloride (10 µmol/L, n = 4)
or DIDS (100 µmol/L, n = 4) had no significant effects (Figure 4B).
Basolateral addition of bumetanide (100 µmol/L, n = 6), a strong
inhibitor of the Na+-K+-2Cl- cotransporter reduced the MPinduced ISC from 9.33±0.64 to 2.31±0.74 µA/cm2 (Figure 4B,
P<0.01).
Mimicking effects of MP by ligustrazine
Similar to the effects of pretreatment with MP, treating T84 cells
with ligustrazine, one of the active ingredients of MP, for 72 h
also increased the levels of ZO-1 and ZO-2, the ratio of ZO-1 to
GAPDH was raised from 0.46±0.08 to 0.65±0.11 (n = 6, Figure 2B)
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Figure 1 Effects of MP pretreatment on transepithelial electrophysiological characteristics. Comparison of potential difference
(A) transepithelial ISC (B) and transepithelial resistance (C) in T84 cells with and without MP (15 µg/mL, 72 h) pretreatment. Values
are mean±SE; a(b)P<0.01; b(a)P<0.05; c(d)P<0.001.
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Figure 3 MP-induced ISC in T84 cell lines. A: Representative ISC recordings in response to MP (10, 50, 100, 500, 1 000 and 5 000 µg/mL) added
to the apical side. Arrowheads indicate the time of MP addition. B: The concentration-response curve for MP-induced responses.
Different concentrations of MP were added to the apical side and each data was obtained from at least 3 individual experiments.
Values are mean±SE of maximal ISC increase.
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and the ratio of ZO-2 to GAPDH was from 0.76±0.12 to 1.33±0.07
(n = 4, P<0.001) (Figure 2C).
Acute stimulation with ligustrazine (1 mmol/L, apical side)
produced a current increase which was similar to that induced
by acute addition of MP (0.5 mg/mL, apical) (n = 6, Figure 5A).
Removal of Cl- from KHS (n = 4), apical addition of DPC or
glibenclamide (1 mmol/L) (n = 3) and basolateral administration
of bumetanide (100 mmol/L) (n = 3) reduced ligustrazineinduced current increases by 79.9% (P<0.001), 82.4% (P<0.001)
and 96.2% (P<0.001), respectively (Figure 5B).

DISCUSSION
The present study has provided scientific evidence for the
pharmacological action of MP, a Chinese medicine-based
formula for postmenopausal women, on the GI tract. The results
demonstrated that MP could stimulate Cl- secretion in human
colonic epithelial cell line T84. The supporting evidence includes:
MP-induced responses were insensitive to Na+ channel blockers;
the response was inhibited by Cl- channel blockers; and
substantially inhibited by the Na+-K+-2Cl- cotransporter inhibitors.
The stimulatory effects of MP on colonic anion secretion were
mimicked by its active ingredient, ligustrazine. Since ligustrazine
is an active ingredient common in both MP and BFP, a traditional
formula previously shown to stimulate anion secretion by GI
tract epithelia[11,15,16], the present results suggest that Ligustrazine
may be one of the responsible ingredients involved in mediating
the secretory effects of both MP and BFP.
Apart from its acute stimulatory effects on colonic anion
secretion, MP, by treating T84 cells for 72 h, was also demonstrated
to significantly alter the electrophysiological characteristics of
the colonic epithelia. Increases in transepithelial potential and
basal ISC may represent an increased driving force for anion
secretion and basal secretion, respectively. These results indicate
long-term treatment of MP can promote colonic anion secretion,
consistent with its acute effects. On the other hand, pretreatment
of T84 cells with MP also increased the transepithelial resistance,
indicating its effect on improving epithelial barrier function.
This was confirmed by RT-PCR results, which showed that
pretreatment with MP significantly up-regulated gene expressions
of tight junction related proteins, ZO-1 and ZO-2. Similar results
were obtained using Ligustrazine, suggesting that ligustrazine
was able to improve barrier function in addition to colonic
secretion. It has been reported that an elevation of intracellular
calcium could decrease the tight junction resistance in T84
monolayers[21]. Since Ligustrazine has been shown to decrease
intracellular Ca2+ by inhibiting Ca2+ entry and/or Ca2+ release[22,23],
ligustrazine as well as ligustrazine-containing MP may
strengthen tight junctions, thereby enhancing transepithelial
resistance. In fact, we have found that intracellular calcium

could also be reduced by an apical addition of MP (data not
shown), indicating a possible mechanism for improving barrier
function. Further studies may be required to understand the
detailed mechanisms.
Taken together, the present results have demonstrated that
MP and Ligustrazine exert a stimulatory effect on gastrointestinal
Cl- secretion and improvement of epithelial barrier function.
Since MP is designed for postmenopausal or elderly women,
its demonstrated effects on the colonic epithelia, in addition to
its beneficial effect on endocrine (Gou et al., unpublished data)
and immune systems previously shown[1], suggest that MP and
its active ingredient, ligustrazine, may be used to alleviate some
of the GI tract disorders, such as infection and constipation,
often seen in the elderly.
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Abstract
AIM: To study morphologic and biomechanical changes of
oesophagus in diabetes rats.
METHODS: Diabetes was induced by a single injection of
streptozotocin (STZ). The type of diabetes mellitus
induced by parenteral STZ administration in rats was
insulin-dependent (type I). The samples were excised
and studied in vitro using a self-developed biomaterial
test machine.
RESULTS: The body mass was decreased after 4 d with STZ
treatment. The length of esophagus shortened after 4, 7,
14 d. The opening angle increased after 14 d. The shear,
longitudinal and circumferential stiffness were obviously
raised after 28 d of STZ treatment.
CONCLUSION: The changes of passive biomechanical
properties reflect intra-structural alteration of tissue to a
certain extent. This alteration will lead to some dysfunction
of movement. For example, tension of esophageal wall
will change due to some obstructive disease.
Zeng YJ, Yang J, Zhao JB, Liao DH, Zhang EP, Gregersen H,
Xu XH, Xu H, Xu CQ. Morphologic and biomechanical changes of
rat oesophagus in experimental diabetes. World J Gastroenterol
2004; 10(17): 2519-2523
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INTRODUCTION
Esophagus is a distensible muscular tube that connects pharynx
and stomach. The function of the esophagus is to transport
food by peristaltic movement, which is the result of the
interaction of the tissue forces in the esophageal wall and the
hydrodynamic forces in the food bolus. Esophagus has been
studied by radiography[1], concurrent videofluoroscopy and
manometry [2,3], high-frequency ultrasonography [4-6], and
endoscopic sclerotherapy[7,8]. Motility disorders [9], bolus
transport[10,11], systemic sclerosis[12], pain[13], wall distensibility[8],
impedance planimetric characterization[14] and the effects of
epidermal growth factor[15] on esophagus have been reported

in many papers. Since the function of esophagus is mainly
mechanical, our work was focused on providing quantitative
measurement of passive biomechanical properties of esophagus.
Many investigations on biomechanics of esophagus are
available in the literature[16,17]. Gregersen et al. studied strain
distribution in the layered wall[18,19], relation between pressure and
cross-sectional area[20] and other biomechanical properties[21-23]
of esophagus. A more recent work used a novel ultrasound
technique to study the biomechanics of the human esophagus
in vivo [24]. Patel represented biomechanical and sensory
parameters of the human esophagus at four levels[25]. Researchers
have done a lot biomechanical studies on gastrointestinal tract
such as intestine[26,27], small intestine[28-32], ileum[33], duodenum[34]
and large intestine[35,36].
Most previous studies have explained the relationship
between the diabetes and gastrointestinal tract function[37,38].
Some researches studied relationship between esophageal
dysfunction and neuropathy[39], oesophagus scintigraphy[40]
and the relationship between esophageal motility and transit[41]
in diabetic patients. More recently, Jorgensen reported tensionstrain relations and morphometry of rat small intestine in
experimental diabetes[42]. Zhao introduced the remodeling of
zero-stress state of small intestine in streptozotocin-induced
diabetic rats[43].
This paper presents the effect of experimental diabetes on
the morphologic and biomechanical properties of the esophagus.
The result of this study indicated that experimental type I
diabetes caused significant changes in the passive biomechanical
properties in the rat esophagus.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
Diabetes was induced by a single injection of streptozotocin
(STZ). The form of diabetes mellitus induced by parenteral
STZ administration in rats is insulin-dependent (type I). Twentyseven rats were divided into 4 groups according to the survival
time after STZ treatment: 4 d (n = 7), 7 d (n = 7), 14 d (n = 7), 28 d
(n = 6). Another 8 rats were used as normal controls. The samples
were taken from the middle part of esophagus. Two rings were
cut from each end of the sample to measure the geometric
parameters of the no-load state and the opening angle at zerostress state. The remaining part was excised and studied in vitro
using a self-developed biomaterial test machine.
Methods
Using this machine, the esophagus was stepwise elongated
and inflated and continuously twisted in circumferentiallongitudinal direction. In the normal controls and 28 d of diabetes
group, after the intact esophagus was tested, the mucosa and
muscle layers were separated using microsurgery and tested in
the same loading procedure as mentioned above. The esophagus
was treated as a membrane when the stress and strain were
calculated, the longitudinal and circumferential stresses were
considered to be evenly distributed along the wall thickness
while the radial stress and other transverse shear stresses were
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ignored. The torque vs twist-angle relation was approximately
linear at a specified pressure and longitudinal stretch ratio.
Thus, the shear modulus can be computed by the torque, twist
angle and polar moment of inertial at this state. However, the
shear modulus varied greatly with the changing inflation
pressure and longitudinal stretch ratio.

11

12
3

2

transmural pressure are shown in Figure 3A. Elastic shear
modulus would rise with increased transmural pressure. Especially
when transmural pressure was more than 0.25 kPa, the shear moduli
for various transmural pressure were remarkably different. And
diabetes has notably affected the shear modulus. This effect
showed that shear moduli are obviously increased after 28 d.
Changes of elastic shear modulus in the course of diabetes
development at transmural pressure P = 1 kPa and various
longitudinal stretch ratio are pictured in Figure 3B. Elastic shear
modulus would rise with increased longitudinal stretch ratio.
Shear moduli were remarkably different at various longitudinal
stretch ratios. And diabetes has notably affected the shear
modulus. This effect demonstrated that shear moduli were
obviously increased after 28 d of STZ treatment.
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Circumferential and longitudinal stress-strain relationship
Figure 4A shows the changes of circumferential stress-strain
relationship in the course of diabetes development at
longitudinal stretch ratio λzz = 1.5 and various transmural
pressure. All curves of experimental group inclined to left side
except that after 4 d. The curve after 28 d was on the most left side.
The circumferential stiffness increased after 7, 14, 28 d of diabetes.
The changes of longitudinal stress-strain relationship in the
course of diabetes development at transmural pressure P = 0.25 kPa
and various longitudinal stretch ratio are pictured in Figure 4B.
The stress-strain curve after 28 d was obviously inclined to left
side. So the longitudinal stiffness notably increased after 28 d.

Figure 1 Simplified diagram of biomaterial test machine.1:
Linear stage, 2: Torque transducer, 3: Organ bath, 4: Specimen,
5: Force transducer, 6: Motor for axial rotation, 7: Pressure
transducer, 8: Infusion channel, 9: Motor for linear stage, 10:
Rails for linear stage, 11: CCD camera, 12: Plastic rod.

RESULTS
Type I diabetes could induce the following effect on the
biomechanical and morphologic properties of esophagus: body
weight and morphology, shear modulus, circumferential and
longitudinal stress-strain relationship, stress-strain relationship
of muscle layer and mucosa layer.

Stress-strain relationship of muscle layer and mucosa layer
The circumferential stress-strain relationship of muscle layer
and mucosa layer in the process of inflation at a longitudinal
stretch ratio of 1.5 is pictured in Figure 5A. And the experimental
diabetes was after 28 d. For muscle layer, there was no obvious
difference between the control and diabetes groups. For mucosa
layer, the stress-strain curve moved to left side in parallel. So
circumferential stiffness of mucosa layer with diabetes was
larger than that of control.
Figure 5B shows longitudinal stress-strain relationship of
muscle layer and mucosa layer in the process of elongation at
a transmural pressure of 0.25 kPa. For muscle layer, there was
no obvious difference between control and diabetes groups.
There was no notable difference for mucosa layer either.

Body weight and morphology
The body mass kept a steady increase in the control rats. But
it went down after 4 d in the diabetes rat (Figure 2A). The length
of esophagus in vivo obviously declined after 4, 7, 14 d, but it
would return to normal level after 28 d (Figure 2B). The mass
per unit lengh in vitro changed little (Figure 2C). In the intact
esophagus, the opening angle increased after 14 d of STZ
treatment (Figure 2D).
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Figure 2 Changes of body mass and esophagus morphology and opening angle at zero-stress state in the process of diabetes
development. Dunner’s test result: significant difference vs normal control (aP<0.05). A: Change of body mass, B: Change of in vivo
length, C: Change of mass per unit length, D: Change of opening angle.
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DISCUSSION
A large number of studies have discovered that diabetes can
affect the movement of oesophagus. Transportation of oesophagus
may delay or slow down, and movement of esophagus can not
coordinate.
This dysfunction of movement can be a result of muscle
and nerve cooperative failure[39-41,44-47]. Histologic research has
proved that diabetes can destroy vagus nerve[48]. Though there
are many papers on movement and function of oesophagus in
diabetes, few data on morphologic and passive biomechanical
properties are seen. The change of passive biomechanical
properties reflects intra-structural alteration of tissue to a certain
extent. This alteration will result in some dysfunction of movement,
for example, tension of esophageal wall will change due to
some obstructive disease[49,50], and therefore, it is necessary to
study biomechanics and morphology together.
The body mass is decreased in rat with diabetes. This is

consistent with other studies[43,51]. Diabetes will lead to hyperplasia
of some organs. Hyperplasia of esophagus is less frequent
than that of small intestine[52,53]. Diabetes has caused rise of the
opening angle of small intestine[44], also it is seen for esophagus.
In this paper, the shear, longitudinal and circumferential
stiffnesses were obviously elevated after 28 d with STZ treatment.
Jorrensen[42], Liu[54] and Zhao[51] have discovered that stiffness is
raised in diabetes in small intestine, blood vessel and arterial wall.
We can draw a conclusion that the changes of passive
biomechanical properties reflect intra-structural alteration of
tissue to a certain extent. This alteration will lead to some
dysfunction of movement.
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Abstract
AIM: To develop an in vitro three-dimensional (3-D)
angiogenesis system to analyse the capillary sprouts induced
in response to the concentration ranges of basic fibroblast
growth factor (bFGF) and vascular endothelial growth factor
(VEGF) and to quantify their synergistic activity.
METHODS: Microcarriers (MCs) coated with human
microvascular endothelial cells (HMVECs) were embedded
in fibrin gel and cultured in 24-well plates with assay
media. The growth factors bFGF, or VEGF, or both were
added to the system. The wells (n = 8/group) were digitally
photographed and the average length of capillary-like sprouts
(ALS) from each microcarrier was quantitated.
RESULTS: In aprotinin-stabilized fibrin matrix, human
microvascular endothelial cells on the MCs invaded fibrin,
forming sprouts and capillary networks with lumina. The
angiogenic effects of bFGF or VEGF were dose-dependent in
the range from 10 to 40 ng/mL. At d 1, 10 ng/mL of bFGF and
VEGF induced angiogenesis with an ALS of 32.13±16.6 µm
and 43.75±27.92 µm, respectively, which were significantly
higher than that of the control (5.88±4.45 µm, P<0.01),
and the differences became more significant as the time
increased. In addition, the combination of 10 ng/mL of
bFGF and VEGF each induced a more significant effect than
the summed effects of bFGF (10 ng/mL) alone and VEGF
(10 ng/mL) alone when analyzed using SPSS system for
general linear model (GLM) (P = 0.011), and that also exceeded
the effects by 20 ng/mL of either bFGF or VEGF.
CONCLUSION: A microcarrier-based in vitro threedimensional angiogenesis model can be developed in fibrin.
It offers a unique system for quantitative analysis of
angiogenesis. Both bFGF and VEGF exert their angiogenic
effects on HMVECs synergistically and in a dose-dependent
manner.
Sun XT, Ding YT, Yan XG, Wu LY, Li Q, Cheng N, Qiu YD,

Zhang MY. Angiogenic synergistic effect of basic fibroblast
growth factor and vascular endothelial growth factor in an
in vitro quantitative microcarrier-based three-dimensional
fibrin angiogenesis system.World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10
(17): 2524-2528
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INTRODUCTION
Angiogenesis is a process by which new capillaries develop
from an existing microvascular network. It is associated with a
number of physiologic and pathologic conditions including
malignancies, diabetic retinopathy, and rheumatoid arthritis.
Angiogenesis in fibrin-based matrix is especially interesting
because it is essential in tumor angiogenesis and wound healing.
Angiogenesis was first observed in vitro by Folkman and
Haudenschild 20 years ago[1]. After culture of endothelial cells,
these cells organize spontaneously into capillary-like structures
(CLS) with the presence of lumina. From a physiological point
of view, an ideal in vitro system would take into account all the
representative steps of in vivo angiogenesis, from detachment
of endothelial cells from the vascular wall to final tubular
morphogenesis and vascular network formation. It should be
also rapid, easy to use, reproducible, and easily quantifiable.
Depending on the way the cells reorganize, the in vitro models
of angiogenesis described to date can be roughly classified
into two categories: two-dimensional (2-D) and three-dimensional
(3-D). While 2-D angiogenesis models lack the third dimension
and obviously do not reflect all physiological steps, the 3-D
models are closer to the in vivo environment, because they
consider more steps of angiogenesis[2].
A variety of 3-D in vitro models of angiogenesis have been
developed in the past few years[3- 7] and have thus significantly
increased our understanding of the roles of endothelial cells,
extracellular matrix (ECM), growth factors and other bioactive
molecules in angiogenesis.
In this study, we described an in vitro system of angiogenesis,
which was based on microcarriers (MCs), human microvascular
endothelial cells (HMVECs) and fibrin extracellular matrix. With
this system, the angiogenic effect of basic fibroblast growth
factor (bFGF) and vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF)
and their synergism were tested.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cell isolation and culture
HMVECs were isolated from juvenile foreskin as described
previously[8, 9]. Briefly, the foreskin was cut into small pieces,
washed with PBS and incubated with 15-20 mL of 2 g/L dispase
in DMEM (Gibco BRL Cat# 11885-084) overnight (18-24 h) at 4 °C.
The tissue pieces were transferred into DMEM and scratched
with a scalpel. The remnants were discarded and the resulting
cell suspension (containing HMVEC and other contaminating
cell types) was centrifuged at 1 000 r/min for 5 min. The pellet
was re-suspended in 10-15 mL of endothelial growth medium
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(EGM) consisting of endothelial basal medium (EBM) (Clonetics,
San Diego, CA), supplemented with 10 ng/mL epidermal growth
factor (EGF) (Clonetics), 12 µg/mL bovine brain extract (BBE)
(Clonetics), 1.0 µg/mL hydrocortisone (Clonetics), 100 U/mL
penicillin (Clonetics), and 100 mg/mL streptomycin (Clonetics)
in the presence of 150 mL/L normal human serum and seeded
into a gelatin-coated 75-cm2 tissue culture flask. Culture medium
was changed every 2-3 d. Before the cultures were confluent
(normally 5-7 d after seeding), the HMVECs were separated
from the other cells in culture by immuno-magnetic isolation
with CD31-Dynabeads following the manufacturer’s
instructions (Dynal A.S, Oslo, Norway). Endothelial cell cultures
were characterized and determined to be >99% pure on the basis
of the formation of typical cobblestone monolayer in culture
and positive immuno-staining for factor VIII-related antigen
(Beijing Zhongshan Biotechnology Co., Ltd). The purified
HMVECs were cultured in EGM at 37 °C (50 mL/L CO2) on
gelatin-coated cell culture surfaces. All assays were conducted
with cells in passages 6 to 8.

Microcarrier cell culture
Gelatin-coated cytodex-3 microcarriers (MCs) (Amersham
Pharmacia Biotech, Piscataway, NJ) were prepared according
to the recommendations of the supplier. Freshly autoclaved
MCs were suspended in EGM and endothelial cells were added
to a final density of 50-80 cells/MC. The cells were allowed to
attach to the MCs in a 1.5 mL Eppendorf tube for 4 h at 37 °C.
The MCs were then re-suspended in a larger volume of medium
and cultivated for another 24-48 h at 37 °C (50 mL/L CO2). MCs
were gently agitated to prevent aggregation of individual MCs.
MCs were used for angiogenesis assay when the endothelial
cells on the MCs reached confluence[10, 11].
Microcarrier-based fibrin gel angiogenesis assay
The microcarrier-based fibrin gel angiogenesis assay was
performed as described[10] with some modifications. Working
solution of fibrinogen (Shanghai Raas Blood Product Co., Ltd)
was prepared by dissolving the stock solution of fibrinogen
(20 mg/mL in PBS) in EBM to a concentration of 1.0 mg/mL,
supplemented with EGF and hydrocortisone at 10 ng/mL and
1.0 µg/mL, respectively. The 24-well plates were used for the
assay. The bottom of each well was first covered with 250 µL
fibrinogen solution, and the clotting was induced by addition
of thrombin (0.5 U/mL). After 30 min of polymerization, another
250 µL of fibrinogen solution containing about 250 EC-coated
MCs was added. The MCs were evenly distributed in the
fibrinogen by gently shaking the culture plates, and
polymerization was induced as described above. After complete
polymerization, 1.0 mL of EBM supplemented with 10 ng/mL of
EGF, 1.0 µg/mL of hydrocortisone and 50 mL/L adult human
serum was added on the gel. To prevent excess fibrinolysis by
fibrin-embedded cells, aprotinin was added to the growth media
at 200 KIU/mL. For the experiments, which required bFGF
(PeproTech EC Ltd) and/or VEGF (PeproTech EC Ltd), the
components were added to both of the fibrinogen solution and
the supernatant medium at the desired concentrations.
Quantification and statistics
At the time point of interest, six random fields of vision for
every well were digitally photographed under inverted
microscope, and the pictures were transferred to a computer.
The quantification of capillary-like structure formation was
performed as described by Xue and Greisler with some
modifications[12]. Briefly, a special grid was made by dividing a
circle with radially oriented lines around 360 degrees with 10degree intervals using Photoshop (version 6.0; Adobe Systems
Inc). The digital photographs were transparently layered with
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the grid. For each photographed microcarrier, the lengths of
sprouts were measured on each of the grid lines and summed
(Figure 1). The lengths of sprouts from each MC were averaged
in each well. The average lengths of sprouts (ALS) from 8
replicate wells of each testing group were analyzed and
expressed as mean±SD. SPSS system for one-way ANOVA was
used to compare the differences during the time courses and
the General Liner Model (GLM) was used to determine the
synergism. P<0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Figure 1 Quantification of angiogenesis. Each MC in random
photographed fields was overlaid with a grid that was equally
divided around 360° at 10-degree intervals (original magnification ×100). For each photographed microcarrier, the lengths
of sprouts were measured on each of the grid lines and summed.
The lengths of sprouts from each MC were averaged in each
well. The average lengths of sprouts (ALS) from 8 replicate
wells of each testing group were analyzed. Bar: 100 µm.

RESULTS
Sequential steps of capillary formation
In 1995, Nehls and Herrmann described a microcarrier-based in
vitro model of angiogenesis[9]. In their model, the endothelial
cells coated on the microcarriers invaded the fibrin gel, forming
elongated capillary-like structure in a response to angiogenic
factors. However, this model was performed with large vascular
endothelial cells of calf pulmonary artery origin. Although in
later studies, they used human microvascular endothelial cells
to investigate their response to the co-cultured tumor cells, but
no positive result was found [13]. In the present study, by
modifying the system, we successfully established the
microcarrier-based in vitro model of angiogenesis with human
microvascular endothelial cells in fibrin.
In the early stages of capillary growth (about 16 h after
polymerization of the fibrin gel), the HMVECs on microcarriers
migrated into fibrin matrix to form sprouts without detectable
lumina. At about 16-48 h, sprouts elongated, and small
intracellular or intercellular lumina was formed. Usually, broad
lumina developed at the base of the sprouts. The lumina
frequently contained cellular debris, which could be seen to
float by shaking the culture dishes, indicating that lumina
contents had liquefied. The tips of capillary sprouts were
generally solid or showed only primitive, slit-like lumina, which
in later stages anastomosed to other sprouts, and finally formed
capillary-like network (at about 5-7 d) (Figure 2). This result
was not consistent with what was observed by Nehls and
Herrmann, who assumed that due to the presence of serum,
anastomosis of capillary sprouts occurred rarely[14].
Capillary sprout formation induced by bFGF and VEGF
In the absence of growth factors, capillary sprout formation in
our model was minimal. Both bFGF and VEGF induced obvious
EC sprouting. The curves for both cytokines increase significantly
with time. The angiogenic effects of both cytokines were dosedependent over the range from 10 to 40 ng/mL. At d 1, 10 ng/mL
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A

d0

d1

B

d3

C

Figure 2 Sequential steps of capillary formation. During 3 d after polymerization of the fibrin gel, the HMVECs (bFGF 40 ng/mL) on
microcarriers migrated into fibrin matrix to form sprouts, which elongated (A) with intracellular or intercellular lumina formed
(bFGF 40 ng/mL). The lumina frequently contained cellular debris, which can be seen to float by shaking the culture dishes,
indicating that lumina contents had liquefied (B, arrow). In the late stage (d 5), the capillary sprouts anastomosed to each other,
and finally formed capillary-like network (C) (original magnification ×100).
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Figure 3 Time course of HMVEC angiogenesis in fibrin.
Microcarriers coated with HMVECs were embedded in fibrin.
The angiogenic effects of either bFGF or VEGF were dose-dependent over the range from 10 to 40 ng/mL. At day 1, 10 ng/mL
of bFGF and VEGF induced angiogenesis with an ALS of
32.13±16.6 µm and 43.75±27.92 µm, respectively, which were
significantly higher than that of the control (5.88±4.45 µm, P<0.01).
The difference became more significant, as the time increased.
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of bFGF and VEGF induced angiogenesis with an ALS of
32.13±16.6 µm and 43.75±27.92 µm, respectively, which was
significantly higher than that of the control (5.88±4.45 µm,
P<0.01). With the time going, on the difference became more
significant (Figure 3). Within the dose range, angiogenesis
increased correspondingly in both extent and rapidity as the
concentration increased (Figure 4).
Exposure of ECs to both bFGF and VEGF in combination
stimulated an angiogenic response that was greater than sum
of their individual effects, and that occurred more rapidly than the
response to either growth factor. The ALS induced by 10 ng/mL of
bFGF plus 10 ng/mL of VEGF in combination was 590.75±289.15 µm,
which was greater than the total effects of 10 ng/mL of bFGF
(124.00±62.12 µm) and 10 ng/mL of VEGF (171.38±119.42 µm)
and also greater than that induced by 20 ng/mL of either bFGF
(187.25 ± 98.14 µm) or VEGF (280.5±198.23 µm) (Figure 5). The
synergism of bFGF and VEGF was confirmed by the GLM test,
which showed that the effect of the combination of bFGF plus
VEGF was greater than the sum of the individual effects of
bFGF and VEGF alone (P = 0.011) (Figure 5).
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Figure 4 Dose responses of bFGF and VEGF on angiogenesis. Both bFGF and VEGF exhibited dose-dependent angiogenic effects
in the range from 10 to 40 ng/mL. At d 1, 10 ng/mL of bFGF and VEGF induced angiogenesis with an ALS of 32.13±16.6 µm and
43.75±27.92 µm, respectively, which were significantly higher than that of the control (5.88±4.45 µm, P<0.01). With the concentration
increasing, the difference became more significant.
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Figure 5 Synergism of bFGF and VEGF. The samples were
quantitated at d 3. The combination of 10 ng/mL bFGF and
10 ng/mL VEGF induced an angiogenic response that was
greater than the sum of the effects by each cytokine alone at
the same dose (P = 0.011).

DISCUSSION
Three-dimensional angiogenesis assays are based on the
capacity of activated endothelial cells to invade 3-D substrates.
The matrix may consist of collagen gels, plasma clot, purified
fibrin, matrigel, or a mixture of these proteins with others. The
culture medium may be added to the gel before polymerization
or on top of the gel. Depending on the culture medium composition
(percentage of serum, addition of cytokines), cells can be
induced to sprout, proliferate, migrate, differentiate, and tubular
endothelial cell phenotypes in the 3-D configuration. Thus,
one can in vitro observe the morphogenic responses of isolated
ECs, which characterize the in vivo angiogenesis. In fact, a
variety of 3-D angiogenesis models have provided great
advances in the understanding of angiogenesis and the
investigation of angiogenic/anti-angiogenic factors[2].
In 3-D angiogenesis models, the ECs were usually reorganized
in the following ways: directly overlaid by gels[15, 16], sandwiched
between two gel layers[17], seeded dispersedly[18] or clustered
as spheroids in gels[3, 4], or attached onto microcarrier beads.
Microcarrier-based angiogenesis model was firstly developed
by Nehls and Drenckhan[10], who suggested, in their later
studies, that in the presence of serum, the anastomosis of
capillary sprouts occurred only rarely[14].
In this study, we also established an in vitro angiogenesis
system based on microcarrier, but it was with human dermal
microvascular endothelial cells (HMVECs). With this system,
we observed all of the angiogenic steps that characterize the in
vivo angiogenesis, including sprouting (16-24 h), branching
(24-48 h), and capillary network formation (after 72 h), as
described above. However, not in agreement with the observation
by Nehls and Drenckhan, we found that the anastomosis of
capillary sprouts occurred commonly in the later stage (3-5 d),
even in the presence of up to 100 mL/L serum in our system
(data not shown). After 5 d, the capillary-like network could be
seen around/between MCs.
Since one of our goals was to characterize the gene expression
patterns at the different steps of angiogenesis including
sprouting, branching and networking, our 3-D angiogenesis
model thus gave a good supporting. However, because of the
morphological complexity, the capillary-like network at the late
stage of the model was difficult to be quantified. So, we confined
our observation to the first 3 d of the culture for the angiogenic
quantification of the growth factors.
Angiogenesis in physiological conditions is characterized by
strict regulation and occurs mostly through a collagen-rich
extracellular matrix and leads to the formation of an organized
capillary network. In contrast, in different pathological conditions
as they are associated with tumor growth or wound healing,
capillary sprouting processes are known to primarily occur in a
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fibrin-rich matrix and the stimulation of new vessels is exaggerated,
leading to the formation of a disorganized[4, 19], capillary network.
As one of the native ECM components involved in angiogenesis,
fibrin is formed by the polymerization of fibrinogen after the
proteolytic cleavage by thrombin. This scenario naturally takes
place at sites of wound healing and tumor under the stimulation of
VEGF and other factors, and leads to the deposition and
stabilization of local fibrin clots. These fibrin clots serve as a
temporary matrix that provides a solid support for invading cells,
such as fibroblasts and endothelial cells.
In vitro angiogenesis in fibrin is affected by EC fibrinolysis
involving both plasmin and metalloproteinase systems and the
spatial structure of the gel[20, 21]. Cell surface fibrinolytic activity
is crucial for EC invasion and migration in fibrin[22, 23]. The
presence of aprotinin is necessary to maintain the integrity of
fibrin. In the absence of aprotinin, fibrin was unable to support
EC angiogenesis because it would be degraded before capillarylike structure formation. The configuration and mechanical
properties of fibrin were determined by the conditions in which
it polymerized. Various factors, including pH, ionic strength,
fibrinogen and thrombin concentrations could affect the
structural feature of fibrin[24]. It is thus important to prepare
fibrin at a well-controlled condition when performing fibrin
matrix-based angiogenic experiments, and to avoid any
modification between the groups when comparing the potency
of different angiogenic factors.
Many growth factors have been found to have angiogenic
effects. FGFs and VEGFs are the best characterized among them.
FGFs and VEGFs bind with high specificity to their cognate
receptor tyrosine kinases, inducing activation of the intrinsic
enzymatic activity of these receptors. This activity leads to
tyrosine phosphorylation of the receptors, as well as of
substrates for the kinases. In some cases, growth factors may
induce angiogenesis by regulating the expression of some other
growth factors and their receptors[19]. It is noteworthy that FGF
and VEGF may act synergistically in induction of angiogenesis.
Synergy of these growth factors in in vivo angiogenesis has
been reported[25], and combination of the two factors also
yielded a synergistic response in collagen-based in vitro
system[26, 27]. The mechanisms responsible for this synergism
are that these two growth factors closely interact with each
other in angiogenic process. bFGF could induce expression of
endogenous VEGF and its receptors in ECs[28- 30], and VEGFreceptor antagonists inhibited bFGF-induced angiogenesis in
spite of its lack of activities against bFGF receptors[31]. The
capacity of VEGF to induce u-PA-plasmin activity and angiogenesis
depended on endogenous bFGF produced by ECs[32]. In our
fibrin and microcarrier-based angiogenesis model, we also found
that both bFGF and VEGF demonstrated angiogenic effects on
HMVECs in a dose-depended manner, and when applied in
combination these two factors also acted synergistically.
In conclusion, we have successfully established a microcarrierbased in vitro three-dimensional angiogenesis model that offers
a unique system for quantitative analysis of angiogenesis. The
model is especially applicable to in vitro evaluation and screening
of novel angiogenic or angiostatic factors. It may also shed
light on the study of molecular mechanism of angiogenesis.
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Abstract
AIM: The pathogenesis of hypogonadism in liver cirrhosis
is not well understood. Previous results from our laboratory
showed that IGF-1 deficiency might play a pathogenetic
role in hypogonadism of cirrhosis. The administration of
IGF-1 for a short period of time reverted the testicular
atrophy associated with advanced experimental cirrhosis.
The aim of this study was to establish the historical
progression of the described alterations in the testes,
explore testicular morphology, histopathology, cellular
proliferation, integrity of testicular barrier and hypophysogonadal axis in rats with no ascitic cirrhosis.
METHODS: Male Wistar rats with histologically-proven
cirrhosis induced with carbon tetrachloride (CCl4) for 11 wk,
were allocated into two groups (n = 12, each) to receive
recombinant IGF-1 (2 µg/100 g·d, sc) for two weeks or
vehicle. Healthy rats receiving vehicle were used as control
group (n = 12).
RESULTS: Compared to controls, rats with compensated
cirrhosis showed a normal testicular size and weight and
very few histopathological testicular abnormalities.
However, these animals showed a significant diminution
of cellular proliferation and a reduction of testicular
transferrin expression. In addition, pituitary-gonadal axis
was altered, with significant higher levels of FSH (P<0.001
vs controls) and increased levels of LH in untreated cirrhotic
animals. Interestingly, IGF-1 treatment normalized testicular
transferrin expression and cellular proliferation and reduced
serum levels of LH (P = ns vs controls, and P<0.01 vs
untreated cirrhotic group).
CONCLUSION: The testicular barrier is altered from an

early stage of cirrhosis, shown by a reduction of transferrin
expression in Sertoli cells, a diminished cellular proliferation
and an altered gonadal axis. The treatment with IGF-1
could be also useful in this initial stage of testicular disorder
associated with compensated cirrhosis.
Castilla-Cortázar I, Diez N, García-Fernández M, Puche JE, DiezCaballero F, Quiroga J, Díaz-Sánchez M, Castilla A, Casares AD,
Varela-Nieto I, Prieto J, González-Barón S. Hematotesticular
barrier is altered from early stages of liver cirrhosis: Effect of
insulin-like growth factor 1. World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10
(17): 2529-2534
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INTRODUCTION
Hypogonadism (characterized by low testosterone levels and
relative hyperestrogenism, loss of libido, sexual impotence
and feminine body features in men) is a common complication
of advanced liver cirrhosis[1]. Previous data demonstrated that
rats with advanced cirrhosis showed reduced testicular size and
weight and severe histopathological testicular abnormalities,
including reduced tubular diameters, loss of the germinal line,
and diminutions in cellular proliferation and spermatogenesis
and testicular transferrin expression, a good marker of the integrity
of blood-testis barrier[2]. In addition, low serum testosterone and
high serum LH were present in cirrhotic animals, as well as
decreased levels of serum IGF-1. Interestingly, the administration
of IGF-1 at low doses for a short period of time reverted the
testicular atrophy and improved the altered pituitary-testicular
axis in these animals[2]. In cirrhotic patients, hypogonadism
has been attributed to a variety of mechanisms including
gonadal toxicities of alcohol, malnutrition and increased
production of estrogens from androgens in peripheral tissues
due to the existence of portal systemic shunting[3-9].
Insulin-like growth factor-1 (IGF-1) is an anabolic hormone
produced in different tissues although the liver accounts for
90% of the circulating hormone, which is synthesized in response
to growth hormone (GH) stimulation[10,11]. In cirrhosis the
reduction of receptors for GH in hepatocytes and the diminished
synthesizing ability of the liver parenchyma caused a progressive
fall of serum IGF-1 levels[11-14]. Although in an early stage of cirrhosis
serum levels of IGF-1 were normal, its bio-availability seemed to
be diminished[15]. The clinical impact of the reduced production
or availability of IGF-1 in cirrhosis was largely unknown[11-14].
Recent studies from our laboratory have demonstrated that
short courses of treatment with low doses of IGF-1 were able
to induce marked improvements in nutritional state[15], nitrogen
retention[16], intestinal absorption[17-19], osteopenia[20,21], liver
function reducing fibrogenesis[22,23], and restore the reduced
somatostatinergic tone[24] in rats with experimental cirrhosis.
These data suggest that IGF-1 deficiency plays a pathogenetic
role in several systemic complications occurring in cirrhosis.
It is well known that IGF-1 stimulates testosterone synthesis
and spermatogenesis[25-32]. Its deficiency could contribute to the
development of hypogonadism associated with cirrhosis as
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the previous data supported[2]. Since the pathogenesis of
hypogonadism in cirrhosis is not yet well understood, the aim of
the present study was to study the chronological progression of
the described alterations in testes[2] in advanced cirrhosis, explore
testicular morphology, histopathology, cellular proliferation,
integrity of testicular barrier and hypophyso-gonadal axis in rats
with cirrhosis in an early stage, without ascites.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Induction of liver cirrhosis
All experimental procedures were performed in conformity with
The Guiding Principles for Research Involving Animals[33].
Cirrhosis was induced as previously described[15,16]. Briefly,
male Wistar rats (3-week-old, 130-150 g) were subjected to CCl4
inhalation (Merck, Darmstadt, Germany) twice a week for 11 wk
with a progressively increasing exposure time from 1 to 5 min.
During the whole period of cirrhosis induction animals received
Phenobarbital (Luminal, Bayer, Leverkusen, Germany) in the
drinking water (400 mg/L). Both food (standard semipurified
diet for rodents; B.K. Universal, Sant Vicent del Horts, Spain)
and water were given ad libitum. Healthy, age and sex-matched
control rats were maintained under the same conditions but
receiving neither CCl4 nor Phenobarbital.
Study design
The treatment was administrated for 2 wk after stopping of CCl4
exposure. In the morning of d 0, animals were weighed and
blood samples were drawn from the retroocular venous plexus
from all rats with capillary tubes (Marienfeld, Germany) and
stored at -20 °C until used for analytical purposes. Cirrhotic
rats were randomly assigned to receive either vehicle (saline)
(group CI, n = 12) or recombinant human IGF-1 (PharmaciaUppsala, Sweden) (2 µg/100 g·d in two divided doses,
subcutaneously) (group CI+IGF, n = 12) for two weeks. Control
rats (group CO, n = 10) received saline during the same period.
In the morning of the 15th d, rats were weighed, blood was
obtained from the retroocular plexus and animals were killed by
decapitation. After the abdominal cavity was opened, the liver
and testes were dissected and weighed. Samples from the left
major liver lobe and testes were processed for histological
examination (fixed in Bouin’s solution). The testicular diameters
(AP and LM) were measured using a precision calliper,
Mituyoto® (±0.05 mm). Ascites was ruled out by direct
exploration of abdominal cavity in all cirrhotic animals.
Liver histopathology
Bouin-fixed tissues were processed and sections (4-µm) were
stained with Haematoxylin and Eosin and Masson’s trichrome.
Livers were scored (1 to 4) as previously reported [15,22].
Preestablished criteria for inclusion of cirrhotic (CI) animals in
the final analysis were the presence of: (1) altered baseline
biochemical data of liver function; and (2) in retrospect,
histologically proven liver cirrhosis (scores 3 or 4 of the
classification) in CCl 4-treated-animals. All animals had
compensated cirrhosis without ascites.
Testicular histopathology and PCNA and transferrin immunohistochemistry
For histopathological evaluation of testes, 30 seminiferous
tubules from each rat of the three groups were blindly evaluated
by two observers and the arithmetic mean of the scores was
taken as the final result. Transverse sections of seminiferous
tubuli were examined and evaluation of histological changes
was made using a light projection microscope (Micro Promar
Leitz GMBH, Wetzlar, Germany) at 150× magnification. The
following parameters were studied: tubular diameter,
quantitation of the presence of different types of cells in tubuli,

presence of peritubular fibrosis, and the number of proliferating
cells. For general purposes haematoxylin & eosin stain and
Masson’s trichrome stain were used. Specific techniques for
other purposes are specified in the corresponding paragraphs.
Changes in tubuli were classified into 5 categories (Category
I: highest damage to Category V: full normality). Category I:
presence of only Sertoli cells; category II: Sertoli cells plus
spermatids; category III: Sertoli cells, plus spermatides, and
spermatocytes; category IV: presence of all kinds of cells but
showing some morphological alterations (i.e.: severe
vacuolization, aberrant cells); category V: presence of all kinds
of cells without morphological alterations. The presence of
peritubular fibrosis was evaluated in Masson’s trichrome
preparations according to the thickness of the staining of
collagen deposition surrounding tubuli. Proliferating cells were
identified by immunostaining of proliferating cellular nuclear
antigen (PCNA) using an avidin-biotin peroxidase method[34]
with retrieval of antigen by means of microwave irradiation.
Specific anti-PCNA antibody (mouse anti-PCNA, clone PC 10,
DAKO, Denmark) biotinylated rabbit anti-mouse IgG (DAKO,
Denmark) were used and the avidin-biotin complex technique
(ABC, DAKO kit) was performed. The bound antibodies were
visualized by means of 3,3’-diaminobenzidine tetrahydrochloride
(Sigma Chemical Company, St. Louis, MO) with nickel
enhancement[34]. Finally, samples were slightly counterstained
(10 s) in hematoxylin, dehydrated, and mounted in DPX.
Controls were performed by substitution of the primary
antibody by TBS. The number of PCNA positive cells was
recorded. The result was expressed as stained cells per tubuli
(arithmetic mean of 30 screened tubuli).
In addition, the expression of transferrin[35] in tubuli was
evaluated by immunostaining using similar technique as for
PCNA with specific anti-transferrin antibody (obtained from
rabbit, RARa/TRf, Nordic Immunological Laboratories,
Teknovas, The Netherland). Transferrin expression was scored
from 0 to 4 points. If 30 tubuli expressed transferrin normally all
over the germinal epithelium, it was scored 0 points. The
remaining scores were obtained according to the following
formula: (30-tubuli showing expression of transferrin all over
the germinal epithelium) ×0.075.

Analytical methods
Serum levels of albumin, total proteins, glucose, cholesterol,
bilirubin, alkaline phosphatase, transferrin and aminotransferases
(AST and ALT) were determined by routine laboratory methods
using a Hitachi 747 autoanalyzer (Boerhringer-Mannheim,
Germany). Serum levels of the different hormones were assessed
by RIA in a GammaChen 9612 Plus (Serono Diagnostics, Roma,
Italy) using specific commercial assay systems: total and free
testosterone and estradiol-6, Coat-a-Count, DPC (Diagnostic
Products Corporation, Los Angeles, CA); rat luteinizing hormone
(rLH) and rat follicle stimulating hormone (rFSH) from Amersham
International Plc (Little Chalfont Buckinghamshire, England HP7
9NA); IGF-1 by extraction (Nichols Institute Diagnostics, San
Juan Capistrano, CA, USA).
Lipid peroxidation assessment of testicular homogenates
Malondyaldehyde (MDA) was assessed after heating samples
at 45
for 60 min in acid medium. It was quantitated by a
colorimetric assay using LPO-586 (Bioxytech; OXIS International
Inc., Portland, OR, USA), which after reacting with MDA,
generated a stable chromophore that could be measured at
586 nm (Hitachi U2 000 Spectro; Roche).
Statistical analysis
Data are expressed as mean±SE. To assess the homogeneity
between the three groups of rats a Kruskall-Wallis test was
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used, followed by multiple post-hoc comparisons using MannWithney U tests (two tailed) with Bonferroni adjustment. A
regression model was fitted considering histopathological score,
PCNA or transferrin expression scores and IGF-1 plasma
concentration as the dependent and independent variables
respectively. Within group differences between pre-and posttreatment values were assessed by means of Wilcoxon matched
pairs signed rank sum test. Any P value less than 0.05 was
considered to be statistically significant. Calculations were
performed by SPSS Win v.6.0. program.

RESULTS
At baseline, CI groups showed abnormal values compared to
controls (CO) in serum levels of alanine aminotransferase
(CO = 26±2; CI = 273±49 IU/L, P<0.01), aspartate aminotransferase
(CO = 55±5; CI = 297±49 IU/L, P<0.001), cholesterol (CO = 82±4;
CI = 115±5 mg/dL, P<0.05), alkaline phosphatase (CO = 310±43;
CI=701±146IU/L, P<0.05),bilirubin(CO=0.4±0.0;CI=1.2±0.3mg/dL,
P<0.05), total proteins (CO = 6.9±0.1; CI = 6.4±0.2 g/dL, P<0.05)
and albumin (CO = 3.6±0.1; CI = 3.1±0.2 g/dL, P<0.05). No
differences were found between cirrhotic groups.
At the end of the experimental period, all rats from groups
CI and CI+IGF showed established cirrhosis (mixed micromacronodular cirrhosis in liver histopathology) with some signs of
portal hypertension (spleen weight, g, CO = 0.8±0.0; CI = 1.4±0.2;
CI+IGF = 1.4±0.1, P<0.001 both cirrhotic groups vs controls).
Ascites was absent in all of the cirrhotic animals.

peritubular fibrosis. Leydig cells were scarce, being widely
separated by seminiferous tubuli. No evidence of peritubular
fibrosis and other alterations was found in cirrhotic groups.
Cellular analyses (see Methods) in 30 seminiferous tubuli were
performed in each preparation and summarized in Table 2. No
relevant findings were obtained in this morphologic study.
Testicular cellular proliferation, as evaluated by PCNA[35],
was significantly reduced in CI rats while CI+IGF rats showed
values similar to controls (CO: 66±2, CI: 57±1, CI+IGF: 61±1,
P<0.001 untreated cirrhotic group vs controls and P<0.05
CI+IGF vs controls and CI group). Figure 2 shows PCNA
immunohistochemistry (PCNA+cells) in the three groups.
Testicular transferrin, a marker of the integrity of hematotesticular barrier[36-38], was evaluated from 0 to 4 points by
immunohistochemistry in testicular slices (see Methods).
Transferrin expression was decreased in CI rats (3.40±0.03
points, P<0.001 vs CO and CI+IGF groups) as compared to
controls (3.98±0.04 points) and to cirrhotic rats receiving IGF-1
(3.76±0.05 points). Figure 3 shows transferrin expression in the
three experimental groups.
Testicular levels of MDA in order to study the likely direct
damage of CCl4 to testes, MDA levels, an index of lipid
peroxidation[39], were assessed in testicular homogenates. No
differences were found between the three experimental groups
in testicular MDA content (nmoL/mg protein, CO = 9.1±0.8,
CI = 13.0±3.2, CI+IGF = 8.9±1.6).

Testicular morphology and morphometry
The testicular size and volume were normal in the cirrhotic
groups as compared to controls. Morphometric study showed
reduction in testicular weight (in absolute values but not if it
was corrected by body mass) in untreated cirrhotic group as
compared to controls and CI+IGF group. Findings regarding
longitudinal and transverse testicular diameters were similar to
those in testicular weight. Morphometric data in the three
groups are summarized in Table 1.

Pituitary-gonadal axis
Serum levels of sexual hormones are summarized in Table 3. No
significant differences were found between groups, either in
total and free testosterone, or estradiol, or in the ratio of estradiol/
testosterone. However, a significant increase of FSH (P<0.001
vs controls) and also high levels of LH (P = 0.06 vs controls)
were observed in untreated rats with compensated cirrhosis,
suggesting an altered negative feed-back since this early stage
of the cirrhosis. On the other hand, LH concentrations were
moved towards normal values in IGF-1 treated cirrhotic group
(P = ns vs controls, and P<0.01 vs untreated cirrhotic rats).

Testicular histopathology
Figure 1 shows testicular morphology in the three experimental
groups. Testicular histological section of normal rat (CO)
demonstrated active spermatogenesis in normal-size
seminiferous tubuli with thin basement membranes and minimal

Serum levels of IGF-1
At the time of animal sacrifice (d 15), no significant differences
between the three groups were found in serum levels of IGF-1
(CO: 1030±67, CI: 1165±58, CI+IGF: 1030±38 ng/mL), similar to
those described previously in early stage of cirrhosis[16-18,24].

Table 1 Body mass and parameters of testicular size and weight in the three experimental groups (d 15)
Healthy control rats

Untreated cirrhotic rats

(CO, n = 12)

(CI, n = 12)

Body mass (g)
Right testis (g)
(×100 g/bm)
External testicular diameters (mm)
• Longitudina
• Transversal

Cirrhotic rats treated with IGF-1
(CI+IGF, n=12)

d

545.0±1.0
2.0±0.0
(0.4±0.0)

458.0±9.0d
1.7±0.1d
(0.4±0.0)

460.0±1.0
1.6±0.1 d
(0.3±0.0)
18.56±0.22 d
9.41±0.23b

20.4±0.26
10.3±0.24

18.37±0.34d
9.64±0.14 a

a

P<0.05; bP<0.01; dP<0.001 vs CO group.

Table 2 Cellular analysis: Thirty seminiferous tubuli were examined in each preparation. The table summarizes the number of
tubuli in each category: category I, only Sertoli s cells; category II, I+spermatids; category III, II+spermatocytes; category IV, all
types of cells but with some alterations; category V, all types of cells with normal features
Category

I

II

Controls (CO) (n = 10)×30 tubuli
Untreated cirrhotic rats (CI) (n = 10)×30 tubuli
IGF-treated cirrhotic rats (CI+IGF) (n = 10)×30 tubuli
Statistical analysis (P)

0
0
0
ns

0
0
0
ns

a

P<0.05, CI vs CO group.

III
0
5
0
ns

IV

V

2
20
8
a
P<0.05

298
275
292
ns
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Table 3 The pituitary-gonadal axis (on d 15) in the three experimental groups
Healthy control rats
(CO, n = 12)
Total testosterone (ng/dL)
Free testosterone (pg/mL)
Estradiol (pg/mL)
Estradiol/Total testosterone
LH (ng/mL)
FSH (ng/mL)
b

62±13
0.36±0.09
31±2
0.5±0.1
4.8±0.6
22±8

Untreated cirrhotic rats
(CI, n = 12)
77±17
0.36±0.10
33±2
0.5±0.1
6.0±0.5
27±1f

IGF-1-treated cirrhotic rats
(CI+IGF, n = 12)
64±7
0.41±0.05
29±1
0.6±0.1
3.8±0.7 d
26±4 b

P<0.01CI+IGF vs CO group; dP<0.01 CI+IGF vs CI group; fP<0.001 CI vs CO group.

CO

Cl

C I-IGF

Figure 1 Microscopy of testes (×150 magnification, Masson’s stain). Testicular histological sections of normal rat (CO) demonstrated active spermatogenesis in normal-size seminiferous tubuli with thin basement membranes and minimal peritubular
fibrosis. Leydig cells were scarce, being widely separated by seminiferous tubuli. No evidence of peritubular fibrosis and other
alterations were found in testes from cirrhotic animals.

CO

Cl

CI-IGF

Figure 2 Study of proliferative activity, assessed by PCNA immunostaining. A significant reduction of cellular proliferation were
observed in rats with compensated cirrhosis. This reduction was normalized in IGF-1 treated cirrhotic group (CI+IGF). (×200
magnification, in the three pictures).

CO

Cl

CI-IGF

Figure 3 Immunohistochemistry for testicular transferrin in seminiferous tubuli. Transferrin immunostaining was observed at the
level of Sertoli cells and in germ cells in normal rats (CO) and in cirrhotic rats treated with IGF-1 (CI+IGF) but a lower or absent
transferrin immunostaining was observed in several tubuli of untreated cirrhotic rats (CI) (score, CI: 3.40±0.03, CO: 3.98±0.04,
CI+IGF-1: 3.76±0.05).

DISCUSSION
This study demonstrates that rats with compensated CCl4induced cirrhosis show some testicular alterations and gonadal
dysfunction, from early stages of liver cirrhosis. The main finding
of this study is that there is an altered hemato-testicular barrier,

probably responsible for the reduction of cellular proliferation,
as well as a paradoxical response of pituitary-testicular axis.
The occurrence of testicular atrophy and gonadal dysfunction
in advanced cirrhosis is a well known clinical event[1,3-9]. Both
testicular histopathological abnormalities and low levels of
serum testosterone have been described in patients with
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alcoholic and nonalcoholic cirrhosis several years ago[3-9].
Previous experimental data[2] showed that severe testicular
atrophy and gonadal insufficiency treated with low doses of
IGF-1 recovered to normal in a very short time (21 d). Data
regarding experimentally induced cirrhosis are, however, scarce.
Our previous data showed a severe testicular damage[2] as
manifested by macroscopic testicular atrophy and a variety of
histopathological abnormalities including a reduction in
tubular diameters, presence of aberrant cells in tubular lumen,
peritubular fibrosis, loss of the germinal line and a marked
reduction in cellular proliferation. These alterations resembled
those found in necropsic studies in alcoholic cirrhotics[1] and
those reported in experimental models of testicular damage such
as chronic testicular ischemia[35].
The mechanisms responsible for the described alterations
are not fully understood, although the relationship between
IGF-1 deficiency and testicular damage in cirrhosis was
demonstrated in the mentioned work[2]. In cirrhotic rats included
in the current work, no IGF-1 deficiency was present but there
was a reduced availability of this hormone as it has been suggested
previously[16-18,22]. Moreover, we have previously demonstrated
that the changes induced by cirrhosis in the serum profile of
IGF-1 binding proteins further reduce bio-availability of IGF-1
in cirrhotic rats[16]. In fact, exogenous administration of IGF-1
was able to reverse several abnormalities (decreased food utility
and intestinal absorption of nutrients, and somatostatinergic
tone and osteopenia) associated with cirrhosis in animals with
normal serum levels of this hormone[16-20,22-24].
On the other hand, a direct effect of IGF-1 on testes seemed
to be the most important factor to explain previous findings[2].
This idea is supported by the existence of receptors for IGF-1
in Sertoli cells, germ cells and Leydig cells[25-27] and by findings
demonstrating a direct effect of IGF-1 on testes[27-31]. Since
IGF-1 is a well recognized trophic factor for testis, its deficiency
could be a contributing factor to testicular damage in cirrhosis.
The present work was designed in order to gain more insights
into the mechanisms involved in the pathogenesis of
hypogonadism associated with liver cirrhosis. In fact, many
factors that have been involved in this process, such as portal
systemic shunting[1,39,40] or undernutrition[1,41] were minimized
in this early stage of the liver disease. Specifically, this study
was targeted to establish the historical progression of the
described testicular alterations[2].
The blood-testis barrier is considered nearly as specific as
the blood-brain barrier[42]. Although all cells require irons from
serum transferrin produced by hepatocytes, cells that create a
blood barrier such as Sertoli cells in the testis and choroid
plexus epithelium in the brain also express the transferrin gene
to provide irons to cells sequestered within the serum-free
environment. Testicular transferrin expression was a good
marker of the integrity of the hemato-testicular barrier[36,37]. A
major finding of this work was that transferrin expression by
Sertoli cells was reduced in untreated cirrhotic rats. The medical
bioavailability of IGF-1 could be due to the mechanism of
testicular transferrin reduction. IGF-1 treatment increased the
expression of this protein in Sertoli cells of cirrhotic rats (Figure 3).
This possibility seemed to be plausible since several metabolic
functions of Sertoli cells were also influenced by IGF-1[32,43-45].
Interestingly, the recovery of transferrin expression in Sertoli
cells observed in our study suggested a role for IGF-1 in
maintaining the integrity of the hematotesticular barrier[2,33-38].
The first step of the pathogenesis of testicular atrophy
occurring in advanced cirrhosis seems to be the decreased
expression of transferrin, showing a dysfunction of Sertoli cells
and consequently the disruption in blood-testis barrier
integrity. Therefore, the observed reduction of cellular
proliferation finally affecting spermatogenesis[2,46] would be its
logical consequence.
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A question arises as to whether direct toxicity of CCl4 on
testicular tissue could contribute to testicular injury. Alcohol
was known to produce oxidative damage and to be able to pass
across testicular barrier[47,48]. This toxic possibility has been
reasonably ruled out by the presence of similar levels of MDA,
a marker of lipid peroxidation[39], in testicular homogenates from
the three experimental groups. Certainly, a slight increase of
testicular MDA was found in untreated cirrhotic rats, but this
did not reach statistical significance.
In the early stage of cirrhosis, testosterone levels were normal.
However, both FSH and LH were increased in untreated cirrhotic
animals. This abnormal response of the negative feedback could
be an initial hormonal reaction of primary hypogonadism. In
advanced stages of cirrhosis, we found increased levels of
serum LH associated with a significant reduction of total and
free serum testosterone defining a picture of primary
hypogonadism, thus ruling out hypothalamic-pituitary
dysfunction as the responsible mechanism[2]. Interestingly,
LH levels were reduced by IGF-1 treatment in this series with
compensated cirrhosis and an incipient gonadal dysfunction.
The significant increase of FSH could be related to the
observed reduction of cellular proliferation in cirrhotic rats.
Since a close relationship has been reported between IGF-1 and
gonadotropins[49-51], our findings require further investigation.
In summary, this study shows an altered hemato-testicular
barrier from an early stage of cirrhosis and suggests that the
reduction of IGF-1 bioavailability may play a critical role in the
beginning stage of testicular damage and hypogonadism
associated with liver cirrhosis. In addition, these results support
the conclusion that the exogenous administration of IGF-1 may be
useful for the treatment of testicular alterations in cirrhotic patients.
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with the category of “son/daughter” and housing classified
as “satisfactory” was determined. The latter may be due to
the fact that the people living in that category of housing
have hygienic practices at home that favour the distribution
of the eggs in the environment. The presence of the analysed
symptoms was associated with the presence of the parasite,
thus strengthening the need of periodical control of the
population showing at least one of these symptoms.

Abstract

INTRODUCTION
Enterobius vermicularis (E. vermicularis) is a small whitish
nematode whose evolution cycle differs from other intestinal
helminths in the biological peculiarities[1].
Enterobiosis is a cosmopolitan parasitosis. The peculiar
biology of E. vermicularis contributes to the creation of
contamination foci around the infected resident and the reinfections. The intra-family or cohabitating members’ infection
is very frequent. The most important infection routes are through
oral and respiratory tract. The oral infection included the anushand-mouth route, onychophagia and/or ingestion of contaminated
food. The respiratory tract infection would be from inhaling
dust contaminated with the parasite eggs[2].
The main source of contamination inside the house is found
in the environmental dust and carried by children. This would
be one of the infection routes for the family units.
It has been reported that no sex difference existed in the
infection rates. The teen-age, however, infection rates remain
unchanged in boys but decrease among girls, since girls start
observing hygienic practices with higher precocity than boys[3,4].
Among adults, the infection frequency is similar in both sexes,
but it was commonly observed that many adults seemed not to
get infected even when subjected to contaminated environments
due to personal hygiene[1-5].
Waste disposal little affects the distribution of the infection,
since the oxyurus eggs are not found in excrement. Several
groups in the population may be infected without depending
on the socioeconomic conditions and environmental hygiene
due to the biological characteristics of this parasite[6,7].
Generally, this parasitosis is an asymptomatic illness, and
in those cases where clinical manifestations are present, anal
itch is the most frequent symptom. Indirectly, and mainly in
children, it produces insomnia, fatigue and irritability, and
sometimes abdominal pain[2-8,9].
The objective of this study was to evaluate the relationship
between the personal, socio-cultural and environmental
characteristics, presence or absence of symptoms, and the
detection of E. vermicularis in a sample population in our
region (Province of Buenos Aires, Argentina), through
individual and family analysis.

AIM: To evaluate the relationships between the personal,
sociocultural, and environmental characteristics, and the
presence or absence of symptoms with the detection of
Enterobius vermicularis (E. vermicularis) in a population
sample in our region (General Mansilla, Province of Buenos
Aires, Argentina), by individual and familiar analyses.
METHODS: E. vermicularis was diagnosed in 309 people
from 70 family units residing in the urban area and the
rural area of the city of General Mansilla. Each of them
was surveyed so as to register personal, environmental
and sociocultural data. Questions about the presence or
absence of anal itch, abdominal pain and sleeping disorder
were also asked. Significant associations were determined
by square chi tests. Logistic regression models were
adjusted by using a backward conditional stepwise method
to determine the presence of this parasite in the individuals
and in the families.
RESULTS: The parasites were found in 29.12% (90/309)
of the individuals, with a frequency of 14.28% (20/140)
among the heads of the families and of 41.42% (70/169)
among the children. The only variables showing a significant
association were affiliation, where the risk category was
“being the son/daughter of”, and the symptoms were
abdominal pain, sleeping disorder, and anal itch. Families
with a member infected with parasite were considered
Positive Families (PF) and they were 40/70 (57.14%), only
5% (2/40) of the PF had 100% of their members infected
with the parasite. The logistic regression models applied showed
that the risk categories were mainly affiliation (son/daughter)
and housing (satisfactory) among others.
CONCLUSION: The presence of E. vermicularis was proved
in one third of the studied population. The frequency of
families with all their members infected with the parasite
was very low. Most of the studied personal, sociocultural,
and environmental variables did not turn out to be significantly
associated with the presence of the parasite. An association
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study area
The city of General Mansilla is located in the northeast of the
Province of Buenos Aires, in the central-western area of the
Argentine Republic (South America), 96 km from the city of
Buenos Aires. Population is 2 300 in the urban area and 1 700 in
the rural area. The urban area covers 250 hectares and the rural
population is settled in a 15 km range around it (Figure 1).
Population
A total of 309 people constituting 70 family units, made up by
mother, father and children (1 to 6 per family), were studied.
Fifty families were analyzed from the urban area (221 people)
and 20 from the rural area (88 people). Each member of the
family was surveyed to record personal, environmental and
socio-cultural data. The following variables were assessed: a)
personal: sex, age, affiliation of each member, and number of
children in each family; b) socio-cultural and environmental:
habitat (urban area - rural area), water supply (water pump running water), disposal of waste (sewer - no sewer), housing
(satisfactory - unsatisfactory), home garbage (collected - not
collected), bathroom (existent - non-existent), and overcrowding
(yes - no). Housing was considered satisfactory when built of
masonry with cement floors, and unsatisfactory when built of
wood and/or metal with dirt floors. Overcrowding was considered
when more than three individuals slept together in the same
room. Besides, questions were asked about the presence or
absence of the following symptoms: anal itch, abdominal pain
and sleeping disorders, since they are considered to be typical
of this parasitosis.
Parasitological analysis
A perianal swab method was performed to each surveyed
individual for the detection of E. vermicularis. Each surveyed
person was given five 10 cm×10 cm gauze pads and a bottle of
5% formaldehyde. At the same time, they were explained the
procedure for sample taking. In the case of minors, instructions
were given to their parents. Each of the testee collected the
sample before getting up for 5 consecutive days, each day
rubbing a gauze pad previously imbibed in water, on the perianal
margins. Then, they put the sample in the container with
formaldehyde and sent it to the lab.

RESULTS
The frequency of infected people in the total studied population
(309) was 29.12% (90/309). Among the parents, it was 14.28%
(20/140) and 41.42% (70/169) among the children.
Families with at least one infected member were called
positive families (PF) and the rest, negative families (NF). The
number of PF was 40/70 (57.14%). Of these, 8 families presented
less than 25% of their members with the parasite, 20 had 26-50%,
6 between 51% and 75%, 4 between 76% and 99% and only two
had 100% of their members infected.
The mean age of parents from PF and NF was 32.3 and 33.6,
respectively. The mean age for children from PF and NF was 8.48
and 7.71, respectively. The mean age of positive children was
6.85. Thirty percent (12/40) of the mothers from PF were infected
while only 20% (8/40) of the fathers were infected. Prevalence
for adults from PF was 25% (20/80).
The number of children from PF was 103. Of these, 67.96%
(70/103) were positive and 52.85% (37/70) were male. The
number of children from NF was 66, 48.48% (32/66) of which
were male.
The results obtained from socio-cultural and environmental
aspects both from PF and NF and their statistical analysis are
shown in Table 1.
Table 1 Sociocultural and environmental factors studied in 70
E. vermicularis infected and non-infected families in General
Mansilla, Province of Buenos Aires, Argentina (n, %)
Variable
Habitat
Water supply

FN (n = 30)

Urban

29 (72.5)

21 (70)

Rural

11 (27.5)

9 (30)

Water pump

12 (30)

13 (43.33)

Running water

28 (70)

17 (56.66)

14 (35)

8 (26.66)

No sewer

26 (65)

22 (73.33)

Satisfactory

30 (75)

20 (66.66)

Unsatisfactory 10 (25)

10 (33.33)

Disposal of waste Sewer
1

Housing

Garbage

Collected
Not collected

Bathroom
2

Statistical analysis
The association between each of the variables studied and the
presence of E. vermicularis was analyzed by means of the chi
square test. In the case of finding statistically significant
associations, the odds ratio (OR) was calculated.
Logistic regression models were adjusted by using backward
conditional stepwise method to determine the presence of
E. vermicularis in individuals and in families. In the case of
individuals (total, rural and urban), socio-cultural and
environmental characteristics, symptoms, age and sex were used
as (independent) explanatory variables. In the case of families,
only socio-cultural and environmental characteristics and
affiliation were used. The logistic regression model predicts
the probability of being infected with E.vermicularis according
to the explanatory variables. From this prediction, individuals
are classified according to their risk of infection as: high risk
(when the probability is higher than 0.5), and low risk (when
the probability is lower than 0.5). For this classification,
sensitivity (S), specificity (E), positive predictive value and
negative predictive value, and global adjustment (total
percentage of correct predictions) in each of the models were
estimated. The model can be used to obtain OR estimators for
each variable. SPSS (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences)
software version 11.5 was used.

PF (n = 40)

Overcrowding

28 (70)

21 (70)

12 (30)

9 (30)

Existent

25 (62.5)

22 (73.33)

Non-existent

15 (37.5)

8 (26.66)

Yes

17 (42.5)

9 (30)

No

23 (57.5)

21 (60)

P
0.8188
0.2493
0.4573
0.4450
1.0000
0.3396
0.2841

PF: Families with some member infected with E. vermicularis;
NF: Families with no member infected with E. vermicularis.
1
Satisfactory housing: With cement floors and masonry walls;
unsatisfactory housing: Dirt floors and wood or metal walls.
2
Overcrowding: Yes: when more than three people sleep in a
room; No: When less than three people sleep in a room.

When analyzing the association between the presence of
E.vermicularis and each variable separately, the only one
showing statistically significant association was affiliation,
where the risk category was being the son/daughter (P = 0.000,
OR = 4.242), and the symptoms of abdominal pain (P = 0.001,
OR = 2.680), sleeping disorders (P = 0.003, OR = 2.339), and anal
itch (P = 0.001, OR = 2.662).
Table 2 (a, b, c and d) shows the results from the logistic
regression models built for the total of individuals, those residing
in the urban area, those living in the rural area, and the families.
(1) In the whole population, the affiliation variable was the
most significant, that is, children had greater probability of
being infected than parents. In order of importance, the variables
garbage collection and type of housing followed. Type of water
supply and symptoms of abdominal pain and sleeping disorders
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turned out to be of lesser importance. This model classified 22.2%
of the infected individuals (S) and 92.2% of the non-infected
individuals (E) correctly. Globally, it classified 71.8% of the
individuals correctly.
(2) Among the rural population the affiliation variable had
an even higher significance degree. It also turned out to be
important age variable. This continuous variable had a positive
coefficient, which implies that at an older age there is more risk
to be infected. But being the affiliation variable present, older
children are those with the higher risk of being infected. In
order of importance, the symptom of sleeping disorders, type
of housing and no bathroom available followed. This model
classified 53.8% of the positive individuals (S), and 93.3% of
the non-infected individuals (E) correctly. Globally, it classified
81.4% of the individuals correctly.
(3) Among the urban population, the affiliation variable was
also the most significant. The symptom of abdominal pain,
type of water supply and type of housing followed. This model
classified 23.4% of the infected individuals (S) and 89.3% of
the non-infected individuals (E) correctly. Globally, it classified
70.4% of the individuals correctly.
(4) Among the positive families, the variables of garbage
collection, housing, water supply and bathroom had a similar
degree of significance. This model classified 95% of the infected
families (S) and 23% of the non-infected families (E) correctly.
Globally, it classified 64.3% of the families correctly.
Table 2 Logistic regression models for the presence of
E. vermicularis in 309 (88 rural and 221 urban) individuals,
both individually and grouped into 70 families in General
Mansilla, Argentina
Variable

Risk category

Coefficient

Odds Ratio

For the total of individuals, n = 309
Affiliation

Son/daughter

1.267

3.550

Housing
Garbage

Satisfactory
Not collected

0.829
1.372

2.288
3.944

Water

Running

0.951

2.591

Abdominal pain

Present

0.555

1.742

Sleeping disorders

Present

0.561

1.752

Constant

-1.825

For rural individuals, n = 88
Affiliation
Son/daughter

10.246

28 167

Housing

Satisfactory

2.857

Age (yr)

Eldest son/daughter

0.316

1.372

Non-existent

2.160

8.670

Present

1.967

7.151

Bathroom
Sleeping disorders

17.5

Constant
-12.493
For urban individuals, n = 221
Affiliation
Housing

Son/daughter

1.176

3.241

Satisfactory

0.917

2.5

Water

Running

1.372

3.937

Abdominal pain

Present

0.690

1.993

Constant

-1.612

For positive families, n = 40
Housing

Satisfactory

2.749

15.625

Running

2.614

13.699

Garbage

Not collected

2.75

15.636

Bathroom

Non-existent

2.403

11.056

Water

Constant

0.338

Regarding the three studied symptoms, the analysis showed
anal itch in 19.41% (60/309) of the people. Of them, 27/60 (45%)
were positive for E. vermicularis (P = 0.0026, OR = 2.42), 12/60
(20%) were negative but belonged to a PF, and 21/60 (35%)
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were negative from NF. The presence of sleeping disorders
was shown in 22.65% (79/309) of the studied population, 30/70
(42.85%) (P = 0.0040, OR = 2.24) of which were parasite infected,
17/70 (24.28%) showed no parasites but belonged to a PF, and
23/70 (32.85%) were negative from NF.
Abdominal pain was detected in 19.41% (60/309) of the
testees, 28/60 (46.66%) (P = 0.009, OR = 2.64) of which were
parasite infected individuals, 12/60 (20%) were negative for the
parasite test but belonged to a PF, and 20/60 (33.33%) were
negative from NF.

General Mansilla

Figure 1 Geographical location of General Mansilla city in
Argentina.

DISCUSSION
In the present study a high frequency of infection was found
for E. vermicularis, going from 29.12% in the total population
up to 41.42% if only the child population considered. These
percentages are higher than those published in other countries.
In Korea, a prevalence of this parasitosis was reported in 9.8%
of school children[10], 9.2% in pre-schoolers[3], 14.8 in kindergarten
children[11], 12.6% in school children in the rural area[4]. and 9.8%
in children of school age[12].. In the town of Chennai, India, a
prevalence of 0.50% was reported[13] in school age children. In
Thailand, in 5- to 10-year-old children, the prevalence was 21.91%[7].
In Taiwan it was 11% in school age children[14]. A prevalence of
10.5% was found for children between 7 and 13 years old in
Turkey[15]. A study carried out in 18- to 35-year-old adults in
Malaysia, Kuala Lumpur, reported a frequency of 9.2%[16,17]. In
Poland, the frequency among 7-year-old children was 16.45%[19].
And in Sweden, it was 21% in children from primary care centres[18].
In America, a study carried out in New York (United States)
on the prevalence of E.vermicularis in mentally and
developmentally retarded children showed a prevalence of
4.5%[19]. In Venezuela, the prevalence found in 5- to 14-year-old
children was 19.1%[20], and in Peru it was 1.1% in adults and
children from different communities[21]. In Argentina, a study
carried out in two aboriginal communities from the province of
Misiones, a prevalence of 0% and 5% for E. vermicularis was
shown[22]. In the Province of La Rioja, a percentage of 14.8%
was reported in middle-class children[23], and in the city of
Buenos Aires, 20.50% was reported in hospital population[24].
In Neuquen (Patagonia), 18.8% was reported in adults and
children from deprived neighbourhoods[25].
However, the high frequency shown in our study is similar
to that reported by Norhayati et al.[26] in 1994 in Malaysia (40.4%),
Nithikathkul et al.[6]. in 2001 in Thailand (38.82%), Bahader
et al.[27] in 1995 in Egypt (43.8%), Gilman et al.[28] in 1991 in Peru
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(42.0%), and Mercado et al.[29] in 1996 in Chile (35.2%) on studies
done in diverse populations.
This study did not show significant sex and age differences
regarding parasite infected parents, but there was a higher
frequency among the mothers, probably due to the greater
daily contact with their parasite infected children (regular
behaviour among the inhabitants of this region).
The children had a higher probability of being infected than
the parents. As to the infected children, no statistically verifiable
differences could be found regarding sex or age but, unlike the
parents, the highest level of infected people were male, probably
in association with different hygienic practices for each sex.
This difference agrees with Yoon et al’s[3] report about 10.1%
of boys and 8.1% of girls with parasites, and Kim et al’s[10]
about 10.8% in male and 8.7% in female schoolchildren.
However, Kim[10] reports 7.1% and 12.5% positive values for
male and female kindergarten children, respectively. In our
study, parasite infected kindergarten infantile population, sex
distribution was 50% (13/26).
Among the PF there was a high percentage of non-infected
parents and only 5% of these families had all of their members
infected. With these results we could infer that when someone
is detected to have parasites, the treatment of all the members
of his/her family is not necessary, especially if we take into
account that the cost of the treatment has to be afforded by
each family in our region. This would make a regular control of
the population so as to detect positive cases and treat them
appropriately and thus reduce the prevalence of this parasitosis.
Socio-cultural and environmental factors studied in this
study showed no statistically significant associations between
PF and NF, which are in agreement with Nithikathkul et al.[7]
not with Kim et al.[10].
Overcrowding was significantly associated for Acosta et al[1]
(P<0.001) with this parasitosis in children in Venezuela, but this
association could not be shown in our study, in agreement
with Norhayati et al.’s findings in children in Malaysia[26].
In this study, a significant association was proved by the
presence of anal itch, sleeping disorders and abdominal pain,
and the detection of this parasite. But these symptoms were
not exclusive for the parasite-infected population since 20% to
35% of the non-parasite infected people showed at least one of
these symptoms. Venezuela[1] reported that 53.9% of the parasiteinfected population showed anal itch.
As a conclusion of this work we point out that enterobiosis
was present in a percentage close to 30% of the general
population and over 40% in children in our region (Province of
Buenos Aires, Argentina).
Contrary to what was expected, the risk of getting this
helminthosis was not related to age, sex, or most of the sociocultural and environmental factors studied (habitat, consumption
water, disposal of waste, garbage collection, bathroom characteristics
and overcrowding). An association was determined between
the variable affiliations, where the risk category was “being the
son/daughter of”.
The type of housing categorized as “satisfactory” was also
related to this parasitosis. This contradictory situation could
be due to the fact that people living in this type of housing
show hygienic practices in the home favouring the distribution
of eggs in the atmosphere (e.g., shaking the sheets, using a
feather dust for cleaning, etc.)
These results also strengthen the need of regular control of
the population reporting at least one of these symptoms: anal
itch, sleeping disorders, and/or abdominal pain.
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Abstract
AIM: To sum up the clinical characteristics of patients with
central pontine myelinolysis (CPM) after orthotopic liver
transplantation (OLT) and to document the possible causes
of CPM.
METHODS: Data of 142 patients undergoing OLT between
January 1999 to May 2003 were analyzed retrospectively.
Following risk factors during perioperation were analyzed in
patients with and without CPM: primary liver disease,
preoperative serum sodium level, magnesium level and
plasma osmolality, fluctuation degree of serum sodium
concentration, and immunosuppressive drug level, etc.
RESULTS: A total of 13 (9.2%) neurologic symptoms
appeared in 142 patients post-operation including 5 cases
(3.5%) with CPM and 8 cases (5.6%) with cerebral
hemorrhage or infarct. Two patients developing CPM after
OLT had a hyponatremia history before operation (serum
sodium<130 mmol/L), their mean serum sodium level was
130.6±5.54 mmol/L. The serum sodium level was significantly
lower in CPM patients than in patients without neurologic
complications or with cerebral hemorrhage/infarct (P<0.05).
The increase in serum sodiumduring perioperative 48 h after
OLT in patients with CPM was significantly greater than that in
patients with cerebral hemorrhage/infarct but without neurologic
complications (19.5±6.54 mmol/L, 10.1±6.43 mmol/L,
4.5±4.34 mmol/L, respectively, P<0.05). Plasma osmolality
was greatly increased postoperation in patients with CPM.
Hypomagnesemia was noted in all patients perioperation,
but there were no significant differences between groups.
The duration of operation on patients with CPM was longer
than that on others (492±190.05 min, P<0.05). Cyclosporin
A (CsA) levels were normal in all patients, but there were
significant differences between patients with or without
neurologic complications (P<0.05).
CONCLUSION: CPM may be more prevalent following liver
transplantation. Although the diagnosis of CPM after OLT
can be made by overall neurologic evaluations including
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the head, the mortality
is still very high. The occurance of CPM may be associated
with such factors as hyponatremia, rapid rise of serum sodium
concentration, plasma osmolality increase postoperation, the
duration of operation, and high CsA levels.
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INTRODUCTION
The morbidity and mortality of central nervous system (CNS)
complications after orthotopic liver transplantation (OLT) was
19% and 47% respectively[1]. Central pontine myelinolysis
(CPM)[2] is the most serious CNS complication that could be
seen after OLT, and represents an important source of mortality
early after OLT[3]. CPM following liver transplantation was
reported more and more in foreign literatures[4,5], but it was
rarely reported in our country[6,7].
In this paper, we studied retrospectively 142 patients
undergoing OLT in our center. Fifteen patients had CNS
complications after OLT including 5 patients with CPM. The
clinical features and possible causes of CPM after liver
transplantation were analyzed.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Clinical data
Between January 1999 to May 2003, consecutive OLT was
performed on 142 patients at our center. Medical records and
clinical data of the patients were retrospectively investigated.
Of them 117 were males and 25 females, age from 19 to 65
years, their age was 45±8.9 years. Indications for OLT
included severe hepatitis 28 cases, hepatic cirrhosis (32 cases),
liver carcinoma (53 cases), polycystic liver (3 cases), and
others (24 cases). Operative procedures were performed with
the standard technique and UW preservation solution. All
patients had similar perioperative intensive care and received
cyclosporin A (CsA) and methylprednisolone-based induction
immunosuppression.
Observational indicators
Patients who developed posttransplant abnormal neurological
symptoms underwent overall neurological evaluation. Magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) of head was performed in selected
cases. CPM was diagnosed based on: (1) patients who had a
variety of signs including mental status changes, quadriparesis,
pseudobulbar palsy, and drowsiness, etc; (2) MRI showed a
hypointense signal in T1-weighted images and a hyperintense
signal in T2-weighted images in the central pontine. The signal
of T2 was slightly increased after contrast administration.
Following risk factors during perioperation were analyzed
between patients with and without CPM: age, gender, primary
liver disease, pretransplant serum sodium , magnesium levels,
plasma osmolality, fluctuation degree of serum sodium and
plasma osmolality 48 h after transplantation, duration of
operation, and CsA level. Hyponatremia was defined as serum
sodium <130 mmol/L. Hypomagnesium was defined as serum
magnesium <1.5 mg/L.
Statistical analysis
Data were expressed as mean±SD. Comparisons of group
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means were made with ANOVA for unpaired data, and ChiSquare test for enumeration data. P<0.05 and P<0.01 were
considered statistically significant.

RESULTS
Clinical features of patients with CNS complications
Fifty-eight of 142 patients undergoing OLT developed abnormal
neurological symptoms such as mania, tremor, confusion,
drowsiness, and diminished state of responsiveness. Thirteen
patients were diagnosed having CNS complications based on
clinical features and MRI. The demographic characteristics of
the patients are outlined in Table 1. There were 10 males and
3 females aged 40-55 years. Primary diseases included severe
hepatitis in 6 cases; hepatic cirrhosis in 4 cases; liver carcinoma,
drug liver failure, IgA nephropathy, and polycystic liver in 1 case,
respectively. Patients developed neurological complications
in the early postoperative period including cerebral hemorrhage/
infarct in 8 cases, CPM in 5 cases. The incidence of cerebral
hemorrhage/infarct and CPM was 5.6% (8/142) and 3.5% (5/142),
respectively. The extent of CPM on MRI was variable, showing
a hypointensity signal of T1-weighted images in the pontine
without space occupying sign (Figure 1A), and increased signal
intensity of T2-weighted images in central pontine (Figure 2A, 2B).
None of the patients showed extrapontine myelinolysis. CNS
complications occurred two weeks after liver transplantation,
ranged from 2 to 18 d. The median time of survival of patients
with CPM after OLT was 24±16.1 d, ranged 7 to 48 d. The patients
who were complicated with cerebral hemorrhage or infarct
survived 2 to 96 d after transplantation, the mean time was
33±30.7 d.
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Comparison of clinical characteristics in patients with and
without CPM (Table 2)
Pretransplant hyponatremia was present in all symptomatic
patients with CPM. Two patients developing CPM after OLT
had a severe hyponatremia history before operation (serum
sodium level <130 mmol/L). The average serum sodium level
was 130.6±5.54 mmol/L. The serum sodium level was
significantly lower in patients with CPM than in patients
without neurologic complications or with cerebral hemorrhage/
infarct (P<0.05). The average increase of perioperative serum
sodium 48 h after OLT in patients with CPM, cerebral hemorrhage/
infarct, and without CNS complications was 19.5±6.54 mmol/L,
10.1±6.43 mmol/L, 4.5±4.34 mmol/L, respectively (P<0.01).
Plasma osmolarity was greatly increased 48 h postoperation
in patients with CPM. Despite this, the plasma osmolality was
normal in patients without CPM, but no significant difference
was noted between patient who had complication of cerebral
hemorrhage/infarct and patients who had no CNS complication.
Hypomagnesemia was noted in all patients perioperation, but
there were no significant differences between groups. The
operation time for patients with CPM was longer than that for
others (P<0.05). But no significant difference was found in
operation time between patients who had complication of
cerebral hemorrhage/infarct and those who had no CNS
complication. Following transplantation, all patients received
CsA-based induction immunosuppression. Though the mean
CsA level in all patients was normal, the average CsA level
was greatly higher in patients with CNS complications than in
patients without CNS complications. Age, gender, primary liver
disease were similar among three groups.

Table 1 Clinical characteristics of patients with CNS complications
Patient
NO.

Hospital
NO.

Age
(yr)

Gender

Primary disease

CNS complication

1

287206

40

Male

Severe hepatitis

Cerebral hemorrhage

2

286967

48

Male

Severe hepatitis

CPM

3

291172

41

Female

Severe hepatitis

4

299921

54

Male

Severe hepatitis

5

306331

53

Female

polycystic liver

6

312075

51

Male

7

314112

53

Timing of
onset (d)

Timing of
survival (d)

6

11

10

15

Cerebral hemorrhage

8

26

CPM

6

23

Cerebral infarct

4

28

Hepatic cirrhosis

Cerebral hemorrhage

2

9

Male

Severe hepatitis

CPM

18

48

8

325113

49

Male

Liver carcinoma

Cerebral hemorrhage

2

2

9

315349

41

Male

Hepatic cirrhosis

CPM

3

20

10

328762

46

Male

Drug liver failure

CPM

5

7

IgA nephropathy
11

351480

55

Female

Hepatic cirrhosis

Cerebral hemorrhage

14

56

12

362960

52

Male

Hepatic cirrhosis

Cerebral hemorrhage

3

36

13

363980

46

Male

Severe hepatitis

Cerebral hemorrhage

14

96

Table 2 Comparison of Clinical characteristics in patients with and without CPM
CNS Complications
Index

Preoperative serum sodium (mmol/L)
Preoperative serum magnesium (mg/L)
Preoperative sosm (mOsm/kg H2O)
Change in serum sodium After 48 h (mmol/L)
Postoperative sosm (mOsm/kg H2O)
Surgery time (min)
CsA level (ng/dL)

NO CNS Complication
CPM

Cerebral hemorrhage
/cerebral infarct

130.6±5.54bc
0.8±0.19
274.3±33.09
19.5±6.54 bd
341.6±14.99 bc
492.0±190.05 a
301.3±9.23 b

135.9±2.61
0.9±0.20
290.2±22.12
10.1±6.43 b
317.9±29.76
450.0±93.50
273.8±28.55 a

137.4±3.83
1.0±0.21
292.5±26.05
4.5±4.34
308.8±16.89
399.9±76.07
247.2±35.44

Abbreviations: Sosm: Serum Osmolarity aP<0.05 (0.016, 0.037), bP<0.01 (0.000, 0.001) compared with no CNS complications; cP<0.05
(0.017, 0.02), dP<0.01 (0.000) compared with cerebral hemorrhage/infarct.
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Figure 1 T1-Weighted axial magnetic resonance imaging scan
shows symmetric area of hypointensity in the pons. (arrow).

A

B

Figure 2 A: T2-Weighted axial magnetic resonance imaging
shows bilaterally symmetric high-signal intensity is seen in
the central pons. (arrow) B: T2-Weighted sagittal magnetic resonance imaging demonstrates hyperintensity area in central
pons. (arrow).

DISCUSSION
CPM was first described in 1959 by Adams. CPM after OLT
was first reported by Starzl [8] in 1978. CPM [9,10] was
characterized by symmetrical loss of myelin in the pontine
basalis, with relatively well-preserved axons and neuronal cell
bodies. Acute CPM often occurred and had a variety of signs
including quadriparesis, pseudobulbar palsy, and locked-in
syndrome. As a severe neurological complication, the progress
of CPM was usually dismal, with a high mortality rate[11]. Most
cases of CPM were diagnosed post-morten. With the recognition
of CPM and the development in MRI technology, more cases
of CPM could be diagnosed while patients were alive. Liver
transplant recipients constituted a high risk group for
developing CPM. The incidence of CPM after OLT varied
from 5-10%[12-14], which was higher than that in other patients
(0.16-5.8%)[15]. The exact etiology of CPM is uncertain, the
rapid correction of hyponatremia might be an important factor.
However, controversy has been going on[16-20].
Pathogenesis of CPM after OLT
End-stage hepatic insufficiency was a common feature of
pretransplanted patients. Advanced liver failure was always
associated with some degree of renal insufficiency. So almost
all hyponatremic states associated with liver disease were
chronic and difficult to be corrected[21]. Input for patients after
OLT was considerably increased as a consequence of bleeding
during operation. The sodium content for fresh frozen plasma
was around 165 mmol/L, 150 mmol/L for albumin solution,
and 140 mmol/L for red blood cells, significantly higher than
the serum sodium of patients with hyponatremia. Correction
of blood loss would thus inevitably lead to a rapid rise in serum
sodium concentration. A multicenter study showed[22] that rapid
correction of hyponatremia exceeding 18 mmol/L in the first
48 h was significantly associated with CPM. The present study

demonstrated that not all patients with hyponatremia developed
CPM. But increase of serum sodium 48 h after OLT in patients
with CPM was 19.5±6.54 mmol/L, which was significantly
higher than that in patients without CPM. Plasma osmolality
was also greatly increased 48 h postoperation. The results of
our study suggested that rapid correction of hyponatremia and
abrupt change of plasma osmolality might account for the
development of CPM. Liver failure might lead to disruption
of astrocyte metabolism with resulting abnormalities of bloodbrain barrier function and a decreased ability to generate new
intracellular osmoles in response to osmotic changes. Thus,
patients with liver transplantation were particularly susceptible
to CPM[23,24]. Lien et al.[25] suggested that rapid correction of
hyponatremia might produce acute dehydration of edematous
brain, leading to high ion to organic osmolyte ratio, osmotic
endothelial injury, and endothelial cell shrinkage with
loosening of tight junctions. Subsequently, transvascular
transport increased and myelinotoxic factors released. Because
of an extensive gray-white matter admixture in the pontine,
this anatomic arrangement could provide a suitable environment
wherein myelinotoxic factors, chiefly derived from the richly
vascular gray matter, could interact with surrounding bundles
of myelin-containing white matter, then lead to demyelination
viz development of CPM.
Dunn et al.[26] demonstrated the neurotoxicity of CsA in
transplanted patients. Three cases developing CsA associated
akinetic mutism after liver transplantation were reported by Bird
et al.[27], two of three were identified by MRI. The CsA level in all
patients was monitored and controlled in normal range. Although
the mean in-hospital CsA level in CPM group was not different
with that in cerebral hemorrhage/infarct group, the CsA leves in
patients with CNS complications was higher than that in patients
without CNS complications. In this study, pretransplant
hypomagnesemia was noted in all patients after OLT. Previous
study suggested[28] that CsA neurotoxicity could lead to massive
white matter lesions. Hypomagnesemia might contribute to CsA
neurotoxicity and was associated with development of CPM
after OLT, although the mechanism of CPM is unclear.
The results of our study also suggested that operation time
in patients with CPM was significantly longer than that in
patients without CNS complications. But there were no
differences in operation time between patients with cerebral
hemorrhage/infarct and without CNS complications, indicating
that CNS lesions in liver transplant recipients may be related
with intraoperative bleeding, prolonged low blood perfusion.

Prevention and therapy of CPM after OLT
To our knowledge, at present there is no definitive therapy for
CPM. Therefore, prevention of this condition has become
crucial[29]. Slower correction of perioperative hyponatremia
may be critical for patients undergoing OLT. The rate of
correction should not exceed 15 mmol/L/24 h or 18 mmol/L/48 h.
Major fluctuations in serum sodium during surgery should be
avoided. Plasma osmolality level should be remained within
normal reference, and aggressive magnesium replacement
should be initiated for hypomagnesemia. To decrease the
duration of operation and intraoperative bleeding, no venovenous bypass should be recommended. Immunosuppressive
agent concentrations should be carefully monitored and
controlled to avoid neurotoxicity[30]. MRI of head should be
performed when patients occurred neurologic and psychiatric
symptoms after OLT[31,32]. The best way of preventing CPM
was to perform transplantation at an early stage of the disease.
More recently, subclinical CPM after OLT was reported[33],
the patients were nearly asymptomatic, but MRI showed
marked lesions in the pontine. According to these we suggest
that the diagnosis of CPM should be considered in patients
undergoing OLT with major electrolyte fluctuations, and high
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immunosuppressive agent levels. MRI is currently the best modality
available to identify CPM. Support treatment is very important for
patients with CPM. It was reported that cortical hormonel, vitamin,
and serum replacement were used in CPM[34]. Whether these
therapies play a role in CPM remains to be determined.

Prognosis of CPM after OLT
A previous study showed[35] that the occurrence of CPM after
OLT varied from 2 to 11 d, average 7 d. The prognosis of CPM is
usually dismal, with a high mortality rate. The results of the
present study demonstrated that CPM occurred 3 to 18 d OLT.
The median time of survival after OLT was 24.6±16.13 d, ranged
7 to 48 d, the mortality was 100%. These liver transplant recipients
with CPM were associated with the following aspects. (1) Patients
with CPM often had other complications[36], such as infection,
hemorrhage of digestive tract, and multi-organ failure. (2)
Inadequate water intake and electrolyte derangements were not
corrected due to CPM. (3) Venovenous bypass was used in
part of transplantations[37,38], which led to the increase in
operation time, interoperative bleeding, time of low perfusion.
The limited number of patients in this study may account for
the high mortality of CPM after OLT.
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Abstract
AIM: Both observational and experimental studies have
shown that higher selenium status reduces the risk of upper
gastrointestinal cancers in selenium deficient populations.
Recent cancer registry data have shown very different rates
of esophageal cancer (EC) and gastric cancer (GC) in four
Provinces of Iran, namely Ardabil, Mazandaran, Golestan,
and Kerman. The aim of this study was to have a
preliminary assessment of the hypothesis that high rates
of EC in Golestan and high rates of GC in Ardabil may be
partly attributable to selenium deficiency.
METHODS: We measured serum selenium in 300 healthy
adults from Ardabil (n = 100), Mazandaran (n = 50), Golestan
(n = 100), and Kerman (n = 50), using inductively coupled
plasma, with dynamic reaction cell, mass spectrometry (ICPDRC-MS) at the US Centers for Disease Control (Atlanta,
Georgia).
RESULTS: The median serum selenium concentrations were
very different in the four Provinces. The medians (IQR) for
selenium in Ardabil, Mazandarn, Golestan, and Kerman
were 82 (75-94), 123 (111-132), 155 (141-173), and 119
(110-128) µg/L, respectively (P<0.001). The results of linear
regression showed that the Province variable, by itself,
explained 76% of the variance in log selenium (r 2 = 0.76).
The proportion of the populations with a serum selenium
more than 90 µg/L (the concentration at which serum
selenoproteins are saturated) was 100% in Golestan,
Kerman, and Mazandaran but only 29% in Ardabil.
CONCLUSION: Our findings suggest that selenium deficiency
is not a major contributor to the high incidence of EC seen
in northeastern Iran, but it may play a role in the high
incidence of GC in Ardabil Province.
Nouarie M, Pourshams A, Kamangar F, Sotoudeh M, Derakhshan
MH, Akbari MR, Fakheri H, Zahedi MJ, Caldwell K, Abnet CC,
Taylor PR, Malekzadeh R, Dawsey SM. Ecologic study of serum

selenium and upper gastrointestinal cancers in Iran. World J
Gastroenterol 2004; 10(17): 2544-2546
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INTRODUCTION
Esophageal cancer (EC) and gastric cancer (GC), collectively
known as upper gastrointestinal (UGI) cancers, constitute 16% of
all cancer deaths worldwide and are responsible for approximately
one million deaths each year[1].
Both observational and experimental studies have shown
that higher selenium status reduces the risk of UGI cancers in
selenium deficient populations[2-5]. In a large-scale, prospective
cohort study conducted in Finland, a low selenium region prior
to a current supplementation program, Knekt and colleagues
found a lower risk of stomach cancer in individuals with higher
baseline serum selenium concentrations[3]. In another large
cohort study, Mark and colleagues also found a reduced risk
of esophageal cancer and gastric cardia cancer among individuals
with higher initial serum selenium concentrations in a selenium
deficient population in Linxian, China[4]. A double-blind,
randomized clinical trial in this same Chinese population showed
a reduced risk of both cardia and non-cardia gastric cancers in
individuals supplemented with a combination of selenium, betacarotene, and alpha-tocopherol[2].
Iran also has high rates of both EC and GC[6-8], and these
cancers are the two most common causes of cancer death in
Iran[9]. However, recent cancer registry data showed highly
varying rates of EC and GC in four Provinces of Iran, namely
Ardabil[7], Mazandaran, Golestan, and Kerman (unpublished
data). The annual age-standardized incidence rates (ASRs) for
EC were 15, 19, 40, and 3 per 105, and ASRs for GC were 38, 22,
18, and 8 per 105 in these four Provinces, respectively.
We hypothesized that differences in serum selenium may
partly explain the highly varying rates of EC and GC in Iran.
Here, we present the results of an ecologic study that compared
serum selenium concentrations in randomly selected healthy
subjects from Ardabil, Mazandaran, Golestan, and Kerman
Provinces.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Serum samples from 300 healthy adults were selected for this
study. These subjects had all been recruited for previous
studies. Ardabil serum samples (100 samples) were selected from
participants in an endoscopic survey of gastric precancerous
lesions conducted among rural and urban subjects 40 years
old[10]. These subjects were selected using simple random
sampling, and all resided in Meshkinshahr, a major city in
Ardabil, or its surrounding villages. Mazandaran and Kerman
serum samples (50 samples each) were selected from participants
in a survey of the prevalence of celiac disease among urban
inhabitants 18 years old in these two Provinces. These
subjects were selected randomly from the entire urban
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population of Sari and Kerman, the two major cities of these
Provinces. In Golestan, 100 serum samples were selected from
urban and rural individuals 40 years of age who were recruited
during the pilot phase of a cohort study of UGI cancers. In all
of these studies, the only inclusion criteria were residence,
age, and lack of life-threatening conditions. All samples were
collected in the years 2002 and 2003. From these subjects, we
selected our study samples such that they represented male
and female participants equally (Table 1). Samples from Ardabil
and Golestan included both urban and rural populations, but
samples from Kerman and Mazandaran represented only urban
subjects.
A single blood sample was collected from each person. Serum
was separated and frozen in -20 freezers in plastic vials, and
the samples were transported to the U.S. Centers for Disease
Control (Atlanta, Georgia) on dry ice, where serum selenium
was measured using inductively coupled plasma, with dynamic
reaction cell, mass spectrometry (ICP-DRC-MS). The analytical
limit of detection for assessment was 5.2 µg/L with a reference
range of 80-300 µg/L[11]. We pooled samples to make an internal
quality control serum, and 20 quality control samples were
randomly inserted among the other serum samples. The
coefficient of variation in these samples was 0.04.
The distribution of serum selenium in the four Provinces
was not normal. Therefore we used medians and interquartile
ranges (IQRs) to present the descriptive results and the KruskalWallis test to test the differences in serum selenium ranks among
provinces, between males and females, and between urban and
rural participants. The distribution of the natural logarithm of
selenium (log selenium) in each province did not deviate from
normal. Therefore we used linear regression to test the effect of
age on log selenium values. We also used linear regression to
find the proportion of variance of log selenium that was
explained by the province. All statistical analyses were done
using STATA® Software, version 8 (Stata Corporation, Tx).

RESULTS
The median age of all the study subjects was 45 years. Half of
the subjects from each area (a total of 150) were males (Table 1).
Half of the subjects from Ardabil and Golestan (n = 100) and all
of the subjects from Mazandaran and Kerman (n = 100) were
from urban areas.
The median serum selenium concentrations were very
different in the four Provinces. The medians (IQR) for selenium
in Ardabil, Mazandarn, Golestan, and Kerman were 82 (75-94),
123 (111-132), 155 (141-173), and 119 (110-128) µg/L, respectively
(P<0.001). The results of linear regression showed that the
province variable, by itself, explained 76% of the variance in
log selenium (r 2 = 0.76). The proportion of these populations
with serum selenium concentrations more than 90 µg/L (the
concentration at which serum selenoproteins are saturated[12])
was 100% in Golestan, Kerman, and Mazandaran, but only 29%
in Ardabil.
The median (IQR) serum selenium concentrations in males
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and females were 124 (95-145) and 116 (92-143) µg/L, respectively
(P = 0.49).
Simple linear regression did not show a significant effect of
age on log selenium in any of the four Provinces. The correlation
coefficient between selenium and age in all samples combined
was very low (r = 0.006).
Median (IQR) serum selenium concentrations in the urban
and rural samples of Ardabil were 81 (76-86) and 83 (74-96) µg/L,
respectively (P = 0.57). Median (IQR) serum selenium concentrations
in urban and rural samples from Golestan were 150 (135-165)
and 161 (144-183) µg/L (P = 0.003).

DISCUSSION
Shamberger and Frost first suggested a role for selenium in the
prevention of cancer in 1969, when they observed an inverse
association between the geographic distribution of selenium in
forage crops and cancer mortality rates in the United States[13]. A
growing body of evidence, from both laboratory and epidemiologic
studies, has since shown that selenium may have anticarcinogenic
effects, especially against cancers of the lung, prostate, skin,
and gastrointestinal system[14,15].
In this study, we measured serum selenium in 300 Iranian
adults from four provinces with varying risks of EC and GC to
have a preliminary assessment of the hypothesis that the high
rates of EC in Golestan and GC in Ardabil may be partly attributable
to selenium deficiency. The proportion of the populations with
a serum selenium more than 90 µg/L (the concentration at which
the serum selenoproteins are saturated) was 100% in Golestan,
Kerman, and Mazandaran, and these three provinces had
medium to high concentrations of serum selenium compared
with the other areas of the world. Therefore, it is unlikely that
high incidence of EC in Golestan and Mazandaran is due to
selenium deficiency. This is consistent with a case-control study
in Mazandaran that did not find any difference in hair selenium
between EC cases and controls[16]. In Ardabil, however, only
29% of the population had a serum selenium concentration
above 90 µg/L. This suggests that the high incidence of GC
and pre-neoplastic gastric lesions in Ardabil[10] could be partly
due to selenium deficiency.
This is the first study that has examined serum selenium
concentrations in different Iranian populations. Median serum
selenium ranged widely, from 82 µg/L in Ardabil to 155 µg/L in
Golestan. The median serum selenium concentration in these
four provinces combined, weighted for the population of each
province, was 123 µg/L. For comparison, median serum selenium
in other areas of the world varies from very low concentrations
(<50 µg/L) in some parts of China and Serbia to very high
concentrations (>200 µg/L) in parts of the USA and some other
regions of China. However, the majority of median serum
selenium concentrations in the world range from 80-120 µg/L[17].
The wide range of serum selenium concentrations among
the four provinces and its small range within each province
was an interesting finding. The major predictor of serum
selenium is dietary intake[14,17], and the observed differences

Table 1 Distribution of age, sex, location, and serum selenium in study sample
Province
Ardabil
Mazandaran
Golestan
Kerman
Total
1

Number
of samples

Median age
(yr)

100
50
100
50
300

49
35
50
33
45

Male (%)
49
24
51
26
150

(49)
(48)
(51)
(52)
(50)

Urban (%)
49
50
51
50
200

Annual
Annual
Median serum
incidence of EC/105 incidence of GC/105 selenium (IQR) in µg/L

(49)
(100)
(51)
(100)
(67)

A weighted median based on the total population of each province.

15
19
40
3
-

38
22
18
8
-

82 (75-94)
123 (111-132)
155 (141-173)
119 (110-128)
1231
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among the provinces are most likely due to variation in the
selenium content of their diets.
We plan to conduct further observational studies to confirm
or refute the association of selenium intake and the risk of GC
in Ardabil.
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Abstract
AIM: To observe the changes of enkephalin mRNA and
prodynorphin mRNA in hippocampus of rats induced by
chronic immobilization stress.
METHODS: Thirty rats were randomly divided into three
groups of 10 each: the normal control group (group A),
the group induced by chronic immobilization stress for 7 d
(group B) and the group induced by chronic immobilization
stress for 21 d (group C). The changes of the enkephalin
mRNA and prodynorphin mRNA in the rat hippocampus
were detected by reverse transcription-polymerase chain
reaction (RT-PCR).
RESULTS: Expression levels of enkephalin mRNA and
prodynorphin mRNA in rat hippocampus were significantly
increased under chronic immobilization stress, and the
expression of prodynorphin mRNA in the rat hippocampus
in group C was remarkably higher than that in group B
(0.624±0.026; n = 5; P<0.01).
CONCLUSION: The increased enkephalin mRNA and
prodynorphin mRNA gene expressions in rat hippocampus
were involved in chronic stress.
Chen JX, Li W, Zhao X, Yang JX, Xu HY, Wang ZF, Yue GX.
Changes of mRNA expression of enkephalin and prodynorphin
in hippocampus of rats with chronic immobilization stress.
World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(17): 2547-2549
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INTRODUCTION
It is known that exposure to a variety of stressors can lead to
the increase of plasma β-endorphin up to 10-15 times higher
than normal. β-endorphin, enkephalin and dynorphin are termed
as opioid peptides that are likely to exert influence on emotional
and psychological state. Endogenous opioid peptides are
extensively involved in the modulation of stress[1] and regulation
between central nervous system and immune system. We found
that immune function was changed markedly (IL-1β in serum
was increased, while IL-2 and IL-6 in serum were decreased) in

rats under chronic immobilization stress[2]. The average optical
density of glucocorticoid receptor (GR) in hippocampus CA1 and
parietal lobe cortex was markedly increased after 7 d immobilization
stress (180 min daily) exposure in comparison with normal
control, but it was declined to the normal level after 21 d of stress
exposure; the level of plasma adrenocorticotropin (ACTH) and
serum cortisol had similar changes to that of GR[3]. Are the opioid
peptides in hippocampus implicated for the regulation of immune
and internal secretion function under restrain stress? Here, we
used animal models induced by chronic immobilization stress
to observe the characteristic changes of expression of enkephalin
mRNA and prodynorphin mRNA with reverse transcriptionpolymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) in rat hippocampus.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Subjects
Thirty male, Sprague-Dawley rats, weighing 180-220 g, were
supplied by the Research Center of Experimental Animals
“Weitong Lihua” in Beijing, with qualified certification No:
SCXK-BJ2002-0003. They were randomly divided into three
groups of 10 each: the normal control group (group A), the model
group of 7 d (group B) and the model group of 21 d (group C).
The rats were housed in groups of 5 rats in each cage and
provided free access to food and water (20-24 °C, relative humidity
of 30-40%).
All experiments conformed to the guidelines of NIH on the
ethical use of animals. All efforts were made to minimize the
animal suffering and maintain the number of animals necessary
to produce reliable data.
Modeling methods
A T-form bound brace (self-made) was used: A frame with length
of 20 cm and width of 10 cm and thickness of 2.8 cm was prepared.
Its upper platform was of 22 cm in length and 6.6 cm in its
widest part. A small frame for fixing the rat’s head at the front
end and grooves for rat’s limbs were adapted. In the upper
platform three adaptable soft bands, of which two are wide and
one is thin, for fixing the rat in the head and neck, chest and
loins, loins and back respectively were added. Means of chronic
binding were applied in order to create stress models of rats.
The rats were immobilized in the above-noted binding brace for
3 h daily and for either 7 or 21 consecutive days.
Extraction and measurement of total RNA
Extraction of total RNA of rat hippocampus: Rats were decapitated
at the end of modeling and hippocampus tissues were rapidly
taken bilaterally out and placed on the ice-plate. The tissues of
50-100 mg were mixed with 1 mL pre-cold TRIzol (Gibcol) and
were sufficiently ground in the appliance for grinding tissue.
The homogenates produced were thereafter placed in ice for
5 min. Homogenates of hippocampus were added into 0.2 mL
chloroform and drastically agitated for 15 s and placed in ice for
2-3 min. The resulting solution was then centrifuged at 12 000 g
for 15 min. Supernatant was taken out and mixed with 0.5 mL
isopropanol and placed for 5-10 min at room temperature. The
resulting solution was then centrifuged at 12 000 g for 10 min at
4 °C and the supernatant produced was then removed. The
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sediment was rinsed with 0.5 mL of 750 mL/L freshly made
alcohol solution and centrifuged at 7 500 r/min for 5 min at 4 °C
and the resulting supernatant was then removed. The sediment
was dried at room temperature and then dissolved by 1 g/L diethyl
pyrocarbonate (Sigma), in order to produce a concentration at
which 1 µg RNA was resolved in 1 mL water.

Total RNA detection by electrophoresis
A 2-µL sample of the total RNA extracted was demonstrated by
electrophoresis on 10 g/L agarose gel under constant voltage
for 20 min. The strips of 28S, 18S and 5S were observed in the
gel image system.
Quantification and purity identification of RNA
Certain amount of RNA sample was diluted (10- or 20- fold) and
its concentration and purity were measured by ultraviolet
spectrophotometer. Measurement of absorbance A 260 was
chosen to count the concentration of RNA (µg/µL) and ratios
of A260/A280 were chosen for its purity which was required as 1.8-2.0.
Therefore, RNA with ratios less than 1.7 was deserted.
PCR primer design
Primers of β-actin, enkephalin and prodynorphin, of which βactin was taken as inner-control of quasi-quantification PCR,
were respectively designed by the software of Primer 5.0
according to the sequence of GenBank and synthesized by
Sanboyuanzhi Company. Sequences of primers were as follows:
β-actin: Primer of the upper stream: 5’-CATCTCTTGCTCGAAG
TCCA-3’, Primer of the down stream: 5’-ATCATGTTTGAGAC
CTTCAACA-3’. Enkephalin: Primer of the upper stream: 5’ATGGCGTTCCTGAGACTTTGA-3’, Primer of the down stream:
5’-TAGAGTTTTGGCGTATTTCGGAGGC-3’. Prodynorphin:
Primeroftheupperstream:5’-ATGGCGTGGTCCAGGCTGATGC3’, Primer of the down stream: 5’-AGTTTGTAGATTTA
GAAGCCTTATCC-3’. Genes of enkephalin (810 bp) and
prodynorphin (747 bp) were respectively amplified.
Reverse transcription reaction
A sample of RNA was kept at constant temperature of 70 °C for
10 min, centrifuged for several seconds and then placed in a
water-bath. The following reaction (20 µL) happened in the
centrifugal tube of PCR of 0.5 mL: 1 µL random primer 50 ng/µL;
1 µL dNTP (10 mmol/L) (Promega); 4 µL 5×RT buffer; 1 µL mixed
solution of reverse transcriptase; 2 µL RNA sample; 1 µL DEPCddH2O. The above-noted reaction system was placed at room
temperature for 10 min and kept at constant temperature of 37 °C
for 30 min, at 95 °C for 5 min, and then at 4 °C for 3 min prior to
next procedures.
Amplification of target DNA by PCR
Enkephalin and prodynorphin were respectively amplified by
PCR (PCT-100TM Programmable Thermal Controller, product
of MJ RESEARCH, INC, America). The following materials were
included in a 50 µL reaction system: 6 µL RT reaction product;
4.5 µL 10×PCR buffer; 1 µL dNTP (10 mmol/L); 1 µL (50 pmoL)
sense primer (enkephalin or prodynorphin); 1 µL (50 pmoL)
antisense primer (enkephalin or prodynorphin); 1 µL Taq DNA
polymerase (Promega); 35.5 µL DEPC-ddH2O. In the meantime,
primer of enkephalin or prodynorphin was replaced by β-actin
to perform PCR reaction with the rest reaction system noted
above. The above systems were sufficiently mixed and centrifuged,
then PCR reactions performed after adding 50 µL light mineral oil.
Temperatures of 46, 52 and 58 °C were respectively chosen
as annealing temperature, so that three of them would be able
to be used for amplification, while non-specific DNA segments
would not occur. The last condition of optimized reaction was
as follows: pre-degeneration at 94 °C for 3 min, tempering at

52 °C and extension at 72 °C, for 30 cycles, thereafter extension
at 72 °C for another 15 min.
Amplified product was detected with 10 g/L agarose gel
electrophoresis and analyzed with gel image analysis system
FIT-5000 (Sweden). Ratio of optical density of the target genes
and ratio of optical density of β-actin, which can be expressed
as a stable value in the tissue (and it was therefore taken as interior
control strip), were employed as data for quasi-quantified analysis.

Statistical analysis
Data were expressed as mean±SD and software of SPSS was
applied for statistical analysis. ANOVA was performed for
comparison among groups and followed by a post-hoc test.
Significance was accepted at P<0.05.
RESULTS
General state of rats
Rats manifested symptoms such as lassitude, fewer activities,
no gloss in hair, decreased food intake and loose stools.
Electrophoresis of total RNA
Three strips of 28S, 18S and 5S were observed after the extraction
of the total RNA from the rat hippocampus with TRIzol RNA
and electrophoresis.
Results of PCR amplification
Corresponding strips of target DNA were obtained via reverse
transcription and PCR. The length of the strip of β-actin DNA
was 300 bp, that of the enkephalin was 810 bp and that of the
prodynorphin was 747 bp.
The expression of enkephalin mRNA was mildly increased
in the rat hippocampus of group A, and significantly increased
in the rat hippocampus of group C (P<0.01, P<0.05) when
compared with rats in group A and B, respectively. The expression
of prodynorphin mRNA was significantly increased in the rat
hippocampus of group B and C when compared with rats in
group A (P<0.01). The expression of prodynorphin mRNA in
the rat hippocampus in group C was remarkably higher than
that in group B (P<0.01). The results are shown in Table 1.
Table 1 Expression of enkephalin mRNA and prodynorphin
mRNA in rat hippocampus (n = 5, mean ±SD)
Group
A
B
C

Enkephalin mRNA
0.284±0.013
0.308±0.018
0.352±0.028bc

Prodynorphin mRNA
0.360±0.017
0.492±0.036b
0.624±0.026bd

Statistical analyses were performed by analysis of variance
and post-hoc test. bP<0.01 vs group A; cP<0.05, dP<0.01 vs group B.

DISCUSSION
Endogenous opioid peptides, which mainly include enkephalin
family (methionine enkephalin and leucine enkephalin),
endorphin family (α-endorphin, β-endorphin and γ-endorphin)
and dynorphin family (dynorphin A and dynorphin B), are one
class of matters with opioid action, naturally generated in the
brain of mammals. It has been reported that endogenous opioid
peptides are extensively involved in the regulation of stress
and exert important effect on mediating the central nervous
system and immune system[4-7] .
The increased expression of opioid peptides including
enkephalin mRNA and prodynorphin mRNA in our study, may
influence hippocampal function and facilitate long-term
depression (LTD) of the Schaffer collateral input to CA1
pyramidal neurons[8]. Chronic stress increased the synthesis
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of opioid peptides in the nervous system and increased plasma
glucocorticoid[9] .
Enkephalin is extensively distributed inside the brain as a
kind of endogenous opioid peptides. It plays several roles in
analgesia, cardiovascular, respiratory and body temperature
regulation via receptors of endogenous opioid peptides including
widespread immunity modulation after it is generated and
released. In addition, enkephalin can exert its effect on regulating
the immune functions of body under both normal and stress
conditions. Both methionine enkephalin and leucine enkephalin
can influence the activity and the formation rate of rosettes of
T lymphocyte, as well as the activity of natural killer cells in the
body under physiological conditions[6,10]. The mechanism of
enkephalin involved in regulating immunity under physiological
conditions has yet to be clarified. More researches have focused
on the mechanism of enkephalin in regulating immunity in
different stress situations. Researches suggested that methionine
enkephalin and leucine enkephalin could markedly inhibit the
cytotoxic action that can be stopped by naloxone, a substance
that is produced by the natural killer cells, under the stress
induced by electric shock in rats. Therefore, endogenous opioid
peptides played an important role in immune regulation stimulated
by stress[11,12].
Hippocampus is a crucial structure is which enkephalin can
regulate immune function via IL-1α. A spleen lymphocyte
proliferation reaction stimulated by Canavalia protein A could
be markedly reinforced by microinjection of methionine enkephalin
and leucine enkephalin into rat hippocampus (similar result
obtained in the experiment of mice)[13]. The inhibitive effect of
enkephalin on IL-1 gene expression of the glia cell in hippocampus
may shed lights on the mechanisms involved in the immunological
amplification by microinjection of enkephalin, which inhibits
gene expression of IL-1α via opioid receptors in glia cells of
hippocampus or in certain nerve cell membranes that possess
the capacity of generating IL-1α, and result in decreased
activating effect of IL-1α on the hypothalamus-pituitary-adrenal
axis together with decreased synthesis of IL-1α inside the brain,
and simultaneous strengthening of the immune function of
body by decreasing the blood plasma corticoid[14-16].
It was demonstrated in the present study that expression of
enkephalin mRNA was mildly increased after 7 d and significantly
increased after 21 d under the conditions of chronic immobilization.
In general, increase of enkephalin will result in poorer immune
function. In line with our former research[2], the substantial decrease
of the transforming function of the spleen lymphocytes in rats
most likely originated from the indirect inhibitive action of
enkephalin. It means that the increase of enkephalin would
inhibit gene expression of central IL-1α and is likely to result in
lower IL-1α inside the brain.
Prodynorphin, containing the sequence of leucine enkephalin
at N-terminal which was considered as its precursor at first, is
another member of the endogenous opioid peptides with
analogous distribution inside the brain in striatum, hippocampus
and hypothalamus.It also exists in adrenal glands and genital
organs. The splitting process of prodynorphin is complicated
and its main products include dynorphin A 1-17, dynorphin B1-29,
dynorphin A1-8 and neo-endorphin. In addition, generation of
prodynorphin mRNA is affected by multiple factors in many
regions of brain. For instance, gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA)
can decrease its generation in neo-striatum.
With dual action, dynorphin can not only protect, but also
damage the nerve cells in some cases. It was indicated that the
expression of prodynorphin in rat hippocampus was significantly
increased and its change was likely to be earlier than that of
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enkephalin under the condition of chronic immobilization stress.
Taken together our previous and current experiments, increase
of dynorphin is likely to result in certain nerve damage as fewer
numbers of brain-derived neurotrophic factors (BDNF) and
neurotrophin 3 (NT3) might exert fewer protective effects on
the nervous system under chronic immobilization stress.
Whether and how dynorphin correlates with neurotrophins
have yet to be established.
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Abstract
AIM: To observe the plasticity of whether dermis-derived
multipotent cells to differentiate into insulin-producing
pancreatic cells in vitro.
METHODS: A clonal population of dermis-derived multipotent
stem cells (DMCs) from newborn rat with the capacity to
produce osteocytes, chondrocytes, adipocytes and neurons
was used. The gene expression of cultured DMCs was
assessed by DNA microarray using rat RGU34A gene
expression probe arrays. DMCs were further cultured in
the presence of insulin complex components (Insulintransferrin-selenium, ITS) to observe whether DMCs could
be induced into insulin-producing pancreatic cells in vitro.
RESULTS: DNA microarray analysis showed that cultured
DMCs simultaneously expressed several genes associated
with pancreatic cell, neural cell, epithelial cell and hepatocyte,
widening its transcriptomic repertoire. When cultured in
the specific induction medium containing ITS for pancreatic
cells, DMCs differentiated into epithelioid cells that were
positive for insulin detected by immunohistochemistry.
CONCLUSION: Our data indicate that dermal multipotent
cells may serve as a source of stem/progenitor cells for
insulin-producing pancreatic cells.
Shi CM, Cheng TM. Differentiation of dermis-derived
multipotent cells into insulin-producing pancreatic cells in vitro.
World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(17): 2550-2552
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INTRODUCTION
Organ-specific stem cells possess plasticity that can permit
differentiation along new lineages and have significant
implications for future therapies of diabetes. The production of
endocrine pancreas and insulin-secreting beta cells from adult
nonpancreatic stem cells and hepatic oval stem cell has been
demonstrated[1,2]. Zulewski et al. also showed that pancreatic
islets contained a heretofore unrecognized distinct population
of cells that expressed the neural stem cell-specific marker
nestin. The nestin-positive islet-derived progenitor (NIP) cells
are a distinct population of cells that reside within pancreatic
islets and may participate in the neogenesis of islet endocrine

cells[2]. According to this result, liver stem cells have been
proved to differentiate into pancreatic islet-like cells[3]. Dermis
is a highly accessible tissue source for adult stem cells. Nestinpositive skin-derived stem cells have been isolated from dermis
by Toma et al[4]. In our previous study, we isolated a clonal
population of dermal multipotent cells by their adherence to
tissue culture plastic (termed as plastic adherent DMCs) from
newborn rat dermis. These cells showed the differentiation
capacity to produce nestin-positive cells[5]. In this study, we
aimed to investigate whether plastic adherent DMCs had the
differentiation capacity to produce insulin-producing pancreatic
cells in vitro.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
A clonal population of dermis-derived multipotent stem cells
(DMCs) was used in the experiments. The clonal population of
DMCs were isolated and identified from primary dermal cells of
male newborn Wistar rat as previously described[5]. All tissue
culture reagents, including Iscove’s Modified Dulbecco’s
Medium (IMDM), ITS (insulin-transferrin selenium), epidermal
growth factor, basic fibroblast growth factor, were purchased
from Sigma (St. Louis, CA, USA). Fetal bovine serum (FBS)
was purchased from Hyclone (Logan, UT, USA). The rat
RGU34A gene expression probe arrays were purchased from
Affymetrix (Santa Clara, CA). Mouse anti-insulin monoclonal
antibody was purchased from Sigma (St. Louis, CA, USA).
Horseradish peroxidase (HRP)-labeled goat anti-mouse IgG
antibody was purchased from Boster (Wuhan, China).
Methods
Cell culture The DMCs were cultured in IMDM medium
containing 10 mL/L fetal bovine serum and 100 U/mL penicillin
and 100 µg/mL streptomycin. Cultures were maintained at 37 °C
in a humidified atmosphere containing 50 mL/L CO2. For
differentiation induction, DMCs were transferred into specific
inducing medium containing 10 µg/mL of keratocyte growth factor
(KGF), 20 ng/mL of epidermal growth factor (EGF), 10 mmol/L of
nicotinamide, and 1 mg/mL of ITS. The differentiated cells were
examined for the insulin expression by immunohistochemistry.
DNA Microarray analysis Total RNA from cultured DMCs
was isolated using QIAGEN’s RNeasy total RNA isolation kit
(Rneasy, Qiagen) following the manufacture’s instructions, and
quantified. Transcript profiling was conducted by means of rat
RGU34A gene expression probe arrays, containing 8 799 probe
sets, interrogating primarily annotated genes. The experiment
was conducted according to the recommendations of the
manufacturer (Affymetrix GeneChip expression analysis
manual). The resulting “data-file” was processed further using
the microarray analysis suite 5 software package (Affymetrix).
According to the statistical expression analysis algorithm, the
presence of a gene within a given sample was determined at a
detection P value of <0.05 and was graded as absent (A),
marginal (M), or present/positive (P).
Immunocytochemistry Immunocytochemistry study with
peroxidase-labeled streptavidin biotin method was performed
to detect the expression of insulin in differentiated cells. Before
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detection, the cells were washed three times for 20 min with
phosphate-buffered saline (PBS, PH = 7.2) to exclude the
pollution of exogenous insulin in the culture medium. After
washing, the cells were blocked for 30 min with 100 mL/L normal
goat serum in PBS and were incubated with mouse anti-insulin
antibody (1:100) at 4 °C for 24 h. Incubation at room temperature
with anti-mouse secondary antibody and avidin-biotinylated
peroxidase complexes was performed for 2 h. The specimens
were washed for 15 min with 0.01 mol/L PBS between all steps. The
reaction product was developed with 0.5 g/L 3’3-diaminobenzine
tetrahydrochloride (DAB). After staining, the result was
observed microscopically. PBS was used as a substitute for
primary antibody as negative control.

RESULTS
Biological properties of DMCs
Most adherent DMCs were of spindle-shaped cells (Figure 1).
Phenotype analysis showed that DMCs were negative for some
lineage-specific surface markers, including pan-cytokeratin,
cytokeratin19, factor VIII, CD31, CD45, CD34, α-smooth muscle
actin (α-SMA), desmin, collagen II and nestin, but were positive for
CD59, CD90, CD44, vascular cell adhesion molecule-1 (VCAM-1)
and intercellular adhesion molecule-1 (ICAM-1). The doubling
time of cultured DMCs was about 40 h. Following induction,
DMCs had the capacity to differentiate into cells with phenotypic
characteristics of osteocytes (alkaline phosphatase activity and
alizarin red staining), adipocytes (oil red staining), chondrocytes
(collagen II and Alcian blue staining) and neurons (nestin and
NF-200 staining) in specific induction media.

Figure 1 Morphology of cultured DMCs. (Inverted microscope,
×100).
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Gene expression profile of plastic-adherent DMCs
The gene expression of DMCs was assessed by DNA microarray
analysis and the harbinger of a potential cell type was viewed
by simultaneous expression of a panel of lineage-related genes.
The result revealed that the cultured DMCs simultaneously
expressed genes associated with pancreatic cells (Table 1).
DMCs also simultaneously expressed transcripts for epithelial
cell, neural cell, and hepatocyte as well (Table 1). These
transcripts were developmentally related with pancreatic tissue
and further widened the transcriptomic repertoire of DMCs. To
confirm the data by DNA microarray, several genes were further
tested by RT-PCR and the result was consistent with the result
from microarray (data not shown).
A

B

Figure 2 Differentiation of DMCs into insulin-producing cells.
A: After induction in the medium containing ITS for 4 wk,
cells were positive for insulin; B: Negative control (SP,
×200).

Table 1 DMC gene lists (partial) associated with diverse cellular lineages
Cell lineage

Representative examples of associated genes

A: Pancreatic cell

Pancreatic eukaryotic initiation factor 2 alpha-subunit kinase (PEK), pancreatic secretory trypsin inhibitorlike protein (PSTI), pancreatic islet cDNA Rattus norvegicus cDNA similar to rapamycin-binding protein
FKBp-13, insulin II gene, IRS-1 mRNA for insulin-receptor, mRNA for glucose-dependent insulinotropic
polypeptide

B: Neural cell

Neural visinin-like Ca2+-binding protein type 3, neuron-specific enolase, neuronal nitric oxide
synthase, GABA receptor-associated proteins, NCAM, brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF),
syntaxin 7, glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP), adrenomedullin, myelin protein SR13 (growtharrest-specific Gas-3 homolog), neurotrimin; secretogranin II, synapse-associated protein 102, latexin,
kexin-like protease PC7A, N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptor

C: Epithelial cell

Epithelial membrane protein 1, epithelial cell transmembrane protein antigen precursor, epidermal growth

D: Hepatocyte

factor precursor, heparin-binding EGF-like growth factor , mucin, parathymosin and thy mosin 4 and 10
Liver glycogen phosphorylase enzyme, liver IL-6 receptor ligand binding chain, liver specifc tran scription
factor LF-B, liver nuclear protein P47, liver aL-Fucosidase, hepatocyte nuclear factor 3α (HNF-3beta)

Expression of a single gene can’t define the phenotype of a particular cell type. Simultaneous expression of a panel of lineagerelated genes in single isolated cell was viewed as the harbinger of a potential cell type. Representative examples of genes
corresponding to each cell lineage are outlined in the above table.
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Differentiation of DMCs into insulin-producing pancreatic cells
DMCs were further tested for their capacity to produce
pancreatic cells in the inducing medium containing ITS. The
morphology of DMCs were changed into epithelial cells-like
cells when cultured in medium containing ITS for 2 wk and
immunohistochemistry showed that a proportion of cells (less
than 10 %) were positive for insulin when cultured in medium
containing ITS for 4 wk (Figure 2). The negative control cells
showed no positive staining for insulin. This result further
indicated that DMCs could undergo differentiation to form
insulin-producing cells.
DISCUSSION
Replacement of the insulin-producing pancreatic islet âcells
represents the ultimate treatment for type I diabetes. Recent
advances in islet transplantation underscore the urgent need
for developing alternatives to human tissue donors, which are
scarce. The generation of insulin-producing cells from adult
stem cells is one possible approach[6-9]. Recent studies have
suggested that there are closely developmental relationship
between the nestin positive progenitors and the pancreatic
cells[10-13]. In addition to liver stem cells and neural stem cells,
multipotent stem cells from dermis have been proved to have
the capacity to produce nestin positive cells[4, 5]. In this study,
we further reported that dermis-derived multipotent stem cells
also showed a remarkable flexibility to differentiate into insulinproducing cells, when the appropriate stimuli were given. Since
dermal cells are relatively easy to access and they also can be
used for autologous use that may represent a safety advantage,
dermis-derived multipotent cells may serve as a source of stem/
progenitor cells for β cells.
Nevertheless, the efficiency of adult stem cells to differentiate
into insulin-producing cells in vitro is low at present and
expansion with large scale is needed for application. Genetic
manipulation in tissue culture may be a choice and it is possible
that new insights into endocrine pancreas development will
lead to the manipulation of progenitor cell fate towards the β
cell phenotype of insulin production, storage and regulated
secretion[14, 15]. If successful, these approaches could lead to
widespread cell replacement therapy for type I diabetes.
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Abstract
AIM: Microcirculatory disturbances are important early
pathophysiological events in various organs during acute
pancreatitis. The aim of the study was to evaluate changes
in microperfusion of the pancreas, liver, kidney, stomach,
colon, skeletal muscle, and to investigate the influence of
heparin on the organ microcirculation in caerulein-induced
experimental acute pancreatitis.
METHODS: Acute pancreatitis was induced by 4
intraperitoneal injections of caerulein (Cn) (15 µg/kg). The
organ microcirculation was measured by laser Doppler
flowmetry. Serum interleukin 6 and hematocrit levels were
analysed.
RESULTS: Acute pancreatitis resulted in a significant drop
of microperfusion in all examined organs. Heparin
administration (2×2.5 mg/kg) improved the microcirculation
in pancreas (36.9±4% vs 75.9±10%), liver (56.6±6% vs
75.2±16%), kidney (45.1±6% vs 79.3±5%), stomach
(65.2±8% vs 78.1±19%), colon (69.8±6% vs 102.5±19%),
and skeletal muscle (59.2±6% vs 77.9±13%). Heparin
treatment lowered IL-6 (359.0±66 U/mL vs 288.5±58 U/mL)
and hematocrit level (53±4% vs 46±3%).
CONCLUSION: Heparin administration has a positive influence
on organ microcirculatory disturbances accompanying
experimental Cn-induced acute pancreatitis.
Dobosz M, Mionskowska L, Haæ S, Dobrowolski S, Dymecki D,
Wajda Z. Heparin improves organ microcirculatory disturbances
in caerulein-induced acute pancreatitis in rats. World J
Gastroenterol 2004; 10(17): 2553-2556
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INTRODUCTION
Pathophysiolsogy of acute pancreatitis (AP) is heterogeneous
and involves a complex cascade of events. Impaired tissue
perfusion within the pancreatic gland is one of the early
disorders accompanying the disease[1,2]. Prolonged ischaemia
and impaired tissue oxygenation, resulting from vasoconstriction,
hemoconcentration, hypercoagulation, leukocyte adherence,
increased vascular permeability, and interstitial oedema, play

an important role in the progression of the disease, leading to
the development of pancreatic necrosis [2-4]. Besides the
pancreas, the microcirculatory disturbances, as a consequence
of hypovolemia and systemic inflammatory response, are also
observed in other organs[1,5-8].
Although the hypovolemia and impairment of cardiac output
can be normalized easily by vigorous fluid replacement,
microcirculatory disturbances may be prevented merely by
adequate fluid therapy, even though the cardiovascular
parameters are stabilized at the baseline level[9]. Various
vasoactive mediators, as bradykinin, endothelin, thromboxan,
platelet activating factor, and nitric oxide participate in the
development of microcirculatory failure[3,8]. In the last decade,
the beneficial effect of therapeutic strategies in acute pancreatitis,
affecting vasoactive mediators, is confirmed in several experimental
studies.
One of the possible therapeutic agents, influencing
microcirculatory disturbances by means of its anticoagulant
and antiinflammatory properties, which could be applied in acute
pancreatitis, is heparin. Some reports underlined beneficial
impact of this well known polysaccharide on the course of the
disease[10-12]. In this study we examined whether heparin
influenced splanchnic malperfusion in experimental caeruleininduced acute pancreatitis in rats.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Animal models
The study was carried out on 34 male Wistar rats weighing
180-200 g. The rats were kept on a standard rat chow and fasted
overnight before the experiment with water ad libitum. Acute
pancreatitis was induced by four intraperitoneal injections of
caerulein (Cn) (Sigma, St. Louis, USA) (15 µg/kg) in 1 mL of
saline at 1h intervals: at the begining, and consecutively after
the first, second, and third hour of the experiment. Five hours
after the first caerulein injection, rats were anaesthetized with
pentobarbital sodium (40 mg/kg). Following the anaesthesia, a
laparotomy was performed, and a fiberoptic probe of laser
Doppler flowmeter (Periflux 4 001, Perimed Jarfalla, Sweden)
was positioned against the surface of the pancreas, liver, kidney,
stomach, colon, and skeletal muscle of thigh in order to estimate
the organs’ perfusion. Blood flow was measured in three
different portions of each organ, the mean values were
calculated, and presented as percent changes from basal values
obtained in control rats (100%). After the measurements, blood
was aspirated from the inferior caval vein for hematocrit and
interleukin 6 tests, the pancreas was removed for microscopic
evaluation, and the animals were exsanquinated.
The animals were randomly allocated into three groups:
Group I (n=10), control; Group II (n=12), Cn-induced pacreatitis
without treatment; and Group III (n=12), Cn-induced pancreatitis
treated with heparin (Polfa, Warszawa, Poland) 2×2.5 mg/kg, given
in the 3rd and 4th hafter the first Cn injection.
This study was approved by the Ethical Committee of the
Medical University of Gdañsk.
Interleukin-6 functional assay
The IL-6 bioassay was performed using the IL-6 dependent
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mouse hybridoma cell line B9 obtained from Dr. Lucien Aarden,
Netherland Red Cross, Amsterdam. B9 cells were cultured in flat
bottomed microtitre plates (10 000 cells/well) in the presence of
serial dilutions of test sera. Starting serum dilutions were 1:10 for
all specimens. After 48 h of incubation, proliferation of the B9
cells was measured using a rapid colorimetric MTT (tetrazolium)
assay. The concentration of recombinant IL-6 producing half
maximal proliferation was defined as one unit of activity, and the
quantity of IL-6 in a serum sample was calculated by reference to
a standard curve. Polyclonal anti-IL-6 antibody (BoehringerMannheim) was added into selected wells at concentrations: 1:10,
1:20, 1:50 in order to confirm the specificity of the assay. The
antibody completely blocked IL-6 activity.

Statistical analysis
Data are presented as mean±SD. The differences between the
groups were analysed by means of ANOVA test. Probability
values less than 0.05 were considered significant.
RESULTS
Four intraperitoneal caerulein injections resulted in marked
pancreatic oedema in all the rats. The microscopic examination
revealed oedematous form of acute pancreatitis, with inter-and
intralobular oedema, vacuolisation of parenchymal cells, and
leukocyte infiltration within the pancreatic gland. No parenchymal
necrosis was detected.
Microcirculatory values
Caerulein induced acute pancreatitis resulted in a significant
drop of pancreatic microperfusion to 36.9±4% of basal values.
Administration of heparin significantly improved the
microcirculation of the pancreas up to 75.9±13%. Hepatic
perfusion in rats with pancreatitis receiving no treatment was
decreased to 56.6±6%, heparin injection raised this parameter
to 75.2±16%. Renal blood flow in group II with pancreatitis was
diminished to 45.1±6%, which was improved significantly with
heparin treatment up to 79.3±15%. Microcirculatory values of
stomach and colon wall in acute pancreatitis group were reduced
to 65.2±8% and 69.8±6% respectively. Intraperitoneal injection
of heparin caused improvement in the blood flow in stomach to
78.1±19%, and especially in colon to 102.55±19%. Similarly,
skeletal muscle perfusion in rats with pancreatitis was
significantly ameliorated after heparin administration from
59.2±3% to 77.9±13% (Figure 1).
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Figure 1 Microcirculatory parameters of pancreas, liver, kidney,
stomach, colon and muscle (Mean values). Legend: grey bars:
- control, white bars: - AP, black bars: - AP+heparin, aP<0.05 vs
control, cP<0.05 vs AP group.

Serum interleukin 6 assay
Cn-induced acute pancreatitis caused a significant increase of
serum IL-6 activity from 37.7±21 U/mL up to 359.0±66 U/mL in
control rats. The heparin administration significantly diminished

IL-6 level to 288.5±58 U/mL (Table 1).

Hematocrit measurements
The mean hematocrit level of the control group without
pancreatitis was 41±3%. In group II with Cn-induced
pancreatitis the hematocrit was significantly increased to
53±4%. Heparin administration in animals with pancreatitis of
group III significantly reduced the hematocrit to 46±3% (Table 1).
Table 1 Interleukin 6 and hematocrit levels in the three groups
Group
Control
Acute pancreatitis
Acute pancreatitis + heparin

Interleukin
6(U/mL)
37.7±21
359.0±66 a
288.5±58c

Hematocrit
(%)
41±3
53±4a
46±3 c

a

P<0.05 vs control, cP<0.05 vs acute pancreatitis group.

DISCUSSION
Caerulein-induced experimental pancreatitis was adopted by
many authors to investigate microcirculatory changes of AP.
The present study indicated that in Cn-induced acute
pancreatitis the microperfusion of the pancreas decreased to
36.9% of basal values. These observations are in accordance
with other investigations, which revealed the drop of local
pancreatic blood flow in Cn induced pancreatitis[2,13,14], although
a majority of microcirculatory studies did not report such an
obvious deterioration of the pancreatic perfusion as observed
in the current study. Such a sharp decline of the pancreatic
microperfusion might be influenced by the fact that the animals
did not receive i.v. fluid administration, and could be elucidated
also by an additional stress resulted from six i.p. injections of
the drugs in conscious animals. In Liu’s study[14], the water
immersion stress in rats with Cn-induced pancreatitis caused
further pancreatic ischemia, diminishing the pancreatic blood
flow to 37% of the normal value, and was considered as an
aggravating factor in AP.
In contrast to these observations, the Heidelberg group
described increased pancreatic capillary flow in experimental
oedematous pancreatitis[15,16]. The discrepancy of the results
may be explained by various techniques of microcirculatory
measurements and i.v. fluid administration. On the other hand,
in the model of necrotizing pancreatitis, the authors observed a
significant decrease of the pancreatic capillary flow[16].
The disturbances of microcirculation in acute pancreatitis
were not only confined to pancreatic capillary bed but were
also observed in other organs[5-8]. It was suggested that diffused
microcirculatory disorders might play a crucial role in the
development of the pancreatitis-associated multiorgan
dysfunction syndrome[7], some authors even defined severe
AP as a systemic dysfunction syndrome[7,17].
The present study confirmed these data. Besides the pancreas,
reduced capillary perfusion was observed in liver, kidney,
stomach, colon, and skeletal muscles, however the drop in
perfusion of other organs was not so remarkable as in the
pancreas. This suggests that in pancreatitis, pancreatic gland is
especially susceptible to microcirculatory disorders. Kinnala
et al. found that splanchnic malperfusion seemed to begin
with pancreatic hypoperfusion before disturbances in gut
microcirculation[1]. On the other hand, Hotz et al. noted that in
mild pancreatitis, pancreatic capillary perfusion remained
unchanged, whereas mucosal and subserosal colonic capillary
blood flow was significantly reduced. It was also shown in their
experiment that severe pancreatitis was associated with a marked
reduction in both pancreatic and colonic capillary perfusion[18].
Microcirculatory disturbances in AP comprised many
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components: decreased capillary blood flow and capillary
density, increased capillary permeability, and enhanced
leukocyte-endothelial interaction[7]. It still remains unclear which
of these factors is the initiating one or the most important. It
seems to be logical that any effort to improve the microcirculation
may be beneficial for all organs, irrespective of the underlying
initiating factors.
Many studies documented positive impacts of various
treatments on improving microcirculation in acute pancreatitis.
In studies by Konturek et al. and Liu et al. pancreatic
microperfusion was ameliorated with L-arginine (nitric oxide
donor) treatment[13,14]. Improvement of impaired pancreatic
microcirculation by isovolemic hemodilution with dextran was
observed by Klar et al.[19]. Rheologic properties of pentoxifylline,
its antiinflammatory effect, reduction of thrombus formation,
and lowering of blood viscosity had a positive influence on
Cn-induced pancreatitis in study of Gomez-Cambronero et al.[20].
An advantageous effect of ICAM-1 antibodies on microcirculation
in AP was shown by Foitzik et al.[21], and Werner et al.[22]. A
single i.v. injection of bovine hemoglobin in an experiment by
Strate et al. reduced microcirculatory dysfunction and
pancreatic tissue damage in rodent pancreatitis[4]. In a study
by Zhao et al. Chinese natural medicines: Yuanhu (YHI) and
Huoxuehuayu (HHI-I) had a positive impact on acute
pancreatitis development, including pancreatic malperfusion
and serum IL-6 level. Recently, it was shown that endothelin
receptor blockade might be a promising therapeutic approach
in AP, resulting in improvement of microcirculation, decreased
capillary permeability and tissue injury[7,23,24].
Intraperitoneal heparin administration in the current study
significantly improved blood perfusion of examined organs.
The beneficial effect of heparin on pancreatic microcirculation
may in theory have an influence on severity of the disease, it
could prevent or restrict the development of pancreatic necrosis.
It was shown in our recent publication that heparin treatment
in oedematous pancreatitis ameliorated the microscopic
alterations of the pancreas: reduced leukocyte infiltration and
diminished pancreatic oedema[25].
By improving hepatic capillary blood flow, heparin could
influence phagocytic Kupffer cell function in the liver which is
important for eliminating antigens and toxic substances in acute
pancreatitis. The study of Forgacs et al. showed a close
relationship between liver phagocytic function and hepatic
microperfusion in the early stage of experimental pancreatitis[26].
On the other hand, Chen et al. revealed that a significant number
of adherent leukocytes was observed in hepatic microcirculation
2 h after the induction of AP[27]. This could impair hepatic
perfusion, and might be a potential target for heparin treatment.
In another study, Chen et al. observed beneficial effects of
protease inhibitor gabexate mesilate on pancreatic and hepatic
microcirculation[8].
The pathophysiology of renal insufficiency, often observed
as a complication of acute pancreatitis, is heterogeneous. The
improvement of renal blood flow observed after heparin
treatment in the rats with pancreatitis could also prevent this
complication. Foitzik et al. using endothelin receptor blockers
in severe acute pancreatitis, besides the enhancement of
pancreatic perfusion, observed improved renal function[7].
It was shown that decreased capillary blood flow in the
colonic mucosa was associated with impaired gut barrier
function and increased translocation of live bacteria through
the morphologically intact colonic wall[28]. The present study
revealed that heparin treatment in the group with pancreatitis
led the altered microperfusion of the colonic wall to the normal
level. It suggests that heparin administration may play a role in
prevention of secondary pancreatic infection.
Besides the organ microcirculatory improvement, heparin
administration significantly decreased interleukin 6 activity,
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and reduced hematocrit level. IL-6 was a reliable predictor of
acute pancreatitis severity[29]. Diminished IL-6 activity in the
group with AP treated with heparin may indicate that this therapy
could limit inflammatory response observed in AP. Beneficial
influence of heparin on hematocrit level, observed in group III,
may also suggest that heparin reduces capillary permeability,
not just in the pancreatic gland, and prevent the fluid to the
third space. Therefore heparin therapy may reduce the need for
vigorous fluid resuscitation as applied in patients with AP.
The improvement of systemic microperfusion after heparin
administration in rats with AP might be explained by its
anticoagulatory effect which diminished blood viscosity and
facilitated capillary blood flow. Besides its anticoagulant
properties, heparin may play a positive role in AP treatment
due to its antiinflammatory effects: TNF inhibition[30], protection
from oxygen free radicals[31], the blockade of complement
activity[32] and histamine release[33]. It was also shown that
heparin prevented post-ischemic endothelial cell dysfunction[34],
neutrophil adhesion[35], and had an inhibitory effect on the
biosynthesis and release of endothelin-1, a very potent
endogenous vasoconstrictor[36,37].
In conclusion, heparin counteracts microcirculatory
disorders, not only within the pancreas but also in other organs.
The preservation of organ microperfusion with this treatment
may be significant for diminishing and treating local and
systemic complications in AP.
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Abstract
AIM: To determine the long-term prevalence of Helicobacter
pylori (H pylori) gastritis in patients after partial gastric
resection due to peptic ulcer, and to compare the severity
of H pylori-positive gastritis in the corpus mucosa between
partial gastrectomy patients and matched controls.
METHODS: Endoscopic biopsies were obtained from 57
patients after partial gastric resection for histological
examination using hematoxylin/eosin and Warthin-Starry
staining. Gastritis was graded according to the updated
Sydney system. Severity of corpus gastritis was compared
between H pylori-positive partial gastrectomy patients and
H pylori-positive duodenal ulcer patients matched for age
and gender.
RESULTS: In partial gastrectomy patients, surgery was
performed 20 years (median) prior to evaluation. In 25
patients (43.8%) H pylori was detected histologically in
the gastric remnant. Gastric atrophy was more common in
H pylori-positive compared to H pylori-negative partial
gastrectomy patients (P<0.05). The severity of corpus
gastritis was significantly lower in H pylori-positive partial
gastrectomy patients compared to duodenal ulcer patients
(P<0.01). There were no significant differences in the
activity of gastritis, atrophy and intestinal metaplasia
between the two groups.
CONCLUSION: The long-term prevalence of H pylori gastritis
in the gastric corpus of patients who underwent partial
gastric resection due to peptic ulcer disease is comparable
to the general population. The expression of H pylori gastritis
in the gastric remnant does not resemble the gastric cancer
phenotype.
Kirsch C, Madisch A, Piehler P, Bayerdörffer E, Stolte M, Miehlke
S. Helicobacter pylori in gastric corpus of patients 20 years
after partial gastric resection. World J Gastroenterol 2004;
10(17): 2557-2559
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INTRODUCTION
Helicobacter pylori (H pylori) is the major etiological factor for
peptic ulcer disease and gastric MALT lymphoma, and is strongly

linked to the development of gastric carcinoma[1-3]. Recently, a
gastric cancer phenotype of H pylori gastritis has been proposed,
which is characterized by an increased inflammation of the corpus
mucosa[4]. This phenotype of H pylori gastritis is significantly
more common in patients with early gastric cancer, and also in
those with advanced stages of gastric cancer[4,5]. An increased
severity of corpus inflammation has also been described in
particular risk groups for gastric cancer, such as first-degree
relatives of gastric cancer patients[6]. In contrast, patients with
duodenal ulcer disease are characterized by a severe gastritis
in the antrum, but a mild gastritis in the corpus[7]. The risk for
gastric cancer in duodenal ulcer patients is low compared to
the general population[8].
Patients underwent partial gastric resection for peptic ulcer
are at high risk for developing cancer in the gastric remnant[9].
Several mechanisms have been proposed for this phenomenon.
It has been suggested that stump cancers uniformly develop
upon a background of chronic mucosal changes in the gastric
remnant[10-12]. Factors that may contribute to cancer of the
gastric remnant include enterogastric pancreaticobiliary reflux,
hypochlorhydria, microflora, and N-nitroso compounds[13,14].
The role of H pylori gastritis with respect to cancer risk in
patients underwent partial gastric resection for benign peptic
ulcer disease is not clearly defined. Assuming that the majority
of peptic ulcer patients were H pylori-infected at the time of
surgery, persisting H pylori infection and long-term inflammation
of the gastric corpus mucosa might contribute to carcinogenesis
in these patients.
The aim of our study was therefore to determine the
prevalence of H pylori gastritis in the gastric remnant of patients
who underwent partial gastric resection, and to test the hypothesis
that H pylori-positive patients with partial gastric resection
may have a more severe corpus gastritis resembling the gastric
cancer phenotype of H pylori gastritis.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The study included consecutive patients who were admitted
to our institution for surveillance endoscopy after partial gastric
resection due to peptic ulcer disease. Exclusion criteria included
previous surgery for gastric cancer, previous treatment for H pylori
infection, and a present ulcer or tumor under endoscopy. Further
exclusion criteria included pretreatment with antibiotics, protonpump inhibitors, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory within the 4 wk
before study entry.
Endoscopic biopsies were routinely obtained in 4 quadrants
from the anastomosis, or from any suspicious macroscopic
lesion. In addition, 2 biopsies were obtained from the middle of
the remnant corpus and 2 from the cardia for assessing prevalence,
severity of H pylori gastritis, and gastric atrophy. All biopsy
specimens were fixed in 40 g/L formaldehyde and embedded in
paraffin. Sections were stained with hematoxylin and eosin and
Warthin-Starry. The presence of H pylori colonization as well
as intestinal metaplasia and atrophy were judged as positive or
negative. The grade of gastritis (infiltration of lymphocytes
and plasma cells), the activity of gastritis (infiltration of neutrophil
granulocytes), and the replacement of foveolar epithelium by
regenerative epithelium were assessed by a semiquantitative
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scale (grade 0 = negative, grade 1 = mild, grade 2 = moderate,
grade 3 = severe) in accordance with the updated Sydney
system[15].
The control group consisted of H pylori-positive patients
with duodenal ulcer disease who participated in previous clinical
trials[7] and who were age- and gender-matched. In these patients,
endoscopic biopsies have been obtained from the antrum and
the corpus, and were processed as described above. All histological
slides were assessed by a single pathologist.
Data analysis was performed using the statistical software
package SPSS 10.0 for Windows. The Chi-square test or Fisher
exact test was used when appropriate. P<0.05 was considered
statistically significant.

RESULTS
A total of 57 patients with partial gastric resection were included
into the study (19 males and 38 females, median age 64 years,
range 26-92 years). The time period between surgery and
histology assessment ranged from 8 to 47 years with a median
of 20 years. None of the intraepithelial neoplasia was detected
at the gastric anastomosis. In 25 patients (43.9%) H pylori was
detected histologically in the gastric remnant.
Table 1 summarizes the histological features in the corpus
and cardia of partial gastrectomy patients. For analysis purposes,
patients with grade 0 and 1, and patients with grade 2 and 3
were combined, respectively. There was a higher proportion of
patients with moderate or severe activity of gastritis in the
corpus (P<0.0005) and cardia (P = 0.007) among H pylori-positive
patients compared to H pylori-negative partial gastrectomy
patients. In addition, the proportion of patients with atrophy in
the corpus mucosa was significantly higher among H pyloripositive compared to H pylori-negative patients (P = 0.047).
No significant differences were found with regard to grade of
gastritis, regenerative epithelium and the presence of intestinal
metaplasia between H pylori-positive and H pylori-negative
partial gastrectomy patients.
The comparison of corpus gastritis between H pyloripositive partial gastrectomy patients and H pylori-positive
duodenal ulcer patients is summarized in Table 2. The proportion
of patients with moderate or severe grade of gastritis in the
corpus (P = 0.001) and with moderate or severe regenerative
epithelium (P = 0.004) was significantly lower in H pyloripositive partial gastrectomy patients than that in H pyloripositive duodenal ulcer patients, respectively. A similar trend
was observed for the activity of gastritis in the corpus, however

the differences were not statistically significant. The prevalence
of intestinal metaplasia in the corpus mucosa was similar in
both groups. The prevalence of atrophy in the corpus mucosa
was higher in partial gastrectomy patients, however the
difference did not reach statistical significance.
Table 2 Severity of corpus gastritis in H pylori-positive partial
gastrectomy patients and H pylori-positive duodenal ulcer patients matched by age and gender
Partial
gastrectomy (n = 25)
Grade of gastritis
Grade 0 or 1, n (%)
Grade 2 or 3, n (%)
Activity of gastritis
Grade 0 or 1, n (%)
Grade 2 or 3, n (%)
Regenerative epithelium
Grade 0 or 1, n (%)
Grade 2 or 3, n (%)
Intestinal metaplasia
Present, n (%)
Atrophy
Present, n (%)

Duodenal
ulcer (n = 25)

P

24 (96)
1 (4)

13 (52)
12 (48)

0.001

16 (64)
9 (36)

11 (44)
14 (56)

0.256

25 (100)
0 (0)

17 (68)
8 (32)

0.004

5 (20)

5 (20)

1.00

11 (44)

5 (20)

0.128

DISCUSSION
In the present study the prevalence of H pylori gastritis in
patients underwent partial gastrectomy was 43.9% which is
comparable to the average population in Germany and which is
within the range of other studies on the H pylori prevalence in
partial gastrectomy patients[16-20].
An association between H pylori infection and an increased
acute and chronic inflammatory response and a higher prevalence
of chronic atrophic gastritis and intestinal metaplasia in the
gastric remnant mucosa has been described[16,18] while others
were non-confirmatory[20]. Our study suggests that H pylori
leads to a higher proportion of atrophy in the corpus of the
gastric remnant compared to H pylori-negative partial gastrectomy
patients.
Several studies have shown that a severe although nonatrophic gastritis in the corpus mucosa is a particular risk factor for
gastric cancer among those individuals infected with H pylori[4-7].
These findings were recently confirmed by a prospective
observational study from Japan where gastric cancer developed
only in those patients infected with H pylori[21] and where a

Table 1 Histology in the corpus and cardia of partial gastrectomy patients
Corpus
HP + n = 25
Grade of gastritis
Grade 0 or 1, n (%)
Grade 2 or 3, n (%)
Activity of gastritis
Grade 0 or 1, n (%)
Grade 2 or 3, n (%)
Regenerative epithelium
Grade 0 or 1, n (%)
Grade 2 or 3, n (%)
Intestinal metaplasia
Present, n (%)
Atrophy
Present, n (%)

Cardia

HP – n = 32

P

HP + n = 25

HP – n = 32

P

24 (96)
1 (4)

32 (100)
0

0.439

24 (96)
1 (4)

32 (100)
0

0.439

16 (64)
9 (36)

32 (100)
0

<0.0005

16 (64)
9 (36)

32 (100)
0

0.007

25 (100)
0

32 (100)
0

-

24 (96)
1 (4)

32 (100)
0

0.439

5 (20)

7 (22)

1.00

4 (16)

4 (12.5)

0.720

11 (44)

6 (19)

0.047

0

3 (9.5)

0.248

No partial gastrectomy patient had a grade 2 or 3 regenerative type of epithelium in the corpus. Based upon this result a
statistical analysis with regard to regenerative type of epithelium in the corpus was not appropriate.
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corpus-dominant gastritis or pangastritis was associated with
an 34-fold increased risk for gastric cancer. Based upon the
increased risk for gastric cancer in the presence of severe
corpus gastritis we hypothesized that patients with partial
gastrectomy due to ulcer disease may develop a corpus-dominant
phenotype of H pylori gastritis, which may contribute as a risk
factor for cancer in these patients. Surprisingly, we found a
significant lower grade of gastritis in the corpus of H pyloripositive partial gastrectomy patients compared to the control
group consisting of H pylori-positive duodenal ulcer patients.
Possible explanation for this finding might include that in some
patients the infection may have disappeared spontaneously
due to an altered gastric milieu, or that some of the patients
may have been operated due to H pylori-negative ulcer caused
by nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs. Other patients may
have received antibiotic therapy for other indications that H pylori
infection potentially leads to coincident eradication of the
bacteria. Nevertheless, we conclude that partial gastrectomy
patients should be tested for H pylori infection, and, if diagnosed
positive, eradication therapy should be initiated to reduce the
risk of ulcer relapse[22].
Other factors than H pylori have been implicated in the
pathogenesis of the mucosa alterations in partial gastrectomy
patients, including enterogastric reflux, achlorhydria and increased
mucosal proliferation, effects of vagotomy and dietary factors[23-26].
Bile reflux may play a promotional role by increasing permeability
to initiating carcinogens. This enterogastric reflux has been
reported to be more pronounced after a gastrojejunostomy than
after a gastroduodenostomy, which may explain the higher stomach
cancer risk after a Billroth II operation[27-29].
In conclusion, our study suggests that the H pylori prevalence
in partial gastrectomy patients (former peptic ulcer patients) is
comparable to the general population. H pylori-positive partial
gastrectomy patients appear not to develop a corpus-dominant
gastritis resembling the gastric cancer phenotype of H pylori gastritis.
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Abstract
AIM: To construct a recombinant strain which expresses BabA
of Helicobacter pylori (H pylori) and to study the immunogenicity
of BabA.
METHODS: BabA2 DNA was amplified by PCR and inserted
into the prokaryotie expression vector pET-22b (+) and
expressed in the BL21 (DE3) E.coli strain. Furthermore,
BabA immunogenicity was studied by animal test.
RESULTS: DNA sequence analysis showed the sequence
of BabA2 DNA was the same as the one published by GenBank.
The BabA recombinant protein accounted for 34.8% of the
total bacterial protein. The serum from H pylori infected
patients and Balb/c miced immunized with BabA itself could
recognize rBabA.
CONCLUSION: BabA recombinant protein may be an potential
vaccine for control and treatment of H pylori infection.
Bai Y, Zhang YL, Chen Y, Jin JF, Zhang ZS, Zhou DY. Cloning
and expression and immunogenicity of Helicobacter pylori
BabA2 gene. World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(17): 2560-2562
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INTRODUCTION
Helicobacter pylori (H pylori), a human-specific gastric pathogen,
was first isolated in 1982 and has emerged as the causative
agent of chronic active gastritis and peptic ulcer disease[1-11].
Most infected individuals show no clinical symptoms, implicating
additional factors, such as genetic predisposition and genotype
of the infecting strain, are involved in disease pathogenesis.
Chronic infection is associated with the development of gastric
adenocarcinoma, one of the most common types of cancer in
humans, and H pylori was recently defined as a class 1 carcinogen.
In addition, seroprevalence studies indicate that H pylori
infection is also associated with cardiovascular, respiratory,
extra-gastroduodenal digestive, autoimmune disease. At
present the main treatment to eradicate H pylori is combined
antibiotics, but the cost of combination therapy and the
emergency of antibiotic resistance provide further incentives
for vaccine development.

In the development of H pylori vaccine, candidate vaccine
antigens adopted currently such as urease, vacuolating cytotoxin,
catalase, etc. basically focus on blocking toxicity factors of
H pylori while considerably few candidate vaccine antigens
focus on adhesins which are closely associated with H pylori
colonizing human gastric mucosa by adhering to mucous
epithelial cells and mucus layer lining the gastric epithelium.
BabA is the only adhesin gene whose receptor has been
confirmed. Studies indicate that BabA gene contains two alleles:
BabA1 and BabA2. Gene BabA1 is different from BabA2 in the
presence of a 10 bp repeat motif and in lack of Leb antigenbinding activity. No concerned study has been reported to
date about BabA2 in China. So in this study, recombinant
plasmid of H pylori BabA2 gene was constructed and expressed
for development of H pylori vaccine.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
Bacterial strain BL21 (DE3) and plasmid pET-22 b (+) were
provided by Institute of Biotechnology, Academy of Military
Medical Sciences. H pylori SS1 was preserved in this research
institute. Restriction enzyme Not I, Nco I and T4 DNA ligase,
Vent DNA polymerase, isopropyl-β-D-thiogalactopyranoside
(IPTG) were purchased from New England Biolabs Company.
DNA molecular weight standard λ DNA/EcoRI+HindIII, goat
anti-mouse and goat anti-human IgG-HRP were purchased from
Huamei Bioengineering Company and His-Tag precolumn from
Invitrogen Company. Specific-pathogen-free, female BALB/c
mice were housed according to Health Research Council of
China guidelines and allowed free access to food and water.
Eight H pylori positive sera (which were detected positive by
the urease test, pathological dying and germiculture) and three
H pylori negative sera (which were detected negative by the abovementioned three examinations) were from patients treated in
the Endoscope Center of this institute. Other reagents were
analytically pure reagents produced in China.
Recombinant DNA techniques
Unless otherwise stated, plasmid and chromosomal DNA extractions,
resctriction enzyme digests, DNA ligations, transformations
into E.coli and other common DNA manipulations were
performed by standard procedures. Genome of H pylori was
prepared from the cells collected from the colonies on the agar
plate. The gene of H pylori BabA2 was amplified from the
genome of H pylori by PCR using the primers BabA21 (5’-TG
GCC ATG GAT AAA AAA CAC ATC CTT TCA-3’) as upstream
primer and BabA22 (5’-AG TGC GGC CGC ATA AGC GAA CAC
ATA G-3’) as downstream primer as described in the literature[33].
BabA21 and BabA22 contained Nco I and Not I sites, respectively.
PCR was performed with the hot start method. PCR condition
was that after initial denaturing at 95 °C for 30 s, each cycle of
amplification consisted of denaturing at 95 °C for 30 s, annealing
at 55 °C for 30 s and polymerization at 72 °C for 60 s and further
polymerization for 10 min after 35 PCR cycles. The PCR product
was harvested from agarose gel, digested with Nco I and Not I,
and inserted into the Nco I and Not I restriction fragment of the
expression vector pET-22b(+) using T4 DNA ligase. The
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resulting plasmid pET- BabA was transformed into competent
E.coli BL21 (DE3) cells using ampicillin resistance for selection.
The alkaline lysis method was chosen for large-scale preparations
of recombinant plasmids which were identified by restriction
enzymes. DNA sequence was performed with a DNA automatic
sequencer.

Induced expression, purification and SDS-polyacrylamide gel
electrophoresis
The recombinant strains were incubated overnight at 37 °C and
shaked in 5 mL LB with 100 µg/mL ampicillin. A 50 mL LB was
inoculated and the cells grew until the optical density at 600 nm
reached 0.4-0.6. Isopropyl-β-D-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG)
was added to a final concentration of 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8,
1.0 mmol/L, respectively. E.coli cells from a 50 mL growth 3 h
or 5 h after induction were harvested by centrifugation at 12 000 g
for 10 min and the pellet was resuspended in 1 mL 30 mmol/L
Tris buffer (pH8.0) containing 1 mmol/L EDTA (pH8.0), 200 g/L
sucrose. The suspension was put on ice for 10 min, and then
centrifuged for 10 min at 12 000 g, and the resulting suspernatant
contained proteins from the periplasm. The resulting pellet was
resuspended in 5 mL 50 mmol/L Tris buffer (pH8.0) containing
2 mmol/L EDTA, 0.1 mg/mL lysozyme and 10 g/L Triton X-100.
The suspension was incubated at 30 °C for 20 min and then
sonicated on ice until it became clarified. The lysate was centrifuged
at 12 000 g for 15 min at 4 °C, then the resulting supernatant
containing proteins from the cytoplasm was purified with NiNTA column. Whole-cell lysates, sonicated supernatant,osmotic
shock liquid of recombinant strains expressing H pylori BabA2
genes and the purified rBabA were analyzed by electrophoresis
analysis in a 100 g/L polyacrylamide gel.
Immunization of mice
Sixty-eight-week-old mice were immunized 4 times by hypodermic
injection in the back of mice at weekly intervals. Each dose consisted
of 20 µg of H pylori rBabA protein and 200 µg of adjuvant
aluminum hydroxide gel. Age-matched control mice were not
immunized. Four weeks after the last immunization, blood samples
were taken from the retro-orbital sinus to measure the anti BabA
systemic immune responses and stored at -20 °C until assay.
Serum antibody responses
Indirect ELISA as described previously evaluated serum samples
from mice and patients for BabA-specific IgG. Purified H pylori
rBabA was used as the coating antigen in ELISA immunoassays.
RESULTS
PCR amplification of H pylori BabA2 gene
According to the literature, the gene encoding the BabA protein,
was amplified by PCR with chromosomal DNA of H pylori
Sydeny strain (ss1) as the templates. The cloning products were
electrophoresed and visualized on 8 g/L agarose gel (Figure 1). It
revealed that BabA2 DNA fragment amplified by PCR contained
a gene of approximately 2 226 nucleotides, which was compatible
with the previous reports.
Construction of recombinant plasmid and restriction enzyme
confirmation
After the PCR products and pET-22 b (+) plasmid were cut by
Not I and Nco I, directional cloning was performed, resulting in
a recombinant plasmid named pET-22 b (+)/BabA. The
recombinant plasmids pET-22 b (+)/BabA were all digested by
Not I or Nco I, and by Not I and Nco I simultaneously, then digestive
products were visualized on 8 g/L agarose gel eletrophoresis
(Figure 2). It demonstrated that recombinant plasmid contained
the objective gene.

1

bp

2

21 227
5 148/4 937
4 269/3 530
2 027/1 904
1 587
1 375
1 587
1 375

Figure 1 BabA2 DNA fragment amplified by PCR from Helicobacter
pylori electrophoresed on 8 g/L agarose gel. Lane 1: Nucleotide
marker; Lane 2: PCR products.
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4 269/3 530
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Figure 2 Identification of recombinant plasmid by restriction
enzyme digestion. Lane 1: Nucleotide marker; Lane 2: PCR
products; Lane 3: Recombinant plasmid/Not I; Lane 4: Recombinant plasmid/Not I and Nco I; Lane5: pET22b(+)/Not I.

Sequence analysis of cloned BabA2 nucleotide
The nucleotide sequence of cloned genes inserted in pET22 b(+)
was analyzed by automatic sequencing across the cloning
junction, using the universal primer T7. The results showed that
cloned genes contained 2 226 nucleotides with a promoter and a
start codon coding a putative protein of 741 amino acid residues
with a calculated molecular mass of BabA. As compared with
previously reports, the homogeneity was 100% between them.
Expression and purification of BabA2 gene in Escherichia coli
Whole-cell lysate, sonicated supernatant, osmotic shock liquid
of recombinant strains expressing H pylori BabA2 genes and
the purified rBabA were analyzed by electrophoresis analysis
in a 100 g/L polyacrylamide gel for detection of fusion proteins
(Figure 3). The result showed that the clearly identifiable band
was 78 000 u highly expressed fusion proteins, which was similar
to that predicted. Gel automatic scan analysis showed that
it was 0.6 at D value and the final concentration of IPTG was
0.1 mmol/L and the expression of BabA rose remarkably after 5 h
of induction, which accounted for 34.8% of total bacterial
proteins. Among them, soluble substance accounted for 15.
0% of supernatant. BabA was further analyzed with Ni-NTA
column and finally BabA whose purity was 90%.
Antigenicity study of recombinant fusion protein
The postive results by the test of ELISA had colours, but the
negtive results had no colours, or weak colours. Serum from
the eight mice serums immuned with rBabA showed positive
results. In contrast, serum from the eight mice in the control
group showed negtive results. At the same time, serums from
patients also showed the same results. H pylori positive serum
from the eight patients showed positive results and H pylori
negative serum from the three patients showed postive results.
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It showed that anti-BabA antibody existed in the serum of
infected patients and rBabA could enable the organism to
generate specific humoral immunity.
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

94 ku
67 ku
67 ku

Figure 3 The 100 g/L SDS-PAGE analysis of fusion protein
expressed in BL21 (DE3). Lane 1: Molecular mass marker (67, 94)
×103; Lane 2: control strain BL21 (pET) before induction; Lane 3:
control strain BL21 (pET) after 5-h induction with IPTG; Lane 4:
BL21 (pET-BabA) cells before induction; Lane 5: BL21(pET- BabA)
cells after 3-h induction with IPTG; Lane 6: BL21(pET- BabA) cells
after 5-h induction with IPTG; Lane 7: BL21(pET- BabA) cells
periplasm protein after 3-h induction with IPTG; Lane 8: sonicated supernatant of BL21 (pET-BabA) cells after 3-h induction
with IPTG; Lane 9: recombinant protein BabA purified.

DISCUSSION
At first Wadstr et al. suspected that the resting or slow growing
cells of H pylori could interact with Lewis blood group substances
in gastric mucin layer and on epithelium to facilitate initial
colonization. Afterwards Iiver et al. used receptor activitydirected affinity tagging to purify a kind of adhesin which
mediated adherence of H pylori to human gastric epithelial
cells by interacting with fucosylated Lewis b (Leb) histo-blood
group antigen and named the adhesion BabA. Immunogold
electron microscopy found BabA adhesin was located on the
bacterial cell outer membrane by probing the Leb antigen.
Receptor displacement analyses showed that receptor-adhesin
complex was formed under conditions of equilibrium. Most of
the cells (>90%) of the bacterial exhibited BAB activity, as
determined by confocal microscopy and fluorescent Leb
antigen. The Ka value for formation of the Leb antigen-BabA
complex was -1×1010 mol/L. The number of Leb glycoconjugate
molecules bound to BabA was calculated as -500 per bacterial
cell. In addition, the prevalence of blood group antigen-binding
activity was also assessed among 95 recent clinical isolates of
H pylori, and 66% (63 isolates) were bound to the Leb antigen.
Bosch et al. investigated the effects of acute stress on the salivary
levels of the carbohydrate structure sulfo-Lewis (sulfo-Le).
The results showed the stressor induced a strong increase in
salivary sulfo-Le concentration (U/mL), sulfo-Le output (U/min),
sulfo-Le/total protein ratio (U/mg protein), and saliva-mediated
adherence (ex vivo) of H pylori. As expected, sulfo-Le concentration
correlated with the adherence of H pylori (r = 0.72, P<0.05). In
a word, the adhesin BabA and its receptor Leb played an
important role in the adherence mechanism of H pylori,
especially when people were in the state of acute stress.
Isolates of H pylori differed in virulence and from individuals
with peptic ulcers most often were type I strains that expressed
vacuolating cytotoxin A (VacA) and cytotoxin-associated gene
A (CagA) protein. By definition, type II strains could express
neither marker. The bacterial Leb-binding phenotype was
associated with the presence of the cag pathogenicity island
among clinical isolates of H pylori. A vaccine strategy based
on the BabA adhesin might serve as a means to target the

virulent type I strains of H pylori. So we selected H pylori ss1
chromosome DNA as a template, which has strong adhesin
and is capable of coloning firmly in the stomach of a mouse,
designed specific primers and successfully screened the genes
of BabA2. To facilitate the expression and purification at the
next stage, we cloned it into a fusion expression vector with 6
hercynine tails. The restriction enzyme digestion and the
sequencing results showed that one open reading frame had
the size of 2 226 bp. SDS-PAGE and scan analysis showed that
the molecular mass of BabA was 78 ku and recombinant protein
accounted for 34.8% of the total bacterial protein. Considering
that the recombinant protein with bio-activity tended to preserve
more integral and positive antigenicity, we selected supernatant
of ultrasound disrupted live E.coli and performed repeated
purification of rBabA with Ni-NTA resin, thus obtaining rBabA
with activity whose purity was 90%. This has laid a foundation
for further research on immune protection and molecular adhesin
mechanism. In this study, serum from the mice immuned with
purified recombinant protein BabA could be used to detect specific
antibody against BabA, but serum from the mice in the control
group could not. Serum from patients also showed the same
results. These results suggest that BabA of H pylori maybe a
good candidate as a vaccine component.
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Abstract
AIM: To investigate the feasibility for antisense imaging of
the colon cancer with liposome-entrapped 99 m-technetium
labeled antisense oligonucleotides as tracers.
METHODS: Fifteen mer single-stranded aminolinked
phosphorothioate antisense oligonucleotides of c-myc
mRNA were labeled with 99mTc-pertechnetate, then purified
and finally entrapped with liposomes to form the labeling
compounds, liposome-entrapped 99mTc-labeled antisense
oligonucleotides. The LS-174-T cells (colon of adenocarcinoma
cell line) were incubated with the labeling compounds to
test the uptake rates of LS-174-T cells. Later on, a model
of 30 tumor bearing nude mice was constructed by
inoculating with 5×106 of LS-174-T cells at right flank of
each nude mouse. About 10 d later, the model were
adminstered by intravenous injection of the liposomeentrapped 99mTc-labeled antisense oligonucleotides. Then
some of the tumour bearing nude mice were sacrificed at
0.5, 1, 2, and 4 h after intravenous injection, and proper
quantity of liver, spleen, tumor, etc. was obtained. The
tissues were counted in a gamma counter, and after correction
for decay and background activity, expressed as a percentage
of the injected dose. The others whose anterior and
posterior whole-body scans were obtained at 1, 1.5, 2, 4,
6 and 24 h with a dual-head bodyscan camera equipped
with parallel-hole low-energy collimaters. The ratios of
radioactive counts in tumor to that in contralateral equivalent
region of abdomen were calculated.
RESULTS: The uptake rates of LS-174-T cells for liposomeentrapped 99mTc-labeled antisense oligonucleotides increased
as time prolonged and reach the peak (17.77±2.41%) at 7 h.
The biodistributions showed that the rdioactivity in the
tumor (13.46±0.20%) of injected dose was the highest at
2 h of intravenous injection of liposome-entrapped 99mTclabeled antisense oligonucleotides, and then decreased
sharply to 4.58±0.45% at 4 h. The tumor was shown clearly
in the whole-body scan at 2 h of intravenous injection. The
ratios, radioactive counts in tumor to that in contralateral
equivalent region of abdomen (1.7332±0.2537), was the
highest one at 2 h after intravenous injection of liposomeentrapped 99mTc-labeled antisense oligonucleotides.

CONCLUSION: The liposome-entrapped 99mTc-labeled
antisense oligonucleotides deserve being developed into
radiopharmaceutics for the colon cancer imaging.
Zheng JG, Tan TZ. Antisense imaging of colon cancer-bearing
nude mice with liposome-entrapped 99m-technetium-labeled
antisense oligonucleotides of c-myc mRNA. World J Gastroenterol
2004; 10(17): 2563-2566

http://www.wjgnet.com/1007-9327/10/2563.asp

INTRODUCTION
Antisense imaging was referred to that antisense oligonucleotides
of a gene were labeled with radionuclide, then administered to
a organism to show its focus, especially the tumor[1]. Colon
cancer is a malignant tumor that seriously threatens human
health. Its main oncogene, c-myc, whose overexpression can
reach 30 times, is a target gene for antisense imaging[2]. The
oligonucleotides that are complementary to c-myc mRNA can
prohibit many kinds of cancer cells from growing[3]. Many
nuclear medicine researchers are interested in this oncogene[4,5].
At present, the antisense oligonucleotides of c-myc mRNA
have been successfully labeled with 99mTc [6,7]. However, to the
author’s knowledge, their application in experimental researches
on antisense imaging has not been reported as yet. Is the uptake
rate of tumor tissue too small and the background too high to
indicate the tumor? How can the uptake rates of tumor cells be
increased? Do these limit the application of 99mTc-labeled
antisense oligonucleotides? In order to explore the feasibility
for antisense imaging of the colon carcinoma, develop a new
radiolabeled-gene-pharmaceutics, and promote the progress
in the molecular nuclear medicine, the primary experimental
studies, antisense imaging, on liposome-entrapped 99mTclabeled antisense phosphorothioate oligonucleotides as a tracer
were carried out.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
Fifteen mer, single-stranded phosphorothioate oligonucleotides,
aminolinked, antisense oligonucleotides targeted at the
translation initiation codon of c-myc mRNA were purchased
from Gibco-BRL, US. Their base sequences were 5’-NH2FACGTTGAGGGGCAT-3’ (F stood for phosphorothioate A).
The molecular mass of the chain was about 300 u. These
oligonucleotides were used directly without further purification,
and generally handled under sterile conditions. All solutions
were sterilized by terminal filtration through a 0.22 µm filter. All
pipettes and tubes were autoclaved prior to use. The
oligonucleotides were dissolved at a concentration of 4 mg/mL
in sterile water and stored at -20 °C.
The hydrazino nicotinamide derivatives were synthesized
elsewhere. 99 m-pertechnetate was obtained from a 99Mo-99mTc
radionuclide generator made by the Chinese Atomic Energy
Institute. Tricine, Sncl2·2H2O and Dimethyl sulfoxide were
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supplied by Sigma Company, US, lipofectamin reagent by GibcoBRL, US, EDTA by Boehringer Mannheim Company, Germany,
and Sep-Pak (C18) reverse column by Waters Company, US.
The oligonucleotides were bound to hydrazino nicotinamide
derivatives and then labeled with 99m Tc following the
methods described by Hnatowich et al[8]. The 99mTc-labeled
oligonucleotides were entrapped with liposome according to
the manufacturer’s protocols.

of 37 MBq/mL were freshly prepared. The 6 tumor-bearing nude
mice were administered with 0.3 mL of the above products
through tail vein. When these mice anesthetized with pentobarbital,
anterior and posterior whole-body scans were obtained at 1,
1.5, 2, 4, 6 and 24 h with a dual-head bodyscan camera (Elcint
Apex Helix, Israel) equipped with parallel-hole low-energy
collimaters. The ratios of radioactive counts in tumor to that in
the contralateral equivalent region of abdomen were calculated.

The cellular uptake rates of oligonucleotides
The LS-174-T cells were grown by adherent culture in media
(RPMI-1 640, Gibco-BRL, US), supplemented with 100 mL/L
fetal bovine serum at 37 °C, 50 mL/L CO2. Thirty-six culture
plates with diameter of 33 mm each was inoculated with about
1×105 LS-174-T cells and cultured at 37 °C for 48 h. After the
cells were grown to about 50% confluence in regular culture
media, they were transfected using lipofectamin with 2 µg of
freshly prepared liposome-entrapped 99mTc-labeled antisense
oligonucleotides with radioactivity of about 29.60 MBq
according to the manufacturer’s protocols. The cellular uptake
rates were determined at 1, 2, 5 and 7 h, and the testing steps
were as follows: The cells were detached by 2.5 g/L trypsin to
form suspension, then washed three times with the media by
centrifugation (2 500 r/min, 10 min). The supernatant was
collected into a 50 mL volumetric cylinder and the precipitation
remained in the centrifugation tube. Then the radioactive counts
in the precipitation and supernatant were counted in an
automatic gamma well counter after correction for decay and
background activity separately, and the cellular uptake rates
were expressed as a percentage of the total counts. The uptake
rate = radioactive counts in precipitation/the total counts in
precipitation and supernatant ×100%.

RESULTS
The cellular uptake rates of oligonucleotides
The most important thing for antisense imaging is how much
oligonucleotides are able to enter cells. High uptake rate is the key
to success. The celluar uptake rates are as follows: 7.21±1.23%
at 1 h, 15.19±2.81% at 2 h, 16.13±2.54% at 5 h, and 17.77±2.41%
at 7 h. Within 7 h, the cellular uptake rate increased as the time
prolonged, and reached the peak at 7 h. It was significantly
higher than that at 1 and 2 h. However, the uptake rate at 7 h
was not significantly higher than that at 5 h.

The biodistribution of the antisense oligonucleotides in tumorbearing nude mice
At first, the tumor model was constructed. Large-scale of LS174-T cells collected by digestion, centrifugation and washing,
were diluted with culture medium without serum and antibiotic
to the concerntration of 5×106 cells per 0.2 mL. Thirty male
nude mice, aged about 2 mo, were purchased from Experimental
Animal Center of Sichuan University. The mice were maintained
in a specific pathogen-free environment and cared in accordance
with the institutional guidelines. Each of them was inoculated
with 5×106 cells at right flank. The tumor was allowed to grow
for 10 d until diameter reached about 1 cm. Thus the tumor
model was constructed successfully.
Biodistribution of liposome-entrapped 99m Tc-labeled
antisense oligonucleotides was determined in the 20 tumorbearing nude mice. Each mouse received 0.3 mL of saline
containing 3 to 5 µg (0.259 MBq) of liposome-entrapped 99mTclabeled antisense oligonucleotides by tail vein administration.
Meanwhile, the same injected dose of liposome-entrapped
99m
Tc-labeled antisense oligonucleotides was stored in a tube
as standard, and double assays were carried out. Five mice
were used at each time point of 0.5, 1, 2 and 4 h. After being bled
from eye, they were sacrificed by cervical dislocation, and proper
quantity of liver, spleen, kidney, lung, heart, bone, muscle,
stomach, intestines, brain and tumor obtained. The tissues were
washed cleanly with cool physiological saline and weighted
by electronic balance (Denver, US). The tissues were counted
against appropriate standards of known dilution in an automatic
gamma well counter, and after correction for decay and background
activity, expressed as a percentage of the injected dose.
Antisense imaging
The liposome-entrapped 99mTc-labeled antisense oligonucleotides
containing oligonucleotides from 30 to 90 µg at the concentration

The biodistribution of liposome-entrapped 99mTc-labeled
antisense oligonucleotides
The biodistribution of liposome-entrapped 99mTc-labeled
antisense oligonucleotides are shown in Table 1. The endothelial
system played a main role in biodistribution, and accumulated
the greater part of the injected dose. The radioactive counts in
the tumor tissue increased within 2 h and gradually reached the
peak at 2 h, then dropped down sharply.
Table 1 Course of biodistribution of liposome-entrapped 99mTclabeled antisense oligonucleotides in tumor-bearing nude mice
(mean±SD, percent of injected dose, n = 5 mice for each time)
Tissue
Liver
Spleen
Kidney

0.5 h

1h

8.78±0.63

2h

9.16±1.14

6.78±0.37

c

4.89±0.67a

8.86±0.60
2.90±1.19a

Lung

10.23±1.02

13.37±0.84

Heart

7.18±0.13

8.78±1.01

Blood
Bone
Muscle

5.51±0.24
1.84±0.64

a

a

2.27±0.37a

Stomach

12.45±0.62a

Intestines

4.54±0.42a

Brain
Tumor

2.24±0.42
6.12±0.31

a

a

7.92±0.38

8.97±0.12 c

7.37±0.64

c

8.02±0.23 c

3.07±0.18 ac

0.47±0.02 ac

12.21±0.42 a 10.20±0.50 c
5.28±0.45 ac

7.25±0.18

4.55±0.15
3.14±1.04

4h
c

a

1.36±0.60ac

2.81±0.11

ac

2.61±0.06 ac

1.43±0.24

ac

1.02±0.32 ac

1.69±0.91 ac

2.85±0.26 a

13.77±0.38 10.63±0.35

6.70±0.44 ac

7.76±0.34c

8.44±0.63 c

6.68±4.14
2.16±2.10
8.09±0.86

ac

0.68±0.06
13.46±0.20

ac

0.52±0.06 ac

a

4.58±0.45 a

a

P<0.05 vs that of liver tissue cP<0.05 vs that of tumor tissue.

Antisense imaging
Anterior imaging at 1 h after intravenous injection of liposomeentrapped 99mTc-labeled antisense oligonucleotides showed that
little accumulation of radioactivity might be seen in the right
middle flank which was the place of tumor. Anterior imaging
demonstrated a little accumulation of radioactivity in tumor site
at 1.5 h (Figure 1), and a circular abnormal accumulation focus of
radioactivity in the location of tumor at 2 h (Figure 2), but no
accumulation of radioactivity in the location of tumor at 24 h.
The ratios of radioactive counts in tumor tissue to that in the
contralateral equivalent region
The ratio was the highest one (1.7332±0.2537) at 2 h after
intravenous injection of liposome-entrapped 99mTc-labeled
antisense oligonucleotides. It was significantly higher than
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that at 4 and 6 h (P<0.05). Although it was higher than that at 1.0
and 1.5 h, there was no statistical difference. These ratios are
shown in Table 2.
Table 2 Ratios of the radioactive counts in tumor to that in the
contralateral equivalent region of abdomen (mean±SD, n = 5
for each time point)
Time point (h)
1.0
1.5
2.0
4.0
6.0

Ratios
1.2266±0.1259
1.5597±0.0190
1.7332±0.2537
1.0182±0.0495 a
1.0199±0.0131 a

a

P<0.05 vs ratio of 2.0 h.

Figure 1 Anterior imaging at 1.5 h after intravenous injection
of liposome-entrapped 99mTc-labeled antisense oligonucleotides.
A little accumulation of radioactivity in tumor site, the right
middle flank (arrow) could be observed.
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per gram of the tumor tissue was in the middle level at 0.5 h after
injection, increased as time prolonged within 2 h, and reached
the peak at 2 h. The proportion of radioactive counts per gram
of the tumor tissue to the total was 13.46±0.20%, which was
significantly higher than that of the liver, spleen, kidney, blood,
bone, muscle, intestines and brain. The ratio of radioactive
counts in the tumor to that in the blood was 4.79, and to that in
the muscle was 7.96. It was thus evident that enough liposomeentrapped 99mTc-labeled antisense oligonucleotides were
accumulated in the tumor tissue. The tumor could be observed
clearly so long as radioactivity in the tissues around it was
comparatively low.
Delong et al[14]. studied the biodistribution of 99mTc-labeled
phosphorothioate oligonucleotides without using liposomes
as carriers. Their investigation demonstrated that radioactivity
in the tumor tissue was only 2% to 3%. However, in our study,
liposomes were used as vectors, and 4.58% to 13.46% of the
total radioactivity could be accumulated in the tumor.
Radioactivity was 2.29 to 4.49 times higher than that reported
by Delong et al[14]. Thus, the uptake rates of the tumor tissue
can be increasee greatly by using liposomes as carriers.
Accordingly, liposome is an effective vector in antisense imaging.
The whole body scan in the tumor bearing nude mice showed
that the tumor was observed clearly at 2 h after intravenous
injection of the liposome-entrapped 99mTc-labeled antisense
oligonucleotides. It was evident that the imaging of the liver
above the tumor and the bladder below the tumor was more
clear than that of the tumor. They could influence the imaging
of the tumor. However, the interference of the bladder can easily
be decreased by diuretic or drinking a certain quantity of water,
which is a routine clinical method of whole body bone scan.
But the influence of the liver needs further investigation.
Although the imaging of the liver will influence the quality
of the antisense imaging, our primary success on the tumorbearing nude mice with 99mTc-labeled antisense oligonuceotides
may contribute to the molecular nuclear medicine progress.
In conclusion, liposome-entrapped 99mTc-labeled antisense
oligonucleotides with high cellular uptake rates can be
accumulated by tumor in the tumor bearing-nude mice, and be
able to show the colon carcinoma accurately, was worthy of
being developed into a new radiopharmaceutics for diagnosis[15].
This will provide a new strategy for the early diagnosis of the
colon carcinoma.
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Abstract
AIM: To investigate the effects of anti-Fas ribozyme on
Fas expression and apoptosis in primary cultured mouse
hepatocytes.
METHODS: Mouse hepatocytes were isolated by using
collagenase irrigation. A hammerhead ribozyme targeting
the Fas mRNA was constructed, and transfected into mouse
hepatocytes via Effectene. Then Fas expression in mouse
hepatocytes was detected by RT-PCR and western blotting.
After being treated with anti-Fas antibody (JO2), hepatocytes
viability was measured with MTT assay. Caspase-3 proteolytic
activity was detected, and cell apoptosis was measured
according to Annexin V-FITC apoptosis detection kit.
RESULTS: Fas expressed in primary mouse hepatocytes.
Fas expression in hepatocytes transfected with anti-Fas
ribozyme was decreased remarkably and correlated with
the resistance to Fas-mediated apoptosis as determined
by flow cytometry and caspase-3 proteolytic activity.
CONCLUSION: Anti-Fas ribozyme can remarkably decrease
the Fas expression in mouse hepatocytes, thus inhibit Fasmediated apoptosis in hepatocytes. It is suggested that
anti-Fas ribozyme could significantly increase the resistance
of transplanted hepatocytes to apoptosis and improve the
survival of transplanted hepatocytes.
Zhang M, He W, Liu F, Zou P, Xiao J, Zhong ZD, Hu ZB. Inhibition
of mouse hepatocyte apoptosis via anti-Fas ribozyme. World
J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(17): 2567-2570
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INTRODUCTION
Liver transplantation is one of the efficient ways to treat liver
function failure and liver necrosis induced by all kinds of
diseases [1,2] . But Fas expresses in hepatocytes and Fasmediated apoptosis significantly impairs graft survival[3-7]. AntiFas hammerhead ribozyme was designed and synthesized to
target directly at position 596 of the Fas RNA, and cloned into
a eukaryotic vector, which was transfected into primary cultured
mouse hepatocytes via a vector named Effectene different from
usual Lipofectamine reagents[8]. Then the effects of anti-Fas
ribozyme on Fas expression and apoptosis of mouse hepatocytes
were investigated.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Reagents and materials
E.coli DH-5α was a kind gift from Department of Immunology,
Tongji Medical College. Prokaryotic vector pBSKU6 and green
fluorescent protein pEGFPC1 were given as presents by Dr.
Kongxinjuan. All restriction endonucleases and T4 DNA ligase
were products of Promega Company. Mini plasmid DNA
extraction kit, gel DNA purification kit and DL-2000 DNA marker
were purchased from TaKaRa Company. Transfection reagent
Effectene was purchased from Qiagen Company. Reverse
transcriptional kit, dNTP, Taq DNA polymerase were products
of MBI Company. Fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)conjugated Annexin V kit was product of Bender Company
(purchased from Jingmei Company). FITC-conjugated antimouse Fas antibody (JO2) was product of PharMingen Company.
Caspase-3 activity detection kit was product of Clontech
Company. MTT reagent was purchased from Sigma Company.
Synthesis and cloning of ribozyme
GUA triplets located at 596 of the mouse Fas RNA were selected
as the cleavage site of ribozyme[9], two small nucleotide
sequences complementary to flanks of the cleavage site of
target RNA were located before and after hammerhead
structure-the conservative core catalytic sequence of ribozyme,
which can form typical active cleavage structure through
complementation [10]. The cDNAs encoding the anti-Fas
ribozyme were composed of two complementary strands each
about 50 nt, which were terminated with BamH I and Xba I: a
5’ TCTAGAGATATATAAACTGATGAGTCCGTGAGGA
CGAA ACAAGTG GATCC 3’, b 5’ GGATC CACTTGT TTC
GTCCTCACGGACTCATCAG TTTATATATC TCTAGA 3’. All
cDNAs were synthesized by Shanghai Shenggong Company.
The ribozyme was cloned into the BamH I and Xba I sites of the
pBSKU6, which was named as U6-RZ596, and digested and
sequenced to be correct. Then this recombinant plasmid was
used as templete to get a fragment including U6 promoter and
ribozyme by using PCR. The fragment was subcloned into the
Mlu I site of the pEGFPC1, which was named as pU6-RZ596,
and testified to be correct.
Isolation, cultivation and transfection of primary mouse
hepatocytes
Healthy adult mice were spiled via portal vein after being
anaesthetized and irrigated with a constant flux at about 9 mL/min.
First Hanks solution was used without Ca2+ and Mg2+, then
0.2 g/L collagenase solution for 8 min[11,12]. At last liver tissues
were lacerated bluntly and digested vibrantly for 15 min in 37 °C
bath water, and filtrated through nylon net and washed with
PBS twice. Cells were resuspended in RPMI 1640 supplemented
with 100 mL/L FBS and counted. Cell viability was 90-92%.
Cell count was adjusted to 2×106/mL and cells were cultured in
a humidified 50 mL/L CO2 atmosphere at 37 °C. Cells were
collected and grouped as following: empty control; cells
transfected with pEGFPC1; cells transfected with pU6-RZ596.
Transfection was performed according to the instructions of
Effectene reagent. Cells were cultured for 48 h, the stably
transfected cells were selected by culturing in medium
containing G418 (600 µg/mL).
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Detection of Fas mRNA expressed in hepatocytes by using
RT-PCR
Total RNA was extracted from all above-mentioned groups by
using TriZol reagent. After cDNA was synthesized, PCR reaction
was performed, β-actin was used as control. The employed
primers were as follows: Fas sense primer 5’-GCTGCAGACATG
CTGTGGATC-3’ and anti-sense primer 5’-TCACAGCCAGGA
GAATCGCAG-3’, β-actin sense primer 5’-GACGATGATATTG
CCGCACT-3’ and anti-sense primer 5’-GATACCACGCTTGC
TCTGAG-3’. Reaction conditions for PCR were: pre-denaturation
for 3 min at 95 °C, 30 cycles of denaturation for 30 s at 95 °C,
annealing for 45 s at 58 °C, extension for 45 s at 72 °C, and extension
for 3 min at 72 °C. PCR products were run on 15 g/L agarose gel.

Effect of anti-Fas ribozyme on cell viability
After induction of apoptosis of mouse hepatocytes through
stimulation with JO2, cell viability was detected by MTT assay.
Compared with negative control, cell viabilities of other groups
transfected with pEGFPC1 and pU6-RZ596 were 98% and 208%
respectively (Figure 4).
Inhibition of Fas-mediated apoptosis in mouse hepatocytes
Cell apoptosis was induced as the method mentioned above.
Apoptosis rates of cells in control, mock-transfected and pU6RZ596-transfected groups were 86%, 87% and 35%, respectively
(Figure 5).
3

Detection of Fas protein expressed in hepatocytes by western blot
Three groups of cells were collected regularly and lysed in soluble
buffer, then the proteins were measured as 0.4 µg/µL, and
electrophoresed in 100 g/L SDS-polyacrylamide minigels.
The first antibody was rabbit anti-mouse-Fas antibody (1:200).
The second antibody was goat anti-rabbit-IgG (1:5 000). At
last the color was developed by ECL system.

2

1

M
2 000 bp
1 000 bp
750 bp
500 bp

Fas

250 bp

β-actin

100 bp

Detection of apoptosis through FACS
Three groups of cells treated with anti-Fas antibody JO2 and
the empty control were conjugated with Annexin V-FITC and
PI respectively. Cell apoptosis was analyzed by flow cytometry.
RESULTS
Effects of ribozyme on Fas expression
Fas and β-actin PCR amplification generated amplicons of 419 bp
and 186 bp respectively. Through scanning the luminescence,
the ratio of Fas/β-actin was analyzed by using gel image analysis
system. The negative control was 1.1; mouse hepatocytes
transfected with pEGFPC1 was 0.98; hepatocytes transfected
with pU6-RZ596 was 0.43. It was clear that Fas mRNA expression
in cells transfected with anti-Fas ribozyme was lower than that in
control and cells transfected with empty vector (Figure 1).
Western blotting displayed Fas protein expressed in cells
transfected with pU6-RZ596 was much lower than that
expressed in control and cells transfected with pEGFPC1, which
was consistent with the results of RT-PCR (Figure 2).
Effect of anti-Fas ribozyme on caspase-3 activity
After 24 h of stimulation with JO2, caspase-3 activity of mouse
hepatocytes was specifically inhibited by a caspase-3 inhibitor.
Compared with negative control, caspase-3 activities of other
groups transfected with pEGFPC1 and pU6-RZ596 were 95%
and 45% respectively (Figure 3).

Fas

49 ku

1

2

3

Figure 2 Fas protein expression in all groups. M: Marker;
Lanes 1-3: Empty control, mock-transfected group and pU6RZ596-transfected group.
100%
Caspase-3 activity

Detection of cell viability via MTT assay
Grouped and treated as above, cells were inoculated into 96well plates at a concentration about 105/mL (100 µL/well). After
incubation with 10 µL MTT(0.5 mg/mL) for 4 h at 37 °C, the
formazan crystals were dissolved in 100 µL DMSO, then the
A was measured at 570 nm.

Figure 1 Fas gene transcription in all groups. M: DL-2000 DNA
marker, Lanes 1-3: Empty control, mock-transfected group
and pU6-RZ596-transfected group.

No caspase inhibitor
Caspase inhibitor

50%

0%
Mock

pU6-RZ596

Figure 3 Detection of caspase-3 activity in all groups.
250%
MTT% of control

Detection of caspase-3 protease activity
Treated with JO2 (5 µg/mL) for 24 h under common growth
condition, apoptosis of three-groups of cells were induced.
Meanwhile the negative control without apoptosis and apoptosis
cells treated with caspase-3 inhibitor (DEVD-fmk) were
established. After being collected, cells were treated with cell
lysis buffer sufficiently. The supernatant was retained (including
protein needed), and then the procedure was performed
according to the instructions of caspase-3 activity detection kit.
The optical density (A) was measured at 405 nm.

200%
150%
100%
50%
0%
Mock

pU6-RZ596

Figure 4 Stimulated with JO2 for 24 h, cells viabilities of control,
mock-transfected and pU6-RZ596-transfected groups were
detected by MTT assay.
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Figure 5 Detection of apoptosis of hepatocytes through cytometry. A: Apoptosis rate of control group was 86%; B: Apoptosis rate
of mock-transfected cells was 87%; C: Apoptosis rate of pU6-RZ596-transfected cells was 35%.

DISCUSSION
Usually in clinic the hepatocytes of patients with acute or
chronic liver failure show denaturation, necrosis and function
failure. Existing pathogenic therapy and usual allopathy can
not compensate functions of hepatocytes[12,13]. Now, the most
efficient way is liver transplantation, but grafts survival is one
of the important factors to affect whether liver transplantation
is successful.
Primary mouse hepatocytes were isolated through two-step
irrigation method[14], in which Fas expression was detected by
RT-PCR and Western bloting. Treated with anti-Fas antibody
JO2, apoptosis of hepatocytes was induced with decreased
viability. So hammerhead ribozyme targeting directly at 596
GUA triplets of Fas mRNA was constructed to efficiently block
out Fas gene and decrease apoptosis of hepatocytes. As an
RNA molecule with catalysis function[15], ribozyme can bind
and cleave target RNA to inhibit gene expression. Hammerhead
ribozyme is widely used in gene therapy because of its many
superiorities[16], including small molecule weight, easy to design
and synthesis, etc. Anti-Fas ribozyme was transfected into
mouse hepatocytes by using Effectene reagent, then the stable
clone was selected to investigate the inhibition action of
ribozyme on Fas-mediated apoptosis. Results displayed that
expression of Fas mRNA and protein in cells transfected with
anti-Fas ribozyme was remarkably lower than that in control
and mock-transfected cells. After stimulation with apoptosis
inducer JO2 (imitating the role of FasL in vivo) for 24 h, apoptosis
rate of cells transfected with anti-Fas ribozyme was obviously
lower than that of negative control and mock-transfected cells.
Accordingly, caspase-3 activity of ribozyme-transfected cells
was much lower than that of other groups, but cell viability was
higher than the other two groups.
Apoptosis activates a series of proteases to induce
programmed death of target cells through two ways including
death receptor way and mitochondria way[17,18]. The final effect
of the two ways is activity of caspase-3, that is to say caspase-3 is
the common channel of two apoptosis ways[19]. Therefore,
caspase-3 activity was increased in apoptosis and correlated
with apoptosis rate positively. Anti-Fas ribozyme could not
only decrease Fas expression but also weaken caspase-3 activity
to reduce apoptosis induced by anti-Fas antibody. It is clear
that hammerhead ribozyme targeting at 596 site of Fas RNA in
this research can efficiently cleave Fas mRNA, which decreases
not only the Fas expression but also its function. In existence
of factors inducing apoptosis, ability of hepatocytes transfected
with ribozyme against apoptosis was enhanced and cell viability
was increased, which was coincident with study results of
Dagmer about primary mouse islet β cells and insulinoma
cells[20,21].

In short, anti-Fas ribozyme not only prevents Fas expression in
mouse hepatocytes but also inhibits Fas-mediated apoptosis
to improve cell survival after being transfected into hepatocytes,
which afford strong assurance for successful liver transplantation.
Further research should be focused on clinical application of
anti-Fas ribozyme and selection of more efficient, highly specific
and low toxic vectors[22-24].
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Abstract
AIM: To develop a novel process for production of HAV in
Vero cells grown on microcarriers in a bioreactor.
METHODS: Vero cells infected with HAV strain W were
seeded at an initial density of 1×105 cells/mL into a 7-L
bioreactor containing Cytodex-I microcarriers. During the
stage of cell proliferation, the following conditions were
applied: pH 7.2±0.2, temperature 37±0.2 °C, dissolved
oxygen 40% of air saturation and agitation rate 40 r/min .
After the stage of virus culture started, the culture conditions
were altered to pH 7.2±0.2, temperature 35±0.2 °C,
dissolved oxygen 25% of air saturation, agitation rate 50 r/min
and perfusion of fresh medium at a flux of 20 mL/h. During
the course of fermentation, cell density, HAV antigen titre,
glucose, lactate and ammonia levels were monitored. A
control experiment using conventional static culture was
conducted in the T150 flask.
RESULTS: After a 28-d cultivation, cell density increased
to 14.0×105 cells/mL in the bioreactor, 5.6×109 viable cells and
4 000 mL virus suspension with a titre of 1:64 were harvested.
The viral antigen output per cell unit in the bioreactor was
3-fold higher than that in the T150 flask. Meanwhile the
metabolic mode of Vero cells did not change after the infection
with HAV strain W.
CONCLUSION: The process for production of HAV in Vero
cells grown on microcarriers in a bioreactor is a novel,
efficient and practical way to obtain virus antigen for vaccine
purpose. This approach produces more cells and HAV
antigen than the conventional static culture. With futher
improvement, it is possible to be used for the production
of hepatitis A vaccine.
Sun MB, Jiang YJ, Li WD, Li PZ, Li GL, Jiang SD, Liao GY. A
novel process for production of hepatitis A virus in Vero cells
grown on microcarriers in bioreactor. World J Gastroenterol
2004; 10(17): 2571-2573

continued occurrence of extensive community wide outbreaks
indicates that hepatitis A remains a major public health problem.
The availability of hepatitis A vaccine provides the opportunity
to substantially lower disease incidence and potentially eliminate
infection[1,2]. Several inactivated and live-attenuated hepatitis
A vaccines have been developed. Due to the high protective
efficacy, immunogenicity and safety, the inactivated vaccines
are more favored[3-6]. At present several inactivated hepatitis A
vaccines such as HAVRIXR, VAQTAR, AVAXIMR and EPAXALR
are commercially available[7-9]. Inactivated hepatitis A vaccine
is prepared by methods similar to those used for inactivated
poliovirus vaccines. Cell-culture-adapted virus is propagated
in human fibroblast cells, usually in MRC-5 cells, purified from
cell lysates by ultrafiltration and exclusion gel chromatography
or other methods, inactivated with formalin, and absorbed to
an aluminum hydroxide adjuvant. Compared with the production
of live- attenuated vaccines, much larger quantities of HAV
antigen are required for the production of inactivated vaccines.
Thus the production of inactivated hepatitis A vaccines is
usually hampered by the difficulty of preparation of large amounts
of virus antigens in the conventional static flask or roller bottle
cultures. The technique of microcarrier cell culture was first
developed in the late 1960 s and has been used successfully for
the production of rabies and poliomyelitis vaccines. One definite
advantage of microcarrier cell culture is the ability to offer a
high product output, which may help to solve the shortage of virus
antigens for production of inactivated hepatitis A vaccines[10-13].
As mentioned above, most hepatitis A vaccines are commonly
prepared by cultivation of HAV in human fibroblast cells
including MRC-5 cells. No vaccine is produced by microcarrier
technology due to the unsuitability of growth for MRC-5 cells
on microcarriers. For HAV production in a microcarrier system
it is necessary to establish suitable cells on microcarriers. Vero
cells can grow well on microcarriers. But HAV is very difficult
to adapt to grow in Vero cells. There are few reports about the
isolation and adaptation of HAV in Vero cells. Until recently, no
report about the production of hepatitis A vaccines in Vero
cells grown on microcarriers in bioreactor is available. To verify
the feasibility of this approach, HAV strain W was isolated and
adapted in Vero cells in our previous work. This study described
the production of HAV strain W in Vero cells grown on Cytodex-I
microcarriers in a 7-L bioreactor.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Bioreactor
A 7-L cell bioreactor (Applikon. Co., Holland) was used. Its
work volume is 4 L. The value of dissolved oxygen was regulated
by importing air mixture with different ratios of O2, N2, CO2 and
air. The value of pH was controlled by addition of NaHCO3.

http://www.wjgnet.com/1007-9327/10/2571.asp

Microcarrier
Cytodex-I microcarrier (Pharmacia Fine Chemicals, Uppsala,
Sweden) was used.

INTRODUCTION
Hepatitis A continues to be one of the most frequently reported
infectious diseases with a worldwide distribution, and the

Medium
Cells were grown in minimum essential medium (MEM; Gibco,
Glasgow, UK) supplemented with 100 U/mL penicillin, 10 mmol/L
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Cell line and virus
Vero cell line was obtained from ATCC and preserved at our
laboratory. Vero cells were used between passages 142 and 146
in this study. HAV strain W was isolated and adapted in Vero
cells at our laboratory. The antigen titre of HAV used for inoculation
was 1:128.
Virus adsorption
Vero cells were seeded into the T150 flasks at the concentration
allowing for the formation of a confluent monolayer in 4-5 d.
The monolayer cells were trypinsized and collected to make
cell suspension in a Bellco agitation bottle. The cell suspension
was inoculated with HAV strain W and incubated at 35 °C with
a stirring of 30 rpm for 6 h.
Bioreactor culture
Bioreactor culture was divided into two stages including cell
proliferation and virus culture. Infected Vero cells were seeded
into the 7-L bioreactor at an initial density of 1×105 cells/mL.
During the stage of cell proliferation, the following conditions
were applied: pH 7.2±0.2, temperature 37±0.2 °C, dissolved
oxygen 40% of air saturation and agitation rate 40 r/min. After
the cell density reached to 1×106 cells/mL, stage of virus culture
started and the used medium was replaced with maintenance
medium. The culture conditions were altered to: pH 7.2±0.2,
temperature 35±0.2 °C, dissolved oxygen 25% of air saturation
and agitation rate 50 r/min. Meanwhile, perfusion was started
and the perfusion rate was modulated to 20 mL/h. After a 28-d
culture, infected cells were trypinsized and collected for the
harvest of HAV antigen.
In a further study, M199 medium was used instead of MEM
during virus culture. A circulating equipment was used to
increase the dissolved oxygen in the feeding medium.
Conventional static culture
Infected Vero cells were seeded at an initial density of 1×105 cells/mL
into the T150 flask containing 150 mL MEM medium. The
cultures were incubated at 35 °C and the medium was replaced
each week. After a 28-d culture, infected cells were trypinsized
and collected for the harvest of HAV antigen.
Metabolite analysis
Samples taken from the cultures in the bioreactor were centrifuged
at 1 500 r/min for 10 min. The supernatants were stored at -20 °C
until tested. Glucose, ammonia and lactate concentrations were
monitored by enzymatic assays, using specific assay kits (16-UV,
171-UV and 826-UV for glucose, ammonia and lactate
respectively; Sigma, St. Louis, USA).
HAV antigen titre assay
Harvested cells were applied to three cycles of freezing and thawing
following ultrasonication. After centrifugation at 1 500 r/min
for 10 min, HAV antigen titre in the supernatant was determined
by ELISA.
RESULTS
Growth and metabolism of infected Vero cells in bioreactor
Seventy-eight hours after the seeding, infected Vero cell density
increased from 1×105 cells/mL to 11.17×105 cells/mL. At this
point, the mode of bioreactor culture was switched from cell
proliferation to virus culture. During the stage of virus culture,
the cell density was kept above 1×106 cells/mL, reaching a maximum

of 15.60×105 cells/mL at 402 h. It achieved 14.0×105 cells/mL at the
end of virus culture, indicating a 14-fold increase over the initial
cell density. The initial concentration of glucose was 7.8 mmol/L
at the beginning of cell proliferation stage. As the cell density
increased, the concentration declined. The rate of declination
gradually became slow as a result of the feeding of fresh medium.
The residual glucose concentration was 0.63 mmol/L at the end
of virus culture. The initial concentrations of lactate and ammonia
were 1.27 mmol/L and 0.18 mmol/L respectively at the beginning
of cell proliferation and increased along with the increasing
of cell density. The lactate level increased from 3.87 mmol/L to
12.68 mmol/L and ammonia level from 1.19 mmol/L to 2.68 mmol/L
during the stage of virus culture. The rate of accumulation also
became slow due to the feeding of fresh medium at the end of
virus culture. Figure 1 shows the variations of cell density, glucose,
lactate, and ammonia levels.
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Virus culture in bioreactor
No HAV antigen was detected during the stage of cell proliferation
and at the early stage of virus culture. At 160 h, HAV antigen
was first detected with a titre of 1:8 and achieved a maximum of
1:64 at 570 h (Figure 2). Four thousand mililitres of virus
suspension with a titre of 1:64 was obtained at the end of virus
culture.
Cell and antigen yields in flask
After a 28-d cultivation, 4×107 viable cells and 5 mL virus suspension
with a titre of 1:128 were obtained from a T150 flask.
Improvement of virus culture in bioreactor
MEM medium was replaced by M199 medium, which contained
richer nutriments and was more suitable for virus growth in
cells. A circulating equipment was added to increase the
dissolved oxygen in the feeding medium. With these
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modifications, antigen titre achieved 1:128 in the harvested
suspension.

2573
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DISCUSSION
In this study the growth kinetics and metabolic properties of
Vero cells infected with HAV strain W were investigated. The
results were similar to those of uninfected Vero cells in our previous
work (Data not shown) and other studies[14,15]. This indicated
that the metabolic mode of Vero cells did not change after infection
with HAV strain W.
The yield of viable cells was 5.6×109 in the bioreactor
whereas 4×107 in the T150 flask. The former was 140-fold higher
than the latter. The yield of HAV antigens was 4 000 mL with a
titre of 1:64 in the bioreactor and equaled to the yield from 400
T150 flasks. Furthermore, per 105 cells produced 1 mL HAV
antigens with a titre of 1:4.57 in a bioreactor compared with
only a titre of 1:1.6 in the T150 flask, that is the antigen output
per cell unit in the bioreactor was 3-fold higher than that in the
T150 flask. The findings mentioned above demonstrated this
process for the production of HAV in Vero cells grown on
microcarriers in a bioreactor could provide much higher yields
of viable cells and virus antigens than that in conventional
static culture. The antigen output per cell unit was also apparently
higher. The technique of microcarrier culture in a bioreactor
could offer numerous advantages over traditional techniques,
such as a high ratio of surface area to volume, an efficient
monitoring and control of key process parameters including
temperature, pH and dissolved oxygen. Moreover, the culture
substrate conditions could be controlled exactly and regulated
in batch or fed-batch operation. The optimal metabolism and
physiological status of cells could be achieved through the
feeding of fresh medium and removal of toxic metabolites. Thus
a high cell density and product output rate could be easily
achieved[15-18].
In conclusion, the process for production of HAV in Vero
cells grown on microcarriers in a bioreactor is a novel, efficient
and practical way to obtain virus antigens for vaccine purpose.
This approach produces more cells and HAV antigens than the
conventional static culture. The optimal growth conditions for
Vero cells and HAV strain W in a bioreactor are being further
investigated to enhance the yield of virus antigens.
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Abstract
AIM: To examine the expressions of matrix metalloproteinases-2 (MMP-2) and tissue inhibitor of metalloproteinases-1
(TIMP-1) in rat fibrotic liver and in normal rat hepatic stellate
cells, and to investigate the changes in their expressions
in response to treatment with interleukin-10 (IL-10) and
platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF).
METHODS: Rat models of CCl4-induced hepatic fibrosis
were established and the liver tissues were sampled from
the rats with or without IL-10 treatment, and also from the
control rats. The expressions of MMP-2 and TIMP-1 in liver
tissues were detected by S-P immunohistochemistry, and
their expression intensities were evaluated in different
groups. Hepatic stellate cells (HSCs) were isolated from
normal rat and cultured in vitro prior to exposure to PDGF
treatment or co-treatment with IL-10 and PDGF. MMP-2
and TIMP-1 levels were measured by semi-quantitative
reverse transcriptional polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR).
RESULTS: CCl4- induced rat hepatic fibrosis models were
successfully established. The positive expressions of MMP-2
and TIMP-1 increased obviously with the development of
hepatic fibrosis, especially in untreated model group (84.0%
and 92.0%, P<0.01). The positive signals decreased
significantly following IL-10 treatment (39.3% and 71.4%,
P<0.01 and P<0.05) in a time-dependent manner. TIMP-1
mRNA in PDGF-treated group was significantly increased
time-dependently in comparison with that of the control
group, but PDGF did not obviously affect MMP-2 expression.
No difference was noted in TIMP-1 and MMP-2 expressions
in HSCs after IL-10 and PDGF treatment (P>0.05).
CONCLUSION: MMP-2 and TIMP-1 expressions increase
in liver tissues with the development of fibrosis, which can
be inhibited by exogenous IL-10 inhibitor. PDGF induces
the up-regulation of TIMP-1 but not MMP-2 in the HSCs.
IL-10 inhibits TIMP-1 and MMP-2 expressions in HSCs
induced by PDGF.
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INTRODUCTION
Liver fibrosis and its end-stage sequelae cirrhosis represent a
major worldwide health problem. By definition progressive
fibrosis occurs when the rate of matrix synthesis exceeds matrix
degradation[1]. Considerable evidence suggests that the hepatic
stellate cells (HSCs) are central to the fibrotic process. HSCs
are normally located in the perisinusoidal space as quiescent
vitamin A-storing cells secreting low levels of extracellular matrix
(ECM). Following liver injury, increased synthesis of
extracellular matrix constituents occurs in combination with
other phenotypic changes (also called activation) of HSCs into
myofibroblast-like cells. It has been demonstrated by the
analysis of freshly isolated HSCs that a number of these
phenotypic changes take place, including increased expression
of extracellular matrix constituents and the expression of αSMA[2,3]. This activated phenotype of HSCs subsequently
becomes the major source of the interstitial collagens[4-6]. It has
been suggested that HSCs are also a source of matrix-degrading
metalloproteinases (MMPs), indicating their participation in
matrix remodeling[7-9]. As a family of neutral proteinases, MMPs
act on a variety of substrates[10]. Different expression profiles
of MMPs influence the outcome of ECM components, resulting
in preferential accumulation of interstitial collagens, type I in
particular, in the fibrotic liver. MMPs are tightly regulated at
the levels of transcription, secretion, and proteolytic activation,
and their activities are governed by tissue-derived inhibitors[11].
The expression of tissue inhibitors of MMPs (TIMP) has also
been demonstrated in human fibrotic liver disease and animal
models of liver fibrosis[12]. At present, 4 TIMPs have been
characterized[13], all being low-molecular-weight proteins
sharing structural similarities. Individual members of the TIMP
family display selective affinities for different members of the
MMP family[14]. TIMP-1 controls mostly the activity of MMP,
particularly MMP-1, whereas TIMP-2 is the major inhibitor of
MMP-2[15]. MMP/TIMP balance is thought to play a pivotal
role in the development of liver fibrosis, but their direct
interaction in vivo has not yet been clarified. In the present
study, the expressions of MMP-2 and TIMP-1 in rat fibrotic
liver and in HSCs were examined and their changes were
investigated in the presence of interleukin (IL)-10 and PDGF.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
One hundred clean male Sprague-Dawley rats weighing 140-180 g
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(provided by Shanghai Experimental Animal Center) were
divided randomly into control group (n = 24), model group (n = 40)
and IL-10 treatment group (n = 36). All the rats were bred under
routine condition (room temperature of 22±2 °C, humidity of
55±5%, with light/dark alternating every 12 h and free access to
water and food. The feed was provided by BK Company in
Shanghai, China).

Preparation of rats
Rats in control group were given intraperitoneal injection with
saline at 2 mL/kg twice a week, and those in model and IL-10
treatment groups received intraperitoneal injection with 500 mL/L
CCl4 (dissolved in castor oil) at 2 mL/kg twice a week. From the
third week, rats in treatment group were given intraperitoneal
injection with IL-10 at 4 µg/kg (dissolved in saline) 20 min prior
to CCl4 injection. All injections were performed on Mondays
and Thursdays after measurement of the rats’ body weight. In
the 5th wk, 3 rats in model group and 2 in treatment group died;
in the 7th wk, 8 and 4 rats in these two groups died, respectively,
and in the 9th week, another 10 and 6 died. At this time point, 3
rats in control group also died. In the 5th, 7th and 9th wk, 7 to 10
rats in each group were sacrificed to collect their liver samples,
which were fixed in 40 g/L formaldehyde and embedded with
paraffin.
Immunohistochemistry
Rat liver tissues were sectioned at the thickness of 4 µm. After
deparaffinization with xylene and dehydration with graded
ethanol, the sections were incubated in PBS containing 30 mL/L
H2O 2 to remove endogenous peroxidases and then in PBS
containing 0.1 mol/L citrate to saturate the nonspecific binding
sites. After incubation with goat anti-rat MMP-2 and TIMP-1
monoclonal antibodies, the sections were treated with instant
S-P immunohistochemical reagents (American Zymed
Company) and then incubated in a buffer solution containing
3,3-diaminobenzidine tetrahydrochloride (DAB) and H2O2 for
visualization, followed by dehydration and mounting procedures.
Microscopic examination of the sections was then performed.
Result assessment
Reactions were graded and scored according to their intensities
and percentage of the positive cells respectively as follows:
Zero score for negative reaction, 1 score for pale yellowish
staining, and 2 scores for dense yellow or brown staining;
0 score for a percentage of positive cells below 5%, 1 score for
one between 6% and 25%, 2 scores for one between 26% and
50%, and 3 for one over 50%. The eventual score of the section
was derived from the product of the 2 scores for staining
intensity and positive cell percentage, and graded as negative
(-) result for a score lower than 1, positive result (+) for one
between 2 and 3, and strong positive result (++) for one over 4.
Ridit analysis was utilized to assess the difference between
the groups.
Hepatic stellate cells isolation and culture
Male Sprague-Dawley rats weighing 450-500 g were used for
isolation of HSCs. Rat liver nonparenchymal cells were isolated
by means of sequential perfusion with collagenase and pronase
E as described previously[16]. Buoyant HSCs were separated
from the resulted cell suspension by elutriation over a Nycodenz
gradient centrifugation. Desmin immunocytochemistry
demonstrated a purity of isolated HSCs over 95%. The HSCs
were then seeded into plastic tissue culture flask at the density
of 1×106/mL in DMEM containing 100 mL/L fetal calf serum
(FCS), and incubated at 37 °C with 50 mL/L CO2. The culture
medium was replaced 24 h after plating and every 48-72 h
thereafter. The subsequent passages of HSCs were diluted to
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5×104/mL before seeded into 50 mL culture flask containing
DMEM medium supplemented with FCS.

PDGF treatment of HSCs
The cultured HSCs were divided into 6 groups: the first and
sixth groups serving as control were cultured in 3 mL DMEM
medium for 2 and 24 h, respectively, with the second, third, fourth
and fifth groups cultured in 3 mL DMEM medium in the presence
of 20 ng/mL PDGF for 2, 4, 8 and 24 h, respectively. The cells were
then harvested for reverse transcriptional-PCR (RT-PCR).
Co-treatment of HSCs with IL-10 and PDGF
Cultured HSCs were divided into 8 groups: the first and second
groups (blank control) were cultured in 3 mL DMEM medium
for 2 and 24 h, respectively, and the third, fifth and seventh
groups (negative control) cultured in 3 mL DMEM medium
containing 20 ng/mL PDGF for 2, 12 and 24 h, respectively,
while the fourth, sixth and eighth groups were cultured in 3 mL
DMEM medium containing both 20 ng/mL IL-10 and 20 ng/mL
PDGF for 2, 12 h and 24 h, respectively. The cells were then
harvested for RT-PCR.
RT-PCR for MMP-2 and TIMP-1
Total RNA was isolated from HSCs using Gentra reagent (USA)
according to the protocol provided by the manufacturer. The
A260/A280 of total RNA ranged between 1.8 and 2.0. After
treatment with Dnase-I (1-2 µg), total RNA was reversely
transcribed into complementary DNA (cDNA) with oligo (dT)
using cDNA synthesis kit, and 2 µL cDNA product was then
used as the template to amplify specific fragments in a 25 µL
reaction system. PCRs using Taq polymerase reaction were
carried out with an initial denaturation at 95 °C for 5 min,
followed by 25 cycles at 94 °C for 45 s, annealing at 60 °C for 30
s, at 72 °C for 60 s, with a final extension at 72 °C for 7 min. The
primer sequences used for MMP-2 were 5’GTGCTGAAGGACACCCTCAAGAAGA-3’ (sense) and 5’TTGCCGTCCTTCTCAAAGTTGTACG-3’ (antisense), and
those for TIMP-1 were 5’-GCCATGGAGAGCCTCTGTGG-3’
(sense) and 5’-GCAGGCAGGCAAAGTGATCG-3’ (antisense);
the primers for β-actin as the internal control were 5’GAGCTATGAGCTGCCTGACG-3’ (sense) and 5’AGCACTTGCGGTCCACGATG-3’ (antisense).
Electrophoresis and semi-quantitative analysis
PCR products underwent 2% agarose gel electrophoresis and
were visualized with ethidium bromide. The expected products’
sizes were 604 bp for MMP-2, 310 bp for TIMP-1 and 410 bp for
β-actin. Bio Imagine System was applied to detect the density
of the bands of PCR products. The expression levels of MMP-2
and TIMP-1 were calculated by the ratio of their band densities
of PCR products to that of β-actin. Semi-quantitative detection
was repeated for 5 times. SPSS 10.0 software was used to analyze
the difference between the groups.
RESULTS
MMP-2 and TIMP-1 expressions in liver tissues
The positive rate of MMP-2 in control group, model group and
IL-10 treatment group was 9.5%, 84.0% and 39.3%, respectively,
and that of TIMP-1 was 23.8%, 92.0% and 71.4%, respectively.
The granular positive products were localized in the cytoplasm
of hepatocytes and biliary epithelial cells. In control group, the
positive expressions of MMP-2 and TIMP-1 were weak and
found mainly in endothelial cells and hepatic cells. In model
group, positive expressions increased obviously with the
development of hepatic fibrosis, distributing in biliary epithelial
cells, fibroblasts and muscular cells. In treatment group the
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changes were less pronounced than in model group (Figures 1- 4).

×400).

Figure 1 MMP-2-positive cells in the model group (S-P method,
×200).

Figure 4 TIMP-1-positive cells in IL-10 treatment group (S-P
method, ×400).
2.5
TIMP-1/β-actin
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Figure 2 MMP-2-positive cells in IL-10 treatment group (S-P
method, ×200).

Figure 3 TIMP-1-positive cells in the model group (S-P method,
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Figure 5 Effects of PDGF on TIMP-1 and MMP-2 expressions in
HSCs. 1: Control group (2 h); 2: PDGF-treated group (2 h); 3:
PDGF-treated group (4 h); 4: PDGF-treated group (8 h); 5: PDGFtreated group (24 h); 6: Control group (24 h).

Intensities of MMP-2 and TIMP-1 immunoreactivities
Comparison of MMP-2 and TIMP-1 positive expression levels
between the 3 groups is shown in Table 1. Ridit analysis showed
significant difference between the 3 groups (P<0.01). Higher
expression levels of MMP-2 and TIMP-1 in model group were
detected than in control group (P<0.01). In treatment group,
IL-10 treatment resulted in decreased immunoreactivities for
MMP-2 and TIMP-1 (P<0.01 and P<0.05 respectively). The
expression levels of MMP-2 and TIMP-1 in different phases of
hepatic fibrosis are listed in Table 2. With the development of
hepatic fibrosis, the intensities of MMP-2 and TIMP-1
immunoreactivities increased gradually, and the difference was

Table 1 Comparison of MMP-2 and TIMP-1 immunoreactivities between control, model and treatment groups
MMP-2

TIMP-1

Group
Control
Model
Treatment
b

n

-

+

++

Ridit value

-

+

++

Ridit value

21
25
28

19
4
17

2
13
10

0
8
1

0.312
0.712 d
0.451e

16
2
8

5
14
18

0
9
2

0.277b
0.684d
0.503g

P<0.01 vs treatment group; cP<0.05; dP<0.01 vs control group; eP>0.05 vs control group; gP<0.05 vs model group.

Table 2 Comparison of MMP-2 and TIMP-1 immunoreactivities measured at different time points in model group
MMP-2
Wk
5
7
9
b

TIMP-1

n
8
8
9

-

+

++

1
2
1

7
5
1

0
1
7

Ridit value
0.378
0.388
0.709

P<0.01 vs wk 7 and 9; aP<0.05 vs wk 9; cP<0.05 vs wk 7; eP>0.05 vs wk 5.

-

+

++

1
1
0

6
5
2

1
2
7

Ridit value
0.36 ab
0.418 e
0.698 c
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significant (P<0.05).

Relative quantities of MMP-2 and TIMP-1 mRNA in HSCs
Expression of TIMP-1 in PDGF-treated HSCs was significantly
increased time-dependently as compared with that in control
cells (P<0.01). There was no difference in MMP-2 expression
between PDGF-treated HSCs and control cells (Figure 5). After
treatment with IL-10 and PDGF, expressions of TIMP-1 and
MMP-2 in HSCs were similar to those in negative control groups
(P>0.05), without changes over time (Figure 6).
2.0

TIMP-1/β-actin
MMP-2/β-actin
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Figure 6 Effects of IL-10 and PDGF on TIMP-1 and MMP-2
expressions in HSCs. 1: Blank control group (2 h); 2: Blank
control group (24 h); 3: Negative control group (2 h); 4: Treatment group (2 h); 5: Negative control group (12 h); 6: Treatment group (12 h); 7: Negative control group (24 h); 8: Treatment group (24 h).

DISCUSSION
Liver fibrosis is thought to be a progressive pathological
process that leads ultimately to deposition of excess matrix
proteins in extracellular space[17], and destroys normal liver
architecture to finally result in cirrhosis. In extracellular space,
matrix degradation occurs predominantly consequent to the action
of a family of enzymes known as matrix metalloproteinases[18].
These enzymes are secreted by cells into extracellular space as
proenzymes, which are then activated by a number of specific
mechanisms. MMP-2 (gelatinase A) produced by activated
HSCs, as demonstrated by immunohistochemistry and in situ
hybridization[19,20], plays an important role in remodeling the
basement membranes as it degrades several of the collagen
components including collagen IV, laminin and fibronectin[21].
In other tissues, such as lung, kidney and heart, MMP-2
expression is also increased during fibrogenesis[22-25]. Recent
studies showed that inhibition of MMP-2 activity[26] or blockade
of MMP-2 synthesis[21] might effectively prevent mesangial
cell proliferation and collagen I synthesis in vitro, indicating
the possible role of MMP-2 as a growth factor and activator for
mesangial cells, performed probably through an autocrine
pathway[27]. In human liver fibrosis or in rat models of CCl4induced liver fibrosis, the expression of MMP-2 mRNA was
increased by several fold, and HSCs expressed MMP-2 when
activated by in vitro culture[27,28], as is consistent with our
findings in this study.
TIMPs are the most important family of molecules involved
in regulation of extracellular MMP activity[29-32]. TIMPs are
produced by a wide variety of cells and often cosecreted with
MMPs, providing local autoregulation of MMP activity.
Recognized now as a multifunctional protein, TIMP-1 has been
reported to stimulate steroidogenesis, inhibit angiogenesis, and
induce changes in cell morphology[11,33]. It has been shown
that TIMP-1, but not TIMP-2, can enter the nuclei of several
types of cells, which further suggests that TIMP-1 may also
act as a transcription factor[34,35]. We found that during the
development of liver fibrosis, TIMP-1 expression in the liver
was markedly up-regulated. Increased serum TIMP-1 levels
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have been documented in patients with chronic active liver
disease in correlation with histological degree of human liver
fibrosis [36]. Liver TIMP-1 protein levels are also closely
correlated with the histological degree of liver fibrosis. The
above findings suggest that TIMP-1 plays an important role in
the development of liver fibrosis[12,30,37]. Recent findings indicate
that HOE077, a prolyl-4-hydroxylase inhibitor, may prevent
fibrosis by inhibiting the expression of liver type I procollagen
and TIMP-1 mRNAs as well as proline hydroxylation and
stellate cell activation, resulting in reduced expression of
procollagen and TIMP-1 mRNAs[38]. Experiments with livertargeted TIMP-1 transgenic (TIMP-Tg) mouse have shown
significantly attenuated ability of reversing spontaneous liver
fibrosis in TIMP-Tg mice as compared with the control mice[39].
But the exact role of TIMP-1 in liver fibrogenesis has not yet
been clarified. In another experiment with TIMP-Tg mice, the
direct effect of TIMP-1 overexpression on CCl4-induced liver
fibrosis was examined, it was found that TIMP-1 did not induce
liver fibrosis by itself, but strongly promoted liver fibrosis
development, in other words, TIMP-1 behaved not as the
initiation factor, but as a strong promoter of liver fibrosis[40].
PDGF is a major mitogen for connective tissue cells and
some other cell types. This dimeric molecule consists of
disulfide-bonded, structurally similar A- and B-polypeptide
chains that combine to form homo- and hetero-dimers, and is
involved in autocrine and paracrine stimulation of cell growth
in several different pathological conditions. Evidence showed
that recombinant PDGF stimulated proliferation of nonconfluent
myofibroblasts and collagen production in confluent cultures of
myofibroblasts without increasing cell number, demonstrating
the importance of PDGF in pathogenesis of liver fibrosis[41-45].
It has been established that human and rat HSCs are able to
migrate according to the concentration gradients of chemotactic
factors[46-48]. The best characterized chemotactic factor for HSCs
identified so far is PDGF-BB[46,47,49], known also as the most
potent mitogen for HSCs and overexpression during active
hepatic fibrogenesis[50]. Our findings in this study showed that
after PDGF treatment, the expression of TIMP-1 increased
significantly in HSCs possibly because PDGF-promoted HSC
proliferation and activation, indicating the importance of PDGF
in pathogenesis of liver fibrosis. We also found that the expression
of MMP-2 did not increase in HSCs after PDGF treatment, which
is suggestive of the irrelevance of MMP-2 in fibrogenesis
induced by PDGF.
IL-10, originally isolated from mouse helper T cells, is a
cytokine that regulates a number of interleukins. It inhibits
synthesis of several cytokines by T lymphocytes and activates
monocytes, and was therefore originally named cytokine
synthesis inhibitory factor[51]. Recent studies showed that IL-10
also acted on connective tissue cells such as fibroblasts, inducing,
for instance, transcriptional inhibition of the expression of type
I collagen, which is the major component of extracellular matrix[52].
IL-10 also possesses antifibrogenic properties by downregulating profibrogenic cytokines like TGF-β1 and TNF-α[53,54].
Our previous studies indicated that IL-10 could produce
antifibrogenesis effect on CCl4-induced rat hepatic fibrosis. In
this study, we found that IL-10 down-regulated expression of
MMP-2 and TIMP-1 in rat fibrotic liver, possibly another way
that IL-10 exerts its effect of antifibrogenesis. In our previous
study, PDGF was found to markedly promote the contraction
and proliferation of HSCs and expressions of collagen type I
and III as well as TGF-β1 in HSCs, which was significantly
inhibited by IL-10[55]. But results of the present experiment
showed that at the dose of 20 ng/mL, IL-10 did not inhibit
TIMP-1 and MMP-2 expressions in PDGF-treated HSCs,
indicating that the inhibitory effects of IL-10 on HSCs may not
involve TIMP-1 and MMP-2.
In summary, the present study demonstrates that positive
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expressions of MMP-2 and TIMP-1 in rat liver tissue increase
with the development of hepatic fibrosis, and MMP-2 and
TIMP-1 play an important role during the development of liver
fibrosis. Exogenous IL-10 decreases the expression of MMP-2
and TIMP-1 in liver tissues. PDGF increases the expression of
TIMP-1 in HSCs, possibly through promoting HSC proliferation
and activation, and this effect is not inhibited by IL-10.
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Abstract
AIM: To investigate the protective effect of ischemic
preconditioning (IPC) on hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC)
patients with cirrhosis undergoing hepatic resection under
hepatic inflow occlusion (HIO) and its possible mechanism.
METHODS: Twenty-nine consecutive patients with resectable
0HCC were randomized into two groups: IPC group: before
HIO, IPC with 5 min of ischemia and 5 min of reperfusion
was given; control group: no IPC was given. Liver functions,
hepatic Caspase-3 activity, and apoptotic cells were compared
between these two groups.
RESULTS: On postoperative days (POD) 1, 3 and 7, the
aspartate transaminase (AST) and alanine transaminase
(ALT) levels in the IPC group were significantly lower than
those in the control group (P<0.05). On POD 3 and 7, the
total bilirubin level in the IPC group was significantly lower
than that in the control group (P<0.05). On POD 1, the
albumin level in the IPC group was higher than that in the
control group (P = 0.053). After 1 h of reperfusion, both
hepatic Caspase-3 activity and apoptotic sinusoidal endothelial
cells in the IPC group were significantly lower than those
in the control group (P<0.05).
CONCLUSION: IPC has a potential protective effect on
HCC patients with cirrhosis. Its protective mechanism
underlying the suppression of sinusoidal endothelial cell
apoptosis is achieved by inhibiting Caspase-3 activity.
Li SQ, Liang LJ, Huang JF, Li Z. Ischemic preconditioning
protects liver from hepatectomy under hepatic inflow occlusion
for hepatocellular carcinoma patients with cirrhosis. World J
Gastroenterol 2004; 10(17): 2580-2584
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INTRODUCTION
Hepatic inflow occlusion (HIO), also called Pringle’s maneuver[1],
is an effective and simple technique to control blood loss from
the raw surface during hepatic parechymal transaction, and

has been widely used during hepatectomy. However, HIO could
also result in hepatic ischemic- reperfusion (I/R) injury, especially
in case of cirrhosis. It is generally accepted that cirrhotic liver
is particular sensitive to ischemia. Although warm ischemia for
cirrhotic liver should not exceed 30 min[2], prolonged HIO might
cause dysfunction of the remnant liver, which was a major risk
factor associated with postoperative morbidity and mortality[3].
Therefore, therapeutic modalities to ameliorate this injury are
critically important in liver surgery.
Ischemic preconditioning (IPC), defined as giving a short
period of ischemia and reperfusion and subsequently sustaining
a prolonged ischemic insult, was first described by Murry et al.[4]
in 1986, and then this protective phenomenon was found in
various visceral organs including the liver[5-9].
However, up to now, the data of IPC available were most
focused on animal models. Recently, Clavien et al.[10]. reported
the first clinical trial, suggesting a beneficial effect of IPC during
major hepatectomy on patients who were subjected to 30 min
of ischemia. But there was no cirrhotic case in Clavien’s series.
In China and other Asia areas, more than 80% of hepatocellular
carcinoma (HCC) patients had underlying cirrhosis or hepatitis
due to hepatitis B virus infection[11]. Whether IPC has the similar
protective effect on I/R injury encountered in hepatectomy for
cirrhotic liver is unclear. Hence, we conducted this prospective
randomized clinical trial on cirrhotic HCC patients to test whether
IPC could protect cirrhotic liver against I/R injury during tumor
resection under HIO, and to explore its possible protective
mechanism.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients
Fifty-six consecutive patients with HCC were treated at the
Department of Hepatobiliary Surgery, the First Affiliated
Hospital of Sun Yat-Sen University between January 1, 2001
and April 30, 2001. Among them, 29 patients whose tumors
were considered to be resectable after preoperative investigations,
including liver function tests, liver function reserve (oral glucose
tolerance test, OGTT)[12], abdominal ultrasound, CT assessment
and laporotomy, were recruited in this study. The resectable
criteria we used were as followings. (1) The general condition
of the patients was good and they could tolerate hepatectomy.
(2) The tumor did not extend beyond half of the liver and had
no distant metastasis. (3) Liver function belonged to Child A or
B and liver function reserve was type P1 or P2 according to
OGTT, which is a test widely used to evaluate liver function
reserve[12]. Briefly, patients were fasted overnight, and the fast
blood glucose (FBS) was measured next morning, then 75 g of
glucose diluted in pure water was given to the patients orally.
One and 2 h after glucose solution was drunk, blood glucose
concentration (BGC) was measured respectively. If BGC after 2 h
was still higher than that after 1 h, it was the linear type (L type).
If BGC after 2 h was between the FBS and that after 1 h, it was
the parabolic type 2 (P2 type). If BGC after 2 h was lower than
7.3 µmol/L, it was parabolic type 1 (P1 type). P1 type indicated
the best liver function reserve, and patients could tolerate right
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or left hepatectomy. P2 type was moderate, and patients could tolerate
segmentectomy or irregular hepatectomy. L type indicated the poor
liver function reserve, and patients could only tolerate local tumor
resection. The other 27 unresectable cases were excluded.
Then 29 resectable cases were randomized into IPC group
(n = 14) and control group groups (n = 15) by permuted block
without stratification. Our previous study indicated that IPC
with 5 min of ischemia and 5 min of reperfusion produced the
best protection on cirrhotic rat liver I/R model[13]. Therefore,
IPC with these time intervals was applied in these patients.
Prior to liver parenchymal transection under HIO, IPC with 5 min
of ischemia and 5 min of reperfusion was conducted in the IPC
group. No IPC was given prior to liver parenchymal transection
performed under HIO in the control group.
This protocol was performed under the consent of patients
approved by the Ethical Committee of Sun Yat-sen University.

Procedures and biopsy
General anesthesia was performed. Bilateral subcoastal incision
was made. A further abdominal exploration was conducted to
exclude intra-abdominal metastasis. After mobilization of the
liver prior to parenchymal transection, HIO was achieved by
clamping the portal pedicles using a tourniquet. Blood inflow
was initiated when hemostasis was achieved after removal of
the tumor. The procedures available in these patients included
irregular hepatectomy, segmentectomy and right/left
hepatectomy according to the tumor’s location and liver
function tests. Liver parenchyma was transected by diathermy
and crushing hepatic tissue with an artery forceps. Tubular
structures on the raw surface were divided and ligated. All
hepatectomies were finished within one time of HIO in our
series, and the time of HIO not including the ischemic phase of
IPC in the IPC group were recorded. Intraoperative blood loss
was accurately calculated from the suction bottles and surgical
pads. No cell saver was used in our series. Before HIO and 1 h
after reperfusion, a small piece of liver tissue was harvested by
wedge resection in remnant liver. The procedures were
performed by the same surgical team.
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Statistical analysis
Data are expressed as mean±SD. Means were compared between
these two groups by t test (continuous data) or chi-square test
(categorical data). P value less than 0.05 was considered
statistically significant.
RESULTS
Clinical characteristics of these two groups
The clinical characteristics (Table 1) including age, gender,
Child’s classification, tumor size, operation procedure,
operation time, liver ischemic time and blood loss were compared
between these two groups, and there was no statistical
significance, indicating that the characteristics of the two
groups were homogeneous and comparable.
Table 1 clinical characteristics of these two groups
Data
Age (yr)

IPC group

control group

50.4±10.7

49.5±10.3

Gende1r
Male

12

2

3

Grade A

12

12

Grade B

2

3

Grade C

0

0

P1 type

3

4

P2 type

8

9

L type

4

3

13

12

Child’s classification

0.684

OGTT

0.867

Cirrhosis1
(+)
(-)
Tumor size (cm)

0.316
1

3

7.1±3.6

7.9±2.9

2

2

Procedures

Liver function test
Peripheral blood was sampled before operation and on
postoperative days (POD) 1, 3, 7. Aspartate transaminase (AST),
alanine transaminase (ALT), total bilirubin (TBIL), albumin
(ALB) were measured using an auto biochemical analyzer
(HITACHI 7 170A, Japan).

Right/left hepatectomy

Hepatic Caspase-3 activity assay
Caspase-3 activity was quantified by proteolytic cleavage of
the fluorogenic substrate 7-amino-4-trifluoro-methylcoumarinconjugated Asp-Glu-Val-Asp tetrapeptide (AMC-DEVD)[14].
Briefly, fresh liver tissue (20 mg) was homogenized in a lysis
buffer at 4 °C. After 4 times of freezing and thawing, lysates
were centrifuged at 15 000 g for 10 min, supernatants were
collected. Then Caspase-3 activity was measured using a
fluorescence spectrophotometer (HITACHI F-3 010, Japan) and
a Caspase-3 fluorescenic kit (Sigma Co. USA) according to the
manufacturer’s instructions. Capase-3 activity was expressed
as nmol AMC release per hour per mg liver tissue.

Blood loss (mL)

TUNEL assay
Apoptosis was detected by terminal deoxynucleotieyl mediated
nick end labeling (TUNEL) assay[15]. Paraffin-embedded liver tissue
was cut into 5-µm thick sections. After deparaffinized in series of
alcohol solutions, a TUNEL kit (Boehinger Mannheim Co. Germany)
was used according to the manufacturer’s protocols. Five high
power fields (×400) were selected randomly in each specimen, for
which apoptotic cells were calculated by a pathologist.

0.605
0.684

12

Female

P value

0.544
0.971

Segmentectomy

4

4

Irregular hepatectmoy

8

9

Operation times (min)

191.3±74.9

208.2±45.3

0.485

18.0±3.6

17.4±2.3

0.602

Ischemic times (min)
(Range)

(15-25)

13-22)

469.2±292.6

602.0±310.6

0.257

1

Cirrhosis: (+) referrs to macroscopic cirrhosis, which was
diagnosed during surgery, (-) referrs to that we could not
diagnose cirrhosis during surgery by naked eyes, however, it
was diagnosed mild cirrhosis and hepatitis by microscopic
pathology. The etiology of cirrhosis was hepatitis B virus
infection in our series.

IPC protected cirrhotic liver from I/R injury
Serum AST and ALT levels were sensitive parameters to assess
the severity of liver injury. As shown in Table 2, on
postoperative d 1, 3, 7, the AST and ALT levels in the IPC
group were significantly lower than those in the control group
(P<0.05). On postoperative d 3, 7, the TBIL levels in the IPC
group were also lower than those in the control group (P<0.05).
On postoperative d 1, the ALB level in the IPC group was
higher than that in the control group, but it did not reach
statistical significance. These data suggest that IPC could
effectively protect cirrhotic liver from I/R injury. I/R injury could
inhibit albumin synthesis, however IPC could ameliorate this
albumin-synthesis inhibition.
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Table 2 Comparison of liver functions between two groups before and after operation
AST (U/L)

ALT (U/L)

TBIL (µmol/L)

ALB (g/L)

Date
Preop
POD1

Control

IPC

64.7±39.2

60.1±55.4

1856.4±310.9

POD 3

409.6±197.4

POD 7

85.3±45.5

Control

IPC

56.7±53.9

433.8±143.8
156.7±52.5

b

56.5±18.9

a

b

Control

54.8±45.0
b

IPC

Control

IPC

22.6±13.1

18.9±7.4

41.2±5.6

40.6±3.7

33.1±23.9

26.7±10.3

32.9±4.6

36.2±3.9

802.9±280.1

430.9±179.4

417.3±162.6

b

49.1±35.4

25.9±9.2

a

39.7±29.3

22.8±8.0a

200.9±88.6

130.1±49.0

89.9±42.8

a

Note: preop = preoperation. aP<0.05, vs control (independent t test): bP<0.01, vs control (independent t test).

10.00

a

7.50
5.00
2.50
0.00
Control
ipc
Groups

Apoptotic sinusoidal cell (/hpf)

Caspase-3 activity

Postoperative mortality, morbidity and hospitalized days
There was no operative and hospital mortality in both groups.
The common postoperative morbidity was pleural effusion
and liver failure. Pleural effusion was confirmed by chest
X-ray. Postoperative liver failure was defined as the total
bilirubin was higher than 2 times of its normal level, and
massive ascites occurred. Pleural effusion occurred in 2 cases
(14.3%) of the IPC group, and in 5 cases (33.3%) of the control
group (P = 0.390), who needed repeated pleural tapping. No
in the IPC group was complicated with liver failure after
surgery. However, liver failure occurred in 3 cases of the
control group after operation. These 3 patients recovered after
conservative treatment. Other postoperative complications
including subphrenic collection were found in 2 cases of the
control group, who were treated by fine needle aspiration
guided by ultrasound. Bile leakage from the transection
surface was found in 1 case of the IPC group, who was cured
by local drainage. No wound infection occurred in both
groups. The mean hospitalized time of the IPC group was 12.8 d,
which was significantly shorter than that of the control group
(12.8±3.1 d vs 18.6±9.1 d, P = 0.034).

10.00
7.50
c
5.00
2.50
0.00

Control
ipc
Groups

Figure 1 Comparison of Caspase-3 activity and SEC
apoptosis between control group and IPC group aP = 0.047,
vs control, cP = 0.002, vs control, (t test) (casapse-3 activity
unit: nmol AMC· h-1· mg -1 (tissue)) hpf: high power field.

A

Effect of IPC on Caspase-3 activity and apoptosis
To investigate the effect of IPC on Caspase-3 activity and apoptosis,
5 cases in each group were selected prospectively, whose hepatic
Caspase-3 activity and apoptotic cells were detected respectively.
One hour after reperfusion, the hepatic Caspase-3 activity in
the IPC group was significantly lower than that in the control
group (P<0.05), and subsequently, the apoptotic sinusoidal
endothelial cells (SECs) in the IPC group were also less than
those in the control group (P<0.05) (Figures 1, 2). Only few
hepatocytes underwent apoptosis in the control group in this
checking time point (Figure 2). These data indicated that IPC
inhibited Caspase-3 activity and subsequently SEC apoptosis
in the remnant liver.
DISCUSSION
Hemmorrhage is the major lethal factor during hepatic resection.
Hemostasis can be achieved by HIO or total vascular occlusion.
The latter nevertheless was the safe choice for patients whose
tumor involved major hepatic veins and inferior vena cava[16].
But clinically, the vast majority of liver resections do not need
this method for its detrimental effect of systemic circulation
disturbance. HIO or Pringle’s maneuver, which has the least
hemodynamic effect, has been widely used in liver surgery[17].
However, HIO could also result in liver I/R injury, which is one
of the major factors leading to postoperative liver dysfunction.
Cirrhotic liver is very vulnerable to ischemic injury. Though
warm ischemia for cirrhotic liver should not exceed 30 min, and
the majority of liver resections could be finished within this
limit interval by using diathermy and crushing hepatic tissue
with an artery forceps, the deleterious effect of ischemia could
not be neglected. In order to minimize liver I/R injury, intermittent
hepatic inflow occlusion (iHIO) has been used in HCC
resection[18.19]. However, massive bleeding might result from
iHIO during reperfusion interval, which might increase blood
transfusion and the possibility of postoperative morbidity and
tumor recurrence[20].
Our results demonstrated that HIO could cause massive
B

Figure 2 Typical features of apoptosis after 1 h of reperfusion (TUNEL assay, ×200). Bold arrows show the SEC apoptosis and the
black arrows indicate scanty of hepatocyte apoptosis. A: IPC group, B: control group.
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liver injury and inhibit albumin synthesis in cirrhotic patients.
However, IPC could significantly protect cirrhotic liver from I/R
injury during hepatic resection under hepatic inflow occlusion
in cirrhotic HCC patients. These were represented by a
dramatically decrease in postoperative AST, ALT and TBIL
levels; a relatively higher serum albumin level; an uneventful
postoperative course and a relatively short hospital stay in the
IPC group.
IPC is a simple procedure, which can produce dramatic
protective effect on I/R injury. However, its clinical application
is rare.
The protective mechanism of IPC has not been fully understood.
Intrinsic nitric oxide (NO) synthesis, adenosine release[18] and
decreasing leukocyte/endothelial cell interactions[21] have been
reported to be the protective mechanisms underlying I/R injury.
Apoptosis, or programmed cell death, which is a distinct
form of cell death from necrosis, has been documented to be a
pivotal mechanism responsible for I/R injury encountered in
liver surgery and liver graft preservation[22-25]. However, this
cell pathology was challenged by other authors, who documented
that cell necrosis was the major cell death in rat liver I/R model
subjected to 60 or 120 min of ischemia[26]. Jaeschke et al.[27].
believed that both apoptosis and necrosis occurred in liver I/R.
Actually, in our previous cirrhotic rat liver I/R model, we used
H&E staining, TUNEL assay and electron microscope to
investigate the cellular pathology, and found that there was no
obvious necrosis but massive hepatocyte apoptosis mediated
by Fas apoptotic pathway subjected to 30 min of liver ischemia
and 6 h of reperfusion[28]. This discrepancy might be due to the
different time of ischemia and reperfusion used in each
experiment.
In this clinical trial, we found that the major cell type undergoing
apoptosis in the control group was SECs subjected to 1 h of
reperfusion, only a few apoptotic hepatocytes were found at
this checking time point. However, in our previous animal
model[28], after 6 h of reperfusion, massive apoptotic hepatocytes
were seen, indicating that the cell type undegoing apoptosis
might be time dependent. In the rat liver cell apoptosis model
induced by intraperitoneal injection of Fas antibody[29] and
liver graft cold I/R model[25], 1 h after antibody administration
or reperfusion, SEC apoptosis was predominant. However, 2 to 6 h
after antibody administration or rerperfusion, hepatocytes were
the major cell type underging apoptosis. Though we did not
check apoptosis after 6 h of reperfusion in this clinical trail, we
believed that during this period of time, hepatocytes might
undergo apoptosis predominantly, thus subsequently resulting
in liver injury and clinical manifestations.
As to the cellular mechanism of IPC related to apoptosis,
Yadav et al.[30]. reported that the protective mechanism of IPC
underlying hepatocyte and SEC apoptosis was achieved by
inhibiting Caspase-3. It has been found that caspase-3 is a
cysteine specific protease, an “executor” leading to DNA
fragmentation in apoptotic signal cascades[31]. We demonstrated
that IPC could protect cirrhotic liver from I/R injury by inhibiting
hepatocyte and SEC apoptosis through down-regulation of
Fas expression and suppression of Caspase-3 activity in cirrhotic
rat liver I/R model[13]. In this study, we demonstrated again that
the protective mechanism of IPC against liver I/R injury in
cirrhotic patients was achieved by inhibiting Caspase-3 activity
and subsequently apoptosis.
Why IPC down-regulates Caspase-3 activity is still under
investigation. IPC could result in inhibition of intrinsic NO synthesis.
In vitro and in vivo studies indicated that NO could inhibit
Capase-3 by S-nitrosation in Cys-163 residue of Caspase-3[32].
In conclusion, IPC can protect potentially cirrhotic liver
against I/R injury when hepatic resection is performed under
hepatic inflow occlusion in HCC patients with cirrhosis. Its
protective mechanism underlying SEC apoptosis is achieved
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by inhibiting caspase-3 activity. IPC is a simple procedure with
a potential protective effect, and it is recommended for clinical
application.
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push enteroscopy to search all small intestines through either
mouth or anus. Furthermore, double-balloon push enteroscopy
has other limitations, such as long time of examination and
patients’ prolonged endurance[7]. Therefore, the diagnosis of
primary small intestinal disease is still difficult. In this study,
by clinical analysis of 309 cases of patients with primary small
intestinal disease, we aimed to investigate clinical symptoms,
etiology, and diagnostic methods in primary small intestinal
disease in order to increase the knowledge in primary small
intestinal disease and improve the diagnosis.

Abstract
AIM: To evaluate the major clinical symptom, etiology, and
diagnostic method in patients with primary small intestinal
disease in order to improve the diagnosis.
METHODS: A total of 309 cases with primary small intestinal
disease were reviewed, and the major clinical symptoms,
etiology, and diagnostic methods were analyzed.
RESULTS: The major clinical symptoms included abdominal
pain (71%), abdominal mass (14%), vomiting (10%),
melaena (10%), and fever (9%). The most common disease
were malignant tumor (40%). diverticulum (32%) and benign
tumor (10%). Duodenal disease was involved in 36% of the
patients with primary small intestinal diseases. The diagnostic
rate for primary small intestinal diseases by double-contrast
enteroclysis was 85.6%.
CONCLUSION: Abdominal pain is the most common clinical
symptom in patients with primary small intestinal disease.
Malignant tumors are the most common diseases. Duodenum
was the most common part involved in small intestine.
Double-contrast enteroclysis was still the simplest and the
most available examination method in diagnosis of primary
small intestinal disease. However, more practical diagnostic
method should be explored to improve the diagnostic accuracy.
Zhan J, Xia ZS, Zhong YQ, Zhang SN, Wang LY, Shu H, Zhu ZH.
Clinical analysis of primary small intestinal disease: A report of
309 cases. World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(17): 2585-2587
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INTRODUCTION
Clinically, primary small intestinal disease is relatively rare.
Accounting for only 1-4% of digestive diseases[1]. In spite of
the development of techniques in endoscopy and the innovation
of equipments, such as capsule endoscopy[2,3] and doubleballoon push enteroscopy[4,5], diagnosis of primary small
intestinal disease is still difficult. For example, uncontrollability
in the movement of endoscopic capsule, the influence of fluid
inside gastrointestinal tract, poor discrimination in images and
unavailability of biopsy decrease the practicability of capsule
endoscopy in clinical practice[6]. Theoretically, there is no blind
region in total small intestine for double-balloon push
enteroscopy, as the new instrument has been put into practice
recently. However, it is almost impossible for double-balloon

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Criteria for selected patients
All selected patients had clinical symptoms or signs of the
digestive system. The diagnosis of small intestinal disease was
confirmed by means of laparotomy, pathology and other
examinations. Primary small intestinal disease included
duodenal disease, jejunal disease and ileal disease. However,
duodenal bulb ulcer was not included. Secondary small
intestinal diseases were also excluded.
Method of analysis
A total of 309 cases with primary small intestinal disease were
reviewed, and the major clinical symptoms, etiology, and
diagnostic methods were analyzed.
RESULTS
From January 1976 to July 2003, 309 cases with primary small
intestinal disease were collected. Among them, there were
167 males, 142 females, with age ranging from 2 to 87 years
old, and an average age of 51.2 years.
Among the 309 cases, 216 cases were confirmed by surgical
operations, 53 by double-contrast enteroclysis, 24 by gastric
endoscopy or enteroscopy and biopsy and 16 by a combination
of clinical and other examinations. Among the 216 cases with
surgical operations, diagnosis could not be definitely made in
142 cases until laparotomy was performed. Lesions were found
in 89 of 104 cases examined by double-contrast enteroclysis,
giving a positive rate of 85.6%. The major clinical symptoms
were abdominal pain, abdominal mass, vomiting, melaena,
fever, hematochezia and diarrhea. Some cases had two or more
symptoms (Table 1). The most common diseases were
malignant tumor (40%), diverticulum (32%) and benign tumor
(10%). Duodenal disease was involved in 36% of the patients
with primary small intestinal diseases. The distribution of the
major diseases of 309 cases is listed in Table 2.
Table 1 Major clinical symptoms of 309 cases with primary
small intestinal disease
Symptom
Abdominal pain
Abdominal mass
Vomiting
Melaena
Fever

n (%)
218
44
32
30
27

(71)
(14)
(10)
(10)
(9)

Symptom

n (%)

Hematochezia
Diarrhea
Jaundice
Haematemesis
Others

19
14
13
3
8

(6)
(5)
(4)
(1)
(3)
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Table 2 Distribution of major diseases in 309 cases with primary
small intestinal disease
Disease
Small intestinal diverticulum
Small intestinal adenocarcinoma
Small intestinal leiomyosarcoma
Small intestinal lymphoma
Crohn’s disease
Small intestinal leiomyomas
Hemorrhagic necrotizing enteritis
Ampullar carcinoma
Small intestinal malignant mesenchymoma
Small intestinal polyp
Small intestinal twist
Small intestine multiple perforation
Terminal ileal ulcer
Small intestinal cavernous hemangioma
Small intestinal malabsorption syndrome
Small intestinal internal hernia
Small intestinal fistula
Others1

n (%)
100 (32)
35 (11)
34 (11)
29 (9)
15 (5)
13 (4)
13 (4)
11 (4)
11 (4)
10 (3)
8 (3)
4 (1)
3 (1)
2 (1)
2 (1)
2 (1)
2(1)
15(5)

1

Including jejunal malignant melanoma, jejunal malignant
angioendothelioma, ileal liposarcoma, small intestinal malignant reticulosis, small intestinal fibrosarcoma, jejunal lipoma,
jejunal fibroma, jejunal neurofibroma, ileal neurilemmoma,
small intestinal benign mesenchymaloma, small intestinal
teratoma, small intestinal inflammatory pseudotumor, terminal ilealitis, eosinophilic enteritis and idiopathic small intestinal obstruction which had 1 case respectively.

DISCUSSION
Distribution of major diseases in patients with primary small
intestinal disease
In this study, 216 (70%) of 309 cases were diagnosed as
having primary small intestinal disease by a combination
of surgical operations and pathology. In addition, 24 of 309
cases were diagnosed by a combination of gastric endoscopy
or enteroscopy and biopsy. Therefore, a total of 240 (78%)
cases were diagnosed by pathology. Based on the analysis
of the characteristics of the diseases, we found that malignant
tumor was the most common disease in primary small
intestinal disease. Overall, 125 patients had malignant tumors,
35 (11%) with adenocarcinoma, 34 (11%) with leiomyosarcoma,
29 (9%) with small intestinal lymphoma, and 11 (4) with
ampullar carcinoma. These patients accounted for 40% of
the cases with primary small intestinal disease. There were
only 32 (10%) cases with small intestinal benign tumor, mainly
including 13 (4%) cases of small intestinal leiomyomas, and
10 (3%) with small intestinal polyps. The ratio of small
intestinal benign over malignant tumors was almost 1:4 (32:
125), which indicates that most of small intestinal neoplasms
are malignant, and thus small intestinal malignant tumors
contribute significantly to small intestinal disease. This
finding is consistent with previous domestic reports by Liu
et al.[8] and Shi et al.[9], but different from the oversea reports
that small intestinal benign tumor is more common than small
intestinal malignant tumor[10]. Our observations suggest that
malignant tumors should be considered if small intestinal
disease is under consideration, and further examinations
should be taken as soon as possible to assure or exclude small
intestinal malignant tumor. In this way, patients with small
intestinal malignant tumor would receive optimum
management through the early diagnosis and early treatment
strategy, and thus prognosis would be significantly improved.

Among the 309 cases, 100 had small intestinal diverticulum,
which contributed to 32% of cases and was the second common
diagnosis in small intestinal disease. Among patients with small
intestinal diverticulum, 72 (72%) had duodenal diverticulum,
and 28 (28%) had jejunal or/and ileal diverticulum, which
indicates that duodenal diverticulum is much more common
than jejunal or/and ileal diverticulum. The data suggest that
more attention should be paid to duodenal diverticulum,
especially diverticulum of descending part of duodenum
because diverticulum in this site is not only common but also
detectable easily by gastric endoscopy or barium meal
examination.
In addition, 84 cases had other small intestinal benign
disease, which contributed to 27% of patients with small
intestinal diseases, mainly including 32 (10%) with small
intestinal benign tumor, 15 (5%) with Crohn’s disease, 13 (4%)
with hemorrhagic necrotizing enteritis and 8 (3%) with small
intestinal twist. These data indicate that small intestinal benign
tumor is the most common disease among small intestinal nondiverticular benign disease. It is also noticed that 111 cases
with duodenal diseases contributed to 36% of the 309 patients
with primary small intestinal disease. There were 72 cases with
diverticulum accounting for 65% of patients with duodenal
disease, 37 with malignant tumor accounting for 33% of
patients with duodenal disease, and 2 with duodenal polyps.
Since the human small intestine is 5 to 6 meters long, and
duodenum is only 0.25 meter long, which is not longer than
1/20 of full length of small intestine. However, more than one
third of small intestinal diseases were duodenal diseases.
Therefore, duodenum is the most common part involved in
small intestinal disease, and special attentions should be paid
to duodenal disease, especially between descending part and
ascending part of duodenum when small intestinal disease is
under consideration, because duodenum is not only commonly
involved but also shallow enough to be easily detected by
gastric endoscopy or a barium meal examination without need
for other complex examinations.

Major clinical symptoms in patients with primary small
intestinal disease
Clinical symptoms of primary small intestinal disease in this
study included abdominal pain, abdominal mass, vomiting,
melaena, fever, hematochezia, diarrhea, jaundice, haematemesis,
marasmus, abdominal distension, and constipation. Among these
symptoms, abdominal pain was the most common clinical
symptom as 218 cases had abdominal pain, which contributed
to 71% of cases with primary small intestinal disease. The site
of abdominal pain was mainly located around the navel. The
second common symptom was abdominal mass. Altogether
44 cases had abdominal mass, which contributed to 14% of
cases with primary small intestinal disease. The other common
symptoms were vomiting, melaena and fever. Fever was caused
mostly by small intestinal lymphoma and hemorrhagic
necrotizing enteritis. However, hematochezia, diarrhea, jaundice,
haematemesis were less common. Hematochezia was often
characterized by dark-red stool and negative findings by
enteroscopy. Haematemesis was a rare symptom, but if it
occurred, then the volume of bleeding would be enormous.
Therefore, the symptoms of patients with primary small intestinal
disease are lacking of specificity as these symptoms may occur
in patients with upper digestive disease and colon disease. So
small intestinal disease could not be diagnosed only by
symptoms, which is also one of the reasons for the difficulty in
the diagnosis of primary small intestinal disease. However, when
patients had above mentioned symptoms, especially melaena,
hematochezia, haematemesis and enteremphraxis, but no
positive findings were found by gastric endoscopy and
enteroscopy at the same time, further examinations should be
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given to patients to verify or exclude small intestinal disease.
These examinations include double-contrast enteroclysis,
selective arteriography, small intestinal endoscopy, capsule
endoscopy, and double-balloon push enteroscopy.

Examinations methods for the diagnosis of primary small
intestinal disease
In spite of so many examination methods, how to select
appropriate examinations is a question to be often asked in
clinical work. We found that some patients were finally
definitely diagnosed as having primary small intestinal disease
through almost all the examinations, which not only put heavy
economical burden on patients, but also increased suffering of
patients, and especially delayed the diagnosis of disease.
However, if an examination was correctly selected, the
diagnosis could be easily achieved. Capsule endoscopy is
nontraumatic method for the examination of small intestinal
disease, however, uncontrollability in movement of capsule
endoscopy, poor discrimination in images and unavailability
of biopsy, expensive price, and time-consuming decrease the
practicability of this method in clinical practice. The traditional
enteroscopy can only observe the digestive tract 1 meter above
jejunum to Treitz ligament due to itself limitation, which means
that most of small intestinal could not be diagnosed by the
traditional enteroscopy. Radiography includes selective
arteriography and double-contrast enteroclysis. Selective
arteriography is a useful examination for patients with main
clinical symptoms of melaena, hematochezia or haematemesis.
The diagnosis rate of selective arteriography is increased
especially when a patient is bleeding[11]. Otherwise, doublecontrast enteroclysis is a very valuable examination for patients
with main clinical symptoms of abdominal pain, abdominal
mass, vomiting, or diarrhea. In this study, among the 309 cases
with primary small intestinal disease, 104 cases were examined
by double-contrast enteroclysis, and 89 cases were found lesion
in small intestine, with a positive rate of 85.6%, which was
similar to report by Wang et al [12]. This positive rate is
significantly higher than that (70%) reported by Zhan et al,
based on the hospitalized patients in our hospital before 1997[13].
The improvement of diagnosis accuracy may be related to the
better choice made by doctors for examinations, the improved
experience of examiners and more attention paid to small
intestinal disease over the past 6 years. Unfortunately, only
one third of cases with primary small intestinal disease were
examined by double-contrast enteroclysis in this study. The
reasons for this included unawareness of double-contrast
enteroclysis by physicians, emergency that did not allow patient
for double-contrast enteroclysis but for laparotomy and
situations that patients had a complete or incomplete intestinal
obstruction. In fact, patients with incomplete intestinal
obstruction can be examined by double-contrast enteroclysis
with meglucamine diatrizoate instead of barium by placing a
tube into duodenum during gastric endoscopy, which could
not only increase the diagnosis rate, but also be more available
and safer for patients[14]. Because some endoscopic capsules
can not move out of body in some patients until laparotomy
was performed, it is suggested that double-contrast enteroclysis
should be performed before capsule endoscopy. By this way,
doctors not only obtain primary knowledge if there is a matter
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with patient, but also obtain the information of the intestinal
movement, which would help determine whether capsule
endoscopy is suitable for the patient and thus avoid the
situation which endoscopic capsule can not naturally move
out of the body[15]. Double-balloon push enteroscopy has been
applied recently to provide a powerful tool for diagnosis of
small intestinal disease. Therefore, we would draw a conclusion
from what mentioned above that as a traditional nontraumatic
or microtraumatic examination, double-contrast enteroclysis has
advantages in simplicity and availability, little torment, high
diagnosis accuracy and low price. Therefore, at present, doublecontrast enteroclysis still plays an important role in diagnosis
of small intestinal disease. We are hoping that double-balloon
push enteroscopy and other newer and more practical
examinations could aid in diagnosis of small intestinal disease
with the development of technology in endoscopy and general
use of endoscopic equipment.
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Abstract
AIM: To determine the effects of total parenteral nutrition
and somatostatin on patients with chylous ascites.
METHODS: Five patients were diagnosed with chylous
ascites on the basis of laboratory findings of ascites sample
from Nov 1999 to May 2003. Total parenteral nutrition and
somatostatin or its analogue was administered to 4 patients,
while the other one only received total parenteral nutrition.
All the patients had persistent peritoneal drainage, with
the quantity and quality of drainage fluid observed daily.
Necessary supportive treatments were given to the patients
individually during the therapy.
RESULTS: Two of 4 patients who received somatostatin
therapy obtained complete recovery within 10 d without
any recurrence while on a normal diet. In these 2 patients,
the peritoneal drainage reduced to zero in one and the other’s
decreased from 2 000 mL to 80 mL with a clear appearance
and negative qualitative analysis of chyle. Recurrent chylous
ascites, though relieved effectively by the same method
every time, developed in one patient with advanced pancreatic
cancer. The other patient’s lymphatic fistula was blocked
with the fibrin glue after conservative treatment. The patient
who only received total parenteral nutrition was cured 24 d
after therapy.
CONCLUSION: Total parenteral nutrition along with
somatostatin can relieve the symptoms and close the fistula
in patients with chylous ascites rapidly. It appears to be an
effective therapy available for the treatment of chylous
ascites caused by various disorders.
Huang Q, Jiang ZW, Jiang J, Li N, Li JS. Chylous ascites: Treated
with total parenteral nutrition and somatostatin. World J
Gastroenterol 2004; 10(17): 2588-2591
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INTRODUCTION
Chylous ascites, an uncommon disease usually caused by
obstruction or rupture of the peritoneal or retroperitoneal
lymphatic glands, is defined as the accumulation of chyle in
the peritoneal cavity[1]. It is a difficult disorder due to the serious
mechanical, nutritional and immunological consequences of
the constant loss of protein and lymphocytes[2]. Morton’s
dramatic and detailed account in 1694 of a 2-year-old boy with
tuberculosis who died of chylous ascites was the first clear
report of chyloperitoneum.

Many pathological conditions can result in this disease,
including congenital defects of the lymphatic system, nonspecific
bacterial, parasitic and tuberculous peritoneal infection, liver
cirrhosis, malignant neoplasm, blunt abdominal trauma and
surgical injury[1]. Over all, the most common cause in adults is
believed to be abdominal malignancy, while congenital
lymphatic abnormalities in pediatric population. Press et al.
reported an incidence of 1 per 20 464 admissions at the
Massachusetts General Hospital during a 20-year period[3]. They
found, however, a 1 per 11 589 incidence in the last years of
their study. Most investigators believe that the incidence of
chylous ascites is increasing because of more aggressive
thoracic and retroperitoneal surgery and with the prolonged
survival of patients with cancer[4-8]. Some new techniques, such
as laparoscopic surgery and transplantation, also lead to
postoperative chylous ascites[9-11]. Kaas et al. found that 12 (7.4%)
of 163 patients with complex surgical procedures developed
chylous ascites[12].
Though the incidence of chylous ascites has increased in
recent years, the treatment remains unsatisfactory in some cases
because of prolonged duration of disease. Conservative
treatment of chylous ascites, recommended in most patients,
involves paracentesis, a medium chain triglyceride (MCT) based
diet, total parenteral nutrition (TPN), recently used somatostatin
and so on. Surgery is only recommended when conservative
treatment fails[2]. In a review of 156 patients with chylous ascites
resolved after intervention, 51 patients were successfully treated
surgically; 105 patients were treated conservatively[13]. Usually
the MCT based diet is the first choice, TPN is recommended
after dietary manipulation has failed, and somatostatin therapy
is attempted only if chylous ascites has been refractory to all
conservative measures. It will take several weeks to 2 mo to
close the lymphatic fistula adequately with routine conservative
regimens[13].
Here we report on our successful use of persistent peritoneal
drainage, TPN as well as somatostatin in treatment of 5 cases
of chylous ascites.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Five adult patients with chylous ascites were admitted to our
hospital from November 1999 to May 2003. On admission,
computerized tomography (CT) examination was performed to
reveal the etiology, and the diagnosis was confirmed by analyzing
the cloudy ascites fluid obtained through paracentesis or peritoneal
drainage. Table 1 shows the clinical features, CT findings and
laboratory findings of ascites samples from 5 patients.
As soon as the diagnosis was confirmed, every patient was
put in fasting state and received fluid replenishment until
disturbance of water, electrolytes and acid-base was corrected.
A single lumen central venous catheter was inserted into the
peritoneal cavity for continuous drainage in 3 patients, while
peritoneal cavity drainage tubes inserted during the operation
were reserved in patient 4 and 5. The quality and quantity of
drainage fluid were monitored daily. Then TPN (non-protein
calorie 25 kcal/(kg·d), nitrogen 0.2-0.25 g/(kg·d), glucose: fat
ratio 6:4) via central vein was administered to patients at
gradually increasing dose. Somatostatin (Stilamin, Laboratoires
Serono S. A.) was administered to patient 2 and 4 through
continuous intravenous infusion at a dose of 3 mg per 12 h.

Huang Q et al. Treatment of chylous ascites with TPN and somatostatin

Patient 3 and 5 received subcutaneous administration of the
somatostatin analogue, octreotide (Sandostatin, Novartis
Pharma AG), at a dose from 100 µg to 200 µg 3 times daily.
Necessary supportive treatments, such as albumin, diuretics
and antibiotics, were given to the patients individually during
the therapy. In addition, patient 5 received abdominal cavity
and peripheral venous chemotherapy at the same time.
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drainage was zero (in patient 1 and 4) or was proved non-chylous
ascites (in patient 2 and 3), TPN and somatostatin dose would
diminish gradually along with the recovery of oral low fat diet.
Patient 3 and 4, who received somatostatin therapy, obtained
complete recovery within 10 d, while patient 1 who only received
TPN was cured 24 d after therapy. The drainage of patient 3
decreased from 2 000 mL to 80 mL within 10 d with a clear
appearance and negative qualitative analysis of chyle, and the
volume remained unchanged when she received normal diet.
Then patient 3 was referred to department of gastroenterology
for further treatment of the established liver cirrhosis, which
caused the remaining ascites. All these 3 patients’ drainage

RESULTS
Figure 1 shows the change of drainage volume, the duration of
TPN and somatostatin therapy of 5 patients. Once the peritoneal

Table 1 Clinical features, CT and laboratory findings for 5 patients with chylous ascites
Laboratory findings of ascites
Patient

1

Age in
yr/Sex

48/M

Medical/
Surgical condition

CT findings
Qualitative
analysis of chyle

Two wk after radical

Leukocyte
Total
Cholesterol/
protein/
Triglyceride
count (/mm3)/
Lymphocyte (%) Albumin (g/L) (mmol/L)

Large volume of ascites

+

1 600/95

49.4/30.9

1.92/7.14

Five mo after

Large volume of ascites,

+

120/95

15.0/10.1

1.59/2.41

pancreaticoduodenectomy

multiple metastases involving

for pancreatic cancer

liver and lymph nodes
+

560/50

23.2/14.2

2.11/5.68

+

190/88

52.8/32.0

0.67/3.01

+

890/92

47.7/31.9

1.47/7.11

distal subtotal gastrectomy
for gastric cancer
2

50/M

3

65/F

4

50/F

Half a year after cure of the

Large volume of ascites,

tuberculous peritoneal infection

liver cirrhosis

One wk after finding of 400 mL

Small volume of ascites

milky fluid in pelvic cavity during in pelvic cavity
laparoscopy cholecystectomy
5

44/F

10 d after radical

Small volume of fluid

pelvic lymphadenectomy

in pelvic cavity

for ovarian cancer

8 000
6 000
4 000
2 000
0

1 3

5 7
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B 2 500
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Figure 1 Change of drainage volume and the duration of TPN and somatostatin therapy in 5 patients. The beginning and the end
of TPN, the beginning and the end of somatostatin therapy, the beginning of food intake, blockage of the fistula. A: Patient 1
who only received TPN recovered fully after 24 d of therapy; B: Patient 2 suffered from repeated recurrence though the drainage
volume decreased from 2 000 mL to 100 mL within 11 d; C: Chylous ascites never recurred in patient 3 after the drainage volume
decreased to 80 mL within 10 d with negative qualitative analysis of chyle; D: Patient 4 recovered fully within 9 d; E: Chylous
fistula of patient 5 showed refractory to therapy and was sealed with fibrin glue.
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catheters were removed after they had normal diet for 3 d. The
drainage volume of patient 5, though dropped from 600 mL to
200 mL within 10 d, remained unchanged for 11 d with positive
qualitative analysis of chyle. Then we successfully used fibrin
glue to block up the lymphatic fistula that was proved mature
with X-ray fistulography. CT follow-up examinations did not
reveal the presence of ascitic fluid. The nutritional status of
them was well maintained during therapy. Follow-up study found
no recurrence in these 4 patients while on normal diet after 6 mo.
Though the drainage decreased from 2 000 mL to 100 mL within
11 d and was proved non-chylous ascites, repeated recurrences
developed in patient 2 who died of advanced pancreatic cancer
3 mo later.

DISCUSSION
Our results showed that TPN along with somatostatin appears
to be an effective therapy available for the treatment of chylous
ascites caused by various disorders.
There are multiple causes of chylous ascites. The most
common ones in Western countries are abdominal malignancy
and cirrhosis, which account for over two thirds of all cases. In
contrast, infectious etiologies, such as tuberculosis and
filariasis, account for the majority of cases of chylous ascites
in Eastern and developing countries [14]. Previous studies
showed the effect of some regimen in the treatment of chylous
ascites caused by one kind of pathological condition. In the
present series, various etiological factors including surgical
injury (patient 1 and 5), pancreatic cancer (patient 2), liver
cirrhosis (patient 3) and idiopathic cause (patient 4) demonstrate
the wide indications of our treatment. It also indicates the
change of etiology spectrum in China, operation and cancer
have become the common causes now.
Treatment of the underlying cause of chylous ascites is of
pivotal importance in managing patients with chylous ascites,
especially those having an infectious, inflammatory, or
hemodynamic cause. But conservative treatment is usually vital
for most patients to relieve the symptoms and restore nutritional
deficits. Paracentesis is not only a diagnostic but also therapeutic
method in the management of chylous ascites. Despite several
definite drawbacks and complications, repeated paracentesis
is commonly included in the nonoperative treatment regimens
to relieve abdominal distention[13]. In three patients of this series,
repeated paracentesis was replaced by persistent peritoneal
drainage with a single lumen central venous catheter, which
permitted us to monitor the quality and quantity of drainage
daily. In patient 4 and 5, peritoneal drainage tube inserted during
the operation was reserved until recovery. No tube blockage,
catheter-related sepsis or any other complications developed
in all patients. So persistent peritoneal drainage may be a much
better and accepted choice than repeated paracentesis.
Fasting, together with TPN, can decrease the lymph flow in
thoracic duct dramatically from 220 mL/(kg·h) to 1 mL/(kg·h)[13].
Furthermore, TPN restores nutritional deficits and balances
metabolic impairments imposed by long-standing chylous
ascites and repeat sessions of paracentesis. So fasting and
TPN are essential in nonoperative management of chylous
ascites. In the past, however, TPN was usually recommended
as the second line treatment when enteral dietary manipulation
failed[13]. Routine conservative treatment, using TPN only or
combined with an MCT diet, needed 2 to 6 wk to cure 60% to
100% of cases[14,15]. In our study, patient 1 who only received
fasting and TPN recovered completely after 24 d.
Initial experience with continuous intravenous high dose
somatostatin for the closure of postoperative lymphorrhagia
was reported in 1990 by Ulibarri et al. The exact mechanisms of
somatostatin on drying lymphatic fistulas are not completely
understood. It has been previously shown to decrease the

intestinal absorption of fats, lower triglyceride concentration
in the thoracic duct and attenuate lymph flow in the major
lymphatic channels[16]. In addition, it also decreases gastric,
pancreatic and intestinal secretions, inhibits motor activity of
the intestine, slows the process of intestinal absorption and
decreases splanchnic blood flow, which may further contribute
to decreased lymph production. It has also been speculated
that somatostatin improves chylous ascites by inhibition of lymph
fluid excretion through specific receptors found in the normal
lymphatic vessels of intestinal wall[17,18]. Shapiro et al. reported
rapid resolution of chylous ascites after liver transplantation
within 2 d after administration of the octreotide combined with
total parenteral nutrition[17]. Satisfactory results were also
achieved by others[16,19-23]. To our knowledge, however, most
of these articles included just one case. Somatostatin therapy
also remains an indefinite or second-line method in treatment
of chylous ascites. The recommended algorithm for the
management of chylous ascites in a review in 2000, only regarded
somatostatin in combination with TPN as an unproved
alternative method[13]. Another algorithm in 2002 recommended
somatostatin therapy only after a period of combined dietary
intervention and TPN had failed [14]. Our results showed that 2
of 4 patients treated with somatostatin or its analogue recovered
completely within 10 d with well maintained nutritional status
and no significant side effect, while the symptoms of patient 2
relieved despite of relapse. As to patient 5, the conservative
treatment decreased the fistula drainage greatly and paved the
way for the subsequent management. In this case we are inclined
to surmise that chemotherapy may affect the closure of lymphatic
fistula. These results suggest that somatostatin along with TPN
can close the lymphatic leakage or relieve the symptom effectively
and rapidly, in comparison with conventional regimens.
The outcome of chylous ascites mostly depends on the
underlying pathological condition causing lymphatic leakage.
The mortality of chylous ascites, especially those caused by
surgery, has decreased much than before[15], but that caused by
malignancy remains high. In our study, TPN and somatostatin
could not control the chylous ascites completely in patient 2,
so necessary adjustment of this regimen or more aggressive
therapy should be applied to stop the lymphatic leakage in
these patients. Peritoneovenous shunt has been proved to be
a valuable method especially for those cancer patients who are
refractory to conservative treatment[24-26].
We conclude that TPN with somatostatin should be the
first-line therapy for chylous ascites caused by various disorders,
and started as soon as possible. Some other methods should
also be attempted to close the fistula that is refractory to
conservative treatment. Further studies of multicenter clinical
trials involving more patients to compare the efficacy and cost
between this regimen and the others are suggested.
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Abstract
AIM: To examine whether glutamine prevents the injury
to the intestinal mucosa after intestinal ischemia-reperfusion
(I/R) in rats.
METHODS: Thirty male Sprague-Dawley rats were randomly
divided into 3 groups: a standard parenteral nutrition (PN)
group (n = 10); an I/R-PN group (n = 10); an I/R-glutamine
enriched PN (I/R-Gln) group (n = 10). The superior mesenteric
artery (SMA) was clamped. After 60 min of ischemia,
reperfusion was initiated and infusion was started. All rats
received isocaloric and isonitrogenous nutritional support
for 48 h. Spleen, liver, mesenteric lymph nodes (MLN), and
intestinal segments were removed for morphological and
biochemical analyses, and blood samples were collected
for bacterial culture and measurement of endotoxin levels.
The permeability of intestinnal mucosa was assayed by
measurement of D-(-)-lactate levels in plasma.
RESULTS: In I/R-PN group, extensive epithelial atrophy
was observed, mucosal thickness, villous height, crypt depth
and villous surface area were decreased significantly compared
with PN group, whereas these findings did not occur in the
I/R-Gln group. The incidence of intestinal bacterial
translocation to spleen, liver, MLN, and blood was
significantly higher in I/R-PN group than that in other groups.
Plasma endotoxin levels significantly increased in the I/R-PN
group compared with the I/R-Gln group. Remarkably higher
values of D-(-)-lactate were also detected in PN group
compared with that in I/R-Gln group.
CONCLUSION: Glutamine protects the morphology and
function of intestinal mucosa from injury after I/R in rats.
Wu GH, Wang H, Zhang YW, Wu ZH, Wu ZG. Glutamine
supplemented parenteral nutrition prevents intestinal ischemiareperfusion injury in rats. World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10
(17): 2592-2594
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INTRODUCTION
Ischemia-reperfusion (I/R) of the gut is a common event in a
variety of clinical conditions, such as trauma, burn, septic shock,
heart or aortic surgery, and liver or small bowel transplantation[1,2].
Intestinal I/R results in many adverse events to the small
intestine such as edema and disruption of the structural and

functional mucosa. This injury includes mucosal and vascular
permeability, change bacterial translocation, and a high death
rate[3,4]. It has been proposed that most of the mucosal injury
resulted from I/R are mediated by reactive oxygen derived free
radicals produced and released when hypoxic tissues are
reoxygenated during reperfusion. Clinical and experimental
studies suggest that I/R-induced intestinal injury play a role in
the pathogenesis of systemic inflammation, respiratory failure,
and multiple-organ failure (MOF)[5].
Glutamine (GLN) is the primary metabolic fuel of small
intestinal enterocytes, and has been shown to be an essential
metabolic component of the proliferative response of enterocytes.
Studies have shown that glutamine reduced atrophy of intestinal
mucosa in rats on total parenteral nutrition (TPN), prevented
intestinal mucosal injury accompanying small bowel transplantation,
chemotherapy, and radiation. It was also reported that glutamine
supplemented TPN prevented intestinal I/R injury, and
improved survival after intestinal I/R in animal models[6,7]. Thus,
GLN treatment seems to be a preventive and therapeutic method
for gut I/R-induced organ injury. However, despite the positive
result from previous studies, glutamine has not been used
extensively to treat preexisting intestinal I/R injury. The purpose
of this study was to examine whether glutamine prevented
damage to the intestinal mucosa after intestinal I/R in rats.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Experimental protocol/procedures
Thirty male Sprague-Dawley rats weighing 350 to 450 g were
employed after a period of acclimatization. After an overnight
fast, the rats were anesthetized with sodium pentobarbital 25 mg/kg
intraperitoneally. Through a midline laparotomy, the superior
mesenteric artery (SMA) was carefully isolated and clamped at
its origin from the abdominal aorta. After 60 min of ischemia,
the clamp was removed from the SMA and reperfusion was
initiated. The abdominal incision was closed and infusion was
started immediately. A silastic catheter was inserted through
the right jugular vein, tunneled subcutaneously, and brought
out through the skin of midscapular region. The rats were
randomly divided into 3 groups: a standard parenteral nutrition
(PN) group (n = 10); an I/R-PN group (n = 10); an I/R-glutamine
enriched PN (I/R-Gln) (n = 10). The SMA of sham rats in PN
group was isolated but not clamped. All rats were maintained in
individual metabolic cages, and received parenteral nutritional
support for 48 h. The composition of the TPN solution is shown
in Table 1. Both solutions were isocaloric ( 174.3 kcal/kg·d ) and
isonitrogenous (1.0 g/kg·d). After 48 h’ nutritional support, a
20-cm long intestinal segment was obtained from a point 10 cm
distal to the ligament of Treiz for morphological and biochemical
analysis. Spleen, liver, MLN, and blood samples were collected
for bacterial culture and measurement of endotoxin levels.
Histologic evaluation and biochemical analysis
Intestinal samples corresponding to the first 5 cm of the resected
intestinal segment were fixed in 40 g/L formaldehyde. All
samples were embedded in paraffin and stained with hematoxylin
and eosin. Three paraffin sections were prepared from each
fixed tissue sample, and each slide was analyzed. A blinded
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observer performed the histologic analyses using the histologic
scoring system. Mucosal wall thickness, villous height, crypt
depth and villous surface area were measured under light
microscope. All measurements were made in triplicate, and mean
values were obtained. The 15 cm of the intestinal segment left
was sampled, and the mucosal sample was immediately scraped
from the underlying muscular layer with a glass slide. The
mucosa was weighed and stored at -70 °C until analysis. DNA
and RNA content was measured by the fluorometric method.
Protein content was determined by the bicichoninic acid method.
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P<0.05). No significant difference was observed between PN group
and I/R- Gln group.
The incidence of intestinal bacterial translocation to MLN,
spleen, liver, and blood was significantly higher in I/R-PN group
compared with that in PN group and I/R- Gln group. There was
no significant difference between PN group and I/R- Gln group
(P<0.05; Table 4). The plasma endotoxin levels increased in I/R-PN
group (14.5±0.12 pg/mL) compared with PN group (9.2±0.8 pg/mL;
P<0.05) and I/R- Gln group (10.5±0.9 pg/mL; P<0.05).
Table 1 Composition of parenteral nutrition solutions (per 100 mL)

Intestinal permeability
The permeability of intestinal mucosa was assayed by measurement
of D-lactate levels in plasma. The procedure used a glycinehydrazine buffer at pH 9.5 and 25 °C. The assay was based on the
enzymatic oxidation of D-lactate with a specific D-lactic dehydrogense
coupled to reduction of NAD+ with the spectrophotometric
measurement of NADH at 340 nm. Plasma was separated from
the blood sample by centrifugation and stored at -70 °C until
analysis. Quantification of D-lactate was performed by fluorescence
spectrometry as described by Shimojo et al.[8]. The measurements
were made with a Beckman DU fluorescence spectrophotometer
at 340 nm. D-lactate standard stock solution was 0.47 mg/mL Li
lactate (0.44 mg/mL D-lactic acid ) and was diluted for standard
curves. D-lactic dehydrogenase was from Sigma Biochemicals
and was diluted with water to about 600 U/mL. Sigma assay kit
826-UV was used for D-lactate analysis.
Bacterial translocation measurements
Rats were killed, and their mesenteric lymph nodes, spleens
and livers were removed. The tissues were transferred to grinding
tubes containing sterile BHI to detect aerobic bacteria or sterile
10 A broth to detect lactobacilli. The tissues were homogenized,
and BHI tubes were incubated aerobically, whereas the 10 A
broth tubes were incubated in 100 mL/L carbon dioxide at 37 °C.
After incubation, 0.2 mL of the tissues homogenates was spread
on blood agar plates to detect aerobic bacteria, E. coli or lactobacilli.
The tissues homogenates were Gram- stained to confirm that
bacteria present in the homogenates grew on the agar plates.
Statistical analysis
Data were analyzed using standard statistical software (SPSS 10.0).
For normally distributed data, a paired Student’s t test was
used for statistical analysis. A probability value less than or
equal to 0.05 was considered statistically significant. All data
were expressed as mean±SE.
RESULTS
The mortality rate was 0% (0/10), 28.6% (4/14), and 16.7% (2/12)
in the PN, I/R-PN, and I/R-Gln groups, respectively. It was
significantly higher in I/R-PN group compared with that in the
PN group and I/R-Gln group (P<0.05).
In the I/R-PN group, extensive mucosal damage characterized
by extensive edema, leukocytic infiltration, epithelial sloughing,
mucosal ulceration of villous tips, and mucosal atrophy was
observed. This did not occur in the PN group and I/R- Gln group,
and no histologic difference was noted between the PN group
and I/R- Gln group. Mucosal wall thickness, villous height,
crypt depth and villous surface area decreased significantly in
the I/R-PN group compared with those in the PN group and I/RGln group (P<0.05; Table 2). Mucosal wet weight, protein, DNA
content and RNA content decreased significantly in the I/RPN group compared with those in the PN group and I/R- Gln
group (P <0.05; Table 3).
Plasma D-lactate levels significantly increased in the I/R-PN
group (0.15±0.04 mmol/L) compared with those in the PN group
(0.08±0.02 mmol/L; P<0.05) and I/R- Gln group (0.10±0.02 mmol/L;

PN
Glucose (g)
Fat emulsion (g)
Amino acid (g)
Ala-Glu (g)
Nitrogen (g)
NPC (kcal)
NPC/N

I/R- Gln

17.9
5.6
5.8
0.0
0.93
122.0
131.2

17.9
5.6
2.2
3.6
0.93
122.0
131.2

Table 2 Morphologic parameters

Mucosal wall
thickness (µm)
Villous height (µm)
Crypt depth (µm)
Villous surface
area (mm2)

PN
(n = 10)

I/R-PN
(n = 10)

I/R- Gln
(n = 10)

566.5±37.4 a

418.2±39.6

564.4±59.3 a

404.2±39.1 a
214.5±29.4 a
0.118±0.010 a

290.8±48.8
136.6±20.2
0.065±0.006

396.4±60.5 a
204.9±38.6 a
0.112±0.012 a

a

P<0.05 vs I/R-PN; PN: parenteral nutrition; I/R: ischemiareperfusion Gln: glutamine.
Table 3 Mucosal wet weight and biochemistry

Mucosal wet
weight (mg/cm)
Protein content
(mg/cm)
DNA content
(mg/cm)
RNA content
(mg/cm)

PN
(n = 10)

I/R-PN
(n = 10)

I/R- Gln
(n = 10)

74.6±16.3 a

55.2±12.0

82.8±18.2 a

3.25±0.92 a

1.73±0.60

3.16±0.47 a

1.42±0.20 a

0.64±0.12

1.33±0.17 a

4.53±0.58 a

3.26±0.78

4.45±0.84 a

a

P<0.05 vs I/R-PN; PN: parenteral nutrition; I/R: ischemiareperfusion Gln: glutamine.
Table 4 Bacterial translocation measurements

Rate of BT
MLN
Blood
Liver
Spleen

PN (n = 10)

I/R-PN (n = 10)

I/R- Gln (n = 10)

10% (1/10)
1
1
0
0

100% (10/10)
9
7
5
4

20% (2/10)
2
1
0
1

BT: bacterial translocation, MLN: mesenteric lymph mode.

DISCUSSION
Ischemia of the gut is a common event after trauma and a significant
predisposing factor of MOF. Intestinal I/R injury results in
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many adverse events to the small intestine such as interstitial
edema and disruption of the structural and functional mucosa.
These increase the permeability of the intestinal mucosa and
promote bacterial translocation. Clinical and experimental
studies suggest that I/R-induced intestinal injury plays a role
in the pathogenesis of systemic inflammation, respiratory failure,
and MOF[9,10]. Glutamine is the primary metabolic fuel of small
amino acid pool in the body, and has been shown to be an
essential metabolic component of the proliferative response of
enterocytes. Studies showed that glutamine supplementation
of TPN improved survival after gut I/R injury[6,11], reduced atrophy
of intestinal mucosa in rats on total parenteral nutrition[12],,
prevented intestinal mucosal injury accompanying short bowel,
small bowel transplantation, chemotherapy, and radiation[13-17].
In the present study, the mortality rate was 28.6% in the I/R-PN
group and apparent mucosal damage, such as epithelial sloughing
and mucosal ulceration was observed histologically. A 100%
survival was achieved in the PN group, 16.7% in I/R-Gln group,
and only minor histologic changes of the small intestine were
observed in PN and I/R-Gln groups. The I/R-Glin rats had a
greater villous height, more mucosal protein, DNA and RNA
content, and a lower degree of intestinal permeability compared
with the I/R-TPN rats. This suggests that Gln supplemented
TPN plays an important role in the maintenance of intestinal
structure and barrier function in I/R-injured rats.
The intestinal mucosa, especially in the region of villi, is
especially susceptible to hypoxia because of the microvascular
architecture and its high energy demand. Intestinal ischemia
perpetuates the bacteremic condition by promoting translocation
of bacteria into the circulation. Several experimental and clinical
studies have shown that intestinal ischemia decreases barrier
function of the gut and enhances translocation of bacteria and
toxin[18,19]. In our I/R model, the SMA of rats was clamped for 60 min,
and the rats were killed 48 h after intestinal I/R. Mesenteric
lymph nodes, spleens, livers and blood were then cultured
quantitatively. Almost all MLN had positive cultures and grew
significantly great numbers of enteric bacteria, spread to the
blood, liver and spleen in I/R-PN group. The most common
bacterium discovered from solid viscera was E. coli, other
species included enterococcus, pseudomonas, proteus, and
staphylococcus. While, only 20% MLN cultures were positive,
less than 10% spread to blood and spleen in I/R-Gln group.
Additionally, plasma D-lactate and endotoxin levels increased
significantly in I/R-PN group compared with that in I/R-Gln
group. These findings indicated that the increase of intestinal
permeability and the incidence of bacterial translocation in the
intestinal I/R rats were prevented by glutamine supplementation.
In conclusion, the present study demonstrates that glutamine
supplemented TPN protects rat intestine from morphologic and
functional mucosal injury after intestinal I/R. These results
suggest that glutamine would be clinically useful in the treatment
of intestinal I/R injury.
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Abstract
AIM: To investigate the effects of dendritic cells (DCs)
transfected with full-length wild-type p53 and stimulated
by gastric cancer lysates on immune response.
METHODS: The wild-type p53 was transduced to DCs with
adenovirus, and the DCs were stimulated by gastric cancer
lysates. The surface molecules (B7-1, B7-2, MHC-I, MHC-II)
of all DCs were detected by FACS, and the ability of the DCs
to induce efficient and specific immunological response in
anti-51Cr-labeled target cells was studied. BALB/c mice
injected with DCs and Mk28 were established, and CTL
response in mice immunized with Lywt-p53DC was evaluated.
Tumor-bearing mice were treated with Lywt-p53DC.
RESULTS: The surface molecules of Lywt-p53DC had a high
expression of B7-1 (86.70±0.07%), B7-2 (18.77±0.08%),
MHC-I (87.20±0.05%) and MHC-II (56.70±0.07%); T
lymphocytes had a specific CTL lysis ability induced by Lywtp53DC; the CTL lysis rate was as high as 81%. The immune
protection of Lywtp-53DC was obvious, the tumor diameter
in Lywtp-53DC group was 3.10±0.31 mm, 2.73±0.23 mm,
3.70±0.07 mm on d 13, 16 and 19, respectively, which
were smaller than control, DC, wtp53DC and LyDC group
(P<0.05). Tumor growth rate in Lywtp53DC group was
slower than that in other groups (P<0.05).
CONCLUSION: DCs transfected with wild-type p53 and
stimulated by gastric cancer lysates have specific CTL killing
activity.
Sun HW, Tang QB, Cheng YJ, Zou SQ. Effects of dendritic
cells transfected with full-length wild-type p53 and stimulated
by gastric cancer lysates on immune response. World J
Gastroenterol 2004; 10(17): 2595-2597
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INTRODUCTION
Dendritic cells (DCs) are the most potent antigen-presenting
cells and are actively used in cancer immunotherapy. The wildtype p53 can be recognized as an antigen and can induce specific
CTLs in the host body. It is an effective method to immunize
body with p53 in p53-overexpressing tumor cells. p53-based

immunization is an attractive approach to cancer immunotherapy
due to the accumulation of p53 protein in gastric cancer. We
detected the effects of DCs transfected with full-length wildtype p53 and modified by gastric cancer lysates on immune
response and tried to make DC induce efficient and specific
anti-tumor immunological response.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Animals and cell lines
Eight-week-old female BALB/c mice were purchased from Hubei
Animal Center and housed in pathogen-free units of Tongji
Hospital experiment center.
Gastric cancer cells (Mk28) were obtained from Hubei cell
culture center and cultured in complete culture medium (CCM)
containing RPMI 1640 supplemented with 25 mL HEPES,
100 mL/LFCS, and antibiotics (100 U/mL penicillin, 100 µg/mL
streptomycin, 0.25 µg/mL amphotericin B). It is a relatively
immunogenic tumor that carries a mutant endogenous p53 gene.
P815 mastocytoma cells were obtained from ATC Company
and cultured in CCM. The cell cultures were maintained at 37
in 50 mL/L CO2 humidified atmosphere.
Reagents
Ad-mp53 was constructed by cloning the 1.5-kb murine p53
cDNA (obtained from Sigma, Wuhan, China) into pAd1/CMV
that contains CMV promoter and bovine growth hormone polyA
signal sequence. This plasmid was co-transfected with pBHG10
into 293 cells. Recombinant adenovirus was selected based
on PCR analysis of individual plaques. Control adenovirus
(Ad-c) was prepared by deletion of E1 region from adenovirus
serotype.
FITC-labeled mouse anti-mouse p53 antibody and isotype
mouse IgG2a were purchased from Serotec Company (New York,
USA). FITC-labeled anti-mouse CD11c antibody and isotype
mouse IgG2a, k, PE-labeled anti-mouse I-Ad, anti-mouse B7-1,
B7-2, MHC-I, MHC-II antibody and isotype mouse IgG2a, k, as
well as hamster anti-mouse CD40 (HM40-3) monoclonal antibody
and anti-hamster IgM were purchased from Sigma Company.
Generation of DCs
DCs were generated from bone marrow of naive syngeneic
mice in CCM supplemented with 20 ng/mL murine GM-CSF,
10 ng/mL IL-4, and 50 µmol/L 2-mercaptoethanol. The cells
were maintained at 37 in a 50 mL/L CO2 humidified atmosphere.
Half of the medium was replaced on d 3. After 5-6 d in culture,
cells were collected and enriched by centrifugation over a 135 g/L
metrizamide gradient. The purity of DCs fraction was higher
than 80% as determined by FACS analysis of surface molecules
expression (B7-1, B7-2, MHC-I, MHC-II).
Infection of cells with adenovirus
DCs were infected with Ad-c or Ad-p53 (10 000 viral particles
per cell) for 90 min in 0.5 mL serum-free RPMI 1 640 medium
supplemented with 20 ng/mL GM-CSF and 10 ng/mL IL-4 in 24well plates followed by culturing in CCM with the same
cytokines for 48 h. This dose was selected after some preliminary
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experiments, and did not affect cell viability (95% viable after
trypan blue staining).

Preparation of lysates and DCs loaded with tumor cell lysates
DCs were washed twice in PBS and incubated with 14 µg/mL
hamster anti-mouse CD40 monoclonal antibody for 25 min on
ice, then washed in RPMI 1 640 twice and cultured in 1 mL CCM
supplemented with 3.5 µg/mL anti-hamster IgM, 20 ng/mL GMCSF and 10 ng/mL IL-4 overnight. Four kinds of DCs such as
DC, wtp53DC, LyDC, and Lywtp53 were collected and loaded
with tumor cell lysates.
FACS analysis of four kinds of DCs surface molecules expression
DCs were estimated by intracellular staining followed by flow
cytometry. Cells were washed in PBS twice, fixed by 2.5 g/L
paraformaldehyde solution for 30 min on ice, washed in PBS,
permeabilized by 2 g/L Tween 20 for 15 min at 37 , washed in
PBS, incubated with FITC-labeled mouse anti-mouse p53
antibody or isotype mouse IgG2a for 25 min on ice, washed
twice in PBS and analyzed by FACScalibur low cytometer.
To study the expression of surface molecules, DCs were
washed twice in PBS, incubated with 1 µg/106 cells FITC-labeled
anti-mouse CD11c antibody and PE-labeled anti-mouse I-Ad
or anti-mouse B7-1, B7-2, MHC-I, MHC-II antibody for 25 min
on ice, washed twice in PBS and analyzed by flow cytometry.
Non-specific binding was estimated using FITC-labeled isotype
mouse IgG2a, k and PE-labeled isotype mouse IgG2b, k.
Immune protection effect of Lywtp53 and treatment in mice
DCs were generated from bone marrow of BALB/c mice and
infected with adenovirus as described above. Forty-eight hours
later cells were washed 3 times in PBS and injected to BALB/c
mice (2×105 /mouse) 3 to 4 times with a 10-14 d interval. Seven
days after the last immunization Mk28 tumor cells (3.5×105 /mouse)
were inoculated s.c. and the size of the tumor was observed.
The same tumor model was used to evaluate the effectiveness
of treatment. Five hundred thousand Mk28 cells were inoculated
s.c. shaved backs of BALB/c mice. The treatment was started
when tumors reached 4-6 mm in diameter (d 7). Mice were treated
with DCs prepared as described above. The treatment was
repeated 4 times with 5- to 6-d intervals. Tumor sizes were
measured every 3-5 d for 4 wk.

in MATERIALS AND METHODS. We found statistically
significant differences in tumor formation between mice
immunized with Lywtp53 DCs and control groups (9 mice per
group), and no differences between wtp53DC and LyDC.
The presence of Mk28-specific CTLs was evaluated in mice
immunized with activated Ad-p53-transduced DCs. Six-hour
standard CTL assay was performed 1 mo and 1 wk after the last
immunization (1 mo after inoculation of Mk28 cells into
immunized mice). Freshly isolated splenocytes were mixed with
51
Cr-labeled Mk28 cells at different ratios. Splenocytes from
mice injected with Ad-c-infected DCs demonstrated no ability
to lyse target cells, whereas splenocytes from mice immunized
with Ad-p53-transduced DCs demonstrated low, but clearly
significant cytotoxicity against Mk28 cells (Figure 1).
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Figure 1 Lysis ability of DCs.
Table 1 Surface molecules expression of 4 kinds of DCs stimulated with lysates (n = 10, mean±SD, %)
Surface
molecules

DC

Wtp53DC

LyDC

Lywtp53

B7-1

36.70±0.07

61.77±0.08

67.20±0.05

86.70±0.07a

B7-2

5.27±0.01

9.90±0.04

9.13±0.03

18.77±0.08a

MHC-I

44.03±0.04

69.13±0.05

68.10±0.03

87.20±0.05a

MHC-II

17.13±0.12

31.10±0.31

32.73±0.23

56.70±0.07 a

a

P<0.05 vs any group of DC, wtp53DC and LyDC.

Table 2 Immune protection of DCs (mean±SD, n = 10)

CTL assay
Splenocytes (effector cells) freshly isolated or restimulated for
7 d with 4 kinds of DCs were mixed with different 51Cr-labeled
target cells: Mk28 cells pre-incubated for 48 h with 5 ng/mL
murine IFN-γ or p815 cells infected with Ad-p53 or Ad-c. After
6-h incubation and harvesting of supernatants, the radioactivity
was measured by gamma-counter. To estimate the maximum
51
Cr-release, 10 g/L triton X-100 was used. The percentage of
cell lysis was calculated as follows: (experimental releasespontaneous release)/(maximum release-spontaneous release)
×100%.
RESULTS
DCs surface molecules expression
Surface molecules of lywt-p53DC highly expressed were
detected by FACS: B7-1 (86.70±0.07%), B7-2 (18.77±0.08%),
MCH-I (87.20±0.05%), MCH-II (56.70±0.07%).
Induction of CTL response in mice immunized with DCs
To induce an immune response against wild-type p53, we
started with three immunizations of BALB/c mice with DCs
generated from bone marrow progenitors of syngeneic mice
and transduced with Ad-p53 loaded with lysates as described

Tumor diameter after inoculation (mm)
Group
d 10

d 13

d 16

d 19

Control

3.72±0.01

6.70±0.02

7.10±0.09

9.90±0.02

DC

3.70±0.01

5.70±0.08

6.10±0.04

9.70±0.08

Wtp53DC

3.07±0.01

6.90±0.04

7.13±0.03

8.22±0.08

LyDC

4.03±0.04

6.13±0.05

7.10±0.03

8.77±0.05

Lywtp53

3.13±0.02

3.10±0.31a

2.73±0.23a

3.70±0.07a

a

P<0.05 vs control, DC, wtp53DC and LyDC group.

Table 3 Immune treatment of DCs (mean±SD, n = 10)
Tumor diameter after inoculation (mm)
Group
d7

d 12

d 15

d 18

Control

5.72±0.02

7.88±0.09

9.20±0.11

11.90±0.09

DC

4.70±0.03

7.71±0.08

9.02±0.04

10.70±0.68

Wtp53DC

5.03±0.09

6.90±0.09

7.13±0.11

8.29±0.05

LyDC

5.06±0.01

6.13±0.08

7.10±0.05

8.77±0.03

Lywtp53

5.19±0.09

5.10±0.39

6.73±0.66a

6.79±0.77 a

a

P<0.05 vs control, DC, wtp53DC and LyDC group.

Sun HW et al. DCs transfected with p53 on immune response

The immune protection of Lywtp53DC group was obvious,
the tumor size of Lywtp53DC group was smaller than control,
DC, wtp53DC and LyDC group on d 13, 16 and 19 (Table 2).
Treatment of tumor-bearing mice with Ad-p53-transduced
DCs and CTL response are shown in Table 3. On d 15 and 18,
the growth rate of tumor in Lywtp53DC group was slower than
any of the other group (Table 3).

DISCUSSION
p53 protein is an attractive target for immunotherapy of cancer.
Normal cells have very low levels of p53, whereas accumulation
of this protein because of mutations or functional inactivation
is observed in 50% of human malignancies. This provides, in
theory, potential targets for CTLs that recognize class I MHCbound epitopes[1-3].
In this study we have demonstrated that activated DCs
transduced with full-length wild-type p53 loaded with lysates
are able to break tolerance to this self-protein and induce potent
antitumor response with no detectable autoimmune abnormalities.
Wild-type, p53-derived, self-MHC-self-peptide complexes
expressed by bone marrow-derived cells in the thymus cause
negative selection of immature thymic T cells with a high avidity
for such complexes[4,5]. These results in deletion of T cells with
sufficient avidity to recognize natural wild-type p53 epitopes
presented by MHC class I molecules on tumor cells and thus
prevent immune response. Only low avidity CTLs survive
during the induction of self-tolerance[6-8].
We suggest here another method of immunotherapy based
on the use of full-length wild-type p53. This approach may be
devoid of many limitations of peptide-based immunization and
would provide a valuable option for clinical trials. Overexpression
of wild-type p53 in antigen-presenting cells would allow
presentation of several different epitopes. The feasibility of
such an approach was shown previously in model experiments
in which each of the different minimal epitopes combined to a
single fusion protein can be presented separately on the cell
surface and be recognized by specific CTLs[9,10].
The study demonstrated that the wild type p53 was
transduced to DCs with adenovirus, and the DCs were stimulated
by gastric cancer lysates. The T lymphocytes had specific CTL
lysis ability induced by Lywt-p53DC loaded with lysates, the CTL
lysis rate was as high as 81%. The surface molecules of Lywtp53DC showed a high expression of B7-1 (86.70±0.07%), B7-2
(18.77±0.08%), MHC-I (87.20±0.05%), MHC-II (56.70±0.07%);
There were significant differences in tumor sizes between
Lywtp53DC group and any other group. In Lywtp53DC group, the
growth rate of tumor was slower than any one of the other group
(P<0.05). These studies showed that Lywtp53 DC had immune
protection effect on mice, especially loaded with lysates[11-14].
Because of a polyclonal nature of T cells generated after
two rounds of stimulations with p53 DCs, it is possible that
some level of cytotoxicity against tumor cells could be mediated
by alloreactivity. When the DCs were loaded with lysates of
tumor, the lysates will be presented to APC, and the process
can increase immunogenicity in the body. DCs were recognized;
the specificity of CTLs was enhanced[15,16].
In conclusion, these data indicate that DCs transduced with
full-length wild-type p53 loaded with lysates are able to generate
a CTL response specifically for tumors with p53 overexpression.
These findings demonstrate that this approach may overcome
tolerance to self-protein and may serve as a valuable option in
cancer immunotherapy.
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Abstract
AIM: To evaluate the immediate and long-term results in a
series of patients with highly symptomatic polycystic liver
disease (PLD) treated by combined hepatic resection with
cystic fenestration.
METHODS: We reviewed our recent experience with a
combined hepatic resection-fenestration procedure in seven
highly symptomatic patients with PLD. Clinical data, liver
manifestation of computed tomography (CT), and morbidity
were recorded pre- and post-operation. Follow-up was made
by clinical and CT examinations in all patients.
RESULTS: Symptomatic relief and reduction in abdominal
girth were obtained in all patients during an average followup period of 20.4 mo. CT scans confirmed post-resection
hypertrophy of the spared liver and lack of significant cyst
progression. All patients had mild to severe ascites. Two
patients were complicated with pleural effusion.
CONCLUSION: Some highly symptomatic patients with
massive PLD may benefit from combined hepatic resection
and fenestration at acceptable risk. To stitch the dissected
hepatic ligaments could prevent the instable remnant liver
from kinking and collapsing.
Yang GS, Li QG, Lu JH, Yang N, Zhang HB, Zhou XP. Combined
hepatic resection with fenestration for highly symptomatic
polycystic liver disease: A report on seven patients. World J
Gastroenterol 2004; 10(17): 2598-2601
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INTRODUCTION
Polycystic liver disease (PLD) is a rare, benign inherited
condition, frequently associated with polycystic disease of
the kidney[1]. Unusually as liver failure appears, some patients
may be highly symptomamtic due to the compression of liver
enlargement or liver complications, therefore requiring
treatment.
Highly symptomatic patients with PLD almost exhaust all
conservative therapeutic options, and surgery is considered as
the best possible procedure[2]. The purpose of this study was to
evaluate the immediate surgical results and the short- and
long-term outcome in patients treated with hepatic resection
combined with cyst fenestration on the basis of our preliminary
understanding and experience.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
From October 1995 to September 2002, we examined and
operated on 6 women and 1 man with highly symptomatic
PLD at our hospital. All operations were performed by a single
surgeon (G.S.Yang). In this retrospective study, the medical
records were reviewed. The mean interval from diagnosis of
PLD to surgical treatment was 4.3 years, ranging from 2 to 11
years. Patient age ranged from 36-54 years, averaging 44.1
years. Specific symptoms included pain, massive abdominal
distention, early satiety, regurgitation and supine dyspnea. Six
patients were complicated with polycystic kidney disease but
had no clinical evidence of abnormal renal function. Four
patients had undergone percutaneous cyst aspiration with
alcohol sclerotherapy before operation.
Preoperative workup included hematologic, hepatic and
renal laboratory tests, and determinations of both respiratory
and cardiovascular performance. CT scan was performed to
delineate cyst distribution to assess portal vein patency and to
serve as a baseline for follow-up comparison in each patient.
No patient underwent angiography. The clinical features of
these patients are summarized in Table 1.
Preoperative preparations of each patient were an overnight
lavage bowel preparation and venous catheterization. The
abdomen was explored through a bilateral subcostal incision.
The hepatoduodenal ligament was exposed to provide access
to a vascular clamping and identification of major vascular
and biliary structures. The liver was mobilized by the division
of hepatic peritoneal attachments, which was facilitated by
sequential fenestration of accessible cysts according to the Lin
technique[3]. Liver segments spared of cystic involvement were
identified to define limits to resection. Non-anatomic segmental
or lobar resection was executed due to cystic distortion of
normal anatomy. Significant islands of functional liver
parenchyma were preserved as many as possible. After
resection of major cystic segments, extensive fenestration of
residual cysts was performed by excision of the cyst walls.
Finally, cyst cavities exposed to the peritoneum were fulgurated
by argon beam coagulation (Bard Electromedical Systems,
USA) in an attempt to ablate secretory epithelium and reduce
postoperative peritoneal fluid losses. Cholecystectomy in
conjunction with hepatectomy was performed in three patients.
The hepatic resection bed was drained by two large closed
suction drains. After operation, patients were sent to the surgical
intensive care unit for close monitoring.
All patients were followed up through telephone calls or
at clinic. Special data included hepatic and renal function,
symptomatic relief, the patients’ working capacity and CT
scans.
RESULTS
The surgical outcome of our patients is presented in Table 2.
The histologic examination showed von Meyenburg’s
complexes in all cases. There was no hospital death. All patients
had ascites, the majority of them were successfully managed
with diuretics and drainage within one week. The average
duration of drainage was 11 d, with a range of 5-26 d. Drainage
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Table 1 Clinical findings of patients with PLD
Patient no.

Age (yr)

Gender

Family history

Symptoms

Other
involved organs

Previous
treatment

1

48

Female

No siblings

Abdominal distention, regurgitation

None

None

2

41

Female

Father, two

Abdominal pain and distention

Kidney

PCA+AS

sisters, brother

(5 times)

3

54

Female

Sister

Early satiety, regurgitation

Kidney

PCA+AS

4

45

Male

Sister

Abdominal pain and distention

Kidney

PCA+AS

(2 times)
(2 times)
5

43

6

36

Female
Female

Sister, brother,

Abdominal pain and distention,

grandmother

early satiety, dyspnea

Mother, sister

Abdominal pain and distention,

Kidney

PCA+AS
(2 times)

Kidney

None

Kidney

None

early satiety, supine dyspnea
7

42

Female

Father

Abdominal distention, regurgitation

PCA+AS, Percutaneous cyst aspiration with alcohol sclerotherapy.
Table 2 Operative data, surgical outcome, and follow-up of patients with PLD
Patient no.

Hepatic
resection

Blood
loss (mL)

Cystic fluid
aspirated (mL)

Days of hospital stay
(after operation)

1

III, IVb, V

400

1 500

21 (12)

2

II, III, V

800

3 000

25 (14)

3

Right semi hepatectomy,

200

1 200

300

Postoperative
complications

Symptomatic
relief

Reduction in
size of liver

Acites

Marked

Marked

Acites

Marked

Marked

16 (8)

Mild acites

Marked

Marked

1 800

24 (16)

Moderate acites

Marked

Marked

Moderate

cholecystectomy
4

Right smi hepatectomy,
cholecystectomy

5

II, III, IVb

1 500

6 500

83 (29)

Severe acites,

6

II, III, VI, VII

3 400

4 000

42 (16)

Severe acites,

Moderate

left pleural effusion
Marked

Marked

right pleural effusion
7

II, III, VI

300

2 500

27 (11)

Acites

Marked

Marked

Table 3 Review of the literature: mortality, morbidity and outcome of patients with PLD treated by combined hepatic resection an
cystic fenestration
Authors

No. of patients

Armitage et al.[12] (1984)
Iwatsuki et al.

[13]

Mortality (no.)

Morbidity (no.)

1

0

0

Follow-up (mos)

No. of symptomfree patients

12

1

(1988)

6

0

0

-

-

Newman et al. [2] (1990)

9

1

6

17

7

Sanchez et al. [8] (1991)

2

0

0

48

2

5

0

4

14

5

8

0

3

15

6

10

1

2

68

6

Vauthey et al.

[1]

(1992)

Henne-Bruns et al. [14] (1993)
Soravia et al.[15] (1995)
Que et al. [16] (1995)

31

1

18

29

28

Vons et al.[17] (1998)

12

1

10

34

10

Johnson et al.[18] (1999)

1

0

0

18

1

Our series

7

0

7

0

92

4 (4.3%)

50 (54.3%)

Total

was continued by needle aspiration in Patients 5 and 6
immediately after a two-week closed suction drainage. The
change was an attempt to prevent ascites from infection.
Furthermore Patient 5 required thoracentesis due to left
pleural effusion.
All patients experienced relief of abdominal symptoms
and had normal hepatic and renal laboratory tests. Abdominal

6
72 (78.3%)

girth was reduced markedly in six patients and moderately in
one. Repeated abdominal CT scans in these patients failed to
show significant development of cysts in the previously spared
liver segments during a mean follow-up period of 20.4 mo,
with a range from 2 to 86 mo. Indeed, as shown in Figure 1,
CT scans confirmed post-resection hypertrophy of the spared
liver and lack of clinically significant cyst progression.
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Figure 1 CT scans of livers in PLD patients before (left panels) and 3 mo (right panels) after operation, show that hypertrophy of
spared liver and lack of clinically significant cyst progression, and that operative methods totally depend on cystic distribution in
different patients, e.g., lateral segment removal from A to B, right semi-hepatectomy resection from C to D, whereas extensive
fenestration of posterior and interior cysts from E to F.

DISCUSSION
PLD is a rare disorder usually associated with autosomal
dominant polycystic kidney disease, with an increasing
prevalence associated with age and female sex[4]. Symptoms
arise from liver enlargement and compression of adjacent
structures. Most symptomatic patients complained of
increasing abdominal girth and a chronic dull abdominal pain.
Liver enlargement may cause early satiety, weight loss,
respiratory compromise, and physical disability. Complications
such as ascites, esophageal varices, jaundice and hepatic failure,
are rare[5-7].
A variety of treatment have been advocated for the few
patients with incapacitating symptoms. Percutaneous aspiration
with alcohol sclerotherapy seems valuable for solitary cysts
but does not provide relief for patients with PLD because cyst
collapse may not be sufficient[8]. Cyst fenestration with internal
drainage into the peritoneal cavity, described by Lin in 1968,
may fail to achieve long-term favorable outcome[9]. In practice,
the efficacy of the Lin decompression for PLD is limited by
extent of cysts, access to central cysts, postoperative walling
off of cysts, and the rigid architecture of the fenestrated liver,
which does not completely collapse[2]. Liver transplantation
might be considered for patients with a “syndrome of lethal
exhaustion” from PLD[7,10,11].
Armitage and Blumgart[12] described in 1984 a patient with
PLD who underwent partial hepatic resection and cyst
fenestration. This procedure allowed the excision of most
prominent cysts with minimal resection of liver tissue; liver
parenchyma was preserved despite the polycystic disease.
Other reports have shown the feasibility of such an approach
(Table 3)[1,2,8,12-18]. We reported a similar favorable outcome.
During a mean follow-up of 20.4 mo, six of seven patients
were symptom free. Herein, we emphasize that the result might
be achieved by a careful selection of patients and by an
experienced surgeon. The head surgeon of our surgical team

has abundant experiences of more than 1400 hepatectomies for
liver tumors during the same study period.
The postoperative morbidity rate in reviewed reports was
54.3%. The majority of immediately postoperative complications
in our series were ascites and transient pleural effusion. Ascites
was easily treated by diuretics and effective drainage or
followed by needle aspiration. None of our patients had kidney
failure requiring dialysis before or after operation. Ascites
occurred in the patients with renal dysfunction may be
refractory and even increased the chance to be infected or bring
forth malnutrition[17]. The elucidation for the mechanism of
hepatic cystic epithelium secretion may be a key to solve this
problem[19].
The literature review showed an overall mortality rate of
4.3%. There is only one report that the cause of death was
related to this procedure for patients with PLD[15]. Acute BuddChiari syndrome developed shortly after fenestration of
posterior cyst, which provoked a liver collapse. In practice, to
stitch on the dissected triangular, falciform and round ligaments
easily kept the stability of the remnant liver, which was
weakened by extensive fenestration of posterior and interior
cysts. Patient 6 is a good example in our series. In patients 3
and 4, we found that the left lobes twisted towards right due to
gravity after right semi-hepatectomy in operation. Connecting
the falciform and round ligaments easily enabled the remnants
fixed, avoiding occurrence of kinking. It may be unnecessary
to avoid fenestration of posterior cysts and propose a frontal
hepatectomy. Two patients in literature died from postoperative
intracerebral bleeding, suggesting that evaluation of selected
patients’ cerebral vasculature to detect aneurismal disease is
essential[2,16].
Our follow-up duration is limited and our preliminary
study includes just seven selected patients. Therefore, the longterm benefit of combined hepatic resection and fenestration
should be further evaluated. On the basis of our experience
and review of the available literature, however, this approach
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could be feasible, with an acceptable risk as well as a favorable
long-term outcome at follow-up. To stitch the dissected hepatic
ligaments could prevent the instable remnant liver from kinking
and collapsing.

9
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Abstract
A 59-year-old woman was admitted to our hospital because
of recurrent follicular lymphoma (FL). Colonoscopic examination
revealed a rectal submucosal tumor (SMT) without any
erosions and ulcers. In this patient, it was difficult to
distinguish non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma (NHL) invasion from
other disorders of the colon including carcinoid tumor
merely based on endoscopic findings. Histopathologic and
immunohistochemical studies on biopsy specimens showed
an infiltration of atypical lymphocytes that were positive
for CD20 and BCL2 but negative for UCHL-1. Fluorescence
in situ hybridization on paraffin-embedded tissue sections
(T-FISH) identified a translocation of BCL2 with IGH gene.
Based on these findings, the tumor was defined as an invasion
of FL. T-FISH method is useful for the detection of a
monoclonality of atypical lymphocytes in an SMT of the
gastrointestinal tract, and particularly for the detection of
chromosomal translocations specific to lymphoma subtypes.
Yoshida N, Nomura K, Matsumoto Y, Nishida K, Wakabayashi
N, Konishi H, Mitsufuji S, Kataoka K, Okanoue T, Taniwaki M.
Detection of BCL2-IGH rearrangement on paraffin-embedded
tissue sections obtained from a small submucosal tumor of
the rectum in a patient with recurrent follicular lymphoma.
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INTRODUCTION
Primary gastrointestinal (GI) lymphomas are uncommon tumors,
constituting less than 2% of all GI malignancies[1]. The stomach,
however, is the most frequent site of extranodal NHL. Of all GI
NHLs, the incidence of gastric lymphomas ranged from 51% to
86%[2,3], while that of colonic lymphomas ranged from 1.6% to
16.2%[4,5]. Diagnosis of GI lymphomas may be complicated due
to difficulties in pathological diagnosis and in staging with

endoscopic biopsies. In fact, it is occasionally difficult not
only to distinguish NHL from other tumors but also to define
subtypes of NHL on the basis of endoscopic and histological
findings of biopsy specimens[6,7]. Although flowcytometric
analysis is efficient for differential diagnosis of lymphomas,
obtaining a diagnostic biopsy may sometimes be difficult
because GI lymphomas spread submucosally and have normal
surface qualities; therefore, a number of specimens are required
for an accurate diagnosis.
On the other hand, chromosomal translocations are closely
associated with distinctive subtypes of malignant lymphoma[8].
Both chromosomal banding and fluorescence in situ
hybridization (FISH) are used for the detection of specific
translocation. In addition, we have developed a procedure using
FISH directly on paraffin embedded tissue sections (T-FISH),
enabling us to perform cytogenetic analyses on both archival
and small biopsy specimens[9,10].
In the current study, using T-FISH we detected rearrangement
of the BCL2 with immunoglobulin heavy chain (IGH) gene on
biopsy specimens obtained from a small rectal submucosal tumor
(SMT), thereby differentiating follicular lymphoma (FL) from other
neoplastic tumors of colon as well as other types of lymphoma.

CASE REPORT
A 59-year-old woman was admitted to our hospital because of
the swelling of multiple cervical lymph nodes. The patient had
suffered from stage IV disease of FL since 1997. Although multiple
chemotherapies including high dose regimen supported by
autologous hematopoietic stem cell transplantation were
administered, complete remission has not been achieved. At the
current hospitalization, the patient showed elevated soluble
interleukin-2 receptor (1 024 U/L), while no abnormal cells were
detected in both the peripheral blood and bone marrow. Galliumscintigraphy showed abnormal accumulation at cervical and
supra-clavicular lesions. Gastroscopic examination revealed no
remarkable abnormalities, whereas colonoscopic examination
detected a small elevated lesion (7 mm×8 mm in size) on the rectum.
The surface of tumor was slightly reddish, but no erosions
and ulcers were noted (Figure 1). No definitive deformity of
colonic wall was detected with double-contrast barium enema
(Figure 2). The tumor invasion was confined to the second
layer of colonic wall based on the endoscopic ultrasonographic
findings (Figure 3). Flowcytometric analyses were not able to
be performed because of small specimens obtained from
diagnostic biopsies. Histopathologic and immunohistochemical
studies on biopsy specimens showed the aggregation of atypical
medium-sized lymphocytes having irregularly enlarged nuclei
that were positive for CD20, CD10 and BCL2, but negative for
UCHL-1 and CD5 (Figures 4A-C).
Using DHAP regimen (cisplatin 70 mg/m2, Ara-C 1.4 g/m2 ×2,
dexamethasone 40 mg×4), the patient achieved a partial
response, followed by the administration of rituximab. The rectal
lesion disappeared on d 120.
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In order to confirm a diagnosis of lymphoma and define
specific chromosomal abnormalities, we performed T-FISH
analyses on the sample obtained from a rectal SMT according
to the protocol already described elsewhere[9,10]. Briefly,
sections from paraffin-embedded tissues were placed on slides,
and then deparaffinized in xylene. Each slide was dehydrated
in ethanol and treated with 0.2 mol/L HCl and 0.05 mg/mL
proteinase K in TEN (0.05 mol/L tris-HCl, pH 7.8, 0.01 mol/L
EDTA, and 0.01 mol/L NaCl buffer) for 10 min at 37 °C. FISH
probes and samples were denatured simultaneously for 10 min
at 90 °C, and were hybridized overnight at 42 °C. LSI IGH/BCL2,
IGH/BCL1 and MALT1 probes (Vysis, CA, USA) were used for
the detection of t (14; 18), t (11; 14), and 18q21 translocations,
respectively. Images of signal were captured by a CCD camera.
T-FISH detected fusion signals of BCL2 and IGH genes on 75
of 100 nuclei (Figure 5), defining the invasion of FL with t (14; 18)
(q32; q21). On the other hand, 95 of 100 nuclei showed negative
results for both t (11; 14) and 18q21 translocations.

Figure 1 Endoscopic examination revealed a small submucosal tumor on rectum.

Figure 2 Double-contrast barium enema revealed no definite
deformity of the GI wall at the lesion.

Figure 3 Endoscopic ultrasonography showed that the tumor
was confined at the second layer of the colonic wall.
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Figure 4 Histopathological studies showed aggregated atypical
lymphocytes (A). Immunohistochemical analysis revealed that
these lymphocytes were positive for CD20 and BCL2 (B and C).

Figure 5 T-FISH detected fusion signals of IGH and BCL2
genes in nuclei as indicated by arrows.

DISCUSSION
We demonstrated rearrangement of BCL2 with IGH gene on a
small rectal SMT in a patient with recurrent lymphoma using TFISH, thereby defining colonic involvement of FL. It is difficult
to discriminate NHL from other disorders of the GI tract only
based on endoscopic and histological findings[11]. Although
endoscopic procedures are important not only in the detection
of other disorders involving GI tract, but also in providing a
means for pathologic diagnosis through biopsy, it should be
noted, however, that obtaining a diagnostic biopsy may be
difficult because GI lymphomas spread submucosally and have
normal surface qualities. Since most GI lymphomas and other
malignancies including adenocarcinoma and carcinoid tumor
frequently display a polypoid growth pattern involving the
mucosa, submucosa and muscularis[12], it is sometimes difficult
to make differential diagnosis based on the histological findings.
In the current patient, immunohistochemical studies defined
a diagnosis of lymphoid lesion of a rectal SMT, although
flowcytometric analysis was not successful because of small
specimens obtained from diagnostic biopsy. There are many
kinds of SMTs originating in the colon, for example, lipoma,
malignant lymphoma, carcinoid tumor, etc[13]. Flowcytometric
and immunocytochemical studies are useful for demonstration
of a monoclonal population of lymphocytes of a lesion of
interest, since most GI lymphomas are virtually always of the
B-cell type. However, it should be noted that there are certain
subtypes preferentially involving GI tract including mantle cell
lymphoma, and mucosa-associated lymphoid tissue (MALT)
lymphoma[14]. In this respect, cytogenetic study is necessary
for the determination of these subtypes, since chromosomal
translocations are closely associated with distinctive subtypes
of NHL[14]. More than 90% of mantle cell lymphoma was related
to the translocation of IGH with BCL1 gene[15]. MALT lymphoma
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was related to the translocation of API2 with MALT1 at frequencies
of 18.8%[9]. Approximately 60% of FL showed the translocation
of BCL2 with IGH (Matsumoto et al. in press). Hence, T-FISH
is a useful method not only to make definitive diagnosis of
NHL but also to define its subtypes. In addition, a few biopsy
samples are enough for T-FISH analysis when compared with
flowcytometric analysis and polymerase chain reaction (PCR).
Furthermore, the tissues embedded for a period of 15 years
were available for T-FISH analysis[9,10].
At present there is considerable controversy concerning
the treatment of primary and secondary GI lymphomas.
Rituximab has recently included in treatment option[16]. In our
patient with recurrent FL, salvage therapy including high-dose
Ara-C with rituximab was performed. Because API2-MALT1positive lymphoma has demonstrated a more aggressive
subgroup[17], T-FISH will provide novel information for the
selection of treatment for GI lymphomas.
In conclusion, our results indicate that T-FISH is a promising
procedure for the routine detection of genetic alterations in GI
lymphomas, it enables us to not only make definitive diagnosis
of NHL but also to define its subtypes.
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tomography of the abdomen, plain abdominal radiography and
upper endoscopy were normal. Abdominal ultrasonography
showed a slightly enlarged liver with normal echo pattern and
communication between the common hepatic artery and
superior mesenteric artery (Figure 1). On Doppler ultrasound,
arterial flow was observed within this fistula (Figure 2). We
suspected CMI and consequently performed anjiography.
Celiac arteriogram revealed an abnormal fistula from the SMA
to the CHA and not any other arterial communications (Figure 3).

Abstract
Chronic mesenteric ischemia is an uncommon condition
associated with a high morbidity and mortality. We
reported a 36-year old women with postprandial abdominal
pain due to chronic mesenteric ischemia caused by a fistula
between superior mesenteric and common hepatic artery.
Kayacetin E, Karaköse S, Karabacakoglu A, Emlik D. Mesenteric
Ischemia: An unusual presentation of fistula between superior
mesenteric artery and common hepatic artery. World J
Gastroenterol 2004; 10(17): 2605-2606
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Figure 1 Sonogram showing a fistula (thin arrow) between
superior mesenteric artery (arrowhead) and common hepatic
artery (thick arrow).

INTRODUCTION
Chronic mesenteric ischemia (CMI) is an uncommon condition
associated with a high morbidity and mortality and the symptoms
may be nonspecific until late in the course of disease[1,2].
The most common cause of CMI is atherosclerosis.
Involvement of the celiac, superior mesenteric, and inferior
mesenteric arteries at their origins is typical[3]. We reported an
abnormal communication between the superior mesenteric
artery (SMI) and common hepatic artery (CHA) which caused
splanchnic hypoperfusion. To our knowledge, this entity has
not been reported previously in the literature.
CASE REPORT
The patient was a 36-year old woman who had complained of
severe postprandial abdominal pain and abdominal distention
for 9 mo. The pain was described as a severe, poorly localized
one radiating to the back. No fever, nause or vomiting,
hematochezia, or weight change was reported. She had no
history of previous trauma, abdominal surgery, hepatic or
pancreatic disease. Hematological and biochemical test results
on admission were as follows: white blood cell count, 7 000/mm3
(normal, 4.0-10.0); hemoglobin, 13.4 g/dL (normal, 12.1-17.2);
platelets, 177 103/uL (normal, 150-400); total bilirubin, 0.36 mg/dL
(normal, 0.1-1.3); albumin, 4.6 g/dL (normal, 3.5-5.2); aspartate
aminotransferase, 29 u/L (normal, 10-31); alanine aminotransferase,
30 u/L (normal, 10-31); amylase, 74 u/L (normal, 0-90); lactate
dehydrogenase, 335 u/L (normal, 220-450).
On physical examination, pulse rate was 84/min and arterial
blood pressure was 110/70 mm Hg. Rectal examination revealed
no mass and the stool was hemoccult negative. Computerized

Figure 2 Color doppler sonogram of fistula revealing arterial flow.

SMA-HA fistula

Figure 3 Selective superior mesenteric artery angiography
showing a fistula between superior mesenteric artery and common hepatic artery.
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A small quantity diet with low fat content was adviced to
the patient who responded well to this measure and after one
month she was free of abdominal pain, and also of abdominal
distension, hence we did not plan to perform surgery or
interventional radiology.

DISCUSSION
The major vascular supply of the bowel depends on the celiac,
superior mesenteric and inferior mesenteric arteries. The
superior mesenteric artery is the largest of all the aortic branches
and carries over 10% of the cardiac output. Splanchnic
circulation was about 30% of the circulating blood volume[4,5].
CMI is a disputatious diagnostic problem. Most patients
do not develop ischemic symptoms because of the abundant
collateral circulation of these intestines. Usually at least two of
the three mesenteric arteries must be significantly stenotic
before symptoms developed[6,7].
Clasically, postprandial abdominal pain, known as “intestinal
angina”, was almost invariably the principal symptom. Other
less consistent symptoms included bloating, flatulance, nause,
and variable changes in bowel habit[2,8,9]. Superior mesenteric
artery blood flow increased after ingestion of meals with a high
fat content[5]. Our patient reported significant crampy abdominal
pain after heavy meal, meanwhile consuming small and low fat
meal did not cause pain. The pathophysiological mechanism in
this case was an arterial abnormality which was an abnormal
communication between SMI and CHA. Under such a condition
blood perfusion became impaired. A higher blood pressure in
SMA could force flow towards CHA. Blood flow might be
sufficient to sustain resting metabolic needs, but after a heavy
meal, however, splanchnic blood flow did not increase because
of this steal phenomenon.
A diagnosis of vasculogenic mesenteric ischemia was made
on the basis of the clinical history and dupplex ultrasonography
findings. Other causes of abdominal pain were excluded. Large
majority of cases of colonic ischemia were due to non-occlusive
diseases[10]. Other less common causes of CMI were vasculitis,
SLE, sick cell disease, hypercoagulable states, medications
(estrojen, danazol, vazopressin, gold, psychotropic drugs), and
cocaine abuse[1,11].

Clinical presentations of the patient might depend on the
size and amount of blood flow through the fistula, ranging
from asymptomatic cases to overt intestinal ischemia.
We suggested nutritional measures aiming at avoiding large
meals and reduction of long-chain fat content.
In a patient with an unexplaniable chronic abdominal pain,
after exclusion of common reasons, vascular abnormalities must
be suspected. Like in our case, there might be other abnormal
vascular communications, thus even in a young patient vascular
examinations might be necessary.
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Abstract
A 44-year-old woman developed jaundice and was diagnosed
as stage II of primary biliary cirrhosis (PBC). She showed
a severely high total cholesterol level. This article focuses
on atypical presentations of PBC and the need to test the
total cholesterol level of PBC patients.
Kanda T, Yokosuka O, Kojima H, Imazeki F, Nagao K, Tatsuno
I, Saito Y, Saisho H. Severe hypercholesterolemia associated
with primary biliary cirrhosis in a 44-year-old Japanese woman.
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CASE REPORT
A 44-year-old gentlewoman was admitted in August 1996 due
to a feeling of itching and jaundice. She had no special past
history, such as operation, blood transfusion, tattooing or illicit
drug use. She did not drink or smoke. There were no particular
familial histories such as liver disease or hyperlipidemia. The
patient had been on medication for hyperlipidemia, with a daily
intake of 10 mg of pravastatin sodium, 12 g of cholestyramine,
and 600 mg of ursodeoxycholic acid since one month earlier.
On admission, her height, body mass and body mass index
(BMI) were 154.5 cm, 46.0 kg and 19.3 kg/m2, respectively. Her
physical examination revealed mild anemia and jaundice.
Xanthoma was noticed around her eyes, but thickened Achilles
tendon was not seen on X-ray examination. Her liver and spleen
were not enlarged. There was no pretibial edema in her feet.
Blood test results were compatible with the picture of primary
biliary cirrhosis (PBC). The serum bilirubin level was 57 mg/L
(normal 2-12 mg/L), direct bilirubin was 42 mg/L (normal <3 mg/L),
alkaline phosphatase was 2 362 IU/L (normal 115-359 IU/L),
and alanine aminotransferase was 105 IU/L (normal 8-42 IU/L).
Prothrombin time was within normal limits at 11.8 seconds.
Platelet count was 277×109/L. Renal function was normal.
Ultrasound scan showed normal liver size and biliary trees were
normal. There were no gallstones or ascites. Intimal medial
thickness (IMT) of the right common carotid artery did not
show any increase on high-resolution B mode ultrasonography.
Serology tests for hepatitis B and C viruses were negative.
Anti-mitochondrial antibody (AMA) and anti-mitochondrial
M2 antibody were positive (×320) and 41.5 (normal <7). Anti-

nuclear antibody (ANA) and anti-smooth muscle antibody were
both negative. IgG and IgM were 27.42 g/L (normal 8.7-17 g /L)
and 11.89 g/L (normal 0.35-2.20 g/L ), respectively. Thyroid
gland functions were within normal limits at this time.
Her serum total cholesterol level was 13.90 g/L (normal 1.252.20 g/L), triglyceride 1.12 g/L (normal 0.35-1.50 g/L), high-density
lipoprotein (HDL) cholesterol 1.03 g/L (normal >0.40 g/L), and
blood glucose 1.03 g/L. She was positive for lipoprotein X.
LCAT was not detectable, compatible with Frederickson type
V hypercholesterolemia [apolipoprotein A-I 0.48 g/L (normal
1.26-1.65 g/L), A-II 0.24 g/L (normal 0.246-0.333 g/L), B 1.44 g/L
(normal 0.66-1.01 g/L), C-II 333 mg/L (normal 15-38 mg/L), C-III
3.42 g/L (normal 26-46 mg/L) and E 450 mg/L (normal 29-53 mg/L)].
Liver biopsy showed no cirrhosis but revealed compatibility
with PBC stage II (according to Ludwig). She was re-started on
ursodeoxycholic acid at 900 mg/d and probucol at 500 mg/d. She
was diagnosed as subclinical hypothyroidism [TSH 11.5 µIU/mL
(normal 0.35-4.94 µIU/mL), free T3 1.45 pg/mL (normal 1.713.71 pg/mL) and free T4 8.2 ng/L (normal 7.0-14.8 ng/L)] in April
1999 and 0.05 mg/d of levothyroxine sodium was begun. However,
her total cholesterol level remained quite similar to that before
treatment as in October 2000 it was still high (10.11g/L ).

DISCUSSION
In PBC patients, a hyperlipidemic state is often observed;
however, this case illustrated an unusual presentation of severe
hypercholesterolemia. According to Talwalkar and Lindor[1],
up to 85% of patients presented with hypercholesterolemia at
diagnosis. However, such a degree of hypercholesterolemia
was not observed in many cases. In fact, our survey of more
than 100 cases of PBC who visited our clinic revealed only this
one case with a level of hypercholesterolemia higher than 10 g/L.
Earlier cross sectional studies reported higher levels of total
cholesterol and lower levels of HDL cholesterol in patients with
advanced disease compared with those in the earlier stages[2,3].
On the other hand, Nikkila et al.[4] reported that reduced hepatic
synthesis and internal absorption in the terminal stage of PBC
might lead to decreased total cholesterol levels. Although high
levels of lipoprotein X, comprised of nonesterified cholesterol
and phospholipids, were present in the serum of patients with
PBC[5], our patient was at stage II of early PBC, even if her
serum bilirubin level was 57 mg/L. Hypothyroidism and subclinical
hyperthyroidism often caused hyperlipidemia[6,7]. In our patient,
hypercholesterolemia did not improve after thyroid hormone therapy.
In PBC, marked hypercholesterolemia was not associated
with an excess risk of cardiovascular disease, whereas less
advanced patients with moderate hypercholesterolemia were
exposed to an increased cardiovascular risk[8]. There is no doubt
that a reduction in serum cholesterol levels in PBC patients could
be achieved with medical therapy[9,10], so our patient continued
to be observed with medical therapy.
In conclusion, we report a case of severe hypercholesterolemia,
not familial, but associated with early-stage PBC. Further studies
of severe hypercholesterolemia are warranted.
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Abstract
Cystic dystrophy of the duodenal wall is a rare condition
characterized by the development of cysts in heterotopic
pancreatic tissue localized in the duodenal wall. A 38-yearold man was admitted to the hospital for abdominal pain
and vomiting after food intake. The diagnosis of acute
pancreatitis was initially suspected. Abdominal ultrasound
examination revealed thickening of the second portion of
duodenal wall within which, small cysts (diameter, less
than 1 cm) were present in the vicinity of pancreatic head.
The head of pancreas appeared enlarged (63 mm×42 mm)
and hypoechoic. Upper endoscopy and barium X-ray series
were performed revealing a severe circumferential
deformation, as well as 4 cm long stenosis of the second
portion of the duodenum. CT examination revealed multiple
cysts located in an enlarged, thickened duodenal wall with
moderate to strong post-contrast enhancement. We
suspected that patient had cystic dystrophy of duodenal
wall developed in the heterotopic pancreas and diagnosis
was confirmed by endoscopic ultrasound (EUS). Endoscopic
ultrasound (EUS) revealed circular stenosis from the duodenal
bulb onwards. A twenty megaHertz mini-probe examination
further showed diffuse (intramural) infiltration of duodenal
wall limited to the submucosa and muscularis propria of the
second portion of duodenum with multiple microcysts within
the thickened mucosa and submucosa. Patient was successfully
surgically treated and pancreatoduodenectomy was
performed. The pathological examination confirmed a
diagnosis of cystic dystrophy of a heterotopic pancreas.
Endoscopic ultrasonography features allow preoperative
diagnosis of cystic dystrophy of a heterotopic pancreas in
duodenal wall, with intraluminal 20 MHz mini probe sonography
being more efficient in cases of luminal stenosis.
Jovanovic I, Knezevic S, Micev M, Krstic M. EUS mini probes in
diagnosis of cystic dystrophy of duodenal wall in heterotopic
pancreas: A case report. World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10
(17): 2609-2612
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INTRODUCTION
The most common type of heterotopic tissue in the gastrointestinal
tract is pancreas. Pancreatic heterotopia is defined as the

presence of abnormally located (aberrant) pancreatic tissue
with no contact (vascular, neural, and anatomical) with the
normal pancreas, and possesses its own duct system and
vascular supply[1,2]. Heterotopic pancreatic tissue has been
found in several abdominal and intrathoracic locations, most
frequently in the stomach (25-60%) or duodenum (25-35%)[3].
Cystic dystrophy of the duodenal wall in heterotopic
pancreas is a relatively rare clinical disorder affecting young
men in particular[4]. Diagnosis is usually suspected during
initial investigation of non-specific clinical symptoms such
as abdominal pain, duodenal obstruction and weight loss
and finally confirmed by imaging techniques, mainly
endoscopic ultrasound which localizes precisely cysts in
duodenal wall.
The purpose of this report was to present a case with this
anomaly and provide up-to-date literature review on this topic.

CASE REPORT
A 38-year-old man who was admitted for clarification of several
months of upper abdominal pain, vomiting after food intake
accompanied by a weight loss. The patient had no history of
alcohol abuse, and smoked 20 cigarettes per day. Physical
examination revealed tachypnea and tachycardia, and a blood
pressure 100/70 mmHg. There was abdominal tenderness in
upper abdomen. Hematological and blood bio-chemical tests
were performed (Tables 1, 2) showing a sevenfold increased
level of serum amylase (625 U/L, range 20-90 U/L) accompanied by
an elevated alkaline phosphatase, and markers of acute hepatocyte
injury such as alanine (AST) and aspartate aminotransferase
(ALT) and gama GT. Bilirubin levels remained normal. The urine
had a pH 6.5 and a specific gravity of 1.010. The sediment
contained 3-5 red cells and 0-2 white cells per high-power field.
A diagnosis of acute pancreatitis was initially suspected.
Ultrasonographic examination revealed an enlarged steatotic
liver, no stones in gall bladder, and a common bile duct diameter
of 8 mm with no signs of stone obstruction. Second portion
duodenal wall appeared thicker within which, small cysts
(diameter, less than 1 cm) were present in the vicinity of pancreatic
head. The head of pancreas appeared enlarged (63 mm×42 mm)
and hypoechoic.
An upper GI endoscopy also revealed a severe semispherical
deformation of second portion of duodenum without mucosal
lesions. Due to the stenosis the endoscope could not be passed
distal to upper duodenal flexure. Biopsy of the duodenal
mucosa detected moderate inflammatory changes (Figure 1).
A barium meal revealed a severe circumferential deformation,
as well as 4 cm long stenosis of the second portion of the
duodenum (Figure 2).
We suspected that the patient had cystic dystrophy of
duodenal wall developed in the heterotopic pancreas which
was highly indicated by computed tomography and endoscopic
ultrasound (EUS).
CT examinations revealed multiple cysts located in an
enlarged, thickened duodenal wall with moderate to strong postcontrast enhancement.
Endoscopic ultrasound (EUS) revealed circular stenosis from
the duodenal bulb onwards. Twenty megaHertz mini-probe
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examinations further showed diffuse (intramural) infiltration of
duodenal wall limited to the submucosa and muscularis propria
of the second portion of duodenum with multiple, very small
anechoic spots, like microcysts (Figure 3A, B). EUS did not
reveal any tumors of the pancreas.
MRI examinations showed a suspicious 6 cm×4 cm solid
and partly cystic tumor of processus uncinatus of pancreas.
The patient was successfully surgically treated and
pancreatoduodenectomy was performed (Figure 4). Pathological
examinations confirmed a diagnosis of cystic dystrophy of a
heterotopic pancreas (Figure 5).
Table 1 Hematologic tests
Variable
Hematocrit (%)
White cell count (×109)
Differential count (×109)
Neutrophils
Lymphocytes
Monocytes
Prothrombin time (% quick)

A

A

B
Value

Initial
tests

Repeated
stests

35-54
4.0-10.0

43
12.0

49.7
17.7

1.4-6.5
1.2-3.4
0.1-0.6
75-120

4.3
5.6
2.1
114

2.8
2.8
1.1
115

Table 2 Blood bio-chemical tests
Variable
Sodium (mmol/L)
Potassium (mmol/L)
Chloride (mmol/L)
Urea nitrogen (mmol/L)
Creatinine (µmol/L)
Glucose (mmol/L)
Bilirubin (µmol/L)
AST (U/L)
LT (U/L)
Alkaline phosphatase (U/L)
Alpha amylase (U/L)

Initial test
132
2.5
75
9.4
80
8.5
13
50
93
361
627

Repeated test
148
4.6
107
2.8
57
4.3
13
153
217
980
354

Figure 3 A: EUS image of diffusely thickened duodenal wall.
B: EUS image of multiple microcysts in diffusely thickened
duodenal wall.

Figure 4 Surgical specimen of resected duodenal wall:
Macrocysts in the thickened wall.

Figure 1 Endoscopic image of the stenotic postbulbar duodenum.

Figure 5 Irregular pseudocystic change in myofibroblastic
stromal proliferation is considered as common histological
findings in this lesion (HE, 112×).

Figure 2 Severe circumferential deformation, as well as 4 cm long
stenosis of the second portion of the duodenum on X-ray series.

DISCUSSION
The pancreas develops from two primitive diverticula, dorsal
and ventral, that arise from the duodenum and the base of the
liver, respectively, in the fifth week of gestation. During the
seventh week, the two primordia fuse. The ventral portion gives
rise to part of the head of the pancreas and the uncinate process,

Jovanovic I et al. Cystic dystrophy of duodenal wall in heterotopic pancreas

and the dorsal portion becomes the body. In more than half the
cases of pancreatic heterotopia, pancreatic tissue has been
located in the duodenum or the pylorus but other sites have
also been involved[2].
Pancreatic heterotopia can develop due to either metaplasia
of multipotent endodermal cells in situ or transplantation of
embryonic pancreatic cells to adjacent structures[2]. Heterotopic
pancreatic tissues may be found in the mucosa or the muscularis
or may be attached to the serosa of the gastrointestinal tract.
Heterotopic pancreatic tissues that lack both acinar and
endocrine cells have been called myoepithelial hamartoma,
adenomyosis, or adenomyoma. Despite its congenital origin,
pancreatic heterotopia was usually discovered in adults due to
its complications[5]. Most frequently it was found incidentally
during autopsies, operations or during endoscopic examinations
of the upper GI tract[6]. The occurrence rate of heterotopic
pancreas in autopsy series was estimated to be about 0.55% to
13.7%[4,7].
Despite many advances of new diagnostic tools and
methods, the diagnosis of heterotopic pancreas prior to surgery
is still difficult. Heterotopic pancreas is usually asymptomatic
and does not require treatment (i.e. surgical excision). However,
sometimes, there were evident clinical symptoms[8]. The most
common symptoms attributed to heterotopic pancreas were:
abdominal pain, nausea, vomiting, anemia, weight loss and
melena[9]. Rare manifestations and complications of heterotopic
pancreas included acute and chronic pancreatitis[10], biliary
obstruction, intestinal obstruction, cystic dystrophy and
malignant degeneration[5,11,12].
The differential diagnosis of a cystic dystrophy of heterotopic
pancreas includes disorders in three broad categories:
inflammatory lesions, neoplasms, and congenital anomalies.
Complications of pancreatic heterotopia usually include
inflammation with a formation of an inflammatory mass,
ulceration, bleeding and obstruction with clinical manifestations
of acute and chronic pancreatitis. Chronic pancreatitis with
mucinous metaplasia of the ductal epithelium can further be
complicated by prominent exudation of mucin into the stroma,
mimicking mucinous carcinoma[13].
The most challenging differential diagnosis of cystic
dystrophy of heterotopic pancreas is cystic (mucinous)
neoplasms. It has been demonstrated that pancreatic carcinomas
or endocrine tumors can also develop in heterotopic pancreatic
tissue [14,15]. In this case, CT findings are non-specific.
Endoscopic and upper GI barium X-ray series can reveal
duodenal stenosis and submucosal masses if there are no
mucosal lesions and biopsies from the lesions cannot always
provide a representative tissue specimen. The introduction of
endoscopic ultrasonography (EUS) makes the diagnosis of
cystic dystrophy of the duodenal wall in heterotopic pancreas
easier[16]. Furthermore, endoscopic ultrasonography is a reliable
method providing precise localization, extent and characteristics
of the submucosal mass, making possible to differentiate it
from all other causes of stenosis such as tumor and pancreas
annulare[17].
However, although there is good correlation between EUS[16],
computer tomography (CT) and nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR) findings with histological changes[17,18], the definite
diagnosis is often made only from surgical excision.
The treatment of this disease is controversial. There are
reports of successful treatment with long-acting somatostatin
synthetic stable analog[19]. In some 40% of patients reduction
in cyst size could be accomplished after three months of
treatment [16]. But, on the other hand, octreotide/analog
treatment was of a limited value regarding already formed
stenosis of the duodenum (in regards to persistent duodenal
stenosis)[20,21]. Furthermore, the necessary duration of treatment
has not been established yet.
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Ponchon et al. offered an alternative to surgical treatment
for endoscopic fenestration of cysts, but that approach was
feasible only for cases where cysts were fewer, not dispersed
and relatively larger in size[22].
Despite the encouraging attempts to treat cystic dystrophy
of duodenal wall in heterotopic pancreas with conservative
approaches, the treatment is still primarily surgical[20,21,23,24].
Moreover, there is a difficult therapeutic dilemma: if such a
lesion should be treated by duodenopancreatectomy or limited
local excision?
Regarding the surgical procedures, there were data that
conservative surgical procedures including segmental duodenal
resection could be an alternative approach to the Whipple
procedure[25], but in other cases of pancreatic surgery, they
were associated with a considerable morbidity and mortality[26-28],
and should be reserved for specialized centers[29].
In conclusion, we demonstrated a rare case of cystic
dystrophy of heterotopic pancreas in duodenal wall. Cystic
dystrophy of aberrant pancreatic tissue can be either isolated
or as in our case associated with acute pancreatitis and duodenal
stenosis. Although the condition is benign, clinical symptoms
vary and patients are usually referred for suspected pancreatic
neoplasms or acute pancreatitis. Endoscopic ultrasonographic
features allow preoperative diagnosis of cystic dystrophy of a
heterotopic pancreas in duodenal wall, with intraluminal 20 MHz
mini-probe sonography being more efficient in cases of luminal
stenosis.
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Abstract
AIM: To assess CT and MR manifestations and their diagnostic
value in splenic hamartoma with review of literatures.
METHODS: We described a woman who was accidentally
found to have a splenic tumor by ultrasound of the abdomen.
CT and MR findings of this splenic hamartoma were proved
by pathology retrospectively.
RESULTS: The CT and MR findings in this case included a
ball-like mass with homogeneous mild-hypodensity lesions
on non-enhanced CT scans or isointensity on T1-weighted
images and mild hypointensity on T2 -weighted images,
progressive homogeneous enhancement on multiple-phase
spiral CT and MR enhanced scans, and isodense enhancement
on delayed post-contrast CT scans and obvious hyperintensity
relative to the spleen on delayed MR images.
CONCLUSION: Splenic hamartoma has some specific
radiological features. However, the diagnosis of this disease
must be based on clinical features and confirmed by pathology.
Yu RS, Zhang SZ, Hua JM. Imaging findings of splenic hamartoma.
World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(17): 2613-2615
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INTRODUCTION
Splenic hamartoma is a rare benign vascular tumor[1]. Up to now,
A

B

less than 50 cases in Chinese literature or about 160 cases in
the world have been reported after the first description by
Rokitansky in 1861.
Imaging features of splenic hamartoma have been described
by several researchers at computed tomography (CT), magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) and sonography[2-8] and the imaging
appearance of these lesions is considered as nonspecific and a
histopathological confirmation is often required[9-11].
This paper described the CT and MRI features of splenic
hamartoma in a 40-year-old patient with review of the literature.

CASE REPORT
A 40-year-old woman was accidentally diagnosed having a
splenic tumor by ultrasound of the abdomen. She did not
complained about fever, fatigue, abdominal pain, or weight loss
was complained. She denied any history of hepatitis or
tuberculosis. Physical examination was entirely normal. There
was no evidence of jaundice, peripheral lymphadenopathy or
hepatosplenomegaly. Her hemoglobin was 125 g/L, the number
of white blood cells was 7.3×109/L and the number of platelets
was 176×109/L. Both stool and urinate routine tests and hepatic
and renal function tests were normal. Chest x-ray was also normal.
Spiral CT of the abdomen before contrast medium administration revealed a 3.8-cm diameter, homogeneous mild-hypodensity
lesion within the spleen (Figure 1A). During hepatic artery phase
following bolus injection of intravenous contrast, the lesion showed
a slightly homogeneous enhancement (Figure 1B). During the portal
venous phase and hepatic parechymal phase, the lesion showed a
progressively homogeneous enhancement. On delayed images up
to 5 min after-contrast injection, the tumor was isodense with the
spleen (Figure 1C). CT diagnosis was a splenic hemangioma.
MRI of the abdomen showed a 3.6 cm×3.8 cm×4.2 cm balllike mass with isointensity on T1-weighted images (Figure 2A)
and mild hypointensity on T2-weighted images (Figure 2B). The
lesion demonstrated a diffuse heterogeneous enhancement on
images obtained early after contrast medium administration
(Figure 2C) and became more uniformly enhanced on the portal
venous phase and hepatic parechymal phase. It was hyperintense
compared to the spleen on the delayed images (Figure 3). The
MR examination yielded a diagnosis of splenic hemangioma. A
4.0-cm diameter tumor was found in the spleen during operation.
The pathologic diagnosis was a splenic hamartoma (Figure 4).
C

Figure 1 CT scans of splenic hamartoma. A: Homogeneous mild hypodensity lesion within the spleen found by unenhanced CT
scan, B: Mild-homogeneous enhancement of the mass found by enhanced CT scan on hepatic artery phase, C: Isodense tumor with
normal spleen on delayed enhanced CT images.
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Figure 2 MR images of splenic hamartoma. A: Round-like mass with isointensity relative to the spleen on MR T1-weighted
images, B: Mild-hypointense mass on MR T2-weighted images, C: Diffuse heterogeneous enhancement of mass by enhanced MR
scan on early portal venous phase.

Figure 3 Obviously hyperintense tumor with normal spleen
on delayed enhanced MR images.

Figure 4 Red marrow tissue and some blood sinusoid structures with lymphocytes and macrophages in hamartoma. Fibrosis was remarkable. (HE, original magnification×100).

DUSCUSSION
Hamartoma of the spleen is a rare benign lesion and the
diagnosis is difficult to make preoperatively. Histologically it is
composed of an aberrant mixture of the normal tissue
components of the spleen, so hamartoma of the spleen is often
called splenoma, splenadenoma or nodular hyperplasia[2,3].
Splenic hamartoma occurs most commonly in adults. About
14.3% of the reported cases of splenic hamartoma occurred in
pediatric patients[12]. Most patients were asymptomatic, they
were incidentally found during imaging studies, laparotomy
or autopsy [2,3]. Our case was accidentally discovered by
ultrasound examination of the abdomen. Symptomatic splenic
hamartoma was rare but nearly half of splenic hamartoma
pediatric patients had symptoms[12]. A minority of these lesions
had hematologic symptoms such as pancytopenia, anemia, and
thrombocytopenia [12-16]. Spontaneously ruptured splenic
hamartoma has been reported[17,18]. Symptomatic splenic hamartoma
with renal, cutaneous abnormalities or portal hypertension and

heterotopic ovarian splenoma were described accidentally[19-21].
A few radiological findings in splenic hamartoma have been
described[2-8]. Sonography was a more sensitive modality than
CT in demonstrating the lesion, which showed hyperechoic
masses with cystic components ocasionally[2]. But hypoechoic
splenic mass was found and color Doppler sonography showed
blood-flow signals inside the mass in a recent report[4]. CT
could reveal splenomegaly and homogeneous or heterogeneous
low-density or isodense masses with calcification[2,5,6] or fatty
components, which are characteristic CT findings. Dense
spreading enhancement on dynamic CT and prolonged
enhancement on delayed post-contrast scans were noted in
singular mass[5]. But low-density masses relative to the spleen
were seen in multiple splenic hamartomas after contrast medium
administration[2]. The CT findings in this case were similar to
those in Ohtomo’s report[5], which included a homogeneous
mild-hypodensity lesion on non-enhanced scans, a progressive
homogeneous enhancement on multiple-phase spiral CT
enhanced scans and an isodense enhancement on delayed
post-contrast scans.
There were two types of MRI findings in splenic hamartomas,
fibrous and non-fibrous splenic hamartomas. Histopathologically,
fibrous splenic hamartomas had a dominant fibrous tissue and
MRI showed isointensity or hyperintensity on T1-weighted
images, hypointensity on T2-weighted images[3,7]. We consider
hypointensity on T2-weighted images is one of the common
MRI findings in splenic hamartomas. Non-fibrous splenic
hamartomas are more common and MRI showed isointensity
on T1-weighted images, hyperintensity on T2-weighted images[6,8].
Both of the tumors demonstrated diffuse heterogeneous
enhancement on the hepatic artery phase or early dynamic
contrast-enhanced scans, which became more uniformly
enhanced on delayed images[3,5,8]. This case belonged to fibrous
type and the MRI findings were similar to those in FernandezCanton’s report besides obvious hyperintensity relative to the
spleen on delayed images[3]. We agree with that diffuse progressive
enhancement and prolonged enhancement were the characteristic
radiological findings[5].
In short, the following clinical features and radiographic
findings may suggest the diagnosis of splenic hamartomas: (1)
asymptomatic and incidental findings in adults; (2) possible
association with hematologic symptoms such as pancytopenia,
anemia, and thrombocytopenia or spontaneous rupture of
splenic mass; (3) plenic mass with calcification or fatty
components on plain CT, and isointensity on T1-weighted
images, heterogeneous hyperintensity or hypointensity on T2weighted images; (4) dense spreading enhancement and
obviously prolonged enhancement on postcontrast CT and
MRI. Though splenic hamartomas have some clinical and CT
features, the final and exact diagnosis depends on histopathologic
examination.

Yu RS et al. Imaging of splenic hamartoma

Splenic haemangioma should be differentiated from splenic
hamartomas[8]. They have similar clinical and radiological
findings. But the latter is manifested by splenic mass with
calcification or fatty component on plain CT. The lesions appear
isointense on T1-weighted images, heterogeneous hyperintense
or hypointense on T 2-weighted images. CT and MRI can
demonstrate diffuse enhanced lesions on the hepatic artery
phase or early dynamic contrast-enhanced scans. The typical
CT and MRI features of the former include early peripheral
nodular enhancement, hypointensity on T1-weighted images
and homogeneous hyperintensity on T2-weighted images. Rare
calcification and no fatty component of splenic haemangioma
are seen on plain CT. In addition, splenic lymphoma and metastases
were also considered to be different from splenic hamartomas[5,8].
Most of splenic lymphomas are multiple, secondary lesions
and often have extra-splenic lymphoma. Splenic metastases
usually have a history of primary extra-splenic malignant
neoplasms and hepatic metastases. Both splenic lymphoma
and metastases seldom have dense spreading enhancement or
prolonged enhancement on post-contrast CT and MRI.
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Abstract
AIM: To analyze the clinicopathological features of Brunner’s
gland adenoma of the duodenum.
METHODS: A rare case of Brunner’s gland adenoma of the
duodenum was described and related literature was reviewed.
RESULTS: Brunner’s gland adenoma of the duodenum
appeared to be nodular hyperplasia of the normal Brunner’s
gland with an unusual admixture of normal tissues, including
ducts, adipose tissue and lymphoid tissue. We suggested
that it might be designated as a duodenal hamartoma rather
than a true neoplasm.
CONCLUSION: The most common location of the lesion is
the posterior wall of the duodenum near the junction of its
first and second portions. It can result in gastrointestinal
hemorrhage and duodenal obstruction. Endoscopic polypectomy
is a worthy treatment for benign Brunner’s gland adenomas,
as malignant changes in these tumors have never been proven.
Gao YP, Zhu JS, Zheng WJ. Brunner’s gland adenoma of
duodenum: A case report and literature review. World J
Gastroenterol 2004; 10(17): 2616-2617
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INTRODUCTION
Brunner’s gland adenoma, also known as Brunneroma or
polypoid hamartoma, is a rare, benign, proliferative lesion arising
from the Brunner’s glands of the duodenum, accounting for
10.6% of benign tumors of the duodenum. The time patients
are usually asymptomatic and lesions are discovered incidentally.
These lesions manifest occasionally as a rare cause of duodenal
obstruction or upper gastrointestinal hemorrhage, and require
surgical excision[1]. This article reports a case of Brunner’s gland
adenoma, and reviews briefly its clinical presentations, pathological
features and therapy.
CASE REPORT
A 32-year-old Chinese man complained of two episodes of
melenas and a two-month history of vague epigastric discomfort.
The patient had in October 2001 his first tarry stool episode
without nausea, vomiting and epigastralgia. Endoscopic
examination revealed a mild ulcer in the duodenal bulb. The

symptoms were relieved by antacids and H2 blockers. He reported
however another tarry stool in September 2002 and complained
about epigastric pain without nausea and vomiting during the
preceding 2 mo. Antacids were taken and the pain was relieved.
Vital signs were normal and no anemia was reported when he was
admitted. The physical examination had no unremarkable finding.
The abdomen was soft without palpating pain and jumping pain.
However, X-rays barium radiological examination of the
upper gastrointestinal in October 2002 revealed a nodular,
polypoid-filling defect mass measuring 3 cm×2.5 cm with a
smooth surface and no ulceration in the duodenal bulb. A
tumor was suspected. Follow-up endoscopy disclosed a
lobulated, red-color tumor, occupying the anterior wall of the
bulb. The surface of the tumor was smooth with mild depression
at the top. The mucosa had no erosions and ulcers. Multiple
biopsy specimens were taken and interpreted as “mucosal mildmedium atypia.” CT scan was negative. A preoperative diagnosis
of malignant tumor was made and the patient prepared for
operation. On October 25, 2002, at the time of operation, a
pedunculated polyp on a short broad-based stalk, 3.5 cm×3 cm×2 cm
in size, was found in the anterior wall of the duodenal bulb. The
common bile duct was normal. The lesion was amputated at the
base of the stalk.
The resected specimen showed a lobulated, polypoid mass
measuring 3.3 cm×2.5 cm×2.5 cm projecting into the duodenum.
The stalk was measured 1.8 cm in diameter and 0.5 cm in length.
The tumor was completely enveloped by the intact thin duodenal
mucosa. The surface of the tumor was smooth without erosions
and ulcers. The cut surface of tumor had a gray-red or grayyellow color, revealing lobules. The consistency was moderate.
On microscopic examination, the tumor was composed of
hyperplasia of Brunner’s glands. The hyperplasia formed lobules
that were separated by intervening bands of fibrous tissue,
adipose tissue, ducts and well developed aggregated lymphoid.
No sign of malignancy was found in the hyperplasia, Brunner’s
glands as well as the surrounded duodenal mucosa. The frozen
sections and the final pathologic diagnosis were assessed as
Brunner’s gland adenoma. The patient had an uneventful
postoperative course and was discharged on the tenth postoperative
day. He has remained symptom free ever since and no episode
of recurrent melenas has been reported.

DISCUSSION
Besides the duodenal gland, the duodenum has Brunner’s
glands under the mucin. Its structure and function are similar
to glands of the pylorus. Brunner’s glands secrete an alkaline
fluid composed of viscous mucin, whose function appears to
protect the duodenal epithelium from acid chyme of the stomach.
Brunner’s glands consist of submucosal mucin-secreting glands
located exclusively in the duodenum. They extend from the
pylorus distally for a variable distance, usually stopping at the
first and second portions of the duodenum, and less often
stopping at the third and fourth portions.
In 1688 Brunner gave a precise anatomic description of the
duodenal submucosal glands and coined the term “pancreas
secundarium.” In 1846 Middeldorpf correctly identified these
glands as a separate entity, which he proposed be named Brunner’s
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glands. Salvioli reported the first adenoma of Brunner’s gland
in 1876. Since then, 150 cases or so have been reported in
literature of English language[2].
The etiology of Brunner’s gland adenoma remains obscure.
It tends to present predominantly in the fifth and sixth decades
of man’s life with no sex predominance. It has been found although
the size of adenoma might extend from 1-12 cm, it is generally 12 cm in diameter[3]. The most common location for the lesion is
the posterior wall of the duodenum near the junction of its first
and second portions. Brunner’s gland adenoma was rarely
found extending to the proximal jejunum[4].
Brunner’s gland adenoma has fallen into two categories:
symptomatic tumors and asymptomatic ones that are only found
incidentally. Symptomatic tumors can further be divided into
hemorrhagic and obstructive tumors. The clinical manifestations
of the former are gastrointestinal hemorrhage, due to ulceration
or erosion of the tumor. Obstructive tumors occur when hyperplasia
diffuses or a single adenoma grows too large, causing epigastric
bloating, discomfort, vomiting or weight loss. Duodenal
intussusception has been reported only in two patients[2],
probably because of the fixation of duodenum to the posterior
abdominal wall. There are also reports about patients who
complained of diarrhea owing to duodenal motor disturbances[5].
Preoperative histological diagnosis at present is not always
easy. In X-rays barium examination, the findings are often
nonspecific because there is usually a sessile or pedunculated
polypoid-filling defect in the duodenal bulb. Some doctors hold
that hypotonic duodenography should play a vital role in
establishing the diagnosis and should be treated as the best
method to check the surface of the lesion. Endoscopy has an
additional function in diagnosing and treating Brunner’s gland
adenoma, since it can verify the histological diagnosis and
remove the tumor simultaneously. Endoscopic pinching biopsy
however usually gave a negative result because the tumor was
almost covered entirely with thick intact duodenal mucosa in
the biopsy sites and the biopsy was often not deep enough to
reach the submucosal tumor tissue[6]. In our case, the endoscopic
biopsy was negative, and the condition was diagnosed as chronic
gastritis, although the final pathologic diagnosis indicated that
the patient suffered from Brunner’s gland adenoma. CT examination
appeared to be unrevealing.
Pathomorphological features of Brunner’s gland are
characterized by the presence of nondysplastic, lobulated
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Brunner’s glands. Its hyperplasia is divided into diffuse hyperplasia,
nodular hyperplasia and adenomatous hyperplasia with or
without erosion or ulcer. In our opinion, the unusually admixture
of normal tissues, including Brunner’s glands, ducts, adipose
tissue, and lymphoid tissue, supports the designation of these
lesions as a hamartoma or nodular hyperplasia rather than a
true neoplasm. It is a tumor without malignant predisposition.
The malignant type is rare. Fujimaki et al. reported recently one
patient with a focus atypical gland[7].
It is still controversial whether asymptomatic Brunner’s gland
adenoma found incidentally needs surgical removal. Some
people think that it needs no treatment, whereas others hold
that it should undergo endoscopic excision in order to prevent
complications. There have been several reports[2,4] that Brunner’s
gland adenoma could give rise to acute profuse bleeding, which
results in shock of patients. Symptomatic Brunner’s gland
adenoma, in our point of view, usually needs surgical treatment.
When the tumor is small or pedunculated, endoscopic polypectomy
is the first choice. Open surgical excision is reserved for cases
where snaring has failed or when tumor is too large. The outcome
of operation is usually excellent and there is no recurrent ever
reported.
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Abstract
AIM: To construct a phage display library of human singlechain variable fragment (scFv) antibodies associated with
esophageal cancer and to preliminarily screen a scFv
antibody against esophageal cancer.
METHODS: Total RNA extracted from metastatic lymph
nodes of esophageal cancer patients was used to construct
a scFv gene library. Rescued by M13K07 helper phage, the
scFv phage display library was constructed. esophageal
cancer cell line Eca 109 and normal human esophageal
epithelial cell line (NHEEC) were used for panning and
subtractive panning of the scFv phage display library to
obtain positive phage clones. Soluble scFv was expressed
in E.coli HB2151 which was transfected with the positive
phage clone, then purified by affinity chromatography.
Relative molecular mass of soluble scFv was estimated by
Western blotting, its bioactivity was detected by cell ELISA
assay. Sequence of scFv was determined using the method
of dideoxynucleotide sequencing.
RESULTS: The size of scFv gene library was approximately
9×106 clones. After four rounds of panning with Eca109
and three rounds of subtractive panning with NHEEC cells,
25 positive phage clones were obtained. Soluble scFv was
found to have a molecular mass of 31 ku and was able to
bind to Eca109 cells, but not to HeLa and NHEEC cells.
Variable heavy (VH) gene from one of the positive clones
was shown to be derived from the γ chain subgroup IV of
immunoglobulin, and variable light (VL) gene from the κ
chain subgroup I of immunoglobulin.
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INTRODUCTION
Esophageal cancer is one of the most common malignancies in
China with a relatively high mortality rate. In recent years, antibodymediated tumor immunoscintigraphy and immunotherapy have
been used in the diagnostic and therapeutic approaches of
cancers[1,2]. However, most antibodies are of murine origin, and
repeated administration can induce human anti-mouse antibodies
(HAMA). In addition, intact antibody is too large to penetrate
into tumor masses, its application is limited. To overcome such
deficiencies, many kinds of humanized antibodies including
human-murine chimeric antibody and small molecular antibodies
have been developed, but they are still of murine origin.
Recently, the emergence of genetically engineered antibodies
and phage display libraries of human antibody fragments from
immune or naïve donors has enabled the production of human
antibody fragment targeting cancers[3]. In the present study,
phage antibody library techniques were used to construct a
human phage single-chain Fv antibody library from metastatic
lymph nodes of esophageal cancer patients. To obtain a single
chain Fv AD09, panning and subtractive panning were
performed with human esophageal cancer cell line (Eca109)
and normal human esophageal epithelial cell line (NHEEC)
respectively. Soluble AD09 was expressed in E.coli HB2151
and purified by affinity chromatography using anti-E tag
antibody, its bioactivity was then detected by cell ELISA assay.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cell culture
Human esophageal carcinoma cell line Eca109 (Cytology
Institute of Chinese Medical Academy, Beijing) and HeLa cell
line (Shanghai Cytology Institute, China) were cultured at 37
in RPMI1640 medium supplemented with 100 mL/L fetal calf
serum (Hyclone, USA) in a humidified atmosphere of 50 mL/LCO2.
Normal human esophageal epithelial cell (NHEEC) line was a
primary cell line from a 20-wk conception fetus cultured in
RPMI1640 with 200 mL/L fetal calf serum.

CONCLUSION: A human scFv phage display library can
be constructed from the metastatic lymph nodes of
esophageal cancer patients. A whole human scFv against
esophageal cancer shows some bioactivity.

Primer design
Primer sequences were created as previously described[4] with
some modifications in PCR assembly part (Table 1B). We
designed complementary coding sequences for a peptide linker
at the 5’-end of JH forward primers and the 3’-end of human V
kappa (or lambda) back primers to optimize the diversity and
efficiency of ligation. The primers were synthesized by
Sunbiotech Company (Beijing, China) and the sequences are
shown in Table 1. Sequences were given using the IUPAC
nomenclature of mixed base (R = A or T, K = G or T, Y = C or T,
S = G or C, H = A or C or T, N = A or C or G or T).
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Library construction
Metastatic lymph nodes of 5 esophageal cancer patients were
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Table 1 Oligonucleotide primers used for PCR of human immunoglobulin genes
A. Primary PCRs
Human VH back primers (sense)
HuV HlaBACK
5’-CAG GTG CAG CTG GTG CAG TCT GG-3’
HuV H2aBACK
5’-CAG GTC AAC TTA AGG GAG TCT GG-3’
5’-GAG GTG CAG CTG GTG GAG TCT GG-3’
HuV H3aBACK
HuV H4aBACk
5’-CAG GTG CAG CTG CAG GAG TCG GG-3’
5’-GAG GTG CAG CTG TTG CAG TCT GC-3’
HuV H5aBACK
5’-CAG GTA CAG CTG CAG CAG TCA GG-3’
HuV H6aBACK
JH forward primers (anti-sense)
HuJ Hl-2FOR
5’-TGA GGA GAC GGT GAC CAG GGT GCC-3’
HuJH3FOR
5’-TGA AGA GAC GGT GAC CAT TGT CCC-3’
5’-TGA GGA GAC GGT GAC CAG GGT TCC-3’
HuJH4-5FOR
HuJH6FOR
5’-TGA GGA GAC GGT GAC CGT GGT CCC-3’
Human V kappa back primers (sense)
HuV κ laBack
5’-GAC ATC CAG ATG ACC CAG TCT CC-3’
HuV κ 2aBack
5’-GAT GTT GTG ATG ACT CAG TCT CC-3’
HuV κ 3aBack
5’-GAA ATT GTG TTG ACG CAG TCT CC-3’
HuV κ 4aBack
5’-GAC ATC GTG ATG ACC CAG TCT CC-3’
HuV κ 5aBack
5’-GAA ACG ACA CTC ACG CAG TCT CC-3’
HuV κ 6aBack
5’-GAA ATT GTG CTG ACT CAG TCT CC-3’
Human J kappa forward primer (anti-sense)
HuJ κ 1FOR
5’-ACG TTT GAT TTC CAC CTT GGT CCC-3’
HuJ κ 2FOR
5’-ACG TTT GAT CTC CAG CTT GGT CCC-3’
HuJ κ 3FOR
5’-ACG TTT GAT ATC CAC TTT GGT CCC-3’
HuJ κ 4FOR
5’-ACG TTT GAT CTC CAC CTT GGT CCC-3’
HuJ κ 5FOR
5’-ACG TTT AAT CTC CAG TCG TGT CCC-3’
Human V lambda back primers (sense)
HuV λ 1BACK
5’-CAG TCT GTG TTG ACG CAG CCG CC-3’
HuV λ 2BACK
5’-CAG TCT GCC CTG ACT CAG CCT GC-3’
HuV λ 3aBACK
5’-TCC TAT GTG CTG ACT CAG CCA CC-3’
HuV λ 3bBACK
5’-TCT TCT GAG CTG ACT CAG GAC CC-3’
HuV λ 4BACK
5’-CAC GTT ATA CTG ACT CAA CCG CC-3’
HuV λ 5BACK
5’-CAG GCT GTG CTC ACT CAG CCG TC-3’
HuV λ 6BACK
5’-AAT TTT ATG CTG ACT CAG CCC CA-3’
Human J lambda forward primers (anti-sense)
HuJ λ 1FOR
5’-ACC TAG GAC GGT GAC CTT GGT CCC-3’
HuJ λ 2-3FOR
5’-ACC TAG GAC GGT CAG CTT GGT CCC-3’
HuJ λ 4-5FOR
5’-ACC TAA AAC GGT GAG CTG GGT CCC-3’
B. PCR assembly
Hu JH-Linker primers
HuJH1-2Linker
5’-AGAGCCACCTCCGCCTGAACCGCCTCCACCTGAGGAGACGGT GACCAGGGTGCC-3’
HuJH3Linker
5’-AGAGCCACCTCCGCCTGAACCGCCTCCACCTGAAGAGACGGT GACCATTGTCCC-3’
HuJH4-5Linker
5’-AGAGCCACCTCCGCCTGAACCGCCTCCACCTGAGGAGACGGT GACCAGGGTTCC-3’
HuJH6Linker
5’-AGAGCCACCTCCGCCTGAACCGCCTCCACCTGAGGAGACGGT GACCGTGGTCCC-3’
Linker-Hu V κ primers
Linker-HuV κ 2-3-6 BACK
5’-GTTCAGGCGGAGGTGGCTCTGGCGGTGGCGGATCGGAWRTTGTGHTGACKCAGTCTCC-3’
Linker-HuV κ 1-4 BACK
5’-gTTCAGGCGGAGGTGGCTCTGGCGGTGGCGGATCGGACATCSWGATGACCCAGTCTC C-3’
Linker- HuV κ 5 BACK
5’-GTTCAGGCGGAGGTGGCTCTGGCGGTGGCGGATCGGAAACGACACTCACG CAGTCTCC-3’
Linker-Hu V λ primers
Linker-HuV λ 1-2BACK
5’-GTTCAGGCGGAGGTGGCTCTGGCGGTGGCGGATCGCAGTCTGYSYTGACKCAGCCKS C-3’
Linker-HuV λ 3BACK
5’-GTTCAGGCGGAGGTGGCTCTGGCGGTGGCGGATCGTCYTMTGWGCTGACTCAGSMMCC-3’
Linker-HuV λ 4-5BACK
5’-GTTCAGGCGGAGGTGGCTCTGGCGGTGGCGGATCGCASGYTRTRCTSACTCARCCGYC-3’
Linker-HuV λ 6BACK
5’-GTTCAGGCGGAGGTGGCTCTGGCGGTGGCGGATCGAATTTTATGCTGACTCAGCCC CA-3’
C. Reamplification with primers containing restriction sites
Human VH back (Sfi) primers (sense)
HuVH1aBACKSfi
5’-GTCCTCGCAACTGCGGCCCAGCCGGCCATGGCCCAGGTGCAGCTGGTGCAGTCTGG-3’
HuVH2aBACKSfi
5’-GTCCTCGCAACTGCGGCCCAGCCGGCCATGGCCCAGGTCAACTTAAGGGAGTCTGG-3’
HuVH3aBACKSfi
5’-GTCCTCGCAACTGCGGCCCAGCCGGCCATGGCCGAGGTGCAGCTGGTGGAGTCTGG-3’
HuVH4aBACKSfi
5’-GTCCTCGCAACTGCGGCCCAGCCGGCCATGGCCCAGGTGCAGCTGCAGGAGTCGGG-3’
HuVH5aBACKSfi
5’-GTCCTCGCAACTGCGGCCCAGCCGGCCATGGCCCAGGTGCAGCTGTTGCAGTCTGC-3’
HuVH6aBACKSfi
5’-GTCCTCGCAACTGCGGCCCAGCCGGCCATGGCCCAGGTACAGCTGCAGCAGTCAGG-3’
Human J kappa forward (Not) primers (anti-sense)
HuJ κ 1FORNot
5’-GAGTCATTCTCGACTTGCGGCCGCACGTTTGATTTCCACCTTGGTCCC-3’
HuJ κ 2FORNot
5’-GAGTCATTCTCGACTTGCGGCCGCACGTTTGATCTCCAGCTTGGTCCC-3’
HuJ κ 3FORNot
5’-GAGTCATTCTCGACTTGCGGCCGCACGTTTGATATCCACTTTGGTCCC-3’
HuJ κ 4FORNot
5’-GAGTCATTCTCGACTTGCGGCCGCACGTTTGATCTCCACCTTGGTCCC-3’
HuJ κ 5FORNot
5’-GAGTCATTCTCGACTTGCGGCCGCACGTTTAATCTCCAGTCGTGTCCC-3’
Human J lambda forward (Not) primers (anti-sense)
HuJ λ 1FORNot
5’-GAGTCATTCTCGACTTGCGGCCGCACCTAGGACGGTGACCTTGGTCCC-3’
HuJ λ 2-3FORNot
5’-GAGTCATTCTCGACTTGCGGCCGCACCTAGGACGGTCAGCTTGGTCCC-3’
HuJ λ 4-5FORNot
5’-GAGTCATTCTCGACTTGCGGCCGCACCTAAAACGGTGAGCTGGGTCCC-3’

Xu MY et al. Production of a human scFv antibody against esophageal carcinoma

collected for total RNA extraction (TRizol, Gibco BRL, UK).
First-strand cDNA synthesis was performed in the presence of
40 U RNase inhibitor, 200 U Superscript II transcriptase (Gibco
BRL, UK). The sample was finally treated with 2 U RNase H for
30 min at 37 °C and stored at -20 °C until use.
IgG-specific variable heavy (VH) and light (VL) chain gene
fragments were amplified using Pyrobest PCR system (TarkaRa
Biotechnology, Dalian, China) for 30 cycles (at 94 °C for 30 s, at
55 °C for 30 s and at 72 °C for 1 min), with each forward
oligonucleotide primer and one of the back primers (Table 1A).
The fragments were isolated from a 15 g/L agarose gel with the
QIAex kit (QIAgen, Germany). Then fragments were used as
templates for PCR amplification to extend a linker, VH fragments
used human JH-linker primers and human VH back primers, VL
fragments used linker-human Vκ primers (or linker-human Vλ
primers) and human Jκ forward primers (or human Jλ forward
primers), respectively.
The amplified VH-linker and VL-linker PCR products were
combined in a SOE-PCR reaction mixture. First, approximately
100 ng each of VH-linker and VL-linker was assembled by PCR
without primers in which the short regions of complementarities
built into the ends of primers drove hybridization of various
fragments. An initial denaturation step (at 94 °C for 5 min) was
followed by five cycles (at 94 °C for 1 min, at 60 °C for 1 min and
at 72 °C for 1.5 min) in the absence of primers. After the outer
primers containing restriction sites (Table 1C) were added,
30 cycles (at 94 °C for 30 s, at 60 °C for 1 min and at 72 °C for
1.5 min) were performed. These were gel-purified, digested with
SfiI and NotI (TarkaRa Biotechnology, Dalian), cloned into
the vector pCANTAB 5E (Amersham Pharmacia Biotech,
Sweden) and transformed into electrocompetent E.coli TG1
(Amersham Pharmacia Biotech, Sweden). After electroporation,
cells were plated on SOBAG medium (containing 20 g/L glucose
and 100 mg/mL ampicillin) in 20 dishes and incubated overnight
at 30 °C. The clones were scraped off the plates in 50 mL 2×YT
medium with 100 mL/L glycerol and subsequently stored at -70 °C.
Plasmid DNA was prepared from 10 randomly selected clones
using Qiagen plasmid minikit (Qiagen, Germany). PCR and a
SfiI/Not I double digestion reaction were performed to identify
the positive insert clones.

Rescue of phagemid libraries
Ampicillin-resistant colonies were scraped into 2×YT medium
and superinfected by M13K07 (Amersham Pharmacia Biotech,
Sweden) helper phage. After an overnight induction in 2×YTAK
medium without glucose, the phage preparation was precipitated
in 40 g/L PEG/0.5 mol/L NaCl and resuspended in 10 g/L PBS.
Panning and subtractive panning of phage antibody library
To screen the positive phage clones, live Eca109 cell line as the
antigen was used for panning. Live NHEEC was used for
subtractive panning. The panning procedure was carried out
essentially as described previously[5]. After four rounds of
panning and three rounds of subtractive panning, the unabsorbed
phages were amplified.
Cell ELISA assay with phage
To detect the scFv-phage recombinant antibody, cell ELISA
was performed. Eca109 cells (5×104) as antigens were grown in
96-well plates at 37 °C for 24 h, then fixed with 25 g/L glutaradehyde
and blocked with 10 g/L BSA. This was followed by incubation
with scFv-phage at 37 °C for 2 h. After washed three times with
PBS, HRP/anti-M13 monoclonal conjugate (1:5 000) (Amersham
Pharmacia Biotech, Sweden) was added into wells with scFvphage and they were incubated for 1 h at 37 °C. After washed
again as above, 1×ABTS substrate solution was added, and
incubated in darkness for 30 min and the reactions were read at
405 nm. PBS was used as negative control. The absorbance
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reading for the positive was 0.2 or above at least three times
higher than that for the negative control.

Expression and purification of soluble scFv
To produce soluble scFvs, strongly positive recombinant phage
clones were used to infect log-phage E.coli.HB2151 (Amersham
Pharmacia Biotech, Sweden). Expression of soluble scFv was
induced by adding isopropyl β-D-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG)
to a final concentration of 1 mmol/L and the cultures grown
overnight at 30 °C. The induced culture was centrifuged at
1 500 r/min for 20 min. Cell pellets were resuspended in 2% of
culture volume ice-cold 1×TES. Subsequently, 3% of culture
volume ice-cold 0.2×TES was added, the mixture was incubated
on ice for 30 min to induce a mild osmotic shock. The contents
were centrifuged at 12 000 g for 10 min. The supernatant,
containing the soluble antibodies from the periplasm, was
transferred to the clean tubes and stored at -20 °C.
Soluble scFvs from periplasm were purified by affinity
chromatography. Anti-E tag antibody (Amersham Pharmacia
Biotech, Sweden) was covalently coupled to a protein G column
(Amersham Pharmacia Biotech, Sweden) and soluble scFvs
were selected by binding to anti-E tag antibody. After washed
with 20 mmol/L phosphate buffer, pH 7.0, +0.5 g/L NaN3,
scFvs were eluted from the column with 0.1 mol/L glycine-HCl,
pH 3.0, and neutralized immediately with 1 mol/L Tris/HCl, pH
8.2, +0.5 g/L NaN3. Column fractions were assayed and positive
fractions were pooled and stored at -70 °C.The expressed soluble
scFv proteins were analyzed by 120 g/L sodium dodecyl sulfate
(SDS)-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE), and
confirmed by Western blotting. Purity and concentration of
proteins were determined with Bradford assay.
Cell ELISA assay for activity of soluble scFv
To detect the activity of soluble scFv, HRP/anti-E tag antibody
(Amersham Pharmacia Biotech, Sweden) was used. Eca109 cells,
HeLa cells and NHEEC cells (5×104) were used as antigens. The
cell ELISA assay procedure was performed as described above.
Sequencing
Plasmid DNA was prepared from recombinant clones using the
Qiagen plasmid minikit (Qiagen, Germany). Nucleic acid sequencing
was carried out on the ABI PRISM 377 DNA sequencer by the
method of dideoxynucleotide sequencing. DNA and deduced
amino acid sequence were compared with NCBI database.
RESULTS
Library construction and panning
The presence of VH and VL gene fragments obtained by RTPCR was confirmed by electrophoresis, with their sizes being
approximately 350 bp (Figure 1 A). The scFv genewas assembled
successfully. Its size was about 750 bp (Figure 1B).
A

1 200 bp
900 bp
700 bp
500 bp
300 bp
100 bp

M VH VL

B

ScFv

M

2 000 bp
1 600 bp
1 000 bp
750 bp
500 bp
100 bp

Figure 1 VH and VL and scFv fragments in 20 g/L agarose gel
electrophoresis with staining of ethdium bromide (EB). (A)
VH and VL fragments, (B) scFv fragment, M: DGL 2 000 marker.
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After the scFv gene repertoires were transformed into
E. coli TG1 cells, approximately 9×106 ampicillin-resistant clones
grew. PCR and SfiI/NotI double digestion reactions showed
the positive insert ratio was about 95% (19/20). Rescued by
M13K07 helper phage, the recombinant phage antibody library
(about 9×1011cfu/mL) was constructed.
Four rounds of panning with Eca109 cells resulted in a
130-fold enrichment of tumor cell binding scFv-phage. After
three rounds of subtractive panning with NHEEC cells,
individual phage-displayed scFv fragments were tested for
reactivity with Eca109 cells by cell ELISA. Of the 95 clones
screened, 25 were positive. The highest A405 nm value was
found in AD09 clone.

Expression and purification of soluble scFv
The soluble scFv was stably expressed in E. coli HB2151
transfected with AD09 positive phage clone. In pCANTAB 5E,
the pel B signal peptide upstream from the scFv directed the
expression to periplasmic compartment. The periplasmic
extract of AD09 was run through anti-E tag antibody affinity
chromatography column and soluble AD09 was eluted from
the column as a single peak (data not shown). The expressed
and purified AD09 was loaded on 120 g/L SDS-PAGE and
analyzed by Western blot. This protein migrated with a molecular
mass approximately 31 ku (Figure 2). The overall yield of soluble
AD09 in E. coli flask culture was more than 0.55 mg/L. The
purity was about 90%.
B

A
M r×1 000 1

2

3

4

M r×1 000 1

94.0
67.0

94.0
67.0

43.0

43.0

30.0

30.0

2

20.1
20.1

14.4

Figure 3. Compared using BLAST, both VH and VL had sequence
similarities to the variable fragments of some known human
antibodies. Alignment with the VH and VL sequences of Ig,
blast analysis of immunoglobulin sequences showed that VH
was the γ chain subgroup IV of human immunoglobulin and VL
was the κ chain subgroup I of human immunoglobulin.
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Figure 3 Sequence of AD09 gene.
Figure 2 Expression and purification of AD09. A: SDS-PAGE.
Lane 1: Markers (Amersham Pharmacia Biotech, Sweden). Lane
2: Product of E.coli HB2151 without scFv gene. Lane 3: Expression of AD09 in E.coli HB2151 with induction of IPTG. Lane 4:
Purified AD09 protein. B: Western blot. Lane 1: Markers. Lane
2: Purified AD09 protein.

Determination of immunoreactivity of soluble scFv
The immunoreactivity of purified soluble AD09 was determined
by ELISA. The result revealed that AD09 was highly specific
and could bind to Eca109 cells, but not to HeLa and NHEE cells
(Table 2).
Table 2 Immunore activity of soluble scFv determined by ELISA
A405nm (mean±SD)
Sample
Eca109
Soluble scFv
PBS

0.78±0.12
0.14±0.04

HeLa
0.21±0.09 d
0.13±0.08

NHEE
0.23±0.07 b
0.15±0.02

d

P<0.001, bP<0.01 vs Eca109 group.

Sequence analysis
Sequencing of six randomly selected antibodies from the positive
clones was performed with an ABI PRISM 377 DNA sequencer
using pCANTAB5 sequencing primer set (Amersham Pharmacia
Biotech, Sweden). The sequence f AD09 clone is shown in

DISCUSSION
The discovery of hybridoma technology by Kohler and Milstein
in 1975[6] has heralded a new era in antibody research and
clinical development. However, until recently, there were few
antibody-based products suitable for clinical trial. This delay
can be largely explained by the fact that murine antibodies
could trigger a human anti-mouse antibody response[7-9]. Human
monoclonal antibodies seldom triggered a harmful immune
response and have been used in cancer immunotherapy[10].
However, there are many difficulties in making human
monoclonal antibodies by hybridoma technology. Phage display
antibody library technique provides a powerful tool to produce
human antibody. In this study, we selected a human single
chain antibody against esophageal cancer from a phage
displayed antibody library. It confirmed that this technique
was feasible.
Since scFv could penetrate faster and deeper in solid tumors,
scFv format of monoclonal antibody was selected. ScFv is a
small antigen-binding antibody fragment consisting of VH and
VL joined together by a flexible peptide linker. The main advantage
of scFv over intact whole IgG or Fabs was its small size (one
sixth of intact IgG), making it penetrate a solid tumor mass more
rapidly and evenly[11,12].In addition, the lack of constant regions
decreased retention by Fc receptors found in most tissues and
organs, which further reduced the side effects[13,14].These
characteristics rendered scFv an ideal vector for delivery of
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agents such as radionuclide, enzyme, drugs or toxin in vivo[14,15].
Normally, peripheral blood lymphocytes were the main
source for the construction of antibody libraries[16]. However,
it was inconvenient to isolate at least 200 mL of peripheral
blood to obtain 107 B-lymphocytes for constructing a large
antibody library[3]. There are thousands of B cells in metastatic
peritumor lymph nodes which may be preimmunized by tumorassociated antigens in esophageal cancer patients. The
preimmunized B cells are sufficient to construct a library, and
can be directly used for screening recombinant antibodies, since
the heavy and light chain genes have been rearranged and
ligated to specific targets of tumor antigens. Therefore, it has
become a better source of B cells for human antibody library
construction[17].
Recombinant antibodies in phage antibody library could be
best captured with purified tumor antigens[18]. Unfortunately,
esophageal cancer associated specific antigens have not yet
been identified. Human esophageal cancer cell line, Eca109 could
express human esophageal cancer-associated specific antigens[19].
In addition, live cells could facilitate the identification of
antibodies better than fixed cells[5,20] since the antibodies bound
to native rather than denatured antigens. Moreover, using live
cancer cells to screen phage antibody library was a feasible
method[20,21]. So we used live Eca109 as antigens to screen the
phage antibody library, and live NHEEC cell line was used for
subtractive panning to obviate the cross-reaction with normal
human esophageal epithelial cells. This was done to facilitate
subsequent expression cloning of corresponding antigens, as well
as to enhance the therapeutic potential of the antibodies obtained.
Generation of large repertoires of scFv genes is a crucial
step during phage antibody display. To construct a large scFv
gene repertoire, a number of methods were used. (1) Multiple
primers covering most of the immunoglobulin heavy and light
chain variable genes were used. (2) To optimize the diversity
and efficiency of ligation, linker sequences were designed in
PCR assembly primers. These made the linker easily synthesized
and increased the diversity of scFv genes. (3) Electroporation
transformation was used to obtain an efficiency of 109cfu/ug
for pUC18 and 3×107 cfu/ug for ligation products. (4) The quality
of mRNA appeared essential in the PCR amplification step and
in subsequent construction of the library. To preserve intact
mRNA, DEPC and RNase inhibitor were used during total RNA
extraction and cDNA synthesis.
To further identify the bioactivity of scFv, soluble scFv protein
was expressed in E.coli HB2151 induced by IPTG. SDS-PAGE
and Western blot showed that the molecular mass was about
31 ku, which was consistent with the theoretically predicted
product. The soluble expression level of scFv in E.coli HB2151
was still low, but it was sufficient for bioactivity detection. Cell
ELISA assays showed that the soluble scFv had esophageal
cancer associated antigen-binding activity. Whether this scFv
shows affinity and specificity for tissue in vivo remains to be
determined. Finally, DNA sequencing determined that scFv had
common characteristics shared by other known scFvs[3].
Our study demonstrated that specific human antibodies
against tumor-associated antigens could be selected from a
phage library constructed from the metastatic lymph nodes of
esophageal cancer patients. The approach did not depend on
immunization procedures. Since the antibody is entirely of
human origin, it is expected to be much less immunogenic than
murine antibodies and more efficient in targeting tumor cell
surface. It may also be used as research reagents or a starting
point for the development of therapeutic antibodies.
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Abstract
AIM: To investigate the correlation between expression
of vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) and cell
differentiation, invasion, metastasis and Maspin expression
in gastric carcinoma.
METHODS: Formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded tissue
specimens from 73 cases of gastric carcinoma were studied
with SP immunohistochemistry, using anti-VEGF monoclonal
antibody, and thirty-nine of them were studied using antiMaspin monoclonal antibody. VEGF expression was compared
with the clinical stage, lymph node metastasis, and Borrmann’s
and WHO’s classification of gastric carcinoma.
RESULTS: The positive rate of VEGF expression was
significantly higher in adjacent non-carcinoma epithelia
(ANCE) than in non-metaplastic, non-carcinoma gastric
epithelia (NMNCE), which were at least 4 cm distant from
the primary tumor (P = 0.000, χ2 = 73.03). The positive
rate of VEGF expression was significantly higher in advanced
gastric carcinoma (AGC) than in early gastric carcinoma
(EGC) (P = 0.032, χ2 = 4.62). The positive rate of VEGF
expression in gastric carcinomas with lymph node metastases
was significantly higher than that in those without metastasis
(P = 0.006, χ2 = 7.47). Maspin was weakly expressed in 16
out of 39 cases of NMNCE, and the positive immunoreaction
was limited to gland cells of the stomach body. There was
no significant correlation between the expression of VEGF
and histological or gross classifications, and correlation
between the expressions of VEGF and Maspin in gastric
carcinoma (P = 0.648, χ2 = 0.21).
CONCLUSION: Expression of VEGF is significantly correlated
to the malignant biological behaviors of gastric carcinoma,
but there is no significant correlation between the expression
of VEGF and Maspin.
Li JJ, Chen Y, Zhang SM, Wu DY, Wang YP, Xin Y. Pathobiological
significance of vascular endothelial growth factor and Maspin
expressions in human gastric carcinoma. World J Gastroenterol
2004; 10(18): 2624-2627
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INTRODUCTION
Tumor angiogenesis is one of the most important biological
features. It has been shown that tumor angiogenesis plays an
important role in its growth, invasion, metastasis and recurrence[1-3].
Among the factors contributing to angiogenesis, VEGF is
recognized as one of the most important molecules in the formation
of new blood vessels. There is clinical and experimental evidence
that VEGF plays a role in the progression of solid tumors, and
its clinical significance in solid tumors has been demonstrated
both immunohistochemically and quantitatively[4]. Many studies
demonstrated that over-expression of VEGF participated the
growth and metastasis of malignant tumors depended on
angiogenesis[2,5]. VEGF increased the incidence rate of tumor
metastasis by inducing tumor angiogenesis[5]. Some studies
demonstrated that the level of VEGF expression was of
prognostic value in predicting metastasis of various malignant
solid tumors and the level of VEGF expression correlated with
tumor progression in human brain cancers and experimental
tumor models[6,7]. Hence, most studies in the field have focused
on the regulation and inhibition of angiogenesis. The tumor
suppressor gene Maspin, a unique member of the serpin super
family, could inhibit cell motility, invasion, and metastasis in
some cancers[8-10]. Although at present the molecular and biological
mechanisms of the function of Maspin remain unknown, there
is evidence that Maspin interacts with the p53 tumor suppressor
pathway and may function as an inhibitor of angiogenesis in
vitro and in vivo [11]. Pemberton et al.[12] demonstrated the
presence of Maspin in epithelia of several normal human organs
(such as prostate, thymus, testis, small intestine, and colon).
We are interested whether the tumor suppression function of
Maspin in mammary or pancreatic carcinoma can be also
detected in gastric carcinoma.
In this study, VEGF expression was immunohistochemically
investigated in non-metaplastic, non-carcinoma gastric epithelia
(NMNCE), which were at least 4 cm distant from the primary
tumor, adjacent non-carcinoma epithelia (ANCE) and gastric
carcinoma, and compared with the pathobiological behaviors of
gastric carcinoma in order to clarify the clinical and pathobiological
significance of the expression of VEGF. The relationship between
the expressions of VEGF and Maspin was also explored.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Tissue specimens
Seventy-three surgically removed specimens of gastric carcinoma
were collected from Cancer Institute, China Medical University.
The age of patients ranged from 32 to 80 years, mean age was
55.2 years; Forty-eight were males and 25 females. Carcinomas
were staged according to pathological characteristics including
depth of tumor invasion, tumor location, Borrmann’s classification,
and status of lymph node metastasis. According to clinical
staging, 24 cases were in early stage (early gastric carcinoma,
EGC), 49 cases in advanced stage (advanced gastric carcinoma,
AGC). According to metastasis status, 40 cases had lymph
node metastasis, of them 1 had ovary metastasis, 1 had liver
metastasis (without lymph node metastasis), and 32 had not
any metastasis. Seventy-three cases of gastric carcinoma were
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studied with SP immunohistochemistry, using anti-VEGF
monoclonal antibody, and thirty-nine of them were studied
using anti-Maspin monoclonal antibody. Each specimen was
classified according to the Borrmann’s classification and
WHO’s histological classification criteria.

Immunohistochemistry
All specimens were fixed in 40 g/L formaldehyde solution and
embedded in paraffin. Five µm Sections were cut and mounted
onto glass slides. Mouse anti-human monoclonal antibody
against VEGF (ready to use) was from Maixin Biotech (Fuzhou,
China) and mouse anti-human monoclonal antibody against Maspin
was from Novo Castro (Newcastle, England). Immunohistochemical
staining was performed using SP method. For control, sections
were proceeded with PBS (0.01 mol/L, pH 7.4) instead of the
primary antibodies. Counterstaining was performed with
haematoxylin.
Evaluation of VEGF and Maspin expression
Clearly brown staining restricted to cytoplasm was considered
as positive reaction for VEGF or Maspin. Two experienced
pathologists assessed the positive rate according to the percent
of positive cells in counted cells from 5 randomly selected
representative fields. To evaluate the expression of VEGF and
Maspin, immunostaining was classified into two groups,
corresponding to the percentage of immunoreactive cells. The
cut-off point to distinguish negative from positive VEGF or
Maspin expression was 20% of positive cells.
Statistical analysis
Statistical evaluation was performed by χ2-test to differentiate
the rates between two groups. P<0.05 was considered statistically
significant.
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RESULTS
None of NMNCE expressed VEGF. VEGF expression was
significantly higher in ANCE than in NMNCE (P = 0.000, χ2 = 73.03)
(Table 1). Immunohistochemically, VEGF expression was
significantly higher in AGC than in EGC (P = 0.032, χ2 = 4.62).
There was no correlation between expression of VEGF and
histology typing or gross typing (Table 2). VEGF expression in
gastric carcinoma with lymph node metastases was significantly
higher than that in those without metastasis (P = 0.006, χ2 = 7.47)
(Table 3). Sixteen (41.0%) out of thirty-nine cases of NMNCE
showed a weak Maspin expression that was limited to gland
cells of the stomach body, while all gastric normal epithelia
with intestinal metaplasia (GNEIM) strongly expressed Maspin
(14/14) (Table 4). The positive rate of Maspin was 53.6% (15/28)
in specimens of positive VEGF expression, whereas the positive
rate of Maspin was 45.5% (5/11) in specimens of negative VEGF
expression (Table5). There was no significant correlation between
the expressions of VEGF and Maspin in gastric carcinoma (P = 0.648,
χ2 = 0.21) (Table5).
Table 1 VEGF expression in NMNCE, ANCE and gastric carcinoma (n = 73)
VEGF expression
Tissue origin

Positive rate
(%)

n
-

+

NMNCE

73

73

0

-

ANCE

73

23

50

68.5b

Gastric carcinoma

73

14

59

80.81

P = 0.000 vs NMNCE (Yates corrected: χ2 = 73.03), 1P = 0.086 vs
ANCE (Yates corrected: χ2 = 2.93).

b

Table 2 Relationship between VEGF expression and gross and histological types of gastric carcinoma (n = 73)
VEGF expression
Type

Positive rate
(%)

n
-

+

8

16

66.7

Gross types
EGCa

24

I

4

0

4

100.0

II

12

6

6

50.0

III

7

2

5

71.4
100.0

SS

1

AGC
Bor. 0

1

0

1

49

6

43

87.8

3

0

3

100.0

Bor. I

1

0

1

100.0

Bor. II

6

0

6

100.0

Bor. III

36

5

31

86.1

Bor. IV

3

1

2

66.7

Histological type
Papillary adenocarcinoma

8

1

7

87.5

Well-differentiated adenocarcinoma

3

2

1

33.3

Moderately-differentiated adenocarcinoma

11

3

8

72.7

Poorly-differentiated adenocarcinoma

30

5

25

83.3

3

1

2

66.7

Undifferentiated carcinoma
Signet-ring cell carcinoma

10

1

9

90.0

Mucinous adenocarcinoma

7

0

7

100.0

Carcinoid

1

1

0

-

a

P = 0.032 vs AGC (χ2 = 4.62), There was no correlation between the expression of VEGF and histology typing or gross typing (P>0.05).
EGC SS (early gastric carcinomas of superficial spreading type).

1
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Table 4 VEGF and Maspin expressions in NMNCE, GNEIM and gastric carcinoma
VEGF
Histological type

Maspin

n

NMNCE
GNEIM
Gastric carcinoma
Papillary adenocarcinoma
Well-differentiated adenocarcinoma
Moderately-differentiated adenocarcinoma
Poorly-differentiated adenocarcinoma
Undifferentiated adenocarcinoma
Signet ring-cell carcinoma
Total of gastric carcinoma

+%

+%

+

-

+

-

39
14

0
-

39
-

0
-

16 a
14

23
0

41.0
100.0

3
3
6
21
3
3
39

3
2
5
14
2
2
28

0
1
1
7
1
1
11

100.0
66.7
83.3
66.7
66.7
66.7
71.8

2
2
2
11
1
2
20

1
1
4
10
2
1
19

66.7
66.7
33.3
52.4
33.3
66.7
51.3

Maspin was weakly expressed in gland cells of the stomach body, while it was not expressed in superficial epithelial cells and
pyloric gland of the stomach.

Table 3 Relationship between VEGF expression and metastasis of gastric carcinoma (n = 73)
VEGF expression
Metastasis status

n
-

No metastasis
Lymph node metastasis
Liver metastasis
Ovary metastasis
b

32
39
1
1

Positive rate
(%)

+

12
4
1
0

20
35
0
1

62.5b
89.7
0
100.0

P = 0.006 vs lymph node metastasis (χ2 = 7.47).

Table 5 Relationship between VEGF and Maspin expressions
in gastric carcinoma
Gastric carcinoma
VEGF +
VEGF Total

Maspin +

Maspin -

Total

15
5
20

13
6
19

28
11
39

There was no significant correlation between the expression
of VEGF and Maspin in gastric carcinoma (P = 0.648, χ2 = 0.21).

DISCUSSION
Ferrara [13] and his colleagues found that bovine pituitary
follicular cells secreted a novel heparin-binding growth factor
specific for vascular endothelial cells in 1989 and named it VEGF.
VEGF is known to be a highly specific mitogen for endothelial
cells which is almost specifically expressed in endothelial cells.
VEGF might act as an autocrine and paracrine growth factor to
induce the proliferation of tumor cells as well as tumor angiogenesis
of tumor cells[14].
Tumors require blood vessels for nutrient and oxygen supply
to maintain their viability. In the first stage of growth, cloning
proliferative phase does not need angiogenesis. To continue
tumor expansion, additional blood supply was prerequisite,
which was significantly correlated to tumor invasion, metastasis
and recurrence[15-18]. It has been widely accepted that tumor
angiogenesis was one of the most crucial steps in tumor invasion
and metastasis. There was a close relationship between VEGF
expression and depth of invasion, lymph node metastasis and
five-year survival rate of patients, which was an independent
prognostic factor. Our study showed that there was no significant
relationship between VEGF expression and histological or gross
types of gastric carcinomas.
Yonemura further demonstrated the correlation between
VEGF-C expression and lymphatic invasion or lymph node

metastasis[19]. Tumors with high expression of VEGF-C had more
remote lymph node involvement than those with low VEGF-C
expression[7,19,20]. These results strongly suggested that cancer
cells producing VEGF-C might induce proliferation and dilation
of lymphatic vessels, resulting in the development of invasion
of cancer cells into lymphatic vessels and lymph nodes. These
results were consistent with recent reports that showed a positive
correlation of VEGF-C levels with lymph node metastasis in
gastric carcinoma.
A number of observations and animal trials have spurred
extensive investigations of VEGF inhibitors as possible therapies
for cancer. In tumor cell lines VEGF was an autocrine growth
factor, so that inhibitors of VEGF or VEGF receptors (VEGFR)
compromised the viability of tumor cells. Lastly, inhibition of
VEGF or VEGFR signaling would inhibit both tumor angiogenesis
and tumor cell growth and viability when there was evidence
that VEGFR was expression in tumor cells[21,22].
Our study showed that VEGF was positively expressed in
76.7% of gastric carcinomas, which was significantly higher
than that in NMNCE. The result indicated that VEGF was upregulated and there might exist an autocrine mechanism of VEGF
in gastric carcinoma. VEGF could promote tumor growth and
metastasis by both direct and indirect pathways[23].
Maspin, a member of the serpin family of protease inhibitors,
is expressed in normal human mammary and prostate epithelial
cells, and down-regulated during cancer progression. Biological
studies demonstrated a tumor-suppressive role of Maspin, acting
at the levels of tumor invasion and metastasis[8,12]. Maass[24] did
not detect Maspin expression in any of 6 gastric cancer cells.
Son[25] studied Maspin expression in 30 cases of human gastric
adenocarcinoma using immunohistochemistry and reverse
transcripted-polymerase chain reaction. Twenty-seven cases
(90%) of gastric adenocarcinoma, regardless of histological
type, and all cases of GNEIM showed diffuse and strong
immunoreactivity to Maspin. Eighteen of 26 cases (69.2%) of
NMNCE showed weak and focal immunoreactivity. The level
of Maspin expression was higher in GNEIM and lower in
NMNCE than in adenocarcinoma cases. Akiyama[26] examined
Maspin expression and/or allele-specific methylation status in
four gastric cancer cell lines, as well as normal, metaplastic, and
carcinoma epithelia obtained from 50 gastric cancer patients.
Three gastric cancer cell lines exhibiting Maspin overexpression
showed hypomethylation on both alleles or a haploid allele.
Dense and diffuse immunoreactivity to Maspin was observed
in 40 (80%) of 50 gastric carcinomas and all GNEIM, but not in
GNE without IM. Maspin gene promoter region of all GNE
without IM was hypermethylated on both alleles whereas those
with IM frequently represented the haploid type of hypomethylation
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status. Maspin mRNA was amplified from GNEIM and cancerous
crypts but not from GNE without IM. These results suggested
that demethylation at the Maspin gene promoter disrupted the
cell-type-specific gene repression in both GNE and gastric
cancer. In our study, 41.0% (16/39) of NMNCE showed a weak
Maspin expression that was limited to gland cells of the stomach
body, and 51.3% (20/39) of gastric carcinomas expressed
Maspin. The positive rate of Maspin expression in NMNCE
and in gastric carcinoma in our study was significantly lower
than that in Son and Akiyama’s study. We considered that the
cut-off point made the different results. The reason why all
GNEIM showed immunoreactivity to Maspin in all studies should
been studied further. In addition, the role of Maspin gene and
its encoding protein in tumorigenesis and progression of gastric
cancer need to be investigated further.
In our study, Maspin and VEGF showed no correlation in
gastric carcinomas. The precise roles of VEGF and Maspin in
cancer tumorigenesis, invasion, and metastasis should be
studied further. The relationship between expression of VEGF
and Maspin in gastric cancer needs to be proved by amplifying
samples.
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Abstract
AIM: To explore the effects of mifepristone, a progesterone
receptor (PR) antagonist, on the proliferation of human gastric
adenocarcinoma cell line SGC-7 901 in vitro and the possible
mechanisms involved.
METHODS: In situ hybridization was used to detect the
expression of PR mRNA in SGC-7 901 cells. After treatment
with various concentrations of mifepristone (2.5, 5, 10,
20 µmol/L) at various time intervals, the ultrastructural
changes, cell proliferation, cell-cycle phase distribution, and
the expression of caspase-3 and Bcl-XL were analyzed using
transmission electron microscopy (TEM), tetrazolium blue
(MTT) assay, 3H-TdR incorporation, flow cytometry, and
reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR).
RESULTS: Mifepristone markedly induced apoptosis and
inhibited cell proliferation of PR- positive SGC-7 901 cells
revealed by TEM, MTT assay and 3H-TdR incorporation, in
a dose- and time-dependent manner. The inhibitory rate
was increased from 8.98% to 51.29%. Flow cytometric
analysis showed mifepristone dose-dependently decreased
cells in S and G2/M phases, increased cells in G0/G1 phase,
reduced the proliferative index from 57.75% to 22.83%.
In addition, mifepristone up-regulated the expression of
caspase-3, and down- regulated the Bcl-XL expression,
dose-dependently.
CONCLUSION: Mifepristone effectively inhibited the
proliferation of PR-positive human gastric adenocarcinoma cell
line SGC-7 901 in vitro through multiple mechanisms, and may
be a beneficial agent against human adenocarcinoma.
Li DQ, Wang ZB, Bai J, Zhao J, Wang Y, Hu K, Du YH. Effects
of mifepristone on proliferation of human gastric adenocarcinoma
cell line SGC-7901 in vitro. World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10
(18): 2628-2631
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INTRODUCTION
Gastric adenocarcinoma is the second most common cancer
with the second highest mortality rate[1,2]. Presently, there is
still no effective treatment means for patients with advanced

gastric adenocarcinoma[3,4]. Chemotherapy or radiation therapy
has generally shown some clinical response but little survival
advantage and is not tolerated in many patients[5,6]. Therefore,
there is a need to identify other therapeutic agents against the
tumor.
Mifepristone is a progesterone receptor (PR) antagonist
that has been widely used as the first- line drug for the termination
of early pregnancy[7]. Interestingly, recent studies have proved
that mifepristone could effectively inhibit the proliferation of
PR-positive breast cancer[8-10], ovarian cancer[11,12], endometrial
cancer[13], and prostate cancer[14] cells without serious side
effects and drug resistance. However, the effects of mifepristone
on gastric adenocarcinoma are still unknown. Therefore, the
present study was undertaken to explore the effects of mifepristone
on the proliferation of human gastric adenocarcinoma cell line
SGC-7 901 in vitro. Results showed that mifepristone effectively
inhibited the proliferation of cultured SGC-7 901 cells in vitro
through multiple mechanisms.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cell culture and treatment
Human gastric adenocarcinoma cell line SGC-7 901, obtained
from Wuhan University Type Culture Collection (Wuhan, China),
was routinely maintained in phenol red-free RPMI1640 (Gibco
BRL, Grand Island, NY) containing 100 mL/L fetal bovine serum
(Hyclone, Logan, UT), 10 5 U/L penicillin and 100 mg/L
streptomycin at 37 °C in a humidified atmosphere with 50 mL/L
CO2 in air. When cells were grown to approximately 50%
confluence, medium was replaced with serum-free RPMI1640.
After 24 h, fresh media containing 2.5, 5, 10, 20 µmol/L
mifepristone (Sigma Chemical Co., St Louis, MO) were added,
respectively. Control cells were treated with the same volumes
of vehicle (ethanol). Unless otherwise indicated, the cells were
harvested after 96 h of incubation.
In situ hybridization analysis of PR
The expression of PR mRNA in SGC-7 901 cells was detected
by in situ hybridization (ISH) using an ISH detection kit for PR
(Boster, Wuhan, China) according to the manufacturer’s
instructions. Unless otherwise stated, all steps were performed
at room temperature. Briefly, after 24 h of culture on the RNAsefree slides, cells were washed 3 times with phosphate buffered
saline (PBS, pH7.4), fixed with 40 g/L paraformaldehyde in PBS
containing 0.1 g/L diethylpyrocarbonate (DEPC-water) for 30 min,
washed 3 times with 0.01 mol/L PBS, and then incubated with
5 mL/L hydrogen peroxide in methanol for 30 min to block
endogenous peroxidase activity. After being rinsed with
0.01 mol/L PBS, cells were digested with proteinase K (10 g/mL
in 0.01 mol/L PBS) at 37 °C for 15 min. Further washes with
0.5 mol/L PBS were performed before pre-hybridization for 3 h
at 37 °C in the pre-hybridization solutions in a humidified
environment. Hybridization was then performed with digoxigeninlabeled cRNA antisense probe (5 g/mL) overnight at 37 °C in a
moist chamber. Subsequently cells were washed for 10 min
with 2 SSC (1 SSC = 150 mmol/L NaCl, 15 mmol/L sodium citrate,
pH7.0), followed by 0.5 SSC for 15 min, and finally 0.2 SSC for
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15 min. After treatment with blocking reagent for 30 min, cells
were incubated with biotin-labeled mouse anti-digoxigenin
antibody at 37 °C for 1 h, washed 4 times, for 5 min each time, with
0.5 mol/L PBS, and then treated with SABC solutions at 37°C
for 20 min. Then cells were washed 3 times, for 5 min each time,
with 0.5 mol/L PBS, incubated with biotin-labeled peroxidase
(POD) at 37 °C for 20 min, washed three time with 0.5 mol/L
PBS. Finally, cells were visualized with 3,3- diaminobezidine
(DAB), counterstained with hematoxylin, dehydrated, cleared,
mounted with neutralgum, and examined under an microscope.
Brown-yellow deposits indicated the sites of hybridization. PRpositive breast cancer tissues were used as positive control,
and probes were replaced by PBS as negative control.

Ultrastructural analysis
Harvested cells were washed 3 times with PBS, fixed for 2 h
with 2.5 g/ L glutaraldehyde in PBS, and then post-fixed for 2 h
at 4 °C with 1 g/L OsO4 in PBS. Cells were dehydrated using
gradually increasing concentrations of ethanol from 50% to
100%, and then embedded in Epon 812. The ultra-thin sections
(60 nm) were stained with uranyl acetate and lead citrate prior
to examination at 50 kV with a Hitachi 600 transmission electron
microscrope (Hitachi Corp., Tokyo, Japan).
MTT assay
SGC-7 901 cells were seeded into 96-well plates at a density of
1×105/mL in RPMI1640. After 96 h of incubation with various
concentrations of mifepristone, cell proliferation was measured
by MTT (Sigma) reduction assay as described previously[15].
Absorbance at 570 nm (A570nm) was assayed. The inhibitory rate
(IR) of SGC-7 901 cells was calculated according to the equation
as following: IR (%) = (A 570nm in control group-A 570nm in
mifepristone-treated group)/A570nm in control group×100%.
3

H-thymidine (3H-TdR) incorporation
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ρNA generated in the reaction. Purified caspase-3 (Calbiochem)
was used as positive control, whereas caspase-3 inhibitor I (AcDEVD- CHO, Calbiochem) was used as negative control.

RT-PCR analysis for Bcl-XL
Total RNA was extracted from the cells using TRIzol reagent
(Gibco BRL) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Two
milligrams of total RNA were used for reverse transcription in a
total volume of 20 µL with the SuperScript preamplification
system (Promega, Madison, MI). Aliquots of 2 µL cDNA were
subsequently amplified in a total volume of 50 µL using the
GeneAmp PCR kit (Promega) following conditions recommended
by the manufacturer. The sense and antisense primers for
Bcl-XL were 5’-AGGCAGGCGATGAGTTTGAAC-3’ and 5’GAACCACACC AGCCACA GTCA-3’, respectively. The sense
and antisense primers for -actin used as an internal control
were 5’-ATCTGGCACC ACACCTTCTACAATGAGCT GCG3’ and 5’-CGTCA TACTCCTGCTTGCTGATCCACAT CTGC3’, respectively. The cycling conditions were 94 °C for 2 min,
followed by 30 cycles of 92 °C for 30 s, at 62 °C for 30 s, and at
72 °C for 1 min and a final extension of 72 °C for 5 min. PCR
products were separated on the 15 g/L agarose gel stained with
ethidium bromide (EB) and viewed under ultraviolet light.
Statistical analysis
Data were expressed as mean±SD. Statistical analysis was
performed using the Student’s t test and the chi-square test.
P<0.05 was considered statistically significant.
RESULTS
Expression of PR mRNA
In situ hybridization analysis showed that PR mRNA was highly
expressed in the cultured SGC-7 901 cells, which was mainly
localized in the cytoplasm of the cells (Figure 1).

Cells were incubated at various time intervals without or with
various concentrations of mifepristone, followed by treatment
with 10 µCi 3H-TdR (Amersham, Arlington Heights, IL) for an
additional 6 h. Then, cells were washed twice with 100 mL/L
trichloroacetic acid by centrifugation and resuspension, and
were continuously incubated for 30 min at 60 °C with 0.5 mL of
NaOH (0.3 mol/L). Finally, the cell lysates were collected, and
the radioactivity was measured by a liquid scintillation counter
(Beckman LS1 801, USA).

Cell cycle analysis by flow cytometry
The harvested cells were fixed with 700 mL/L ethanol at -20 °C for
30 min, and then stained with propidium iodide (Sigma) for 30 min
in the dark. The stained cells were analyzed in a FACS Calibur
flow cytometer (Becton Dickinson Labware, Lincoln Park, NJ)
with excitation wavelength of 488 nm. The resulting histograms
were analyzed by program MODFIT for cell distribution in cell
cycle phase. Proliferative index (PI) was calculated according to
the formula: PI (%) = (S+ G2/M)/ (G0/G1+ S+G2/M) ×100%.
Measurement of caspase-3 activity
Total proteins were extracted from harvested cells as described
previously[16], and protein concentrations were determined
using the Bio-Rad protein assay (Bio-Rad Laboratories,
Hercules, CA). An equal amount of cellular protein from extract
of each group was added to a final volume of 100 µL of reaction
mixture containing 0.2 mmol/L of a colorimetric caspase-3 substrate,
acetyl-Asp-Glu-Val-Asp-ρ-nitroaniline (Ac-DEVD-ρNA;
Calbiochem, San Diego, CA), followed by incubation at 30 °C
for 10 min. Free ρ-nitroaniline (ρNA) released upon enzymatic
cleavage was detected at 405 nm using a microplate reader (BioRad). Caspase-3 activity correlated with the concentration of free

Figure 1 In situ hybridization (ISH) analysis of progesterone
receptor (PR) expression in human gastric adenocarcinoma
cell line SGC7 901 (ISH, ×1000).

Morphological changes
To assess the effect of mifepristone on the ultrastructural
changes of SGC-7 901 cells, transmission electron microscopic
analysis was performed. Results revealed that mifepristone
dose-dependently induced apoptosis, which was especially
remarkable at the 20 µmol/L concentration (Figure 2B). However,
the irregular and enlarged nuclear, multiple nucleoli and
increased nucleus-to-cytoplasm ratio were clearly seen in the
cells of control group (Figure 2A).
MTT assay and 3H-TdR incorporation
After 96 h of incubation with 2.5, 5, 10, 20 µmol/L mifepristone,
MTT assay revealed A570nm was markedly decreased in a dosedependent manner, and the inhibitory rate (IR) of SGC-7 901
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Table 1 Effects of mifepristone on cell proliferation, cell-cycle phase distribution and caspase-3 activity of SGC7 901 cells in vitro
(mean±SD)
Cell cycle phase distribution (%)
Concentration (µmol/L)

A570nm (MTT)

Caspase-3 activity (U)
G0/G1

0
2.5
5
10
20

1.125±0.048
1.024±0.030
0.896±0.035
0.678±0.026
0.548±0.031

42.25±4.20
49.47±5.68
52.23±6.22
65.80±5.63
77.16±8.25

cells by mifepristone was 8.98%, 20.36%, 39.73% and 51.29%,
respectively (Table 1). Figure 3 shows that 3H-TdR incorporation
into DNA of SGC-7 901 cells was significantly decreased in a
dose- and time-dependent manner.

S

G2/M

35.68±3.98
30.82±4.36
28.68±3.64
25.93±3.01
15.54±2.54

22.07±3.01
19.71±2.41
19.01±1.36
8.27±1.10
7.29±0.82

1.28±0.28
2.79±0.36
5.04±0.29
9.46±0.20
15.23±0.41

G0/G1 phases of the cell cycle (Table 1). Additionally, there is a
significant decrease in the proliferative index (PI) of the
mifepristone-treated cells (50.53%, 47.69%, 34.20% and
22.83%) as compared with control group (57.75%, P<0.01).

Expression of caspase-3 and Bcl-XL
As shown in Table 1, mifepristone significantly up-regulated
the activity of caspase-3 as compared with that in control group.
Figure 4 shows the results of RT-PCR analysis for Bcl-xL mRNA
expression. Results indicated that mifepristone dose-dependently
inhibited the expression of Bcl-XL in the SGC-7 901 cells.

A

1

2

3

4

5

B
994
697
515
377
237

3
H-TdR
incorporation (cpm, 103)

Figure 2 Transmission electron microscopic photographs of
the SGC7901 cells cultured for 96 h in the absence(A) or the
presence of 20 µmol/L mifepristone (B) in vitro (TEM, ×2000).
Arrows indicate apoptotic bodies which were formed in the
cells of mifepristone-treated group.
4.0
3.5
3.0
2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0

Control group
2.5 µmol/L
5 µmol/L
10 µmol/L
20 µmol/L

24

48
72
96
Incubating time (h)

Figure 3 Effect of various concentrations of mifepristone on
the 3H-TdR incorporation of SGC7 901 cells at various time
intervals in vitro.

Cell-cycle phase distribution
The effect of mifepristone on the cell-cycle phase distribution
of SGC-7 901 cells was determined by flow cytometry. After
treatment with mifepristone, there was a strong dose- dependent
decrease in the percentage of S- and G2/M-phase cells, and
with a concomitant increase in the percentage of cells in the

β-actin
Bcl-xL

Figure 4 RT-PCR analysis of Bcl-XL mRNA expression in the
SGC7 901 cells cultured for 96 h in the absence or the presence of
various concentrations of mifepristone in vitro. Lanes 1-5: Marker
(bp), contro l, 5, 10, 20 µmol/L mifepristone, respectively.

DISCUSSION
Accumulating evidence demonstrates that PR level is closely
associated with proliferation, invasion and metastasis of human
gastric adenocarcinoma, as well as prognosis of patients[17-19].
Therefore, there has been increasing interest in the development
of antiprogestins for tumor treatment. Mifepristone has been
proved to be a potent and effective PR antagonist by competing
with progesterone for PR binding, followed by binding to
progesterone response element (PRE)[20]. In the present study,
we proved that mifepristone effectively inhibited the
proliferation of human gastric adenocarcinoma cell line SGC7 901 in vitro through induction of apoptosis and arresting the
cell cycle progession.
Previous studies[21] found that the determination of PR levels
was primarily used as a marker of a tumor’s responsiveness to
mifepristone. To determine the expression of PR mRNA in the
SGC-7 901 cells, in situ hybridization was performed. We found
that PR mRNA was highly expressed in cultured SGC-7 901
cells. Meanwhile, the result is in agreement with the work of
Cui et al. [22], who reported that the concentrations of PR
protein in the cytoplasm and nuclei of cultured SGC-7901 cells
were 20.3 fmoL/mg and 22.7 fmoL/mg, respectively, revealed
by dextran-coated charcoal (DCC) assay. Thus, we speculate
that the growth inhibitory effects of mifepristone in our study
might be mediated, at least in part, by PR.
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In our study, TEM, MTT assay and 3H-TdR incorporation
were used to evaluate the effect of mifepristone on the proliferation
of SGC-7 901 cells in vitro. We found that mifepristone exerted
significantly anti-proliferative effect on cultured SGC-7 901 cells
in vitro in a dose- and time-dependent manner. The results are
in agreement with those of previous studies on other tumor cell
lines in vitro[9-11,23].
Although a number of studies have proved that mifepristone
has the growth inhibitory effects on tumor cells, but the
mechanisms remain unknown. These theoretically could be
related with the changes of the dynamics of cell proliferation.
The hypothesis was demonstrated by the work of Thomas
et al.[24], who proved that mifepristone inhibited the proliferation
of the MCF-7 human breast cancer cells by arresting them in
the G0/G1 phase of the cell cycle. Recently, Peters et al.[25] reported
that mifepristone up-regualted the expression of cell cycle
protein p21WAF/cip1 in medroxyprogesterone acetate-induced
ductal mammary adenocarcinoma. Thus, we further explored
the effects of mifepristone on the cell cycle of SGC-7 901 cell
using flow cytometry. Results showed that mifepristone
markedly increased the proportion of cells in G0/G1, and
simultaneously decreased the percentage of cells in S- and
G2/M-phase. Taken together, it seems reasonable to conclude
that the growth inhibitory effects of mifepristone on SGC-7901
cells is partially due to an accumulation of cells in G0 /G1 phase.
To explore whether or not the apoptosis-related genes
contributed to the inhibitory effect of mifepristone on the SGC7 901 cells, we assessed the activity of caspase-3, an executioner
of apoptosis[26,27], and mRNA level of Bcl-XL, an anti-apoptotic
gene. Our findings showed that mifepristone dose-dependently
up-regulated caspase-3 activity and down-regulated Bcl-XL
mRNA expression. This result is supported by previous studies
on prostate cells. El Etreby et al. reported that mifepristone
significantly induced apoptosis in LNCaP prostate cancer cells
in a time- and dose-dependent manner through down-regulation
of Bcl-2 protein and induction of caspase-3 activity. Collectively,
it is possible that the activation of caspase-3 and the degradation
of Bcl-XL are partially responsible for the antiproliferative effects
of mifepristone on cultured SGC-7 901 cells.
In conclusion, the study demonstrated that mifepristone
exerted marked antiproliferative effect on the PR-positive SGC7 901 cells by inducing apoptosis, arresting cell cycle progression,
up-regulating caspase-3 activity and down-regulating Bcl-XL
mRNA expression. These results indicate that mifepristone may
be a useful agent against human gastric adenocarcinoma although
further studies are clearly needed to prove the possibility.
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Abstract
AIM: Mitotic cell death has been focused on in tumor therapy.
However, the precise mechanisms underlying it remain
unclear. We have reported previously that enediyne
antibiotic lidamycin induces mitotic cell death at low
concentrations in human epithelial tumor cells. The aim of
this study was to investigate the possible link between
centrosome dynamics and lidamycin-induced mitotic cell
death in human hepatoma BEL-7402 cells.
METHODS: Growth curve was established by MTT assay.
Cell multinucleation was detected by staining with Hoechst
33342. Flow cytometry was used to analyze cell cycle.
Aberrant centrosomes were detected by indirect
immunofluorescence. Western blot and senescenceassociated β-galactosidase (SA-β-gal) staining were used
to analyze protein expression and senescence-like phenotype,
respectively.
RESULTS: Exposure of BEL-7402 cells to a low concentration
of lidamycin resulted in an increase in cells containing multiple
centrosomes in association with the appearance of
mitotic cell death and activation of SA-β-gal in some
cells, accompanied by the changes of protein expression
for the regulation of proliferation and apoptosis. The
mitochondrial signaling pathway, one of the major apoptotic
pathways, was not activated during mitotic cell death. The
aberrant centrosomes contributed to the multipolar mitotic
spindles formation, which might lead to an unbalanced
division of chromosomes and mitotic cell death characterized
by the manifestation of multi- or micronucleated giant cells.
Cell cycle analysis revealed that the lidamycin treatment
provoked the retardation at G2/M phase, which might be
involved in the centrosome overduplication.
CONCLUSION: Mitotic cell death and senescence can
be induced by treatment of BEL-7402 cells with a low
concentration of lidamycin. Centrosome dysregulation may
play a critical role in mitotic failure and ultimate cell death
following exposure to intermediate dose of lidamycin.
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INTRODUCTION
Liver cancer is one of the most malignant tumors in the world[1,2].
Surgical resection is considered the most effective but not the
most popular method for the treatment of hepatocellular
carcinoma (HCC). Chemotherapy is indicated for a large member
of HCC patients. Mitotic cell death is a cell death form different
from apoptosis, on which has been focused in tumor therapy.
It is also known as mitotic catastrophe or delayed reproductive
death, and can be activated by radiation or antitumor agents at
low doses or concentrations[3-5]. Mitotic cell death is frequently
characterized by enlargement of cell volume, appearance of
multi- or micronucleation, and arrest in G2/M phase of cell cycle.
Finally, these cells underwent death. Thus far, little is known
about the mechanism responsible for mitotic cell death. Some
researchers considered that defects in mitotic machinery, such
as multiple rounds of DNA synthesis without an intervening
cytokinesis, and chromosome missegregation, might play a key
role in the process of lethal nuclear fragmentation[6]. Previous
reports have suggested that the absence or delay of the G1/S
checkpoint and the subsequent absence of interphase apoptosis
coupled to this checkpoint contribute to mitotic cell death[7,8].
The centrosome, representing the major microtubule
organizing centre in eukaryotic cells, contains a pair of centrioles
surrounded by pericentriolar material. The centrosome duplicates
once during each cell cycle. To complete the normal cell cycle,
the centrosome duplication cycle and the centrosome quantity
must be precisely regulated to couple the other events of cell
cycle[9]. If centrosome replication deviates from cycles of DNA
synthesis and mitotic division, an unsuccessful mitosis will
come out with the features associated with the formation of
aberrant centrosomes and multiple mitotic spindles, and
unbalanced chromosome segregation[10].
Enediyne antibiotics have been focused on their potent
antitumor activity due to their unique ability to damage the
DNA of tumor cells by inducing single strand (SSB) and/or
double strand (DSB) breaks through free radical attacks on the
deoxyribose moieties in DNA[11]. Lidamycin (also designated
as C1027) is a member of the enediyne antibiotic family, which
was isolated from a Streptomyces globisporus C1027 strain
in China[12,13]. Lidamycin consists of a chromophore and an
apoprotein, and the former has the ability to attack DNA,
whereas the latter plays the role as a protecting protein[14]. The
biological effects induced by lidamycin and ionizing radiation are
similar[11]. Previous reports have shown that lidamycin is highly
cytotoxic toward tumor cells[14-16]. As an attempt to investigate
the mechanisms of lidamycin-induced mitotic cell death in
human hepatoma BEL-7402 cells, we treated cells with lidamycin
at low concentrations, and discovered centrosome overduplication,
multipolar mitotic spindle formation, multinucleation, delayed
reproductive death and changed patterns of protein expression
associated with the regulation of proliferation and apoptosis.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Chemical
Lidamycin was generously provided by Professor Lian-Fang
Jin from our institute, and stored at -20 °C as a 100 µmol/L stock
solution in 9 g/L NaCl solution.
Cell culture
Human hepatoma BEL-7402 cells (obtained from the Key
Laboratory of Cell Proliferation and Regulation Biology of the
Ministry of Education, Beijing Normal University) were cultured
in DMEM (Gibcol BRL) supplemented with 100 mL/L fetal
bovine serum (HyClone), 100 U/mL penicillin and 100 µg/mL
streptomycin at 37 °C in the presence of 50 mL/L CO2.
Growth curve assay
Growth curves establishments were performed at a 5-d interval
as previously described[17] with some modifications. Totally
2.0×103 cells were seeded into 96-well plates and then treated
with lidamycin for 2 h. A 12 µL MTT (5 mg/mL) was added to
each well before assay and incubated for an additional 4 h at
37 °C, followed by treatment with 100 µL of 0.01 mol/L HCl100 g/L SDS overnight. The value at each time point was read
on a Microplate Reader (Model 550, Bio-Rad) at λ570nm.
Cell multinucleation shown by staining with Hoechst 33342
Subconfluent cells were continuously incubated for 72 h after
exposure to lidamycin for 2 h, and then were stained by the
DNA-specific fluorescent dye Hoechst 33342 (2 µg/mL) (Sigma)
for 15 min at 37 °C. Next, cells were washed once, kept in PBS,
and observed using a fluorescence microscope (BH2 system,
Olympus) equipped with a λ455nm filter.
Flow cytometry
Cells were exposed to 0.5 nmol/L lidamycin for 2 h and then
incubated in fresh, drug-free medium. Following a 3-d incubation,
cells including the floating and the attached were harvested and
washed with cold PBS twice. Cell suspensions were fixed in
700 mL/L ethanol at 4 °C overnight. Next, the fixed cells were
washed twice in PBS and incubated with 50 µg/mL RNase (Sigma)
for 30 min at 37 °C. Samples were then stained with 50 µg/mL
propidium iodide (Sigma) in the dark at 4 °C for 30 min, and analyzed
on a fluorescence-activated cell sorter (EPICS XL, Coulter).
Indirect immunofluorescence
Cells were grown on coverslips. After 3 d following 2-h lidamycin
treatment, the cells were washed in PHEM buffer (60 mmol/L
PIPES, 25 mmol/L HEPES, 10 mmol/L EGTA and 2 mmol/L
MgCl2) twice briefly, and incubated with a permeabilization buffer
(5 mL/L Triton X-100 in PHEM buffer) for 90 s. Then, the cells
were fixed in 37 g/L paraform in PHEM buffer for 15 min at room
temperature. After washed in PBS 3 times, the cells were
incubated with a blocking solution (50 g/L defatted dry milk
and 0.5 mL/L Tween-20 in PBS) for 30 min and used for indirect
immunofluorescence. The primary antibodies included anti-αtubulin monoclonal antibody (Zymed) and anti-centrin
polyclonal antibody[18] (kindly provided by Professor Da-Cheng
He, the Key Laboratory of Cell Proliferation and Regulation
Biology of the Ministry of Education, Beijing Normal University).
Rhodamine-labeled goat anti-mouse antibody (Zymed) and
Fluoresceinisothiocyanate-labeled goat anti-rabbit antibody
(Zymed) were used as second antibodies. The microscope slides
were mounted with glycerol mounting medium (900 mL/L glycerol
and 100 mL/L PBS) and observed under a laser-scanning

microscope (IX-70 system, Olympus). The cell with three or
more centrosomes was considered aberrant.

Senescence-associated β-galactosidase (SA-β-gal) staining
Cells were treated with 0.1 nmol/L or 0.5 nmol/L lidamycin for 2 h
and continuously maintained for 72 h. The attached cells were
fixed in 5 mL/L glutaraldehyde and stained for SA-β-gal activity
using X-gal at pH 6.0 as previously described[19].
Western blot analysis
Cells incubated with lidamycin at 37 °C for 2 h and then allowed
to recover for 72 h at 37 °C were harvested and washed in PBS.
The cells were lysed on ice in lysis buffer (100 mmol/L Tris,
pH 6.8, 25 g/L SDS, 100 mL/L β-mercaptoethanol, 1 mmol/L
phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride, and 100 mL/L glycerol) for
10 min, followed by ultrasonication. The cell lysates were
cleared by centrifugation, and the protein concentration was
estimated using the Bradford method with bovine serum
albumin as a standard. Western blot analysis was performed as
a protocol described previously[20]. In brief, equal amounts of
protein were electrophoresed on SDS-polyacrylamide gel (Fluka)
and transferred onto a nitrocellulose membrane (Hybond-P,
Amersham Pharmacia) for blotting with primary antibodies
including anti-Bax (N-20, Santa Cruz), anti-Smac (a kind gift
from Dr. Xiao-Dong Wang, University of Texas Southwestern
Medical Center, Dallas, USA), anti-cyclin B1 (GNS-1, Santa
Cruz), anti-p16 (16P04, NeoMarkers), anti-Rb (C-15, Santa Cruz),
anti-p53 (DO-1, Santa Cruz), anti-p21 (F-5, Santa Cruz), and
anti-actin (I-19, Santa Cruz) antibodies. Secondary antibodies
conjugated with horseradish peroxidase (Amersham Pharmacia).
Enhanced chemiluminescence (ECL Western Blot Kit, Amersham
Pharmacia) was used according to the manufacturer’s instructions.
RESULTS
Growth inhibition induced by lidamycin in BEL-7402 cells
Inhibition of cell growth and proliferation was measured by the
MTT test. Exposing BEL-7402 cells to 0.1 and 0.5 nmol/L lidamycin
resulted in a dose-dependent inhibition of cell growth (Figure 1).
Control
0.1 nmol/L lidamycin
0.5 nmol/L lidamycin

1.2
1.0
A 570 nm

These results indicate that mitotic cell death in BEL-7402
cells induced by lidamycin is associated with centrosome
overduplication independently of mitochondria pathway.
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Figure 1 Effects of lidamycin treatment on BEL-7402 cells
growth. Cells were seeded in 96-well plates and treated with
0.1 nmol/L or 0.5 nmol/L lidamycin for 2 h. Growth curves
were established indirectly by detecting reactions with MTT.
The value of each time point was derived from three samples.

Atypical chromatin condensation and multinucleation induced
by lidamycin in BEL-7402 cells
With 0.1 nmol/L lidamycin for 2 h, followed by a 72-h incubation
in drug-free medium, the treated BEL-7402 cells displayed a
unique and atypical chromatin condensation characterized by
appearance of small “dots” representing segregated condensed
chromatin without apoptotic bodies (Figure 2B). Moreover, we
did not observe detachment of these cells from the monolayer
during the process of chromatin condensation. After 72-h
incubation, multinucleation (three or more nuclei), one of the
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Figure 2 Induction by lidamycin of atypical chromatin condensation and multinucleation in BEL-7402 cells, determined by staining
with the fluorescent dye Hoechst 33342 at 72 h after exposure to 0.1 nmol/L and 0.5 nmol/L lidamycin for 2 h. A: Untreated
BEL-7402 cells; B: 0.1 nmol/L lidamycin treated BEL-7402 cells; C: 0.5 nmol/L lidamycin treated BEL-7402 cells.
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Figure 3 Effects of lidamycin on cell cycle. BEL-7402 cells were treated with 0.5 nmol/L lidamycin for 2 h, then washed and fed with
fresh medium. After 72 h of incubation, the cells were stained with propidium iodide and sorted by flow cytometry. A,B: Untreated
BEL-7402 cells; C, D: 0.5 nmol/L lidamycin treated BEL-7402 cells. The changes indicated in dot density maps were in accordance
with those displayed in histograms.
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Figure 4 Immunofluorescence analysis of centrosomes and mitotic spindles in BEL-7402 cells at 72 h after treatments with
0.5 nmol/L lidamycin for 2 h. Cells grown on coverslips were fixed in paraform and doubly labeled with antibodies to α- tubulin
(red) and centrin (green). Localization of centrosome on superimposed image showed yellow. A: Untreated BEL-7402 cells; B,C:
0.5 nmol/L lidamycin treated BEL-7402 cells. Arrows in B,C indicated the cells with multiple centrosomes, multipolar mitotic
spindle or chromosome missegregation.
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Figure 5 Phase contrast images of SA-β-gal stained BEL-7402 cells. At 72 h after incubation with lidamycin for 2 h, attached cells were fixed
with 5 mL/L glutaraldehyde and stained for SA-β-gal activity for 16 h. A: Untreated BEL-7402 cells; B: 0.1 nmol/L lidamycin treated
BEL-7402 cells; C: 0.5 nmol/L lidamycin treated BEL-7402 cells. The photographs were taken at 200-fold magnification (25 µm scale bars).

main features of mitotic cell death, occurred at 0.5 nmol/L
lidamycin-treated BEL-7402 cells (Figure 2C).

Changes of cell cycle progression and DNA polyploidy induced
by lidamycin in BEL-7402 cells
The biochemical and cytological changes of multinucleated

giant cells remain poorly understood. To further characterize
the etiology of mitotic cell death, we analyzed the cell cycle and
DNA content of the lidamycin-treated BEL-7402 cells by flow
cytometry. The cells were exposed to a low concentration of
lidamycin for 2 h. At 72 h after treatment, ~23.7% of BEL-7402
cells arrested in G2/M phase, and the cells with >4N DNA
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content were detected at 32.0% (Figure 3C).

Centrosome overduplication, multipolar spindle formation and
unbalanced division induced by lidamycin in BEL-7402 cells
Immunofluorescence microscopy revealed that the abnormalities
of multiple centrosomes and multipolar mitotic spindles markedly
increased in BEL-7402 cells induced by lidamycin at a low
concentration. Co-staining with antibodies to centrin and α-tubulin
indicated that the increased centrosomes were localized at each
pole of the multiple spindles, and the cells not deriving from
equal division appeared (Figure 4B, C). However, to untreated
cells, these defects rarely displayed (Figure 4A).
Induction by lidamycin of senescence-like phenotype in BEL7402 cells
The induction of SA-β-gal activity and mitotic cell death were
thought to be independent events[21]. To investigate the effects
of mitotic cell death on senescence-like phenotype of the lidamycintreated cells, we observed SA-β-gal expression, a senescence
marker, at 72 h after lidamycin treatment. The treated cells
showed phenotypic changes that resembled features of normal
senescence, including enlarged and flattened morphology,
increased granularity, vacuolization, and enhanced SA-β-galpositive cells (Figure 5). Moreover, the induction of senescencelike phenotype in BEL-7402 cells was increased dose-dependently.
Alterations of cell cycle related proteins in lidamycin-treated
BEL-7402 cells
To understand some molecular changes that led to mitotic cell
death, cell cycle proteins were analysed by Western blot
analysis in lidamycin-treated cells. In BEL-7402 cells, lidamycin
induced an increase in the levels of cyclin B1, p16 and pRb,
meanwhile a decrease in expression of p53 and p21 (Figure 6).
A

B

C
CyclinB1
p16
pRb
p53
p21
Bax
Smac

Figure 6 Western blot analysis of BEL-7402 cells. Cells were
harvested at 72 h after 2-h lidamycin treatment, and total
proteins (30 µg/lane) were resolved by 8 to 15% SDS-PAGE
and transferred onto nitrocellulose, and Western blot was
performed using the indicated antibodies. Lane A, untreated
BEL-7402 cells; lane B, 0.1 nmol/L lidamycin treated BEL-7402
cells; lane C, 0.5 nmol/L lidamycin treated BEL-7402 cells.

Alterations of apoptosis related proteins in lidamycin-treated
BEL-7402 cells
To confirm that mitotic cell death induced by lidamycin was
distinguished from typical apoptosis, and detect the correlation
between them, proteins associated with apoptosis were
examined. Bax is a regulator of apoptosis[20]. Smac, an inhibitor
of caspase suppressors, promotes cytochrome c-induced
activation of caspases by sequestering the inhibitor of
apoptosis protein family[22]. As is shown in Figure 6, the protein
levels of Bax and Smac declined in lidamycin-treated BEL-7402
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cells. We were unable to detect the proteolytically activated
caspase-3 and caspase-9, and found no significant alterations
of the blots representing caspase-3 precursor and caspase-9
precursor after exposure to low concentrations of lidamycin in
BEL-7402 cells (data not shown).

DISCUSSION
HCC is one of the most common malignant neoplasms in the
world[1]. The incidence of HCC in China exceeds 100 000 per
year, and at least 110 000 HCC-related deaths occur every year.
Lidamycin is a highly potent cytotoxic antitumor agent. We
treated human hepatoma BEL-7402 cells with lidamycin at
concentrations in the nanomolar range, and assessed the potential
role of centrosome in lidamycin-induced mitotic cell death. The
results indicated a series of abnormal events including centrosome
overduplication, formation of multipolar mitotic spindles,
multinucleation, and eventual mitotic catastrophe. In this study,
we have described for the first time the association between
centrosomes and enediyne antibiotics-induced cell death in
human hepatoma cells.
Thus far, the modes of cell death induced by lidamycin can
be divided into two classes, one is apoptosis, and the other is
mitotic cell death[5,23]. It has been reported that lidamycin can
act directly as an endonuclease without dependence on caspase
activities and is considered as an apoptosis-mimetic agent, at
high concentrations[24]. Cells exposed to low concentrations of
lidamycin lost reproductive integrity due to inappropriate entry
into mitosis, and apparently exhibited the morphological and
biochemical changes associated with mitotic cell death: enlarged
cell shape, multi- or micronucleation, accumulation of karyotypic
abnormalities, and a G2/M arrest[5]. Apoptosis, mitotic cell death
and irreversible cell cycle arrest may all contribute to cell death
after lidamycin treatment. The exact mechanism of mitotic cell
death is unclear, and only a few studies have attempted to elucidate
the effects of lidamycin on cells at moderate concentrations[5,11].
In the present study, we used low-dose lidamycin to treat BEL7402 cells, and mitotic cell death was observed predominantly
after treatment. We demonstrate that lidamycin can induce
multiple centrosomes which may be responsible for the
assembly of multipolar mitotic spindles and the chromosomes
missegregation. Most of the cells containing multiple nuclear
fragments were temporarily viable but reproductively dead.
However, in some cases, the cells undergoing mitotic death
initiated endocycles, restituted mitosis and finally survival[8]. We
plan to continue this study to confirm the link between lidamycininduced mitotic cell death and centrosome overduplication by
using centrosome inhibitors and vectors containing antisense
mRNAs to centrosome related proteins.
Because centrosome duplication was closely associated
with DNA replication, cytokinesis and cell cycle regulation[25,26],
we analyzed the cell cycle progression of lidamycin-treated
BEL-7402 cells to detect relationship between centrosome
dysregulation and cell cycle distribution as well as to confirm the
appearance of multinucleated cells, which is one of the main
features of mitotic cell death. We found that lidamycin induced
centrosome overduplication associated with induction of G2/M
arrest. Previous reports showed that centrosome replication could
dissociate from DNA synthesis cycle and mitotic division[27],
and cell cycle block in G2/M phase might be related to abnormal
centrosome accumulation[10], and endocycles starting from G2/M
arrest could produce endopolyploid cells[7]. We suppose that
lidamycin-induced DNA replication cycle retardation in BEL7402 cells could be helpful to trigger centrosome overduplication.
Analysis of gene expression may provide further insights
into the molecular mechanisms mediating mitotic cell death.
Cyclin B1, a component of the mitosis-promoting factor, plays
an important role in G2/M regulation by forming a complex with
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p34cdk1 to phosphorylate various substrates necessary for
mitosis. The cells with the morphological features of mitotic
catastrophe frequently undergo up-regulation of cyclin B1
level[28,29], which is consistent with our results. Bax expression
is a regulator of apoptosis. Ordinarily action of Bax facilitates
apoptosis[30]. However, our present study demonstrated that
the levels of Bax and Smac both decreased along with no
proteolytic activation of caspase-3 and caspase-9, and no DNA
ladder was obtained (data not shown) after lidamycin treatments,
which suggested that the mitochondrial apoptosis pathway
might not be activated. The undetectable typical apoptosis is
not caused by Bcl-2 involvement in BEL-7402 cells exposed to
low concentrations of lidamycin (data not shown) and some other
genes might play an essential role in this response. p21 is a p53regulated protein. p53 inhibition was shown to increase mitotic
death[31]. We noticed decreased levels of p53 and p21 in BEL7402 cells after lidamycin treatment. However, the expression of
p16 and pRb proteins was upregulated in BEL-7402 cells, which
might explain the increased intensity of staining for SA-β-gal in
lidamycin-treated cells, since p16 is closely related to induction
of senescence-like phenotype[32]. Based on data presented here,
we propose that the G2/M arrest of BEL-7402 cells may not be
mediated by a classically driven cell cycle checkpoint mechanism
correlated with p53. From a therapeutic standpoint, centrosome
dysregulation might provide a valuable anticancer target. Further
study to identify signaling pathways to mitotic cell death in tumor
cells and normal somatocytes would help to improve the efficacy
of HCC therapy with a low systemic toxicity.
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Abstract
AIM: To evaluate the safety of Curcuma aromatica oil
gelatin microspheres (CAO-GMS) infused via hepatic artery
against primary liver cancer.
METHODS: The safety of CAO-GMS was evaluated in view
of its acute toxicity in rats, long-term toxicity in Beagle
dogs and general pharmacology in rats and mongrel dogs.
RESULTS: The 50% lethal dose (LD50) of CAO-GMS infused
via the hepatic artery was 17.19 mg/kg, and the serum
biochemical indices of dying rats after the administration
changed markedly while those of survived rats did not.
Subsequent pathological examination of the tissues from
the dead rats indicated improper embolism. Similar edema
and small necrotic foci in the hepatic lobule were found in
the hepatic tissue of rats receiving 10 and 5 mg/kg CAOGMS and GMS 60 d after the last administration, while not
in the rats of the blank control group, indicating that
microspheres infused via the hepatic artery may induce
irreversible liver damage dose-dependently. General
pharmacological study showed that the activities (posture
and gait), respiration frequency, blood pressure or heart
rate of the dogs were not affected by CAO-GMS, nor were
salivation, tremor or pupil changes of the rats observed or
their balancing ability compromised, suggesting CAO-GMS
infused via the hepatic artery did not significantly affect the
nervous, respiratory and cardiovascular systems.
CONCLUSION: CAO-GMS embolization administered via the
hepatic artery is safe but undesired embolization induced
by vascular variation should be given due attention in its
clinical application. Individualized embolization dosage and
super-selective catheterization technique are recommended
to avoid undesired embolism and reduce complications.
Deng SG, Wu ZF, Li WY, Yang ZG, Chang G, Meng FZ, Mo LL.
Safety of Curcuma aromatica oil gelatin microspheres
administered via hepatic artery. World J Gastroenterol 2004;
10(18): 2637-2642
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INTRODUCTION
Curcuma aromatica oil (CAO) is the oil mixture extracted from

Curcuma aromatica consisting of multiple effective ingredients,
such as β-elemene and curcumol [1-7]. Researchers have
demonstrated that CAO, with relatively low toxic effects, is the
main anti-neoplasm ingredient of Curcuma aromatica[8-12],
which can be used for therapy against neoplasmic diseases,
especially liver neoplasm[13-19]. Clinically, CAO has been applied
in interventional therapy administered via the hepatic artery,
and produced favorable effects in patients with primary liver
cancer[20-24] and experimentally, in rats with transplanted liver
tumor as well[25]. As an oil preparation, CAO is often difficult to
achieve total embolization in interventional therapy with far
too short retention time in the neoplastic lesions. CAO
microsphere is suggested to be ideal for increasing the retention
time, enhancing the inhibitory effects on cancer cells, and also
for blocking the trophic vessels for the hepatoma, so to produce
dual effects of chemotherapy and embolization. Therefore, we
employed the microsphere degradation technique to entrap
the CAO into the gelatin medium and prepared CAO-GMS[26],
which has shown potent therapeutic efficacy against
transplanted liver cancer in rats[27-29] and from which the released
CAO exhibited marked dose-dependent inhibition of the growth
of human hepatoma cell line SMMC-7721[30].
CAO-GMS is a preparation of traditional Chinese herbal
drugs possible for quality control[26]. Considering its special
pharmaceutical form and administration route, we adopted the
interventional procedures described by Lindell et al.[31] similar
to clinical situations, so as to study CAO-GMS in view of its
acute toxicity, long-term toxicity and general pharmacology in
rats and dogs. The results may help evaluate the safety of the
interventional therapy with CAO-GMS embolization
administered via the hepatic artery in the treatment of primary
liver cancer and provide experimental evidence for its potential
clinical application.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Drugs and reagents
CAO-GMS (50-100 µm in diameter, Batch No.: 971006), 8% CAO
and blank gelatin microspheres (50-100 µm in diameter, Batch
No.: 97050) were provided by the Department of Pharmaceutics,
Shenyang Pharmaceutical University. Sodium carboxylmethyl
cellulose (CMC-Na) was purchased from Guangzhou Chemical
Reagents and Glassware Co. (Batch No.: 950808). The
microspheres were suspended in 3 g/L CMC-Na solution for use.
Animals
A total of 104 SD rats (clean animals, including 52 males and
52 females weighing 220-300 g, Certification No.: 152) used in
this study were purchased from Shanghai Sino-British SIPPR/BK
Lab Animal Co. Ltd. Twenty-one mongrel dogs (conventional
animals, 11 males and 10 females, weighing 13.5-21.0 kg,
Certification No.: 19980610) were purchased from Guangzhou
Shima Experimental Animal Company and quaranteed by the
Experimental Animal Center of Guangzhou University of Traditional
Chinese Medicine. Eighteen Beagle dogs (specific pathogenfree animals, 9 males and 9 females, weighing 12.5-13.1 kg,
Certification No.: 97A025) were purchased from the Experimental
Animal Center of Guangzhou Medicine Industry Institute.
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Six-channel physiological recorder (Plugsys, Hugo Sachs
Elektonik, Germany), blood pressure sensor (Isotec, Hugo Sachs
Elektonik, Germany), thermosensitive recorder (WR500, Isotec,
Hugo Sachs Elektonik, Germany), digital subtraction
angiography-interventional therapy apparatus (DSA, Siemens,
Germany), automated blood analyzer (Counter-5, Japan),
automated blood coagulation analyzer (ACT-3000 plus,
Germany), clinical biochemical analyzer (CL-7200, Japan) and
electrocardiograph (ECG-6511, Japan) were used in this study.

Acute toxicity in rats
Seventy-four SD rats were randomly divided into 7 groups
including CAO-GMS-1 group (n = 10) receiving CAO-GMS
5 mg/kg, CAO-GMS-2 group (n = 12) receiving CAO-GMS
10 mg/kg, CAO-GMS-3 group (n = 14) receiving CAO-GMS
20 mg/kg, CAO-GMS-4 group (n = 12) receiving CAO-GMS
40 mg/kg, GMS control group (n=10) receiving gelatin
microspheres 40 mg/kg, blank control group (n = 8) receiving
3.5 mL/kg CMC-Na (3 g/L) in a volume equivalent to that of
injected microspheres and ZT group (n = 8) receiving 3.2 mg/kg
CAO. All rats were anesthetized with 45 mg/kg intraperitoneal
pentobarbital injection prior to drug administration following
the method described by Lidell et al.[31] (Figure 1). In brief, a
catheter was inserted through the gastroduodenal artery to the
proper hepatic artery, the distal end of the gastroduodenal
artery was ligated, and the common hepatic artery as well as
the right branch of the proper hepatic artery was temporarily
blocked to receive the agents through the left branch of the
proper hepatic artery. The general activities, mortality and
survival time of the rats were consecutively observed and
recorded for 14 d after drug administration. Blood samples of
the dying rats were collected and determined for ALT, AST,
total bilirubin (T-BIL), direct bilirubin (D-BIL), blood creatinine
(BCr) and blood urea nitrogen (BUN). Blood samples were also
taken from the survived rats on d 14 for determination of the
above indices. Autopsy was performed on the dead rats and
the vital organs such as the liver, spleen, lung and kidney etc.
were pathologically examined.

HA
CDA

AA

Figure 1 Administration method (from Lindell[31]).

Long-term toxicity in Beagle dogs
Eighteen Beagle dogs were randomly divided into 4 groups
including CAO-GMS high-dose group (CAO-GMS-H, 5 dogs)
receiving 15 mg/kg CAO-GMS every 4 wk, CAO-GMS lowdose group (CAO-GMS-L, 5 dogs) receiving 7.5 mg/kg CAOGMS every 4 wk, GMS control group (4 dogs) receiving 15 mg/kg
gelatin microspheres every 4 wk, blank control group (4 dogs)
receiving 10 mL/kg saline in the same volume as that of the
microspheres every 4 wk. Each dog was anaesthetized with
30 mg/kg pentobarbital, and a catheter was super-selectively
inserted into the hepatic artery through the femoral artery
puncture under perspective monitor. The hepatic artery was
examined by intra-arterial digital subtraction angiography with

the injection of 8 mL meglumine diatrizoate (760 g/L) at the rate
of 2 mL/s, 150 Psi by a high-pressure syringe. The microspheres
of specified doses were mixed with the contrast media and
slowly injected. To prevent improper embolism due to reflux of
the liquid, the injection rate was strictly controlled. The catheter
was washed with saline after the injection, and angiography
of the hepatic artery was performed for confirmation of the
range and degree of embolization. The catheter was withdrawn
after the surgery, and the puncture pressed for 15 min and
bandaged with pressure. The procedures were repeated twice
every 4 wk. Half of the dogs in each group were sacrificed on d
30 after the last treatment and the other half on d 60. The tissue
samples were fixed in 40 g/L neutral formaldehyde, processed
by the standard histological techniques, and stained with
hematoxylin and eosin (HE) for light microscopic examination.
The liver, kidney, lung, adrenal, pancreas, stomach, duodenum,
ileum, colon, prostate, brain, spinal cord, heart, spleen, sternum
(bone and marrow), bladder, uterus, ovary, thyroid, thymus
and testis of the dogs were all examined pathologically to assess
the long-term toxicity, reversible toxicity and delayed toxicity
of CAO-GMS.

General effect on nervous system of rats
Thirty rats were randomly divided into 3 groups including highdose CAO-GMS group (CAO-GMS-H, 12 rats) receiving 10 mg/kg
CAO-GMS, low-dose CAO-GMS group (CAO-GMS-L, 10 rats)
receiving 5 mg/kg CAO-GMS, and blank control group (8 rats)
receiving 3.5 mL/kg CMC-Na (3 g/L, in equivalent volume). The
administration of the agents followed the procedures described
above. The general activities (posture and gait), salivation,
tremor or pupil changes of rats were recorded. Balance test of
rotarod model was performed on d 3, 5, 7 and 14, respectively,
in which the rats were put on a 90-cm-long rod 2.5 cm in diameter
to observe the dropping frequency. The rats dropping more
than 3 times were defined to have incoordination with nervous
system impairment.
General effect on respiratory and cardiovascular systems of dogs
Twenty-one mongrel dogs were randomly divided into 4 groups,
namely high-dose CAO-GMS group (CAO-GMS-H, 6 dogs
receiving 0.10 g CAO-GMS), low-dose CAO-GMS group (CAOGMS-L, 6 dogs receiving 0.03 CAO-GMS), CAO group (4 dogs
receiving 6.4 µL/kg CAO) and blank control group (5 dogs)
receiving 10 mL/kg CMC-Na (3 g/L, in equivalent volume).
Under anesthesia with pentobarbital, the blood pressure of the
dogs was measured with catheterization through the common
carotid artery (connected by Isotec blood pressure sensor).
Two-lead electrocardiogram and respiratory frequency were
also recorded. Thirty minutes later, the dogs were given
specified agents with the method described above. The
respiratory frequency, blood pressure and electrocardiogram
of the dogs before and 30, 60, 120, 180 min after administration
were measured using six-channel physiology recorder.
Statistical analysis
Data were expressed as mean±SD. The 50% lethal dose (LD50)
was calculated with Bliss method. The biochemical indices were
assessed by multiple ANOVA. Changes in blood pressure,
respiratory frequency and heart rate before and after administration
of the agents within the same group were assessed by paired
t test using SPSS 10.0 statistical software. The difference was
considered significant when P value was less than 0.05.
RESULTS
Acute toxicity in rats
All rats in CAO-GMS-4 group fell in a state of drowsiness with
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hair erection and died within 24 h after administration of the
agent. Death of the rats in CAO-GMS-3 group occurred 24-48 h
after the administration, with the survived rats exhibiting signs
of fatigue, hair erection, and emaciation accompanied by
reduced activity and anorexia; 2 rats developed ascites and
survived until d 14. The rats in CAO-GMS-2 group also showed
fatigue within the first 2 d after administration of the agent
but resumed normal condition on d 3. The rats in CAO-GMS1, blank control and CAO group did not show signs of
discomfort. The rats of GMS group exhibited changes similar
to those of CAO-GMS-4 group. LD50 of CAO-GMS embolization
via the hepatic artery was 17.19 mg/kg, with the 95% confidential
interval of 13.08-23.67 mg/kg (Table 1).
Compared with those of the blank control group, all the
dying rats of the CAO-GMS groups showed marked increase
in ALT, AST, T-BL, D-BL, BCr and BUN (Table 2), but none of
the survived rats showed marked changes in these indices
(Table 3).
The tissue samples of the rats in CAO-GMS and GMS groups
showed damage of hepatic tissues, as were mostly manifested
in CAO-GMS-3, 4 groups and GSM group. The rats in CAOGMS-3 and -4 groups were found to have hemorrhagic damage
in lung tissues and necrosis of renal tubules, indicating dosedependent damage of the kidney and lung by CAO-GMS. We
identified traces of the microspheres in a tissue sample of CAOGMS-2 group, suggesting that the toxic effects on kidney
tissues in CAO-GMS-1, -2, -3, -4 groups arose from improper
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embolization of the renal artery. The tissue samples from the
4 groups showed dose-independent damage of the spleen
tissues. Abnormal changes were not observed in vital organs
in blank control and CAO groups.
We found that CAO-GMS induced untoward responses and
death of the rats dose-dependently. Since the rats in blank
control and CAO groups showed no untoward response as
those in GMS group did, we presumed that GMS, instead of
CAO, caused renal and hepatic injuries. The most probable
cause of the renal damage might be undesired embolization of
the renal artery by GMS.

Long-term toxicity in Beagle dogs
The dogs of CAO-GMS-H, CAO-GMS-L and GMS groups
showed necrotic foci in the hepatic tissue with color attenuation
1-2 mm in diameter. The blank control group showed no marked
change in the color and texture of the hepatic tissue.
Figure 2 displays the pathological changes in hepatic tissues
of the dogs. Two dogs in CAO-GMS-H group exhibited whole
lobule coagulation necrosis in the hepatic tissue with total
destruction of the normal structures. The remaining hepatic
tissue exhibited extensive moderate cellular edema with
occasional cellular inflammatory edema in the necrotic region.
In a dog died during the experiment, whole lobule coagulation
necrosis was observed in the hepatic tissue, which was also
seen in two dogs sacrificed on d 30 with mild cellular edema in
the remaining hepatic tissue and destruction of normal structures.

Table 1 Deaths of the rats after administration of CAO-GMS
Group

Number
of rats

CAO-GMS-1
CAO-GMS-2
CAO-GMS-3
CAO-GMS-4
GMS
Blank control
CAO

Dosage
(mg/kg)

10
12
14
12
10
8
8

Number
of dead rats

Mortality
(%)

Peak time of death
occurrence (h)

0
4
8
12
7
0
0

0
33.33
57.14
100
71.42
0
0

24-48
24-48
<24
24-48
-

5
10
20
40
40
3.51
3.2

1

Measured in mL/kg.

Table 2 Changes in biochemical indices of the dying rats receiving CAO-GMS (mean±SD)
Group
CAO-GMS-1
CAO-GMS-2
CAO-GMS-3
CAO-GMS-4
GMS
Blank control
CAO

Nurmber
of rats
0
4
8
12
7
0
0

ALT
(U/L)
200±54 b
186±89 b
241±289 b
232±168 b
38±11
-

AST
(U/L)

T-BiL
(mmol/L)

805±533 b
700±522 b
715±614 b
685±503 b
278±114
-

12.0±5 b
12.4±8.6 b
15.0±19 b
13.8±9.6 b
4.5±1.3
-

D-BiL
(µmol/L)
46.0±90 b
59.0±88 b
78.0±162 b
54.0±126 b
3.2±1.6
-

BCr
(µmol/L)
50.0±34 b
49.0±43 b
58.0±43 b
52.0±36 b
38.7±3.5
-

BUN
(mmol/L)
20.0±12 a
20.0±14 a
22.0±13 a
20.0±13 a
8.6±11.8
-

a

P<0.05; bP<0.01 vs blank control.

Table 3 Changes in biochemical indices of survived rats receiving CAO-GMS (mean±SD)
Group
CAO-GMS-1
CAO-GMS-2
CAO-GMS-3
CAO-GMS-4
GMS
Blank control
CAO

Nurmber
of rats
10
8
6
0
3
8
8

ALT
(U/L)
37.7±5.5
39.2±7.7
39.0±10
46.0±6.5
38.0±11
36.0±7

AST
(U/L)
310±96
301±74
314±59
265±114
278±114
307±84

T-BiL
(mmol/L)

D-BiL
(µmmol/L)

BCr
(µmmol/L)

BUN
(mmol/L)

5.4±1.4
5.2±1.7
7.4±4.7
4.0±1.5
4.5±1.3
4.8±1.9

3.8±1.4
3.6±1.8
4.5±2.9
2.9±1.6
3.2±1.6
3.2±1.7

40.3±5.2
41.8±9.3
39.0±13
35.0±1.4
38.7±3.5
39.4±2.4

8.42±0.69
10.00±2.2
9.20±2.9
7.60±1.4
8.60±1.8
8.00±1.6
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Figure 2 Long-term toxicity of CAO-GMS on the liver of dogs. A: CAO-GMS-H group receiving 15 mg/kg CAO-GMS every 4 wk;
B: CAO-GMS-L group receiving 7.5 mg/kg CAO-GMS every 4 wk; C: GMS group receiving 15 mg/kg GMS every 4 wk; D: Blank
control group receiving 10 mL/kg saline every 4 wk.

Two dogs of CAO-GMS-L group developed extensive
moderate to severe hepatic cellular necrosis. The central region
of the liver lobules showed moderate cellular edema with fatty
degeneration and foci of coagulation necrosis, where
neutrophilic leukocyte infiltration could be seen. Two dogs
sacrificed on d 30 had extensive moderate cellular necrosis in
the hepatic tissue and small necrotic foci, with ruptured normal
structure.
In GMS group, two dogs were found to have whole lobular
coagulation necrosis in the hepatic tissue where normal
structure was disrupted. The other regions of the liver lobules
showed moderate cellular edema with lymphocyte infiltration
in the necrotic region. Two dogs sacrificed on d 30 exhibited
extensive mild cellular necrosis in the hepatic tissue and spotty
necrosis of the hepatic cells.
In the blank control group, mild cellular edema in the hepatic
tissue was found in 2 dogs, with disrupted normal structure.
Two dogs sacrificed on d 30 exhibited mild cellular necrosis in
the hepatic tissue.
Pathological examination of the other vital organs showed
no abnormal changes in the morphology of the kidney, lung,
adrenal, pancreas, stomach, duodenum, ileum, colon, prostate,
brain, spinal cord, heart, spleen, sternum (bone and marrow),
bladder, uterus, ovary, thyroid, thymus and testis.
The above results demonstrated that CAO-GMS infused
via the hepatic artery may cause irreversible ischemic necrosis

of the liver without visible damage on other organs. Delayed
toxic response was not evident. The toxic effects on liver were
identical with those observed in study of the acute toxicity.
Partly due to the super-selective catheterization technique
employed in this study, no improper embolization was found,
indicating the importance of the technique in the clinical
application for reducing complications.

Effects on nervous system of rats
The rats receiving 5 or 10 mg/kg CAO-GMS or 3 g/L CMC-Na
showed emaciation, reduced activity and anorexia in the first 2
postoperative days, but resumed normal conditions on d 3,
probably due to operative injury. No pupil abnormality or tremor
was observed. All rats dropped less than 3 times in the balance
test of rotarod model, indicating that CAO-GMS did not affect
the balancing ability of the rats.
Effects on respiratory and cardiovascular systems of dogs
The effects of CAO-GMS on respiratory frequency, blood
pressure and heart rate are shown in Table 4. CAO infused via
the hepatic artery produced no marked effects on blood pressure
and heart rate of the dogs (P>0.05). The respiratory frequency
of the dogs within 3 h after administration of the agent was lowered,
but not statistically (P>0.05 vs indices before embolization).
CAO-GMS or blank GMS produced no marked effects on
blood pressure and heart rate of the dogs (P>0.05, Tables 5, 6).

Table 4 Changes in respiration, rates blood pressure and ECG in dogs at different time points after CAO (6.4 µL/kg) interventional
therapy (mean±SD)
Blood pressure (mmHg)
Time point

Nurmber of rats Respiration frequency
(breath/min)

Heart rate (beat/min)
Systolic

Diastolic

Preoperation

4

17.0±10.2

198.5±38.4

147.8±8.2

116.0±11.5

30 min postoperative

4

15.0±7.0

193.5±36.1

141.5±8.2

114.8±9.7

60 min postoperative

4

16.0±8.5

189.3±27.1

140.5±8.9

115.8±9.3

120 min postoperative

4

17.8±9.5

190.5±23.6

141.5±3.3

117.0±5.0

180 min postoperative

4

13.8±6.0

189.0±28.4

143.5±5.8

119.0±6.3
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Table 5 Changes in respiration, blood pressure and ECG in dogs at different time points after CAO-GMS interventional therapy
(mean±SD)
Blood pressure (mmHg)
Time point
Preoperation
30 min postoperative
60 min postoperative
120 min postoperative
180 min postoperative

Dosage

Number of rats

Respiration frequency
(/min)

Heart rate
(/min)

Systolic

Diastolic

0.10

6

19.0±5.2

219.0±22.7

142.5±9.0

112.7±9.1

0.03

6

13.5±4.9

196.0±28.5

144.7±12.2

116.2±9.8

0.10

6

20.5±6.7

214.7±19.1

142.7±7.3

113.0±8.6

0.03

6

14.0±4.9

198.3±17.7

146.3±11.3

118.8±12.6
113.5±8.1

0.10

6

19.7±7.7

211.5±18.7

142.3±6.4

0.03

6

12.3±3.4

194.0±16.6

144.0±10.7

119.2±13.6

0.10

6

19.5±7.8

211.7±25.0

142.3±10.0

114.0±10.7

0.03

6

15.3±5.5

193.7±20.2

145.0±9.1

118.8±9.2

0.10

6

20.3±8.9

209.3±30.2

141.5±12.3

114.5±13.1

0.03

6

16.8±6.8

193.7±21.6

143.8±9.5

119.2±9.5

Table 6 Changes in respiration, blood pressure and ECG in dogs at different time points after GMS (0.1 g) interventional therapy
(mean±SD)
Blood pressure (mmHg)
Time point
Preoperation
30 min postoperative
60 min postoperative
120 min postoperative
180 min postoperative

Number of rats
5
5
5
5
5

Respiration frequency
(/min)

Heart rate
(/min)

Systolic

Diastolic

20.4±6.2
18.0±5.8
18.2±5.8
17.4±3.8
18.0±4.1

186.6±28.3
178.2±28.6
179.0±29.2
183.8±34.1
180.0±37.5

133.4±16.0
139.8±20.0
143.8±20.7
146.0±17.7
142.6±20.0

109.4±16.9
116.0±14.9
117.2±17.4
121.0±18.9
116.8±19.7

The respiratory frequency of the dogs within 3 h after the
administration was lowered, but not significantly (P>0.05 vs
indices before embolization).

Effects on respiratory blood pressure and heart rate graphs
The recorded graphical data also indicated the same results
(Figure 3) as above.
A

B
1
2
3

C

D
1
2
3

Figure 3 Effects of CAO-GMS infused via the hepatic artery on
respiration, blood pressure and heart rate of dogs. A: Blank
control group (with 3 g/L CMC-Na, 10 mL/kg); B: CAO-GMS
group (with CAO-GMS, 0.1 g); C: CAO-GMS group (with CAOGMS, 0.03 g); D: CAO group (with CAO, 6.4 µL/kg); 1: Before
administration; 2: 60 min after administration; 3: 180 min after
administration.

DISCUSSION
Transarterial chemoembolization (TACE) is most commonly
adopted for palliative treatments in patients with hepatocellular
carcinoma (HCC)[32,33], but the shrinkage of neoplasm comes at
the price of sacrificing the hepatic function and in the longterm effects, it does not significantly differ from conservative
therapy[34]. Improvement in the operative technique and in the
agents used for interventional therapy is therefore much desired
to produce better anti-tumor effect with low toxicity and liver

protection. By producing CAO-GMS, we take full advantage of
CAO of its anti-tumor, immune-enhancing effects with lowtoxicity[12-26]. To enhance the effect of embolizing the trophic
vessels for hepatoma, CAO was coupled with biodegradable
microsphere (50-100 µm in diameter).
Previous studies demonstrated that CAO-GMS exhibited
marked inhibitory effects on transplanted liver cancer in rats,
which were attributed to the blocking of trophic vessels of the
hepatoma by the microspheres and the therapeutic effects of
CAO released slowly from the degraded microspheres[27-30].
In this study, CAO-GMS was not found to affect respiration,
blood pressure and heart rate, etc., nor did it elicit acute or
long-term toxic response, but at high doses, CAO-GMS
embolization via the hepatic artery might induce significant
increase in AST and ALT as well as irreversible ischemic necrosis
of the liver. This was a sign of hyperreactive acute liver injury, as
was similar to the clinical effect of other chemotherapeutic
microspheres at high doses[35,36], and predominantly responsible
for its untoward, or even lethal effects.
CAO-GMS or blank GMS administered via the hepatic artery
in normal animals caused embolization in the kidney and
untargeted liver lobes, leading to the death of animals, which,
however, did not happen with CAO or saline. This result
indicates that CAO alone normally does not induce the adverse
effects, which arise from undesired embolization of CAO-GMS
as with other chemotherapeutic microspheres[36,37]. Based on
these facts, we concluded that the most probable reason for
the acute hyperreactive response was the sudden accumulative
embolization in the liver or undesired embolization as in the
renal artery.
The dose adopted for embolization and the operation
technique are crucial for clinical application of CAO-GMS. Most
researchers preferred the use of computed tomography (CT) to
determine individualized dosage rather than a conventionally
fixed dosage, along with super-selective catheterization techniques
to reduce reflux embolization of the microspheres. These
techniques were believed to enhance the safety of the CAO-
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GMS interventional therapy.
In general, the results of this study demonstrated that CAOGMS is fairly safe for interventional therapy but individual
difference should be fully considered in its clinical application.
Clinicians are advised to determine the embolization dosage
and interventional method individually to avoid the undesired
embolization caused by the microspheres. We propose the use
of superselective catheterization technique to precisely block
the trophic artery of the hepatoma, and the exact dosage of
CAO-GMS should be determined according to the size, location
and trophic vessels of the tumors to prevent undesired
embolization or complications after the interventional therapy.
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Abstract
AIM: To investigate the effect of histone acetylation on
regulation of p21WAF1 gene expression in human colon cancer
cell lines.
METHODS: Two cell lines, Colo-320 and SW1116 were
treated with either trichostatin or sodium butyrate.
Expressions of p21WAF1 mRNA and protein were detected
by real-time RT-PCR and Western blotting, respectively.
Acetylation of two regions of p21 WAF1 gene-associated
histones and total cellular histones were examined by
chromatin immunoprecipitation assay and Western blotting.
RESULTS: Trichostatin or sodium butyrate re-activated
p21 WAF1 transcription resulted in up-regulated p21 WAF1
protein level in colon cancer cell lines. Those effects were
accompanied by an accumulation of acetylated histones in
total cellular chromatin and p21WAF1 gene-associated region
of chromatin.
CONCLUSION: Histone acetylation regulates p21 WAF1
expression in human colon cancer cell lines, Colo-320 and
SW1116.
Chen YX, Fang JY, Zhu HY, Lu R, Cheng ZH, Qiu DK. Histone
acetylation regulates p21WAF1 expression in human colon cancer
cell lines. World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(18): 2643-2646
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INTRODUCTION
Cell cycle progression is controlled by various cyclin-dependent
kinases (CDKs), whose activation is carefully regulated at
multiple levels including the induction and degradation of
cyclin protein, CDKs phosphorylation by cyclin-activating
kinase, and the induction of CDK inhibitors (CDKIs)[1]. CDKI
p21WAF1 was first cloned and characterized as an important
effector that acts to inhibit CDK activity in p53 mediated cell
cycle arrest in response to various agents[2]. Increased expression
of p21WAF1 may play a crucial role in the G1/S phase arrest
induced in transformed cells, and may prevent the progression
of neoplasia[3].

Histone acetylation is emerging as a major regulatory
mechanism thought to modulate gene expression by altering
the accessibility of transcription factors to DNA and recent
studies suggest that these alterations may also be important in
the process of neoplasia formation[4]. The level of histone
acetylation depends on the activity of histone acetyltransferases
(HATs) and histone deacetylases (HDACs). An important
approach that has been used to study the function of chromatin
acetylation is the use of specific inhibitors of HDAC.
Trichostatin A[5,6] (TSA, a hybrid polar compound of specific
inhibitor) and sodium butyrate[4] (a short chain fatty acid
produced in human colon by bacterial fermentation of
carbohydrate) were reported to inhibit HDAC activity.
Previously it was revealed that acetylation of gene-associated
histone or total cellular histone alone regulated p21WAF1 expression
in colon cancer cell lines[7,8]. We have shown[9] that TSA or
sodium butyrate induced G1 phase cell cycle arrest was linked
to increased expression of p21WAF1. However, little is known
about the regulation of acetylation of both gene-associated
histone and total cellular histone on p21WAF1 expression in human
colon cancer. It is as yet not clear about the effect of histone
acetylation on p21WAF1 protein in Colo-320 and SW1116 cell
lines. Therefore, in the present study, we further investigated
whether TSA and sodium butyrate induced overexpression of
p21WAF1 resulted from hyperacetylation of gene-associated
histones and histones in total cellular chromatin in two human
colon cancer cell lines, Colo-320 and SW1116.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cell culture
Human colon cancer-derived cell lines Colo-320 and SW1116
were obtained from Shanghai Institute of Biochemistry and
Cell Biology, SIBS, China and Shanghai Second Medical
University Ruijin Hospital, respectively. Colo-320 and SW1116
cells were maintained in RPMI 1640 supplemented with
100 mL/L heat-inactivated fetal bovine serum, 2 mmol/L
L-glutamine, 100 U/mL penicillin and 100 µg/mL streptomycin
at 37 °C in a 50 mL/L CO2 incubator.
Treatment of cells with TSA or sodium butyrate
Colon cancer cell lines were exposed to 1 µmol/L TSA or 5 mmol/L
sodium butyrate (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) alone for 24 h, as
described by Siavoshian et al.[10]. The control cultures were
treated simultaneously with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS)
or alcohol (control for TSA treatment, because TSA can only
be dissolved in alcohol).
Western blotting of acetylated histones and p21WAF1
Colo-320 cells were cultured as described below with or without
treatment. Cells were recovered by centrifugation, washed twice
with ice-cold PBS, and resuspended for lysis in 1 mL buffer A
(10 mmol/L HEPES, pH 7.4, 10 mmol/L KCl, 1.5 mmol/L MgCl2,
0.5 mmol/L DTT, 0.2 mmol/L PMSF, 1 µg/mL protease inhibitors,
0.25 g/L NP40) for 15 min with rotation at 4 °C and the nuclear
pellet was resuspended in 100 µL buffer B ( 20 mmol/L HEPES,
pH 7.4, 420 mmol/L NaCl, 1.5 mmol/L MgCl2, 0.2 mmol/L EDTA,
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250 mL/L glycerol, 0.5 mmol/L DTT, 0.2 mmol/L PMSF, 1 µg/mL
protease inhibitors ) for 30 min, then the soluble nuclear protein
was collected by centrifugation. Fifty µg (for acetylated histone
H3 and H4) or 150 µg (for p21WAF1 protein) of nuclear extracts
was boiled in loading buffer (125 mmol/L Tris-HCl, pH 6.8,
40 g/L SDS, 200 g/L glycerol, 0.05 g/L bromphenol blue) for
5 min and then loaded onto a 150 g/L SDS-polyacrylamide gel.
After electrophoresis, proteins were transferred onto nitrocellulose
membrane (0.45 µm). The following antibodies were used: rabbit
polyclonal antibody against acetylated histone H3 or H4
(Upstate Biotechnology, Lake Placid, NY) and goat polyclonal
antibody against p21WAF1 (C19, Santa Cruz, California). The
bindings of antibodies were detected using ECL-system
(Amersham Pharmacia Biotech, Piscataway, NJ, USA) and
membranes were then exposed to Kodak BioMax film for 1 min.
Antibody against β-actin (Sigma) in Western blot was used as
a control for protein concentration.

Real-time RT-PCR for p21WAF1 mRNA
mRNA level of p21 WAF1 was measured using a real-time
quantitative PCR system. Total RNA samples from SW1116
and Colo-320 cells with or without treatment were prepared by
TriZol Reagent. Gene-specific TaqMan probes and PCR primers
were designed using Primer Express software (PE Biosystems,
Foster City, CA). The sequence for forward and reverse primers
and the probe are shown in Table 1. Triplicate PCR reactions
were prepared for each cDNA sample. PCR consisted of 40 cycles
of 95 °C denaturation (15 s) and 60 °C annealing/extension (60 s).
Thermal cycling and fluorescent monitoring were performed
using an ABI 7 700 sequence analyzer (PE Biosystems). The
point at which the PCR product is first detected above a fixed
threshold, termed cycle threshold (Ct), was determined for each
sample, and the average Ct of triplicate samples was calculated.
To determine the quantity of gene-specific transcripts present
in treated cells cDNA relative to untreated cells, their respective
Ct values were first normalized by subtracting the Ct value
obtained from the β-actin control (Ct = Ct FAM-Ct VIC). The
concentration of gene-specific mRNA in treated cells relative
to untreated cells was calculated by subtracting the normalized
Ct values obtained with untreated cells from those obtained
with treated samples (Ct = Ct of treated cells-DCt of
untreated cells), and the relative concentration was determined
(2-Ct). Altered mRNA expression was defined as 3-fold
difference in the expression level in cells after the treatment
relative to that before treatment[11].
Chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) assay
A ChIP assay kit from Upstate Biotechnology was used

according to the manufacturer’s protocol and Richon’s report[12].
Colo-320 cells that were either treated with 1 µmol/L TSA or
5 mmol/L sodium butyrate for 24 h or untreated were plated at
a density of 10×106 /T25 flask. Formaldehyde was then added
to the cells to a final concentration of 10 g/L, and the cells were
incubated at 37 °C for 10 min. The medium was removed, and
the cells were suspended in 1 mL of ice-cold PBS containing
protease inhibitors [1 mmol/L phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride
(PMSF), 1 µg/mL aprotinin and 1 µg/mL pepstatin A, Boehringer
Mannheim]. Cells were pelleted, resuspended in 0.2 mL of SDS
lysis buffer, and incubated on ice for 10 min. Lysates were
sonicated. The majority of DNAs ranged from 200 bp to 1 000 bp.
Debris was removed from samples by centrifugation for 10 min
at 15 000 g at 4 °C in a microcentrifuge. An aliquot of the
chromatin preparation (200 µL) was set aside and designated
as the input. Supernatants were 10-fold diluted in ChIP dilution
buffer containing the protease inhibitors as above, and 80 µL
of a salmon sperm DNA/protein A-agarose beads was added
and incubated for 30 min at 4 °C with rocking. Beads were pelleted
by centrifugation, and supernatants were placed in tubes with
10 µg of antibody against acetylated histone H3 or H4, or normal
rabbit IgG, and incubated overnight at 4 °C with rotation. Salmon
sperm DNA/Protein A-agarose beads (60 µL) was added, and
samples were rocked for 1 h at 4 °C. Protein A complexes were
centrifuged and washed 5 times for 5 min each with low salt
buffer, high salt buffer, LiCl buffer and TE buffer, respectively.
Immune complexes were eluted twice with 250 µL of elution
buffer (10 g/L SDS/0.1 mol/L NaHCO3) for 15 min at room
temperature. NaCl (5 mol/L, 20 µL) was added to the combined
eluate, and the samples were incubated at 65 °C for 4 h. EDTA,
Tris-HCl, pH 6.5, and proteinase K were then added to the
samples at a final concentration of 10 mmol/L, 40 mmol/L, and
0.04 µg/µL, respectively, and the samples were incubated at 45 °C
for 1 h. Immunoprecipitated DNA (both immunoprecipitation
samples and input) was recovered by phenol/chloroform
extraction and ethanol precipitation and analyzed by PCR.
p21WAF1-specific primers were used to carry out PCR. Sequences
of two sets of primers for p21WAF1 PCR and PCR condition are
shown in Table 2. The first set primer was used to amplify -576
to -293 and the second set primer was used to amplify -51 to +77 of
p21WAF1 promoter and exon 1, which contained the transcription
factor E2A binding sites.

RESULTS
HDAC inhibitors resulted in accumulation of acetylated core
histones H3 and H4
Western blotting showed that before incubation with TSA or

Table 1 Sequence of primers and probes for real-time PCR
Gene
p21

WAF1

β-actin

Primer (forward) (5’ 3’)
CTG GAG ACT CTC
AGG GTC GAA
CTG GCA CCC AGC
ACA ATG

Primer (reverse) (5’ 3’)
GGA TTA GGG CTT
CCT CTT GGA
GGA CAG CGA
GGC CAG GAT

Probe

GenBank accession number

ACG GCG GCA GAC
CAG CAT GA
ATC ATT GCT
CCT CCT GAG

NM_078467
BC016045

Table 2 Sequence of primers and program of PCR for ChIPs
Primers
γ-actin
p21WAF1 (P1)
p21WAF1 (P2)

Sense
(5’ 3’)
GGA CCT GGC
TGG CCG GGA CC
CGT GGT GGT GGT
GAG CTA GA
GGT TGT ATA
TCA GGG CCG

Antisense
(5’ 3’)
GTG GCC ATC TCC
TGC TCG AA
CTG TCT GCA
CCT TCG CTC CT
CTC TCA CCT CCT
CTG AGT GC

Size of product and
PCR condition
153 bp 95 °C 5 min 95 °C 1 min,
56 °C 1 min, 72 °C 1 min, 35 cycles
296 bp 95 °C 5 min 95 °C 1 min,
58 °C 1 min, 72 °C 1 min, 35 cycles
128 bp 95 °C 5 min 95 °C 1 min,
58 °C 1 min, 72 °C 1 min, 35 cycles

GenBank accession
number

U24170
U24170
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Relative concentration
of p21WAF1 (2-Ct)

sodium butyrate, the levels of acetylated H3 and H4 in colo-320
cells were low. Incubation with HDAC inhibitors resulted in
the accumulation of acetylated histones H3 and H4 (Figure 1).
30
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SW1 116
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Figure 1 Western blotting of acetylated histones H3, H4 and
p21WAF1 protein in Colo-320 cells. Lane 1: Control (PBS); lane
2: Control (alcohol); lane 3: TSA 1 µmol/L, 24 h; lane 4: NaBu
5 mmol/L, 24 h.

Either TSA or sodium butyrate induced re-expression of p21WAF1
mRNA and protein
To understand the change of p21WAF1 expression level following
HDAC inhibitors treatment, we examined accumulation of mRNA
and protein by RT-PCR and Western blotting. As shown in
Figures 1 and 2, p21WAF1 mRNA and protein were activated
after treatment of TSA and sodium butyrate. In addition, Colo320 cells had an initial increase in p21WAF1 expression to a higher
level than that in SW1116 cells.
1

2

3

4
Actin

Acetylated histone H3

Acetylated histone H4

p21WAF1 protein

Figure 2 RT-PCR showed either TSA or sodium butyrate
induced overexpression of p21WAF1 mRNA in human colon
cancer cell lines Colo-320 and SW1116. Lane 1: Control (PBS);
lane 2: Control (alcohol); lane 3: TSA 1 µmol/L, 24 h; lane 4:
NaBu 5 mmol/L, 24 h.

A

M 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

B

C

Drugs

IP.DNA/Input DNA

TSA
1st set primers fold increase
Anti-H3
1.80
Anti-H4
2.17

NaBu
2.01
2.53

Figure 3 HDAC inhibitors induced accumulation of acetylated histones H3 and H4 in chromatin associated with p21WAF1

2645

gene. A: PCR products for the 1st set primer of p21WAF1; B: PCR
products for the 2nd set primer of p21WAF1; C: The figure in A
and B was scanned and quantified by using IMAGE analysis
software. The ratio between input DNA and precipitated DNA
was calculated for each treatment and primer set. The increase
after treatment with either TSA or sodium butyrate was calculated from indicated ratios. PCR products of the 2 nd primer
were not visualized on agarose gel before treatment with
HDAC inhibitor, so it could not be calculated. Input DNA,
lanes 1-4: Soluble chromatin was immunoprecipitated with
antiacetylated histone H3 antibody; lanes 5-8: Soluble chromatin was immunoprecipitated with antiacetylated histone
H4 antibody; lanes 9-12: Normal rabbit serum as negative
control; lanes 13-16, 1, 5, 9, 13: PBS control; lanes 2, 6, 10, 14:
Alcohol control; lanes 3, 7, 11, 15: TSA 1 µmol/L, 24 h; lanes 4,
8, 12, 16: NaBu 5 mmol/L, 24 h.

p21WAF1 gene-associated histone H3 was hyperacetylated in
colon cancer cells treated with TSA or sodium butyrate
To determine whether histone acetylation reflected p21WAF1
transcription and the functional interaction between p21WAF1
and TSA or sodium butyrate treatment, ChIPs-PCR was
performed. As shown in Figure 3, the densities of bands of
p21WAF1 gene-associated acetylated histones H4 and H3 were
higher in chromatin extracted from Colo-320 cells treated with
either TSA or sodium butyrate than that from cells mock treated,
either the first or the second set PCR primer.
Taken together, TSA or sodium butyrate activated the
transcription of p21WAF1 through acetylation of histones H4- and
H3-associated p21WAF1 promoter.
DISCUSSION
Several lines of evidence suggest that histone acetylation plays
a role in transcriptional regulation, probably by altering chromatin
structure[13]. Acetylation of core nucleosomal histones is
regulated by the opposing activities of HATs and HDACs. The
latter catalyze the removal of an acetyl group from the ε-amino
group of lysine side chains of histones H2A, H2B, H3 and
H4, thereby reconstituting the positive charge in lysine.
Transcriptionally silent chromatin is composed of nucleosomes
in which the histones have low levels of acetylation of lysine
residues at their amino-terminal tails[14,15]. Acetylation of histone
neutralizes the positive charge in lysine residues and disrupts
nucleosome structure, allowing unfolding of the associated
DNA, access by transcription factors, and changes in gene
expression. Chromatin fractions enriched in actively transcribed
genes are also enriched in the more highly acetylated isoforms
of the core histones[16]. HDAC inhibitors appear to be selective
with regard to the genes whose expression is altered[17].
Total cellular histone acetylation is also involved in the
regulation of gene expression. Several studies[18] indicated that
the effect of HDAC inhibitors on gene transcription was
associated with an increased accumulation of acetylated
histones H3 and H4 in total cellular chromatin. However, Lee’s
group[19] showed an accumulation of acetylated histones H3
and H4 in total cellular chromatin after treatment with HDAC
inhibitor (MS-275), but no change in the level of histone
acetylation in chromatin-associated TGF-β I receptor gene.
Therefore, we wanted to know whether HDAC inhibitor affected
the acetylation level of histones in both gene-associated and
total cellular chromatin. The data from ChIP and Western
blotting suggested that p21WAF1 transcription was dependent
upon acetylation at the level of chromatin, since the level of
p21WAF1 promoter amplified from acetylated histone H3- or H4associated chromatin was greater in chromatin isolated from
HDAC inhibitor-treated cells than that from untreated cells.
Accumulation of acetylated p21 WAF1-assocaited histones
induced by HDAC inhibitors was higher than that in total
cellular chromatin, although there was accumulation of
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acetylated histones H3 and H4 in total cellular chromatin.
It is noteworthy that, the level of acetylated histones H3
and H4 at the domain containing the transcriptional start site in
p21WAF1 promoter and the binding sites of E2A was significantly
higher than that at another domain or total cellular chromatin
analyzed. The result of our observations suggested that p21WAF1
expression could be activated by histone acetylation of its
transcription start domain in promoter. Therefore, a possible
mechanism involved the binding of transcription factor E2A to
p21WAF1 promoter at transcription start site of acetylated p21WAF1
gene-associated histones H3 and H4, and the enhancement of
p21WAF1 gene transcription. It is known that histone acetylation
can be targeted to specific promoters by gene-specific activator.
E2A transcription factor belongs to the basic helix-loop-helix
family of proteins[20], which contains a conserved basic region
responsible for DNA binding and a helix-loop-helix domain for
dimerization[21]. E2A binds p21WAF1 at the domain nearby TATA
box in the promoter. TATA box-independent transcription of
the p21WAF1 promoter has been previously reported[22]. The
proximal p21WAF1 promoter contains a TATA box[23]. Some
reports indicated that p21WAF1 was up-regulated by E2A binding
to HTLV-1-infected T cells[20]. Moreover, overexpression of E2A
proteins, such as E47 has been shown to induce p21 WAF1
promoter activity independent of p53 binding sites[24,25].
Also, we showed that the levels of p21WAF1 mRNA and protein
in colon cancer cells were very low, even difficult to detect
before treatment. In Colo-320, p21WAF1 mRNA was increased by
27.1-fold and 17.15-fold after 1 µmol/L TSA and 5 mmol/L sodium
butyrate treatment, respectively. Accordingly, the protein level
of p21WAF1 was elevated. Similar effects were shown in SW1116
cells (data not shown). Our data about TSA or sodium butyrate
inducing p21WAF1 mRNA and protein expression are consistent
with previous reports[12].
In summary, this study demonstrated that HDAC inhibitor,
TSA or sodium butyrate, activated the expressions of p21WAF1
mRNA and protein, and this increased expression was
associated with an accumulation of acetylated histones in total
cellular chromatin and the chromatin of p21WAF1 gene in these
two colon cancer cell lines. It has been shown that p21WAF1
expression is reduced in adenomas and colorectal carcinomas.
Our observations support the claim for the therapeutic potential
of HDAC inhibitors in the treatment of colorectal carcinoma,
because there is probably no mutation of the p21WAF1 gene in
colorectal cancer.
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Abstract
AIM: Hereditary nonpolyposis colorectal cancer (HNPCC)
is an autosomal dominantly- inherited cancer-susceptibility
syndrome that confers an increased risk for colorectal
cancer and a variety of other tumors at a young age. It has
been associated with germline mutations in five mismatch
repair (MMR) genes (hMSH2, hMLH1, hPMS1, hPMS2, and
hMSH6/GTBP). The great majority of germline mutations
were found in hMSH2 and hMLH1. The purpose of this
study was to analyze the clinical features of Chinese HNPCC
patients and to screen hMSH2 and hMLH1 gene mutations.
METHODS: Twenty-eight independent Chinese families
were collected, of which 15 met Amsterdam criteria I and
13 met the Japanese clinical diagnosis criteria. The data
were recorded including sex, site of colorectal cancer (CRC),
age of diagnosis, history of synchronous and/or
metachronous CRC, instance of extracolonic cancers, and
histopathology of tumors. Peripheral blood samples were
collected from all pedigrees after formal written consents
were signed. PCR and denaturing high-performance liquid
chromatography (DHPLC) were used to screen the coding
regions of hMSH2 and hMLH1 genes. The samples showing
abnormal DHPLC profiles were sequenced by a 377 DNA
sequencer.
RESULTS: One hundred and seventy malignant neoplasms
were found in one hundred and twenty-six patients (multiple
cancer in twenty-three), including one hundred and twentyseven CRCs, fifteen gastric, seven endometrial, and five
esophageal cancers. Seventy-seven point eight percent of
the patients had CRCs, sharing the features of early
occurrence (average age of onset, 45.9 years) and of the
right-sided predominance reported in the literature. In
Chinese HNPCC patients, gastric cancer occurred more
frequently, accounting for 11.9% of all cancers patients
and ranking second in the spectrum of HNPCC predisposing
cancers. Synchronous CRCs occurred less frequently, only
accounting for 3.1% of the total CRCs. Twenty percent of
the colorectal patients had metachronous CRCs within
10 years after operation. Eight hMSH2 or hMLH1 gene
sequence variations were found in twelve families, including
the first Mongolian kindred with a hMSH2 gene mutation.
CONCLUSION: HNPCC is characterized by an early-age

onset, proximal predominance of CRC, multiple metachronous
CRCs, and an excess of extra-colonic cancers. Frequent
gastric cancer occurrence and less synchronous CRCs are
the remarkable features in Chinese HNPCC patients. DHPLC
is a powerful tool in hMSH2 and hMLH1 gene mutation
screening. hMLH1 gene mutations, especially of the first
nine exons, have been found more common than hMSH2
gene mutations in Chinese patients. Three of seven
mutations have been found to be novel, and the germline
G204X nonsense mutation in the third exon of hMSH2 has
become the first MMR gene mutation found in Chinese
Mongolian people.
Liu SR, Zhao B, Wang ZJ, Wan YL, Huang YT. Clinical features
and mismatch repair gene mutation screening in Chinese
patients with hereditary nonpolyposis colorectal carcinoma.
World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(18): 2647-2651
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INTRODUCTION
Hereditary nonpolyposis colorectal cancer (HNPCC, or Lynch
syndrome) is an autosomal dominantly-inherited cancersusceptibility syndrome. It is estimated that HNPCC may
account for 5-10% of the total colorectal cancers (CRC)
worldwide[1]. In Western countries, patients inheriting this
predisposition are at a particularly high risk of developing CRC
and endometrial cancer at a young age, and also at an increased
risk of developing various other types of tumors, such as
ovarian, uroepithelial, small intestine, biliary tract, stomach,
brain, and skin cancers[2]. Five mismatch repair (MMR) genes
(hMSH2, hMLH1, hPMS1, hPMS2, and hMSH6/GTBP[3-8])
have been known to be involved in this cancer susceptibility.
Currently, more than 300 different mutations have been
described in these genes, which account for approximately 500
HNPCC kindreds in the world[9]. hMSH2 and hMLH1 germline
mutations were found to be responsible for more than 90% of
the HNPCC families[10] (http://www.nfdht.nl/). Therefore,
identification of the mutational incidence and spectrum of
hMSH2 and hMLH1 genes is important. Identifying the clinical
features of HNPCC in China, which might have some differences
from those reported in Western countries, will facilitate its
diagnosis and treatment. We described the clinical features
and the results of mutation screening of both hMSH2 and
hMLH1 genes in 28 HNPCC families registered in our hospital.
We think that Chinese HNPCC patients have some unique clinic
features and MMR gene defects.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Clinical Data
Subjects were selected from 28 independent Chinese families
from January 1992 to August 2003. Among these families, 15 met
the Amsterdam criteria I[11]. The criteria were as follows: (1)
Three or more relatives had histologically-verified CRC, one of
them was a first degree relative to the other two relatives; (2) At
least two successive generations were affected; (3) One or
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more CRC cases were diagnosed under 50 years of age; and
(4) Familial polyposis of the colon was excluded. The
Japanese clinical diagnosis criteria for HNPCC[12] were used
for the other 13 highly-suspected families that did not fully
meet the Amsterdam criteria I. Families that met the following
A or B were also clinically diagnosed as having HNPCC: A:
a case with three or more CRCs within the first-degree
relatives; B: a case with two or more CRCs within the firstdegree relatives meeting one of the following criteria: age at
onset of CRCs being under 50 years, right colon involvement,
synchronous or metachronous multiple CRCs, or associated
with synchronous or metachronous extracolorectal
malignancies.
Detailed family and medical histories were obtained through
interview with the proband, and a home visit to extended family
members and an extensive review of medical records if available.
Peripheral blood samples were collected from all participants
after formal written consents were signed.
Eligible HNPCC families were registered and family members
were followed up intensively. All patients were reviewed by
telephone or outpatient visit at regular intervals. Data
concerning sex, site of CRC, age of diagnosis, history of
synchronous and/or metachronous CRC, instance of
extracolonic cancers, and histopathology of tumors were
documented and thoroughly verified.

DNA extraction and PCR amplification
Genomic DNA was isolated from peripheral blood lymphocytes
according to the salting-out procedure[13]. The entire hMLH1
and hMSH2 coding region and the splice junctions were
amplified by PCR according to Weber methods[14] with minor
modifications.
DHPLC analysis
DHPLC analysis was performed on a Transgenomic WAVE
system (Transgenomic Inc.) identical with that described
previously[15]. Briefly, PCR products (25 µL) were denatured
for 5 min at 95 °C and then gradually reannealed by decreasing
sample temperature from 95 °C to 45 °C over a period of 30 min
to form homo- and/or heteroduplexes. Crude PCR product (7-10 µL)
was loaded on the DHPLC column and eluted with a linear
acetonitrile gradient at a flow rate of 0.9 mL/min. Gradient
parameters were determined based on size and G-C content of
the amplicon. Generally, an analysis took approximately 7 min,
including column regeneration and re-equilibration to starting
conditions. The column mobile phase consisted of a mixture of
0.1 mol/L triethylammonium acetate pH 7.0 (TEAA) with (buffer
B) or without (buffer A) 250 mL/L acetonitrile. The temperature
for heteroduplex analysis was primarily established by using
the DHPLC melting algorithm WAVE MakerTM of the WAVETM
instrument. The final temperature and denaturing condition for
optimal resolution of homoduplexes and heteroduplexes of each
fragment were experimentally determined.

DNA sequencing
PCR products displaying a double DHPLC peak indicating
existence of heteroduplex were purified with micron
microconcentrator filters (Amicon, Beverly, MA) to remove
unwanted reagents from the PCR reaction and to concentrate
the final products, which were then sequenced by a 377DNA
sequencer. All mutations were sequenced in both directions
and confirmed in other family members.
RESULTS
Statistics on patients and tumors
A total of 28 kindreds were studied, all of them met the Japanese
clinical diagnosis criteria and 15 of them met the Amsterdam I
criteria. There were 9 Lynch syndrome I families, in which only
colorectal cancers were found, and 19 Lynch syndrome II
families, which were characterized by concurrent extracolonic
malignancies.
One hundred and seventy malignant neoplasms were found
in 126 patients (multiple cancer in twenty-three), including
127 CRCs; 15 gastric, 7 endometrial, 5 esophageal, 2 skin, 2
pancreatic, 2 lung, 1 breast, 1 cervical, 1 ovarian, 1 hepatic,
and 1 biliary cancers; 1 gastric leiomyosarcoma, 1 liposarcoma,
1 bone sarcoma, 1 leukemia, and 1 brain glioblastoma. In the
present group, 77.8% of the patients had CRCs and 74.7% of
the cancers were colorectal ones. There were 45 metachronous
CRCs and 4 synchronous CRCs, accounting for 35.4% and
3.1% of the total CRCs, respectively. Right-sided colon
cancers constituted 52.9% of the total tumors, and 70.9% of
CRCs. Individuals suffering from gastric cancer amounted to
11.9% of total patients.
The average age of malignant neoplasm onset in all the
patients was 47.0 years and the ratio of males to females was
1.2:1. Individuals developed CRCs at an average age of 45.9 years.
Sixty-two point seven percent of colorectal tumors developed
under 50 years of age, 33.3% under 40 years of age and less
than 4% occurred above the age of 70 years. In the 28 pedigrees,
the average age of tumor occurrence in the first, second, third,
and fourth degree was 59.6, 50.0, 44.0, and 31.8 years, respectively.
Eighty-five percent of the patients received radical operations.
The remaining patients received chemotherapy, irradiation, and
traditional Chinese medicine treatment. Twenty percent of
colorectal patients had metachronous CRCs within 10 years
after the first operation and required re-operations.
hMSH2 and hMLH1 mutation results
Thirteen double peak profiles displayed in DHPLC were found
among 28 probands of all the pedigrees. Finally, 12 probands
were identified with a varying DNA sequence by sequencing, of
which 7 developed different mutations and 5 had the same hMSH2
polymorphism (Table1 and Figure1). We also examined the relatives
of affected probands for the same mutations, and found that cancers
and mutations were co-segregated in all affected pedigees.

Table 1 hMSH2/hMLH1 gene sequence variations identified by sequencing
Sample No.
23

1

Gene/Exon

Point of mutation
2

Reported previously by

hMSH2/3

g. 610G>T,GGA

G204X, Truncated protein (nonsense mutation)

None

10,12,15,16,28

hMSH2/10

g.1661+12A>G

In intron, polymorphism

Scott et al.[16]

26

hMSH2/14

g.2211-2 A>C

Truncated protein (splice point mutation)

None

11

hMLH1/3

g.265 G>T,GAG

E89X, Truncated protein (nonsense mutation)

Wang et al.[17]

14

hMLH1/6

g.545+3 A>G

Truncated protein (splice point mutation)

Pensotti et al.[18]

8

hMLH1/8

g.655 A>G,ATC

GTC

I219V (missense mutation)

Tomlinson et al.[19]

25

hMLH1/8

g.677 G>A,CGA

CAA

R226Q (missense mutation)

None

18

hMLH1/9

g.790+1 G>A

Truncated protein (splice point mutation)

Cunningham[20]

1

TGA

Mutation result

TAG

The first Mongolian family with hMSH2 gene mutation in China. 2G refers to genomic DNA.
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Figure 1 Sequencing graphs of mutations.

DISCUSSION
HNPCC was characterized by an early onset of colorectal
cancers (proximal predominance, with 70% proximal to the
splenic flexure), multiple synchronous and metachronous CRCs
(about 18.1% and 24.2% respectively[21]), and an excess of
certain extracolonic cancers[22]. In our study, patients with
HNPCC developed CRC at an average age of 45.9 years, much
earlier than the general population in China. According to our
data, right-sided colon cancers amounted to 52.9% of the total
cancers, and 70.9% of CRCs, similar to those reported in Western
countries. Moreover, we also found the phenomenon of
“generation anticipation”, that is, the later the generation was,
the earlier the CRC developed. The fact that the family members

tended to be diagnosed early in the follow-up was an
explanation for this phenomenon. Another reason for this
phenomenon might be that there were carriers who harbored
mutated MMR genes but did not become penetrant. Further
studies should be carried out.
We found that the following two features were different
from those reported in Western countries. Though Chinese
patients had a high incidence of metachronous CRCs,
synchronous cancer occurred quite rarely, only 3.1% in this
study. Our previous studies also had a similar conclusion[20],
and the reason for the rare incidence of synchronous cancer in
Chinese HNPCC patients remains unclear. The other striking
feature was that gastric cancer was the second most common
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Figure 2 Pedigree of the first Mongolian family with hMSH2 gene mutation in China. Cancer patient, Normal person,
gene carrier, SKC: skin cancer, RC: rectal cancer, CC: colonic cancer, EC: endometrial cancer, SC: stomach cancer.

cancer in Chinese HNPCC families, amounting to 11.9% of all
cancers patients, much higher than the reported incidence in
Western countries[23,24]. Endometrial cancer ranked third,
amounting to only 5.6%, and was followed by esophagus
carcinoma. In Western countries, however, the second most
commonly-seen tumor was endometrial cancer[22,25]. In Japan
and Korea, gastric cancer also occurred more frequently[26].
We suppose that these features may represent the ethnic and
geographical characteristics that may have some diagnostic
significance in China and/or Asia.
The diagnosis of HNPCC depends on the detection of MMR
genes. Single-strand conformation polymorphism (SSCP),
denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis (DGGE), and direct
sequencing have been used in MMR gene defect screening.
Using DHPLC, we found a specificity of 92.3%, and recommended
it as a hMSH2 and hMLH1 gene mutation screening method. In
our study, 5 of 15 families (proband sample NO. 23, 11, 14, 8, 25),
who met the Amsterdam I criteria, were found to have mutations
and its mutation detection rate is 33.3%. But these criteria could
only identify large families where the gene defect was highly
penetrant and many small families were inappropriately
excluded. In this study, 2 of 13 families (proband sample NO.
26, 18), which did not meet Amsterdam I criteria but fulfilled the
Japan criteria, were also found to have mutations. Though the
MMR gene defect rate of the latter is comparatively low (only
25%), it has been recommended as the clinical diagnosis criteria
in HNPCC patients.
The mutations found in these families were compared with
those described already in the human gene mutation database
(HGMD) (http://www.uwcm.ac.uk/uwcm/mg/hgmd0.html). To
our knowledge, apart from mutation of sample 11 (hMLH1, g.
265 G>T,GAG TAG, E89X ) reported before[17], mutations
of samples 14, 8, and 18 and the polymorphism of hMSH2
(g.1661+12A>G) were also reported previously[18-20]. The other
three mutations are novel. All the seven mutations resulted in
an impaired capacity in MMR, which were consistent with their
associations with penetrant tumors in the families. The
probability of polymorphism of hMSH2 (g.1661+12A>G) being
pathogenic was very small. Though there were no distinct “hot
spot” mutations, we still noticed that hMLH1 gene mutations,
especially of the first nine exons, were more common than
hMSH2 gene mutations in China. Similarly, Baba[12] and Yuan
et al.[27] described that hMLH1 gene mutations were more

Mutational

frequently seen in Asia. So, it is worthwhile to initiate MMR gene
mutation screening from the first nine exons of hMLH1 gene.
In this study, we identified the first Mongolian family with
hMSH2 gene mutation in China. The pedigree is shown in
Figure 2. In the large family, the nonsense alteration 610
(genomic DNA) G T at codon 204 in exon3 of hMSH2 resulted
in the substitution of stop codon TGA for glycine codon GGA.
This mutation co-segregated with the disease in the family. In
five phenotypic normal family members, the same mutated gene
was found in the germline. These carriers remain to be followed
up intensively.
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Abstract
AIM: To identify the differential proteins associated with
colorectal cancer genesis and hepatic metastasis.
METHODS: Hydrophobic protein samples were extracted
from normal colorectal mucosa, primary cancer lesion and
hepatic metastatic foci of colorectal cancer. With twodimensional electrophoresis and image analysis,
differentially expressed protein spots were detected, and
the proteins were identified by matrix assisted laser
desorption/ionization-time of flight-mass spectrometry and
peptide mass fingerprint analysis.
RESULTS: Significant alterations of the proteins in number
and expression levels were discovered in primary cancer
and hepatic metastatic foci, the expression of a number of
proteins was lost in 25-40 ku, but protein spots was
increased in 14-21ku, compared with normal mucosa. Nine
differentially expressed protein spots were identified. Three
proteins expressed in normal mucosa, but lost in primary
cancer and hepatic metastasis, were recognized as
calmodulin, ribonuclease 6 precursor and mannosidase-α.
Proapolipoprotein was expressed progressively from normal
mucosa to primary cancer and hepatic metastasis. The
differentially expressed protein of beta-globin was found in
normal mucosa and hepatic metastatic tumor, but lost in
primary cancer lesion. Cdc 42, a GTP-binding protein, was
identified in hepatic metastasis. The protein spots of C4
from primary cancer, M7 and M9 from hepatic metastasis
had less homology with the proteins in database.
CONCLUSION: Variations of hydrophobic protein expression
in colorectal cancer initiation and hepatic metastasis are
significant and can be observed with two-dimensional
electrophoresis. The expression of calmodulin, ribonuclease
6 precursor and mannosidase-α is lost but the expression
of proapolipoprotein is enhanced which is associated with
colorectal cancer genesis and hepatic metastasis. Cdc 42
and beta-globin are expressed abnormally in hepatic
metastasis. Protein C4, M7 and M9 may be associated with
colorectal cancer genesis and hepatic metastasis.
Yu B, Li SY, An P, Zhang YN, Liang ZJ, Yuan SJ, Cai HY.
Comparative study of proteome between primary cancer and
hepatic metastatic tumor in colorectal cancer. World J
Gastroenterol 2004; 10(18): 2652-2656
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INTRODUCTION
Colorectal cancer genesis and metastasis are complex processes
involving multiple changes in gene and protein expression[1-5].
The liver is a common site of metastasis from colorectal cancer[6-8].
Hepatic metastasis caused severe and fatal effects on patients
who underwent radical excision for large intestine primary
carcinoma[9-12]. The success of metastatic hepatic cancer treatment
is strongly dependent on early diagnosis and understanding
of the molecular mechanisms and biological behaviors of
colorectal cancer, especially its infiltration and metastasis. To
unravel these alterations, genome and proteome approaches
for the identification of qualitative and quantitative changes in
gene and protein compositions provide theoretic and technical
support[13-16]. Our study was focused on the identification of
differential expression proteins between primary colorectal
cancer foci and hepatic metastasis with proteome approach.
Hydrophobic proteins including membrane proteins play
important roles in cellular signal transduction. Identification of
the proteins is helpful to understand the molecular biological
mechanisms of colorectal carcinogenesis and hepatic metastasis
and to select tumor markers for colorectal cancer.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Tissue sample collection
Samples of normal colorectal mucosa, primary cancer lesion
and hepatic metastasis were collected from 12 colorectal cancer
patients aged 36-68 years including 6 males and 6 females. The
samples were stored in liquid nitrogen. Pathology examination
was performed for all the specimens and the histological
types consisted of moderately and poorly differentiated
adenocarcinoma, signet-ring cell carcinoma and undifferentiated
carcinoma, 4 cases in each type.
Protein sample preparation
A set of samples were taken from the same patient, 0.9 g of
each, including normal colorectal mucosa, primary cancer and
hepatic metastatic tumor. The samples were washed with PBS
and then immediately ground by a liquid nitrogen cooled mortar,
and homogenized in protease inhibitor buffer (cocktail formula:
phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride 40 µg/mL, ethylenediamine
tetraacetic acid 1 mmol/L, peptide inhibitin 0.7 µg/mL, leupeptin
0.5 µg/mL). Protein extraction was performed with Molloy
procedure. Lysis buffer I (Tris 40 mmol/L, pH8.8) was added,
stirred and mixed by an ultrasonic disintegrator. The mixture
was centrifuged at 105 000 g for 1 h. Yellow lipids were discarded
from the supernatant and the middle layer liquid was transferred
and dried with a freezing dryer. The pellet was solubilized in
lysis buffer II (Urea 8 mol/L, Tris 10 mmol/L, CHAPS 40 g/L,
DTT 65 mmol/L) and centrifuged. The supernatant was dried
and stored as idem. The pellet was solubilized in lysis buffer III
(urea 5 mol/L, thiocarbamate 2 mol/L, SB3-10 20 g/L, 0.2 g,
CHAPS 20 g/L, TBP 2 mmol/L), then the procedure was repeated
once more. The proteins extracted with fractional procedure
were stored at -20 °C.
Two-dimensional gel electrophoresis and image analysis
The first dimension of isoelectric focusing (IEF) was performed
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acetonitrile, followed by extraction with 20 µL 5 g/L TFA/600 g/L
acetonitrile. α-cyano-4- hydroxycinnamic acid was used as
matrix solution. Matrix assisted laser desorption/ionization-time
of flight-mass spectrometry analysis were performed with
MALDI-TOF mass spectrometer (Bruker, USA). The spectrum
was obtained and recorded. Proteins were identified by searching
NCBI and SwissProt databases using Profound peptide mass
fingerprinting retrieval software (http://129.85.19.192/
profound_bin/WebProFound.exe?FORM = 1). Protein identities
were assigned if at least four peptide masses were matched
within a maximum of 100 ppm error spread across the data set
and the candidate agreed with the estimated pl and molecular
weight from the 2-DE gel.

in immobilized pH gradient (IPG) gel strips with nonlinear
immobilized pH 3-10 gradient. Three hundred µg of protein
sample from each tissue specimen of normal mucosa, primary
cancer and hepatic metastatic tumor was loaded respectively.
IPG strips were placed onto the rehydration buffer (urea 8 mol/L,
CHAPS 40 g/L, TBP 2 mmol/L, IPG buffer 3 g/L) and added into
the sample solution without trapping air bubbles. IEF with a
low voltage (30 V, followed by 60 V and 200 V) was carried out
according to the programmed settings. After IEF was
terminated, the IPG strips were equilibrated for 20 min in
equilibration buffer. The second dimension of SDS-PAGE was
performed on vertical systems. IPG strips were loaded and run
on a 125 g/L acrylamide SDS-PAGE gel in electrode buffer
(Tris 0.025 mol/L, glycine 0.192 mol/L, SDS 1 g/L, pH8.3).
Electrophoresis was performed with a current of 30 mA/gel for
15 min, then at maximum settings of 60 mA/gel for 4 h. The
temperature of the cooling plate was set at 20 °C. After SDSPAGE, the gels were stained with silver nitrate. Proteins were
visualized by silver-staining and then scanned using Scan Prisa
640 UT. Two DE image computer analysis was carried out with
Melanie 3.0 software (GeneBio, Geneva). Isoelectric points and
molecular weights of individual proteins were evaluated with
polypeptide SDS-PAGE-standards. Differential protein spots
among normal colorectal mucosa, primary cancer lesion and
hepatic metastasis were picked out by comparison of 2-DE
images with Melanie 3.0 analysis.

Statistical analysis
Experimental data were analysed statistically with Crosstab chiSquare test and Student’s t-test using SPSS 10.0. P<0.05 was
considered statistically significant.
RESULTS
2-DE image analysis of protein spots in matched sets of
colorectal cancer
The hydrophobic protein profiles including partial membranous
proteins from colorectal normal mucosa, primary cancer and
metastatic foci in liver are displayed in Figures 1A-C.
Comparing the 2-DE protein images of the three tissues, we
found that the number of protein spots and protein expression
level were significantly changed in primary cancer and hepatic
metastatic lesion. Under the same experimental conditions,
390±28 protein spots and 206±22, 236±19 spots were found in
normal colorectal mucosa and in primary cancer and hepatic
metastasis, respectively. Compared with normal colorectal
mucosa, the number of protein spots in primary cancer and
metastatic tumor was significantly different t = 53.116, t = 33.399,

Mass spectrometry and peptide mass fingerprint analysis
Selected differential protein spots were excised from 2-DE gels
and transferred to a 96-well plate ready for trypsin digestion.
The gel pieces were washed successively in water, Tris-HCl
(20 mmol/L pH 8), Tris-HCl (20 mmol/L pH 8) /500 g/L acetonitrile
and finally 1 000 g/L acetonitrile, and dried. The dried gel pieces
were incubated in trypsin solution for 16 h at 37 . The resultant
peptide mixture was extracted with 20 µL 5 g/L TFA/300 g/L
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Figure 1 Silver-stained two-dimensional electrophoretic images of hydrophobic proteins from (A) Normal colon mucosa, (B) Primary
colon cancer lesion, (C) Hepatic metastasis.
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Figure 2 MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry and peptide mass fingerprint analysis of the differential protein spots (A) N2 protein
spot from normal colon mucosa, (B) M6 protein spot from hepatic metastasis.
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Table 1 Identification of nine differentially expressed proteins by peptide mass fingerprint and matching with proteins in
databases
Spot No.

Accession (NCBInr)

Theoretical pI Theoretical Mr Length (AA)

Protein name

N1

1CDL_B

4.0

16.56

147

Calmodulin complexed with calmodulin-binding peptide

N2

NP_003721

6.7

29.46

256

Ribonuclease 6 precursor

N3

XP_040720

8.4

32.76

287

Hypothetical protein XP_040720

4.5

22.48

217

C4
C5

AAA51747

5.4

28.94

249

Proapolipoprotein

M6

AAA88054

6.8

15.96

147

Beta-globin

5.5

22.57

203

6.8

21.25

191

4.5

14.72

127

M7
M8
M9

XP_010554

The difference of protein spot number between hepatic
metastatic tumor and primary cancer was also significant
(t = 24.407, P<0.01).

Peptide mass fingerprinting of differential protein spots from
2-DE gels
Nine differential protein spots of the 2-DE gels were analysed
using mass spectrometry. Three protein spots, N1, N2, N3,
were taken from normal colorectal mucosa. C4 and C5 spots
were from primary cancer lesions and four spots, M6, M7, M8,
M9, from hepatic metastatic cancer. Molecular weight and
isoelectric points of the nine protein spots were determined
according to the standard molecular markers and peptide mass
fingerprint analysis, and the data are shown in Table 1 and
Figure 2.
Identification of differential expression proteins of colorectal
cancer and hepatic metastasis
The peptide mass fingerprints obtained from the nine
differential protein spots were compared to fingerprints
obtained by theoretical cleavage of protein sequences in
databases and the protein identities were assigned. Protein
spots of N1, N2 and N3 from normal colorectal mucosa
represented calmodulin, ribonuclease 6 precursor and
hypothetical protein XP_040720, respectively. The expression
of three proteins was lost in primary cancer and hepatic
metastatic foci. Protein C5, matching to proapolipoprotein,
expressed progressively from normal mucosa to primary cancer
and hepatic metastatic tumor. Protein spot M6 was observed in
normal mucosa and in hepatic metastatic cancer, but lost in
primary carcinomas, being recognized as beta-globin. Expressed
in hepatic metastasis, M8 was identified with cell division 42
(GTP-binding protein), but not found in normal mucosa and
primary cancer lesion. Differential protein spots of C4 from
primary carcinomas, M7 and M9 from hepatic metastasis were
not identified by peptide mass fingerprint analysis because
their peptide mass fingerprints had less homology with the
known proteins in databases.
DISCUSSION
The initiation and hepatic metastasis of colorectal cancer
involved multiple gene and protein alterations[17-19]. Understanding
the molecular basis of the disease is of great significance for its
early detection and treatment. In this study, the proteome
approach was applied to the identification of differential
proteins between primary colorectal cancer lesion and its hepatic
metastasis. We used 2-DE to isolate and analyze the set of
hydrophobic proteins from normal colorectal mucosa, primary

Similar to cell division cycle 42

cancer and hepatic metastatic tumor. It was of clinical
importance to identify the differential expression proteins that
had potentiality of being tumor markers and anticancer targets.
By comparison with 2-DE images, significant differences
of protein expression were found in normal mucosa, primary
cancer and hepatic metastasis, and the number and distribution
of protein spots changed noticeably in the range of pH 4.0-9.0.
Compared with normal mucosa, a number of protein spots with
a molecular weight of 25-40 ku were lost in primary cancer and
hepatic metastasis, but proteins with a molecular weight of
14-21 ku were observed in the same pH range. What the
differential proteins were and what functions they performed
in colorectal carcinogenesis and in hepatic metastasis attracted
our attention. We identified nine protein spots and studied
their roles in the course of initiation and hepatic metastasis of
colorectal cancer.
Proteins of calmodulin (N1), ribonuclease 6 precursor (N2)
and hypothetical protein XP_040720 (N3) were expressed in
normal colorectal mucosa, but lost in primary cancer lesion and
in hepatic metastasis. It indicated the loss of proteins was
associated with colorectal cancergenesis and hepatic metastasis.
Calmodulin could regulate the concentration of calcium ions in
cells and had important effects on normal cellular functions.
Ca2+ regulation was necessary for cell differentiation and
apoptosis. Combination of calcium ions and the receptors could
influence cell signal transduction that controls cell
differentiation and division. Low concentration of calcium ions
made cell division easily, and the high concentration was
advantageous to cell differentiation. Calcium ions promoted
cancer cells into apoptosis. Thus, calcium was regarded as a
chemoprophylaxis agent for colorectal cancer[20,21]. We propose
loss of calmodulin expression is connected with initiation and
hepatic metastasis of colorectal cancer.
Ribonuclease 6 precursor protein belongs to the Rh/T2/Sglycoprotein class of extracellular ribonucleases and the gene
is present in a single copy in the human genome and has been
mapped to 6q27. This has been found to be a region of the
human genome prone to rearrangements associated with
several human malignancies[22]. The family of the proteins
possesses the function of ribozyme and self-splicing. They
catalyze breaking of RNA, synthesis of polypeptide bonds
and nucleotides. The protein can disintegrate DNA fragments,
regulate cell biological behaviors and cell division. Loss of
ribonuclease 6 precursor expression would facilitate
carcinogenesis and infiltration. Ribozyme has been found
useful in anticancer therapy[23]. The loss of ribonuclease 6
precursor expression in primary colorectal cancer and hepatic
metastasis could provide an experimental interpretation of
ribozyme treatment.
XP_040720, a hypothetical protein is now defined as a
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member of mannosidase-α class 1A. The protein is located in
Golgi complex and participates in N-glycoprotein synthesis
and oligosaccharide processing. It could play an important role
in synthesis of membranous proteins and receptor proteins[24].
But we do not know what functions the protein performs in
colorectal carcinogenesis and metastasis. It could be regarded
as a differentiation-related protein in normal mucosa cells, and
loss of the protein expression is a dedifferentiation phenotype
in the primary cancer lesion and hepatic metastasis, which is
still lack of evidence.
Loss of the three protein expressions was considered to be
connected with colorectal cancer initiation and hepatic
metastasis. However proapolipoprotein expression was found
stepwisely increased from normal mucosa to primary cancer
and hepatic metastasis, and enhanced expression of the protein
was in association with colorectal cancer. Proapolipoprotein
was hydrolyzed by the signal peptidase and propeptidase,
through which apolipoprotein was generated[25]. Apolipoprotein
is a carrier of lipids and regulates many cellular functions. It
was found that apolipoprotein had an antiapoptosis effect and
was related with carcinogenesis and progression. Enhanced
expression of apolipoprotein has been reported in hepatoma[26].
Our study provided an evidence of apolipoprotein in colorectal
cancer.
A differentially expressed protein in our study was beta-globin.
Its expression was found in normal mucosa and hepatic
metastasis, but lost in primary cancer lesion. We suggested
beta-globin was an associated protein with hepatic metastasis.
The gene family of beta-globin consists of five functional genes
and is located on chromosome 11. The family members
expressed in order of the genes as they were arranged on the
chromosome during various developmental stages. Beta-globin
gene was activated and expressed continuously in late stage
of pregnancy[27,28]. Study on regulation of beta-globin showed
that the variations of transcription frequency and cycle of phasic
and specific expression of beta-globin family genes in
developmental regulation were more important than changes
of the gene transcription speed and expression quantity[29].
Understanding the mechanisms of beta-globin regulation is
helpful to researches on cell growth, carcinogenesis and
progression. The cycle variation of beta-globin expression from
the normal mucosa to primary cancer and hepatic metastasis
implied genetic recombination and regulation changes in hepatic
metastasis of colorectal cancer. It was reported that beta-globin
expression was induced by treatment of chemotherapy agents
in some cancer cells. This might indicate that the expression of
beta-globin increased drug resistance of cancer cells and
facilitated hepatic metastasis.
It has been found that Cdc 42, a differential protein expressed
in hepatic metastasis, is a Rho-related member of the Ras
superfamily, and acts as a GTP-binding protein[30,31]. The
protein performs the function of a molecular switch to control
a diversity of cellular processes, and regulates cytoskeleton
actin recombination, cell polarity and cell movement.
Enhanced expression of Cdc 42 might facilitate cell division
and accelerate cancer cell growth and proliferation, as well as
interrupt signal transduction of apoptosis [32] . Invasive
behavior of cancer cells was reinforced by enhanced Cdc 42
expression through regulating cellular skeleton, cell
adhesiveness and neovascularization. Therefore, Cdc 42 has
been regarded as an associated protein in hepatic metastasis
of colorectal cancer.
C4 expressed in primary cancer, M7 and M9 in hepatic
metastasis, had low homology with the proteins known in
database, and the three proteins were not identified. They
manifested the possibility to be new proteins associated with
colorectal cancer. Sequencing of the proteins and study of
their functions are needed to help understand the mechanisms
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of colorectal cancergenesis and hepatic metastasis.
In summary, we identified 9 differentially expressed proteins
that were associated with colorectal cancer genesis and
hepatic metastasis. Relations of these proteins with colorectal
cancer were not or seldom reported before. The differential
proteins will help understand the mechanism of colorectal
cancer genesis and hepatic metastasis. The results prove that
proteome study represents a very useful and promising tool
in discovering new tumor markers and anticancer targets of
colorectal cancer.
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Abstract
AIM: To synthesize three small-interference RNAs (siRNAs)
by T7 RNA polymerase-catalyzed reaction, and to investigate
their efficacy on modulating the expression of serine/threonine
kinase Pim-2 in human colon cancer cell line.
METHODS: siRNA I, II and III were synthesized by T7 RNA
polymerase-directed in vitro transcription, then transfected
into human colon cancer cells SW-480. After incubation
for 6 h at 37 , 100 mL/L FBS in RPMI 1640 was substituted
in each well. After the transfection was repeated twice to
three times in each kind of siRNA, hPim-2 mRNA and protein
expression were measured by RT-PCR and Western
blotting, respectively.
RESULTS: Compared to the control group, after transfected
for 48 h with hPim-2 siRNA I, II and III, the relative inhibition
rates of hPim-2 mRNA expression in colon cancer cells
were 65.4% (P<0.05), 46.2% (P<0.05) and 56.1% (P<0.05),
respectively. The protein level of hPim-2 was decreased
at 72 h compared to the untransfected cells. The relative
inhibition percentages of hPim-2 protein by siRNA I, II, III
were 61.6% (P<0.05), 45.8% (P<0.05) and 55.6% (P<0.05),
respectively.
CONCLUSION: The in vitro transcribed siRNAs can be
useful for silencing oncogene hPim-2 expression specifically
and efficiently. This may open a new path toward the use
of siRNAs as a gene-specific therapeutic tool.
Zhang SQ, Du QY, Ying Y, Ji ZZ, Wang SQ. Polymerase
synthesis and potential interference of a small-interfering
RNA targeting hPim-2. World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10
(18): 2657-2660
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INTRODUCTION
RNAi is an evolutionarily conserved mechanism known to
control insects, plants, and mammalian cells[1-4]. In this process,
introduced double-stranded RNAs (ds-RNAs) silence gene was
expressed through specific degradation of their cognate
mRNAs[5,6]. Importantly, RNAi can be achieved in mammalian
cells following transfection of synthetic 21- and 22-nucleotide
(nt) small interfering (si) RNAs, indicating that RNAi may serve
as a powerful tool to block the expression of target genes

specifically[7-11].
Pim-2 is a member of a family of serine/threonine protein
kinases that consists of two other members, Pim-1 and Pim-3,
and it exists at high concentrations in many tumor cells[12,13].
Though it was identified 20 years ago, its function that maintains
the cell size and its role in the survival of cancer cells have been
just determined recently[14,15]. It is believed to be a cancer-causing
gene, or oncogene. Here, we sought to use siRNA-targeting
hPim-2 to determine whether this technique could be used to
specifically inhibit hPim-2 expression.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
T7 siRNA synthesis
siRNAs selection was based on the characterization of siRNA
by Elbashir et al.[16]. Three hPim-2 siRNA sequences are given
in Figure 1. For in vitro transcription, 40-nt DNA template
oligonucleotides were designed to produce 21-nt siRNAs.
siRNA sequences of the form GN17CN2 were selected for each
target. Uridines in the last two nt form the 3’ overhang of the
siRNA duplex. The template and a 19-nt T7 promoter (GGT AAT
ACG ACT CAC TATA) were synthesized by Applied
Biosystems 393 DNA synthesizer and purified by OPC (PerkinElmer, Foster city, CA). The oligonucleotide-directed
mutagenesis of small siRNA transcription with T7 polymerase
is as follows: for each transcription reaction, 1 nmoL of each
oligonucleotide was annealed in 50 µL of TE buffer (10 mmol/L
Tris-HCl pH 8.0, and 1 mmol/L EDTA) by heating at 95 °C; after
5 min, the heating block was switched off and allowed to cool
down slowly to obtain dsDNA. Transcription was performed
in 50 µL of transcription mixture: 1×T7 transcription buffer
(40 mmol/L Tris-HCl pH 7.9, 6 mmol/L MgCl2, 10 mmol/L DTT,
10 mmol/L NaCl and 2 mmol/L spermidine), 1 mmol/L rNTPs,
0.1 U yeast pyrophosphatase (Sigma), 40 U RNase (Life
Technologies) and 100 U T7 RNA polymerase (Fermentas)
containing 200 pmoL of the dsDNA as template. After incubation
at 37 °C for 3 h, 1 U RNase free-DNase (Promega) was added at
37 °C for 30 min. Sense and antisense 21-nt RNAs (single strand
RNA, ssRNA) generated in separate reactions were annealed
by mixing both crude transcription reactions, incubating at 37 °C
overnight to obtain “T7 RNA polymerase synthesized small
interfering double-strand RNA (T7 siRNA, dsRNA)”. The
mixture (100 µL) was then extracted with TE-saturated (pH 4.5)
phenol:chloroform:isoamyl alcohol (25:24:1), purified with
chloroform:isoamyl alcohol(24:1), isopropanol and 0.2 mol/L
sodium acetate (pH5.2). The pellet was washed once with
750 mL/L ethanol, dried, and resuspended in 50 µL of water.
Cell culture
Human colon cancer cell line SW-480 was obtained from Chinese
National Cancer Institute. The cells were grown in RPMI 1640
medium (Invitrogen) supplemented with 100 mL/L fetal bovine
serum (GIBCO BRL, Grand Island, NY),100 U/mL penicillin and
100 µg/mL streptomycin at 37 °C with 50 mL/L CO2.
Transfection with siRNA oligonucleotides
Cells were seeded the day before the experiment in 6-well plates
at a density of 1.5×105 per well to be 50% confluent on the day
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hPim-2-I Target mRNA

5’

AAGUUUGCCCAGUUCCCUUCC

3’

siRNA

5’

GUUUGCCCAGUUCCCUUCCUU

3’

Sense strand

3’

UUCAAACGGGUCAAGGGAAGG

5’

Antisense strand

hPim-2-II Target mRNA

5’

AAGACAUAAACCAAGUUUGCC

3’

siRNA

5’

GACAUAAACCAAGUUUGCCUU

3’ Sense strand

3’

UUGUGUAUUUGGUUCAAACGG

5’ Antisense strand

hPim-2-III Target mRNA

5’

AAGUUGUUCCCAUUUUGAGCC

3’

siRNA

5’

GUUGUUCCCAUUUUGAGCCUU

3’ Sense strand

3’

UUCAACAAGGGUAAAACUCGG

5’ Antisense strand

Figure 1 Sequences of 21-nt siRNA duplex that were used to target at hPim-2.

of the experiment. Transfection of the RNA oligonucleotides
was performed using Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen) as directed
by the manufacturer to result in a final RNA concentration of
50 nmol/L. After transfection (incubation for 6 h at 37 °C), cells
were washed with PBS and incubated in fresh culture medium
until additional analyses.

Analysis of hPim-2 mRNA by RT-PCR
After transfection, total RNA was isolated using TRIZOL
(Invitrogen) by a single-step phenol-extraction. Subsequent
RT-PCR was performed (RT-PCR kit, Promega, Madison, WI.).
Briefly, first strand cDNA was synthesized using an Oligo (dT)15
primer at 42 °C for 30 min. PCR for hPim-2 and β-actin was
performed in a single reaction of 20 µL volume. The latter served
as a control following 28 cycles of denaturing at 95 °C for 45 s,
annealing at 58 °C for 40 s, and extending at 72 °C for 40 s.
Under this PCR condition, the amplification showed linearity
as was determined experimentally (data not shown). PCR
products were run on a 30 g/L agarose gel and visualized by
ethidium bromide staining, and the intensities were then
measured by scanning the gel with Gel Doc 1000 (Bio-Rad,
Hercules, CA). Inhibition of hPim-2 mRNA was calculated
according to the following formula:
Inhibition percentage =

(1- Asample×A0control)
Acontrol×A0sample

×l00%.

Asample: the intensity of hPim-2 PCR product in cells transfected
with siRNA and Lipofectamine; A0sample: the intensity of hPim-2
PCR product in cells transfected with Lipofectamine alone;
Acontrol: the intensity of β-actin product in cells transfected with
siRNA and Lipofectamine; A0control: the intensity of β-actin
product in cells transfected with Lipofectamine alone.

Analysis of hPim-2 protein
The expression levels of hPim-2 protein in cells transfected
with siRNAs were measured by scanning the density of bands
on Western blotting. The expression level of hPim-2 mRNA
was analyzed by the method described above. After 72 h of
transfection, cells were lysed in RIPA buffer [10 mmol/L TrisHCl (pH 7.4), 10 g/L deoxycholate, 10 g/LNP40, 150 mmol/L NaCl,
1 g/L SDS, 0.2 mmol/L phenylmethyl sulfonyl fluoride, 1 µg/mL
aprotinin and 1 µg/mL leupeptin] for 30 min on ice. The lysates
were centrifuged at 15 000 r/min for 15 min to remove debris.
Equal amounts (30 µg) of proteins were separated by 120 g/L
SDS-PAGE and transferred onto PVDF membrane (Hybondpolyvinylidene difluoride membranes, Amersham Biosciences).
The transferred membrane was incubated with anti-hPim-2
goat polyclonal or anti-β actin rabbit polyclonal antibodies
(Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Santa Cruz, CA) and followed
with peroxidase-linked secondary antibody. Finally, the

immunoreactive proteins were detected by an ECL-plus
detection kit (Amersham Biosciences) and scanned by Gel
Doc 1000 (Bio-Rad), and the inhibition percentage (%) was
calculated according to the following formula: inhibition
percentage = (1-Asample/Acontrol)×100.

Statistics
The data were expressed as mean±standard deviation (mean±SD).
Statistical analysis was performed by Student’s-t-test (two tailed).
All data represented at least two independent experiments.
19 nt
21 nt
T7 promoter Target sequence (sense)
Complementary
ssDNA

19 nt
21 nt
T7 promoter Target sequence (antisense)
Complementary
ssDNA

Anneal DNA
oligonucleotides
T7 promoter Target sequence (sense)
dsDNA

T7 promoter Target sequence (antisense)
dsDNA

Transcription with T7 RNA polymerase

sense RNA

anrisense RNA

Hybridize

siRNA

Figure 2 Strategy to generate T7 siRNA.

RESULTS
Synthesis of siRNA by in vitro transcription
To generate siRNAs by in vitro transcription, we designed the
strategy presented in Figure 2. Target sequences for siRNA
were identified by scanning the length of the hPim-2 gene with
AA sequences. The AA and downstream 19 nucleotides were
recorded and compared to an appropriate genome database to
eliminate any sequences with significant homology to other
genes. Those sequences that appear to be specific are the
potential siRNA target sites. Besides, it is noteworthy that T7
RNA polymerase can transcribe a template efficiently if only
the first nucleotide of the RNA transcript is G. Thus, the design
of T7 siRNAs requires that the sequence starts with a G and
has a C at position 19 (GN17CN2) to allow annealing with the
complementary RNA, which also starts with a G[17,18]. The T7
promoter oligonucleotide is invariant and common to any target
gene. A 40 mer DNA oligonucleotide template was synthesized
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by a 21 mer oligonucleotide encompassing the T7 promoter
with complementary sequence preceded by two additional
nucleotides (reading the sequence 5’----3’). Following
transcription reactions, sense and antisense transcriptions were
annealed, ethanol precipitated and yielded what we refer to as
T7siRNAs. The integrity of the transcriptions was checked on
a 30 g/L agarose gel (Figure 3).

1

2

3

M

Figure 3 Lane 1: T7 in vitro transcribed single-strand RNA.
Lane 2: annealed double-strand DNA template. Lane 3: hybridized double-strand small interference RNA.

Effect of siRNAs on hPim-2 expression
The mRNA level of hPim-2 was determined by semi-quantitative
RT-PCR. A 237-bp DNA fragment of hpim-2 gene and a 317-bp
DNA fragment of β-actin gene were amplified by RT-PCR with
specific primers, respectively. As shown in Figure 4A, mRNA
expression level of hPim-2 was decreased when compared to
the uninduced cells, while the mRNA level of β-actin as the
control was almost unchanged. As shown in Figure 4B, after
transfection with hPim-2 siRNA I, II and III and compared with the
B
Inhibitory rate %

A

levels of β-actin, the relative inhibition rates of hPim-2 mRNA
expression were 65.4% (P<0.05), 46.2% (P<0.05) and 56.1%
(P<0.05) in colon cancer cells, respectively.
In order to verify the decrease in mRNA expression, which
corresponded to the decreases at protein levels, Western
blotting was performed. Figure 5A shows that the protein level
of hPim-2 was decreased at 72 h compared to the uninduced
cells. The relative inhibition percentages of hPim-2 protein by
siRNA I, II and III were 61.6% (P<0.05), 45.8% (P<0.05) and
55.6% (P<0.05), respectively (Figure 5B).

DISCUSSION
Oncogene overexpression has been implicated in the development
and progression of a variety of human cancers and, therefore,
provides a potential target for cancer gene therapy[19-22]. For
years, research has been focused on effective tools to specifically
down-regulate oncogene overexpression such as antisense
oligonucleotide strategy. However, there has been only limited
success because of the lack of specificity and potency for this
method. For example, screening of more than 20 oligomers is
usually required before identifying one antisense that functions
effectively, and the dose required for inhibiting gene expression
is often not much different from the doses that lead to nonselective
toxicity[23-25].
Recent progress of RNAi techniques has demonstrated the
potential to overcome those limitations. The selection of
targeting sequences of RNAi is less restricted, once the site is
identified, sense and antisense oligonucleotides with 3’-UU
overhangs can be designed, so the success rates of producing
effective duplexes are higher. Just like in this experiment,
siRNAs were designed complimentary to three different regions
of the corresponding Pim-2 mRNA, and each of them has
different level of inhibition efficacy, the suppression of hPim-2

70

siRNA I

60

siRNA II

50

siRNA III

40
30
20
10

C

PIII

PII

PI

0

Figure 4 Inhibitory effects of siRNA on mRNA level of hPim-2. A: Electrophoresis of RT-PCR products of hPim-2 gene and β-actin
gene in colon cancer cells transfected with siRNA I,II,III. B: Quantitation of inhibitory percentage of hPim-2 mRNA in transfected
cells.Each level of PCR product of hPim-2 gene was. quantitated and normalized to the level of β-actin. Inhibitory rate was
calculated by comparing to the control cells.The results were expressed as means±SD from independent experiments. P<0.05 vs
the cells transfected with lipofectamine alone.

B
Inhibitory rate %

A
43 ku

43 ku
β-actin
PI

PII

PIII

C

70

siRNA I

60

siRNA II

50

siRNA III

40
30
20
10
0

Figure 5 Inhibitory effects of siRNA on protein level of hPim-2. A: Western blot analysis of hPim-2 protein in colon cancer cells
transfected with siRNA I, II, III. B: inhibitory percentage of hPim-2 protein in transfected cells compared to the control cells.Each
level of hPim-2 protein was quantitated.Inhibitory rate was calculated by comparing to the control cells. The results were
expressed as mean±SD from independent experiments. P<0.05 vs the cells transfected with lipofectamine alone.
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gene expression by these siRNAs directed at different sites
varied from 45-65%. This indicates that screening potential
target of RNAi is much more easy.
Besides, our results demonstrate that in vitro transcribed
siRNA can effectively down-regulate oncogene expression with
great efficiency. It has been suggested that siRNA may inhibit
gene expression through diverse effects, inhibition of mRNA
can occur through the formation of a nuclease complex called
RISC (RNA-induced silencing complex) that targets and cleaves
mRNA which is complementary to the siRNA. The damaged
mRNA may deteriorate through the action of the RNAdependent RNA polymerase (RdRP), producing new siRNAs
to target other mRNA. This incessant waterfall-like amplification
can produce RNA interference effect at a very small dose, and
inhibit the protein translation quickly and efficiently[26-30]. In
our experiment, the dose required for inhibiting Pim-2 gene
expression was 50 nmol/L, far below the dose required for the
antisense oligonucleotide[31], indicating that siRNA synthesized
by the in vitro transcription strategy can suppress the hPim-2
gene expression sensitively.
Here, we used the in vitro transcription method for the
synthesis of siRNAs by T7 RNA polymerase and transferred
them into cells. The main advantage of this technique is its
simplicity. It provides a reproducible and highly efficient means
to inhibit the target gene expression. Human Pim-2 gene, a
regulated transcriptional apoptotic inhibitor, has a novel role
in promoting cell autonomous survival. Over-expression of Pim-2
allows the tumour cells to ignore or become insensitive to
boosters of the immune system[14]. Application of Pim-2-directed
siRNA can significantly reduce Pim-2 mRNA and protein levels
efficiently. Our next step is to try to manipulate the action of
Pim-2 with siRNA, so that we can interfere with the survival of
cancer cells.
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Abstract
AIM: Transforming growth factor (TGF)-β1, metalloproteinase
(MMP)-1 and its tissue inhibitor (TIMP)-1 are considered
predictive biomarkers of chronic hepatitis activity and fibrosis.
The aim of this study was to evaluate the effect of lamivudine
treatment on the plasma levels of these peptides in patients
with chronic hepatitis B.
METHODS: TGF-β1, MMP-1 and TIMP-1 plasma concentrations
were measured with an enzyme immunoassay in 40 patients
treated with lamivudine for 48 wk. Elimination of HBV-DNA
and HBV antigens was evaluated 24 wk after treatment
completion.
RESULTS: Baseline TGF-β1 (29.6±2.2 ng/mL) and TIMP-1
(1 578±93 ng/mL) significantly exceeded normal values
(18.3±1.6 ng/mL and 1 102±67 ng/mL respectively). Lamivudine
treatment resulted in a significant decrease of TGF-β1 and
TIMP-1 during treatment with an increase after 24 wk of
treatment. Pretreatment MMP-1 levels (6.7±0.7 ng/mL) were
significantly lower than normal values (11.9±0.9 ng/mL) and
increased during treatment and follow-up. A significant
correlation was noted between TGF-β 1 or TIMP-1 and
aminotransferases as well as fibrosis scored in liver biopsy
specimens. There were no statistically significant differences
of TGF-β 1, TIMP-1 and MMP-1 between four groups at
baseline, 24 and 48 wk of treatment. TGF-β1 and TIMP-1
levels increased significantly in non-responders and normalized
in responders at wk 72. MMP-1 also normalized in responders
and decreased to values significantly lower than normal in
non-responders.
CONCLUSION: These findings support the role of TGF-β1,
TIMP-1 and MMP-1 in the pathogenesis of chronic hepatitis B.
Because of their association with hepatic injury and antiviral
treatment efficacy, determination of these peptides may be
useful in disease management.
Flisiak R, Al-Kadasi H, Jaroszewicz J, Prokopowicz D, Flisiak I.
Effect of lamivudine treatment on plasma levels of transforming
growth factor β1, tissue inhibitor of metalloproteinases-1 and
metalloproteinase-1 in patients with chronic hepatitis B. World
J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(18): 2661-2665
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INTRODUCTION
Transforming growth factor-β1 (TGF-β1) is considered a pivotal
inducer of liver fibrosis, acting mostly through activation of
hepatic stellate cells (HSCs), which are the main source of
extracellular matrix (ECM) proteins[1-3]. The effect of TGF-β1
on liver fibrosis is at least in part related to stimulation of the
tissue inhibitor of metalloproteinases-1 (TIMP-1), which
affects metalloproteinases (MMP) activity and is responsible
for inhibition of ECM proteins breakdown[4]. Apart from a
profibrogenic role, TGF-β1 inhibits DNA synthesis serving
as a terminator of regenerative cell proliferation and induces
apoptosis of hepatocytes in normal liver and during
regression of liver hyperplasia[5]. On the other hand, TGF-β
may inhibit stellate cells apoptosis and promote their survival,
which are at least in part a result of anti-apoptotic effect of
TIMP-1 [6]. Additionally TGF-β1 exerts regulatory, mostly
immunosuppressive effects on the immune system. Since
hepatitis B virus (HBV) infection is related to an immune
response, cell proliferation and fibrosis, modulation of TGFβ1 might affect the course of chronic viral hepatitis B[7,8]. The
possible role of TGF-β1, TIMP-1 and MMP-1 as predictive
biomarkers of chronic hepatitis activity and progression was
supported by recent clinical studies[9-16], which demonstrated
their association with hepatic function impairment or fibrosis,
but did not evaluate their effect of antiviral treatment. We
undertook this study to evaluate the effect of lamivudine, the
most widespread antiviral medication for chronic HBV
infection, on plasma TGF-β1, TIMP-1 and MMP-1 levels in
patients with chronic hepatitis B.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients
Ethical approval for the study was obtained from the Bioethical
Committee of the Medical Academy of Bialystok. Informed
consent was obtained from 40 patients (13 females and 27
males, mean age: 45±3 years) with chronic hepatitis B, who
were included into the protocol of lamivudine (Zeffix™, GlaxoSmith-Kline) treatment. Normal values of TGF-β1, TIMP-1 and
MMP-1 were collected from 13 healthy volunteers (5 females
and 7 males, mean age: 47±2 years). The diagnosis of chronic
hepatitis B was confirmed by the presence of HBs and HBe
antigens with stable elevated alanine aminotransferase (ALT)
activity for at least 6 mo. Additionally the disease activity was
confirmed by the presence of viral replication and evaluation
of liver biopsy specimens performed by means of the Hepafix
System (Braun, Melsungen, Germany). Paraffin-embedded
biopsy specimens were stained and evaluated using the Scheuer
scoring system[17]. Patients received 100 mg of lamivudine daily
for 48 wk. Plasma levels of TGF-β1, TIMP-1 and MMP-1 were
measured before treatment and at wk 24, 48 (end of the
treatment) and 72. These results were compared to standard
laboratory indices of liver injury. To evaluate treatment efficacy
patients were divided into four groups with respect to elimination
of HBV antigens and HBV-DNA at week 72 (24 wk after
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completion of treatment). Criteria for inclusion into particular
groups were as follows: group I (complete response): HBsAg
(-), HBeAg (-), HBV-DNA (-); group II: HBsAg (+), HBeAg
(-), HBV-DNA (-); group III: HBsAg (+), HBeAg (-), HBVDNA (+); group IV (no response): HBsAg (+), HBeAg (+),
HBV-DNA (+).

Methods
Venous blood for plasma TGF-β1, TIMP-1 and MMP-1 was
collected on ice using tubes with EDTA. Samples for TGF-β1
were immediately activated with acetic acid and urea and
assayed with ELISA using recombinant human TGF-β soluble
receptor type II (TβRII) as a solid phase precoated onto a
microplate (Quantikine®, R&D Systems Inc., Minneapolis,
USA) as we described previously[18]. TIMP-1 and MMP-1 were
assayed by the two-site ELISA sandwich technique (Amersham
Pharmacia Biotech, Little Chalfont, Buckinghampshire,
England) using specific antibodies as a solid phase. MMP-1
assay recognises total human MMP-1, ie. free and complexed
with TIMP-1. TIMP-1 assay recognises total human TIMP-1,
including free and complexed with any metalloproteinases
bound to the solid phase. TIMP-1 or MMP-1 bound to the
solid phase, were detected by peroxidase labelled antibodies.
There is no cross-reactivity between TIMP-1 and MMP-1 in
these assays.
Liver function tests: ALT, aspartate aminotransferase (AST),
alkaline phosphatase (ALP), gamma glutamyltranspeptidase
(GGT) activity and bilirubin concentration were measured
using a Cobas Mira instrument (Roche) and the prothrombin
index (PI) was determined using Kselmed K-3002 (Poland).
Statistics
Values were expressed as the mean±SE. The significance of
the difference was calculated by two-tailed Student’s t test.
For correlation analysis the Pearson product moment
correlation was performed. Values of P<0.05 were considered
as statistically significant.
RESULTS
Plasma concentrations of TGF-β1 and TIMP-1 were determined
before lamivudine treatment (mean: 29.6±2.2 ng/mL and
1 578±93 ng/mL respectively) and significantly exceeded mean
normal values (18.3±1.6 ng/mL and 1 102±67 ng/mL
respectively). Treatment resulted in a significant decrease by
wk 24 and a further decline at the end of the treatment. However
24 wk after treatment completion mean values of both TGF-β1
and TIMP-1 increased (Table 1). In contrast, mean MMP-1
baseline level (6.7±0.7 ng/mL) was almost half the normal
value (11.9±0.9 ng/mL) and increased during treatment. After
completion of treatment the levels still remained lower than
normal (Table 1). There was a significant positive correlation
between TGF-β 1, TIMP-1 and ALT or AST (Table 2). A
significant correlation was also demonstrated between
TIMP-1 and ALP or GGT, but there was no association
between MMP-1 and the biochemical indices of liver injury
(Table 2). As demonstrated in Figure 1 a significant positive
correlation (r = 0.435; P<0.01) was observed between TGF-β1
and TIMP-1. There was no correlation between TGF-β1 and
MMP-1 (r = 0.069), or between TIMP-1 and MMP-1 (r=-0.143).
As demonstrated in Table 3 scored degree of hepatic
inflammation and fibrosis was similar before and after the
treatment. Histologic observations in biopsies performed before
the treatment showed a significant correlation between the
degree of fibrosis and plasma TGF-β1 or TIMP-1 levels (Table
4). There was no association between scored inflammation or
fibrosis and classical biochemical parameters of liver injury.
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Table 1 Plasma concentrations of TGF-β1, TIMP-1 and MMP-1
during treatment with lamivudine (mean±SE)
Time since treatment beginning (wk)
Normal
values
TGF-β1
(ng/mL)
TIMP-1
(ng/mL)
MMP-1
(ng/mL)

18.3±1.6

0

24

48

29.6±2.21

22.6±1.22

21.9±1.52

24.1±2.4

2

1 215.0±982

1 102.0±67 1 578.0±93
11.9±0.9

1

6.7±0.71

1 235.0±67

2

72

927.0±50

8.3±0.51

9.6±0.51

9.7±0.72

Statistical significance in comparison with normal 1 and baseline
2
values.
Table 2 Correlation expressed by r-value and its significance
between analyzed biochemical indices and TGF-β1, TIMP-1 or
MMP-1 in chronic hepatitis B patients treated with lamivudine

Bil (mg%)
ALT (U/L)
AST (U/L)
ALP (U/L)
GGT (U/L)
PI (%)

mean±SE

TGF-β1

TIMP-1

MMP-1

1.02±0.06
74.50±5.9
60.10±5.2
96.10±3.8
47.70±4.9
87.30±1.5

0.049
0.201a
0.244a
0.114
0.062
-0.109

0.119
0.247a
0.269a
0.295a
0.247a
0.006

-0.059
0.005
-0.029
-0.071
-0.102
-0.065

Bil: bilirubin; ALT: alanine aminotransferase; AST: aspartate
aminotransferase; ALP: alkaline phosphatase; GGT: gamma
glutamyltranspeptidase; PI: prothrombin index. aP<0.05 vs
other groups.
Table 3 Values of scored degree of hepatic inflammation and
fibrosis in liver biopsy specimens obtained from patients before and after lamivudine treatment (mean±SE)
Before the treatment

After the treatment

2.6±0.1
1.9±0.1
2.0±0.2

2.5±0.2
1.8±0.1
1.8±0.2

Portal inflammation
Lobular inflammation
Fibrosis

Table 4 Correlation expressed by r-value and significance between scored degree of hepatic inflammation or fibrosis and
plasma levels of TGF-β1, TIMP-1 and MMP-1 in patients with
chronic hepatitis B before lamivudine treatment
Inflammation

TGF-β1
TIMP-1
MMP-1

Portal

Lobular

0.207
0.224
0.009

0.179
0.319
-0.094

Fibrosis
0.391a
0.620a
-0.135

a

P<0.05 vs others.

The majority of patients (23-57.5%) did not respond to
treatment and were classified into group IV. A complete
response (group I), with elimination of HBs and HBe antigens
as well as HBV-DNA, was observed in 5 patients (12.5%).
Six patients (15%) demonstrated a partial response (group II),
and another six eliminated HBeAg with detectable viral
replication (group III). Evaluation of baseline liver function tests
and efficacy of treatment showed no statistically significant
differences between the four groups. As demonstrated in Table 5,
at the end of the treatment, patients in groups III and IV had
significantly higher ALT activities than patients in group I.
This difference was statistically significant in respect to both
ALT and AST activities, 24 weeks after the treatment completion
(Table 5). Histologic pictures did not demonstrate significant
differences between groups in liver biopsies preformed before
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Table 5 Activities of alanine and aspartate aminotransferases during the treatment (0, 24 and 48 wk) and 24 wk after its completion (week 72) in four groups (mean±SE)
ALT (U/l)

Group I
Group II
Group III
Group IV

0

24

87.0±24.5
108.5±53
127.0±43.4
101.0±11.8

25.2±5.0
32.5±9.5
38.7±8.2
78.6±8.3

AST (U/L)
48

23.0±4.8
31.9±7.5
78.0±30.1a
69.2±6.3b

72

0

24

48

72

23.2±4.9
31.7±5.7
88.2±34b
68.5±4.2b

79.8±15.9
66.7±24.8
117±47.2
65.9±6.4

30.2±6.7
44.2±12.7
39.2±8.8
65.2±21.2

28.0±6.4
32.1±4.8
60.5±15.9
59.7±8.4

27.0±6.1
29.8±3.8
63.5±22a
58.7±3.9a

Statistical significance in comparison with group I (complete response to treatment): aP<0.05, bP<0.001 vs other groups.

y = 2.22x+681
r = 0.435
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Figure 3 Mean TIMP-1 plasma concentrations before and during lamivudine therapy as well as 24 wk after its completion
(wk 72) in respect to the final effect of the treatment. Statistical
significance in comparison to normal values are indicated with
asterisks and between groups with arrows.
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Figure 1 Correlation between plasma TGF-β1 and TIMP-1 in
patients with chronic hepatitis B treated with lamivudine.
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and after the treatment. During treatment TGF-β1, TIMP-1 and
MMP-1 plasma levels were similar among all patients before
divided into the response-related groups (Figures 2, 3, 4). And
there were no statistically significant differences in their
concentrations between groups at baseline, 24 and 48 weeks
of treatment, either Although at week 48 the mean TGF-β1 in
the non-responder groups (III and IV) tended to increase,
whereas in groups I and II normalized, the difference was not
significant (Figure 2). However 24 weeks after treatment
completion (wk 72), the difference between TGF-β1 levels in
groups I and IV (17.5±0.6 and 26±1.8 ng/mL respectively)
became significant (P = 0.04). Moreover the concentration in
group IV was significantly (P = 0.009) higher than normal values.
TIMP-1 mean concentrations were similar among all groups
during the treatment period and normalized at week 48 (Figure 3).
However 24 wk later, values in group IV (1 350±70 ng/mL)
were significantly higher than normal, as well as that in group
I (900±131 ng/mL). MMP-1 levels increased in all groups during
the treatment. At wk 72, MMP-1 almost normalized in responders
and slightly decreased in non-responders (Figure 4). The
difference between MMP-1 concentrations in group IV after
treatment completion (9.1±0.8 ng/mL) and normal values was
statistically significant (P = 0.037).

0

24
48
Time (wk)

72

Figure 2 Mean TGF-β1 plasma concentrations before and during lamivudine therapy as well as 24 wk after its completion
(wk 72) in respect to the final effect of the treatment. Statistical
significance in comparison to normal values are indicated with
asterisks and between groups with arrows.

24
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Figure 4 Mean MMP-1 plasma concentrations before and during lamivudine therapy as well as 24 wk after its completion
(week 72) in respect to the final effect of the treatment. Statistical significance in comparison to normal values are indicated
with asterisks and between groups with arrows.

DISCUSSION
The pivotal role of TGF-β1 in fibrogenesis was finally proved
in transgenic mice with an overexpression of TGF-β1, which
caused an increase of TGF-β1 plasma levels up to 700 ng/mL
and a marked upregulation of TIMP-1 gene expression[19-21].
Chronic liver injury leading to fibrosis displayed diminished
ECM degradation mainly through TIMP induction and
consequent MMP inhibition[4]. As demonstrated recently by
Nie et al. in the process of hepatic fibrosis, fibroblasts and
myofibroblasts are the major cells that express TIMP-1 and
TIMP-2, and their gene expressions correlate with degree of
hepatic fibrosis.
The most important factor that affects the measurement of
TGF-β1 in human is the preparation of samples with minimal
contamination from platelets which are an important source
of this cytokine [22]. The Quantikine ELISA System is
recommended because of the relatively quick and simple
activation with acid and urea, which disrupt the majority of
TGF-β1 complexes.
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As we have demonstrated previously, TGF-β1 correlates
significantly with the degree of liver insufficiency in humans
with liver cirrhosis[18]. Moreover both TGF-β1 and TIMP-1
measured in plasma of patients with chronic hepatitis B
demonstrate a significant correlation with the degree of
hepatocyte injury and fibrosis in liver biopsy specimens[10].
We confirmed these observations in the present study. As
demonstrated by Yoo et al.[7] HBV antigens induce expression
of TGF-β1 in the early stages of infection. According to Lee
et al.[8] HBV encoded pX protein enhances transcriptional
activity and response to TGF-β by amplification of Smadmediated signaling, which can also contribute to HBV-associated
liver fibrosis. Therefore the stimulatory effect of HBV antigens
on TGF-β1 seems to be an important mechanism of liver fibrosis
in addition to TGF-β release caused by hepatocyte injury.
Association between circulating or tissue TGF-β and liver
fibrosis has also been confirmed in HCV infection[10,11]. Recent
studies of Neuman et al. [23], Chen et al. and Lu et al. [16]
demonstrated a similar relationship between different chronic
liver diseases including primary biliary cirrhosis and alcoholic
liver disease and TGF-β1. Our previous study showed that the
positive predictive value of TGF-β1 plasma levels exceeding
the upper normal range reached 96% for liver cirrhosis[18]. As
demonstrated recently by Zhang et al. serum level of TIMP-1
and TIMP-1/MMP-1 could be used as the indices for the
diagnosis of hepatic fibrosis in chronic hepatitis B. According
to Boeker et al.[9], measurement of plasma TIMP-1 detected
cirrhosis with a 100% sensitivity but lower specificity. These
observations were also confirmed by the association between
hepatic fibroproliferation and expression of hepatic TIMP and
MMP mRNA[12]. Walsh et al.[15], who studied liver histology
in patients with chronic hepatitis C, underlined the high
sensitivity of TIMP-1 and TIMP-2 in detecting advanced liver
disease. According to Nie et al., there was a significant
correlation between circulating and liver levels of TIMP-1 in
cirrhotics, so its measurement in plasma might be useful in
fibrosis management. These observations indicate the
usefulness of both TGF-β1 and TIMP-1 as possible early noninvasive biomarkers for liver fibrosis.
The rate of HBeAg seroconversion in our study (27.5%)
was in range (18-32%) demonstrated by numerous authors in
previous research with lamivudine treatment[24-26]. In this study
we confirmed the association between the degree of hepatocyte
injury or liver fibrosis and plasma TGF-β1 or TIMP-1 levels in
patients with chronic hepatitis B. Aminotransferases, which
are classical surrogate markers of hepatic injury, demonstrated
similar association with the outcomes of the treatment.
However, in contrast to TGF-β1 and TIMP-1 their activities
were not related to liver fibrosis. As the levels of TGF-β1,
TIMP-1 and MMP-1 showed a similar change in all groups
during therapy, it was unclear whether this was a direct effect
of lamivudine on their expressions or an effect caused by HBV
inhibition. However, their levels at 24 wk after therapy
completion demonstrated their association with infection
activity. This relationship was noted in respect to TGF-β1,
which increased in group IV (non-responders) at the end of
treatment. The effect on TIMP-1 was probably secondary
to TGF-β 1. The inhibitory activity of excessive TIMP-1
accumulation might be the reason for the decreased MMP-1
plasma concentration. These results are in accordance with
our previous findings, demonstrating the strong association
between TGF-β1 or TIMP-1 plasma levels and scored hepatic
fibrosis evaluated in biopsy specimens of patients with chronic
hepatitis B and C[10]. The findings of increased TGF-β1 and
TIMP-1 accompanied by an elevation in plasma carboxyterminal
cross-linked telopeptide of type 1 procollagen (ICTP),
indicative of type I collagen degradation. We suggested that
collagenolytic mechanisms preceded TGF-β 1 /TIMP-1
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dependent stimulation of liver fibrosis[10]. Low MMP-1 plasma
levels before treatment in the present study is consistent with
this observation. It is also in accordance with the report by
Murawaki et al.[13], who demonstrated a decrease in MMP-1
concentration during histological progression of chronic
hepatitis. Moreover, a significantly decreased baseline plasma
MMP-1, followed by an increase during treatment, supports
the role of TGF-β1/TIMP-1 dependent mechanism of liver
fibrosis in patients with active chronic hepatitis B. Similar effects
on MMP-1 and TIMP-1 were observed by Ninomiya et al.[14]
in patients with chronic hepatitis C who showed improvement
of liver histology after treatment with interferon-alfa. Reduced
progression of liver fibrosis during treatment of chronic
hepatitis B with lamivudine has been demonstrated in numerous
trials[24-28]. Downregulation of TGF-β1/TIMP-1 causing an
increase of MMP-1 activity should be considered as the
probable mechanism underlying this effect of lamivudine.
However, to confirm this hypothesis further research should
be focused on the MMP-1 activity measurement.
These findings support the role of TIMP-1 and MMP-1
balance in the TGF-β1 dependent mechanism of liver fibrosis
related to HBV infection. The association of TIMP-1, MMP-1
and TGF-β1 with hepatic injury and antiviral treatment efficacy
suggest their possible usefulness in chronic hepatitis B
management. Elevated TGF-β1 plasma concentrations during
antiviral therapy may indicate medication failure.
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Abstract
AIM: To establish and assess the methods for quantitative
detection of serum duck hepatitis B virus (DHBV) DNA by
quantitative membrane hybridization using DHBV DNA probe
labeled directly with alkaline phosphatase and fluorescence
quantitative PCR (qPCR).
METHODS: Probes of DHBV DNA labeled directly with alkaline
phosphatase and chemiluminescent substrate CDP-star were
used in this assay. DHBV DNA was detected by autoradiography,
and then scanned by DNA dot-blot. In addition, three primers
derived from DHBV DNA S gene were designed. Semi-nested
primer was labeled by AmpliSensor. Standard curve of the
positive standards of DHBV DNA was established after
asymmetric preamplification, semi-nested amplification and
on-line detection. Results from 100 samples detected
separately by alkaline phosphatase direct-labeled DHBV
DNA probe with dot-blot hybridization and digoxigeninlabeled DHBV DNA probe hybridization. Seventy samples of
duck serum were tested by fluorescent qPCR and digoxigeninlabeled DHBV DNA probe in dot-blot hybridization assay and
the correlation of results was analysed.
RESULTS: Sensitivity of alkaline phosphatase direct-labeled
DHBV DNA probe was 10 pg. The coincidence was 100%
compared with digoxigenin-labeled DHBV DNA probe assay.
After 30 cycles, amplification products showed two bands of
about 180 bp and 70 bp by 20 g/L agarose gel electrophoresis.
Concentration of amplification products was in direct
proportion to the initial concentration of positive standards.
The detection index was in direct proportion to the quantity
of amplification products accumulated in the current cycle.
The initial concentration of positive standards was in inverse
proportion to the number of cycles needed for enough
quantities of amplification products. Correlation coefficient
of the results was (0.97, P<0.01) between fluorescent qPCR
and dot-blot hybridization.
CONCLUSION: Alkaline phosphatase direct-labeled DHBV
DNA probe in dot-blot hybridization and fluorescent qPCR can
be used as valuable means to quantify DHBV DNA in serum.
Chen YX, Huang AL, Qi ZY, Guo SH. Establishment and
assessment of two methods for quantitative detection of
serum duck hepatitis B virus DNA. World J Gastroenterol 2004;
10(18): 2666-2669

http://www.wjgnet.com/1007-9327/10/2666.asp

INTRODUCTION
Duck hepatitis B virus (DHBV) infection model is an important
referenced animal model for studying HBV infection and viral
replication and evaluating antiviral agents[1-8]. HBV DNA level
in serum is an important evidence for assessing antiviral effect.
At present, it is difficult to accurately define the quantity of HBV
DNA, though many methods[9-15] such as competitive PCR,
Chiron Quantiplex branched DNA (bDNA) assay, Abbott
Genostics solution hybridization assay and Digene Hybrid
Capture System have been reported which are not suitable for
clinical application because of time- and cost-consuming
process. HBV DNA quantitative PCR has been used in clinical
detection[16-18], but no reports were presented about DHBV
DNA quantitative PCR. With the development of non-isotope–
labeled nucleic acid probes, especially chemiluminescentlabeled probes[19-21], the probe-sensitivity has been improved
obviously. In order to establish a quick, sensitive and specific
method for quantitative detection of DHBV DNA in serum, we
detected DHBV DNA in serum sample with alkaline phosphatase
direct-labeled DHBV DNA probe with dot-blot hybridization
and fluorescent qPCR.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
DHBV serum was obtained from Institute of Viral Hepatitis,
Chongqing University of Medical Sciences, Chongqing, China.
pBR325 containing DHBV DNA sequence was extracted,
digested with EcoRI and recovered according to the kit
protocol. Then quantification was made with DUR Series 600.
DNA fragment diluted with water to a series concentrations of
2.76×106 to 2.76×101 copies/µL was used as positive standard.
Reagents and instruments such as alkaline phosphatase
direct-labeled kit (Amersham Pharmacia Biotech), Wizard
Plus Midipreps DNA purification system (Promega), agarose
gel DNA extraction kit (Roche), DUR Series 600 (Beckman),
scanning apparatus (Vuego Scan, Brisa-620ST), AmpliSensor
kit (Biotronics), Taq DNA polymerase (Roche), AG-9 600
Analyzer and Amplicor monitor (Biotronics) were used in the
study. Primers derived from DHBV DNA S gene were 5’TGGCCTAATCGGATTACTGG-3’ (Limited primer, 20 bp),
5’- CCTGGGCATCCCCACGGGCAGG-3’ (Excess primer,
22 bp) and 5’-GGGACGCGCGCTTTCCAAGATACTG-3’
(Semi-nested primer, 25 bp). The three primers were synthesized
by Seagon, Shanghai.
Methods
Detection of serum DHBV DNA with a membrane hybridization
assay using alkaline phosphatase direct-labeled DHBV DNA
probe DHBV DNA fragment was diluted to a concentration of
10 ng/µL and labeled referring to alkaline phosphatase directlabeling protocol. The probe can be stored in 50 mL/L glycerol
at -20 °C for up to six months. DHBV DNA in the concentration
series (100 ng, 10 ng, 1 ng, 100 pg, 10 pg) was dotted on nitric
fibrous membrane in order to determine the probe sensitivity.
The specificity was detected with human serum, duck serum
and rat serum. The serum sample (40 µL) was dotted on nitric
fibrous membrane and 1 mol/L NaOH was used for DNA
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establish a signal equilibrium, and then fluorescence reading
was acquired under the standard mode using an AG-9 600
Analyzer. Data were saved as a baseline reading. Thermal cycling
was resumed for a defined number of cycles. Fluorescence reading
was repeated under the same mode, and data were saved as an
assay reading. A detection index calculated by APAS software
was derived from each reading. The magnitude of the detection
index was directly proportional to the quantity of amplification
product accumulated at the current cycle. The report window
was activated to reveal the quantitative data of each sample.
Assessment of the two methods Alkaline phosphatase directlabeled DHBV DNA probe with dot-blot hybridization was
compared with digoxigenin-labeled DHBV DNA probe with dotblot hybridization for 100 samples, and then the correlation of
70 samples between fluorescent qPCR and dot-blot hybridization
with digoxigenin-labeled probe was analysed.

degeneration. The membrane was baked at 80 °C for 2 h and
prehybridized for at least 15 min, then 100 ng of the labeled
probe was added to the buffer used for the prehybridization
stage to hybridize at 55 °C overnight in a shaking water bath.
The membrane was washed with the primary wash buffer for
20 min at 55 °C and with secondary wash buffer for 10 min at
room temperature. The excess secondary wash buffer was drained
from the blots and the membrane was placed on a clean, flat
surface. Detection reagent was piped onto the blots (30-40 µL/cm2)
for 2-5 min. The DNA blots were placed side up in the film cassette
and a sheet of autoradiography film was placed on top of the
blots. The cassette was closed and exposed for 1 h at room
temperature. The blots on the film were scanned with scanning
apparatus and analysed with Discovery Series Quantity One
[BioRad, volume (mm3) = intensity×Area].
Fluorescent qPCR for serum DHBV DNA ligation Five×coupling
reagent 10 µL, 5×AmpliSensor 10 µL, semi-nested primer 0.5 µg,
water 30 µL were added to a microcentrifuge tube at room
temperature. The tube was incubated for 90 min at 37 °C, then
the reaction was terminated by adding 50 µL of deionized water
and heating to 90 °C for 5 min to denature the enzymes. The
ligated product was labeled as 5×AmpliSensor primer stock.
Ligation efficiency Two of the sample wells (5×AmpliSensor
primer 1 µL, 1×PCR buffer 4 µL and PCR extension mixture 5 µL
per well), two for negative control and two for standard
(5×AmpliSensor primer 0.1 µL, 1×PCR buffer 4.9 µL and PCR
extension mixture 5 µL per well), two for blank control (water 5 µL,
PCR extension mixture 5 µL per well) were designated. The
negative control served as a control of baseline signal, whereas
the standard was a reference of maximum energy transfer. The
reaction mixture was heated to 94 °C for 20 s, 55 °C for 20 s, 72 °C
for 30 s, and then 20 °C for 30 s to equilibrate the signal. The
fluorescence was read under the coupling mode using AG-9 600
Analyzer. Upon finishing, data were saved as baseline reading.
One unit of Taq DNA polymerase was added to both the sample
and standard wells and the reactions were subjected to three
additional thermal cycles. Each cycle consists of 20 s at 94 °C,
20 s at 55 °C and 30 s at 72 °C. At the end of the cycling, reactions
were cooled down to 20 °C for 30 s. The fluorescence reading
was repeated under the same mode. When the data were saved,
the coupling efficiency was displayed on the screen
Asymmetric preamplification Length of amplification fragment
was 182 bp. Ten×PCR buffer 110 µL, 40 mmol/L MgCl2 110 µL,
10×dNTP 110 µL, 10×primer 110 µL, 10×terminal primer 110 µL,
H2O 330 µL were added. PCR master mix is intended for 100
reactions. The wells for negative (addition of 5 µL H2O), Apex,
standards (addition of 5 µL positive standards), sample
(addition of 5 µL sample) were designated. PCR master mix 5 µL
was added into each well except the well designated as Apex,
to which 10 µL of 1×PCR buffer instead of 0.5 U Taq DNA
polymerase was added. PCR cycle was repeated for 25 times: 20 s
at 94 °C, 20 s at 55 °C and 30 s at 72 °C. At the end of the cycle,
the reaction was at 72 °C for 30 s and cooled down to 4 °C for 2 min.
Semi-nested PCR and on-line detection A 700-bp fragment was
amplified as follows: The 5×AmpliSensor primer stock 66 µL,
10×PCR buffer 33 µL, 40 mmol/L MgCl2 33 µL and H2O 198 µL
were added into a 0.5 mL microcentrifuge tube to make the
AmpliSensor mix. AmpliSensor mix 5 µL was aliquoted to each
reaction. PCR cycles were: At 94 °C for 20 s, at 55 °C for 30 s and
at 72 °C for 30 s. The reaction was cooled for 30 s at 20 °C to

RESULTS
DHBV DNA fragment
The recovered DHBV DNA fragment after digestion of
EcoRI was about 3.0 kb and the concentration was 28 µg/mL
(A260/A280 = 1.9) (Figure 1).
bp

1

2

3

4 072
3 054
2 036

Figure 1 Detection of EcoRI-digested pBR325 and recovered
long fragment by 10 g/L agarose gel electrophoresis. Lane 1:
Molecular marker; lane 2: pBR325 digested with EcoRI; lane 3:
Long fragment of pBR325 (DHBV DNA).

Sensitivity and specificity of alkaline phosphatase direct-labeled
probe
Sensitivity of alkaline phosphatase direct-labeled probe was
10 pg without nonspecific signs (Figure 2, Table 1).

100 ng

10 ng

1 ng

100 pg

10 pg

Figure 2 Sensitivity of alkaline phosphatase direct-labeled probe.

Comparison of alkaline phosphatase direct-labeled probe and
digoxigenin-labeled DHBV DNA probe
Compared with digoxigenin-labeled DHBV DNA probe, the
detection sensitivity of alkaline phosphatase direct-labeled
probe was 100% (60/60), the specificity was 100% (40/40) and
the coincidence was 100% (80/80) (Table 2).

Table 1 Results of serum samples from different genera detected by alkaline phosphatase direct-labeled probe
Genera
Duck serum
Human serum
Rat serum

Samples (n)
20
20
20

DHBV DNA positive
samples (n)

DHBV DNA negative
samples (n)

10
0
0

10
20
20
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Ligation efficiency of semi-nested PCR and AmpliSensor assay
The detection indices of semi-nested PCR and AmpliSensor
assay for sample wells were 424.79 and 551.28, respectively. A
“+” status was assigned to samples with ligation efficiency
greater than 70. The primer could be used in asymmetric
preamplification.
Table 2 Comparison of the results of 100 serum samples
detected with different probes
Probe

Positive
samples (n)

Digoxigenin-labeled probe
Alkaline phosphatase
direct-labeled probe

Negative
samples (n)

60
60

40
40

Detection of DHBV DNA positive standard with qPCR
After 30 cycles, amplification products showed two bands of
about 180 bp and 70 bp by 2% agarose gel electrophoresis. The
concentration of amplification products was in direct proportion
to the initial concentration of the positive standards (Figure 3).
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

bp

300
200
100

180 bp
70 bp
Primer

Omega (detection index)

Figure 3 Detection of products of DHBV DNA positive standard with qPCR by 20 g/L agarose gel electrophoresis. Lane l:
Negative control; lanes 2-7: DHBV DNA positive standard
(2.76×106-2.76×101 copies/µL); lane 8: DNA marker.
Std1

100

Std2 Std3 Std4
Std5

80
60
40
20
0
15

19
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27
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Cycle number
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39

Logconcentration

Figure 4 Amplification index standard curves of DHBV DNA
positive standard.
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Figure 5 Concentration standard curve of DHBV DNA positive standard.

Standard curves of DHBV DNA positive standards with qPCR
The detection index curves Std1-Std5 showed that the detection
index was in direct proportion to the quantities of amplification
products at the current cycle (Figure 4). The concentration
curve showed that the initial concentration of the positive
standards was in inverse proportion to the number of cycles
needed for enough quantities of amplification products and
the correlation coefficient between initial concentration and
number of cycles was 0.992 (Figure 5).
Detection of serum DHBV DNA
Seventy serum samples of ducks were tested by fluorescent
qPCR and digoxigenin-labeled DHBV DNA probe with dot-blot
hybridization, and the correlation of results was analysed.
Correlation coefficient of the results was 0.97 (P<0.01) between
the two methods. DHBV DNA could not be found by dot-blot
hybridization, but it could be detected by qPCR when DHBV
DNA loads <102 copies/mL (Table 3).
Table 3 Correlation analyses of DHBV DNA quantitative
results of 70 serum samples detected by two methods
Serum
samples
(n)

qPCR (mean±SD)
(copy/mL)

10
10
10
10
10
10
10

(2.37±1.70)×102
(2.44±1.71)×10 3
(4.47±1.96)×10 4
(5.02±2.14)×10 5
(1.83±1.03)×10 6
(4.81±2.61)×10 7
(5.16±2.72)×10 8

Dot-blot hybridization using
digoxigenin-labeled probe
(mean±SD) (volume, mm3)

1
1
1
1
1
1

155±25
241±32
353±27
428±25
550±40
748±118

DISCUSSION
Though probes labeled with radioisotope are still used to detect
nucleic acids because of its high sensitivity and complete
operation rule established many years ago, the safety and halflife of radioisotope must be taken into account. At present,
labeling and detecting with non-radioisotope have made
significant progress, and the sensitivity of the probe labeled
with chemiluminescence has reached 50 fg. Two methods of
labeling with non-radioisotope were available in the present
study: non-direct-labeling such as random primed DNA-labeling
with digoxigenin-dUTP[22] and direct-labeling such as DNAlabeling with alkaline phosphatase[23]. DNA-labeling with
alkaline phosphatase is a new method with advantages of
quickness, convenience and high sensitivity. Some procedures
such as long time incubation with antibody and blocking reagent
and elution can be omitted. The probe can be detached from
hybridizing membrane and therefore the membrane can be used
to hybridize with another probe sensitively and conveniently.
Furthermore, alkaline phosphatase may be detected with
chemiluminescence (dioxetane) and autoradiography or
photoscanning apparatus. Chen et al.[21] reported that the
sensitivity of dot-blot hybridization with Epstein-Barr virus
probe coupled with alkaline phosphatase was 4 pg, which is
similar to our results that the sensitivity of dot-blot hybridization
with DHBV probe labeled by alkaline phosphatase was 10 pg.
It is necessary to optimize labeling method of alkaline phosphatase
for improving the sensitivity of the probe. This study showed
that the alkaline phosphatase direct-labeled probe could be
used to evaluate antiviral activity in DHBV infection animal model.
AmpliSensor-PCR is a real-time, quantitative tool for PCRbased detection. The assay is based on the principle that
fluorescence resonance energy transfer can be used to detect
duplex formation between complementary nucleic acid strands.
If the two complementary strands are labeled with donor and
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acceptor fluorophores, respectively, fluorescence resonance
energy transfer between the fluorophores is facilitated when
the strands are base-paired, or eliminated when the base-pair is
disrupted. In this way, the extent of energy transfer can be
used to measure the amount of duplex formation between the
fluorophore-labeled oligonucleotide duplexes, thereby the
extent of duplex formation mediated DNA polymerase. The
measured fluorescence intensity is in proportion to the quantity
of AmpliSensor duplex left at the end of each amplification
cycle. The decrease in the fluorescence intensity correlates
proportionately to the initial target dosage and the extent
of amplification. The signal-generating mechanism of
AmpliSensenor assay is tightly linked to the priming event.
However, unlike typical PCR, where single-stranded primers
are constantly subject to the possibility of nonspecific priming,
the AmpliSensor primer is sequestered in a double-stranded
form and stabilized against random priming. The AmpliSensor
is a quasi-stable signal duplex of two oligonucleotides each
labeled with an energy donor and acceptor fluorophore,
respectively. Two strands of the AmpliSensor are unequal in
length with the long strand 5’ overhanging the short one by 7
nucleotides (5’-GCGTCCC-3’). For effective ligation, the seminested primer should encompass at its 5’ end a “hook” sequence,
that is, 5’-GGGACGC-3’, complementing the overhang of the
AmpliSensor. The fluorescence signal correlates to the overall
energy transfer efficiency in a predictable, sequence-specific
manner, and the amplified product can be monitored directly.
As a simple, homogeneous assay for PCR quantification,
AmpliSensor technology is target-specific, and it is amenable
to the normalization of signal loading and sample loading. Thus
it can reliablly count the amplified product while it accounts for
the efficiency difference among reactions.
At present, fluorescence quantitative PCR has been applied
in the fields of clinical diagnosis for hepatitis B and C, evaluating
and monitoring of antiviral effect, prediction of interferon
effect, etc.[24,25].
DHBV and HBV are two members of the hepadnavirus family
of viruses. They both display similar molecular biological character
and 40% nucleic acid sequence homology. We usually make
use of DHBV model to learn human hepatitis B about its infection
and replication strategies or antiviral effect and to screen new
anti-HBV drugs. In previous studies, dot-blot hybridization,
Southern blotting and in situ hybridization with digoxigeninlabeled probe were used to detect DHBV DNA in serum or
liver, but the advanced AmpliSensor-PCR and a membrane
hybridization assay with alkaline phosphatase direct-labeled
DHBV DNA probe could provide more objective, more valuable
experimental data for developing new anti-HBV drugs and
elucidating pathogenesis of hepatitis B.
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Abstract
AIM: To develop a cell culture system capable of producing
high titer hepatitis C virus (HCV) stocks with recombinant
vaccinia viruses as helpers.
METHODS: Two plasmids were used for the generation of
recombinant HCV: one containing the full-length HCV cDNA
cloned between T7 promoter and T7 terminator of pOCUS-T7
vector, and the other containing the HCV polyprotein open
reading frame (ORF) directly linked to a vaccinia late
promoter in PSC59. These two plasmids were co-transfected
into BHK21 cells, which were then infected with vTF7-3
recombinant vaccinia helper viruses.
RESULTS: After 5 d of incubation, approximately 3.6×107
copies of HCV RNA were present per milliliter of cell culture
supernatant, as detected by fluorescence quantitative RT-PCR
(FQ-PCR). The yield of recombinant HCV using this cell
system increased 100- to 1 000- fold compared to in vitrotranscribed HCV genomic RNA or selective subgenomic HCV
RNA molecule method.
CONCLUSION: This cell culture system is capable of
producing high titer recombinant HCV.
Wu YS, Feng Y, Dong WQ, Zhang YM, Li M. A vaccinia
replication system for producing recombinant hepatitis C virus.
World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(18): 2670-2674
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INTRODUCTION
Hepatitis C virus (HCV) is a causative agent of acute and chronic
liver diseases that infect millions of people worldwide[1]. There
is no vaccine for prevention of HCV infection, and interferon is
the only known therapeutic drug, yet it is only 10-20% effective
alone and less than 50% effective when used in combination
with ribavirin[2]. Overall, despite the epidemic significance of
HCV infection, the development of anti-HCV drugs and vaccines
has been impeded by the lack of functional cell culture systems
capable of growing the virus on a large scale.
Several approaches have been taken for the propagation of
HCV in cell cultures. One approach focuses on the identification
of primary cells or cell lines that support replication of the
virus. It has been reported that HCV isolated from infected
patients is capable of infecting human primary hepatocytes[3-5],

peripheral blood mononuclear cells[6], and cell lines such as
human T cell line HPBMa10-2, Daudi B cell line[7-9] and various
hepatocyte cell lines[10-12]. However, HCV replication in these
cell culture systems is generally transient and very inefficient.
A second approach is to transfect in vitro-transcribed HCV
genomic RNA into human hepatoma cell line, Huh7[13]. Although
it was reported that the transfected cells produced infectious
viral particles, the replication efficiency of this method was
very poor, and moreover, many research groups have reported
failure to generate detectable HCV virions using this method.
Recently, Lohmann et al. recovered high levels of selective
subgenomic HCV RNA molecules from transfected Huh-7 cells.
These replicons were derived from a cloned full-length HCV
(genotype 1b) consensus sequence with the C-p7 or C-NS2
regions removed and a neomycin phosphotransferase gene
(neo) inserted downstream of the HCV internal ribosome entry
site IRES[14-17]. However, HCV particles generated by this system
may differ from the native virions, due to the alteration of fulllength HCV genomic RNA. Thus, researchers continue to search
for a HCV replication system that will produce large-scale
quantities of native virions.
Compared to the infection of cell lines with HCV-containing
patient serum, the introduction of cloned viral genomes was
superior because the inoculum was well-defined and could be
generated in high quantities[18]. Here, we used recombinant
vaccinia viruses as helper viruses to produce high-titer cloned
HCV stocks in a cell culture system. This method has the
advantages of being simple, highly efficient, and capable of
producing large quantities of high-fidelity HCV particles.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Plasmid construction
Plasmid pBRT703’X (NIHJ1) (generously provided by T. Suzuki),
containing the full-length HCV cDNA, was cut with Hind III
and inserted into vector pOCUS-T7 (plasmid pOCUS containing
a T7 terminator) between EcoR I and Hind III sites, resulting in
insertion of the HCV sequence between bacteriophage T7
promoter and terminator sequences to create plasmid pT7HCV.
Next, plasmid O. pMKC1A (HCV) was cut with EcoR I and Hind
III and inserted into PSC59 between EcoR I and Stu I sites to
generate plasmid pVHCV, which contained the HCV
polyprotein open reading frame (ORF) linked to a vaccinia
late promoter. The correct sequences of pT7HCV and pVHCV
were confirmed by restriction enzyme digestion and DNA
sequencing.
HCV production
One day prior to use, BHK21 cell cultures (5×105 cells per well)
were seeded in 6-well plates and incubated in Dulbecco’s
modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) with high levels of glucose
(4.5 g/L) supplemented with 100 mL/L fetal calf serum and
antibiotics (100 U/mL penicillin and 100 U/mL streptomycin).
Cultures were incubated overnight in a 37 °C CO2 incubator.
Cells were then transfected with either 5 µg pT7HCV, 5 µg
pT7HCV plus 5 µg pVHCV, 5 µg pVHCV or control plasmid
(pOCUS-T7) using the LIPOFECTAMINETM 2000 reagent
(Invitrogen) followed by infection with vTF7-3 vaccinia viruses[19].
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Two hours after inoculation, the inoculum was removed and
the cells were cultured in a fresh medium in a 30 °C CO2 incubator
for 2-5 d.

Determination of HCV virions in cell culture supernatants
HCV virion RNA was used as an indicator for HCV virion
production. Accordingly, cell culture supernatants were filtered
through a 0.22 µm filter to remove residual cells and vaccinia
viruses. Ten units of RNase A and 20 units of DNase I were
added to 200 µL of each filtrate, and samples were incubated at
37 °C for 1 h for complete digestion of RNA and DNA. Protease
K was then added to a final concentration of 100 µg/mL, and
extraction of HCV genomic RNA was carried out using the high
pure viral RNA kit (Roche). The resultant RNA was treated with
DNase I and used as a template for RT-PCR (GIBCO BRL). For
detection of positive strand HCV genomic RNA, a 416 bp
fragment of the 5’ region (nt 346 to 761) and a 488 bp fragment
of the 3’ region (nt 9378 to 8891) were amplified by RT-PCR. The
primers used for reverse transcription and 5’ and 3’ region PCR
reactions are shown in Table 1.
PCR amplification consisted of 30 cycles of denaturation at
94 °C for 30 s, annealing at 55 °C for 30 s, and extension at 72 °C
for 30 s. Amplified fragments were confirmed by 10 g/L agarose
gel electrophoresis, ethidium bromide staining and visualization
under UV light.
Immunofluorescence and Western blot analysis of HCV proteins
For immunofluorescence, BHK21 cells were grown on glass
coverslips for 48 h and fixed after washed 3 times with PBS in
an ice-cold mixture of 9:1 acetone and methanol. After 10 min of
incubation at -20 °C, the cells were washed 3 times with PBS
and incubated for 1 h in 1F buffer (PBS, 30 g/L bovine serum
albumin and 1 g/L Triton X-100) at 4 °C. A mixture of NS3- and
NS5a-specific mouse monoclonal antibodies (Biodesign) was
added at a dilution of 1:100 in 1F buffer. After 1 h, the cells were
washed 3 times with PBS followed by incubation with a mousespecific antibody conjugated with fluorescein isothiocyanate
(Sigma) in 1F buffer. Coverslips were washed 3 times with PBS
and mounted on glass slides, and the cells were examined under
a fluorescence microscope.
For Western blot analysis, cells were lysed with a buffer
containing 10 g/L sodium deoxycholate, 1 g/L sodium dodecyl
sulfate (SDS), 10 g/L Triton X-100, 10 mmol/L Tris, 140 mmol/L
NaCl, 1 mmol/L phenylmethylsulfony1 fluoride (PMSF), 2 µg of
aprotinin per mL, and 2 µg of leupeptin per mL (pH 8.0). The cell
lysate was cleared of cell debris and nuclei by low-speed
centrifugation (15 min at 15 000 g, 4 °C). A fraction of the
supernatant was denatured by heating for 4 min at 100 °C in
SDS sample buffer. The samples were electrophoresed on SDS100/L polyacrylamide gels and transferred to nitrocellulose
membranes. The membranes were then incubated overnight in
blocking buffer (PBS containing 5 mL/L Tween 20 and 50 mL/L
milk powder), and the mixture of NS3- and NS5a-specific mouse
monoclonal antibodies was added at a dilution of 1:100 in
blocking buffer for 1h. After washed 3 times with 5 mL/L Tween
20 in PBS, the membranes were then incubated with a mousespecific antibody conjugated with peroxidase (Sigma) in
blocking buffer for 1 h, washed 3 times as described above, and
bound antibodies were detected by DAB.
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Immunoelectron microscopy
Transfected cells were grown in 6-well plates for 48 h. After
washed 2 times with ice-cold PBS (pH 7.4), the cells were fixed
in Petri dishes for 30 min in a mixture of 40 g/L formaldehyde,
2.5 g/L glutaraldehyde, and 2 mL/L picric acid in PIPES buffer.
The fixed cells were washed 3 times with PBS, then cell pellets
were embedded in 40 g/L melted agarose and cut into small
blocks, which were stained in 10 g/L uranyl acetate dissolved
in water for 30 min at 4 °C. The blocks were further dehydrated
in ethanol and embedded in Epon-Araldite. Ultrathin sections
were mounted on nickel grids without supporting films. All
labeling was conducted on grids according to the method of
Sparkman and White[20]. Grids were etched with 10 g/L sodium
periodate in water for 15 min, washed 3 times with PBS, and
incubated with 30 g/L BSA in PBS for 30 min. The grids were
then incubated for 1 h with a mixture of NS3- and NS5a-specific
mouse monoclonal antibodies (diluted 1:100 in 10 g/L BSAPBS) or in 10 g/L BSA-PBS only. After washed 5 times with
PBS, the sections were treated for 1 h with goat anti-mouse
antibody conjugated with colloidal gold (10-nm diameter, diluted
1:100 in PBS). Samples were rinsed five times with PBS. After
counterstained with uranyl acetate and lead citrate, the sections
were examined with an electron microscope.
Quantification virion RNA copy numbers
Fluorescence quantitative RT–PCR (FQ-PCR) was used to
determine the amount of HCV virion RNA in cell culture
supernatants treated with RNase A and DNase I as described
above. Hepatitis C virus fluorescence polymerase chain reaction
(PCR) diagnostic kit (Da Am Company, China) was used as
directed to quantify virion RNA. Samples from ten transfections
were detected by FQ-PCR.
RESULTS
Recombinant plasmids pT7HCV and pVHCV were confirmed
by restriction endonuclease digestion. As expected, pT7HCV
generated two fragments of 6.7 kb and 4.6 kb when digested
with EcoR I, and pVHCV generated two fragments of 8 kb and
4.4 kb when digested with Xho I. DNA sequencing confirmed
that the 3’ and 5’ sequences were as expected.
RT-PCR was used to detect HCV virion RNA in the cell
culture supernatant as a measure of virion production. To ensure
that the detected HCV RNA was the product of virions, we
used RNase A treatment to remove HCV RNA that might release
into the culture medium, as the virion envelope could protect
the desired HCV RNA from digestion. To ensure that the
fragments detected by RT-PCR did not come from the HCV
DNA, the cell culture supernatants were also treated with DNase
I. To ensure that the detected HCV RNA included the entire
genome, the 5’ and 3’ ends of HCV genome were both amplified
by RT-PCR. Positive samples amplified a 416 bp DNA fragment
from the 5’ UTR and a 488 bp DNA fragment from the 3’ UTR .
Transfection of BKH21 cells with either pT7HCV or pT7HCV
plus pVHCV resulted in samples that were positive for both the
3’ and 5’ fragments amplified by RT-PCR but not PCR alone.
HCV RNA was not detected following transfection with pVHCV
alone or with the control plasmid. These results confirmed that
HCV virions existed in the culture supernatant of BKH21 cells

Table 1 Primers for RT-PCR
Oligodeoxynucleotide

5’ region

3’ region

Reverse transcription primers

agccctggcagcgccccctaggggggcgcc (nt 791 to 762)

gggggatggcctattggcctggagtgt (nt 9414 to 9388)

PCR primer 1

gcacaaatccaaaaccccaaagaaaaa (nt 346-372)

cgctcatcggttggggagcaggtagatg (nt 9378 to 9351)

PCR primer 2

gacgagcggaatgtaccccatgaggtcggc (nt 761-732)

ccatccttctagcccaggagcaacttga (nt 8891 to 8918)
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Figure 1 Immunofluorescent analysis of HCV nonstructural proteins expressed in BHK21 cells using a mixture of NS3- and NS5aspecific mouse monoclonal antibodies. A: cells transfected with pT7HCV; B: cells cotransfected with pT7HCV and pVHCV; C:
cells transfected with pVHCV.

transfected with pT7HCV or pT7HCV plus pVHCV.
Expression of HCV nonstructural proteins in the infected
cells was detected by immunofluorescence and Western blot
analysis using NS3- and NS5a-specific mouse monoclonal
antibodies. BKH21 cells transfected with pT7HCV, pT7HCV plus
pVHCV or pVHCV were positive for immunofluorescence,
though to varying degrees. Cells transfected with pVHCV
showed the strongest signal, and cells transfected with pT7HCV
showed the weakest (Figure 1). Expression of HCV nonstructural
proteins in BKH21 cells was further confirmed by Western blot
analysis. Nonstructural proteins NS3 and NS5a were detected
as bands of -70 and 56 ku, respectively. Western blot analysis
also showed that the expression of nonstructural proteins was
highest in cells transfected with pVHCV and lowest in cells
transfected with pT7HCV (Figure 2).
1

NS3

2

3

plus pVHCV, pVHCV or the control plasmid. The copy number
of HCV RNA per milliliter of culture supernatant 2, 3, 4 and
5 days after inoculation are shown in Table 2.
A
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c

4
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43
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31
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Figure 2 Western blotting of HCV gene products expressed
in BHK21 cells probed with a mixture of NS3- and NS5a-specific mouse monoclonal antibodies. 1: cells transfected with
control plasmid (pOCUS-T7); 2: cells transfected with pVHCV;
3: cells cotransfected with pT7HCV and pVHCV; 4: cells transfected with pT7HCV.

NS3- and NS5a-specific mouse monoclonal antibodies were
used to determine the subcellular localization of HCV proteins
in cells transfected with pT7HCV plus pVHCV. Specific, though
weak, signals were found in cytoplasm and vesicles (Figure 3),
which were consistent with the results of Pietscmann et al.[16],
who reported that antisera monospecific for NS3, NS4b, NS5a
or NS5b resulted in weak specific signals that were difficult to
interpret. Our immunoelectron microscopy results identified
positively stained small particles, about 40 to 60 nm in diameter,
in cytoplasm and vesicles (Figure 3). The morphology and size
of these particles were consistent with previous predictions
regarding the HCV particles[21-24]. No virion-like structures were
identified in cells transfected with control plasmid and/or
infected with vTF7-3 vaccinia alone.
Next, FQ-PCR was used to quantify the virion production
in supernatants of cells transfected with pT7HCV, pT7HCV

Figure 3 Immunoelectron microscopy of HCV-like virions in
BHK21 cells cotransfected with pT7HCV plus pVHCV and
stained with mixed NS3- and NS5a-specific mouse monoclonal
antibodies. Virions about 40 to 60 nm in diameter (arrows)
were identified in cytoplasm and vesicles. Bar: 500 nm (A) and
200 nm (B). c: cytoplasm; lu: lumen; n: nucleus.
Table 2 Virion RNA quantitation in cell culture supernatants
as measured by fluorescence quantitative RT–PCR (RNA copies per mL)
RNA copies
Culture time
PT7HCV

PT7HCV+
PvHCV

PvHCV

Control
plasmid

48 h

1.12±0.18×105

3.76±0.22×105

0

0

72 h

4.08±0.20×105

8.00±0.28×105

0

0

96 h

6

6

0

0

3.60±0.18×107

0

0

120 h

1.28±0.27×10

3.24±0.25×106

7.68±0.22×10
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DISCUSSION
Since HCV virions contain only genomic RNA and structural
proteins, transfecting host cells with in vitro synthesized HCV
viral genomic RNA could result in generation of HCV virions if
the host cells were able to translate mRNA and properly
processed the resulting polyprotein[13]. However, because of
low transfection efficiency, the short lifetime of viral RNA in
the cytoplasm, and poor translation efficiency, viral production
was generally very low by the RNA transfection method.
In this study, we used the vaccinia viral replication machinery
to produce HCV virions in cell culture. The vaccinia expression
system was previously tried for the production of HCV virions
in cell culture. Selby et al. transfected Ost7-1 cells with a plasmid
containing a cDNA of HCV genomic RNA downstream of a
T7 promoter. The transfected cells were then infected with a
recombinant vaccinia virus containing a T7 polymerase gene.
Although HCV polyprotein was synthesized in Ost7-1 cells
and correctly processed into individual viral proteins, no HCV
virions were generated[25], perhaps because the researchers
did not place a T7 terminator downstream of HCV cDNA.
Without terminator, transcripts synthesized by T7 RNA
polymerase were heterogeneous concatemers that were too
large to be packaged into a HCV virion. To correct this problem,
Mizuno et al. cloned HCV cDNA between a T7 promoter and a
T7 terminator[21], resulting in the expression of both structural
and nonstructural proteins in HeLa G cells, and the appearance
of HCV core antigen-positive particle-like structures in cytosol
and cisternae of the endoplasmic reticulum (ER). However, these
particles were not tested for the presence of HCV RNA.
For identification of recombinant HCV virions, we detected
the expression of HCV nonstructural proteins NS3 and NS5a in
the supernatant of transfected cells. This has been reported by
Mizuno et al. who detected the expression of structural proteins
in HeLa G cells transfected with the full-length HCV genome
sequence[21]. Next, we used RT-PCR to detect the presence of
positive strand HCV genomic RNA. Following digestion of
HCV RNA from blocked cells, and residual plasmid DNA, RTPCR of fragments from the 5’ (nt 346 to 761) and 3’ (nt 9378 to
8891) regions of HCV RNA showed that virions contained the
entire sequence. This was in contrast to the report of Baumert
et al., who reported that HCV-like particles produced in insect
cells using a recombinant baculovirus containing cDNA of
HCV structural proteins contained various shortened HCV
RNAs[22]. Finally, we observed the expression of HCV proteins
and virion-like structures using immunoelectron microscopy.
In this new culture system, cells were transfected with two
plasmids. One contained the HCV genomic RNA-coding region
between upstream T7 promoter and downstream T7 terminator,
transcripts synthesized by bacteriophage T7 RNA polymerase
would have a defined size. The other plasmid contained the
open reading frame (ORF) of HCV polyprotein directly linked
to a vaccinia late promoter. The doubly transfected cells were
subsequently infected with vTF7-3 recombinant vaccinia
viruses containing a T7 RNA polymerase gene under the
control of a vaccinia promoter. Thus, T7 RNA polymerase was
synthesized in the infected cells and in turn transcribed plasmid
DNA encoding HCV genomic RNA. Meanwhile, vaccinia RNA
polymerase transcribed DNA encoding HCV polyprotein. After
polyprotein was processed, the resulting viral proteins packaged
HCV genomic RNA and assembled it into virions, which were
then released from cells via the secretory pathway. In the system,
we took the advantage of the unique properties of vaccinia
viruses. Vaccinia virus replicates entirely in cytoplasm and uses
its own enzymes to replicate DNA and systhesize 5’ capped
and 3’ polyadenylylated mRNA. Vaccinia DNA polymerase is
able to replicate plasmid DNA in cytoplasm, increase the number
of DNA copies, and transcribe cytoplasmic DNA that is linked
to a vaccinia promoter. Meanwhile, the viral capping enzyme
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and poly(A) polymerase add a 5’ cap and 3’ poly(A) tail to the
transcribes. The resulting mRNA can be translated by the host
cell translation machinery. Beacuase HCV genomic RNA is
synthesized by T7RNA polymerase of vaccinia while mRNA
for the viral proteins is synthesized by vaccinia enzymes, RNA
synthesis will not be restricted as RNA replication that is
catalyzed by HCV enzymes.
For practical examination of this new system, we transfected
BHK21 cells with pT7HCV and pVHCV respectively, or cotransfected
the cells with pT7HCV plus pVHCV for comparison. After 5 d of
culture, we detected approximately 3.24±0.25×106 copies of HCV
RNA per mL of supernatant from cells transfected with pT7HCV
and 3.60±0.18×107 copies of HCV RNA per mL from cells
cotransfected with pT7HCV plus pVHCV. HCV RNA was not
detected in cells transfected with pVHCV alone. These results
suggest that cotransfection with pT7HCV plus pVHCV could
increase virion production. Evidence from a previous study
with in vitro-transcribed HCV RNA showed that although
transfection of cells with genomic HCV RNA could result in the
production of HCV virions, cotransfection with both genomic
RNA and 5’ capped RNA in which 5’UTR is deleted could
increase virion production[13]. We hypothesize that it may be
possible to further increase the production of viral particles by
slight alterations of pT7HCV, including addition of mutations
in the NS5a or NS3 regions (e.g., serine to isoleucine at NS5
position 1179) to enhance replication[26-29], or addition of a hairpinribozyme cassette right after the end of the 3’ untranslated
region[30-32], which may also increase the titer of the resulting
viral particles. However, the experimental benefits of these
changes have yet to be determined.
Indeed, it also remains to be seen whether recombinant
HCV virions identified in the present study are infectious.
Evidence from a study with in vitro-transcribed full-length and
subgenomic HCV RNA showed that recombinant viral particles
were infectious and replication competent[13]. To determine
whether the virions produced by our new method are infectious,
future work may include purification of the particles by sucrose
and CsCl gradient centrifugation according to Baumert et al.[22],
to rule out interference by residual vaccinia viruses. Alternatively,
we might generate a defective vaccinia virus that lacks D13L
gene, which is essential for HCV production. Repression of
D13L gene expression had no effect on viral replication and
viral protein expression but could block formation of progeny
virions[33].
In conclusion, the yield of recombinant HCV using our cell
system increased 100- to 1000-fold compared to in vitrotranscribed HCV genomic RNA method or selective subgenomic
HCV RNA molecule method. This culture system may enable
us to provide academic and medical researchers with high
quality HCV preparations as well as to generate attenuated
HCV for vaccine development. Furthermore, it may be useful as
a system for future drug screening and vaccine selection.
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system with high expression efficiency of the target fusion
gene ltB-ureB was successfully established. The expressed
rLTB-UreB showed qualified immunogenicity, antigenicity
and adjuvanticity. All the results mentioned above laid a
firm foundation for further development of H pylori genetically
engineered vaccine.
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Abstract
AIM: To construct ltB-ureB fusion gene and its prokaryotic
expression system and identify immunity and adjuvanticity
of the expressed recombinant protein.
METHODS: The ureB gene from a clinical Helicobacter
pylori (H pylori) strain Y06 and the ltB gene from Escherichia
coli (E. coli) strain 44851 were linked into ltB-ureB fusion
gene by PCR. The fusion gene sequence was analyzed
after T-A cloning. A prokaryotic recombinant expression
vector pET32a inserted with ltB-ureB fusion gene (pET32altB-ureB) was constructed. Expression of the recombinant
LTB-UreB protein (rLTB-UreB) in E. coli BL21DE3 induced
by isopropylthio-β-D-galactoside (IPTG) at different
concentrations was detected by SDS-PAGE. Western blot
assays were used to examine the immunoreaction of rLTBUreB by a commercial antibody against whole cell of H pylori
and a self-prepared rabbit anti-rUreB serum, respectively,
and determine the antigenicity of the recombinant protein
on inducing specific antibody in rabbits. GM1-ELISA was
used to demonstrate the adjuvanticity of rLTB-UreB.
Immunoreaction of rLTB-UreB to the UreB antibody positive
sera from 125 gastric patients was determined by using ELISA.
RESULTS: In comparison with the corresponding sequences
of original genes, the nucleotide sequence homologies of
the cloned ltB-ureB fusion gene were 100%. IPTG with
different dosages of 0.1-1.0 mmol/L could efficiently induce
pET32a-ltB-ureB-E.coli BL21DE3 to express the rLTB-UreB.
The output of the target recombinant protein expressed
by pET32a-ureB-E.coli BL21DE3 was approximately 35%
of the total bacterial proteins. rLTB-UreB mainly presented
in the form of inclusion body. Western blotting results
demonstrated that rLTB-UreB could combine with the
commercial antibody against whole cell of H pylori and
anti-rUreB serum as well as induce rabbit to produce
specific antibody. The strong ability of rLTB-UreB binding
bovine GM1 indicated the existence of adjuvanticity of the
recombinant protein. All the UreB antibody positive sera
from the patients (125/125) were positive for rLTB-UreB.
CONCLUSION: A recombinant prokaryotic expression

INTRODUCTION
In China, gastritis and peptic ulcer are the most prevalent gastric
diseases and gastric cancer is one of the malignant tumors
with high morbidities[1]. Helicobacter pylori (H pylori), a
microaerophilic, spiral and Gram-negative bacterium, is
recognized as a human-specific gastric pathogen that colonizes
the stomachs of at least half of the world’s populations[2]. Most
infected individuals are asymptomatic. However, in some
subjects, H pylori infection causes acute, chronic gastritis or
peptic ulceration. Furthermore, the infection is also a high risk
factor for the development of peptic ulcer and gastric
adenocarcinoma, mucosa-associated lymphoid tissue (MALT)
lymphoma and primary gastric non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma[3-8].
Recently, direct evidence of carcinogenesis of the microbe in
an animal model has been presented[9-11]. Immunization against
the bacterium represents a cost-effective strategy to prevent
H pylori-associated common peptic ulcer diseases and to reduce
the incidence of global gastric cancers [12]. However, no
vaccines preventing H pylori infection have been commercially
available so far.
Previous studies revealed many protective protein antigens
of the microbe such as UreB, HpaA, FlaA, CagA, VacA etc[13-18].
Among these protein antigens, UreB, one of the four subunits
of an urease produced by almost all the isolated strains of
H pylori, has been demonstrated to have the strongest antigenicity
and protection in all known proteins of H pylori[13,19,20]. ureB
gene, responsible for encoding UreB with 569 amino acid
residues, is a highly conserved nucleotide sequence with a
similarity of approximately 95% in different H pylori isolates[21-23].
These data strongly indicate that UreB can be used as an
excellent antigen candidate for H pylori vaccine.
Since a genetically engineered vaccine composed of a single
protein antigen usually showed a low immunization effect, it is
necessary to increase immunogenicity of the antigen by coadministration with an appropriate adjuvant. Escherichia coli
(E. coli) heat-labile toxin B subunit (LTB) and cholera toxin B
subunit (CTB) were well-confirmed mucosal adjuvants[24-28].
However, some of the previous studies demonstrated that the
mucosal adjuvanticity of LTB was stronger than that of CTB[26,29].
Furthermore, CTB activates Th2 pathway, and induces IL-4, a
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cytokine closely related to IgE-mediated allergic reaction, but
LTB mainly stimulates Th1 pathway[26,30].
In order to simplify the procedure steps and further reduce
cost in H pylori vaccine production, we constructed ltB-ureB
fusion gene and its recombinant prokaryotic expression system.
The immunogenicity, antigenicity and adjuvanticity of the
expressed target recombinant protein (rLTB-UreB) were
examined. The results of this study would benefit the mass
production of H pylori UreB-associated genetically engineered
vaccine at a lower cost.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
Both the ureB gene from a clinical H pylori strain Y06 and the
ltB gene from E. coli strain 44851 (offered by National Institute
for the Control of Pharmaceuticals and Biological Products of
China) was cloned by our laboratory[31]. A plasmid pET32a
(Novagen, Madison, USA) and E. coli BL21DE3 (Novagen,
Madison, USA) were used as the expression vector and host
cell, respectively. Primers for PCR amplification were
synthesized by BioAsia (Shanghai, China). Taq-plus high
fidelity PCR kit and restriction endonucleases used were
purchased from TaKaRa (Dalian, China). The T-A Cloning Kit,
DNA Agarose Gel Purification Kit and sequencing service were
provided by BBST (Shanghai, China). DAKO (Glostrup,
Denmark) and Jackson ImmunoResearch (West Grove, USA)
supplied rabbit antiserum against whole cell of H pylori, HRPlabeling sheep anti-rabbit IgG and anti-human IgG antibodies,
respectively. The UreB antibody positive serum samples from
125 H pylori infected patients with gastritis or ulcer were stored
at -70 °C in our laboratory[31].
Methods
Extraction of DNA templates E. coli DH5 α strains respectively
containing plasmid pUCm-T- ureB, pUCm-T-ltB were cultured
in LB medium. The two plasmids were extracted by alkalinedenature method and then purified by DNase-free RNase
treatment and routine phenol-chloroform method described by
Sambrook et al.[32]. The obtained DNA extracts were dissolved
in TE buffer and their concentrations as well as purity were
measured by ultraviolet spectrophotometry[32]. The pUCm-TureB DNA was further digested with restriction endo- nucleases
EcoR V and Xho I at 37 °C for 3 h. The target fragment of ureB
gene was separated by agarose gel electrophoresis and then
recovered by DNA Agarose Gel Purification Kit.
Amplification of ureB and ltB gene The sequence of ltB
sense primer was: 5’-CCGGATATCATGAATAAAGTAA
AATGTTA-3’(EcoR V). The sequence of antisense primer
linking the 3’-end of ltB gene and the 5’-end of ureB gene was:
5’-AGAAACATATTCTTTTCTGCTAATGTTTTCCATA
CTGATTGCCGC-3’. Total volume per PCR was 100 µL
containing 2.5 mol/L each dNTP, 250 nmol/L each of the two
primers, 15 mol/L MgCl2, 2.5 U Taq-plus polymerase, 100 ng
pUCm-T-ltB DNA template and 1×PCR buffer (pH8.3).
Parameters for PCR of ltB gene were: at 94 °C for 5 min, ×1; at
94 °C for 30 s, at 48 °C for 30 s, at 72 °C for 45 s, ×10; at 94 °C for
30 s, at 48 °C for 30 s, at 72 °C for 50 s (an addition of 5 s for each
of the following cycles), ×20; finally at 72 °C for 7 min, ×1. The
results of PCR were observed under UV light after
electrophoresis in 15 g/L agarose pre-stained with ethidium
bromide. The expected size of target amplification fragment
from ltB gene was 375 bp. The target fragment in the gel was
recovered by using DNA Agarose Gel Purification Kit.
Construction of ltB-ureB fusion gene by PCR Total volume
per tube was 90 µL containing all the PCR reagents mentioned
above but not the primers, 100 ng of the recovered ltB DNA
fragment with a cohesive end and 400 ng of the recovered ureB

DNA fragment were added. Parameters for the following PCR
were : at 94 °C for 5 min, ×1; at 94 °C for 30 s, at 45 °C for 30 s, at
72 °C for 150 s, ×10; at 72 °C for 10 min, ×1. After this PCR, the
two fragments of ureB and ltB produced a complex fragment of
ureB-ltB dependent on the cohesive end in the ltB fragment,
which would be used as a template for the next PCR. The sense
primer for ureB-ltB amplification was as previously mentioned.
The sequence of antisense primer was: 5’-CGACTCGAGGAA
AAT GCTAAAGAGTTGTGC-3’(Xho I). The 250 nmol/L each
of the two primers was added into each of the tubes. Parameters
for ltB-ureB amplification were: at 94 °C for 3 min, ×1; at 94 °C
for 30 s, at 50 °C for 30 s, at 72 °C for 180 s, ×10; at 94 °C for 30 s,
at 50 °C for 30 s, at 72 °C for 195 s (an addition of 15 s for each
of the following cycles), ×15; at 72 °C for 12 min, ×1. Examination
of the results of this PCR and recovery of the target fragment
were the same as described above. The expected size of target
amplification fragment from ureB-ltB fusion gene was 2 070 bp.
T-A cloning, sequencing and subcloning of ureB-ltB fusion
gene The ltB-ureB amplification DNA fragment was cloned
into plasmid vector pUCm-T (pUCm-T-ltB-ureB) by using T-A
Cloning Kit according to the manufacturer’s instruction. The
recombinant plasmid was amplified in E. coli DH5α and then
extracted by Sambrook’s method[32]. A professional company
(BBST) was responsible for nucleotide sequence analysis of
the inserted fragment. Two plasmids pUCm-T-ltB-ureB and
pET32a in two different strains of E. coli DH5α after amplified
in LB medium were extracted and then digested with EcoR V
and Xho I, respectively[32]. The fragment ltB-ureB and pET32a
were recovered and then ligased. The recombinant expression
vector pET32a -ltB-ureB was transformed into E. coli BL21DE3,
and the expression system was named as pET32a-ltB-ureBE.coli BL21DE3. The ltB-ureB fragment inserted in pET32a
was sequenced again.
Expression of the target recombinant protein pET32a-ltBureB-E.coli BL21DE3 was rotatively cultured in LB medium at
37 °C induced by isopropylthio-β-D-galactoside (IPTG) at
different concentrations of 1.0, 0.5 and 0.1 mmol/L. The supernatant
and precipitate were separated through centrifugation after the
bacterial pellet was ultrasonically broken (300 V, 3×5 s). The
molecular mass and output of the target recombinant protein
(rLTB-UreB) were measured by SDS-PAGE.
Identification of immunoreactivity and antigenicity of rLTBUreB The expressed rLTB-UreB was collected by Ni-NTA
affinity chromatography. The commercial rabbit antiserum
against whole cell of H pylori or rabbit anti-rUreB serum
prepared in our previous study and HRP-labeling sheep antirabbit IgG were used as the first and second antibodies,
respectively, to determine the immunoreactivity of rLTB-UreB
by Western blot. Rabbits were immunized with rUreB to prepare
the antiserum and Western blot was applied again to determine
the antigenicity of rLTB-UreB.
GM 1-ELISA GM 1-ELISA was used to demonstrate the
adjuvanticity of rLTB-UreB. Briefly, 40-well plates were coated
by bovine GM1 (Sigma) and then added with rLTB-UreB. The
rabbit anti-rLTB-UreB serum was used as the first antibody
(1:100 dilution) and the commercial HRP-labeling sheep antihuman IgG (1:4 000 dilution) was applied as the second
antibody. Each of the first antibody dilutions contained four
wells. Negative controls without addition of rLTB-UreB with
four repeated wells were set up and their mean A490 value plus
3-fold SD values were used as the positive standard for each of
the tested wells[33].
ELISA By using rLTB-UreB as coated antigen at the
concentration of 20 µg/mL, each of the UreB antibody positive
serum samples from the 125 patients (1:400 dilution) as the first
antibody and HRP-labeling sheep anti-human IgG (1:4 000
dilution) as the second antibody, the immunoreaction of rLTBUreB to the specific antibody in the sera were detected by
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ELISA. In this assay, six UreB antibody negative serum samples
were used as the control and the positive standard was similar
to that in the GM1-ELISA.

Statistical analysis
The nucleotide sequence of the cloned ltB-ureB fusion gene
was compared for homologies with the original sequences[31] by
using a molecular biological analysis software.
RESULTS
PCR
The target fragments of ureB, ltB and ltB-ureB genes with the
expected sizes are shown in Figure 1.
1
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1: ATGAATAAAGTAAAATGTTATGTTTTATTTACGGCGTTACTATCCTCTCTATGTGCACAC
1: M N K V K C Y V L F T A L L S S L C A Y
61: GGAGCTCCCCAGTCTATTACAGAACTATGTTCGGAATATCGCAACACACAAATATATACG
21: G A P Q S I T E L C S E Y R N T Q I Y T
121: ATAAATGACAAGATACTATCATATACGGAATCGATGGCAGGCAAAAGAGAAATGGTTATC
41: I N D K I L S Y T E S M A G K R E M V I
181: ATTACATTTAAGAGCGGCGCAACATTTCAGGTCGAAGTCCCGGGCAGTCAACATATAGAC
61: I T F K S G A T F Q V E V P G S Q H I D
241: TCCCAAAAAAAAGCCATTGAAAGGATGAAGGACACATTAAGAATCACATATCTGACCGAG
81: S Q K K A I E R M K D T L R I T Y L T E
301: ACCAAAATTGATAAATTATGTGTATGGAATAATAAAACCCCCAATTCAATTGCGGCAATC
101: T K I D K L C V W N N K T P N S I A A I
ltB sequence∣ureB sequence
361: AGTATGGAAAACATTAGCAGAAAAGAATATGTTTCTATGTATGGTCCTACTACAGGCGAT
121: S M E N I S R K E Y V S M Y G P T T G D
421: AAAGTGAGATTGGGCGATACAGACTTGATCGCTGAAGTAGAACATGACTACACCATTTAT
141: K V R L G D T D L I A E V E H D Y T I Y
481: GGCGAAGAGCTTAAATTCGGTGGCGGTAAGACTTTGAGGGAAGGCATGAGCCAATCCAAC
161: G E E L K F G R G K T L R E G M S Q S N

7

541: AACCCTAGCAAAGAAGAACTGGATTTAATCATCACTAACGCTTTAATCGTGGATTACACC
181: N P S K E E L D L I I T N A L I V D Y T

2 500 bp
2 000 bp
1 500 bp

ltB-ureB
ureB

601: GGTATTTATAAAGCGGATATTGGTATTAAAGATGGCAAAATCGCTGGCATTGGCAAAGGC
201: G I Y K A D I G I K D G K I A G I G K G
661: GGTAACAAAGACATGCAAGATGGCGTTAAAAACAATCTTAGCGTGGGTCCTGCTACTGAA
221: G N K D M Q D G V K N N L S V G P A T E
721: GCCTTAGCTGGTGAAGGTTTGATCGTAACTGCTGGTGGTATTGACACACACATCCACTTC
241: A L A G E G L I V T A G G I D T H I H F

500 bp
ltB
250 bp

Figure 1 Target amplification fragments of ltB and ureB genes
and ltB-ureB fusion gene. Lane 1: 250 bp DNA marker (BBST);
Lanes 2, 4 and 6: Blank controls; Lanes 3 and 5: Target amplification fragments of ltB gene and ltB-ureB fusion gene,
respectively; Lane 7: Target recovered fragment of ureB gene
from pUCm-T-ureB after digestion with both EcoR V and Xho I.

Nucleotide sequence analysis
The homologies of the nucleotide sequences of the cloned ltBureB fusion gene compared with the original ltB and ureB gene
sequences were 100%[31]. The nucleotide and putative amino acid
sequences of the ltB-ureB fusion gene are shown in Figure 2.
Expression of target fusion protein
IPTG at concentrations of 1.0, 0.5 and 0.1 mmol/L could
efficiently induce the expression of rLTB-UreB in pET32a-ltBureB-E.coli BL21DE3 system. The product of rLTB-UreB was
mainly presented in the ultrasonic precipitate and the output
was approximately 35% of the total bacterial proteins (Figure 3).
Immunoreactivity and antigenicity of rLTB-UreB
Commercial rabbit antibody against the whole cell of H pylori
could combine with rLTB-UreB and induce rabbit to produce
specific antibody as confirmed by Western blotting (Figure 4),
respectively.
GM1-ELISA
Since the mean±SD of A490 of the negative control in the four
repeated wells was 0.28±0.09, the positive reference value was
0.55. The mean±SD of A490 of the tested wells was 1.29±0.10,
indicating that rLTB-UreB had the ability of binding to bovine
GM1.
ELISA
Since the mean±SD of A490 values of the six UreB antibody
negative serum samples was 0.17±0.03, the positive reference
value for the specific antibody detection in patients’ sera was
0.26. According to the reference value, 100% (125/125) of the
tested patients’ sera were positive for the antibodies against
rLTB-UreB with an A490 value ranging from 0.37-1.98.

781: ATCTCCCCCCAACAAATCCCTACAGCTTTTGCAAGCGGTGTAACAACCATGATTGGTGGC
261: I S P Q Q I P T A F A S G V T T M I G G
841: GGAACTGGTCCTGCTGATGGCACTAACGCAACCACTATCACTCCAGGCAGAAGAAACTTA
281: G T G P A D G T N A T T I T P G R R N L
901: AAATGGATGCTCAGAGCGGCTGAAGAATATTCCATGAACTTAGGTTTCTTAGCTAAAGGT
301: K W M L R A A E E Y S M N L G F L A K G
961: AACACTTCTAACGATGCGAGCTTAGCCGATCAAATTGAAGCCGGTGCGATTGGTTTTAAA
321: N T S N D A S L A D Q I E A G A I G F K
1021: ATCCACGAAGACTGGGGAACAACTCCTTCTGCAATCAATCATGCGTTAGATGTTGCGGAC
341: I H E D W G T T P S A I N H A L D V A D
1081: AAATACGATGTGCAAGTCGCTATCCACACAGACACTTTGAATGAAGCCGGTTGTGTAGAA
361: K Y D V Q V A I H T D T L N E A G C V E
1141: GACACTATGGCAGCCATTGCCGGACGCACTATGCACACTTTCCACACTGAAGGCGCTGGT
381: D T M A A I A G R T M H T F H T E G A G
1201: GGCGGACACGCTCCTGATATTATTAAAGTGGCCGGCGAACACAACATTCTGCCCGCTTCC
401: G G H A P D I I K V A G E H N I L P A S
1261: ACTAACCCCACTATCCCTTTCACTGTGAATACAGAAGCAGAACACATGGACATGCTTATG
421: T N P T I P F T V N T E A E H M D M L M
1321: GTGTGCCACCACTTGGATAAAAGCATTAAAGAAGATGTTCAGTTCGCTGATTCAAGGATC
441: V C H H L D K S I K E D V Q F A D S R I
1381: CGCCCTCAAACTATTGCGGCTGAAGACACTTTGCATGACATGGGGATTTTCTCCATCACT
461: R P Q T I A A E D T L H D M G I F S I T
1441: AGTTCTGACTCTCAAGCTATGGGTCGTGTGGGTGAAGTTATCACTAGAACTTGGCAAACA
481: S S D S Q A M G R V G E V I T R T W Q T
1501: GCTGACAAAAACAAAAAAGAATTTGGCCGCTTGAAAGAAGAAAAAGGCGATAACGACAAC
501: A D K N K K E F G R L K E E K G D N D N
1561: TTCAGGATCAAACGCTACTTGTCTAAATACACCATTAACCCAGCGATCGCTCATGGGATT
521: F R I K R Y L S K Y T I N P A I A H G I
1621: AGCGAGTATGTAGGTTCTGTAGAAGTGGGCAAAGTGGCTGACTTGGTATTGTGGAGTCCA
541: S E Y V G S V E V G K V A D L V L W S P
1681: GCATTCTTTGGCGTGAAACCCAACATGATCATCAAAGGCGGGTTCATTGCGTTAAGTCAA
561: A F F G V K P N M I I K G G F I A L S Q
1741: ATGGGCGATGCGAACGCTTCTATCCCTACCCCACAACCAGTTTATTACAGAGAAATGTTC
581: M G D A N A S I P T P Q P V Y Y R E M F
1801: GCTCATCATGGTAAAGCCAAATACGATGCAAACATCACTTTTGTGTCTCAAGCGGCTTAT
601: A H H G K A K Y D A N I T F V S Q A A Y
1861: GACAAAGGCATTAAAGAAGAATTAGGGCTTGAAAGACAAGTGTTGCCGGTAAAAAATTGC
621: D K G I K E E L G L E R Q V L P V K N C
1921: AGAAACATCACTAAAAAAGACATGCAATTCAACGACACTACCGCTCACATTGAAGTCAAT
641: R N I T K K D M Q F N D T T A H I E V N
1981: CCTGAAACTTACCATGTGTTCGTGGATGGCAAAGAAGTAACTTCTAAACCAGCCACTAAA
661: P E T Y H V F V D G K E V T S K P A T K
2041: GTGAGCTTGGCACAACTCTTTAGCATTTTCCTCGAGCACCACCACCACCACCACTGA
681: V S L A Q L F S I F L E H H H H H H *

Figure 2 Nucleotide and putative amino acid sequences of
ltB-ureB fusion gene. Note: Underlined areas are sense, linking and antisense primers, respectively. The framed area is
the sequence from plasmid pET32a. “*” means stop codon.
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130.0 ku
97.4 ku
rLTB-UreB

In the reports, the adjuvanticity of LTB was based on the binding
ability to GM1 receptor on the surface of cell[27-33]. In this study,
the strong binding to GM1 receptor of rLTB-UreB was confirmed
by GM 1-ELISA. Therefore, rLTB-UreB with qualified
immunoreactivity, antigenicity and adjuvanticity could be used to
develop H pylori genetically engineered vaccine at lower costs.
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Figure 3 rLTB-UreB expression induced with different dosages of IPTG. Lane 1: Protein marker (Shanghai Shisheng);
Lane 2: Blank control; Lane 3: Non-induced with IPTG; Lanes
4-6: Induced with 0.1, 0.5 and 1.0 mmol/L IPTG, respectively;
Lanes 7 and 8: Bacterial precipitate and supernatant induced
with 0.5 mmol/L IPTG, respectively.
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Figure 4 Western blotting of rLTB-UreB with rabbit antibody
against whole cell of H pylori and rUreB- and rLTB-UreB-immunized rabbit antisera. Lanes 1, 3 and 5: rLTB-UreB with
rabbit antibody against whole cell of H pylori, and rUreB- and
rLTB-UreB-immunized rabbit antisera, respectively; Lanes 2,
4 and 6: Corresponding blank controls.
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Abstract
AIM: To identify the genes expressed differentially in the
regenerating rat liver in a short interval successive partial
hepatectomy (SISPH), and to analyze their expression profiles.
METHODS: Five hundred and fifty-one elements selected
from subtractive cDNA libraries were conformed to a cDNA
microarray (cDNA chip). An extensive gene expression
analysis following 0-36-72-96-144 h SISPH was performed
by microarray.
RESULTS: Two hundred and sixteen elements were identified
either up- or down-regulated more than 2-fold at one or
more time points of SISPH. By cluster analysis and
generalization analysis, 8 kinds of ramose gene expression
clusters were generated in the SISPH. Of the 216 elements,
111 were up-regulated and 105 down-regulated. Except
99 unreported genes, 117 reported genes were categorized
into 22 groups based on their biological functions. Comparison
of the gene expression in SISPH with that after partial
hepatectomy (PH) disclosed that 56 genes were specially
altered in SISPH, and 160 genes were simultaneously upregulated or down-regulated in SISPH and after PH, but in
various amount and at different time points.
CONCLUSION: Genes expressed consistently are far less
than that intermittently; the genes strikingly increased are
much less than that increased only 2-5 fold; the expression
trends of most genes in SISPH and in PH are similar, but
the expression of 56 genes is specifically altered in SISPH.
Microarray combined with suppressive subtractive
hybridization can in a large scale effectively identify the
genes related to liver regeneration.
Xu CS, Zhang AS, Han HP, Yuan JY, Chang CF, Li WQ, Yang
KJ, Zhao LF, Li YC, Zhang HY, Rahman S, Zhang JB. Gene
expression differences of regenerating rat liver in a short
interval successive partial hepatectomy. World J Gastroenterol
2004; 10(18): 2680-2689
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INTRODUCTION
In the liver regeneration (LR) after partial hepatectomy (PH), a
great deal of genes is involved, and varied in the different
phases of LR[1-5]. Peak of DNA synthesis appears at 24 h and two
small peaks occur at 36 h and 48 h after PH[6]. Despite numerous
related papers, the molecular mechanism of LR has not been
thoroughly elucidated[7-16]. To explore the hepatic regeneration
mechanism, a 0-36-72-96-144 h short interval successive partial
hepatectomy (SISPH) model was established in 2001, and has
been proved an important tool for studying specific gene
expression at various crucial points of LR[17-19]. To uncover
unknown differential display genes relevant to LR, the method
of subtractive suppression hybridization (SSH) was used, and
a bulk of up-regulated and down-regulated expressed sequence
tags (ESTs) in the regenerating rat liver of 0-36-72-96-144 h SISPH
were obtained. With development of cDNA microarray
technology, genomewide expression of thousands of genes
can be simultaneously analyzed facilitating differential
expression monitoring of a large number of activated or
suppressed genes under various biological conditions. To
further display their expression variation in the LR, an in-house
cDNA microarray was successfully performed to identify gene
expression profiles in regenerating liver following the SISPH.
Relevant information was achieved by data analysis of
Microsoft Excel and GeneSpring.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Short interval successive partial hepatectomy of rats
Male and female Sprague-Dawley (SD) rats, aged 10-12 wk and
weighing 200-220 g, were raised in Experimental Animal Center
of Henan Normal University. According to Xu et al., lobule
external sinister and lobus centralis sinister, lobus dexter, lobus
centralis, and lobus caudatus were removed subsequently at
four time points of 0, 36, 72, 96 h of 0-36-72-96-144 h SISPH[20].
Sample preparation and RNA extraction
The removed liver lobes were rinsed in cold 1×PBS and immersed
in -80 refrigerator for RNA and protein extraction. Total RNA
was isolated from frozen liver lobes according to the manual of
Trizol kit of Invitrogen. In brief, 50-100 mg liver tissue was
homogenized in 1 mL Trizol reagent containing phenol and
guanidinium isothiocyanate/cationic detergent, followed by
phenol-chloroform extraction and isopropyl alcohol precipitation.
The quantity and integrity of total RNA were examined by
ultraviolet spectrometer and denaturing formaldehyde agarose
electrophoresis stained by ethidium bromide (EB).
Subtracted cDNA library construction and screening
cDNA subtractive libraries were generated from total RNA by
PCR-Select TM cDNA Subtraction kit (Clontech) following the
manufacturer’s instruction. Briefly, total RNA was reverse
transcribed to double cDNA strands and digested with
restriction enzymes, followed by subtractive hybridization with
drivers and testers. Finally with suppression PCR, differential
expression sequence tags were performed to construct
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subtractive cDNA library, which was cloned into T-vector
(Promega) and screened by PCR with nest primer 1 and 2.

Sequence analysis
The base sequence assay of ESTs was carried out according to
the current protocols in molecular biology. All sequences were
determined for both strands. Comparison analysis of the
selected sequences was conducted with the DNAman and the
National Center for Biotechnology Information (www.ncbi.nlm.
nih.gov) GenBank database.
cDNA microarray construction
cDNA fragments amplified by polymerase chain reaction (PCR)
with nested PCR primer 1 and primer 2, and purified by NaAc/
isopropanol were spotted onto glass slides (Biostar) with the
help of ProSys-5 510A spotting machine according to designed
project. Then the gene chips were ready by hydrating, blocking
and drying. Totally 1 152 elements (double spot chip) including
50 control systems (8 negative control, 12 blank control, 30
internal control) and 551 target genes to be studied comprised
8 submatrixes (12*12) occupying 9 mm×18 mm (Biostar).
Fluorescence-labeled cDNA preparation
RNA isolated from rat livers before SISPH served as a reference
for all cDNA microarray analyses. Total denatured RNA was
reverse transcribed with Cy3-conjugated dCTP (control group)
and Cy5-conjugated dCTP (test group) (Amersham-Pharmacia
Biotech) using MMLV reverse transcriptase (Promega) with
olig (dT) primer. After bath incubation for 2 h, labeled buffer I
and II were subsequently added to the reaction. The control
group and test group were mingled together symmetrically and
stored in the dark for use.
Hybridization and scanning
The glass slices were prehybridized at 42
for 5-6 h in
hybridization buffer containing freshly cooked shared salmon
sperm DNA. The labeled denatured probe was hybridized
against cDNA microarrays with an overnight (16-18 h)
incubation at 42 . The slides were then washed twice with
2×SSC containing 5 g/L SDS for 5 min at room temperature,
once with 0.2×SSC containing 5 g/L SDS at 60 for 10 min,
for 10 min. After that, the
and finally with 0.2×SSC at 60
slices were photographed. Hybridized images were scanned
by a fluorescence laser scanning device, Gene Pix 4 000 A
(Axon Instruments, Inc., Foster City, CA). At least two
hybridizations were performed at each time point. In addition, a
semiquantitative inspection of the hybridization results was
performed for (1) green signal (down regulation); (2) yellow
signal (no obvious regulation); and (3) red signal (up regulation).
Data analysis
The cy3 and cy5 signal intensities were quantified by Gene Pix
Pro 3.0 software (Axon Instruments, Inc., Foster City, CA).
Subsequently, we normalized the obtained numerical data with
classical linear regression techniques. In brief, quantified cy3
and cy5 signal intensities were obtained when foreground
signal intensities were deducted by background signal
intensities and cy5 signal intensities were replaced by 200 when
it was <200. When Ri (Ri=cy5/cy3) was between 0.1 and 10, Ri
was taken logarithms base natural to generate Ri’[log (Ri)]
and ND was taken by EXP (R) (averaged Ri’). The modified
cy3* was generated when ND was multiplied by cy3, and was
replaced by 200 when it was <200. The ratio was expressed as
cy5/ cy3*. Therefore, we selected genes whose ratio was more
than 2 or less than 0.5 representing a 2-fold difference in
expression level. To analyze the selected gene expression
data, we applied κ-means cluster analysis, and performed
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GeneMaths hierarchical clustering to appraise the number of
groups. Whole analyses were executed with Microsoft Excel
(Microsoft, Redmond, WA) and GeneSpring (Silicon Genetics,
San Carlos, CA).

RESULTS
Category and expression changes of genes related to rat liver
regeneration
Among the tested 551 genes, 216 were identified to be altered
by more than 2-fold in intensity at least at one time point in the
0-36-72-96-144 h SISPH. Of the 216 identified genes, 111 were
up-regulated and 106 were down-regulated. Ninety-nine of
these 216 genes were unreported genes and the other 117 were
reported, of which quite a few genes had not been reported to
be involved in LR. Based on the functions and the time points
at which they showed maximum up- or down-regulation, those
reported genes were respectively involved in stress response,
glycometabolism, fat and stearoyl metabolism, oxidation and
reduction response, regulation-proteins, glycoproteins, lipidproteins, nucleolar proteins, receptors, factors, hemoglobins,
immunological proteins, chaperonins, cytoskeletons, marker
proteins, amino acid enzymes, proteolytic enzymes, proteinase
inhibitors, phosphorylases, phosphatases, synthases and
transferases (Table 1).
Gene expression differences at various time points of the 0-3672-96-144 h SISPH
The gene expression profiles at different time points were
generalized at 36, 36-72, 36-96, 36-144, 72, 72-96, 72-144, 96, 96144, 144 h, and it was found that at 36 h of SISPH, 17 genes were
up-regulated and 2 were down-regulated; at the time points of
36 h and 72 h of SISPH, 3 genes were up-regulated and 3 downregulated; at the time points of 36 h and 96 h of SISPH, only 2
genes were up-regulated; at the time points of 36 h and 144 h of
SISPH, 32 genes were up-regulated and 23 genes downregulated, which is the largest group at all time points of SISPH;
at 72 h of SISPH, 13 genes were down-regulated and 12 upregulated. At the time points of 72 h and 96 h of SISPH, 5 genes
were down-regulated and 4 up-regulated; at the time points of
72 h and 144 h of SISPH, 14 genes were up-regulated and 21
down-regulated; at 96 h of SISPH, one gene were up-regulated
and 6 down-regulated; at the time points of 96 h and 144 h of
SISPH, 10 genes were down-regulated and 7 up-regulated; at
144 h of SISPH, 11 genes were up-regulated and 31 downregulated. Briefly, the LR of 0-36-72-96-144 h SISPH involved
216 elements, of which, 111 were up-regulated and 105 were
down-regulated (Figure 1).
Gene expression level in the regenerating rat liver of 0-36-7296-144 h SISPH
According to the up-regulated and down-regulated intensity
of genes in the 0-36-72-96-144 h SISPH, we categorized the
genes into 3 groups: (1) 105 genes were down-regulated by
less than 50%; (2) 93 genes were up-regulated by 2-5 fold; (3)
18 genes were strongly up-regulated by more than 5-fold (Figure 2).
Hierarchical cluster analysis of genes expressed in the liver
regeneration
The expression profile of the 216 genes altered by more than 2fold in intensity at least at one time point in the 0-36-72-96-144 h
SISPH was emanative to the last time point, indicating that at
144 h of SISPH, the liver regeneration has not been completed
yet (Figure 3A). We undertook hierarchical clustering of 5 time
points (0, 36, 72, 96 and 144 h) of SISPH using GeneSpring
software and discovered that gene expression profiles had no
similarity at the four time points (Figure 3B).
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Figure 1 Gene expression differences in the regenerating rat liver of 0-36-72-96-144 h SISPH.
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Table 1 The genes related to liver regeneration altered in 0-36-72-96-144h SISPH (*genes specially altered in SISPH )
No. Gene description
Unreported genes
1
AW558171
2
CG31759-PA
*3
CH230-11N5
4
CH230-155H3
5
CH230-155H3
6
CH230-186B23
7
CH230-206C20
8
CH230-329A5
9
CH230-372C24
10
CH230-403C20
*11
CH230-404C20
12
CH230-4L11
13
CH230-7A22
14
Citb585c7
*15
CTD-2328C19
*16
FLJ20356
17
KIAA1230
18
LOC119392
*19
LOC311304
*20
LRRP Aa1-018
21
LRRP Aa1027
*22
LRRP Aa1-076
*23
LRRP Aa1-114
24
LRRP Aa2-020
25
LRRP Aa2-066
*26
LRRP Aa2-111
27
LRRP Aa2-174
28
LRRP Aa2-296
29
LRRP Ab1-021
30
LRRP Ab1-046
31
LRRP Ab1-108
32
LRRP Ab1-114
*33
LRRP Ab1-119
34
LRRP Ab1-152
35
LRRP Ab1-216
36
LRRP Ab1-331
37
LRRP Ab1-334
38
LRRP Ab2-001
39
LRRP Ab2-001
40
LRRP Ab2-008
*41
LRRP Ab2-018
42
LRRP Ab2-034
*43
LRRP Ab2-057
*44
LRRP Ab2-079
*45
LRRP Ab2-093
46
LRRP Ab2-095
47
LRRP Ab2-132
48
LRRP Ab2-143
49
LRRP Ab2-225
*50
LRRP Ab2-255
51
LRRP Ab2-379
*52
LRRP Ab2-390
53
LRRP Ab2-402
54
LRRP Ac1-060
55
LRRP Ac1-163
56
LRRP Ac1177
57
LRRP Ac1-233
58
LRRP Ac1873
59
LRRP Ac2-061
60
LRRP Ac2-125
61
LRRP Ac2-143
62
LRRP Ac2-193
63
LRRP Ac2-202
64
LRRP Ac2-223
*65
LRRP Ac2-256
*66
LRRP Ac2-282
*67
LRRP Ac2-300
68
LRRP Ba1-647
69
LRRP Bm403207
70
LRRP Cc1-27
71
LRRP Cc1-8
72
LRRP Cc1-9
*73
LRRP Da1-10
74
LRRP Da1-24
75
LRRP Da1-6
*76
LRRP Da2-19
*77
LRRP Da2-35
*78
LRRP Da2-4
79
LRRP zbs559
*80
MGC38937
81
RIKEN 1110061A24
82
RIKEN 1300002A08
*83
RIKEN 1500012D08
*84
RIKEN 2310045J23
85
RIKEN 2810051A14
*86
RIKEN 4930408O21
87
RP11-281N10
88
RP23-195K1
89
RP23-235O1
90
RP23-35D4
91
RP23-417P22
92
RP23-480P21
Chaperonins
*168 DnaJ (Hsp40), subfamily B, mem 11 (Dnajb11)
*169 TCP-1 containing cytosolic chaperonin (CCT)
Cytoskelets
170 Actin gamma
*171 Actin beta (Actb)
172 Clathrin, heavy polypeptide (Hc) (Cltc)
173 Karyopherin (importin) alpha 2
*174 Mutant beta-actin (beta-actin)
*175 Ribosomal protein S12 (Rps12)
Marker proteins
176 ATP-binding cassette, sub-family C
*177 CD164 antigen (Cd164)
*178 CD44 antigen (Cd44)
179 Pregnancy-zone protein (Pzp)
180 Serum amyloid a-5 protein
181 Subchromosomal transferable fragment 4
Amino acid enzymes
182 Cytosolic aspartate aminotransferase
*183 Phenylalanine hydroxylase (Pah)
*184 Tissue-type transglutaminase (Tgm2)
185 2-hydroxyphytanoyl-CoA lyase (Hpcl2)
Proteolytic enzymes
*186 Alpha/beta hydrolase domain containing protein 1
187 Cathepsin C (Ctsc)
*188 Proteasome ( macropain subunit, beta type 6 Psmb6)
Proteinase inhibitors
189 Alpha-1 microglobulin/bikunin (Ambp)
190 Alpha-2-macroglobulin (A2m)

Fold difference
0.2
2.0
3.2
0.3
2.6
0.1
0.2
0.5
0.1
0.3
2.4
4.0
0.1
0.3
2.5
2.7
2.8
2.3
2.0
2.8
4.0
2.6
2.4
0.5
0.4
2.5
0.1
3.1
4.9
2.9
3.0
3.4
2.1
0.5
4.7
3.0
3.6
0.5
0.5
2.1
2.0
3.0
0.4
2.0
2.1
4.6
0.4
2.0
0.3
0.5
3.1
2.1
0.4
2.7
0.5
0.4
3.3
7.1
3.8
0.2
4.0
3.1
4.1
2.1
2.2
0.5
0.4
3.9
7.9
0.4
2.6
4.7
2.1
2.8
2.9
2.6
2.3
2.3
0.4
2.6
3.5
0.4
2.2
0.5
2.0
0.5
0.5
3.9
0.4
0.5
0.4
0.5
2.6
0.5
2.7
3.0
2.7
0.4
3.4
2.2
0.3
0.4
2.2
4.7
45.1
0.5
5.1
0.4
2.8
0.4
2.9
0.4
0.4
0.4
8.1

No. Gene description
*93
RP24-176A1
94
RP24-347B22
95
RP32-28p17
96
Adult male liver cDNA
97
DNA segment of Chr 1
98
12 d embryo liver cDNA
99
13 d embryo liver cDNA
Stress response
100 Alpha-1 major acute phase protein prepeptide
101 Petaxin
102 Angiotensinogen (Agt)
103 Kininogen
104 T-kininogen
Glycometabolism
105 Aldolase B
*106 C-reactive protein
107 Glycerol 3-phosphate dehydrogenase (Gpd3)
108 Isocitrate dehydrogenase 1 (Idh1)
*109 Maize aldolase
*110 3-phosphoglycerate dehydrogenase
Fatty and stearoyl metabolism
111 Malonyl-CoA decarboxylase
112 NAD(P) dependent steroid hydrogenase
113 P450 cholesterol 7- -hydroxylase (P450 VII)
114 Prostaglandin D2 synthase 2 (Ptgds2)
*115 Retinol dehydrogenase 11
116 3-alpha-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase
Oxidation and reduction response
117 Acyl-coA oxidase
118 Alcohol dehydrogenase (ADH)
119 Cytochrom P450 15-beta (Cyp2c12)
120 Cytochrome b
121 Cytochrome b5 (Cyb5)
122 Cytochrome P450
123 Cytochrome P450 (PNCN inducible, Cyp3A1)
124 Cytochrome P450 2E1
125 Cytochrome P450, 2c39 (Cyp2c39)
*126 CytochromeP450, 2b19 (Cyp2b15)
127 CytP450 arachidonic acid epoxygenase (cyp 2C23)
128 Flavin-containing monooxygenase 1 (Fmo1)
129 Paraoxonase 1 (Pon1)
*130 Peroxiredoxin 1 (Prdx1)
*131 Plasma selenoprotein P1 (Sepp1)
132 Selenium-dependent glutathione peroxidase
Regulation-proteins
133 II-protein with tetratricopeptide repeats 3
*134 Glu-Pro dipeptide repeat protein
135 RAKb
Glycoproteins
136 Alpha-1-B glycoprotein (A1bg)
137 Fibrinogen, gamma polypeptide (Fgg)
138 Fibronectin 1 (Fn1)
139 Histidine-rich glycoprotein (Hrg)
140 Myelin-associated glycoprotein (L-MAG)
141 TRAM1
142 UDP-glucuronosyltransferase 2B3 (Udpgt)
Lipid-proteins
143 Apolipoprotein C-I (Apoc1)
144 Apolipoprotein C-II
145 Apolipoprotein C-III
146 C57BL/6J
147 Fatty acid binding protein 1 (Fabp1)
148 Plasma retinol-binding protein (PRBP)
149 Transthyretin-related protein (TTN)
Nucleolar proteins
150 RNase A family 4
Receptors
151 Cocoa protein
*152 Golgi SNAP receptor member 1 (Gosr1)
153 Nuclear receptor subfamily 0, mem 2 (Nr0b2)
154 Type I interleukin 1 receptor (Il1r1)
Factors
155 Angiogenin
156 Angiopoietin-like 3
157 Early growth response factor 1 (Egr1)
158 Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4A1
159 Insulin-like growth factor I
160 Neuropeptide Y (Npy)
Hemoglobins
161 Hemoglobin, alpha 1 (Hba1)
162 Hemoglobin beta chain (Hbb )
Immunological proteises
163 Achaete-scute complex homolog-like 1 (Ascl1)
164 Complement component 5 (C5)
165 Immunoglobulin C kappa
*166 Fc-gamma receptor class III
167 JE/MCP-1
191 Alpha-1-macroglobulin
192 Contrapsin-like protease inhibitor (CPi-26)
193 Leuserpin-2 (Serpind1)
194 Serine protease inhibitor 1
Phosphorylases
*195 CDK103
196 CDK110
197 Mss4 protein
*198 Rho-associated kinase beta (Rock1)
199 Thymidylate kinase (dTMP kinase)
Phosphatases
200 Pyrophosphatase/phosphodiesterase 1(Enpp1)
201 Phosphatase 1 (GL-subunit)
202 Phosphatidylserine-specific phospholipase A1
*203 Secreted phosphoprotein 1 (Spp1)
*204 UTP-glucose-1-phosphate
Synthases
*205 ATPase synthase subunit 6
206 Carbamyl phosphate synthetase I
*207 Glutamyl-prolyl-tRNA synthetase (Eprs)
Transferases
208 Carnitine O-octanoyltransferase (Crot)
209 Glutathione S-transferase 1 (Mgst1)
*210 Glutathione S-transferase Y(b) subunit
211 Glutathione S-transferase, alpha 1 (Gsta1)
212 Glutathione S-transferase, type 3 (Yb3) (Gstm3)
213 Serine hydroxymethyl transferase 1
214 Sialyltransferase 1 (Siat1)
215 Sulfotransferase K2
216 UDP-glucuronosyltransferase 2, mem 5 (Ugt2b5)

Fold difference
2.4
3.0
0.4
6.4
3.9
2.2
0.5
13.6
2.6
5.8
8.0
16.1
0.4
2.6
0.5
0.4
0.5
17.6
0.4
0.5
3.0
2.0
0.5
0.3
0.2
0.4
0.1
0.5
0.4
0.2
0.4
0.1
0.4
0.4
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.4
2.8
0.2
2.3
0.4
0.5
0.1
7.2
5.0
0.4
0.3
2.6
0.3
0.4
0.3
0.4
2.2
0.2
0.5
0.2
0.4
5.5
0.4
0.2
6.2
0.3
0.5
2.4
2.5
0.5
3.9
0.3
0.3
0.3
8.6
0.2
5.5
6.1
3.1
14.1
0.5
4.6
2.5
0.5
3.6
0.5
2.8
4.2
0.2
3.0
2.2
0.4
2.3
3.3
2.6
0.3
0.5
0.4
0.1
0.4
2.1
4.4
0.2
10.4
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Table 2 The comparison of difference of gene expression in SISPH with that after in PH
Fold difference
Gene description
Unreported genes
AW558171
CG31759-PA
CH230-155H3
CH230-155H3
CH230-186B23
CH230-206C20
CH230-329A5
CH230-372C24
CH230-403C20
CH230-4L11
CH230-7A22
Citb585c7
KIAA1230
LOC119392
LRRP Aa1027
LRRP Aa2-020
LRRP Aa2-066
LRRP Aa2-174
LRRP Aa2-296
LRRP Ab1-021
LRRP Ab1-046
LRRP Ab1-108
LRRP Ab1-114
LRRP Ab1-152
LRRP Ab1-216
LRRP Ab1-331
LRRP Ab1-334
LRRP Ab2-001
LRRP Ab2-001
LRRP Ab2-008
LRRP Ab2-034
LRRP Ab2-095
LRRP Ab2-132
LRRP Ab2-143
LRRP Ab2-225
LRRP Ab2-379
LRRP Ab2-402
LRRP Ac1-060
LRRP Ac1-163
LRRP Ac1177
LRRP Ac1-233
LRRP Ac1873
LRRP Ac2-061
LRRP Ac2-125
LRRP Ac2-143
LRRP Ac2-193
LRRP Ac2-202
LRRP Ac2-223
LRRP Ba1-647
LRRP Bm403207
LRRP Cc1-27
LRRP Cc1-8
LRRP Cc1-9
LRRP Da1-24
LRRP Da1-6
LRRP zbs559
RIKEN 1110061A24
RIKEN 1300002A08
RIKEN 2810051A14
RP11-281N10
RP23-195K1
RP23-235O1
RP23-35D4
RP23-417P22
RP23-480P21
RP24-347B22
RP32-28p17
Adult male liver cDNA
DNA segment of Chr 1
13 d embryo liver cDNA
Stress response
Alpha-1 major acute phase protein prepeptide
Petaxin
Angiotensinogen (Agt)
Kininogen
T-kininogen
Glycometabolism
Aldolase B
Glycerol 3-phosphate dehydrogenase (Gpd3)
Isocitrate dehydrogenase 1 (Idh1)
Fatty and stearoyl metabolism
Malonyl-CoA decarboxylase
NAD(P) dependent steroid hydrogenase
P450 cholesterol 7- -hydroxylase (P450 VII)
Prostaglandin D2 synthase 2 (Ptgds2)
3-alpha-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase
Oxidation and reduction response
Acyl-coA oxidase
Alcohol dehydrogenase (ADH)
Cytochrom P450 15-beta (Cyp2c12)
Cytochrome b
Cytochrome b5 (Cyb5)
Cytochrome P450

Fold difference
Gene description

SISPH

PH

0.2
2.0
0.3
2.6
0.1
0.2
0.5
0.1
0.3
4.0
0.1
0.3
2.8
2.3
4.0
0.5
0.4
0.1
3.1
4.9
2.9
3.0
3.4
0.5
4.7
3.0
3.6
0.5
0.5
2.1
3.0
4.6
0.4
2.0
0.3
3.1
0.4
2.7
0.5
0.4
3.3
7.1
3.8
0.2
4.0
3.1
4.1
2.1
3.9
7.9
0.4
2.6
4.7
2.8
2.9
0.4
3.5
0.4
2.0
0.5
3.9
0.4
0.5
0.4
0.5
3.0
0.4
6.4
3.9
0.5

0.3
2.9
0.3
2.2
0.2
0.3
0.3
0.1
0.2
4.5
0.1
0.2
2.6
2.1
2.1
0.4
0.4
0.1
2.1
8.1
0.5
2.9
4.2
0.4
6.8
2.2
2.7
0.2
0.2
2.1
2.3
3.1
0.1
3.3
0.3
2.2
0.1
0.4,2.3
0.4
0.4, 3.3
4.2
6
7.6
0.3
3.3
2.3
2.5
2.4
3.2
5.7
2.2
2.3
2.5
3.5
2.0
3.1
3
0.3, 2.4
2.7
0.3
2.4
0.2
0.4, 2.8
0.1
0.4
2.2
0.3
0.1
6.1
5.9

13.6
2.6
5.8
8.0
16.1

6.2
2.2
8.4
3.4
5.9

0.4
0.5
0.4

0.3
0.4
0.3

0.4
0.5
3.0
2.0
0.3

0.3
0.4
0.5, 2.3
3
0.2

0.2
0.4
0.1
0.5
0.4
0.2

0.4, 2.7
0.1, 2.4
0.2
0.5
0.2
0.2

Cytochrome P450 (PNCN inducible, Cyp3A1)
Cytochrome P450 2E1
Cytochrome P450, 2c39 (Cyp2c39)
CytP450 arachidonic acid epoxygenase (cyp 2C23)
Flavin-containing monooxygenase 1 (Fmo1)
Paraoxonase 1 (Pon1)
Selenium-dependent glutathione peroxidase
Regulation-proteins
II-protein with tetratricopeptide repeats 3
RAKb
Glycoproteins
Alpha-1-B glycoprotein (A1bg)
Fibrinogen, gamma polypeptide (Fgg)
Fibronectin 1 (Fn1)
Histidine-rich glycoprotein (Hrg)
Myelin-associated glycoprotein (L-MAG)
TRAM1
UDP-glucuronosyltransferase 2B3 (Udpgt)
Lipid-proteins
Apolipoprotein C-I (Apoc1)
Apolipoprotein C-II
Apolipoprotein C-III
C57BL/6J
Fatty acid binding protein 1 (Fabp1)
Plasma retinol-binding protein (PRBP)
Transthyretin-related protein (TTN)
Nucleolar proteins
RNase A family 4
Receptors
Cocoa protein
Nuclear receptor subfamily 0, mem 2 (Nr0b2)
Type I interleukin 1 receptor (Il1r1)
Factors
Angiogenin
Angiopoietin-like 3
Early growth response factor 1 (Egr1)
Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4A1
Insulin-like growth factor I
Neuropeptide Y (Npy)
Hemoglobins
Hemoglobin, alpha 1 (Hba1)
Hemoglobin beta chain (Hbb)
Immunological proteises
Achaete-scute complex homolog-like 1 (Ascl1)
Complement component 5 (C5)
Immunoglobulin C kappa
JE/MCP-1
Cytoskelets
Actin gamma
Clathrin, heavy polypeptide (Hc) (Cltc)
Karyopherin (importin) alpha 2
Marker proteins
ATP-binding cassette, sub-family C
Pregnancy-zone protein (Pzp)
Serum amyloid a-5 protein
Subchromosomal transferable fragment 4
Amino acid enzymes
Cytosolic aspartate aminotransferase
2-hydroxyphytanoyl-CoA lyase (Hpcl2)
Proteolytic enzyme
Cathepsin C (Ctsc)
Proteinase inhibitor
Alpha-1 microglobulin/bikunin (Ambp)
Alpha-2-macroglobulin (A2m)
Alpha-1-macroglobulin
Contrapsin-like protease inhibitor (CPi-26)
Leuserpin-2 (Serpind1)
Serine protease inhibitor 1
Phosphorylases
CDK110
Mss4 protein
Thymidylate kinase (dTMP kinase)
Phosphatases
Pyrophosphatase/phosphodiesterase 1(Enpp1)
Phosphatase 1 (GL-subunit)
Phosphatidylserine-specific phospholipase A1
Synthase
Carbamyl phosphate synthetase I
Transferases
Carnitine O-octanoyltransferase (Crot)
Glutathione S-transferase 1 (Mgst1)
Glutathione S-transferase Y(b) subunit
Glutathione S-transferase, alpha 1 (Gsta1)
Glutathione S-transferase, type 3 (Yb3) (Gstm3)
Sialyltransferase 1 (Siat1)
Sulfotransferase K2
UDP-glucuronosyltransferase 2, mem 5 (Ugt2b5)

SISPH

PH

0.4
0.1
0.4
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.2

0.2
0.1
0.1
0.2
0.1
0.2
0.4

2.3
0.5

0.2
0.2

0.1
7.2
5.0
0.4
0.3
2.6
0.3

0.1
7.2
7.2
0.1
7
5.1
0.3

0.4
0.3
0.4
2.2
0.2
0.5
0.2

3.3
0.3
0.5
7.3
0.3
0.4
0.3

0.4

0.2

5.5
0.2
6.2

4.6
0.2
7.8

0.3
0.5
2.4
2.5
0.5
3.9

0.2
0.2
3.6
3.8
0.5
18.2

0.3
0.3

0.3
0.3

0.3
8.6
0.2
6.1

0.4
8.8
0.2
4

2.7
2.7
0.4

4.7
3.3
0.4

0.3
4.7
45.1
0.5

0.4
2.4
90.5
0.3

5.1
0.4

5.3
0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4
8.1
3.1
14.1
0.5
4.6

2.1
21.3
2
6.6
0.2
5

0.5
3.6
2.8

0.5
2.1
3

4.2
0.2
3.0

6.6
0.2
2.8

3.3

2.9

0.3
0.5
0.4
0.1
0.4
4.4
0.2
0.4

0.3
0.4
0.3
0.1
0.3
2.6
0.3
0.3
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Figure 5 Category of the 216 elements. Based on the results of the cluster analysis, eight distinct temporal patterns were designated.
A: Immediate induction, B: Middle induction, C: Late induction, D: Consistent induction, E: Immediate suppression, F: Middle
suppression, G: Late suppression, H: Consistent suppression.

To facilitate the visualization and interpretation of the gene
expression program presented in this very large body of data,
we used the method of κ-means to order genes on the basis of
similarities in their expression patterns and displayed the results
in a compact graphical format, generating 8 kinds of ramose
gene expression clusters (Figure 4). We then categorized the
selected elements into 8 distinct temporal induction or
suppression patterns immediate induction, middle induction,
late induction, consistent induction, immediate suppression,
middle suppression, late suppression, consistent suppression
(Figure 5).

Comparison of gene expression in SISPH with that after PH
Comparison of gene expression profile in SISPH with that after
PH revealed that 56 genes were specially induced by SISPH,
and the expression of 160 genes was altered simultaneously
with the same trend in both SISPH and PH, but the time points
of their expression and degree of up-regulation and downregulation were different (Table 2).
DISCUSSION
This study found that 111 genes were up-regulated in the 0-3672-96-144 h SISPH, suggesting that they could promote the
liver growth, development and regeneration. It was also found
that a large number of genes were related to positive and negative
acute phase reaction to the successive hepatectomy, which
suggests that these genes might regulate the balance of cell
proliferation and death in the acute-phase response.
In the 25 genes up-regulated to reach the highest level at 36 h

of 0-36-72-96-144 h SISPH, 20 genes were decreased immediately
to control level after the peak of 36 h, but 5 kept a high level
until 144 h of SISPH. Among them, 3-phosphoglycerate
dehydrogenase (PGDH) was reported to catalyze the first step in
serine biosynthesis and was increased in regenerating liver[21-23].
Prostaglandin D2 synthase 2 was confirmed to play an important
role in reproduction as a PGD2-producing enzyme and a retinoid
transporter[24,25]. Phosphoprotein 1 was involved in regulation
of hepatocyte proliferation in LR[26]. The maximum expression
of these genes at 36 h of SISPH showed that they could
regulate hepatocyte multiplication after the peak of DNA
replication in LR.
In the 27 genes up-regulated to reach the highest level at 72 h
of 0-36-72-96-144 h SISPH, 12 of them declined gradually to
control level at 96-144 h, and 6 did not decline until 144 h of
SISPH, of which eIF4A1 was reported to control melanoma cell
proliferation by over expression[27], whose up-regulation was
assumed to accelerate protein synthesis at 72 h of SISPH. Actin
γ played specific roles in the growth of liver parenchymal cells
in the LR of SISPH[28]. Cocoa extract could protect against early
alcohol-induced liver injury in the rat[29], whose conduction at
72 h was presumed to be involved in relieving hepatocytes
from alcohol damage in LR of SISPH. Alpha-2-macroglobulin
(A2M) was confirmed to reduce paracrine-and autocrinestimulated extracellular matrix synthesis by scavenging TGFbeta[30]. The successive induction of alpha 2-macroglobulin, a
multifunctional binding protein with protease and cytokine
scavenging properties[31], may restrain protein degradation and
termination of TGF-β in LR. The increase of HSP40 at 72 h
means that lots of newly synthesized proteins need to correctly
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fold with help of HSP40 in LR of SISPH.
In the 11 genes up-regulated to reach the highest level at 96 h
of 0-36-72-96-144 h SISPH, cytochrome P450 cholesterol 7-alphahydroxylase (CYP7) is confirmed to regulate the protein modeling
and the mRNA level in response to multiple physiological
activities, including liver cholesterol synthesis, bile acid
feedback inhibition, and diurnal rhythm[32,33]. The conduction
of CYP7 at 96 h is supposed to relate with cholesterol synthesis
and hormone regulation in LR of SISPH.
In the 48 genes up-regulated to reach the highest level at
144 h of 0-36-72-96-144 h SISPH, plasma fibronectin was
decreased in favor of LR impairment[34-36], its expression at 144 h
indicated that fibronectin-mediated function between the cells
and the extracellular matrix was active in LR of SISPH. α-1macroglobulin, serine protease inhibitor 1, angiotensinogen
(Agt), fibrinogen γ, pregnancy-zone protein (Pzp) were always
up-regulated from 36 h to 144 h of 0-36-72-96-144 h SISPH,
suggesting that they are necessary for inhibiting proteolysis
and facilitating cell growth and connection at these time points
of SISPH. α-1 major acute phase protein (alpha 1-MAP) is one
of the cysteine protease inhibitors[37]. Complement component
5 can increase hepatic glycogenolysis by a prostanoid-mediated
intercellular communication between Kupffer cells and
hepatocytes[38]. Fc-γ receptor III is responsible for IgGdependent cell cytotoxicity and production of several cytokines
and chemokines and involved in macrophage inflammatory
protein 1α (MIP-1alpha) and neutrophil influx[39-41]. JE/MCP-1
is known as a CC chemokine attracting monocytes, basophils
and T-lymphocytes[42,43]. Serum amyloid A-5 (SAA-5) is a major
acute-phase protein synthesized and secreted mainly by the
liver[44], and is increased in response to acute inflammation in
LR of SISPH. T-kininogen and kininogen are promoters to IL-6
as LR signal. These genes were always up regulated from 36 h
to 144 h of 0-36-72-96-144 h SISPH, suggesting that they are
necessary for relinquishing inflammation and promoting growth
in whole SISPH.
This study found that 105 genes were suppressed in 0-3672-96-144 h SISPH and a large number of them were related to
energy metabolism, suggesting that they restrain LR by various
paths, and that the need for energy in LR of SISPH is not as
important as for other demand, which is different after PH.
Eight genes were suddenly down-regulated at 36 h after SISPH,
including histidine-rich glycoprotein (HRG), apolipoprotein
C-I (Apo C-I), retinol-binding protein (PRB), cytochrome P450
3A1 (Cyp3A1), RNase A family 4, carnitine O-octanoyltransferase
(Crot), cytochrome b5 (Cyb5), etc. Histidine-rich glycoprotein
(HRG) is confirmed an abundant serum exhibitive protein in
diverse biological systems, whose combination with zinc could
be used as an antidote for heparin[45,46]. Therefore, the downregulation of HRG at 36 h indicated that the increased activity
of heparin is essential for LR of SISPH. Apo C-I is known
associated with the lipid surface of the plasma chylomicron,
VLDL, and HDL subfractions, and reverse transfer from VLDL
to HDL and to SBV[47], acting as a major plasma inhibitor of
cholesteryl ester transfer protein and phospholipase inhibitor[48,49].
From the above evidence, a low level of Apo C-I at 36 h is supposed
to facilitate lipoprotein linkage to LDL receptor, LDL receptorrelated protein, and VLDL receptor, as well as fatty acid uptake
of hepatocytes in LR of SISPH. Cyp3A1 enzymes belong to the
most abundant subfamily of the cytochrome P-450 system that
is predominantly found in the liver where they metabolize numerous
drugs and endogenous substances such as oestrogens[50]. The
down-regulation of cyp 3A1 suggested that the harm induced
by hepatectomy was presumably distinct from that by drugs
and endogenous substances in rat liver.
Twenty-nine genes were suppressed and had a minimum
expression at 72 h in after SISPH. Among them, angiopoietin-like
protein 3 (Angptl3) is reported to activate lipolysis in adipocytes
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as a vascular endothelial growth factor by response to the liver
X receptor (LXR)[51]. The extensive suppression of angiopoietinlike protein 3 mRNA at 72 h suggested that the activity of
lipolysis of hepatocytes was very low in LR of SISPH. AcylCoA can play many important roles in numerous biochemical
reactions, such as tricarboxylic acid cycle, glycoxylate bypass,
fatty acid synthesis. The mRNA level of acyl-coA oxidase was
first dropped to meet the condition and later increased to
eliminate over expressed acyl-CoA in LR of SISPH.
Hpcl 2 was expressed at 96 h in SISPH, and involved in the
carbon-carbon bond cleavage as peroxisomal pyrophosphatedependent enzyme during α-oxidation of 3-methyl-branched
fatty acids[52,53]. Down-regulation of Hpcl 2 can protect phytanic
acid against being broken down, which may store energy during
LR of SISPH. Fmo1 can lead to the decrease of cytochrome P450[54], which was repressed at 96 h to accommodate electronic
environment for hepatocyte multiplication in LR of SISPH.
Retinoic acid is known necessary for the maintenance of
many lining epithelia of the body, whereas retinol dehydrogenase
can catalyze the first step in retinoic acid biosynthesis[55]. Its
suppression at 144 h after SISPH demonstrates that retinoic
acid is not necessary in late phase of LR. In normal liver the
activity of ADH is in excess, while in regenerating rat liver, the
rate of ethanol elimination may be limited by the activity of
alcohol dehydrogenase in SISPH[56]. Cathepsin C (Ctsc) and
dipeptidyl aminopeptidase I are regarded to play an important
role in protein degradation and the activation of proenzyme in
rat liver[57]. The down-regulation of cathepsin C may be due to
the indispensability of peptide for protein construction in LR
of SISPH. Hepatectomy is reported to decrease liver cytochrome
P450 levels by inducing heme oxygenase and inhibiting ALA
synthase activities[58], which was inhibited at 144 h to regulate
the oxidation reaction of hepatocytes in LR of SISPH. Glutathione
S-transferase (GST) is a family of conjugative enzymes that
catalyze neucleophilic addition of tripeptide glutathione to
xenobiotics carcinogens and endogenous lipophilic
compounds[59]. It was manifested that xenobiotics carcinogens
and endogenous lipophilic might produce some uncertain toxic
effect on LR of SISPH. Glutathione S-transferase type 3 (Yb3)
mRNA was always hampered, implying that over accumulation
of Yb3 could lead to contrary reaction. Fatty binding protein is
well known to transfer fat from cytoplasm to nuclear or
membrane, and fatty acid elongase 1 (rELO1) catalyzes short
chain fat transition to long chain fat. The repression of its mRNA
in SISPH indicates that long chain fatty acid was not in badly
need until 144 h in LR of SISPH. Leuserpin-2 (Sperpind1) was
confirmed to participate in complement activation in fibrinolysis
and inflammatory response [60] , which was continuously
repressed in SISPH, suggesting that it can regulate inflammatory
response to improve severely injured hepatocytes in LR of
SISPH. Myelin-associated glycoprotein (MAG)-binding activity
of novel sulfated GM1b, high-affinity ligands for neural singles
is important to nervous system regeneration[61]. The repression
of MAG at 144 h of SISPH may result in mild damage of hepatocytes
and nerve system in late phase of LR.
In conclusion, further experiments will be done by using
sham surgical rats as control, so as to confirm which genes
reported in this paper are related to surgical operation, and
which are really related to liver regeneration.
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Abstract
AIM: To investigate the effects and mechanisms of melatonin
on immunological liver injury in mice.
METHODS: A model of liver injury was induced by tail vein
injection of Bacillus Calmette Guerin (BCG) and lipopolysaccharide
(LPS) in mice. Kupffer cells and hepatocytes were isolated
and cultured according to a modified two-step collagenase
perfusion technique. Levels of alanine aminotransferase
(ALT), aspartate aminotransferase (AST) and nitric oxide
(NO), content of malondiadehyde (MDA), activity of superoxide
dismutase (SOD), were measured by biochemical methods.
Tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF-α) activity was determined
by RIA. Interleukin (IL)-1 activity was measured by thymocyte
proliferation bioassay. Hepatic tissue sections were stained
with hematoxylin and eosin and examined under a light
microscope.
RESULTS: Immunological liver injury induced by BCG+LPS
was successfully duplicated. Serum transaminase (ALT,
AST) activities were significantly decreased by melatonin
(0.25, 1.0, 4.0 mg/kg bm). Meanwhile, MDA content was
decreased and SOD in liver homogenates was upregulated.
Furthermore, pro-inflammatory mediators (TNF-α, IL-1, NO)
in serum and liver homogenates were significantly reduced
by melatonin. Histological examination demonstrated that
melatonin could attenuate the area and extent of necrosis,
reduce the immigration of inflammatory cells. In in vitro
experiment, TNF-α was inhibited at the concentrations of
10-8-10-6 mol/L of melatonin, while IL-1 production of Kupffer
cells induced by LPS (5 µg/mL) was decreased only at the
concentration of 10-6 mol/L of melatonin, but no effect on
NO production was observed. Immunological liver injury
model in vitro was established by incubating hepatocytes
with BCG- and LPS-induced Kupffer cells. Activities of ALT,
TNF-α, IL-1, and MDA in supernatant were significantly
increased. Melatonin had little effect on the level of ALT,
but reduced the content of TNF-α and MDA at concentrations
of 10- 7-10- 5 mol/L and decreased the content of IL-1 at
concentrations of 10- 6-10- 5 mol/L.
CONCLUSION: Melatonin could significantly protect liver
injury in mice, which was related to free radical scavenging,
increased SOD activity and pro-inflammatory mediators.
Wang H, Wei W, Shen YX, Dong C, Zhang LL, Wang NP, Yue L,
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INTRODUCTION
Viral infection, alcoholic or drug toxicity, or any other factors
that cause damage to hepatocytes elicit an inflammatory reaction
in the liver. The damaged hepatocytes, their membrane
components, metabolites of toxic agents, and infiltrating
inflammatory cells are the activators of Kupffer cells. Kupffer
cells, the resident macrophages in the sinusoids of the liver,
play significant roles in immunomodulation, phagocytosis, and
biochemical attack[1,2]. It has been reported that Kupffer cells to be
activated are considered the key evidence in the pathophysiology
of many animal models of hepatic injury[3-8]. Activated Kupffer
cells contribute to the onset of liver injury by producing and
releasing cytotoxic agents such as pro-inflammatory cytokines
including tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF-α)[9,10], interleukin1 (IL-1)[9], interleukin-6 (IL-6) and active oxygen[11], nitric oxide
(NO) [8] which damage sinusoidal endothelial cells and
hepatocytes. Previous studies have shown that elimination of
Kupffer cells by gadolinium chloride[5] and TNF-α antibodies
are effective on reducing hepatic damage in vivo.
Ferluga et al. first reported the P. acnes-primed LPS-induced
hepatic shock model in mice in 1978[12], and three years later
Ferluga also reported that LPS injection subsequent to the
priming of Bacillus Calmette-Guerin (BCG) provoked the same
hepatic injury in mice[13]. Since then, many investigators have
tried to explain the mechanism of the above two similar models[14,15].
It is known that P. acnes or BCG priming and LPS challenge in
mice cause massive liver injury, which consists of priming and
eliciting phases. P. acnes or BCG priming induces mononuclear
cell infiltration into the liver lobules and granuloma formation[16].
The subsequent LPS injection elicits acute and massive hepatic
injury, with a concomitant release of various cytokines and
active free radicals[17-21]. Thus, in immunological liver injury
model induced by BCG and LPS, hepatocyte damage is presumably
caused by immunological mechanisms. Pro-inflammatory
cytokines and active free radicals produced by activated Kupffer
cells play an important role in the progress of the resulted liver
injury. This experimental immunological liver injury has
frequently been used as a model for testing and developing
new drugs[12,13,22-24].
The hormone melatonin (N-acetyl-5-methoxytryptamine) is
synthesized by pineal gland. Melatonin participates in many
important physiological functions, including anti-inflammation[25]
and immunoregulation[26,27], as well as acting as a broad spectrum
antioxidant[28-30]. In addition, melatonin protects against liver injury
induced by endotoxin shock[31,32] and ischemia/reperfusion[33,34]
in rats through its antioxidant action. The purpose of this study
was to investigate whether exogenous melatonin would protect
against BCG- and LPS-induced immunological liver injury in
mice via antioxidative and immunoregulatory mechanisms.
Meanwhile, the direct effect of melatonin on isolated Kupffer cells
or co-cultured Kupffer cells and hepatocytes in vitro was studied.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
Melatonin, purchased from Sigma Chemical Co. (St Louis, Mo,
USA), was dissolved in 9 g/L saline with absolute ethanol
(</=0.1 mL/L) and stored at -20 °C. 3-[4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl]2,5-diphenyltetra-zolium bromide (MTT), RPMI 1640, Hepes
buffer, collagenase IV, Pronase E, DNase, Nycodenz and LPS
from Escherichia coli were obtained from Sigma Chemical Co
(St Louis, Mo, USA). Commercial kits used for determining
lipid peroxidation and superoxide dismutase (SOD) activity were
obtained from the Jiancheng Institute of Biotechnology (Nanjing,
China). Other chemicals used in these experiments were of
analytical grade from commercial sources.
Animals
Male Sprague-Dawley (SD) rats (300±20 g), C57BL/6J mice
(18±2 g) and male Kunming mice (20±2 g), obtained from the
Animal Department of Anhui Medical University, were maintained
on a 12 h light/ dark cycle from 6AM to 6PM in a controlled
environment (20±1 °C). Animals were housed in plastic cages
with free access to food and water. All experimental protocols
described in this study were approved by the Ethics Review
Committee for Animal Experimentation of Institute of Clinical
Pharmacology, Anhui Medical University.
Establishment of immunological liver injury model[8,13]
A 2.5 mg dose of BCG (viable bacilli) suspended in 0.2 mL
saline was injected via the tail vein into each animal, and 10 d
later, 7.5 µg LPS dissolved in 0.2 mL saline was injected. Mice
were anesthetized with ether, then sacrificed by cervical dislocation
16 h after LPS injection and trunk blood was collected into
heparinized tubes (50 U/mL) and centrifuged (1 500 r/min, 10
min, 4 °C). Serum was aspirated and stored at -70 °C until
assayed as described below. The liver was also removed and
stored at -70 °C until required.
Drug treatment
In vivo experiment, the animals were equally divided into 5
groups randomly, including normal, model control and melatonin
groups (3 different doses). Mice in melatonin groups were received
daily doses of 0.25, 1.0 or 4.0 mg/kg bm of melatonin using an
18-gauge stainless steel animal feeding needle for 10 d prior to
LPS injection. Mice in normal and model control group were
only fed the same volume of vehicle.
In in vitro experiment, after Kupffer cells were isolated from
normal rat, the cells were divided into 7 groups randomly, including
control cells, cells added with LPS (5 µg/mL) alone, cells added
with LPS (5 µg/mL) simultaneously with melatonin (5 different
concentrations including 10-9, 10-8, 10-7, 10-6, 10-5 mol/L). Every
group had triplicate wells and the experiment above was repeated
twice.
In another in vitro experiment, after Kupffer cells were
isolated from BCG priming rat and hepatocytes isolated from
normal rat, the two types of cells were divided into 7 groups
randomly, including control cells, cells added with LPS (5 µg/mL)
alone, cells added with LPS (5 µg/mL) simultaneously with
melatonin (5 different concentrations including 10-9, 10-8, 10-7, 10-6,
10-5 mol/L). Every group had triplicate wells and the experiment
above was repeated twice.
Isolation and culture of Kupffer cells and hepatocytes
In vitro experiment, the direct effect of melatonin on Kupffer
cells was studied by isolating Kupffer cells from the livers of
normal rat. Rat liver perfusion was performed using a modification
of the two-step collagenase perfusion technique introduced
by previous studies[35,36].
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In brief, the rat liver was perfused through the portal vein
with D-Hank’s until blood free, and then with Hank’s containing
0.5 g/L collagenase IV. The latter was administered by recirculation
until the vessels were digested (up to 20 min). The liver was then
scraped using a cell scraper, filtered through a 100-µm filter, and
stirred in Hank’s containing 2.5 g/L pronase and 0.05 g/L DNase
for 20 min at 37 °C. After three times of centrifugation and
washing at 300 × g for 10 min at 4 °C in Gey’s balanced salt
solution (GBSS), cells were centrifuged in an 180 g/L Nycodenz
gradient at 2 500 × g for 20 min. Kupffer cells were carefully
sucked by cusp-straws at the pearl layer inderphase. At last,
purified Kupffer cell fractions were obtained by centrifugal
elutriation. The viability of Kupffer cells prepared was more
than 95% as determined by trypan blue exclusion. The purity
of Kupffer cells was greater than 90% based on a peroxidase
activity assay[37].
Kupffer cells, obtained as described above, were washed
with Hanks’ and resuspended in RPMI 1640 medium containing
antibiotics (penicillin, 100 U/mL; streptomycin, 100 mg/mL),
2 mmol/L glutamine, and 100 mL/L fetal calf serum. One-milliliter
aliquots containing 1×106 cells were added to 24-well culture
plates. The cells were incubated for 60 min in a humidified
atmosphere containing 50 mL/L CO2 at 37 °C. Nonadherent cells
were removed, and adherent cells were washed twice with PBS.
The cells at a density of 1×106 /mL were incubated with different
concentrations of melatonin (10-9, 10-8, 10-7, 10-6, 10-5 mol/L). They
(1×106/well) were cultured for 48 h with 5 µg/mL LPS and the
supernatants were collected and TNF-α and NO concentration
measured with the methods described below.
In in vitro liver injury model, BCG induced Kupffer cells
were isolated from the livers of the rats which were injected via
the tail vein with 3 mg of BCG 10 d before, at the same time
hepatocytes isolated from normal rat. The hepatocytes at a density
of 1×109 /mL were incubated with different concentrations of
melatonin (10-9, 10-8, 10-7, 10-6, 10-5 mol/L) and BCG-induced
Kupffer cells (1×106/well). They were co-cultured for 48 h with
5 µg/mL LPS and the supernatants were collected.

Measurement of serum ALT and AST
Serum ALT and AST were determined using commercial kits
produced by Jiancheng Institute of Biotechnology (Nanjing,
China). Their activities were expressed as an international
unit (U/L).
Measurement of NO in serum and cell culture supernatants
Nitric oxide (NO) in Kupffer cells was measured by a microplate
assay using Griess reagent, which produces a chromophore with
the nitrite[38]. Briefly, 100 µL of cell culture supernatants was
removed and incubated with 100 µL of Griess reagent (10 g/L
sulfanilamide and 1 g/L N-1-naphthylethylenediamine
dihydrochloride in 25 mL/L phosphoric acid) in a 96-well plate.
The plate was incubated for 10 min at room temperature. Nitrite
production was quantified spectrophotometrically using an
automated colorimetric procedure. Absorbance at 540 nm was
measured using a microplate reader (Bio-Tek, USA). The nitrite
concentration was calculated by comparing samples with
standard solutions of sodium nitrite produced in the culture
medium. All samples were assayed in triplicate. Results were
expressed as µmol/L.
Measurement of MDA and SOD in liver homogenates
Livers were thawed, weighed and homogenized with Tris-HCl
(5 mmol/L containing 2 mmol/L EDTA, pH 7.4). Homogenates
were centrifuged (1 000 r/min, 10 min, 4 °C) and the supernatant
was used immediately for the assays of MDA and SOD. MDA
and SOD were determined following the instructions of the kit.
In brief, MDA in liver tissue was determined by the thiobarbituric
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acid method[39]. All samples were assayed in triplicate. The
content of MDA was expressed as nmol per gram liver tissue.
The assay for total SOD was based on its ability to inhibit the
oxidation of oxyamine by the xanthine-xanthine oxidase system.
The red product (nitrite) produced by the oxidation of oxyamine
has an absorbance at 550 nm. One unit (U) of SOD activity was
defined as the quantity that reduced the absorbance at 550 nm
by 50%. All samples were assayed in triplicate. Results were
expressed as U per gram liver tissue.

Measurement of TNF-α in serum and cell culture supernatants
Serum was assayed according to procedures described by the
instruction of the commercial kits. The standard curve of TNF-α
measured was between 2 and 160 pg/mL.
Bioassay of IL-1 activity in serum and cell culture supernatants
IL-1 activity was measured by mouse thymocyte activation
assayed by MTT (Sigma) reduction[40]. MTT was dissolved in
sterile PBS to a concentration of 5 mg/mL and stored in the dark
at 4 °C for up to 1 wk. Immediately before use, stock MTT was
filtered (0.22 µm) to remove any formazan precipitate. Thymocytes
(2×106/well) from mice were cultured for 48 h in 96-well plates
containing RPMI 1640 medium supplemented with 5 µg/mL
concanavalin A and 0.1 mL collected supernatants in triplicate.
Three hours before the termination of culture, cells were pulsed
with MTT stock (20 µL/well), returned to 37 °C and incubated
for another 3 h. The plates were centrifuged for 10 min at 1 000 g
to cell pellets and MTT formazan products. The supernatant
was carefully aspirated without disturbing the pellets, and formazan
was solubilized by addition of isopropanol (100 µL/200 µL
supernatant). Insoluble material was then removed by
centrifugation for 10 min at 1 000 g. The solubilized formazan in
isopropanol was collected and distributed into 12-well flatbottom ELASA plates at a final volume of 100 µL/well. Plates
were read at 570 nm in EL 301 Strip Reader (Bio-Tek, USA)
within 1 h of addition of isopropanol. Values were expressed as
mean absorbance (A) of triplicate wells.
Histological analysis
Formalin-fixed specimens were embedded in paraffin and stained
with hematoxylin and eosin for conventional morphological
evaluation. After decapitation of rats, small liver specimens
were placed in 100 mL/L formalin solution and processed
routinely by embedding in paraffin. Tissue sections (4-5 µm)
were stained with hematoxylin and eosin and examined under
light microscope (Olympus). An experienced histologist who
was unaware of the treatment conditions made histological
assessments.
Statistical analyses
All values were presented as mean±SE. Statistical analysis of
the data for multiple comparisons was performed by one-way
analysis of variance (ANOVA) followed by Duncan’s test. For
a single comparison, the significance of differences between
means was determined by the t-test, A level of P<0.05 was
accepted as statistical significant.
RESULTS
Effect of melatonin on serum ALT and AST
Activities of both serum AST and ALT, indices of hepatic cell
damage, were significantly higher in BCG- and LPS-induced group
than in the control group. Melatonin (0.25, 1.0, 4.0 mg/kg bm)
significantly reduced the activities of serum AST and ALT (Table 1).
Effect of melatonin on liver homogenate MDA and total SOD
Liver homogenate malondialdehyde (MDA) content in BCG-

and LPS-induced group was significantly higher than that in
the control group while liver total SOD activity was lower.
Melatonin (0.25, 1.0, 4.0 mg/kg bm) significantly attenuated
MDA generation and increased liver total SOD activity (Table 2).
Table 1 Effects of melatonin on serum ALT and AST activities
in immunological liver injury in mice (n = 10, mean±SE)
Group

Dose
(mg/kg bm)

ALT (U/L)

AST (U/L)

Normal

---

28.2±8.8

26.8±8.5

Model

---

224±40 d

205±40 d

a

129±13 b

119±41

b

124±36 b

163±44

b

162±33 a

Melatonin

0.25

187±21

1.0
4.0

a
P<0.05, bP<0.01 vs model group; dP<0.01 vs normal control
group.

Table 2 Effects of melatonin on MDA level and SOD activity
of liver homogenates of immunological injury mice (n = 10,
mean±SE)
Group

Dose
(mg/kg bm)

MDA
(nmol/g tissue)

SOD
(U/g tissue)

Normal

---

92±26

Model

---

439±25d

202.46±26 d

Melatonin

0.25

335±37b

266±71b

332±28

b

273±31b

346±17

b

244±27b

1.0
4.0

297±22

a

P<0.05, bP<0.01 vs model group; dP<0.01 vs normal control
group.

Effect of melatonin on serum and liver homogenate TNF-α, IL-1
and NO concentration
As shown in Table 3, when mice were first injected with BCG
and then challenged with LPS, the levels of TNF-α, IL-1 and NO
were elevated significantly. Melatonin (0.25, 1.0 and 4.0 mg/kg bm)
obviously reversed these effects. Similarly, in liver homogenates
of immunological injury mice the levels of above three indices
increased and melatonin (0.25, 1.0 and 4.0 mg/kg bm) significantly
inhibited the production of TNF-α and NO while melatonin
(4 mg/kg bm) inhibited IL-1(Table 4).
Table 3 Effects of melatonin on serum TNF-α, IL-1 and NO
levels in immunological liver injury mice (n = 10, mean±SE)
Group
Normal
Model
Melatonin

Dose
(mg/kg bm)
----0.25
1.0
4.0

TNF-α
(ng/L)

IL-1
(A570 nm)

1.61±0.76

NO
(µmol/L)

0.107±0.001

4.80±1.61

d

3.42±1.08

a

3.26±0.73

a

2.64±1.19

b

9.82±1.92

d

73±19d

0.183±0.07

a

55±18 a

0.131±0.04

b

28±14b

0.158±0.04

b

56±19 a

0.242±0.03

a
P<0.05, bP<0.01 vs model group; dP<0.01 vs normal control
group.

Effect of melatonin on NO, TNF-α and IL-1 production of isolated
Kupffer cells
In vitro, melatonin at the concentrations of 10-8-10-6 mol/L was
able to inhibit directly the production of TNF-α while only at
the concentrations of 10-6 mol/L decreased IL-1 production of
Kupffer cells co-cultured with LPS (5 µg/mL). However, melatonin
had no effect on NO production (Table 5).
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Table 4 Effects of melatonin on TNF-α, IL-1 and NO levels of
liver homogenates in immunological injury mice (n = 10,
mean±SE)
Group

Dose
(mg/kg bm)

TNF-α
(ng/L)

IL-1
(A570 nm)

NO
(µmol/L)

----0.25
1.0
4.0

3.1±8.3
26.6±2.3d
13.9±2.9 b
12.4±2.9b
17.9±4.8b

0.15±0.03
0.41±0.03 d
0.38±0.13
0.22±0.05 b
0.35±0.04 b

9.5±2.7
45.0±9.8d
25.6±9.5b
17±11b
24±10b

Normal
Model
Melatonin

a

P<0.05, bP<0.01vs model group; dP<0.01 vs normal control group.

Table 5 Effect of melatonin on TNF-α, IL-1 and NO released
from cultured normal Kupffer cells of rats (n = 10, mean±SE)
Group

Concentration of TNF-α
melatonin (mol/L) (ng/L)

KC

---

NO
(µmol/L)

4.25±0.79

0.137±0.03

13.65±0.21

11.21±1.63 d

0.233±0.03 d

18.85±0.88 d

10 -9

9.96±0.24

0.238±0.02

19.08±0.40

10-8

9.31±0.53 a

0.223±0.02

19.13±0.46

10-7

8.35±0.82b

0.201±0.01

18.90±0.77

-6

8.01±0.38 b

0.177±0.01b

18.65±0.61

9.74±0.39

0.216±0.02

18.70±0.57

KC+LPS
KC+LPS

IL-1
(A570 nm)

+melatonin

10

10 -5

KC: Kupffer cells; aP<0.05, bP<0.01 vs model group; dP<0.01 vs
normal control group.

Effect of melatonin on liver injury in mice in vitro
Immunological liver injury model in vitro was established by
hepatocytes incubated with BCG- and LPS-induced Kuppfer
cells. Activities of ALT, TNF-α, IL-1 and MDA in supernatant
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were significantly increased. Melatonin had little effect on the
level of ALT, but at concentrations of 10- 7-10- 5 mol/L it reduced
the content of TNF-α and MDA while at concentrations of 10- 610- 5 mol/L it decreased the content of IL-1 (Table 6).

Histological results
In normal group, there was no pathological abnormality. Liver
parenchyma was in good morphology and hepatocytes were
arranged around the central vein. No congestion and inflammation
were observed in the sinusoids (Figure 1A).
In model group, there was a severe pathological abnormality.
Hepatocytes were with marked vacuolization, moreover,
hepatocytes dot necrosis, striped necrosis, bridging necrosis
appeared and inflammatory cells arranged around the necrotic
tissue. Congestion in liver sinusoids was significant with scattered
infiltration of inflammatory cells (Figure 1B).
In melatonin-treated group, the area and extent of necrosis
attenuated and the immigration of inflammatory cells reduced.
Liver parenchyma was well preserved with radially arranged
hepatocytes around the central vein. Regular sinusoidal structures
were seen without congestion (Figure 1C).
DISCUSSION
Injection of BCG followed by LPS is useful for the creation of
experimental models of acute hepatic damage[13,16,22,41]. In the
present study, immunological liver injury in mice was successfully
induced by BCG and LPS and the model in vitro also duplicated.
On this basis, administration of melatonin in vivo resulted in
marked reduction of acute liver injury, as demonstrated by
significant reduction of serum transaminase concentration and
amelioration of severe hepatic pathological abnormalities.
Meanwhile, melatonin decreased MDA content and increased
total SOD activity in liver homogenates. Furthermore, melatonin
significantly reduced TNF-α, IL-1 and NO production in serum
and liver homogenates. The in vitro experiment also supported

Table 6 Effects of melatonin on MDA, TNF-α and IL-1 released from co-cultured normal rat hepatocytes and Kupffer cells
activated by BCG (n = 5, mean±SE)
Group
KC+HC
KC+HC+LPS
KC+HC+LPS+Melatonin

Concentration
of melatonin (mol/L)
--10- 9
10- 8
10 -7
10 -6
10 -5

ALT
(U/L)

MDA
(nmol/L)

TNF-α
(ng/L)

IL-1
(A570 nm)

37.1±3.7
81.4±6.4 d
82.4±4.3
79.6±5.4
74.9±4.2
72.9±6.6
83.8±3.3

0.506±0.029
0.849±0.062 d
0.809±0.015
0.789±0.036
0.706±0.014 b
0.676±0.043 b
0.69±0.04 b

4.50±0.78
11.36±1.6 d
10.13±0.23
9.49±0.52
8.54±0.81 b
8.21±0.37 b
8.39±1.22 b

0.16±0.03
0.25±0.03 d
0.26±0.02
0.24±0.02
0.22±0.01
0.19±0.01 a
0.20±0.01 b

KC: Kupffer cell; aP<0.05, bP<0.01 vs model group; dP<0.01 vs normal control group.

A

B

C

Figure 1 Histological results of tissues stained with hematoxylin and eosin under light microscope. A: Normal control group;
B: Model group; C: Melatonin-treated group.
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the direct protective role of melatonin in suppression of Kupffer
cell function. Although melatonin had no direct protection on
hepatocytes injury in vitro induced by BCG and LPS, it could
inhibit the production of MDA and pro-inflammatory cytokines
such as TNF-α and IL-1. Based on the current results, we
propose that the mode of melatonin’s hepatic protective action is,
at least in part, related to its antioxidative and immunoregulatory
properties.
As it is well known, melatonin, the chief secretory product
of the pineal gland, was found to be a multi-faceted free radical
scavenger and antioxidant. It detoxifies a variety of free radicals
and reactive oxygen intermediates, including the hydroxyl
radical, singlet oxygen, peroxynitrite anion and nitric oxide[29,30].
In both in vitro and in vivo experiments, melatonin has been
found to protect cells, tissues, and organs against oxidative
damage induced by a variety of free-radical-generating agents
and processes, e.g., the carcinogen safrole, LPS, carbon
tetrachloride, ischemia-reperfusion, amyloid-protein, and ionizing
radiation[42,43]. Melatonin also has been reported to stimulate
the activities of enzymes and increase gene expression that
improves the total antioxidative defense capacity of the
organism, i.e., SOD, glutathione peroxidase, glutathione
reductase[44,45]. Moreover, recent studies indicate that melatonin
is effective on inhibiting oxidative liver damage. Calvo et al.
found that melatonin protected against ANIT-induced liver injury
with cholestasis in rats, and suggested that this protective
effect was likely due to its antioxidative properties and above
all to its capacity to inhibit liver neutrophil infiltration, a critical
factor in the pathogenesis of ANIT-induced liver injury[46].
Melatonin also could dose-dependently reduce liver lipid
peroxide content in CCl4 treated rats. This indicated that
melatonin exerted a therapeutic effect on CCl4-induced acute
liver injury in rats, possibly through its antioxidant action.
Melatonin plays a cytoprotective role in the liver insulted by
ischemia and reperfusion by virtue of its ability to prevent
hepatic malfunction and inhibit the generation of free radicals
and accumulation of neutrophils in the damaged hepatic tissue[35].
In the present study, the effects of melatonin on immunological
liver injury model were firstly investigated. The results showed
that melatonin decreased MDA content in liver homogenates,
meanwhile, SOD activity rose significantly. Those results are
in accordance with the findings of melatonin’s antioxidant
properties.
A growing body of evidence suggests that nitric oxide (NO)
may also modulate different experimental liver injuries. The role,
that NO plays in the process of liver injury has been the subject
of active debate. In vitro and in vivo data suggest that NO may
act to protect tissue by virtue of its ability to react with and
decompose superoxide radical[47-49]. It has also been suggested
that NO may act to modulate the activity of certain transcription
factors such as NF-κB[50]. Although some studies demonstrate
that NO may act to limit or down-regulate liver injury, there are
other reports suggesting that NO may actually promote
hepatocellular damage possibly due to the formation of strongly
oxidizing species peroxynitrite[51]. Much of the controversy
may be related to the use of non-specific inhibitors of different
NOS isoforms and the concentration of NO[52]. Melatonin is
reported to inhibit peroxynitrite induced oxidative reactions.
Additionally, melatonin under or near physiological concentration
inhibits the prooxidative enzyme nitric oxide synthase (NOS)
activity[14,49] and thereby influences NO production. It was also
reported that melatonin had protective effect in an endotoxic
and non-septic shock partly related to prevention of NO
overproduction. The present study showed that melatonin
significantly inhibited serum NO and did not directly inhibit
Kupffer cells and generate NO in vitro. The results demonstrated
that melatonin might modulate the generation of NO at a whole
body level but had no direct effect on Kupffer cells. It seems

likely that melatonin regulated NO production to a certain extent,
but more studies should be carried out to clarify it.
As it is well known, TNF-α is a multifunctional cytokine
mostly secreted by inflammatory cells and is involved in numerous
pathological states. TNF-α is considered to be a common early
effector molecule for liver injury, in addition to its direct cytotoxic
effects, this cytokine is able to induce chemokines, macrophage
chemotactic protein-1 and adhesive molecules, vascular-cell
adhesion molecule-1, which are key to inflammation and consequent
liver damage[9-11]. Prevention of liver injury has been observed
upon neutralization of TNF-α with anti-TNF-α antibody,
prevention of translation of primary RNA transcript of TNF-α
by antisense oligonucleotide and interaction of TNF-α with
soluble TNF-α receptors[53]. Although IL-1 itself does not exert
damage on liver, its elevation could stimulate inflammatory cells
to excrete many other cytokines including TNF-α, IL-6 and IL-8.
Our results suggest that the elevation of inflammatory cytokines
including TNF-α and IL-1 in serum, liver homogenates and
Kupffer cell culture supernatants contributes to the mechanisms
of immunological liver injury.
It is now well recognized that melatonin plays an important
immunoregulatory role. Shin et al. found that low levels of
Bacillus anthracis were known to induce release of cytokines
such as TNF-α, and thereby exposure of melatonin (10-7-10-6 mol/L)
to anthrax lethal toxin-treated macrophages also decreased the
release of TNF-α to extracellular medium as compared to the
control[54]. Sacco found that administration of melatonin to mice
(5 mg/kg bm, s.c. 30 min before or simultaneously with LPS)
inhibited serum TNF-α levels by 50-80% and improved survival
of mice treated with a lethal dose of LPS. Melatonin did not
increase serum corticosterone and did not modify the elevation
of serum corticosterone levels by LPS or by IL-1. Furthermore,
it exerted its inhibitory effect in adrenalectomized or
hypophysectomized mice also, indicating that its effect is
independent of the hypothalamus-pituitary-adrenal axis[55]. It
was previously reported melatonin had a protective role in LPSinduced septic shock by suppressing pro-inflammatory
cytokines, prostaglandins and NO production[31,32]. However,
other studies indicated melatonin did not alter cytokines including
TNF-α and IL-1 secretion by LPS-stimulated macrophages[56].
The inconsistencies in the literature suggested that the effect
of melatonin on macrophages was complex. In our experimental
condition, we found that in in vitro experiments melatonin at
the concentrations of 10-8-10-6 mol/L directly inhibited production
of TNF-α while only at the concentrations of 10-6 mol/L decreased
IL-1 production of Kupffer cell co-cultured with LPS (5 µg/mL).
In in vitro liver injury model ,we also found that melatonin at
the concentrations of 10- 7-10- 5 mol/L reduced the content of
TNF-α while at concentrations of 10- 6-10- 5 mol/L decreased the
content of IL-1. Even more, in vivo experiment showed that
melatonin at the dose between 0.25 mg/kg bm and 4.0 mg/kg bm
significantly inhibited serum TNF-α and IL-1 level. Thus
suppression of TNF-α and IL-1 could be one of the means by
which melatonin attenuated immunological liver injury in mice.
Therefore, the protective effects of melatonin on immunological
liver injury might relate to free radical scavenging, increased
content of SOD, decreased expression of procytokines.
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Abstract
AIM: To explore the effects of endothelin-1(ET-1) on
hepatic stellate cells (HSCs) DNA uptake, DNA synthesis,
collagen synthesis and secretion, inward whole-cell calcium
concentration ([Ca2+]i) as well as the blocking effect of
verapamil on ET-1-stimulated release of inward calcium
(Ca2+) of HSC in vitro.
METHODS: Rat hepatic stellate cells (HSCs) were isolated
and cultivated. 3H-TdR and 3H-proline incorporation used
for testing DNA uptake and synthesis, collagen synthesis
and secretion of HSCs cultured in vitro; Fluorescent calcium
indicator Fura-2/AM was used to measure [Ca2+]i inward
HSCs.
RESULTS: ET-1 at the concentration of 5×10 -8 mol/L,
caused significant increase both in HSC DNA synthesis
(2 247±344 cpm, P<0.05) and DNA uptake (P<0.05) when
compared with the control group. ET-1 could also increase
collagen synthesis (P<0.05 vs control group) and collagen
secretion (P<0.05 vs control group). Besides, inward HSC [Ca2+]
i reached a peak concentration (422±98 mol/L, P<0.001)
at 2 min and then went down slowly to165±51 mol/L
(P<0.01) at 25 min from resting state (39±4 mol/L) after
treated with ET-1. Verapamil (5 mol/L) blocked ET-1activated [Ca2+]i inward HSCs compared with control group
(P<0.05). Fura-2/AM loaded HSC was suspended in no
Ca2+ buffer containing 1 mol/L EGTA, 5 min later, 10-8 mol/L
of ET-1 was added, [Ca2+]i inward HSCs rose from resting
state to peak 399±123 mol/L, then began to come down
by the time of 20 min. It could also raise [Ca2+]i inward
HSCs even without Ca2+ in extracellular fluid, and had a
remarkable dose-effect relationship(P<0.05). Meanwhile,
verapamil could restrain the action of ET-1(P<0.05).
CONCLUSION: Actions of ET-1 on collagen metabolism of
HSCs may depend on the transportation of inward wholecell calcium.
Guo CY, Wu JY, Wu YB, Zhong MZ, Lu HM. Effects of
endothelin-1 on hepatic stellate cell proliferation, collagen
synthesis and secretion, intracellular free calcium concentration.
World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(18): 2697-2700
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INTRODUCTION
Hepatic fibrosis associated with the activation of hepatic stellate
cells (HSCs), the major source of extracellular matrix (ECM)
proteins[1]. It is generally believed that HSCs are the main cells
producing ECM, from resting state to active myofibroblasts,
which is the key point of formation and development of hepatic
fibrosis[2-6]. Endothelin-1(ET-1) is currently known as a polypeptide
with a stronger activity to contract blood vessel. So, based on
prophase researches[7-9], we chose ET-1 to observed its direct
effect on DNA ingestion and synthesis as well as collagen
synthesis and secretion of HSCs in cultivating. Meanwhile, as
we know that Ca2+ is an important intracellular messenger, relate
to HSC proliferation and ECM synthesis[10-13]. The effects of
ET-1 on regulation and intracellular [Ca2+]i of HSCs isolated
and cultivated in vitro were studied.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
MATERIALS
Animals Wistar male rats, weighting (450±50) g, were provided
by Shanghai Experimental Animals Center of Chinese Academy
of Sciences.
Reagents ET-1, calcium fluorescence probes Fura-2/AM, Triton
X-100, pronase, trypsin, DMEM, DAB-H2O2 were from Sigma;
verapamil from Knoll; collagenase from Medical Industry
Academy of Shanghai; RPMI 1640 from Gibco; HEPES from
EMK; 3H-L-proline from Academy of Atomic Energy in China
(66.6 GBq/mmoL, radioactivity purity>90%). 3H-TdR was from
Institute of Atomic Energy in Shanghai (814 GBq/mmoL,
radioactivity purity >95%).
Methods
Isolation and cultivation of rat HSCs Rat HSCs were isolated
referring to Knook [14-17] . Rats were anaesthetized with
pentobarbitone (200 mg/kg) by abdominal injection, then
heparin sodium (10 mg/kg) was injected into the caudal vein.
The abdominal cavity was opened and portal vein and dorsal
vein were exposed. Blood was released through vein and DHank’s solution was perfused (20-25 mL/min) until pale yellow
appeared. Liver was taken out and undergone extracorporeal
circulation when perfusion fluid was changed to GBSS
containing 0.5 g/L pronase E, 0.5 g/L collagenase and 10 mmoL
HEPES. Circle perfusion was performed for 30 min (15 mL/min).
Liver was taken out and cut to pieces, then put into GBSS
containing 0.25 g/L pronase E, 0.25 g/L collagenase and 10 mmol/L
HEPES, shocked at 37 °C for 30 min, little suspended deposit
was put in culture media on the top of three-layer density
gradient centrifugation fluid containing 80 g/L and 130 g/L
metrizamide, 2 800 r/min centrifugation for 20 min, Cells were
sucked between top layer and 80 mL/L density layer. DMEM
containing 200 mL/L calf serum was used to regulate the number
of cells to 1×105/mL.
DNA and collagen synthesis of HSCs HSCs in 2 to 4 th
generation were digested by pancreatin and cultured with
DMEM supplemented with 100 g/L calf serum and 100 mL/L
horse serum. Cells were adjusted to 1×10-8/mL and inoculated
on a 48-well plate, cultured for 24 h, then different concentration
of ET-1 and the same dosage of drug was added, respectively
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and triplicated for each concentration. 3H-TdR and 3H-proline
were used to assay the incorporation.
HSC ingestion of DNA 3H-TdR 18.5 GBq/mmoL was added at
10, 20, 30 and 60 min respectively, washed 3 times with PBS of
1×105 mmol/L, centrifuged 1 000 r/min 10 min, the top layer fluid
was removed, 2 mL of 100 g/L TCA was added and centrifuged
1000 r/min 10 min again. Top layer fluid was collected and
deposited, washed 3 times with 800 mL/L ethanol at 4 °C. The
top layer fluid was removed and dried in vacuum. 1 mol/L NaOH
was added to lyse the deposit and 1N HCl was used to adjust
pH to 7.0 Radioactivity of specimens was measured on Beckman
scintillation counter.
Collagen secretion of HSC In experiment of 3H-TdR, before
transferred to F49 filter paper, 1 mL culture media was taken out
and put into a tube. A 5 mmol/L acetic acid was used to adjust
pH to 2 to 3, then 25 µL of 2.5 g/L pepsin was added to digest.
A 50 µL of proline was added at 4 °C for 3 h, l, 1.2 mol/L
trichloroacetic acid was fixed for 2 h, transferred to F4a filter
paper, closed with saline, 0.6 mol/L trichloroacetic acid was
used again, then bleached with anhydrous alcohol, baked at
80 °C. Radioactivity of specimens was measured on YSJ-75
liquid scintillation counter.
[Ca2+]i in Fura-2/AM loaded HSC HSCs were cultured on a
rectangle glass when HSCs grew and covered the glass. Then
cells were taken out of the glass and RPMI 1640 containing
Fura-2/AM (10 nmol/L) was added to incubate at 37 °C for
50 min, D-Hank’s solution was used to wash extracellular free
Fura-2/AM and incubated for another 30 min, 1 g/L trypsin was
used to digest the cells and the number of cells was adjusted to
106/mL by buffer.
Fluorescence spectrum About 2 mL of Fura-2/AM loaded
HSCs was suspended for the test with a fluorescence
spectrophotometer. Raster (EX) 5 nm, radiate raster (EM) 10 nm
were excited at a middle scan speed (32 mm/min), excitation
light scan ranged 300-400 nm, emission light scan ranged
440-540 nm.
Intracellular fluorescence intensity Fluorescence intensity F
was detected first (laser wave-length 340 nm, EX 5 nm, emission
wave-length 510 nm, EM 10 nm), then different concentrations
of ET-1 and verapamil and EGTA (last concentration 8 mmol/L)
were added for the detection of minimum fluorescence intensity
(F min).
Calculation of [Ca 2+] i Intracellular [Ca2+]i (nmol/L) = kd
(F-F min)/(F max-F). Kd is a dissociation constant to Fura-2/Ca2+
compound which equals to 224 nmol/L.
Statistical analysis Variance homogeneity tests were used to
make comparisons.

RESULTS
HSC activity
Trypan blue staining revealed an activity above 90% for HSCs.
The purity of HSCs was more than 80% assessed by
fluorescence microscope. The nuclei of HSC were stained blue
among the desmin-positive satellite cells.
Effect of ET-1 on HSC DNA synthesis
As shown in Table 1, ET-1 could accelerate 3 H-TdR
incorporation into HSCs and HSC DNA synthesis and
proliferation (P<0.05), in a concentration-dependent manner.
Effect of ET-1 on HSC ingested 3H-TdR
ET-1 could accelerate the rate of HSC ingested DNA, the rate
increased with the time prolonged (P<0.05 or P<0.01, Figure 1).
Effect of ET-1 on HSC collagen synthesis
ET-1 could accelerate 3H-Proline incorporation into HSCs and

collagen synthesis at the concentration of 5×10-8 mol/L (P<0.05),
in a concentration-dependent manner.
H-TdR ingeste rate/cpm
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Figure 1 Effect of ET-1 on HSC ingeste 3H-TdR.
Table 1 Effects of ET-1 on HSC DNA synthesis, collagen synthesis and secretion (cpm, mean±SD)
Group

DNA
synthesis

Control
ET 10 -9 mol/L
ET 5 ×10 -8 mol/L
ET 10-8 mol/L
ET 10-7 mol/L

1
1
1
2
4

370±113
489 ±305
986 ±457a
247 ±344 a
015 ±102 a

Collagen
Synthesis
2
2
2
2
3

Collagen
secretion

167 ± 454
206 ± 725
698 ± 304 a
876 ± 396 a
056 ± 401 a

1
1
1
2
2

431 ± 389
528 ± 242
903 ±552 a
087 ±128 a
794 ± 397 b

a

P<0.05, bP<0.01 vs control group.

Effect of ET-1 on HSC collagen secretion
As shown in Tablet 1, ET-1 could remarkably accelerate HSC
collagen secretion compared with the control group (P<0.05).
Effect of ET-1 (10-8 mol/L) on intracellular [Ca2+]i
As shown in Figure 2, when ET-1 was added to the suspension
of Fura-2/AM loaded HSCs and kept for 25 min (n = 3), [Ca2+]i in
HSCs rose from (39±4) mol/L (resting state) to (165±51) mol/L
(P<0.01) and rose to peak (422±98) mol/L (P<0.001) after another
2 min, then it began to go down slowly and remained a higher
concentration even after another 18 min compared with the
resting [Ca2+]i (P<0.01). It suggested that the effect of ET-1 on
[Ca2+]i in HSCs could be divided into 2 phases, a fast phase
(I P) and a slow phase (II P).
350
Cellular [Ca+2]I: nmol/L
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Figure 2 Effect of ET-1 on [Ca2+]i peak value in HSCs.

Effect of ET-1 on peak concentration of [Ca2+]i in HSCs
As shown in Figure 3, [Ca 2+] i in HSCs was in a ET-1
concentration-dependent manner. No change of [Ca 2+ ] i
occurred in HSCs when ET-1 was less than 10-11 mol/L. [Ca2+]i
reached its peak in a ET-1-dose-dependent manner when ET-1
was greater than 10-9 mol/L.
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Figure 3 Effect of ET-1 on [Ca2+]i in HSCs (10-10mol/L).
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Blocking effect of verapamil
As shown in Figure 4, calcium channel blocking agent verapamil
(5 µmol/L) could significantly restrain I P and II P effects on
[Ca2+]i in HSCs excited by ET-1 compared with control group
(P<0.05). Fura-2/AM loaded HSCs suspended in Ca2+-free buffer
containing 1 mol/L EGTA made [Ca2+]i in HSCs raise from resting
state to peak (399±123) mol/L, then go down to (49±17) mol/L at
the time of 20 min when first treated with 10-8 mol/L of ET-1,
suggesting that Ca2+-free buffer had no remarkable effect on I P
of [Ca2+]i in HSCs excited by ET-1 but completely blocked II P.
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HSCs and appeared double phase reaction, fast phase and
slow phase. Both phases had a dose-dependent manner. It
turns out that when the cells are at resting state, if there is
extracellular Ca2+, the [Ca2+]i in HSCs will be higher than that
without extracellular Ca2+. ET-1 can remarkably raise [Ca2+]i in
HSC with or without extracellular Ca2+. It implies that ET-1 can
accelerate HSC release of intracellular Ca2+.
Three different ways have been found to elevate [Ca2+]i[30-33].
Plenty of calcium flows into cell through Ca2+ channel, Ca2+ATP enzyme or Na+-Ca2+ changing system is restrained which
can transfer Ca2+ out of cells; Ca2+storing systems such as
mitochondrion and endoplasm increase Ca2+. We used Ca2+free buffer and found it had no effect on [Ca2+]I in I P in HSC
excited by ET-1 but could block [Ca2+]I in II P. It implies that
elevated [Ca2+]I in I P is caused by increased Ca2+ stored in
cells, while elevated [Ca2+]I in II P is caused by Ca2+ flowing out
of cells. It has been currently accepted by some of scholars
that the raise of Ca2+ in HSC is through the way of phospholipase
C (PLC)-inositol triphosphate (IP3)- diacylgcerol (DAG)[34-51].
ET-1 excites PLC on cell membrane through G protein that makes
4,5-biphosphate inositol divide into IP 3 and DAG-IP 3.
Mitochondrion, endoplasm and sarcoplasm that make Ca2+ in
cell release to cytoplasm and increase free [Ca2+]i in cells. IP3
works only a very short time , and is quickly converted to IP4
by special enzymes. So peak I P lasts for a very short time, but
IP4 can accelerate the opening of Ca2+ channel on cell membrane,
which makes an increase of calcium flowing out of cells and at
last results in a fast raise of [Ca2+]i in cells.
Physiological and pathological significance of elevated free
Ca2+ in HSCs excited by ET is still not clear. Maybe it could
participate the series of signals in cells and physiological effect
of ET[25,27]. In conclusion, ET-1 can remarkably accelerate HSC
proliferation, collagen synthesis and secretion, increase of [Ca2+]i in
HSC and of release of Ca2+ in cells, thus accelerating proliferation
of fibrous tissues and repair of injury tissues.
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Abstract
AIM: To examine the protein expression alterations in liver
injury/repair network regulation as a response to gut-derived
lipopolysaccharide (LPS) treatment, in order to anticipate
the possible signal molecules or biomarkers in signaling LPSrelated liver injury.
METHODS: Male BALB/c mice were treated with intraperitoneal (i.p.) LPS (4 mg/kg) and sacrificed at 0, 6, 24
and 30 h to obtain livers. The livers were stained with
hematoxylin and eosin for histopathologic analyses. Total
liver protein was separated by two-dimensional gel
electrophoresis (2-DE). The peptide mass of liver injury or
repair related proteins were drawn up and the protein
database was searched to identify the proteins.
RESULTS: Observations were as follows: (1) TRAIL-R2
was down regulated in livers of LPS-treated mice. TNFAIP1
was significantly up regulated at 6 h, then down- regulated
at 24, 30 h with silent expression during senescent stage.
(2) The amount of metaxin 2 and mitochondria import inner
membrane translocase subunit TIM8a (TIMM8A) was
increased upon treatment with LPS. (3) P34 cdc2 kinase
was significantly up-regulated 30 h after LPS administration
with silent expression during senescent, 6, 24 h treated
stage. (4) The amount of proteasome activator 28 alpha
subunit (PA28), magnesium dependent protein phosphatase
(MDPP) and lysophospholipase 2 was decreased 6 h after
LPS treatment but recovered or up-regulated 24 and 30 h
after LPS treatment.
CONCLUSION: LPS-treated mouse liver displaying a timedependent liver injury can result in expression change of
some liver injury or repair related proteins.
Liu XW, Lu FG, Zhang GS, Wu XP, You Y, Ouyang CH, Yang
DY. Proteomics to display tissue repair opposing injury response
to LPS-induced liver injury. World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10
(18): 2701-2705
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INTRODUCTION
Human intestinal tract accumulates Gram-negative bacteria that
supply lipopolysaccharide (LPS). Gut-derived LPS reaches the
first target organ liver through portal venous flow and results
in hepatic clearance or tissue damage. Recent studies have
shown that peritoneal macrophages in cirrhotic patients may
secret angiogenic products when stimulated by LPS and
accumulate in liver injury[1-3]. In vivo experiments also indicate
LPS may cause liver injury in normal subjects and exaggerate
liver injury in alcoholic liver disease[4-7]. That is, chronic liver
diseases suffering from subsequent LPS attack would result in
much severer clinical findings. The precise mechanisms
underlying LPS-treated liver injury remain unclear. Several
studies of liver protein expression exposed to some hepatotoxic
agents have revealed certain changes which illustrated the
pathogenesis of liver injury in some extent[2,4,8,9]. However, most
reported researches focused only on some partial signaling or
effecter molecules on a limited view[4,5,7]. Protein expression
changes of liver exposed to LPS remains to be established.
The goal of the present study was to dynamically examine
protein expression alterations in liver tissues from mice exposed
to LPS administration, in order to anticipate of the possible signal
molecules or biomarkers in signaling LPS-related liver injury.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Reagents
Ultra pure reagents for polyacrylamide gel preparation were
obtained from Bio-Rad. Eighteen cm immobilized pH gradient
(IPG) strips (pH3-10 L), IPG buffer and dry strip cover fluid
were purchased from Amersham Pharmacia Biotech (Uppsala,
Sweden). 3-[(3-cholamidopropyl) dimethylammonio]propanesulfonate (CHAPS), glycine, ammonium persulphate
(APS), TEMED, trifluoroacetic acid were obtained from Amresco
(Solon, OH, USA). Dithiothreitol (DTT), PMSF, Iodoacetamide,
urea, thiourea, α-cyano-4-hydroxycinnaic acid (CCA), TPCKTrypsin, E.Coli LPS 0111:B4 were purchased from Sigma
Chemical (St Louis, MO, USA). Acetonitrile was HPLC grade.
Ten µL ZipTip TMC18 tip were purchased from Millipore
Company (USA).
Animal treatment protocol
Male BALB/c mice (supplied by Laboratory Research Animal
Center, 2nd Xiangya Hospital, Central South University), 6 wk
of age and weighing 19-21 g, were used. The animals were
housed individually in mouse gang cages in cleaning-grade
controlled room. The Hunan Association accredited the house
facility for Accreditation of Laboratory Animal Care, and all
animal handling procedures were in conform to the Guide for
the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals. Four groups of five
mice each received intra-peritoneal (i.p) RPMI-1640 medium
treatment (control) and LPS (diluted in RPMI-1640 medium)
4 mg/kg for 6, 24, 30 h, respectively. Mice were killed by
decapitation, liver samples were removed and flash-frozen in
liquid nitrogen and kept at -70 °C until proteomics analysis. For
histopathologic research, liver slices from the right lateral lobes
were immersion-fixed in 40 g/L neutral buffered formaldehyde,
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routinely processed to 5-µm thick paraffin sections, stained
with hematoxylin and eosin (HE) and examined by light microscopy.

Sample preparation[10]
Liver samples were homogenized in eight volumes of 8 mol/L
urea, 2 mol/L thiourea, 40 g/L CHAPS, 20 g/L Triton X-100, 5 g/L
DTT, 1 mmol/L PMSF, 1 mmol/L EDTA, 40 mmol/L Tris.
Homogenates were centrifuged at 42 000 g at 20 °C for 1 h (LE80 K ultracentrifuge, Type 90 rotor, Beckman). Supernatant was
removed, divided into several aliquots and stored at -70 °C
until to be used. Protein concentration of each sample was
measured by Bradford method[11].
Two-dimensional gel electrophoresis[11,12]
The first-dimensional isoelectrical focus (IEF) was performed
on precast 18 cm IPG strips at 20 °C with a maximum current
setting of 50 µA/strip using an Amersham Pharmacia IPGphor
IEF unit. The strips were rehydrated at 30 V for 16 h in 350 µL
samples containing 8 mol/L urea, 20 g/L CHAPS, 20 mmol/L
DTT, 5 g/L IPG buffer. Eight hundred µg proteins was applied
to each IPG strip. After rehydration, IEF run was carried out
using the following conditions: 500 V, 500 Vh; 1 000 V, 1 000 Vh;
8 000 V, 40 000 Vh. Then, the strips were subjected to a two-step
equilibration. The first was with an equilibration buffer consisting
of 6 mol/L urea, 300 g/L glycerol, 20 g/L SDS, 50 mmol/L Tris
(pH8.8) and 10 g/L DTT. The second equilibration buffer was
the same, only with DTT substituted by 25 g/L iodoacetamide.
After the strips were transferred onto the second-dimensional
0.75 mm thick 125 g/L sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide
gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) gel, the strips were sealed in
place with 7.5 g/L agarose. Electrophoresis was carried out at a
constant current of 25 µA/gel at 12 °C until bromophenol blue
reached the edge of gels.
Silver staining
Gels were fixed in 400 mL/L ethanol, 100 mL/L acetic acid in
water for 30 min, and then sensitized with 2 g/L sodium thiosulfate
for 30 min. After the gels were rinsed twice with water for 5 min
each, they were incubated in 2.5 g/L silver nitrate for 20 min.
After the silver nitrate was discarded and rinsed with three
changes of distilled water for 5 min each, the gels were visualized
in 25 g/L sodium carbonate in 0.004% formalin until the desired
intensity was attained. Then the gels were incubated with 14.6 g/L
EDTA disodium dihydrate for 10 min to stop the development.
The staining procedure was performed by three rinses with water
for 5 min each.
Quantitative gel pattern analysis
Stained 2-D gels were scanned on a UMAX powerLook III
scanner (Amersham Biosciences). Image analysis and Group Wise
statistical comparisons were performed using the Image Master
2D v3.01 software (Amersham Pharmacia). The protein spot
intensity was arbitrarily calculated by integrating the optical
density over the spot area to search for treatment-related protein
change. The amount of protein was marked by volumes (A×area)
and expressed as mean±SD. Statistical difference was analyzed
by analysis of Variance (ANOVA). The cutoff of quantitative
protein changes between control and treated groups was made
at P<0.05.
Protein digestion and protein identification by MALDI-TOF-MS[10,12]
Destaining Protein spots of interest were excised from the 2-D
gels and washed 3 times in distilled water, destained with
15 mmol/L potassium ferricyanide in 50 mmol/L sodium
thiosulfate, dehydrated in acetonitrile and finally dried in a
centrifugal vaporizer.
Reduction and alkylation Gel pieces were incubated in 100 mmol/L

NH4HCO3 by adding 10 mmol/L DTT at 57 °C for 1 h. After they
were cooled, 100 mmol/L NH4HCO3 with 55 mmol/L iodoacetamide
was added and incubated at room temperature in dark for 30 min.
Supernatant was removed and samples were washed twice in
100 mmol/L NH4HCO3 and dehydrated in 1 000 g/L acetonitrile,
finally dried in a centrifugal vaporizer.
In-gel digestion Gel pieces were rehydrated in a digestion
buffer containing 0.1 mg/mL TPK-trypsin for 30 min. After excess
buffer was discarded, the gel pieces were covered with digestion
buffer and proteins were in-gel digested for 24 h at 37 °C.
Deionization Digested peptides were pipetted out and into to
make them attached in a 10 µL ZipTipTMC18 tip, washed twice
with 1mL/L trifluoroacetic acid.
MALDI-TOF-MS for protein identification The matrix solution
was saturated in 500 g/L acetonitrile, 1 g/L TFA in water. Peptides
were eluted with 5 µL MALDI matrix, 2.0 µL mixed solution was
loaded to the sample plate target and allowed to air-evaporate.
MALDI experiments were performed on a Perspective Biosystem
Voyager-DE STR time-of-flight mass spectrometer (Applied
Biosystems Voyager system 4307, USA) equipped with delayed
ion extraction. Data were acquired in the delayed ion extraction
mode using a 20 KV accelerating voltage and a 100 ns extraction
delay time. Dual microchannel plate detection was utilized in
the reflector mode with the ion signal recorded using a transient
digitizer. The performance of the mass spectrometer produced
sufficient mass resolution to produce isotopic multiplet for each
ion species below a mass-to-charge (m/z) of 3 000. All MALDI
mass spectra were internally calibrated using masses from two
trypsin autolysis products (monoisotopic masses 2163.05 and
2273.15). The software package Protein Prospector (prospector.
ucsf.edu) was used to identify protein spots. The mouse
nonredundant (NR) database Genpept.5.1.2002 was used in
searches. The search parameters used were as follows: Cysteines
modification mode as carbamidomethylation, maximum allowed
peptide mass error 50 ppm, more than four peptide mass hits
required for protein match, up to one enzymatic missed cleavage.
A restriction was placed on species of origin, pI (experimental
pI+/- 1.00 pH unit) and protein mass (experimental molecular
mass +/- 50%).

RESULTS
General health and histopathology
All subjects were inspected for general health before, during
and after LPS exposure. Throughout the study, no animal
experienced mortality that was determined to be related to the
exposure. Nine of 10 animal that were treated by exposure to
LPS for 24, 30 h experienced visible signs of laziness and
retardation. Light microscopic examination of HE sections from
LPS-treated mice revealed that a large number of inflammatory
cells infiltrated portal areas with additional focal hepatocellular
necrosis 24, 30 h after i.p. LPS (4 mg/kg)[13].
Table 1 Relative amount of 8 injury/repair related liver proteins in response to LPS treatment (mean±SD)
LPS
Liver
Control
protein
1
2
5
6
9
13
447
524

9 800±32
9 952±21
absent
12 420±24
absent
absent
43 200±21
absent

6h
1 130±41
11 020±26
38 040±18
absent
absent
4 500±42
3 200±35
absent

24 h
absent
34 060±19
19 500±42
15 500±32
1 200±35
8 900±44
absent
absent

30 h
absent
29 800±24
20 540±34
17 200±30
41 500±29
10 500±32
54 400±32
9 500±23
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Table 2 Results from search of Genpept.5.1.2002 database for Musculus protein sequences with tryptic peptide masses
Protein
NO.

MOWSE
score

Masses Coverage Protein
matched (%) (%)
Mr

1
2
5
6
9
13

36.2
56.3
29.5
47.9
76.1
25.3

4
5
4
4
4
4

27
45
32
26
20
26

447
524

23.2
37.3

4
4

22
25

a1

Accession
NO.

Protein name

677
646
134
673
191
043

6.5
6.0
8.0
5.7
7.8
5.1

Q9QZM4
P47802
O70479
P97371
P11440
Q9WVA2

42 795
24 794

5.0
6.7

452526
P47713

TRAIL receptor 2
Metaxin 2
TNF-α induced protein 1
Proteasome activator 28-alpha subunit (PA28)
P34 cdc2 kinase
Mitochondria import inner membrane translocase
subunit TIM8 A (TIMM8A)
Magnesium dependent protein phosphatase (MDPP)
Lysophospholipase 2

42
35
36
28
34
11

a2

5

1

Protein
PI

2

b1
6

1

5

b2

2

524

524

6

447

447
9

9

13
c1

5

c2

2

1

d1

1

5

d2

2

524

6

447

13

524

6

447
9

13

9

13

Figure 1 Partial 2-D images of mouse liver proteins from (a1, a2) a control animal and animals treated with 4 mg/kg i.p LPS (b1, b2)
6 h, (c1, c 2) 24 h, (d1, d2) 30 h. The spots representing proteins whose levels changed following LPS treatment are shown. a1, b1, c1, d1
represent the relative same partial map after different LPS-treated onset. a2, b2, c2, d2 represent another relative same partial map.
100
90

1 475.7423
1 993.9772
2 383.9524

80
70
60
50
40
30
20

1 638.8427
1 307.6717
2 717.0962
1 179.5976 1 707.7719 2 273.1064
2 705.1750
1 365.6477
2 163.0144
2 367.2490
2 872.39
1 493.7092

10
0

999.0 1 399.4 1 799.8 2 200.2 2 600.6 3 001.0
Mass (m/z)

Figure 2 Peptide mass fingerprint of MDPP (spot447). The spot
was in-gel digested with trypsin. After desalted, the peptide
mixture was analyzed by MALDI-TOF-MS. All MALDI mass
spectra were internally calibrated using masses from two trypsin
autolysis products (monoisotopic masses 2 163.05 and 2 273.15).

2-DE and relative abundance change
The resolution in 2-DE silver-stained gels resulted in approximately
1000 spots. The volumes (A×area) and coordinates of each
spot (pI and MW) were determined to select the fine right proteins

among candidates. There were significant alterations in 40
protein spots following LPS treatment when compared with
each other, P<0.01. These 40 proteins were identified by
MALDI-TOF-MS (data not shown). Figure 1 (A-D) shows the
location of 8 injury/repair related proteins in illustrated partial
2-DE maps of control and LPS-treated mice, respectively. Table 1
summarizes the relative amount of these considered proteins.
The amount of protein 1 was 9 800 in the control and downregulated to 1 130 in 6-h group, absent in 24-, 30-h group. Protein
5 was significantly up-regulated 6 h after LPS treatment, then
down-regulated 24 h and 30 h after LPS treatment with silent
expression in the control. Proteins 2 and 13 were increased upon
treatment with LPS. Protein 9 was significantly up-regulated
30 h after LPS treatment with silent expression in control, 6, 24 h
treated stage. Proteins 6, 447 and 524 were decreased in amount
6 h after LPS treatment, recovered and up-regulated 24 and 30 h
after LPS treatment.

Identity of injury/repair related proteins
The proteins were cut from 2-DE gels and subjected to tryptic
digestion. The 8 proteins analyzed by peptide mass fingerprinting
yielded searchable masses and resulted in the identification
(Table 2). Figure 2 indicates the peptide mass fingerprint of
MDPP (spot447) as a representative.
DISCUSSION
It has been proved that gut-derived LPS provokes liver inflammation
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with focal hepatocyte injury and increases the sensitivity of
hepatotoxicity to carbon tetrachloride, concanavalin A, Dgalactosamine and ethanol induced liver damage[4-6,14]. The role
of LPS signaling pathway in the initiation and early propagation
of immune response has been deeply demonstrated[8,9,15]. In
this study, liver injury occurred apparently 24 h after LPS
administration. It indicated that LPS could promote hepatotoxicity
by indirect mechanisms. Some immediate signaling or effecter
molecules may play a pivotal role in this delayed injurious
response.
In our research, TNF-related apoptosis-inducing ligand
receptor 2 (TRAIL-R2), TNF-α inducible endothelial protein 1
(TNFAIP1) and mitochondria apoptosis signaling related
proteins metaxin 2, mitochondria import inner membrane
translocase subunit TIM8a (TIMM8A) were demonstrated to
be involved in the initiation of liver injury of LPS-treated mice
and consistent with the histological change of liver tissue.
A recent research showed that LPS administration could
result in elevated circulating TNF-α and up-regulation of gene
transcription for TNF-α as early as 2 h after administration[16].
Then, TNF-α related apoptosis pathway played a control role
in mediating the tissue injury. TRAIL was recently reported to
promote apoptosis of carcinogenic cells by binding to the
transmembrane receptors. The resulting death-inducing signaling
complex consisting of TRAIL, TRAIL-R2 and caspase-8,
initiated the subsequent cascade of Caspases mediating
apoptosis[17,18]. The down-regulation of TRAIL-R2 in livers of
LPS-treated mice could result in rather a protective mode of
normal hepatocytes. The induction of TNFAIP1 has been shown
to be apoptosis-specific, suggesting that TNF-α related apoptosis
is triggered in liver cells of LPS-treated mice at earlier stage[19].
Metaxin 2 is bound to the cytosolic face of mitochondria
outer membrane by its interaction with membrane-bound metaxin
1, and this complex may play a role in protein import into
mammalian mitochondria. The requirement of metaxin in TNFinduced cell death has been confirmed by in vitro[20,21]. It has
been found that TIMM8A exists in the mitochondria intermembrane
space which mediates the import and insertion of inner
membrane proteins[22-24]. These two mitochondria proteins are
required for normal physiological balance. Treatment-mediated
changes of these proteins were likely to associated with
mitochondria apoptosis. How mitochondria related pro- or antiapoptotic proteins are involved in liver injury needs to be further
demonstrated.
Tissue repair associated proteins, p34 cdc2 kinase and
proteasome related proteins, showed some controversial
expression in response to LPS-treated liver injury. p34 cdc2
kinase belongs to the Ser/Thr family of protein kinases. The
sequential activation and inactivation of p34 cdc2 kinase of
eukaryotic cells are required for it to entry into mitosis and to
exit from it. In addition, a sustained activation of it during mitotic
arrest has been associated with anti-microtubule agentsinduced apoptosis[25,26]. In this study, we found significant
histopathological changes in mice livers 24 h after LPS treatment.
p34 cdc2 kinase of mice livers was significantly up-regulated r
30 h after LPS administration with silent expression during
senescent, 6-, 24-h treated stage. It indicated that the enhanced
expression of p34 cdc2 kinase was subsequently present to
severe hepatic damage. It is likely that up-regulation of p34
cdc2 kinase in LPS-treated mice was more reflective of mitogenic
response rather than antimitogenic activities. That is, cell division
and tissue repair occurred as events opposing to tissue injury
and could limit the extent of liver injury. It seemed possible that
p34 cdc2 kinase could act by promoting mitosis and tissue
repair, thus contributing to tissue repair response to LPS-treated
liver injury.
The biological implications of amount in abundance of
proteosome related proteins in mice liver response, including

proteasome activator 28 alpha subunit (PA28), magnesium
dependent protein phosphatase (MDPP) and lysophospholipase
2, which decreased in amount 6 h after LPS treatment but
recovered or up-regulated 24 and 30 h after LPS treatment, were
even less clear. Previous study demonstrated that PA28 could
bind to and activate the proteasome by the alpha subunit[27].
MDPP is a new member of the halo acid dehalogenase family which
has been found to be competent to catalyzing dephosphorylation
of tyrosine-phosphorylated proteins[28]. Lysophospholipase 2
was implicated in the initiation of inflammatory response by
mediating cell division and differentiation[1,29].
It is concluded that proteosome related proteins play a major
role in the initiation of tissue repair program opposing to tissue
damage. While the function, pathway interactions and ultimate
biological outcomes of these changes in protein expression
remains to be explained by further research.
In summary, the current investigation used 2-DE to
characterize the proteome of LPS-treated mice liver that
displayed a time-dependent liver injury in some liver injury or
repair related proteins. In this study, 8 liver injury or repair
related proteins were identified whose expression levels were
altered at different time points after LPS treatment. TNF related
apoptosis induced by LPS treatment could provoke an initiation
response in tissue repair.
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Abstract
AIM: To investigate the effects of platelet-derived growth
factor(PDGF) and interleukin-10 (IL-10) on Fas/Fas-ligand
and Bcl-2/Bax mRNA expressions in rat hepatic stellate cells.
METHODS: Rat hepatic stellate cells (HSCs) were isolated
and purified from rat liver by in situ digestion of collagenase
and pronase and single-step density Nycodenz gradient.
After activated by culture in vitro, HSCs were divided into
4 groups and treated with nothing (group N), PDGF (group P),
IL-10 (group I) and PDGF in combination with IL-10 (group C),
respectively. Semi-quantitative reverse-transcriptase
polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) analysis was employed
to compare the mRNA expression levels of Fas/FasL and Bcl2/Bax in HSCs of each group.
RESULTS: The expression levels of Fas between the 4 groups
had no significant differences (P>0.05). FasL mRNA level
in normal culture-activated HSCs (group N) was very low.
It increased obviously after HSCs were treated with IL-10
(group I) (0.091±0.007 vs 0.385±0.051, P<0.01), but
remained the low level after treated with PDGF alone (group P)
or PDGF in combination with IL-10 (group C). Contrast to
the control group, after treated with PDGF and IL-10, either
alone or in combination, Bcl-2 mRNA expression was downregulated and Bax mRNA expression was up-regulated, both
following the turn from group P, group I to group C.
Expression of Bcl-2 mRNA in group C was significantly lower
than that in group P (0.126±0.008 vs 0.210±0.024, P<0.01).
But no significant difference was found between group C
and group I, as well as between group I and group P (P>0.05).
Similarly, the expression of Bax in group C was higher
than that in group P (0.513±0.016 vs 0.400±0.022, P<0.01).
No significant difference was found between group I and group
P (P>0.05). But compared with group C, Bax expressions in
group I tended to decrease (0.449±0.028 vs 0.513±0.016,
P<0.05).
CONCLUSION: PDGF may promote proliferation of HSCs
but is neutral with respect to HSC apoptosis. IL-10 may promote
the apoptosis of HSCs by up-regulating the expressions of FasL
and Bax and down-regulating the expression of Bcl-2, which
may be involved in its antifibrosis mechanism.
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INTRODUCTION
Liver fibrosis is a progressive pathological process involving
multi-cellular and molecular events that ultimately lead to
deposition of excess matrix proteins in the extracellular space. It
is generally accepted that hepatic stellate cells (HSCs) are central
to the process of fibrosis as the major source of extracellular
matrix (ECM) components[1-10]. Following acute or chronic liver
tissue injury, HSCs undergo a process of activation towards a
phenotype characterized by increasing proliferation, motility,
contractility and synthesis of ECM components. Cytokines play
an important role in the formation, development and reversibility
of fibrosis[9-14]. Activated HSCs secrete many important cytokines
through autocrine and paracrine, of which platelet-derived growth
factor (PDGF) can activate secretory cells and those quiescent
HSCs around[15,16] and promote the proliferation of HSCs[17].
IL-10 is a potent anti-inflammatory cytokine that inhibits the
synthesis of pro-inflammatory cytokines by T helper type 1 T
cells and mono/macrophages. Previous studies have shown that
endogenous IL-10 has the ability to inhibit the inflammation in
injured liver and block the advance of fibrosis[18-21]. Previous
works by our group have demonstrated that exogenous IL-10
has an anti-fibrogenic function[22]. But the underlying mechanism
remains obscure. In this study, in order to investigate the effects
of IL-10 and PDGF on the proliferation and apoptosis of rat HSCs,
culture-activated HSCs were treated with IL-10 and PDGF.
Fas/FasL and Bcl-2/Bax mRNA expressions in each group were
assayed by semiquantitative reverse-transcriptase polymerase
chain reaction (RT-PCR) analysis.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
Male Wistar rats, weighing 450-500 g, were provided by
Shanghai Center for Laboratory Animals. Total RNA isolation
kit was obtained from Jingmei Biotechnology Company of
Shenzhen. Moloney murine leukemia virus (M-MLV) reverse
transcriptase was purchased from Promega. PCR reagent and
Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) were respectively
provided by Shanghai Biotechnology Company and GibcoB. PCR
primers were synthesized by Shanghai Biotechnology Company.
Isolation, culture and evaluation of HSCs
HSCs were isolated from normal male Wistar rats by in situ digestion
of collagenase and pronase and single-step density Nycodenz
gradient as Ramm GA[23] and Friedman SL[24] previously described,
and cultured in DMEM supplemented with 100 mL/L FBS.
Desmin immunocytochemistry was employed to determine the
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isolated HSCs’ purity. HSCs were subcultured 4 d after primary
culture. Alpha smooth muscle actin (α-SMA) immunocytochemistry
and electron microscope were employed to confirm that HSCs were
activated by culture in vitro and transformed into myofibroblasts.

Intervention and division of HSCs
The subcultured HSCs were diluted to a concentration of 5×104/mL
with DMEM containing 100 mL/L FBS and seeded onto the 24well plastic tissue culture plates. When HSCs spread the plate
fully, the culture medium was replaced with DMEM containing
10 mL/L FBS. After incubated for 24 h, HSCs were divided randomly
into 4 groups: one as control group cultured in 1 mL DMEM
containing 10 mL/L FBS, the other three were cultured in the same
medium and treated with 20 ng PDGF or 20 ng IL-10, either alone or
in combination, respectively. We named them group N, group P,
group I and group C, respectively. Each group included 5 wells.
RNA extraction
Total RNA was extracted from the above treated HSCs after
incubated for 24 h according to the RNA isolation kit instructions.
The content and purity of total RNA were determined by
spectrophotography. A260/A280 of total RNA was between 1.8-2.0.
RT-PCR for Fas/FasL and Bcl-2/Bax
For RT-PCR, total RNA was reverse-transcripted using M-MLV
reverse transcriptase and oligo (dT) at 37 °C for 60 min, followed
by at 70 °C for 10 min. Approximately 2 µg total RNA was used
in each reverse transcription reaction and the final volume was
25 µL. β-actin was used as internal control. The PCR reaction
volume was 50 ul, including 5 µL 10×PCR buffer, 2 mmol/L MgCl2,
1 µL 10 mmol/L dNTP, 1 µL 20 pmol/µL target gene sense and
anti-sense primers, 1 µL 20 pmol/µL β-actin primer pair, 2 µL RT
product, 1.5 U Tag DNA polymerase. The specific sets of primers
and the target gene amplification conditions are shown in Table 1.
Result determination
PCR products were run on 20 g/L agarose gel eletrophoresis and
visualized with ethidium bromide staining. Bio imagine system was
used to detect the densities of bands of the PCR products. The ratio
of target gene density to β-actin density was used to represent the
relative levels of Fas/FasL and Bcl-2/Bax mRNA expressions. The
semi-quantitative detection was analyzed 5 times repeatedly.
Statistical analysis
All data were expressed as mean±SE. The significance for the

difference between the groups was assessed with SPSS 10.0 by
one-way ANOVA. P<0.05 was considered statistically significant.

RESULTS
Evaluation of HSCs
Freshly isolated HSCs were round-shaped with many yellow droplets
in cytoplasm. After cultured for 5-6 d, the spread cells showed a
typical ‘star’-like configuration. Desmin immunocytochemistry
showed that the positive percentage was about 95% (Figure 1A),
indicating that 95% of the isolated cells were HSCs. α-SMA
immunocytochemistry showed that 98% of the cells were αSMA positive (Figure 1B), indicating that most of the cells were
activated. The myofilament could be seen in cytoplasm under the
electron microscope, confirming that HSCs were activated and
transformed into myofibroblasts after cultured in vitro (Figure 2).
A

B

Figure 1 Desmin and α-SMA immunocytochemistry (SP, original magnification: ×100). A: Desmin immunocytochemistry
of HSCs 7 d after isolation; B: α-SMA immunocytochemistry
of HSCs 7 after isolation.

Table 1 Primer sequences for PCR and amplification conditions for each target gene
Primer (base)

Sequence

Amplification conditions

Fas 414

5’-GAATGCAAGGGACTGATAGC-3’

Denaturation at 94 °C for 45 s,

5’-TGGTTCGTGTGCAAGGCTC-3’

Annealing at 55 °C for 30 s and synthesizing
at 72 °C for 1 min for 25 cycles

FasL 239

5’-GGAATGGGAAGACACATATGGAACTGC -3’
5’-CATATCTGGCCAGTAGTGCAGTAATTC-3’

Denaturation at 94 °C for 45 s,
Annealing at 55 °C for 30 s and synthesizing
at 72 °C for 1 min for 33 cycles

Bcl-2 525

5’-TATGATAACCGGGAGATCGTGATC-3’

Denaturation at 94 °C for 45 s,

5’-GTGCAGATGCCGGTTCAGGTACTC-3’

Annealing at 60 °C for 30 s and synthesizing
at 72 °C for 1 min for 33 cycles

Bax 310

5’-GACACCTGAGCTGACCTTGG-3’

Denaturation at 94 °C for 45 s,

5’-GAGGAAGTCCAGTGTCCAGC-3’

Annealing at 60 °C for 30 s and synthesizing
at 72 °C for 1 min for 30 cycles

β-actin 660

5’-CCAACCGTGAAAAGATGACC-3’

2707

Changed according to different target genes

5’-CAGGAGGAGCAATGATCTTG-3’

All initial denaturations were at 94 °C for 5 min. Finally an additional extension step at 72 °C for 7 min was done.
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Figure 2 Activated HSCs under the electron microscope.
The myofilament can be seen in the cytoplasm as the arrow
point shows.
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Figure 5 Relative Bcl-2/Bax mRNA expression levels in HSCs
of different groups assessed by RT-PCR. A: Relative Bcl-2
mRNA expression levels (bP<0.01 vs group P, group I and
group C, respectively; aP>0.05 vs group I, cP>0.05 vs group C,
d
P<0.01 vs group P.). B: Relative Bax mRNA expression levels
(bP<0.01 vs group P, group I and group C, respectively; aP>0.05
vs group I, cP = 0.045<0.05 vs group C, dP<0.01 vs group P.).
Group N: Normal group as control; group P: PDGF treated
group; group I: IL-10 treated group; group C: Combined PDGF
and IL-10 treatment group.
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Figure 3 Relative Fas/ FasL mRNA expression levels in
HSCs of different groups assessed by RT-PCR. A: Relative
Fas mRNA expression levels (P>0.05 between random two
groups.); B: Relative FasL mRNA expression levels (aP>0.05
vs group N, bP<0.01 vs group N, dP<0.01 vs group I.); group N:
Normal group as control; group P: PDGF treated group; group
I: IL-10 treated group; group C: Combined PDGF and IL-10
treatment group.
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Figure 4 RT-PCR results of Fas/FasL mRNA expression in
HSCs of different groups. A: RT-PCR results of Fas mRNA
expression; B: RT-PCR results of FasL mRNA expression; M:
100 bp DNA ladder (upper to lower: 1 000, 900, 800, 700, 600,
500, 400, 300, 200, and 100 bp); Lane 1: Normal group as control;
Lane 2: PDGF treatment group; Lane 3: IL-10 treatment group;
Lane 4: Combined PDGF and IL-10 treatment group.

Figure 6 RT-PCR results of Bcl-2/Bax mRNA expression in
HSCs of different groups. A: Bcl-2 mRNA expression. B: Bax
mRNA expression. M: 100 bp DNA ladder (upper to lower:
1 000, 900, 800, 700, 600, 500, 400, 300, 200, and 100 bp); Lane 1:
Normal group as control; Lane 2: PDGF treatment group; Lane
3: IL-10 treatment group; Lane 4: Combined PDGF and IL-10
treatment group.

Effects of PDGF and IL-10 on Fas and FasL expressions in HSCs
Fas mRNA was expressed in HSCs of each group and the
expression levels had no significant difference among the 4
groups, as shown in Figures 3A, 4A, indicating that neither
PDGF nor IL-10 had effect on Fas mRNA expression in HSCs.
As it could be informed from Figures 3B, 4B, FasL mRNA level
in normal culture-activated HSCs (group N) was very low. It
increased obviously after HSCs were treated with IL-10 (group
I) (0.091±0.007 vs 0.385±0.051, P<0.01), but remained the low
level after treated with PDGF alone (group P) or PDGF in
combination with IL-10 (group C) (0.085±0.006, 0.101±0.008,
respectively). The data suggested that IL-10 could improve FasL
mRNA expression in culture-activated HSCs and PDGF could
not. Furthermore, PDGF tended to abolish this effect of IL-10.
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Effects of PDGF and IL-10 on Bcl-2 and Bax expressions in HSCs
Bcl-2 and Bax mRNA were expressed in normal culture-activated
HSCs. Both of their expression levels were significantly changed
after treated with PDGF and IL-10, either alone or in combination.
Bcl-2 mRNA expression was down-regulated and Bax mRNA
expression was up-regulated, following the turn from group P,
group I to group C. The expression of Bcl-2 in group C was
significantly lower than that in group P (0.126±0.008 vs 0.210±0.024,
P<0.01). But no significant difference was found between group
C and group I, as well as between group I and group P (0.210±0.024
vs 0.166±0.017, 0.166±0.017 vs 0.126±0.008, P>0.05) (Figures 5A,
6A). Similarly, the expression of Bax in group C was higher
than that in group P (0.513±0.016 vs 0.400±0.022, P<0.01). No
significant difference was found between group I and group P
(0.400±0.022 vs 0.449±0.028, P>0.05). But compared with combined
treatment group, Bax expressions in group I tended to decrease
(0.449±0.028 vs 0.513±0.016, P = 0.045<0.05) (Figures 5B, 6B).
These results showed that both PDGF and IL-10 promoted the
Bax mRNA expression in HSCs and inhibited the Bcl-2
expression, but the differences of their effects were not
significant. Intervention with PDGF and IL-10 seemed to be
able to manifest effects on Bax expression than intervention
alone. IL-10 showed similar influences on culture-activated
HSCs and reactivated HSCs by PDGF.
DISCUSSION
It is generally accepted that hepatic stellate cells (HSCs) are
central to the process of hepatic fibrosis. They are the major
source of extracellular matrix and during fibrogenesis undergo
an activation process characterized by increased proliferation
and collagen synthesis[1-10,24]. So the activation, proliferation
and apoptosis of HSCs have close relationship with the
formation and development of liver fibrosis. To inhibit the
activation and proliferation of the HSCs and promote their
apoptosis has become the most important therapeutic approach
for liver fibrosis[7-10,14,25-28].
There is evidence that HSCs can be successfully isolated
by in situ digestion of collagenase and pronase and singlestep density Nycodenz gradient[23,24,29]. Desmin is a marker for
muscle cells and expressed by all muscle lineages including
HSCs (either quiescent or activated) in the liver. Alpha smooth
muscle actin (α-SMA) is an intermediate filament protein that
is expressed by activated HSCs and is widely accepted to be a
marker of activation. Both of them were used to identify and quantify
HSCs and their activation. The desmin immunocytochemistry result
showed that the purity of the isolated HSCs by this method was
satisfying (Figure 1A). The results of α-SMA immunocytochemistry
(Figure 1B) and electron microscope (Figure 2) confirmed that
HSCs were activated and transformed into myofibroblasts after
cultured in vitro.
PDGF, which is produced by HSCs, Kuffer cells and platelets,
is a major mitogen for connective tissues and certain other
cells. It was viewed as one of the most important growth factors
serving as the matrix-bound cytokines[11] and plays an important
role in the pathogenesis of liver fibrosis via promoting the activation
and proliferation of HSCs[12,15,25,30-32]. The best characterized
chemotactic factor for HSCs identified so far is the PDGF-BB[33-35]
which is also known as the most potent mitogen for HSCs overexpressed during active hepatic fibrosis[36]. But there is also
evidence that PDGF is proapoptotic for fibroblasts in conditions
of low serum[37]. Saile B[38] reported that resting HSCs displayed
no sign of apoptosis and spontaneous apoptosis became
detectable in parallel with HSCs activation, suggesting that
apoptosis might represent an important mechanism terminating
proliferation of activated HSCs. He also found that Fas and
Fas-ligand in HSCs became increasingly expressed during the
course of activation. But our data demonstrated that PDGF
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alone had no effect on the expression of Fas and FasL during
further activating the culture-activated HSCs, which was
supported by Issa R [39]. Bax and Bcl-2 are known as the
representatives of proapoptotic factor and contra-apoptotic
factor of Bcl-2 family, respectively[40,41]. In our study, evidences
showed that PDGF could promote Bax mRNA expression in HSCs
and inhibited Bcl-2 mRNA expression as well, resulting in the
apoptosis of HSCs[41]. All the above data demonstrated that
PDGF can accelerate the apoptosis of HSCs through Bcl-2/Bax
pathway in parallel with their proliferation[42]. In other words,
PDGF may promote proliferation but is neutral with respect to
HSCs apoptosis. But the proportion of apoptosis-inducing forces
and apoptosis-inhibiting forces would determine that PDGFactivated HSCs tend to proliferate and increase[22].
Cytokine interleukin-10 (IL-10), produced by lymphocytes
and macrophages as well as cells within liver such as Kufffer
cells, hepatocytes and HSCs, has profound inhibitory actions
on macrophages and inflammation. The present studies showed
that IL-10 had additional effects on connective tissue cells,
such as HSCs and fibroblast. IL-10 could inhibit the activation
of HSCs by inflammatory cells[43], relieve the inflammation of
liver[18,19,44], suppress the function of NF-κB[45] and affect the
expression of collagen I and collagenase[20], thus exerting an
antifibrogenesis effect[46]. Failure for HSCs to sustain IL-10
expression might underlie pathologic progression to liver
cirrhosis[18,20] .Our previous studies also implied that IL-10 had
an antagonism on CCL4-induced rat hepatic fibrosis[22]. But the
underlying mechanism remains obscure. In this study, our results
showed that IL-10 could promote the expression of FasL and Bax
mRNA in culture-activated HSCs and meanwhile could inhibit Bcl2 mRNA expression, implying that IL-10 may induce the apoptosis
of HSCs through binding FasL to Fas on the cell membranes of
HSCs and increasing the proportion of Bax and Bcl-2. Saile B[38]
found that apoptosis could be fully blocked by Fas-blocking
antibodies in normal cells and HSCs already entering the apoptotic
cycle, implying that Fas/FasL system is the key pathway for the
apoptosis of HSCs. Our data, however, showed that Bax/Bcl-2
system was another important pathway involving in HSCs’
apoptosis[40,41]. In short, IL-10 could promote the apoptosis of
HSCs, which may be related to its mechanism of antifibrosis.
There is evidence that activated-HSCs could express IL-10
as well as its receptor[20,47]. In this study, PDGF had a similar
effect to IL-10 on Bax/Bcl-2 mRNA expression in HSCs. This
promotes us to hypothesize that PDGF may regulate the
expression of Bax and Bcl-2 mRNA by affecting the expression
of IL-10 in HSCs. But PDGF in combination with IL-10 did not
show a satisfying synergistic action, thus we can not exclude
the possibility that PDGF and IL-10 affect in different ways,
and further works are demanded.
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Abstract
AIM: To analyze detailed changes in hematology and
biochemistry tests parameters before and after a longdistance race in ultramarathon runners.
METHODS: Blood samples of 11 participants were obtained
for standard analysis before, immediately after, two days
after and nine days after the 2002 International Ultramarathon 24 h Race and the International Association of
Ultrarunners (IAU) Asia 24 h Championship.
RESULTS: Total bilirubin (BIL-T), direct bilirubin (BIL-D),
alkaline phosphatase (ALP), aspartate aminotransferase
(AST), alanine aminotransferase (ALT) and lactate
dehydrogenase (LDH) increased statistically significantly
(P<0.05) the race. Significant declines (P<0.05) in red
blood cell (RBC), hemoglobin (Hb) and hematocrit (Hct)
were detected two days and nine days d after the race.
2 d after the race, total protein (TP), concentration of albumin
and globulin decreased significantly. While BIL, BIL-D and
ALP recovered to their original levels. High-density lipoprotein
cholesterol (HDL-C) remained unchanged immediately after
the race, but it was significantly decreased on the second
and ninth days after the race.
CONCLUSION: Ultra-marathon running is associated with
a wide range of significant changes in hematological
parameters, several of which are injury related. To provide
appropriate health care and intervention, the man who
receives athletes on high frequent training program high
intensity training programs must monitor their liver and
gallbladder function.
Wu HJ, Chen KT, Shee BW, Chang HC, Huang YJ, Yang RS.
Effects of 24 h ultra-marathon on biochemical and hematological
parameters. World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(18): 27112714

http://www.wjgnet.com/1007-9327/10/2711.asp

INTRODUCTION
Numerous reports nave been published on the effects on the
body of endurance sports such as the 5 000 m, the 10 000 m, the
marathon, cross-country running, rowing and cycling[1-14]. In
recent years, more athletes have become involved in ultraendurance races, such as the iron-man triathlon, the 100 km race
and the 24 h marathon, and a few investigations have addressed
the related hematological and biochemical changes. Strenuous
physical activities are becoming increasingly popular around the
world, and this work may benefit participants in future competitions.
Some of these previous studies have involved staged races
with long rest periods; while others made comparisons before
and after competition. This study examines, athletes who have
completed a long-distance run lasting 24 h, and detailing the
related hematological and biochemical changes before,
immediately after, two days after and nine days after the race.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Anthropometric data
A 24 h ultra-marathon was held at Soo-Chow University on
March 2, 2002. The runners ran around a 400 m oval track for 24 h,
covering a distance of at least 100 km. The runners changed
direction every 4 h. The temperature during the 24 h race ranged
from 19.0 to 26.8 °C and the relative humidity ranged from 63 to
91%. The runners were permitted to rest and to ingest water
and food freely. Ten males (10/36) and one female (1/1)
participated in this study, having previously given their
informed consent. Table 1 lists the anthropometric data.
Table 1 Anthropometric data of the study population (n = 11)
Range
Age (yr)
26.00-55.00
Height (cm)
155.00-177.00
Body weight (kg)
47.00-69.30
Distance completed (km) 106.70-194.40
BMI(body mass index)
19.56-22.12

Mean

Standard
Deviation

45.10
166.80
60.60
158.60
21.79

±2.64
±6.23
±9.69
±26.78
±0.24

Parameter of blood tests
20 mL blood samples were obtained from the antecubital vein
24 h before the race, immediately after the race, two days after
the race and nine days after the race. The blood was analyzed
in 1 h using an ABBOTT CELL DYN 3 000 autoanalyser (Abbott
Diagnostics, Mountain View, CA., USA) and HITACHI 7150
autoanalyser (Hitachi High Techotologies, Tokyo, Japan).
Statistical significance of paired differences in means and
standard deviations of the related hematological and
biochemical changes among pre-race, immediately post-race,
two days post-race, and nine days post-race values were
calculated using by one-way ANOVA analysis. The level of
significance was set at P<0.05.
RESULTS
Hb. Hct. platelet data
The pre-race red cell count, Hb and Hct levels were not significantly
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immediately after the race, but were significantly reduced two
and nine days after the race, being lowest at two days after the
race. The mean cell volume was not significantly changed
immediately after the race or on day two post-race, but was
significantly increased by day nine post-race. Mean cell Hb
concentration was significantly lower on day two than before
the race, but had recovered on day nine.
Mean cell Hb and red cell distribution width remained
unchanged at all times. The platelet concentration immediately
after the race and on day nine following the race was increased
significantly compared to pre-race values, but had decreased
significantly on day two. (Table 2).

Total WBC and differential count
The white blood cell count was significantly increased at the
end of the race and remained high until day nine. Moreover,
the number of neutrophils was increased at the end of race but
recovered two days later. Furthermore, the lymphocytes,
eosinophils and basophils were decreased immediately after
the race but recovered two days later. Finally, the number of
monocytes was increased immediately after the race and on
day two post-race, but returned to the pre-race level by day
nine post-race. (Table 3).
Ferritin, TIBC
The ferritin level, total iron binding capacity (TIBC) and
transferring saturation rose significantly immediately postrace along with ferritin level, and remained at the end higher
on day two and nine. All of the parameters remained normal

mean values. (Table 4).

Liver function tests
The BIL-T and BIL-D concentrations were significantly raised
immediately after the race and normalized two days later. TP,
albumin and globulin concentrations were unchanged
immediately after the race but were significantly reduced on
day two, recovering gradually after day nine, though TP and
albumin remained below pre-race levels.
ALP, AST and ALT had increased significantly by the end
of the race. ALP returned to its pre-race level after day two.
Moreover, AST declined by day two and resumed its pre-race
level by day nine. Furthermore, ALT continued to rise until day
two and had recovered by day nine. Gamma glutamyl transferase
(γ-GT) remained unchanged until the end of race and beyond
the end of the event. Finally, LDH was significantly raised by
the end of the race and was decreased on day two post-race,
but remained above their pre-race level on day nine. (Table 5).
Lipid metabolism
Triglyceride (TG), cholesterol/low-density lipoprotein
cholesterol (CHO/LDL-C) ratio and LDL-C were lower
immediately after the race had finished. TG level and CHO/
LDL-C ratio recovered by day two post-race, while LDL-C
recovered by day nine. Cholesterol was not significantly
changed at the end of the race, but was significantly lower on
day two.
HDL-C was highest immediately after the race but had
reduced by day two and nine post-race. (Table 6).

Table 2 Changes in Hb, Hct, red cell parameters and platelet count before and after the race
Pre-race
12

Red cell count (×10 /L)
Hb (g/dL)
Hct (%)
Mean cell volume (fl)
Mean cell Hb (pg)
Mean cell Hb
Concentration (g/dL)
Red cell distribution width (%)
Platelet (×109/L)

0 h post-race

2 d post-race

9 d post-race

4.71±0.25
14.63±0.91 ce
42.34±2.73 ce
89.91±3.11 e
31.09±1.23

4.71±0.45
14.58±1.17
42.37±3.82
90.05±3.37
31.02±1.44

4.07±0.27
12.52±0.86
37.33±3.15
90.29±3.50
30.90±1.29

4.42±0.21
13.81±0.69
40.27±1.84
91.15±3.19
31.22±1.34

34.59±0.45 e
12.84±0.60
235.45±47.27 ace

34.44±0.60
12.94±0.88
248.91±46.95

34.24±0.47
12.69±0.57
209.82±58.28

34.25±0.64
12.80±0.65
280.27±67.23

ce

a

P<0.05 vs statistically significant when pre-race compared with 0 h post-race. cP<0.05 vs statistically significant when pre-race
compared with 2 d post-race. eP<0.05 vs statistically significant when pre-race compared with 9 d post-race.

Table 3 Total and differential white cell counts before and after the race
Pre-race
White cell count (×109/L)
Neutrophils (%)
Lymphocytes (%)
Monocytes (%)
Eosinophils (×109/L)
Basophils (×109/L)

4.95±1.05ace
56.02±6.69 a
33.10±6.94 a
7.83±3.58
2.07±1.01 a
0.96±0.19 a

0 h post-race

2 d post-race

11.87±1.46
76.43±6.28
14.47±4.82
8.21±2.84
0.20±0.19
0.68±0.24

5.83±1.09
57.66±7.28
30.89±6.42
9.34±2.77
1.75±0.76
0.82±0.26

9 d post-race
5.95±1.45
57.93±9.16
32.15±8.07
7.15±1.91
1.80±1.20
0.99±0.28

a

P<0.05 vs statistically significant when pre-race compared with 0 h post-race. cP<0.05 vs statistically significant when pre-race
compared with 2 d post-race. eP<0.05 vs statistically significant when pre-race compared with 9 d post-race.

Table 4 Comparisons of parameters related to iron metabolism before and after the race
Pre-race
Ferritin (µg/L)
TIBC (µmol/L)
Transferrin saturation (%)
a

ae

64.45±27.95
361.00±31.38 ae
17.73±8.05 ae

0 h post-race

2 d post-race

9 d post-race

117.00±52.66
372.18±30.93
31.09±13.32

70.18±44.88
357.64±35.43
19.27±11.62

103.36±42.15
356.36±30.75
29.18±11.70

P<0.05 vs statistically significant when pre-race compared with 0 h post-race. cP<0.05 vs statistically significant when pre-race
compared with 2 d post-race. eP<0.05 vs statistically significant when pre-race compared with 9 d post-race.
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Table 5 Serum enzyme activity before and after the ultra marathon race
Pre-race
BIL-T (µmol/L)
BIL-D (µmol/L)
TP (g/L)
Albumin (g/L)
Globulin (g/L)
ALP (U/L)
AST (U/L)
ALT (U/L)
γ-GT (U/L)
LDH (U/L)

11.63±2.91 a
2.57±0.68 a
72.51±4.70 ce
44.82±2.83 ce
27.53±2.51 c
132.85±56.50a
37.10±19.10 ac
35.10±13.10 ace
20.18±6.23
367.50±105.60ace

0 h post-race

2 d post-race

25.65±9.75
7.01±2.91
72.50±6.21
45.42±2.92
27.25±3.74
160.55±33.00
536.70±311.10
118.40±75.10
24.18±14.30
1 420.50±598.50

13.68±7.70
3.25±1.54
66.14±3.90
38.55±5.83
25.56±2.01
131.36±34.00
271.30±227.80
126.00±68.30
19.18±9.00
1 120.30±605.10

9 d post-race
12.14±4.10
2.74±1.20
67.00±4.91
42.43±2.84
27.53±2.42
134.27±34.40
34.30±8.70
50.50±18.90
20.91±8.00
582.70±207.90

a

P<0.05 vs statistically significant when pre-race compared with 0 h post-race. cP<0.05 vs statistically significant when pre-race
compared with 2 d post-race. eP<0.05 vs statistically significant when pre-race compared with 9 d post-race.

Table 6 Changes in parameters related to lipid metabolism before and after the ultra marathon race
Pre-race
TG (mmol/L)
CHO (mmol/L
HDL-C (mmol/L)
LDL-C (mmol/L)
CHO/ HDL-C

0.95±0.27 a
4.87±1.06 c
1.92±0.47
2.51±0.78 ac
2.50±0.48 a

0 h post-race
0.67±0.28
4.63±1.09
2.02±0.50
2.30±0.72
2.30±0.37

2 d post-race

9 d post-race

0.84±0.32
4.13±0.57
1.68±0.24
2.02±0.49
2.40±0.38

1.09±0.55
4.51±0.50
1.77±0.32
2.24±0.39
2.60±0.43

a

P<0.05 vs statistically significant when pre-race compared with 0 h post-race. cP<0.05 vs statistically significant when pre-race
compared with 2 d post-race. eP<0.05 vs statistically significant when pre-race compared with 9 d post-race.

DISCUSSION
Few studies have extensively addressed the hematological and
biochemical changes in endurance runners. This investigation
elucidates the effects of intensive exercise on athlete health and
the findings can be used to help participants in future competitions.
Red cell count, Hb and Hct, three indicators of anemia, were
normal before the race. Significant decreases was found by
day two, consistent with the accelerated destruction of RBC in
endurance athletes. The three indicators remained reduced
between days two and nine; so-called sports anemia[15], is not
only caused by hemolysis owing to mechanical trauma but
also by oxidative injuries of the red cells[16]. Under normal
conditions, red cells with a mean life of 120 d are renewed at
approximately 1% daily. However, this turnover rate increases
following endurance training, as reflected in the participants in
this study. The increased turnover rate is good for the athletes
as the young red cells can carry oxygen more efficiently than
the older cells. [17,18] The mean cell volume, mean cell
hemoglobulin and mean cell hemoglobulin concentration
remained normal throughout. The transient sports anemia was
caused by reduced red cell numbers rather than red cell size or
amount of Hb [19,20]. The change in platelets number was
inconsistent with previous studies. The platelet count was
higher at the end of the race and on day nine, but remained
within the normal range, and no coagulopathy was detected. Further
study can clarify the significance of the increase. The white cell
count increased markedly race and subsequently declined. The
initial increase followed from to a rise in peripheral reserves and
was mostly associated with neutrophils. Neutrophilia and numbers
of lymphocytes were related to catecholamine, cortisol and some
chemotactic factors: transient immunological dysfunction may
occur under such conditions[21,22]. This study found on decrease
in absolute lymphocyte count and no signs of infection in a followup questionnaire administered 2 wk after the race.
The concentration of serum ferritin was significantly
increased immediately after the race and on day nine post-race,
owing to the acute phase response of the destruction of red
cells, consistent with previous reports. Total iron binding
capacity and transferrin saturation were markedly increased by

the end of race, reflecting the acute release of iron.
BIL and BIL-D increased at the end of the race and normalized
after day two, associated with hemolysis that follows from ultralong running. The hemolysis was related to a decline in
haptoglobin concentration and structural changes in the red
cell membranes[23,24]. AST, ALT, γ-GT, LDH and ALP all increased
by the end of the race, implying damage to the skeletal muscle
cells and hepatic cells. Serum BIL normalized by day two as red
cell turnover reduced, but AST, ALT and LDH continued to
exceed pre-race levels, representing a continued release of
enzymes from the muscles and liver[25-27].
Albumin is involved in protein synthesis by the liver. Albumin
reduced significantly by day two, reflecting damage to the
anabolic functioning of hepatic cells. TP fell after day two,
mainly owing to the decrease in albumin and had not recovered
by day nine. Despite the reduced protein level, no clinical pitting
edema was found. The pre-race mean AST, ALT and LDH
exceeded the normal range, possibly indicating chronic damage
to the liver following long-term strenuous exercise.
Most hepatic function parameters displayed no correlation
with age, except for negatively correlated globulin, reflecting
the lower immunological functioning of older runners following
endurance exercise[28,29]. AST, ALT and LDH were positively
correlated with runner performance and unrelated to BIL and
ALP, implying that changes in hepatobiliary parameters resulted
mainly from damage to hepatic cells.2 Long-term regular exercise
has been recognized to contribute to reducing cholesterol[30-32],
triglyceride and LDL-C and increasing HDL-C. In this study
the lipid parameters of all of the participants were in the normal
ranges, supporting the beneficial effect of rhythmic aerobic
exercise. However, the effects of long-term ultra-endurance
activities deserve further investigation.
Most fat is stored as triglyceride in fat and muscle cells.
Plasma and muscular triglyceride were consumed equally during
the first stage of endurance exercise, and subsequently the
free fatty acid became the major source of energy explaining
the reduction in triglyceride at the end of the race[33,34]. The TG
and LDL-C were significantly lower at the end of the race and
on day agreeing with previous reports. Cholesterol is a major
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risk factor for coronary artery disease and deserves extensive
investigation. Cholesterol levels were not significantly changed
at the end of the race, and were decreased by day two, but the
cholesterol/HDL-C ratio, which is not affected by plasma volume,
was significantly reduced by the end of the race. This
phenomenon may result from the increase in HDL-C and the
decrease in LDL-C.
Ultramarathon running is associated with numerous changes
in hematological parameters, many of which are injury related.
These changes should not be confused with indicators of
disease. Increasing liver enzyme levels in runners indicated
damage to liver cells, but increased BIL resulted from higher
clearance rates of RBC. The liver damage was directly
proportional to workload. Acute reduction of TG might result
from the use of body fat as the major energy source. An ultralong endurance run effectively reduced LDL-C for two days
post-race, but did not significantly change HDL-C.
Safety guidelines, protective equipment and prevention
education are crucial to reducing sports injuries. Then,
preventing liver and gall bladder injuries and ensuring safe
health management program are necessary for ultramarathon
athletes. In summary, efforts to minimize these injuries are
warranted both to ensure the long-term health of runners and
to reduce medical costs. The key to management of ultramarathon
runner osteoporosis involves identifying the potential risk for
osteoporosis and osteoporotic fracture, followed by measures
that focus on reducing modifiable risk factors through helath
management program[33-34].
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Abstract
AIM: Some recent studies showed that alteration of
upper-gut motility in coeliac disease may be related to
dysfunction of autonomic nervous system. The aim of
our study was to investigate whether autonomic nervous
system was altered in untreated and unselected coeliac
disease patients.
METHODS: We studied 8 untreated and consecutive coeliac
disease patients (2 males and 6 females, age range
37±14.5 years). Histological evaluation of duodenal
mucosa, anti-gliadin antibodies (AGA), antiendomysial
antibodies (EMA) and anti-tTG antibodies and sorbitol H2
breath test were performed in all patients. Extrinsic
autonomic neuropathy was assessed by the standardized
measurement of cardiovascular reflexes (lying-to-standing,
Valsalva manoeuvre, deep breathing, sustained handgrip).
The results obtained were compared with a healthy,
asymptomatic control group (6 males and 7females, age
range 42.3±13.5 years).
RESULTS: Coeliac patients exhibited a lower increase of
PAS as a response to isometric effort, a reduction of
spectral power LF as a response to clinostatic position,
but without statistical significance. Also they showed a
lower tolerance to orthostatic position, associated with a
latent disequilibrium of sympathetic-vagal balance, a
relative prevalence of parasympathetic component of the
autonomic function. However, these results were not
statistically significant when compared with control group
(P = n.s.). And they were unchanged after 6 and 12 mo
of gluten-free diet.
CONCLUSION: This study failed to confirm a significant
correlation between autonomic dysfunction and coeliac
disease, yet we could not exclude a role of autonomic
dysfunction in the genesis of systemic symptoms in some
coeliacs.
Giorgetti GM, Tursi A, Iani C, Arciprete F, Brandimarte G,
Capria A, Fontana L. Assessment of autonomic function in
untreated adult coeliac disease. World J Gastroenterol 2004;
10(18): 2715-2718
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INTRODUCTION
Coeliac disease (CD) is the most common severe food
intolerance in the Western world[1]. It is a clinical syndrome of
intestinal malabsorption, a characteristic though not specific
histological lesion involving total, subtotal or partial small
bowel villous atrophy (predominating in its proximal segments).
It is the result of sensitiveness to ingested gluten in genetically
susceptible people with the subsequent immune reaction
leading to small bowel inflammation[2]. The classical malabsorptive
symptoms of diarrhoea and weight loss are only one aspect of
the spectrum of manifestations of this relatively common
disease[3,4], since symptoms may be subtle and many patients
have subclinical or silent disease[5,6]. A proper gluten-free diet
(GFD) would lead to a clinical and histological improvement[7-9].
In particular, GFD played a key role in preventing nutritional
deficiency, especially of micronutrients, and in reducing the
risk of the development of intestinal malignancies[10].
It is quite frequently seen in clinical practice that coeliac
patients present gastrointestinal motor abnormalities[11]. It has
been recently shown that alteration of upper-gut motility may
be related to dysfunction of autonomic nervous system[12].
The aim of our study was to investigate whether autonomic
nervous system (ANS) was altered even in untreated and
unselected coeliac patients and to assess the effect of GFD on
ANS dysfunctions.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients
We studied 8 untreated, consecutive and unselected coeliac
disease patients (2 males and 6 females, age range 37±14.5 years).
Both the original[13] and revised[14] criteria for the diagnosis
of CD were used in this study. CD was defined as a permanent
gluten-sensitive enteropathy, primarily manifested by the presence
of characteristic small intestinal lesions[15]. Small-bowel biopsy was
performed in all patients, as well as esophagogastroduodenoscopy
(Fujinon EG300 videogastroscope; Fujinon, Omiya, Japan). At
least six small-bowel biopsies were obtained from the second
part of the duodenum using a disposable biopsy forceps with
spike (U.S. Endoscopy Inc., Mentor, Ohio, U.S.A.) and
evaluated by haematoxylin/eosin staining. Histopathology was
expressed according to the Marsh classification of 1992[16]:
“infiltrative” lesions with >30 lymphocytes/100 epithelial cells
were defined as Marsh type I, “infiltrative/hyperplastic” lesions
as Marsh II and “partial (sub)total villous atrophy (VA) as type
III. We subdivided the Marsh III type into partial VA (Marsh
IIIa), subtotal VA (Marsh IIIb) and total VA (Marsh IIIc),
according to Oberhuber’s modified classification[17].
Other possible causes of villous atrophy or duodenal
damage, such as Giardia Lamblia infection, tropical sprue,
collagenous sprue, food protein hypersensitiveness (cow’s
milks, eggs, fish, rice, chicken) were excluded, as well as other
causes of inflammatory infiltration of duodenum, such as peptic
duodenitis[17].
Methods
IgA and IgG anti-gliadin antibodies (AGA) were measured in
all patients by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (kit Alfagliatest, Eurospital, Trieste - Italy); the lower limit of positivity
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of IgA-class was 0.2 EU/mL and of IgG-class 10.0 EU/mL. IgA
antiendomysial antibodies (EMA) were screened by the indirect
immunofluorescent method on monkey oesophagus (kit
Antiendomysium, Eurospital, Trieste - Italy). IgA anti-tissue
transglutaminase antibodies were also screened by enzymelinked immunosorbent assay using human recombinant tTG
(kit Eu-tTG, Eurospital, Trieste - Italy); the lower limit of positivity
of these antibodies was 7 UA/mL.
Also sorbitol H2 breath test (H2-BT) was performed. All
patients were studied after an overnight fasting having been
instructed to consume a meal of rice and meat; they were also
requested not to smoke on the morning of the test day. End
expiratory samples were collected before the patients drank the
test solution (5 g of sorbitol in 150 mL of tap water) and every
30 min for 4 h. Hydrogen concentrations in each collected sample
were measured with a breath-hydrogen analyzer (EC60
Gastrolyzer Breath Hydrogen Monitor, Bedfont Scientific Ltd,
Upchurch - Kent, England [U.K.]). An increase in H2 concentration
of at least 20 ppm over fasting baseline was considered positive
for sorbitol malabsorption. The cut-off for calculating the
validity of the test was shifted every 30 min, and a response
operating characteristics (ROC) curve was plotted on the basis
of the obtained results.
The clinical, endoscopic, histological and serological pattern
of the studied coeliacs are described in Tables 1, 2.

No patient had other associated organic (such as hereditary,
toxic, infectious, inflammatory) or metabolic diseases.
Extrinsic autonomic neuropathy was assessed by the
standardized measurement of cardiovascular reflexes. Tests were
performed in the morning and at constant temperatures. Autonomic
function was evaluated by means of electrocardiograph Personal
120 (Esaote Biomedica, Firenze, Italy) and a Finapress set
(Ohmeda, Louisville, Colorado, USA). We evaluated the heart
rate variation (R-R interval) and systolic (SBP) and diastolic
(DBP) blood pressures in response to a variety of stimuli: lyingto-standing (evaluation of R-R variation with a 30.15 ratio);
Valsalva manoeuvre (forced expiration for 15 s with a 40 mm
Hg pressure); deep breathing (6 expiratory cycles throughout
one minute, evaluating the average of differences between
the maximal and minimal duration of R-R interval during
three subsequent deep breath [DB3]); sustained handgrip
(performing isometric sub-maximal work for 3 min and
evaluating blood pressure and heart rate variations); and
tilt tests. The results of each test were scored according to
Ewing’s modified criteria[18,19].
The results obtained were compared with a healthy,
asymptomatic control group (13 people, 6 males and 7 females,
age range 42.3±13.5 years). All coeliac patients were reevaluated about the autonomic function 6 and 12 mo after GFD
has started.

Table 2 Non- invasive tests in the studied coeliac population

Statistical analysis
The Student’s t-test for unpaired data was used, and data are
presented as mean±SD. P<0.05 was considered as statistically
significant.

Patient No. AGA IgA AGA IgG EMA Anti-tTG Sorbitol H2-BT
1

+

+

+

+

+

2

+

+

+

+

+

3

+

+

+

+

+

4

+

+

-

-

+

5

+

+

+

+

+

6

+

+

-

+

+

7

-

-

+

-

+

8

+

-

-

+

+

RESULTS
We noted that coeliac patients showed a lower increase of PAS
in response to isometric effort. Moreover, they showed a reduction
of spectral power LF in response to clinostatic position, but
without statistical significance (Tables 3, 4).
Only one female patient (Table 5, patient number 8) showed
symptomatic orthostatic hypotension (defined as SBP
decrease >/= 20 mm Hg and DBP >/= 10 mmHg within 3 min in
orthostatic position) as responsiveness to orthostatic position.
The overall results of ANS in coeliacs showed a tendency

Abbreviations: AGA: Anti-gliadin antibodies; EMA: anti-endomysium antibodies; anti-tTG: anti-tissue transglutaminase;
H2-BT: Hydrogen2-breath test.

Table 1 Demographic, clinical, endoscopic and histological data of the coeliac patients
Patient No.

Sex

Age (yr)

1
2
3
4
5

F
M
F
F
F

71
58
31
31
38

6
7
8

M
F
F

33
24
32

Clinical finding

Endoscopic finding

Histology

Weakness, diarrhoea
Diarrhoea, weight loss
Aphtous stomatitis, IDA
IDA
Diarrhoea, abdominal
pain, weight loss
IDA
IDA, Grave’s disease
IDA, weakness

Absence of Kerckring’s folds
Absence of Kerckring’s folds
Reduction of Kerckring’s folds
“Scalloping” of duodenal folds
Reduction of Kerckring’s folds,
micronodular mucosa
Reduction of Kerckring’s folds
Reduction of Kerckring’s folds
Reduction of Kerckring’s folds

Marsh IIIc
Marsh IIIb
Marsh IIIb
Marsh IIIa
Marsh IIIc
Marsh IIIa
Marsh IIIa
Marsh IIIa

Abbreviations: IDA: iron-deficiency anaemia.
Table 3 Evaluation of autonomic function in coeliac patients and control group
Group
Coeliac disease
Control group
P

LS
1.22±0.1
1.24±0.19
NS

VR
1.73±0.38
1.62±0.25
NS

DB
35.5±16.4
32.5±7.67
NS

LS: Lying-to-standing; VR: Valsalva reaction; DB: Deep breathing.

PAS Handgrip
35.7±16.4
55.5±24.2
NS

PAD Handgrip
24.6±13.2
27.1±11.1
NS

Giorgetti GM et al. Autonomic function and coeliac disease
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Table 4 Evaluation of Heart rate variance in coeliac patients and control group
Group

LF Clino

LF Ortho

HF Clino

HF Ortho

LF/HF Clino

LF/HF Ortho

Coeliac disease
Control group
P

35.9±18.1
52.8±21.0
NS

73.5±15.3
67.1±25.9
NS

35.7±18.9
31.1±15.6
NS

13.21±9.3
17.90±12.9
NS

1.56±1.85
2.35±1.65
NS

8.63±6.34
6.94±5.5
NS

Table 5 Overall results of autonomic tests in coeliac patients
Patient Basal
No.
SBP

Basal Ortho Ortho
DBP SBP
DBP

Clino. Ortho.
LF
LF

Clino. Ortho. Clino. Ortho.
HF
HF
LF/HF LF/HF

LS

VR

DB

Syst. Diast. Syst.
Diast.
SH
SH Tilt Test Tilt Test

1

127

82

120

82

40.99

61.65

48.00

32.82

0.85

2

130

87

135

87

21.41

60.74

30.09

10.73

0.71

1.88

1.03

1.46

19.2

54

27

-9

7.00

5.66

1.37

1.90

35.9

36

14

-9

5.00
14.00

3

130

80

125

80

77.04

92.52

12.89

5.96

5.98

15.52

1.20

1.40

33.3

35

25

19

4

105

70

105

85

38.26

63.87

20.19

17.85

1.9

3.58

1.20

2.30

40.1

39

36

3

7.00

5

115

80

120

82

31.15

58.43

62.16

16.49

0.5

3.54

1.20

1.40

39.3

48

28

7

14.00

6

120

80

108

75

27.16

87.79

27.33

11.00

0.99

7.98

1.18

1.50

40.2

50

47

2

12.00
15.00

7

105

70

115

75

20.30

94.00

61.00

4.79

0.3

19.6

1.30

2.30

44.3

7

6

-7

8

115

70

80

60

30.93

68.81

23.81

6.06

1.3

11.35

1.30

1.60

31.8

17

14

-10

Mean

118.38

77.38 113.50 78.25 35.91

73.48

35.68

13.21

1.57

8.64

1.22

1.73

35.51

35.75

24.63

-0.50

9.50

15.27

18.88

9.28

1.85

6.34

0.10

0.39

7.74

16.37

13.20

10.23

4.87

SD

10.20

6.52

16.50

8.51 18.13

to lower systolic-diastolic values of blood pressure both in
clinostatic position and in active and passive orthostatic
positions. However, these results had no statistical difference
compared with those of control group (Table 4).
The spectral analysis of heart rate variance (HRV), performed
with autoregressive method, confirmed these findings. The
autoregressive analysis of HRV showed an important, but not
significant, reduction of the power LF according to a
considerable reductive activity of sympathetic tone at rest with
a relative prevalence of parasympathetic tone. Passive
orthostatic, evaluated by tilt tests, induced a marked sympathetic
response (with increase of spectral power LF) (Table 5).
All patients were re-evaluated about the autonomic function
6 and 12 mo after GFD has started. In none of them we noted
change of the results, and the symptomatic orthostatic
hypotension persisted in patient number 8 despite strict
adherence to GFD.

DISCUSSION
In recent years a discrete frequency of autonomic neuropathy
has been disclosed in coeliac patients[12,20], similar to that
reported in other functional gastrointestinal disorders, but lower
than that described in diabetic subjects[21]. Pathogenetic factors
involved in autonomic dysfunction in coeliac disease were
unknown, and autoimmune damage or metabolic derangement
have been hypothesized[22-24].
We investigated our coeliac patients, exploring their
autonomic function using the cardiovascular tests because
they were easily available reproducible, and not very expensive[25,26].
Our study showed quite different results from those recent
studies about autonomic function in coeliacs. In particular,
they differed from Usai’s study, which reported ANS
abnormalities in 45% of coeliacs affected by upper
gastrointestinal symptoms[12]. Thus, we can hypothesize that
ANS abnormalities may play a role in upper gastrointestinal
symptoms rather than in systemic symptoms. In fact we recorded
ANS abnormalities only in 1/5 patient without gastrointestinal
symptoms. On the other hand, it is noteworthy that we did not
find ANS abnormalities in any of the 3 patients complaining
about gastrointestinal symptoms (Table 5). However, a role of
ANS dysfunction in some coeliac patients cannot be excluded,
since the patient No. 8 of our studied population (a 32-year-old

2.00

female), the only one with ANS dysfunction, did not show
dyspeptic symptoms but only systemic symptoms.
What a role could then the autonomic neuropathy play?
Can it really play a role in the systemic symptoms in coeliac
disease? We knew that several coeliac patients experienced
weakness or chronic fatigue in clinical practice. In most cases it
was related to malabsorption (such as iron-deficiency anaemia
or folic acid deficiency), but in some cases autonomic
neuropathy might be suspected. Our study unfortunately failed
to demonstrate a significant autonomic dysfunction in CD;
however, we cannot exclude that in some patients ANS
dysfunction might play a role in the genesis of some systemic
symptoms, such as weakness or chronic fatigue. In fact we
noted that coeliac patients showed a lower tolerance to
orthostatism, associated with a latent disequilibrium of
sympathetic-vagal balance, ie, a relative prevalence of the
parasympathetic component of the autonomic function. These
alterations, and in particular the reduced tolerance to
orthostatism, may explain the above mentioned symptoms in
some cases, as we noted in patient No. 8 (Table 5).
But another very finding was that ANS dysfunction did
not improve in this patient after GFD. It is difficult to explain
why ANS did not improve after gluten withdrawal. We
speculate that ANS dysfunction may be a two step process. In
the first phase it may be gluten-related, and may improve after
GFD. This phase may have a variable length, probably related
to age, gender and time to gluten exposure. In the second phase
it may be gluten - independent, probably related to autoimmune
axonal aggression to autonomic nervous system, in which
autoimmunity may perpetuate the neurological damage. Recent
studies of Luostarinen et al. [27] may in part confirm this
hypothesis. They showed that axonal neuropathy in CD might
be also subclinical without any sign of malabsorption and it
often persisted despite good compliance to GFD[27]. This
hypothesis may justify the persistence of the orthostatic
hypotension in patient 8 after six and twelve months of GFD,
and it may also explain why some coeliacs experienced
persistence or recurrence of chronic fatigue despite GFD. We
consider that the recurrence of systemic symptoms is related
to incidental gluten ingestion from unknown sources: the
autonomic neuropathy, with consequent disequilibrium of
sympathetic-vagal balance may be the cause of these systemic
symptoms.
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Abstract
AIM: To study the frameshift mutations of the retinoblastoma
protein-interacting zinc finger gene RIZ in gastric cancer
with microsatellite instability, and to identify two coding
polyadenosine tracts of RIZ.
METHODS: Frameshift mutations at (A)8 and (A)9 tracts of
RIZ were detected in 70 human gastric cancer (HGC)
specimens by DHPLC and DNA sequencing. Microsatellite
instability (MSI) status was assessed by two mononucleotide
markers, BAT26 and BAT25, by means of denaturing highperformance liquid chromatography (DHPLC).
RESULTS: In 70 HGC samples, 8 (11.4%) were found positive
for instabilities at BAT26 and BAT25. In 7 of the 8 cases
with instabilities at both BAT26 and BAT25 (MSI-H), 1 was
unstable at BAT26 but stable at BAT25. Frameshift mutations
were identified in 4 (57.1%) of the 7 samples with MSI-H
in the (A)9 tract of RIZ without mutations in the (A)8 tract.
In contrast, frameshift mutations were found in neither of
the polyadenosine tracts in 63 samples of MSI-L or MSI stable
tumors. Pro704 LOH detection in 4 cases with frameshift
mutations did not find LOH in these cases.
CONCLUSION: Frameshift mutations of RIZ may play an
important role in gastric cancers with MSI.
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INTRODUCTION
Two major pathways of genomic instabilities have been recently
recognized, namely the chromosomal instability pathway (CIN)
and the microsatellite instability (MSI) pathway (MIN), the

former is characterized by the loss of heterozygosity (LOH)
whereas the latter by MSI[1]. Some genes contain repetitive
regions in their coding sequences that are often targets of MSI.
Gastrointestinal tumors with DNA mismatch repair (MMR)
defects often present MSI and harbor frameshift mutations in
coding mononucleotide repeats of cancer-related genes. MSI
(+) tumors arise from the defects in the MMR system through
the mechanism presumably involving frameshift mutations of
the microsatellite repeats within the coding regions of the affected
target genes, whose function loss is believed to contribute to
tumorigenesis[2-5].
The retinoblastoma protein-interacting zinc finger gene RIZ
is a candidate tumor suppressor gene locus on 1p36, a region
that commonly harbors alterations in many types of human
cancers[6]. The interaction of RIZ with the retinoblastoma protein
(Rb) suggests its involvement in the control of proliferation by
an alternative mechanism. RIZ gene encodes two protein
products, RIZ1 and RIZ2, which differ for a motif present in the
N-terminal domain, defined as the PR domain that was previously
identified as a common motif in several transcription factors.
RIZ1 contains a PR domain indicative of tumor suppressor
function, whereas RIZ2 does not contain this motif[7,8]. RIZ1
has the capacity to induce cell cycle arrest at G2/M phase and
cell apoptosis, and suppresses tumorigenicity in nude mice[9-11].
A role for RIZ has been recently proposed in cell cycle arrest and
cell apoptosis through a transcriptional repression mechanism[7,12].
In MSI(+) tumors, RIZ was found to be affected by frequent
frameshift mutations of one or two coding poly(A) tract, an (A)8
tract at the coding nucleotide sequence 4273-4280 and an (A)9
tract at 4462-4471 in exon 8. These mutations generate truncated
RIZ1 proteins lacking the COOH-terminal PR-binding motif and
are expected to have serious deleterious effects on the PR domainspecific function of RIZ1. RIZ plays an important role in
hereditary tumors of the MIN pathway as suggested by the
frequent frameshift mutations in HNPCC tumors[11]. The role of
RIZ in gastric MSI(+) tumors remains to be investigated. In this
study, we used denaturing high-performance liquid chromatography
(DHPLC), a highly productive method, to rapidly detect frameshift
mutations of (A)8 and (A)9 tracts and LOH of pro704 in gastric
cancer specimens and to explore the role of RIZ gene in gastric
carcinogenesis.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Tissue specimen and DNA extraction
Gastric cancer samples and matched adjacent normal gastric
tissues were obtained from 41 male and 29 female patients during
surgical resection of the tumors with informed consent from
the patients at Beijing Institute for Cancer Research, Beijing
Cancer Hospital. The fresh samples were collected at the time
of surgery and frozen at -80 °C. The sections from each specimen
were examined by a pathologist. There were 39 intestinal-type
tumors and 31 diffuse-type tumors. High-molecular weight
genomic DNA was extracted by standard proteinase K digestion
and phenol/ chloroform extraction[13].
Primers and PCR
Primers used for (A)8 tract and (A)9 tract in the RIZ gene amplification
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were as follows: RIZ A8-F 5’-GAGCTCAGCAAAATGTCGTC3’, RIZ A8-R 5’-CAAGTCGGCCTTCTGCTTTG-3’; RIZ A9-F 5’TCTCACATCTGCCCTTACTG-3’, RIZ A9-R 5’-GTGATGAGT
GTCCACCTTTC-3’. The RIZ Pro704 deletion polymorphism
was assayed by PCR followed by DHPLC. The PCR primers
were: RP145 5’-CCCAAGATAAACTAACTCCT-3’, RP105 5’ACTCCATGCTGGTGAGTC-3’.
The samples used for mutation screening and sequencing
were amplified in 25 µL reaction solution containing 50 ng
genomic DNA, 0.4 µmol/L sense and antisense primers for each
tract, 200 µmol/L dNTPs (Perkin-Elmer, Foster City, CA, USA),
0.2 µL Taq polymerase (Ampli Taq Gold: Perkin-Elmer), and
2.0 mmol/L MgCl2. After an initial activation of the enzyme by
denaturation at 95 °C for 9 min, PCR amplification was performed
for 35 cycles in the following sequence: at 94 °C for 30 s, at
optimized annealing temperature for 45 s, and at 72 °C for 45 s, with
a final extension at 72 °C for 10 min. The annealing temperature for
various primer sets was: 58 °C for RIZ A8 tract, 60 °C for RIZ A9
tract, and 55 °C for pro704.

type at the ratio of approximately 1:1 prior to hybridization.

Mutation analysis
For examining the heteroduplex content, 50-100 ng of the
PCR products were subjected to DHPLC (WAVETM system,
Transgenomic, USA) under partial denaturation condition. The
mobile phase consisted of a mixture of 0.1 mol/L triethylamine
acetate (TEAA, pH 7.0) with or without 25% acetonitrile. The
flow rate used in this study was 0.9 mL/min. The column
temperatures for the PCR products were 57 °C for RIZ (A)8 tract
and 56 °C for RIZ (A)9 tract. The PCR products were heated to
95 °C for 3 min followed by cooling to 25 °C over 45 min.
Homozygous mutant DNA must be combined with the wild

MSI analysis by DHPLC
MSI analysis by DHPLC was performed as described previously[14].
Briefly, the PCR products were examined by DHPLC under
fully denaturing conditions. The flow rate used in this study was
0.9 mL/min, with the column temperature of 80 °C. The gradient
of buffer B from 0.1 to 7.1 min was 30-51%.
RESULTS
A total of 70 HGC samples and their matched normal tissues
were analyzed for MSI status by two mononucleotide markers,
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DNA sequencing
The PCR product was treated with exonuclease and shrimp
alkaline phosphatase based on the protocol provided by the
United States Biochemical and sequenced by the Mayo Clinic
DNA sequencing facility. Sequencing reactions were performed
in the GeneAmp PCR System 9600 with fluorescent terminations,
and the products were analyzed on an ABI 377 sequencer (PerkinElmer, Foster City, CA, USA). All sequence alterations were
confirmed by bidirectional sequencing of the PCR products
generated by at least two independent reactions.
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LOH analysis
The pro704 PCR products were directly used without a denaturation
and reannealing process under non-denaturing conditions on
the WAVETM system. The gradient of buffer B from 1 to 7 min
was 49-55%. The column temperature was 50 °C and flow rate
was 0.75 mL/min.
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Figure 1 MSI analysis of 70 paired HGCs by DHPLC. Curves at the bottom in both Panels A and B represent normal DNA as
indicated by the specification on the bottom right, and the rest curves represent tumor DNA in specified cases. Column: DNASepTM;
mobile phase: 0.1 mol/L TEAA (pH 7.0); linear gradient: 30-51% B in 7 min; flow rate: 0.9 mL/min; temperature: 80 °C; detection: UV
at 260 nm. Panel A: DHPLC chromatograms of HGCs at BAT26; Panel B: DHPLC chromatograms of HGCs at BAT25.
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Figure 2 Typical elution profiles of DHPLC analysis and sequencing. Panel A: DHPLC elution profiles for RIZ(A)9 tract, column
temperature: 56 °C, flow rate: 0.9 mL/min, mobile phase: 0.1 mol/L TEAA (pH 7.0), linear gradient: 51-60% B in 4.5 min, detected
with UV at 260 nm; Panel B: Sequence tracings for the same samples. The upper panel is a normal control, and the lower is a
frameshift mutation (1-bp deletion). The arrow indicates the mutant nucleotide; Panel C: DHPLC elution profiles for pro704
LOH, column temperature: 50 °C, flow rate: 0.75 mL/min, mobile phase: 0.1 mol/L TEAA (pH 7.0), linear gradient: 49-55% B in 7 min,
detected with UV at 260 nm.
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BAT26 and BAT25, by means of DHPLC. In 70 HGC samples,
8 (11.4%) were found to contain sequence variation at BAT26
and BAT25 and 7 of them were shown to be unstable at both
BAT26 and BAT25 (Figure 1), classified as MSI-H. One was
unstable at BAT26 but stable at BAT25.
Frameshift mutations of RIZ (A)9 and (A)8 tract were identified.
HCT-116 cell line had been studied previously and frameshift
mutations were identified in the polyadenosine tracts[11], which
served as the positive control in this study. In 7 samples with
MSI-H, 4 (57.1%) were found to have mutations in the (A)9 tract
of RIZ by DHPLC and DNA sequencing, including 3 intestinaltype tumors and 1 diffuse-type tumor. All of them had a 1-bp
deletion (Figure 2A, B). No mutations were detected in the (A)8
tract. No mutations in the (A)9 or (A)8 tract were found in the 63
MSI-L or MSI stable samples.
To determine whether RIZ was also affected by chromosomal
deletion in MSI(+) tumors, pro704 LOH studies were performed
on 4 samples with frameshift mutations for which the matched
normal DNAs were available. We observed that both the PCR
products of the tumor DNA and matched normal DNA resulted
in the same peak chromatogram on DHPLC under the condition
used for DNA sizing at 50 °C. LOH was not found at the RIZ
locus in these tumors (Figure 2C).

DISCUSSION
Approximately 10-15% of gastrointestinal tumors are caused
by defective MMR[15], characterized by the presence of tumor
MSI (MSI-H) and the absence of protein expression for any of
the various genes involved in DNA MMR including hMLH1,
hMSH2, hMSH6 or hPMS2[16]. Gastric cancer with an MSI-H
phenotype often harbors somatic frameshift mutations in the
coding mononucleotide repeats of cancer-related genes. Frameshift
mutations in TGFßRII, BAX, IGFIIR and E2F4 genes are often
observed in cancers exhibiting a high frequency of MSI[17].
Recently, the new candidate tumor suppressor gene, RIZ, which
may be targeted for deletion, was identified. RIZ is a protein
with two alternative forms of RIZ1 and RIZ2, which differ for a
PR domain present in the N-terminal domain. The PR domain is
necessary for the negative regulatory function of RIZ. Frameshift
mutations in either (A)8 or (A)9 tract are thought to lead to Cterminal domain loss of the RIZ protein involved in PR binding.
In this study, we detected frameshift mutations in RIZ (A)9
tract, whereas no mutation was found in (A)8 tract. All of the
frameshift mutations here found in RIZ are assumed to lead to
the production of the COOH-terminal domain-truncated protein,
which is likely to seriously affect RIZ1 functions.
Frameshift in short mononucleotide tracts is common in
gastrointestinal tumors of the microsatellite mutator phenotype
(MMP). MSI is considered a hallmark of the mutator phenotype,
and determination of MSI is critical for understanding tumor
biology. Separation of HGCs based on their mutator phenotypes
is an effective first step to allow the distinction of these two different
pathways of carcinogenesis. In the present study, we analyzed
MSI status by two mononucleotide markers, and detected RIZ
mutations in 4 (57.1%) of the 7 MSI-H tumors but in none of the
63 MSI-L or MSI stable gastric cancers, indicating that these
mutations are specific for MSI-H tumors that exhibit a tendency
to accumulate frameshift mutations in reiterated sequence of
the coding regions of cancer-related genes known to facilitate
cancer development and progression. These mutations may
contribute to cancer progression either by inactivating their
tumor suppressor functions or acting as secondary mutator
mutations in MMP(+) gastric tumors[18]. Our study has shown
that MSI-H gastric cancers accumulate frameshift mutations in
the RIZ gene. On the basis of our findings, we suppose that RIZ
is a candidate target gene in MSI tumorigenesis.
Two kinds of genetic instability, MIN and CIN, have been
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documented in colorectal cancers. To determine whether RIZ is
also affected by chromosomal deletion in MSI-H cancers, we
detected the pro704 LOH in the 4 cases with frameshift mutations
but failed to find LOH at the RIZ locus in these tumors, suggesting
that RIZ frameshift mutations are common in MSI(+) gastric
cancers, whereas LOH is not. More extensive studies on gastric
cancers are needed to clarify whether RIZ is affected by two
different ways. In MSI(+) tumors (MIN pathway), frameshift
mutations in the COOH-terminal interfere with the interactions
between the C terminus of the protein and its PR domain. In
MSI(-) tumors (CIN pathway), mutations or deletions of the PR
domain of RIZ1 may have similar effects.
In this study, we detected MSI status and LOH by DHPLC
analysis. DHPLC has been described as a novel technology for
the detection of gene mutations in inherited diseases or cancers
and for the identification of single nucleotide polymorphisms
(SNPs)[19]. The present study demonstrates the efficacy of
DHPLC in analysis of the MSI status and LOH, which allows
automated examination of MSI and LOH with considerable
precision at relatively low cost, without any special labeling
procedure.
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Abstract
AIM: To examine the effects of ovarian hormone on the
expression of 5-hydroxytryptamine 3 receptors (5-HT3R)
in rat colon of restraint stress-induced bowel dysfunction.
METHODS: Twenty-four female Sprague-Dawley rats were
randomly divided into three groups of 8 each: sham operation,
ovariectomy (OVX) and ovariectomy with estrogen (E2) and
progesterone (P) replacement therapy (OVX+E2+P). The rats
were subjected to 1-h restraint stress 4 wk after operation.
The changes of defecation were monitored by collection
of fecal pellets. The gonadal steroids were measured in
duplicate by radioimmunoassay (RIA). The expression of
5-HT3R mRNA in the colon was studied by RT-PCR.
RESULTS: Compared with sham group and OVX+E2+P
group, OVX group showed increase in fecal pellets and
decrease in the time of vitreous pellets excretion (P<0.01).
Serum levels of E2 and P were suppressed in OVX group and
restored following treatment with ovarian steroids (P<0.01),
and the levels of 5-HT3R mRNA in the colon of ovariectomized
rats were significantly increased, the expression of 5-HT3R
mRNA was significantly decreased in hormone replacement
therapy group (P<0.01).
CONCLUSION: Ovarian hormone plays a role in the regulation
of 5-HT3R expressions in restraint stress-induced bowel
dysfunction of rats. The interactions between ovarian steroids
and gastrointestinal tract may have major pathophysiological
implications in 5-HT-related disorders, such as irritable
bowel syndrome (IBS).
Li TJ, Yu BP, Dong WG, Luo HS, Xu L, Li MQ. Ovarian hormone
modulates 5-hydroxytryptamine 3 receptors mRNA expression
in rat colon with restraint stress-induced bowel dysfunction.
World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(18): 2723-2726
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INTRODUCTION
IBS is characterized by intermittent or continuous abdominal
pain and alterations in bowel patterns[1,2]. The syndrome is one
of the most common gastrointestinal (GI) disorders seen in
primary care and specialist practices[3,4]. There is a female- tomale ratio of 2/l in North American population studies of IBS[5],

and epidemiologic surveys indicate that women seek health care
services for IBS more frequently than men[4,6]. In menstruating
women, symptoms are influenced by menstrual cycle. Peri- and
postmenopausal women have a high prevalence of altered
bowel function and IBS-like gastrointestinal complaints[7]. For
many women, symptoms become amplified around the time of
menses[8]. However, the exact mechanism (e.g. ovarian hormones,
stress response) accounting for these cyclic changes is still
unknown.
Studies suggested that the female sex steroid hormones,
including estrogen and progesterone, could affect the myoelectric
and mechanical activity of colonic smooth muscle in vitro. By
geometric center method, estrogen and progesterone pretreatment
of ovariectomized rats resulted in a significant decrease in colonic
transit compared with untreated ovariectomized rats[9].
5-HT3R is a ligand-gated ion channel and probably involved
in the modulation of colonic motility and visceral pain in the
gut[10]. Clinically, 5-HT3R antagonists are important in the
treatment of symptoms in IBS and more effective on diminishing
bowel pattern symptom in women as compared to men[11]. Rat
with wrap restraint stress is an appropriate animal model to
study stress-related colonic dysfunction like IBS[12]. Previous
studies have suggested that restraint stress results in an increase
of fecal pellet output in rats via peripheral 5-HT3 receptors[13].
Earlier research has shown that E2 can suppress gastric
motility response to thyrotropin-releasing hormone (TRH) and
restraint stress in conscious rats[14], low dose of P (1 mg/kg)
increased intestinal transit while higher dose (10-20 mg/kg)
had no effect. Recently, it has been demonstrated that both
forskolin and 17-beta-estradiol inhibit the function of 5-HT3R
in a noncompetitive manner and that this inhibition is
independent of cAMP levels[15]. Based on the research mentioned
above, we suggested that this change, in part, be due to the
increased activity of 5-HT3R innervating these organs. Therefore,
we decided to assess whether both of these sex steroids could
modulate mRNA expression of 5-HT3R in rat colon with restraint
stress-induced colonic dysfunction and the potential mechanisms
involved. Ovariectomized rats were treated with or without E2
and P in combination, after that changes in fecal pellets and the
time of vitreous pellets output were assessed. Furthermore, we
used RT-PCR to determine whether there was a decrease in
5-HT3R mRNA expression after treatment with sex steroids.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Animals
Twenty-four adult female Sprague-Dawley rats (weighing
220-250 g), purchased from the Animal Department of Tongji
Medical College, Huazhong University of Science and Technology
were housed individually in a light and temperature controlled
room with light-dark cycles of 12:12 h, where the temperature
(24±2 °C) and relative humidity (65-70%) were kept constant.
The animals were fed on a standard pellet diet, and food was
withdrawn overnight before surgery and emptying experiments,
but free access to water was allowed ad libitum. Experimental
protocols followed standards and policies of the Animal Care
and Use Committee, School of Medicine, Wuhan University.
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Surgical procedures
Rats were housed for 7 d before experiments. At 6 wk of age,
rats were randomly divided into three groups of eight each:
sham-operated group, OVX group and OVX+E2+P group. Under
aseptic conditions, bilateral ovariectomy or sham operation was
performed under general anesthesia with ketamine (100 mg/kg, ip).
For OVX, two dorsolateral incisions, in the skin and the
peritoneum, were made and the ovaries and uterine horn
removed. Sham operations consisted of skin and peritoneum
incisions. After operation, animals were housed four per cage
under previous conditions. On the same day, rats in OVX+E2+P
group were subcutaneously injected a mixture of estradiol
benzoate (E2, 5 µg/d) and progesterone (P, 0.2 mg/d). Four weeks
after E2 and P combination treatment, wrap restraint stress
experiments were performed in the three groups.

and antisense primers, 2.0 U Taq DNA polymerase (Biostar),
the buffer supplemented with 1.5 mmol/L MgCl2, 0.2 mmol/L
dNTPs and 1 µL cDNA in 25 µL. The amplification cycles were
carried out under the following conditions: first denaturing at
94 °C for 3 min, then denaturing at 92 °C for 45 s, annealing at
55 °C for 45 s, and extension at 72 °C for 45 s for a total of
35 cycles, finally a 7 min extension at 72 °C was conducted. The
resulted PCR products were analyzed on 20 g/L agarose gels in
TBE buffer (40 mmol/L Tris-acetate, 1 mmol/L EDTA, pH 8.3)
containing 0.05 µg/mL ethidium bromide. Appropriate molecular
weight markers (100 bp ladder, MBI) were used to verify the
required size of the final PCR product. The gels were scanned
and the mean density of the products were visualized and
photographed under the BIO-PROFIL (VILBER LOURMAT,
France).

Restraint stress-induced bowel dysfunction
The method described by Williams et al.[16] was used with slight
modifications. Rats were acclimated to metal mesh cage placed
on a tray for 5 h (9:00-14:00). After the acclimation, they were
lightly anesthetized with ether. Then, their forelimbs were
restrained with adhesive tapes (12.5 mm in width). The restrained
limbs and thoracic trunk were wrapped with other adhesive
tapes (50 mm in width). Immediately after those rats were
returned to the cages, the number of feces dropped on the tray
was counted 1 h after the wrapping. Test compounds were
administered 1 h or 30 min before the restraint.

Statistical analysis
Results are expressed as mean±SD. The statistical significance
of difference was evaluated with one-way analysis of variance
(ANOVA), and analyzed by SPSS 10.0. A confidence level of
P<0.05 was considered significant.

Hormone assays
The blood was collected from the heart of anesthetized animals
and serum was separated by centrifugation at 1 500 r/min for
20 min and kept at -70 °C until assayed for E2 and P.The gonadal
steroids were measured in duplicate by radioimmunoassay
using kits (Tianjin Depu Biotech). Aliquots of serum were added
to tubes that had been coated with antibodies to steroid
hormone followed by addition of 125I-hormone. Mixtures were
vortexed gently and incubated for 2-3 h at room temperature.
Incubation was terminated by aspirating excess of 125I-hormone
and tubes were counted.
RNA extraction and RT-PCR
Distal colon tissues were harvested from animals in various
treatment groups and frozen in liquid nitrogen. Total RNA from
the frozen tissues was extracted using TRIzol as described by
the manufacturer’s protocol (Invitrogen). RNA was dissolved
in RNase-free water and the concentration was determined by
measuring the optical density (A) at 260 nm. The purity of the
RNA was assessed by the ratio of A260/A280. Two micrograms of
total RNA from each sample was transcribed into cDNA using
M-MLV reverse transcriptase (Promega). Briefly, total RNA
was mixed with M-MLV reverse transcriptase (200 U/µL), oligo
(dT)18 (50 µmol/L, Sangon, Shanghai), RNase inhibitor (40 U/µL),
and dNTPs (1.25 mmol/L each, TaKaRa, Dalian) in a buffer
containing 37.5 mmol/L KCl, 25 mmol/L Tris-HCl, and 1.5 mmol/L
MgCl2 (pH 8.3) in a total volume of 25 µL. The mixture was
incubated at 42 °C for 90 min, heated to 95 °C for 5 min and cooled
to 58 °C for 5 min. The resulted cDNA samples were amplified
by PCR using Biometra PCR machine (Standard Power Pack
P25, Germany) and the following specific primer pairs were used
(SBS Genetech, Beijing): rats 5-HT3R sense, 5’-GAG ACC ATC
TTC ATT GTG CAG CTG GTG CA-3’; antisense, 5’-ACA GCA
GCG TGT CCA GCA CAT ATC CCA CC-3’, for the 397-bp
product[17]. Amplification of the rat β-actin gene transcript was
used to control the efficiency of RT-PCR among the samples,
β-actin sense, 5’-GTC ACC CAC ACT GTG CCC ATC T -3’;
antisense, 5’- ACA GAG TAC TTG CGC TCA GGA G -3’ for the
542-bp product[18]. PCR mixes contained 25 pmoL each of sense

RESULTS
Fecal pellets output
Table 1 shows the effects of E2+P combination and blank control
on restraint stress-induced fecal pellet output in rats. The number
of fecal pellets counted during observation period was negligible
in unrestrained normal rats. In the restraint stress rats, fecal
pellet output was measured with pellet counts of 5.6±0.5 for
ovarian hormone-induced sham group. The number of fecal
pellets was significantly increased in OVX vehicle-treated group
compared with sham and E2+P-treated group (vehicle-treated,
8.6±0.6; sham group, 5.6±0.5; E2+P-treated, 4.1±0.5; P<0.01).
Meanwhile, the time of vitreous pellets output was significantly
decreased (P<0.01). The number of fecal pellets was significantly
decreased (E2+P-treated, 4.1±0.5; sham group, 5.6±0.5; P <0.01)
and the time of vitreous pellets output was significantly increased
in E2+P-treated group (P<0.01).
Table 1 Effects of ovarian hormone on fecal pellets output in
the ovariectomized restraint stress rats (mean±SD, n = 8)
Group
Sham-operated
OVX
OVX+E2+P

Fecal pellets
(number)

Time of vitreous pellet
output (min)

5.6±0.5
8.6±0.6 d
4.1±0.5 db

4.8±0.26
1.3±0.22 f
5.8±0.29 f

b
P =0.000 vs OVX group; dP = 0.000 vs sham-operated group; fP
= 0.000 vs sham-operated group.

Table 2 Serum concentration of estrogen and progesterone
(mean±SD, n = 8)
Group

E 2 (pmol/L)

Sham-operated
OVX
OVX+E2+P

104±6
15.7±0.8 d
168±8 d

P (nmol/L)
26±1
3.2±0.6 b
44±2b

P = 0.000 vs sham-operated group; dP = 0.000 vs sham-operated group.
b

Serum concentration of estrogen and progesterone
As expected, serum levels of E2 were suppressed in OVX rats
and restored after treatment with ovarian steroids (shamoperated, 104±6; OVX: vehicle-treated 15.7±0.8; E2+P-treated
168±8; P<0.01, Table 2). Serum levels of P were also decreased
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Figure 1 A: 5-HT3R mRNA expression in the colon of restraint stress rats. Lane 1: Markers, 100-bp ladder; lane 2: sham-operated
group; lane 3: OVX group; lane 4: OVX+E2+P group. B: 5-HT3R mRNA expression in the colon of restraint stress rats. The bar
shows the relative optical density of 5-HT3R band obtained from different groups. Values were reported as the ratio of 5-HT3R
to β-actin signals and normalized by the corresponding RT-PCR products for β-actin, used as the internal control. PCR was
carried out for 35 cycles. Amplified cDNA products were separated by 20 g/L agarose gel electrophoresis. bP = 0.000 vs OVX group;
d
P = 0.000 vs sham-operated group.

in OVX rats and increased following treatment with E2+P (shamoperated, 26±1; OVX: vehicle-treated, 3.2±0.6; E2+P-treated,
44±2; P <0.01).

Expression of 5-HT3R in the colon of restraint stressed rats
Effects of ovarian hormone on the expressions of 5-HT3R mRNA
in colon tissues of restraint stress-induced rats were examined
by RT-PCR as shown in Figure 1, which revealed a marked
increase in OVX vehicle-treated group (relative optical density:
1.12±0.07). The expression of 5-HT3R mRNA in colon was
increased to a maximum in OVX vehicle-treated group (sham:
0.85±0.06, P<0.01) and significantly decreased after E2+Ptreatment (0.65±0.05, P<0.01, Figure 1B). Furthermore, 5-HT3R
mRNA expression was decreased by 1.3-fold in E2+P-treated
group (P<0.01 compared with sham group, Figure 1B). However,
there was a trend of lower expression of 5-HT3R mRNA in colon
with the increasing serum levels of E2 and P.
DISCUSSION
IBS is a complex GI disorder with a poorly understood
pathophysiology in which three major mechanisms interact:
altered gastrointestinal motility, increased sensory function of
the intestine and psychosocial factors[19]. Various observations
suggested that fluctuations in sex hormones in women might
have an influential role in IBS: for many women, symptoms
became amplified around the time of menses[8]. In menstruating
women, symptoms are influenced by menstrual cycle and
bloating, abdominal pain, and diarrhea tend to be amplified
during the late luteal and early menses phases[20,21]. GI symptoms
increase and intestinal transit decreases during pregnancy (a
time of high E2 and P levels)[22], and rectal sensitivity is greater
during menses compared with other menstrual-cycles in women
with IBS[8]. The precise mechanism responsible for the changes
in gastrointestinal motility is still unknown. Earlier research
has shown that E2 can delay gastric emptying and GI transit in
rats[23], low dose of P (1 mg/kg, i.p.) enhanced the gastric emptying
and high dose of P (5 mg/kg, i.p.) inhibited it. P (1 mg/kg) increased
the intestinal transit while higher dose (10-20 mg/kg) had no
effect. E2 suppresses gastric motility response to thyrotropinreleasing hormone (TRH) and restraint stress in conscious rats[14].
The precise sex steroid that is responsible for these changes is
controversial. It appears that sex steroids play an important
role in modulating these effects as postmenopausal women
being treated with sex hormone-replacement therapy (HRT) had
a decreased rate of gastric emptying of solids compared with
men. In contrast, postmenopausal women without hormone
replacement had rates of solid emptying similar to those of men[24].
Results in pre- and postmenopausal women taking sex HRT
showed they had slower gastric emptying than men[25]. Whereas

recent studies have also confirmed that HRT is associated with
an increased risk of IBS[26].
Stress is known to be an important factor in causing IBS,
since it significantly alters bowel functions. Several rodent
models of bowel dysfunction caused by restraint stress have
been investigated for pharmacological analysis of a stressrelated bowel disorder like IBS[12,13,27]. There were similarities
between the intestinal effects of wrap restraint stress in rats
and IBS in human. Therefore, wrap restraint stress rat is an
appropriate animal model to study stress-related intestinal
dysfunction. The role of sex hormones in the development of
IBS is the subject of ongoing study. Our results indicate that in
the restraint stress rats, serum levels of E2 and P were suppressed
in OVX rats and restored following chronic treatment with
ovarian steroids. Meanwhile, OVX vehicle-treatment significantly
increased the number of fecal pellets, moreover, the time of
vitreous pellets output was significantly decreased. E2+P treatment
significantly decreased the number of fecal pellets and increased
the time of vitreous pellets output. Our study indicated that E2
and P could relieve the rat colon contractile response to restraint
stress, thus decrease the number of fecal pellets and increase
the number of fecal pellets output.
5-HT3R is expressed by most myenteric neurons, including
those that excite gastrointestinal muscle[28-30]. In contrast to
other serotonin receptor subtypes, these receptors are ligandgated ion channels involved in rapid excitatory responses in
peripheral and central nervous system[31]. 5-HT3R mediates a
fast inward current in myenteric neurons[29,30], and their activation
is thought to enhance cholinergic transmission via the release
of acetylcholine from parasympathetic nerve terminals[13], thus
resulting in an increase in gastrointestinal motility, fluid
secretion and pain. Clinically, 5-HT3R antagonists are important
in the treatment of symptoms in IBS[32].
Previous studies demonstrated that restraint stress resulted
in an increase in fecal pellet output in rats fed the diet, as well
as diarrhea in food-deprived rats, which are equally mediated
through the endogenous activation of the 5-HT3R[13,14]. Clinically,
5-HT3R antagonist drugs appeared to more effectively diminish
bowel pattern disruption in women with IBS as compared to
men[11]. Recently, it has been demonstrated that both forskolin
and 17-beta-estradiol inhibit the function of 5-HT3R in a
noncompetitive manner and that this inhibition is independent
of cAMP levels[15]. Because 5-HT3R plays a role in the pathogenesis
of IBS, it is possible that the attenuated development of IBS in
female rats might be related to the modulation of gonadal hormones
on 5-HT3R and GI system. This study focused on the effects of
gonadal steroid hormones on 5-HT3R mRNA expression in colon
of wrap restraint stress rats. We observed an increase in 5-HT3R
gene expression in OVX rats. The increase in 5-HT3R gene
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expression was prevented by treating the OVX rats with a
combination of E2 and P. These results suggest that 5-HT3R
mRNA expression is sensitive to the absence of E2 and P. Their
roles in regulation of 5-HT3R mRNA expression deserve further
study. If the increase in the density of 5-HT3R gene expression
induced by E2 and P deficiency reflects overactivity of 5-HT3R,
then such changes may be relevant to hormone- and age-related
GI dysfunction.
In conclusion, we suggest that female gonadal hormones
may play an important role in regulation of colon 5-HT3R. Exploration
of 5-HT3R expression by gonadal steroid hormones could
contribute to a better understanding of the interactions between
ovarian steroids and GI and may have major pathophysiological
implications for 5-HT-related bowel disorders, such as IBS.
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Abstract
AIM: To assess the efficacy and safety of intraperitoneal
chemotherapy in patients undergoing curative resection
for gastric cancer through literature review.
METHODS: Medline (PubMed) (1980-2003/1), Embase
(1980-2003/1), Cancerlit Database (1983-2003/1) and
Chinese Biomedicine Database (1990-2003/1) were
searched. Language was restricted to Chinese and English.
The statistical analysis was performed by RevMan4.2 software
provided by the Cochrane Collaboration. The results were
expressed with odds ratio for the categorical variables.
RESULTS: Eleven trials involving 1 161 cases were included.
The pooled odds ratio was 0.51, with a 95% confidence interval
(0.40-0.65). Intraperitoneal chemotherapy may benefit the
patients after curative resection for locally advanced gastric
cancer, and the combination of intraperitoneal chemotherapy
with hyperthermia or activated carbon particles may provide
more benefits to patients due to the enhanced antitumor
activity of drugs. Sensitivity analysis and fail-safe number
suggested that the result was comparatively reliable.
However, of 11 trials, only 3 studies were of high quality.
CONCLUSION: Intraperitoneal chemotherapy after curative
resection for locally advanced gastric cancer may be
beneficial to patients. Continuous multicenter, randomized,
double blind, rigorously designed trials should be conducted
to draw definitive conclusions.
Xu DZ, Zhan YQ, Sun XW, Cao SM, Geng QR. Meta-analysis
of intraperitoneal chemotherapy for gastric cancer. World J
Gastroenterol 2004; 10(18): 2727-2730

http://www.wjgnet.com/1007-9327/10/2727.asp

INTRODUCTION
Gastric cancer is the second most common cause of cancer
death worldwide. Surgery is the main choice of radical treatment,
however, even for patients with apparently completely resection,
the five-year survival rate is about 30-60%, which has been
disappointing. Peritoneal metastasis is the most common type
of recurrence after surgery and has the worst prognosis in

patients with advanced stomach cancer. To improve the survival
of the patients with gastric cancer, intraperitoneal chemotherapy
(IPT) as a possible effective treatment for peritoneal dissemination in locally advanced gastric cancer has been investigated
clinically, but the results among these studies are still different
and disputed. To evaluate whether IPT benefited the patients
undergoing radical resection for locally advanced gastric cancer,
we summarized all the available randomized trials and combined
the results for meta-analysis.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
Medline (PubMed) (1980-2003/1), Embase (1980-2003/1),
Cancerlit Database (1983-2003/1) and Chinese Biomedicine
Database (1990-2003/1) were searched. Languages were
restricted to Chinese and English.
Inclusion and exclusion criteria
To be included, trials had to be randomised and controlled. Trials
could be single-blind, double-blind or not blind. Chemotherapy
groups were treated intraperitoneally, including intraperitoneal
chemotherapy with or without activated carbon particles (CH),
intraperitoneal hyperthermic perfusion. No oral or intravenous
chemotherapy, chemoimmunotherapy, or radiotherapy were
used. Those receiving gastrectomy alone were included in
control group. All patients must have had a potential curative
surgery for locally advanced gastric cancer.
Data extracted included the baseline data of intraperitoneal
chemotherapy group and control group, assessments of
eligibility and trial quality, number of survival and death and
the statistical consideration.
Methods
Data collection The content terms of stomach neoplasms,
intraperitoneal chemotherapy and surgery, and the methodological
terms of clinical trial, phase III, randomized trial, double blind method
were used. These searches were supplemented by hand searching
of the reference lists of identified trials and review articles. Two
reviewers assessed independently the outcome data using a predesigned strategy. They also evaluated study quality using Jadadscale[1] plus allocation concealment. Intention-to-treat analyses
were also performed. Agreement was achieved through discussion
when they have different evaluations.
Statistical analysis
The results of eligible trials were pooled using RevMan4.2 software
provided by the Cochrane Collaboration. The result was expressed
with odds ratio (OR) for the categorical variables. Q statistic test
was used for gross statistical heterogeneity. Sensitivity analysis
was performed by excluding the trials in which Jadad-scale was
low. Publication bias was assessed by calculating the Rosenthal s
fail-safe number. Subgroup analysis was performed by collecting
summaries for subsets of studies with different characteristics.
RESULTS
Study selection
There was good agreement between the two reviewers on the
eligibility, quality scores and data extraction of analysis. Eighteen
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Table 1 Data from 11 randomized controlled trials
Author

Country

Publication
time

Chemotherapy
regimens

IPT
Surgery
(number of death/total)

Follow-up
(mo)

Quality
score

Rosen HR

Austria

1998

MMC+Carbon

23/46

27/45

36

4

Sautner T

Austria

1994

Cisplatin

29/33

31/34

60

3

Takahashi T

Japan

1995

MMC+Carbon

35/56

46/57

36

3

Yu W

Korea

2001

MMC+5-Fu

55/125

72/123

60

2

Yonemura Y

Japan

2001

MMC+CDDP

44/92

27/47

60

1

Hamazoe R

Japan

1993

MMC

18/42

22/40

60

1

Chen ZX

China

1996

DDP

8/25

13/21

18

1

Zhang WS

China

1998

5-Fu

14/37

15/26

36

1

Fujimoto S

Japan

1998

MMC

27/71

36/70

96

1

Tan CQ

China

2000

MMC

2/22

11/29

36

1

Gao ZA

China

2002

17/60

31/60

36

2

MMC+DDP+HCPT

Review: Intraperitoneal chemotherapy after curative resection for gastric cancer: meta- analysis of randomized trials
Compariso: 01 chemotherapy vs surgery
Outcome: 01 OR
Study or
sub-category
Hamazoe R
Sautner T
Takahashi T
Chen ZX
Rosen HR
Zhang WS
Fujimoto S
Tan CQ
Yu W
Yonemura Y
Gao ZA

Chemotherapy
n/N
18/42
29/33
35/56
8/25
23/46
14/37
27/71
2/22
55/125
44/92
17/60

Surgery
n/N

OR (fixed)
95% Cl

22/40
31/34
46/57
13/21
27/45
15/26
36/70
11/29
72/123
27/47
31/60

Weight
%
7.14
2.05
9.47
5.32
7.56
6.07
12.45
4.78
22.52
10.33
12.31

Total (95% Cl)
609
552
Total events: 272 (chemotherapy), 331 (surgery)
Test for heterogeneity: Chi?= 5.38, df = 10 (P = 0.86), I?= 0%
Test for overall effect: Z = 5.39 (P<0.00001)

100.00

0.1 0.2 0.5 1
Favours chemotherapy

OR (fixed)
95% Cl
0.61
0.70
0.40
0.29
0.67
0.45
0.58
0.16
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[0.29,
[0.16,
[0.30,
[0.03,
[0.34,
[0.33,
[0.17,

1.47]
3.41]
0.93]
0.98]
1.53]
1.24]
1.13]
0.84]
0.92]
1.38]
0.79]

0.51 [0.40, 0.65]

2
5 10
Favours surgery

Figure 1 Odds ratio for 11 randomized controlled trial.
Review: Intraperitoneal chemotherapy after curative resection for gastric cancer: meta- analysis of randomized trials
Compariso: 01 chemotherapy vs surgery
Outcome: 01 OR
Study or
sub-category
Sautner T
Takahashi T
Rosen HR
Yu W
Gao ZA

Chemotherapy
n/N
29/33
35/56
23/46
55/125
17/60

Surgery
n/N

OR (fixed)
95% Cl

31/34
46/57
27/45
72/123
31/60

Weight
%
3.08
17.57
14.03
41.77
22.83

Total (95% Cl)
320
319
Total events: 159 (chemotherapy), 207 (surgery)
Test for heterogeneity: Chi?= 1.69, df = 4 (P = 0.79), I?= 0%
Test for overall effect: Z = 3.99 (P<0.0001)
0.1 0.2 0.5 1
2
5 10
Favours chemotherapy Favours surgery

Figure 2 Sensitivity analysis 1 (by excluding trials according to Jadad-scale with 1 score).
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Review: Intraperitoneal chemotherapy after curative resection for gastric cancer: meta- analysis of randomized trials
Compariso: 01 chemotherapy vs surgery
Outcome: 01 OR
Study or
sub-category

Chemotherapy
n/N

Surgery
n/N

OR (fixed)
95% Cl

Weight
%

OR (fixed)
95% Cl

Sautner T

29/33

31/34

10.75

0.70 [0.14, 3.41]

Takahashi T

35/56

46/57

49.63

0.40 [0.17, 0.93]

Rosen HR

23/46

27/45

39.62

0.67 [0.29, 1.53]

100.00

0.51 [0.31, 0.93]

Total (95% Cl)
135
136
Total events: 87 (chemotherapy), 104 (surgery)
Test for heterogeneity: Chi?= 0.84, df = 2 (P = 0.66), I?= 0%
Test for overall effect: Z = 2.20 (P = 0.03)
0.1 0.2 0.5 1 2
5 10
Favours chemotherapy Favours surgery

Figure 3 Sensitivity analysis 2 (by excluding the low quality trials).

random trials including surgery plus intraperitoneal chemotherapy,
preliminary surgery alone were analysed, from which 7 reports
were excluded for repetitive studies. Table 1 shows the details
of the 11 trials[2-12] included in the analysis with a total enrollment
of 1 161 patients, in which 609 patients were assigned to the
treatment group and 552 to the control group. The average
sample size was 106 patients. Of 11 trials, three studies were of
high quality according to the Jadad-scale (with three scores),
one trial mentioned double-blind design and sample-size
calculation, and two studies described intention-to-treat analysis.
The fail-safe number of 104 suggested that no important publication
bias existed in this meta-analysis.

Meta-analysis
Figure 1 shows the result of the meta-analysis. There was no
statistically significant heterogeneity in our analysis, so a fixed
effect model was used and the odds radio was 0.51 (95% CI 0.40
to 0.65). The sensitivity analysis was performed by excluding
trials with Jadad-scale scores between 1 and 3 and revealed the
same difference between intraperitoneal chemotherapy and surgery
alone (odds ratio 0.51, 95% CI 0.36 to 0.71: odds ratio 0.54, 95%
CI 0.31 to 0.93) (Figures 2, 3).
Subgroup analysis
As shown in Table 2, intraperitoneal hyperthermic chemoperfusion
(IHCP) or chemotherapy with activated carbon particles (CH)
produced more benefits to patients than those without hyperthermia
or CH; the group of trials from Asian countries exhibited a
trend towards a more significant effect than those from nonAsian countries, which showed no effect with IPT; for trials
with more than 5 years of follow-up, the effects were less obvious
than those of shorter follow-up, if indicated that IPT might afford
long-term survival by delaying relapse and recurrence.
Table 2 Subgroup analysis
Characteristic
IPT (without CH and IHCP)
IPT (only with CH)
IHCP
Follow-up time (mo) <60
Follow-up time (mo) 60
Asia
Non-Asia (Austria)

No. of trials

OR

95% CI

2
2
7
6
5
9
2

0.57
0.52
0.48
0.40
0.60
0.49
0.67

(0.35-0.92)
(0.29-0.94)
(0.35-0.67)
(0.27-0.59)
(0.44-0.82)
(0.38-0.64)
(0.32-1.41)

IPT: intraperitoneal chemotherapy; CH: carbon particles; IHCP:
intraperitoneal hyperthermic chemoperfusion.

Side effect analysis
All studies described the side effects of medicine, including
anastomotic leakage, leukocytopenia, fever, intestinal
obstruction, fistula, intraabdominal bleeding, and prolonged
abdominal pain, etc. Of 11 trials, 5 had mild complications; 3 had
no significant differences in adverse effects between the surgery
group and the chemotherapy group; 2 trials produced
complications in the chemotherapy group: one was bowel fistula,
the other was intraabdominal abscess which turned better after
effective treatment. One trial from Austria reported serious side
effects by IPT, the complications of the treatment group and
control group were respectively 35% and 16%, the death rates,
11% and 2%, which terminated the trial ahead of schedule.
DISCUSSION
IPT is applied to kill residual tumor cells left behind during
surgery, which can not be achieved by the intravenous approach,
especially for stage 3 and 4 gastric carcinomas. It is of much
importance to extirpate the free tumor cells in the abdominal
cavity and micrometastases on the peritoneal surface to attain
longer survival. Animal trials and phase II clinical trials have
revealed that IPT could be effective to prevent peritoneal
dissemination and liver metastasis[13].
The aim of meta-analysis is to provide a comprehensive,
up-to-date summary of average effect of all the relevant
randomized controlled trials, to provide reliable guidance for
clinical practice and future research[14]. Based on our results,
IPT may benefit the patient after curative resection for locally
advanced gastric cancer, and the combination of IPT with
hyperthermia or activated carbon particles may provide more
benefit to patients due to the enhanced antitumor activity of
drugs[15]. Sensitivity analysis and fail-safe number suggested
that the results were comparatively reliable.
Two trials from Austria showed that intraperitoneal
chemotherapy was not beneficial to patients, one of them
terminated ahead of time because of serious adverse effects.
Nine Asian studies (from China, Japan, Korea) confirmed a
significant survival benefit for patients with tolerable side
effects of antitumor drugs. Considering the difference between
western studies and Asian studies[16,17], we speculate that they
may have different aetiology or biology methods[18].
The adverse effect was an important factor to influence the
result of intraperitoneal chemotherapy. However, only 4 trials
described the side effects of medicine on the basis of World
Health Organization classification, and the different forms of
illustration made it difficult to analyze the effect according to
evidence based medicine. There fore, we should observe and
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describe the toxicity of medicine by WHO standard in future
clinical research.
Of included 11 trials, only 3 trials were of high quality (Jadadscale with 3 scores) and the other 8 trials were of low quality,
which weakened our evidence. On the other hand, reliance on
published trials alone might distort the outcome of meta-analysis,
because positive studies were more likely to be published than
negative ones.
At present, the treatment effect of gastric cancer is still
disappointing. Many surgeons hold that the stomach cancer
patients cannot benefit from IPT, which is different from our
meta-analysis results. To draw definitive conclusions, move
effective multicenter, randomized, double blind, rigorously
designed trials are needed.
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Abstract
AIM: To determine the role of p38 MAP kinase signal
transduction pathways in diallyl disulfide (DADS)-induced
G2/M arrest in human gastric cancer MGC803 cells.
METHODS: MGC803 cell growth inhibition was measured
by MTT assay. Phase distribution of cell cycle was analyzed by
flow cytometry. Expression of Cdc25C, p38, phosphorylation
of p38 (pp38) were determined by Western blotting.
RESULTS: MTT assay showed that SB203580, a specific
p38 MAPK inhibitor blocked DADS-induced growth inhibition.
Flow cytometry analysis revealed that treatment of MGC803
cells with 30 mg/L DADS increased the percentage of cells
in the G2/M phase from 9.3% to 39.4% (P<0.05), whereas
inhibition of p38 activity by SB203580 abolished induction
of G2/M arrest by DADS. Western blotting showed that
phosphorylation of p38 was increased 3.52-fold following
treatment of MGC803 cells with 30 mg/L DADS for 20 min
(P<0.05), whereas Cdc25C was decreased 68% following
treatment of MGC803 cells with 30 mg/L DADS for 24 h
(P<0.05). Decreased Cdc25C protein expression by DADS
was attenuated by SB203580 (P<0.05).
CONCLUSION: DADS-induced G2/M arrest of MGC803
cells involves activation of p38 MAP kinase pathways.
Decreased Cdc25C protein expression by p38 MAPK played
a crucial role in G2/M arrest after treatment with DADS.
Yuan JP, Wang GH, Ling H, Su Q, Yang YH, Song Y, Tang
RJ, Liu Y, Huang C. Diallyl disulfide-induced G2/M arrest of
human gastric cancer MGC803 cells involves activation of
p38 MAP kinase pathways. World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10
(18): 2731-2734

http://www.wjgnet.com/1007-9327/10/2731.asp

INTRODUCTION
Unlimited and uncontrolled cell proliferation is obviously
characteristics of tumor cells[1,2]. Given that disruption of cell
cycle plays a crucial role in cancer progression[3], its modulation

by phytochemicals seems to be a logical approach in controlling
carcinogenesis. Thus cell cycle regulation and its modulation
by various natural (plant-derived) and synthetic agents are
gaining widespread attention in recent years[4-18]. Most of the
plant products with anticancer activity are strong antioxidants
and some of them are effective modulators of protein kinase/
phosphatases that are associated with cell cycle regulation.
DADS is a major component of cooked garlic and oil-soluble
organosulfur compound in processed garlic, which inhibits the
proliferation of human breast, hepatoma, lung, bladder, colon
cancer cells and human leukemia HL-60 cells[19-25]. Previous
studies showed that the ability of DADS to suppress HCT-15,
HT-29 cell proliferation was related to its propensity to induce
a G2/M arrest[23,24]. However, the molecular mechanisms by
which DADS exerts its effects on tumor cells leading to inhibition
of cell growth and induction of G2/M arrest are largely unknown.
p38 MAP kinase (p38) is a member of the mitogen-activated
protein (MAP) kinase signaling cascade which has been shown
to regulate a variety of cellular events such as cell proliferation,
differentiation, and apoptosis[26-28], and may therefore be a
potential target of DADS action. Gastric cancer is one of the
most common malignant tumors in China[29-30]. Our previous
studies showed that DADS could inhibit human gastric cancer
MGC803 cell growth[31]. In this study, signaling pathways of
p38 MAPK-induced G2/M arrest in DADS treated MGC803
cells were investigated for their involvement in the mechanisms
of DADS-induced growth inhibition.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
Human gastric cancer cell line MGC803 was purchased from
Cancer Research Institute of Hunan Medical University. DADS
was purchased from Fluka Chemika (Ronkonkoma, NY).
Monoclonal anti-p38, anti-pp38 antibodies and SB203580 were
purchased from Cell Signaling (Beverly, MA). Polyclonal antiCdc25C antibody was purchased from Santa Cruz Biotechnology
(Santa Cruz, CA).
Methods
Cell culture and MTT assay MGC803 cells were cultured in
RPMI 1640 medium (Gibco) supplemented with 100 mL/L fetal
bovine serum (Sijiqing Co.1 Hangzhou) with addition of 100 U/mL
penicillin, 100 U /mL streptomycine. Cells in suspension (50 µL)
were added to each well of a 96-well culture plate and incubated
for 24 h at 37 °C in a humidified atmosphere of 50 mL/L CO2 in
air. The 96-well culture plate was divided into 4 sections, with
one section being treated by culture media, the others were
treated by one of the followings at 50 µL: culture media
containing 2×reagents (10 µmol/L SB203580, 30 mg/L DADS,
30 mg/L DADS+10 µmol/L SB203580). In the latter group,
SB203580 was added 1 h prior to DADS. The cultures were
again incubated as above. After 72 h, 20 µL 5 g/L MTT solution
was added to each well, and the cultures were further incubated
in 100 µL DMSO solution. A microplate reader was used to
measure absorbance at 570 nm for each well. Growth inhibition
rate was calculated as follows: growth inhibition rate = (1-A570/nm
of treated cells/ A570/nm of control cells)×100%.
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Cell cycle analysis Cells were incubated in culture media alone
or culture media containing reagents (10 µmol/L SB203580,
30 mg/L DADS, 30 mg/L DADS+10 µmol/L SB203580), at 37 °C
for 24 h. In the latter group, SB203580 was added 1 h prior to
DADS. Cells were harvested in cold PBS, fixed in 700 mL/L
ethanol, and stored at 4 °C for subsequent cell cycle analysis.
Fixed cells were washed with PBS once and suspended in 1 mL
of PI staining reagents (20 mg/L ribonuclease and 50 mg/L
propidium iodide). Samples were incubated in the dark for
30 min before cell cycle analysis. The distribution of cells in the
cell cycle was measured by a flow cytometer.
Western blotting MGC803 cells treated with different reagents
were harvested, rinsed twice with cold PBS, and incubated in
the lysis buffer containing 50 mmol/L Tris (pH7.5), 150 mmol/L
NaCl, 10 mL/L Np-40, 1 g/L SDS, 10 g/L sodium deoxycholate,
1 mmol/L DTT, 1 mmol/L PMSF, 2.5 mg/L leupeptin, 25 mg/L
aprotinin on ice for 20 min. Following the centrifugation at
12 000 g for 30 min at 4 °C. The amount of protein in the
supernatant was determined using BCA protein assay reagent.
Equal amount of protein sample was completely vortexed with
2×SDS-gel buffer, and boiled for 5 min at 100 °C to dissolve the
bound proteins. The samples were segregated on 100 g/L SDSacrylamide gel, transferred onto a nitrocellulose membrane and
blocked with 50 g/L defatted milk, then probed with different
primary antibodies. Anti-mouse or anti-rabbit IgG conjugated
peroxidase was as a secondary antibody. The filters were then
incubated in SuperSignal ECL-HRP detection reagent for 1 min
followed by exposure to X-ray film.

Statistical analysis
Results were analyzed by SPSS10.0 statistical software. Data
were expressed as mean±SD. Comparisons between different
groups were made by one-way ANOVA (with LSD for post
hoc analysis) or χ2 test. P<0.05 was taken as statistically
significant.
RESULTS
Effect of reagents on growth inhibition of MGC803 cells
As shown in Table 1, 30 mg/L DADS suppressed MGC803
growth by 58.6% (P<0.05). SB203580 10 µmol/L alone slightly
reduced cell growth, In contrast, SB203580 blocked DADSinduced growth inhibition (P<0.05). Thus, addition of SB203580
to the cells decreased the inhibitory ability of DADS to MGC803
cells growth.
Table 1 A570nm of MGC803 cells exposed to reagents
n = 12

Control

SB203580
DADS
(10 µmol/L) (30 mg/L)

χ

0.78

0.076

S

0.038

0.035

IR (%)

3.4

DADS (30 mg/L)
+SB203580
(10 µmol/L)

0.32
0.028
58.6 a

0.53
0.024
31.7a

a

P<0.05 vs control; IR: inhibition rate.

Table 2 Distribution of MGC803 cells in cell cycle (%)
Control

SB203580
(10 µmol/L)

DADS
(30 mg/L)

DADS (30 mg/L)
+SB203580
(10 µmol/L)

G1

62.5±0.9

62.8±1.3

33.7±1.2

54.0±1.5

S

28.2±1.2

27.3±0.8

27.9±0.8

24.8±1.1

9.3±0.8

9.9±1.1

39.4±1.3 a

21.2±0.9 a

G2
a

P<0.05 vs control.

Effect of reagents on cell cycle distribution of MGC803 cells
Flow cytometry revealed that the proportion of cells in the G2/M
phase after treatment with 30 mg/L DADS for 24 h was 39.4%,
three times more than that in untreated cells (9.3%). SB203580
10 µmol/L alone had no effect on cell growth (P>0.05). But
inhibition of p38 activity by SB203580 abrogated induction of
G2/M arrest by DADS. MGC803 cells treated with DADS in the
presence of SB203580 decreased the G2/M phase to 21.2%,
compared to 39.4% by DADS alone (P<0.05).
Expression of p38, pp38, and Cdc25C after reagents treatment
of MGC803 cells
Western blotting revealed that phosphorylation of p38 was
increased 3.52-fold following treatment of cells with 30 mg/L
DADS for 20 min. At the same time, the total p38 amount did
not change. Furthermore, DADS-induced-phosphorylation
of p38 was completely inhibited by SB203580 (10 µmol/L)
(Figure 1).
DADS
SB203580

-

+

+
-

+
+
p38

Absolute peak area (mm2)
1.00

1.05

3.52

1.06
p38

Absolute peak area (mm2)
1.00

0.98

1.06

1.03

Figure 1 Expression of p38, phosphorylation of p38 proteins
in MGC803 cells following treatment of reagents for 20 min.

DADS treatment for 24 h decreased the level of Cdc25C by
68%, and pretreatment of MGC803 cells with SB203580 partially
reversed the down-regulation of Cdc25C level by DADS. In
contrast, SB203580 alone had no significant effect on Cdc25C
expression (Figure 2).
DADS
SB203580

-

Absolute peak area (mm2)
1.00

+

+
-

0.94

0.77

+
+

0.38

Figure 2 Expression of Cdc25C protein in MGC803 cells following treatment of reagents for 24 h.

DISCUSSION
Mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) pathway has a
central role in transducing extracelluar signals into cellular
responses. p38 kinase is a member of the mitogen-activated protein
kinase family that is activated by a variety of environmental stress.
Rapid initiation of G2 arrest after UV radiation is mediated by
p38 kinase[32]. Inhibition of p38 blocks the rapid initiation of G2
delay in both human and murine cells after ultraviolet radiation.
p38 kinase is responsible for rapid initiation of the G2 delay in
IME cells after the hypertonic stress created by addition of
NaCl[33]. Inhibition of p38 kinase blocks the rapid initiation of
this checkpoint both in an immortalized cell line (mIMCDs) and
in second-passage IME cells from mouse inner medulla.
Genistein-induced G2/M arrest is associated with the activated
p38 mitogen-activated protein kinase[34]. Thus p38 is a critical
event for initiating the G2/M checkpoint and inducing G2/M
arrest. Our research showed that DADS-induced MGC803 cells

Yuan JP et al. DADS on gastric cancer cells

G2/M arrest and growth inhibition correlated with increased
p38 phosphorylation. We used SB203580, a specific inhibitor
of p38 to address the potential role of p38 kinase in the regulation
of cell-cycle progression. Inhibition of p38 activity by SB203580
abolished induction of G2/M arrest by DADS. Therefore, our
research data demonstrated that DADS- induced G2/M arrest
of MGC803 cells involved activation of p38 MAP kinase
pathways.
p34cdc2 is the key regulator of cell-cycle progression through
G2-M[35]. In particular, activation of p34cdc2 kinase activity is
required for progression from G2 to M. phosphorylation of the
inhibitory residues Thr14/Tyr15 of p34cdc2 leads to decreased
kinase activity and subsequent arrest at the G2/M phase[36].
The Cdc25C protein phosphatase is a key regulator of p34cdc2
phosphorylation status and kinase activity by dephosphorylating
Thr14/Tyr15 residues[37]. In vitro, p38 binds and phosphorylaties
Cdc25C at serine 216[32]. Phosphorylation of Cdc25C triggers
cell-cycle arrest by the sequestration of Cdc25C by 14-3-3[38].
Frey et al. found that p38 was involved in genistein-induced
G2/M arrest and down-regulation of Cdc25C expression in
immortalized human mammary epithelial cell line MCF-10F[35].
Hepatitis B virus X protein (pX) is implicated in hepatocarcinogenesis by an unknown mechanism. Research data[39] showed
that pX-dependent activation of p38 MAPK inactivated
Cdc25C by phosphorylation of Ser216, thus initiating activation
of the G2/M checkpoint, resulting in 4pX-1 cell growth
retardation. These data suggest that p38 participation in
down-regulation of the Cdc25C level may be an important
way to impair its actions and an important event in G2/M
checkpoint regulation. In the present studies, decreased
Cdc25C protein phosphatase by DADS was attenuated by
SB203580. Thus it indicates that regulation of Cdc25C protein
expression by p38 is a critical event for G2/M arrest after
treatment with DADS.
In summary, DADS-induced G2/M arrest and growth
inhibition of MGC803 cells involves activation of p38 MAP
kinase pathways. Decreased Cdc25C protein expression by p38
is a critical event for G2/M arrest by DADS. However, it should
be noted that although p38 inhibitor SB203580 abrogated
DADS-induced G2/M arrest, the reversal was not total.
SB203580 could not completely abolish induction of G2/M arrest
by DADS. This implies that p38 activation is not the sole
prerequisite for DADS induced G2/M arrest, other mechanisms
may be involved in G2/M arrest Additional studies are needed
to clarify these mechanisms. A deeper understanding of the
molecular mechanisms involved in the regulation of cell cycle
control is very important for the development of novel anticancer
strategies.
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Abstract
AIM: To study the expression of a disintegrin and
metalloproteinase 17 (ADAM17) mRNA in hepatocellular
carcinoma (HCC) and to evaluate the relationship between
ADAM17 mRNA expression and clinicopathological features
of HCC.
METHODS: Hepatocellular carcinomas (HCC) from 31 cases
were divided into small HCC (SHCC), nodular HCC (NHCC)
and solitary large HCC (SLHCC) according to tumor diameter
and the number of nodes. ADAM17 mRNA expressions were
compared among those groups by means of semi-quantitative
reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR).
The relationship between ADAM17 mRNA expression level
and clinicopathological features of HCC was evaluated.
RESULTS: NHCC had lower differentiation and was more
frequently of microvascular invasion (10/12) than SHCC
(3/11) and SLHCC (3/8) (P<0.05), but no statistical difference
was observed between SHCC and SLHCC comparing their
clinicopathological features. ADAM17 mRNA expression was
detected in 77.4% (24/31) of HCC tissues and was significantly
higher than that in paired non-cancerous liver tissues in
which only 35.5% (11/31) of the samples were detected
of the expression (P<0.05). The expression of ADAM17
mRNA was much higher in NHCC than in SHCC and SLHCC
(P<0.05), while no significant difference was discovered
between SHCC and SLHCC. The quantities of ADAM17
mRNA were significantly higher in poorly differentiated HCC
than in well or moderately differentiated HCC, but no
statistical difference was found concerning liver cirrhosis,
tumor capsule formation or microvascular invasion of the
cancer.
CONCLUSION: The increased expression of ADAM17 may
play a key role in the development of HCC. The expression
levels of ADAM17 mRNA varied among different pathological
types of HCC. Lower mRNA expression of ADAM17 mRNA
in SLHCC may be associated with the better molecular
pathological features of SLHCC.
Ding X, Yang LY, Huang GW, Wang W, Lu WQ. ADAM17
mRNA expression and pathological features of hepatocellular
carcinoma. World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(18): 2735-2739
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INTRODUCTION
Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is one of the most common
malignant diseases in the world. Approximately 560 000 new
cases of HCC are diagnosed each year, constituting 6% of all
new human cancers[1]. The HCC mortality rate in China is
approximately 20.4/100 000 and is the second leading cause of
cancer death among Chinese males[2]. The prognosis of large
hepatocellular carcinoma (LHCC) is generally considered to be
worse than small hepatocellular carcinoma (SHCC), but longterm survival of some LHCC, especially solitary large
hepatocellular carcinoma (SLHCC), could be frequently
observed after curative resection [3-5] . From the clinical
observation and our research, we hypothesized that SLHCC
was of relatively better biological behavior[2]. Furthermore, we
have preliminarily proved our hypothesis in a series of
researches by showing that SLHCC was of relatively better
pathological features and surgical prognosis[2,3,6]. Although
many systemic studies have been performed, the unique clinical
and molecular pathological features of SLHCC are still far from
a clear deep understanding and need further investigation.
A disintegrin and metalloproteinase 17 (ADAM17) is a kind
of transmembrane metalloproteinase[7], which can cleave the
ectodomain of many transmembrane proteins. The substrates
of ADAM17 mediated cleavage include tumor necrosis factor-α
(TNF-α), tumor necrosis factor receptor type I, (TNFR I) and
tumor necrosis factor receptor type II (TNFR II), interleukin1
receptor type II (IL1R II), Notch receptor, L-selectin, mucin1
(MUC1), CD30, tumor necrosis factor-related activationinduced cytokine (TRANCE) and many ligands of epidermal
growth factor receptor (EGFR), such as transforming growth
factor-α (TGF-α), heparin-binding epidermal growth factor-like
growth factor (HB-EGF), amphiregulin and so on[8-19]. Hassan
reported that the oxygen radicals generated by smoke stimulated
ADAM17 to cleave transmembrane amphiregulin. The binding
of amphiregulin to EGFR then promoted proliferation of lung
cancer cells[20]. The cleavage function of ADAM17 was required
for the activation of EGFR by TGF-α in Hela cells, and the high
expression level of ADAM17 in mammary tumors was correlated
with high activation rate of EGFR[21]. Another experiment
showed that single metastatic lung cancer cell in bone marrow
presented overexpression of ADAM17[22]. All these suggested
that ADAM17 played a key role in the development of some
cancers. It is well known that the EGFR mediated pathway
played an important role in HCC development[23,24]. The
overexpression of EGFR and its ligands were observed in HCC
tissue and were related to the prognosis of HCC patients[25,26].
However, much less is known about the mechanisms involved
in signal transduction, which activate the EGFR in HCC. It is
even not sure whether there is an increased activation rate of
EGFR in HCC besides the overexpression of EGFR and its
ligands. As ADAM17 played an important role in the
activation of EGFR[27] and up to now, there is no report about
the expression and function of ADAM17 in HCC, so to have a
better understanding of the molecular mechanisms involved in
HCC development and the unique molecular pathological
features of SLHCC, we studied the expression of ADAM17 in
HCC and paired non-cancerous liver tissues.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
Thirty-one fresh HCC specimens (26 from males and 5 from
females) were obtained by surgical resection in Xiangya
Hospital, Central South University between May 2002 and
February 2003. Tissues 1 cm away from the edge of the cancer
were used as the paired non-cancerous control. The tissues
used for RNA extraction were immediately snap-frozen in liquid
nitrogen and stored at -70 °C. The specimens used for
pathological study were fixed with 10% formalin, dehydrated
by conventional methods, embedded in paraffin, cut into slices
of 5 µm thick and stained by haematoxylin and eosin.
The specimens were divided into SHCC group (largest
diameter less than 5 cm for single tumor nodule or the sum of
diameters less than 5 cm for two tumor nodules, n = 11), SLHCC
group (single tumor nodule with largest diameter more than 5 cm,
n = 8) and NHCC group (two or more tumor nodules in the liver,
only two tumor nodules and the sum of diameters less than 5 cm
were excluded, n = 12).

Table 1 Pathological features of HCC in three groups

Clinicopathological study
All specimens were examined under a microscope after
haematoxylin-eosin staining by two pathologists. Four aspects
of clinicopathological features including liver cirrhosis,
Edmondson classification, capsule formation and microvascular
invasion were studied.

Expression of ADAM17 mRNA in HCC and paired non-cancerous
liver tissue
As shown in Figure 1, RT-PCR products of ADAM17 and β-actin
presented at the same site as previously designed. The
expression of ADAM17 mRNA was detected in 77.4% (24/31)
of HCC tissues, much higher than that in paired non-cancerous
liver tissues in which only 35.5% (11/31) tissues were detected
of the expression (P<0.05).

RT-PCR
The total RNA was extracted from HCC tissue and paired noncancerous liver tissue by using the TRIzol (Invitrogen, USA).
The quality of RNA was checked through the ribosomal RNA
bands on the gel. Two µg of each intact total RNA sample was
reverse-transcribed to complementary DNA (cDNA) by using
RT-PCR kit (MBI, USA). The PCR primer sequences used were
as follows: sense: 5’-GCACAGGTAATAGCAGTGAGTGC-3’
and antisense: 5’-CACACAATGGACAAGAATGCTG-3’ for
ADAM17; sense: 5’-TTCCAGCCTTCCTTCCTGG-3’ and antisense: 5’-TTGCGCTCAGGAGGAGC AAT -3’ for β-actin. The
sizes of PCR products were 440 bp for ADAM17 and 218 bp for
β-actin. The procedure was as follows: denaturation at 94 °C
for 5 min, then 40 cycles of denaturation at 94 °C for 50 s;
annealing at 52 °C for 1 min and extension at 72 °C for 1 min.
The PCR products were electrophoresed in 20 g/L agarose gels,
and visualized under ultraviolet light. The expression ratio of
ADAM17 mRNA to β-actin was determined by Eagle Eye II
photo-analysis system.
Statistical analysis
The χ2 test was used for quantitative enumeration data. The
student’s t test and one-way analysis of variance were used
for qualitative data. The statistic analysis was performed by
statistical software SPSS11.0. P value less than 0.05 was
considered significant.

Pathological features
Liver cirrhosis
Present
Absent
Microvascular invasion
Present
Absent
Capsule formation
Present
Absent
Edmondson classification
I-II
III-IV

SHCC
(n = 11)

SLHCC
(n = 8)

NHCC
(n = 12)

7
4

6
2

9
3

3
8

3a
5a

10
2

8
3

6
2

4
8

7
4

5
3

1
11

a

P<0.05 vs NHCC.

Non-cancerous
tissue HCC

ADAM17
β-actin

500 bp

Figure 1 ADAM17 transcription was detected in HCC but no
obvious transcription was observed in paired non-cancerous
tissues.

Transcription level of ADAM17 in SLHCC, SHCC and NHCC
As shown in Figures 2, 3, the transcription level of ADAM17
was 0.8±0.7 (mean±SD) in SLHCC and 0.9±0.6 in SHCC. Both
were significantly lower than that in NHCC (1.6±0.5) (P<0.05).
No statistical difference in transcription level of ADAM17 was
observed between SLHCC and SHCC.
SHCC SLHCC NHCC

RESULTS
Clinicopathological features of HCC in three groups
According to the results of pathological study (shown in Table 1),
the NHCC group had higher incidences of microvascular
invasion (10/12) compared with SLHCC (3/8) and SHCC (3/11)
(P<0.05). Only 8.3% NHCC (1/12) was classified as Edmondson
I-II, while 62.5% SLHCC (5/8) and 63.6% SHCC (7/11) were
classified as Edmondson I-II. The differentiation of NHCC was
significantly poorer than SLHCC and SHCC (P<0.05). The other
two pathological features of SLHCC and SHCC were also better
than NHCC but the difference did not reach statistical
significance. No statistical difference of the four pathological
features was observed between SLHCC and SHCC.

ADAM17
β-actin

Figure 2 The expression of ADAM17 mRNA was higher in
NHCC compared with SHCC and SLHCC.

Ding X et al. ADAM17 mRNA expression in hepatocellular carcinoma

ADAM17/β-actin

P<0.05
2.0
1.8
1.6
1.4
1.2
1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2

P<0.05

SHCC

SLHCC

NHCC

Figure 3 Transcription level of ADAM17 in three groups of
HCC.

Relationship between transcription level of ADAM17 and
clinicopathological features of HCC
The transcription level of ADAM17 was compared between
different pathological types of HCC. The ADAM17 transcription
level was much higher in HCC samples classified as Edmondson
I-II compared with those classified as Edmondson III-IV (P<0.05).
While no statistical difference in transcription level of ADAM17
was observed when capsule formation, liver cirrhosis, and
microvascular invasion were concerned (Table 2).
Table 2 Relationship between ADAM17 transcription and
pathological features of HCC
Sample Transcription level
(n)
of ADAM17
(mean±SD)
Liver cirrhosis
Present
Absent
Microvascular invasion
Present
Absent
Capsule formation
Present
Absent
Edmondson classification
I-II
III-IV

P

22
9

1.141±0.743
0.996±0.662

>0.05

16
15

1.279±0.648
0.893±0.750

>0.05

18
13

1.058±0.157
1.187±0.800

>0.05

13
18

0.768±0.204
1.349±0.157

<0.05

DISCUSSION
HCC ranks fifth in frequency worldwide among all malignancies[1].
Surgery is the only potential curative treatment of HCC[28]. The
post-operative survival of SHCC was generally considered to
be better than LHCC, but long-term disease-free survival of
some LHCC was also frequently observed after curative
resection. Furthermore, some clinical investigation showed that
the 5-year survival rate of LHCC after curative resection was
not statistically different from SHCC[4,5]. This kind of LHCC
was named SLHCC because it was of some unique characters
such as: isolated lesion, expanding growth and relatively
integrated fibrous capsule formation et al.[2]. Previous studies
showed that SLHCC had relative better prognosis after curative
resection [2,3,6]. Consistent with this, the relatively better
pathological features of SHCC were found in this study. The
differentiation of SLHCC was much better than that of NHCC,
and NHCC was more frequently of microvascular invasion
compared with SLHCC. No statistic difference in pathological
features was observed between SHCC and SLHCC.
ADAM17 is a sheddase of many transmembrane proteins.
The substrates of ADAM17 mediated shedding include many
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ligands of EGFR such as TGF-α, HB-EGF, amphiregulin et al.[14]. It
has been well known that the activation of EGFR is essential
for the carcinogenesis and metastasis of many cancers, while
ADAM17 mediated shedding is a key mechanism of sending
signals to activate EGFR[19-21]. Overexpression of ADAM17 has
been observed in gastric tumor, mammary cancer, leukemia cell
lines and prostate cancer cell lines[20,21,29-32]. In this study the
transcription of ADAM17 was detected in 77.4% (24/31) HCC
samples and was statistically higher than that in paired noncancerous samples in which only 35.5% (11/31) were detected
(P<0.05). This suggests that ADAM17 may play a key role in
HCC development.
Previous studies showed that SLHCC had relative better
prognosis after curative resection. To understand the
underlying molecular mechanism, the transcription levels of
ADAM17 in SLHCC, SHCC and NHCC were also studied. As
expected, the transcription level of ADAM17 was much higher
in NHCC than in SLHCC and SHCC, while no statistical
difference was observed between SLHCC and SHCC. The
transcription level of ADAM17 mRNA was also detected to be
statistically higher in samples classified as Edmondson III-IV
compared with those classified as I-II. The higher expression
of ADAM17 mRNA in NHCC as well as in poorly differentiated
HCC suggested that it might facilitate tumor invasiveness. The
lower transcription level of ADAM17 in SLHCC was probably
associated with the relatively better molecular pathological
features of SLHCC.
The relationship between ADAM17 mRNA expression and
the other two tumor features: microvascular invasion and tumor
capsule formation was also studied in this study. Although
much higher ADAM17 mRNA level was detected in tumors
with microvascular invasion and those without integrated
capsule formation, the difference did not reach statistical
significance. This maybe due to the relatively small sample size
in this study. As only 31 samples were used in the study,
especially after the samples were divided into three groups, the
significance of the research results may be impaired. The role
of ADAM17 in HCC invasiveness needs further investigation
with a larger sample size.
The increased transcription of ADAM17 may facilitate the
growth and invasiveness of HCC in several ways. (1)
Overexpressions of EGFR and its ligands were observed in
HCC and were related to the prognosis. However, ADAM17
mediated shedding is a key mechanism of sending signals to
activate EGFR. ADAM17 is required for the activation of EGFR
by TGF-alpha or amphireglin in several cancer cells and the
high expression of ADAM17 in mammary tumors was correlated
with a high activation rate of EGFR[20,21]. As ADAM17 regulates
the ligands production and activity of EGFR, the overexpression
of ADAM17 is probably as important as the increased expression
of EGFR and its ligands for HCC development; (2) ADAM17
can function as an effector of G protein-coupled receptor (GPCR)
-mediated signaling. Activation of GPCR specifically results in
ADAM17 cleavage and release of amphiregulin, which could
activate EGFR and regulate the proliferation and motility of
squamous cell carcinoma[32]. Overexpression of GPCR was also
observed in HCC and was strongly correlated with carcinogenesis
of HCC[33]. ADAM17 may be a key element of communication
between GPCR and EGFR in HCC and facilitates HCC
development; (3) TRANCE could activate osteoclast and help
cancer cells metastasize to bones. Overexpression of TRANCE
was found in bone metastatic lesion of several cancers[34].
ADAM17 may play a role in the bone metastasis of HCC by
cleaving TRANCE; (4) The shedding of TNFR by ADAM17
may cause disorder of host immune system as the soluble form
of TNFR could bind to the TNF and block its attack to cancer
cells[35].
Other transmembrane proteins associated with HCC
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metastasis such as Fas ligand, CXCL12, E-cadherin, interleukin6α[36-39] were also the suspected substrates of ADAM17 mediated
shedding, so it is of particular significance to study the
sheddase role of ADAM17 in HCC development. The ADAM
metalloproteinase family includes more than 30 members by
now[40]. Many of them not only function as metalloproteinases
to shed transmembrane proteins[41-43] in cancer but also can
work as adhesion molecules[44,45]. In contrast to the matrix
metalloproteinases, relatively few data on expression of
ADAMs in cancer tissue are available. The expression of
ADAM12 and ADAM9 were recently studied in HCC tissue
and were of particular importance[46]. To study the role of other
ADAM family members may help us better understand HCC
development.
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Abstract
AIM: To investigate the relationship between insulin-like
growth factor-I, -II (IGF-I and IGF-II), IGF-binding protein 3
(IGFBP-3) and Child-Pugh score in patients with liver cirrhosis,
and to search for potential clinical markers of liver function.
METHODS: Forty-four patients with advanced liver cirrhosis
of viral origin were divided into 3 groups according to severity
of cirrhosis (Child-Pugh score) and 38 healthy subjects
served as controls. Serum levels of IGF-I, IGF-II and IGFBP3 were measured by immunoradiometric assay.
RESULTS: Serum IGF-I, IGF-II and IGFBP-3 levels were
significantly lower in patients with cirrhosis than in controls,
and serum concentrations of IGF-I, IGF-II and IGFBP-3 were
associated with the severity of liver dysfunction, and dropped
sharply during the progression of liver failure. Among these
3 parameters, serum IGF-II was the most sensitive and
effective indicator for liver dysfunction. Concentrations of
IGF-I <30 ng/mL, IGF-II <200 ng/mL and IGFBP-3 <6 ng/mL
implied a negative prognosis for patients with liver cirrhosis.
CONCLUSION: Serum IGF-I, IGF-II and IGFBP-3 may provide
a new dimension in the assessment of liver dysfunction.
Combined detection of serum IGF-I, IGF-II and IGFBP-3
with Child-Pugh score is more effective in predicting prognosis
than Child-Pugh score alone.
Wu YL, Ye J, Zhang S, Zhong J, Xi RP. Clinical significance of
serum IGF-I, IGF-II and IGFBP-3 in liver cirrhosis. World J
Gastroenterol 2004; 10(18): 2740-2743
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INTRODUCTION
Insulin-like growth factor-I and II (IGF-I, IGF-II), two major forms
of insulin-like growth factors (IGFs) family, are single-chain
molecules with three intrachain disulfide bridges consisting of
70 (Mr 7 646) and 67 (Mr 7 471) amino acid residues respectively[1,2].
Both of them may be considered as important anabolic hormones
which are active throughout one’s life, inducing anabolic
metabolism and stimulating DNA synthesis, cell proliferation
and meiotic division[3,4]. Compared with IGF-I, IGF-II is more
well-known as a tumor genesis marker[5]. As serum IGF-II may
be produced and secreted by hepatoma cells, the hormone

could accelerate or magnify its function of continuously
stimulating cell growth by directly or indirectly combining with
its receptor in neighboring cells or hepatoma cells themselves
to form intracellular shortcuts[6,7].
Insulin-like growth factor binding protein-3 (IGFBP-3)
consisting of 264 amino acid residues binds nearly 95% circulating
IGFs in the human body, forming a stable ternary complex
(Mr 150 000) with the acid-labile subunit (ALS). The complex is
believed to serve as a reservoir in circulation to prolong halflives of both IGF-I and IGF-II[8,9]. Since most circulating IGF-I,
IGF-II and IGFBP-3 are synthesized by hepatocytes, lower levels
of the above three parameters should be found in patients with
liver diseases[10]. This study was designed to clarify the influences
of associated liver cirrhosis as assessed by Child-Pugh score
(CP score) on these parameters, to determine whether measurement
of these three parameters could reflect the severities of cirrhosis
and liver dysfunction, to reveal whether the combination of
these three parameters with CP score could be a more reasonable
clinical option for evaluating liver function.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients
From February to September 2001, 44 patients with hepatitis Binduced liver cirrhosis (30 males and 14 females with a mean
age of 57.41 years, ranging from 38 to 83) were studied. Patients
with liver cirrhosis were diagnosed by liver biopsy and/or by
computerized tomography, ultrasonography and clinical
biochemical examinations, according to Chinese diagnostic
criteria of liver cirrhosis set up in 1995. Patients were divided
into 3 groups by CP score: Fifteen people in the group of CP A
(scored 5-6), 19 in the group of CP B (scored 7-10) and 10 in the
group of CP C (scored 11-15). A total of 38 healthy subjects
were served as controls (23 males and 15 females, mean age of
49.97 years, ranging from 35 to 82). After detection of serum
IGF-I, IGF-II and IGFBP-3 levels, patients were followed-up in
the liver clinic for a period of 6 mo.
Study protocols
Serum IGF-I was quantified by immunoradiometric assay kit
(Immunotech A BECKMAN Company). Serum levels of IGFII and IGFBP-3 were detected by DSL-2 600 ACTIVETM
immunoradiometric assay kits (Diagnostic System Laboratories
Inc, USA).
Sample collection, procession and storage were referred to
the following: A 6 mL venipuncture blood was collected into a
dry, heparinized tube in the morning from every subject. Then
serum or plasma was separated from cells by centrifugation.
Samples should be kept at below -30 °C after aliquoting so as to
avoid repeated freezing and thawing.
Assay procedures were firmly accorded to instructions of
the kits. Briefly, taking protocol of IGF-II for example, first, 100 µL
of the reconstituted standards, controls and pretreated samples
were added to appropriate tubes. Then all the tubes were mixed
and incubated at room temperature for 3 h, centrifuged at 180 r/m,
and decanted except for total count tubes by simultaneous
inversion. The tubes were shaken violently to facilitate complete
drainage and allowed to drain on absorbent for 1-2 min. Two
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milliliters of deionized water was added to all tubes, except total
count tubes, and the tubes were decanted. After 100 µL of antiIGF-II [125I] reagents was added, all tubes were mixed by shaking
and were incubated at room temperature for 1 h on a shaker at
180 r/min, then were decanted except for total count tubes by
simultaneous inversion. The tubes were struck sharply on
absorbent material for 1-2 min and analyzed, after 2 mL of wash
solution being added to each tube except for total count tubes. All
tubes were counted in a gamma counter for 1 min after decantation.

II showed clear statistical difference in patients between CP B
and CP C (P<0.05), suggesting that IGF-II reduced significantly
due to the severity of liver dysfunction (Table 2, Figure 1). Thus
serum IGF-II was a more sensitive and effective indicator than
IGF-I and IGFBP-3. Furthermore, the depressed IGF-II level was
significantly correlated with the IGF-I variation, as well as with CP
score (P<0.001).
1 000

Statistical analysis
Data were listed as mean±SD. Comparison between means was
tested by Student’s t test, Friedman’s ANOVA and Duncan
test in SAS. P value less than 0.05 was considered significant.

IGF-I
IGF-II

800

IGFBP-3
600
400

RESULTS
Serum IGF-I, IGF-II and IGFBP-3 in cirrhotic liver tissues and
matched controls
The mean values for IGF-I, IGF-II and IGFBP-3 in 44 cirrhotic
patients (66±58, 367±193 and 12.0±7.6 ng/mL, respectively) were
significantly lower than those in 38 healthy subjects (260±74,
1 094±119 and 39±7 ng/mL, respectively, P<0.001, Table 1).
Since mean values of the three parameters were negatively
correlated to age according to our statistical show (r = -0.646,
-0.612, -0.609), data were revised with covariance analysis to
obviate age-related effect on three parameters, and similar result
was obtained (P<0.001).
Serum IGF-I, IGF-II and IGFBP-3 levels in patients with different
CP scores
The mean values for IGF-I, IGF-II and IGFBP-3 were 119±67,
507±185 and 19±8 ng/mL, respectively, in CP A; 45±29, 343±154
and 10±5 ng/mL, respectively, in CP B. The mean values for
IGF-I, IGF-II and IGFBP-3 in patients classed as Child-Pugh C
stage, the worst stage of liver dysfunction with incurable ascites
and elongation of APTT (activated partial thromboplastin time),
were 27±11, 201±115 and 6±3 ng/mL, respectively. Significant
difference of the three parameters was found between control
group and any stage of cirrhosis (P<0.001). These three parameters
gradually diminished, along with disease progression. Statistic
analysis also showed that the mean levels for IGF-I and IGFBP3 in CP A were significantly higher than those in CP B/C (P<0.001),
and these values were a little higher in CP B than in CP C, however
no significant difference of the two parameters was observed
between these 2 categories (P>0.05). Only mean levels of IGF-

200
0
Contrast Child A Child B Child C

Figure 1 Serum IGF-I, IGF-II and IGFBP-3 levels in patients
with different Child-Pugh scores.

DISCUSSION
Low levels of circulating IGF-I in cirrhosis have been described[11].
In recent studies, Assy et al[12]. confirmed that basal IGF-I and
IGFBP-3 levels were significantly lower in patients with liver
cirrhosis in their pilot study of IGF-I generation test, in which
the two parameters were observed before and after stimulation
with recombinant human growth hormone (rhGH). It was also
approved by Donaghy et al[13]. that basal IGF-I and IGFBP-3
levels dropped markedly in cirrhosis due to severe GH resistance
in these patients, caused by the feedback maladjustment of
GH-IGF-I-IGFBP-3 axis. He considered that the fact of impaired
IGF-I and IGFBP-3 production and the severity of GH resistance
seen in cirrhosis likely reflected the effect of injury to the liver,
the central organ of the endocrine GH-IGF-IGFBP-3 axis. GH
resistance, an increasingly recognized feature related to the
reduction of IGF-I, IGF-II and IGFBP-3 in liver dysfunction,
may have been further pathogenically effected by the severity
of liver dysfunction, disorder of portosystemic shunting and
malnutrition of hepatic storage. In addition, the production/
secretion of GH receptor was also markedly reduced due to
severely damaged hepatocytes, thus leading to the disturbance
of feedback maladjustment and GH resistance[14,15].

Table 1 Serum concentrations of IGF-I, IGF-II and IGFBP-3 in patients with liver cirrhosis and healthy subjects
Category

n

IGF-I (ng/mL)

IGF-II (ng/mL)

Cirrhosis

44

66±58b

367±193 b

12±8b

Control

38

260±74

1 094±119

39±7

b

IGFBP-3 (ng/mL)

P<0.001 vs control.

Table 2 Serum concentrations of IGF-I, IGF-II and IGFBP-3 in healthy subjects and patients with different CP scores
n

IGF-I (ng/mL)

P1

IGF-II (ng/mL)

P1

IGFBP-3(ng/mL)

P1

Control

38

260±75

0.001

109±119

0.001

39±7

0.001

Category

CP A

15

119±67

0.001

507±185

0.001

19±8

0.001

CP B

19

45±29

0.001

343±154

0.001

10±5

0.001

CP C

10

27±11

0.001

201±115

0.001

6±3

0.001

P1 represents the statistical comparison in columns between healthy subjects and patients with different Child Pugh scores (A:
scored 5-6; B: scored 7-10; C: scored 11-15). P<0.001 vs between different groups of the same parameter.
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Our data confirmed that serum IGF-I, IGF-II and IGFBP-3
levels were significantly lower in patients with liver cirrhosis
than those in control group. Circulating concentrations of IGFI, IGF-II and IGFBP-3 were decreased in patients with liver
cirrhosis and apparently correlated with the degree of liver
dysfunction. These lines of evidence indicate that impaired
hepatic IGF-I, IGF-II and IGFBP-3 levels may be the real potential
indicators for evaluation of liver dysfunction and clinical outcome.
Though no significant difference of serum IGF-I and IGFBP3 was observed between CP B and CP C in our study, serum
IGF-II responded comparably lower in patients with CP C than
with CP B, confirming that fluctuation of serum IGF-II level
remained statistically significant even in patients with severe
liver dysfunction assessed by CP score, and the range of serum
IGF-II concentrations was much more clearly delineated from
normal to excessively low in patients with severe dysfunction
than the case for serum IGF-I and IGFBP-3. With regards to the
facts above, serum IGF-II concentration could be an important
indicator for hepatic dysfunction and clinical prognosis, and
was more sensitive and effective than serum IGF-I and IGFBP3. The assumption was also supported by Nicolic[16], who recently
reported that serum IGF-II was lower in patients of cirrhosis
than in healthy subjects, and that serum IGF-II was markedly
lower in patients with Child-Pugh B/C score (P<0.05). Moreover,
he found that serum IGF-II was significantly correlated with
IGF-I and CP score (P = 0.007). So Nicolic suggested that single
IGF-II determination, a safe, reliable and convenient measurement,
may be applicable for the assessment of patients with liver cirrhosis
instead of GH stimulated IGF-I generation test and combined
measurement of serum IGF-I, IGF-II and IGFBP-3. Other studies
showed that both IGF-II and IGF-I were synthesized by
hepatocytes, however, specific IGF-II mRNA has been found
in hepatocytes, which indicated the impaired serum IGF-II
production was the direct effect of decreased liver function, while
baseline IGF-I and IGFBP-3 levels were decreased under other
circumstances, besides liver dysfunction, such as low serum
albumin, malnutrition and glucose metabolic abnormality, most
of which are the complications of cirrhosis[17-19].
Our research confirmed that serum concentrations of IGF-I,
IGF-II and IGFBP-3 were correlated with CP scores (P<0.001),
which is consistent with previous studies [20,21]. Thus, we
investigated serum levels of IGF-I, IGF-II and IGFBP-3 that had
similar effects on evaluation of hepatic dysfunction and proposed
that the combined detection of serum IGF-I, IGF-II and IGFBP3 effectively predicted functional liver reserve, prognostic and
clinical states of the patients. More relation has been found
between IGF-I and the degree of portal hypertension and
portosystemic shunting compared with the degree of liver
function impairment[22,23]. In agreement with our results, IGFBP3 has been reported suitable to predict liver synthetic capacity,
because IGFBP-3 uniquely reflects GH activity, so it is downregulated during depletion of either GH or its receptor, and
diminished even in the presence of rebounded GH
concentration[24,25]. Biological functions of IGF-I and IGF-II
are modulated by specific high-affinity IGFBP-3. IGFBP-3 level
might be less age-dependent than IGF-I level[26-28]. The significance
of IGF-II detection has been described above.
Assy et al[29]. measured serum levels of IGF-I and IGFBP-3
before and 24 h after a single subcutaneous injection of rhGH
(0.14 U/kg bw). IGF-I level below 10 nmol/L was considered
indicative of a poor prognosis with 15% survival at one year,
whereas above 10 nmol/L indicated a 100% survival rate in 1-2
years. He then concluded that stimulated IGF-I of less than
10 nmol/L might be a true predictor of a negative prognosis in
patients with liver cirrhosis. Castilla-Cortazar et al[30-32]. obtained
similar results in their study.
In our research, all patients were followed up in the liver
clinic for a period of 6 months after the measurement, among

which 6 patients’ levels were below the specific levels (IGF-I
<30 ng/mL, IGF-II <200 ng/mL and IGFBP-3 <6 ng/mL), and 5
(83%, 4 in CP C, 1 in CP B) of them died of liver failure or
bleeding in less than half a year. It is suggested that hepatic
cirrhosis patients with low baseline IGF-I, IGF-II and IGFBP-3
levels have a lower survival rate than those with high levels. In
agreement with our result, Assy[12] also speculated that CP score
alone could not be regarded as an ideal predictive method for
patients with liver cirrhosis.
So, combined evaluation of baseline IGF-I, IGF-II and IGFBP3 with CP score gives better prediction than CP score alone of
patients’ liver function. It appears to be a good predictor of survival
and an early indicator of liver dysfunction. However, long-term
follow-up with multi-center and large sampled studies are expected.
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Abstract
AIM: To explore the expression of triggering receptor expressed
on myeloid cells (TREM-1) mRNA in acute pancreatitis (AP).
METHODS: Using the reverse transcription polymerase chain
reaction (RT-PCR), we examined the expression of TREM-1
mRNA in 10 cases of mild acute pancreatitis (MAP), 8 cases of
severe acute pancreatitis (SAP), and 10 cases of healthy control
subjects. And we also examined the expression of TREM-1
mRNA in 14 cases of AP (including 10 MAP and 4 SAP) before
treatment, after successful therapy and clinically cured.
RESULTS: The expression of TREM-1 mRNA in the groups
of MAP, SAP patients and healthy control subjects was
0.771±0.274, 1.092±0.331 and 0.459±0.175, respectively;
there was a significant difference among the three groups
(P<0.05). And there was also a significant difference
between the AP patients (0.914±0.341) and healthy control
subjects (0.459±0.175) (P<0.05). Moreover, in the 14 cases
of AP, before treatment, after successful therapy and clinically
cured, the expression of TREM-1 mRNA was 0.905±0.226,
0.739±0.169 and 0.633±0.140, respectively, and there was
a significant difference among the three stages (P<0.05).
CONCLUSION: The expression of TREM-1 mRNA in the
patients with AP increases obviously, and correlates with the
degree of AP. Furthermore, the expression of TREM-1 mRNA
is distinctly different at the different stages of AP. It indicates
TREM-1 may play an important role in the occurrence and
development of AP.
Wang DY, Qin RY, Liu ZR, Gupta MK, Chang Q. Expression of
TREM-1 mRNA in acute pancreatitis. World J Gastroenterol
2004; 10(18): 2744-2746
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INTRODUCTION
TREM-1 is a new activating receptor of the Ig superfamily
expressed on human myeloid cells. And it is selectively expressed
on blood neutrophils and a subset of monocytes and upregulated by bacterial lipopolysaccharide (LPS)[1]. Researchers
have demonstrated that TREM-1 mediates activation of
neutrophil and monocytes, and may have a predominant role in
inflammatory responses such as septic shock and systemic
inflammatory response syndrome (SIRS)[1,2]. In this study, we
aimed to explore the expression of TREM-1 mRNA in AP and

tried to reveal etiology of AP and underlying mechanism.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients and specimens
Data obtained from 18 AP patients without any treatment during
48 h of the onset of the disease and 10 healthy control subjects
were explored. According to the standards of diagnosis and
classification of AP proposed at the Sixth National Conference on
Pancreatic Surgery of China in 1996 [3], we divided the AP patients
into two groups: 10 cases of MAP, and 8 of SAP. Among the AP
patients, we examined the expression of TREM-1 in 14 patients at
different stages of the disease (before treatment, after successful
therapy and clinically cured). We collected 2 mL of blood from the
patients and controls before breakfast in the morning and stored
them in the EDTA tube. The total leucocytes in the blood were
separated by centrifugation at 1 200 r/min for 15 min.
Reagents and primers
Trizol reagents, Oligo (dt) 15, M-MLV reverse transcriptase
and DEPC were the products of Promega Co. (USA). Taq DNA
polymerase were purchased from Sangon Co. (Shanghai). The
RNase inhibitor was from Takara Co. (Japan). According to the
human TREM-1 and β-actin cDNA sequence reported in
GeneBank, we designed two sets of primers: TREM-1 sense 5’GTG TGT GAT CTA CCA GCC T-3’, antisense 5’-TTC AGA
GTC AGG AGT GGA G-3’ (amplified fragment length: 232 bp);
β-actin sense 5’-GTG CGT GAC ATT AAG GAG-3’, antisense
5’-CTA AGT CAT AGT CCG CCT-3’ (amplified fragment length:
520 bp).
Total RNA extraction
The total RNA was extracted from the leucocytes by Trizol
reagent. The extracted RNA concentrations and purity were
determined at A260 and A280 spectrophotometrically (Beckman
DU650, USA). Then 750 mL/L ethanol was used to preserve
total RNA at -20 °C.
Reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction
The total RNA was denatured by incubation for 5 min at 70 °C
and rapidly cooled on ice for about 2-3 min. Single-stranded
cDNA was synthesized by mixing 1-2 µg denatured RNA with
0.5 µL (40 u/µL) RNase inhibitor, 1 µL (200 u/µL) M-MLV
reverse transcriptase, 4 µL reaction buffer, 1 µL Oligodt (15),
1 µL (10 mmol/L) dNTP, and adding DEPC-treated water up to
20 µL. The RT reaction mixture was incubated at 37 °C for 60 min,
followed by 95 °C for 5 min to inactivate M-MLV reverse
transcripatase, and stored at 4 °C for use.A 5 µL of the cDNA
was used as template in PCR amplification for TREM-1. The
mixture (50 µL) consisting of 1 µL of primers (p1/p2 of TREM-1
and β-actin) each, Taq DNA polymerase (0.5 µL (5 U/µL),10×PCR
buffer 5 µL, MgCL2 3 µL (25 mmol/L ), by addition of deionised
water up to 50 µL, was reacted on a programmable thermocycler
(Perkinelmer 9 600). The DNA was predenatured at 95 °C for 5 min,
followed by 35 cycles of denaturation (45 s at 95 °C), annealing
(45 s at 56 °C), and extension (45 s at 72 °C). Then the mixture
was finally extended for 10 min at 72 °C, and stored at -20 °C. βactin was served as internal control in each experiment under
the same conditions.
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Electrophoresis identification and quantitative scanning
PCR products (7-9 µL) with DL 2 000 marker were electrophoresed
through 10 g/L agarose gel in 1×TBE at 70 V for 30 min. The
samples were stained with ethidium bromide (0.5 mg/L) and
observed by ultraviolet illumination and photographed. Each
lane was scanned longitudinally. The A values of TREM-1 and
β-actin bands were measured by a gel imaging analysis system
(GELWORKS 1D advanced v4.01). The A ratios of TREM-1/βactin representing the relative levels of the expression of TREM-1
mRNA were calculated for semi-quantitative analysis.
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RESULTS
Expression of TREM-1 mRNA and semi-quantitative analysis
The expression of TREM-1 mRNA in the groups of MAP, SAP
patients and healthy control subjects were 0.771±0.274,
1.092±0.331 and 0.459±0.175, respectively. There was a
significant difference among the three groups (P<0.05). The
difference was also significant (P<0.05) (Figures 1, 3) between
the AP patients (0.914±0.341) and healthy control subjects
(0.459±0.175). In AP patients of before treatment, after successful
therapy and clinically cured, the expression of TREM-1 mRNA
was 0.905±0.226, 0.739±0.169 and 0.633±0.140, respectively.
There was a significant difference among the three stages
(P<0.01 or P<0.05). And the expression of TREM-1 mRNA was
higher in clinically cured group than in healthy control subjects
(P<0.05) (Figures 2, 4).
M

1

2

3

2 000 bp
1 000 bp
750 bp
500 bp
250 bp
100 bp

β-actin
TREM-1

Figure 1 Electrophoresis of the PCR products. M: DL2000 marker;
1: the PCR product of normal subject; 2: the PCR product of
MAP; 3: the PCR product of SAP. The amplified fragment lengths
of β-actin and TREM-1 are 520 bp and 232 bp respectively.
M
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β-actin
TREM-1

Figure 2 Electrophoresis of the PCR products. M: DL2 000
marker; 1: the AP patient before treatment; 2: the same patient
after successful therapy; 3: the same AP patient after clinically
cured; 4: negative control. The amplified fragment length of
β-actin is 520 bp, of TREM-1 is 232 bp. 10 g/L agarose gel.

Normal MAP SAP AP

Figure 3 The A ratios of TREM-1/β-actin in different degree of
AP: There was a significant difference among the three groups
in the expressions of TREM-1 mRNA (P<0.05). And between
the AP patients and healthy control subjects, the difference
was significant (P<0.05).
1.2
1.0
0.8
A ratios

Statistical analysis
Results were presented as mean±SD. Statistical comparisons
were analyzed through the SAS 8.1 software. Analysis of variance
was used. P<0.05 was considered statistically significant.
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Figure 4 The A ratios of TREM-1/β-actin in different stage of
AP: 1, the group in the stage of before treatment. 2, the group
in the stage after successful therapy. 3, the group in the stage
of clinically cured. 4, the group of normal subject. There was a
significant difference among the three stages in the expression of TREM-1 mRNA (groups 1, 2 and 3. P<0.05). And in the
group of clinically cured the ratio was higher than in healthy
control subjects (P<0.05).

DISCUSSION
AP is a disease of self-digestive chemical inflammation with
unclear etiology. In most cases, they present a self-limited course.
Twenty percent of patients with AP have a severe form of the
disease. SAP is such a severe disease that it may be associated
with both systemic and local complications, such as respiratory
insufficiency with adult respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS),
renal failure, the development of pancreatic and peripancreatic
infection. The mortality of SAP is higher than 40%[4,5]. Even
now, there are no efficient and sensitive methods to treat AP
successfully because the pathogenesis of AP still remains
obscure[6]. Recent studies[7] show that factors like the pancreatic
enzymes activated abnormally lead the body to secrete and
amplify large quantities of cytokines. Finally, the cytokines
increase vascular permeability, activate complement components,
resulting in microcirculatory impairment and imbalance of
thrombo-fibrinolytic system. Many of these events occur not
only in the pancreas itself, but also in the other vital organs
and tissues, leading to SAP and complications[8,9]. Generally,
there are three phases of AP progression: local acinar injury,
systemic response, and general sepsis[7]. Moreover, some data
suggest that the changes in concentration of proinflammatory
cytokines can be an early diagnostic criterion for AP[10,11]. Most
authors have realized that the pathogenesis of SAP is very
complicated. It is a multifactorial as well as multifaceted disease.
First of all, the etiologic agents initiate the pancreatic acinar
injury by release of pancreatic enzymes and over-stimulation of
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macrophages and neutrophils, and then the cytokines and
inflammatory mediators are delivered[12,13].
In 2000, Bouchon et al. had identified a new activating
receptor of the Ig superfamily expressed on human myeloid
cells, called triggering receptor expressed on myeloid cells
(TREM). TREM-1 is selectively expressed on blood neutrophils
and a subset of monocytes and up-regulated by bacterial LPS.
Engagement of TREM-1 triggers secretion of IL-8, monocyte
chemotactic protein-1, and TNF-alpha and induces neutrophil
degranulation. Intracellularly, TREM-1 induces Ca2+ mobilization
and tyrosine phosphorylation of extracellular signal-related
kinase 1 (ERK1), ERK2 and phospholipase C-gamma. To mediate
activation, TREM-1 associates with the transmembrane adapter
molecule DAP12[14]. Furthermore Bleharski et al.[15] suggested
that activation of TREM-1 on monocytes participated in the
early induced and adaptive immune responses involved in host
defense against microbial challenges. Thus, TREM-1 was
considered mediating the activation of neutrophil and monocytes,
and might have a predominant role in inflammatory responses.
Wilson et al.[16] discovered that SAP had many similarities
to sepsis syndrome and septic shock. The haemodynamic features
of cardiovascular instability, reduced ejection fraction and
decreased systemic vascular resistance were indistinguishable in
each of these conditions. In addition, there are many striking
similarities in the cytokine and inflammatory mediator profiles,
suggesting that the haemodynamic abnormalities may result
from the same pathogenic mechanisms, albeit as a result of different
inflammatory stimuli.
In 2001 through their experiments, Bouchon et al.[2] believed
that inflammatory responses to microbial products were
amplified by a pathway mediated by TREM-1. TREM-1 was an
activating receptor expressed at high levels in neutrophils and
monocytes that infiltrate human tissues infected with bacteria.
Furthermore, it was up-regulated in peritoneal neutrophils of
patients with microbial sepsis and mice with experimental LPSinduced shock. Notably, blockade of TREM-1 protected mice
against LPS-induced shock, as well as microbial sepsis caused
by live Escherichia coli or caecal ligation and puncture. Their
results demonstrate a critical function of TREM-1 in acute
inflammatory responses to bacteria and implicate TREM-1 as a
potential therapeutic target for septic shock. A recent study
shows that TREM-1 amplifies Toll-like receptor-initiated
responses against microbial challenges and potentiates the
secretion of proinflammatory chemokines and cytokines in
response to bacterial and fungal infections. Blockade of TREM1 reduced inflammation and increased survival in animal models
of bacterial infections that caused systemic hyper-inflammatory
syndromes[17]. But nobody knows how TREM-1 expressed in
AP as yet. According to the theory mentioned above, we carried
out a study of the expression of TREM-1 in AP.
We demonstrated that the expression of TREM-1 in leucocytes
of patients with AP was much higher than that in healthy control
subjects and correlated with the degree of AP. Furthermore,
significant differences in the expression of TREM-1 mRNA were
found at the different stages of AP. The expression of TREM-1
decreased gradually with the improvement of severity of the
AP patients. This experiment indicates that the expression of
TREM-1 is relevant to progression of AP. Because of lack of

relevant data about the patients after they were discharged
from the hospital, we only compared the expression of TREM1 between the cured group and healthy control subjects and
found that there was still a significant difference between them.
Therefore, we suggest that the pathological changes of the
pancreas continued even after the patients were cured clinically.
This study may help reveal the etiology of AP and the
mechanism of its progression. It may provide a new standard
for the diagnosis and classification of AP as well as an efficient
method to cure AP by blocking the expression of TREM-1.
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Abstract
AIM: To establish an ELISA kit using monoclonal antibodies
against Clostridium difficile (C. difficile) toxin A.
METHODS: An indirect sandwich ELISA was described using
the purified rabbit monospecific antiserum as capturing
antibody. After the polystyrene microtitre plates with 96
flat-bottomed wells were coated with rabbit antiserum,
the wells were blocked with 100 g/L BSA in PBS-T. C. difficile
toxin A or culture filtrates were added to each well and then
monoclonal antibodies IgG-horseradish peroxidase conjugate
was added as detecting antibody, tetramethylbenzidine was
used as substrate and A450 of the stopped reacting product
was recorded in an automated plate reader.
RESULTS: The tested specimens included culture filtrates
of 2 strains of toxigenic C. difficile, 2 strains of non-toxigenic
C. difficile, 26 strains of E. coli, 2 strains of S. dysenteriae,
1 strain of Bif. infantis, 5 strains of V. cholera, 2 strains of
S. typhi, 7 strains of C. botulinum, 1 strain of toxigenic
C. sordllii, and 1 strain of C. butyricum. A total of 47 strains
of culture filtrates were all negative except for 2 strains of
toxigenic C. difficile. The detective limitation of toxin A was
0.1 ng/mL.
CONCLUSION: An ELISA kit with high specificity and
excellent sensitivity for the rapid detection of C. difficile
toxin A was established. It will be a useful tool for diagnostic
test of C. difficile toxin A.
Fu SW, Zhang YL, Zhou DY. Development of an ELISA kit using
monoclonal antibody to Clostridium difficile toxin A. World J
Gastroenterol 2004; 10(18): 2747-2749
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INTRODUCTION
Clostridium difficile (C. difficile), which has been reported as
the major cause of antibiotic-associated colitis (AAC) and
pseudomembranous colitis (PMC) in humans and experimental
animals, produces at least two toxins, named toxin A and B.
Toxin A, a tissue-damaging enterotoxin, can lead to hemorrhagic
fluid accumulation in rabbit ileal loops and is cytotoxic for
cultured fibroblasts. Toxin B is an extremely potent cytotoxin
for many cultured cells[1,2].
Polyclonal antibodies are used in immunoassays and
detection for C. difficile toxin in many clinical researches. They

are against toxin A and toxin B, and may be against other antigens
at the same time, causing false positive results[3-5]. The problem
may be solved when monoclonal antibodies were used. They
can not only improve the specificity of the method, but also
decrease the false positive results as well. The present report
describes an enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA)
which used monospecific antibody as a capture antibody, and
monoclonal antibody as a detection antibody, for detection of
C. difficile toxin A in clinical specimens.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Bacterial strains and culture filtrates
The 49 strains of bacteria included 2 strains of toxigenic C. difficile,
2 strains of non-toxigenic C. difficile; 26 strains of E. coli,
2 strains of S. dysenteriae; 1 strain of Bif. infantis; 5 strains of
V. cholera; 2 strains of S. typhi; 7 strains of C. botulinum; 1
strain of C. sordellii; and 1 strain of C. butyricum. All strains
were cultured with proper medium separately and the culture
filtrates were used for the assay.
Purification of C. difficile toxin A
Toxigenic C. difficile VPI 10463 was grown anaerobically at 37 °C
for 72 h in brain heart infusion (Difco) by the dialysis bag
methods. Toxin A was purified by precipitation with 500 g/L
(NH4)2SO4 and acid precipitation at pH5.5, then by ion-exchange
chromatography on DEAE-Toyopearl 650 mol/L.
Preparation of monospecific toxin A antiserum
Purified toxin A was inactivated with 4 g/L formaldehyde at 37 °C
for 72 h, mixed with SEPPIC adjuvant(5.41:4.6 v/v, Montanide
ISA206, France), and then injected in to a New Zealand white
male rabbit of 2 kg weight every 2 wk over a period of 4 wk.
Booster injections of 0.2 mg of toxoid A were prepared with
adjuvant and injected subcutaneously at 4 wk intervals over a
period of 32 wk, and antiserum was collected 1 wk after the final
booster dose.
Production of monoclonal antibody
Purified toxin A of C. difficile (100 µg) was inactivated with 4 g/L
formaldehyde at 37 °C for 72 h, and mixed with SEPPIC adjuvant,
BALB/c mice were injected intraperitoneally with 0.5 mL of toxoid
A at 2 wk intervals over a period of 8 wk. Three days before fusion,
one mouse was boosted with the same quantity of toxoid A without
the adjuvant. The splenocytes from immunized mice were fused
with myeloma cells Sp2/0. The hybridoma cells were screened
by indirect ELISA and cloned by limiting dilution method.
Purification of antibodies
Antibodies were purified by precipitation with 400 g/L (NH4)
2SO 4 followed by precipitation with 330 mL/L (NH4)2SO4 for
3 times, centrifuged at 6 000 r/min for 30 min, and then loaded
on Sephacryl-300 chromatography column.
Conjugate of monoclonal antibody to horseradish peroxidase[6]
Sodium periodate solution (0.3 mL, 0.1 mol/L) and 5 mg horseradish
peroxidase dissolved in 1 mL of water, the mixture was stirred
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for 30 min at 4 °C and dialyzed at 4 °C against 0.01 mol/L sodium
acetate buffer (pH4.4) overnight, followed by addition of 0.5 mL
of 0.16 mol/L ethylene glycol, stirred for 1 h at 4 °C. Monoclonal
IgG of 5 mg in 1 mL of 0.05 mol/L sodium carbonate buffer (pH9.6)
was added immediately, stirred and dialyzed at 4 °C with same
buffer overnight before any unconjugated enzyme was removed
by addition of 0.2 mL sodium borohydride solution (5 mg/mL, 4 °C,
3 h), then precipitated by addition of equal volumes of 100%
ammonium sulfate (4 °C, 2.5 h), centrifuged (6 000 r/min, 15 min),
dialyzed against 0.01 mol/L PBS (pH7.4) at 4 °C overnight, and
stored at 4 °C after diluted with 500 mL/L glycerol (1:1).

Indirect sandwich ELISA
Ninety-six-well polystyrene flat-bottomed microtitre plates
were coated with 100 µL of purified rabbit monospecific antitoxin
(8 µg/mL, capture antibody) in 0.05 mol/L carbonate buffer
(pH9.6) and incubated overnight at 4 °C, the plates were washed
once in PBS-T (0.01 mol/L PBS containing 0.5 g/L Tween-20,
pH7.4). After 200 µL of 100 g/L BSA in PBS-T was added to the
wells and incubated at 37 °C for 2 h, washed 5 times in PBS-T
with 3 min incubation at room temperature between each wash,
100 µL of C. difficile toxin A or test samples in PBS-T were
added to each well and incubated for 1 h at 37 °C, washed for 5
times. Then 100 µL of 1:1 000 diluted monoclonal antibodies
IgG-horseradish peroxidase conjugate (detecting antibody) was
added for 1 h at 37 °C, wells were washed 5 times with PBS-T,
and 0.1 mL of TMB(3,3’,5,5’-tetramethylbenzidine) substrate
was added to each well. After 15 min at 37 °C in the dark, the
reaction was stopped by the addition of 1 drop of 2 mol/L
sulfuric acid and A450 was measured. ELISA titers of positivity
were expressed as A450 >/=0.10. Non. toxigenic C. difficile culture
filtrate was used as negative control.
Protein determination
Protein concentration was determined by the method of Coomassie
brilliant blue G-250, and bovine serum albumin was purchased
from Sigma Company of USA.
RESULTS
Properties of the antibodies
Six hybridoma cell lines (2H7, 3E9, 4B5, 5C10, 6G8 and 8A1)
secreting mAbs against C. difficile toxin A were produced. The
Ig subclasses of mAbs 2H7, 3E9 and 6G8 were IgM, mAbs 4B5
and 8A1 were IgG1, mAb 5C10 was IgG2a. All 6 mAbs had no
neutralization activity. Epitope recognized by 5 mAbs (2H7,
4B5, 5C10, 6G8 and 8A1) differed from mAb 3E9. Relative
affinities of mAbs 8A1 and 4B5 were all above 105, and those of
the other 4 mAbs were 104. mAbs 8A1 were conjugated to
horseradish peroxidase for ELISA, A403/A280 was 0.40 and the
optimal dilution was 1:1000. The monospecific antiserum could
neutralize all activities of C. difficile toxin A. The ELISA titer
was 106/mL.
2.5

A450
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Figure 1 Detection of C. difficile toxin A with ELISA.

Sensitivity of ELISA
Purified C. difficile toxin A was detected with ELISA and a
high sensitivity of 0.1 ng/mL was found.
Specificity of ELISA
The tested specimens were from culture filtrates of 49 strains.
Forty-seven strains were all negative except that 2 strains were
positive. Table 1 illustrates the ELISA results with a high specificity.
Table 1 Detection of C. difficile toxin A in culture filtrates by
ELISA
Culture supernatant
Strain

Number
Positive (n)

C. difficile toxigenic
C. difficile non-toxigenic
E. coli
S. dysenteriae
Bif. infantis
V. cholera
S. typhi
C. botulinum
C. sordellii
C. butyricum

2
2
26
2
1
5
2
7
1
1

2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Negative (n)
0
2
26
2
1
5
2
7
1
1

Stability of the ELISA kit
Ninety-six-well polystyrene flat-bottomed microtitre plates were
coated with 100 µL of purified rabbit monospecific antitoxin
(8 µg/mL) in carbonate buffer (pH9.6) and incubated overnight
at 4 °C, the plates were washed once in PBS containing 0.5 g/L
Tween-20, pH 7.4 (PBS-T). After 200 µL of 100 g/L BSA in PBS-T
was added to the wells and incubated at 37 °C for 3 h, and then
vacuumed and kept in plastic bag at 37 °C for 6 d, the titer was
detected, indicating that the kit can be kept at 4 °C for at least 1 year.
DISCUSSION
A number of rapid (enzyme immunoassay and latex agglutination)
and conventional (direct plating and tissue culture) tests have
been developed as aids in the diagnosis of C. difficile infection:
(1) Tissue culture cytotoxicity assay is the best available laboratory
test for determination of the role of C. difficile in the pathology
of a given patient diarrhea, it has an excellent sensitivity and
specificity, but its utility is limited because of its inherent technical
complexity, time requirement, specimen-handling requirements,
and high costs; (2) Latex agglutination test was found to be
nearly as sensitive as the cytotoxicity assay and it did not detect
toxin A but a C.difficile cell-associated protein; (3) Organism
culture: first, the asymptomatic carriage rate of this organism
may be as high as 20% in patients receiving antibiotics making
interpretation of positive culture data difficult. Second, organisms
that do not produce toxin are thought to be avirulent. Isolates
must be proved to produce toxin to be considered pathogenic;
(4) ELISA. ELISA has the potential of greatly simplifying and
improving the efficiency of the laboratory diagnosis of C. difficile
associated diseases. It has the high sensitivity and excellent
specificity comparable with tissue culture cytotoxicity assay.
Using the commercial enzyme immunoassays for the detection
of toxin A or toxin B, the results could be available in 2-4 h.
ELISA was a perfect method to detect toxin A in feces[7,8].
The advantage of ELISA for detection is that: first, as a
clinical expression of C. difficile infection, toxin A was more
stable than toxin B. Second, toxin A was easy to be purified and
its antibodies were easy to produce. Third, the monoclonal
antibodies can be prepared in unlimited quantities and are more
reproducible reagents than other antibodies. After comparing
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the antibody preparations by indirect ELISA, Lyerly et al.
reported that ELISA with monoclonal antibodies could detect
4 ng of toxin A, but the polyclonal antibodies purified by affinity
chromatography and monospecific antiserum could detect 1 ng
of toxin A[8]. Laughon et al. reported that they could detect 0.1 ng
(1.0 ng/mL) of toxin A with a monospecific antiserum[9]. In this
study we present ELISA kits which used the purified rabbit
monospecific antitoxin as capturing antibody and monoclonal
antibodies IgG-horseradish peroxidase conjugate as detecting
antibody, the detective limitation of toxin A was 0.1 ng/mL.
Antibiotic-associated diarrhea and PMC are the major
problems in a variety of health care settings. Requests for the
laboratory diagnosis of C. difficile-associated diseases are
frequently made, but there have been no diagnostic reagents
in China until now. Thus, rapid diagnosis of C. difficile in
patients with PMC and antibiotic-associated diarrhea is very
important and guides both the treatment and control of
nosocomial spread of infection. The ELISA kits with a high
specificity, sensitivity and stability for the rapid detection of
C. difficile toxin A are presented here. The usefulness of the
ELISA kits awaits further studies in clinic.
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Abstract
AIM: To investigate the relationship of urokinase type plasminogen
activator receptor (uPAR) and vascular endothelial growth factor
(VEGF) expression with clinical and pathological characteristics
of human gallbladder cancer.
METHODS: uPAR and VEGF expressions in 68 gallbladder cancer
tissues were detected with anti-receptor immunohistochemical
stain.
RESULTS: Expression rate of uPAR was 57.4% (39/68), and
VEGF 51.5% (35/68) in gallbladder cancer tissues. Expression
of both uPAR and VEGF was significantly related to metastasis,
but not significantly correlated with differentiation stage and
size of gallbladder cancer.
CONCLUSION: Expression of uPAR and VEGF may be an
invasive phenotype of gallbladder cancer and indicator for
predicting prognoses, and uPAR expression is significantly
correlated with the expression of VEGF.
Yue SQ, Yang YL, Zhou JS, Li KZ, Dou KF. Relationship between
urokinase-type plasminogen activator receptor and vascular
endothelial growth factor expression and metastasis of gallbladder
cancer. World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(18): 2750-2752
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INTRODUCTION
The main lethal cause of patients with malignant tumor is the
invasion and metastasis of tumor cells. Tumor blood vessels
can not only get rich nutrient from hosts, but also spread many
malignant cells to hosts. And all these result in unceasing tumor
growth and metastasis[1-4]. Urokinase-type plasminogen activator
(uPA) is a kind of serine protease, which can activate plasminogen
to fibrinolysin, the latter can degrade most kinds of extracellular
matrix, which then form extracellular local lysis region, thus
constructing the path for metastasis. The role of uPA in vivo is
dependent on the expression of corresponding receptor (uPAR)
in cell membrane. The conjugation of uPA and uPAR can
reinforce tumor cells’ infiltration ability[5,6]. Formation of tumor
blood vessels is a very complicated process. Vascular endothelial
growth factor (VEGF) has an important role in the formation of
tumor blood vessels, as well as in growth and metastasis of tumor,
because it can adjust angiogenesis and is specific[7-9]. Prognosis

of operation of gallbladder cancer is poor, and its relapse rate is
very high. So investigation of metastasis and recurrence of
gallbladder cancer has great clinical significance. We made use
of immunohistochemistry to detect the expression of uPAR and
VEGF in gallbladder cancer, and investigated the relationship
between the expression of uPAR and VEGF and pathologic
characteristics, invasion and metastasis of gallbladder cancer.
Image analyses were also used to quantitatively analyze the
relationship between them.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
Sixty-eight specimens of gallbladder cancer resected or biopsied
from 1990 to 2001 were pathologically diagnosed. Retrospective
analyses were performed on these routine paraffin embedded
sections of 4 µm thick. According to WHO classification
standard of gallbladder cancer differentiation, 21 cases were in
grade I, 27 cases grade II, 20 cases grade III. Twenty-six cases
had a diameter of tumor </=2 cm, 23 cases 2-4 cm, 19 cases >/=4
cm. Metastasis was found in 31 cases by clinic examination
and in surgical operation. Murine anti-uPA, -VEGF and -SABC
monoclonal antibodies were purchased from Wuhan Bosted
Co, and uPA from Guangdong Tipus Co.
Methods
Anti-ligand antibodies were used to determine uPAR[10-13]: routine
de-waxing, trypsin digestion, non-specific antigen blocking. A
1 mg/L of urokinase was used to saturate receptors; anti-uPA
monoclonal antibody was added; the rest procedures were
according to routine SABC. The procedures of VEGF mAb
staining was according to instruction of SABC test kit. There
were blank, substitute and normal controls. Positive cells were
defined as cytoplasm and/or cell membrane stained clearly buffy
or brown. Samples were analyzed by image analyzer. Firstly,
strong positive expression regions were selected under low
power visual field, then, 10 high power visual fields (400 times)
were randomly selected, their grey scales were detected, the average
value was used as average expression intensity of the sample.
Statistics
Analyses were performed by χ2-test, t-test and correlationtest. P<0.05 was considered significant.
RESULTS
Results of immunohistochemistry
Positivity rates of uPAR and VEGF expressions in tissue of
gallbladder cancer were 57.4% (39/68) and 51.5% (35/68),
respectively. uPAR and VEGF were negatively stained in
corresponding noncancerous tissues, including relatively
normal liver tissue and normal mucosa tissue of gallbladder.
Expression of uPAR and VEGF and clinical pathological stages
Analysis of the relationship between expression rate and
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intensity of uPAR and VEGF and clinical features revealed that
expression of uPAR and VEGF was closely correlated to
metastasis of gallbladder cancer, but not significantly correlated
to the differentiation stage and size of gallbladder cancer
(Tables 1, 2).
Table 1 Relationship between uPAR expression and clinical
pathological stages of gallbladder cancer
Tumor
Diameter of tumor
</=2 cm
2-4 cm
>/=4 cm
Pathological stage
I
II
III
Metastasis
Positive
Negative
b

Patients (n)

uPAR-positive
patients (n)

Positive
rate (%)

26
23
19

15
11
13

57.7
47.8
68.4

21
27
20

12
16
11

57.1
59.3
55.0

31
37

27 b
12

87.1b
32.4

P<0.01 vs others.

Table 2 Relationship between VEGF expression and clinical
pathological stage of gallbladder cancer
Tumor

Patients (n)

uPAR-positive
patients (n)

Diameter of tumor
</=2 cm
2-4 cm
>/=4 cm
Pathological stage
I
II
III
Metastasis
Positive

31

24

Negative

37

11

b

Positive
rate (%)

26
23
19

14
12
9

53.8
52.2
47.4

21
27
20

12
15
8

57.1
55.6
40.0

b

b

77.4
29.7

P<0.01 vs others.

Image analysis of expression of uPAR and VEGF
Grey scales for positively expressed uPAR and VEGF were 238.4±6.2
and 231.2±4.1, respectively, that for negative expression were
32.1±4.3 and 36.2±3.7, respectively. Correlation analysis showed
that the expression intensity of uPAR was significantly positively
correlated to that of VEGF (γ = 0.671).
DISCUSSION
Human uPAR is composed of 313 amino acid residues. The
binding site for uPAR and its ligand-uPA is domain I which is
close to N-terminal. Amino acid residues involved in the
interaction with ligand are mediated by hydrophobic interaction[14-17].
uPAR and its ligand-uPA’s binding is highly specific. Moreover,
this kind of highly effective binding (Kd = 0.1-1.0 nmol/L)
makes uPA strongly gather on cell surface, thus activating
plasminogen to fibrinolysin locally, leading to extracellular matrix
hydrolyzing[18-21]. On the other hand, uPAR also has high avidity
to pro-uPA. After pro-uPA binding to its membrane receptor,
pro-uPA is easily activated into uPA by fibrinolysin around,
then pre-fibrinolysin is activated into fibrinolysin by uPA,
forming positive feedback enlargement effect. In addition,
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fibrinolysin on cell membrane is not easily hydrolyzed to inactive
form by its inhibitor-α2 anti- fibrinolysin[22-25]. Furthermore,
uPAR also activates pre-fibrinolysin by taking part in complex
formation of pro-uPA and pre-fibrinolysin on cell surface.
Therefore, expression of uPAR in tumor cells has an important
localizing role in process of local extracellular matrix hydrolysis,
and closely correlates to metastasis[26-30].
VEGF is a kind of specific vascular endothelial cell stimulating
factor. It high-effectively and specifically acts on vascular
endothelial cells, and intensively promotes splitting and chemotaxis
by: (1) increasing microvessel permeability, leading to plasm
fibrous protein exosmose, thus providing a fiber network for
cell migration during the process of vascularization[31-34]; (1)
directly stimulating endothelial cell proliferation by acting on
two special receptors flt and flk (kdk) of endothelial cell, and
producing plasminogen activator (tissue-type and urokinasetype) and collagenase[35-37]. It not only promotes endothelial
cell movement, which is in favor of vascularization, but also
benefits cancer cells shedding and entrance to blood vessel or
infiltrating to neighboring fibrous protein and connective tissue
matrix. This specificity provides conditions for tumor invasion
and metastasis.
Our results display that expression of uPAR and VEGF is
closely correlated to invasion and metastasis of gallbladder
cancer, but not significantly correlated to the differentiation
stage and size of gallbladder cancer. uPAR and VEGF can be
regarded as an invasive phenotype of gallbladder cancer and
used for predicting the prognoses, and as evaluation marker
for therapeutic efficacy as well. The results also revealed the
correlation between the incidence of gallbladder cancer and
expression of uPAR and VEGF. On the one hand, extracellular
matrix hydrolysis by uPAR provides advantages over vascularization;
on the other hand, plasminogen activator induced by VEGF
stimulates endothelial cell growth and increases microvascular
permeability by interacting with uPAR, herein, extracellular
matrix hydrolysis is reinforced by uPAR[38-40]. The regulatory
mechanism between uPAR and VEGF, and effective gene
therapy methods need further investigation.
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Abstract
AIM: To work out an individualized lipiodol dose in transcatheter
arterial chemoembolization (TACE) for large hepatocellular
carcinoma (HCC) according to its blood supply evaluated by CT.
METHODS: One hundred patients with large HCC (more
than 8 cm in diameter) were studied by multidetector helical
CT. Patterns of blood supply of HCC were divided into
sufficient blood supply, poor blood supply, mixed blood
supply and arteriovenous (A–V) shunt. The dose of ultrafluid lipiodol was determined by diameter and blood supply
type of HCC. Patients were divided into two groups (50 cases
each): lipiodol perfusion group and iodized oil perfusion
group according to tumor diameter and the blood supply
type of tumor.
RESULTS: The confirmation and effective rates were 82%,
84% in the first group and 36%, 46% in the second group
(P<0.01).
CONCLUSION: A relatively individualized lipiodol dose may
be determined according to the blood supply pattern and
the tumor diameter by CT imaging.
Cheng HY, Shou Y, Wang X, Xu AM, Chen D, Jia YC. Adjustment
of lipiodol dose according to tumor blood supply during
transcatheter arterial chemoembolization for large hepatocellular
carcinoma by multidetector helical CT. World J Gastroenterol
2004; 10(18): 2753-2755
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INTRODUCTION
A critical issue in treating large hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC)
is determining the optimum lipiodol and antitumor drug dose
before transcatheter arterial chemoembolization (TACE). Overdose will damage hepatic function and inadequate dose will
lead to poor treatment effect. Tumor blood supply is the crucial
factor for determining lipiodol dose. Lipiodol dose was worked
out according to the HCC blood supply check by CT scan,
then the actual perfusion dose and curative effect were compared
in order to assess the therapeutic efficacy.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients
One hundred patients (91 male and 9 female, age range 20-72 years,

mean age 48 years) with large HCC (diameter larger than 8 cm)
were prepared for TACE. All HCC cases were confirmed by
clinic, laboratory and image examinations.

Methods
CT scan CT scan patterns were as follows: multi-slice helical
CT (Lightspeed QX/I, GE Corporation); 5 mm-thick-section;
Pith 3:1; non-enhanced scanning performed along with arterial
phase, portal-venous phase and delayed-phase at 20-25 s, 4550 s and 2-3 min, respectively; at 120 kV; 270-300 mA; high
pressure injector as well as nonionic-contrast media injected at
a rate of 3 mL/s (standard 1.2-1.5 mL/kg). The images were
obtained by picture archiving and communication system
(PACS) and relevant diagnostic reports writing workstation
(DELL 21 in monitor, resolving power 1 920 × 1 920). Radiologists
analyzed the CT images by using analysis software on Radworks
5.1 to determine the tumor contrast features and confirm the
blood supply patterns and further work out the lipiodol dose.
DSA examination DSA (Advantx TC. GE Corporation) was
selected and the hepatic artery, coeliac artery and mesenteric
artery were detected; the contrast media was injected to reveal
the tumor blood supply; the correlation between CT and DSA
images was analyzed. Catheter was put into nourishing artery
with super-selection skill and anti-carcinoma drug and iodine
oil were perfused.
Perfusion dose All cases were randomly divided into two
groups. In testing group, dose was determined based on
maximum tumor diameter along with the pattern of blood
supply. When the sufficient blood supply was concerned,
lipiodol dose would be 2-3 times tumor’s diameter (If tumor
diameter of sufficient blood supply was about 10 cm, the
lipiodol dose would be about 20-30 mL). As for the poor blood
supply, the dose would be equal to its diameter; lipiodol was
perfused till tumor volume was filled completely. To mixed
blood supply, the dose was adjusted according to its sufficient
blood supply area. When A-V shunt existed, lipiodol amount
was determined according to actual condition during TACE.
In control group dose was determined based on tumor size
(If tumor was about 10 cm, lipiodol dose would be 10 mL
accordingly).
Reference standard of lipiodol congregation In CT film, we
took the area which lipiodol actually occupied within tumor as
a criterion after first TACE: over 75% area as complete filling,
area between 50-74% as relatively complete filling, below 49%
area as partial filling. Through CT scanning, complete filling
and relatively complete filling accorded with pre-operation
criterion and partial filling did not.
Evaluation criterion for curative effect With short term followup of 6 mo, according to evaluation criterion established by
WHO, curative effect could be divided into: complete response
(CR), partial response (PR), no change (NC), and progressive
deterioration (PD). The three former items were regarded as
effective and PD ineffective.
Statistics Confirmation rate and effective rate were assessed
by χ2 test.
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RESULTS
Four types of blood supply patterns of large HCC
Type I, abundant blood supply, which could be further divided
into Ia and Ib subtype. Ia subtype: Tumor displayed obviously
homogeneous or non-homogeneous hyper-dense contrast in
arterial phase after enhancement in which broadened nourishing
vessels were like radiated, piebald, petal or tuberous shape,
and were still in enhancement at portal-venous phase and tailed
off at delayed-phase. In DSA, tumor’s nourishing arteries
broadened and small vessel was hyperplasia in radiated and
clasp shape. Ib subtype: Compared with surroundings of hepatic
parenchyma in CT, tumor presented slight enhancement and
were still in relative hypodense in arterial and portal-venous
phases where slightly broadened or nodular arteries at arterial
phase could be seen. And palisade shape enhancement could
be found at portal-venous phase. Many small vessels showed
in DSA film.
Type II, poor blood supply, tumor showed no or mild
enhancement during arterial phase, portal-venous phase or
delayed phase. In DSA, the nourishing arteries presented no
or slight widening and small vessels were in absence; during
parenchyma phase, the tumor showed slightly staining.
Type III, mixed blood supply, tumor consisted of sufficient
blood supply areas and poor blood supply areas, some areas
took on apparent contrast while others did slightly. In DSA,
sufficient blood supply areas and poor supply areas co-existed
in a tumor.
Type IV, A-V shunt portal vein showed at arterial phase in
advance while tumor rarely contrasted at arterial or portal
venous phase. In DSA, the normal hepatic artery evidently
enlarged rather than tumor arteries. A great amount of contrast
media could flow into fistula existed in tumor through portal
vein or hepatic vein so that involved veins visualized.
From Tables 1, 2, types I-III in CT scan accorded to that in
DSA, and the type of A-V shunt in CT scan is very different
from that in DSA. The confirmation rate of lipiodol perfusion
was 82% in testing group and 36% in control group. In terms of
the effective rate, the difference was significant between testing
group (84%) and control group (46%).
Table 1 Blood supply of 100 cases large HCC classified in CT
and DSA
Sufficient
Poor
Mixed
Item Case blood supply blood supply blood supply A-V shunt

CT
DSA

Case

%

Case

75
72

75
72

14
12

100
100

%
14
12

Case
7
6

%

Case %

7
6

4
10

4
10

Table 2 Curative effects in two groups
Group
Testing group
Control group

Case

PR

NC

PD

50
50

24
7

18
16

8
27

Effective rate (%)
84.0
46.0

CP: Complete response; PR: Partial response; NC: No change;
PD: Progressive deterioration.

DISCUSSION
Lipiodol dose is determined by tumor blood supply, patients’
general conditions, tolerance to operation, catheter position,
etc., of which tumor blood supply plays a crucial role. CT and
DSA can display the tumor blood supply well. With sufficient
blood supply, tumors in CT scan show apparent enhancement
and in DSA display a large amount of inordinately dilated
vessels, even “blood lake”. With poor blood supply, tumors

reveal little enhancement as well as a small number of vessels.
The display rate and staining extent of the vessels were
different when the catheter ends reached coeliac trunk, common
hepatic artery or proper hepatic artery. Tumor staining extent
was significantly higher in latter two because most of blood
stream could flow back to splenic artery when catheter was in
coeliac trunk. In addition, display rate and staining extent of
small vessels were in direct proportion to contrast media amount
and injection rate. Two cases revealing no classical trabecula
and roundish contrast features in CT were misdiagnosed as
poor blood supply type, but the nourishing arteries were presented
in arterial phase and a large amount of small vessels appeared
in portal venous phase and in DSA lipiodol filled in the tumor
completely.
It is of great significance to work out a set of individualized
therapy before TACE. Previously, lipiodol dose was determined
by tumor’s size[1]. In another word, lipiodol dose should correspond
to tumor size and if lipiodol dose is equal to tumor diameter or
1.5 times the diameter, it will produce good curative effect, and
if dose is beyond twice the diameter, it will have fewer effects
and even damage the hepatic function, leading to cirrhosis.
Matsuo[2] believed that in conventional TACE, lipiodol should
be over 5 mL if tumor diameter is less than 5 cm, and the maximum
dose will be 10 mL when the tumor develops to more than 5 cm
in diameter. With the improvement of the catheter quality and
the development of the superselective skills, the catheter can
be superselected directly into tumor supply arteries with ease,
and lipiodol dose can rise up to 20 mL to fill the tumor less than
10 cm in diameter and 30 mL or more to the tumor more than 10 cm.
But in poor blood supply cases, the lipiodol dose should not
be over its necessity because lipiodol can flow back and disperse
into the normal liver parenchyma. As for mixed blood supply,
the dose will rely on the sufficient blood supply area in tumor.
Tumor has its shape and volume, supposing to make the lipiodol
fill in the tumor as much as possible, it is not enough to inject
lipiodol dose into tumor just as its maximum diameter, especially
in sufficient blood supply tumor. The tumor will survive if
lipiodol dose is not sufficient. Theoretically, tumor cell can be
killed only when lipiodol has obstructed all supply vessels and
drug flows completely into the tumor. Over dose of drug and
lipiodol will make hepatic function get worse in the case of the
liver cirrhosis. For these reasons above, to make the drug and
lipiodol fill as completely in the tumor as possible, lipiodol
dose ought to be based not only on tumor diameter but also on
individual blood supply.
CT film can reflect tumor’s position, shape, size, quantity as
well as blood supply, thus providing guidance for therapy.
Patterns of tumor blood supply can be divided into 3 types at
arterial phase in CT scan: sufficient blood supply, poor blood
supply and mixed blood supply. The survival rate of sufficient blood
supply is obviously higher than that of poor blood supply[3,4].
Vogl[5] held that lipiodol filling over 75% area of tumor was complete
filling and 50-70% area was comparatively complete filling, and
the survival rate was encouraging in these two circumstances.
Chung suggested that over-dose lipiodol injection could
lead to pulmonary artery embolism when obvious artery-vein
shunt exists, especially in hepatic arterial-venous fistula of large
HCC. CT can illustrate obvious A-V shunt and provide guidance
for therapy. In such cases, lipiodol dose should be decreased
and fistula embolized by gelfoam, then correct dose of lipiodol
injected to perfuse tumors.
In the first time of therapy, lipiodol dose should be relatively
excessive to completely fill in the tumor, because tumor cells
can produce the drug resistance with the increase of TACE
operation, the artery will be impaired more or less by lipiodol
even produce stenosis or obstruction, and finally, the sufficient
blood supply of tumor may turn into poor blood supply,
meanwhile, the normal hepatic parenchyma may gradually
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become cirrhosis, or deteriorated from intrinsic cirrhosis, which
would bring side effects and even interrupt the treatment.
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Abstract
AIM: To establish the purification method for Clostridium
difficile (C. difficile) toxin A.
METHODS: C. difficile VPI 10463 filtrate was cultured
anaerobically by the dialysis bag methods. And then the
toxin A was purified by precipitation with 500 g/L (NH4)2SO4
and acid precipitation at pH 5.5, followed by ion-exchange
chromatography on DEAE-Toyopearl.
RESULTS: Purified toxin A exhibited only one band on native
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (native-PAGE) and
Ouchterlony double immunodiffusion. The molecular weight
of toxin A was estimated to be 550 000. The purified toxin
A had a protein concentration of 0.881 mg/mL. The minimum
lethal dose was 1×106 MLD/mL (i.p.mice). The cytotoxic
titer was 107 CU/mg. The haemagglutinate activity was at
a concentration of 1.72 µg/mL. The ratio of fluid volume (mL)
accumulated to the length (cm) of the loop was 2.46.
CONCLUSION: The modified method for purification of
toxin A of C. difficile was simple and convenient. It may be
even more suitable for purification of toxin A on large scales.
Fu SW, Xue J, Zhang YL, Zhou DY. Simplified purification
method for Clostridium difficile toxin A. World J Gastroenterol
2004; 10(18): 2756-2758
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INTRODUCTION
Clostridium difficile (C. difficile) is one major causative agent
of pseudomembranous colitis (PMC) and a large number of
antibiotic-associated diarrhea in humans and animals. It has
been reported that this organism produces at least two toxins,
designated A (enterotoxin) and B (cytotoxin). Toxin A, a tissuedamaging enterotoxin, causes hemorrhagic fluid accumulation
in rabbit ileal loops and is cytotoxic to cultured fibroblasts.
Toxin B is an extremely potent cytotoxin for many cultured cells[1].
The importance of toxin A in the pathogenesis of C. difficile
enteritis has been documented and several investigators have
established the purification method of enterotoxin[2]. In this
report, we presented a simple method for purification of toxin
A. The highly purified toxin A was obtained and analyzed for
its biological and immunological properties.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Bacterial strains and culture filtrates
C. difficile VPI 10463 was grown anaerobically at 37

for 72 h

in Brain Heart Infusion (Difco) by the dialysis bag methods.

Purification of toxin A
C. difficile VPI 10463 culture filtrates were centrifuged at
8 000 r/min for 20 min and filtrated through a 0.45 µm membrane
filter. The culture supernatant of 200 mL was precipitated by
500 g/L saturated (NH4)2SO4 overnight at 4 °C, centrifuged at
8 000 r/min for 15 min. The precipitation was dissolved in
50 mmol/L Tris-HCl buffer (pH7.5) and dialyzed in 10 mmol/L
acetic buffer(pH5.5) at 4 °C for 24 h, centrifuged twice, The
precipitate was dissolved in 50 mmol/L Tris-HCl (pH7.5) and
dialysed against the same buffer, concentrated by PEG 10000
at 4 °C. The sample was then loaded onto anion-exchange
DEAE-Toyopearl 650 mol/L chromatography column, the
sample was equilibrated by 300 mL of 50 mmol/L Tris-HCl
buffer (pH7.5, containing 50 mmol/L NaCl), and then eluted
first with 200 mL of a linear NaCl gradient (50-250 mmol/L
NaCl), followed by 200 mL of 50 mmol/L Tris-HCl buffer (pH7.5)
containing 300 mmol/L NaCl. A second elusion using 200 mL
of a linear gradient (300-600 mmol/L NaCl) in the same buffer was
performed. The toxins that eluted in the first NaCl gradient were
designated toxins A. The toxin was pooled and concentrated,
and analyzed for its biological and immunological properties.
Tissue culture assay
Cytotoxic activity was determined by using African green
monkey kidney (Vero) cells as previously described by Kamiya
et al.[3]. For the analysis, tenfold dilutions of test samples
were prepared and assayed for activity. The cytotoxic titer,
which was expressed as the reciprocal of the highest dilution
that caused 100% rounding of the cells by 24 h, was determined
by serially diluted 100 µL samples transferring to microtiter
wells containing Vero cells (10 5/mL) in 100 µL of MEM
medium. The specific activity, which was determined from
the cytotoxic titer, was defined as the number of cytotoxic
units per microgram.
Haemagglutinate activity
In reference to the methods described by Meng et al.[3], rabbit
blood cells were washed 3 times with PBS (0.15 mol/L, pH7.2)
and then diluted to 25 mL/L suspension. 2×serial dilution of
specimens (50 µL) was performed with PBS buffer in microplate
wells and 50 µL of blood cells were added to each well. The HA
titer was expressed as the highest dilution that agglutinated
rabbit blood cells at 4 °C for 3 h.
Rabbit ileal loop assay
Enterotoxic activity was determined by the rabbit ileal loop
assay as previously described [3]. Results were obtained
approximately 18 h after injection of 1 mL of test samples and
expressed as the ratio of the accumulated fluid (volume) to the
length (centimeters) of the loop. Heat-inactivated toxin
preparations were used as negative controls.
Determination of lethal activity
The minimum lethal dose was determined by intraperitoneally
injecting mice (14-16 g) with 0.5 mL aliquots of tenfold serial
dilutions of test samples and observing the mice over 72 h for
toxicity. Two mice were used for each dose of toxin.
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Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE)
Native polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis was performed in
75 g/L and 40-300 g/L gel. Samples were electrophoresed at 120 V
for 15 h after initial electrophoreses at 70 V for 30 min. After
electrophoresis, gels were stained with Coomassie brilliant blue
R-250 and destained. Molecular weights were estimated by
comparison with high molecular weight standards (Pharmacia).
Immunological methods
Ouchterlony double immunodiffusion was done in 10 g/L
agarose. Crossed immunoelectrophoresis (CIP) was performed
as previously described[3]. Goat antiserum against toxin A used
in the analyses was prepared in our laboratory.

1

0.4

I

0.3
A280

II
0.2
0.1
0

III
1 6 11 16 21 26 31 36 41 46 51 56 61 66 71
Fraction number

Figure 1 Purification of Clostridium difficile toxin A by DEAEToyopearl 650 mol/L chromatography. Fractions 1-34 were
eluted with 50 mmol/L Tris-HCl buffer (pH7.5) containing a
linear NaCl gradient (50 mmol/L-250 mmol/L), then fractions
35-50 were eluted with 300 mmol/L NaCl and fractions 51-75
were eluted with linear gradient (300 mmol/L-600 mmol/L
NaCl) in the same buffer.

Mr (x1 000)
660
440
232
140
67

Figure 2 Analysis of toxin A preparations by native-PAGE
(4-30%). Line 1: Purified C. difficile toxin A; Line 2: High molecular mass markers, thyroglobulin (Mr 669 000), ferritin
(Mr 440 000), catalase (Mr 232 000), lactate dehydrogenase
(Mr 140 000), bovine serum albumin (Mr 67 000).

Protein assay
Protein concentration was determined by the method of
Coomassie brilliant blue G-250. Bovine serum albumin was
purchased from Sigma Company of USA.
RESULTS
High purified toxin A was obtained by precipitation with 500 g/L
(NH4)2SO4 and acid precipitation at pH5.5, followed by DEAEToyopearl 650 mol/L column chromatography. The elution
profile of toxin A by DEAE-Toyopearl 650 mol/L column
chromatography is shown in Figure 1. The purified toxin A
exhibited only one band on 40-300 g/L native polyacrylamide
gel electrophoresis, the molecular mass of toxin A was estimated
to be 550 000 (Figure 2). The toxin preparation also gave a
single component when analyzed by Ouchterlony double
immunodiffusion (Figure 3) and cross immunoelectrophoresis.
The purified toxin A had a protein concentration of 0.881 mg/mL,
the cytotoxic titer was 107 CU units per mg. The HA activity was
at a concentration of 1.72 µg/mL, the ratio of fluid accumulated
volume (mL) to the length (cm) of the loop was 2.46. The minimum
lethal dose was 1×106 MLD/mL (Table 1). All biological
properties of purified toxin A were neutralized by the antiserum
of C. difficile toxin A.

2

1

2

3

Figure 3 Analysis of toxin A by Ouchterlony double
immunodiffusion. Well 3 contained 20 µL of antiserum against
strain 10463 culture filtrate, well 1 and well 2 contained 20 µL
of purified toxin A by acid precipitation and DEAE-Toyopeal
650 mol/L chromatography respectively.

DISCUSSION
Affinity chromatography used to purify toxin A in the present
study was first described by Krivan et al. The methods using
bovine thyroglobulin for purification of C. difficile toxin A which
depends on the temperature was dependent on binding between
toxin A and thyroglobulin. A change of the temperature form 4
to 37 toxin A was releases from the glycoprotein molecule[2].
In addition to toxin A, there were trace amounts of toxin B and
a few other proteins at low level. As thyroglobulin is an
expensive biological reagent, this method might not be suitable
for purification of toxin A in some laboratories.
Sullivan et al. (1982) described a procedure for preparing
milligram amounts of homogeneous toxin A from culture filtrate[4].
The method consisted of ultrafiltration through an Amicon
XM100 membrane filter, anion-exchange chromatography on
DEAE-Sepharose CL-6B, and precipitation at pH5.5. We purified
toxin A from culture filtrate with the method and found that
except for a major protein band, there was a faint band as well on
native PAGE. High purified toxin A was obtained by precipitation
with 500 g/L (NH4)2SO4 and acid precipitation at pH5.5, followed
by DEAE-Toyopearl 650 mol/L column chromatography.
In the studies on the toxins of C. difficile, researchers have
reported the cytotoxicity of C. difficile toxin A for human colonic
and pancreatic carcinoma cell lines[5]. Although there are a lot

Table 1 Purification of C. difficile toxin A
Purification step
Crude culture supernatant
50% (NH4)2SO4 precipitation
Acid precipitation
DEAE-Toyopeal 650 mol/L

ND: not detected.

Vol (mL)

Protein(mg/mL)

200
10
10
6

1.86
ND
6.15
0.881

Lethal dose(Mice, MLD/mL)
6×104
ND
2×106
1×106

Cytotoxicity (CU/mg)
10 10
ND
10 10
107
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of problems to be solved before the toxin being used in clinic,
the modified method for purification of toxin A of C. difficile
was simple and convenient, it may be even more suitable for
purification of toxin A on large scale.
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Abstract
AIM: To investigate the expression of Survivin in pancreatic
cancer and its correlation to the expression of Bcl-2.
METHODS: Survivin and Bcl-2 expressions were examined
by immunohistochemistry in 42 tissue samples from
pancreatic cancer and 10 from normal pancrease.
RESULTS: No survivin expression was detected in the tissue
samples from normal pancrease, while it was detected in
34 of 42 tissue samples from pancreatic cancer (81.95%).
There was a correlation between survivin expression and
differentiation and stages of pancreatic cancer. Survivin
positive cases were strongly correlated to Bcl-2 expression
(28/30 vs 6/12, P<0.05).
CONCLUSION: Overexpression of survivin plays an
important role in the development and progression of
pancreatic cancer, and correlates to the expression of Bcl-2.
Survivin expression can be used as a prognostic factor.
Qiao JG, Zhang YQ, Yin YC, Tan Z. Expression of Survivin in
pancreatic cancer and its correlation to expression of Bcl-2.
World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(18): 2759-2761
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INTRODUCTION
The inhibitor of apoptosis protein (IAP) is a member of the
widely-expressed gene family of apoptosis inhibitors. It can
inhibit apoptosis induced by a variety of stimuli and plays a
critical role in the physiologic activities of cells. Survivin is a
recently-characterized gene, a member of the IAP family, and
has a close relation between anti-apoptosis and tumors.
Overexpression of survivin has been reported to play an important
role in the development and progression of pancreatic cancer[1-5].
In this study, we investigated the relationship between the
expression of survivin in patients with pancreatic cancer and
the expression of Bcl-2 in order to provide a theoretical basis for
the prevention, diagnosis, and treatment of pancreatic cancer.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
Ten samples from normal pancreatic tissue and 42 samples from

pancreatic cancer were collected. Normal pancreatic tissues
were obtained from autopsy specimens in Department of
Anatomy, Medical College, Wuhan University, and their mean
age was 49.3 years (range, 33-78). Pancreatic cancer samples
were obtained from surgically-resected specimens in Zhongnan
Hospital, Wuhan University. All these cancers were diagnosed
pathologically.

Reagents
Primary antibody for survivin was purchased from Novus Co.,
Ltd (USA) and Bcl-2 was purchased from Boster Biological
Technology Ltd (Wuhan). SP kit was purchased from
Zhongshan Biotechnology Co., Ltd (Beijing).
Methods
Fixed in routinely-processed formalin and then embedded in
paraffin, 4-µm thick sections were prepared from the cut
surface of blocks at the maximum cross-section. For
morphological analysis, the sections were routinely stained
with hematoxylin and eosin. Immunohistochemical staining
for survivin and Bcl-2 antigen was made by the standard
streptavidin/peroxidase (SP) technique. The positive section
was used as a positive control. As a negative control, PBS
was used instead of the primary antibody for survivin and
Bcl-2.
Scoring criteria
Cytoplasm staining with light yellow or brown was defined as
a marker of positive cells. All sections were analyzed by an
image analysis system. The mean percentage of positive cells
for the expression of survivin and Bcl-2 was determined in at
least 10 areas at 400-fold magnification, and the cases with less
than 5% positively-stained cells were defined as being negative.
The cases with 5% to 10% positively-stained cells were defined
as having a positivity rate of “+”, 11% to 60% as “++”, and
more than 60% as “+++”.
Statistical analysis
All statistical analyses were performed with SPSS 11.0 software.
Difference and correlation were analyzed by χ2 test. P<0.05
was considered statistically significant.
RESULTS
Immunohistochemistry
With immunohistochemical staining, we examined the expression
of survivin in pancreatic cancer. The results are shown in
Figure 1. The expression of survivin was localized in cytoplasm
of tumor cells, which are shown as brown granules in Figure 1
(SP), and in Figure 2 (HE). Survivin was expressed in 34 of
42 pancreatic cancer samples, but not expressed in the 10
samples from normal pancreatic tissue. The expression rate
was 81.95%.
To study the relationship between the expressions of survivin
and Bcl-2, 42 cases were analyzed. The results are shown in
Table 2.
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Figure 1 Expression of survivin in poorly and well differentiated pancreatic cancer. A: Expression of survivin in poorly
differentiated pancreatic cancer (SP×400). B: Expression of
survivin in well differentiated pancreatic cancer (SP×200).

A

B

Figure 2 Poorly and well differentiated pancreatic cancer. A:
poorly differentiated pancreatic cancer (HE×400). B: well differentiated pancreatic cancer (HE×400).
Table 1 Relationship between survivin expression in pancreatic cancer and clinicopathologic parameters
Survivin expression
P
(-,+)
Sex

Male

11

7

Female

13

11

Location

Head

16

14

8

4

Differentiation

High

14

4

Low

10

14

8

8

Absent

16

10

I-II

18

8

6

10

Body,Tail

Distant metastasis Present
Stage

III-IV

r

(++,+++)

>0.05
>0.05
<0.05

0.361

>0.05
<0.05

0.311

Table 2 Correlation between expressions of survivin and Bcl-2

Bcl-2 (+)
Bcl-2 (-)

(-)

28
6

2
6
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Many findings have suggested that survivin may express
selectively in different tissues. Survivin was max expressed or
poorly expressed in normal terminally-differentiated tissues,
whereas it was extensively expressed in many kinds of human
tumor tissues[7-14].
Studies have shown that Caspase is responsible for
apoptosis, which can activate in cascade and lyze protein, thus
determining the pattern of apoptosis. Survivin could directly
inhibit the activities of Caspase-3 and 7 and block the process of
apoptosis and indirectly inhibit Caspase through P21.Therefore
survivin would bind to cell cycle apoptosis factor CDK4 to
form survivin-CDK4 complex, and then release of P21 from CDK4
complex.When P21 was bound to mitochondrial Caspase-3,it
could inhibit its activity, thus preventing apoptosis[15-17].
The results of our study showed that survivin was highly
expressed in pancreatic tumor tissues, but not in normal
pancreatic tissues, suggesting that it might play a critical role
in the development and progression of pancreatic cancer.
Furthermore, there was a positive correlation between survivin
expression and tumor TNM staging and differentiation grade.
It can be concluded that survivin expression is indicative of
higher invasiveness or poor prognosis in pancreatic cancer.
Bcl-2 was the first characterized anti-apoptotic gene with
an inhibiting apoptotic pathway different from that of survivin.
Bcl-2 could regulate apoptosis by preventing cytochrome C
release from mitochondrion to cytoplasm.Whereas, survivin
acted by direct inhibition of the terminal effector proteases of
apoptosis, i.e., Caspase-3 and Caspase-7.
Our study demonstrated that the expression of survivin was
positively correlated with that of Bcl-2. It might be caused by
the same transcription and activation mechanism of survivin
and Bcl-2, or both might be regulated by GC-rich promoters,
and were then transcripted and activated to enhance cell
proliferation, acting synergistically to inhibit apoptosis[18-29].
Asanuma et al.[2,5] investigated whether survivin expression
could directly regulate cancer sensitivity to radiotherapy using
gene-transducted pancreatic cancer cell strain (MIAPaCa-2).
Their results showed that survivin expression could directly
down-regulate pancreatic cancer sensitivity to radiotherapy.
In addition, Rohayem et al.[12,30,31] observed that specific
anti-survivin antibody could be detected in serum of patients
with cancers of the lung and colon, suggesting that this antibody
could be used as a new diagnostic marker for cancers of the lung
and colon. Furthermore, Smith et al.[32] , Moore et al.[33], and Swana
et al.[34] found that survivin levels in urine could be used to
diagnose primary and recurrent bladder carcinomas, thus providing
a new idea for the diagnosis of pancreatic cancer[35-39].
In conclusion, Survivin can be used as a cancer therapeutic
target because of its selective expression in the tissue concerned.
Moreover, natural antisense nucleic acid for Survivin-endogenous
EPR-1 has become a new hot issue for the tumor gene therapy.

P

r

<0.01

0.499

2

3

DISCUSSION
Survivin, a recently-characterized member of IAP family, was
isolated from the human gene bank by Altieri et al. in 1997
using effector cell protease receptor-1(EPR-1) cDNA [6].
Recently, great progress has been made in the structure and
function of survivin and its correlation to malignant tumors.
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Abstract
AIM: To observe effects of ACOL on fibrinogen (FIB), fibrin
degrading products (FDP) and changes of FIB and FDP
concentration in rabbits with intro-abdominal exudates
during 7 d after major abdominal surgery.
METHODS: Sixty New Zealand rabbits were randomly
divided into 4 groups: ACOL group, the control group, DCT
group and the normal group. After being modeled, except
the normal group, the other 3 groups were treated with
different ways for a week; the intro-abdominal exudates
of rabbits in the 4 groups were drawn for FIB and FDP
measurement once daily during 7 d after major abdominal
surgery.

peptide, fibrinolysis, arachidonic acid (AA) participate in this
process. The activity of plasminoge activator (t-PA), matrix
metalloproteinase (MMP) and their inhibitor changes
accordingly[4-8]. The related factors of adhesion, such as TNF-α,
TGF-β, and VEG-F, are involved in regulations of the whole
process[9-11], which results in the abnormally higher concentration
of free FIB and FDP in the intra-abdominal exudates. The
disturbance of the intra-abdominal homeostasis among
secreting, dissolving and absorbing together with over-deposition
of fibrin in the abdominal cavity finally leads to fibrous adhesion
[12]
. In this research, occurrence and development of intra-abdominal
adhesions will be discussed by observing the dynamical changes
of FIB and FDP in rabbits’ intra-abdominal exudes continuously
during 7 d postoperatively. Antiadhesion concentrated oral
liquid (ACOL) was used as soon as possible to improve the
intra-abdominal physical condition and help to regain the
homeostasis of internal environments to prevent the formation
of the fibrous jelly in the abdominal cavity. This experiment
provided evidence for the punctual and strategic prevention
and treatment of the postoperative intra-abdominal adhesion.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Experimental animal
Sixty healthy New Zealand rabbits of both sexes, weighing
from 2.5-3.5 kg, were purchased from Laboratory Animal Center,
Medical College of Xi’an Jiaotong University.

http://www.wjgnet.com/1007-9327/10/2762.asp

Drugs, reagents and instruments
ACOL consisted of Rubarb, Cotex Magnoliae Officinalis,
Fructus Auvantii Immature, Caucklandiu Lappal, Folium
Raphani Radish Seed, Radix Aucklandiae, Radix Astragali,
Cortex Cinnamomi, Fructu Amomi, Radix Angelicae Cinensis,
Rhizoma Zingiberis and Radix Salvia Miltiorrhiza. Da-Cheng-Qi
Tang (DCT) consisted of Rubarb, Ctex Magnoliae Officinalis,
Fructus Aurantii Immature and Natrli Sulfas. Both were
provided by Shaanxi College of TCM, and decocted with water
and concentrated through reflux with distillatory and water
bath to extract the decoction containing 1.0 g crude /mL. FIB
test kit was purchased from Changzheng Medical Scientific
Limited Company, Shanghai, (batch number f4900704). FDP
test kit was purchased from Institute of Microbiology and
Epidemiology, Academy of Military Medical Sciences, (batch
number 900325). Automatic Biochemical Analyzer 7170 type
was from Hitachi, Tokyo, Japan.

INTRODUCTION
With a high incidence of 90%[1-2] , intra-abdominal adhesions
are the most common complications after major abdominal
surgery, and overall 70% patients of intra-abdominal adhesion
have the history of previous laparotomies [3]. The exact
mechanisms about this complication have widely been explored.
The damage of peritoneum and its base during laparotomies
leads to intra-abdominal traumatic inflammation, and thus the
normal intra-abdominal physical condition is destroyed,
inflammatory cells and medias are released. Coagulation, kinin

Animal models
The experiment was carried out in the clean but not sterile
condition under 30 g/L procaine anesthesia (0.5 mL/kg,iv). After
shaving and skin-disinfecting, the laparoscopy was performed
through a 4 cm vertical midline incision to enable the following
performances: (1) appendectomy, (2) perforation of an incision
(1 cm in diameters) at 5 cm off pylorus on the lesser curvature
with punching device, then repair of the perforation, (3) 2×2 cm2
area of the cecal parietal peritoneum being carefully stripped,
(4) injection of the solution of Talc powder 1mL/kg and 5 mL
distilled water into the abdominal cavity prior to skin closure,
(5) splenectomy, and (6) leaving a tube for drainage in the

RESULTS: FIB and FDP in the intro-abdominal exudates
altered in a regular way and ACOL could change the
concentration of FIB and FDP in the intra-abdominal
exudates after major abdominal surgery.
CONCLUSION: ACOL can prevent intestinal adhesion by
reducing the concentration of FIB and raising that of FDP in
the intro-abdominal exudates after major abdominal surgery.
Wang YL, Pan CE, Yang PL, Tian Y, Pei SW, Dong M. Effects
of Antiadhesion preparation on free fibrinogen and fibrin
degrading products in abdominal exudates of rabbits
postoperatively. World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(18): 27622766
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spleen pit because all the animals were fasted for 8 h after
operation. The study protocol was in accordance with the
guideline for animal research and was approved by the Research
Committee of the hospital.

of FIB and FDP in intra-abdominal exudates during 7 d
postoperatively, there was remarkable difference among the
DCT group, normal group, and control group (P<0.05). The
ACOL group showed a remarkable difference (P<0.05), compared
with the other three groups. (Tables 1, 2).

Grouping and medication
The 60 New Zealand rabbits were randomly divided into 4 groups:
normal group, ACOL group, control group and DCT group, with
15 rabbits in each group. From the second day postoperation,
rabbits in ACOL group were administered ACOL (5 mL/kg)
gastrogavage twice daily, the DCT group was administered
DCT , the control group was given normal saline (NS) instead,
while the normal group had none treatment. The medication
was carried out from the second day of modeling and lasted for
1 wk.15 mL NS was injected through the drainage cube into the
abdominal cavity of each model animal once daily, and 5 min
later the abdominal exudates was drawn for FDP and FIB
detection.
Statistical analysis
All data were expressed as mean±SD, and statistical analysis
were performed by Student-Newman-Keuls test, ANOVA
analysis, Difference between groups were compared by SNK-q
test, with P<0.05 considered to have statistical significance.
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Figure 1 Concentration variety of FIB in healthy rabbits’
abdominal cavity during 7 d after operation.
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RESULTS
Concentration curves of FIB and FDP in rabbits abdominal
exudates during the 7 d postoperatively
The concentration curve of FIB in the rabbits’ intra-abdominal
exudates showed an increasing trend in the initial 5 d, and
reached its peak on the 5th d. After that, it showed a decreasing
trend, while on the 7th d still above the preoperative value
(0.1±0.017) g/L. (Figure 1). At the same time, the concentration
curve of FDP in the exudates showed increase in the first 4 d,
arriving at its peak on the 3rd or the 4th d. After that, it showed
decrease, while the value of the 7th d was also still above the
preoperative value (0.3±0.012) µg/mL. (Figure 2). In comparison
with the concentration curve of FIB and FDP in the exudates
during the 7 d postoperatively, the DCT group was similar to
the ACOL group while the normal group similar to the control
group. (Figure 1, 2). In comparison with the average concentration
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Figure 2 Concentration variety of FDP in healthy rabbits’
abdominal cavity during 7 d after operation.

Analyses of the average concentration of FIB and FDP in rabbits
abdominal exudates
Compared with the control group and the normal group, FIB
and FDP in the DCT group showed a significant difference

Table 1 Concentration of FIB and FDP in healthy rabbits’ abdominal cavity during 7 d after operation
Group

d1

d2

d3

d4

d5

d6

d7

FIB (g/L)
Normal group
Control group
DCT group
ACOL group

0.236±0.052

1.621±0.083

1.927±0.121

3.813±0.154

4.823±0.183

3.612±0.076

2.721±0.055

0.27±0.071

1.587±0.012

2.471±0.134

3.224±0.126

5.256±0.113

3.533±0.054

3.081±0.046

0.145±0.021a

0.652±0.046 a

1.432±0.061a

1.961±0.051 a

2.431±0.112a

1.621±0.107a

1.321±0.062 a

a

a

a

a

a

a

0.121±0.032

0.457±0.054

0.628±0.052

0.927±0.072

1.367±0.077

1.024±0.068

1.026±0.059

FDP (µg/mL)
Normal group

2.328±0.072

5.821±0.176

8.368±0.372

13.472±0.961

8.462±0.371

7.721±0.262

5.642±0.078

Control group

2.452±0.077

5.262±0.132

7.526±0.327

15.641±0.625

10.431±0.362

7.651±0.241

4.326±0.062

DCT group

8.675±0.323 a

12.638±0.672 a

27.236±2.331 a

24.638±2.725 a

16.369±1.026 a

12.445±0.328a

a

a

a

a

a

ACOL group

13.372±0.541

19.338±1.321

17.328±1.124

34.325±4.68

a

22.438±1.372

16.367±0.554

9.652±0.375 a
12.771±0.366

a

P<0.05 vs other groups.

Table 2 Average concentration of FIB and FDP in healthy rabbits’ abdominal cavity during 7 d after operation
Normal group
Concentration of FIB (g/L)
Concentration of FDB (µg/mL)
a

2.679±0.096
7.442±0.268

P<0.05 vs the normal group and the control group.

Control group
2.760±0.079
7.613±0.261

DCT group

ACOL group
a

1.36±60.066
15.947±01.121 a

0.793±0.059 a
19.424±1.417 a
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(P<0.05); while in comparison with the other 3 groups, those of
the ACOL group showed a significant difference (P<0.05).

DISCUSSION
So far, there is no safe and effective prophylaxis available for
intra-abdominal adhesions. Scientists try to find the answer
from studying the exact mechanism of intra-abdominal
adhesions, thus various experiments have been conducted to
elaborate the exact mechanism of intra-abdominal adhesions
and its prevention. The theory of traumatic inflammation is
prevalent in elucidating the mechanism of intra-abdominal
adhesions[14]. Actually, multiple factors are involved in the
development of postoperative intra-abdominal adhesions, such
as operative injury, tissue ischemia and foreign materials left
during operation[14-15]. Any damage to the peritoneum and its
base can lead to the release of inflammatory exudates, which
contained FIB that causes fibrous adhesion and eventually
results in the following two consequences: First, the fibrin is
eliminated through the phagocytosis and endogenous
fibrinolysis system, and the regeneration of mesothelial cell
will cover the wound surface thus to get it repaired
physiologically. Second, the wound is not covered by the
regenerated mesothelial cells and no physiological repair
occurs. Instead, fibrous adheres to other serosa in 12-24 h after
operation, and then fibroblasts forms in place of the fibrous
matrix, which causes the production of the fibrous collagen
and eventually leads to fibrous adhesion. The adhesion can be
absorbed completely if mesothelial cells are intact, but when
the mesothelial cells are seriously destroyed, its plasminogen
activator activity (PAA) is depressed, and with the depression
value to that low as 60% or less, the fibrous adhesion will form
as a consequence[16-19].
In this experiment, the postoperative concentration levels
of FIB and FDP in the rabbits’ intra-abdominal exudates were
constantly observed during the postoperative period of 7 d.
The values of both FIB and FDP in intra-abdominal exudates
increased considerably after 24 h postoperatively, arrived at its
peak on the 4th or 5th d after operation, and then started to
decrease till the 7th d, but still not being able to recover to the
its normal preoperative level. The whole process is rather similar
to the traumatic inflammation process. Giving the experimental
animals some drugs which had been proved effective in
promoting the ability of intestinal movement, the incidence of
intestinal adhesion decreased remarkably, which indicates that
the intestinal adhesion is related to traumatic inflammation,
intestinal movement, and intra-abdominal physical conditions.
Under normal condition, there is a little serous fluid in the
peritoneal cavity, which, on one hand, is necessary to keep the
surface of the viscera moist and reduce the friction among the
viscera, and on the other hand, functions to help recover the
viscera and defend it against damage. Normally, the omentum,
parietal and visceral peritoneum keeps a balance between
releasing and absorbing serous fluid in the peritoneal cavity.
Maintenance of this balance depends upon the normal
sequential movement of intestines and the unobstructed
movement of intestinal contents. After abdominal surgery,
ileuses paralysis and the retention of the intestinal contents
can effect the normal sequential movement of intestines and
the smooth movement of intestinal contents. With intestines
paralyzed postoperation, the contents are retained in the
intestinal cavity. Endotoxin and bacteria in the stool are
absorbed from intestines, which results in the abnormally high
level endotoxin in the blood, which, in turn, stimulates intestines
and worsens their paralysis, thus weakening the intestines’
sequential movement and obstructing the smooth movement
of their contents. Inflammatory reaction is indispensable to the
healing of gastrointestinal and peritoneal damage in operation.

Tissue injury, local hemorrhage, cell inactivity and coagulation
will call for the inflammation response, which originates from
the following vascular reaction: the inflammatory mediums such
as histamine, 5-HT, bradykinin, and prostaglandin. cause small
blood vessels to first contract transiently, then dilate with
congestion, and thus increase the permeability of blood vessels,
which enables water, electrolyte, serum proteins, neutrophils
and monocytes to enter tissue inter-space, so traumatic
inflammatory reaction happens to help heal the damage. The
FIB that has permeated into the wound gaps can turn into
fibrin and fill the gaps to function as the network for cells to
proliferate. However these inflammatory exudes can also enter
peritoneal cavity from the wound, and the homeostasis of intraabdominal serous postoperation is destroyed. During the
damage, the serous secretion is far beyond the absorbing
capability of peritoneal cavity. At the same time, high
concentration of FIB in the wound exudes increases the
concentration of FIB in peritoneal cavity. With the weakened
movement of intestines in the early stage of postoperation and
the temporarily destroyed normal physical condition, the
exudes among viscera containing higher concentration of FIB
easily constitute early fibrous adhesion, which is although still
fragile at its early stage. Such traumatic inflammatory response
arrives at the climax around 48 to 72 h postoperation, then
disappears gradually.The early fragile adhesion can turn into
tight one through endometrial stage and mould stage. We can
see that the early recovery of the intestinal movement and
abdominal physical condition postoperation is vital for
prevention of the intestinal adhesion[20-23].
The present study also indicates the traumatic inflammation
caused by major abdominal surgery can cause the release of
cytokines, the subsequent effects on endothelial cells,
inflammatory cells and mesothelini cells, which produce and
release plasminogen activator activity inhibitor I or II (PAI1,
PAI2). Previous research showed TNF-α, IL-I, TGFβ, alone or
combined, can stimulate the cultured mesothelini cells to
produce plasminogen activator activity inhibitor I or II (PAI1and
PAI2), which ultimately causes the disturbance of homeostasis
between FIB and FDP intra-abdominal exudes. Consequently
fibrin depositing on the surface of intra-abdominal viscera
constitutes adhesion[24-27].
In essence, intestinal adhesion is that the normal physical
condition of peritoneum and the homeostasis between
secreting and absorbing sera is destroyed, with higher FIB
concentration in the peritoneal cavity, the weakened sequential
movement of intestines and the dysfunctional movement of
the intestinal contents, so that the wound healing appears
among intestine, peritoneal and other viscera. The incidence of
intestinal adhesion is related to the degree of the completeness
of the peritoneal mesothelial cells in that when mesothelial cells
are destroyed seriously, the fibrous adhesion forms. The
damage of peritoneal mesothlium cannot be avoided in
laparoscopy no matter how gentle the operation is. Since
intestinal adhesions postoperation are almost inevitable to some
extent[28], recovery of the physical condition in abdominal cavity
after operation as soon as possible can reduce the incidence
and the adventure of intestinal adhesion[29].
Now we can see, how to shorten the time of traumatic
inflammation caused by major abdominal surgery, how to
recover the normal physical condition of intra-peritoneum, and
how to recover the homeostasis between FIB and FDP, is the
vital to prevent the intra-abdominal adhesion postoperatively.
The pharmaceutics of laxative remedis represented by Rhubarb
start with purgation of intestinal contents, improve the early
recovery of intestinal movement as soon as possible. The
pharmacologic research of Rhubarb develops quickly, clinic
application is wider and wider. The main components of
Rhubarb include: Anthraquinones (emodin, rhein, aloe-emdin),
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Polysacchavide from Rheum palmatum (DHP-1, DHP-2) Tannins
(hydrolysates type, condensed type), Modern pharmacology
finds the effective component in Rhubarb of purgation is
Anthraquinone, which effects on colon and increases the
tension of the middle and far parts of colon to make them move
faster, while no affection on the function of small bowels to
absorb the nutritions. experiments reported: if vasectomy the
part between colon and small bowels, then inject Anthraquinone
into small bowels, but the medicine affects on the colon. Emodin
combines with the muscle albumen of affected organ, then
behavior cholineroic reaction , which can excite the M receiptors
of intestinal smooth muscle, increasing intestinal movement,
inhibiting Na+ K+ ATP enzyme in intestinal cell membrane. It
also can hinder the absorption and transportion of Na+ , increase
osmotic pressure of intra-intestines, keep lots of water, promote
intestinal movement to defecate.[30]. On one hand through
relieving the temporary enterogenic bacterial translocation
caused by intestine paralyzed. Rhubarb prevent intestines from
ischemia-reperfusion injury, protect gut barrier function, lower
the level of endotoxin in blood to demodulate the releasion of
cytokine and inflammatory mediums intra-peritoneum. on the
other hand, it can lower the ability of endotoxin in blood which
stimulates the target cells such as mesothelial cell, platelet et al,
Lower the sensitivity of these target cells to the stimulis of
endotoxin in blood, make the injurys caused by cytokine,
inflammatory mediums easy to be controled. It also can reduce
the level of PGE and CAMP in cerebrolate. Lots of experiments
prove: Rhubarb remarkably inhibits the functions of cytokine
secreted by Macrophage cells which are stimulated by endotoxin.
emodin strongly inhibits proliferations of T lymphocyte.
Perhaps it is realized through reducing the expression of
inflammatory mediums IL-2mRNA and concentration of Ca2+ in
cell membrane[31]. emodin has excellent Antagonism to early
inflammatory exudes, increasing penetration of microvascular,
and leucocytes migration[32]. In the condition of injures, such
as tissue ischemia, endometrial injury, leucocytes Infiltration,
and platelet aggregation, lots of free radicals are brought out,
which cause pathologic lipidoxidation and induce producation
of cytotoxinic lipid free radical and lipid peroxides malondiadehyde
(MDA). Rhubarb can inhibit the producation of MDA, relieve
the injure of tissue and organ. Rhubarb is a kind of strongly
free radical scavengers, and an inhibitor of lipidoxidation, it
has function to remove most of free radicals[33]. Rhubarb can
remove O2, H2O2 and other peroxides, inhibit lipid oxidation,
Rhubarb themselves on pharmacology have the function of
immune regulate two-wayly. emodin improve Indraft of Ca2+
outside of leucocytes, this function have some relations with
improving immune of leucocytes; while Polysacchavide from
Rheum palmatum inhibits Indraft of Ca 2+ outside of leucocytes
and releasion of Ca 2+ inside of leucocytes, and the digree of
inhibitation have some relations with its dosage, so for
leucocytes it has inhibit function[34], Rhubarb can inhibits the
producation of red blood corpuscles antibody, and inhibit the
function of T cell, improve phagocytosis of macrophage, it is
benefit to regulate immunation. It also can inhibits synthetic of
germ’s protein and nucleic acid , ACOL adds some medicine
such as Radix Astragali, Radix Salvia Miltiorrhiza, Rhizoman
Zingiberis to DCT. Those functions lie in invigorating qi and
strengthening asthenia, activating blood to resolve stagnation,
and improving the whole condition of patiences postoperatively.
They also can enhance the resistance of human being, improve
the microcirculation. It is benefits to the recovery of the normal
physical condition of intra-peritoneum postoperatively.
Altogather, ACOL can suppress bacterial and anti-inflammation,
protect organs, improve microcirculation through exclude from
accumulating. It relieves the accumulation of excrement and
bacterial through improving intestinal movement, so it can lower
temporary high level toxin in blood, reduce the release and
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producation of histamine, bradiykinin, 5-HT, prostaglandin,
et al, improve the perfusion of blood, relieve the traumitic
imflammation intra-peritoneum postoperatively, recover the
homeostasis between FIB and FDP as soon as possible, reduce
the incidence of adhesion intra-peritoneum.
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Abstract
We presented a 20-year-old patient with Crohn’s disease
(CD). Colonoscopy revealed longitudinal ulceration in the
terminal ileum and rectal aphtoid ulcers. After treatment
with mesalamine and total parenteral nutrition, repeat
colonoscopy revealed a granular elevated area in the terminal
ileum, which appeared as an irregular dome-like elevation
with irregularly arranged villi on magnifying endoscopy. Biopsy
specimens taken from the region showed microgranulomas
and lymphoid hyperplasia. Scanning electron microscopy
revealed the presence of M cells, confirming that the area
corresponded to Peyer’s patches. Peyer’s patches by
magnifying endoscopy and electron microscopy may provide
insights into the pathogenesis of CD.
Ishimoto H, Isomoto H, Shikuwa S, Wen CY, Suematu T, Ito
M, Murata I, Ishibashi H, Kohno S. Endoscopic identification
of Peyer’s patches of the terminal ileum in a patient with Crohn’s
disease. World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(18): 2767-2768
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INTRODUCTION
The gut-associated lymphoid tissue (GALT) is composed of
Peyer’s patches, peripheral lymphoid tissues and appendix
and plays an important role in the immune system of the
gastrointestinal tract[1]. The importance of Peyer’s patches in the
development of Crohn’s disease (CD) is generally accepted[1-8],
but there have been only a few reports focusing on the endoscopic
appearance of Peyer’s patches of the terminal ileum in CD[3-5].
We presented a patient with CD in whom specific CD lesions
were found in the Peyer’s patches of the terminal ileum by
magnifying endoscopy, histopathology and scanning electron
microscopy. We also discussed the importance of endoscopic
observation of the Peyer’s patches of the terminal ileum in the
diagnosis and assessment of the pathogenesis of CD.
CASE REPORT
A 20-year-old man was admitted to our hospital with right lower
abdominal pain, diarrhea and anal fistula for 4 wk. Physical
examination revealed localized guarding with tenderness in the
right lower quadrant of the abdomen as well as anal discharge.
Laboratory analysis showed leukocytosis (10 700/µL), elevated
C-reactive protein (27 mg/L) and slight hypoproteinemia, while
other biochemical and serological data were within normal limits.
Repeated stool cultures yielded no enteric pathogens including
Yersinia and tubercle bacilli. Colonoscopy showed longitudinal
ulcers in the terminal ileum (Figure 1A), ileocecal valve, hepatic
flexure, and anal canal. A subsequent radiological examination of
the small bowel disclosed three discrete longitudinal ulcers with
cobblestone appearance in the ileum. After treatment with a total
of 2 250 mg of mesalamine for 2 wk under total parenteral nutrition,
repeat colonoscopy revealed improvement of the above lesions,
leaving deformity of the ileocecal valve and anal stenosis. In
addition to multiple aphthoid ulcers in the rectum, a granular
elevated area was noted in the terminal ileum, which corresponded
to the lymph follicle type of the Peyer’s patches according to a
classification proposed by Fujikura (Figure 1B)[9]. On magnifying
endoscopy, the surface of the Peyer’s patches appeared as an
irregular dome-like elevation with irregularly arranged villi (Figure
1C). Histopathological examination of the biopsy specimens taken
from the region and rectal aphthoid ulcers disclosed the presence
C

Figure 1 Endoscopic findings. A: Endoscopic view showing an ulceration of the terminal ileum. B: Endoscopic view showing
granularly elevated mucosa consistent with the lymphoid follicle type of the Payer’s patches. C: Magnifying endoscopy showing
the irregular villi and the dome.
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of microgranulomas and lymphoid hyperplasia (Figure 2).
Scanning electron microscopy of the specimen taken from the
Peyer’s patch revealed the presence of M cells (Figure 3).

Figure 2 Histological finding of a biopsy specimen obtained
from the Peyer’s patches in the terminal ileum disclosing the
presence of a microgranuloma and lymphoid hyperplasia.

Figure 3 Scanning electron microscopy of the Peyer, s patches
demonstrating M cells with microfolds.

DISCUSSION
Major advances have been made in every aspect of CD and
ulcerative colitis (UC), but several problems in the etiology and
pathogenesis of inflammatory bowel diseases (IBD) remain
unresolved[1-8]. It has been recognized that the disorder of GALT
plays a crucial role in the development of IBD[1-8]. Peyer’s patches
and related lymphoid follicles have specialized follicle-associated
epithelia (FAE) which serve as sites for the induction of mucosal
immune responses[4,5]. In particular, it has been found that M
cells serve as an important first step in this process[1,4,5], and Peyer’s
patches are abundantly distributed in the terminal ileum[7,9], an
area predisposed to CD. However, little attention has been paid
to endoscopic observation of Peyer’s patches, and therefore,
only a few studies[3-5] have described endoscopic appearance of
Peyer’s patches in the terminal ileum. In this regard, Fujikura[9]
examined the terminal ileum by colonoscopy in 110 normal cases
and grossly in 48 autopsy cases, and classified Peyer’s patches
into three categories as follows; lymph follicle, lymph border
and lymphocyte aggregation types[9]. Macroscopically, the
lymph follicle type appeared as granular or convolute elevation
and was associated with lymphoid hyperplasia. The lymphocyte
aggregation type appeared as a flat area associated with mild
lymphocytic infiltration and few lymphoid follicles[9]. Recently, Van
Kruiningen et al.[7] examined 55 adults without intestinal disease
and reported that Peyer's patches were concentrated in the distal
25 cm of ileum but extended proximally to 200 cm from the ileac end.
In the present case, magnifying endoscopy identified the irregular
surface of Peyer’s patches, which harbored microgranulomas
and lymphoid hyperplasia when examined histopathologically.
Scanning electron microscopy identified the presence of M cells,
confirming that the specimens were taken from the Peyer’s patches.
Our findings pose an important question: does the CD lesion

selectively originate from the Peyer’s patch? In this regard,
Lockhart-Mummery and Morson[2] reported in 1960 that the
earliest microscopic change in CD was ulceration of the lymphoid
follicles and Peyer’s patches in the terminal ileum. Since then,
several investigators have reported that CD initially occurs as
tiny aphthoid lesions at the sites of mucosal lymphoid follicles
in the gastrointestinal tract[3-5]. Recently, Fujishima et al.[3-5]
investigated ultrastructurally the epithelium covering solitary
lymphoid nodules using biopsy samples obtained from the
colorectum during colonoscopy, and indicated that the red
halo appearance of such epithelia seemed to precede visible
aphthoid ulcers. They suggested that ulcerations in CD might
originate from the follicle-associated epithelium (FAE), possibly
related to its role as a portal entry for potentially pathogenic
agents. These studies have led to the concept that CD could
originate from GALT including Peyer’s patches and lymphoid
follicles in the terminal ileum[3-8]. With this concept[3-7], one can
explain the reason for the occurrence of the skip lesions and
the frequent involvement of the terminal ileum in CD.
Fujikura[9] showed that M cells of the Peyer’s patches were
more frequently seen in the dome area of the lymph follicle and
lymph border types than in that of the lymphocyte aggregation
type, emphasizing its pathogenetic functions. Further studies of
the ultrastructure of M cells should enhance our understanding
of their role in the development of IBD. However, it is difficult
to obtain M cells by conventional endoscopic biopsy because
they are located in the dome area (FAE), but not in the villi of
Peyer’s patches[9]. Our experience indicates that biopsy using
magnifying endoscopy is beneficial for accurate biopsy sampling
to obtain tissue segments containing M cells, because this tool
allows us to clearly recognize the dome area.
In conclusion, we identified CD-specific lesions in the Peyer’s
patch of the terminal ileum by endoscopy and histopathological
examination. Although the pathogenic role of M cells in the
development of IBD is still unknown, examination of the Peyer’s
patches by magnifying endoscopy and electron microscopy may
provide insights into the pathogenesis of CD.
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Abstract
AIM: To highlight the intestinal perforation (IP), an uncommon
and catastrophic complication after combined liver-kidney
transplantation.
METHODS: Combined liver-kidney transplantation (LKTx)
with left kidney excision and a cyst fenestration procedure
on the right kidney were performed on a case of 46-year-old
female with congenital polycystic disease (CPCD).
RESULTS: Two sites of IP were noted 40-50 cm proximal to
ileocecal area during emergent laparotomy 10 d postoperatively.
Despite aggressive surgical and medical management,
disease progressed toward a fatal outcome due to sepsis
and multiple organ failure 11 d later.
CONCLUSION: Long duration of operation without venovenous
bypass, overdose of steroid together with postoperative
volume excess may all contribute to the risk of idiopathic
multiple IPs. Microbiology and pathology inspections suggested
that the infected cyst of the fenestrated kidney might be one
reason for the fatal intra-peritoneal infection. Thus for the
CPCD patients who seem to be very susceptible to infectious
complications, any sign of suspected renal-infection found
before or during LKTx is indication for the excision of original
kidney. And the intensity of immunosuppression therapy
should be controlled cautiously.
Peng T, Peng MH, Li LQ, Deng YL, Yang DH, Lu BY, Chen XG,
Guo Y, Xiao KY, Chen B, Zhong Q, Wei MY. Intestinal perforation
after combined liver-kidney transplantation for a case of
congenital polycystic disease. World J Gastroenterol 2004;
10(18): 2769-2771
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INTRODUCTION
Intestinal perforation (IP) is a catastrophic complication after

liver or kidney transplantation and well documented in literatures
separately[1,2]. Herein we report a case of IP after combined liverkidney transplantation (LKTx).

CASE REPORT
The recipient was a 46-year-old female who had a history of
6-year aggravating abdominal girth and pain, with symptoms
of gross hematuria, intermittent fever and anorexia in the recent
one and a half year. The above symptoms severely affected her
daily life as well as her profession. She had obvious abdominal
protuberance with a liver palpable 5 cm below the right costal
margin, the lower edge of left kidney aligned with the navel
level and the right kidney 3 cm lower. Percussion tenderness
was found in bilateral areas of kidney. Her liver function was
Child B. Her serum creatinine was 132 µmol/L and the glomerular
filtration rate was 19.3 mL/min. In urine sediment Gram-negative
bacillus was found (1/hpf). ABO typing was “O”. HLA typing
results were: A3, 26 (10); B39 (16), 54 (22); Bw6; DR4, 8; DRw53;
DQw7 (3), 8 (3). Preoperative diagnosis was congenital polycystic
disease (CPCD) with chronic renal failure and urinary tract
infection.
Allografts came from an “O” type, 23-year-old male cadaver.
HLA typing results were: A203 (2), 1102 (11); B27, 38 (16); Bw4;
DR15 (2), 16 (2); DRw51; DQw5 (1), 6 (1); DTT-PRA negative;
lymphocytotoxic crossmatch negative. Liver and kidney were
harvested and preserved routinely.
Bacillus in urine sediment and culture turned negative after
therapy whereas WBC counting was 4.1×109/L (neutrophils
80.5%) before operation. Left kidney excision + right kidney
fenestration + combined liver-kidney transplantation were
performed on June 23, 2000. About 1 000 mL ascites was found
in laparotomy. The fluid in the cysts of right kidney and liver
was clear, in contrast to those muddy yellow-white liquids in
the cysts of left kidney. Culture of the fluid from left cysts showed
Gram-negative bacilli. The recipient hepatectomy and graft liver
implant (Piggyback) were done routinely with modification
(the hepatic artery and portal vein anastomosis was performed
subsequently and revascularized simultaneously). No venovenous
bypass was done. The left kidney resection, right kidney
depression and graft kidney implantation (in right iliac fossa)
were performed in the usual manner. Totally 650 mL urine was
collected from recipient’s kidneys but no urine drainage was
found from the implanted kidney. The whole operation lasted
18 h and 47 min (anhepatic period 2 h 7 min; warm ischemic
0 min, cold ischemic 794 min for liver and 1 143 min for kidney).
Bleeding during operation (about 7 000 mL) mainly came from
the right kidney. The haemodynamic was stable.
Immunosuppression regimen was initially based on
cyclosporine. Oral cyclosporine 500 mg was given the night
before operation and 1 000 mg methylprednisolone was given
intravenously before revascularization. However, due to the delayed
recovery of function of the implanted kidney, postoperative
immunosuppression protocol shifted to methylprednisolone +
mycophenolate mofetil (MMF, Roche Corp.). The dosage of
methylprednisolone during the 8-d post transplantation were
200, 160, 260, 220, 160, 100, 40, 20 mg separately and, maintained
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A

whole bowel wall and mesentery in reexploration on d 20
postoperatively. Biopsy of graft liver/kidney and chest rash
indicated no evidence of rejection and GVHD. The case progressed
to death on d 21 for multiple organ failure (Data shown in
Figure 2).
B

Temp

40
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WBC

at a dosage of prednisolone 20 mg/d. MMF 2 g/d was given
orally until the 16th d, when bone marrow suppression was
manifested. Sandostatin (somatostatin, Sandoz Corp.) and Losec
(Astra) were given daily after operation. Beta-lactam antibiotics,
ganciclovir (Cymevene, Roche Corp.) and injection fluconazole
(Diflucan, Pfizer Corp.) were used for prophylaxis of bacterial,
cytomegalovirus (CMV) and fungus infections separately.
The patient woke up 2 h after returning to ICU. Due to
transfusion overload (6 000 mL positive balance in the first 24 h)
and retention of sodium and water, acute left heart failure,
pulmonary edema and ARDS presented in turn. All were reversed
6 d later. The liver function recovered well. Drainage from left
side subdiaphragmatic location increased continuously. Its
creatinine concentration was 2-fold higher than that of blood
(1 114 µmol/L vs 586 µmol/L), which indicated urine leakage
from the right kidney. Since d 5 postoperatively (POD), daily
urine decreased from 900 mL to 40 mL, and serum creatinine peaked
to 626 mmol/L (glomerular rate 22.6 mL/min). Haemodialysis was
performed daily since d 8 postoperatively. Passage of flatus
and green stools began from d 6 postoperatively, and changed
to water like, with frequent discharge and urgency to defecate.
Temperature mounted since d 7 postoperatively. Obvious
abdominal pain and distention with lower abdominal tenderness
presented on d 10 postoperatively. White blood cell count
rose to 17.35×109/L. No vascular problem of implanted liver and
kidney was found in real-time ultrasound examination. In
emergent exploration on d 10, two sites of bowel perforation at
a diameter of 1.2 cm and 0.6 cm were noted 40-50 cm proximal to
ileocecal area; and multiple ulcerative lesions with purulence
were scattered on the serosa of terminal ileum. Postoperative
pathology found no sign of rejection in the implanted liver and
kidney except that, acute tubular necrosis in the graft kidney;
acute purulence with multiple acute perforations on the ileum
wall; and especially, the inflammation on the serosa side was
more severe than that of the mucosa side (Figure 1). Ileum of 60 cm
(30 cm proximal to the ileocecal) long was resected and an endto-end anastomosis was done. Distention and abdominal pain
were not relieved after laparotomy. And multiple ulcers appeared
on the buccal mucosa, with skin rash on the forehead and
chest. The temperature rose to 39.5 °C on d 15 postoperatively,
accompanied with decreased counting of WBC and PLT (1.3×109/L,
1.8×109/L separately). A bone marrow aspiration showed severe
marrow suppression that was not ultimately reversed by granulocyte
macrophage colony stimulating factors. Culture findings included:
Pseudomonas cepacia (blood, urine, secretion from trachea, and
abdominal drainage), Staphylococcus haemolyticus (abdominal
drainage and wound secretion), Klebsiella pneumonia,
Acinetobacter junii (secretion from trachea), Candida parapsilosis,
Candida sake (urine). Serology supervision of CMV, herpes
simplex virus and EB virus were always negative. No reperforation
was found except multiple superficial ulcers scattered on the
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Figure 2 Alterations of body temperature, white blood cell
count, liver and renal function after combined liver-kidney
transplantation. Temperature (°C) = daily maximum of body
temperature; WBC = white blood cell count (×109/L); TBIL =
total bilirubin (µmol/L); GPT = glutamic pyruvic transaminase (IU/L); SCr = serum creatinine (µmol/L); DATE = date
posttransplant; Point A: the first emergent laparotomy on
the 10th d posttransplantation; Point B: the second laparotomy on the 20th d; Point C: inception of haemodialysis on
the 8th d.

B

Figure 1 A: Lesions of bowel perforation and multiple ulcerative lesions 40-50 cm proximal to ileocecal area; attached with purulent
secretion scattered on the serosa of terminal ileum. B: Photomicrograph of mucosal ulceration in ileum wall (HE staining, original
magnification: ×100).

Peng T et al. Bowel perforation after liver-kidney transplantation

DISCUSSION
For liver transplantation, postoperative IP mostly happens
among pediatric recipients (6.4-20%)[1,3], especially in those
who have had previous abdominal surgery but rarely seen in
adults. The median delay between transplantation and
perforation was 13 d, according to Soubrane O.[3]. The sites
tended to locate in small intestine[4,5] and, according to Marujo,
the typical intraoperative findings in whom developed the
syndrome of multiple bowel perforations were pinpoint
perforations in areas of normal bowel[6]. The cause remains
obscure and is probably of multifactorial origin. Risk factors
have been implicated as following: a previous history of
abdominal operation (especially those who received Kasai
operation for congenital biliary atresia), steroid therapy, CMV
infection, long time duration of operation, relaparotomy for
postoperative bleeding, early portal vein embolism and venovenous bypass[3,6,7]. Incidence of reperforation was as high as
31-53%[7,8]. Even though there was report of 100% success
rescue[6] and 70% 3-year survival[3], we noticed Shaked’s report
of 50% (12/24) mortality in primary perforation and 78% (7/9) in
reperforation group[4].
The incidence of IP in renal transplant recipients ranged
from 0.62% to 3.4%[9,10] or, in reports of larger sample, differed
from 1.1% to 2.1%[11,12]. Most perforations occurred within a
few weeks or months after engraftment, the period of most intense
immunosuppression[9,12]. The pathogenesis was related to a high
incidence of diverticular disease in patients with polycystic
kidneys and/or chronic renal failure[11]. Other risk factors included
overimmunosuppression[9,12], CMV infection[13], and the transplant
procedure[11]. The average mortality rate was 56.5%[14]. This high
mortality appeared to be related to the effects of immunosuppression
and associated response to sepsis[9]. Clinical findings in these
patients, such as fever or leucocytosis, might be masked by
the immunosuppressive agents[12]. And pneumoperitoneum on
abdominal roentgenograms was not necessarily positive[1,4].
Therefore, prompt diagnosis, aggressive surgical care consisting
of resectional therapy, broad-spectrum antibiotics, and a reduced
immunosuppressive protocol are crucial to outcome[2].
In our case, without a previous history of abdominal surgery
and consequent adhesion, resections of the original liver and
left kidney as well as implantation of graft liver and kidney were
smooth, although the whole duration of operation lasted 18 h
due to the limitation of personnel in the renal transplantation
group. Diverticulosis and CMV infection were also cautiously
excluded by inspection during operation and postoperative
supervision separately. Furthermore, no pathologic evidence
of GVHD was found in the examinations of either the perforated
ileum or biopsy skin rash in this case. In our case, it is hard to
blame just the absence of venovenous bypass during the anhepatic
phase as the only risk factor in inducing gastrointestinal
congestion thus responsible for the perforation [6]. But the
postoperative sodium and water retention aggravated the bowel
edema and stasis authentically. In addition, an obvious risk
factor herein, is the relatively high dose of steroid that has not
tapered down routinely because of the withdrawal of cyclosporine.
Overimmunosuppression may increase risk of IP through
inducing damage to the barrier of intestinal mucosa[9,12]. Thus we
propose that, the long duration of operation without venovenous
bypass, overdose of steroid together with postoperative volume
excess may all contribute to the risk of idiopathic multiple IPs in
the present case.
Also, we suggest that intraperitoneal infection in this case
might originate first from the infected cyst of the fenestrated
kidney and might be prior to the occurrence of IP, based on the
following evidences: (1) Neutrophils counting was above
normal before operation. (2) G- bacillus was found in the fluid
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from left cysts during operation. (3) Evidence of urine leakage
from the right kidney was present. (4) The inflammation on the
serosa side was more severe than that of the mucosa side under
pathologic inspection. This supports Jeyarajah’s observation
in 6 cases of CPCD who received liver and kidney transplantation
and that, possibly due to overimmunosuppression or the
presence of infectious foci in residual cysts, these patients
seemed to be very susceptible to infectious complications after
transplantation[15]. Unfortunately, the intraperitoneal infection
of this case was masked and deteriorated by the post-transplant
leukopenia. The cause of marrow suppression in this case might
be multifactorial but most likely to be drug-induced. Leukopenia
and/or thrombocytopenia, the frequent side effects of MMF,
ganciclovir and beta-lactam antibiotics that had been applied
in this case, might be accentuated by her renal dysfunction.
In summary, the lesson we learn from this particular case is,
for the CPCD, any sign of suspect renal infection found before
or during LKTx is indication for the excision of original kidney
and, the intensity of immunosuppression therapy should be
controlled with caution.
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When a new medical journal is launched, the reaction is
frequent: Why? Do we have already so much to read that we
feel overwhelmed? But, the litmus test of a good new journal
is: Does it find its way into the reading time of physicians and
medical scientists? The new World Journal of Gastroenterology
has the opportunity to pass that litmus test.
We already have excellent journals of gastroenterology. All
have originated as local publications. Some have reached an
international status because of the quality of the published
materials. Clear examples in the Western world are journals
originated in Great Britain, Scandinavia and the United States
of America. But they all keep their original flavor which permeates
their published materials and reflects mostly the experience
and the interest of physicians in the countries they represent.
Gastroenterologists, as most clinicians, tend to draw
conclusions from their own experience, which they tend to
generalize to “the world”. That experience represents the pattern
of diseases in their community. But gastrointestinal diseases
display radically different patterns in different populations. In
the case of cancer, for instance, the incidence of cancers of the
colon, liver, biliary system, and stomach displayed rates in
some populations that were several times higher than in other
populations, as regularly published and illustrated by the
International Agency for Research on Cancer[1].
The phenomenon is well illustrated by gastric cancer and
its precursor lesions. Their morphologic characteristics were
first masterfully described and illustrated by European pioneers
such as Faber, Fenwick, Magnus and Kupfer approximately a
century ago[2-5]. In those days pernicious anemia was a major
medical problem in Europe and was, with good reasons, linked
to gastric carcinogenesis. At the present time pernicious anemia
has drastically decreased in frequency perhaps due to improved
nutrition and sanitation. However, the genes for the predisposition
to the syndrome remain in the population. The type of gastric
adenocarcinoma originally described in association with
pernicious anemia (the papillary type, located in the corpus)
has become very rare[6]. But it is entirely possible that the genes
that predispose to pernicious anemia in one set of environmental
conditions may manifest themselves as a different disease in
another set of conditions. It has been suggested in populations
susceptible to pernicious anemia, the initial trigger for chronic
gastritis may be Helicobacter pylori infection. In such populations
gastritis may be severe in the corpus leading to atrophy of the
oxyntic mucosa[7].
Most clinicians attending only populations of non-European

extraction have never seen a case of pernicious anemia. The
genes linked to that disease are either rare or not present in their
population and gastritis associated with Helicobacter pylori in
their patients is multifocal but antral predominant, with minimal
or absent corpus involvement. Some medical writers concentrated
on corpus atrophy as a cancer precursor and ignore the gastric
antrum[8]. They might not appreciate that outside Europe, most
gastric cancer precursors were predominantly in the antrum,
not in the corpus.
Some publications insist that the high cancer risk gastritis
phenotype depends on the grade and activity of gastritis in the
corpus. The general experience presently showed that the
antrum and the antrum-corpus transition zones (mostly the
area of the incisura) were the sites of the most advanced lesions,
including intestinal metaplasia, dysplasia and carcinoma[9].
The Jarvi-Lauren classification of tumors as “intestinal” or
“diffuse” has been challenged. Some reports have concluded
that gastric carcinomas may arise as “gastric type” and later
convert to a mixed type, expressing gastric and intestinal mucins.
It has been suggested that stem cells, from which carcinomas
are supposed to arise, are “primarily gastric type” (meaning
they encode for gastric mucins only)[10]. Normal stem cells have
a minimal amount of acid (intestinal) mucins, indicating repressed
genes and explaining their multi-potential characteristics[11].
Obviously the ultimate mechanism of carcinogenesis is not
well understood. An attractive hypotheses has been recently
discussed by Kirchner et al.[12]. They presented scientific evidence
in support of a mechanism of carcinogenesis based on atrophy
(loss of differentiated cells) followed by re-differentiation of
stem cells, which may be abnormal. This would explain the
carcinogenic process of the gastric and cardiac mucosae. After
atrophy, the so-called complete intestinal metaplasia expresses
preferentially small intestinal (sialic) mucins. Later the so called
“incomplete” metaplasia appears and expresses several types
of mucins, including gastric MUC-5AC and MUC-6, small
intestinal MUC-2 and large intestinal DAS-1[13]. These findings
do not support gastric carcinoma classification based on mucin
expressions as “gastric”, “intestinal” or “mixed”. Mucins expressed
by pre-neoplastic and neoplastic cells represent abnormal redifferentiation which is not a permanent but rather a represent
dynamic expression of mucin genes present in stem cells.
We hope that the World Journal of Gastroenterology will
minimize the “provincial” bias and inspire the authors to be
less dogmatic and more eclectic. We also hope that future authors
adopt some of the basic teachings of epidemiology. For example,
(1) Disease patterns are strongly influenced by the geographic
and demographic characteristics of the populations under study.
The local experience may not be applicable to all populations.
Frequently, more than one demographic group share the same
geography, comparison of such groups offers opportunities
for etiologic research. (2) Disease frequency determines
population risk and there are clear rules to assign causality. As
an example, cancer frequency is often measured in the number
of cases per 100 000 populations. Invasive gastric carcinoma is
the final stage of a prolonged precancerous process involving
chronic gastritis, atrophy, metaplasia and dysplasia. As in
precancerous processes in other organs, the earlier stages are
very frequent but less predictive of eventual neoplastic
outcomes. Later stages have a lower prevalence in the
population but are better indicators of cancer risk. Let us
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remember that the skin of all people is exposed to the effects of
sun rays which may lead to several degrees of actinic damage.
But very few develop skin cancer. Large cohorts observed for
many years may provide more valid data than small cohorts
followed-up for a few years. Large cohorts have been reported
in Finland, Yugoslavia and Japan[14-16]. (3) As in all medical
sciences, epidemiologic observations may be biased. But
epidemiologists have figured out how to deal with bias. Causal
vs non-causal associations are distinguished by epidemiologic
criteria such as strength, consistency, temporality, and plausibility
of the associations.
Recent advances in medicine and biology have made it
possible to depend less on experimental animals to test
causality. Molecular changes can be traced in human cells,
tissues and fluids, but molecular techniques are not an end in
themselves. Clinicians and medical scientists should remember
that these new techniques are merely tools to explore causality
in human beings. The new science of molecular epidemiology
in some way should make molecular biologists use the
epidemiologic techniques to analyze their findings. Similarly,
classical epidemiologists need to become acquainted with the
new powerful tools provided by molecular biologists. More
than ever, multidisciplinary teams are needed to make real
progresses in our understanding of the complex processes of
carcinogenesis.
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Abstract
AIM: To investigate the relationship between p53 codon
72 polymorphism and human papillomavirus (HPV) type
16 infection in Kazakh’s esophageal cancer (EC) in Xinjiang,
China.
METHODS: Encoding regions of p53 codon 72 and HPV-16
E6 were amplified by polymerase chain reaction-restriction
fragment length polymorphism (PCR-RFLP) and polymerase
chain reaction (PCR) methods using pairs of primary
esophageal squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) tissue and
corresponding normal mucosa, which were collected from
104 patients of Kazakh in Xinjiang, China.
RESULTS: Only arginine allele was detected in 70.1% (39/55)
of HPV-16-E6- positive cases but only in 40.8% (20/49) of
HPV-16-E6-negative cases (P<0.05; OR, 3.53; 95% CI,
1.57-7.98). In contrast, such a significant correlation
between p53 polymorphism and HPV infection was not
evident in corresponding normal mucosae. The allele
frequency of Arg allele in cancer cases (0.68) was higher
than that in normal mucosa samples (0.54) (P<0.05; OR,
1.80; 95% CI, 1.21-2.69).
CONCLUSION: p53 codon 72 Arg homozygous genotype
is one of the high-risk genetic factors for HPV-associated
SCC of Kazakh. Individuals carrying Arg allele compared
to those with Pro allele have an increased risk for
esophageal SCC.
Lu XM, Zhang YM, Lin RY, Liang XH, Zhang YL, Wang X, Zhang
Y, Wang Y, Wen H. p53 polymorphism in human papillomavirusassociated Kazakh’s esophageal cancer in Xinjiang, China. World
J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(19): 2775-2778

has been reported in Kazakh’s population[1]. The population
size of Kazakh was estimated to be 13 million around the world
and 10 million Kazakh distributed in Kazakhstan and 2 million
in Xinjiang, China. The population in the present study was a
Kazakh isolated community located at the Northeast of Xinjiang.
The genetic homogeneity and geography stability of the
population, along with shared exposure to common environmental
variables, provide an excellent opportunity for the study of
genetic influence on EC. These cancers are mostly SCC , and
show a high frequency of mutation in the p53 tumor suppressor[2].
Epidemiological studies have suggested that a number of risk
factors are involved in the carcinogenesis of Kazakh’s SCC,
including deficiencies in vitamins and minerals, consumption
of pickled foods and environmental exposure to specific
nitrosamines, etc [3,4]. Viral infections, in particular HPV infection,
have been reported in esophageal cancers from China, and
HPV DNA has been detected in 0-60.0% of cancer tissues by
polymerase chain reaction analysis[5,6]. HPV is implicated in the
pathogenesis of squamous cell carcinoma of the cervix and
esophagus. HPV-16 encodes E6 protein, which binds to cellular
tumor-suppresser protein p53 and directs degradation through
the ubiquitin pathway[7]. This event is mediated by another
cellular protein termed E6-AP, a component of the ubiquitin
pathway[8,9]. The arginine allele at codon 72 of p53 was found
to be more susceptible to degradation by HPV E6 protein than
the proline allele in vivo, thus resulting in a high frequency of
esophageal SCC in individuals homozygous for arginine at the
codon[8]. On the basis of these experiments, it has been widely
assumed that p53 is functionally inactivated by the viral E6
protein in HPV-associated cancer cells and that infection with
high-risk HPV types leads to the same phenotype as a loss of
p53 function because of p53 gene mutations or direct
degradation[9].The association of p53 codon 72 polymorphism
with HPV-16-associated esophagus SCC risk has been studied
by several groups but with inconsistent results. Kawaguchi
et al.[10] reported that the form of p53 protein carrying an Arg
residue at this position in HPV-16/18 positive samples was
found to be significantly more susceptible to degradation by E6
protein than that in HPV-16/18 negative samples. There are
controversial results from several clinical studies of esophagus
SCC [11,12]. A part of Kazakh’s esophageal SCC correlated
with the presence of HPV-16/18[13]. To our knowledge, p53
polymorphism in Kazakh’s esophageal SCC has apparently not
been documented. In this study, we investigated the genotypic
frequency of p53 codon 72 polymorphism and HPV-16 E6 in
Kazakh’s esophageal SCC patients in Xinjiang, China. The data
we obtained seemed to be the first regarding the association of
this polymorphism with HPV-associated risk for cancer of the
esophagus.

http://www.wjgnet.com/1007-9327/10/2775.asp

INTRODUCTION
Esophageal cancer is common in several areas of central Asia,
including Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous Region,China. The
incidence of Kazakh’s EC is the highest among population in
Xinjiang and its age-adjusted mortality rate up to 91/100 000

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Tissue specimens
Pairs of primary Kazakh’s esophageal SCC tissue and
corresponding normal mucosa were obtained from 63 patients
who underwent surgery in the Department of Surgery, 1st
Teaching Hospital of Xinjiang Medical University, from 1999
to 2003, and from 41 patients who underwent surgery in
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Department of Surgery, the People’s Hospital of Xinjiang Uygur
Autonomous Region, China, between 1998 and 2000. No patient
had been given treatment prior to the study. In all cases the
histopathological type of tumors was squamous cell carcinoma.
Cancer tissues and well-separated normal esophageal mucosae
obtained from surgically resected esophageal SCC patients were
fixed in 40 g/L formaldehyde and embedded in paraffin. Genomic
DNA was prepared by proteinase K digestion and phenol/
chloroform extraction, followed by ethanol precipitation, as
described by Greer et al.[14].

HPV detection and identification
First, as a control, purified genomic DNA was successfully
amplified by PCR using primers specific for the β-globin gene,
indicating a suitable quality and quantity of DNA. PCR analysis
was then performed using HPV-16 E6 oligodeoxynucleotide
primers as follows: HPV-16E6 forward, 5’-GCAAGCAACAGTT
ACTGCGA-3’ and reverse, 5’-CAACAAGACATACATCGACC
-3’. Amplified PCR products were then determined by
electrophoresis on 15 g/L agarose gels stained with ethidium
bromide. Finally, the gels were analyzed by DC-2000 image
system (Bio-Rad, USA).
Analysis of codon 72 polymorphism
p53 exon 4 (codons 33-125) containing codon 72 was amplified
by PCR using oligodeoxynucleotide primers 5’-TGAGGACC
TGGTCC TCTGAC-3’ (forward) and 5’-AGAGGAATCCCAAA
GTTCCA-3’ (reverse), under the following conditions:
denaturation at 94 for 30 s, primary annealing at 54 for
30 s, and extension at 72 for 30 s for 35 cycles. PCR products
(412 bp) were digested overnight at 37 with Acc II, which
was cut within the sequence corresponding to the Arg codon
(CGC) at position 72 to generate two fragments of 252 bp and
160 bp [15]. The DNA fragments were then resolved by
electrophoresis on 30 g/L agarose gels stained with ethidium
bromide. Presence of uncut (412 bp) DNA was indicative of the
Pro allele and heterozygous for Arg/Pro genotypes showed
three fragments of 412, 252 and 160 bp.
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Kazakh’s esophageal SCC tissues and corresponding normal
mucosae to analyze the association between the p53 codon
72 polymorphism and HPV-associated esophageal SCC by DC2000 image system (Figure 2). It showed a typical pattern of
codon 72 evaluated by restriction analysis. Presence of the
Pro allele resulted in resistance of the PCR amplified DNA
fragment to digestion by Acc II. The comparision between the
distribution of p53 alleles at codon 72 in HPV-positive
esophageal SCC with the HPV-negative group is shown in Table 1.
The frequency of presence of Arg allele alone from the Kazakh’s
esophageal cancer specimens was similar (55.8%, 58 of 104) to
other population cases of esophageal cancer[10]. Moreover, there
was a marked difference in the frequency of Pro/Arg alleles
between HPV-positive and HPV-negative groups. p53 Arg allele
alone was detected in 71.0% (39/55) in the HPV-positive group,
whereas in 40.8% (20/49) in the HPV-negative group (P<0.05; OR,
3.53; 95% CI, 1.57-7.98) (Table 1). The allele frequency of Arg
alleles in cancer cases (0.68) was higher than that in normal mucosa
samples (0.54) (P<0.05;OR, 1.80; 95% CI, 1.21- 2.69).
1

2

M
bp

600
500
400
300

Figure 1 Agarose gel electrophoresis of HPV-16 E6 PCR-amplified fragments. Lane M: 100 bp DNA ladder marker; Lane
1: negative sample; and Lane 2: positive sample.
Table 2 Arg and Pro alleles of p53 in normal mucosae of Kazakh’s
esophagus (n, %)
Pro

Statistical analysis
Chi-square test was used to examine the correlation between
the p53 codon 72 polymorphism of the esophageal SCC patients
and the presence of HPV-16E6 by SPSS software(12.0).
RESULTS
Frequency of HPV-16E6 among Kazakh’s esophageal SCC patients
Pairs of 104 DNA sample from primary Kazakh’s esophageal
SCC tissues and corresponding normal mucosae were analyzed
for the presence of oncogenic HPV-16-E6 using PCR methods
(Figure 1). The frequency of HPV-16-E6 gene in cancer cases
(52.9%) was higher than that in corresponding normal mucosae
(39.4%) (Tables 1, 2). These results were similar to previous
reports[16].
Table 1 Arg and Pro alleles of p53 in SCCs of Kazakh’s esophagus (n, %)

Esophageal SCC (n = 104)
HPV16E6 positive (n=55)
HPV16E6 negative (n=49)
a

Pro

Pro/Arg

Arg

21 (20.2)
8 (14.5)
13 (26.5)

25 (24.0)
8 (14.5)
16(32.7)

58 (55.8)
39 (71.0)a
20 (40.8)

P<0.05 vs negative.

Arg allele at the codon 72 in HPV-associated esophageal SCC
PCR-RFLP was carried out on 104 DNA samples from primary

Pro/Arg

Arg

Normal mucosa (n = 104)

28 (26.9)

40 (38.5)

36 (34.6)

HPV16E6 positive (n = 41)

10 (24.4)

18 (43.9)

13 (31.7)

HPV16E6 negative (n = 63)

10 (15.9)

30 (47.6)

23 (36.5)

1

2

3

M

bp
500
400
300
200
100

Figure 2 Restriction analysis of p53 codon 72 polymorphism.
The PCR product from the proline alleles had a single band
with a fragment of 412 bp in length. The arginine was cleaved
by Acc II, yielding two small fragments (252 and 160 bp). Lane
M: 100 bp DNA ladder marker; Lane 1: homozygous for
arginine; Lane 2: homozygous for proline; and Lane 3: digested sample, heterozygous for the polymorphism.

Arg allele at the codon 72 in surrounding normal mucosae in
HPV-associated esophageal cancer
Differences in p53 polymorphism in the corresponding normal
mucosae were not significant between HPV-positive and negative tissues (P>0.05; OR, 0.81; 95% CI, 0.35-1.86) (Table 2).

Lu XM et al. p53 polymorphism and HPV infection

DISCUSSION
Infection with human papilloma virus is an important etiological
factor in the development of SCC and it has been proposed
that individuals homozygous for Arg/Arg at codon 72 of p53
are several times more susceptible to HPV-mediated cancer[10,17].
In agreement with the result, studies in India and Mexico also
found a strong increase in SCC risk associated with p53
polymorphism and the presence of HPV infection[18,19]. In China
similar research has been carried out on esophageal SCC,
ovarian carcinoma, and breast carcinoma[20]. However, several
studies conducted in different countries failed to reproduce
this observation[21-25].This polymorphism has been shown to
vary with ethnic and geographical distribution.However, its
influence has not been elucidated in the Kazakh population.
In the present study, the frequency of HPV-16-E6 gene in
Kazakh’s esophageal SCC cases was higher than that in
corresponding normal mucosae, suggesting that there is a trend
towards an association between the carcinogenesis of Kazakh’s
esophageal SCC and the presence of HPV-16 infection. These
results were similar to previous report[16], which suggested that
infection with HPV-16 might be involved in carcinogenesis of
Kazakh’s esophageal SCC. In addition, the distribution of p53
codon 72 Arg homozygous genotype in Kazaks’s esophageal
SCC was significantly higher than that in corresponding normal
mucosae, indicating that an individual homozygous for p53
Arg would be more likely to develop esophageal SCC than a
Pro/Arg heterozygote or a Pro homozygote. Furthermore, it is
noteworthy that the distribution of p53 codon 72 Arg
homozygous genotype in HPV positive samples of Kazakh’s
esophageal SCC was at a 3.53-folds higher risk for the
development of esophageal SCC compared with HPV negative
samples. In contrast, such a significant correlation between
p53 polymorphism and HPV infection was not evident in
corresponding normal mucosae. From the above analyses, when
stratified with HPV infection, the frequency of p53 codon 72 Arg
homozygous genotype was at a 1.48-folds increased risks for
developing Kazakh’s esophageal SCC compared with p53 Arg
homozygosity (Arg/Arg) solely. Therefore, this implied p53
codon 72 Arg polymorphism in combination with HPV infection
could increase the risk of development of SCC in Kazakhs.
p53 tumor-suppresser protein accmulates rapidly through
post-transcriptional mechanisms and is also activated as a
transcriptional factor, thus leading to growth arrest or apoptosis
when DNA damage has occurred[26]. The ubiquitin-dependent
proteolytic pathway plays a major role in selective protein
deregulation. E6 oncoprotein of oncogenic HPV-16/18 might
use this cellular proteolytic system to target p53 protein[7] and
bind to a cellular protein of E6-AP, and the E6-AP complex might
interact with p53, resulting in the rapid ubiquitin-dependent
degradation of p53[27]. The level and half-life of p53 in E6
immortalized cell lines or in HPV-positive cervical carcinoma
cells have been reported to be generally decreased[28,29]. Certain
HPV types such as HPV-16/18 found in SCC of esophagus
suggested a model by which E6 degraded cell growth control
by elimination of the p53 tumor suppresser protein and led to
HPV-associated esophageal SCC[10,30].
In conclusion, the current study reveals the potential role
of the polymorphism of p53 at codon 72 in HPV-associated
carcinogenesis of esophageal SCC in Kazakh population.
Individuals carrying Arg alleles compared to those with Pro
alleles have an increased risk for esophageal SCC.
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Abstract
AIM: To investigate the inhibitory effect of ubiquitinproteasome pathway (UPP) on proliferation of esophageal
carcinoma cells.
METHODS: Esophageal carcinoma cell strain EC9706 was
treated with MG-132 to inhibit its UPP specificity. Cell growth
suppression was evaluated with 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazole2-yl)-2,5-diphenyl tetrazolium bromide (MTT) assay. DNA
synthesis was evaluated by 3 H-thymidine ( 3 H-TdR)
incorporation. Morphologic changes of cells were observed
under microscope. Activity of telomerase was examined
by telomeric repeat amplification protocol (TRAP) of PCRELISA. Cell cycle and apoptosis were detected by flow
cytometry (FCM). DNA fragment analysis was used to
confirm the presence of apoptosis. Expression of p27kip1
was detected by immunocytochemical technique.
RESULTS: After exposed to MG-132, the growth and value
of 3H-TdR incorporation of EC9706 cells were obviously
inhibited. Cells became round, small and exfoliative under
microscope. TRAP PCR-ELISA showed that light absorption
of cells gradually decreased after exposed to 5 µmol/L of
MG-132 for 24, 48, 72 and 96 h (P<0.01). The percentage
of cells at G0/G1 phase was increased and that at S and
G2/M was decreased (P<0.01). The rate of apoptotic cells
treated with 5 µmol/L of MG-132 for 48 and 96 h was 31.7%
and 66.4%, respectively. Agarose electrophoresis showed
marked ladders. In addition, the positive signals of p27kip1
were located in cytoplasm and nuclei in MG-132 group in
contrast to cytoplasm staining in control group.
CONCLUSION: MG-132 can obviously inhibit proliferation
of EC9706 cells and induce apoptosis. The mechanisms
include upregulation of p27kip1 expression, G1 arrest and
depression of telomerase activity. The results indicate that
inhibiting UPP is a novel strategy for esophageal carcinoma
therapy.
Zhang WG, Yu JP, Wu QM, Tong Q, Li SB, Wang XH, Xie GJ.
Inhibitory effect of ubiquitin-proteasome pathway on proliferation
of esophageal carcinoma cells. World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10
(19): 2779-2784
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INTRODUCTION
Esophageal carcinoma is common in China. Previous studies
have shown that its occurrence and progression are complicated,
and are associated with the changes of multi-genes and
molecules[1-3]. The ubiquitin-proteasome pathway (UPP) is the
major system employed by eukaryotes for the selective
degradation of cellular proteins that play key roles in cellular
processes such as cell cycle regulation, differentiation, signal
transduction, gene transcription, antigen presenting and
transmembrance localization of proteins[4,5]. In this study, we
investigated the inhibitory effect of UPP on proliferation of
esophageal carcinoma cells by using specific ubiquitin
proteasome to find a new strategy for esophageal carcinoma
therapy.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
Esophageal carcinoma cell strain EC9706 was presented by
professor Ming-Rong Wang, China Academy of Medical
Sciences. MG-132 was purchased from Calbiochem Co. Ltd
(USA), and dissolved in dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) as a 40 mmol/L
stock solution and stored at -20 . 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazole-2yl)-2,5-diphenyl tetrazolium bromide (MTT) and DMSO were
bought from Sigma Co. Ltd (USA). 3H-thymidine (3H-TdR) was
provided by Beijing Atomic Power Research Institute. Telomeric
repeat amplification protocol (TRAP) ELISA telomerase
detection kit was obtained from Intergen Company (USA).
Monoclonal mouse antibody of p27kip1, ultra sensitive S-P kit,
and 3,3-diaminobenaidine (DAB) kit were purchased from
Fuzhou Maixin Biotechnology Co. Ltd. RPMI 1640 medium was
obtained from GIBCOBRL Company (USA). Low meltingtemperature agarose was obtained from Promega Company
(USA). DNA-PREP TM LPR and DNA-PREPTM stain were
obtained from America Beckman Coulter Company.
Cell culture
Human esophageal carcinoma cell strain EC9706 was maintained
in RPMI 1640 medium supplemented with 100 mL/L fetal calf
serum (FCS), 100 kU/L penicillin, 100 mg/L streptomycin and
2 mmol/L l-glutamine in a humidified incubator containing
50 mL/L CO2 at 37 , the medium was changed every 2-3 d.
MTT assay
EC9706 cells growing exponentially were chosen. Cell density
in the suspension was adjusted to 2×105 cells/mL. After addition
of 200 mL/well of the final cell suspension, 96-well plates were
incubated for 24 h. Then the cells were treated with 0.5, 1.0, 2.5,
5.0, 10, 15, 20 µmol/L (DMSO 0.5 g/L) of MG-132, respectively,
as the different observation groups. The cells treated with an
equal amount of DMSO instead of MG-132 served as the control.
The background was conducted using only cell-free culture
medium. After cultivated for 24, 48, 72 and 96 h, 10 µL of stock
MTT solution (5 g/L) was added to the cells in each well,
followed by a further incubation at 37
for 4 h. The culture
medium was carefully removed, 100 µL of DMSO was added to
each well and culture was vibrated for 20 min. The absorbance
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of samples was measured three times for each group with three
wells at a wavelength of 550 nm with the enzyme linked
immunosorbent assay meter (PR 2100, SANOFI company,
France). The inhibitory rate (IR) was calculated according to
the formula: IR = [1-(absorbance of MG-132 group-absorbance
of background group)/(absorbance of control group-absorbance
of background group)]×100%.

Incorporation test of 3H-TdR
As described above, experimental group and control group
were cultured for 3 h with 100 mL/L FCS RPMI 1640, and then
for 12 h with FCS-free RPMI 1640. MG-132 and 1 µ Ci 3H-TdR
were added to each group, which was rinsed with PBS after 24,
48, 72 and 96 h and fixed with methyl alcohol and absolute ethyl
alcohol for 10 min each. Finally, 200 µL of 0.1mol/L NaOH was
added, then 200 µL of each was taken after blowing, and mixed
in 5 mL scintillation liquid for overnight. On the following day,
the count per minute (CPM) of 3H was tested three times for
each group with three wells.
Morphologic changes of cells
Morphologic changes of EC9706 cells were observed under
microscope 24, 48, 72 and 96 h after treated with MG-132 (5 µmol/L).
Telomerase assay
The cells (105-106) treated with MG-132 (5 µmol/L) for 24, 48, 72
and 96 h were collected, respectively. After addition of 300 µL
telomerase assay lysis buffer (1×CHAPS), the cells were lysed
on ice. The lysate was incubated on ice for 30 min and then
centrifuged at 13 000 g for 25 min at 4 . The supernatant (2 µL)
was added to reaction solution containing 10 µL of TRAP
buffer, 2 units of Taq polymerase and 48 µL of DH2Oqs. PCR
was carried out through 33 amplification cycles, each cycle
consisting of denaturation at 94 for 30 s, primer annealing at
55 for 30 s, and extension at 72 for 30 s. The amplified
product was added to block/dilution buffer (250 µL), and
incubated at 37 for 30 min, and 5 µL of TRAP reactant was
then added and mixed. After incubated at 37 for 60 min, 100 µL
working solution of anti-DNP Ab was added and incubated for
30 min, then 100 µL of 3,3’,5,5’-tetramethylbenzidine (TMB)
substrate solution and 100 µL of stop reagent were added. The
absorbance value in each well was read at the wave lengths of
450 nm and 690 nm on an enzyme linked immunosorbent assay
meter. Telomerase activity was considered positive when the
absorbance value of a sample was at least 0.8 units. When
those were lower than 0.2 units, they were regarded as negative.
Flow cytometry detection
After cell cycle was synchronic, the cells of experiment group
were treated with MG-132 (5 µmol/L) for 48 h and 96 h. The
collected cells were added with DNA-PREPTM LPR and DNAPREPTM stain, respectively, after they were washed with PBS
and centrifuged. Cell cycle and apoptosis were detected by
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flow cytometry (Epics XL, Beckman Coulter Company, USA)
and SYSTEM IITM software was used to dispose the data.

DNA ladder demonstration
As described above, the cells (7×106/sample, both attached
and detached cells) were lyzed with hypotonic lysis buffer
(10 mmol/L edetic acid, 5 g/L Triton X-100, Tris-HCl, pH 7.4) for
15 min on ice and precipitated with 25 g/L polyethylene glycol
and 1 mol/L NaCl for 15 min at 4 . After centrifugation at
16 000 g for 10 min at room temperature, the supernatant was
treated with proteinase K (0.3 g/L) at 37 for 1 h and precipitated
with isopropanol. After centrifugation, each pellet was dissolved
in 10 µL of Tris-EDTA (pH 7.6) and electrophoresed on a 17 g/L
agarose gel containing ethidium bromide. DNA ladder pattern
was identified under ultraviolet light.
Immunocytochemical staining
EC9706 cells cultured with MG-132 (5 µmol/L) for 48 h were
fixed with dimethyl ketone at 4 . The cells carrying the detected
antigen were stained following SP immunocytochemical staining
method using anti-p27kip1 as primary antibody[6]. PBS was
substituted for primary antibody as negative control.
Statistics
The data were expressed as mean±SD. The difference between
each group was analyzed by t-test. P<0.05 was considered
statistically significant.
RESULTS
Inhibitory effect of MG-132 on EC9706 cell growth
The growth of EC9706 cells treated with 0.5-20 µmol/L of
MG-132 was significantly inhibited compared with that of
control group. While the cells exposed to MG-132 for 24 h
produced a certain inhibitory effect, but only exceeding 48 h
did MG-132 show significant effect. When the dose of MG-132
exceeded 5 µmol/L, only slight increases in IR of the cells were
observed (Figure 1).
Growth inhibition rate (%)
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Figure 1 MTT assay of EC9706 cells after exposed to MG-132.

Table 1 Evaluation of DNA synthesis by 3H-TdR incorporation (mean±SD)
Group
Control MG-132 (µmol/L)
0.5
1.0
2.5
5.0
10.0
15.0
20.0
a

P<0.05, bP<0.01 vs control.

24 h
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

295.52±136.32
764.68±97.37 a
526.14±101.42 a
402.34±93.44 a
324.78±65.43 a
301.29±59.28 a
294.12±67.33 a
280.54±62.46 a

48 h
5
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

236.17±221.36
879.83±86.25 b
643.29±79.38 b
567.76±68.21 b
411.56±69.34 b
360.40±49.28 b
324.25±47.30 b
320.60±46.83 b

72 h
5
1
1
1

642.92±105.41
918.73±76.49 b
547.25±68.94 b
260.37±51.27 b
840.79±41.17b
820.56±39.76b
810.17±45.61b
804.63±51.34b

96 h
5 863.43±206.58
1 759.29±89.23b
1 366.18±52.49b
910.25±45.37 b
517.83±41.26 b
498.71±40.14 b
485.26±37.56 b
476.90±38.41 b
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Morphologic changes of cells
EC9706 cells became round, small and exfoliative after exposed
to MG-132 under microscope (Figure 2).
Inhibition of telomerase activity
After treated with MG-132 (5 µmol/L) for 24, 48, 72 and 96 h,
respectively, EC9706 cells showed a gradual decrease in values
of A compared with the control group (P<0.01). Furthermore,
telomerase activity was negative (Table 2).

B

Table 2 Effect of MG-132 on telomerase activity of EC9706
cells (mean±SD)
Light absorption ( A )
Groups
24 h

48 h

Control 1.871±0.061 2.234±0.092
MG-132 0.154±0.008b 0.085±0.006b
b

72 h

96 h

2.907±0.113 3.025±0.120
0.072±0.004 b 0.067±0.003 b

P<0.01 vs control group.

A

300
250

Cell number

C

200
150
100
50
0
0 32 64 96 128 160 192 224 256
DNA control

D

B

240

Cell number

200
160
120
80
40
0

E

0 32 64 96 128 160 192 224 256
DNA control

C

240

Cell number

200
160
120
80
40
0

Figure 2 Morphologic changes of EC9706 cells observed under microscope after treated with 5 µmol/L of MG-132. A:
control group; B: EC9706 cells treated with MG-132 for 24 h; C:
EC9706 cells treated with MG-132 for 48 h; D: EC9706 cells
treated with MG-132 for 72 h; E: EC9706 cells treated with
MG-132 for 96 h (×200).

Inhibition of DNA synthesis
The values of 3H-TdR incorporation of MG-132 group were
decreased compared with the control group (Table 1).

0 32 64 96 128 160 192 224 256
DNA control

Figure 3 Cell cycle and apoptosis of EC9706 cells exposed to 5
µmol/L of MG-132. A: control group. Apoptotic sub-G1 peak
was not found; B: EC9706 cells exposed to MG-132 for 48 h.
The ratio of apoptotic cells was 31.7%; C: EC9706 cells exposed to MG-132 for 96 h. The ratio of apoptotic cells was 66.4%.

Changes of cell cycle and apoptosis
The percentage of cells at G0/G1 phase was increased and that
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at G2/M and S was decreased (P<0.01). The rate of apoptotic
cells treated with 5 µmol/L of MG-132 for 48 and 96 h was 31.7%
and 66.4%, respectively (Table 3, Figure 3).
Table 3 Effect of MG-132 on cell cycle of EC9706 cells
(mean±SD, %)
48 h

96 h

Groups
G 0/G1

S

G2/M

G 0/G1

S

G 2/M

Control 40.4±3.9 46.5±4.3 13.1±1.0 44.6±4.1 40.9±2.3 14.5±1.4
MG-132 67.5±5.1 b 29.3±2.8 b 3.2±0.2 b 73.1±5.2 b 24.6±2.1 b 2.3±0.1b
b

P<0.01 vs control group.

DNA ladder
Agarose electrophoresis showed marked ladders in MG-132
group, while the ladder was not detected in control group.
Furthermore, DNA fragmentation was more apparent at 96 h
(Figure 4).
4 3 2 1

2 000 bp
1 000 bp
200 bp

Figure 4 Results of DNA agarose electrophoresis. Lane1: control group; Lane 2: EC9706 cells exposed to 5 µmol/L of MG132 for 48 h; Lane 3: EC9706 cells exposed to 5 µmol/L of MG132 for 96 h; Lane 4: 200, 400, 600, 800, 1 000, 1 200, 1 400, 1 600,
1 800, 2 000 bp ladder markers.

A

B

Figure 5 Results of immunohistochemical staining of EC9706
cells. A: control group. Immunohistochemical staining of p27kip1
protein located in cytoplasm of EC9706 cells; B: MG-132 group.
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Immunohistochemical staining of p27kip1 protein located in cytoplasm and nuclei (×200).

Expression of p27kip1
In the control group, the cytoplasm was stained in brownish
yellow and the nuclei were stained in blue. In the experiment
group, both the cytoplasm and nuclei were stained in brownish
yellow, indicating that the expression of p27kip1 in EC9706 cells
was increased after treated with MG-132 (Figure 5).
DISCUSSION
Proteolytic degradation by ubiquitin-proteasome system involves
ATP-dependent covalent attachment of a macromolecular
chain of ubiquitin (Ub) molecules to the target protein, followed
by degradation through the multicatalytic 26s proteasome.
The conjugation of Ub, a highly conserved 8.6 kDa protein, to
its target protein is mediated by the serial actions of three
enzymes. E1, the Ub-activating enzyme, activates Ub in an
ATP-dependent manner. E2, the Ub-conjugating enzyme,
catalyzes the attachment of Ub to the substrate protein. E3, the
Ub-ligase, serves as a scaffold between E2 and the substrate
and provides recognition specificity of the substrate[7-10]. A
protein tagged with a polyubiquitin chain is recognized and
degraded by the 26S proteasome complex. This complex is
composed of a 19S regulatory subcomplex and two 20S catalytic
subcomplexes. UPP is extensively involved in physiological
and biochemical processes. Some experiments showed that
the low expression of some anti-oncogene including p53,
p27kip1 in tumor cells was associated with the increasing activity
of ubiquitin proteasome which leads to degradation of
expression products of anti-oncogene, and have proved that
deubiquitination of p53 is an important pathway for p53
stabilization[11,12]. Moreover, the degradation accommodation
of some transcription factors was regulated by UPP, such as
NF-κB, c-fos, c-jun, c-mos, c-myc and MATa[13-17]. So UPP is
closely associated with the occurrence and development of
malignant tumor.
Ubiquitin proteasome inhibitors include peptide aldehyde,
borofax peptide and 3, 4-dichloro isocoumarin. MG-132, also
known as carbobenzoxy-L-leucyl-L-leucyl-L-leucinal, a
reversible, effective and specific peptide aldehyde inhibitor of
ubiquitin-proteasome, could block UPP through inhibiting
ubiquitin-mediated proteolysis by binding to and inactivating
20S and 26S proteasomes[18-22].
In our study, esophageal cancer cell line EC9706 was exposed
to MG-132 to observe whether UPP could be inhibited. We
found that the proliferation of cells was obviously inhibited in
a dose- and time-dependent manner. The results also revealed
some anti-tumor mechanisms of MG-132. First, MG-132 could
up-regulate the expression of p27kip1. p27 kip1 was recently
found[23] as a anti-oncogene with function of negative regulation
of cell cycle, getting involved in the inhibitive reaction of
cytokines, inducing cell differentiation and apoptosis, enhancing
cell’s adherence and regulating the resistance to medicines for
noumenal tumors. p27kip1 protein is a cyclin dependent kinase
inhibitor (CDKI) that could block G1/S transition of cell cycle
by inhibiting the action of cyclin E-CDK2 complex and cyclin
D-CDK4 complex[24-26]. p27kip1 expression decreases in esophageal
cancer and it may correlate with the histologic differentiation.
Reduction of p27kip1 has been considered to be an independent
prognostic indicator of esophageal cancer[27-30]. The nuclear
localization signal of p27kip1 contains a protein kinase B (PKB/Akt)
consensus site at threonine 157, and phosphorylation of p27kip1
by PKB/Akt has been found to impair its nuclear import[31,32],
which is a key procedure to play its functional role[33]. We
found that p27kip1 protein localized in cytoplasm of EC9706 cells
showed low expression, but that localized both in cytoplasm
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and nuclei of EC9706 cells showed high expression after treated
with MG-132. Our previous studies[6,34] demonstrated that the
growth of EC9706 cells and tumors implanted in nude mice was
obviously inhibited, apoptosis was induced and cell cycle was
arrested in G1 phase by up-regulating p27kip1. Second, MG-132
could depress telomerase activity. The activation of telomerase
was closely associated with cyclin. It has been reported that
inhibition of UPP could not only increase the expression of
p27kip1, but also increase the expression of p53[35]. Moreover
p27kip1 and p21 regulated by p53 could inhibit cyclin and result
in decreased telomerase activity[36,37]. Third, MG-132 could
cause G1 arrest, which may be involved in changes of cell cycle
regulatory factors such as p27kip1. Fan et al.[38] obtained the
same results as ours. But Ling et al.[39] tended to consider
ubiquitin proteasome inhibitors to cause G2 arrest. The difference
may be involved in the different types of cells. The last, MG-132
could induce apoptosis, which may be closely associated with
the functions mentioned above.
In conclusion, MG-132 can obviously inhibit proliferation
of EC9706 cells and induce apoptosis. The mechanisms include
upregulation of p27kip1 expression, G1 arrest and depression of
telomerase activity. The results indicate that inhibiting UPP is
a novel strategy for esophageal carcinoma therapy.
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Abstract
AIM: To investigate the prognostic value of the expression
of connexin (Cx) 26, 32 and 43 messenger RNA (mRNA) in
hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) tissues.
METHODS: Using a reverse-transcriptase polymerase chain
reaction (RT-PCR), Cx 26, Cx 32 and Cx 43 mRNAs were
determined in the liver tissues of 15 controls and in HCC
tissues of 25 patients undergoing curative hepatic resection.
The patients were followed up clinically.
RESULTS: Cx 26 and Cx 32 mRNAs were significantly lower
in HCC tissues compared with controls (both P<0.01). By
multivariate analysis, a lower level of Cx 26 and Cx 32
mRNA correlated significantly with a risk of HCC recurrence
(P = 0.033) and recurrence-related mortality (P = 0.031,
P = 0.031). Cx 43 mRNA was higher in HCC tissues compared
with controls but did not correlate with postoperative
recurrence or recurrence-related mortality. Other significant
predictors of HCC recurrence included cellular dedifferentiation
(P = 0.033), less encapsulation (P = 0.050), vascular
permeation (P = 0.046), and daughter nodules (P = 0.046).
Significant variables related to recurrence-related mortality
consisted of cell dedifferentiation (P = 0.031), vascular
permeation (P = 0.048), and daughter nodules (P = 0.048).
The levels of Cx 26 and Cx 32 mRNAs correlated significantly
with cell differentiation (P = 0.031).
CONCLUSION: A low expression of Cx 26 and Cx 32 mRNAs
in HCC tissues is predictive of postoperative recurrence of
HCCs.
Sheen IS, Jeng KS, Wang PC, Shih SC, Chang WH, Wang
HY, Chen CC, Shyung LR. Are gap junction gene connexins
26, 32 and 43 of prognostic values in hepatocellular
carcinoma? A prospective study. World J Gastroenterol 2004;
10(19): 2785-2790

http://www.wjgnet.com/1007-9327/10/2785.asp

INTRODUCTION
Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is a leading cause of death in
Taiwan and many Asian countries, where hepatitis B and C
have a high prevalence. During the last 10 years, efforts have
been made worldwide toward early detection and curative
surgical resection of HCC. However, despite diagnostic and
therapeutic advances, postoperative recurrence is still common[1-7].
Predicting which patients are likely to have a recurrence is a
challenge.
Gap junctional intercellular communication (GJIC) occurs
via intercellular hemichannels, which are formed by six basic
protein subunits expressed in neighboring cells. These subunits
are called connexins (Cx)[8]. Six connexins locate around a central
pore, through which adjacent cells directly exchange low weight
molecules providing information or energy. GJIC plays important
roles in embryonic development, metabolic cooperation, growth
control, cell proliferation, and differentiation[9-12]. Many authors
believed that disorders of GJIC were involved in carcinogenesis[12-21].
Connexin 32 (Cx 32) and connexin 26 (Cx 26) are the major
gap junction proteins in hepatocytes. Some authors have
reported that Cx 32 and Cx 43 mRNAs and their proteins
were significantly decreased in HCC tissues and cell lines. In
contrast, Cx 43 protein was increased in the hepatoma cell line
SMMC-7721[22-25].
To the best of our knowledge, little is known about the
prognostic significance of connexin mRNA expression in the
prediction of postresection recurrence of HCCs. We conducted
this prospective study to investigate the correlation between
connexin mRNA expression in HCC tissues and postoperative
recurrence of the tumor.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study population
From July 1999 to August 2000, 25 (18 men and 7 women, with
a mean age of 56.4±12.6 years) of 34 consecutive patients with
HCC undergoing curative hepatectomy were enrolled in this
prospective study. The 9 patients who were excluded had a
previous hepatectomy, preoperative neoadjuvant ethanol
injection, hepatic arterial chemoembolization (TACE), or
surgical morbidity. The surgical procedures performed included
23 major resections (6 extended right lobectomies, 10 right
lobectomies, 3 left lobectomies and 4 double segmentectomies)
and 2 minor resections (single segmentectomy). Clinical details
were available from medical records on all patients (Table 1).
Connexins were assayed in both cancerous and noncancerous
liver tissues obtained at the time of resection. A control group
including 5 healthy volunteers, 5 individuals with chronic active
hepatitis without HCCs, and 5 individuals with liver cirrhosis
but no HCC also underwent liver biopsies during exploratory
laparotomies for other reasons. The surgically removed liver
samples were immediately transferred to the pathology
laboratory, dissected, frozen in liquid nitrogen, and stored at
-80 until RNA extraction. Frozen and formalin-fixed samples
of the dissected tumor and surrounding tissues were also
studied by routine pathology. No obvious ischemic change
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was observed in the surrounding tissues, suggesting that the
time between removal and freezing of samples did not result in
problematic artifacts.
After discharge, the patients were assessed regularly to
detect tumor recurrence with abdominal ultrasonography (every
2-3 mo during the first 5 years, then every 4-6 mo thereafter),
serum alpha fetoprotein (AFP) and liver biochemistry (every 2 mo
during the first 2 years, then every 4 mo during the following 3
years, and every 6 mo thereafter), abdominal computed
tomography (CT) (every 6 mo during the first 5 years, then
annually), and chest X-ray and bone scans (every 6 mo ). Hepatic
arteriography was obtained if the other studies suggested
possible recurrences. A recurrence was defined as detection of
a tumor on any imaging study.
Clinicopathologic parameters analyzed included sex (male
vs female), age, presence of liver cirrhosis, hepatitis B virus
(HBV) infection (hepatitis B surface antigen-positive), hepatitis
C virus (HCV) infection (anti-hepatitis C virus antibodypositive), serum AFP level (<20 ng/mL vs 20 to 1 000 ng/mL vs
>1 000 ng/mL), cirrhosis, Child-Pugh class of liver functional
reserve (A vs B), tumor size (<3 cm vs 3 to 10 cm vs >10 cm in
diameter), tumor encapsulation (complete vs incomplete or
absent), presence of daughter nodules, vascular permeation
(including vascular invasion and/or tumor thrombi in either the
portal or hepatic vein), and cell differentiation grade (Edmondson
and Steiner grades I to IV) (Table 1).
Table 1 Demographic, clinical and pathological variables in
patients with HCC undergoing curative resections (n = 25)
Variables
Age (mean, yr)
Male

Patients (n, %)
56.4±12.6
18 (72)

Child- Pugh class A
Serum AFP <20 ng/mL
3

3 (12)

20-10 ng/mL

10 (40)

>103 ng/mL

12 (48)

HBsAg (+)

12 (48)

Anti-HCV (+)

10 (40)

Diameter of HCC <3 cm

2 (8)

3-10 cm

10 (40)

>10 cm

13 (52)

Cirrhosis

20 (80)

Edmondson-Steiner’s grade I

11 (44)

grade II
grade III

14 (56)

grade IV
Complete capsule

9 (36)

Vascular permeation

14 (56)

Daughter nodules

13 (52)

Multinodular HCC

5 (20)

Tumor necrosis

5 (20)

Tumor hemorrhage

1 (4)

AFP: serum alpha fetoprotein; HBsAg (+): positive hepatitis B
surface antigen; Anti-HCV(+): positive hepatitis C virus
antibody; Edmondson Steiner grade: differentiation grade.

Detection of connexin mRNA in liver tissues
We chose measuring connexin mRNA instead of measuring
protein because RT-PCR was thought to provide better
quantification method than immunohistochemistry.
Extraction of RNA Resected tissues were completely homogenized
in 1 mL of RNA-bee™ (Tel-Test, Protech Technology Enterprises
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Co., Ltd, Friendswood, TX, USA), 0.2 mL chloroform was added,
and the mixture was shaken vigorously for 15 to 30 s. The
samples were stored on ice for 5 min and then centrifuged
at 12 000 g for 15 min. The supernatant was transferred to a
new 1.5 mL Eppendorf tube, precipitated with 0.5 mL of
isopropanol for 5 min at 4 , and centrifuged at 12 000 g for
5 min at 4 . The supernatant was removed and the RNA
pellet was washed with 1 mL of isopropanol and shaken to
dislodge the pellet from the side of the tube. The pellet was
centrifuged again at 12 000 g for 5 min at 4 , the supernatant
was removed, and the RNA pellet was washed once again with
750 mL/L ethanol. The pellet was resuspended in at least 1 mL
of 750 mL/L ethanol and centrifuged at 7 500 r/min for 5 min at
4 , after which the ethanol was carefully removed. The RNA
was allowed to dry in air and then dissolved in DEPC-H2O
(50 to 100 µL) and stored at -80 .
Reverse transcription The RNA sample was heated at 55
for 10 min and chilled on ice. The following reagents were
then added: (1) 4 µL 5×RT buffer containing Tris-HCl (pH 8.3),
75 mmol/L KCl, 3 mmol/L MgCl 2, and 10 mmol/L DTT
(dithiothreitol), (2) 3 µL 10 mmol/L dNTP (deoxyribonucleoside
triphosphate), (3) 1.6 µL Oligo-d(T) 18 and 0.4 µL random
hexamers (N) 6 (1 µg/µL), (4) 0.5 µL RNase inhibitor (40 U/µL),
(5) 3 µL 25 mmol/L MnCl2, (6) 6 µL RNA in DEPC-H2O, and (7)
0.5 µL DEPC-H2O. The mixture was incubated at 70 for 2 min
and then chilled to 23 to anneal the primer to the RNA. We
then added 1 µL of M-MLV RTase (moloney murine leukemia
virus reverse transcriptase, 200 U/µL, Promega) and the mixture
was incubated for 10 min at 23 followed by 60 min at 40 .
It was heated at 94 for 5 min, then chilled on ice. The cDNA
was stored -20 .
Amplification of connexins 26, 32, 43, and GAPDH cDNA by
PCR First-strand cDNA synthesis was carried out using 2 µg
of total RNA purified from 50 mg tissue. Reverse transcription
was performed in a final volume of 20 µL containing 2 µg of random
hexamer (Gene Teks Bioscience Inc., Taipei), and 1.5 mmol/L
each of dATP, dCTP, dGTP, and dTTP. Each reaction mixture
was incubated for 8 min at 23 with 20 U of rRNasin (RNase
inhibitor; Promega, Madison, WI) followed by incubation with
200 U of moloney murine leukemia virus reverse transcriptase
(Gibco-BRL, Paisley, UK) for 60 min at 40 , followed by 5 min
at 94 . PCR was performed in a final volume of 50 µL, by using
2 µL of cDNA solution in a mixture containing 0.4 mmol/L
deoxynucleotide triphosphates, 40 pmol/L of both sense and
antisense oligonucleotide primers for Cx 26, Cx 32 or Cx 43,
2.5 mmol/L MgCl2, 2.5U of Taq DNA polymerase (Promega)
and 5 µL of 10x Taq DNA polymerase reaction buffer (500 mmol/L
KCl, 100 mmol/L Tris-HCl (pH9.0), 10 g/L Triton-X-100). PCR
primer sequences of the sense and antisense oligonucleotides
for Cx 26, Cx 32 and Cx 43 as well as the direction, size and
reaction conditions are shown in Table 2. For example, Cx 26
anti-sense oligonucleotide (5’-CCGAAGTTCATGAAGGGAGA
GAT-3’) and its related scrambled sequence (5’-GGTCTTTTGG
ACTTCCCTGAGCA -3’) were synthesized (by Sigma-Genosys
Ltd, Woodlands, TX, USA). GAPDH was used as a control,
with the quantities of the other mRNA products reported as
their intensity as a fraction of that of GAPDH mRNA. To
eliminate any possibility of genomic DNA contamination, PCR
amplification reaction was carried out on each sample from the
RNA extraction. As another internal contamination control, PCR
amplification was also carried out on a sample of reaction mixture
in the absence of cDNA.
The intensity of bands was measured using Fujifilm Science
Lab 98 (Image Gauge V3.12). The sensitivity of our assay was
assessed using human hepatocytes. A HepG2 (hepatoblastoma)
cell line served as a positive control for connexin mRNA
expression. For negative controls, we used EDTA-treated water
(filtered and vaporized).
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Statistical analysis
A statistical software package (SPSS for windows, version 8.0,
Chicago, Illinois) was used. Student’s t-test was used to analyze
continuous variables and chi-square or Fisher’s exact test was
used for categorical variables. A Cox proportional hazards model
was used for multivariate stepwise analysis to identify the
significant factors predicting recurrence and mortality.
Significance was taken as a P value <0.05.

respectively), and less encapsulation correlated with mortality
with a marginal significance (P = 0.053).

Table 2 Nucleotide sequences of the primer sets and specific
oligonucleotide probes to each type of connexin 5'-noncoding
mRNA

UV

MV

Sex

1.000

-

Age (yr)

0.030

0.071

Tumor diameter

0.250

-

(<3 cm, >10 cm)
0.009

0.067

Child-Pugh class

0.528

-

Serum AFP

0.744

-

HBsAg (+)

1.000

-

5’ GGTCTTTTGGACTTCCCTGAGCA

Anti-HCV (+)

1.000

-

Sense

5’ CTGCTCTACCCGGGCTATGC

Edmondson Steiner grade

<0.001

0.033

Antisense

5’ CAGGCTGAGCATCGGTCGCTCTT

Capsule

<0.001

0.050

Sense

5’ TACCATGCGACCAGTGGTGCGCT

Vascular permeation

<0.001

0.046

Antisense

5’GAATTCTGGTTATCATCGTCGGGGAA

Daughter nodules

<0.001

Nucleotide sequences

Cx 26

Sense

5’ CCGAAGTTCATGAAGGGAGAGAT

Antisense

Cx 43

P values
Variable

Liver cirrhosis

Type of Primer
connexin probes
mRNA

Cx 32

Table 4 Predictors of HCC recurrence

Tumor necrosis

0.046

0.046

-

RESULTS

Tumor hemorrhage

0.046

RT-PCR analysis of connexin transcripts in liver and HCC tissues
The mean values of Cx 26 mRNA and Cx 32 mRNA in HCC
tissues were significantly lower than those in the control
samples (P<0.01, P<0.01 respectively). There was no significant
difference in Cx 43 mRNA between cancerous and control
tissues (Table 3).

Connexin 26 mRNA

<0.001

Connexin 32 mRNA

<0.001

0.033

Connexin 43 mRNA

0.280

0.071

Table 3 Correlation of Cx 26, Cx 32, and Cx 43 mRNAs in
cancerous and noncancerous liver tissues of 25 patients with
HCC and liver tissues of 15 control patients
mRNA (mean value)

UV: univariate analysis; MV: multivariate analysis; AFP:
serum alpha fetoprotein; HbsAg(+): positive hepatitis B surface antigen; Anti-HCV(+): positive hepatitis C virus
antibody; Edmondson Steiner grade: differentiation grades
I, II vs III, IV.
Table 5 Correlation between clinical and pathological variables and recurrence-related mortality

Tissues
Connexin 26

Connexin 32

Connexin 43

P values
Parameters
UV

HCC patients
Cancerous liver1
Controls

2

0.033

MV

0.745

0.775

0.241

Sex

0.888

1.205

1.225

0.100

Age (yr)

0.005

0.356

Tumor diameter

0.324

-

Liver cirrhosis

0.030

0.324

Child-Pugh class

0.548

HBsAg (+)

0.956

-

Anti-HCV (+)

0.785

-

Edmondson Steiner grade

0.000

0.031

Capsule

0.000

0.053

Vascular permeation

0.000

0.048

Daughter nodules

0.039

0.048

P<0.01 for connexin 26 mRNA; P<0.01 for connexin 32 mRNA;
P>0.05 for connexin 43 mRNA.

Correlation of connexin mRNA expression and tumor recurrence
Patients were followed up for a median of 45 mo (range 38 to
51 mo). Fourteen (56%) had clinically detectable recurrences,
of whom 6 died. A low Cx 26 mRNA correlated significantly with
tumor recurrences by both univariate (P<0.001, P<0.001) and
multivariate analyses (P = 0.033, P = 0.033). No such correlation
was found with Cx 43 mRNA. By multivariate analyses, other
significant predictors of recurrences included poor cell
differentiation (P = 0.033), less encapsulation (P = 0.050),
vascular permeation (P = 0.046) and the presence of daughter
nodules (P = 0.046) (Table 4).
Correlation of connexin mRNA expression and recurrencerelated death
A low level of Cx 26 mRNA and Cx 32 mRNA in HCC tissues was
significantly correlated with death from recurrent tumors by
both univariate (P<0.001, P<0.001) and multivariate analyses
(P = 0.031, P = 0.031) (Table 5). By multivariate analyses, poor
cell differentiation, vascular permeation, and daughter nodules
correlated significantly with mortality (P = 0.031, 0.048, and 0.048

-

(<3 cm, >10 cm)

Multinodular HCC

0.007

0.324

Tumor necrosis

0.373

-

Tumor hemorrhage

0.356

-

Connexin 26 mRNA

<0.001

Connexin 32 mRNA

<0.001

Connexin 43 mRNA

0.461

0.031
0.031
-

UV: univariate analysis; MV: multivariate analysis; AFP: serum alpha fetoprotein; HBsAg (+): positive hepatitis B surface
antigen; Anti-HCV(+): positive hepatitis C virus antibody;
Edmondson Steiner grade: differentiation grades I, II vs III, IV;
n.s: not significant.
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Correlation between connexin mRNA expression and clinical
and histopathologic features
Cx 26 and Cx 32 mRNAs were significantly correlated with cell
differentiation but not with gender, age, serum AFP level,
chronic HBV or HCV carriage, tumor size, coexisting cirrhosis,
encapsulation, vascular permeation, daughter nodules, tumor
necrosis, or tumor hemorrhage (all P>0.05).
DISCUSSION
Our study showed that a low value of Cx 26 and Cx 32 mRNAs in
resected HCC tissues was significantly associated with an
increased risk of postoperative recurrences and death. While
increased Cx 43 mRNA was not significantly predictive of
outcomes.
Most tumors studied had a reduction in either homologous
or heterologous GJIC. This presumably contributed to neoplastic
progression by allowing tumor cells to escape intercellular
signals involved in regulation of cell proliferation, differentiation,
and apoptosis[8,10,12,13]. Cx 32 and Cx 26, the components of
hepatocyte gap junctions, were also found in a variety of
other cell types. Cx 43 (or α1) was prominent in the liver
capsule and between other types of liver cells, including Ito
(fat-storing) cells, cholangiocytes, and endothelial cells lining
the venules. We speculated that, because the Cx 32 and Cx 26
genes were expressed in normal liver tissues, they might serve
as tumor suppressor genes. Other authors have suggested
Cx 32 and Cx 43 for this role[16]. Eghbali et al.[18] found that
transfection of tumor cells with Cx 32 cDNA retarded tumor
growth in vivo. They demonstrated that the growth rate of
tumor cells correlated negatively with the strength of intercellular
communication.
Since Lowenstein et al. [12] used electrophysiologic
techniques to demonstrate a lack of communication between
rat liver cancer cells, an interest has been attracted to changes
in cell-to-cell communications in carcinoma tissues. In studies
of rat hepatocarcinogenesis, several laboratories have found
that a significant decrease in the major liver gap junction
protein Cx 32 at the mRNA or protein level occurred in
preneoplastic nodules and HCCs induced by chemicals[14,17,19,21].
Loss of GJIC due to down-regulated expression of Cx genes
appears to be an important event in cell transformation and is
associated with uncontrolled tumor cell growth. Transformed
cells in vitro and in vivo had a decreased GJIC capacity
between themselves or with surrounding normal cells[18,20].
Disruption of GJIC activity could contribute to the multi-step
process of carcinogenesis.
Oyamada et al.[25] reported that GJIC was altered in human
HCCs by molecular mechanisms different from those in rat
hepatocarcinogenesis. It is possible that defects in posttranslational processing of Cx 32 and Cx 43 proteins may be an
obstacle in their transportation to cell membranes. Some studies
suggested that multiple mechanisms could likely contribute to
block of GJIC, including decreased expressions of gap junction
proteins and abnormal pathways of signal transduction resulted
from decreased levels of intracellular Ca2+, phosphorylation
of the tyrosine of Cx proteins[19]. Other potential mechanisms
included control of cell recognition and gating of established
gap junctions[19,20,24].
Different authors have proposed various mechanisms by
which changes in connexin mRNA might contribute to the
biological behaviors of HCC. These include rapid proliferation
of tumor cells, changes in the interaction between host and
tumors, aberrant localization of connexins, and change in
connexin expression during tumor differentiation. Whether the
rapid growth of preneoplastic tissues is the cause or the effect
of a decrease in connexin mRNA remains unknown.
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Some authors have found a great decrease in the number of
gap junctions after partial hepatectomy. A reciprocal correlation
between the expression of Cx32 and the mitotic activities of
hepatocytes during liver regeneration was noted. Based on
their findings of a significant reduction of Cx 32 expression in
S-phase cells, it seems that quantitative changes in gap junction
expression may play an important role in the control of proliferation
of liver cells. Since neoplastic liver tissues had a higher
proliferation rate than the surrounding tissues, it might have
fewer gap junctions. It was found that the partial loss of gap
junctions provided a selective advantage for those preneoplastic
liver cells which developed into rapidly proliferating tumor cells.
It is possible that preneoplastic cells with a reduced number of
gap junctions might have an increased capability of proliferating
and are therefore more likely to develop into HCC[14].
With regard to changes in the interaction between host and
tumors, Krutovskikh et al.[24] highlighted the role such an
interaction might play in natural host resistance against
neoplastic growth, with an emphasis on the underlying
mechanisms of both connexin function and impairment.
Some other authors attributed the possible contribution of
connexins to aberrant localization of the gap junction proteins.
Some studies showed that the levels of Cx 32 and Cx 43 mRNAs
were not decreased in HCCs compared with normal liver
tissues, but the proteins were aberrantly located in HCCs[25].
Krutovskikh et al.[26] thought abnormal location of Cx 32 was
more important than its translational disregulation. Omori et al.[17]
drew a similar conclusion regarding Cx 32.
Another mechanism leading to a loss of heterologous hostcancer cell coupling is a change in the expression of connexin
species in tumors during differentiation. According to Markert
et al.[27] three important characteristics of cell differentiation
were the rate of cell division, the adhesive properties of the cell
membrane that determine the capacity of the cell of migrating
or metastasizing, and specific patterns of cell metabolism.
Connexins are likely related to adhesive properties. An altered
pattern of adhesion molecules on the surface of tumorigenic
hepatocytes may influence the distribution of gap junctions in
neoplastic tissues.
A characteristic feature of a cancerous phenotype is
dedifferentiation. In some tissues, cells at different stages of
differentiation express different sets of connexin proteins. HCC
cells may express the same connexins as surrounding normal
hepatocytes and therefore adhere well to each other. However,
because of the inability of Cx 32 hemichannels expressed by
normal hepatocytes to assemble functional gap junctional
channels with Cx 43 hemichannels in neoplastic cells, they failed
to communicate with each other[28,29].
The high recurrence rate after resection is the main cause of
the poor outcomes of HCC. Variables correlated with tumor
recurrence included high serum AFP, hepatitis, vascular
permeation, grade of cell differentiation, infiltration or absence
of capsule, tumor size, coexisting cirrhosis, presence of daughter
nodules, and multiple lesions[1-7, 30-33]. According to our study,
connexin was significantly correlated with the grade of cell
differentiation. In our series, tumors with higher levels of Cx26
and Cx32 mRNAs, that were closer to normal, were more likely
to be well-differentiated (Edmondson and Steiner grade I) and
less likely to recur than those tumors of grade II to IV. The
association between the grade of anaplasia and connexin
positivity also varied in other reports. We attribute these
differences to the possibility that different histologic grades
may coexist within a particular HCC. Additionally, the regulation
of connexin may be complex, particularly at different grades of
dedifferentiation.
There is also discrepancy in the expression of Cx 43 in human
HCCs. Ma et al.[34] suggested that decreased expression of Cx
32 and Cx 43 might be closely related to liver carcinogenesis.
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We found a similar decrease in Cx32 mRNA, but Cx 43 mRNA
was increased. The discrepancy might be due to a difference in
study samples and examination methods, as well as the
background liver diseases. Furthermore, it should be noted
that the benign liver tissue surrounding HCC was not normal.
Oyamada et al.[25] studied 6 patients with HCC and found various
abnormalities in the surrounding tissues, including cholestasis
in 2, fatty liver in 1, chronic persistent hepatitis in 1, cirrhosis in
1, and possible hemochromatosis in 1. In our 25 patients, we
found a different distribution of background liver diseases,
including cirrhosis in 20 (80%), hepatitis B virus hepatitis in
12 (48%) and hepatitis C virus hepatitis in 10 (40%); 3 patients
had both hepatitis B and C hepatitis. We used RT-PCR and
Northern and Southern blot analyses. Oyamada et al.[25] found
no decrease in Cx 32 mRNA, while the level of Cx 43 mRNA was
higher than that in the surrounding nontumorous tissues but
without any amplification of Cx 43 gene. They attributed the
increased expression of Cx 43 to a large amount of connective
tissues in HCC.
However, another possible explanation for elevated
expression of Cx 43 is the stem cell concept of tumor cell
origins. This theory proposes that the target cells in carcinogenesis
are stem cells present in normal tissues. Assuming that a
stem cell that expresses Cx 43 is the target cell in human
hepatocarcinogenesis, the resulting neoplasm would be
expected to express connexin 43. The mechanism of switching
on the Cx 43 gene in human HCC remains to be investigated,
which may include DNA methylation, a stablization of RNA, or
positive or negative trans-acting factors[25].
Carcinogenesis is believed to result from block, arrest, or
derangement in differentiation. Based on this concept, we could
explain the increased expression of Cx 43 by the appearance of
isozymes, for example, aldolase and γ-glutamyl transpeptidase,
in human HCC.
We proposed that not all HCCs contained connexin
mutations, in another word, there might be both connexindependent and connexin-independent pathways leading to liver
cancer. The selective advantage conferred on liver cells by a
mutant connexin gene seems to be significant in later steps of
tumorigenesis, after the accumulation of additional genetic
changes. The identification of genetic alterations related to
connexin changes remains a considerable challenge in the field
of liver cancer research.
Surgery remains the best possible therapy for patients with
HCC. Examination of connexin mRNA in HCC tissues may
provide information about the risk of postoperative recurrences,
and our results support this hypothesis. Addition of
neoadjuvant therapy after surgery, might be considered for the
risk patients. Furthermore, serial measurement of circulating
connexin mRNAs after surgery to monitor the effects of therapy
or screen for recurrences needs further investigation.
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Abstract
AIM: To evaluate the effect of postoperative adjuvant
transcatheter arterial chemoembolization (TACE) on the
prognosis of hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) patients with
or without risk factors for the residual tumor.
METHODS: From January 1995 to December 1998, 549
consecutive HCC patients undergoing surgical resection
were included in this research. There were 185 patients
who underwent surgical resection with adjuvant TACE and
364 patients who underwent surgical resection only. Tumors
with a diameter more than 5 cm, multiple nodules, and
vascular invasion were defined as risk factors for residual
tumor and used for patient stratification. Kaplan-Meier
method was used to analyze survival curve and Cox
proportional hazard model was used to evaluate the
prognostic significance of adjuvant TACE.
RESULTS: In the patients without any risk factors for the
residual tumor, the 1-, 3-, 5-year survival rates were 93.48%,
75.85%, 62.39% in the control group and 97.39%, 70.37%,
50.85% in the adjuvant TACE group, respectively. There
was no significant difference in the survival between two
groups (P = 0.3956). However, in the patients with risk
factors for residual tumor, postoperative adjuvant TACE
significantly prolonged the patients’ survival. There was a
statistically significant difference in survival between two
groups (P = 0.0216). The 1-, 3-, 5-year survival rates were
69.95%, 49.86%, 37.40% in the control group and 89.67%,
61.28%, 44.36% in the adjuvant TACE group, respectively.
Cox proportional hazard model showed that tumor diameter
and cirrhosis, but not the adjuvant TACE, were the significantly
independent prognostic factors in the patients without risk
factors for residual tumor. However, in the patients with
risk factors for residual tumor adjuvant TACE, and also
tumor diameter, AFP level, vascular invasion, were the
significantly independent factors associated with the
decreasing risk for patients’ death from HCC.
CONCLUSION: Postoperative adjuvant TACE can prolong
the survival of patients with risk factors for residual tumor,
but can not prolong the survival of patients without risk
factors for residual tumor.
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INTRODUCTION
Hepatocellular carcinoma is the fifth most common malignant
death in the world and is estimated to cause half a million deaths
annually[1]. In China, primary liver cancer mortality ranked
second after stomach cancer. The age-standardized mortality
rate (adjusted by the world population) was 33.7 per 100 000 in
male Chinese and 12.3 per 100 000 in female Chinese[2]. Surgical
resection is a major treatment for hepatocellular carcinoma
(HCC)[3]. However, postoperative recurrence is still high and
the main death cause after resection of HCC[4]. The overall
recurrence was 30.1%, 62.3% and 79.0% in 1, 3, 5 years after
resection of HCC, respectively[5]. Adjuvant therapies were used
to prolong the survival and decrease the recurrence of HCC in
different centers, such as transcatheter arterial chemoembolization
(TACE)[6-13], polyprenoic acid[14], adoptive immunotherapy[15],
interferon[16], and iodine-131-labeled lipiodol[17-19]. TACE was
one of the most commonly used adjuvant managements for
preventing recurrence and prolonging the survival of patients
postoperatively. However, the benefits of adjuvant TACE were
controversial. From January 1995 to December 1998, a
consecutive series of 549 HCC patients with partially
hepatectomy were included in this study. Of them, 185 patients
received adjuvant TACE and 364 patients received surgical
resection only. The aim of this research was to evaluate the
benefits of adjuvant TACE in our series and to determine
whether the characteristics of HCC such as diameter of tumor
size, tumor nodules and vascular invasion could affect the
benefits of adjuvant TACE to the patients’ survival.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients
This study included 549 patients with HCC who underwent
partial hepatectomy. The entry criteria included: 1) All the tumor
lesions were removed, which were judged by surgeon’s gross
inspection; 2) no lymphonode involvement; and 3) no distant
metastasis. For all the 549 patients, hepatectomy was performed
in Liver Cancer Institute, Zhonghan Hospital, Fudan University
from January 1995 to December 1998. There were 465 males and
84 females with a median age of 50 years. According to the
UICC TNM classification, 48 patients were in stage I, 382 in
stage II, 86 in stage IIIA, and 33 in stage IVA. For their liver
function defined by Child-Pugh classification, 539 patients were
in class A, 10 in class B, and no patients in class C.
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Adjuvant TACE
In the entire series, 185 patients underwent adjuvant TACE
and 364 patients who did not undergo adjuvant TACE were
assigned as control. Adjuvant TACE was performed 2 mo after
hepatectomy. Hepatic arterial angiography was performed and
then preventive or therapeutic chemoembolization was done
depending on the patients with or without tumor stain in the
remnant liver, respectively. The regimen for preventive adjuvant
TACE consisted of 5-fluorouracil (5-FU) 0.75 g, cisplatin (DDP)
60 mg, and the emulsion mixed with mitomycin C (MMC) 16 mg
and lipiodol 5 mL. Two months later a repeated preventive
adjuvant TACE was performed and the regimen was finished.
For therapeutic adjuvant TACE, the regimen consisted of 5-FU
1.0 g, DDP 80 mg, and the emulsion of MMC 20 mg and lipiodol
5-10 mL (the volume of lipiodol used for a patient depending on
the tumor volume in the patient). TACE was repeated every
one and a half month. The interval and times of repeated TACE
depended on the response of the patients.
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no differences in their survival curves between two groups
(P = 0.3956). The 1-, 3-, 5-year survival rates were 93.48%, 75.85%,
62.39% in the control group and 97.39%, 70.37%, 50.85% in the
adjuvant TACE group, respectively. However, for the patients
with risk factors for the residual tumor improved survival rates
were observed in the adjuvant TACE group, as showed by
Figure 2B. There were significant differences between two
groups (P = 0.0216). The 1-, 3-, 5-year survival rates were 69.95%,
49.86%, 37.40% in the control group and 86.67%, 61.28%,
44.36% in the adjuvant TACE group.
Table 1 Clinical and pathological characteristics in control
and adjuvant TACE groups patients without risk factors for
residual tumor
Characteristics

Follow-up and statistics
The patients were followed up every 2 to 3 mo with ultrasonography
and alpha-fetoprotein (AFP) during the first 2 years after HCC
resection and every 3-6 mo afterwards. If the patients were
unable to undergo this procedure, they were followed up with
telephone or letter every year. The follow-up termination time
for all patients was December 31, 2002. The significance of
differences in clinical and pathological characteristics between
groups was examined with Chi-square test and Student t test.
Cumulative survival rates were obtained by the Kaplan-Meier
method. Cumulative survival comparison between groups was
performed with log-rank test. Multivariate analysis for the
independent prognostic factors was determined by Cox
proportional hazards model. P values <0.05 were considered
statistically significant.

Adjuvant TACE
group (n = 77)

P value

34

5

0.009

140

72

Gender
Female

Patient stratification and grouping
The patients were retrospectively stratified into patients without
risk factors for the residual tumor and patients with any risk
factors for the residual tumor. These risk factors were evaluated
according to preoperative ultrosonography, CT scan and
postoperative pathological examination. Risk factors were
defined as tumor diameter >5 cm, multiple nodules or vascular
invasion. These factors were reported to have a close relation
with residual tumor or recurrence in the remnant liver of HCC
patients[4,20-23]. After stratification, there were 251 patients
without risk factors for the residual tumor and 298 patients with
risk factors for the residual tumor. After stratification, the
patients were further grouped as the adjuvant TACE group
and the control group.

Control
(n = 174)

Male
Age (mean±SD)

50.86±11.61

49.35±10.04

0.323
0.135

HBsAg
Positive

43

11

Negative

131

66

Cirrhosis
Absent

22

6

Mild

53

33

Severe

99

38

A

165

77

B

5

0

0.130

Child-pugh Class

AFP (mean±SD, ug/L) 333.91±529.92

406.04±735.16

0.134
0.381

TNM classification
I

28

19

II

146

58

0.108

Table 2 Clinical and pathological characteristics in control
and adjuvant TACE groups patients with risk factors for residual tumor
Characteristics

Control
(n = 190)

Adjuvant TACE group P value
(n = 108)

Gender
Female
Male
Age (mean±SD)

33

12

157

96

51.50±11.72

49.63±10.07

0.147
0.105

HBsAg

RESULTS
Clinical and pathological characteristics of adjuvant TACE and
control groups
Clinical and pathological characteristics of the patients with or
without risk factors for residual tumor in adjuvant TACE and
control groups were summarized in Tables 1 and 2, respectively.
There were no significant differences in their age, HBsAg
positive rate, Child-Pugh class, AFP level, TNM class between
two groups, except that the ratio of female vs male patients was
lower in the adjuvant TACE group than that in control group
(P = 0.005) without risk factor for residual tumor.

Positive

47

27

Negative

143

81

0.588

Cirrhosis
Absent

41

24

Mild

69

45

Severe

80

39

A

187

106

B

3

2

0.563

Child-pugh Class

AFP (mean±SD, ug/l) 501.39±807.14

518.25±707.99

0.860
0.856

TNM classification

Survival of patients in adjuvant TACE group and control group
Figure 1A presents the Kaplan-Meier survival analysis
comparing the patients in control group and adjuvant TACE
group without risk factors for the residual tumor. There were

II

113

66

IIIA

55

31

IVA

22

11

0.926
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Multivariates analysis
Cox proportional hazards models were constructed to predict
the survival of the patients with adjuvant TACE and other
variables including sex, age, HBsAg, cirrhosis, Child-Pugh class,
AFP levels, tumor diameter, tumor nodules, and vascular
invasion. In the patients without risk factors for residual tumor,
the tumor diameter and cirrhosis were statistically significant
independent factors associated with an increased risk of death
from HCC, but adjuvant TACE had no effect on the survival of
patients (Table 3). However, in the patients with risk factors for
residual tumor, adjuvant TACE was statistically significant
independent factor associated with a decreased risk of the death
of patients with HCC. Tumor diameter, AFP level and vascular
invasion were significantly independent factors associated with
death of patients with HCC (Table 4). These results indicated
that adjuvant TACE could improve the survival of patients
with risk factors for residual tumor, but did not affect the survival
of patients without risk factors for residual tumor.
Table 3 Multivariate Cox proportional hazard analysis to
evaluate independent variables in patients without risk factors for residual tumor
Variables

B

Wald

Significance

HR

95% CI
lower upper

Cirrhosis

0.689

14.443

0.000

1.991

1.396 2.841

0.235

6.019

0.014

1.264

1.048 1.525

Absent = 1
Mild = 2
Severe = 3
diameter (cm)

Table 4 Multivariate Cox proportional hazard analysis to
evaluate independent variables in patients with risk factors
for residual tumor
Variables

B

AFP (µg/L)

Wald Significance HR

95% CI
lower upper

0.212

5.333

0.021

1.236 1.033 1.480

-0.406

6.041

0.014

0.666 0.482 0.921

Tumor diameter (cm) 0.076

16.327

0.000

1.079 1.040 1.119

7.691

0.006

1.278 1.075 1.520

<20 = 1
21-400 = 2
>400 = 3
Adjuvant TACE
Without = 1
With = 2
Vascular invasion

0.245

Absent = 1
Present = 2

Cum survival

A

1.0
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.0

DISCUSSION
The frequent postoperative recurrence was a main obstacle for
long survival after resection of HCC and intrahepatic metastasis
was thought to have a close relation with the postoperative
recurrence[24]. However, it is difficulty to detect the minimal
intrahepatic metastasis before or during operation and the
existence of this minimal intrahepatic metastasis contributes to
intrahepatic recurrence. Theoretically, treatment of this minimal
intrahepatic metastasis should play an important role in
preventing of postoperative recurrence of HCC. However,
though TACE has been widely used in unresectable HCC
patients[25-27], the clinical trial showed there was no confirmed
evidence supporting the benefits of adjuvant TACE to patients
with resectable HCC [6]. Tanaka and Izumi showed that
postoperative adjuvant TACE improved the survival of HCC
patients[28,29]. The patients selected in their clinical trials had
advanced stages (TNM III or TNM IV) or characteristics of
uncompleted encapsulated, intrahepatic metastasis, or vascular
invasion which was thought to have a close relation with residual
tumor and earlier massive recurrence[22,30]. For these patients
postoperative adjuvant TACE played a role in earlier therapy
of the residual tumor and could decrease the earlier recurrence
and prolong survival. However, TACE has been known to
damage remnant liver and deteriorate liver function. This adverse
impact is possible to affect long survival of patients with
resectable HCC if the resection is truly curative. One of the
clinical trials showed that adjuvant chemembolization using
the regimen of intravenous epirubicin in combination with
transarterial infusion of an emulsion of iodized oil and cisplatin,
was even associated with more frequent extrahepatic
recurrences and a worse outcome in their group of patients[31].
In that clinical trial, all the patients had no demonstrable
evidence of residual disease on ultrasonography and hepatic
angiography 1 mo after surgery. These evidences suggested
that the benefits of adjuvant TACE depended on the selection
of patients. In patients who had high risks of residual tumor or
intrahepatic metastasis in remnant liver, adjuvant TACE could
improve their survival due to therapeutic actions on the residual
tumor. However, in patients with lower risks of residual tumor
or intrahepatic metastasis, adjuvant TACE might have less
usefulness or even worse actions due to deterioration of
remnant liver function.
Our results showed that postoperative adjuvant TACE could
improve the survival of patients with risk factors for the residual
tumor but not the survival of patients without risk factors for
the residual tumor. For further evaluation of the effect of adjuvant
TACE on patients with resectable HCC, Cox proportional hazards
models were constructed to study if adjuvant TACE was the
significantly independent factor associated with the survival.
The results showed that in patients without risk factors for
residual tumor, the significantly independent prognostic factors
B

TACE
TACE censored
Control
+ Control censored
0

20 40 60 80
Survival time (mo)

100

Cum survival

Tumor
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1.0
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.0

TACE
TACE censored
Control
+ Control censored
0

20 40 60 80
Survival time (mo)

100

Figure 1 Survival curves of patients in control group and adjuvant TACE group without or with risk factors for residual tumor.
A: Survival curve of patients in control group and adjuvant TACE group without risk factor for residual tumor.B: Survival curve
of patients in control group and adjuvant TACE group with risk factors for residual tumor.
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were tumor diameter and cirrhosis but not the adjuvant TACE.
However, in patients with risk factors for residual tumor,
adjuvant TACE was the significant prognostic factor. This result
suggested that the benefits of adjuvant TACE to patients with
resectable HCC depended on the selected patients with or
without risk factors for the residual tumor. Therefore adjuvant
TACE should be used in patients with higher risks of residual
tumor but not in patients with lower risks of residual tumor.
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Abstract
AIM: To explore the expression of heparanase mRNA and
point mutation in hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC).
METHODS: Reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction
was used to measure the expression of heparanase mRNA
in the primary tumor tissues and surrounding liver tissues
of 33 HCC patients. T-A cloning and sequencing were used
to detect whether there was any mutation in the amplified
PCR products.
RESULTS: The expression of heparanase mRNA was
positive in 16 primary tumor tissues of HCC, and the positive
rate was 48.5%, which was significantly higher than that
in the surrounding liver parenchyma (P<0.01). The positive
rate for heparanase gene in high-tendency to metastatic
recurrence group (71.4%, 10/14) was obviously higher
than that in low-tendency to metastatic recurrence group
(31.6%, 6/19) (P = 0.023). The positive rate for heparanase
gene in patients with metastatic recurrence during postoperative
follow-up (78.6%, 11/14) was also significantly higher than
that in those without metastatic recurrence (21.4%, 3/14)
(P = 0.003). Sequence analysis of the HPA PCR products
was made in 7 patients, and 2-point mutations were found
in 4 patients, one of which was sense mutation, neither
base insertion nor deletion was detected. The mutation
rate was 57.1% (4/7).
CONCLUSION: The expression rate of heparanase mRNA
increases in HCC, and HPA mRNA may be one of the reliable
markers for the metastatic activity gained by the liver tumor
cells and could be used clinically in predicting metastatic
recurrence of HCC. Point mutation may be one of the causes
for enhanced heparanase mRNA expression.
Chen XP, Liu YB, Rui J, Peng SY, Peng CH, Zhou ZY, Shi LH,
Shen HW, Xu B. Heparanase mRNA expression and point
mutation in hepatocellular carcinoma. World J Gastroenterol
2004; 10(19): 2795-2799
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INTRODUCTION
Primary hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is a common malignant

tumor, especially in China and southeast Asia. Although the
resection rate of HCC has improved in recent 20 years, the
general therapeutic efficacy is still not satisfactory yet. The
death rate of HCC ranks second in all malignant tumors in China,
due to postoperative metastatic recurrence as the main cause.
Tumor invasion and metastasis can break through the tissue
barriers, which are formed of extracellular matrix (ECM) and
basement membranes (BMs) and are composed of structural
proteins, including collagen, laminin and vitronectin,etc. and
glycosaminoglycans (GSGs). The chief components of GSG
are heparan sulfate proteoglycans (HSPGs) that are principally
composed of a core protein covalently linked to several heparan
sulfate side chains[1]. Over the past ten years, most studies
about neoplasm metastasis including HCC, focused on some
proteases, such as matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) [2-4],
u-PA[5,6], serine and cysteine protease[7,8] whose substrates were
structural proteins, but heparanase (HPA), whose substrate
was GSGs, was ignored. In recent years, mammalian HPA gene
has successfully been cloned and sequenced in Israel and
U.S.A[9-13], and HPA was found to play an important role in tumor
invasion and metastasis. El-Assal et al.[14] found that HPA
mRNA expression in HCC patients was related to the tumor
sizes, staging, classification, infection of hepatitis C virus (HCV),
vascularization, postoperative metastasis and prognosis.
However, in their studies, over half of HCC patients (52.7%, 29/55)
were accompanied with HCV infection, and few were associated
with hepatitis B virus (HBV). Ikeguchi et al.[15] found that relative
heparanase mRNA expression level in HCC was significantly
lower than that in noncancerous liver tissues (P<0.001), and
that tumor heparanase expression did not correlate to tumor
differentiation, tumor stage, or patient prognosis. They concluded
that enhanced heparanase mRNA expression might not be a
good biological marker for HCC. In addition, the possible
mechanism of HPA expression has not been explored in both
studies. It is well known that most HCCs in China are HBVassociated, which is different from the HCCs reported in Japan,
but whether there is some difference of HPA expression in
HCCs between in China and Japan or other regions is still
unknown. In the present study, we tried to find out whether
HPA mRNA expression was related to the clinicopathological
indexes, including infection of HBV and postoperative
metastatic recurrence of Chinese HCC patients, whether there
was mutation in HPA gene, and whether the mutation of HPA
gene was associated with HPA mRNA expression.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients
Thirty-three patients (28 men and 5 women) undergoing
curative hepatic resection for HCC between October 2000 and
April 2001, were included in the present study. None of the
patients received preoperative chemo- or embolic therapy. The
patients’ ages ranged from 27 to 73 years (49±7 years, mean±SD).
Among the 33 patients, the biggest diameter of tumors was
>5 cm in 25 cases and 5 cm in 8. Tumor capsules were integrated
in 14 and disintegrated in 19 cases. Serum AFP was positive in
21 and negative in 12; HBsAg was positive in 24 and negative
in 9. Liver cirrhosis was detected in 18 cases. Thirteen patients
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belonged to Edmondson grade I or II, and the remaining 20 patients
to Edmondson grade III or IV. Eighteen patients belonged to
TNM staging I or II,and 15 to TNM staging III or IV. According
to the operative records and postoperative pathologic data, 14
HCC patients with cancer emboli, intrahepatic dissemination
(satellite foci or multiple nodules) and/or lymph node metastasis
were demarcated to high-tendency to metastatic recurrence
group, and the other 19 patients without emboli, dissemination
and/or metastasis belonged to low-tendency to metastatic
recurrence group. A total of 28 patients were followed up 6-16 mo
after operation, during which neoplasm metastasis or recurrence
was found in 14 patients.

Tissue selection
After the neoplasm was resected, HCC tissues from all the
patients were selected from the most viable areas of the tumors
immediately. This aimed at excluding areas of tissue necrosis
and hemorrhages, which might influence the quality and the
quantity of the extracted RNA. For selection of surrounding
non-tumor liver tissues, specimens were obtained from tissues
at a clear distance from the edge of tumors (>1cm), if there was
no evidence of nearby tumor invasion. Tissues were at once
preserved in liquid nitrogen after the resection and kept at -80
until the experiment began.
RNA extraction and cDNA synthesis
About 100 mg tumor or liver tissue was used for total RNA
isolation using TRIzol reagent (Gibco-BRL), according to the
instructions of the manufacturer. First-strand cDNA was
synthesized using 5 L total RNA with oligo (dT)16 primer in a
50-L reverse transcription mixture containing 10 L of 5× firststrand buffer, 2.5 L dNTP mixture containing 25 mmoL/L each
deoxynucleotide triphosphate base (Pharmacia Biotech, Tokyo,
Japan), 2.5 L ribonuclease inhibitor (TaKaRa Biochemicals,
Ohotsu, Japan), 25 L ddH2O (managed with DEPC in advance),
and 2.5 L avian myeloblastosis virus reverse transciptase
(TaKaRa Biochemicals, Ohotsu, Japan).
PCR amplification of HPA and β-actin genes
The resulting cDNA was used for PCR amplification using
Taq polymerse (TaKaRa Biochemicals, Ohotsu, Japan). The
primers for HPA PCR amplification were designed according
to the literature[9]. The sequences of the oligonucleotides
were: forward,5’-TTCGATCCCAAGAAGGAATCAAC-3’;
and reverse, 5’-GATTCAGTTACATGGCATCACTAC-3’.
The first and final bases of the amplified HPA segment were at
the 409th and 993rd positions of the HPA cDNA, respectively,
and the amplified segment should be 585 bp in length. The
primers used for β-actin had the following sequences:
forward, 5’-TTCCAGCCTTCCTTCCTGG-3’,and reverse, 5’ATTGCTCCTCCTGAGCGCAA-3’, as generated by Oligo 4.0 S
computer software. The amplified β-actin segment was 224 bp
in length. The PCR conditions included initial denaturation at
for 4 min, followed by 35 cycles of amplification with
94
subsequent denaturation at 94
for 30 s, annealing at 57
for 45 s, and extension for 1 min at 72 . Ten µL PCR products
underwent electrophoresis using 12 g/L agarose and was
visualized by UV absorption and ethidium bromide.
T-A cloning and sequencing
By using Escherichia coli, competent cell DH5α was routinely
prepared and stored at -80 . One hundred µL liquid HPA PCR
products was used for purification. Five liters of purified
preparation, 1 L pGEM-Teasy vector (3 015 bp in length) and
1 L T4-DNA ligase (Promega, New York, U.S.A) were mixed and
incubated overnight at 4 for ligation reaction. After 200 L
competent cell suspension was thawed at room temperature, 5 L
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ligated products was added for transformation test. The
recombinant plasmid was screened, and the plasmid DNA was
extracted by the alkaline lysis method. Five liters plasmid DNA
was digested with 0.5 L restriction endonuclease EcoR I for
2-3 h at 37 , then the enzyme digestion products were
identified by electrophoresis. Results of enzyme digestion
analysis were essentially identical with expected ones. Using
the recombinant plasmid DNA as a template, DNA sequencing
for both strands was performed on an ALF express DNA
automatic sequencer (Pharmacia Co.) by the dideoxy terminal
termination method. The sequenced HPA segment was 585 bp
in length. The sequence of amplified HPA segment was
compared with the gene bank database and analyzed for
homogeneity using BLAST program at NCBI.

Statistical analysis
The significance of difference between two groups was tested
with Chi-square analysis or exact probabilities in fourfold table.
A P value less than 0.05 was considered statistically significant.
RESULTS
Expression of HPA mRNA in HCC
HPA mRNA was amplified in the tumor tissues from 16 patients.
Electrophoretic analysis showed a bright band about 550-600 bp
in length in these patients. No amplification strand was found
in the other 17 patients (Figure 1). The HPA mRNA expression
rate in the tumor tissues of HCC was 48.5% (16/33) and
significantly higher than that in the surrounding non-tumor
liver tissues (P<0.01) in which HPA mRNA was positive in only
one patient.
M

1

2

3

4

bp
500
250

Figure 1 Expression of HPA mRNA in HCC. M: molecular
mass markers (DL2 000); lanes 1 and 3: the noncancerous liver
tissue; lanes 2 and 4: the HPA positive samples of cancer tissues
both with a bright band at 585 bp.

Relationship between HPA expression and clinicopathological
indexes
By statistical analysis, no significant difference in HPA mRNA
expression was found among the tumor size, capsule, AFP,
HBsAg and liver cirrhosis groups (P>0.05) (Table 1). HPA
expression rate in Edmondson grade I or II group was
significantly lower than that in Edmondson grade III or IV group
(P = 0.019), and the rate in TNM staging I or II group was
also obviously lower than that in TNM staging III or IV
group (P = 0.047) (Table 1).
Relationship between HPA expression and metastatic recurrence
of HCC
HPA mRNA expression rate in high-tendency to metastatic
recurrence group was obviously higher than that in low-tendency
to metastatic recurrence group (P = 0.023), and the rate in
metastatic recurrence group was also significantly higher
than that in non-metastatic recurrence group (P=0.003)
(Table 2).
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Table 1 Relationship between the HPA expression and the
clinicopathological parameters of HCC
Items

in the same agarose gel. These results proved that it was
successful to purify HPA RT-PCR products, ligate them with
plasmid DNA to be digested by restriction endonuclease
(Figure 2). Seven samples of HPA mRNA positive PCR products
were cDNA sequenced, and the results confirmed that the target
gene segment in all the 7 samples of PCR products was human
HPA cDNA. Two point mutations (at the 513th and 878th base
of the HPA cDNA, respectively) were observed in 4 samples,
and no insertion or deletion was found. The mutation rate
was 57.1%(4/7). One of the point mutations of G to A
transversion was at the third base position of codon 138.
Because the varied codon was still translated to glutamic acid
resulting in no alternation of amino acid residues, the mutation
belonged to nonsense mutation. The other point mutation of A
to G transversion at nucleotide 878 corresponded to the second
base position of codon 260. After transversion, the codon
became AGU from AAU, resulting in alternation of amino acid
residues (asparamide to serine), it was therefore sense mutation
(Table 3, Figure 3).

Number HPA positive HPA negative P value

Size of tumor
>5 cm
5 cm

25

13

12

8

3

5

0.250

Tumor capsule
Integrated

14

5

9

Disintegrated

19

11

8

Positive

21

12

9

Negative

12

4

8

Positive

24

12

12

Negative

9

4

5

Yes

18

8

10

No

15

8

7

I, II

13

3

10

III, IV

20

13

7

2797

0.130

AFP
0.125

HBsAg
0.292

Liver cirrhosis
0.241

M

1

2

3

4

5

6

Edmondson grade
0.019

bp
2 000

TNM staging
I, II

18

6

12

III, IV

15

10

5

0.047
500

Point mutation
After the recombinant plasmid DNA was digested by EcoR I
and run in 10 g/L agarose gel electrophoresis, 2 bright bands
could be seen, which were about 750 and 2 900 bp in length,
respectively, according to the markers. The recombinant
plasmid that was not digested by the enzyme showed only one
band about 3 600 bp in length, and the pure HPA RT-PCR
products only produced one strip about 550-600 bp in length

Figure 2 Electrophoretogram of the recombinant plasmid
DNA digested by EcoRI. M: molecular mass markers (DL2 000);
lanes 1 and 2: the pure HPA RT-PCR products; lanes 3 and 4:
the products of digestion; lanes 5 and 6: the products without
digestion.

Table 2 Relationship between HPA expression and metastatic recurrence of HCC
Items

Number

HPA positive

HPA negative

P value

14
19

10
6

4
13

0.023

14
14

11
3

3
11

0.003

Tendency to metastatic recurrence
High
Low
Metastatic recurrence
Yes
No

Table 3 Sequencing and corresponding series number
Number

Nucleotide sequence
TTGG

GCCCGACGTC GCATGCTCCC

GGCCGCCATG

Remarks
GCGGCCGCGG

GAATTCGATT

Plasmid DNA

AA1CCTTTGAA GAGAGAAGTT ACTGGCAATC

TCAAGTCAAC

HPA cDNA

409-468

TTCGATCCCA

AGAAGGAATC

469-528

CAGGATATTT

GCAAATATGG ATCCATCCCT

CCTGATGTGG

AGGAA3,5AAGTT

ACGGTTGGAA

HPA cDNA

529-588
589-648

TGGCCCTACC
ACCTACTCAA

AGGAGCAATT GCTACTCCGA
GAAGCTCTGT AGATGTGCTA

GAACACTACC
TACACTTTTG

AGAAAAAGTT
CAAACTGCTC

CAAGAACAGC
AGGACTGGAC

HPA cDNA
HPA cDNA

649-708

TTGATCTTTG

GCCTAAATGC

GTTATTAAGA

ACAGCAGATT

TGCAGTGGAA

709-768

GCTCAGTTGC

TCCTGGACTA

CTGCTCTTCC

AAGGGGTATA ACATTTCTTG

769-828
829-888

AATGAACCTA
GAAGATTTTA

ACAGTTTCCT
TTCAATTGCA

889-948

TATGGTCCTG

ATGTTGGTCA

949-993

AAGGCTGGTG GAGAAGTGAT TGATTCAGTT

ACATGGCATC

ACTAC2

AATCACTAGT
TGAATCACTA

GTCGACCATA
AGGTCGACCA

TGGGAGAGCT
TATGGGAGAG

GTTG
1,2

GAATTCGCGG
GTGAATTCGC

CAGTTCTAAT

HPA cDNA

GGAACTAGGC

HPA cDNA

TAAGAAGGCT GATATTTTCA TCAATGGGTC
TAAACTTCTA AGAAAGTCCA CCTTCAAAAG4

GCAGTTAGGA
T6GCAAAACTC

HPA cDNA
HPA cDNA

GCCTCGAAGA

GAGCTTCCTG

HPA cDNA

CCGCCTGCAG
GGCCGCCTGC

AAGACGGCTA AGATGCTGAA

HPA cDNA
CCCAACGCGT
CTCCCAACGC

Plasmid DNA
Plasmid DNA
Plasmid DNA

The segments with italics and boldface corresponded to the primers used in RT-PCR. 3,4The letters represented the mutated
bases. 5,6The parts with underline represented the codons.

2798

A
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150

160
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170

B
510

520

530

Figure 3 The sequencing map 1(A) and map 2(B)
tated base; the parts with underline, the codons.

, the mu-

DISCUSSION
Mammalian genes including human HPA gene have been
cloned and identified in recent years[9-13]. It is known that the gene
is on chromosome 4q22[16] and includes 14 exons separated by
13 introns. The complete cDNA of HPA is 1 758[9] or 1 629 bp in
length[10], and contains an open reading frame encoding a
polypeptide of 543 amino acids, with a calculated molecular
weight of 61 192 daltons. The HPA enzymes of about 50 ku
isolated from human placenta and hepatoma cell line (SK-hep-1)
may represent a processed or mature form of the native protein.
In normal state, HPA is mainly identified in placenta, fetus liver,
thymus gland, spleen, platelets, neutrophils, and activated Tand B-lymphocytes. HPA plays important physiological roles
in embryonic morphogenesis, wound healing, inflammatory and
autoimmune conditions by degrading GAGs. Many tumors and
their stroma cells also produce or secrete HPA and use the
same molecular machinery to induce neoplasm metastasis. RTPCR analysis showed that most highly metastatic tumor cells
expressed higher levels of HPA mRNA or HPA activity, but
nonmetastatic carcinoma cells and low metastatic cells expressed
no or only very weak HPA activity. HPA expression correlates
with the metastatic potential of breast cancers[17], and antisensemediated suppression of human heparanase gene expression
may inhibit pleural dissemination of human cancer cells[18]. It
has been found that high levels of HPA can be detected in a
variety of malignant tissues or cells with high malignance or
powerfully metastatic potential, among which are lymphoma,
fibrosarcoma [9,19],oral cancer cell lines and oral cancer[20],
esophageal carcinomas[21], lung cancer[18,22],malignant melanoma
[19,23,24]
,breast cancer[9,25],gastric carcinoma and carcinoma of
[26,27]
colon
, pancreatic carcinoma[28,29], prostate cancer[30],bladder
carcinoma[31], pheochromocytoma and ovarian cancer, and that
no or only very weak HPA could be observed in some tumor
cells with low or no metastatic potential. We detected the HPA
mRNA expression of cancerous tissues in 33 HCC patients,
and found that it was positive in 16 HCC samples (48.5%, 16/33).
The expression rate of HPA mRNA in our study was similar to
that of El-Assal et al. (47%)[14]. In addition, we detected the
HPA mRNA expression in the surrounding non-tumor liver
tissues, and found that it was positive in only one sample.
These results showed that about half of HCC tissues could
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synthesize or secrete HPA, and the surrounding non-tumor
liver tissues could hardly produce the enzyme on the whole.
HPA could degrade HSPG by cleaving the glycosidic
linkages[24] with a hydrolase mechanism, destroy and degrade
the ECM and BM barricade in coordination with other proteases
to promote the invasion and metastasis of tumor cells[9,24].
Moreover, HPA could not only activate plasminogen and
MMPs by means of promoting the release of urokinase-type
plasminogen activator (u-PA) and tissue-type plasminogen
activator (t-PA) but also facilitate the release of HS-banding
active basic fibroblast growth factor (bFGF) and vascular
endothelial growth factor (VEGF) to deliver its effect of
enhancing cell metastasis and angiogenesis. It has been proved
that HPA in cancerous tissues is closely related to tumor
invasion, metastasis and angiogenesis[9,10]. Both metastatic
recurrence and tumor microvessel density (MVD) in tumors
might significantly increase with high levels of HPA. By
analyzing statistically the relationship between HPA mRNA
and clinicopathological parameters in HCC patients, El-Assal
et al.[14] found that HPA mRNA expression was related to the
tumor size, staging, classification, infection of HCV,
vascularization, postoperative metastasis and prognosis, but
was not related to other clinicopathological parameters. In this
study, the expression rate in HCC was 48.5%, and HPA
expression was associated with the pathological classification
and TNM staging, which were similar to the conclusions drawn
by El-Assal et al.[14] The obvious difference in HPA expression
between low- and high-tendency to metastatic recurrence
groups in our study preliminarily indicated that HPA was
associated with the invasion and metastasis of HCC. The
significant difference between metastatic recurrence group and
nonmetastatic recurrence group in our study was also similar
to that of El-Assal[14], and further proved that HPA expression
was associated with metastatic recurrence, and that there were
stronger invasiveness and tendency of postoperative recurrence
in patients with positive HPA compared with HPA negative
patients, and that HPA might provide a potential and valuable
index to predict clinically postoperative metastatic recurrence.
No relationship was found between HPA expression and
the integrity of tumor size or capsule in this study, which was
different from the study of El-Assal et al.[14]. We speculate that
the probable cause is that there were relatively fewer patients
with tumors 5 cm in diameter (only 8 cases). In addition, HPA
expression was not found to be associated with AFP, HBsAg
and liver cirrhosis in this study perhaps because the types of
causative viruses were different. Patients in the study of ElAssal et al.[14] were mainly infected with HCV, but most HCCs
in China were related to HBV infection and posthepatitic
cirrhosis, few were infected with HCV. In addition, our
conclusions are different from those of Ikeguchi et al.[15], in
which relative heparanase mRNA expression level in HCC was
significantly lower than that in noncancerous liver tissues,
and tumor heparanase expression did not correlate with tumor
differentiation, tumor stage, or patient prognosis. Both the
discrepancy of hepatitis virus and experimental methods could
contribute to the different results. The surrounding non-tumor
liver tissues in our study were at a clear distance from the edge
of tumors (>1 cm), but they could be close to the tumor tissues
in the study of keguchi et al.
Both the positive rates of HPA mRNA in the study of ElAssal et al.[14] and ours were close to 50% (47% and 48.5%,
respectively), but very few HPAs were expressed in the
surrounding non-tumor liver tissues. To our knowledge, no
concrete mechanism of enhanced HPA mRNA expression in
tumor tissues has been evaluated so far. To explore the probable
mechanism of enhanced HPA expression in cancerous tissues,
the positive PCR products of 7 patients were randomly selected
and sequenced by T-A cloning. Two-point mutations including
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a G to A transversion at nucleotide 513 and a A to G at nucleotide
878 of the HPA cDNA were found in 4 cases. By sequence
analysis, we did not find base insertion and deletion, and the
mutation rate was 57.1%. The point mutation of G to A
transversion at nucleotide 513 resulting in GAG to GAA at
condon 138 was a nonsense mutation because the amino acid
residue was still glutamic acid after translation. The other point
mutation of A to G transversion at nucleotide 878 leading to
AAU to AGU at condon 260 belonged to sense mutation
because it resulted in the alteration of amino acid residue
(asparamide to serine), which may cause HPA structure to
change and HPA activity to increase, resulting in the
acceleration of ECM and BM barrier degrading and the final
metastasis of tumor cells. Therefore, we guess that the point
mutation at HPA gene might be one of the important
mechanisms of increased HPA expression and enhanced
metastasis of carcinoma cells, and it deserves further study.
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Abstract
AIM: To investigate the pathogenic mechanism of colon
cancer at the molecular level and to elucidate the relationship
between intercellular adhesion molecule-1 (ICAM-1) and
nm23H1 genes and Chinese patients with colon cancer.
METHODS: DNA was extracted from paraffin-embedded
materials. Polymerase chain reaction-single strand conformation
polymorphism (PCR-SSCP) was used to analyze MSI and
LOH. Expression of ICAM-1 was detected by Envision immunohistochemistry. Experimental results were analyzed with
Leica-Qwin computer imaging techniques and SPSS
software of statistics.
RESULTS: ICAM-1 expression of lymphatic endothelium was
negative in normal colon and positive in colon cancer respectively.
The number of lymphatics positive for ICAM-1 was gradually
increased with degree of cancer invasion (P<0.01). In the
group with metastasis of colon cancer, the number of lymphatics
positive for ICAM-1 in lymph nodes was more than that in
the group with no metastasis (P<0.01). The frequency of
MSI, LOH and nm23H1 protein was 26.67%, 20.00% and
53.33% in colon cancer, respectively. In TNM staging, MSI
(43.75%) and nm23H1 protein (81.25%) in stages I+II were
detected more easily than the corresponding indexes (MSI:
7.14%, P<0.05 and nm23H1: 21.43%, P<0.01) in stages
III+IV. By comparison, the frequency of LOH (35.71%) in
stages III+IV was more than that of LOH (6.25%, P<0.05)
in stages I+II. LOH exhibited a rising trend along with the
Duke’s staging. nm23H1 protein in the group of tubular
adenocarcinoma (60.00%) was higher expressed than that
in the group of mucoid adenocarcinoma (20.00%) (P<0.01),
and exhibited a rising trend with the differentiation degrees
of tubular adenocarcinoma. nm23H1 protein in MSI positive
group was higher expressed (75%) than that in MSI negative
group (45.45%, P<0.05).
CONCLUSION: The expression of ICAM-1 in lymphatic vessels
is beneficial to the judgement of the invasion and metastasis
ability of colon cancer and the anti-tumor immunity function,
and shows an important clinical significance in predicting
lymphatic metastasis of colon cancer. MSI and LOH may
separately control the development of sporadic colon cancer
with different pathways. LOH mostly arises in the late period
of sporadic colon cancer and endows a high aggressive and
poor prognostic phenotype. By compassion, MSI may be an
early period molecule marker for sporadic colon cancer,

enhanced expression of nm23H1 protein can effectively
inhibit colon cancer metastasis and improve prognosis of
sporadic colon cancer patients.
Su ZH, Li JC. Lymphatic metastasis and nm23H1 genetic instability
in Chinese colon cancer patients. World J Gastroenterol 2004;
10(19): 2800-2804
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INTRODUCTION
Colon cancer is one of the common malignant tumors. A series
of investigations have revealed that the main reason why it gives
rise to death of patients lies in its invasiveness and metastasis[1].
Therefore, preventing colon deterioration and decreasing the
death rate of colon cancer is of great significance. So far, it has
been known that many factors may have an influence on colon
cancer, such as anti-oncogenes, adhesion molecular E-selectin
and E-cadherin, vascular endothelial growth factor and matrix
metal protein (MMP-2)[2-5]. Among these factors, anti-oncogene
and adhesion molecules have become the “hot spots” in research
of colon cancer[6-8].
Intercellular adhesion molecule-1 (ICAM-1), an important
transmembrane glycoprotein, is negatively expressed on endothelial
cells of lymphatic vessels in normal conditions[9, 10]. ICAM-1 could
induce attachment of cells such as lymphocytes to endothelial
cells of blood vessels, and traverse blood vessels, aggregate
antigens and take part in immune and inflammatory reactions.
When tumors appeared in the body, lymphatic vessels became
the main pathway for tumor cells to be transferred as a result of
their own permeability[11]. In the process, recognition, adhesion,
morphologic change and penetration between cells were
involved. Vasse et al.[12]. reported that breast cancer cells could
over-express the specific ligands of ICAM-1 (lymphocyte function
associated antigen 1, LFA-1). With the development of cancer,
the expression of LFA-1 went to an ascending trend on cancer
cells. All the results indicated that ICAM-1 might take part in the
metastasis. How endothelial cells of lymphatic vessels express
ICAM-1? Few reports are available about whether endothelial
cells of lymphatics express ICAM-1 or not in cancer tissue and
whether ICAM-1/LFA-1 take part in the process of cancer cells
attached to endothelial cells of lymphatics and metastasis.
nm23H1 is one of the main anti-oncogenes. A great number
of experiments indicated that inactivation of these genes, that
is, genetic instability, resulted in metastasis[13,14]. However, there
were few researches of these genes on colon cancers[15]. In
order to further investigate the pathogenic mechanism of colon,
we examined the instability of D17S396 of nm23H1 in unrelated
patients with the single strand conformation polymorphism
analysis of polymerase chain reaction products (PCR-SSCP).
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Case selection and extraction of DNA
Thirty-two specimens were obtained during 2000 to 2002. There
were 21 males and 11 females, aged 27-77 years. Twenty-seven
cases were patients with tubular adenocarcinoma, 5 cases were
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patients with mucoid adenocarcinoma in histological types. A
senior pathologist made the final diagnosis on the basis of
histological examination. No patient received radioactive therapy,
chemotherapy before operation. Fresh surgical tissue samples
were fixed immediately in formaldehyde solution for 12-24 h and
paraffin-embedded for PCR-SSCP and immunohistochemical assay.
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at room temperature for 10 min to block the nonspecific reaction,
and incubated for two hours with anti-ICAM-1 antibody. After
rinsed in PBS for five min, they were incubated with Envision
complex for two hours at room temperature, and stained with
DAB after washed in PBS.

Statistical analyses
The experimental results were expressed as mean±SD. The
correlation was analyzed with SPSS 8.0 software. P value less
than 0.05 was regarded as statistically significant.

DNA extraction
DNA was extracted according to the standard protocols.
PCR amplification
Designed primers were synthesized by Shanghai Shengyou
Biology Company. The primer sequences were (sense) 5’- TTGA
CCGGGGTAGAGAACTC -3’, (antisense) 5’- TCTCAGTACTT
CCCGTGACC -3’. PCR mixture contained 200 ng of templateDNA and PCR reaction buffer containing 50 mmol/L KCl,
10 mmol/L Tris-HCl (pH 8.4), 1.5 mmol/L MgCl2, 0.5 µmol/L
each of two fragment-specific primers, 100 µmol/L each of dATP,
dGTP, dTTP and dCTP, and 2 units of Taq DNA polymerase
(Shanghai Shengyou Biology Company) for a reaction volume
of 50 µL. The conditions for all PCR amplifications were at 94
for 5 min for pre-denaturation, at 94 for 45 s, at 62 for 45 s
and at 72 for 45 s. Amplification was carried out for 35 cycles
with a final extension for 10 min at 72 . The amplified fragments
were run in 1% agarose gel.
SSCP analysis
SSCP analysis of fragments was performed on a mini electrophoresis Unit (Bio-Rad Company, USA). Ten microlitre of the PCR
product was diluted with 10 µL of sample buffer containing
90% formamide, 0.05% bromphenol blue dye and 0.05% xylene
cyanol. The samples were heated at 100 for 8 min, transferred
into an ice-cold water bath for 3 min, and analysed by 8% PAGE
in 45 mmol/L-Tris-borate (pH8.0)/1 mmol/L-EDTA (TBE) buffer
under 13 v/cm at 10 .

RESULTS
Expression of ICAM-1 in lymphatic endothelial cells
In the submucosa of normal colon, there existed a few lymphatic
vessels with large, irregular cavities and thin walls. Simple
squamous epithelia lined on them had no expression of ICAM-1
(Figure 1A). But in the submucosa and peripheral area of
colon cancer, the number of lymphatic vessels was increased.
Significant differences existed between them (P<0.01) (Table1).
The expression of lymphatic endothelial cell was positive for
ICAM-1 in colon cancer (Figure 1B). With the degree of cancer
invasion, lymphatic vessels positive for ICAM-1 showed an
increasing trend (P<0.01) (Table 2). When cancer metastasis
appeared in the peripheral lymph node, ICAM-1 was strongly
expressed in endothelial cells of their peripheral lymphatic
vessels, and the number of lymphatic vessels positive for
ICAM-1 was to the highest (Table 2).
Table 1 Comparison of ICAM-1 expression between colon
cancer and normal colon (mean±SD)
Group
Normal colon
Colon cancer
a

DNA silver staining
Gels were stained with silver as follows. Gels were firstly fixed
in 100 mL/L alcohol for 10 min and then oxidized in 100 mL/L
nitric acid for 3 min. After washed for 1 min with double
distilled water, they were stained in 2 g/L silver nitric acid
for 5 min and washed for 1 min with double distilled water. Gels
showed appropriate color in 15 g/L anhydrous sodium carbonate
and 4 mL/L formalin and then the reaction was terminated by
7.5 mL/L glacial acetic acid. Finally they were washed with
double distilled water.
Immunohistochemical assay
Immunohistochemical study was performed using Envision
method. Briefly, 5 µm thick sections of the tissue were
deparaffinized and rehydrated. Endogenous peroxidase activity
was blocked with 3% hydrogen peroxide for 20 min. After three
times of rinsing with 0.01 mol/L phosphate-buffered saline (PBS)
(pH = 7.4), the slides were incubated with 10% normal goat serum

Cases

ICAM-1/15HPF

5
32

11.001±1.58
26.131±9.19b

P<0.05, bP<0.01, vs normal colon group.

Genetic instability at D17S396 of nm23H1
Microsatellite fragments of D17S396 were amplified. The positive
rate of D17S396 MSI (Figures 2A, B), LOH (Figure 2C) and
nm23H1 protein (Figure 2D) was 26.67%, 20.00% and 53.33%
respectively in 30 cases of colon cancer (Table 3).
MSI and LOH were independent of the histological type of
colon cancer, the degree of differentiation and Duke’s stage
were related to the clinical TNM stage. In TNM staging, the
frequency of MSI (43.75%) in stages I+II was more than that in
stages III+IV (7.14%, P<0.05). In contrast, LOH (35.71%) in
stages III+IV was detected more easily than that (6.25%, P<0.05)
in stages I+II. In addition, LOH exhibited an ascending trend
with the Duke’s stage (P<0.01).
Expression of nm23H1 protein
The positive rate of nm23H 1 protein was related with the
histological type of colon cancer, differentiation degree and

Table 2 ICAM-1 expression in colon cancer (mean±SD)
ICAM-1
Dukes stage

Cases

ICAM-1/15HPF
Low-expression

A
B
C
D
Metastasis
No metastasis

5
15
10
2
12
20

3
6
3
0
3
11

P Value

High-expression
2
9
7
2
9
9

19.671±5.59
23.571±9.65
25.591±8.07
35.681±2.51
28.091±8.33
22.621±8.99

<0.01
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Table 3 Relationship between clinical pathological parameter and nm23H1 genetic instability in colon cancer (mean±SD)
Cases
Histological types
Tubular adenocarcinoma
High differentiation
Intermediate differentiation
Poor differentiation
Mucoid adenocarcinoma
TNM stage
Stage I+II
Stage III+IV
Dukes stage
A
B
C
D

MSI(%)

LOH(%)

nm23(%)

nm23 expression

30
25
8
13
4
5

8
7
2
5
0
1

6
5
1
2
2
1

16 (53.33)
15 (60.00)
8 (100.00)
6 (46.15)
1 (25.00) d
1 (20.00) b

40.21±3.29
40.76±2.74
41.49±2.01
40.41±1.98
40.18±2.17
39.53±2.61

16
14

7 (43.75)
1 (7.14) e

1 (6.25)
5 (35.71)e

13 (81.25)
3 (21.43)f

42.42±1.08
39.49±2.57

5
15
8
2

2
5
1
0

0 (0.00)
3 (20.00)
1 (12.50)
2 (100.0) h

(26.67)
(28.00)
(25.00)
(38.46)
(0.00)
(20.00)

(40.00)
(33.33)
(12.50)
(0.00)

(20.00)
(20.00)
(12.50)
(15.38)
(50.00)
(20.00)

4
8
4
0

(80.00)
(53.33)
(50.00)
(0.00)

41.32±2.18
40.69±2.11
42.32±1.66
39.24±2.32

a
P<0.05, bP<0.01, vs tubular adenocarcinoma group; cP<0.05, dP<0.01 vs high differentiation group; eP<0.05, fP<0.01, vs stage I+II
group; gP<0.05, hP<0.01 vs A, B, C groups respectively.

A

B
Ca

L

Figure 1 Expression of ICAM-1 in lymphatic endothelial cells. A: Negative expression of ICAM-1 in the lymphatic endothelium
(L) of normal colon and positive expression of ICAM-1 in blood vessel endothelium (arrow) (Envision, original magnification
×400); B: Positive expression of ICAM-1 in the lymphatic endothelium (arrow) of colon cancer (Ca) (Envision, original magnification ×400).

A

B

1N

1C

2N

2C
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3C

C

4C

4N
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6N

D
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8N
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Figure 2 Positive D17S396 MSI, LOH and nm23H1 in 30 cases of colon cancer. A: Positive MSI (arrow-headed) with an additional
allele band (1C) compared with normal tissue (1N); B: Positive MSI (arrow-headed) with a removed allele band (4C) compared with
normal tissue (4N); C: Positive LOH (arrow-headed) with a lacked allele band (9C) compared with normal tissue (9N); D: Positive
nm23H1 protein (arrow-headed) in cytoplasm, and nucleoli and membranes (Envision, original magnification ×200).

clinical stage. The expression of nm23H1 protein in the group
of tubular adenocarcinoma (60.00%) was apparently higher than
that in the group of mucoid adenocarcinoma (20.00%, P<0.01),
and exhibited a rising trend with the differentiation degrees of
tubular adenocarcinoma (P<0.01). The positive rate of nm23H1
in stages I+II (81.25%) was greater than that in stages III+IV

(21.43%) (P<0.01). The same phenomenon occurred between
the group positive for MSI (75%) and the group negative for
MSI (45.45%) (P<0.05) (Table 4). However, LOH had no effect
on the expression of nm23H1 protein (Table 4). Computer imaging
analysis showed that there was a difference among the groups
in nm23H1 protein expression level.

Su ZH et al. Lymphatic metastasis and nm23H1 genetic instability in colon cancer
Table 4 Relationship between LOH, MSI and nm23 protein
expression (mean±SD)
Groups
Positive to MSI
Negative to MSI
Positive to LOH
Negative to LOH

Cases

Expression of
nm23 protein(%)

Intensity of
nm23 protein

8
22
6
24

6/8 (75.00)
10/22(45.45)
2/6 (33.33)
14/24 (58.33)

39.06±2.14
41.14±2.36
41.23±2.27
39.44±2.52
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a high invasiveness and a poor prognosis.
The expression of nm23H1 has a negative relationship with
tumor metastasis. Leone et al.[32] found that nm23H1 had a
function on the prevention of tumor metastasis by inhibiting
the ability of cancer cells to clone. With the degree of tumor
stage, the expression of nm23H1 decreased. Our results indicate
that with the development of colon cancer, the expression of
nm23H1 decreases.
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Abstract
AIM: To screen and identify the proteins which interact
with hepatitis B virus (HBV) X protein in hepatocytes by yeast
two-hybrid system and to explore the effects of X protein
in the development of hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC).
METHODS: With HBV X gene amplified by polymerase chain
reaction (PCR), HBV X bait plasmid, named pAS2-1-X, was
constructed by yeast-two hybridization system3 and verified
by auto-sequencing assay. pAS2-1-X was transformed into
the yeast AH109, and X-BD fusion protein expressed in the
yeast cells was detected by Western blotting. The yeast
cells cotransformed with pAS2-1-X and normal human liver
cDNA library were grown in selective SC/-trp-leu-his-ade
medium. The second screen was performed with β-gal
activity detection, and false positive clones were eliminated
by segregation analysis, true positive clones were amplified,
sequenced and analyzed with bioinformatics. Mating
experiment was peformed to confirm the binding of putative
proteins to X protein in the yeast cells.
RESULTS: Bait plasmid pAS2-1-X was successfully constructed
and pAS2-1-X correctly expressed BD-X fusion protein in
yeast AH109. One hundred and three clones grew in the
selective SC/-trp-leu-his-ade medium, and only one clone
passed through β-gal activity detection and segregation
analysis. The inserted cDNA fragment showed high
homology with Homo sapiens cytochrome C oxidase III
(COXIII). Furthermore, mating experiment identified that
the binding of COXIII to X protein was specific.
CONCLUSION: COXIII protein is a novel protein that can
interact with X protein in vivo by yeast two-hybrid system,
and may contribute to the development of HCC through
the interaction with X protein.
Li D, Wang XZ, Yu JP, Chen ZX, Huang YH, Tao QM. Cytochrome
C oxidase III interacts with hepatitis B virus X protein in vivo
by yeast two-hybrid system. World J Gastroenterol 2004;
10(19): 2805-2808
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INTRODUCTION
Hepatitis B virus (HBV) belongs to the family hepadnaviridae
which replicate their genome by reverse transcription, and causes
acute and chronic hepatitis and is strongly associated with the
development of primary hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC)[1,2]. HBV
has a unique open reading frame, with the sequence being highly
conserved among different mammalian hepadnaviruses, coding
for a 16.5 kDa protein known as hepatitis B virus X protein (HBx).
X gene is a multifunctional regulatory factor which has been
identified as a potential oncogene. Transcriptional activation
of diverse cellular genes by the HBx has been suggested as
one of the mechanisms for HBV-associated HCC[2]. HBx has
been shown to activate a wide variety of cellular and viral genes
in trans activation including the HBV enhancers, tumor suppressor
p53[3,4], and proto-oncogenes c-jun, c-fos and c-myc[5,6]. HBxresponsive elements also include nuclear factor kappa B (NFκB), activator protein-1 (AP-1), activator protein-2 (AP-2) and
cAMP-response element (CRE)[7,8]. Since HBx has no ability
to bind to dsDNA, protein-protein interaction seems to be
crucial for HBx transactivation. The interaction of HBx with
cellular proteins may trigger a cascade of phosphorylation and
dephosohorylation events which might lead to a general upregulation of gene expression[9]. Identification of cellular Xinteractive proteins would provide insights into the mechanism
of HBV celluar effects. Several technigues have been used to
study possible protein-protein interaction with HBx. Using these
approaches, HBx has been discovered to interact with many
proteins[9]. Nonetheless, to the author’s knowledge, the functional
significance of these interactions has not yet been elucidated.
In the present study, we screened a clone encoding a novel Xinteractive protein which was homologous to Homo sapiens
cytochrome C oxidase III (COXIII) from normal human liver cDNA
library by the Saccharomyces cerevisiae two-hybrid system.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Plasmids and cells
Plasmids pAS2-1, PCL1, PLAM5’-1, normal human liver pACT2cDNA library and Saccharomyces cerevisiae AH109 were
purchased from Clontech, USA. Saccharomyces cerevisiae
AH109 was grown in YPD medium (10 g/L yeast extract, 20 g/L
peptone, 20 g/L dextrose). This yeast strain carried LacZ, HIS3
and ADE2 reporter genes under the control of Gal4-binding
site and was used to screen the liver cDNA library. Escherichia
coli JM105 was provided as a gift from Research Institute of
Hepatology, Beijing University, China.
Reagents
Restriction enzymes (EcoRI and Pst I), TaqDNA polymerase
and T4 DNA ligase were purchased from Promega, USA. DNA
gel extraction kit was provided by Jingmei Company, China.
Gal4 DNA-BD monoclonal antibody, matchmaker AD LD-insert
screening amplimers and yeast culture medium were purchased
from Clontech, USA. Glass beads (acid-washed) were purchased
from Sigma, USA. Alkaline phosphatase-conjugated goat antimouse IgG was purchased from Wuhan Boster Biological
Technology Company, China.
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pAS2-1-X construction
The X region of the HBV genome was amplified by PCR with
XF and XR as forward and reverse primers which contained an
EcoRI site and a PstI site, respectively, for convenience of cloning.
The sequences of the primers with the restriction enzyme sites
underlined were: XF, 5’-ACGGAATTCATGGCTGCTAGGCTGTG3’; XR, 5’-ATCCTGCAGAGGTGAAAAAGTTGCAT-3’. The
fragment amplified was from nucleotides 1 374 to 1 838 on HBV
genome. The template for this reaction was extracted from sera
of HBV DNA-positive patients. The reaction mixture was
subjected to 30 cycles of PCR amplification. Each cycle included
denaturation at 94 for 30 s, annealing at 58 for 1 min, and
extension at 72 for 30 s , and a final extension for 7 min at 72 .
The approximate 464 bp fragment was digested by EcoRI and
Pst I, and recombined into the plasmid pAS2-1 by T4 DNA
ligase. The reconstructed plasmid was subsequently named
pAS2-1-X and identified by PCR and auto-sequencing assay.
Auto-sequencing assay was performed in Bioasia Biologic
Technology Company and the resulting sequence was analyzed
in the database of EMBL\GeneBank by the BLAST program.
Transformation of pAS2-1-X into AH109
Yeast AH109 was transformed with pAS2-1-X by lithium
acetate-mediated method demonstrated by Gietz et al.[10] and
plated in selective SC/-trp medium. Plasmids were isolated from
transformants and X gene was amplified. Filter assay was used
to exclude the auto-activation function of pAS2-1-X in AH109.
Expressed X-BD fusion protein in yeasts transformed with
PAS2-1-X was detected by Western blotting. The cells were
collected by centrifugation and yeast protein extract was
prepared according to urea/SDS method. SDS-polyacrylamide
gel electrophoresis was performed and protein extracts were
electroblotted onto nitrocellulose membrane. After being
blocked with nonfat milk, the membrane was added to 1:3 000
diluted Gal4 DNA-BD monoclonal antibodies and incubated
for 1 h, after washed with TBST. Then, the secondary alkaline
phosphatase-conjugated goat anti-mouse IgG was added and
incubated for 2 h. The proteins were visualized with 5-bromo4-chloro-3-indolyl phosphate and nitro blue tetrazolium.
Protein extracts of untransformed yeast cells were used as
negative control.
Screening of human liver cDNA library by the yeast two-hybrid
system
The screening procedure used here was a modification of the
method described by Gietz et al.[10]. Yeast cells were transformed
with pAS2-1-X and pACT2-cDNA library by lithium acetatemediated method , plated in selective SC/-trp-leu-his-ade medium,
incubated at 30 for 7 d and selected for histidine, leucine and
tryptophan prototrophy. The freshly growing clones were
assayed for β-gal activity by replicaplating the yeast
transformants onto Whatman filter paper. The filters were then
snap frozen twice in liquid nitrogen for 10 s and incubated in
a buffer containing 5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl-β-Dgalactopyranoside solution at 30 for 1-8 h. Positive interactions
were detected by appearance of blue clones. Plasmids PCL1
and PLAM5’-1 were transformated into AH109 as positive and
negative controls, respectively. Segregation analysis was
performed to eliminate false positive clones and thus true
positive clones were obtained.
Analysis of positive clones
pACT2-cDNA plasmid genome was isolated following the
method described by Gietz et al.[10]. Briefly, the true positive
clones were incubated with SC/-leu liquid medium at 30
overnight, followed by spinning down the cells by centrifuging
at 14 000 g for 5 min, and resuspension of pellets in lysis buffer
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(20 g/L Triton 100, 10 g/L SDS, 10 mmol/L NaCl, 10 mmol/ L TrisHCl, pH8.0, 1 mmol/L Na2EDTA) was added with phenol,
chloroform and isoamyl alcohol (volume fraction 25:24:1). Then
the suspension was vortexed vigorously with acid-washed
glass beads, lysate was centrifugated and plasmid DNA was
harvested. The pACT2-cDNA plasmid was purified by CsCl
gradient centrifugation to permit PCR using the matchmaker
AD LD-insert screening amplimers which annealed to GAL4AD. The PCR reaction consisted 30 amplification cycles, each
cycle included denaturation at 94 for 30 s, annealing at 68
for 3 min, and a final extension for 7 min at 72 . Auto-sequencing
assay was performed in Shanghai Sangon Biological Engineering
Technology and Service Corporation, the resulting sequences
were compared against the databases of EMBL\GenBank by
the BLAST program.

Mating experiment
pAS2-1-X, pAS2-1, pLAM5’-1 transformed yeasts in SC/-trp
medium and positive clones were incubated in SC/-leu medium
for 2 d, respectively, then removed. Two types of
at 30
transformants were incubated into YPD medium at 30 for 4 h.
Finally, transformants were subcultured in SC/-leu-trp medium,
incubated at 30 for 2 d and assayed for β-gal activity.
RESULTS
Identification of the pAS2-1-X
The fragment of approximately 460 bp was amplified from the
reconstructed plasmid pAS2-1-X, and auto-sequencing assay
confirmed the fragment inserted into plasmid pAS2-1 had a
high identity (99.9%) with X gene.
Detection of the transformed yeast AH109
X gene was amplified from the plasmid isolated from the
transformed yeast cells (Figure 1). Filter assay excluded the
auto-activation function of pAS2-1-X in the cells. Staining for
X-BD was obtained in yeast cells transformed with pAS2-1-X
(Figure 2). pAS2-1-X could be used as a bait plasmid in yeast
two-hybrid system.
M 1 2 3 N

bp
726
500
427

Figure 1 Result of detection of X gene in yeasts transformed
with pAS2-1-X. M: PCR marker; lanes 1 and 2: transformed
yeasts; lanes 3: untransformed yeasts; N: negative control.
3

2

1

ku
97
67
43
31
20.1
14.4

Figure 2 Western blot analysis of expressed fusion protein in
yeasts transformed with PAS2-1-X. Lane 1: protein moclecular
weight standard; lane 2: protein extracted from transformed
yeasts; lane 3: protein extracted from untransformed yeasts.
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Screening of the liver cell cDNA library
Of the 5×106 transformants screened, 103 were grown in the
selective SC/-trp-leu-his-ade medium, 19 were positive for βgal activity, and only 1 clone passed through the segregation
analysis.
Analysis of positive clones
The fragment of approximately 900 bp was amplified from the
true positive clones (Figure 3). DNA sequence analysis of the
fragment revealed that the yeast plasmid insert had a high
identity (98%) with the Homo sapiens COXIII gene (GeneBank
ID:BC013930).
Mating experiment
The transformants containing pAS2-1-X and positive pACT2cDNA gave a blue colour by filter assay, whereas the transformants
containing pAS2-1 or pLAM5’-1 and positive pACT2-cDNA
gave a white colour. Mating experiment confirmed the specific
interaction between positive clones and HBx (Figure 4).
M 1 N

bp
1 300
1 000
500

Figure 3 Results of amplification for cDNA fragment by PCR
from the positive clones. M: 100 bp DNA ladder; lane1: positive
clone; N: negative control.

Figure 4 Mating experiment for the interaction between
COXIII and X protein in yeast cells.

DISSCUSION
Chronic HBV infection is strongly associated with the
development of HCC, but the mechanisms by which HBV
induces events leading to the genesis of HCC remains unclear.
Several studies have suggested a possible role of HBx in the
process of HCC, a few studies have reported transformation of
certain cell types in vitro by HBx[11] and initiation of HCC in
HBx transgenic mice[12,13], but its direct oncogenicity seems to
depend on the strength, and duration of protein expression
and the genetic background of mice and cells. It is more likely
that HBx causes transactivation of cell regulatory genes or
interacts with one or more cellular proteins to initiate the
development of human HCC through upregulation of cell
growth and mutagenesis. The transactivation function of HBx
has been shown to involve both direct interaction with
transcriptional factors, such as RPB5 of RNA polymerases[14],
TATA-binding protein[15] or activating transcription factor
(ATF) /CRE-binding protein (CREB)[16] and activation of signal
transduction pathways, such as ras/raf/MAP-kinase[17], protein
kinase C (PKC)[18] and SAPK/JNK[19,20]. HBx is predominatly
localized in the cytoplasm with a low level of nuclear distribution,
whereas recent findings from two independent laboratories
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indicated that HBx could localize at the mitochondria. Confocal
laser microscopy of hepatoma cells transfected with respective
expression vectors showed colocalization of the third member
of the family of human genes that encode the voltage-dependent
anion channel (HVDAC3) and HBx in mitochondria. Moreover,
stable cationic fluorophore dye showed that HBx expression in
hepatoma cells led to alteration of mitochondrial transmembrane
potential, an abnormal aggregation of mitochondrial structures,
release of cytochrome C from mitochondria, decrease of
mitochondrial membrane potential and membrane blebbing of
cells, which are characteristics of cell death. These functional
roles of HBx in affecting mitochondrial physiology are associated
with HBV-induced liver injury and development of HCC[21,22].
Since HBx seems to accomplish its functions via proteinprotein interaction, identification of the HBx- interactive cellular
proteins represents a major goal in order to define the function
of HBx in HBV replication and liver carcinogenesis. The yeast
two-hybrid system using a genetic approach, offers a way to
clone and identify genes that interact with a protein of interest
through in vivo complementation in yeast cells[23,24]. In the
present study, we screened and cloned a novel HBx-interactive
protein from a normal human liver cDNA library. Sequence
analysis revealed it was the homolog of Homo sapiens COXIII.
The interaction of HBx with COXIII was confirmed by yeasttwo hybridization system 3. The growth of yeast cells harboring
both pAS-1-X and pACT2-COXIII recombinant plasmids in
His-independent medium, formation of blue-colonies detected
by the β-gal assay, and the behaviors of the cells in falsepositive elimination tests suggested that the binding of COXIII
was HBx specific. Mating experiment further identified the
interaction between COXIII and HBx in yeast cells.
Cytochrome C oxidase (COX), the terminal enzyme of the
mitochondrial respiratory chain, catalyzes the transfer of electrons
from reduced cytochrome C to molecular oxygen. COXIII, which
is encoded by the mitochondrial DNA and synthesized within
the mitochondria, represents one of the large subunits of COX
and acts as the catalytic core of the enzyme[25]. Defective COX
activity resulting in deficient adenosine triphosphate generation
may contribute to the development of Alzheimer’s disease[26],
cardiomyopathy[27], neonatal giant cell hepatitis[28] and other
clinically heterogeneous diseases[29,30]. Incorrect assembly of
the critical subunits incluing COXI,COXIIand COXIII, is a major
mechanism leading to COX deficiencies. COX also plays a key
role in inducing apoptosis in multiple cell types through
transcriptional activation of the respective genes[31]. Mitochodrial
dysfuction and transcriptional function changes have been
identified to be associated with chronic liver disease and
oncogenic processes[32]. Kuo et al.[33] reported the integration
of HBV with human hepatoma cells might cause mitochondrial
defects in the ATP synthase 6 and COXIII genes. Studies on
the effects of HBx on apoptotic pathways indicated that HBx
blocked the actirit, of caspases 8, 9 and 3 and the release of
cytochrome c, it also upregulated PKC, extracellular signalregulated kinase (ERK), phosphatidyl inositol-3-kinase (PI-3-K)
and NF-κB activity[34]. The study of NF-κB and HBx expression
in human HCC tissues detected by immunohistochemistry SP
method strongly suggested that NF-κB was abnormally
activated in HCC, which was probably related to HBx. The ability
of HBx to induce the activation of NF-κB has been demonstrated
by mobility shift and reporter gene expression assays with
lysates from HBx-transfected HepG2 cells[35]. Furthermore, HBx
was shown to bind to a voltage-dependent anion channel and
alter the mitochondrial transmembrane potential and consequently
induce activation of transcription factors, which include STAT-3
and NF-κB[21]. Cogswell et al.[36] reported that the NF-κB regulatory
pathway existed in mitochondria and NF-κB could negatively
regulate the expression of both COXIII and cytochrome B
mRNAs. Whether and how the interaction of HBx with COXIII
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regulates the activity of transcription factor NF-κB has
remained obscure. However, based on our data, we hypothesize
that HBx might impair mitochondrial respiration chain and energy
metabolism by combining COXIII.
Future investigations will focus on the identification of
COXIII properties and physiological significance of interaction
of HBx with COXIII and probably with other mitochondrial
proteins. Further inquiries in this area may pave the way for
investigation of possible mechanisms leading to chronic
infection and subsequent progression to HCC in the context of
mitochondrial association of HBx.
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Abstract
AIM: Cyclooxygenase (COX)-2 is over expressed in
gastrointestinal neoplasm. Helicobacter pylori (H pylori)
infection is causally linked to gastric cancer. However, the
expression of COX-2 in various stages of H pylori-associated
gastric carcinogenesis pathway has not been elucidated.
Therefore, the aim of this study was to clarify the role of
H pylori induced COX-2 expression during carcinogenesis
in the stomach.
METHODS: Gastric biopsies from 138 subjects [30 cases
of chronic superficial gastritis (CSG), 28 cases of gastric
glandular atrophy (GA), 45 cases of gastric mucosal intestinal
metaplasia (IM), 12 cases of moderate gastric epithelial
dysplasia and 23 cases of gastric cancer] were enrolled.
H pylori infection was assessed by a rapid urease test and
histological examination (modified Giemsa staining). The
expression of COX-1 and COX-2 in human gastric mucosa
was detected by immunohistochemical staining.
RESULTS: H pylori infection rate was 64.3% in GA and 69.5%
in gastric cancer, which was significantly higher than that
(36.7%) in CSG (P<0.05). The positive expression rates of
COX-2 were 10.0%, 35.7%, 37.8%, 41.7% and 69.5% in
CSG, GA, IM, dysplasia and gastric cancer, respectively.
From CSG to GA, IM, dysplasia and finally to gastric cancer,
expression of COX-2 showed an ascending tendency, whereas
COX-1 expression did not change significantly in the gastric
mucosa. The level of COX-2 expression in IM and dysplasia
was significantly higher in H pylori-positive than in H pylorinegative subjects (P<0.01).
CONCLUSION: COX-2 expression induced by H pylori infection
is a relatively early event during carcinogenesis in the stomach.
Sun WH, Yu Q, Shen H, Ou XL, Cao DZ, Yu T, Qian C, Zhu F,
Sun YL, Fu XL, Su H. Roles of Helicobacter pylori infection
and cyclooxygenase-2 expression in gastric carcinogenesis.
World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(19): 2809-2813
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INTRODUCTION
Gastric cancer remains the world’s second, and the Chinese
first, commonest cause of cancer related deaths[1]. There is
epidemiological evidence that Helicobacter pylori (H pylori)
infection is causally linked to gastric cancer[2,3]. It has been
classified as a class I biological carcinogen by the World
Health Organization [4] . However, the exact mechanism
responsible for the development of gastric cancer in H pyloriinfected patients still remains obscure. According to Correa’s
[5]
model, gastric cancer develops in a multistep process from
chronic active gastritis, gastric glandular atrophy (GA),
intestinal metaplasia (IM), dysplasia, and finally to gastric
cancer. Recent studies have shown that H pylori infection
induces cyclooxygenase-2 (COX-2) expression in human gastric
mucosa[6-8]. COX-2, an inducible isoform of cyclooxygenase
enzyme, which converts arachidonic acid to prostanoids, is
strongly expressed in colorectal cancer[9,10], pancreatic cancer[11],
hepatocellular carcinoma[12,13], esophageal cancer[14,15], and
gastric cancer[16,17]. Several studies have also shown that COX2 expression is increased in premalignant lesions including
colonic adenoma [9], Barrett’s esophagus[18,19], and gastric
adenomas[20], indicating that this enzyme may be involved in
the early process of carcinogenesis.
It is well known that H pylori infection causes inflammation,
and COX-2 is involved in inflammatory responses and also
related to carcinogenesis. However, COX-2 expression in
various stages of H pylori-associated gastric carcinogenesis
pathway has not been elucidated. To clarify the role of H pylori
induced COX-2 expression during carcinogenesis in the
stomach, COX-1 and COX-2 expression at different stages of
gastric carcinogenesis from inflammation, premalignant lesions,
to gastric cancer was investigated by using immunohistochemical
analysis in the present study.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients
A total of 138 patients were studied. Of these, 78 were males
and 60 were females. The mean age was 52 years (range, 19-74).
Endoscopies with biopsy were performed in all patients.
Patients who took non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs
(NSAIDs), H2 receptor antagonists, proton pump inhibitors,
antimicrobials, bismuth compounds, over last 4 wk prior to the
examination, were excluded. The Medical Ethics Committee of
Nanjing Medical University approved this study and written
informed consent was obtained from all patients.
Endoscopy and histological assessment
All endoscopic examinations were performed under local
anesthesia with lidocaine. Four biopsy specimens, 2 from the
antrum within 2 cm of the pyloric channel and 2 from the corpus,
were taken during the procedure. When lesions suspected to
be cancerous were noted, additional biopsies were taken from
the site of lesions. Of these specimens, 2 (each from antrum
and corpus) were submitted to a rapid urease test (RUT), and
the others were processed for hematoxylin and eosin (H&E)
stain and modified Giemsa stain. The pathologic assessment
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was performed by one pathologist according to the updated
Sydney system[21]. GA was defined as loss of glandular tissue
and fibrous replacement of lamina propria. IM or exchange of
crypts by intestinal epithelium was recognized by the presence
of goblet cells and absorptive cells.

Detection of H pylori infection
H pylori infection was identified by histological examination
using modified Giemsa stain and RUT (CLO test, Delta West,
Bentley, Australia). Patients were classified as H pylori positive
if any of the two examinations yielded a positive result. Subjects
were considered to be H pylori negative only when both assays
were negative for the organism.
Immunohistochemistry
Immunohistochemical staining for COX-1 and COX-2 was
performed by the avidin-biotin-peroxidase complex (ABC)
method using a Vectastain kit (Vector Laboratories, Burlingame,
CA). In brief, paraffin-embedded blocks were sectioned at about
4-µm thickness, deparaffinized, and rehydrated. After microwave
pretreatment in citrate buffer (pH 6.0) for antigen retrieval, slides
were immersed in 3 mL/L H2O2 in methanol for 30 min to block
the endogenous peroxidase activity. Nonspecific binding was
blocked with 50 mL/L rabbit serum (DAKO, Glostrup, Denmark)
in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), and the tissues were then
incubated with goat polyclonal antibody against COX-1 or
COX-2 (1:200, Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Inc. Santa Cruz, CA)
in PBS containing 20 mL/L rabbit serum and 1 mL/L Triton 100
overnight at 4
in a humidity chamber. After being rinsed
with PBS, the sections were subsequently incubated with
biotinylated secondary rabbit anti-goat immunoglobulins
(1:400) for 45 min and then with avidin-biotin-peroxidase
complex for another 45 min. The color was developed in 3,3’diaminobenzidine tetrahydrochloride (Sigma Chemical Co., St.
Louis, MO) solution containing 0.3 mL/L H2O2. Nuclei were
counterstained with Mayer’s hematoxylin (Merck, Darmstadt,
Germany). Tissues of part sections were incubated with PBS
containing 20 mL/L rabbit serum and 1 mL/L Triton 100 without
the primary antibody as a negative control.
Evaluation of COX-1 and COX-2 immunostaining
In each section, 5 high-power fields were selected, and a total
of at least 1 000 cells were calculated. The percentage of positive
staining cells was graded semiquantitatively, and each sample
was assigned to one of the following categories: - (negative,
0% to 4%); + (weak, 5% to 29%); + + (moderate, 30% to 59%); or
+ + + (strong, more than 60%). All immunostained sections
were evaluated independently by two investigators who were
blind to the pathological and clinical data. Evaluations were
similar among assessors, with less than 10% disagreement. A
final consensus was achieved between the 2 assessors using
a multihead microscope.
Statistical analysis
Expressions of COX-1 and COX-2 between the 5 study groups
(CSG, GA, IM, dysplasia and gastric cancer) were compared by
Kruskal-Wallis nonparametric analysis of variance test, using
Dunn’s multiple comparison tests for post hoc comparison.
The association between COX-2 expression and H pylori
infection was analyzed using Fisher’s exact test. Statistical
significance was taken at P<0.05.
RESULTS
Histopathologic characteristics and the prevalence of H pylori
infection
Of the 138 patients, 63 were H pylori-positive and 75 were H pylori-
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negative. Table 1 shows the histopathologic characteristics
and H pylori status. Histopathologic diagnosis in this
population included CSG (n = 30), GA (n = 28), IM (n = 45),
moderate dysplasia (n = 12) and gastric cancer (n = 23). The
rates of H pylori infection in GA and gastric cancer were
significantly higher than that in CSG.
Table 1 Rates of H pylori infection in various gastric mucosal
lesions
Pathological diagnosis

n

H pylori rate (%)

CSG
GA
IM
Dysplasia
Gastric cancer

30
28
45
12
23

36.7
64.3a
31.1
33.3
69.5a

a

P<0.05 vs CSG.

Expression of COX-1 and COX-2 in human gastric mucosa with
various lesions
COX-1 was clearly detected in the gastric foveolar and glandular
epithelium including parietal cells. Patchy cytoplasmic staining
for COX-1 was also seen in the inflammatory mononuclear cells
and macrophages, myofibroblasts, as well as endothelial cells
in the lamina propria. Spotty cytoplasmic staining for COX-1
was seen in gastric cancer cells (Figure 1). Perinuclear and
cytoplasmic staining for COX-2 was mainly seen in the foveolar
and glandular epithelium, and mild staining in mononuclear
inflammatory cells and macrophages in the lamina propria. Strong
expression of COX-2 was also found on glandular epithelium of
IM and dysplasia. Immunoreactivity of COX-2 protein showed
diffuse staining in the cytoplasm of gastric cancer cells (Figure
2). Furthermore, scattered expression for COX-2 was detected
in interstitial cells such as vascular endothelial cells and
myofibroblasts. Table 2 shows the positive rates of COX-1 and
COX-2 expression in the gastric mucosa with various lesions.
From CSG to GA, IM, dysplasia and finally to gastric cancer,
the expression of COX-2 showed an ascending tendency,
whereas COX-1 expression did not change significantly in the
gastric mucosa with various lesions.
Table 2 Expression of COX-1 and COX-2 in gastric mucosa
with various lesions
Pathological diagnosis

n

COX-1
expression (%)

COX-2
expression (%)

CSG
GA
IM
Dysplasia
Gastric cancer

30
28
45
12
23

56.6
53.8
53.3
41.7
43.4

10.0
35.7 a
37.8 b
41.7 a
69.5 bc

a

P<0.05; bP<0.01 vs CSG; cP<0.05 vs GA.

Relationship between H pylori infection and COX-2 expression
in the gastric mucosa
COX-2 expression was found in 57% (36/63) H pylori-infected
patients, including one case of CSG, eight cases of GA, twelve
cases of IM, four cases of dysplasia, and eleven cases of gastric
cancer, with intensity scoring ranged from + to +++ (Table 3).
H pylori-associated gastritis exhibited strong expression of
COX-2 in foveolar and glandular epithelium but with a lower
intensity in mononuclear inflammatory cells. On the contrary,
only 20% (15/75) of non-infected patients expressed COX-2
protein in the gastric biopsy. The intensity of COX-2 expression
in IM and dysplasia was significantly higher in H pylori-
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B
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Figure 1 Immunostaining of cyclooxygenase-1 in the gastric mucosa with CSG (A), dysplasia (B) and gastric cancer (C) as shown
by immunostaining. In the gastric biopsies of cases of CSG, GA, IM and dysplasia, COX-1 immunostaining was detected in the
foveolar and glandular epithelium including parietal cells, and in the subepithelial mononuclear inflammatory cells. Spotty
cytoplasmic staining for COX-1 was seen in the gastric cancer cells.

A

B

C

D

E

Figure 2 Immunostaining of cyclooxygenase-2 in the gastric mucosa with CSG (A), GA (B), IM (C), dysplasia (D) and gastric
cancer (E). CSG showing strong expression in foveolar and glandular epithelium and weak expression in mononuclear inflammatory cells, myofibroblasts, and endothelial cells in the lamina propria; GA showing strong expression in the atrophic glands
of the gastric mucosa; IM showing strong expression in intestinal epithelium and goblet cells; and gastric cancer showing strong
expression in cancer cells.
Table 3 Relationship between H pylori infection and COX-1/COX-2 expression in the gastric mucosa with various lesions
COX-1
Pathological diagnosis
CSG

COX-2

n
–

+

++

+++

–

+

++

+++

H pylori (+)

11

5

1

3

2

10

0

0

1

H pylori (-)

19

8

3

4

4

17

1

1

0

H pylori (+)

18

9

2

4

3

10

1

3

4

H pylori (-)

10

4

2

2

2

8

1

1

0

IM

H pylori (+)

14

6

3

2

3

2

2

4

6b

H pylori (-)

31

15

5

5

6

26

3

2

0

Dysplasia

H pylori (+)

4

2

0

1

1

0

0

2

2b
0

GA

H pylori (-)

8

5

0

1

2

7

0

1

Gastric cancer H pylori (+)

16

9

2

2

3

5

1

3

7

H pylori (-)

7

4

2

0

1

2

1

2

2

b

P<0.01 vs H pylori (-).

positive than in H pylori-negative subjects (P<0.01). However,
there was no significant difference in COX-2 expression in CSG,
GA and gastric cancer patients with or without H pylori infection
(Table 3).

DISCUSSION
Epidemiological studies have shown that long-term use of NSAIDs
reduces the risk of colon cancer development by 40%[22,23] and
the risk of esophageal cancer development by up to 90%[24,25].
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In addition, NSAIDs could induce regression of adenomatous
polyps in patients with familial adenomatous polyposis[26,27],
as well as in an Apc Min mouse model[28]. Although the exact
mechanisms of NSAIDs on cancer prevention have not been
clarified, one possible role of NSAIDs is via the inhibition of
COX enzymes, leading to chemopreventive effect. COX exists
in two isoforms, of which COX-1 is constitutively expressed in
many tissues, including the stomach, and COX-2 showing 61%
homology with COX-1 is expressed at low concentrations or is
even undetectable in unstimulated cells or tissues, but is readily
induced by various stimuli including mitogens, cytokines,
growth factors, and tumor promoters in inflammatory and certain
cell types, such as fibroblasts, macrophages and endothelial
cells[29,30]. It is well known that COX-2 is strongly expressed in
gastric cancer[17,20]. More than 90% of gastric cancers are
adenocarcinomas, which are divided into intestinal and diffuse
histological types. Pathogenesis of the intestinal-type gastric
cancer has been connected to precursor changes such as GA,
IM, and dysplasia. The present study clearly showed that COX2 protein was expressed not only in gastric cancer cells but
also in the glandular epithelium of IM and dysplasia as detected
by immunohistochemistry. From CSG, GA to IM and dysplasia
and finally to gastric cancer, the expression of COX-2 showed
an ascending tendency, whereas COX-1 expression did not change
significantly in premalignant and malignant gastric lesions. These
results provided evidence that COX-2 might contribute to an
early event in gastric carcinogenesis[31], and suggesting the
possibility that the use of selective COX-2 inhibitors may provide
a chemopreventive strategy against gastric carcinogenesis.
H pylori infection is an important risk factor for adenocarcinoma
of the distal stomach in humans[2-5], but the mechanism whereby
H pylori infection contributes to gastric carcinogenesis is still
hypothetical. Recent studies have shown that H pylori infection
induces COX-2 expression in human gastric mucosa [6-8].
Furthermore, McCarthy et al.[32] showed that COX-2 expression
in antral mucosa was reduced but not eliminated in the epithelium
after successful eradication of H pylori. Kimura et al.[33] reported
that immunoreactivity of COX-2 was observed in all cases of IM
even after the cure of H pylori infection. Thus, cure of H pylori
infection may decrease the risk of gastric carcinogenesis due
to COX-2-related compounds in gastric mucosa but not in
those patients with IM. In this study, we demonstrated that
COX-2 was expressed in epithelial lining of the stomach in the
H pylori-associated gastric carcinogenesis pathway from CSG,
to GA and IM and dysplasia, and finally to gastric cancer.
The level of COX-2 expression in patients with IM and
dysplasia was significantly higher in H pylori-positive than in
H pylori-negative subjects. In contrast, COX-1 protein was
constitutively expressed in different gastric mucosal lesions
with or without H pylori infection. Thus, COX-1 is considered
as a housekeeping gene, and prostanoids synthesized via the
COX-1 pathway are thought to be responsible for cytoprotection
of the stomach, for vasodilatation in the kidney, and for
production of a proaggregative prostanoid, thromboxane, by
the platelets. In contrast, COX-2 is an inducible immediate-early
gene, and its role has been connected to inflammation, reproduction,
and carcinogenesis. Although the exact mechanism of COX-2
expression in carcinogenesis is still unclear, some studies have
suggested that overexpression of COX-2 is associated with
cellular resistance to apoptosis whereas treatment with specific
COX-2 inhibitors could suppress cell proliferation and induces
apoptosis[14,34-36]. It has been hypothesized that the alteration
of the balance between apoptosis and proliferation of gastric
epithelial cells, induced by H pylori infection, contributes to
either gastric injury or carcinogenesis of the stomach[37-39].
Although H pylori could decrease epithelial cell proliferation
and induce apoptosis in vitro[40-43], H pylori infection in vivo was
associated with both increased apoptosis and proliferation[44-46].
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These differences between the in vivo and in vitro results
suggest that in vivo factors including inflammatory cells,
extracellular matrix proteins, cytokines, and adhesion molecules
may also contribute to epithelial cell turnover. On the other
hand, COX-2 expression has been reported to correlate with
invasion of the lymphatic vessels, lymph node metastasis, and
advanced tumor stage in gastric cancer[47,48].
In conclusion, COX-2 overex-pression plays an important
role in the initiation of gastric carcinogenesis. The use of
selective COX-2 inhibitors may provide a chemopreventive
strategy against gastric carcinogenesis.
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Abstract
AIM: To investigate the protective effect of lansoprazole
on ischemia and reperfusion (I/R)-induced rat intestinal
mucosal injury in vivo.
METHODS: Intestinal damage was induced by clamping
both the superior mesenteric artery and the celiac trunk
for 30 min followed by reperfusion in male Sprague-Dawley
rats. Lansoprazole was given to rats intraperitoneally 1 h
before vascular clamping.
RESULTS: Both the intraluminal hemoglobin and protein
levels, as indices of mucosal damage, significantly
increased in I/R-groups comparion with those of shamoperation groups. These increases in intraluminal hemoglobin
and protein levels were significantly inhibited by the treatment
with lansoprazole at a dose of 1 mg/kg. Small intestine
exposed to I/R resulted in mucosal inflammation that was
characterized by significant increases in thiobarbituric acidreactive substances (TBARS), tissue-associated
myeloperoxidase activity (MPO), and mucosal content of rat
cytokine-induced neutrophil chemoattractant-1 (CINC-1).
These increases in TBARS, MPO activities and CINC-1 content
in the intestinal mucosa after I/R were all inhibited by
pretreatment with lansoprazole at a dose of 1 mg/kg.
Furthermore, the CINC-1 mRNA expression was increased
during intestinal I/R, and this increase in mRNA expression
was inhibited by treatment with lansoprazole.
CONCLUSION: Lansoprazole inhibits lipid peroxidation and
reduces development of intestinal mucosal inflammation
induced by I/R in rats, suggesting that lansoprazole may
have a therapeutic potential for I/R injury.
Ichikawa H, Yoshida N, Takagi T, Tomatsuri N, Katada K, Isozaki
Y, Uchiyama K, Naito Y, Okanoue T, Yoshikawa T. Lansoprazole
ameliorates intestinal mucosal damage induced by ischemia-

reperfusion in rats. World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(19):
2814-2817
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INTRODUCTION
Reactive oxygen species such as superoxide radicals, hydrogen
peroxide, and hydroxyl radicals, have been implicated in the
pathogenesis of ischemia-reperfusion (I/R) injury in a variety
of organs, including the brain[1], large intestine[2], and heart[3].
Intestinal I/R is an especially grave condition resulted from
acute mesenteric ischemia, small bowel transplantation,
abdominal aortic aneurysm, hemorrhagic, traumatic, or septic
shock, and severe burns[4,5]. I/R injury of the small intestine is
characterized by a number of microvascular and mucosal
alterations, including endothelial cell swelling, capillary
plugging, prolonged reduction in intestinal blood flow, and
mucosal barrier dysfunction [6-8]. Previous studies have
demonstrated that neutrophils are critically involved in I/R
injury. This hypothesis based on experiments shows that
neutrophil depletion[9,10] and inhibition of neutrophil-endothelial
cell interactions[11] could protect against injury after I/R.
Proton-pump inhibitors (PPIs)[12] such as omeprazole and
lansoprazole are extensively used for therapeutic control of
acid-related disorders, including gastroesophageal reflux disease
and peptic-ulcer diseases caused by stress, nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs and Helicobacter pylori infection[13-16]. PPIs
are strong antisecretory agents that act on gastric (H+/K +)
ATPase of parietal cells[17]. Recently, it has been suggested
that PPIs inhibit neutrophil functions such as chemotaxis,
superoxide production and degradation[18]. We have already
reported that PPIs can attenuate neutrophil adherence to
endothelial cells via inhibition of the expression of adhesion
molecules[19]. These results have indicated that PPIs have antiinflammatory effects and can inhibit acid secretion.
The present study was to evaluate anti-inflammatory effects
of lansoprazole, which has dramatically influenced the
management of acid-peptic disorders in recent years, using I/Rinduced rat intestinal mucosal injury model unrelated to acid
secretion.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Experimental animals
Male Sprague-Dawley (SD) rats weighing 190-210 g were
obtained from Keari Co. Ltd. (Osaka, Japan). The rats were housed
in stainless steel cages with wire bottoms and maintained on a
12-h light and dark cycle, with the temperature and relative
humidity of the animal room controlled at 21-23 and 55-65%,
respectively. The rats were not fed for 18 h prior to the
experiments, but allowed free access to water. All experimental
procedures described below were approved by the Animal Care
Committee of the Kyoto Prefectural University of Medicine
(Kyoto, Japan).
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Preparation of rats for intestinal ischemia-reperfusion
Intestinal ischemia was induced for 30 min by applying a small
clamp to the superior mesenteric artery after ligating the celiac artery
in rats given intraperitoneal urethane anesthesia (1 000 mg/kg).
Reoxygenation was produced by removal of the clamp. Sixty
minutes after reperfusion, the rats were killed by exsanguinations
via the abdominal aorta under urethane anesthesia (1 000 mg/kg).
2-[[[3-methyl-4- (2,2,2-trifluoroethoxy)-2-pyridyl] methyl]
sulfinyl] benzimidazole (Lansoprazole), a gift from Takeda
Chemical Industries Ltd. Japan, was diluted with physiological
saline at a dose of 0.3-1 mg/kg after dissolved in dimethylsulfoxide,
and was given to rats intraperitoneally 1 h before the vascular
clamping. In the control groups, rats received an equivalent
volume of the vehicle.
Assessment of intestinal mucosal injury induced by ischemiareperfusion
To estimate the severity of the intestinal mucosal damage by I/R,
leakage of intraluminal protein and intraluminal hemoglobin
levels were measured as mg/cm intestine.
The concentrations of thiobarbituric acid-reactive substances
(TBARS) in the intestinal mucosa, an index of lipid peroxidation,
were measured by the method of Ohkawa et al.[20]. In brief, the
small intestine was opened by a longitudinal incision, and the
intestinal mucosa was scraped off using two glass slides.
Mucosal tissue was then homogenized with 10 mmol/L
potassium phosphate buffer (pH 7.8) containing 30 mmol/L
KCl in a Teflon Potter-Elvehjem homogenizer. The levels of
TBARS in the mucosal homogenates were expressed as nmol
of malondialdehyde per gram of wet weight using 1,1,3,3tetramethoxypropane as the standard.
Myeloperoxidase (MPO) activity in the intestinal mucosa,
an index of polymorphonuclear leukocyte accumulation, were
determined by a modification of the method of Grisham et al.[21].
Two milliliters of mucosal homogenate was centrifuged at
20 000 g for 15 min at 4 to pellet the insoluble cellular debris.
The pellet was then rehomogenized in an equivalent volume of
0.05 mol/L potassium phosphate buffer (pH 5.4) containing
5 g/L hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide. Samples were
centrifuged at 20 000 g for 15 min at 4 , and the supernatants
were saved. MPO activity was assessed by measuring the H2O2dependent oxidation of 3,3’,5,5’-tetramethylbenzidine. One unit
of enzyme activity was defined as the amount of MPO that
caused a change in the absorbance of 1.0/min at 655 nm and 25 .
The content of cytokine-induced neutrophil chemoattractant-1
(CINC-1) in the intestinal mucosal homogenates was determined
by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) using a kit
(Immuno Biological Laboratories, Gunma, Japan) according to
the manufacturer’s instructions. The absorbance of each well
was read at 490 nm by a microplate reader (MPR-A4i; Tosoh,
Tokyo, Japan).
The expression of intestinal CINC-1 was determined using
the RT-PCR method. Samples of intestinal tissue for mRNA
isolation were prepared from the whole intestine. Total RNA
was isolated using the acid-guanidium-phenol-chloroform
(AGPC) method with ISOGEN (NIPPON GENE). The
concentration of RNA was determined by the absorbance at
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260 nm in relation to that at 280 nm. The RNA was stored at -70
until used for RT-PCR. One microliter of RT-PCR products was
added to 3 mmol/L of each primer, CINC-1 and β-actin (for
internal standard purpose), and a solution of 0.5 U of Taq DNA
polymerase (Takara Biochemicals) in a final volume of 50 L. The
primers had the following sequences: for CINC-1, sense 5’ACAGTGGCAGGGATTCACTT-3’, and antisense 5’-CTAGCA
CAGTGGTTGACACT-3’; for β-actin, sense 5’-TCCTGTGG
CATCCATGAAACT-3’, and antisense 5’-GAAGCATTTGCGG
TGCACGAT-3’. The mixture was subjected to 30 cycles (1 min
at 94 , 1 min at 54 , 1 min at 72 ) of amplification. Then the
reaction products were separated by electrophoresis on 25 g/L
agarose gel and stained with ethidium bromide.

Statistical analysis
All values were expressed as mean±SE. The data were compared
by one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) followed by Dunnett’s
multiple comparison test. All analyses were performed using the
Stat View 5.0-J program (Abacus Concepts Inc. Berkeley, CA).
P<0.05 was considered statistically significant.
RESULTS
Intraluminal protein and hemoglobin levels of the small intestine
Intraluminal hemoglobin and protein levels, the reflections of
intestinal mucosal injury, were significantly increased above basal
levels after 60 min of reperfusion. These increases in intraluminal
protein and hemoglobin levels induced by I/R were significantly
decreased by lansoprazole treatment at a dose of 1 mg/kg (Table 1).
TBARS in the intestinal mucosa
TBARS in the intestinal mucosa, an index of lipid peroxidation,
significantly increased 60 min after reperfusion (13.0±2.5 nmoL/
100 g wet wt). These levels were significantly decreased to
7.98±1.98 nmol/100 g wet wt after lansoprazole treatment at a
dose of 1 mg/kg (Figure 1A).
MPO activity in the intestinal mucosa
The I/R group showed a significant increase in mucosal MPO
activity (0.167±0.046 mU/mg wet wt) compared with the shamoperation group (0.014±0.001 mU/mg wet wt). However, this
increase in MPO activity significantly decreased to 0.028±0.008
mU/mg wet wt after lansoprazole treatment at a dose of 1 mg/kg
(Figure 1B).
Inflammatory cytokine in the intestinal mucosa
The content of mucosal CINC-1 in the I/R groups was significantly
increased compared with the levels in sham-operated groups.
This increase in the levels of inflammatory cytokines was
significantly inhibited by lansoprazole at a dose of 1 mg/kg
(Figure 1C).
Intestinal expression of CINC-1 mRNA during ischemia-reperfusion
The expression of CINC-1 mRNA in the intestinal mucosa was
up-regulated by I/R injury. This increase in the expression of
CINC-1 mRNA was also inhibited by lansoprazole at a dose of
1 mg/kg (Figure 2).

Table 1 Effect of lansoprazole on intraluminal hemoglobin and protein levels in small intestine of I/R-induced rats (mean±SE)
Lansoprazole (mg/kg)
Sham-operation (Normal) Ischemia-reperfusion (Control)
Intraluminal hemoglobin (mg/cm)

1

0.000043±0.000002

0.0043±0.0006 a

0.0035±0.0007

0.0010±0.0004 c

0.065±0.012

0.172±0.016a

0.156±0.022

0.087±0.010 c

Intraluminal protein (mg/cm)
a

0.3

P<0.05 vs normal; cP<0.05 vs control.
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Figure 1 Effect of lansoprazole on the level of thiobarbituric-acid reactive substances (TBARS), mucosal mye-loperoxidase
(MPO) activity, and cytolline induced meutrophil chemo-attracttant-1 (CINC-1) in intestinal mucosa of I/R-induced rats.A: Effect
of lansoprazole on the level of TBARS in intestinal mucosa of I/R-induced rats. aP<0.05 vs normal; cP<0.05 vs control. Sham group
and I/R group received an equivalent volume of vehicle instead of lansoprazole. B: Effect of lansoprazole on the level of mucosal
myeloperoxidase (MPO) activities in intestinal mucosa of I/R-induced rats. aP<0.05 vs normal; cP<0.05 vs control. Sham group and
I/R group received an equivalent volume of vehicle instead of lansoprazole. C: Effect of lansoprazole on cytokine induced
neutrophil chemoattractant-1 (CINC-1) of intestinal mucosa of I/R-induced rats. aP<0.05 vs normal; cP<0.05 vs control. LAN(+):
with lansoprazole; LAN(-): without lansoprazole.
M

1

2

3

CINC-1

β-actin

Figure 2 Intestinal CINC-1 mRNA expression during I/R in
rats. M: Marker; Lane 1: Before ischemia; Lane 2: After I/R;
Lane 3: I/R + lansoprazole.

DISCUSSION
Our results clearly showed that lansoprazole had a protective
effect against reperfusion-induced intestinal mucosal injury in
rats. In addition, increases in TBARS contents, MPO activity
and CINC-1 contents were inhibited by the treatment of
lansoprazole. In I/R-induced tissue injury, oxygen radicals have
been suggested to be generated via several mechanisms,
including the xanthine/xanthine oxidase reaction[22], NADPH
oxidase and myeloperoxidase of activated leukocytes migrating
into the previously ischemic area[23], and mitochondrial respiratory
system[24]. We have already reported that oxygen-derived free
radicals and lipid peroxidation played a role in the formation
of gastrointestinal mucosal damage induced by I/R[25,26].
Furthermore, it is well known that neutrophils that adhere to
post-capillary venules and subsequently emigrate into the
interstitium are implicated in the I/R-related tissue injury[27,28].
Activated neutrophils release a variety of cytotoxic substances,
including proteases, collagenases, cytokines, leukotrienes, and
cationic proteins, thereby causing tissue damage. In addition,
adhered and aggregated neutrophils can physically disturb capillary
flow and induce a non-reflow phenomenon.
Little is known about the protective mechanism of lansoprazole
against I/R injury. However, there have been some reports about
the anti-inflammatory action of PPIs. We have shown that the
expression of adhesion molecules on neutrophils and endothelial
cells elicited by H pylori extract and IL-1 was inhibited by
lansoprazole and omeprazole at clinical relevant doses[19]. Other
reports have also revealed that PPIs could prevent the neutrophilendothelial cell adhesion reaction[29,30]. Recently, some reports
regarding the anti-oxidative effects of PPIs have also appeared.
Suzuki et al.[31] reported that PPIs inhibited the production of
oxygen-derived free radicals from neutrophils activated by

chemotactic peptides or opsonized zymosan. Other studies
have concluded that PPIs block stress-induced increased
reactive oxygen intermediates and associated lipid peroxidation
and protein oxidation, indicating that its antioxidant properties
play a major role in preventing oxidative damage[32-34].
Lansoprazole has been widely used in the treatment of acidrelated diseases including reflux esophagitis. This drug is
thought to be transformed into two active species which inhibit
acid secretion by (H+, K+)-ATPase within the parietal cell
canaliculi. However, acid secretion was not directly involved
in the pathogenesis of I/R-induced intestinal injury model we
used. In the present study, lansoprazole was found to prevent
lipid peroxidation and to reduce the development of intestinal
mucosal inflammation via inhibition of the production of
inflammatory cytokines such as CINC-1. These results suggest
that lansoprazole may protect against I/R injury via an antiinflammatory effect but not inhibition of acid secretion.
It was previously reported that CINC levels were increased
during small intestinal I/R injury, and that CINC-1 was related
with the extent of mucosal damage[35]. It was reported that CINC
could be produced by many types of cells, including macrophages,
monocytes, and endothelial cells[36]. In the present study,
lansoprazole inhibited both CINC-1 protein and mRNA in the
small intestine after I/R injury. These results suggest that
lansoplazole may prevent CINC-1 production by scavenging
active oxygen species that are related to signal transduction
for the promotion of CINC-1 synthesis. Further study needs to
be done to determine the molecular mechanisms involved in
the inhibition of CINC-1 production by lansoprazole.
In conclusion, lansoprazole protects against acid-unrelated
intestinal injury induced by I/R via inhibition of neutrophildependent inflammation. We suggest that lansoprazole has
potential as a new therapeutic agent for reperfusion injury.
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Abstract
AIM: To investigate the different effects of mesenchymal
stem cells (MSCs) and hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) on
hepatic differentiation.
METHODS: MSCs from rat bone marrow were isolated and
cultured by standard methods. HSCs from rat bone marrow
were isolated and purified by magnetic activated cell sorting.
Both cell subsets were induced. Morphology, RT-PCR and
immunocytochemistry were used to identify the hepatic
differentiation grade.
RESULTS: MSCs exhibited round in shape after differentiation,
instead of fibroblast-like morphology before differentiation.
Albumin mRNA and protein were expressed positively in MSCs,
without detection of alpha-fetoprotein (AFP). HSCs were
polygonal in shape after differentiation. The expression of
albumin signal decreased and AFP signal increased. The
expression of CK18 was continuous in MSCs and HSCs both
before and after induction.
CONCLUSION: Both MSCs and HSCs have hepatic differentiation
capabilities. However, their capabilities are not the same.
MSCs can differentiate into mature hepatocyte-like cells,
never expressing early hepatic specific genes, while Thy-1.1+
cells are inclined to differentiate into hepatic stem cell-like
cells, with an increasing AFP expression and a decreasing
albumin signal. CK18 mRNA is positive in Thy-1.1+ cells
and MSCs, negative in Thy-1.1- cells. It seems that CK18
has some relationship with Thy-1.1 antigen, and CK18 may
be a predictive marker of hepatic differentiation capability.
Shu SN, Wei L, Wang JH, Zhan YT, Chen HS, Wang Y. Hepatic
differentiation capability of rat bone marrow-derived mesenchymal
stem cells and hematopoietic stem cells. World J Gastroenterol
2004; 10(19): 2818-2822
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INTRODUCTION
In recent years, liver related stem cells have become a hot spot
of research. One of the important findings is that liver stem
cells might be derived from bone marrow. Petersen et al.[1] first
identified this phenomenon in rat model of liver injury. Later

many researchers have reported similar in vivo and in vitro
findings[2-8]. Bone marrow cells have been hypothesized as the
third recruitment source in liver regeneration besides
hepatocytes and endogenous liver stem cells[9].
Among bone marrow cells, there are two subsets, hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) and mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs).
Hepatic oval cells[10], well known endogenous liver stem cells,
can express CD34[11], c-kit[12, 13], Thy-1[14] and flt-3 receptor
mRNA[15], all of which are markers of HSCs. So HSCs are
regarded as the exact source of hepatocytes. However, some
studies have found that non-hematopoietic subsets (CD45subsets) also play such a role[7]. In this paper, we isolated two
subsets of stem cells from rat bone marrow. One was MSCs,
isolated and cultured by standard methods, the other was Thy1.1+ cells, isolated and purified by magnetic activated cell
sorting (MACS), which were recognized as HSCs of rats. We
imitated the circumstances of liver development to define
the different capacities of hepatic differentiation of the two
subsets in vitro.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Animals
Male Sprague-Dawley (SD) rats at 6-7 wk of age were obtained
from Charles River China. All animal experiments were performed
in accordance with the animal guidelines of Peking University
Health Science Center.
Isolation and culture of MSCs from rat bone marrow
Rat bone marrow was harvested from rat femurs and tibias, and
collected into Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM),
filtered (40 µm), and centrifuged at 300 r/min to pellet cells.
After rinsed in PBS, bone marrow cells were loaded onto 5 mL
57% Percoll (1.073 g/mL in 0.01 mol/L PBS) and centrifuged at
400 r/min for 30 min. Mononuclear cells were collected at the
Percoll interface, rinsed twice in PBS, and seeded at 2×105/cm2
in 600 g/L low glucose DMEM (DMEM-LG, Sigma-Aldrich),
400 g/L MCDB-201 (Sigma-Aldrich), with 100 mL/L fetal bovine
serum (FBS; Hyclone, USA) and 1 000 U/mL rat leukemia
inhibitory factor (rLIF; Chemicon, USA). Non-adherent cells
were removed after 24 h and culture media were replaced every
3 d. After about 7 d, isolated colonies of MSCs were apparent.
Then the cells were trypsinized and replated at 8 000/cm2, and
the cells from passage 3 were used for differentiation protocol.
Differentiation protocols
MSCs from passage 3 were seeded at 2×104/cm2 on 10 ng/mL
fibronectin (FN, Sigma-Aldrich, USA) in culture medium as
above. After 12 h, media were removed and cells were cultured
in 600 g/L DMEM-LG, 400 g/L MCDB-201 supplemented with
50 mL/L FBS, 10-6 mol/L dexamethasone (Dex, Sigma-Aldrich,
USA), 10 ng/mL epithelial growth factor (EGF, R&D, USA),
1×insulin/transferrin/selenium (ITS, Sigma-Aldrich, USA). In
some experiments, inducing growth factors were added into
culture medium (20 ng/mL acid fibroblast growth factors, aFGF;
10 ng/mL basic fibroblast growth factors, bFGF; and 20 ng/mL
hepatocyte growth factor, HGF). aFGF, bFGF, and HGF were all
from R&D System Inc, USA.
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Isolation, culture and differentiation of Thy-1.1+ stem cells from
rat marrow
After Percoll gradient centrifugation, bone marrow mononuclear
cells were collected, then incubated with mouse anti-rat Thy-1.1
monoclonal antibody (Serotech, UK) at 4 for 30 min. Unbound
antibodies were removed by washing twice. Secondary marking
was done by incubation with rat-anti-mouse IgG bound
magnetic microbeads (MiltenyiBiotec, Germany). The positive
cells were absorbed in magnetic field by Mini-MACS columns
(MiltenyiBiotec, Germany). The column was removed from the
magnetic field and the Thy-1.1+ cells were washed out.
Thy-1.1+ cells were cultured in differentiation media, 600 g/L
DMEM-LG, 400 g/L MCDB-201 supplemented with 150 mL/L
FBS, 10-6 mol/L Dex, 10 ng/mL EGF, 1×ITS, 20 ng/mL aFGF,
10 ng/mL bFGF, and 20 ng/mL HGF. After about 7-10 d, apparent
colonies of Thy-1.1+ cells appeared.
Flow cytometry determination of cell-surface antigen
The cells were resuspended in washing buffer (10 mL/L bovine
serum, 2 g/L sodium azide in PBS), and stained on ice according
to the manufacturer’s recommendations with the monoclonal
antibodies as follows: R-PE conjugated mouse anti-rat-Thy1.1
(Pharmingen, USA), FITC conjugated mouse anti-rat-CD45
(HarlanSera-Lab, UK), PE conjugated mouse anti-rat-CD34
(Santa Cruz, USA). After washed three times with washing
buffer, the stained cells were resuspended in 300 µL fixation
buffer (20 g/L formaldehyde in PBS) and run on a flow cytometer
(FACS Calibur, BectonDi-ckinson, USA). The results were
analyzed by CellQuest software (BD, USA).
Reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR)
Total RNA was extracted by using TRIzol (Invitrogen, USA)
according to the manufacturer’s instructions and quantified by
UV spectroscopy. To prepare RNA for PCR analysis, 2 µg total
RNA was converted to the cDNA using SuperScript II reverse
transcriptase (Invitrogen, USA) with oligo (dT) (Promega, USA)
and random hexamer primers (Promega, USA). PCR was performed
by using Taq DNA polymerase (Gibco BRL, USA). For each gene,
the DNA primers were originated from different exons to ensure
that the PCR products represented the specific mRNA species
and not genomic DNA. All PCR experiments were performed using
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a GeneAmp PCR system 2 400 (Perkin-Elmer, USA).
The following specific oligonucleotide primers were used:
albumin (5’-AAGGCACCCCGATTACTCCG-3’ (sense), 5’TGCGAAGTCACCCATCACCG-3’ (antisense)), AFP (5’ AGGCTGTACTCATCATTAAACT-3’ (sense), 5’-ATATTGTCC
TGGCATTTCG-3’ (antisense)), CK18 (5’-GGACCTCAGCAAG
ATCATGGC-3’ (sense), 5’-CCACGATCTTACGGGTAGTTG-3’
(antisense)), β-actin (5’-AGAGGGAAATCGTGCGTGAC-3’
(sense), 5’-AGGAGCCAGGGCAGTAATC-3’ (anti-sense)).
Amplification reactions were carried out for 35 cycles (25
cycles for β-actin) at 94 for 1 min, 58 for 1 min, and at 72
for 1 min for albumin; at 94 for 45 s, at 51 for 45 s and at 72
for 45 s for AFP; at 94 for 1 min, at 60 for 1 min and at 72
for 1 min for CK18 and at 94 for 30 s, at 55 for 45 s, and at
72 for 45 s for β-actin. The reaction products were subjected
to 12 g/L agarose gel electrophoresis and visualized by ethidium
bromide staining. The reaction products were 649 bp (albumin),
484 bp (AFP), 515 bp (CK18), and 353 bp (β-actin), respectively.
Housekeeping gene β-actin was used as an internal control. Adult
liver tissue or newborn rat liver tissue was used as a positive control.

Immunocytochemistry
Cell cultures were washed with PBS twice and fixed with 95%
alcohol/acetic acid (99:1) for 10 min at room temperature, then
permeabilized with 2 g/L Triton X-100 for 10 min. After washed,
cells were incubated overnight at 4 with primary antibodies,
including mouse anti-human CK18 (Sigma, USA), mouse antihuman albumin (Dako, Denmark) and goat anti-human AFP
(SantaCruz, USA). Subsequently, the cells were washed with
PBS three times and incubated with fluorescence labeled
second antibody, FITC labeled goat anti-mouse IgG1 and
rhodamine labeled donkey anti-goat IgG at 37 for 1 h. After
washed with PBS, cells were mounted with glycerol-PBS (9:1).
The cells were visualized and photomicrographed by a
fluorescence microscope (Olympus Provis AX80, Japan).
RESULTS
Cell yield and shape of MSC and Thy-1.1+ cells before and after
differentiation
The number of mononuclear cells by 57% Percoll gradient
centrifugation was about 6.44×10 7 per rat. After MACS

A

B

C

D

Figure 1 A-D Cell morphology before and after differentiation (Original magnification, 200×). A: Fibroblast-like MSC before
differentiation, B: Round MSC after differentiation, C: Freshly isolated Thy1.1+ cells, D: Thy1.1+ cells 10 d after differentiation.
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Figure 2 Phenotype analysis of MSCs and Thy-1.1+ cells. A: Thy-1.1 of mononuclear bone marrow cells before MACS; B, C, D: Thy1.1, CD45, CD34 after MACS purification; E, F, G: Thy-1.1, CD45, CD34 of MSCs.

purification, the number of Thy1.1+ cells was about 2.36×107.
The recovery rate of Thy1.1+ cells from mononuclear bone
marrow cells was 64.65%. Before differentiation, MSCs exhibited
a fibroblastic morphology with spindle cell bodies (Figure 1A),
while after differentiation, the cells contracted obviously and
were inclined to be round in shape (Figure 1B). This change
occurred early on d 4 after MSC differentiation protocol.
Thy1.1+ cells were small and round in shape when freshly isolated
(Figure 1C), and became typical polygonal, much bigger in size
after cultured in differentiation media (Figure 1D).

Quantitative analysis of cell-surface antigen expression
The percentage of Thy-1.1+ of rat bone marrow mononuclear
cells was 56.65%. After MACS, this percentage was 93.45% in
positive subset (Figure 2A, B). Thy-1.1+ subset was CD34-, and
partial CD45+ (Figure 2C, D). The percentage of CD45 positivity
in Thy-1.1+ subset was 36.68%. As displayed in Figure 2E-2G,
MSC was Thy-1.1+, CD45-, CD34-.
RT-PCR analysis of hepatic gene expression of CK18, albumin,
and AFP
We analyzed hepatic gene expression of the cells before and after
differentiation protocol. Adult rat liver or newborn rat liver tissue
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Figure 3 RT-PCR analysis of hepatic gene expression before and
after differentiation. A: Analysis of CK18 mRNA before
differentiation, lane 1: Adult liver, lane 2: Mononuclear BM cells.

C

Figure 4 Immunocytofluorescence. A: MSCs-albumin, B: Thy1.1+ cells-CK18, C: Thy1.1+ cells-AFP.
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was used as positive control. Before differentiation, Thy-1.1+
cells showed a CK18 signal, so did MSCs. However, Thy-1.1cells did not express CK18 (Figure 3A). After differentiation,
Thy-1.1+ cells were AFP mRNA positive and had decreased
signals of albumin, while MSCs expressed albumin only and the
signals of albumin increased with the extension of differentiation
time (Figure 3B, C). Both cells had a continuous CK18 expression
during the process of induction (Figure 3D).

Immunocytochemical analysis
MSCs showed positive staining for albumin (Figure 4A), and Thy1.
1+ cells showed CK18 and AFP positive staining (Figure 4B, C).
DISCUSSION
As stromal cells of bone marrow, MSCs could differentiate into
cells of all mesodermal origin, including adipocytes, osteocytes,
chondrocytes and myocytes[16-19], etc. Besides these, MSCs
are also capable of “transdifferentiation” into ectodermal cells,
such as neural cells[20,21]. So MSCs are multipotential adult stem
cells. Regarding hepatic differentiation of MSCs, there has been
no specific report yet. Schwartz et al. [7] isolated a nonhematopoietic stem cell subset (CD45-GlyA- in humans or CD45Ter119- in mice) from bone marrow, termed multipotent adult
progenitor cells (MAPCs). MAPCs should be ascribed to MSCs,
since they were copurified with MSCs at the same time[22]. Under
serial conditions, Schwartz et al.[7] induced MAPCs into cells
with morphological, phenotypic, and functional characteristics
of hepatocytes in vitro. In our study, we tried to induce standard
MSCs into hepatocytes, and found hepatic specific gene CK18
was already expressed by MSCs without differentiation
protocol. After induction, MSCs also expressed albumin besides
CK18. Albumin mRNA appeared early on d 4 after differentiation
(data not shown), coinciding with the change of morphology.
Albumin signals had a gradual increase with the extension of
differentiation time. Immunocytochemical staining confirmed
the results of the PCR analysis at protein-level. There were no
early markers of hepatocytes before or during differentiation
protocol. Morphologic change of MSCs was apparent. Cell shape
changed from spindle and fibroblast-like to round and epithelia-like.
HSCs are another subset of stem cells from bone marrow. A
large number of papers demonstrated that HSCs could
differentiate into hepatocytes or hepatocyte-like cells. Among
the papers, CD34, the most general marker of HSCs in humans
and mice, was used. Theise et al.[2] reported 200 CD34+ marrow
cells produced the same degree of hepatic engraftment as 20 000
unfractionated bone marrow cells in gender mismatch bone
marrow transplantation model of mice. Human investigations
with G-CSF mobilized CD34+ stem cells have shown that these
cells were also able to transdifferentiate into hepatocytes[23].
Thy1.1 antigen has been a well-accepted marker of rat HSCs
since 1978[24]. Recently, Avital et al.[25] identified a population
of bone marrow-derived hepatocyte stem cells in rats, which were
beta 2 microglobulin-negative and Thy-1-positive (β2m-/Thy-1+).
Moreover, according to Petersen et al.[26], Thy-1 is a new marker
for identification of hepatic oval cells. Using Thy-1 would
facilitate both in vivo and in vitro studies of hepatic oval cells.
There was no colony-formation in Thy-1.1- bone marrow cells in
our studies (data not shown). Thy-1.1- cells did not express
CK18 mRNA when freshly isolated, while Thy-1.1+ cells had a
strong CK18 expression. During hepatic differentiation, Thy-1.
1+ cells expressed AFP mRNA and had a weak albumin signal.
Expression of CK18 of Thy-1.1+ cells continued. The cells were
polygonal in shape, exhibiting epithelial morphology.
HSCs and MSCs are two separate stem cell subsets of bone
marrow. They have different functions in hematopoiesis.
Previous studies have explored the ability of hepatic differentiation
of different subsets from bone marrow. However, what
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relationship they have or what similarity or difference exists among
the two subsets is unknown. Our study combined two subsets
for the first time, and investigated their different abilities of
hepatic differentiation simultaneously. Our results indicated
that both of them had hepatic differentiation ability, however,
they were different. MSCs could differentiate into mature
hepatocyte-like cells, not expressing early hepatic specific
genes. Under a similar induction condition, Thy-1.1+ cells were
inclined to become hepatic stem cell-like cells, with a continuous
AFP expression and weak albumin signal. To our interest, CK18
mRNA was positive in Thy-1.1+ cells and MSCs, negative in
Thy-1.1- cells. It seemed that CK18 had some relationship with
Thy-1.1 antigen, and it would be an indicative marker of hepatic
differentiation ability.
Hepatic stem cells, especially bone marrow-derived hepatic
stem cells may be therapeutically useful for treating a variety of
diseases that affect the liver. This has been proved in some
animal models[3,27]. Compared with other liver-related stem cells,
such as embryonic stem cells[28], pancreatic stem cells[29], and
neural stem cells[30], bone marrow-derived stem cells provide
several advantages: (1) Bone marrow can be obtained from living
donors or recipients themselves using a moderately invasive
procedure. There is no problem of limited donors, which restrict
liver transplantation and hepatocyte transplantation greatly.
(2) Based on its ability of high self-renewal, the amplification of
bone marrow stem cells could be obtained. (3) Utilizing patients’
own bone marrow or repopulation of both bone marrow and
hepatic system from the same donor could avoid or reduce
immunological rejection, which usually affects recipients for a
life-long time.
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Abstract
AIM: To inquire into the effects and mechanism of Zuogui
Wan (Pills for Kidney Yin) on neurocyte apoptosis in nuclei
of arcuate hypothalamus (ARN) of monosodium glutamate
(MSG)-liver regeneration rats, and the mechanism of liver
regeneration by using optic microscope, electron microscope
and in situ end labeling technology to adjust nerve-endocrineimmunity network.
METHODS: Neurocyte apoptosis in ARN of the experiment
rats was observed by using optic microscope, electron
microscope and in situ end labeling technology. Expression of
TGF-β1 in ARN was observed by using immunohistochemistry
method.
RESULTS: The expression of TGF-β1 in rats of model group
was increased with the increase of ARN neurocyte apoptosis
index (AI) (t = 8.3097, 12.9884, P<0.01). As compared
with the rats of model group, the expression of TGF-β1 in
rats of Zuogui Wan treatment group was decreased with the
significant decrease of ARN neurocyte apoptosis (t = 4.5624,
11.1420, P<0.01).
CONCLUSION: Brain neurocyte calcium ion overexertion
and TGF-β 1 protein participate in the adjustment and
control of ARN neurocyte apoptosis in MSG-liver
regeneration-rats. Zuogui Wan can prevent ARN neurocyte
apoptosis of MSG-liver regeneration in rats by downregulating the expression of TGF-β 1, and influence liver
regeneration through adjusting nerve-endocrine-immune
network.
Li HM, Gao X, Yang ML, Mei JJ, Zhang LT, Qiu XF. Effects of
Zuogui Wan on neurocyte apoptosis and down-regulation of
TGF-β 1 expression in nuclei of arcuate hypothalamus of
monosodium glutamate -liver regeneration rats. World J
Gastroenterol 2004; 10(19): 2823-2826

http://www.wjgnet.com/1007-9327/10/2823.asp

INTRODUCTION
MSG-liver regeneration rat model is very useful in study about
the correlative mechanism of liver regeneration with high-grade
nerve center, hypothalami-hypophysis-liver axial and nerveendocrine-immune network (NEIN). Experiment results showed
that the process of liver regeneration in MSG-liver regeneration
rats was disproportional, liver regeneration was faster in the
initial stage (the postoperative 1st d), significantly restrained
in the intermediate and advanced periods, finally the degree of
liver regeneration, meiosis index of liver cells (MI) and the ratio
of liver mass to body mass all could not recover the normal
level[1-2], but the above mentioned indexes could be significantly
improved after MSG-liver regeneration rats were treated with
Zuogui Wan[2-5]. Functional disorder of NEIN is probably one
of the important mechanisms of serious imbalance of liver
regenerative process. In order to research the effects of Zuogui
Wan on neurocyte apoptosis of MSG-liver regeneration in rat
hypothalamus and the mechanism to interfere with liver
regeneration by adjusting nerve-endocrine-immunity network,
we studied the apoptosis of neurocytes on experimental rats’
nuclei of arcuate hypothalami (ARN) and the expression of
apoptosis related gene TGF-β1 with in situ end-labeling
technique (ISEL), optic microscope, electronic microscope and
immunohistochemical method.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
Wistar rats were offered by the Animal Laboratory, Academy
of Medical Sciences of Hubei Province, YDZ19-008. Monosodium
glutamate (MSG) was provided by Sigma Co. ISEL apoptosis
test kit was from Boehringer Mannheim Co. Strept avidin-biotin
complex (SABC) was used to detect the expression of TGF-β1
by immunohistochemical method (Wuhan Boshide Limited
Company).
Establishment of MSG-liver regeneration-rat model
Wistar rats were divided into two groups: Treatment group
which was given monosodium glutamate dissolved in saline
solution, the other group which served as control was given
the vehicle only. MSG 4 mg/g.b.mb was injected on d 2, 4, 6, 8,
and 10 after birth. On the 28th d, pups were weaned and caged in
8 groups (4 groups were male rats, 4 groups were female rats).
The rats were maintained in an air-conditioned (temperature
24±1 ) animal room with controlled lighting (12 h light, 12 h
dark). They were provided with commercial diet and water. From
the 6 th week to the experiment end, treatment group rats were
treated by gastrogavage of Zuogui Wan (Radix Rehmanniae
Praeparata, Rhizoma Dioscoreae, Fructus Lycii, Fructus Corni,
Semen Cuscutae, Radix Cyathulae, Colla Cornus Cervi, and
Colla Plastri Testudinis) 5 g/kg[1]. In the 8 wk, partial hepatectomy
was performed by excision of the median and left hepatic lobes
(occupying about 68% of whole liver) according to the method
of Higgins and Anderson under pentobarbital anesthesia[1].
Shamly-operated rats (MSG-rats) were anesthetized, and their
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livers were exposed but not removed. All operations above
were clean operations. Rats were operated and killed between 8
and 12 h a.m. to avoid the effects of diurnal variation. Rats
subjected to partial hepatectomy were killed on the 1st, 3rd,
5th, 11th d after operation, and 6 were taken randomly in each
group per batch (3 males and 3 females).

Neurocyte apoptosis observation
Using in situ end labeling (ISEL) method, the nuclei of positively
apoptotic neurocytes were stained into blue purple, the starches
of cells were intact. Each slice was randomly taken under five
fields of vision, the positively stained area was surveyed, and the
positive cell number was calculated on the unit area. Then five
fields of vision were averaged to calculate the proportion of positive
cells in the slice. The percentage of positive cells (apoptosis index,
AI) was used to show the apoptosis degree in the tissue.
Pathology-histology observation
Hypothalamus tissue specimens were fixed in 10% formalin,
embedded in paraffin, cut into 4 µm thick sections, dewaxed
and evaporated with routine procedures, stained with HE,
observed with optic microscope. Hypothalamus specimens were
embedded and sliced for observation under electron microscope
(using ultramicrotome of AO type) and transmission electron
microscope (EM10C, Germany OPTON).
Immunohistochemistry
We used SABC method. The cerebral nerve cells showing
brown, homogeneous or fine grains were positive. These fine
grains distributed all over the cell membranes and cytoplasm,
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mainly in cell membranes. Five visual fields were taken randomly
in each microsection, then the number of stained areas was
surveyed and the number of positive cells was calculated
according to the total count of cells in unit area. Finally, the
number of positive cells in five visual fields was averaged, and
the proportion of positive cells in the microsection was
obtained. The percentage of positive cells was used to show
the content of fine grains in the tissue.

Statistical analysis
The experimental data were statistically analyzed with HPIAS1000 high acuity colored pathology image measurement system
and Microsoft’s Excel.
RESULTS
Effect of Zuogui Wan on MSG-liver regeneration rat hypothalamus
pathology-histology alteration
Under light microscope, the neurocytes in arcuatus hypothalami
(ARN) of MSG-liver regeneration rats reduced significantly
and astrocytes increased significantly. Under electron microscope,
neurocyte nucleus chromatin collected at the edge was stained
deeply, and nuclear membrane was not regular, cytoplasm was
concentrated. Neurocyte nucleus shape factor (approach 1 was
regular, and >1 was not regular), circularity (approach 1 was
round, and <1 was not round) and heteromorphic index
(approach 3 was low for the heterotype degree, >3 was high for
the heterotype degree) had significant differences (P<0.05).
Pathological changes in Zuogui Wan treatment group were
distinguished (Table 1, Figure1).
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F

Figure 1 Effect of Zuogui Wan on alteration, apoptosis and TGF-β1 expression in ARN of MSG-liver regeneration rats. A, B: Effect
of Zuogui Wan on alteration in ARN of MSG-liver regeneration rats. C, D: Effect of Zuogui Wan on apoptosis in ARN of MSGliver regeneration rats. E, F: Effect of Zuogui Wan on TGF-β1 expression in ARN of MSG-liver regeneration rats.
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Table 1 Effect of Zuogui Wan on alterations of ARN nuclei in
MSG-liver regeneration rat on the postoperative 11th d (n = 10,
mean±SD)
Group

Shape
factor

Circular
degree

Normal saline
Model

1.14±0.45
3.10±1.14 b

Zuogui Wan

1.68±0.33 d

1
2

0.88±0.16
0.32±0.17b
0.60±0.32 a

Heteromorphic
index
3.80±0.8
6.24±1.83 b
4.60±0.74 a

t = 5.0572, 7.5856, 3.8633, bP<0.01 vs control (Normal saline);
t = 2.4436, 2.6273, aP<0.05, 3t = 3.7836, dP<0.01 vs model.

Effect of Zuogui Wan on apoptosis index of MSG-liver regeneration
rats in ARN
Apoptosis index (AI) of MSG-liver regeneration rats in ARN
was higher than that of saline treated and shamly-operated
MSG-rats, and the difference was significant (P<0.01 or P<0.05).
AI of Zuogui Wan treated group reduced significantly on the
postoperative 5th and 11th days compared to model group (P<0.01)
(Table 2).
Table 2 Effect of Zuogui Wan on ARN neurocyte apoptosis in
MSG-liver regeneration rats (positive cells %, n = 6, mean±SD)
Group

Normal saline
MSG-rats
Model
Zuogui Wan

Postoperative 1st d Postoperative 5th d

0.07±0.08
2.45±0.32 d
2.62±0.72 d
1.62±0.65

0.08±0.04
2.32±0.45d
3.32±0.81ad
1.43±0.75 f

Postoperative 11th d

0.09±0.03
2.56±0.59 d
4.23±1.22 ad
1.12±1.14 f

1

t = 2.6435, 3.0185, aP<0.05 vs MSG-rats; 2 t = 17.6741, 12.1451,
10.2414, 8.6222, 9.7860, 8.3097, dP<0.01 vs control (Normal
saline); 3t = 4.1938, 4.5624, fP<0.01 vs Model.

Effect of Zuogui Wan on expression of TGF-β1 in ARN of MSGliver regeneration rats
Results indicated that, the expression of TGF-β1 in ARN of
MSG-liver regeneration rats was significantly higher than that
in saline control group and shamly-operated group (MSG-rats)
(P<0.01). Along with increased apoptotic index (AI) in ARN
neurocytes, the expression of TGF-β1 improved correspondingly,
namely, the more the TGF-β1 expressed, the larger the AI was.
Besides, along with the weakened expression of TGF-β1, AI of
ARN in Zuogui Wan treatment group decreased significantly
(P<0.01, Table 3).
DISCUSSION
Some studies found that neonate rats who were given high
dose MSG on the 2nd, 4th, 6th, 8th, 10th days could destroy nucleus
arcuatus hypothalami (ARN) selectively, and swelling and
necrosis in ARN neurocytes were the main pathological lesions,
and its mechanism in nervous poison might be concerned with
the overexertion of calcium ions in cerebral neurocytes[6-11].
Our experiment results showed that MSG could induce
neurocyte apoptosis in the intermediate and advanced stage
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after rats were injected with MSG, leading to acute swelling
and necrosis in ARN neurocytes. We also could find apoptosis
in cerebral neurocytes under electron microscopy and the
number of apoptotic cells in model group is larger than that in
control group, 8-10 wk after hypodermical injection of MSG.
Furthermore, the shape factor, circularity and heteromorpic index
that reflected the changes of neurocyte nuclei in ARN were
different compared with saline control group. Quantitating
apoptotic neurocytes in cerebra by in situ end-labeling
technique also showed that cerebral IA was larger than that of
control group. In ordinary physiological state, most neurons
can survive all the life and do not renew, therefore, apoptosis
can seldom be found. As a common secondary messenger of
apoptosis, MSG could lead to overexertion of calcium ions in
neuron cytoplasm, which may be one of the mechanisms
underlying apoptosis in MSG-rats’ and MSG-liver regenerationrats’ cerebral neurocytes. But the phenomenon that cerebral
neurocyte apoptosis of MSG-liver regeneration rats was more
conspicuous than that of MSG-rat group can not be explained
completely with the mechanism, i.e. MSG leading to overexertion
of calcium ions in neuron cytoplasm could induce neurocyte
apoptosis. These studies showed that it probably involved
other factors leading to cerebral neurocyte apoptosis, besides
overexertion of calcium ions in neuron cytoplasm induced by
MSG[4].
TGF-β1 can enhance apoptosis, so the considerable expression
of TGF-β1 is an important signal that apoptosis takes place.
TGF-β1 expressed excessively in cerebral neurocytes of MSGliver regeneration rats, and the quantity was larger than that in
MSG-rat group and saline control group, and the differences
were significant[12-22]. That overexertion of calcium ions in
cerebral neurocytes induced by MSG and the considerable
expression of TGF-β1 induced by partial hepatectomy in ARN
of MSG-liver regeneration rats hint that both of them have
synergistic effects on inducing MSG-liver regeneration-rat
cerebral neurocyte apoptosis. AI of MSG-liver regeneration rat
cerebullar neurocytes is closely correlated with considerable
expression of TGF-β1. Neurocyte apoptosis in ARN of MSGliver regeneration rats is one of the important mechanisms of
functional disorder in nerve-endocrine-immune network. TGF-β1
protein could participate in the regulation of neurocyte
apoptosis in ARN of MSG-liver regeneration rats[2-5].
One of the major research achievements of the kidney’s
essence is deficiency of kidney-yang in hypothalamus, and
deficiency of kidney-yang is closely correlated with functional
disorder in nerve-endocrine-immune network[23-30]. Our results
showed that deficiency of kidney-yin was located in hypothalamus
also[2-5,27], and neurocyte apoptosis in ARN of MSG-liver
regeneration rats significantly lessened and indexes such as
shape factor, circularity, heteromorphism which reflect the
changes of ARN neurocyte nuclei improved significantly by
replenishing kidney-yin with Zuogui Wan. Meanwhile, its
expression of TGF-β1 was also less than that in model group.
In summary, Zuogui Wan could prevent cerebral neurocyte
apoptosis MSG-liver regeneration rats and down-regulate the
overexpression of TGF-β1 and its acceptors. Thus Zuogui Wan

Table 3 Effect of Zuogui Wan on TGF-β1 expression of ARN in MSG-liver regeneration-rats (positive cells %, n = 6, mean±SD)
Group
Normal saline
MSG-rats
Model
Zuogui Wan
1

Postoperative 1 st d
10.9±2.7
12.8±3.1
19.4±2.4 bd
11.3±2.1 f

Postoperative 3rd d

Postoperative 5th d

13.7±2.5
13.5±2.8
21.3±2.6bd
12.9±3.2 f

16.8±2.9
12.3±3.2
25.1±2.9bd
18.8±2.2f

Postoperative 11th d
12.6±1.6
14.5±2.9
29.7±2.8 bd
14.8±1.7 f

t = 5.7635, 5.1612, 4.9573, 12.9884, bP<0.01 vs control (Normal saline); 2t = 4.1237, 5.0003, 7.2602, 9.2362, dP<0.01 vs MSG-rats; 3t = 6.2216,
4.9903, 4.2394, 11.1420, fP<0.01 vs Model.
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can influence liver regeneration by adjusting nerve-endocrineimmune network.
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Abstract
AIM: To construct pEGFP-hepatocyte growth factor (HGF)
expression vector, the to detect its expression in transfected
human hepatocytes, and to investigate the influence of
autocrine HGF expression on the proliferative potential and
cytoprotective effects in human hepatocytes.
METHODS: Human HGF cDNA was ligated to the pEGFP vector.
Recombinant plasmid was transfected into human hepatocyte
line QZG with liposome. Expression of HGF protein was observed
by fluorescence microscopy and immunohistochemistry. Hepatic
cells were collected 24, 48, and 72 h after transfection to
detect the number of [3H]-TdR uptake in DNA. DNA synthesis
was observed by using PCNA stain immunohistochemistry.
Acute liver cell damage was induced by carbon
tetrachloride. Cytoprotective effect was observed by
examining the survival rate of hepatocytes and leakage of
intracellular alanine transaminase (ALT) and potassium ions.
RESULTS: HGF identification of pEGFP-HGF by enzyme
digestion showed that HGF fragment was cloned into BamH
I and Sal I sites of pEGFP-N3. Expression of GFP in transfected
hepatocytes was observed with fluorescence microscopy.
The [3H]-TdR uptake became 7 times as many as in the
control group 96 h after transfection. After HGF transfection,
the survival rate of hepatocytes poisoned by CCl4 significantly
increased (83% vs 61%, P<0.05), and the leakage of
intracellular alanine transaminase and potassium ions decreased
(586 nkat/L vs 1089 nkat/L, P<0.01; and 5.59 mmol/L vs
6.02 mmol/L, P<0.01 respectively). Culture of transfected
hepatic cells promoted the proliferation of other nontransfected cells.
CONCLUSION: Transfected HGF is expressed in hepatic
cells and has the activity of promoting cell division and
protecting hepatic cells against poisoning.
He Y, Zhou J, Dou KF, Chen Y, Yan QG, Li HM. Autocrine
expression of hepatocyte growth factor and its cytoprotective
effect on hepatocyte poisoning. World J Gastroenterol 2004;
10(19): 2827-2830
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INTRODUCTION
Hepatocyte growth factor (HGF) was originally isolated as the
most potent mitogen for primary hepatocytes. HGF has
subsequently been revealed to be a multifunctional cytokine in
a wide variety of epithelial cells, endothelial cells, and some
mesenchymal cells during the past two decades[1-7]. In addition
to mitogenic activity, HGF has some unique morphogenic
activities such as an induction of epithelial tubulogenesis
including in cells derived from the kidney, liver and mammary
gland[8,9]. Characterization of scatter factor, which enhances
epithelial cell motility, revealed that it had the same molecule as
HGF. HGF is a heterodimeric glycoprotein composed of a 69 ku
α-chain and a 34 ku β-chain, and has four homologous kringle
domains in the α-chain[10]. The receptor capable of signal
transduction of HGF is a c-met protooncogene product of
heterodimeric tyrosine kinase[11,12]. Extensive studies on the
physiological function of HGF have established that the growth
factor functions as a potent hepatotrophic factor for liver
injuries, but elevated plasma HGF levels have not been noted
in patients with hepatic diseases[13-19].
HGF and its receptor MET, ordinarily constitute a paracrine
signaling system in which cells of mesenchymal origin produce
the ligand (HGF) which binds to its receptor (MET) that is
predomanantly expressed in cells of epithelial origin[10]. While
the effects of exogenous HGF on promoting normal hepatocyte
growth have been well characterized, there appears to have a
controversy on effect of autocrine HGF on hepatocytes. In this
study, the effects of forced autocrine expression of HGF in
hepatocytes were examined. huHGF was expressed by transducing
hepatocytes with a vector containing huHGF cDNA. It was
demonstrated that the forced expression of HGF in hepatocytes
led to an increase in the population of transduced hepatocytes
compared to non-transduced hepatocytes in the same cultures.
The results suggest that autocrine expression presents an
advantage for the proliferation and survival of hepatocytes
poisoning.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
PBS-7 vector containing human HGF cDNA was donated by
Professor Toshikazu Nakamura (Division of Biochemistry, Osaka
University Medical School, JaPan). The transfer vector pEGFPN3
containing a humanized green fluorescence protein (GFP) cDNA
was purchased from Clontech Biology Company (USA).
Culture of hepatocytes
Human hepatocyte QZG (donated by the Department of Pathology,
Fourth Military Medical University) was cultured in RPMI1640
medium (Gibco) supplemented with 150 mL/L fetal bovine serum
(100 kU/L penicillin, 100 kU/L streptomycin) and incubated at
37 in humidified atmosphere of 50 mL/L CO2 incubator.
Construction of pEGFP-HGF vectors
Construction of pEGFP-HGF vector was previously described[20].
The human HGF cDNA was isolated from pBluescript SK- as a
2.3 kb BamH I- Sal I fragment. The resulting cDNA fragment
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was then inserted into the Sal I and BamHI-sites of the pEGFPN3 vector.

Transduction of rat hepatocytes
Exponentially growing QZG cells were seeded into 35 mm tissue
culture dishes and grown to 60-70% confluency in culture
medium. Each culture dish was then transfected with 5 µg
pEGFP-HGF constructs by using lipofectamine according to
the instructions of the manufacturer (Gibco BRL, Eggenstein,
Germany). Encapsulated pEGFP-HGF was incubated for 5 h on
cells in serum free medium, then in medium containing 15 mL/L
bovine serum. After a further incubation of the cells for 24 h,
the culture medium was discarded and replaced by normal
culture medium. Seventy-two hours after transfection, the QZG
cells and their media were harvested for further analysis.
Analysis for HGF expression in hepatocyte
After transfected with pEGFP-HGF, the cells were examined for
the presence of green fluorescence by using an inverted
fluorescent light microscope. Immunocytochemical staining was
performed by using HGF antibody on logarithmically growing
cell lines. Firstly, the cells were plated onto coverslips, adhered
overnight. Then, after rinsed three times with PBS, the cells
were fixed in cold acetone for 8-10 min. Endogenous peroxidase
was blocked with 10 mL/L hydrogen peroxide in absolute
methanol for 30 min. The primary antibodies were applied for 2 h
at 1:50 dilution in a humidified chamber. Then the
at 37
typical SABC strategy followed.
Assay of DNA synthesis by 3H-TdR incorporation
The cells were cultured in an appropriate medium for 24 h prior
to beginning the experiment, and incubated with [3H] thymidine
(18.5 MBq/L, 37 kBq/well). After 6 h the cells were harvested
with trysin/EDTA, and collected from the acetic fiber filter with
a cellular collector and washed three times with PBS. The filter
was dried overnight at 37 , and transferred into a liquid
scintillation counter (containing 10 g/L PO and 20 g/L POP in
xylene) and cpm value was determined by the liquid scintillation
counter (LS6500, Beckmen Co.)
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RESULTS
Identification of recombinant pEGFP-HGF expression vector
The recombinant pEGFP-HGF vector was digested by BamH I
and Sal I. pEGFP-HGF contained a 2300-bp and a 4700-kb gene
fragments separated by electrophoresis in 12 g/L agarose gel
(Figure 1). It proved that the HGF gene was correctly inserted
in pEGFP-HGF.
1

2

3

4

5
kb
4.7
2.3

Figure 1 Identification of recombinant plasmids digested with
restriction enzymes BamH I and Sal I. 1, 4, 5: pEGFP-HGF plasmid digested with BamH I and Sal I; 2: pBS-7 plasmid digested
with BamH I+Sal I; 3: λDNA/HindIII marker.

Figure 2 Green fluorescence in QZG cells transfected with
pEGFP-HGF fusion constructs, Inverted fluorescent light microscope ×200.

Cell proliferation
The level of expression of proliferating cell nuclear antigen
(PCNA) was used as a marker of cell proliferation. In the present
study PCNA was measured by ABC immunohistochemical
method.
Cytoprotective effects on CCl4-intoxicated human hepatocytes
For assaying cytoprotective effect of autocrine HGF, hepatocyte
QZG was poisoned by carbon tetrachloride (CCl4). After treated
with 15 mmol/L CCl4 for 40 min, survival rate of cells was
measured by trypan blue method. Aspartate aminotransferase
(AST) and alanine aminotransferase (ALT) in supernatant were
measured by using a biochemical analyzer. Leakage of intracellular
potassium ions was measured by using an ion analyzer.

Figure 3 Expression of HGF protein in QZG cells transfected
with pEGFP-HGF. SABC ×400.

In situ hybridisation
This was performed as previously described. Hepatocytes were
transduced with pEGFP-HGF, trypsinized after 48 h and centrifuged
onto slides (roughly 40 000 cells/cm2). These slides were used
for in situ hybridization. Results were evaluated by counting at
least 3 viewing fields per slide at a magnification ×200.

Expression of pEGFP-HGF fusion proteins in QZG cell line
Green fluorescence was visible after transfection with pEGFPHGF fusion constructs (Figure 2). The pEGFP-HGF fusion
proteins were localized primarily in cytoplasm. The expression
of HGF in the transfected QZG cells was also detected by
immunohistochemical staining. A lot of brown granules were
seen in HGF transfected QZG cell cytoplasms (Figure 3) proving
that HGF gene could be expressed in QZG cells.

Statistical analysis
The results are expressed as mean±SE. Statistical analysis was
performed by the Student’s t-test. P<0.05 was considered
statistically significant.

Effect on DNA synthesis
DNA synthesis as mirrored by [3H]thymidine uptake of QZG
cells was determined after transfection with pEGFP-HGF. DNA
synthesis in QZG cells transfected by pEGFP-HGF was accelerated
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in a time-dependent fashion increased by 7-fold compared to
control group after 96 h transfection with pEGFP-HG F (Figure 4).

Relative value of 3H-TdR
incorporation (%)

Cell proliferation
As shown in Figure 5, the expression rate of PCNA on QZG
cells increased after transfection with pEGFP-HGF.

Cytoprotective effect on hepatocytes injuried by CCl4
After pEGFP-HGF was transfected, the survival rate of QZG
cells intoxicated by CCl4 was significantly increased (83% vs
61%, t = 3.89, P<0.05). The leakage of intracellular alanine
transaminase (ALT) (586 nkat/L vs 1 089 nkat/L, t = 13.07, P<0.01)
and potassium ions (5.59 mmol/L vs 6.02 mmol/L, t = 12.91, P<0.01)
was decreased (Table 1).

800
700
600
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200
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Figure 4 Relative values of 3 H-TdR incorporation in QZG
cells transferred with pEGFP-HGF (relative to QZG cells transferred with pEGFP).

A

B

Figure 5 Expression of PCNA protein in QZG cells transferred with pEGFP-HGF (A) and transferred with pEGFP (B).
×200.
Table 1 Survival rate of hepatocytes and leakage of intracellular ALT and K+
Group

Survival
rate (%)

ALT
(nkat/L)

K+
(mmol/L)

QZG

96±2

403±70

5.21±0.04

pEGFP-HGF

98±1

429±80

5.18±0.02

QZG intoxicated

61±7 a

1 089±223b

6.02±0.17b

83±6c

586±124d

5.59±0.07 d

by CCL4
pEGFP-HGF intoxicated
by CCL4
a
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P<0.05, bP<0.01, vs QZG group; cP<0.05, dP<0.01, vs QZG intoxicated by CCL4 group.

DISCUSSION
Hepatocyte growth factor (HGF) is well known as a pleiotropic
substance with mitogenic, motogenic, morphogenic, and tumor
suppressoion activities. HGF was found in the serum of partially
hepatectomized rat and in rat platelets as the most potent
stimulator of hepatocyte growth and DNA synthesis in vitro[21].
The mitogenic function of HGF was confirmed in vivo. In
normal rats as well as partially hepatectomized rats, infusion
of HGF stimulated a 6-fold increase in the mitotic labeling
index of hepatocytes. It also stimulated protein synthesis,
seen as increased hepatic messenger RNA content and serum
albumin levels. HGF has been intensively investigated in terms
of its beneficial effects on hepatic injury[22-24]. It has been
documented that HGF reduced the hepatotoxicity of alphanaphthylisothiocyanate, D-galactosamine, and carbon
tetrachloride in rats[25,26]. Moreover, HGF increased survival of
cirrhotic rats subjected to a major hepatic resection and
treatment with dimethylnitrosamine[27-29]. These results suggest
that HGF may play important roles in protection from and
regeneration of hepatic injury and serve as a therapeutic agent.
HGF and its receptor MET, ordinarily constitute a paracrine
signaling system in which cells of mesenchymal origin produce
the ligand (HGF) which binds to its receptor (MET) that is
predominantly expressed in cells of epithelial origin. In the
present study, we demonstrated that HGF gene transfer into
hepatocytes caused increased proliferation of hepatocytes by
method of PCNA stain and increased DNA synthesis by method
of [3H]thymidine uptake. Forced HGF expression by cultured
human hepatocytes had a mitogenic effect. The detection of
HGF protein assessed by immunocytochemical staining
confirmed the successful transfection of HGF gene.
Accumulated evidence has revealed that HGF has a
cytoprotective effect on various types of liver cells. In hepatocytes,
HGF attenuated the liver injury induced by lipopolysaccharide
and D-galactosamine[30]. Moreover, HGF abrogated Fasinduced massive liver apoptosis and lethal hepatic failure by
inducing Bcl-xL expression, with subsequent blockage of a
Fas-mediated signaling pathway upstream of CPP32 in the
liver, suggesting that HGF has an inhibitory effect on Fasmediated apoptosis. HGF could also ameliorate hepatocellular
dysfunction and posthepatectomy hyperbilirubinemia in an αnaphthylisothiocyanate-induced cholestasis model, in which
the epithelia of bile ducts, as well as hepatocytes, became
necrotic. This finding indicates that HGF could promote tissue
repair of both epithelial cells and hepatocytes [31,32]. In the
present study we demonstrated the cytoprotective effect of
HGF transgene on hepatocyte injury by CCl4. HGF transgene
markedly increased the survival rate of hepatocytes against
CCl4 injury, decreased the leakage of intracellular alanine
transaminase and potassium ions.
Since its introduction into cell biological research, the green
fluorescent protein (GFP) of jellyfish Aequorea victoria has
become a versatile tool for the analysis of protein function and
dynamics at the cellular level. GFP, consisting of 238 amino
acids, has been used as a tag for localization of a broad range
of proteins in a wide variety of eukaryotic cells. A mutant of
GFP, S65T with an excitation peak of 489 nm and an emission
peak of 511 nm, could emit 4 to 6 times more fluorescence energy
compared with wild-type GFP. GFP may be fused generically to
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a target protein, and the fluorophore of GFP forms spontaneously
in the presence of oxygen, thus rendering it an ideal probe for
in vivo applications. The in vivo expression of GFP could obviate
the fixation and permeablization of cells for immunofluorescence
or the mirojijection of labeled proteins. GFP fusion proteins
constitute a major advance in the study of the dynamics of
intracelluar processes in living cells[33-37]. A major concern in
the application of GFP as a fluorescent tag relates to whether
the distribution of GFP fluorescence is identical to that of the
protein to which it is fused. We have constructed GFP- HGF
fusion gene and transfected into hepatocytes. The results indicate
that the fusion protein can still be expressed in the nuclei of
hepatocytes. Because liver disease, especially viral liver diseases
are common in China, our study is of much more significance.
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Abstract
AIM: To investigate the effects of herbal compound 861
(Cpd 861) on cell proliferation in human hepatic stellate
cells (LX-2) and human hepatocellular liver carcinoma cells
(HepG2), and expression of α-smooth muscle actin (α-SMA)
in LX-2 cells.
METHODS: LX-2 and HepG2 cells were incubated with
various concentrations of Cpd 861 (0.1-0.003 mg/mL) for 1,
2, 3, 5 and 7 d. Cell proliferation was analyzed by 3-(4, 5dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-5-(3-carboxymethoxyphenyl)-2-(4sulfophenyl)-2H-tetrazolium (MTS) assay. Effects of Cpd861
on the expression of α-SMA mRNA in LX-2 cells were
measured by real-time quantitative PCR method using SYBR
Green I technology.
RESULTS: Cpd 861, at 0.1 mg/mL, significantly inhibited
LX-2 cell proliferation (15% decrease relative to control,
P<0.05) after 3 d of incubation. The inhibitory effects seemed
to increase with the treatment time (25% decrease after
5 d of incubation and 35% decrease after 7 d of incubation,
P<0.01). However, Cpd 861 did not affect HepG2 cell
proliferation at the same concentration used for LX-2 cells.
The expression levels of α-SMA mRNA decreased significantly
when LX-2 cells were exposed to Cpd 861 for 48 h (59%
decrease relative to control, P<0.05) or 72 h (60% decrease
relative to control, P<0.01).
CONCLUSION: Cpd 861 can significantly inhibit LX-2 cell
proliferation in a dose-dependant manner, and reduce the
expression levels of α-SMA mRNA in LX-2 cells. Since hepatic
cell proliferation and high level of α-SMA are associated
with liver fibrosis, the results suggest that Cpd 861 may be
useful in the treatment of this disease.
Wang L, Wang J, Wang BE, Xiao PG, Qiao YJ, Tan XH. Effects
of herbal compound 861 on human hepatic stellate cell
proliferation and activation. World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10
(19): 2831-2835
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INTRODUCTION
Hepatic fibrosis is a reversible wound healing response to chronic
liver injury due to a variety of insults, including viral hepatitis
(especially hepatitis B and C), alcohol abuse, drugs, metabolic
diseases, autoimmune attack of hepatocytes or congenital
abnormalities[1,2]. As shown in many recent studies, hepatic
stellate cells (previously called Ito cells, lipocytes, perisinusoidal
cells, or fat-storing cells) are primary cell types to mediate
fibrogenesis[1,2]. In normal liver, hepatic stellate cells (HSCs)
are nonparenchymal quiescent cells with functions to store
vitamin A. Following liver injury of any etiology, HSCs undergo
a process of activation, transform from quiescent vitamin A-rich
cells to proliferative, fibrogenic, contractile myofibroblasts.
Activated HSCs lose lipid droplets, feature high level expression
of α-smooth muscle actin (α-SMA), and also are responsible
for the deposition of the majority of excess extracellular matrix
(ECM, predominantly types I and III collagen), which leads to
form action of scar tissue in the fibrotic liver[1-4].
Herbal compound 861 (Cpd 861) is an extract of 10 herbs
with Salvia miltiorrhiza, Astragalus membranaceus and
Spatholobus suberectus as its chief components. The recipe
of this mixed compound was based on the therapeutically
indications of Chinese medicine. Clinical studies showed Cpd
861 could significantly improve clinical symptoms in hepatic
fibrosis patients as well as the biochemical parameters
associated with diseases in clinical tests for patients [5,6].
Experimental researches also showed that Cpd 861 could
inhibit cell proliferation, reduce the level of α-SMA and reverse
the process of liver fibrosis on rat model[5-7]. In this study, we
aimed to investigate the effects of Cpd 861 on LX-2 and HepG2
cell proliferation and expression of α-SMA in LX-2 cells.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
Human activated hepatic stellate cell line LX-2 was a gift from
Dr. Friedman of Mount Sinai School of Medicine. LX-2 cells
were a low-passaged human cell line from normal human stellate
cells that were spontaneously immortalized [8,9]. The cells
exhibited typical features of stellate cells and expressed α-SMA
under all culture conditions and were regarded as at least
partially activated even after immediate replating. LX-2 cells
underwent further activation during growth and expansion on
plastic surfaces[8].
Human hepatocellular carcinoma cell line HepG2 was
purchased from the Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences
(Beijing, China). Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium
(DMEM), L-glutamine and streptomycin were purchased
from Gibco, Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA. Fetal bovine serum
(FBS) was from Hyclone, USA. Penicillin and phenazine
methosulfate (PMS) were from Sigma, USA. MTS and oligo
(dT)15 primers were acquired from Promega, USA. TRIzol
reagent and Moloney murine leukemia virus reverse transcriptase
(M-MLV RT) were the products of Invitrogen, CA. SYBR
Green I was purchased from OPE Technology Development
Company, Shanghai, China. Hotstar Taq DNA polymerase was
purchased from TW-Biotech, China.
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Cell culture and cell proliferation assay
LX-2 cells were cultured in DMEM supplemented with 50 mL/L
heat-inactivated FBS, 200 mmol/L L-glutamine, 100 U/mL
penicillin and 100 µg/mL streptomycin. HepG2 cells were
cultured in DMEM containing 100 mL/L FBS, 200 mmol/L
L-glutamine, 100 U/mL penicillin and 100 µg/mL streptomycin.
MTS assay was used to determine the effect of Cpd 861
on the proliferation of LX-2 and HepG2 cells. In metabolically
active cells, MTS was reduced by dehydrogenase enzymes
into an aqueous, soluble formazan product. The absorbance
was measured directly at 490 nm from 96-well assay plates
without additional processing. The quantity of formazan was
considered to be directly proportional to the number of viable
cells in the culture[10,11].
LX-2 and HepG2 cells were seeded into 96-well tissue
culture plates containing 100 µL DMEM containing 50 mL/L
FBS (5000 LX-2 cells/well and 8000 HepG2 cells/well). After
24 h of incubation (37 , 50 mL/L CO2), the medium was
carefully removed and 100 µL fresh medium containing various
concentrations of Cpd 861 was added into the wells. The cells
were treated continuously with Cpd 861 for 1, 2, 3, 5 and 7 d
and the medium containing Cpd 861 was changed every other
day. At the end of experiments, 20 µL/well of combined MTS/PMS
solution was added. After 3 h of incubation at 37
in a
humidified incubator, the absorbance was analyzed on a
VERSAmax microplate reader at 490 nm. Absorbance values
were the mean±SE of 3 replicates for each treatment. The cells
in only controls and compound controls were included.
RNA isolation and reverse transcription
LX-2 cells were seeded into 60 mm dishes in DMEM containing
50 mL/L FBS. After 3 d of seeding, the medium was carefully
removed and fresh medium containing Cpd 861 (0.01 mg/mL)
was added. After 24, 48 and 72 h of Cpd 861 treatment, total
RNA was extracted from LX-2 cells using TRIzol reagent as
the lysis buffer. Complementary DNA (cDNA) was synthesized
using oligo (dT)15 primers and M-MLV RT.
Real-time quantitative PCR using SYBR Green I
After the reverse-transcription reaction, cDNA templates were
amplified by quantitative real-time PCR. The reaction was
performed using the iCycler iQ real-time PCR detection system
(Bio-Rad, USA) with SYBR Green I. Human α-SMA and
G3PDH (glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase) primers
were designed using Primer 3 software (Table 1).
Each experiment was performed in 25 µL of reaction
volume [1.25 µL of 20× SYBR Green, 1 µL of first strand
cDNA (50 ng RNA), 2 µL of each 5 nmolar primer, 0.75 U
Hotstar Taq DNA polymerase, 2.5 µL of 10× amplification buffer
(Mg++ free), 2.5 µL of 25 mmol/L MgCl2, 0.5 µL of 10 mmol/L

Absorbance (490 nm)

A

3.0
d

2.0
a

1.5

Table 1 Oligonucleotide PCR primers for human α-SMA
and G3PDH
Oligonucleotide
α-SMA
sense
antisense
G3PDH
sense
antisense

1.0

LX-2 cell control

0.5

0.1 mg/mL 861

0.0
2
4
6
Time of treatment (d)

Fragment
size

ACT GGG ACG ACA TGG AAA AG
TAG ATG GGG ACA TTG TGG GT

265 bp

ACC CAG AAG ACT GTG GAT GG
TTC AGC TCA GGG ATG ACC TT

125 bp

Statistical analysis
Data were expressed as mean±SE. Statistical analysis was
performed using GraphPad Prism (version 3.0) software. The
t test was used for comparison between the groups. P<0.05
was considered statistically significant.
RESULTS
Cell proliferation assay
We examined the effects of Cpd 861 on the proliferation of
LX-2 and HepG2 cells (Figures 1, 2). Cells were incubated
3.5
3.0
2.5
2.0
1.5

HepG2 cell control

1.0

0.1 mg/mL 861

0.5
0.0

0

Oligonucleotide primer
sequence

B

f

2.5
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solution of four dNTP and 15.1 µL of dH2O]. In the last tube,
1 µL of ddH2O was added as a non-template control. The
conditions of amplification cycles were as follows: 40 cycles
consisting of denaturation at 95 for 40 s, annealing at 59
(for α-SMA) or at 60 (for G3PDH) for 40 s, and extension at
72 for 30 s.
The iCycler apparatus was used to measure the fluorescence
of each sample in every cycle at the end of the extension[12]. A
series of consecutive 10 fold dilution of α-SMA and G3PDH
plasmid DNA ranging from 109 copies/µL to 103 copies/µL
were used as the templates for the standard curves. The iCycler
software was used to construct the calibration curve by plotting
the Ct (threshold cycle) vs the logarithm of the number of copies
for each calibrator. The number of copies in unknown samples
was calculated by comparing their Cts with the standard
calibration curve. The quality and quantities of samples were
normalized based on that of G3PDH.
After PCR, a melting curve was obtained by increasing
the temperature from 55
to 95
with a temperature
transition rate of 0.1 /s. The melting curves of all final PCR
products were analyzed. The differences in melting temperature
of PCR products allowed us to distinguish genuine products
from nonspecific products, and primer dimers. To ensure that
the correct product was amplified in the reaction, all samples
were also separated on 20 g/L agarose gel electrophoresis. All
PCR conditions and primers were optimized to produce a single
product of the correct basepair size.

Absorbance (490 nm)

2832

8

0

2
4
6
Time of treatment (d)

8

Figure 1 Regulation of proliferation in LX-2 and HepG2 cells by Cpd 861. A: Effect of 0.1 mg/mL Cpd 861 on LX-2 cell proliferation.
B: Effect of 0.1 mg/mL Cpd 861 on HepG2 cell proliferation. Data are expressed as the mean±SE of 3 replicates. aP<0.05 vs LX-2 cell
controls after 3 d of incubation. dP<0.01 vs LX-2 cell controls after 5 d of incubation. fP<0.01 vs LX-2 cell controls after 7 d of incubation.
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A
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3.5
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with 0.1 mg/mL, 0.03 mg/mL, 0.01 mg/mL and 0.003 mg/mL of
Cpd 861 for different days (Figure 1). Cell proliferation was
performed by MTS assay. As shown in Figure 2, the effects of
Cpd 861 on LX-2 cell proliferation seemed to be correlated with
the dose. A significant proliferation inhibition was observed
when Cpd 861 concentration was over 0.03 mg/mL (Figure 2).
As shown in Figure 1A, 0.1 mg/mL Cpd 861 significantly
inhibited LX-2 cell proliferation (15% decrease relative to control,
P<0.05) after 3 d of incubation. The inhibition effects seemed to
increase with the treatment time (25% decrease after 5 d of
incubation and 35% decrease after 7 d of incubation, P<0.01).
The inhibition of cell proliferation Cpd 861 at 0.03 mg/mL
concentration was also observed on d 3 (15% decrease relative
to control) and on d 5 (21% decrease relative to control) (data
not shown), and still could be observed on d 7 (18% decrease
relative to control) (Figure 2). However, Cpd 861, at 0.01 mg/mL
and 0.003 mg/mL concentrations, did not inhibit LX-2
proliferation evidently. The effects of Cpd 861 on LX-2 cell
proliferation seemed low at early time points (on day 1 and day 2).
We also examined the effects of Cpd 861 on the proliferation of
HepG2 cells. As shown in Figures 1B and 2, Cpd 861 did not
affect HepG2 cell proliferation.

Cell control

3.0

0.1 mg/mL

2.5
2.0

b

0.03 mg/mL

b

0.01 mg/mL

1.5

0.003 mg/mL

1.0
0.5

LX-2

HepG2

Figure 2 Dose dependent effects of Cpd 861 on cell proliferation in LX-2 and HepG2 7 d after incubation. Data are expressed
as the mean±SE of 3 replicates. bP<0.01 vs LX-2 cell controls.

Quantification of expression of α-SMA mRNA in Cpd 861treated LX-2 cells
We examined the effect of Cpd 861 on the expression of
α-SMA, a phenotypic marker of activated HSCs. The PCR
amp/cycle graph and standard curve graph of α-SMA are shown
in Figure 3. The standard curve showed a correlation coefficient
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Figure 3 Fluorescence data (A) and standard curve (B) for α-SMA generated on iCycler iQ real-time PCR detection system.
Plasmids containing the fragments for α-SMA were diluted from 109 to 103 copies.
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Figure 4 Melting curve for all PCR products after amplification.
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>0.99, indicating a precise log-linear relationship. As shown in
melt curve graph (Figure 4), single and sharply defined melting
curves with narrow peaks were obtained for PCR products of αSMA gene. Bands visible after electrophoresis on 2% agarose
gel and ethidium bromide staining correlated well with the
quantitative PCR results. As shown in Figure 5, Cpd 861 could
reduce the expression levels of α-SMA in LX-2 cells after
treatment. When LX-2 cells were exposed to Cpd 861 for 48 or
72 h, the expression levels of α-SMA decreased significantly
(59% decrease relative to control at 48 h, P<0.05, and 60% decrease
relative to control at 72 h, P<0.01) (Figure 5).

Ratio of α-SMA mRNA
relative to G3PDH

0.075

Control
Cpd861

0.050
a
0.025

0.000

d

24

48

72

Treatment time (h)

G3PDH as the templates. A high linearity was observed over a
dynamic range of at least 5 orders of magnitude (from 109 to 103
copies). All PCR conditions and primers were optimized to
produce the target products of the correct basepair size just as
shown in melt curves. Quantities of α-SMA were expressed as
relative ratio to the copy number of G3PDH. The results
indicated that the expression levels of α-SMA mRNA decreased
significantly when LX-2 cells were exposed to Cpd 861 at
0.01 mg/mL concentration for 48 or 72 h. Although at the same
concentration, Cpd 861 did not inhibit LX-2 cell proliferation.
In conclusion, Cpd 861 can significantly inhibit LX-2
proliferation in a dose-dependant manner when its
concentration is over 0.03 mg/mL. Additionally, Cpd 861 can
reduce the expression levels of α-SMA mRNA in LX-2 cells
and this function seems independent of its effects on inhibition
of cell proliferation.
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Abstract
AIM: To examine the effects of tegaserod, a serotonin
(5-HT) 4 receptor partial agonist, on abdominal withdrawal
reflex (AWR) to rectal distention (RD) and c-Fos expression
in limbic system.
METHODS: Neonatal Sprague-Dawley rats randomly
received colonic irritation by acetic acid from postnatal day
8 to d 21 as a visceral hypersensitive model (group H) or by
intrarectal saline as a control group (group C). When they
became adults, rectal distention (RD) was performed by a
balloon (6F; Fogarty arterial embolectomy catheter; length,
20 mm; diameter, 2 mm) which was rapidly inflated with
increasing volumes of saline (0.4, 0.8 and 1.2 mL) for 20 s
at five-minute intervals. Five subgroups of group H (H-saline,
H-vehicle, H-Teg0.1, H-Teg0.3 and H-Teg1.0) were injected
randomly with saline, vehicle (1-methyl-2-thpyrrolidone) or
tegaserod at doses of 0.1, 0.3 and 1.0 mg/kg ip, respectively.
Two subgroups of group C (C-Saline and C-Teg1.0) were
injected with saline or tegaserod (1.0 mg/kg) ip. RD was
performed 10 min after injection, AWR was recorded and
c-Fos expression in limbic system was analyzed quantitatively
by immunohistochemistry.
RESULTS: Compared to saline, tegaserod significantly
inhibited AWR in group H (0.4 mL: from 2.0 to 0.5; 0.8 mL:
from 3.5 to 1.5; 1.2 mL: from 4.0 to 3.0, P<0.01), but had
no significant effect on group C. Tegaserod dose-dependently
attenuated the number of c-Fos positive neurons in limbic
structures, anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) showed the
greatest attenuation. In group H, tegaserod (1.0 mg/kg)
resulted in a significant overall decrease to 57% of H-saline
(283±41 vs 162±16, P<0.01), in ACC to 42% of H-saline
(72±10 vs 31±8, P<0.01). In group C, tegaserod (1.0 mg/kg)
resulted in an overall decrease to 77% of C-saline (214±13
vs 164±22, P<0.01), in ACC to 65% of C-saline (48±8 vs
31±7, P<0.01).
CONCLUSION: Tegaserod inhibits the response to rectal
distention in rats with visceral hypersensitivity and dosedependently attenuates c-Fos expression in limbic system,
especially in anterior cingulate cortex.
Jiao HM, Xie PY. Tegaserod inhibits noxious rectal distention
induced responses and limbic system c-Fos expression in rats
with visceral hypersensitivity. World J Gastroenterol 2004;
10(19): 2836-2841
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INTRODUCTION
Irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) is a common disorder
characterized by abdominal pain and altered bowel habits,
consisting of constipation, diarrhea, or both. Several
pathophysiological mechanisms have been suggested to play
a role in the genesis of symptoms in patients with IBS, among
others visceral hypersensitivity, autonomic nervous system
dysregulation[1], alterations of gastrointestinal (GI) motility[2],
and abnormalities in neurotransmitter systems[3]. It has been
shown that at least a subgroup of IBS patients shows a
hyperalgesic response to visceral stimuli, and discomfort in
response to colorectal balloon distension under experimental
conditions [3,4]. Abnormalities which upregulate afferent
(sensory) signal intensity anywhere in the “brain-gut axis”
could induce visceral hypersensitivity[5].
It has been shown in experimental rats that rectal distention
is a non-invasive, reproducible visceral stimulus, which can induce
a range of pseudoaffective responses, including vasomotor,
visceromotor, and respiratory responses[3]. Abdominal withdrawal
reflex (AWR) is an involuntary motor reflex similar to the
visceromotor reflex[6]. Intestinal distention can be considered
to as an appropriate stimulus for studies of visceral nociception[7].
In previous studies, it has been shown that noxious distension
of hollow viscera induces a specific pattern of c-Fos expression
in rat limbic brain structures[3,8], which involved in higher
cognitive functions (i.e. emotion, memory, motivation) and led
to the perception of visceral pain[9]. Induction of c-Fos expression
is a well established marker of neuronal activation, and
immunohistological detection of c-Fos-like immunoreactivity
allows a mapping of activated brain nuclei on a single cell level[3].
Serotonin (5-HT) is thought to play a role in visceral
nociceptive mechanisms. There is considerable evidence that
serotonin is involved in the regulation of motility and sensation
in the gut[3]. In animal studies, tegaserod was reported to inhibit
abdominal contraction response to noxious intestinal distention[10].
Tegaserod, a 5-HT4 receptor partial agonist, could relieve
symptoms in irritable bowel syndrome patients with abdominal
pain, bloating and constipation[11]. However, little is known
about the effect of tegaserod on neuronal activity in limbic
structures at noxious rectal distention. Therefore, in the present
study, we established a rat model to investigate the role of 5HT4 receptors in mediating activation of limbic structures at
rectal distention, as assessed by c-Fos expression. We aimed
to establish a mechanism of the action of 5-HT4 receptors
specific to visceral nociceptive neurotransmission.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Animals
Experiments were performed using Sprague-Dawley rats
obtained as preweanling neonates (younger than 8 d) from the
Animal Center in the First Hospital of Peking University. Rats
were housed in plastic cages containing corn chip bedding
and maintained on a 12:12-h light-dark cycle (lights on at 7
AM) at 22 to 23
and in 60-65% humidity. The irritation
procedure and the experimental testing were conducted during
the light component of the cycle. The neonates were housed
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12 in a cage with their mothers until they were 25 d old. Mothers
had access to food and water ad libitum. After separation, the
rats were housed 4 in a cage with access to food and water ad
libitum. The animals were deprived of food but water 18 h
before rectal distention (RD). Animal care and experimental
procedures were followed institutional ethics guidelines and
conformed to the requirements of the State Authority for
Animal Research Conduct.

Weight
Each rat was weighed every 3 d from days 9 to 40.
Colon irritation
Neonatal Sprague-Dawley rats (8 d old) were divided into 2
groups (group C: control and group H: hypersensitivity)
undergoing different treatments. Forty-eight rats in group H
received intracolonic injections of 5 mL/L acetic acid (0.5 mL)
daily between the ages of 8 and 21 d. Acetic acid was injected
into the colon via the PE90 tube inserted to 2 cm from the anus.
Twenty-four rats in group C received intracolonic injections of
9 g/L saline (0.5 mL) daily between the ages of 8 and 21 d[12].
Drug administration protocol
Because tegaserod (HTF 919; Novartis Pharma AG, Basel,
Switzerland) is poorly soluble in water, the fractions were made
up using 0.1 mL of 1-methyl-2-pyrrolidinone (vehicle)[10]. After
dissolved in the vehicle, distilled water was added to make
the solution up to 0.5 mL. According to the drugs injected
intraperitoneally 10 min before RD, 48 rats in group H were
divided into 6 subgroups (H0, H-saline, H-vehicle, H-Teg0.1,
H-Teg0.3, and H-Teg1.0), and 24 rats in group C were divided
into 3 subgroups (C0, C-saline, and C-Teg1.0), eight rats in
each subgroup. Rats in group C-saline and H-saline were injected
with saline (0.5 mL), in group C-Teg1.0 with tegaserod (1.0 mg/kg),
in group H-vehicle with vehicle (0.1 mL and distilled water 0.4 mL)
and in group H-Teg0.1, H-Teg0.3, and H-Teg1.0 with tegaserod
at a dose of 0.1, 0.3 or 1.0 mg/kg, respectively. Groups H0 and
C0 were not distended and only histological examination and
myeloperoxidase (MPO) activity assay were done.
Histological examination and myeloperoxidase (MPO) activity
assay
Three weeks after cessation of the irritation protocol, in groups
H0 and C0, the distal 4-5 cm of the descending colon and rectum
was removed and histological analysis and MPO activity assay
were performed. MPO activity assay was performed as described
previously[13,14]. MPO activity was expressed as U/g protein.
Behavioral testing[6,12]
Behavioral responses to RD were assessed in all groups 3 wk
after cessation of the irritation protocol by measuring the
abdominal withdrawal reflex (AWR) using a semiquantitative
score. AWR is an involuntary motor reflex similar to the
visceromotor reflex. However, the advantage of AWR over the
visceromotor reflex is that the latter requires additional surgery
to implant recording electrodes and wires in the abdominal
muscles, which may cause additional sensitization in an already
sensitized system. Distention balloons (described below) were
placed in the rectum of lightly sedated adult rats (ether) and
secured by taping the attached tube to the rat’s tail. The rats
were then housed in small Lucite cubicles (20 cm×8 cm×8 cm)
on an elevated Plexiglas platform and allowed to wake up and
adapt (20 min). Measurement of the AWR consisted of visual
observation of animal response to graded RD (0.4, 0.8 and 1.2 mL)
by blinded observers and assignment of AWR scores: 0, no
behavioral response to RD; 1, brief head movement followed
by immobility; 2, contraction of abdominal muscles; 3, lifting of
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abdomen; 4, body arching and lifting of pelvic structures. The
rats were given RD for 20 s every 5 min. To achieve an accurate
measure, distensions were repeated 5 times for each volume.
The data for each animal were averaged for analysis. The results
obtained were compared among groups. A change in the
magnitude of an evoked response indicated a change in visceral
pain processing.

Colon stimuli [12]
Colon stimulation consisted of graded RD produced by inflating
a balloon inside the rectum. The balloon, 2 cm in length and
2 mm in diameter (6F, Fogarty arterial embolectomy catheter,
Baxter, USA), was carefully inserted intrarectally and fixed at a
distance of 1 cm with an adhesive tape at the tail of the rat.
Distension was produced by rapidly inflating the balloon to
the desired volumes with saline (0.4, 0.8 or 1.2 mL) for 20 s at 5-min
intervals. Before they were used, the balloons were blown up
and left overnight so the latex stretched and the balloons
became compliant. Tegaserod (0.1, 0.3 or 1.0 mg/kg) or saline or
vehicle was administered 10 min prior to RD. Only a single dose
was tested in each animal.
c-Fos immunohistochemistry[15]
Within 30 min following the end of the distention procedure,
the animals were deeply anesthetized with an overdose of
sodium pentobarbitone (60 mg/kg intraperitoneally) and then
perfused through the ascending aorta with saline (9 g/L),
followed by 500 mL of cold 0.1 mol/L phosphate buffer (PB, 4 )
containing 40 g/L paraformaldehyde (pH 7.4). The brain was
immediately removed and postfixed in the same fixative at 4
overnight, and then placed in 300 g/L sucrose with 0.1 mol/L
PB for 72 h at 4 . Coronal sections (40 µm thick) were cut from
frozen blocks at the levels of brain regions of interest (1.5 mm
to 5 mm posterior to bregma, according to the atlas of Paxinos
and Watson). Every fifth section was stained for c-Fos-like
immunoreactivity (c-Fos-ir) using the method of free floating
for immunohistochemistry. Briefly, sections were first washed
3 times in phosphate buffered saline plus 3 g/L Triton X-100
(PBS-T) (5 min each time) at room temperature, and incubated
for 10 min with PBS-T containing 50 mL/L normal goat serum to
block nonspecific binding sites and facilitate tissue penetration.
Then sections were washed with PBS-T and incubated for 24 h
at room temperature with PBS-T containing rabbit polyclonal
anti-Fos protein antiserum (Zhongshan, China) (diluted 1:200).
After washed with PBS-T, sections were incubated with
biotinylated anti-rabbit IgG (1:300, Zhongshan, China) for
120 min. The sections were then incubated with strepta-vidinperoxidase conjugate (1:300) for 120 min and subsequently
visualized using diaminobenzidine (DAB) as chromogen.
Sections were mounted on gelatin-coated glass slides, air dried,
dehydrated in ethanol, and xylene, then coverslipped with
DePeX. Brain sections were examined using bright-field
microscopy. The same lot of antibody was used for each study
outlined below. The primary c-Fos antibody was omitted in
one well of each immunohistological reaction as a negative
control. In each study, every staining process included freefloating sections of all groups using the same buffers and
solutions.
Fos-like immunoreactive nuclei
The number of c-Fos-like immunoreactive (c-Fos-ir) nuclei was
counted in 5 sections of each rat as identified by morphology
using an image analysis package (Leica Q550CW running
QWIN software; Leica UK Ltd, Milton Keynes, UK). In the
anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), thalamus (TH), hippocampus
(HP), hypothalamus (HypoTH) and amygdala (Amy), c-Fos-ir
nuclei were counted individually and expressed as the number
per 600×500 pixel. All brain regions were counted bilaterally in
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each section. The total number of c-Fos-ir nuclei in five sections
was used for subsequent data analysis. The counts comprising
all those nuclear immunoreactive signals could be clearly
distinguished from the background.

Data and statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was done using SPSS for windows 11.0.
The results of weight, MPO activity and the number of c-Fos-ir
were expressed as mean±SD, and statistical significances were
determined using Student’s paired t test or one way analysis of
variance (ANOVA), followed by Dunnett’s post hoc test. The
median values of the AWR scores among all groups at each
volume of RD were compared using the Mann-Whitney U-test.
P<0.05 was considered statistically significant.
RESULTS
Comparision of body masses of rats in each group
Masses on d 9 and 40 were not statistically different between
groups H and C (18.9±3.2 g vs 19.6±3.2 g, 154.4±12.7 g vs
149.3±16.5 g, respectively). The model did not alter the growth
rate of the rats.
Histological analysis and MPO activity assay
The identifiable histopathology was absent in the adult colons.
The tissues showed no significant structural damage or loss of
crypts. Mucin depletion or increase in intraepithelial
lymphocytes was not seen in any of the tissues examined.
MPO activity was not statistically different between groups H
and C (20.49±1.64 U/g protein and 17.49±6.35 U/g protein,
respectively).

the response to rectal distention in rats with hypersensitivity
(P<0.01). The difference between H-Teg0.1 and H-Teg0.3 was
not significant at all volumes. The difference between H-Teg0.1
and H-Teg1.0 was significant at the volumes of 0.8 mL and 1.2 mL
(P<0.05). The difference between H-Teg0.3 and H-Teg1.0 was
significant only at 1.2 mL (P<0.05). At the volume of 0.4 mL,
differences of AWR scores in H-Teg0.1, H-Teg0.3, and H-Teg1.0
were not significant (Figure 1B, Table 1).
C-saline vs C-Teg1.0 Median AWR scores were similar in Csaline and in C-Teg1.0 at all volumes. These results suggested
that tegaserod (1.0 mg/kg) had little effect on the AWR response
to RD in control rats (Figure 1C, Table 2).
C-Teg1.0 vs H-Teg1.0 At 1.2 mL, AWR scores were higher in CTeg1.0 than in H -Teg1.0 (P<0.05). While at 0.4 mL and 0.8 mL,
the differences between H-Teg1.0 and C-Teg1.0 were not
significant. It seemed that the inhibitory effect on AWR at
largest volume (1.2 mL) was stronger in hypersensitive condition
than in normal condition (Figure 1D).
Table 3 Number of c-Fos positive neurons in limbic structures in group H (mean±SD, n = 8)
ACC Hippocampus HypoTH Amygdala Thalamus Overall
H-saline

72±10

54±13

51±17

44±16

62±19

283±41

H-vehicle
H-Teg0.1
H-Teg0.3
H-Teg1.0
F value
P value

72±10
53±14b
40±11 b
31±8b
60.583
0.000

54±13
48±10
45±7
36±9b
11.605
0.000

49±15
47±13
41±11 a
31±10 b
8.199
0.000

43±15
42±11
37±11
30±8b
5.362
0.000

62±19
50±13
45±11 a
34±10 b
14.574
0.000

281±37
239±31 a
208±25 b
162±16 b
61.989
0.000

a

Table 1 AWR scores in group H (median, min-max) (n = 8)

H-saline
H-vehicle
H-Teg0.1
H-Teg0.3
H-Teg1.0

0.4 mL

0.8 mL

2.0 (1-3)
2.0 (0-3)
1.0 (0-2)b
1.0 (0-1)b
0.5 (0-1)b

3.5 (3-4)
3.0 (2-4)
2.0 (1-3) a, b
1.5 (0-3) b
1.5 (1-2) b

1.2 mL
4.0
4.0
3.0
3.0
3.0

(4-4)
(3-4)
(3-4) a,b
(3-4) a,b
(1-3)b
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P<0.05, bP<0.01 vs H-saline.

Table 4 Number of c-Fos positive neurons in limbic structures in group C (mean±SD, n = 8)
ACC Hippocampus HypoTH Amygdala Thalamus Overall
C-saline 48±8
C-Teg1.0 31±7b
a

46±7
36±8 b

36±8
30±9

39±7
33±10

45±11 214±13
34±7a 164±22b

P<0.05, bP<0.01 vs C-saline.

b

P<0.01 vs H-saline; Difference between H-Teg0.1and H-Teg0.3
was not significant at all volumes; aP<0.05 H-Teg0.1, H-Teg0.3
vs H-Teg1.0.
Table 2 AWR scores in group C (median, min-max, n = 8)

C-saline
C-Teg1.0
Z value
P value

0.4 mL

0.8 mL

1.2 mL

1.0 (0-2)
0.0 (0-2)
1.465
0.195

2.5 (2-3)
2.0 (2-2)
2.236
0.105

3.0 (3-4)
3.0 (3-4)
0
1.000

The differences between C-saline and C-Teg1.0 were not significant at all volumes.

Comparison of tegaserod effects on AWR (Tables 1, 2)
H-saline vs C-saline Median AWR scores at volumes of 0.4,
0.8, and 1.2 mL were significantly higher in H-saline than in
C-saline (2.0, 3.5, and 4.0, vs 1.0, 2.5, and 4.0, respectively)
(P<0.05). These results suggested that the model of visceral
hypersensitivity in this study was reliable (Figure 1A).
AWR in subgroups of group H Median AWR scores were similar
in H-saline and in H-vehicle, so the effect of vehicle could be
negligible. AWR scores were significantly higher in H-saline
than in H-Teg0.1, H-Teg0.3, and H-Teg1.0. The 5-HT4 receptor
agonist tegaserod (0.1, 0.3, and 1.0 mg/kg) significantly inhibited

Comparison of tegaserod effects on c-Fos expression in limbic
structures (Tables 3, 4)
Repetitive RD significantly induced changes in neuronal activity
in all animals, as determined by increased density of c-Fos-ir
cells (Figure 2). c-Fos expression was located bilaterally in
discrete areas of limbic structures. The overall number of
c-Fos-ir cells in H-saline was significantly more than that in
C-saline (283±41 vs 214±13, P<0.001), but the difference was
not significant in hippocampus (54±13 vs 46±7, P = 0.374).
Tegaserod given ip 10 min prior to RD produced a significant,
dose-dependent attenuation in the total number of c-Fos-ir nuclei
in limbic brain compared with saline. These effects were especially
clear in anterior cingulate cortex (ACC). In the hippocampus and
amygdala, the effect of tegaserod was significant only at the
high-dose (1.0 mg/kg). Tegaserod (0.1 mg/kg) decreased the
overall c-Fos-ir to 85% of saline (P<0.05). The greatest attenuation
was in ACC (74% of H-saline), while amygdala was least affected
(95% of H-saline). Tegaserod (0.3 mg/kg) significantly attenuated
c-Fos expression in ACC, hypothalamus, and thalamus (to 56%,
80% and 73% of saline, respectively). A high dose of tegaserod
(1.0 mg/kg) resulted in a significant (P<0.01) overall decrease
of c-Fos in five areas, the overall number was decreased to 57%
of saline. Similar to the low dose, ACC showed the greatest
attenuation (42% of H-saline), while other regions were decreased
to approximately 60% of H-saline (Figure 3A).
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Figure 1 AWR scores of H-saline and C-saline, group H, group C, H-Teg1.0 and C-Teg1.0, aP<0.05; bP<0.01. A: AWR scores of Hsaline and C-saline. B: AWR scores of group H. C: AWR scores of group C. D: AWR scores of H-Teg1.0 and C-Teg1.0.
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Figure 2 c-Fos-ir nuclei in anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) (200×). A: H-saline; B: H-Teg0.1; C: H-Teg0.3; D: H-Teg1.0; E: C-saline;
F: C-Teg1.0.
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Figure 3 Number of overall c-Fos-ir nuclei and in each of the 5 areas as a percent of H-saline and C-saline. A: Number of overall
c-Fos-ir nuclei and in each of the 5 areas as a percent of H-saline. B: Number of overall c-Fos-ir nuclei and in each of the 5 areas as
a percent of C-saline.

In group C, although the inhibitory effect of tegaserod on
AWR was not significant, the attenuation effect on c-Fos
expression was also observered. Tegaserod (1.0 mg/kg) resulted
in a significant overall decrease in c-Fos to 77% of C-saline.
Similarly, ACC also was the greatest attenuation (65% of Csaline). In addition, tegaserod could decrease c-Fos in thalamus
and hippocampus (76% and 78% of C-saline, respectively)
(Figure 3B).

DISCUSSION
Experimental data suggested that patients with IBS had visceral
sensory dysfunction so that physiological stimuli could induce
their symptoms. Visceral afferent input is modulated by a variety
of mechanisms operating between the gastrointestinal tract
and the brain, and dysfunction of these regulatory mechanisms
could distort gastrointestinal perception[16]. Intestinal discomfort
reaches awareness via neural connections termed the “braingut axis”. Abnormalities which upregulate afferent (sensory)
signal intensity anywhere in this system could induce
hypersensitivity, pain, and discomfort. Several features of IBS
suggest involvement of the brain’s emotional limbic system,
such as higher prevalence of anxiety and psychosocial
stressors, augmented intestinal and stress responses and
response to centrally acting medication. Recent brain imaging
data suggested that pathways involved in visceral pain
perception overlapped with limbic pathway[17,18]. In the brain,
increased thalamic activation has been seen in IBS, which could
indicate increased afferent output from lower levels. Activation
of the anterior cingulate cortex, the limbic center that encodes
pain suffering, appeared to be enhanced in IBS, especially under
the influence of anxiety[5].
Colonic irritation with acetic acid in neonatal rats could lead
to a state of chronic visceral hypersensitivity in adults[19-21].
This model did not alter the growth rate of the rats. This
hypersensitivity occurs in the absence of identifiable
histopathology in the adult colon and does not change MPO
activity of colonic tissue. Myeloperoxidase (MPO), a hydrogen
peroxide (H2O2) oxidoreductase, is specifically found in mammalian
granulocytic leukocytes, including polymorphonuclear leukocytes
(PMNs), monocytes, basophils and eosinophils. MPO activity
has been widely accepted as an enzyme marker to measure and
quantitate the PMN content in a variety of tissues. It has been
suggested that measurement of MPO provides a simple and
specific method to quantitate PMN accumulation or infiltration
in a variety of pathological processes accompanied with
inflammation[22].
5-HT4 receptors have been found to be involved in regulating
the sensitivity of rectal mechanoreceptive afferents [23].
Tegaserod is a 5-HT4 receptor partial agonist with a relatively
long half-life (approximate 11 h in dogs and humans)[24]. It could
dose-dependently inhibit the abdominal contraction response
to noxious intestinal distention not linked to alterations in
compliance[10]. In our study, in rats with hypersensitivity but

not in control rats, tegaserod potently inhibited AWR at all
volumes of distention. It seemed that the inhibitory effect on
AWR at the highest volume (1.2 mL) was more powerful in
hypersensitive condition than in normal condition. The results
are inconsistent with the study of Coelho et al.[10]. Two reasons
may have been responsible for these phenomena. One reason
might be that the patterns of intestinal distention were different.
In the study of Coelho et al., the balloon was an inflated 5 min
step of 15 mmHg, from 0 to 60 mmHg. The other reason might
be that 5-HT4 receptors played a relatively modest role in
modulating visceral sensation under basal physiological
condition[25]. Thus, we tentatively suggest that the number of
5-HT4 receptors may be upregulated and/or the effect followed
by the activity of 5-HT4 receptor may be increased under
hypersensitive status. The exact mechanisms of its action need
to be further researched.
c-fos, an immediate-early gene, could be expressed within
the neurons following voltage-gated calcium entry into the
cells[26]. c-fos was induced by noxious stimulus, generally as
the result of an injury[27]. c-Fos protein encoded by c-fos, has
been regarded as a third messenger molecule which couples
the short term extracellular signals with the long term alteration
in cell function when neurons are excited[28]. c-Fos could be
interpreted as an increase in activity of those neurons expressing
the protein[27], so it is usually used as a marker to indicate the
activation of neurons[29]. Following injury there was a correlation
between the expression of c-Fos and magnitude of hyperalgesia,
and c-Fos expression following noxious intensities of intestinal
distention could reflect the intensity of stimuli and the degree
of discomfort[27]. Previous study has demonstrated that c-Fos
is expressed in limbic brain structures in response to noxious
rectal distention[9]. Limbic structures play an important role in
visceral pain processing. The present report provided quantitative
data on expression of c-Fos protein induced by rectal distention
and the effect of tegaserod at different doses on c-Fos
expression in brain nuclei, such as hypothalamus, thalamus,
amygdala, hippocampus, and anterior cingulate cortex following
noxious rectal distension. Functional brain imaging researches
have demonstrated that colorectal distention could cause
abnormal activation in ACC[17] and thalamus in IBS patients
compared with control[17,18]. From our results, we conclude that
tegaserod dose-dependently attenuates c-Fos expression in
limbic structures. Especially in ACC and thalamus, the effect of
tegaserod is more evident. This may do good for IBS patients.
5-HT4 receptors are widely distributed in peripheral and
central sites. In gut, 5-HT4 receptors are located primarily on
the enterochromaffin cells and less on smooth muscle cells,
enterocytes, and neurons [24]. 5-HT4 receptors are highly
expressed in several brain regions, such as limbic areas,
periaqueductal grey matter and sensory terminals[30] and in
spinal cord and dorsal root ganglion neurons[25]. The site of
action of tegaserod was not established in the present study,
but could be at the level of enteric or primary sensory neurons,
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or via spinal or supraspinal neuronal circuits concerned with
the modulation of nociceptive transmission. A study by
Schikowski et al.[23] demonstrated that tegaserod might have a
direct effect on the mechanoreceptive afferents. We supposed
that 5-HT4 receptors might directly decrease the signals
ascending to the central nervous system (CNS) or might decrease
the activity of CNS (as demonstrated by c-Fos-ir nuclei), which
would benefit for IBS patients. Little is known about the effect
of tegaserod on response following intracerebroventricular
injection. Further studies are needed to determine the central
action of 5-HT4 receptors.
In conclusion, tegaserod inhibits response to noxious
distention, and the effect is more evident in hypersensitive
condition than in control. Tegaserod dose-dependently
attenuates c-Fos expression in limbic structures, especially in
anterior cingulate cortex. Therefore, tegaserod decreases central
sensitization. Tegaserod may be of potential use in the treatment
of visceral pains.
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Abstract
AIM: To examine the effects of berberine, an isoquinoline
alkaloid with a long history used as a tonic remedy for liver
and heart, on ion channels of isolated rat hepatocytes.
METHODS: Tight-seal whole-cell patch-clamp techniques
were performed to investigate the effects of berberine on
the delayed outward potassium currents (IK), inward rectifier
potassium currents (IK1) and Ca2+ release-activated Ca2+
currents (ICRAC) in enzymatically isolated rat hepatocytes.
RESULTS: Berberine 1-300 µmol/L reduced IK in a concentrationdependent manner with EC50 of 38.86±5.37 µmol/L and nH
of 0.82±0.05 (n = 8). When the bath solution was changed
to tetraethylammonium (TEA) 8 mmol/L, IK was inhibited.
Berberine 30 µmol/L reduced IK at all examined membrane
potentials, especially at potentials positive to +60 mV (n = 8,
P<0.05 or P<0.01 vs control). Berberine had mild inhibitory
effects on IK1 in rat hepatocytes. Berberine 1-300 µmol/L
also inhibited ICRAC in a concentration-dependent fashion.
The fitting parameters were EC50 = 47.20±10.86 µmol/L,
nH = 0.71±0.09 (n = 8). The peak value of ICRAC in the I-V
relationship was decreased by berberine 30 µmol/L at potential
negative to -80 mV (n = 8, P<0.05 vs control). But the reverse
potential of ICRAC occurred at voltage 0 mV in all cells.
CONCLUSION: Berberine has inhibitory effects on potassium
and calcium currents in isolated rat hepatocytes, which may
be involved in hepatoprotection.
Wang F, Zhou HY, Zhao G, Fu LY, Cheng L, Chen JG, Yao WX.
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INTRODUCTION
Many natural drugs for liver diseases are currently used in
popular medicine. For example, quaternary protoberberine
alkaloids from Flissitigma and Goniothalamus have been used
in popular medicine for hepatomegaly and hepatosplenomegaly[1,2]. The use of alkaloids from Berberis aristata for
liver injury induced by chemical carcinogenesis and alkaloids
from Enantica for disorders of bilirubin has also been reported[3, 4].
Berberine is an isoquinoline alkaloid with a long history in

both Ayurvedic and Chinese medicine. It exists in Hydrastis
canadensis (golden seal), Coptis chinensis (Coptis or golden
thread), Berberis aquifolium (Oregon grape), Berberis vulgaris
(barberry), and Berberis aristata (tree turmeric). Berberine
alkaloid can be found in roots, rhizomes, and stem bark of plants[5].
Berberine has been extensively studied and is known to exhibit
multiple pharmacological activities such as antiprotozoal,
antihypertensive [6], antibacterial [7], anti-inflammatory,
anticholinergic[8] and antiarrhythmic activities[9]. Hwang et al.
reported that berberine inhibited hepatotoxicity induced by
tert-butyl hydroperoxide (t-BHP) via its antioxidant potential
and could function as a chemopreventive agent in living
systems[10]. Previous studies have shown that berberine could
block delayed rectifier potassium currents, inward rectifier
potassium currents (IK1) and L-type calcium currents (ICa,L) in
guinea pig ventricular myocytes[11,12]. So far, however, its
hepatoprotective mechanism still remains unknown. No data
are available on the relationship between ion currents in
hepatocytes and the hepatoprotective effect of berberine.
Therefore, this study used patch-clamp techniques to record
the whole-cell currents in isolated rat hepatocytes in order to
investigate the hepatoprotective mechanism of berberine.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cell preparation
Rat hepatocytes were enzymatically isolated from SpragueDawley (SD) rats of either sex (150-200 g) by using slightly
modified procedures described previously[13]. Briefly, adult
animals were anesthetized with an intraperitoneal injection of
pentobarbital sodium (30 mg/kg) in strict accordance to the
guidelines established by the Institutional Animal Care and
Use Committee, which follow all applicable state and federal
laws. Portal vein and inferior vena cava were cannulated. The
liver was initially perfused at a flow rate of 25 mL/min via a
constant-flow system with modified oxygenated Ca2+, Mg2+free Hanks’ solution for several minutes, followed by perfusion
with a Ca2+, Mg2+-free Hanks’ solution containing collagenase
(0.3 g/L, type I) for 10 min. The solutions were gassed with
950 mL/L O2+50 mL/L CO2 and heated to 37 . After these
perfusions, the liver was excised and then minced in Ca2+, Mg2+free Hanks’ solution at 0 . The cells were filtered through a
200 µm nylon mesh, and washed 3 times by centrifugation at 50 g
for 2 min. The cell pellets were resuspended in KB medium that
yielded approximately 85% to 95% viable hepatocytes. A small
aliquot of the medium containing single cells was transferred
into a 1-mL chamber mounted on the stage of an inverted
microscope (IX-70, Olympus, Japan). Spherical and smooth cells
were used for the whole-cell patch-clamp studies. All experiments
were performed at room temperature (20 to 22 ).
Voltage-clamp recording
A programmable vertical puller (pp-83, Narishige, Japan) was used
to pull the electrodes. The resistance of capillary glass electrodes
(GC150TF-10, Clark Electromedical Instruments, UK) used was 2
to 4 M when filled with internal solution. A patch-clamp amplifier
(EPC-9, Germany) was used to record the whole-cell currents with
four-pole Bessel filter set at 1 kHz, digitized at 5 kHz. The protocols
for voltage-clamp and data analysis were established with routines
using pClamp 6.0 software (Axon Instrument, USA), and data
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Drugs and solutions
Berberine hydrochloride was obtained from Yichang Pharmaceutical
Company of China as base powders, dissolved in distilled water
and made into a stock solution at 0.1 mol/L. Berberine was
added to bath solutions for extracellular application. All drugs
were purchased from Sigma (USA) unless otherwise indicated.
Ca2+, Mg2+-free Hanks’ solution for cell-isolation (mmol/L)
contained NaCl 137, KCl 5.4, NaH2PO4 0.5, Na2HPO4 0.58,
NaHCO3 4.16 and glucose 5.5 (pH 7.3). Kraft-bruhe (KB) medium
for cell-preservation (mmol/L) contained L-glutamic acid 70,
KCl 130, taurine 15, KH2PO4 10, MgCl2 0.5, glucose 11, N(hydroxyethyl) piperazine-N’-2-ethanesulphonic acid (HEPES)
10 and ethylene glycol-O-O’-bis (2-aminoethyl) -N,N,N’,N’tetraacetic acid (EGTA) 0.5 (pH 7.4).
In studies of IK, the bath solution was a modified Tyrode’s
solution (mmol/L) containing NaCl 144, KCl 4.0, CaCl2 1.8, MgCl2
0.53, Na2HPO4 0.33, HEPES 5 and glucose 5.5 (pH 7.3). The
patch pipette solution contained (mmol/L) KCl 130, K2ATP 5.0,
creatine phosphate 5.0 and HEPES 5.0 (pH 7.4).

+140 mV
-50 mV

200 ms

RESULTS
Effects of berberine on IK
Under conventional whole-cell patch-clamp mode, the
membrane potential was clamped at -50 mV, and IK was elicited
in isolated rat hepatocytes by depolarizing pulse to +140 mV
for 900 ms. The current at the end point of the test pulse was
measured as the amplitude of IK.
The percentage block of IK was defined as (IControl-Iberberine)/
IControl and plotted as a function of logarithm [berberine] in
C
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Data analysis
All the data were expressed as mean±SD and error bars were
plotted as SD. Statistical significance was evaluated by a t test.
Statistical differences were considered to be significant when
P value was less than 0.05.
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For experiments on IK1, both the bath solution and the pipette
solution contained (mmol/L) KCl 7, MgCl2 2, EGTA 1, Kglutamate 130 and HEPES 10 (pH 7.4).
For ICRAC recording, the bath solution (mmol/L) contained
NaCl 140, KCl 2.8 CaCl2 10, MgCl2 0.5, glucose 11 and HEPES 10
(pH 7.4). The pipette solution used (mmol/L) contained K-glutamate
145, NaCl 8, MgCl2 1, MgATP 0.5, EGTA 10 and HEPES 10 (pH 7.2).
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were stored in computer for subsequent analysis. Drug actions
were measured only after steady-state conditions reached, which
were judged by the amplitudes and time courses of currents
remaining constant with further perfusion of drugs.
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Figure 1 Effects of berberine on IK. A: Families of IK recorded with changes in the absence or presence of berberine 30 µmol/L and
100 µmol/L. Dotted line indicates zero current level; B: Dose-response curve for effects of berberine on IK; C: I-V relationship of IK
under control ( ) and berberine 30 µmol/L ( ). D: Families of IK1 recorded with changes in the absence or presence of berberine 100
µmol/L. Dotted line indicates zero current level; E: I-V relationship of IK1 under control ( ) and berberine 100 µmol/L ( ). F:
Families of ICRAC recorded with changes in the absence or presence of berberine 30 µmol/L. Dotted line indicates zero current level;
G: Dose-response curve for effects of berberine on ICRAC; H: I-V relationship of ICRAC under control ( ) and berberine 30 µmol/L ( ).
The voltage steps used to elicit IK are shown in the inset. n = 8, mean±SD, aP<0.05, bP<0.01 vs control.
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Figure 1B. At +140 mV, berberine 1-300 µmol/L decreased the
IK amplitude concentration-dependently in all cells tested,
which was poorly reversible after washout. The data points
were fitted according to the Hill equation: Inhibition of current
(%) = 100 / [1+ (EC50/C) nH], and an EC50 value of 38.86±5.37 µmol/L
and nH of 0.82±0.05 were obtained (n = 8). When the bath
solution was changed to tetraethylammonium (TEA) 8 mmol/L,
IK was inhibited.
Figure 1A shows the effects of berberine 30 µmol/L on the
steady-state I-V relationship for IK generated by applying 12
steps voltage command pulse from +30 mV to +140 mV for 900 ms
with a 10 mV increment from a holding potential of -50 mV. By
comparing these two I-V curves shown in Figure 1C, IK was
reduced by berberine 30 µmol/L at all membrane potentials
examined, especially at potentials positive to +60 mV (n = 8, P<0.05
or P<0.01 vs control). The results clearly indicated that
berberine had a depressant action on IK in rat hepatocytes.

Effects of berberine on IK1
Hyperpolarizing and depolarizing potentials over a range from
-200 mV to +175 mV with a 25 mV increment for 40 ms were
applied from a holding level of 0 mV. The absolute value at the
end of test pulse was measured as the amplitude of IK1. After
administration of berberine 100, 300 µmol/L, the IK1 amplitude at
-200 mV was decreased from -3 044.75±262.06 pA to -2 451.33±226.45
pA and -2 310.66±182.65 pA, respectively. The inhibition rates
were 17.49±2.51% and 24.11±3.60%, respectively. Figures 1D
and 1E shows the I-V relations of berberine 100 µmol/L on IK1.
As shown in Figures 1D and 1E, berberine only had mild
inhibitory effects on IK1 in isolated rat hepatocytes.
Effects of berberine on ICRAC
When the holding potential was 0 mV, and the cells were depolarized
to -100 mV for 200 ms at a frequency of 0.2 Hz, ICRAC was evoked.
As shown in Figure 1G, ICRAC also was blocked by berberine in
a concentration-dependent fashion, with an EC50 value of
47.20±10.86 µmol/L and nH of 0.71±0.09 (n = 8). Figure 1H shows
the effect of berberine 30 µmol/L on the steady-stated I-V
relationships generated by applying a series depolarizing pulses
from a holding potential of 0 mV to different membrane potentials
(-100 mV to +80 mV) with a 20 mV increment. The peak value of
ICRAC was reduced on either inward or outward components,
especially from -100 mV through -80 mV (n = 8, P<0.05 vs control).
But the reverse potential of ICRAC occurred at voltage 0 mV in all cells.
DISCUSSION
In this study, for the first time, we characterized the effects of
berberine on IK, IK1 and ICRAC by patch-clamp techniques and
demonstrated that berberine mainly inhibited IK, ICRAC and IK1 in
isolated rat hepatocytes.
Potassium channels are ubiquitous in eukaryotic cells and
could play roles in resting membrane potential, frequency of
action potential, membrane potential repolarization rates and
cell functions. It has been found that membrane potential is
important in regulating metabolic processes in the liver, including
gluconeogenesis, amino acid transport, and the rate of uptake
of bile salts[14,15]. Changes in K+ permeability could affect the
transmembrane potential. Bile formation was involved in anion
accumulation within the apical lumen of hepatocytes. Potassium
flux through hepatocellular basolateral membrane channels might
provide the counterion for apical anion efflux[16]. Transcellular bile
acid transport could be integrated in the regulation of intracellular
pH, K+ homeostasis and membrane potential. Hepatocellular K+depletion could result in the inhibition of bile acid secretion despite
increasing the intracellular concentration[17-19].
During ischemia and hypoxia, hepatocellular volume and
K+ conductance were increased and would lead to cell death[20,21].
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Nietsch et al. demonstrated TNF (25 ng/mL) elicited a 2- and 5fold increase in K+ current in hepatoma tissue culture cells. K+
channel activation might participate in pathways that leading
to TNF-mediated cell death, thus representing potential therapeutic
targets to attenuate liver injury from TNF[22]. The inhibition of K+
channels could delay hepatocyte apoptosis and death. Churchill
et al. reported that potassium channel antagonists had protective
effects on rat liver via regulating the energy metabolism[23].
Previous studies showed that berberine (0.5, 5 mg/kg, i.p.)
protected rat liver from hepatotoxicity induced by t-BHP[10]. As
shown previously, t-BHP could shrink hepatocytes by release
of cellular K+. Single-channel patch-clamp studies demonstrated
t-BHP activated a 35-pS K+ channel and contributed to the K+
release of hepatocytes following exposure to t-BHP[24]. In this
study, we observed that the concentration of berberine on IK
was consistent with the dose reported by Hwang [10]. The
hepatoprotective effect of berberine on t-BHP may have some
relations with the inhibitory effect on potassium channel.
However, as we reported previously, AP-Q had a protective
effect on CCl4-induced liver injury, probably by selectively
increasing IK. In this experiment, we observed that berberine
had a protective effect on t-BHP induced liver injury by decreasing
IK. The contradiction may be due to the different mechanism of
CCl4-induced and t-BHP induced liver injury. CCl4-induced
hepatocyte injury paralleled with membrane depolarization by
blocking the potassium channel in damaged hepatocytes[25-27].
However, t-BHP-induced liver injury is concerned with the
release of cellular K + by activating potassium channel. A
previous study showed that berberine had not any protective
effects on CCl4-induced liver injury[28].
Calcium has been demonstrated to play an important role in
hepatocyte damage. An increase in calcium ion concentration
in cytoplasm due to the influence of various toxic agents caused
disturbances in the structure and function of hepatocytes,
leading to their damage and even death[29]. Previous studies
showed that hepatocellular Ca2+ overload and impaired Ca2+
signaling were related to hemorrhage/resuscitation liver injury.
Increased Ca2+ uptake could result from a receptor-gated Ca2+
influx and/or oxygen-free radical induced membrane Ca2+ leaks.
A protective effect of calcium channel blockers on hepatotoxins
has been reported[30].
Calcium ions could enter the cells mostly through calcium
channels. However, hepatocytes as the nonexcitable cells were
short of the voltage-dependent Ca2+ channels but possessed
plasma membrane Ca2+ channels that had a high selectivity for
Ca2+, and were activated by a decrease in the concentration of
Ca 2+ in intracellular stores, which was named ICRAC[31,32].
Berberine inhibited ICRAC with EC50 of 47.20 µmol/L, which was
different from the EC50 of ICa,L in cardiac myocytes[33]. The
differential drug sensitivity of the two currents also provided
further support for the idea that ICRAC is different from voltagegated Ca2+ channel.
Berberine inhibited I K , I K1 and I CRAC concentrationdependently in isolated rat hepatocytes and the inhibitory
extent was IK>ICRAC >IK1. Therefore, berberine could block K+
channel and decrease the extracellular K + to regulate the
metabolic processes in the liver. Berberine could also inhibit
ICRAC effectively and protect hepatocytes from calcium overload
via the inhibition of ICRAC. The inhibitory effects on potassium
and calcium current may partly contribute to the hepatoprotective
action of berberine. As berberine has already been used for
liver damage in human beings[34], it may be a good candidate
for further study and used in treatment of liver damage.
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Abstract
AIM: To analyze a 30-year historical series of patients treated
in our hospital, who ingested corrosive substances, and to
assess the effectiveness of surgical therapy administered in
patients with strictures after caustic injury in esophagus
during this period.
METHODS: A total of 79 cases of caustic burns in
esophagus were treated in Tangdu Hospital from 1971 to
2001. Their clinical and pathological data were reviewed,
and collected from the medical records of patients and
interviews with them.
RESULTS: More men (n = 61) than women (n = 18) ingested
caustic substances with a sex ratio of 3.4:1 during the
30-year period. The caustic materials were liquid lye and
acids (54 cases and 25 cases, respectively). Sixty-eight
patients were given esophageal replacement in more than
three months after caustic injury with no postoperative death,
of which 17 cases developed postoperative complications
making a complication rate of 25%. The most common
one was cervical anastomotic leakage. All patients had
improvement in swallowing afterwards.
CONCLUSION: The presence and severity of injuries are
correlated with the amount of caustic substances ingested.
Surgical treatment is a good option in patients with severe
strictures, and colonic interposition might be the best surgical
process. The most important factors to guarantee a successful
outcome for surgery are good vascular supply and absence
of tension in the anastomosis.
Han Y, Cheng QS, Li XF, Wang XP. Surgical management
of esophageal strictures after caustic burns: A 30 years of
experience. World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(19): 2846-2849
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INTRODUCTION
Potentially catastrophic presentation and life long complications
resulting from caustic ingestion make it one of the most
challenging clinical situations in gastroenterology. Caustic
material ingestion is most frequently encountered in children
who accidentally swallowed caustic materials or in adults who
ingested caustic materials for suicidal purposes[1,2]. Alkaline
caustics and acids are the commonest chemicals implicated in
caustic burns. Burns from ingestion of such agents may include

the oral, pharynx, larynx, esophagus and stomach. Destruction
of tissues or of these organs may lead to complications, of
which respiratory compromise, esophageal and gastric
perforation, septicemia, or even death might occur. Stricture
formation with inability to swallow food after the injury is
inevitable in some cases. Many different therapies have been
recommended. The literature regarding the treatment of these
patients is quite controversial and inconclusive. Repeated
dilations to maintain an adequate lumen diameter were given in
patients with chronic strictures. As for the complications and
ineffectiveness of the dilation in more severe strictures, surgical
replacement of esophagus may be required. The objective of
this study was to analyze a 30-year historical series of patients
treated in our hospital who ingested caustic substances, and
to assess the effectiveness of surgical therapy administered in
patients with strictures after caustic injury in esophagus as
well as the best time for operation.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Subjects
From 1971 to 2001, 79 cases of caustic burns in esophagus
were treated in Tangdu Hospital. Their clinical and pathological
data were reviewed, and collected from the medical records of
patients and interviews with them. Sixty-one men and 18 women
ingested caustic substances (sex ratio 3.4:1), respectively.
Patients aged from 2 to 72 years (mean, 20.8 ± 2.5 years). The
caustic materials for injuries were liquid lye and acids (54 cases
and 25 cases, respectively). Ingestion was associated with
suicidal intent in 70% of cases and accidental in 29% of cases.
The amount of substances ingested ranged from 5-15 mL to as
much as 40 mL, with the amount tending to be larger in the
suicide attempts. To determine the amount of caustic substances
ingested, patients or witnesses were asked to compare the
amount ingested to the amount of water in a cup. The time
intervals the patient came to our hospital after ingestion varied
from several hours to several days. A total of 73 cases presented
lesions of the esophagus. Two patients, who ingested a large
amount of more than 60 mL caustic substances, died of stomach
and esophageal perforation during the acute phase as a result
of generalized infection and bleeding. Four patients, who
ingested less than 15 mL, did not present severe complications.
Esophageal strictures were found in 72 cases, the presence of
stenosis was determined 2 wk after ingestion (chronic phase)
by endoscopy and radiological signs.
Treatment
All the patients were given early emergency managements
including early administration of an appropriate neutralizing
agent such as ingesting water or milk after the ingestion,
although it did not seem to prevent stenosis[3] , and antibiotics,
as well as the correction of any apparent hydration deficiency
or acid-base imbalance, and corticosteroid treatment to the
patients with signs of esophagitis. Forty-eight patients of 77
cases underwent emergent endoscopy to assess the degree of
damage after patients were stabilized, which was very important
for the diagnosis and evaluation of the degree of injuries.
Patients with ulceration, blisters, even areas of extensive
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necrosis always tended to develop esophageal strictures[4,5].
Among the 79 patients, 72 might undergo a long period of
dysphagia, and gastrostomy or jejunostomy was performed
for feed routinely soon after the injury except 4 patients who
were lucky enough to escape severe injury and suffered from
only oral burn, and 1 patient refused for further treatment
because of economical reasons. No emergency thoracotomy
was performed for the esophagectomy or gastrectomy in this
group. Sixteen patients were performed repeated dilations 1-2 mo
after ingestion (Table 1).
Table 1 Previous management before esophagus replacement (n = 79)
Procedures

n

%

Gastrostomy
Jejunostomy and pyloroplasty
Jejunostomy
Repeated dilation after
gastrostomy or jejunostomy
Dilation and stent placement after
gastrostomy or jejunostomy
No surgery

25
12
19
15

31.6
15.2
24.1
19.0

1

1.2

7

8.8

Esophageal replacement
Sixty-eight patients, among whom 12 had been given repeated
dilation with failure therapy, were performed esophagus
replacement for diffuse or multiple caustic esophageal strictures
and 3 patients were cured after corticosteroid treatment and
repeated dilations, 1 patient was performed stent placement.
Among the 68 patients, 65 underwent the operation 6 mo and 3
three months after the injury. Stomach, jejunum and colon were
used for esophageal replacement (Table 2). The colon (63/68) was
commonly used as an esophageal substitute in reconstruction,
and all went through the substernal route.
Table 2 Operation procedure of esophageal replacement (n = 68)
Procedure

n

%

Colonic interposition
Esophagogastrostomy
Jejunal interposition

63
3
2

92.6
4.4
3.0

Surgical procedure of colonic interposition
As colonic interposition was mostly used in our study, the
surgical procedure was prescribed. The operation was carried
out through an upper abdominal incision and a cervical oblique
incision along the inner border of the sternocleidomastoid
muscle in 62 patients and in 1 patient with a right thoracotomy
respectively. The cervical esophagus was explored. It was
transected in the level that esophagus was normal. In case the
cervical esophagus was thickened and stiff in consistency,
indicating that the organ was too extensively injured, a
hypopharyngocolostomy had to be performed. This was
occurred in 7 cases in this series.
A sufficient colon segment for graft was mobilized from
colonic mesentery. The middle and left colonic arteries were
identified and freed respectively. The root of the vessels elected
was clamped with bulldog clamps for about 15 min. In the same
time, the estimated ends of graft were clamped with intestinal
clamps and watched. If the colon acted as replacement expressed
normal in color, peristalsis and marginal arterioles would be
pulsating (especially those in both ends of the segment), it
would be transected. The colonic segment used in this group
consisted of left colon in 30 cases, right colon and transverse
colon in 33 cases. The peristaltic orientation of graft consisted
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of isoperistalsis in 40 cases and antiperistalsis in 23 cases.
The substernal tunnel in 61 cases and the subcutaneous
tunnel in 2 were prepared. The proximal end of graft was
elevated gently from abdomen up to the neck through the
tunnel. A proximal esophagocolic or hypopharyngocolic
anastomosis was performed in an end-to-end or end-to-side
fashion with hand-suturing single-layer technique in 56 and 7
cases, respectively.
Cologastric anastomosis was performed over the midportion
of the anterior wall of the stomach without extensively injuring
the stomach, and the anastomosis between the distal portion
of graft and a Rouxeny loop of jejunum was performed.
Additional procedure included resection of upper portion
of sternum in 5 patients in order to avoid or decrease
compression on the proximal colonic graft at the level of the
thoracic inlet.

RESULTS
After early emergency management in these patients, 2 patients
who ingested more than 60 mL of caustic substances died of
stomach and esophageal perforation during the acute phase as
a result of generalized infection and bleeding. Four patients,
who ingested less than 10 mL, did not present complications in
the present study. On this basis, we believed that the presence
and severity of injuries were correlated with the amount of
caustic substances ingested, which was similar with the result
of Chien et al.[6]. Sixteen patients were performed repeated
dilation 1-2 mo after ingestion in fear of perforation in earlier
dilations and 12 patients needed further surgical treatment.
Sixty-eight cases were performed esophageal replacement
because of the later stricture, which caused persistent dysphagia
and weight loss in these patients. Results of operation were
satisfactory with no postoperative death and improved swallowing
ability, among which 17 cases developed postoperative
complications making a complication rate of 25% (Table 3). The
most common one was cervical anastomotic leakage, which
occurred in 9 cases in this series. Postoperatively, swallow
ability was considered good in 65 patients (95.7%) after an
average of 22-mo follow-up (six months to eight years). The
swallow ability was determined through the questionnaire about
the sorts and amounts of food that could be swallowed compared
with the condition before injury and operation in a general
analysis.
Table 3 Postoperative complications (n = 17)
Complication

n

%

Cervical anastomostic leakage
Cervical wound infection
Anastomotic stenosis
Intestinal obstruction
Pneumothorax
Aspiration pneumonitis

9
2
3
1
1
1

52.9
11.7
17.6
5.8
5.8
5.8

DISCUSSION
A successful management of corrosive injury involves prompt
recognition and early treatment. Unfortunately, it is sometimes
not possible to maintain an esophageal lumen despite all the
measures. Clinically apparent esophageal strictures occurred
in 10-30% of patients with a caustic injury[7], even higher in
some other reports[8,9] . In our study, 68 patients (85%) presented
strictures that needed replacement, which might be due to the
ingestion of relatively large amount of caustic substances for
suicidal intent. Treatment of the strictures after esophageal
injury was very difficult, and dilation has been used in many
hospitals[10]. Even after many times of dilation, strictures were
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found in about 48% cases[11], and although the danger of severe
complications, such as perforation of the esophagus per
procedure, was low (0.9-1.5%)[12,13], a significant number of
people, especially children were at risk with a relatively high
mortality[14,15]. Dilatation therapy, furthermore, required frequent
admissions to hospital and multiple anesthetics with inherent
risks. Surgical intervention, which is a good way to solve the
problem of strictures, in the form of esophageal replacement,
was carried out in more than half patients with established
esophageal strictures[16].

Most beneficial time for surgery
The time for operation of esophageal replacement after
corrosive injury is still under controversy. Certainly, emergency
surgical exploration is indicated if perforation or penetration is
demonstrated.
Bassiouny et al.[17] found in rats that collagen deposition
peaked during the second week but continued for a long time
after corrosive injury of esophagus. Scar retraction began as
early as the end of the second week, and lasted for about six
months. It took about 6-12 mo before full fibrosis stopped to
develop after the injury[18], which showed that the edge of the
stricture in the esophagus might not be confirmed until then. A
too earlier operation, when the scar has not completely formed,
may promote the risk of anastomostic stenosis. So, it is believed
that the chance of successful surgical management is greater if
the operation is carried out at least six months after the injury.
In our study, 3 patients with strictures in the lower segment of
esophagus, who developed severe dysphagia and refused
gastrostomy, were performed partial esophagectomy and
esophagogastrostomy about 90 d after caustic injury. However,
anastomostic stenosis occured in 2 patients (67%) 2 mo after
operation, a higher incidence of stenosis. The other 65 patients
were performed operation 6 mo after injury with only one
esophageal stenosis occured.
Although it was reported that esophageal replacement could
be performed even 2-3 mo after injury[19], but many conditions
must be met and the mucosa in the pharynx must be normal. So
we think that the most beneficial time for surgery is no less
than six months after the injury.
Choice of replacement organs
The organs used for esophageal replacement in patients after
caustic injuries included stomach, jejunum and colon in
previous studies[20,21]. Stomach has the disadvantages of longterm gastroesophageal reflux, possible ulceration, anastomostic
stenosis and progressive dysfunctional propulsion[22]. The
stomach is always not long enough to reestablish a continuity
of esophagus when anastomosis had to be performed in the
neck because the diffused injuries of esophagus, when patients
had to be given partial gastrectomy after caustic injuries. In our
study partial esophagectomy and esophagogastrostomy were
performed only in 3 patients on the condition that strictures
were located in the lower segment of esophagus. Jejunal
interposition is seldom used because of the difficulty for
operation since blood vessels of jejunum are too thin and easier
to be affected after anastomosis. Furthermore, the jejunum is
fragile to the erosion of acid in a long run, so the jejunum
should not be the first choice. In our study, only 2 cases of
jejunal interposition were performed, because the patients had
undergone abdominal operation before and the stomach and
colon were unable to be mobilized. With good blood supply
and improved somatic growth, colon is long enough for
esophageal replacement, and it causes fewer late complications
of esophagitis and stricture because of the resistance to acid.
So colon could offer potential advantages over other organs[20,23],
and is believed to be an ideal organ for the replacement. We
used colon for replacement in 63 cases, and the result was
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satisfactory. Our experiences support the idea that colon
interposition is the best process for reconstruction of esophagus
in caustic injury strictures.
Choice of colon segment as a graft is also a key point for
reconstruction of esophagus. The left colon has been considered
by many surgeons to be a preferable conduit for several reasons.
But left colon interposition could always be used in an
antiperistalic fashion, which may cause inflammation of the
anatomosis, and affect the healing process. In our study, leakage
of cervical anastomosis appeared in 7 cases of the antiperistalic
anastomosis group, which was much higher than the isoperistaltic
groups. So, it is suggested that the reversed peristalsis might
cause more complications of anastomosis than isoperistalsis.
The choice of a colon segment for substitution in our study
was also affected by the supply of blood vessels during
operation, and the color of intestine, and pulsation of marginal
arteries after the supplying artery of colon was clamped. The
mortality and morbidity in the literature after colonic
interposition was very high[24]. The most severe complication
was complete necrosis of the transplanted colon. When it
happened, a more complex reconstruction procedure should
be considered. We had no experience in facing such a catastrophy.
In 1 case, local necrosis in the proximal end of transplanted
colon was observed when anastomotic leakage was diagnosed
3 d after the procedure. The anastomotic leakage was the most
common complication in 9 of 63 cases, making an incidence as
high as 13.3%. Considering the fact that most patients in whom
esophageal disease was caused by caustic injury accompanied
with bad nutritional status, this rate of postoperative complication
after colon interposition is acceptable. Anastomotic leakage of
the patients was managed by opening the cervical wound, and
it seemed to have no effect on the late swallow ability of patients
after anastomotic leakage compared with the patients without
leakage in the follow up interviews. There was no death in the
group. The outcome was favorable when compared with
published literature[24].

Residual esophagus
It is still a subject of a controversy whether the residual esophagus
should be resected after colonic interposition. Many studies
have focused on the relation between esophageal injury and
carcinoma. Although the scarred and damaged esophagus
might have an increased incidence of carcinoma[25,26], there is
no evidence that has been reported. In our study, esophagectomy
was only performed in the esophagogastrostomy and jejunal
interposition groups, and no residual esophagus was resected
in the colonic interposition group. In our follow-up study, no
carcinoma of residual esophagus occurred even 8 years after
operation. In our experience, an additional thoracotomy or
esophagectomy to resect the injuried esophagus is a big
burden for patients, when an abdominal incision is enough in
colonic interposition procedure. Adhesion and inflammation
of the residual esophagus after long time caustic injuries may
be a great strike for patients to receive esophagectomy, with a
higher risk of complications, even death than expected. It is
therefore suggested that a long term follow-up and observation
for the residual esophagus may be a preferable option for the
treatment of caustic injuries of esophagus. Resection of the
residual esophagus should be seriously considered anyhow.
Keys for success of surgical procedure
Certainly good nutrition and careful peri-operation treatment
are important for the healing process of anastomosis.
Gastrostomy or jejunostomy must be performed for the nutrition
of patients. In addition to an effective nutritional support, the
pivotal keys for a successful surgical procedure are the
adequate and good vascular supply for the esophageal replacement,
as well as the absence of tension at the anastomosis. Thus, an
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enough length of substitutes must be prepared. Resection of
parts of the sternum should be considered for colonic
interposition to allow a spacious room for the graft colon, if the
sternum exerts pressure upon the graft colon .
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Abstract
AIM: Laparoscopic resection of tumors on the posterior
wall of gastric fundus, especially when they are next to the
esophagocardiac junction (ECJ), is both difficult and timeconsuming. Furthermore, it can lead to inadvertent esophagus
stenosis and injury to the spleen. In order to overcome
these difficulties, laparoscopically extraluminal resection
of gastric fundus was designed to manage submucosal
tumors located on the posterior wall of gastric fundus and
next to ECJ.
METHODS: From January 2001 to September 2003,
laparoscopically extraluminal resection of gastric fundus
was successfully carried out on 15 patients. There were
11 males and 4 females with an average age of 58 years
(range, 38 to 78 years). The mean diameter of the tumors
was 4.8 cm. The distance of the tumor border from ECJ
was about 1.5-2.5 cm. The four-portal operation procedures
were as follows: localization of the tumor, dissection of
the omentum, mobilization of the gastric fundus and the
upper polar of spleen, exposure of ECJ, and resection of
the gastric fundus with Endo GIA.
RESULTS: The laparoscopic operation time averaged
(66.2±10.4) min, the average amount of bleeding was
(89.4±21.7) mL. The mean post-operative hospital stay
was (5.3±1.1) d. Within 36 h post-operation, 73.3% of all
the patients recovered their gastrointestinal function and
began to eat something and to walk. In all the operations,
no apparent tumor focus was left and no complication or
conversion to open surgery occurred.
CONCLUSION: Our newly designed procedure,
laparoscopically extraluminal resection of the gastric
fundus, can avoid contamination of the abdominal cavity,
injury to the spleen and esophageal stenosis. The procedure
seems to be both safe and effective.
Ke ZW, Zheng CZ, Hu MG, Chen DL. Laparoscopic resection
of submucosal tumor on posterior wall of gastric fundus. World
J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(19): 2850-2853
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INTRODUCTION
Malignant gastric tumors are still considered a contraindication
for laparoscopic surgery by many surgeons. However, the

removal of benign tumors laparoscopically has been widely
accepted as a feasible alternative to laparotomy[1-6]. The most
frequent benign gastric tumor is leiomyoma, and extensive
resection is indicated because it is difficult to differentiate it
from leiomyosarcoma only by biopsy. When a gastric submucosal
tumor is laparoscopically removed, it is recommended to resect
a sufficient margin of the surrounding normal tissues in the
event that the tumor is malignant[5,7-14].
Laparoscopic resection of a gastric fundus tumor on the
anterior wall is relatively easy, in which a wedge of stomach
can be resected under laparoscopic vision using an Endo GIA
after the lesion is marked endoscopically. However,
laparoscopic resection of tumors on the posterior wall of gastric
fundus, especially when they are next to the esophagocardiac
junction (ECJ), is both difficult and time-consuming. Furthermore,
it can lead to inadvertent esophagus stenosis and injury to the
spleen[14-18]. In order to overcome these difficulties, we proposed
a new technique for the management of submucosal tumors
located on the posterior wall of gastric fundus and next to ECJ,
which was laparoscopically extraluminal resection of the
gastric fundus.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
From January 2001 to September 2003, 15 procedures of
laparoscopically extraluminal resection of the gastric fundus
were carried out for the submucosal tumors located on the
posterior wall of gastric fundus and next to EJC. There were 11
male and 4 female patients with an average age of 58 years
(range, 38 to 78 years). The complaints at admission included
upper gastrointestinal bleeding (10 cases, 66.7%) and abdominal
pain (4 cases, 26.7%). The remaining one (6.7%) was diagnosed
when having a physical checkup. Preoperative examinations
included gastroscopy, ultrasonic gastroscopy, and barium
swallow examination of the upper gastrointestinal tract, all of
which revealed a submucosal lesion on the posterior wall of
gastric fundus near the ECJ with a regular margin. Since these
tumors could not be lifted by intrasubmucosal injection of
normal saline, gastroscopic local tumor resections were not
indicated. Besides, gastroscopy suggested the presence of
ulcers at the center of tumor surfaces in 11 patients. The neoplasm
diameter ranged 3.0-6.5 cm with a mean value of 4.8 cm. The
distance of the neoplasm margin from ECJ was about 1.5-2.5 cm
(Figure 1).
Surgical Methods
Anesthesia and position After general anesthesia under
bronchial intubation, the patient was placed in a supine position
with both legs abducted 30 . The surgeon stood between the
patient’s legs while the laparoscopic holder and the operative
assistant on the right and left sides of the patient, respectively.
Portal positions Trocars with 5 mm or 10-12 mm in diameter
were placed in the umbilicus, the left or right midclavicular line,
and under the xiphoid (Figure 2).
Localization of tumors Under laparoscopy, three methods
could be used for neoplasm localization: naked eye inspection,
instrument exploration, and intra-operative gastroscopy[19]. In
O
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Figure 1 Submucosal tumors on gastric fundus diagnosed in preoperative examinations. A: A lesion near to ECJ with a clear-cut
margin shown in barium swallow examination of upper gastrointestine; B: A lesion with a clear-cut margin protruded into
gastric lumen shown in ultrasonic gastroscopy; C: A hemisphere-like projection in the posterior wall of gastric fundus and an
ulcer in its center shown in gastroscopy.

this series, the neoplasms had a relative large diameter. So the
localization was realized via naked eye inspection and instrument
exploration except in four cases under the help of gastroscopy.
To perform this operation, it was also important to confirm the
distances between tumors and ECJ after the tumors were localized.
Dividing omentum, entering omental bursa, and dividing
splenogastric ligament Omentum dissection was begun from
the middle-inferior pole of spleen and proceeded along outside
of gastroepiploic vascular arch. After entering the omental bursa,
the gastric posterior wall was turned to right by three-finger
forceps. Next, the short gastric vessels were coagulated and
cut with the ultrasonically activated scalpel to completely divide
the gastric fundus from the superior pole of spleen.

Dissection of the left side of cardiac orifice to expose ECJ
Resection of gastric fundus using Endo GIA Figure 3A shows
the cutting line of Endo GIA. The firing times of Endo GIA
depended on the size of tumors. Complete resection of tumors
with a sufficient margin usually required 2-3 sequential firings.
When Endo GIA was placed near the left side of cardia, special
care was taken to ensure that ECJ was not involved to avoid
postoperative esophagus stenosis (Figure 3B).
Taking out of specimens Specimens were taken out through
portal B after they were put in the specimen bag. Pathological
examination was routinely carried out during the procedure.
The surgical field was irrigated and drainage tube was placed
under the left diaphragm.

B

Figure 3 Resection of gastric fundus with Endo GIA. A: The
blue line represents the Endo GIA resection line; B: When
Endo GIA was placed near the cardia, special care was taken to
ensure that ECJ was not involved.

a

Figure 4 Resected specimens. Line a: the distance of the tumor
to ECJ.

D

C

A

B
A

Figure 2 Trocar positions for laparoscopically extraluminal
resection of gastric fundus. A: Endoscope portal (10 mm); B, C:
Main working portals (10-12 mm); D: Assisting working portal (5 mm).

RESULTS
In this series, the mean operative time, blood loss, and postoperative
hospital stay were 66.2±10.4 min (range, 55 to 90 min), 89.4±21.7 mL
(range, 50-200 mL), and 5.3±1.1 d (range, 4-7 d), respectively.
On the first postoperative day, the abdominal drainage was
40-180 mL (average, 60.7±14.3 mL). Of all the patients, 73.3%
recovered their gastrointestinal function within 36 h after
operation and began to eat and to walk. The slowest recovery
of gastrointestinal function occurred 60 h post-operation.
Figure 4 shows the resected specimens. The distance of the
tumor to the section edge was: (1) 1-1.5 cm to ECJ, with an
average of 1.1±0.3 cm; (2) 2.5-6 cm to the other three edges,
with an average of 3.9±1.2 cm. The intra-operative frozen sections
suggested that all the tumors were benign. But the postoperative
paraffin-embedded sections revealed two cases of mesenchymoma
with a low malignancy. In these two cases, the distance of the
tumor to ECJ was 1.3 cm and 1.5 cm respectively, and the
distance to the other three edges was greater than 3 cm. The
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extensive salvage operation was not carried out, and a followup period of 18 mo and 22 mo, respectively, did not find any
recurrence and metastasis. In the other 13 cases, leiomyoma
was diagnosed in 8 cases, mesenchymoma in 4 cases, and
neurofibroma in 1 case.
All the 15 laparoscopic surgeries were carried out successfully
with no apparent lesion left, and no complication and conversion
to open surgery occurred. Follow-up was continued for 3.5-33 mo
and revealed no abnormality.

DISCUSSION
Clinically, gastric benign tumors are difficult to differentiate
into malignancy. Even in benign tumors, canceration and severe
complications of obstruction and bleeding may take place latter.
So, active measures should be taken to surgically resect the
tumors. As to the resection depth, the tendency was to remove
the total layer of gastric wall[20-22]. Under gastroscopy, some
gastric tumors could be excised via the intrasubmucosal
injection of normal saline. However, this technique is applied
mainly to the resection of mucosal tumors and not effective on
submucosal neoplasms. Furthermore, the whole thickness of
gastric wall could not be removed using this method. In the
past, laparotomy was primarily performed to resect gastric
submucosal tumors. With the advent of minimally invasive
surgery, laparoscopic resection has become the first choice of
many surgeons[23-26].
Submucosal tumors in the fundus or cardia of stomachs can
be managed via laparoscopic proximal gastrectomy. However,
postoperative reflux esophagitis is common. For most benign
gastric submucosal tumors, the range of excision is too large
and the procedure is too invasive[27-31]. Laparoscopic wedge
resection of stomachs is the most commonly seen procedure
for submucosal tumors of gastric fundus[31-34]. The tumor on
the anterior wall of fundus is easy to excise with Endo GIA[20].
But for submucosal tumors on the posterior wall of gastric
fundus, especially when next to ECJ, the wedge resection of
stomachs is quite difficult, and caution should be taken to
protect ECJ from postoperative esophageal stenosis and the
spleen from injury, especially its superior polar.
In our early experience, we managed to resect submucosal
tumors on the posterior wall of gastric fundus through the
window of gastrotomy on the anterior gastric wall. The
procedure was performed as follows: to cut open the anterior
wall of the gastric body or fundus firstly (gastrotomy on the
anterior gastric wall), to extract the posterior wall of gastric
fundus through this cut, and to excise the tumor on the posterior
gastric wall with Endo GIA or the method of stripping plus
endoscopic suturing[35]. This method, though relatively easy
to carry out and with quite a good outcome, has the disadvantage
of seriously intra-operative abdominal contamination of gastric
juice. Furthermore, this method cannot achieve good exposure
of ECJ and has not been used in the excision of tumors on the
posterior wall near ECJ. Sekimoto et al. [20] reported that
intraluminal resection of the full thickness of posterior gastric
wall lesion was performed to manage submucosal tumors on
the posterior wall of gastric fundus near ECJ. In this study,
balloon-tip trocars were inserted directly into the gastric lumen
and gas was charged into the stomach through the trocars,
then wedge resection of the posterior wall tumor was completed
under direct vision with Endo GIA. The authors believe that
the procedure has fewer traumas to patients and less opportunity
of intraperitoneal contamination by gastric juice than
gastrotomy on the anterior gastric wall. ECJ was always in the
surgeon’s sight, so the distance between the resection line
and ECJ could be continously monitored, which means less
morbidity of postoperative esophageal stenosis. However, we
think that the above two methods have the same disadvantage
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of a limited range of resection and a higher incidence of spleen
injury in that the short gastric vessels were not cut and especially
that the superior pole of the spleen was not completely divided
from gastric fundus. Moreover, care must be taken that the
lateral tension to the gastric wall from gas inflation cannot be
excessive, otherwise, injury of splenic capsule or gastric wall
laceration might occur[15-18,20].
In order to solve these problems, we proposed a new
laparoscopic approach to surgical resection of submucosal
tumors on the posterior wall of gastric fundus. In this technique,
the omentum is dissected to get access to the omental bursa.
So, the splenogastric ligament could be severed to completely
dissect the gastric fundus away from the superior pole of spleen.
Then the left side of cardiac orifice is dissected to expose ECJ,
and the gastric fundus is resected with the Endo GIA. Through
these measures, the newly designed approach, laparoscopically
extraluminal resection of gastric fundus, could avoid
intraperitoneal contamination, the spleen injury and the
postoperative esophagus stenosis. Meanwhile, it could also
provide a sufficient range of gastric resection. The main
disadvantage is the increased steps required. However, with
necessary training and skills in the laparoscopic surgery, the
procedure can be accomplished not quite both difficult and
time consuming. The average operation time in our series was
only 66.2±10.4 min. The procedure, we think, is both safe and
effective in that the ECJ and the superior pole of spleen are
under the continuous supervision of the operator when
resecting the gastric fundus, and that the procedure can provide
a more sufficient range of resection.
When the laparoscopically extraluminal resection of gastric
fundus is performed, two key points must be stressed. One is
that the interspace between gastric fundus and superior pole
of spleen must be adequately dissected. The other is that when
Endo GIA is placed near the cardia, special care must be taken
to ensure that ECJ is not involved. So long as the above key
points are fulfilled, our method is safe, easy and beneficial to
the laparoscopic resection of submucosal tumors on the
posterior wall of gastric fundus.
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Abstract
AIM: Living related liver transplantation (LRLT) has been
developed in response to the paediatric organ donor shortage.
Though it has been succeeded in many centers worldwide,
the safety of the donor is still a major concern, especially
in donors with anatomy variation. We succeeded in performing
the first two cases of living related liver transplantation
with complicated anatomy of blood vessels as a way to
overcome cadaveric organ shortage in Beijing.
METHODS: Two patients, with congenital liver fibrosis and
congenital biliary atresia were performed with living donor
liver transplantation in our hospital and then followed up
from November 12 to December 13, 2001. The two living
donors, mother and father, were healthy aged 34 and 35
years. One right lobe (segment V, VI, VII, VIII) and one
left lateral lobe (segment II and III) were used. The grafts
weighed 394 g and 300 g. The ratio of graft weight to the
standard liver volume (SLV) of donors was 68% and 27%.
The graft weight to recipient body weight ratio was 3.2%
and 4.4%. The graft weight to recipient estimated standard
liver mass (ESLM) ratio was 63% and 85%. The two donors
had complicated blood vessel variation.
RESULTS: Two patients undergone living donor liver
transplantation had good results. Abnormal liver function
with high bilirubin level appeared in a few days after
operation, but liver function returned to normal one month
after operation with bilirubin level almost decreased to
near normal. No bleeding, thrombosis, infection and bile
leakage occurred. One had an acute rejection and recovered.
The two donors recovered in two weeks. One had slight
fever because of a little collection in abdomen and recovered
after paracentesis and drainage.
CONCLUSION: Living donor liver transplantation has been
proved to be a good way that offers a unique opportunity
of getting a timely liver graft as a response to shortage of
pediatric donors, though it could be a technically difficult
operation if there is anatomical variation.
Wu WH, Wan YL, Lee L, Yang YM, Huang YT, Chen CL, Fan
ST. First two cases of living related liver transplantation with
complicated anatomy of blood vessels in Beijing. World J
Gastroenterol 2004; 10(19): 2854-2858
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INTRODUCTION
Orthotopic liver transplantation is an effective therapy for endstage liver disease and has been proved to be a major advance
in the treatment of children with liver disease. But the
development of liver transplantation in infants and young
children has been hampered by the shortage of donors, especially
the scarcity of size-matched donors. Though reduced-size liver
transplantation (RLT) was used in some centers, it does not
expand the pool of potential donors and the mortality rate of
recipients on the waiting list has remained high.
From November 12 to December 13 of 2001, the first two
cases of living related liver transplantation in Beijing were
successfully performed in our hospital. The donors were mother
and father. The recipients were their 12-year-old and 31-monthold daughters. The donors and recipients all recovered about
two months after operation. These two cases indicate the
potential benefit of living related liver transplantation in Beijing.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients
Between November 12 and December 13 of 2001, living related
liver transplantation was successfully performed on two cases
in the First Hospital, Peking University. They were two girls.
Underlying diseases were congenital liver fibrosis and
congenital biliary atresia.
Donor selection and evaluation
The living donors were mother and father with ABO identical
blood group to the patients. There was no biochemical or
serologic evidence of liver disease. Computerized tomography
(CT) with volumetric measurement was performed to assess
the volume of the right lobe and the left lateral lobe in order to
determine the graft to be harvested. Angiographies to assess
the vascular anatomy were performed in both donors. We found
that both donors had blood vessel variations. In donor 1, the
right hepatic artery (RHA) was from the superior mesenteric
artery (SMA) (Figure 1A). The two branches of right portal
veins (anterior and posterior right portal vein, ARPV and PRPV)
of the mother were combined to the left portal veins (LPV)
separately inside the liver parenchyma, no common trunk of
right portal vein was found (Figure 1B). In donor 2, the left
hepatic artery was derived from the right anterior hepatic artery,
which was nearly inside the liver parenchyma (Figure 1C).
Donor operation
Laparotomy was performed via bilateral subcostal incision with
an upward midline extension to the xiphoid process.
Cholecystectomy was performed and the cystic duct was
cannulated for cholangiography using undiluted radiographic
contrast in order to delineate the ductal anatomy.
In donor 1, the cholangiography showed that it had the
similar variation to the portal vein, the two branches of right
bile ducts (anterior and posterior right bile ducts, ARBD and
PRBD) of the mother were combined to the left bile duct
separately which were inside the liver parenchyma (Figure 2).
Intraoperative ultrasonography was then performed to
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Figure 1 Angiography of the donors. A: Right hepatic artery (RHA) from superior mesenteric artery (SMA). B: Two branches of
right portal veins (anterior and posterior right portal veins, ARPV and PRPV) of the mother. C: Left hepatic artery (LHA) derived
from right anterior hepatic artery (RAHA).

determine the configuration of the right hepatic vein, the
junction of the middle hepatic vein with the left hepatic vein
and to mark on the liver surface the position of the middle
hepatic vein, which would be the liver transection plane. No
right inferior hepatic veins were found in these two donors.
The transection line was determined by the optimal graft volume
and the anatomy of its drainage veins. The entire drainage area
of the right and left hepatic veins were also identified by intraoperative ultrasonography. All of the right and left hepatic
venous branches were traced to the periphery in the medial
segment and marked with electrocautery on the liver surface.
Hilar dissection was performed to free the right hepatic artery
and portal vein. Branches of the right and left portal veins
supplying the caudate process were divided and ligated.
In donor 1, dissection of the right portal veins (ARPV and
PRPV) and the right hepatic ducts (ARBD and PRBD) was not
made until the liver was transected, because they were inside
the liver parenchyma due to anatomical variation. Parenchymal
transection was performed by intraoperative ultrasonography
with an ultrasonic dissector without vascular occlusion. The
right hepatic ducts (the anterior and posterior ducts) were
divided near the confluence of the bile ducts. The defect on the
left hepatic duct was closed with 5-0 PDS monofilament
absorbable sutures. After mobilization of the right liver, the
right portal veins (the anterior and posterior veins), the right
hepatic artery (from superior mesenteric artery) and vein were
clamped at the junction with the main trunks and divided. At
the back table, the graft was immersed in ice sludge and flushed
with University of Wisconsin (UW) solution through the right
portal venous cannula. The stumps of the right hepatic artery,
the right hepatic vein and portal vein on the donor liver remnant
were sutured.
In donor 2, The left hepatic artery, portal vein and hepatic
vein were freed and hepatic parenchymal transection was
accomplished using an ultrasonic dissector without vascular
occlusion. Because the left hepatic artery was from the anterior
right hepatic artery, the dissection of the left hepatic artery was
partly inside the liver parenchyma when the liver transection
was finished. The left duct was divided close to the cut surface
of the liver, with an intact Glissonian sheath. The left hepatic
duct was divided near the confluence of the bile ducts. The
isolated graft was perfused in situ with the left portal vein clamped
and cannulated by a catheter connected with cold lactated
Ringer’s solution followed by a cold UW solution, when the left
hepatic vein was opened.

Recipient operation
The abdomen was entered through a bilateral subcostal incision
with midline extension. Hilar dissection was performed to
isolate and divide branches of the hepatic artery and portal
vein. Then, total hepatectomy was performed with the inferior

vena cava preserved.
In recipient 1, the graft right hepatic vein (RHV-D) was
anastomosed end-to-end to the recipient right hepatic vein
(RHV-R). The graft anterior right portal vein (ARPV-D) was
anastomosed end-to-end to the recipient left portal vein (LPV-R)
and the graft posterior right portal vein (PRPV-D) was
anastomosed end-to-end to the recipient right portal vein (RPV-R).
The similar method was used to reconstruct the bile duct without
stenting after the hepatic artery anastomosis (Figure 3).

APBD
LB

PRBD

Figure 2 Chlangiography of the donor 1 Two branches of
right bile duct (anterior and posterior right bile ductS, ARBD
and PRBD) of the mother.

Inferior vena cava
RHV-D
ARPV-D
LPV-R
Hepatic artery
Common bile duct of recipient

Figure 3 End-to-end anastomosis of the graft right hepatic
vein (RHV-D) to the recipient right hepatic vein (RHV-R).

In recipient 2, the graft left hepatic vein was anastomosed
end-to-end to the confluence of the recipient left and middle
hepatic veins. The graft left portal vein was anastomosed endto-end to the truncated bifurcation of the recipient portal vein.
The left hepatic duct was anastomosed to the Roux-en-Y limb
of jejunum with an internal stent after the hepatic artery
anastomosis.
The hepatic artery of the graft was anastomosed to the
recipient hepatic artery using microvascular techniques.
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was 68% and 27%, respectively. The graft weight to recipient
body weight ratio was 3.2% and 4.4% respectively, and the
graft weight to recipient estimated standard liver mass (ESLM)
was 63% and 85%.
The duration of postoperative hospital stay of the donors
was 7 d and 21 d. Most laboratory profiles returned to normal
about two weeks after operation. The two donors had normal
liver function and were able to return to their preoperative
activities 3 mo after the operation.
Both patient and graft survived well 3 mo after operation. No
postoperative complication occurred in recipient 1. Recipient 2
had an attack of acute rejection one week after the operation,
and recovered after bolus treatment of methylprednisolone (1 g
methylprednisolone per day for three days, iv).
Data on the postoperative serum total bilirubin (TBIL), direct
bilirubin (DBIL), alanine aminotransferase (ALT), aspartate
aminotransferase (AST) and prothrombin activities (PTA) are
shown in Tables 1-4.

Postoperative immunosuppression
Induction and maintenance immunosuppressive therapy
consisted of a triple-drug regimen of steroid, cyclosporine A,
and azathioprine. Acute rejection episode suspected on clinical
and biochemical features and confirmed by percutaneous liver
biopsy, was treated by intravenous bolus of methyl-predimetholone.
RESULTS
There was no operative mortality in the two living donors. One
donor had postoperative complication of abdominal collection
about two weeks after operation and recovered by percutaneous
drainage about three weeks afteroperation. Blood losses during
the donor operations were 150 mL and 70 mL respectively, and
no blood transfusion was required in these two donor operations.
Blood losses during the recipient operations were 50 mL and
100 mL respectively, and recipient 2 received 200 mL blood
transfusion in the operation. The first warm ischaemia time of
the grafts was 30 s and almost 0 s. The cold ischaemia time of
the grafts was 120 min and 180 min. The second warm ischaemia
time of the graft was 40 min and 50 min. The portal and arterial
reperfusion interval time was 70 min and 90 min.

DISCUSSION
The well-known inverse relationship between the availability
of cadaveric pediatric organs and the epidemiology of pediatric
liver disease has resulted in a substantial mortality rate among
children on the waiting list[1,2]. Although RLT could alleviate
the shortage of small donor organs, it did not expand the pool
of potential donors, but induced a shift of grafts from a limited
pool of adult cadaveric donors to pediatric recipients[3]. The
use of liver donors has providesd a means for increasing the
overall supply of livers[4,5].
Though liver consists of paired structures anatomically, safe
separation of liver into its right and left halves requires
considerable experience[6,7]. Fan et al.[14] identified the reasons
for unsatisfactory outcomes such as the presence of necrotic
tissue on the liver transection surface, inadequate hepatic
venous drainage, missed right posterior hepatic duct, and more
than one right hepatic duct orifice on the graft.All these made its
reconstruction difficult[8]. We followed the procedure “living
donor liver transplantation using right lobe graft” by preferring
the division of liver parenchyma along the Cantlie line[9]. To
define the Cantlie line, we used the middle hepatic vein as a
reference by using the intraoperative ultrasonogram[10,11]. To
reduce the bleeding in the operation, we also decreased the central
venous pressure to about 5 cm H2O[12].
The blood supply to the hepatic duct is dependent on a
peribiliary plexus[13]. In the harvesting of the right or the left

Table 1 Laboratory findings of donor 1
Content

Pre- 1 d post- 3 d post- 7 d post- 14 d postoperation operation operation operation operation

ALT (IU/L)
AST (IU/L)
TBIL (ug/L)
DBIL (ug/L)
PTA (%)

12
9
10.5
3.8
78.0

372
404
80.2
37.5
32.0

110
105
32.5
4
29.0

48
43
7.4
3.94
56.0

45
40
8.2
2.1
72.0

Table 2 Laboratory findings of donor 2
Content

Pre1 d post- 3 d post- 7 d post- 14 d postoperation operation operation operation operation

ALT (IU/L)
AST (IU/L)
TBIL (ug/L)
DBIL (ug/L)
PTA (%)

37
30
7.7
3.5
82

816
817
21.8
3.24
127

305
58
9.7
2.3
151
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42
37
5.0
0.78
127

The weight of grafts was 394 g and 300 g, respectively. The
ratio of graft weight to the standard liver volume (SLV) of donor
Table 3 Laboratory findings of recipient 1
Content

Preoperation

1 d postoperation

3 d postoperation

7 d postoperation

14 d postoperation

21 d postoperation

28 d postoperation

ALT (IU/L)

40

372

189

103

80

24

28

AST (IU/L)

44

418

TBIL (ug/L)

17.4

DBIL (ug/L)

5.0

PTA (%)

89

78

53

19

17

22

73.4

63.3

80.6

58.6

53.6

23.8

45.28

30.6

46.6

30.2

26.6

18

31

43

41

73

6.6
81

Table 4 Laboratory findings of recipient 2
Content

Preoperation

1 d postoperation

3 d postoperation

7 d postoperation

14 d postoperation

21 d postoperation

28 d postoperation

ALT (IU/L)

105

1 054

1 397

496

185

47

42

AST (IU/L)

250

3 028

414

107

70

35

31

TBIL (ug/L)

480.4

87.7

209.3

216.2

205.4

96.7

44.2

DBIL (ug/L)

373.8

44.79

124.4

178.1

161.1

82.1

30.7

16

58

72

76

78

PTA (%)

92

7
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lobe graft, the blood supply is mainly from tiny arterial arcades
from the right or the left portion of the caudate lobe[13]. So, the
liver tissue cranial to the hepatic duct was cleared by ultrasonic
dissector down to the caudate process and care was taken to
avoid thinning the wall of the hepatic duct with ultrasonic
dissector. We also noticed to maintain the blood pressure stable
in the operation because hypotensive episodes would render
the hepatic duct stump vulnerable to ischemia and necrosis[14].
In our group, the two donors had complicated anatomy
variation. In donor 1, ARPV and PRPV were parallelly combined
to the left portal vein, which were inside the liver parenchyma, no
common trunk of right portal vein was found in extraparenchyma
of the liver. The right hepatic duct had the similar anatomical
variation with two parallel branches. This was rare in our past
experiences and made the operation quite complicated. A series
of 990-arterioportographic studies and 3 000-endoscopic
retrograde cholangio-pancreatic-graphic studies of the liver
showed that the incidence of this kind of portal vein variation and
hepatic bile duct variation was 0.15% and 5.08%, respectively[15-17].
When we tried to expose the ARPV and PRPV, we did not
follow the main trunk of portal vein from the hilum, but dissected
the hepatic parenchyma with intraoperative ultrasonography
by an ultrasonic dissector without vascular occlusion in
combination with hilar dissection to free the ARPV and PRPV[11].
Dissection of right hepatic ducts was not carried out until the liver
was transected. Chen et al.[4] reported that 83.33% intrahepatic
ducts had the similar anatomy variation as the portal veins[18]. We
paid more attention to intraoperative cholangiography and
certified the similar anatomical variation in our group. We
performed the same procedure to finish the dissection of anterior
right hepatic duct and posterior right hepatic vein[19,20].
In donor 2, angiographic study showed that the left hepatic
artery was from the anterior right hepatic artery. To avoid
ischemia due to excessive hepatic artery dissection, which might
cause biliary stricture or leakage[21], we dissected the left hepatic
artery just on the left side of the common hepatic duct and
carefully preserved the posterior right hepatic artery from the
left side of the left hepatic artery. We also performed a little
dissection in liver parenchyma with an ultrasonic dissector to
get enough length of left hepatic artery for anastomosis[4]. It is
important not to isolate the left hepatic artery too far into the
left side of the liver parenchyma to avoid devascularization of
the left hepatic duct[22].
Since these are the first two cases of living related liver
transplantation in Beijing, ethical issues need to be considered
when one contemplates liver transplantation from parent to
child. These issues are similar to those associated with the
transplantation of renal grafts from living related donors[23].
With the experience in liver resection, we conclude that the
surgical risk is low enough to be acceptable for a parent or
other close relatives if they volunteer to be an organ donor.
Sure, it is an ethical dilemma of subjecting a healthy person to
major hepatic resection to obtain a graft for a patient with endstage liver disease[24-26]. We all agree with the congsensus that
living-donor liver transplantation is not justified when there
are sufficient cadaveric donors. However, the procedure could
be justified for a patient with fulminant hepatic failure when no
cadaver donor was available and when the recipient had a
reasonable chance of a successful outcome[27].
The success of these first two cases has led to the acceptance
of living related liver transplantation (LRLT) for clinical
application in our center. With the excellent results in many
centers and our present study[28,29], we consider that LRLT
should be a good way for the care of patients with end-stage
liver diseases or fulminant liver failure, particular in countries
where cadaveric organ donation is limited or not available[30,31].
Though it might be very difficult technically, we should not
give it up when we consider safety of the donor as our absolute
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priority first.
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Abstract
AIM: Pelvic magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and endoanal
ultrasound which are established imaging methods for
perianal inflammatory lesions in patients with Crohn’s
disease require expensive specialized equipments and
expertise. We investigated the feasibility and sensitivity of
transcutaneous perianal ultrasound (PAUS) using regular
ultrasound probes in the imaging of perianal inflammatory
lesions. The sonographic findings were correlated to pelvic
MRI-scans.
METHODS: We performed PAUS in 25 patients with Crohn’s
disease and clinical signs of perianal inflammatory disease.
Within a median of 10 d (range 0-75) these patients underwent
MRI of the pelvis. Regular convex and linear high resolution
probes were used for PAUS. The sonographic findings were
correlated to the MRI findings by blinded investigators.
RESULTS: The sonographic investigations were well
tolerated by all patients. Fistulae typically presented as
hypoechoic tracks. Twenty-nine fistulae were detected in
22 patients. Abscesses were detected in 7 patients and
presented as hypo- or anechoic formations. Twenty-six of
29 fistulae and 6 of 7 abscesses could be confirmed by
MRI. Kappa statistics showed an excellent agreement
(kappa>0.83) between the two imaging methods.
CONCLUSION: PAUS is a simple, painless, feasible, realtime method that can be performed without specific patient
preparation which is comparable in its sensitivity to pelvic
MRI in the detection of perianal fistulae and/or abscesses.
PAUS can especially be recommended as a screening tool
in acute perianal disorders such as perianal abscess and
for follow-up studies of perianal inflammatory disease.
Wedemeyer J, Kirchhoff T, Sellge G, Bachmann O, Lotz J,
Galanski M, Manns MP, Gebel MJ, Bleck JS. Transcutaneous
perianal sonography: A sensitive method for the detection
of perianal inflammatory lesions in Crohn’s disease. World J
Gastroenterol 2004; 10(19): 2859-2863
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INTRODUCTION
Perianal disease is a common complication in Crohn’s disease.
Approximately 20% of patients with Crohn’s disease would
suffer from perianal fistulae and/or sinus tracks [1,2]. The
diagnosis and treatment of perianal fistulae can be difficult
and represent a challenge for physicians. Treatment modalities
include conservative as well as surgical approaches. Therefore
comprehensive imaging is necessary in order to develop adequate
treatment strategies and to evaluate treatment outcomes[3].
Endoanal ultrasound (EAUS) as well as MRI of the pelvis are
frequently used for imaging of perianal fistulae, sinus tracks or
abscesses. The combination of MRI and EAUS is capable of
detecting perianal fistulae with a sensitivity of 100%[4,5]. Recent
studies for the medical treatment of perianal disease used either
MRI of the pelvis or transanal ultrasound as a follow-up tool to
evaluate the therapy outcomes after infliximab treatment[6-8].
However, both imaging methods require specialized and
fairly expensive equipments as well as an experienced investigator.
The use of a rigid EAUS probe can be painful or even impossible
in patients with inflammatory perianal disease due to anal
stenosis. Furthermore, EAUS does not allow the assessment
of pathological changes extending to the gluteal region. MRI
allows the evaluation of the whole pelvic region, however, it
lacks the real time capacity of ultrasound and the high resolution
of high frequency linear ultrasound probes.
Transcutaneous perineal/perianal ultrasound (PAUS)
represents another method to detect perianal inflammatory
disease which can be performed using regular ultrasound probes
without special patient preparation. Furthermore, it can be used
in patients with anal stenosis. However, despite its methodical
simplicity, PAUS is not yet widely used in the detection of
perianal fistulae and/or abscesses. Several investigators have
applied perineal ultrasound in female patients for diagnosis of
incontinence including postpartum anal sphincter tears[9-15].
These investigations were regularly performed in the lithotomy
position and supplemented or compared with transvaginal or
transrectal ultrasound. Rubens et al.[16] described PAUS as a
valuable tool to image perianal inflammatory disease in their
pictorial essay, while Stewart et al.[17] recently described PAUS
using a combination of transvaginal and transperineal
ultrasound in female and transperineal ultrasound in male
patients to detect perianal fistulas and abscesses. Beside a
linear probe, Parks et al.[18] used a transvaginal probe for the
PAUS to take advantage of its small footprints and they were
able to classify fistulae according to the Parks classification. In
their recent published study Mallouhi et al. [19] showed a
high correlation of perineal ultrasound findings and surgical
examination. However, as Mallouhi et al.[19] pointed out correctly
surgical exploration in some cases, might not allow the detection
of every perianal fistula. Despite the obvious advantages of
perianal/perineal ultrasound no studies exist so far that compared
the effectiveness of PAUS with the established imaging methods
such as MRI and/or EAUS. Therefore, we investigated patients
with clinical signs of perianal fistulae or abscesses using PAUS
and compared the detected pathology with results of MRI scans
of the pelvis as the gold standard. Also, we performed follow-up
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studies in certain patients to monitor the treatment effectiveness.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients were recruited either from the inflammatory bowel disease
outpatient clinic or from the gastroenterology wards of our
institution. Ultrasound examinations were performed in 25
patients (17 females, 8 males) with a mean age of 36.2±2.5 years.
All patients had prediagnosed Crohn’s disease confirmed by
biopsy and presented with complaints suspicious of perianal
disease. No specific preparations of the patients such as
enemas were performed. Either a Toshiba Aplio (3.3 Mhz
[Tissue Harmonic Imaging, THI] and 12 Mhz transducer), a
Toshiba Powervision (6 Mhz and 12 Mhz transducer, Toshiba,
Neuss, Germany) or a Siemens Elegra (3.75 [THI] and 9 Mhz
transducer, Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) was used depending
on availability for the ultrasound examination. Colour Doppler
ultrasound was applicable with all probes. The ultrasound
probe was covered with contact gel, and introduced into a
regular latex examination glove with the fingers of the glove
tied up in knots for hygienic reasons (Figure 1A). For sufficient
contact, contact gel was spread on the outside of the glove
before the examination was performed. PAUS was performed
with the patient in the left lateral position by placing the probe
directly above the anus in the sagittal plane (Figure 1B). For
better orientation, the examination was started with a convex
transducer identifying bladder, rectum and prostate/vagina
(Figure 2). Details and pathological findings were imaged and
further investigated using the linear high resolution probes.
The maximal penetration for good visualisation using linear
transducers was 6 cm. Depending on the specific findings the
probe was turned or shifted in the perianal area. The probe was
placed above any pathological opening. Colour Doppler was
used to distinguish blood vessels from other anechoic/
hypoechoic lesions such as fistulae. All ultrasound examinations
were checked by either J.S.B. or M.J.G. who both held the
highest DEGUM (German society for ultrasound in medicine)
ultrasound certificates (DEGUM III, Seminarleiter). Colour
Doppler ultrasound was applicable with all probes. Fistulae
were catagorized as superficial, intersphincteric, transsphincteric
suprasphincteric, extrasphincteric, recto-vaginal fistulae
and/or abscesses.
Within a median of 10 d (range 0-75) the patients were also
examined by pelvic MRI. MRI was performed to identify
inflammatory changes, abscess formations and fistulae. A 1.5
Tesla MR scanner (GE Signa Horizon Echospeed, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin) was used. A phased array surface coil was placed
on the pelvis. Transverse and sagittal T1-spin echo (T1SE),
fat-saturated T2-fast spin echo (fsT2FSE) sequences were
applied. Also, transverse and oblique coronal (angulated
adjacent to the anal canal) T2FSE sequences without fat
saturation were applied in order to detect fistulous tracks. Either
respiratory compensation or respiratory trigger was used to
avoid artefacts from respiratory motion. After intravenous
gadolinium administration (0.1 mmol/kg Gd-DTPA, Magnevist,
Schering, Berlin, Germany) transverse and oblique coronal fatsaturated T1-spin echo (fsT1SEpostGd) sequences were
performed. Raised signal intensity in the T2-weighted images
and an increased uptake of Gd-DTPA served as markers for
active inflammatory changes, whereas low signal intensity
bands distorting normal fibrofatty tissue in both T1 and T2
weighted images were considered to be fibrous scarring. The
results were reviewed by two radiologists in consensus reading.
The investigators of either method were not aware of the results
generated by the other.
Results were compared by calculating the kappa coefficient
according to Cohen.

RESULTS
General Images
PAUS was well tolerated in all patients. In cases of subcutaneous
perianal abscesses or significant inflammatory changes, slight
local pain was reported during the examination when pressure
was applied with the ultrasound probe. Two patients who had
a history of significant anal stenosis and repeated surgical anal
dilations were included in the study and evaluated with PAUS,
because endoanal ultrasound could not be performed in these cases.
A general view was achieved using a regular convex probe
(as listed in the Materials and Methods section) that showed
rectum, bladder, prostate gland and urethra or vagina and uterus
(Figure 2). Small intestinal bowel loops could be shown as well
as pathological pelvic intraabdominal fluid collections.
However, for comprehensive imaging of perianal inflammatory
disease, a high frequency linear probe provided a much more
detailed imaging. The penetration that could be achieved using
a linear transducer (as listed in Materials and Methods) was
sufficient to detect most of the perianal inflammatory changes.
The anal canal presented as an anechoic area (Figure 3A,B).
The external anal sphincter presented with hyperechoic striped
bands while the internal sphincter had a homogenic hypoechoic
texture (Figure 3B).
Pathological findings were detected in 96% (24/25) of the
patients examined with PAUS. Pathological findings included
entero-cutaneous perianal fistulae, sinus tracts without
cutaneous openings, bifurcated complex perianal fistulae,
perianal or subcutaneous abscesses, rectovaginal fistulae and
inflammatory remnants post perianal abscess.
Fistulas
In 88% (22/25) of patients investigated, fistulae and/or sinus
tracts could be visualized by PAUS. A total of 29 fistulae were
detected. Fistulae and sinus tracks presented as hypo/anechoic
tracks. Figure 3 shows typical PAUS images of enterocutaneous perianal fistulae. Regularly small hyperechoic dots
could be detected representing air bubbles within the fistulous
tracks. In 45% (10/22) of the fistulae, it was possible to trace
small hyperechoic dots which would move within the fistulae
and therefore enabling the investigator to detect even minor
fistulous tracks indicating active fistulae.
MRI confirmed 90% (26/29) fistulae in 91% (20/22) of these
patients. All fistulae detected by MRI were also detected by
PAUS. The kappa coefficient for fistulae was calculated as 0.83
resembling an excellent agreement. In two patients both methods
described incomplete fistulae (sinus tracks with no visible
cutaneous opening). Figure 4 shows a perianal enterocutaneous
fistula imaged by PAUS and MRI.
As PAUS included inspection of the anoderm, cutaneous
openings of fistulae could easily be detected. In two cases
MRI was not able to confirm perianal fistulae that were detected
by PAUS. However, discharge from a cutaneous opening proved
the presence of a perianal fistula in both of these cases, which
could be visualized with PAUS. Both of these fistulae were
short intersphincteric fistulae of type 1 according to the Parks
classification[18]. In one of these cases the fistula described in
PAUS could be detected in a repeat MRI performed using a
vaginal tampon for better anatomical differentiation. However,
the investigators were aware of the findings made in the PAUS
in this second examination.
Follow-up PAUS investigations were performed in 8 of the
25 patients. Improvement under therapy was noted in 4 cases,
no change in 2 cases and progressive disease in 2 patients.
The sonographical improvement was consistent with clinical
findings. In one case follow-up MRI was performed confirming
the PAUS findings as both imaging methods described an
abscess within the fistulous track.
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MRI confirmed recto-vaginal fistulae in two of the three cases.
In the remaining case MRI showed a fistula from the sigmoid
colon to the vagina, in contrast, PAUS described a recto-vaginal
fistula. While gynaecological examination did not confirm the
presence of any fistula, drainage of blue stain into the vagina
after the introduction of a methylene blue soaked swab into the
rectum finally proved the presence of a recto-vaginal fistula as
was described by PAUS. The sigmoid-vaginal fistula was not
detected in the PAUS examination.

B

A

Figure 1 A regular latex examination glove filled with ultrasound contact gel was used to cover the probes for hygienic
reasons (A). The examinations were performed in the left lateral position with the probe placed above the anus (B).
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Internal
sphincter
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Figure 4 Enterocutaneous fistula detected with PAUS (A) was
confirmed using MRI (oblique coronary T2-FSE sequence without fat saturation) (B).
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Bladder
Rectum

Figure 2 A general overview over perianal anatomy and pathology can be obtained using a regular convex 3.5 Mhz probe.
Abscess

A
Air bubbles

Figure 5 Typical appearance of a pararectal abscess, dorsal of
the rectum. Furthermore a sinus track could be detected that
perforated the external sphincter and ceased in multiple small
sinus tracks that did not have a cutaneous opening.

Fistula

B

Ventral

Dorsal
Air bubbles
Internal sphincter

Fistula
External sphincter

Rectum

Figure 3 Perianal imaging of entero-cutaneous fistulae using a
10 MHz ultrasound probe. Hyperechoic dots resemble air
bubbles within the fistulous track. The rectum represents as
hypo- anechoic structure. External and internal anal sphincter
can be distinguished.

Recto-vaginal fistulae
PAUS was able to visualize rectovaginal fistulae in 3 cases.

Abscesses
Perianal fluid collections/abscesses were detected by PAUS in
28% (7/25) of the patients. Abscesses presented as oval shaped
hypo- to anechoic masses which were demarcated off the regular
tissue by a hypoechoic seam (Figure 5). In 5 cases a direct
association of a fistulous and/or sinus track to the abscess
formation could be demonstrated. Figure 5 shows a perianal
sonographic scan of a male patient that presented to our
outpatient clinic with severe perianal discomfort. While inspection
and digital examination of the anus were inconspicuous, the
transcutaneous perianal ultrasound examination revealed
hypoechoic fluid collections dorsal of the rectum in this
patient. The abscess shown in Figure 5 had a fistulous track
connecting the rectum and a complex intrasphincteric fistulous
system. In 6 cases fluid collections could be confirmed using
MRI, and no fluid collection detected in MRI was missed by
PAUS. In one case MRI could not confirm a fluid collection.
However the two examinations were performed at an interval
of 23 d. The smallest abscess detected in PAUS measured
14 mm×12 mm× 8 mm. In three of the cases with significant,
drainable abscesses examination under anaesthesia (EUA) could
confirm PAUS/MRI findings.
Figure 6 shows an example of a perianal abscess as imaged
by PAUS and MRI. Clinical inspection of the anal region did
not show any abnormalities in this patient. However anal
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discharge upon digital examination was observed and further
imaging was initiated. Both PAUS and MRI showed a significant
fluid collection with a diameter of approximately 4.5 cm. In
contrast to MRI, PAUS detected a fistulous connection to the
rectum. In addition to the abscess, a sinus track was detected
that emanated from the abscess, and ended within the gluteal
fat. The sinus tract could clearly be visualized by both methods
(Figure 6). Interestingly, EUA failed to reproduce the pathological
findings in the first place and had to be repeated to confirm the
PAUS/MRI findings and to achieve appropriate drainage of
the abscess. In Figure 7 a small subcutaneous abscess was
imaged by PAUS and MRI. Both methods were able to show an
active fistulous track reaching from the rectum to the
subcutaneous fluid collection.
Fistula

A

C

Rectum

Abscess

Abscess

PAUS

B

MRI

D

Sinus Track
Rectum

Sinus Track
PAUS

MRI

Figure 6 PAUS (A+B) and MRI (C+D) imaging (coronary fatsaturated T1-SE sequence after gadolinium administration) of
a perianal abscess. In contrast to MRI, PAUS was able to clearly
identify a connection between the rectum and the abscess
(A+C). Both methods could identify a sinus track that began
within the abscess and ended in the gluteal fat (B+D). A scale
(cm) is shown on the left side of the PAUS images for orientation.

A

B

Subcutaneous Abscess

PAUS

MRI

Figure 7 Comparison of PAUS (A) and MRI (B) imaging
(transverse T1-SE sequence) of a subcutaneous abscess. A small
fistula from the rectum to the abscess could be detected with
PAUS and MRI.

DISCUSSION
In this study we investigated the feasibility of transcutaneous
PAUS for the evaluation of perianal inflammatory disorders in
patients with Crohn´s disease.
We showed that perianal fistulae, complex fistulous systems
as well as perianal abscesses could be detected with high sensitivity
using PAUS. The results were comparable to pelvic MRI that

currently represents in combination with EAUS, the gold
standard for the imaging of perianal inflammatory disease.
However, PAUS still has certain limitations when performed in
the left lateral position compared to EAUS and MRI. The
localization of fistulae within the sphincter apparatus is important
when surgical interventions are indicated. While imaging of
the internal anal sphincter is difficult using PAUS, the external
sphincter can be clearly distinguished due to its hyperechoic
striped appearance. In terms of impact on treatment, the definite
description of the anatomical relationship of pathological
changes to the external anal sphincter according to the Parks
classification is most important[18]. Still, accurate localization of
pathological changes to the internal/external sphincter requires
an experienced investigator.
Despite the limitations stated above, we believe that PAUS
has several advantages compared to EAUS and MRI. PAUS is
as effective as MRI in the detection of perianal fistulae, but the
detection of air bubbles within a fistulous track can clearly
indicate active fistulae. Real time imaging in sonography is an
advantage that can be helpful in detecting possible connection
to the rectal lumen. In two cases investigated by MRI and
PAUS, MRI was not able to detect a short perianal fistulae, while
the cutaneous openings of the fistulae were obvious on clinical
inspection. While EAUS is limited to pathological changes
associated to the rectal lumen, perianal ultrasound can be used
to identify fistulous tracks in the gluteal region. PAUS therefore
combines the high resolution and real time capabilities of EAUS
and the panoramic view generated by MRI.
The presence of perianal abscesses is an important condition
for surgical interventions in patients with perianal Crohn´s
disease. Abscesses were detected by PAUS with the same
sensitivity as by MRI. PAUS therefore is a valuable tool in the
screening for perianal disease. Especially when immediate action
is necessary and sophisticated diagnostic imaging could delay
diagnosis due to limited availability, PAUS might be a feasible
alternative to EAUS and MRI. For example, we were able to
detect perianal abscesses in two patients that presented with
severe perianal discomfort using PAUS. These patients did not
have a history of perianal inflammatory disease and neither
inspection of the anus nor digital rectal examination revealed
pathological findings. These two patients underwent immediate
surgical drainage of their abscesses without further imaging
and therefore had to be excluded from this study. Vice versa a
perianal abscess was suspected in a patient that presented
with a painful perianal swelling with typical redness and
induration. An abscess was ruled out using PAUS and the
patient was spared a surgical intervention and had complete
remission of symptoms. Again no further imaging was performed
in this patient. In the future, a mobile application of PAUS in
the operating room to guide drainage operations is conceivable.
This, however, has not been tested in this study yet.
With more advanced imaging techniques in medicine, the
costs of diagnosis and treatment have become a serious and
important issue. Especially in chronic diseases, such as Crohn´s
disease which require regular examination for follow-up and
treatment-evaluation alternative, easily available methods to
EAUS and MRI as rather expensive diagnostic tools are more
than welcome. We believe that PAUS represents such an
alternative for it can be performed with regular ultrasound
probes and is therefore widely available. It is fast and does not
require special patient preparations such as enemas or injection
of contrast agents. Basically it can be performed in any
outpatient radiology or internal medicine practice. Depending
on on-site experience additional imaging of perianal disease
with EAUS or MRI might be necessary. However, after initial
comparison with the established methods, follow-up can easily
be performed with PAUS alone. In follow-up studies the
application of more sophisticated imaging methods such as
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EAUS or MRI would then be limited to investigate significant
clinical changes not detectable by the transcutaneous
approach.
In general PAUS was well tolerated by our patients. As a
matter of fact one of the reasons to perform this study was that
several patients refused diagnosis with EAUS. As perianal
inflammatory disease can result in fibrosis and consecutive
anal stenosis, EAUS might not be applicable at all in some
patients.
The use of contrast agents such as hydrogen peroxide or
Levovist might improve the imaging quality of perianal
ultrasound[20-23]. However, the main goal of this study was to
determine whether a simple alternative approach was helpful in
the imaging of perianal disorders.
We would like to encourage the readers of this article who
perform EAUS to employ PAUS using regular ultrasound
probes. Since PAUS has been established in our department,
the use of EAUS for inflammatory disease has been drastically
reduced and is now limited to very few cases that can not be
clarified with PAUS and/or MRI.
In conclusion, PAUS represents a sensitive, non-invasive
tool that can be used for initial screening and follow-up in the
detection of perianal inflammatory disease.
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Abstract
AIM: To evaluate the clinical value of plasma apolipoprotein
A-I (Apo A-I) as a marker of fibrosis in children with chronic
hepatitis B (CHB).
METHODS: Liver biopsy specimens from 49 children with
CHB were evaluated by using Knodell index. Plasma Apo
A-I level was measured after 12-h fasting. Student’s t test,
Spearman’s correlation test and receptor-operating
characteristic (ROC) curve were used for statistical
evaluation.
RESULTS: Mean Apo A-I level of the patients was not different
from that of controls (P>0.05). Six (8.7%) children had
fibrosis score of more than 2 (severe fibrosis). No difference
in the level of mean plasma Apo A-I was found among children
with and without severe fibrosis (P>0.05). No correlation
between Apo A-I level and fibrosis scores was found (P>0.05).
The area under the ROC curve was 0.407±0.146 (P>0.05).
CONCLUSION: Severe fibrosis is not common in children
with CHB and plasma Apo A-I level is not a reliable indicator of
fibrosis.

but a reliable biochemical fibrosis index is not available for
children. The aim of this study was to determine if low plasma
Apo A-I level was a reliable indicator of fibrosis in childhood
CHB.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Forty-nine hepatitis Be antigen (HBeAg) positive children
(13 females and 36 males) with pathology verified chronic
HBV infection were included in this study. Their mean age was
9.1±4.1 years (3 to 18 years). Patients were excluded if they had
hepatitis D or C or HIV infection. No patient had evidence of
decompensated liver diseases or autoimmune hepatitis. Parents
of the patients were required to give written informed consent
before entering the study.
Pretreatment liver biopsy specimens were obtained from all
patients and scored with the use of the Knodell index[9], which
grades the histological activity of hepatitis on a scale from 0 to
22, with higher scores indicating more severe abnormalities.
The overall Knodell score is the sum of the scores for periportal/
bridging necrosis (0 to 10), intralobular degeneration and
focal necrosis (0 to 4), portal inflammation (0 to 4), and fibrosis
(0 to 4). Before the patients entered the study, blood samples
were taken for the test of blood cell counts, serum alanine
aminotransferase (ALT), Apo A-I, hepatitis B surface antigen
(HBsAg), HBeAg, antibody to HBeAg, antibody to HBsAg
and HBV DNA.
Plasma Apo A-I levels of 20 gender- and age-matched healthy
children were used as controls. Student’s t test, Spearmen’s
correlation test and ROC curve were used for statistical analysis.
RESULTS
Pre treatment ALT, Apo A-I, hepatic activity index (HAI), portal
fibrosis, inflammation and necrosis scores, and HBV DNA levels
of the children are shown in Table 1. Mean plasma Apo A-I
level of 49 children with CHB was not different from that of
controls (39.3±5.8 µmol/L vs 40.71±4.8 µmol/L, P>0.05).
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Table 1 Some pretreatment biochemical, pathological and
serological findings in children with chronic hepatitis B
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Parameter

mean±SD

Range

ALT (IU/l)
Apo A-I (µmol/L)
Hepatic activity index
Portal fibrosis
Portal inflammation
Focal necrosis
Bridging necrosis
HBV DNA (ng/L)

80±80
39.3±5.8
7.0±3.0
1.4±0.9
2.0±1.2
1.6±0.9
2.0±1.6
1 537±712

21-396
29.2-57.5
3-17
0-4
0-4
0-4
0-6
118-3 111

INTRODUCTION
Apolipoprotein A-I (Apo A-I) is produced mainly by hepatocytes
and its level varies according to the degree of liver fibrosis[1-4].
In our previous study, we demonstrated the inverse correlation
of Apo A-I with the Child-Pugh score[3] in children with cirrhosis.
Data of Apo A-I levels in chronic hepatitis were mainly from
studies performed in adults with hepatitis C[5,6]. A recent study
showed that serum Apo A-I level was inversely correlated with
liver fibrosis in adult patients with chronic hepatitis B (CHB)[7].
Liver biopsy is an invasive procedure especially for children.
It is well known that serum alanine transaminase (ALT) is a
good indicator of portal inflammation in chronic hepatitis[8],

Children with CHB were divided into 2 groups according to
their fibrosis stage: group 1, whose portal fibrosis scores were
0, 1 or 2; group 2, whose portal fibrosis scores were 3 or 4. In
groups 1 and 2, the mean Apo A-I levels were 39.6±5.6 µmol/L
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and 36.9±6.8 µmol/L, respectively (P> 0.05). Only 6 (8.7%)
children had a fibrosis score of more than 2.
No correlation among Apo A-I and HAI, portal inflammation,
portal fibrosis, focal necrosis, bridging necrosis scores was found
(P>0.05). A positive correlation between ALT and portal inflammation scores and between ALT and HAI was found (P< 0.05 and
P<0.01, respectively).
The area under the ROC curve of Apo A-I was 0.407±0.146
(P>0.05, Figure 1).
1.0

ROC curve

Sensitivity

0.8
0.5
0.3
0.0

0

0.3

0.5 0.8
Specifi city

1.0

Figure 1 ROC curve of Apo A-I.

DISCUSSION
Fibronectin, a major liver extracellular matrix component, can
interact with Apo A-I both by downregulating its mRNA level
in liver cells and by binding to this molecule after its secretion
in the extracellular space[1,2]. Since fibronectin is the first matrix
component to be produced in excess and deposited in liver
fibrosis, it has been thought to be involved in the decrease in
Apo A-I in alcoholic patients with liver fibrosis and cirrhosis[1,2].
Because liver biopsy is an invasive method with a 1/10 000
mortality rate, noninvasive serum markers of liver fibrosis are
under investigation[10]. Furthermore, although histological
analysis is considered to be the gold standard for the diagnosis
of extensive fibrosis and cirrhosis, the rate of false-negative
results was approximately 15-20%[10]. Clinical investigations
on fibrosis markers were generally focused on hepatitis C rather
than hepatitis B[5,6]. One of the few studies performed of patients
with CHB was the study Huang et al.[7]. They investigated the
value of serum biochemical markers in the diagnosis of liver
fibrosis of patients with hepatitis B and observed that levels of
ALT, total bilirubin, alpha 2-macroglobulin, GGT and Apo A-I
were signi-ficantly correlated with the clinical staging of liver
fibrosis, and concluded that a combined assessment of these
indices might help obtain an accurate diagnosis of liver cirrhosis
with less need of pathological biopsy in this population[7].
Besides noninvasive biochemical markers, some studies
strongly recommended using some historical features such as
sex, age at biopsy and alcohol consumption as independent
predictors of fibrosis in chronic hepatitis C adults[5]. They
demonstrated that a simple index including age, sex, and five
biochemical markers could accurately predict significant
hepatitis C-related fibrosis[5].
Teare et al.[11]. compared aminoterminal type III procollagen
propeptide (PIIIP) with the PGA index, which combines the
prothrombin time, gamma-glutamyl transpeptidase activity, and
serum Apo A-I concentration, in predicting liver fibrosis in
patients with alcoholic liver disease, primary biliary cirrhosis, and
CHB. They stated that PGA and PIIIP values were increased in
all patients with CHB in comparison with controls. For the
detection of cirrhosis they found that PGA was 91% sensitive
and 81% specific[11]. Similarly Ding et al.[12] evaluated the
diagnostic value of serum liver fibrosis markers by analyzing
the correlation between liver fibrosis stage in patients with
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CHB and serum liver fibrosis markers, such as hyaluronate,
type III procollagen, laminin, and type IV collagen in 278
patients. They found that liver fibrosis stage was correlated to
inflammation degree and that serum hyaluronate, type III
procollagen, laminin, and type IV collagen could reflect the
state of liver fibrosis[12].
The difference between mean Apo A-I level of children with
CHB and controls was not significant (39.3±5.8 µmol/L vs
40.71±4.8 µmol/L). In 2002, we reported similar figures for
children with chronic hepatitis, most of them had CHB[4].
However, Norton et al.[13] reported that Apo A-I and apo C-III
steady-state mRNA levels were suppressed by HBV replication
and/or gene expression. Other studies revealed that the levels of
Apo A-I and Apo A-II were reduced during acute hepatitis, when
virus levels were high, and normalized after viral clearance[14,15].
Similar results were reported for chronic HBV infection. Reduced
levels of circulating lipoproteins and apolipoproteins have been
correlated with increased viral replication[16-18]. In our study no
correlation between HBV DNA and Apo A-I levels was detected.
Of the 49 children, only 8.7% had significant fibrosis
according to Knodell index (>2), suggesting that fibrosis is not
prevalent in this age group. Although the mean plasma Apo
A-I level was lower in this small population compared to children
with mild/no fibrosis (36.9±6.8 µmol/L vs 39.6±5.6 µmol/L),
statistical significance was not detected.
Recently it has been recommended to use ROC curves in
determ-ination of the indices of hepatic fibrosis in clinical
practice[19,20]. In this study, plasma Apo A-I level as a fibrosis
marker was measured in children with CHB and compared with
Knodell scores to determine if it had any clinical value as a
marker of fibrosis. In conclusion, severe fibrosis and Knodell
score higher than 2, are not common in CHB children and plasma
Apo A-I level is not a reliable indicator of fibrosis.
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Abstract
AIM: There is limited information on the natural history of
HCV infection in China. We investigated the outcome of
HCV infection after nine-year follow-up and the risk factors
in blood donors in China in order to provide the foundation
for prevention and therapy.
METHODS: A total of 172 cases of HCV infection with antiHCV positive and ALT abnormality were enrolled in the
archives when was screened blood in Hebei Province in
1993. In them 142 blood donors were followed up till July
2002. No antiviral treatment was applied to them during
the period of infection. In the present study, anti-HCV, HCVRNA and aminotransferase were detected and genotyping
was conducted by the method of restriction fragment length
polymorphism(RFLP). B-type ultrasound detection was
performed in all the patients. Age, sex, alcohol consumption
and clinical symptoms were questioned.
RESULTS: After nine years’ follow-up, 10.56% (15/142)
of the cases were negative for anti-HCV and 16.42% (12/134)
of them were negative for HCV-RNA. The genotypes 1b,
2a and 1b/2a were 91.07%, 6.25% and 2.68% respectively.
Twelve cases (8.45%) were negative for both HCV RNA
and anti-HCV. The rate of chronicity in this group was
83.58% (112/134), and the rate of viral spontaneous
resolution was 16.42% (22/134). The mean level of ALT,
AST, γ−GT in HCV RNA positive cases was significantly
higher than that in HCV RNA negative cases (P<0.001).
The abnormal rate of ALT and/or AST in male donors was
significantly higher than that in female donors (P = 0.005).
The rate of progression to liver cirrhosis from chronic hepatitis
C was significantly higher in the cases of super-infection
with HBV than that in the cases of single HCV infection.
Overdose alcohol consumption promoted the progression
to chronicity.
CONCLUSION: This area (Hebei Province) has a higher
rate of chronicity in HCV infection, and measures should
be taken to prevent its progression to serious liver diseases,
especially for patients super-infected with HCV and HBV.
Fan WM, Zhu WF, Yin LM, Wei L, Xu XY, Zhuang H. Prospective

study in 142 cases of hepatitis C virus infection. World J
Gastroenterol 2004; 10(19): 2867-2869
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INTRODUCTION
Hepatitis C virus is the major cause of post-transfusion hepatitis.
It has been estimated that nearly 170 million people are infected
with HCV in the world. High chronicity is an obvious
characteristic of HCV infection. Eighty-five percent of infected
patients developed chronic infection and 8-45% of them could
resolve. Liver cirrhosis developed in 10-50%, hepatocellular
carcinoma in 1-23%, liver disease related mortality in 4-15%[1-3]
in twenty years of natural infection. There is limited information
about the long-term follow-up study in China. Many donors
were infected with HCV by means of plasmapheresis in the
1990 s[4]. In the present study, 172 cases of blood donors
infected with HCV were diagnosed in August of 1993, and 142
of them were followed up till July 2002. The outcome in natural
history of HCV infection and related factors affecting the
outcome were investigated.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients
A total of 172 cases of blood donors from a rural area of Zhao
Country in Hebei Province were diagnosed as HCV infection
by etiology and biochemistry detection (including anti-HCV
and hepatitis B surface antigen) in August of 1993. Thirteen
cases of them were co-infected with hepatitis C virus and
hepatitis B virus. Nine years later, only 142 persons (66 men
and 76 women with a mean age of 36.67±9.10 years at time of
infection and 45.70±9.11 years at time of investigation) were
followed up. Additionally, three children with aged of 2 to 8 years
at the time of infection were checked-up in our series. It was
noted that all of the donors received no antiviral treatment
during the nine years of infection.
Methods
Anti-HCV antibodies Five-milliliter peripheral vein blood was
collected for biochemical and etiology detection. All patients
were tested for the presence of anti-HCV antibodies with Abbott
diagnostic test kit (Abbott, USA) according to the manufacturer’s
instructions in 1993 and 2002. The rest of the blood samples
were stored at -80 .
HCV RNA detection and genotyping Primers were designed
from the conserved 5’-noncoding (5’-NC) region of the HCV
genome. P1: 5’-GTGTGAGGAACTACTGTGTT-3’, P1’: 5’-AAC
ACTACTCGGCTAGCAGT-3’, and P2: 5’-TTCACGCAGAAAG
CGTCTAG-3’, P2’: 5’-GTTTATCAAGAAAGGACCCG-3’. RTPCR procedure was performed as previously described[5]. PCR
products positive for HCV RNA were genotyped with restriction
fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) method[5].
Risk factors for HCV chronicity All data of risk factors for
HCV chronicity were collected by using special questionnaires,
including sex, age, symptoms, alcohol consumption, alanine
aminotransferase (ALT), aspartate aminotransferase (AST), γglutamyltransferase (γ-GT), alkaline phosphatase (ALP), total
bilirubin (Tbil), direct bilirubin (Dbil), total protein (TP) and
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albumin (ALB) in 12 by using fully automatic biochemical
analysis compliance 7071A (Hitachi, Japan). HBV markers were
also detected by Abbott diagnostic kit.
Diagnostic criterion Chronic hepatitis C and liver cirrhosis
were diagnosed based on the critera modified at the Sixth (Xi’ an)
National Convention of Infectious, Parasitic and Liver Diseases[6].

Statistical analysis
Quantitative values were expressed as mean±SE. Unpaired
Student’s t test, χ 2 and Fisher’s exact test were used for
statistical comparison of the data. P<0.05 was considered
statistically significant.
RESULTS
Outcome of HCV infection
In the172 cases enrolled in this study in 1993, seven cases were
already died at the time of investigation. Two (1.16%) out of
seven cases died of suspected hepatocellular carcinoma.
Twenty-three cases were out of follow-up. In the present study,
only 142 cases were followed-up under the investigation. Out
of the 142 cases, HCV RNA was detected in 134 cases. The
result showed that 112 cases (83.58%) of the donors were
positive for HCV RNA and 16.42% were negative for HCV RNA;
89.44% were positive for anti-HCV and 10.56% were negative
for anti-HCV ; 8.45% of them were negative for both anti-HCV
and HCV RNA. Out of the 142 infected persons, most but one
(who was with chronic moderate hepatitis C) with mild chronic
hepatitis C had no obvious clinical symptoms according to
the viral hepatitis prevention project. In the cases with
persistent infection, B-type ultrosound detection showed
2.68% with liver cirrhosis, 86.61% with chronic hepatitis and
10.71% with fatty liver.
Anti-HCV, HCV RNA and abnormity of liver function
Ninety-one point sixty percent of the cases were positive for
HCV RNA in the positive group of anti-HCV. Eight cases of
severe hepatitis and three cases of liver cirrhosis were positive
for both anti-HCV and HCV RNA. Another two patients with
liver cirrhosis and severe hepatitis were co-infected with both
HCV and HBV in 1993 and turned positive for anti-HCV,
negative for HCV RNA and positive for hepatitis B surface
antigen in the present study. The rate of ALT and/or AST
abnormalities in the positive group of anti-HCV was 28.57%
(34/119), while that in the negative group of anti-HCV was zero
(Table 1). The average level of ALT, AST and γ-GT in the positive
group of HCV RNA was significantly higher than that in the
negative group (P<0.001) (Table 2). On the other hand, the
abnormal rate of ALT and / or AST in the positive group was
also significantly higher than that in negative group (29.46% vs
4.55%, P = 0.014).
Clinical symptoms
Fifty out of 112 cases (44.64%) of chronic HCV infection had
mild symptoms, including abdominal pain (18.75%), fatigue (17.86%),
and arthralgia (16.96%). The rates of cases with symptoms in
the group of liver cirrhosis was 50.0%. Surprisingly, six cases
with negative viral markers had fatigue.
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Table 1 Abnormal of serum alanine aminotransferase in patients infected with HCV after 9 years’ follow-up in different
groups
Liver function
Group
Normal
cases (%)

Anti-HCV(+)HCV RNA(+)
76 (69.72)
Anti-HCV(+)HCV RNA(-)
9 (90.00)
Anti-HCV(-)HCV RNA(+)
3 (100.0)
Anti-HCV(-)HCV RNA(-)
12 (100.0)
Anti-HCV(+)HCVRNA(undetected)
4 (50.00)
Total
104 (73.24)

Abnormal
cases (%)

33 (30.28)
1 (10.00)
0
0
4 (50.00)
38 (26.76)

Note: The number in the bracket is the percentage of normal
and abnormal cases in each group.

Co-infection with HBV and alcohol consumption
Thirteen of 142 cases had co-infection with HBV in 1993. Twelve
cases of them were positive for hepatitis B surface antigen
(HBsAg) and the rest were negative for HBsAg and positive
for anti-hepatitis B core (anti-HBc). Nine years later, three of
them turned negative for HbsAg, suggesting that spontaneous
resolution of HBsAg per year was 2.77% similar to the of
standard rate of resolution (2.01%) in our country[7]. The rate
of spontaneous resolution of anti-HCV was 7.69% in the group
of co-infection with HBV while 8.53% in the group of single
HCV infection. There was no significant difference between
the two groups. Thirty point seventy-seven percent lost their
HCV RNA in the group super-infected with HCV and HBV and
14.88% lost their HCV RNA in the group with single HCV
infection. However, there was no significant difference between
them. Two (15.38%) out of thirteen cases with co-infection
developed liver cirrhosis while two (1.55%) out of 129 cases
with single HCV infection also developed liver cirrhosis. The
progression to liver cirrhosis due to co-infection was significant
faster than that due to single infection (P<0.05). Thirteen of
142 cases had alcohol consumption of more than 100 g every
day and all developed persistent infection. We also found that
all cases with viral resolution had no history of excessive
alcohol consumption, suggesting that alcohol consumption
might promote the progression of HCV infection to chronicity.
Age at the time of primary infection
We divided the donors into three groups according to the age
of infection: 18-30 years, 31-40 years and 41 years. The rate
of spontaneous viral resolution in the three groups was 17.95%,
15.09% and 16.67% respectively. There was no significant
difference. There was no linear correlation between the age of
infection and the viral load (r = -0.144). Liver function was
normal in the three investigated children. One of them was
negative for viral markers and the other two developed persistent
infection.
Influence of sex on the viral resolution
Sixty-two male cases and seventy-two female cases were
detected for HCV RNA. The rate of viral resolution was 12.90%
in the male group and 19.44% in the female group. No significant

Table 2 Comparison of ALT, AST, ALP, γ-GT, TBIL and DBIL between positive (+) and negative (-) HCV RNA patients (mean±SE)
Case

ALT (IU/L)

AST (IU/L)

ALP (IU/L)

γ-GT (IU/L)

+

112

31.2±32.6b

34.8±27.0b

82.0±36.6

20.0±17.6b

13.2±5.6

6.0±2.3

-

22

16.1±8.6

22.9±6.5

78.9±40.1

12.4±5.8

12.1±7.4

5.4±2.2

HCV RNA

b

P<0.001 vs the negative group of HCV RNA.

Tbil (µmol/L) DBiL (µmol/L)
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difference was found between them. Four cases of liver cirrhosis
were all male cases. The rate of ALT and/or AST abnormalities
was significantly higher in male donors than in female donors
(P = 0.005).
Related factors affecting the outcome of HCV might include
co-infection with HBV and long-term excessive alcohol
consumption, which could promote the progression of HCV
infection to chronicity and liver cirrhosis. In the present study,
we could not find the significant correlation between the
outcome of HCV and age of infection and sex.

Alcohol consumption Several reports showed that overdose
alcohol consumption might contribute to the progression to
liver cirrhosis and hepatocellular carcinoma. In the present
study, alcohol consumption was shown the progression to
chronicity. Whether alcohol consumption affects the progression
of liver diseases, needs to be further studied.
In summary, this area (Hebei province) has a higher rate of
chronicity in HCV infection, and measures should be taken to
prevent the progression to serious liver diseases, especially
for the patients super-infected by HCV and HBV.

DISCUSSION
The harm of hepatitis C is only next to hepatitis B in our country.
The epidemic rate is 3.2% in Chinese population and it is
estimated that 41 million people were infected[8]. Economic
burden for HCV is 11.7-21.6 billion RMB per year in China. New
cases have been decreased through the detection of blood
donors since 1990 s, but part of patients would progress to
chronic hepatitis, liver cirrhosis and hepatocellular carcinoma.
Although there are many reports on this aspect in Western
countries[9-13], few similar researches have been carried out in
China. So it is very necessary to summarize the natural outcome
of HCV in China.
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Abstract
AIM: To explore the ability of recombinant toxin luteinizing
hormone releasing hormone-Pseudomonas aeruginosa
exotoxin 40 (LHRH-PE40) and LHRH binding to LHRH receptor
(LHRHR) on the membrane surface of human liver cancer
HEPG cells.
METHODS: LHRH was labeled by using 125I with enzymatic
reaction. The affinity and receptor volume of LHRH-PE40
and LHRH binding to LHRHR on the membrane surface of
human liver cancer cells were measured with radioligand
receptor assay.
RESULTS: The specific activity of LHRH labeled with 125I
was 2.7×104 kBq/µL, and its radiochemical purity reached
to 99.2-99.7%. The binding of 125I to LHRH was maximal
for 240 min in the warm cultivation, and this binding was
stabilized. The inhibiting rates of 125I-LHRH and LHRH on
the proliferation of human liver cancer HEPG cells were
not significantly different. On the basis of the saturation
curve of 125I-LHRH binding to the membrane LHRHR of HEPG
cells, 125I-LHRH of 1×105 cpm was selected for radioligand
receptor assay. The affinity constants (Kd) of LHRH-PE40
and LHRH binding to the membrane LHRHR of HEPG cells
were 0.43±0.12 nmol/L and 4.86±1.47 nmol/L, respectively,
and their receptor volumes were 0.37±0.15 µmol/g and
0.42±0.13 µmol/g, respectively. The binding of LHRH-PE40
to the membrane protein of normal liver cells was not
observed.
CONCLUSION: The recombinant toxin LHRH-PE40 binding to
the membrane surface of LHRHR of human liver cancer HEPG
cells was very strong, while the specific binding of it to normal
liver cells was not observed. The results provide an important
experimental basis for the clinical application of LHRH-PE.
Gong SL, Zhao G, Zhao HG, Lü WT, Liu GW, Zhu P. Ability of
luteinizing hormone releasing hormone-Pseudomonas
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INTRODUCTION
Guide medicine is currently one of the focuses in the field of
medicine and biology. We can couple some tumor specific
antibodies, cytokines or hormones, etc. with toxins (such as
animal and plant toxin, radiotherapy and chemotherapy
medicines or bacterial toxins, etc.) through chemical method or
connection by gene fusing technology, and then express fusing
protein to make a guide medicine with specific target
characteristics and killing cell toxicity, that is biological missile,
which can selectively kill homologous antigen-associated cells
or antibody-associated cells, while exerts little effect on irrespective
cells[1]. So far, a series of recombined immune toxins have shown
perfect effects through in vitro and animal experiment[2-4], moreover
the results in some clinic investigations are also satisfactory[5,6].
DAB389IL-2 which IL-2 receptor used as a guide medicine of
target has passed FAD’s warrant and come into use[7].
Luteinizing hormone-releasing hormone (LHRH) is also
termed gonadotropin-releasing hormone (GnRH). It is a peptide
hormone synthesized and secreted mostly from hypothalamus.
Pseudomonas aeruginosa exotoxin 40 (PE40) was obtained by
removing I a region of PE. A fusing protein LHRH-PE40 was
recombined by the fusion of both LHRH gene and PE40 gene
with genetic engineering in vitro. LHRH-PE40 is a guide
medicine to treat cancer. PE40 has effect on antitumor and
immune regulation. The key of LHRH-PE40 biological effect is
selectively to kill carcinoma cells. This effect is gained by the
distributing difference of membrane surface LHRH receptor
(LHRHR) in live cancer cells and normal liver cells. Many
experimental results showed that LHRHR expressed greatly in
the membrane surface of some carcinoma cells, but not in that
of normal liver cells[8-13]. The results provide an important basis
for studying and preparing guide medicine to treat cancer[14].
Therefore, LHRHR is acted as a sign to distinguish carcinoma
cells from normal cells. The abilities of LHRH-PE40 binding to
the membrane surface LHRHR of liver cancer cells and normal
liver cells were observed with radioligand receptor assay for
providing an important experimental basis for LHRH-PE40
clinical application.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Liver cancer cell line and normal liver tissues
Human liver cancer HEPG cell line was bought from the Cell
Center, Institute of Cell Biology, Chinese Academy of Medical
Sciences (Beijing, China). Human liver tissues (3 cases) were
provided by the Center of Medicolegal Examination, Criminal
and Police Team, Liaoyuan City, Jilin, China.
Human liver cancer HEPG cell line was maintained in 75 cm2
culture flasks at 37 in a humidified 50 mL/L CO2-in-air mixture.
The cells were passed weekly. After cells were harvested in
exponential growth phase, they were dissociated with a nonenzymatic cell dissociation solution (Sigma, USA), and then
counted by a hemacytometer. The cells were washed twice
with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) before cell membrane
protein was prepared.
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LHRH labeled with 125I of enzymatic reaction
The lactoperoxidase-glucoseoxidase method by Piyachaturawata
et al.[15] was slightly modified to label LHRH using 125I with
enzymatic reaction. Half mol/L PBS of 20 µL (pH 7.6), LHRH of
5 µg (dissolved in 0.1 mol/L NaAc of 5 µL), 2.3 mU lactoperoxidase
(dissolved in 0.1 mol/L NaAc of 10 µL, pH 5.6), 2.8 mU
glucoseozidase (dissolved in 0.1 mol/L NaAc of 10 µL, pH 5.6)
and 5 g/L β-D (+) glucose of 5 µL in proper order were added
into the test tube with 3.7×104 kBq fresh 125I of non-reducer,
oscillated and mixed, to make 125I quickly labeling to LHRH.
After the reaction for 5 min at 22-25 , 0.1 mol/L boric acid
buffer of 50 µL was added into the test tube to stop the reaction. The
reactant of LHRH labeled with 125I in test tube was separated and
purified by column chromatography (the column of 1 cm×25 cm)
with Sephadex G-25 gel to removing free 125I, eluted with o.1 mol/L
boric acid buffer (containing 1 g/L gelatin and 0.2 g/L sodium
azide, pH 9.2, flow rate: 3 mL/3 min, 3 mL/tube). Thirty-six tubes
were collected. The radioactivity (counts per minute, cpm) of
125
I-LHRH of 10 µL in each tube was determined. The specific
activity of 125I-LHRH determined with self-displacement curve
was 2.69-3.7×104 GBq/g LHRH.
Inhibiting rate of liver cancer cell proliferation measured with MTT
Inhibiting rates of both 125I-LHRH and LHRH on the proliferation
of human liver cancer HEPG cells were measured using enzymelinked immunosorbent assay meter (Bio-Rad, USA) with MTT
(thiazolyl blue) method[16].
Preparation of cell membrane protein
The preparation of the membrane protein in human liver cancer
HEPG cells: The cells were centrifuged in culture fluid, counted,
washed once with PBS and centrifuged (500 r/min, 4 , 5 min).
The centrifuged sediment was suspended in ice-cold sucrose
buffer for 20 min. The suspension was again centrifuged
(300 r/min, 4 , 5 min) after the cells in the suspension were
ground with ultrasonic meter at ice bath. The centrifuged
supernatant was further centrifuged (18 000 g, 4 , 30 min).
The centrifuged sediment was a membrane protein. Then the
purer membrane protein of liver cancer cells was gained after
the membrane protein was washed once with PBS.
Preparation of membrane protein in normal human liver cells:
The liver tissue was sheared into fragments with ophthalmic
scissors after the frozen tissue was thawed in sucrose buffer.
The fragments were homogenized at ice bath for 1 min and
centrifuged (1 500 r/min, 4 , 10 min). The centrifuged supernatant
was again centrifuged (31 000 g, 4 , 15 min). Then the purer
membrane protein of normal liver cells was gained after the
membrane protein was washed once with PBS.
Competitive binding of LHRH-PE40 and LHRH to LHRHR of
HEPG cell membrane
Polypropylene test tubes dried after soak with 10 g/L bovine
serum albumin (BSA) were used as the reactive tubes. The tri-tube
was used as a determined value. LHRH-PE40 or LHRH of
different concentrations and 125I-LHRH (1×105 cpm) of 100 µL
in proper order were added into the reactive tube in ice bath,
respectively, and mixed. Then, 100 µL suspension of the cell
membrane (containing 180-220 µg protein) was added into the
reactive tube. The reactive tubes were cultivated at 4 for 4 h

after oscillation. Excessive LHRH-PE40 or LHRH (200 µg) was
added into the non-specific binding tube. The total volume in
the reactive tube was 0.3 mL. The reactant was filtrated by
using a microfilter with 32# glass fiber filter paper at 93.3 kPa
negative pressure vacuum. The reactive tube and filter pore
were washed 3 times with 0.5 mL of precolded 0.5 mol/L PBS
(pH 7.4): physiological saline at 1:50. The radioactivity of the
sediment on the filter paper filtered at vacuum and dried for
5 min was measured with 125I automatic radio-immunity analyzer.
The protein was measured with Lowry modification, and its
standard curve was done with human serum albumin.

RESULTS
Characteristics of LHRH labeled with 125I
The specific activity of LHRH labeled with 125I of enzymatic
reaction was 2.7×104 kBq/µg. Its radiochemical purity measured
using paper chromatography with the developer of 5% KI and
1 mol/L HCl (1:1) reached 99.2-99.7%. 125I-LHRH did not produce
free 125I 3 and 7 d after preservation at -80 , and produced 5%
free 125I after 10 d. The inhibiting rate of 125I-LHRH on the
proliferation of cancer cells was not significantly different as
compared with that of LHRH (Figure 1).
Percentage of inhibition (%)

Reagents and hormones
125
I was from Amersham, UK. LHRH and thyrotropin releasing
hormone (TRH) were bought from Institute of Biochemistry,
Shanghai. LHRH-PE40 was synthesized by the Institute of
Military Veterinary Medicine, Quartermaster University of PLA.
Lactoperoxidase, glucoseoxidase and Sephadex G-25 gel were
made in Sigma, USA.
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Figure 1 Inhibitory rates of unlabeled LHRH and 125I–LHRH
on human liver cancer HEPG cell proliferation.

Warm cultivation time of 125I-LHRH binding to HEPG cell
membrane protein
The 125I-LHRH binding to HEPG cell membrane protein was
observed for 60, 90, 120, 150, 180, 240 and 300 min in warm
cultivation. The binding increased with the prolongation of
warm cultivation time, and reached the peak value at 240 min. If
the time in the warm cultivation was prolonged further, the
binding decreased.
Radioligand receptor assay of competitive binding of LHRHPE40 and LHRH to HEPG cell membrane protein with 125I-LHRH
The specific binding of HEPG cell membrane protein to 125I-LHRH
increased with the protein concentration. The increase of the
binding was not obvious as protein concentration exceeded
250 µg per 0.3 mL, while the non-specific binding increased
obviously. According to the experimental results, the protein
concentration of 180-220 µg per 0.3 mL was used as radioligand
receptor assay.
The saturation curve of 125I-LHRH binding to LHRHR of
HEPG cells was firstly done. 125I-LHRH of 1×105 cpm in 50%
linear range of the saturation curve was selected as radioligand
receptor assay (Figure 2). Figure 3 shows the inhibiting curve of
competitive binding of non-labeled LHRH-PE40 and LHRH to
HEPG cell membrane protein LHRHR with 125I-LHRH. 125I-LHRH
binding to LHRHR reduced with increase of the non-labeled
ligands to demonstrate a specific inhibiting curve of competitive
binding. LHRH-PE40 could bind to HEPG cell surface LHRHR,
while TRH could not. Figure 4 was drawn with Scatchard method
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to gain two straight lines. The affinity constants (Kd) of binding
of LHRH-PE40 and LHRH to LHRHR of HEPG cells were
0.43±0.12 µmol/g and 4.86±1.47 µmol/g, respectively, and their
receptor volumes were 0.37±0.15 µmol/g and 0.42±0.13 µmol/g,
respectively.
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Figure 2 Saturation curve of 125I-LHRH binding to LHRHR of
human liver cancer HEPG cells. TB: total binding, NB: nonspecific binding, SB: specific binding.
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Figure 3 Inhibiting curve of competitive binding of nonlabeled LHRH-PE40, LHRH and TRH to human liver cancer
HEPG cell LHRHR with 125I-LHRH.
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Figure 4 Scatchard analysis of LHRH-PE40 and LHRH binding to LHRHR of human liver cancer HEPG cells.
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Figure 5 Inhibiting curve of competitive binding of nonlabeled LHRH-PE40 and TRH to normal human liver cell
LHRHR with 125I-LHRH.
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The binding curve of LHRH-PE40 to the membrane protein
of normal liver cells was not significantly different from that of
negative control TRH (Figure 5). The labeled ligand 125I-LHRH
binding to the membrane protein of normal liver cells did not
change with increase of the non-labeled ligand LHRH-PE40.
The result suggested that LHRH-PE40 binding to trace LHRHR
in the membrane of normal human liver cells could not be examined.

DISCUSSION
The specific activity of LHRH labeled with 125I of enzymatic
reaction was 2.7×104 kBq/µL, and its radiochemical purity
reached 99.2-99.7%. The 125I binding to LHRH was maximal at
240 min in the warm cultivation. This binding was stabilized, i.e.
125
I-LHRH did not produce free 125I 3 and 7 d after preservation
at -80 , and produced 5% free 125I after 10 d. The inhibiting
rates of 125I-LHRH and LHRH on the proliferation of human
liver cancer HEPG cells measured with MTT (thiazolyl blue)
method were not significantly different. The results suggest
that LHRH satisfactorily labeled with 125I of enzymatic reaction
may be used as radioligand receptor assay.
LHRH-PE40 is a guide medicine to treat cancer. It is composed
of the guide fraction of LHRH peptides and the toxicity fraction
of PE40 protein. The active principle of LHRH-PE40 is that its
toxicity fraction PE40 enters in cells through transmembrane
transport to kill cancer cells after its guide fraction LHRH binds
to LHRHR of cancer cell membrane surface. The expression of
LHRH and its receptor as a part of a negative autocrine
regulatory system of cell proliferation has been demonstrated
in a number of human malignant tumors. Moreover, the dosedependent antiproliferative effects of LHRH agonists on cell
lines derived from these cancers have been observed by various
investigators[17-19]. The effect exerts through the signal transduction
in cancer cells[20, 21]. So, the specific binding of guide fraction
LHRH to LHRHR of cancer cell membrane surface becomes the
key in the treatment of carcinoma. It has been currently
demonstrated that there also are LHRH and its receptor LHRHR
in some tissues besides hypothalamus and pituitary. Some
literatures indicated that there was LHRHR in the membrane
surface of normal liver cells, but its content was very low[8,9].
The fact brings forward a challenge against the LHRHR
specificity of killing cancer cells. However, our experimental
results showed that specific binding of LHRH-PE40 to the
membrane surface LHRHR of human liver cancer HEPG cells
occurred, while did not to normal human liver cell membrane
surface where there may be trace LHRHR. Of course, the
negative result of this non-specific binding may be affected by
the precision limitation in the experimental method itself. For
example, some methods could be used only when the Kd of
sample was less than 10-8 nmol/L[22]. Both epidermal growth
factor (EGF) and interleukin-2 (IL-2) used as the guide medicines
are also faced with the same problem that their trace receptors
exist on the surface of normal liver and kidney cells, but they
have been used in clinic. Although this kind of medicines may
also have a weak liver toxicity, their side effects are less as
compared with chemotherapy. So, LHRH-PE40 has some value
in curing liver cancer with numeric proliferation of LHRHR.
The binding of hormone to its receptor was limited by many
factors[23]. Among these factors the space of hormone protein
can directly affect the binding to its receptor. LHRH is a
decapeptide without free amino and carboxyl. The amino acids
at its 4-6 sites can form β-sheet like a barrette, which makes it
binding to receptor. Furthermore, the amino acids at this
hormone’s first and 4-10 sites can bind to its receptor too. LHRH
of LHRH-PE40 replaces I a section of PE. A linking bridge of
both His and Met amino acids added between two molecules
maintains the primary structure of LHRH. But whether LHRH’s
space configuration of this fusing protein changes should be
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further explored. The results from this experiment were that the
affinity constants (Kd) of LHRH-PE40 and LHRH binding to
LHRHR of HEPG cells were 0.43±0.12 nmol/g and 4.86±1.47 nmol/L,
respectively, and their receptor volumes were 0.37±0.15 µmol/g
and 0.42±0.13 µmol/g, respectively. The affinity constant of
LHRH-PE40 is nearly one-tenth of LHRH. Therefore, we can
infer that LHRH-PE40 maintains the characteristics of LHRH
binding to its receptor, and its binding capacity is stronger
than LHRH itself. The result is identical with the report published
elsewhere[6]. This enhancing binding capacity may be caused
by its molecular mass being larger than LHRH, which makes
itself more stable and decomposed difficultly in vitro. These
results proved that LHRH-PE40 can bind to LHRHR on the
surface of liver cancer cells, and then exerts its guide action.
Up till now, some problems still need to be resolved on the
guide medicine for the treatment of cancer. Somebody testified
that positive rate of LHRHR in adjacent tissues of cancers was
even higher than that in cancer tissues[24], which should be
attached importance. The articles demonstrated that the signal
transduction pathways mediated by LHRHR were different[25],
LHRHR of cancer cell surface could mediate cell apoptosis[26,27].
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Abstract
AIM: To explore a safe and efficient strategy of tumor
therapy using anti-angiogenetic agents.
METHODS: Endostatin gene with a signal sequence of
human IgG γ chain was amplified by PCR and cloned into
pVAX1 plasmid which was the only vector authorized by
FDA in clinical trial to construct a recombinant plasmid
named as pVAX-sEN. The recombinant plasmid was
detected with EcoRI/KpnI and DNA sequencing. BALB/c mice
bearing hepatocarcinoma cell line H22 were treated with
naked pVAX-sEN or liposome-DNA complex in which the
dose of DNA and the ratio of DNA and liposome were
different from each other. To compare the efficiency of
gene transfection, expression of endostatin at the treated
tumor site was assayed with ELISA. To investigate the effect
of pVAX1-sEN on hepatocellular carcinoma, pVAX-sEN
either naked or in liposome-DNA complex was injected
into BALB/c mice bearing H22, then the diameter of tumors
was measured, microvessel density was detected by
immunohistochemistry, endostatin expression in vivo was
assayed at different time points.
RESULTS: DNA sequencing showed the endostatin gene
with the signal peptide was correctly cloned. In situ gene
expression assay indicated that both the ratio of DNA
and liposome and the dose of DNA could affect the gene
transfection efficiency. Interestingly, naked pVAX-sEN had
a similar in situ endostatin expression to pVAX-sEN with
liposome. Animal experiments showed that pVAX-sEN
together with pVAX-sEN-liposome complex could efficiently
suppress the growth of mouse hepatoma cells.
CONCLUSION: Naked endostatin plasmid intratumoral
injection can get a similar gene transfection efficiency to
liposome-DNA complex when used in situ.
Ma CH, Zhang Y, Wang XY, Gao LF, Liu H, Guo C, Liu SX , Cao
YL, Zhang LN, Sun WS. Human endostatin gene transfer,
either naked or with liposome, has the same inhibitory effect
on growth of mouse liver tumor cells in vivo. World J
Gastroenterol 2004; 10(19): 2874-2877
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INTRODUCTION
Tumor neovascularization is necessary to the growth and
metastasis of tumors [1]. Anti-angiogenesis is an effective
method to treat cancer [2,3]. Endostatin, an endogenous
angiogenesis inhibitor, was found in 1997[4].It can specifically
suppress endothelial cell proliferation. Animal experiments have
demonstrated that endostatin can strikingly inhibit the growth
of many kinds of tumor cells without drug resistance and
toxicity. Endostatin is a promising agent to treat cancer [5,6].
However, to produce a large quantity of biologically active
proteins has been proven difficult, the treatment requires
repeated administration and high doses of recombinant protein,
which limits endostatin’s clinical application. Gene therapy can
overcome the above disvantages and become a potential
method for cancer therapy. In this article, we constructed the
recombinant eukaryotic plasmid using pVAX1 which is the only
vector authorized by FDA in clinical trial. It can express secretive
endostatin in vivo. Efficient gene transfer and expression are
the key to gene therapy. In order to explore an efficient and
easy gene transfer method, we also compared the inhibitory
effect of liposome and naked DNA transfection on mouse
hepatoma cells in vivo.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Plasmids
Eukaryotic expression vector pVAX1 authorized by FDA in
clinical trial was purchased from Invitrogen(USA). Cloning
vector pGEM-T-EN containing human endostatin genes was
constructed and preserved in our laboratory[7].
Cells and cultures
Mouse hepatoma cell line H22 was purchased from Shandong
Medical Science Institute and grown in BALB/c abdominal cavity.
Animals
BALB/c female mice, 5-6 wk of age, were provided by
Experimental Animal Center of Shandong University. A total of
1×106 H22 cells were transplanted subcutaneously into mice.
Treatment began 1 wk later, when tumor volume ranged between
0.4 to 0.5 cm3.
Primer design
According to the sequences in GeneBank, primers were designed
to amplify endostatin genes. In order to get a secretary protein,
signal sequence of human IgG γ chain was added to the 5’ end of
forward primer, and sequences recognized by KpnI and EcoRI
were respectively added to the forward primer and reverse primer:
forward(P1): 5’ TTAGGTACCATGGAAGCCCCAGCTCAG
CTTCTCTTCCTCCTGCTACTCTGGCTCCCAGATACCACC
GGACACAGCCACCGC 3’ ; reverse(P2): 5’ CGGCGAATTCC
TTGGAGG CAGTC 3’. All of these oligonucleotide primers
were synthesized by Shanghai BioAsia Bio-technology Co.Ltd.
PCR
The endostatin gene containing signal sequence of human
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Construction of recombinant eukaryotic plasmid expressing
secretive endostatin
PCR products and pVAX1 were digested by EcoRI and KpnI
(TaKaRa Biotechnology, Dalian) respectively, then purifed and
ligased with T4DNA ligase (TaKaRa Biotechnology, Dalian) at
room temperature overnight. E.coli, DH5α, competent cells were
transfected using CaCl2. Recombinant clones were detected by
EcoRI and KpnI and then sequenced by Shanghai BioAsia Bio
technology Co.Ltd.
In situ expression of secretary endostatin
Five-to-six week old female BALB/c mice were injected
subcutaneously with 1×106 logarithmically growing H22 cells
to axillary. One week later, when tumor volume was about 0.4
to 0.5 cm 3, naked plasmid or liposome-DNA complex
(LipofectamineTM2000 from Invitrogen) was administered
intratumorly. The ratio of liposome and recombinant plasmid
in liposome-DNA complex was 1:1, 1:3, 1:8 respectively.
Animals were sacrificed 3 d after injection and about 0.5 cm3
of tumor was separated and cut into pieces ,then cultured in
0.5 mL MEM medium with 100 mL/L of FCS at 37 , 50 mL/L
CO2 atmosphere for 24 h. Supernatants were collected and
centrifuged at 1 000 r/min for 5 min, then stored at -20 for
gene expression assay.
In vivo inhibition assay
One week after BALB/c mice were injected subcutaneously
with 1×106 logarithmically growing H22 cells to axillary, naked
recombinant plasmid (20 µg) or the liposome-DNA complex
containing 20 µg recombinant plasmid was administered
intratumorly once a week for two weeks. The ratio of liposome
and recombinant plasmid in liposome-DNA complex was 1:1.
pVAX1 and NS were respectively injected into animals as control.
The length (a) and width (b) of tumor were measured twice a
week. The tumor volumes were then calculated using the
formula: Volume=a×b2×0.52.
The experiment was done in triplicate with 5 animals in each
group.
In vivo expression assay of endostatin
In order to determine the association of anti-tumor effects and
the expression level of endostatin, peripheral blood was
prepared from tail at different time point and serum was used to
detect the expression of endostatin with ELISA.
ELISA
Expression of endostatin was detected with human endostatinTM
protein accucyteR EIA kit (Oncogene) following the manufacturer’s
instructions.
Immunohistochemistry
Mice were killed 3 d after the fourth administration. Tumors
were excised, fixed in formalin and prepared for paraffinembedded sections. Factor VIII-related antigen was detected
with S-P immunohistochemistory kit (Beijing Zhongshan
Biocompany) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

Tumor microvessel density (MVD) was evaluated as described
by Weidner[8].

Statistical analysis
All data were expressed as mean±SD. Student’s t -test was
used for statistical analysis. A P value <0.05 was considered
statistically significant.
RESULTS
Plasmid construction
Endostatin gene with signal sequence of human IgG γ chain
was amplified by PCR and cloned into eukaryotic vector pVAX1
named as pVAX-sEN. Two percent agarose gel electrophoresis
demonstrated two binds about 3 kb and 610 bp in size as expected
after the recombinant plasmid was digested by KpnI and EcoRI
(Figure 1). DNA sequencing analysis indicated both the
sequence of endostatin and signal peptide were in accordance
with those in the GenBank.
A B C D
kb
2.5
1.0

kb
3.0
610

250

Figure 1 Detection of the recombinant plasmid pVAX-sEN
using EcoRI and KpnI digestion. A: Marker15 000; B: pVAX1
digested by EcoRI; C: Recombinant plasmid pVAX-sEN digested
by EcoRI; D: Recombinant plasmid pVAX-sEN digested by
EcoRI and KpnI.

In situ gene expression assay of naked DNA and liposome-DNA
complex
To compare the efficiency of gene transfection, expression of
endostatin transgenic protein at the tumor site of the treated
group was assayed with ELISA. Endostatins were detected in
all samples treated with naked or liposome-DNA complex but
not in the control groups (Figure 2). Endostatin expression was
about 30 ng/mL when the ratio of liposome and DNA was 1:1.
With the addition of the liposome into complex the expression
of endostatin was increased gradually. When the ratio reached
1:8, the endostatin was 92 ng/mL. Interestingly, naked DNA
administration could get a pretty high gene expression which
was about 86 ng/mL.

Endostatin expression
(ng/mL)

IgG γ chain was amplified by PCR taking pGEM-T-EN as
template and P1 and P2 as primers. PCR reaction was performed
in 25 µL volume containing: 1µL of plasmid DNA, 2.5 µL of
10×buffer, 0.5 mmoL Mg++, 5 nmol/L dNTP, 3 units of Taq
polymerase,10 nmol/L primers (forward and reverse). Reaction
conditions were at 95 for 5 min, then 30 cycles each at 95
for 1 min, at 62 for 1 min, at 72 for 3 min, followed by a final
extension at 72
for 5 min. PCR products were purified by
UNIQUE-10 Kit (Shanghai Shenggong Biological Co.Ltd) after
20 g/L agarose gel electrophoresis.
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Figure 2 Comparison of in vivo transfection using different
ratios of liposome and DNA in liposome-DNA complex and
naked DNA.

To compare gene transfection using liposome-DNA complex
containing different doses of DNA in vivo, liposome-DNA
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Endostatin expression
(ng/mL)

complex was prepared with the ratio of liposome and DNA 1:1
which contained different doses of DNA. Twenty-four hours
after transfection endostatins were detected by ELISA (Figure 3).
The result indicated that when DNA was less than 20 µg , with
the elevation of DNA doses, the expression of endostatin
increased. When the DNA dose reached 20 µg, endostatin
reached 152 ng/mL, the peak expression. On the contrary, when
the DNA reached 50 µg, the expression of endostatin dropped
to 80 ng/mL.
200
150
100
50
0

2
10
20
50
DNA dosage in lipofectin complex (DNA: lipofectin=1:1)

Figure 3 Comparison of in vivo transfection using liposome
complex (the ratio of liposome and DNA is 1:1) containing
different doses of DNA.

Tumor size (cm3)

In vivo inhibitory effect of pVAX-sEN on mouse hepatoma cells
Changes of tumor volumes indicated pVAX-sEN-liposome
complex could obviously inhibit the growth of mouse hepatoma
cells when administered intratumorly (Figure 4). The tumor
volume was only 0.451±0.26 cm3, obviously less than that in
NS treated group (1.86±0.62 cm3) and pVAX1 treated group
(1.56±0.37 cm3) (P<0.05). The inhibition rate was about 73%.
Interestingly, pVAX-sEN alone could produce an inhibitory
effect. The tumor size in pVAX-sEN treated group was 0.4±0.25 cm3,
and the inhibitory rate was about 80%, which was not significant
from pVAX-sEN-liposome complex treated group (P>0.05).
2.0
1.8
1.6
1.4
1.2
1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0

Endosatin expression (ng/mL)

Inhibition of tumor angiogenesis by pVAX-sEN
Immunohistochemical analysis showed a potent inhibition of
angiogenesis in tumors treated by pVAX-sEN. The MVD was
counted and results are shown in Figure 6. Expression of
endostatin mediated by naked pVAX-sEN or liposome-DNA
complex injection caused a significant reduction in MVD
compared with the NS control group or the pVAX1 treated
group (P<0.05). However, the difference in MVD between naked
DNA and liposome-DNA complex injection groups was not
statistically significant.
16
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8
6
4
2
0

NS

pVAX1 Naked pVAX-sEN Liposome-DNA
complex

Figure 6 Inhibition of tumor neovascularization by injecting
recombinant plasmid.
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Figure 4 Inhibitory effect of recombinant secretive endostatin
on mouse hepatoma cells.
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In vivo expression of endostatin
ELISA showed that the expression of endostatin in peripheral
blood varied with the administration of recombinant plasmid.
Three days after the first treatment of recombinant plasmid, both
naked and in combination with liposome, the expression of
endostatin could be detected (56.8±3.8 ng/mL and 54±5.8 ng/mL,
respectively. P>0.05) and then the expression decreased 2 d
later. After the second administration the expression raised to
79.8±6.1 ng/mL and 60.43±8.3 ng/mL and it could be lasted for
another 3 d. The expression level in naked plasmid treated mice
was lower than that in DNA-liposome complex treated mice
(50.1±6.3 ng/mL vs 70.4±6.4 ng/mL, P<0.05) (Figure 5).

Microvessel density
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1
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6

10

13

Time (d)
First treatment
Second treatment

Figure 5 In vivo endostatin expression in peripheral blood of
treated mice.

DISCUSSION
Growth and metastasis of tumor depend on the neuvascularization.
Anti-angiogenesis can effectively suppress tumor growth.
Endostatin was found to specifically inhibit endothelial cell
proliferation but not actively proliferating cells such as carcinoma
cells, intestinal cells, epithelial cells, bone marrow cells[4]. So
the application of endostatin did not cause bone marrow ablation,
stomach and intestinal reaction, and other side effects[5].
Moreover, endostatin could be used for a long time without
drug resistance since its target cells, endothelial cells have a
relatively stable gene structure and low mutation rate[5,6].
Consequently endostatin is an attractive new strategy in cancer
therapy.
Recombinant endostatin protein has been used in clinical
trials at present[9]. However poor solubility of recombinant
endostatin protein and its high effective dose have limited its
wide spread application[4]. Gene therapy by which endostatin
can express in vivo is an efficient method for anti-angiogenesis
cancer therapy[10-12].
The key point of gene therapy is to establish an effective gene
delivering system. Vectors used to deliver genes nowadays mainly
include viral and non-viral vectors. Because of limitations of
viral vectors such as potent danger, immune response and
limitations of the gene length[13-15], more and more researchers
have payed their attention to non-viral vectors. In this paper, a
highly safe vector pVAX1 authorized by FDA in clinical trial
was selected to construct a recombinant vector expressing
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secretive endostatin which was named as pVAX-sEN. DNA
sequencing indicated endostatin gene together with a signal
peptide was correctly cloned. Animal experiments showed
pVAX-sEN could efficiently suppress the growth of mouse
hepatoma cells. This study provides an experimental basis for
further study on safe and efficient gene therapy with endostatin.
Non-viral gene can be transferred by physical and chemical
methods. The cationic liposome-mediated gene transfer system
is popular because of its low immunity, high safety, easy
preparation, no limitation to gene sequence and potential to be
used repeatedly[16,17]. Gene transfer efficiency of liposome can
be affected by many factors. Studies indicated that a suitable
quantity ratio of DNA and liposome was one of the essential
factors[18]. Naked DNA injection is another simple safe gene
transfer method. Many researchers have verified that naked DNA
administration could induce a high gene expression level[19,20].
In 2003 VEGF administered into cardiac muscle using naked
DNA was applied to clinical trial[21]. In our study, cationic
liposome was used to transfer endostatin DNA into mouse
hepatoma cells in vivo. It showed that when the quantity ratio
of liposome and DNA was 1:1, the expression of endostatin
was pretty high. When the quantity ratio was 1:8, endostatin
reached the highest expression (92 ng/mL). With the elevation
of DNA dose, the expression of endostatin increased. When
the DNA dose reached 20 µg, the expression of endostatin
amounted to 152 ng/mL. However, if DNA dose reached 50 µg,
the expression of endostatin dropped to 80 ng/mL. The possible
reason was that the high dose of liposome in the complex might
be deposited[18]. So the transfection efficiency was lower.
Results also indicated that naked DNA could also get a pretty
high gene expression (86 ng/mL). Our in vivo inhibition assay
even showed that naked DNA could get an inhibition as efficient
as DNA-liposome complex.In 2002, Shi et al.[22] compared the
transfection rate of naked DNA with liposome-DNA complex
and found the expression of IL-12 was equal. Their result is in
accordance with ours. However, in vivo gene expression assay
indicated that the peripheral expression of endostatin in naked
DNA treated mice decreased more quickly than that in DNAliposome complex treated mice.
In conclusion, we successfully constructed the recombinant
vector secretively expressing endostatin using highly safe
vector pVAX1 named pVAX-sEN. Animal experiments showed
it could efficiently suppress the growth of hepatoma cells. It is
a promising method in cancer therapy. At the same time we
compared the transfection efficiency of naked pVAX-sEN DNA
with liposome-DNA complex. Results indicated naked DNA
could produce both a high endostatin gene expression and a
good tumor inhibition effect when used in situ, strongly
suggesting that naked DNA administration is a simple, safe
and efficient gene transfer method.
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invasion. TACE increases the level of P-VEGF only
temporarily which may be associated with tumor ischemia.
P-VEGF may be useful in predicting treatment response,
monitoring disease course after TACE and judging the effect
of different TACE regimens.
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Abstract
AIM: To investigate the expression level of plasma vascular
endothelial growth factor (P-VEGF) in patients with
hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) and its relationship with
the clinicopathologic characteristics, and to examine the
changes of P-VEGF in the course of transcatheter arterial
chemoembolization (TACE).
METHODS: Peripheral blood samples were taken from 45
HCC patients before and 1, 3, 7 d, and 1 mo after TACE.
Plasma VEGF level was measured with the quantitative
sandwich enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA).
Twenty patients with benign liver lesions and 17 healthy
control subjects were also included in this study.
RESULTS: Plasma VEGF levels in HCC patients were
significantly elevated as compared to those in patients with
benign liver lesions (P = 0.006) and in the normal controls
(P = 0.003). Significant differences were observed when
P-VEGF was categorized by tumor size (P = 0.006), portal
vein thrombosis (P = 0.011), distant metastasis (P = 0.017),
arterial-portal vein shunting (P = 0.026), and International
Union Against Cancer (UICC) TNM stage (P = 0.044). There
was no correlation between plasma level of VEGF and the
level of alpha fetoprotein (α-FP) (r = 0.068, P = 0.658) and
weakly correlated with the number of platelets (r = 0.312,
P = 0.038). P-VEGF levels increased significantly and
reached the peak value on the first day after TACE, and then
decreased gradually. The change rate of P-VEGF concentration
(one month post-TACE/pre-TACE×100%) was correlated
with the retention rate of lipiodol oil (r s = 0.494, P = 0.001)
and the tumor volume change (r s = 0.340, P = 0.034).
The patients who achieved a partial or complete response
to TACE therapy showed significantly less pre-treatment
P-VEGF than those nonresponders (P = 0.025). A high pretherapeutic P-VEGF level was associated with poor response
to treatment (P = 0.018).
CONCLUSION: A high pre-treatment P-VEGF level is a
useful marker for tumor progression, especially for vascular

INTRODUCTION
Transcatheter arterial chemoembolization (TACE) is the most
frequently applied palliative treatment in HCC patients who are
considered to be unsuitable candidates for surgery. But the
indications and outcome of TACE are not clearly defined in the
literature[1,2]. TACE therapy is invasive and associated with
high financial costs[3]. To predict which patients are likely to benefit
from TACE would be useful to both oncologists and patients.
Tumor angiogenesis is essential for solid tumorigenesis,
growth, invasion and metastasis[4-6]. Tumor angiogenesis is
mediated by angiogenic factors and vascular endothelial growth
factor (VEGF) is one of the most potent factors. Strong VEGF
expression has been demonstrated in various solid tumor types.
In HCC, VEGF expression in tumor tissue has been reported to
be correlated with aggressive behavior, early metastasis spread,
and poor prognosis[7,8]. Recently, the expression of VEGF in
patients with various malignancies has been made possible by
measuring circulating VEGF concentrations with the enzymelinked immunosorbent assay (ELISA)[9]. The elevation of VEGF
in blood implies a promotion of tumor angiogenesis, and several
studies have revealed the predictive value of circulating VEGF
level in disease progression and prognosis in various types of
cancer[10,11]. Raised pre-treatment circulation VEGF levels in smallcell lung carcinoma, esophageal carcinoma, gastrointestinal
cancer and non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma have been associated
with a poor outcome[12-15].
Although elevated circulation VEGF levels have been
measured in patients with various tumors. To our knowledge
few data are available with regard to plasma VEGF (P-VEGF)
levels in patients with HCC[16]. Data concerning the change of
P-VEGF in the course of TACE therapy and its significance in
prediction of patient’s response to chemoembolization have
not been reported to date.
Therefore, in this prospective study, we analyzed the PVEGF level in patients with HCC prior to treatment to determine
the clinicopathologic significance of P-VEGF, and to assess
the clinical usefulness of pre-treatment P-VEGF as a predictor
of outcome in patients undergoing TACE therapy for HCC.
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Clinicopathologic data
Physical examination, chest X-ray, routine liver function test
were performed. Complete blood count, hepatitis B surface
antigen status and serum alpha fetoprotein (α-FP) were
prospectively collected from each patient. Tumor characteristics
such as size, location, capsular, portal vein involvement, lymph
node or extrahepatic metastasis, were assessed on the basis of
radiographic findings. Tumor vascularity and arteio-portal vein
shunting (A-V shunting) were studied by superselective digital
subtraction angiography (DSA). Tumor staging was performed
using the International Union Against Cancer (UICC) TNM
classification[17].
Blood sampling and enzyme immunoassay of P-VEGF concentration
Peripheral venous blood was taken before (n = 45) and 1 (n = 30),
3 (n = 44), 7 (n = 18) and 1 mo (n = 45) after TACE therapy. Blood
samples were collected in sterile glass tubes containing 0.057 mL
of 15% EDTA. Plasma was separated by centrifugation at
2000 r/min for 15 min to eliminate platelets and stored at -70
till use.
Plasma VEGF was measured in duplicate by commercially
available ELISA kits (Quantikine human VEGF, R&D System,
Minneapolis, MN, USA). According to the manufacturer the
minimal detectable dose of VEGF was <5.0 ng/L, the intra-assay
and the inter-assay variabilities were 6.7-5.1% and 8.8-6.2%,
respectively. Absorbance was determined using a biokinetics
reader EL312e (Bio-Tek Instruments, Winooski, VT, USA) at
450 nm.
Definition of response to TACE treatment
Response to treatment was assessed by image examinations
one month after TACE Therapy. Treatment was evaluated
according to the tumor volume change and retention rate of the
iodized oil. The tumor volume was calculated using the summed
products of the longest dimensions of the lesion, and patients
were categorized as responding group (tumor size decrease or
stable, no new-born nest) and non-responding group (enlargement
of the tumor or the presents of new-born nest). According to
the retention rate of the oil, patients were categorized as groups
>75%, 50-75%, 25-50% and <25%.
Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was carried out by the SPSS 10.0 packed
program. To investigate the relationships between P-VEGF

levels and other variables, t test, ANOVA test, Chi-square test,
Fisher exact probability test, correlation coefficient (r) and
spearman’s rank correlation (rs) were used when appropriate.
P<0.05 based on a two-tailed test was considered statistically
significant.

RESULTS
Pre-TACE P-VEGF in patients with HCC
The pre-operative P-VEGF levels were significantly higher in
HCC patients (63.83±51.09 ng/L) than those in benign liver
diseases (28.99±6.67 ng/L) (P = 0.006) and in healthy controls
(25.60±5.47 ng/L) (P = 0.003). There was no significant difference
in P-VEGF levels between the patients with benign liver diseases
and healthy control. The sensitivity of P-VEGF in detecting
HCC, using the mean P-VEGF of the patients with benign liver
diseases (28.99 ng/L) as cut-off level, was found to be 73.3%
with 62.2% specificity.
Correlation between pre-TACE P-VEGF and clinicopathologic
features
There was no significant association between pre-TACE P-VEGF
levels and various clinical and laboratory variables, except the
gender (t = 4.111, P = 0.003). There was a weak correlation
between P-VEGF levels and the platelet number (PLT) (r = 0.312,
P = 0.038) and no correlation with the levels of α-FP (r = 0.068).
There was no significant association between the P-VEGF
level and the presence of cirrhosis, tumor location, tumor
capsule, ascites, lymph node metastasis, or the tumor
vascularity. Significant differences were observed when P-VEGF
was categorized by tumor size (P = 0.006), distant metastasis
(P = 0.017), portal vein thrombosis (P = 0.011), arterio-portal
vein shunting (P = 0.026), and advanced TNM stage (P = 0.044)
(Table 1, Figure 1).
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients and treatment design
The study consisted of 45 patients (37 males, 8 females, mean
age 50 years, range 29-77 years) with unresectable HCC who
underwent TACE at the Department of Interventional Radiology,
Wuhan Union Hospital between October 2000 and February
2002. HCC was diagnosed by distinctive radiographic findings,
serum alpha fetoprotein, and with (n = 8) or without histological
proof. All patients were treated with TACE therapy alone without
any other therapies such as surgery, percutaneous ethanol
injection, or systemic chemotherapy. The chemoembolization
agents consisted of 100 mg/m2 of carboplatin, 50 mg/m2 of
doxorubicin hydrochloride, 1 g of 5-fluorouracil and 5-25 mL of
iodized oil (Lipiodol; Guerbet, Aulnay-sous-Bois, France). For
those with hepatic arterial-portal vein fistula, gelfoam piece
was used to block the fistula before iodized oil was used.
Twenty patients underwent TACE therapy for benign
diseases (ten patients underwent partial hepatic artery
embolization for hepatic cavernous angioma, ten patients
underwent partial spleen artery embolization for hypersplenism)
and seventeen healthy volunteers were also involved in this
study, served as control to evaluate the P-VEGF cut-off level.
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Figure 1 Mean plasma vascular endothelial growth factor
levels at each disease stage in patients with hepatocellular
carcinoma.

Using mean concentration of TII tumors as cut-off level,
P-VEGF was able to predict TIII/TIV tumors with 75.9%
sensitivity and 62.5% specificity. Using mean concentration of
portal vein thrombosis of negative tumors as cut-off level, P-VEGF
was found to have a sensitivity of 62.5% and a specificity of
64.9% in detecting portal vein thrombosis of positive tumors.
Using mean concentration of the distant metastasis-free group
as cut-off level, P-VEGF was able to exclude distant metastasis
with a negative predictive value of 89.3%, a sensitivity of 50%
and a specificity of 64.1%. P-VEGF could predict the presence
of A-V shunting with 75% sensitivity and 67.6% specificity by
using mean concentration of the non-A-V shunting patients as
cut-off level (Table 2).

Change of P-VEGF levels during TACE course
P-VEGF levels were significantly elevated in patients with HCC
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Table 1 Pre-TACE plasma VEGF levels in patients categorized by radiological parameters
Group
Cirrhotic liver
Tumor location

Tumor capsule
Ascites
Lymph node involvement
Tumor vascularity

Tumor size

Portal vein thrombosis
Extra hepatic metastasis
TNM classification

Arterio-portal vein shunting

No. of patients

Median plasma VEGF (ng/L)

No
Yes
Left lobe
Right lobe
Spiegel’s lobe
Multiple lobe
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
Hypervascularity
Median
Hypovascularity
<5 cm
5-10 cm
>10 cm
No

13
32
4
26
5
10
32
13
37
8
39
6
31
9
3
7
22
11
37

80.15
57.19
77.82
66.62
50.38
57.68
68.15
53.18
62.81
82.60
61.68
101.31
75.59
55.31
39.1
27.57
55.59
101.54
57.97

Yes
No
Yes
Stage
Stage
Stage
Stage
No
Yes

8
39
6
16
12
11
6
37
8

104.79
59.39
116.18
36.55
71.23
79.72
92.63
56.03
99.9

II
III
Iva
Ivb

Statistic value

P value

t = 1.380

0.175

F = 0.275

0.843

t = 0.888

0.379

t = 1.151

0.280

t = 1.677

0.101

F = 0.922

0.406

F = 5.804

0.006

t = 2.669

0.011

t = 2.483

0.017

F = 2.937

0.044

t = 2.283

0.026

TNM: tumor-node-metastasis. Tumor vascularity and arterial-portal vein shunting were studied by superselective digital subtraction angiographic (DSA).
Table 2 Effect of different VEGF levels on specificity and sensitivity in predicting tumor load in patients with HCC

TII and TIII/IV
Portal vein thrombosis
Extra hepatic metastasis
Arterio-portal vein shunting

Cut-off VEGF
value (ng/L)

Sensitivity
(%)

Specificity
(%)

36.55
57.97
59.39
56.03

75.9
62.5
50
75

62.5
64.9
64.1
67.6

Plasma VEGF (ng/L)

120
100

P = 0.155

P = 0.018

P = 0.379

80
102.97

60
40

84.04

63.83

45
pre-TACE

30
d1

44
d3

78.6
27.8
17.6
33.3

58.8
88.8
89.3
92.6

A similar change of P-VEGF was found in patients who
underwent TACE for treatment of benign liver diseases (data
not shown).
One month after TACE, the P-VEGF level was 71.47±50.87 ng/L,
no statistical difference was found between them and pre-TACE
P-VEGF levels.

76.08

20
0

Positive
Negative predictive
predictive value (%)
value (%)

18
d7

Figure 2 Effect of TACE on mean plasma vascular endothelial
growth factor levels.

on the first post-TACE day (102.97±89.26 ng/L) compared to
pre-TACE (63.83±51.09) (P = 0.018). Then VEGF level
decreased gradually to 84.04±79.16 ng/L on the third day
and 76.08±45.38 ng/L on the seventh day post-TACE, showing
no statistical difference with pre-TACE P-VEGF levels (Figure 2).

Correlation between P-VEGF and response to TACE therapy
Treatment response was evaluated according to the change in
tumor volume and retention of the oil. Forty five patients were
categorized as responding group (18 cases) and non-responding
group (27 cases). The change rate of P-VEGF levels was associated
with the change in tumor volume (r s = 0.340, P = 0.034). No
statistic difference was found between changes in α-FP levels
and tumor volume (r s = 0.230, P = 0.138).
The pre-TACE P-VEGF level in non-responding group
(73.33±70.32 ng/L) was significantly higher than that in the
responding group (49.52±25.33 ng/L, P = 0.025). The response
rate of the low VEGF group (P-VEGF<49.5 ng/L) was significantly
higher than that of the high VEGF group (P-VEGF>49.5 ng/L) (51.6%
vs 14.29%; P = 0.018, Fisher exact probability test) (Table 3).
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Table 3 Correlation between plasma VEGF concentration and response to treatment
No. of patients
Clinical response
Responder
Non-responder

Plasma VEGF (ng/L)
49.52±25.33
73.33±70.32

Low VEGF

High VEGF

16
15

2
12

t = 2.285
P = 0.025

According to the retention rate of the iodized oil, 45 patients
were classified as follows: 11 cases >75%, 16 cases 50 - 75%,
9 cases 25 - 50% and 9 cases <25%. The change rate of P-VEGF
levels was strongly associated with oil retention (r s = 0.494,
P = 0.001). No statistical difference was found between the
change rate of α-FP and oil retention (r s = 0.209, P = 0.179).

DISCUSSION
By alternate splicing of the VEGF gene, VEGF could exist at
least in one of the four forms, namely, VEGF206 (tissue bound),
VEGF189 (tissue bound), VEGF165 (the most abundant form,
soluble, and partly tissue bound) and VEGF121 (soluble)[18].
Compared with bioassays, detection of soluble VEGF isoforms
with immunoassay was characterized by low detection limits
and greater specificity, reproducibility, and practicability[19,20].
Recently, serum VEGF was measured by an enzyme-linked
immunosorbent assay (ELISA) in patients with various types
of cancer[20]. Increased levels of VEGF were demonstrated in
most patients with cancer and closely related to tumor
progression and metastasis[21,22]. However, some studies have
shown that VEGF is not only secreted from tumor cells but also
from a variety of CD34+ hematological cells (including platelets,
megakaryocytes, monocytes, T-lymphocytes and leukocytes)
during clotting[23]. Serum VEGF concentrations could reflect
blood platelet counts rather than VEGF synthesis by tumor
tissues, and plasma rather than serum should be considered
suitable for the measurement of circulating VEGF[24]. So in our study,
plasma VEGF concentrations were analyzed and ethylenediamine
tetraacetic acid (EDTA) was used as anticoagulant.
Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is a highly vascular tumor
characterized by neovascularization and a high propensity for
venous invasion. A strong VEGF expression was observed in
the tissue of HCC and closely associated with tumor progression
and metastasis[6]. Recently, Poon et al.[25] reported that serum
VEGF level was significantly elevated in patients with HCC,
and significantly high serum VEGF levels were associated with
the absence of tumor capsule, the presence of venous invasion
and microsatellite modules, and advanced TNM stage. Li et al.[26]
also considered that serum VEGF was a predictor of invasion and
metastasis of HCC. To our knowledge, only one previous study
measured P-VEGF changes in HCC patients. Jinno et al.[16]
reported that P-VEGF was a promising tumor marker for remote
metastasis of HCC and its specificity, sensitivity and overall
accuracy were high enough to be clinically useful.
In the current study, pre-TACE P-VEGF was found to be
markedly elevated in the majority of patients with HCC and the
increase was closely related to a more advanced stage of diseases.
This finding suggested that HCC cells were an important source
of P-VEGF. But the lower P-VEGF levels in HCC patients
overlapped considerably with those in normal controls, thus
limiting the application of VEGF as a tumor marker in early
detection of HCC.
We found that high P-VEGF levels were associated with the
presence of extrahepatic metastasis and portal vein involvement.
Because vascular invasion by tumor cells is indispensable for
remote metastasis, metastasis, portal vein involvement and A-V
shunting can reflect the ability of tumor cells to invade blood
vessels. These results indicated that P-VEGF could be used as
a tumor marker in detecting vascular invasive phenotypes of

χ2 = 5.599
P = 0.018

HCC. It is clinically important to search for the metastasis
radiologically in patients with high P-VEGF levels.
In the present study, there was a weak correlation of PLT
number with P-VEGF level. It has been suggested that platelets
aggregate at metastatic sites, due to factors released from metastatic
cells and vascular invasion, resulting in microthrombosis, tumor
adhesion, and may release VEGF to the circulation[27,28]. Therefore,
we considered that in metastatic HCC patient platelet activation
was a part of the sources of plasma VEGF.
The finding that there was no significant association
between the P-VEGF level and tumor vascularity shown by
DSA is of great interest. This might suggest that circulation
VEGF levels could reflect the formation of new vessels rather
than the degree of existing tumor vascularity.
No correlation was found between P-VEGF and serum α-FP,
suggesting that they had different mechanisms of production,
and P-VEGF might be an independent predictive factor.
Suzuki et al.[29] found serum VEGF increased significantly
and reached the peak value 7 d after TACE, suggesting that
VEGF might play a role as a sensitive marker for tumor ischemia.
We observed that P-VEGF increased and reached the peak value
on the first day after TACE and then decreased gradually. We
thought that the changes of serum VEGF during TACE might
be associated with chemotherapy-induced thrombocytopenia
and a subsequent rebound increase in platelet number [30].
Although the exact mechanism is currently unknown, hypoxia
caused by TACE, clotting and platelets aggregation after TACE,
tumor cell lysis (and release of VEGF)[31], elevation of VEGF in
acute hepatitis[32], and tissue trauma[33] might contribute to the
increase of P-VEGF in the early post-TACE period.
It has been reported that high pre-treatment levels of
circulating VEGF are correlated with a poor response to the
conventional chemotherapy[12-15]. Similar results were found
that the mean P-VEGF of the responding group was significantly
higher than that of the non-responding group. Two treatment
response indicators (tumor volume change and retention of
the iodized oil) were associated with the change rate of P-VEGF
levels rather than the change rate of α-FP. These results
indicated that P-VEGF might act as a follow-up marker for postTACE monitoring of the disease course and evaluation of
curative effect, especially in α-FP negative patients. It may be
useful in predicting treatment response and judging the effect
of different TACE regimens.
In summary, P-VEGF level is an independent predictive
factor of tumor progression, especially vascular invasion. TACE
increases the level of P-VEGF only temporarily which may be
associated with tumor ischemia. P-VEGF may be useful in
predicting treatment response, monitoring disease course after
TACE and judging the effect of different TACE regimens.
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Abstract
AIM: To quantify the inhibition of HBV replication by targeted
ribonuclease by using real-time fluorescent PCR.
METHODS: Targeted ribonuclease was introduced into 2.2.15
cells by liposome-mediated transfection or HIV-TAT mediated
protein transduction. Forty-eight hours after the transfection
and 24 h after the transduction, supernatants of 2.2.15 cells
were collected and HBV DNA in the supernatants was
quantified by real-time fluorescent PCR with a commercial kit.
RESULTS: HBV DNA concentrations in the supernatants of
2.2.15 cells transfected or transducted with targeted
ribonuclease were 4.9±2.4×108 copies/L and 8.3±4.0×108
copies/L, respectively. Compared with controls, transfection
or transduction of targeted ribonuclease reduced HBV DNA
concentration in the supernatants of 2.2.15 cells by 90.4%
and 90.1%, respectively (P<0.05).
CONCLUSION: Targeted ribonuclease can inhibit HBV
replication in 2.2.15 cells.
Liu J, Li YH, Ding J, Gong WD, Xue CF, Zhao Y, Huang YX.
Quantifying anti-HBV effect of targeted ribonuclease by
real-time fluorescent PCR. World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10
(19): 2883-2885
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INTRODUCTION
Chronic hepatitis B virus (HBV) infection is a major health problem
worldwide. Globally, more than 350 million people are infected
with HBV, and some of them will evolve into liver cirrhosis and
hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC). Current treatment regimens for
chronic HBV infection, including interferon-γ, lamivudine, adefovir,
or different combinations of these drugs, have only a limited longterm efficacy, but many adverse effects and drug resistance[1,2].
Therefore, the exploration of novel treatment strategies for HBV
infection is both necessary and urgent. In fact, many ingenious
treatment strategies have been tested for inhibition of HBV
replication, such as antisense nucleotides, ribozymes, intracellular
antibodies, targeted nucleases, RNA interference[3-13]. All of them
can inhibit HBV replication to various degrees.
To explore alternative treatment methods against HBV

infection, targeted ribonuclease (TN), a fusion protein of HBVc
and human eosinophil-derived neurotoxin (hEDN), was
constructed and its effect on HBV replication was tested. After
the targeted ribonuclease was introduced by transfection or
transduction into 2.2.15 cells, a cell model of HBV infection, we
found that it significantly reduced the serological markers of
HBV replication, namely HBsAg and HBeAg, in the supernatants
of 2.2.15 cells, suggesting that the targeted ribonuclease could
inhibit HBV replication.
To further characterize the anti-HBV effect of the targeted
ribonuclease, the HBV DNA was quantified in the supernatants
of 2.2.15 cells treated by the targeted ribonuclease. Our results
showed that the targeted ribonuclease markedly reduced HBV
DNA concentration in the supernatants, which together with
our previous findings, demonstrate that HBV replication can
be inhibited by targeted ribonuclease.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cell culture
2.2.15 cells, a human hepatoblastoma Hep G2 cell line stably
transfected by HBV genome, were cultured in Dulbecco’s
modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM, purchased from Gibco Life
Technologies, Grand Island, NY) supplemented with 100 mL/L
fetal calf serum (Sijiqing Biotech Company, Hangzhou, China).
Transfection
The transfection methods were previously described[14]. Briefly,
twenty-four hours before transfection, 2.2.15 cells were seeded
into a culture plate at the density of 2×108/L. LipofectamineTM
2000 reagent (Gibco Life Technologies) was used for the
transfection of 2.2.15 cells by p/TN, p/TNm, p/hEDN, p/HBVc,
pcDNA3.1 (-), or mock solution (DMEM plus LipofectamineTM
2000 reagent containing no plasmid) according to the manufacturer’s
protocol. p/TN, p/TNm, p/hEDN and p/HBVc are the eukaryotic
expression plasmids for targeted ribonuclease, point-mutated
targeted ribonuclease without ribonuclease activity, human
eosinophil-derived neurotoxin, and HBV core protein, respectively.
Transduction
2.2.15 cells were seeded into a culture plate at the density of
2×108/L. Twenty-four hours later, purified recombinant proteins
with protein transduction domain, TAT-TN, TAT-TNm, TAThEDN, and TAT-HBVc were added into the culture medium. For
mock transduction, an equal volume of DMEM instead of protein
was added into the culture medium.
Real-time fluorescent PCR
Forty-eight hours after transfection and 24 h after transduction,
the supernatants of 2.2.15 cells were collected and HBV DNA
in the supernatants was quantified by using fluorescent PCR
kit for quantification of HBV DNA (Daan Gene Company,
Guangzhou, China) according to the manufacturer’s protocol.
PCR primers were: P1: 5’ATCCTGCTGCTATGCCTCATCTT3’,
P2: 5’ ACAGTGGGGAAAGCCCTACGAA3’. The probe was
5’TGGCTAGTTTACTAGTGCCATTTTG3’. PCR reaction was
analyzed by PE 5700 (Perkin Elmer, USA).
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Statistical analysis
All data were analyzed by SPSS 10.0 software. Differences were
considered statistically significant when P<0.05.

A

HBV DNA conc (108 copies/L)

RESULTS
HBV DNA in the supernatants of 2.2.15 cells transfected or
transducted with the targeted ribonuclease and controls was
quantified by real-time fluorescent PCR. The results are shown
in Figure 1. Compared with the controls, HBV DNA concentration
in the supernatant of 2.2.15 cells was markedly reduced by
the targeted ribonuclease, which was introduced into the cells
by both pathways, i.e. transfection and transduction. The
transfected targeted ribonuclease reduced HBV DNA
concentration by 90.4% and the transducted targeted
ribonuclease by 90.1% (P<0.05). Either hEDN or HBVc alone
had no such an effect, indicating that it was the fusion protein
itself, i.e. the targeted ribonuclease, but not its constituent
molecules that exerted the anti-HBV effect. Interestingly, TNm
which was mutated at just one amino acid residue (Lys113 Arg)
but had no ribonuclease activity as compared with TN, did not
decrease HBV DNA concentration either, suggesting that the
ribonuclease activity was needed in the anti-HBV effect of the
targeted ribonuclease. To exclude the possibility that the antiHBV effect of the targeted ribonuclease was due to nonspecific
killing of 2.2.15 cells, we also detected cell viability of the
transfected and transducted cells by MTT assay. The results
showed that the targeted ribonuclease had no adverse effects
on cell viability and proliferation as compared with controls
(P>0.05, data not shown).
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DISCUSSION
Real-time fluorescent PCR is a simple, sensitive, specific and
precise method to quantitate nucleic acids over a vast dynamic
range[15]. Due to these advantages, real-time fluorescent PCR
has been widely used in both basic research and clinical
diagnosis to measure the quantity of nucleic acids. As for HBV,
real-time fluorescent PCR has been used in monitoring viral
load during the course of antiviral treatment to evaluate the
efficacy of the treatment and predict the possibility of
emergence of drug-resistant variants, in the analysis of antiHBV effect of small interfering RNA transfected into HBVproducing cell lines, and in the study of HBV pathogenesis[10,16-19].
In the current research, we also used real-time fluorescent PCR
to precisely quantify HBV DNA in the supernatants of 2.2.15
cells to detect the effect of the targeted ribonuclease on HBV
replication. The targeted ribonuclease reported here is a fusion
protein against HBV infection constructed by us, based on the
principle of capsid-targeted viral inactivation (CTVI)[5,20]. Our
previous studies showed that it significantly reduced HBsAg
and HBeAg in the supernatants of 2.2.15 cells, suggesting that
the targeted ribonuclease could inhibit HBV replication. In
consistent with our previous findings, in this study we observed
the targeted ribonuclease notably reduced HBV DNA in the
supernatants of 2.2.15 cells. Taken together, these results
demonstrate that the targeted ribonuclease strongly inhibits
HBV replication. The targeted ribonuclease may therefore be
one of the promising alternative anti-HBV agents which are
being studied in the pursuing of a satisfactory treatment for
chronic HBV infection.
Although the precise mechanism of anti-HBV effect of
targeted ribonuclease still remains unknown and awaits further
study, the principle of capsid-targeted viral inactivation (CTVI)
implies that it may specifically recognize pregenomic RNA (pgRNA)
of HBV, the template for HBV replication, intracellularly by the
HBVc domain of fusion protein, and then degrades pgRNA by
the hEDN domain. This will in turn lead to a decrease in the
replication of HBV DNA and synthesis of viral proteins, which
finally results in a reduction of extracellular HBV DNA and viral
proteins (HBsAg and HBeAg). In fact, we have found that
purified targeted ribonuclease can degrade RNA in vitro
(unpublished data) which supports this mechanism.
Experiments are ongoing in this laboratory to clarify the
mechanism and to apply the targeted ribonuclease to small
animal models.
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Figure 1 HBV DNA concentration in the supernatants of
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Abstract
AIM: To study the expression of survivin,a novel member
of inhibitors of apoptosis protein (IAP) and its significance
in colorectal carcinoma.
METHODS: Survivin mRNA expression was evaluated by
semi-quantitative reverse transcriptase polymerase chain
reaction (RT-PCR) in 52 colorectal carcinoma samples and
48 adjacent normal colorectal tissue samples. PCR product
was sequenced to verify the desired result. Expressions of
survivin protein, proliferating cell nuclear antigen labelling
index (PI) and apoptotic index (AI) were detected
immunohistochemically in 52 human colorectal carcinomas.
RESULTS: The expression of survivin mRNA was detected
in a significantly greater proportion of colorectal carcinoma
samples than in adjacent normal colorectal tissues (67.3%
vs 25%; P<0.01). There was no relationship between
survivin mRNA expression in colorectal carcinomas and
sex, tumor size, histological types, lymphnode metastasis,
distant metastasis and Dukes’ stage. The PCR product
shared 99% of homology with human counterparts. Survivin
expression was observed immunohistochemically in 27 of
52 cases of colorectal carcinoma (51.9%). The AI was
significently lower in survivin positive group than in survivin
negative group (0.67±0.18% vs 1.14±0.42%; P<0.001),
while the PI was greater in survivin positive group than in
survivin negative group (51±22% vs 27±18%, P<0.001).
CONCLUSION: Survivin is a special tumor marker independent
of histopathological characteristics. It may play an important
role during human colorectal tumorigenesis by inhibiting
apoptosis and accelerating proliferative activity of colorectal
tumor cells.
Chen WC, Liu Q, Fu JX, Kang SY. Expression of survivin and
its significance in colorectal cancer. World J Gastroenterol
2004; 10(19): 2886-2889
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INTRODUCTION
Apoptosis is an evolutionally conserved genetic program of

cellular suicide and also central to the homeostasis of adult
tissues by maintaining the balance between cell production
and cell elimination. There is compelling evidence that defects
in apoptosis contribute to human diseases such as malignancies.
In the evolution of colorectal cancer (CRC) the imbalance
between cell proliferation and cell apoptosis may be an important
potential factor. A large number of evidences show that many
molecules such as p53 and bcl-2 are involved in the regulation
of apoptosis during colorectal tumorigenesis. The inhibitor of
apoptosis proteins(IAPs), which are widely expressed in all
kinds of malignacies, is encoded by the highly-conservative
anti-apoptosis gene family and plays an important role in the
regulation of apoptosis. IAP molecules contain 1-3 copies of a
-70 amino acid zinc-finger fold, and designate the baculovirus
IAP repeat (BIR) and their mechanism of action has been directly
attributed to the binding of Caspases,thus preventing enzyme
activity of the Caspases[1,2]. Among molecules of the IAP family,
survivin, a novel anti-apoptosis gene is prominently expressed
in CRC and several other malignancies[3,13-18]. The role of survivin
in blocking apoptosis is unclear and its ability to inhibit
Caspase-3 activity has been widely debated[3-5]. Survivin may
paly an important role in the development of CRC. The present
study was to examine the expression of survivin in CRC and to
evaluate the association between expression of survivin and
clinicopathological characteristics of patients with CRC. We also
investigated the significence of survivin expression in CRC.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients
Specimens used for this study were obtained from 52 carcinomas
and 48 adjacent normal tissures from the resection margins at
the First Affiliated Hospital of Suzhou Univercity. The suspected
de novo cancers and patients with a known familial colon cancer
syndrome history were excluded. All patients had received
neither chemotherapy nor radiation therapy before tumor
resection. The diagnosis and histopathologic classification were
determined according to the General Rules for Pathologic
Studies of National CRC Cooperation Group. In CRC patients,
there were 31 males and 21 females, and the mean age of the
patients was 61.1 years. According to histological differentiation
grade, 52 cases of CRC were classified as well, moderately and
poorly differentiated subgroups which included 6, 39 and 7
cases respectively. Seven, 19, 17 and 9 cases were staged as
Dukes’ A, B, C and D respectively. After washed with
physiological saline, all cancer tissue samples were cut into
two pieces by sterile blade.One piece was fixed with formalin
for H&E, the other was frozen in liquid nitrogen immediately
after the lesion was resected and stored at -80 for subsequent
assay.
Semi-quantitative RT-PCR
Briefly, total RNAs were extracted from colorectal cancer and
normal mucosae, using TRIzol reagent (Life Technologies,
Rockville, MD). Prepared RNA (2 µg) was mixed with the random
hexamer (100 ng) ,incubated for 5 min at 70 , and then quickly
chilled at 4
for 5 min. RNA samples were reverse-transcriped
at 37 for 60 min into first-strand cDNA in reverse transcription
solution [50 mmol/L Tris-HCl (pH8.3), 40 mmol/L KCl, 8 mmol/L
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MgCl2, 0.5 mmol/L each dNTP, 225 mg/mL BSA, 5 mmol/L DTT,
25 units of RNasin (Promega, Madison, WI), and 200 units of
Mo-MLV reverse transcriptase (Life Sciences, Rockville, MD)]
with a total volume of 40 µL. The cDNA samples were incubated
at 95
for 5 min to inactivate the reverse transcriptase and
then chilled. The samples were amplified by adding of 50 µL
of PCR mixture [50 mmol/L Tris-HCl (pH 8.3), 40 mmol/L KCl,
2 mmol/L MgCl2, 0.2 mmol/L each dNTP, 10 pmoL of each sense
and antisense primer, and 1.5 units of Taq polymerase(MBI,)].
Amplification of β2-microglobulin (β2-MG) gene was performed
28 cycles, each for 30 s at 94 , for 30 s at 58 , and 60 s at 72 ,
followed by an extension at 72 for 7 min. Amplification of
survivin gene was performed 32 cycles,each for 45 s at 94 , 45 s
at 61 , and for 60 s at 72 , followed by an extension at 72
for 7 min. The products were electrophoresed on 15 g/L agarose
gels and then scanned. Specific primers for survivin gene,
targeting a 528-bp fragment, were: 5’-TTGAA TCGCG GGACC
CGTTG G-3’ (sense) and 5’-CAGAG GCCTC AATCC ATGGC
A-3’(antisense). As internal standards, β2-microglobulin (β2MG) gene was used. Primer pairs specific to β2-MG gene,
targeting a 330-bp fragment, were used sense: 5’-CTCGC
GCTAC TCTCT CTTTC-3’ and antisense: 5’-CATGT CTCGA
TCCCA CTTAA-3’.

Statistical analysis
All results were analyzed by software of SPSS 10.00. P<0.05
was considered statistically significant.

Sequencing of survivin
The PCR products of survivin were isolated and purified using
UNIQ-10 purification kit (MBI) and then ligated with pGEM
easy T vector by T4 DNA ligase and transformed E. coli JM109.
Recombinant vectors were identified through EcoRI digestion
and agarose gel electrophoresis. Positive plasmids were sequenced
by an ABI PRISM 377 DNA sequencer (Perkin-Elmer Company).

Figure 1 RT-PCR products of paired samples from normal colonic mucosae (lanes 4, 6, 8) and CRC (lanes 3, 5, 7) from three
different resection specimens. Lane 1: positive control (U937
cell line) , lane 2: negative control, lane M: DNA mark. Expression of β2MG confirmed the fidelity of reverse transcription.

Immunohistochemistry
Immunohistochemical staining of survivin was performed by
SP method. For PCNA, SABC method was performed. TUNEL
assay was used to detect apoptosis. In brief, paraffin sections
(4 µm thick) were dewaxed, dehydrated, and then immersed in a
10-3mol/L sodium citrate buffer (pH 6.0). For detection of survivin,
antigen retrieval was performed by boiling the sections for
20 min in a pressure cooker. For detection of PNCA, the sections
were heated in a microwave oven for 10 min to retrieve the antigens.
Endogenous peroxidase was inactivated by incubating the
sections with 30 mL/L hydrogen peroxide.Nonspecific reactions
were blocked by bovine serum. The sections were incubated
with a primary antibody overnight at 4 . The antibody used
was an 8E2 monoclonal antibody(Chemcon, USA) at 1:5
dilution. Rinsed with PBS, the sections were incubated for
30 min at 37
with biotinylated secondary antibody and
streptavidin conjugated to horseradish peroxidase, respectively.
After three rinse with PBS, the sections were incubated with
diaminobenzidine substrate, then rinsed with distilled water
and counterstained with hematoxylin. As a negative control,
PBS was used instead of the primary antibody. PCNA (Maxim,
USA) and TUNEL(Roche, USA) assay were performed according
to the manufacturer’s instructions.
Scoring criteria
The mean percentage of positive tumor cells for the expression
of survivin was determined in at least five areas at 400-fold
magnification, and cases with less than 10% positively stained
cells were defined as negative. Cases with 10-29% positively
stained cells were defined as “+”, 30-59% as “++”, and 60% or
more as “+++”.These scorings were performed in a blind fashion.
PI and AI were expressed as the ratio of positively stained
tumor cells to all tumor cells. If possible, five areas were randomly
selected for counting under 400-fold magnification. Otherwise,
the whole section underwent assessment.

RESULTS
Expressions of survivin mRNA in colorectal carcinoma samples
and adjacent normal mucosa samples
Fifty two CRC samples and forty eight normal mucosa samples
were available for analyses. The expressions of survivvin mRNA
were detected in a significantly greater proportion of CRC than
in normal mucosa samples (67.3% vs 25% P<0.01). Survivin
mRNA was not detected in normal tissue when the associated
cancer was survivin negative (Figure 1).
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Relationship between expressions of survivin mRNA and
clinicopathological characteristics of patients with CRC
No relationship was found between survivin mRNA expression
in CRC and sex, tumor size, histological types, lymphnode
metastasis, distant metastasis and Dukes’ stage (Table 1).
Table 1 Correlation between expression of survivin mRNA
and clinicopathological characteristics of patients with CRC
Variable
Sex
Male
Female
Tumor size
5 cm
<5 cm
Histological type
High
Middle
Low
Lymphnode metastasis
Positive
Negative
Distant metastasis
Positive
Negative
Duke stage
A
B
C
D

Total No
β2MG

Survivin

P Valur

31
21

0.74±0.63
0.77±0.56

>0.05

20
32

0.71±0.59
0.78±0.61

>0.05

7
39
6

0.62±0.51
0.75±0.59
0.92±0.74

>0.05

22
30

0.80±0.65
0.72±0.57

>0.05

9
43

0.93±0.18
0.72±0.65

>0.05

7
19
17
9

0.55±0.57
0.73±0.62
0.77±0.73
0.93±0.18

>0.05

Correlations between expression of survivin, AI and PI
The expression of survivin protein was observed in cytoplasm
of malignant tumor cells. Survivin expression was observed
immunohistochemically in 27 of 52 cases of colorectal carcinoma
(51.9%). To examine whether the expression of survivin
correlated with AI and PI, tissure samples obtained from
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Figure 3 Immunohistochemical analysis of apoptosis,proliferation,and survivin in CRC. Survivin expression was restricted to
the cytoplasm of cancer cells (brown staining, ×400 fold). Apoptotic cells and proliferative cells were detected in the nucleoli of
cancer cells (brown staining, ×400 fold).
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carcinoma were divided into two groups according to the
expression of survivin and compared to AI and PI (Figure 2).
Survivin positive tumors had significantly lower values for AI
than survivin negative tumors (P<0.001), and PI in survivin
positive tumors was higher than in survivin negative tumors
(P 0.001, Figure 3).
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Figure 2 Correlations between survivin expression and AI
and PI. P<0.001 as PI in survivin positive tumors (51±22%)
compared with survivin negative tumors (27±18%), P<0.001
as AI in survivin positive tumors (0.67±0.18%) compared with
survivin negative tumors (1.14±0.42%).

DISCUSSION
Hybridization screening of a human P1genomic library with the
cDNA of effector cell protease recepor-1 (EPR-1) yielded a new
gene spanning -15 kb containing four exons and three introns,
and located to band 17q25 by Ambrosini et al. in 1997[6].Survivin
is the smallest member of the IAP gene family,structurally
characterized by a single BIR module and a -COOH-terminus αhelix coiled domain, substituting a canonical ring finger[6].
Prominently expressed in a variety of apoptosis-regulated organs
during embryonic and fatal development[7] , survivin is
undetectable in most normal adult tissues,and becomes
abundantly reexpressed in a variety of human cancers. The
PCR based approach used in our study is exqusitely sensitive
and may detect gene transcripts even in a single cell or cell
cluster with a comparable specificity. The present study showed
that expression of survivin mRNA was detected in a significantly
greater proportion of CRC samples than in adjacent normal
colorectal tissues (67.3% vs 25%, P<0.01). The data were
consistent with a study by Adida et al.[8]. Furthermore, the
prevalence of survivin mRNA expression in the present study
correlated well with the expression of survivin protein
(unpublished data). Recent studies demonstrated that the novel
splice variants survivin-Ex3 and survivin-2B were expressed
in malignancies[9,10]. Survivin- Ex3, which lacks exon 3,
exhibited a pronounced anti-apoptotic activity, whereas
survivin-2B containing a part of intron 2 as an additional cryptic

exon, largely lost its anti-apoptotic activity. These alternative
splice variants have not been explored so far. In gastric
carcinomas, Mahotka et al.[10] showed that survivin-2B might
act as a naturally occurring antagonist of survivin and might
play a role in tumor progression. We found that CRC also
expressed survivin-Ex3, survivin-2B and survivin. The latter
was a dominant transcrip (Figure 1), and shared 99% of
homology with human counterparts by sequencing.
The expression of survivin mRNA was independent of clinical
pathological characteristics. The result was consistent with
previous studies[8,11]. However, in endometrial carcinoma,
survivin expression correlated with clinical stage, histological
grade, invasive behavior and survival rate[12]. The expression
of survivin has been proved as a prognostic mark in non-small
cell lung cancer[13], breast carcinoma[14], oesophageal carcinoma[15]
and hepatocellular carcinoma[16]. In CRC, Adida et al.[8] reported
that the predictive value of survivin expression was limited to
patients with stage II CRC, those with survivin negative tumors
had a five year survival rate of 94.4% compared with 44.8% for
patients with survivin positive tumors. Recent studies showed
the phenomena of chemo-radioresistance were prevalent in
survivin positive tumors and molecular manipulation of survivin
expression might enhance chemotherapy and radiation
therapy[17-22]. These findings indicate that survivin may play
an important role in chemoresistance of cancer cells. However,
the clinical importance of survivin expression remains unclear
in patients with cancer.
We found that survivin positive tumors had significantly
lower values for AI than survivin negative tumors, and PI was
higher in survivin positive tumors than in survivin negative
tumors (P<0.001 for both). These findings indicate that the
overexpression of survivin not only inhibits cell death but also
reflects the presence of a greater number of proliferating cells.
By inhibiting apoptosis and promoting proliferation, survivin
plays an important role in colorectal tumorigenesis.
There has been a considerable interest in survivin biomedical
researches. The exploitation of survivin might provide important
predictive and prognostic clues in diagnosis, and offer new
therapeutic alternatives for cancer. Further studies are required
to identify the potential role and mechanism of survivin in the
development of CRC.
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a secreting protein, linking with the exocytic area of TLR4, and
facilitating the binding of TLR4 and LPS to enhance cell
activation induced by LPS[6-10]. Kupffer cells (KCs) are not only
the biggest residing macrophages in the body, but also are the
main participant of ischemia-reperfusion injury (IRI) in liver
transplantation [11-14]. Therefore, studying the expression of
TLR4 and MD-2 gene and protein in KCs following IR is very
important to clarify the source of cytokines involved in IRI.
The aim of the current study was to investigate the expression
of TLR4 and MD-2 gene and protein, and the production of
cytokines in liver graft by isolating and culturing KCs following
IRI, and to probe the role of TLR4 and MD-2 in IRI injury.

Abstract

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Establishment of animal model of IRI following liver transplant in rat
Male Wistar rats weighing 210-250 g, supplied by Chongqing
Medical University, were used as donors and recipients.
Orthotopic liver transplantation was performed with improved
two-cuff technique introduced by Peng et al.[15] as following:
(1) Graft procurement: portal vein (PV), hepatic artery (HA),
infrahepatic vena cava (IHVC), and bile duct were divided. Then
the graft was infused and harvested for preparation. PV and
IHVC were prepared by cuff technique, and a drainage Teflon
catheter was inserted into the bile duct. (2) Implantation of
graft: the graft was placed orthotopically in the recipient’s
abdominal cavity after the original liver was removed. The
suprahepatic vena cava was sutured end to end, and the portal
vein was anastomosed by cuff method, then the liver was
perfused. After the anastomosis of IHVA and HA was completed,
the bile duct was reestablished end to end by Teflon catheter.

AIM: To investigate the expression of toll-like receptor 4
(TLR4) and MD-2 gene and protein in Kupffer cells (KCs)
and their role in ischemia-reperfusion (IR) injury of rat
liver graft.
METHODS: KCs were isolated at 0 (control group), 2, 12,
24 h (IR group) following IR in rat liver graft. mRNA expression
of TLR4 and MD-2 was detected by RT-PCR analysis, protein
expression of TLR4/MD-2 was detected by flow cytometric
(FCM) analysis, and tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF-α) level
in supernatant was measured by ELISA. Then isolated KCs
were incubated with anti-TLR4 polyclonal antibody (antiTLR4 group), and TNF-α level was measured again.
RESULTS: The mRNA and protein expression of TLR4/MD2 and the level of TNF-α in IR group increased significantly
at 2 h following IR, and reached the maximum at 12 h, and
slightly decreased at 24 h, but were still significantly higher
than those in the control group (P<0.01). The expression of
these factors was markedly decreased after anti-TLR4
antibody treatment as compared with the IR group (P<0.01).
CONCLUSION: Lipopolysaccharide (LPS) following IR can
up-regulate TLR4/MD-2 gene and protein expression in
KCs, and synthesize cytokine TNF-α. Anti TLR4 antibody
can inhibit the production of TNF-α induced by LPS. TLR4
and its partner molecule MD-2 may play an important role
in Kupffer cell activation and IR injury.
Peng Y, Gong JP, Liu CA, Li XH, Gan L, Li SB. Expression of
toll-like receptor 4 and MD-2 gene and protein in Kupffer cells
after ischemia-reperfusion in rat liver graft. World J Gastroenterol
2004; 10(19): 2890-2893
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INTRODUCTION
Toll-like receptor 4 (TLR4) is a transmembrane protein, mainly
existed in monocytes/macrophages[1-3]. It plays an important
role in recognizing endotoxin (lipopolysaccharide, LPS) or LPSCD14 complex, and mediating monocyte/macrophage activation
and pro-inflammatory cytokine release[2,4,5]. MD-2 molecule is

KC isolation and culture
KCs were isolated at 0, 2, 12, 24 h following IR with in situ
collagenase perfusion technique described by Gong et al.[16].
In brief, the liver was removed with portal vein perfusion with
Hank’s balance salt solution (HBSS) and digested in a solution
of 0.5 g/L collagenase (type IV, Sigma, USA). The digest was
washed thoroughly and plated on plastic dishes in RPMI
medium containing 100 mL/L fetal calf serum (FCS). After 6 h
incubation at 37 in humidified atmosphere containing 50 mL/L
CO2 in air, the nonadherent cells were removed by pipet. The
adherent cells were collected with a rubber policeman. KC purity
exceeded 90% as assessed by light microscopy, and viability
was greater than 95% as determined by trypan blue exclusion
assay. The KCs at 0 h were regarded as control group, and
those at 2, 12 and 24 h were as IR group.
RNA isolation and complementary DNA synthesis
Total RNA was isolated from rat KCs using the TRIZOL reagent
(Life Technologies, USA). The quality of RNA was controlled
by the intactness of ribosomal RNA bands. A total of 5 µg of
each intact total RNA sample was reverse-transcribed to
complementary DNA (cDNA) using AMV reverse transcriptase
(Roche, USA).
Determination of TLR4 and MD-2 mRNA by RT-PCR
The PCR primers used are shown in Table 1. The conditions for
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amplification were as follows: denaturation at 94 for 1 min,
annealing at 58 for 1 min, and extension at 72 for 1 min for
30 cycles, and extension at 72 for 7 min again. The PCR products
were electrophoresed on 20 g/L agarose gels containing
ethidium bromide, and video photographed on an ultraviolet
transilluminator, and the results were shown as the ratio of
relative absorbance of TLR4 or MD-2/β-actin analyzed with
Quantity one 4.1.0 software.

78.46%, and 61.72% and PE positive cells were 38.64%, 74.15%,
and 58.47%, respectively, at 2 h, 12 h and 24 h following IR,
which were significantly higher compared with the control group
(P<0.01) (Figure 2).
A

β-actin

Table 1 Primer used for PCR amplification of TLR4 and MD-2
gene
Primer sequence
TLR4

5’ TGGATACGTTTCCTTATAAG 3’

TLR4

Size (bp)
MD-2

311

5’ GAAATGGAGGCACCCCTTC3’
MD-2

5’ATGGTCTTCCTGGCGAGTTT3’

0h

5’CCATGGCACAGAACTTCCTT3’
5’ATCATGTTTGAGACCTTCAACA 3’

300

12 h

24 h

Blocking test of anti-TLR4 antibody
To determinate the role of TLR4 and MD-2 in LPS-induced KC
activation, KCs were harvested and adjusted to the concentration
of 1×106/ (mL.well). Then, 0.2 mL of anti-TLR4 antibody (1: 100)
was added to the medium, and incubated for 30 min at 37 .
The supernatants were collected again for measuring the levels
of TNF-α by ELISA analysis following the manufacturer’s
instructions.
Statistical analysis
All results were expressed as mean±SD. Statistical difference
between means was determined by Student’s t test using
SigmaPlot 2000 software (SPSS Inc., USA). A P value <0.01 was
considered statistically significant.

12 h

24 h

2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
0

TLR4

MD-2

Figure 1 Expression of TLR4 and MD-2 mRNA by RT-PCR
analysis. A: PCR products were electrophoresed on agarose
gels and photographed. B: Quantitative data of mRNA levels
were shown as the ratio of relative absorbance and expressed
as mean±SD. Expression of TLR4 and MD-2 mRNA were significantly increased in the IR group compared with the control group (P<0.01).

Positive cell percentage

TNF-α level in supernatant
Supernatants were collected to measure the levels of TNF-α
with ELISA kit (Jingmei Biotechnology Company, China)
following the manufacturer’s instructions.

2h

2.5

5’CATCTCTTGCTCGAAGTCCA 3’

Flow cytometric analysis
Expression of TLR4 and MD-2 membrane protein in KCs was
determined by flow cytometric analysis. In brief, KCs were
incubated with rabbit anti-rat TLR4 polyclonal antibody (1 µg/mL)
labeled with FITC and goat anti-rat MD-2 polyclonal antibody
(1 µg/mL) labeled with PE (Sigma, USA). After washed three
times, 10 000 cells were analyzed by flow cytometry (Coulter,
USA), and the percentage and mean fluorescence intensity
(MFI) of TLR4 and MD-2-positive cells were taken as the indexes.

0h

B
mRNA expression

β-actin

2h

332

90
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0h
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24 h

TLR4

MD-2

Figure 2 Percentage of TLR4 and MD-2 positive cells. The
percentage of TLR4 and MD-2 positive cells was significantly
increased after IR compared with the control group.
600

RESULTS

Binding of FITC, PE to KCs
To confirm the expression of TLR4 and MD-2 membrane protein
on KCs, we examined the binding of FITC/PE to the cells. TLR4
and MD-2 positive cells were 7.94% and 6.51% in control group.
But in the rats with IR, the mean fluorescence intensity (MFI)
was significantly increased, and TLR4 positive cells were 45.71%,

ng/L

Expression of TLR4 and MD-2 mRNA in KCs
RT-PCR analysis showed that KCs from control group had low
but detectable levels of TLR4 and MD-2 mRNA. The mRNA
level was significantly increased with time, reaching its maximum
of nine-fold at 12 h following IR, and slightly declined 24 h after
IR, but was still significantly higher than that in the control
group (P<0.01) (Figure 1).

IR

500

Anti-TLR4

400
300
200
100
0
0h

2h

12 h

24 h

Figure 3 Comparison of TNF-α production in supernatant of
KCs. In IR group, the TNF-α level in supernatant was increased with time, and reached the maximum (529.1±30.9 ng/mL)
at 12 h. But in anti-TLR4 group, the production of TNF-α was
obviously inhibited by Ab against TLR4 compared with the
IR group (P<0.01).
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Decrease of TNF-α levels after anti-TLR4 treatment
In IR group, the level of TNF-α in supernatant of KCs was
267.4±24.1, 529.1±30.9, and 329.7±24.6 ng/mL at 2, 12 and 24 h
after IR, respectively. In group of anti-TLR4 antibody blockade,
the production of TNF-α in supernatant was obviously inhibited
by Ab against TLR4 when compared with that in IR group
(P<0.01), and it was 102.5±10.4, 207.6±18.4, and 185.3±12.7 ng/mL
at 2, 12 and 24 h after IR, respectively (Figure 3).
DISCUSSION
Toll protein is a transmembrane protein which mainly acts as a
necessary tool for immune defence to microorganism[6,17-20].
The first toll-like protein in human cells was reported by Janeway,
and named toll-like receptor (TLR)[3,21]. About ten members of
TLR superfamily in mammals have been reported in recent
years. Among them, TLR4 plays a key role in LPS signal
transduction[4,22,23].
When LPS enters blood, it first binds to LBP (LPS binding
protein), forming a LPS-LBP compound, and then binds to TLR4
on cell membranes leading to activation of cells[18,24,25]. Recent
studies have confirmed that the activation of cells induced by
LPS needs another important molecule, namely MD-2. MD-2 is
a key regulator protein, which could promote LPS signal
transduction through connecting with TLR4 on cell membranes
and forming the TLR4/MD-2 compound[26-28].
Kupffer cells are special macrophages residing in hepatic
sinusoids, which constitute 80% to 90% of total fixed macrophages
in the body[13,29]. Because of their special location, KCs act as
an important defensive barrier for gut-derived endotoxemia. A
large amount of endotoxins contact with KCs through portal
circulation following ischemia- reperfusion after liver
transplantation, and activate the KCs[30,31]. Thus, it is very
important to study the expression of TLR4 and MD-2 in KCs to
clarify the origin of cytokines and the mechanism of IRI.
In our study, we found there were weak expressions of TLR4
and MD-2 gene and protein in resting KCs, which might play a
critical role in maintaining the normal function of KCs, and
might be essential for keeping KCs to be ready for activation
after stress. But after IR, a large mount of LPS entered liver
sinusoids, activated KCs, resulting in increased release of
harmful cytokines such as TNF-α, which reached the maximum
at 12 h after IR. To correctly illuminate the relation between
TLR4 and MD-2 and downstream cytokines, we used anti-TLR4
antibody to inhibit the binding function of TLR4, and found
that the production of TNF-α was greatly decreased, suggesting
that the expression of TLR4 and MD-2 protein is indispensable
to the secretion of downstream cytokines.
In summary, the present data suggest that there are weak
expressions of TLR4 and MD-2 mRNA and protein in Kupffer
cells. Expressions of TLR4 and MD-2 can significantly increase
following ischemia-reperfusion in rat liver transplantation. LPS
can induce activation of KCs by combining with TLR4 and
MD-2, and subsequently release harmful cytokines, which
ultimately attack the graft. Further studies are needed for
elucidating TLR4/MD-2-mediated signal transduction
pathways which lead to the secretion of cytokines during IRI
on liver graft.
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Abstract
AIM: To investigate the effects and molecular mechanisms
of recombinant human growth hormone (rhGH) on
protecting liver function and alleviating portal hypertension
of liver cirrhotic rats.
METHODS: Liver cirrhosis of male Sprague-Dawley rats
was induced by administration of thioacetamide. The rats
with or without liver cirrhosis were randomly divided into
four groups. Group A consisted of the normal rats was
treated with normal saline (NS), group B consisted of the
normal rats was treated with rhGH, group C consisted of
cirrhotic rats was treated with NS, and group D consisted
of cirrhotic rats was treated with rhGH. The rats of different
groups were subcutaneously injected with 0.5 mL of NS or
333 ng/kg of rhGH daily for 7 d. After treatments, the
following parameters were examined, including GH-binding
capacity (RT) by 125I-hGH binding, growth hormone receptor
mRNA(GHR mRNA) expression by RT-PCR, relative content
of collagen (RCC) by histomorphomertry, and level of
malon-dialdehyde (MDA) and superoxide dismutase (SOD)
in liver tissue by thiobarbituric acid reaction and pyrogallic
acid self-oxidation, respectively. Serum albumin (ALB),
alanine transaminase (ALT) and portal vein pressure (PVP)
were also examined.
RESULTS: rhGH up-regulated both the GH-binding capacity
(RT) and the expression of GHR mRNA in vivo. RT in group
A (72±12 fmol/mg protein) was significantly higher than
that in group C (31±4 fmol/mg protein) (P<0.05). RT in
group B (80±9 fmol/mg protein) increased markedly
compared to group A (P<0.05). RT in group D (40±7 fmol/mg
protein) raised remarkably compared with group C (P<0.05),
but less than that in group A, and there was no significant
GH binding affinity contrast (Kd) change. The GHR mRNA
level (iOD, pixel) in group A (29±3) was significantly higher
than that in group C (23±3) (P<0.05). GHR mRNA levels
were significantly raised in group B (56±4) and group D
(42±8) compared with groups A and C (29±3 and 23±3,
respectively) (P<0.05). Compared with the normal liver,

MDA level was higher and SOD level was lower in cirrhotic
livers. After rhGH treatment, MDA level was significantly
declined to 12.0±2.2 nmol/mg protein and SOD was raised
to 1029±76 U/mg protein in group D (P<0.05). ALB levels
in groups B and D (42±7 g/L and 37±7 g/L, respectively)
were significantly raised compared with those in groups A
and C (35±5 g/L and 29±4 g/L, respectively) (P<0.05).
ALT level was markedly lower in group D (69±7 U/L)
compared to group C (89±15 U/L) (P<0.05), and close to
group A (61±10 U/L). RCC in group C (22.30±3.86%) was
significantly higher than that in group A (1.14±0.21%) and
group D (14.70±2.07%) (P<0.05). In addition, rhGH
markedly alleviated portal hypertension in liver cirrhotic
rats (group D vs C, 9.3±1.5 cmH2O vs 14.4±2.0 cmH2O)
(P<0.05).
CONCLUSION: Pharmacological doses of rhGH can
increase R T and GHR mRNA expression, ameliorate liver
functions, repress fibrosis and decline portal hypertension,
suggesting it has potentially clinical usage as a hepatotropic
factor.
Chen S, Wang HT, Yang B, Fu YR, Ou QJ. Protective effects
of recombinant human growth hormone on cirrhotic rats.
World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(19): 2894-2897
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INTRODUCTION
Liver cirrhosis is a common pathway of a variety of chronic
liver diseases[1], and is associated with high protein catabolism,
low anabolism and negative nitrogen balance[2], resulting in
hypoproteinemia which contributes to ascites, dysfunction of
coagulation and suppression of immune response[3]. Early
reports showed that cirrhotic patients undergone emergency
abdominal surgery exhibited a higher mortality[4]. In retrospective
studies of liver transplant recipients, protein-calorie malnutrition
has been associated with adverse outcomes in patients with
end-stage liver diseases[5,6]. A prospective study showed that
cirrhotic patients with hypermetabolism and emaciation had a
much higher mortality rate after liver transplantation than those
with normal metabolism[7]. It is critical for patients with hepatic
cirrhosis to correct malnutrition. To date, studies have shown
that nutritional support is always not effective enough to
prevent protein loss and optimize the care of these patients in
severe catabolic illnesses, including cirrhosis[8,9].
Growth hormone (GH) is essential for body growth in
children. In adults, GH continues to stimulate many anabolic
processes. GH secreted by the pituitary gland is pulsatile, and
its action depends on its binding to growth hormone receptor
on cell membrane[10-13] . New insights have initiated new
applications and a growing potential for GH replacement
therapy in adults. Recombinant human growth hormone (rhGH)
has been clinically used in many states, such as after abdominal
operation[14], organ transplantation[15], major trauma[16] and
severe burns[17], to enable the patients to survive an aggressive
surgery[18]. After treatment with rhGH, donor site healing rate
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in children with severe burns was enhanced and hospitalization
time was decreased[19-21]. It significantly enhanced cell-mediated
immunity and decreased wound infection rates and length of
hospitalization in a large group of postoperative patients[22].
Some clinical trials reported that growth hormone enhanced
nitrogen retention of patients with chronic obstructive lung
diseases[23], severe sepsis[24,25] and emaciated AIDS[26,27], in
addition to fasted adult volunteers. Although there are many
controversies[28-32], it has been confirmed that rhGH is an
effective drug to accelerate protein anabolism[33] and plays a
central role in metabolic intervention with a significant costeffect benefit[34].
In this study, we investigated the effects and molecular
mechanism of pharmacological doses of recombinant human
growth hormone (rhGH) on expression of growth hormone
receptor (GHR) in liver tissue, liver function and portal vein
pressure in a rat cirrhotic model with portal hypertension.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Induction of liver cirrhosis
Male SD rats were purchased from Medical Animal Center of
Sun Yat-Sen University. Rat liver cirrhosis was induced by
daily intraperitoneal injection of 30 g/L thioacetamide (TAA,
50 mg/kg for 9 to 12 wk). Twenty normal rats (body mass
200-300 g) were randomly divided into two groups: group A
(n = 10) was treated with normal saline (NS), and group B
(n = 10) was treated with rhGH. Twenty cirrhotic rats (body
mass, 200-300 g) were randomly divided into two groups: group
C (n = 10) was treated with NS and group D (n = 10) was treated
with rhGH. The rats were injected subcutaneously with 0.5 mL
of NS or 333 ng/kg of rhGH daily for 7 d.
Experimental methods and observation indexes
Rats were anesthetized with pentobarbital (30 mg/kg,
subcutaneous injection), weighed, antisepsised. Then
peritoneum was incised to explore the liver.
Measurement of portal vein pressure (PVP) After the portal
vein was punctured, PVP was measured directly.
Estimation of liver function Blood samples from inferior vena
cava were collected to measure serum albumin (ALB) and alanine
transaminase (ALT) levels by biochemical autoanalyzers.
Tissue sampling Partial liver tissue samples were frozen in
liquid nitrogen immediately, then stored at -80 for use, The
rest part was fixed in 100 g/L formaldehyde solution and stained
with Masson trichrome stain for regular pathological
examination.
GH binding capacity (R T) analysis One hundred µL
(approximately 20 000 cpm) of 125I-hGH (NEN inc, USA) with a
specific activity of about 108 µCi/µg, 100 µL of unlabelled hGH
with various concentrations (0-3 nmol/L was divided into 7-9
concentration gradients, standard samples were bought from
Northern Biological Technical Company), and 100 µL of liver
membrance microsomes (preparation with gradient
centrifugation technique) were mixed and incubated at 4
overnight. Dissociated ligands were eliminated by filtration.
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The precipitates were subjected to a radioactive counter, and
then 125I-GH binding capacity (RT, fmol/mg protein) and binding
affinity contrast (kd, nmol/L) were calculated by Scatchard
analysis.
Expression of GHR mRNA in liver tissue Self-designed primers
were as follows: forward, 5’-ATGTGAGATCCAGACAACG-3’,
and reverse, 5’-ATGTCAGGGTCATAACAGC-3’. The
amplification segment containing introns was supposed to be
499 bp in length. Total RNA of the rats’ liver tissues was
extracted with Trizol following the manufacturer’s instructions.
RT-PCR was performed with RT-PCR kits (Epicedure inc. USA)
as previously described[35]. After thirty amplification cycles
were performed, the PCR products were detected by gel
electrophoresis. The level of GHR mRNA was expressed as
iOD (pixel, the integral optical density of amplification segment).
Level of malon-dialdehyde (MDA) and superoxide dismutase
(SOD) Thiobarbituric acid reaction and pyrogallic acid self
oxidation method were adopted to measure the amount of MDA
(the degradation products of peroxide lipid in liver) and the
activity of SOD, respectively.
Measurement of relative content of collagen (RCC) in liver
Liver fibrosis levels was expressed as RCC. After stained with
Masson’s trichrome stain, liver collagen content was calculated
by histomorphometric measurement. Three random areas were
chosen and analyzed by computers with Kontron IBAS2.5 system
(Germany) for digital image analysis. The total area and the
fibrotic area with positive staining were automatically selected,
outlined and evaluated by planimetry. RCC was calculated as a
percentage of positive staining area in the total area.

Statistical analysis
The data were processed with duplex factor χ2 analysis by
software statistica 5.0. Least significant difference (LSD) was
adopted to compare the inter-group variance. Values were
expressed as mean±SD. P<0.05 was considered statistically
significant.
RESULTS
GH-binding capacity (RT) analysis
As shown in Table 1, RT in group A was significantly higher
than that in group C (P<0.05). RT in group B increased markedly
compared with group A (P<0.05). It significantly increased in
group D compared with group C ( P<0.05), but was lower than
that in group A. There was no significant difference in Kd.
GHR mRNA expression in liver tissue
As shown in Table 1 and Figure 1, the expression of GHR mRNA
(iOD, pixel) in group A was significantly higher than that in
group C (P<0.05). It was significantly raised in groups B and D
after rhGH treatment, which was 1.9 and 1.8 times higher than
that in groups A and C, respectively (P<0.05). It was higher in
group D than in group A.
Serum ALB and ALT level
Without rhGH treatment, ALB level in cirrhotic rats (group C)

Table 1 Effects of rhGH treatment on various parameters (mean±SD)
Group
A
B
C
D
a

RT (fmol/mg GHR mRNA
protein)
(iOD)
72±12
80±9 c
31±4a
40±7 ac

29±3
56±4 c
23±3a
42±8ac

ALB
(g/L)
35±5
42±7 c
29±4 a
37±7 c

ALT
(U/L)
61±10
55±11
89±15 a
69±7 ac

MDA (nmol/mg
protein)
10.2±1.4
9.4±1.2
18.7±3.2 a
12.0±2.2 ac

SOD
(U/mg)
1078±185
1057±159
824±108a
1029±76 c

P<0.05 vs control groups A and B, cP<0.05 vs before rhGH treatment (group A or C).

RCC
(%)
1.14±0.21
1.13±0.18
22.30±3.86a
14.70±2.07 ac

PVP
(cmH2o)
5.6±0.7
5.8±0.7
14.4±2.0 a
9.3±1.5ac
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was significantly lower than that in normal rats (group A), and
ALT in cirrhotic rats was markedly higher than that in normal
rats (P<0.05) (Table 1). After rhGH administration, ALB in groups
B and D increased significantly (P<0.05), ALT in group D
decreased remarkably (P<0.05), which was close to normal rats
(Table 1).
M

1

2

3

4

499 bp

Figure 1 Expression of GHR mRNA in normal and cirrhotic
liver tissues after NS or rhGH administration. Lane 1: control
group +NS (group A); Lane 2: control group +rhGH (group B);
Lane 3: cirrhotic group +NS (group C); Lane 4: cirrhotic group
+rhGH (group D); and Lane M: DNA standard marker of 100,
200, 300, 400, 500, 600, 700, 800, 900, 1 000, 1 100 and 1 200 bp,
respectively.

MDA (nmol/mg protein)

Changes of MDA and SOD in liver tissue
Before the treatment with rhGH, the amount of MDA in cirrhotic
rats (group C) was significantly higher than that in normal rats
(group A) (P<0.05), and SOD in cirrhotic rats was significantly
lower than that in normal rats (P<0.05). After rhGH administration,
MDA and SOD in group B were not obviously changed, but in
group D, MDA was significantly lower than that in group C
(P<0.05), while SOD was significantly higher than that in group
C (P<0.05). The curve correlation analysis manifested a
significant correlation between SOD and MDA (P<0.01). (Table 1,
Figure 2).
30

Control group
Cirrhotic group

20

10

0
600

800

1 000 1 200 1 400 1 600
SOD (U/mg protein)
MDA: Malon-dialdehyde, SOD: superoxide dismutase

of morbidity, mortality, and survival after transplantation[36]. The
poor status of these patients was associated with the state of
acquired GH resistance[37,38], which is common in conditions
associated with malnutrition and protein catabolism, trauma or
surgery, organ failure and critical illness. Much has been done
regarding the expression of GHR and signal transduction[10-13],
but the expression of GHR and GHR mRNA in some pathological
states such as cirrhotic hepatocytes, malignant cells, remains
to be established. Chang et al.[39] reported that 125I-rhGH binding
activity in 6 cases of hepatocellular carcinoma and adjacent
cirrhotic liver tissues could not be detected and they believed
that GHR in cirrhotic hepatic tissues disappeared although the
study only examined one aspect of the GHR and GH binding.
Another study[40] showed that specific binding of 125I-hGH in
liver tissues from liver transplant of 17 patients with end-stage
liver diseases was lower than that in normal controls, but only
in 3 cirrhotic livers Scatchard analysis was performed for
calculation of GH binding capacity and affinity. In this setting
of tissue-based GH binding assay, there was still a controversy
about the expression of GHR on cirrhotic liver cells.
Our study showed that rhGH could significantly increase
serum ALB and SOD levels, decrease ALT and MAD to nearly
the normal level in liver cirrhotic rats. In addition, after rhGH
treatment, both the liver fibrosis level and PVP were remarkably
decreased.
In our study, the expression of GHR mRNA in cirrhotic liver
tissue was lower than that in normal liver tissue, suggesting
that liver cirrhosis could down-regulate GHR gene transcription
and result in decrease of GHR, which might be an important
reason of malnutrition in liver cirrhosis.
Simultaneously, we found that rhGH up-regulated GHR and
its mRNA in both cirrhotic and normal liver tissues. in normal
liver, the changes before and after rhGH treatment were not
obvious. We hypothesized that the up-regulation of GHR and
its mRNA in cirrhotic rats could improve liver function, and
decrease liver fibrosis levels and PVP. This implied that the
effects of rhGH on the expression of GHR and GHR mRNA in
cirrhotic liver tissues might play an important role in
ameliorating the sensibility of cirrhotic liver tissues to rhGH,
thereby exerting a therapeutic effect on liver cirrhosis.
In conclusion, rhGH can up-regulate the expression of GHR
and its mRNA in livers, particularly in cirrhotic livers, which
can increase the sensibility of cirrhotic liver tissue to growth
hormones. Thus, rhGH can protect liver function, repress
fibrosis, alleviate portal hypertension of cirrhotic livers.
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Abstract
AIM: To study the protective effects of tumor necrosis factor α
(TNFα) antibody on pancreatic encephalopathy in rats.
METHODS: One hundred and twenty SD rats were randomly
divided into normal control group, acute necrotizing
pancreatitis group and TNFα antibody treated group. Acute
hemorrhage necrotizing pancreatitis model in rats was
induced by retrograde injection of 50 g/L sodium taurocholate
into the pancreatobiliary duct. Serum TNFα was detected
and animals were killed 12 h after drug administration.
Changes in content of brain water, MDA and SOD as well
as leucocyte adhesion of brain microvessels were measured.
RESULTS: In TNFα antibody treated group, serum TNFα
level was decreased. Content of brain water, MDA and SOD
as well as leucocyte adhesion were decreased significantly
in comparison with those of acute necrotizing pancreatitis
group (P<0.05).
CONCLUSION: TNFα antibody can alleviate the brain damage
of rats with acute hemorrhage necrotizing pancreatitis.
Yang YL, Li JP, Li KZ, Dou KF. Tumor necrosis factor α antibody
prevents brain damage of rats with acute necrotizing
pancreatitis. World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(19): 2898-2900
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INTRODUCTION
Pancreatic encephalopathy, a syndrome of mental retardation
induced by severe acute pancreatitis, has been greatly
concerned by clinicians. Unfortunately, the pathogenesis and
mechanism of pancreatic encephalopathy are still unclear
although many factors are thought to be related to it, such as
pancreatin, epiphyte infection, electrolyte disturbance, lack of
vitamin, alcoholism, hypoxemia[1-3]. Recent reports have shown
that overactivation of leucocytes and overexpression of
cytokines play important roles in the pathogenesis of pancreatic
encephalopathy. Moreover, the high level of TNFα in patients
has a remarkable correlation with pancreatic encephalopathy[4-9].
In the present study, we attempted to block or relieve pancreatic
encephalopathy by using TNF α antibody.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Animals
One hundred and twenty male Spargue-Dawley (SD) rats

weighing 230±20 g, were obtained from Animal Research Center
of Shaanxi Academy of Traditional Medicine, and fed with
standard rat chow.

Drugs
Sodium taurocholate (Sigma) was diluted to 50 g/L with saline
prior to use. TNFα monoclonal antibody (Jingmei Co.Ltd.,
Guangdong, China) was diluted at 1:100 with saline prior to use.
Experimental grouping
One hundred and twenty SD rats were randomly divided into
three groups: Group I: normal control group (n = 40), sham
operation was performed and saline was retrograde injected
into the pancreatobiliary duct of the rats; Group II: acute
necrotizing pancreatitis group (n = 40), in which an acute
hemorrhage necrotizing pancreatitis model was induced by
retrograde injection of 50 g/L sodium taurocholate into the
pancreatobiliary duct; Group III: TNFα antibody treated group
(n = 40), in which 1 mL TNFα antibody (2.0 mg/kg) was injected
into the rats through dorsum veins of penis 5 min prior to
operation. Blood samples (2 mL) were taken from inferior vena
cava of all animals in each group 12 h after operation. Then the
rats were killed and samples were obtained for analysis.
Operation
The animals were fasted but free to drink water 12 h before
operation. Then the rats were intraabdominally anesthetized
by 100 g/L pentobarbital sodium (30 mg/kg), and incised through
median incision of the abdomen. After the common bile duct
was clamped in hepatoduodenal ligament by small artery
clamps, a cannula was inserted into pancreatobiliary duct
through mammary papilla from anterior wall of duodenum. Then
sodium taurocholate (50 g/L) was injected by the cannula with
even speed of 0.1 mL/min, the scatheless vascular clamp was
removed 10 min later. Finally, the abdomen incisions were closed
and the animals were given gentamicin to prevent infection[10,11].
Evaluation of TNFα in serum
Evaluation of serum TNFα was performed by sandwich ELISA
method with double antibodies. The kit was purchased from
Endogen Company (USA) and the procedures were made
according to the manufacturer’s instructions.
Evaluation of water content in brain
Evaluations of water content in brain of 20 rats in each group
were completed by the methods of dry and wet weight
estimation. Water content in brain = (wet weight - dry weight)
wet weight ×100%.
Evaluation of brain MDA and SOD content
Skulls of 20 rats in each group were opened to get frontal lobe
of the brain. Then brain tissues were homogenized and
centrifuged. MDA and SOD contents were gained by chemical
colorimetry (kit purchased from Bioengineer Institute of Nanjing
Jiancheng, China).
Congregation of leucocytes and mural counting in blood capillary
After stained by HE, the whole number of leucocytes in 20 sections
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Table 1 Serum TNFα level, content of brain water, MDA and SOD as well as leucocyte mural counting in brain blood capillary in
three groups
Group
Ia
II
III c
a

Serum TNFα
level (pg/mL)

Brain water
content (%)

Brain MDA content
(nmol/mL)

Brain SOD
content (nmol/mL)

Mural leucocytes
(per 20 capillary)

25.17±2.26
264.58±4.39
74.33±1.78

77.09±0.51
83.17±1.42
81.41±1.52

5.32±1.40
17.26±3.18
11.71±3.26

13.40±2.77
35.52±3.10
23.65±1.93

6.12±1.60
62.15±5.18
38.37±3.43

P<0.05 vs II, cP<0.05 vs II.

of brain tissues was counted under light microscope to obtain
the mean number.

Statistical analysis
The data were expressed as mean±SD and analyzed by software
of SPSS10.0. P<0.05 was considered statistically significant.
RESULTS
Serum TNFα level
The level of TNFα in blood serum in acute necrotizing pancreatitis
group (264.58±4.39 pg/mL) was increased markedly (P<0.05)
compared with that in the normal control group (25.17±2.26 pg/mL).
But the level of TNFα in blood serum in the TNFα antibody
treated group (74.33±1.78 pg/mL) was decreased markedly
(P<0.05) compared with that in acute necrotizing pancreatitis
group.
Brain water content
Brain water content in the acute necrotizing pancreatitis group
(83.17±1.42%) was significantly higher than that in the normal
control group (77.09±0.51%). But it was significantly lower in
the TNFα antibody treated group (81.41±1.52%) than in the
acute necrotizing pancreatitis group (P<0.05).
Brain MDA content
Brain MDA content of in the acute necrotizing pancreatitis group
(17.26±3.18 nmol/mL) was increased remarkably (P<0.05) compared
with that in the normal control group (5.32±1.40 nmol/mL). It
was decreased remarkably in the TNFα antibody treated group
(11.71±3.26 nmol/mL) in comparison with acute necrotizing
pancreatitis group (P<0.05).
Brain SOD content
Brain SOD content in the acute necrotizing pancreatitis group
(35.52±3.10 nmol/mL) was increased remarkably compared with
that in the normal control group (13.40±2.77 nmol/mL). It was
decreased remarkably in the TNFα antibody treated group
(23.65±1.93 nmol/mL) in comparison with acute necrotizing
pancreatitis group (P<0.05).
Leucocyte mural counting of brain blood capillary
The number of leucocyte mural counts in blood capillary in
every 20 blood capillaries in the TNFα antibody treated group
(38.37±3.43) was significantly lower (P<0.05) than that in the
acute necrotizing pancreatitis group (62.15±5.18).
DISCUSSION
Cytokines, mainly excreted by immunocytes in human body,
are soluble peptides, which play important roles in immune
activation and inflammatory reactions. In normal conditions,
the content of cytokines is very low. However, the expression
of cytokines is increased remarkably following multiple
stimulations, such as infection and trauma. It is well known that
the overactivation of cytokines could induce or even aggravate

tissue damage[12-16]. Acute severe pancreatitis could always lead
to systemic inflammatory response syndrome (SIRS) and
multiple organ dysfunction syndrome (MODS)[17-24]. The present
studies have focused on the pathogenesis and therapy of respiratory
failure, kidney failure, hepatic failure and cardiovascular function
failure complicated by acute severe pancreatitis. However,
investigations on mechanism of brain damage and related
preventive measures after acute severe pancreatitis remain ineffective.
TNFα is excreted by activated macrophages, endothelial cells
and B lymphocytes with multiple functions. It can play important
roles in inflammatory reactions. Animal experiments suggested
that serum TNFα in patients with acute severe pancreatitis
could induce pancreatic and other organs’ damages. In the
early period of acute severe pancreatitis, TNFα was involved
in occurrence and progress of acute severe pancreatitis. On
the other hand, TNFα was closely related with the severity and
mortality of this disease[25-31].
In acute severe pancreatitis, the mechanisms of TNFα induced brain damage included[32-40]: (1) TNFα could stimulate
differentiation of phospholipase A2 or directly activate
phospholipase, aggregate and activate leucocytes to release
cellular media, thus reinforcing permeability of blood capillary
including platelet active factor (PAF), leukotriene B4 (LTB4),
nitrogen monoxide (NO), thromboxane A2 (TXA2), prostaglandin
(PG) and oxygen-derived free radidicals. The media in positive
feedback could accelerate the yield of TNFα , and thereby form
“waterfall” cascade reaction. (2) TNFα could directly increase
the permeability of blood endothelial cells, and also act through
leukocytes, up-regulate adhesive factors of endothelial cells,
such as ELAM-l and ICAM-l, thus facilitating adhesiveness
and contraction of leukocytes to cause leakage of blood capillary
and tissue damage. (3) TNFα could induce inflammatory injuries
of myelin sheath by direct toxicity or activating immune cells.
In the present study, we attempted to relieve pancreatic
encephalopathy by using TNF α antibody. The results showed
that the level of serum TNFα, content of brain water, MDA and
SOD as well as mural leucocyte count of the rats in TNFα
antibody treated group, reduced significantly compared with
those in acute necrotizing pancreatitis group. The present data
suggest that TNFα antibody plays an important protective
role in pancreatic encephalopathy in rats. But the optimal
concentration of TNFα antibody and its influence on body
immune system still need further investigation.
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Abstract
AIM: To assess the effects of intramuscular analgesics
(morphine, Ap-237, pethidine and tramadol) on human
Oddi's sphincter motility with choledochoscope manometry.
METHODS: A total of 70 patients having T tubes after
cholecystectomy and choledochotomy were assessed by
choledochoscope manometry. They were randomly divided
into morphine group, Ap-237 group, pethidine group and
tramadol group. Basal pressure of Oddi's sphincter (BPOS),
amplitude of phasic contractions (SOCA), frequency of
phasic contractions (SOF), duration of phasic contractions
(SOD), duodenal pressure (DP) and common bile duct
pressure (CBDP) were scored and analyzed. All narcotic
analgesic drugs were administered intramuscularly.
RESULTS: Levels of BPOS, SOCA and SOF were increased
after injection of morphine and Ap-237 (P<0.05), level of CBDP
was increased from 4.97±3.87 mmHg to 8.62±7.43 mmHg
(10 min later) and 7.32±5.95 mmHg (20 min later) after
injection of morphine (P<0.01). No apparent change
occurred after intramuscular injection of pethidine. Level of
BPOS was increased from 7.01±5.50 mmHg to 2.87±2.78 mmHg
10 min after injection of tramadol and SOCA was decreased
from 63.34±35.29 mmHg to 45.90±27.86 mmHg (10 min
later,P<0.05) and 35.97±24.30 (20 min later,P<0.01) after
administration of tramadol.
CONCLUSION: All these findings indicate that Oddi’s
sphincter manometry via choledochoscope is a practical
and new way to study the dynamics of Oddi’ s sphincter.
The regular dose of morphine and Ap-237 could increase
BPOS, SOF and SOCA. Morphine could increase the level
of CBDP, demonstrating an excitatory effect on the sphincter
of Oddi. Pethidine had no effect on Oddi's sphincter motility.
Tramadol shows an inhibitory effect on the motility of the
sphincter of Oddi and decreases levels of BPOS and SOCA.
Wu SD, Zhang ZH, Jin JZ, Kong J, Wang W, Zhang Q, Li DY,
Wang MF. Effects of narcotic analgesic drugs on human Oddi’s
sphincter motility. World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(19):
2901-2904
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INTRODUCTION
Morphine can cause excitatory effect on Oddi's sphincter
motility and therefore induces upper abdominal pain with

characteristics of biliary colic in some patients. Morphine could
increase intrabiliary duct pressure[1-3], and delay bile flow to
the duodenum[4], for this reason, other opioid analgesics rather
than morphine are recommended clinically to relieve the pain,
especially biliary pain. It is believed that pethidine has less
effect on the sphincter than morphine and therefore is
usually the drug of choice for pain relief in acute pancreatitis.
Pethidine is also commonly used during endoscopic retrograde
cholangiopancreatography (ERCP). Because of potential
interference, all narcotic analgesic drugs, including pethidine,
are proscribed during Oddi's sphincter manometry (OSM).
However, the performance of OSM with only diazepam sedation
was difficult as pethidine markedly improves ERCP tolerance.
The aim of this study was to evaluate the effects of four
analgesic drugs on human Oddi’s sphincter motility by
choledochoscope manometry, and to understand the different
clinical responses to analgesics.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients
OSM was performed for 70 patients (25 men, 45 women, and
mean age 55.5 years, range 35-77 years) with PENTAX
choledochoscope at the Second Affiliated Hospital of China
Medical University between November 2001 and December 2003.
All patients underwent cholecystectomy and choledochotomy,
at least 1.5 mo (mean 2.5 mo) after T tube drainage. The patients
were fasted overnight before manometry.
Methods
A triple lumen polyethylene manometry catheter 200 cm in length
with an outer diameter of 1.7 mm was used for manometry. The
three side holes in the distal end were located 2 mm apart.
Sterile water was infused through the catheter at a flow rate of
0.5 mL/min by a hydraulic capillary infusion system. PC
polygraph HR (Swedish CTD-Synetics medical company) and
relevant program were used to record and analyze the tracings.
Manometry was performed after all the stones were removed
from the common bile duct. The catheter was introduced via
the side-pore of choledochoscope into duodenum directly,
when the pressure was stable, duodenal pressure-curve was
recorded. It was then withdrawn in a stepwise fashion, the
position of catheter in the sphincter could be confirmed by
direct observation through choledochoscope or by the
characteristic pressure changes on the screen. The Oddi’s
sphincter and common bile duct motility tracings were recorded
respectively. Drugs were administered intramuscularly at 10 min
intervals.
Patients were randomly administered one of the four different
drugs. Morphine was administered in a dose of 0.1 mg/kg after
the first measurement, the second and third manometries were
performed respectively 10 min and 20 min later. Each of the
other three analgesics was administered in a dose of 1 mg/kg.
The procedures were same as in morphine group.
Basal pressure of Oddi’s sphincter (BPOS), amplitude of
phasic contractions (SOCA), frequency of phasic contractions
(SOF), duration of phasic contractions (SOD), duodenal
pressure (DP) and common bile duct pressure (CBDP) were
recorded and analyzed with a special computer program.
Statistical analysis was carried out using the Student’s t- test.
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Data were expressed as mean±SD. A single-tailed P value <0.05
was considered statistically significant.

RESULTS
Seventy patients with T-tubes had no evidence of ampullary
abnormality underwent OSM. Clear tracings of pressure and
phasic contractions were acquired. Data were compared.
Effect of morphine on Oddi’s sphincter motility
Morphine at the dose of 0.1 mg/kg produced an immediate and
marked stimulatory effect on the sphincter of Oddi and bile
duct, which was obvious 10 min after injection. Levels of BPOS,
SOCA, SOF and CBDP were all significantly increased (P<0.01)
and the effect persisted for 20 min (Table 1). Ten patients (25%)
had an increased BPOS between 30-40 mmHg, four patients
had an increased BPOS over 40 mmHg after drug administration.
Effect of pethidine on Oddi’s sphincter motility
No statistical difference before and after administration of
pethidine (1 mg/kg). Pethidine showed no apparent effect on
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Oddi’s sphincter motility (Table 2).

Effect of Ap-237 on Oddi’s sphincter motility
Marked increased levels of BPOS, SOCA and SOF were
observed 10 min after injection of Ap-237, and high levels of
BPOS and SOF persisted for 20 min, which showed an excitatory
effect on Oddi’s sphincter motility (Table 3).
Effect of tramadol on Oddi’s sphincter motility
Levels of BPOS and SOCA were obviously reduced 10 min
after administration of tramadol, which maintained at low levels
for 20 min and showed an inhibitory effect of tramadol on Oddi’s
sphincter motility. (Table 4)
DISCUSSION
The most important development in our understanding of Oddi’s
sphincter motility came with the advent of Oddi’s sphincter
manometry (OSM) in the mid-1970s. Then, it was considered as
the gold standard method for evaluating the function of Oddi’s
sphincter. OSM could be directly performed during surgery, or

Table 1 Manometric data before and after administration of morphine in 40 patients (mean±SD)
Before morphine
administration (n = 40)
Oddi’s sphincter basal pressure (mmHg)
Amplitude of phasic contractions (mmHg)
Frequency of phasic contractions (n/min)
Common bile duct pressure (mmHg)
b

8.90±9.11
50.85±36.66
7.22±2.89
4.97±3.87

10 min after morphine
administration (n = 40)

20 min after morphine
administration (n = 10)

22.23±16.04 b

20.51±13.46b

d

89.04±62.37d

104.97±49.15
9.29±1.93

f

8.85±2.42f

8.62±7.43

h

7.32±5.95 h

P, dP, fP, hP<0.01 vs themselves, n represents the number of patients involved in the research.

Table 2 Manometric data before and after administration of pethidine in 10 patients (mean±SD)
Before pethidine
administration (n = 10)
Oddi’s sphincter basal pressure (mmHg)

10 min after pethidine
administration (n = 10)

19 min after pethidine
administration 20 (n = 10)

7.06±5.07

11.24±6.11

6.68±4.32

78.52±40.23

95.65±45.49

70.35±31.67

Frequency of phasic contractions (n/min)

7.31±1.95

6.49±2.81

7.92±2.07

Common bile duct pressure (mmHg)

4.23±2.83

4.70±3.87

3.91±3.36

Amplitude of phasic contractions (mmHg)

n represents the number of patients involved in the research.
Table 3 Manometric data before and after administration of Ap-237 in 10 patients (mean±SD)
Before Ap-237
administration (n = 10)
Sphincter of Oddi basal pressure (mmHg)
Amplitude of phasic contractions (mmHg)

6.42±5.10

10 min after Ap-237
administration (n = 10)
11.33±9.39 a

20 min after Ap-237
administration (n = 10)
11.34±8.40a

c

52.56±30.99

87.03±51.72

Frequency of phasic contractions (n/min)

5.62±1.34

7.72±2.16 e

9.28±3.98f

Common bile duct pressure (mmHg)

4.20±3.97

4.82±2.30

3.25±2.30

a

50.06±29.11

P, cP, eP<0.05, fP<0.01 vs themselves, n represents the number of patients involved in the research.

Table 4 Manometric data before and after administration of tramadol in 10 patients (mean±SD)
Before tramadol
administration (n = 10)

10 min after tramadol
administration (n = 10)

20 min after tramadol
administration (n = 10)

Sphincter of Oddi basal pressure (mmHg)

7.01±5.50

2.87±2.78 a

6.39±5.37

Amplitude of phasic contractions (mmHg)

63.34±35.29

45.90±27.86 c

35.97±24.30d

Frequency of phasic contractions (n/min)

7.24±2.52

8.14±2.54

7.07±3.70

Common bile duct pressure (mmHg)

4.41±2.65

3.97±4.69

4.96±2.82

a

P, cP<0.05, dP<0.01 vs themselves, n represents the number of patients involved in the research.
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indirectly during ERCP, via a T-tube or percutaneously. A basal
pressure and phasic contractions of Oddi’s sphincter could be
obtained with OSM.
OSM during ERCP is a useful tool in the evaluation of
patients with unexplained pancreaticobiliary pain or recurrent
idiopathic pancreatitis[5-7]. However, it might provoke serious
pancreatitis[8,9]. It is a technical procedure, because it requires
selective deep bile duct and/or pancreatic duct cannulation
during active duodenal peristalsis and in suboptimally anesthetized
patients. These features account for the relatively high failure
rate (up to 20%) even in expert hands[10].
OSM via choledochoscopic approach allows easy and
accurate recording of Oddi’s sphincter pressure and makes a
long time maneuver of manometry possible. The position of
manometric catheter in the sphincter can be monitored on the
screen with the characteristic phasic contractions. It also could be
confirmed by direct observation through choledochofiberoscopy.
And it is easy to get enough patients for manometry. However,
it is difficult to get a relative normal value of the sphincter of
Oddi via choledochoscope manometry, for patients with a Ttube tract often suffer from hepatobiliary or pancreatic diseases.
Furthermore, whether irrigation of natural cold saline and the
semi-closed state of bile duct during choledochoscopic procedure
affect the motility of the sphincter of Oddi is unknown.
Morphine and pethidine are the two most commonly used
analgesic drugs. Their effects on the sphincter of Oddi have
well been researched. Helm et al.[11] studied the effect of morphine
on SO using OSM during ERCP. In a small cumulative dose of
2.5-5 µg/kg, morphine increased the frequency of phasic
contractions to a maximum of 10-12/min, but it did not affect the
mean amplitude of phasic contractions and the mean SO basal
pressure. As the cumulative dose was increased from 10 to 20 µg/kg,
no further increase in the frequency of phasic pressure waves
was seen. Instead, the phasic wave amplitude and the mean SO
basal pressure increased. Blaut et al.[12] found that morphine
increased the intraductal biliary pressure (IDP) with OSM via a
T-tube, but the high intraductal biliary pressure caused by
morphine could be counteracted by transcutaneous electrical
nerve stimulation (TENS). Elta et al.[13] performed ERCP
manometry to evaluate the effect of pethidine at therapeutic
doses on SO manometry, and found that after administration of
pethidine the frequency of phasic contractions increased, but
the mean SO basal pressure did not change. Using the same
method, Sherman et al.[14], found that biliary sphincter basal
pressure and phasic wave amplitude were not significantly
altered by pethidine, but phasic frequency increased and phasic
duration decreased slightly after administration of pethidine,
sphincter basal pressure of the pancreatic and the common
channel’s sphinctures was not significantly altered, but their
phasic wave amplitude decreased, phasic frequency increased,
and phasic duration decreased.
The only study directly comparing morphine to pethidine
with OSM was done in 1990 by Thune et al.[15] They compared
the effect of morphine and pethidine on patients intraoperatively
after surgical placement of a catheter across the SO. Morphine
was associated with an increase in phasic wave frequency, but
no change was found in basal sphincter pressure, amplitude,
or wave propagation direction. Pethidine showed a dosedependent decrease in phasic wave frequency but without
significant changes in the basal sphincter pressure, contraction
amplitude or wave propagation direction.
We found that morphine could increase the basal pressure
of Oddi’ sphincter, common bile duct pressure, frequency and
amplitude of phasic contractions. Morphine showed an
excitatory effect on the sphincter of Oddi, and might be a cause
of Oddi’s sphincter dysfunction(SOD). SO may function as a
peristaltic pump to actively expel fluid from the sphincter segment
into the duodenum. The SO segment fills with fluid from the
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common bile duct (CBD) only during the diastolic interval
between phasic contractions. Outflow of fluid from the CBD is
reduced or arrested when (1) the frequency of phasic contractions
increases sufficiently to compromise diastolic filling of the
sphincter segment, (2) phasic contractions propagate retrograde
or occur simultaneously along the sphincter segment, or (3)
passive filling of the sphincter segment is prevented by a BPOS
that exceeds the CBDP. Morphine could cause functional
obstruction of the SO by all three of these mechanims[11]. OSM
shows a diagnotic value for Oddi’s sphincter dysfunction.
Elevated basal pressure (>40 mmHg) was the most important
manometric finding in Oddi’s sphincter dysfunction and its
borderline was about 30-40 mmHg. Our study found that 10
patients (25%) had an increased BPOS between 30-40 mmHg,
four patients had an increased BPOS over 40 mmHg. So morphine
can cause spasm of SO and should not be used during ERCP
manometry or choledochoscope examination. After administration
of pethidine, no patients had an elevated BPOS up to 30 mmHg.
Pethidine could be used for an additional analgesia during OSM.
This may improve both patient’s tolerance and the success
rate of the procedure. But we should be cautious in patients
with renal failure, hepatic failure or central nervous system
diseases. For the pethidine metabolite, normeperidine, might
invoke seizures at high doses or in patients with renal failure.
Hubbard[16] reports that pethidine invoked seizures in a patient
with Oddi’s sphincter dysfunction.
Tramadol has the same analgesic effect as morphine. But it
has little effect on the respiratory system and circulation system,
and can be used in old patients with respiratory system diseases.
There were only a few researches about its effect on the
sphincter of Oddi. Staritz et al.[17] and Brandstatter et al.[18]
performed ERCP manometry to evaluate the effect of tramadol
on SO manometry, and found that it had no apparent effect on
Oddi’s sphincter motility. Our study indicated that tramadol
could decrease BPOS and the amplitude of phasic contractions,
showing an inhibitory effect on the sphincter of Oddi, and tramadol
could be used during ERCP manometry and choledochoscope
examination.
As a fast acting analgesic, Ap-237 has little effect on visceral
pain. A MEDLINE search found no report about its effect on
the sphincter of Oddi. We found that Ap-237 could increase
BPOS, amplitude and frequency of phasic contractions,
showing an excitatory effect on the sphincter of Oddi, and
Ap-237 should not be used in patients with hepatobiliary and
pancreatic diseases.
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Abstract
AIM: To discuss the angiographic features of gastrointestinal
stromal tumor (GIST) and to evaluate their diagnostic role.
METHODS: Twelve patients with pathologically proved GIST
underwent angiography (DSA)1 wk before operation, using
Puck and digital subtraction DSA. The origin, size, morphology
and angiographic appearance of the lesions were reviewed.
RESULTS: Two tumors arose from stomach, 8 from jejunum,
and 2 from ileum. Seven cases were benign and 5 were
malignant. Obviously thickened supplying arteries were
detected in 8 tumors, and early-developed veins were found
in 3. Two types of angiographic changes of GIST were observed.
Four cases had twisted irregular neoplastic vessels with
partially coarse and indistinct margins, which were all
malignant. Eight cases had ball-like neoplastic vessels with
uniform tumor staining, of which 7 were benign and 1 was
malignant.
CONCLUSION: Angiography facilitates localization and
diagnosis of GIST, helps define their size, range and location,
and is especially valuable to patients suffering from melena
with unknown reasons.
Fang SH, Dong DJ, Zhang SZ, Jin M. Angiographic findings of
gastrointestinal stromal tumor. World J Gastroenterol 2004;
10(19): 2905-2907
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INTRODUCTION
Gastrointestinal stromal tumor and its imaging features have
been reported[1-3]. However, to our knowledge, the appearance
of GIST at angiography has been seldom discussed. We
analyzed retrospectively the angiographic appearance of 12
cases of GIST, which was proved by surgical pathology
(immunohistochemistry), and the diagnostic value of angiography
was discussed.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Subjects
Twelve patients (4 women and 8 men, aged 40-70 years with a
mean age of 53.3 years) with pathologically proved GIST
(immunohistochemistry) who underwent angiography 1 wk
before surgery were included. All the patients suffered from

recurrent melena for 3 mo to 3 years, with syncope in 2 cases, a
palpable abdominal mass in 1 case, and concomitant abdominal
pain in another case.
After routine preparations, Seldinger’s puncture of femoral
artery and super selective catherization, angiographies of
superior mesenteric artery, inferior mesenteric artery and coeliac
trunk were performed sequentially using 6-7 F catheters.
Omnipaque (iodine content: 350 mg/mL) as contrast medium
was administered with a dose of 30 mL and at a rate of 8 mL/s
for superior mesenteric artery, 20 mL/s and 6 mL/s for inferior
mesenteric artery, and 40 mL/s and 8 mL/s for celiac trunk. Puck
changer was used in all angiographies (with the sequence 2
films/s×3 s, 1 film/s×4 s, 1 film/2 s×4 s), and DSA was selected
necessarily (with acquisition sequence 3.1 films/s×5 s, 1.6
films/s×5 s, 1 film/s×2 s). The dose and rate of contrast medium
were same in two methods. The apparatus was GE medical
systems, Hiline.

RESULTS
Size origin and morphology of the tumors
Two tumors arose from stomach, 8 from jejunum (Figures 1,2),
and 2 from ileum. Most of them were originated from the jejunum
with a percentage of 66.7% (8/12). The lesions had different
sizes, ranged from 3 cm×3 cm×2 cm to 5 cm×6 cm×4 cm (mean
4 cm×4.5 cm×3 cm) in 7 benign lesions, of which 5 lesions were
malignant (Figure 3). The smallest was 5.5 cm×4.5 cm×3 cm and
the largest was 6.5 cm×10 cm×7 cm. All tumors were round or
oval in shape, except an irregular malignant tumor and another
dumbbell-shaped benign tumor growing endophytically and
exophytically from the intestinal lumen at the same time.
Angiographic appearance
Thickened supplying arteries were observed in 8 tumors
(Figure 1), of which 6 were benign and 2 were malignant. Earlydeveloped veins were found in 3 cases (Figure 1), all of which
were benign. Four cases having irregular twisted neoplastic
vessels with different vessel size and partially coarse and
obscure vessel margin were all malignant (Figure 3). Eight cases
have ball-like neoplastic vessels with clear margins, included 7
benign and 1 malignant cases. However, the 7 benign cases all
had predominantly homogeneous tumor staining with distinct
margins (Figures 1, 2).
Boundary of tumors and relationship to surrounding structures
Four malignant tumors had an indistinct border, and the others
had a clear margin. The surrounding organs were pushed by
the tumors. Intestinal intussusception was found in 1 patient
with recurrent abdominal pain.
Pathology
The neoplastic cells were fusiform or polygon in shape, and
arranged in interlacing or swirl or fence-like. LSAB label was
used in immunohistochemistry. Leiomyomas or leiomyosarcomas
of other organs (uterus and soft tissue) and shwannomas of soft
tissue were chosen for comparisons. High positive presentation
of Vim, CD117 and CD34 was found in 12 cases of GIST. Negative
presentation of CD34 was found in leiomyomas or leiomyosarcomas,
and positive S-100 and negative CD34 were found in shwannomas.
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Figure 1 Benign stromal tumor in a 54-year-old male.
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B

Figure 2 Benign stromal tumor and marked homogeneous
tumor-staining in a 41-year-old male. A: Benign stromal tumor;
B: Marked homogeneous tumor staining.

A

B

Figure 3 Malignant stromal tumor and heterogeneous tumor
staining in a 35-year-old female. A: Malignant stromal tumor;
B: Heterogeneous tumor staining with irregular morphology.

Others
Five malignant tumors contained necrotic or cystic changes
with different degrees and two possessed central hemorrhage.
Six patients in this study underwent CT at the same time.
Masses were revealed by CT in 4 cases, only intestinal
intussusception was seen in 1 patient, and diagnosis could
not be established with confidence in the other case because
of the relatively small size. Of the 3 patients who underwent
barium examinations, one was normal, one had an intestinal
filling defect and another had his intestines pushed away. No
metastasis was found before surgery and no lymphadenopathy
was demonstrated during operation.
DISCUSSION
GIST included the majority of primary non-epithelial tumors of
gastrointestinal (GI) tract. These tumors were originated from
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cells located in the wall of the organ and showed a remarkable
variability in their differentiation pathways. They can be divided
into 4 major categories on the basis of their phenotypical
features: tumors showing differentiation toward smooth muscle,
tumors showing apparent differentiation toward neural
elements, tumors showing dual differentiation toward smooth
muscle and neural elements, tumors lacking differentiation
toward either cell type even after exhaustive immunohistochemical
and ultrastructural probing[4,5]. However, with the development
in immunohistochemistry and ultrastructural probing, it has
been agreed generally that GIST is an independent kind of
tumors originated from primitive mesenchymal cells of GI
tract with non-directive differentiation, some of which have
incomplete differentiation parts of smooth muscles and/or nerve
sheath cells[1,6-8]. Micro superstructures of these tumors are
similar to those of primitive mesenchymal cells without any
characteristics of differentiated cellularity. Vim, CD117 and CD34
are highly presented in immunohistochemistry. The standards
were all compliant in this study.
GIST could be localized in any portion of the GI tract, but
was most often found in the gastric part[9,10]. The jejunum as
the most frequent place (66.7%) in this group did not reflect the
fact, because it is not necessary for gastric lesion to do angiography
when endoscopy, endoluminal ultrasonogrphy or barium study
was available and effective.
CT and MR imaging features have been reported previously[1-3,10]. To our knowledge, however, few articles included
a description of the appearance of GIST on angiography.
According to our study, tdwo types of angiographic changes
could be concluded. First, abnormally distributed twisted
neoplastic vessels with different thickness and obscure margin
were one of the malignant features, and heterogeneous tumor
blush with ill-defined border in capillary phase was another.
Second ball like vessels with a clear margin, well defined
homogeneous tumor staining in round or oval shape, and earlydeveloped veins, suggested a benign GIST. The differentiation
points have been described in many previous documents
already, including that the malignant tumor was characterized
by a larger size more than 5 cm, necrosis, hemorrhage, an indistinct
border, and adherence to or direct invasion of the structures
nearby[5,11]. The tumors in our group with first type of manifestations
were all malignant, but they were found in a relatively small
number of patients.
There are many diagnostic approaches for GIST, including
barium meal, double-contrast barium study, ultrasonography,
fibro-endoscopy, endoluminal ultrasonography, CT, MR
imaging and angiography. The sensitivity of these procedures
varied according to the different sites of lesions. CT has
been considered as the most effective method[1,9]. Therefore,
angiography is used less and less in diagnosing tumors of GI,
as a result, angiography is only recommended for patients with
melena when no abdominal mass is palpable and the examination
of upper GI is negative. It helps indicate the supplying arteries,
differentiate benign from malignant tumors, and define their
size, range and origin, despite the tumors grow exophytically
or endophytically. On the other hand, we do not suggest routine
use of this procedure because of its traumatic property, high
risk and relative complicated technique.
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Abstract
AIM: To investigate the growth hormone (GH) and growth
hormone receptor (GHR) expression of and its clinical
significance in patients with chronic atrophic gastritis (CAG).
METHODS: A total of 90 cases were enrolled in the study.
Thirty were healthy controls, the other 60 patients were
divided into two groups according to the endoscopical and
histological diagnosis. Blood samples were drawn in the
morning (menarche did not occur during the blood
extraction in female patients), gastric mucosa was obtained
by endoscopy. Serum GH and gastrice mucosal GHR levels
were measured using radioimmunoassay (RIA) and En
Vinsion technique.
RESULTS: The average GH level was 1.021±0.132 µg/L in
CAG patients, in controls it was 2.869±0.512 µg/L. There
was a significant difference between these two groups
(P<0.01). The positive rate of GHR in CAG patients was
10%, in controls the rate was 100%. There was a
significant difference (P<0.01). There was no significant
change of GH level (3.176±0.421 µg/L) in patients with
gastric carcinoma compared with controls (P>0.05).
CONCLUSION: The study shows that levels of GH and
GHR expression are low in CAG patients. CAG pathogenesis
has a correlation with mucosal nutrient deficiency,
decreased levels of GH and GHR have an adverse effect on
the repair and regeneration of CAG. There is no significant
change of GH in gastric carcinorma patients, GH dose not
play a role in the pathogenesis of gastric cancer.
Si JM, Cao Q, Gao M. Expression of growth hormone and its
receptor in chronic atrophic gastritis and its clinical significance.
World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(19): 2908-2910
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INTRODUCTION
Growth factor family is a group of protein hormones discovered
during the 20th century. This family includes growth hormone
(GH), insulin-like growth factor (ILGF), epidermal growth factor
(EGF), transfer growth factor (TGF), and vascular endothelial
growth factor (VEGF), etc. These factors can stimulate cell DNA,
RNA and protein synthesis, control cell growth and differentiation,

and promote regeneration of injured epithelia[1-7]. Studies in
recent years have shown that there is an intimate relationship
between growth factor and gastric mucosal disease[6]. Growth
hormone (GH) is a type of monopeptide strain hormone released
from anterior pituitary eosinophilic cells. In the gastrointestinal
(GI) tract, GH is known to promote water and electrolyte
transport and calcium absorption. The proliferative functions
of GH have been reported as well. Administration of GH restores
the intestinal and gastric mucosal weight after hypophysectomy
in rats, it is regarded as an important nutrient factor[8].
Chronic atrophic gastritis (CAG) is a gastric precancerous
lesion and has a high morbidity in China[9]. Gastric mucosal
malnutrient is considered as an important factor in the
pathogenesis of CAG[10-13].
Since CAG was recognized as a precancerous condition of
the stomach by the World Health Organization in the early 1980 s,
a number of methods have been tested for their ability to reverse
and prevent the development of cancer. Most gastric mucosa
protectors promote the growth and repair of gastric mucosa by
promoting the aggregation and secretion of growth factors
such as EGF, TGF. In a previous animal study, GH/GHR
expression was measured on atrophic gastritis rats. The levels
of GH and GHR expression in rats with CAG were low[14].
However, the effect and safety of GH in clinical use are uncertain
in CAG. The purpose of the present study was to investigate
the expression of GH/GHR in patients with CAG and gastric
cancers.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Research subjects
Ethical approval for this study was given by the Sir Run Run
Shaw Hospital in May 1999. Clinical data were obtained by
review of case records for all patients. Patients were selected at
random from adult out-patients attending the gastroenterology
clinics. Diagnosis was made on the basis of clinical, endoscopical
and histological data according to standard criteria. We excluded
the patients who had abnormal findings in other vital organs
(such as the heart, liver, lung, pancreas and pituitary). Patients
were divided in two groups. Thirty patients in group B were
diagnosed as moderate-severe gastritis and 30 patients in group
C were diagnosed as gastric cancer, 30 unrelated individuals
served as controls. Characteristics of the research subjects are
shown in Table 1.
Sample collection and processing
After an overnight fast, 3 mL of blood was taken from cubital
vein. Blood samples were set for two hours, then centrifuged at
3 500 rpm for 15 min. Supernatant was saved and stored at -20 .
Two samples were taken from gastric antrum tissue and two
from gastric body tissue, or four from the primary focus, and
immediately immersed in 10% buffered formalin and embedded
in paraffin wax using standard techniques. Five µm thick
sections were cut and stained with hematoxylin and eosin for
histopathological analysis. Each slide was assessed.
Analytical methods
The level of serum GH was measured by radioimmunoassay
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(RIA) (Reagents were from DPC Company in Tianjing). The
detection of gastric mucosal GHR expression was carried out
by immunohistochemistry and En Vinsion assay (reagents from
Biogenesis Company).
Table 1 Base-line characteristics of the patients
Characteristic
Age (yr)
Male
Female
Endoscopical
finding
Pathologic
finding

Group A
(n = 30)

Group B
(n = 30)

Group C
(n = 30)

50±6
48±7
19
17
11
13
normal gastric
chronic atrophic
mucosa
gastritis(CAG)
mild superficial
moderate-severe
gastritis(non-active) CAG with or
without intestinal
malplasia

52±9
20
10
gastric
cancer
gastric
cancer

Statistical analysis
Concentrations of serum GH were expressed as mean±SD.
Differences between the two groups were evaluated by t-test.
Significance was shown as P<0.05. The expression of GHR was
expressed as positive rate. Differences between groups were
evaluated by χ2 test. Significance was shown as P<0.05. All
experimental data were analyzed with Spss-pc+ software.
RESULTS
The average level of serum GH was lower in group B than in
groups A and C. There were significant differences between
them, but there was no significant difference between groups
A and C.
Table 2 Serum GH Level (ng/mL) in the studied groups
(mean±SD)
Group
GH level
1

A group
(n = 30)
2.869±0.512 1,2

B group
(n = 30)

C group
(n = 30)

1.021±0.1321

3.176±0.4212

tAB = 3.135 P<0.01 1tBC = 3.537 P<0.01 2tAC = 1.893 P>0.05.

Table 3 Positive rate of gastric mucosal GHR expression in
the studied groups (%)
Group
GHR expression

A group
(n = 30)
100 (30/30)1

B group
(n = 30)

C group
(n = 30)

10 (3/30)2

13 (4/30) 1,2

χ AB=49 P<0.01 1χ2AC=45 P<0.01 2χ2BC = 0.16 P>0.05.

1 2

The positive rate of gastric mucosal GHR expression in
groups B and C was lower than that in group A. There were
significant differences between them, but there was no
difference between groups B and C.

DISCUSSION
Growth hormone (GH) is a type of monopeptide strain hormones
released from anterior pituitary eosinophilic cells. Growth
hormone receptor (GHR) is widely distributed in the gastrointestinal
tracts. GH takes its effect on target tissues by combining with
GHR. In the stomach, GHR is mainly distributed among parietal
and chief cells. In 1995, Nagano etc by using reverse transcription
PCR technology and Southern blot analysis, found the wide
distribution of GHR in the gastrointestinal tract especially in
epidermal cells, suggesting that GH and GHR could play an
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important role in the regulation of metabolism, growth, and
differentiation of gastric mucosal cells. GH and GHR could
improve protein synthesis, promote wound healing, stimulate
gastrointestinal tract proliferation and repair, regulate
immunological responses, and improve absorption of nutrients[8].
Presently, clinical applications of recombinant human growth
hormone (rhGH) in various gastrointestinal ailments such as
malabsorption and short bowel syndrome were reported[15-19].
Chronic atrophic gastritis (CAG) is a gastric precancerous
lesion and listed as the first of cancer prevention by WTO. CAG
pathogenesis has a correlation with mucosal nutrient deficiency.
CAG patients had a decreased serum level of trace elements
and beta-carotene with malnutrition[20-21].
During the last several years, we have focused on exploring
the correlation between CAG and GH. In a previous animal
study, we measured the GH/GHR expression in atrophic
gastritis rats, and found the levels of GH and GHR expression
in rats with CAG were rather low. After removing the pituitary
glands from rats, Crean GP discovered that there were gastric
mucosal atrophy, shrinkage and decreased expression of
parietal and chief cells. Increased secretion of gastric acid and
pepsin, and exogenous GH have been shown to promote protein
synthesis and increase gastrointestinal absorption of nutrients.
We have considered using GH to treat CAG[14].
Our present study showed the same results as before[14].
The levels of GH/GHR expression in patients with CAG were
significantly lower than normal. GH and GHR could regulate
the metabolism, growth and differentiation of gastrointestinal
epidermal cells, therefore, a decreased GH/GHR level would
hinder the repair and recovery of CAG. Decreased levels of GH
and GHR had an adverse effect on the progression of CAG.
This study suggests that when CAG is treated, GH or GH-like
drugs may be considered in the treatment regimen to promote
mucosal repair and stop the progression of CAG.
Exogenous GH has been shown to significantly increase
the expression of c-myc oncogene[22]. Watanabe et al.[23] showed
that by using N-methyl-N-nitrosourea solution to induce gastric
cancer in F344 rats, GH levels were elevated, suggesting that
high concentrations of GH play a role in the pathogenesis of
gastric cancer. Studies have shown that acromegalic patients,
had an increased risk of developing gastrointestinal tumor and
carcinoma[24-28]. Therefore, cautions should be taken to monitor
the possibilities of gastrointestinal cancers. Whether clinical
usage of growth hormone and medicine which stimulates the
release of growth hormone causes the carcinogenesis of
atrophic gastritis is concerned. Our study showed that the
serum GH level in gastric cancer patients and normal individuals
was similar, the positivity rate of GHR expression was not high,
suggesting that GH dose not play a role in the development of
gastric cancer. Lobie et al.[29] investigated the effect of GH on
gastric structure and function in GH-deficient Lewis (dwarf)
rats, Bovine GH (65 micrograms/100 g body wt), was administered
twice daily to adult male dwarf rats for 6 d (DW+) while control
animals received vehicle only (DW-). Administration of GH
produced a significant increase in body ,stomach wt and
stomach to body wt ratio. GH administration also resulted in an
increase of total gastric DNA, RNA, and protein. The density of
differentiated (parietal and chief) cell types was not significantly
different in DW- and DW+ animals. They demonstrated that
GH could stimulate proliferation and enlargement of the gastric
mucosae without significant alterations in cellular composition.
So we recommend using GH as a treatment agent for CAG, but a
definite conclusion needs further clinical observations.
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Abstract
AIM: To evaluate the therapeutic effectiveness of oxaliplatin
on human gastric carcinoma and to explore its mechanisms.
METHODS: Twenty-two cases of stage IV gastric carcinoma
received 4-6 (mean 4.6) cycles of first line combined
chemotherapy with oxaliplatin (oxaliplatin 85 mg/m2, iv, gtt,
1 h, d 1; leukovorin 200 mg/m2, iv, gtt, 1 h, d 1 and d 2; 5FU 300 mg/m2,iv, d 1 and d 2, 5-FU, continuous iv, gtt, 48 h;
1 cycle/2 wk). Response rate, progression-free survival
(PFS), total survival time, toxic side effects were evaluated.
The inhibitory effect of oxaliplatin on human gastric cell line
SGC-7901 was detected and IC50 was calculated by MTT.
Transmission electron microscopy, flow cytometry and
TUNEL were performed to evaluate the apoptosis of cell
line induced by the drug. The expression of Caspase-3
m-RNA was detected by RT-PCR. AC-DEVD-CHO, a
Caspase-3 specific inhibitor, was used to elucidate the role
of activated Caspase-3 in the process of apoptosis induced
by oxaliplatin.
RESULTS: Total response (complete and partial) occurred
in 9 (40.9%) patients. Mean PFS was 4.2 mo and mean
total survival time was 7.2 mo. Cumulative neurotoxicity
(all grade I-II), vomiting and diarrhea, myelosuppression
appeared in 93.5%, 20%, 32.9% patients, respectively.
IC50 was calculated to be 0.71 mg/L by MTT assay. A maximal
inhibitory rate reached 85.3%. Apoptosis index was elevated
after incubated with 1 mmol/L oxaliplatin for 30 min, but
without statistic significance (P>0.05). However it could
be detected at a much higher degree both by flowcytometry
and by TUNEL with a statistical significance (68.47±7.92%
and 8.23±2.67%, respectively, P<0.05) after incubated with
1 mmol/L oxaliplatin for 2 d. By means of RT-PCR, we detected
an enhancement of Caspase-3 m-RNA expression induced
by oxaliplatin which was also in positive correlation with
the apoptotic level. AC-DEVD-CHO, a Caspase-3 specific
inhibitor, could significantly inhibit and delay apoptosis
induced by oxaliplatin.
CONCLUSION: Oxaliplatin is effective and well-tolerated
in patients with advanced gastric carcinoma. Oxaliplatin
could significantly inhibit the growth of human gastric cell line
SGC-7901. The induction of Caspase-3 m-RNA expression,
activation of Caspase-3 and promotion of apoptosis may
be some of the therapeutic mechanisms of oxaliplatin on
gastric carcinoma. Annexin-V-fluorescein labeling flow
cytometry is much more sensitive than TUNEL in detecting

early stage apoptosis.
Lin WL, Li DG, Chen Q, Lu HM. Clinical and experimental study
of oxaliplatin in treating human gastric carcinoma. World J
Gastroenterol 2004; 10(19): 2911-2915
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INTRODUCTION
Gastric cancer is one of the common carcinomas in human being.
Drug treatment draws more and more attention as an essential
part of comprehensive treatment of gastric malignancy. Gastric
carcinoma is relatively sensitive to chemotherapy. It is generally
considered that chemotherapy may prolong patient’s life and
decrease relapse. Oxaliplatin (L-OHP) is an innovative third
generation platinum compound with powerful anti-neoplasm
competence, lack of cross drug resistance with CDDP, with a
synergistic effect with 5-FU and satisfactory safety profile.
This new anticancer drug provides us more choices in fighting
against malignancy, especially colon cancer. At present, treating
gastric cancer with oxaliplatin and the relationship between
chemotherapy and cancer cell apoptosis draw more and more
attention. The discovery of Caspase family (cysteine proteases)
that is implicated in the execution of programmed cell death in
organisms ranging from nematodes to humans, brings the fresh
air to the research of malignant cell apoptosis. The Caspase
family is big and family members interact with each other to
promote or inhibit the process of apoptosis. Caspase-3 locates
in the downstream of the Caspase cascade. The proteolytic
activation of Caspase-3 plays a key role in apoptotic process.
This article summarizes the effect and side effects of
chemotherapy with oxaliplatin on 22 cases of stage IV human
gastric cancer, and tries to elucidate the mechanisms of
chemotherapy by detecting apoptosis of cancer cells and
evaluating the role Caspase-3 plays in apoptotic process.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients
A total of 22 cases of stage IV human gastric cancer patients
who underwent chemotherapy in the Affiliated Xinhua Hospital
of Shanghai Second Medical University from January 1999 to
September 2002 were enrolled in this study. There were 17 men
and 5 women, and their age ranged from 25 to 70 years (mean,
60±10 years). Among the 22 patients, 16 had poorly differentiated
adenocarcinoma and 6 had signet ring cell carcinoma.
Methods
Each case received a combination chemotherapy containing LOHP ( L-OHP 85 mg/m2 by continuous intravenous infusion for
2 h on d 1, leucovorin 200 mg/m2 by continuous intravenous
infusion for 1 h on d 1 and d 2, 5-FU 300 mg/m2 by bolus
intravenous injection on d 1 and d 2, 5-FU 1200 mg/m2 by
continuous intravenous infusion for 48 h, one course lasting 2 wk
for 4-6 courses).
Cell culture
Human gastric adenocarcinoma cell line SGC-7901, purchased
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from the Shanghai Institute of Cell Biology, Chinese Academy
of Sciences, was routinely maintained in RPMI 1640 containing
100 mL/L fetal bovine serum (FBS), 100 U/mL penicillin, 100 U/mL
streptomycin at 37 in a humidified atmosphere containing
50 mL/L CO2.

MTT assay
Cells were seeded at the density of 5×103 per well in 96-well
plates in RPMI-1640 containing 100 mL/L FBS. After 24 h, fresh
medium was added, containing oxaliplatin at concentrations of
0 to 10 mg/L. After 48 h incubation, MTT assay was performed,
150 µL of stock MTT (0.5 mg/mL) was added to each well, and
the cells were further incubated at 37 for 4 h. The supernatant
was removed and 150 µL DMSO was added to each well. An
ELISA reader was used to measure the absorbance at a
wavelength of 525 nm.
Transmission electron microscopy
The cells treated with 0.1 mg/L oxaliplatin were trypsinized and
harvested after 24 h. Subsequently the cells were fixed in 40 g/L
glutaral and immersed with Epon 821, embedded in capsules
and converged for 72 h at 60 , then prepared into ultrathin
sections (60 nm) and stained with uranyl acetate and lead citrate.
Cell morphology was examined by transmission electron
microscopy.
Flow cytometry
SGC-7901 cells were treated with oxaliplatin or oxaliplatin plus
AC-DEVD-CHO at oxaliplatin concentrations of 0 to 10 mg/L
for 30 min. Cells were digested by 2.5 g/L trypsin, washed in
0.01 mol/L PBS, fixed by cold alcohol at 4
and dyed with
annexin-V (according to the description of annexin-V kit), and
then analyzed by flow cytometry.
TUNEL
SGC-7901 cells were added to 6-well plates with cover glassslides at 6×104 cells/well, after incubated with oxaliplatin or
oxaliplatin plus AC-DEVD-CHO at different oxaliplatin
concentrations of 0 to 10 mg/L and fixed in 40 g/L formaldehydum
polymerisatum for 1 h. After washed in 0.01 mol/L PBS twice,
the cells were treated with reaction buffer, labeled with
fluorescein dUTP in a humid box for 1 hour at 37 , then
combined with anti-fluorescein antibody, colorized with
NBT/BCIP. Cells were visualized with light microscopy. The
apoptotic index (AI) was calculated as follows: AI = (number of
apoptotic cells/total number) ×100%.
RT-PCR
Total RNA was extracted from cells using an RNA extraction
reagent, TR IZOL (Life Technologies, USA), according to
standard acid-guanidium-phenol-chloroform method[17]. About
4 µg of total RNA as reversely transcribed at 42 for 60 min in
a total of 30 µL reaction volume using a first-strand cDNA
synthesis kit (Boehringer Mannheim, Germany). cDNA was
incubated at 95 for 5 min to inactivate the reverse transcriptase,
and served as template DNA for 28 rounds of amplification
using the GeneAmp PCR system 2400 (Perkin-Elmer Applied
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Biosystems, CA, USA). PCR was performed in a standard 25 µL
reaction mixture consisting of 1.5 mmol/L magnesium chloride
(pH 8.3), 2.5 mmol/L dNTPs, 12.5 pmoL each of sense and
antisense primers and 2.5 U of Taq DNA polymerase (M BI,
Canada). Amplification was performed for 1 min at 94 , for
1 min at 62 and for 1 min at 72 after heat-start for 5 min.
Finally, an additional extension step was carried out for 10 min
at 72 . As control, the DNA template of Caspase-3 was replaced
by that of β-actin in the reaction. The amplification products
were separated on 12 g/L agarose gels and visualized by ethidium
bromide staining. PCR primers for Caspase-3 were as follows:
forward primer, 5’- ATG GAG AAC ACT GAA AAC TCA -3’;
reverse primer , 5’- TTA GTG ATA AAA ATA GAG TTC -3’:
according to the Caspase-3 gene structure in GeneBank. An
834 bp PCR product of Caspase-3 and a 315 bp product of
β-actin were obtained.

Statistical analysis
The difference between each two groups was analyzed by
ANOVA. P<0.05 was considered statistically significant.
RESULTS
Clinical results
Nine cases achieved objective responses (including 1 complete
response and 8 partial responses), the response rate was 40.9%
progression-free survival (PFS) 4.2 mo, and total survival time
7.2 mo. The rate of accumulative neurotoxicity, vomiting and
diarrhea, bone marrow depression was 93.5%, 20% and 32.9%,
respectively (Table 1).
Inhibitory effect of oxaliplatin on SGC-7901
Taking the means of data from MTT assay, we got a smooth
inhibition curve, which was a typical inverse ‘S’, and the IC50
was calculated to be 0.71 mg/L by GrapHpaol Prism software
(Figure 1). The inhibition of L-OHP on SGC-7901 cell line was
typically dose dependent. A maximal inhibitory rate reached
85.3%.
1.00
Cell survival rate
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Figure 1 Relationship between SGC-7901 cell survival rate
and L-OHP concentration.

Apoptosis induced by L-OHP
We used transmission electron microscopy, TUNEL and

Table 1 Side effects of combined chemotherapy with oxaliplatin in treating stage IV gastric carcinoma (cycles, n = 102)
Side effects
I

Anemia

Neutropenia

27

17

Thrombo-cytopenia Nausea& vomiting

Diarrhea

Mucositis

Dysaesthesia

7

14

16

9

89

II

7

6

3

6

3

1

6

III

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

IV

0

0

0

0

0

0

-

32.9

22.9

10

20

20

10

93.5

Incidence (%)
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Annexin-V labeling flowcytometry to quest for the mechanism
of its anti-neoplastic effect. After treatment of SGC-7901 cells
with oxaliplatin (0.1 mg/L) for 24 h, some cells showed apoptotic
characteristics including chromatin condensation, chromatin
crescent formation, nucleus fragmentation and apoptotic body
formation by transmission electron microscopy (Figure 2).
Apoptotic index was 0.38% in the control group. In the
experimental group, the apoptotic index determined by the
TUNEL method was 7.35% while receiving L-OHP 1mg/L
(slightly higher than IC50) for 4 h and 14.35% while increasing
the L-OHP concentration to 5 mg/L. As time went on, the
apoptotic index remained stable in the control group, and was
significantly increased in two experimental groups (0.5 mg/L
and 1 mg/L) which reached a peak of 7.93% and 10.15%,
respectively on the 4th d and decreased slightly on the 7th d.
The two experimental groups had a similar trend. We could
conclude that the increase in apoptotic index correlated with
the L-OHP concentration and time. The apoptotic level was
positively correlated with L-OHP at a concentration within
0-2.0 mg/L, as detected by Annexin-V labeling flowcytometry.
The apoptotic index reached a peak of 76.47% when the
concentration of L-OHP was 2 mg/L. On the contrary, the apoptotic
index dropped when the concentration reached 5 mg/L.

Figure 2 Oxaliplatin-induced apoptosis in SGC-7901 cells with
transmission electron microscopy. It shows apoptotic cells
with chromatin condensation, chromatin crescent formation,
nucleus fragmentation (×4 000).
Oxaliplatin

AI (%)

20

Oxaliplatin+AC-DEVD-CHO

15
10
5
0

0

2
4
L-OHP concentration (mg/L)

6

Figure 3 Inhibitory effect of AC-DEVD-CHO on apoptosis
detected by TUNEL.
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Oxaliplatin+AC
-DEVD-CHO
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Figure 4 Effect of AC-DEVD-CHO on apoptosis at different
times detected by TUNEL.

Expression of Caspase-3 m-RNA
By means of RT-PCR, we detected an enhancement of Caspase-3

m-RNA expression (0.48±0.47 vs 0.18±0.20, P<0.05) induced
by L-OHP which was also in positive correlation with the
apoptotic level.

Role of activated Caspase-3 in apoptotic process induced by
oxaliplatin
AC-DEVD-CHO, a Caspase-3 specific inhibitor, could significantly
inhibit and delay apoptosis induced by L-OHP (Figures 3, 4).
DISCUSSION
Gastric carcinoma is one of the major causes of cancer morbidity
and mortality in China. The natural history shows a high
metastatic potential since many patients with gastric carcinoma
at advanced stage will relapse or initially present with metastasis.
One of the first issues solved by clinical research over the last
decade is the value of chemotherapy in the metastatic setting.
Indeed, chemotherapy has been shown to have a favorable
impact on survival and quality of life compared with supportive
care alone. However, in this disease some traditional
chemotherapy regimens were considered as poorly tolerated or
less effective[1-4]. Oxaliplatin is an innovative platinum compound
indicated as a first-line therapy in combination with 5-FU and
folinic acid for metastatic colorectal cancer[5-8]. Oxaliplatin has
a powerful anti-neoplasm competence, little cross drug
resistance with CDDP, a synergistic effect with 5-FU and a
satisfactory safety profile[9-11]. We replaced CDDP with oxaliplatin
in a traditional FLP protocol, trying to explore its anti-neoplasm
activity and side effects in treating advanced gastric carcinoma.
In 22 patients, 9 cases achieved objective responses (including
1 complete response and 8 partial responses), the overall
response rate reached 40.9%, PFS 4.2 mo, and overall survival
time 7.2 mo. The toxicity was tolerable, the rate of vomiting and
diarrhea (1 case with grade III diarrhea), bone marrow depression
was 20% and 32.9%, respectively. No alopecia and skin toxicity
were encountered. Although the incidence of accumulative
neurotoxicity was as high as 93.5%, all of them were grade I-II.
Acute symptoms manifesting as transient dysaesthesia and/or
paraesthesia of the extremities were commonly observed, their
occurrence was triggered or enhanced by exposure to cold.
No patient experienced pharyngolaryngeal dysaesthesia
characterized by a transient sensation of difficulty in breathing
or swallowing without any objective evidence of respiratory
distress, which was encountered during the multi-center
research in treating colorectal cancer after 9 cycles[12-14]. In
all the cases in this study, symptoms improved after treatment
discontinuation. It is suggested that oxaliplatin is effective and
well-tolerated in patients with stage IV gastric carcinoma.
We chose human gastric cancer cell line SGC-7901 for
experimental study. First, we used MTT to prove if L-OHP
could inhibit SGC-7901 growth. using the means of our data
from the experiments, we obtained a smooth inhibition curve,
which was a typical inversed ‘S’. IC50 was 0.71 mg/L and the
maximal inhibitory rate reached 85.3%.The inhibition of L-OHP
on SGC-7901 cell line was typically dose dependent.
Naturally occurring or programmed cell death can regulate
cell number, facilitate morphogenesis, remove harmful or
otherwise abnormal cells, and eliminate cells that have already
performed their functions during the life development as well
as in tissue homeostasis and aging. The role of apoptosis in
the process of carcinogenesis, development of cancer and
malignancy treatment has drawn more and more attention in
recent years[15-17]. In this study, we tried to evaluate the level of
apoptosis induced by oxaliplatin. Transmission electron
microscopy could reveal the changes of cell ultrastructure during
the apoptotic process. TUNEL assay is a traditional method for
detecting apoptosis, but its selectivity is poor. It could hardly
differentiate the apoptotic cells from the necrotic ones.
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Phosphatidylserine (PS) only exists in the cytoplasm side of
cell plasma membrane, and externalization of PS occurs in the
early stage of apoptosis. Annexin-V could specifically conjugate
to the PS to detect the apoptotic cells[18]. So we combined
traditional transmission electron microscopy and TUNEL assay
with relatively highly selective annexin-V labeling flowcytometry
to detect SGC-7901 cell line apoptosis induced by oxaliplatin.
After treatment of SGC-7901 cells with oxaliplatin, some cells
showed typical morphologic changes of apoptosis including
chromatin condensation, chromatin crescent formation, nucleus
fragmentation and apoptotic body formation under transmission
electron microscope, TUNEL assay showed the AI positively
correlated with drug concentration and treatment time. AnnexinV-fluorescein labeling flowcytometry was much more sensitive
than TUNEL in detecting the early stage apoptosis. The apoptotic
level positively correlated with L-OHP at a concentration within
0-2.0 mg/L, as detected by annexin-V labeling flowcytometry.
The apoptotic index reached a peak, when the concentration of
L-OHP was 2 mg/L. On the contrary, the apoptotic index dropped
while the concentration reached 5 mg/L. To put these results
together, we believed that the induction of apoptosis played a
key role in inhibiting malignant cells at a low drug concentration
of L-OHP, and that cytotoxicity and apoptosis coexisted while
the drug concentration was high. This discovery may provide
a theoretical basis for this type of treatment.
The discovery of cytosolic aspartate-specific proteases,
called Caspases, which are responsible for the deliberate
disassembly of a cell into apoptotic bodies, brings the fresh air
to the research of malignant cell apoptosis. The Caspase family
is big and dozens of family members interact with each other to
promote or inhibit the process of apoptosis. Caspases are present
as inactive pro-enzymes, most of which are activated by proteolytic
cleavage. There are two pathways of Caspase activation, namely
the cell surface death receptor pathway and the mitochondriainitiated pathway. In the cell surface death receptor pathway,
activation of Caspase-8 following its recruitment to the deathinducing signaling complex (DISC) is the critical event that
transmits the death signal. This event is regulated at several
different levels by various viral and mammalian proteins.
Activated Caspase-8 can activate downstream Caspases, such
as Caspase-3 by direct cleavage or by indirectly cleaving bid
and inducing cytochrome C release from the mitochondria. In
the mitochondrial-initiated pathway, Caspase activation is
triggered by the formation of an Apaf-1/cytochrome C complex
that is fully functional in recruiting and activating proCaspase-9.
Activated Caspase-9 will then cleave and activate downstream
Caspases such as Caspase-3, -6, and -7[19-23]. So we can find
out that Caspase-3 locates in the downstream of the Caspase
cascade. The proteolytic activation of Caspase-3 has been found
to play a key role in apoptotic process[24-26]. Caspase-3 may
then cleave vital cellular proteins or activate additional Caspases
by proteolytic cleavage. In this study, we detected an enhancement
of Caspase-3 m-RNA expression induced by oxaliplatin by
means of RT-PCR. Caspase-3 m-RNA expression was also
positively correlated with the apoptotic level. AC-DEVD-CHO,
a Caspase-3 specific inhibitor, could significantly inhibit and
delay apoptosis induced by oxaliplatin. Taken together, we
believe that Caspase-3 synthesis and activation play a key role
in the apoptotic process of SGC-7901 cell line induced by
oxaliplatin.
Our research demonstrates that oxaliplatin is effective and
well tolerable in treating gastric cancer. Inducing cancer cell
apoptosis may be one of the anti-neoplasm mechanisms. This
apoptosis may be mediated by up-regulation of Caspase-3
synthesis and activation. The efficacy and safety profile of
oxaliplatin as a chemotherapeutic drug in combined anti-gastric
carcinoma chemotherapy regimen should be further confirmed
by double blind multi-center clinical studies.
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Abstract
AIM: Of all the complications of laparoscopic cholectecystomy,
bile duct injury (BDI) is the most serious complication. The
prevention of injury to the common bile duct (CBD) remains
a significant concern in laparoscopic cholecystectomy (LC).
Different kinds of methods have been advanced to avoid
this injury but no single method has gained wide acceptance.
Because of various limitations of current methodologies
we began a study using cold light illumination of the
extrahepatic biliary system (light cholangiography LCP) to
better visualize this area and thereby reduce the risk of
bile duct injury.
METHODS: Thirty-six patients with cholelithiasis were
divided into two groups. Group I (16 cases) received LCP
and group II (20 cases) received methelenum coeruleum
cholangiography (MCCP). In group I cold light was used to
illuminate the common bile duct by leading an optical fiber
into the common duct with a duodenoscope at the time of
LC. The light coming from the fiber in the CBD could clearly
illuminate the location of CBD and hepatic duct establishing
its location relative to the cystic duct. This method was
compared with the dye injection technique using methelenum
coeruleum.
RESULTS: In group I thirteen cases were successfully
illuminated and three failed. The cause of three failed cases
was due to the difficulty in inserting the fiber into the ampulla
of Vater. No complications occurred in the thirteen successful
cases. In each of these successful cases the location of the
common and hepatic ducts was clearly seen differentiating
the ductal system from surrounding anatomy. In ten cases
both the left and right hepatic ducts could be seen and in
three only the right hepatic ducts were seen. In four of the
thirteen cases, cystic ducts were also seen. In group II,
eighteen of the twenty cases were successful. The location
of extrahepatic ducts became blue differentiating the ductal
system from surrounding anatomy. Two cases failed due
to a stone obstructing the cystic duct, and extravisation of
the dye turned the entire area blue. LCP showed the
common and hepatic ducts more clearly than MCCP.
CONCLUSION: LCP is the only technique that can clearly
and directly show the location of the extrahepatic biliary
system and may be useful in selecting cases of uncertain
anatomy in the prevention of bile duct injury.
Xu F, Xu CG, Xu DZ. A new method of preventing bile duct

injury in laparoscopic cholecystectomy. World J Gastroenterol
2004; 10(19): 2916-2918
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INTRODUCTION
Bile duct injury continues to be one of the most serious
complications of LC. The principal cause is the difficulty in
recognition of the junction of the cystic duct to the hepatic
duct. A number of methods have been advanced to avoid this
error but no single method has gained wide acceptance. From
March 2001 to October 2003 we used LCP for illumination of
the biliary system in 36 cases and believe it is quite useful.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients
Thirty-six patients with cholelithiasis, including 16 males and
20 females aged 41 to 66 years (mean age: 56 years) were selected
for the procedure and divided into two groups. Group I (16
cases) received LCP and group II (20 cases) received MCCP.
Materials
Laparoscopic equipments were produced by Stryker and
duodenoscopes with a channel diameter of 3.5 cm and 4.2 cm
respectively were from Olympus. Optical fibers were specially
produced according to our own design.
Methods
All patients drank 500 mL 100 g/L mannitol 15 h before operation
and were fasted during this period. All cases received general
anesthesia. In group I, Calot’s triangle was dissected carefully
and the relationship of the cystic duct to the hepatic and
common bile ducts was noted. Duodenoscope was then
introduced and the optic fiber was advanced into the common
duct. When the light was turned on, the extra hepatic ducts were
clearly seen. In group II, instead of placing the duodenoscope, a
needle guided with the laparoscope was percutaneously
punctured into the gall bladder. Five mL of bile was aspirated
from the gall bladder. After that 5 mL of MCCP dye was injected.
The bile ducts became blue.
RESULTS
In group I, thirteen cases were successfully illuminated and
three failed. The cause of three failed cases was due to the
difficulty in inserting the fiber into the ampulla of Vater. The
time required for this examination ranged from 15 to 100 min
with a median time of 35 min. No complications occurred in the
thirteen successful cases. In each of these cases, the location
of the common and hepatic ducts was seen clearly differentiating
the ductal system from surrounding anatomy. In ten cases both
the left and right hepatic ducts could be seen and in three only
the right hepatic ducts were seen. In four of the thirteen cases,
the cystic ducts were also seen. In two cases the ducts were
clearly seen in spite of considerable fat over Calot’s triangle.
In group II, eighteen of the twenty cases were successful.
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The extrahepatic duct became blue differentiating the ductal
system from surrounding anatomy. Two cases failed due to a
stone obstructing the cystic duct, and extravisation of the dye
turned the entire area blue.

DISCUSSION
Prevention of injury to the ductal system continues to be a
matter of considerable concern of surgeons performing
laparoscopic cholecystectomy. The accurate incidence of bile
duct injury (BDI) during laparoscopic cholecystectomy (LC) is
not known[1]. The principal causes of CBD in LC are the
uncertain anatomy and the laparoscopic view that is quite
different from open cholecystectomy. A few methods have been
practiced, e.g. using 30° laparoscope, applying three dimensional
laparoscope and inserting laparoscope through the right side
of umbilicus were used. Greater efforts have been concentrated
on dealing with the uncertain anatomy. The key point continues
to be how to best identify the anatomy and thereby avoid
injury. Currently the primary means of preventing injury resulted
from uncertain anatomy include careful dissection, the judgment
of an experienced surgeon, conversion to open cholecystectomy
and intraoperative cholangiography (IOC).
The major causes of uncertain anatomy are anatomic
variation and unclear anatomy. Kurumi et al.[2] classified
confluent forms of the cystic duct and the bile duct into five
different types, including four abnormal types. Sixteen instances
(3.13%) of anatomic variation of the biliary tract were found
among 511 patients, and four cases (4.35%) were found in 92
cadavers. Anatomic variation of the biliary tract is both common
and complicated and can create a pitfall during laparoscopic
cholecystectomy. Unclear anatomy resulted from inflammation
and adhesion at Calot’s triangle is an important factor associated
with injury[3-5]. The judgment of an experienced surgeon[1,4,6]
and conversion from laparoscopic to open cholecystectomy[5,7]
are now considered the primary means of preventing bile duct
injury resulted from uncertain anatomy. Unfortunately these
means do not always work effectively. Injuries are likely to
occur despite better procedures and increased experience[4].
Calvete et al. believed that no relation could be found between
the experience of surgeons and the number of BDI over different
periods of time[8]. Therefore, BDI during LC can not be attributed
solely to the learning curve. One approach is to convert to
open cholecystectomy when the anatomy is uncertain. But
even open cholecystectomy can not avoid CBD injury due to
the uncertain anatomy. Yang et al. [9] reported iatrogenic
extrahepatic bile duct injury in 182 patients. Bile duct injury
occurred in 152 patients during open cholecystectomy and in
30 patients during laparoscopic cholecystectomy. The incidence
of BDI after LC was similar to that in the open procedure[1].
Cautious dissection is necessary and essential to prevent
BDI in LC[4,6,10-12]. Illegible anatomy often poses dissection
difficultly to operators and rends them quite helpless. Surgeons
are seeking assisting measures to help them identify the
anatomy during LC. Some surgeons recommended that IOC be
attempted on all patients undergoing LC. They deemed that
the routine use of IOC during laparoscopic cholecystectomy
could not prevent bile duct injuries, but minimized the extent of
the injuries so that they could be repaired easily, thus decreasing
the rate of BDI[13-16]. But its routine use during LC remains
controversial. Routine IOC yields very little useful clinical
information compared to selective policies. A large number of
unnecessary IOC were performed under routine IOC policy,
and therefore a selective policy has been advocated[17]. IOC
depends on the radiopaque dye introduced into the ductal
system via the cystic duct and displayed by either a static film
or fluoroscopy which does not always identify the relationship
of the ductal system to adjacent anatomy. The primary purpose
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of IOC is to identify anatomy and any aberration as well as to
identify stones. The image of IOC obtained from static film or
fluoroscopy is completely different from that obtained from the
monitor and can not really tell where the cystic duct or common
bile duct is. The information afforded by IOC can only help
operators realize if there are continuity, stones, tumor and injury
of the ducts but can not help them dissect easily and safely.
Thus it is of limited value during dissection of the area.
Nevertheless it has become the most common method of
visualizing the area.
The use of MCCP has been advocated by Xu et al.[18]. This
technique does give a direct image but it is blurry. A mixture is
got by injecting methylenum coeruleum into gall bladder. The
color of the mixture is close to that of the tissue surrounding
the extrahepatic duct, so that the bile ducts can not be identified
clearly. The image is even more indistinct when there is much
fatty tissue over the ducts. If there is extravasation, the entire
area turns blue making dissection more difficult since the dye
is not easily washed away. CBD does not keep the dye long
enough. The dye diluted by the bile flows into duodenum soon,
so that the operator can not observe Calot’s triangle repeatedly.
Finally, the procedure can not be used if the duct is blocked by
a stone.
Because of these limitations of current methodologies, we
advocated the new method of direct illumination of the
extrahepatic ductal system (LCP). By adjusting the optic fiber,
it can go into right or left hepatic duct and cystic duct. The
movement of the fiber must be slow and soft. It is not very easy
sometimes to insert the fiber into cystic duct for the duct may
pass behind the common hepatic duct to enter on its posterior
wall or on its left lateral aspect. If the inserting was difficult, we
gave the attempt up in case that the duct wall was injured by
the fiber. We do not think the illumination of cystic duct is
absolutely necessary. The important thing is to know the
locations of CBD and common hepatic duct, though the
illumination of cystic duct may make the image of Calot’s triangle
appear completely.
Table 1 Comparison between group I and group II
Group I
(n=16)
Examine method
Examine time (min)
Range
Median
Examination cost
Image
Legibility
Observed time

Group II
(n=20)

LCP

MCCP

15-100

5-10

35
$ 200

7
$5

direct
clear
unlimited

direct
blurry
limited

Additional observations we made during this study revealed
the importance of releasing any adhesions in the area of the
ductal system to straighten the ductal system out facilitating
the introduction of the optical fiber. The initial dissection of
the ductal system along with our observations as to the probable
location of the various elements was also helpful. In our opinion
it is best to keep the optical fiber in the right hepatic duct until
the dissection of the gall bladder and cystic duct is completed.
This is particularly true in the occasional case when the cystic
duct comes off the right hepatic duct. We do not feel routine
LCP examination of the ductal system is indicated but in
selected cases. The examination with LCP is extremely
rewarding and not terrifically difficult in any hospital where the
intraoperative endoscopic retrogarde cholangiopancreatography
(ERCP) is practiced. As far as the cost is concerned, the increase
is quite acceptable (Table 1). Of course, if there is any reason
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for intraoperative ERCP to be done, it can be easily accomplished
during LCP, though it needs not to be done as a routine. LCP
can not help operators realize if there are continuity, stones,
tumor and injury of the ducts. When the forgoing conditions are
suspected, cholangiography should be done with intraoperative
ERCP.
LCP is currently the most effective way to directly observe
the extrahepatic ductal system during laparoscopic cholecystectomy
and may play a useful role in clarifying uncertain anatomy in
selected cases. As a useful assisting measure, it plays an
important role in preventing extrahepatic duct injury in LC.
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Abstract
To present a patient diagnosed with pancreatic carcinoid
that was extremely rare and produced an atypical carcinoid
syndrome. We reported a 58-year old male patient who
presented with long standing, prominent cervical
lymphadenopathy and occasional watery diarrhea.
Pathohistological and immunohistochemical examination
of lymph node biopsy showed a metastatic neuroendocrine
tumor, which was histological type A of carcinoid (EMA+,
cytokeratin+, CEA-, NSE+, chromogranin A+, synaptophysin+,
insulin-). Bone marrow biopsy showed identical findings.
Primary site of the tumor was pancreas and diagnosis was
made according to cytological and immunocytochemical
analysis of the tumor cells obtained with aspiration biopsy
of pancreatic mass (12 mm in diameter) under endoscopic
ultrasound guidance. However, serotonin levels in blood
and urine samples were normal. It is difficulty to establish
the precise diagnosis of a “functionally inactive” pancreatic
carcinoid and aspiration biopsy of pancreatic tumor under
endoscopic ultrasound guidance can be used as a new
potent diagnostic tool.
Marisavljevic D, Petrovic N, Milinic N, Cemerikic V, Krstic M,
Markovic O, Bilanovic D. An unusual presentation of “silent”
disseminated pancreatic neuroendocrine tumor. World J
Gastroenterol 2004; 10(19): 2919-2921
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INTRODUCTION
In 1907, Obendorfer applied the term “karzinoide” to describe a
set of ileal tumors that behaved in a more benign manner than
carcinomas. Since then, carcinoid tumors have been found to
be relatively uncommon neuroendocrine tumors arising from
neural crest cells known as “amine precursor uptake and
decarboxylation cells” (APUD), which are derived from gut
endoderm. Recent consensus meetings suggested that a more
appropriate term “neuroendocrine tumor” should be used for
all endocrine tumors of the digestive system, because these
tumors derive from the diffuse neuroendocrine system[1].
Pancreas, mucosa of the gastrointestinal tract[2] and endocrine
cells scattered in other endodermal sites (such as thyroid, lung,
biliary tree and the urogenital tract) belong to APUD system.
Neuroendocrine tumors can be subclassified into those with or
without clinical syndromes and are termed “functionally active”
and “functionally inactive” pancreatic carcinoid, respectively[3].

Carcinoid of the pancreas is extremely rare and the diagnosis
may puzzle physicians and pathologists[4]. Pancreatic carcinoids
produce an atypical carcinoid syndrome, skin flushing was
reported in only 34%, the main symptom is pain, followed by
diarrhea and weight loss.
We hereby described a patient with disseminated
“functionally inactive” neuroendocrine tumor who presented
with lymph node metastases, but without characteristic
symptoms of carcinoid syndrome. The primary site of the tumor
was pancreas.

CASE REPORT
A 58-years old male was admitted to Hematology Department
in June 2001 with complaint of a left anterior neck mass and
occasional massive, watery diarrhea. The patient noticed slow
enlargement of neck mass for two years prior to admission, and
also stated that in the last 12 mo he had episodes of diarrhea 12 times/wk. Diarrhea was massive and watery (up to 1 L/d)
without visible blood or mucous and usually self-limited.
Diarrhea was not associated with abdominal pain, tenesmus or
with food intake. He lost 5 kg in 3-4 mo, inspite of good appetite.
His previous medical history was unremarkable. Physical
examination showed a left anterior neck mass (7 cm×6 cm in
diameter), painless and movable in all directions. Chest X-ray
showed paratracheal infiltrate. On bronchoscopy, external
compression on posterior and lateral tracheal walls was seen.
CT of chest showed enlarged mediastinal lymph nodes (up to
40 mm). CT of abdomen showed an enlarged pancreatic head
(46 mm) with a mild hypodense area (12 mm in diameter).
Pathohistological findings of tissue samples from the neck
tumor (cuneiform biopsy) and bone marrow (trephine biopsy)
were identical, namely a metastatic neuroendocrine tumor, which
was histological type A of carcinoid. Immunophenotyping of
cells from the neck tissue sample showed well-differentiated
neuroendocrine tumor (APUDOMA) that was immunostained
as follows: EMA+, cytokeratin 8+, CEA-, NSE+, chromogranin
A+, synaptophysin+, insulin-. In an effort to find the primary
site of APUDOMA, esophagogastroduodenoscopy, endoscopic
enteroscopy, colonoscopy, small bowel barium enema, radial
endoscopic ultrasound (radial EUS - Olympus device) were
done (Figure 1). Ultrasound (linear EUS) guided aspiration biopsy
of the pancreatic mass was performed (Figure 2). Cytological
examination showed solid nodular nests of small uniform,
epitheloid cells of dense heterochromatin. Immunocytochemical
analysis revealed groups of epithelial cells with positive
cytoplasmatic staining on NSE and chromogranin A that implied
on tumor with neuroendocrine differentiation (Figure 3).
Pathohistological examination of aspiration liver biopsy was
normal, excluding possible liver micro-metastasis. To exclude
MEN syndrome, X-ray and MRI of sellar region as well as
thyroid US were done and all tests were normal. On 2D
ultrasound the right heart was anatomically and functionally
within normal limits. Blood count and biochemistry were normal
except for occasional hypokalemia and mild hypoproteinaemia
(with proportional decrease in all electrophoresis fractions).
CEA was significantly increased (535.5 ng/mL), but pancreatic
tumor marker (CA 19-9) and alpha-feto protein were within normal
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limits. Serotonin level in blood and urine was normal (0.25 mmol/L
and 359 mmol/24 h, respectively). 5-HIAA in the urine sample
was increased (84 µmol/L, reference range: 10.4-41.6 µmol/L).
Periodical diarrhea was controlled with loperamid and oral
potassium supplementation. During hospitalization, patient
developed urinary retention. Rectal examination and US
revealed a prostatic adenoma (size 44 mm×54 mm×54 mm, 60 g
weight) with normal values of prostate serum antigen. Transvesical
adenectomy was performed, and pathohystologic findings
confirmed it to be an adenoma. Postoperative period was
complicated with prolonged wound healing and vesicodermal
fistula. The patient also had changes of mental status, but CT
of the head did not show any abnormalities. The patient was
regularly followed up. In December 2001 he was doing well, still
complaining of frequent diarrhea and minimal enlargement of the
neck mass. Blood tests continued to show hypoproteinemia and
hypokalemia, easily controlled with potassium supplementation.
However, the patient died in January 2002 at home. His family
recorded no particular circumstances related to his death.

Figure 1 Pancreatic mass (radial endoscopic ultrasound,
Olympus device).

Figure 2 Ultrasound (linear EUS) guided aspiration biopsy of
the pancreatic mass.

A
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DISCUSSION
Functionally active neuroendocrine tumors are presented with
clinical symptoms because of excessive hormone release from
the tumor cells as in insulinoma, gastrinoma, VIPoma,
glucagonoma and carcinoid syndrome[5]. Carcinoid tumors,
except those originating from rectum, produced a variety of
endocrine substances, the most frequent one was serotonin
and kallikrein[6-8]. Carcinoid syndrome that includes diarrhea,
flushing, wheezing, and right-sided heart disease[9] is caused
by systemic serotonin release. Less than 10% of carcinoids
had some of these symptoms[10]. Explanation is efficient hepatic
metabolism of vasoactive amines, and that is also the reason
why carcinoid syndrome rarely occurred in the absence of liver
metastasis. Exceptions are circumstances in which venous
blood from a large tumor was drained directly into systemic
circulation[11].
Functionally inactive neuroendocrine tumors can be
diagnosed in several ways: a) accidentally during routine
ultrasonography performed for unexplained abdominal
complaints, b) when a large tumor of the pancreatic head is
causing obstruction and consequently extrahepatic jaundice, c)
when a patient presents with abdominal pain secondary to
bowel pseudo-obstruction, and d) as complications of the
tumor such as bleeding. Our patient had occasional diarrhea
that was not significant (less than 1L per day). Besides he had no
other symptoms, and his blood tests failed to show any endocrine
abnormalities. Histopathological and imunohistochemical
analyses of the tissue sample from the neck mass showed a
well-differentiated neuroendocrine tumor, which was
histological type A of carcinoid (APUDOMA). At the time of
diagnosis, metastatic disease of cervical and mediastinal lymph
nodes, and bone marrow already existed which was confirmed
by histopathological finding. Aspiration liver biopsy was done
to exclude micro-metastases, that otherwise could not be
visualized by imaging methods, and the result was negative.
Primary site of the tumor was unknown. Because the most
frequent localization of carcinoid was in the gastrointestinal
tract, it was explored in whole, but primary tumor was not found.
Aspiration biopsy of the pancreatic mass under endoscopic
ultrasound guidance was done for the first time in Yugoslavia.
Immunocytochemical report confirmed that the pancreatic mass
was the primary site that only occurred in 2-3% of all cases[4,12,13].
Also, carcinoid tumors up to 1 cm rarely metastaze, but that
was not the case with our patient.
The slow growth rate and late invasion of adjacent organs
rendered local resection of pancreatic carcinoid tumor possible,
but the high incidence of distant metastases (69%) prevented
long-term survival in the majority of patients[4]. Diarrhea with
hypokalemia and hypoproteinemia, as a manifestation of
carcinoid syndrome in this case could be explained by increased
release of vasoactive substances most probably from the
B

Figure 3 Groups of epithelial cells with positive cytoplasmic staining on chromogranin (A) and NSE (B) (immunocytochemical
analysis).

Marisavljevic D et al. Silent disseminated pancreatic carcinoid

extensive metastasis in the bone marrow, and lymph nodes.
However, these metabolic abnormalities were well controlled
and could not be the main cause of his death.
In summary, atypical presentation in this and other reported
cases of pancreatic carcinoids suggests that metastatic potential
of functionally inactive neuroendocrine cells is originated from
the pancreas.
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clearly increased with Child’s stage of liver cirrhosis, independent
of the disease etiology (Figure 1)[2]. EPO also correlated directly
with the markers of liver synthesis function, e.g. cholinesterase
activity (r = -0.448, P<0.001), albumin concentration (r = -0.358,
P<0.001), or prothrombin time (r = 0.300, P = 0.001). Interestingly,
the absolute values of measured EPO levels in Bruno et al. and
our studies were relatively similar (e.g. mean EPO 11.6 U/L for
chronic hepatitis by Bruno et al., median EPO 11.3 U/L for our
“non cirrhosis” group), thereby raising the question whether
the clear association between EPO and stage of liver cirrhosis
could have been observed if the number of patients included in
Bruno et al. study was high enough. Furthermore, it is hard to
believe that EPO was normally distributed in anemic or non-anemic
cirrhotic patients as the mean±SD values suggested by Bruno
et al., thus a different statistical analysis using median and U-test
could possibly uncover these important correlations.
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To the Editor:
In a May-issue of the World Journal of Gastroenterology, there
is a very interesting study by Bruno et al. on erythropoietin
(EPO) levels in patients with chronic liver disease[1]. We have
very recently reported a similar, but much larger study by Tacke
et al.[2] on the role of EPO in chronic liver disease. By comparing
Bruno’s results with our patient cohort and applying their criteria
in a re-evaluation of our study population, we uncovered
interesting differences between the two studies and could answer
some of the key questions in the article raised by Bruno et al.,
e.g. on the correlation of EPO with liver dysfunction and potential
regulating factors in the clinical setting of liver cirrhosis.
Therefore, we would like to briefly present our data and
compare the results with Bruno’s recent study. We think the
role of EPO is important in the pathophysiology of chronic
liver disease, and the recent studies provided new insights
into its regulation in liver cirrhosis.
Chronic anemia is a common clinical complication in patients
with liver cirrhosis and is regarded as an important prognostic
factor[3]. The great progress in the understanding of cytokine
alterations in chronic liver diseases as well as the discovery
and clinical application of different hematopoietic growth factors
have raised attention to the potential pathophysiological role
of erythropoietin (EPO) in liver diseases[4,5]. In a recent issue of
the World Journal of Gastroenterology, Bruno et al. reported
that increased EPO plasma levels were only detected in cirrhotic
patients with hemoglobin concentrations below 12 g/dL and
that this EPO response was inadequate compared to patients
with iron-deficiency anemia[1]. Furthermore, the authors did
not observe an association between EPO levels and the stage
of liver cirrhosis or liver synthesis function. The regulating
factors in the pathophysiological setting of advanced liver
diseases as well as possible clinical consequences remained
an open question.
We analyzed 111 patients with chronic liver diseases who
were evaluated for potential liver transplantation and 220 healthy
(non-anemic) controls with the same EPO ELISA (R&D Systems,
Wiesbaden, Germany) kit. In contrast to Bruno et al. who studied
mainly patients with viral hepatitis and advanced stages of
cirrhosis, our much larger cohort comprised all Child’s stages
of cirrhosis in a fairly equal number of patients as well as different
etiology subgroups. As we reported recently, EPO plasma levels
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Figure 1 Erythropoietin plasma levels and stage of cirrhosis.
EPO was significantly higher in patients with liver cirrhosis than
in healthy controls and increased with Child’s stages of cirrhosis.

We also found a significant inverse correlation between
EPO levels and hemoglobin in patients with chronic liver
diseases (r = -0.498, P<0.001, Spearman rank correlation analysis).
As this was described by Bruno et al. only for patients with
iron-deficiency anemia, this correlation could not be observed
when we divided our liver disease patient group by the criteria
of Bruno et al. into so-called anemic or non-anemic patients
(hb 12, n = 48, vs hb>120 g/L, n = 63). However, in accordance
with Bruno et al., we also found significantly elevated EPO
levels in anemic vs non-anemic liver disease patients (median
EPO 29.3 vs 11.4 U/L, P<0.001, U-test). In contrast, the nonanemic liver disease patients also had elevated EPO levels as
compared with controls (P<0.05), which could be possibly
explained by the much larger control group in our study.
In further investigating the potential regulating factors, one
should consider the complex clinical picture of advanced liver
cirrhosis. As we could show, the degrees of anemia and liver
dysfunction not only were independent parameters associated
with elevated EPO in chronic liver disease, but also impaired
pulmonary function[2]. Changes in pulmonary function test and
blood gas analysis were commonly found in our study
population, and EPO was inversely correlated with carbon
dioxide tension (pCO2) and elevated in patients with reduced
(carbon monoxide) diffusion capacity. In addition, we noticed
a positive correlation between interleukin-6 and EPO, thereby
possibly linking the EPO response to a common protective
cytokine response usually seen in liver cirrhosis[6].
In conclusion, the recent studies by Bruno et al. and our
group provide some new important insights in the regulation
of plasma EPO in chronic liver diseases. EPO plasma levels are
apparently upregulated in patients with liver cirrhosis, and one
might speculate whether this increase is sufficient in the setting
of chronic anemia when compared with other forms of anemia,
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e.g. iron-deficiency. However, the regulation of plasma EPO is
complex and multifactorial, and the degrees of anemia, liver
dysfunction, impaired pulmonary function and cytokine
alterations are the major factors in regulating plasma
erythropoietin in patients with chronic liver diseases.
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to be located in her colon. She had several perianal abscesses.
Miss Z took the antipsychotic, clozapine. Clozapine can cause
constipation, diarrhea[2-7], nausea[6,8], vomiting[3,6,8], allergic
reactions, etc. Clozapine has also been linked with colitis[5,14],
gastrointestinal symptoms[7], hepatotoxicity[12], eosinophilia[5,7,9],
neutropenia[5,6], colon perforation[13], necrotizing colitis[13], perianal
abscesses[9], and increased levels of TNF-alpha[10], etc.
When Miss Z was growing up, she had no prodromal
symptoms that, even with the benefit of hindsight one might
be able to say, this was the beginning of Crohn’s disease. The
sickness and diarrhea started 32 d after the clozapine was titrated
to its full dose of 300 mg/d in November 1998.
Tumor necrosis factor α (TNF α) is a proinflammatory
cytokine that has an important role in the pathogenesis of
Crohn’s disease. Infliximab-a chimeric anti-TNF α monoclonal
antibodybinds to TNF α with high affinity, thereby neutralising
its biological activity. Pollmacher et al.[10], found that clozapine
significantly increased the plasma levels of TNF-alpha.
Miss Z responded very well to infliximab. Steroids
(prednisolone) had little effect on the symptoms. Stopping
clozapine was not an option unless we were to be reasonably
sure that it was responsible for causing or exacerbating the
inflammation in Miss Z’s colon.
I am particularly interested in the effect of clozapine. If it
were to cause eosinophilia it might have effects on the colon. I
wondered if the symptoms of nausea, vomiting, etc, might
persist all the time when clozapine was taken.
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To the Editor:
I recently read the paper by Chen et al.[1] published in your
Journal. The paper shows that there have been a few cases
where medications have caused eosinophilia. Clozapine is an
antipsychotic medication that can cause eosinophilia. It is pointed
out in your paper “The diagnostic criteria included . . . 5), exclusion
of intestinal lymphoma, Crohn’s disease or other tumors.” Table
2 shows symptoms associated with eosinophilic gastroenteritis,
which are very like those in Crohn’s disease.
Miss Z, a 29 years old female received a diagnosis of Crohn’s
disease five years ago. It seemed to be the more aggressive
fistulizing form of Crohn’s disease. The inflammation seemed
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To the Editor:
I was astonished to find this paper [Dong ML, Ding XZ, Collin
P, Adrian TE. Red oil A5 inhibits proliferation and induces
apoptosis in pancreatic cancer cells. World J Gastroenterol
2004; 10(1): 105-111] published in your journal. This has been
done without my knowledge or the other coauthor, Dr. Ding.
There are numerous errors. These include (1) the exclusion of
an important collaborating contributor; (2) the appearance that
the work was carried out in China, when it was actually carried
out at Northwestern University in Chicago; (3) an incorrect
name for the compound being used; (4) an incorrect company
name where the compound originated from. The following are
the correct information. The authors list should be: Dong ML[1],
Ding XZ[1], Collin P[2], Adrian TE[1]. The title should have been:
CR-A5 inhibits proliferation and induces apoptosis in pancreatic
cancer cells (the term oil A5 is meaningless; the product is
called CR-A5). The address where the work was carried out was:
1
“Department of Surgery and Robert H. Lurie Comprehensive
Cancer Center, Northwestern Feinberg School of Medicine,
Chicago, IL” and 2“Coastside Research, Stonington, Maine”. The
funding sources that should have been acknowledged were:
The American Institute of Cancer Research, the RAPID Program
of the RAPID Program of the Chemoprevention Branch fo the
National Cancer Institute, the Michael Rolfe Foundation and
the Maine Technology Institute. Dr. Dong did carry out this
work in my laboratory with the help of others, however, we
never discussed where the work would be published and I
certainly did not sanction its publication in your journal. I
consider what Dr. Dong has done to be dishonest. Most journals
require the signature of all authors before a paper can be

accepted for publication, this would be a good policy for the
World Journal of Gastroenterology to adopt. More seriously,
regarding Dr. Dong, I have now found another paper that he has
published in your journal [Dong ML, Zhu YC, Hopkins JV. Oil
A induces apoptosis of pancreatic cancer cells via caspase
activation, redistribution of cell cycle and GADD expression.
World J Gastroenterol 2003; (9): 2745-2750]. Again this paper
was published without my knowledge. The other authors are
unknown to me and the name John V. Hopkins appears to have
been fabricated. The contents of this paper have been almost
entirely plagiarized from a previous publication from a Medical
Oncologist, Dr. Xin-Quan Li who worked in my laboratory and
Xian-Zhong Ding in the laboratory (Li X, Ding XZ, Adrian TE.
Aresenic trioxide induces apoptosis in pancreatic cancer cells
via changes in cell cycle, caspase activation, and GADD
expression. Pancreas 27: 174-179, 2003). More disturbingly, at
least some of the data have clearly been fabricated. The data in
Figure 5 of the World Journal of Gastrorenterology paper have
been entirely lifted from the arsenic trioxide data in Figures 6
and 7 in the Pancreas paper. Please find the enclosed MS
Powerpoint file where I have indicated the stolen data in red.
Furthermore, careful perusal of the data in Figures 3 and 7 has
been assembled in the computer by cutting and pasting sections
from different gels. Since some of the data have clearly been
fabricated this sheds doubt on all of the other findings in the
manuscript. I never saw the raw data for most of these
experiments and doubt that they were ever performed. I request
that this paper is immediately retracted from the journal with an
explanation published. I am sure you will want to do this for the
integrity of the journal. An internal committee will be set up at
Northwestern University to investigate this matter. I will attempt
to contact the Dean of Wenzhou Medical College to inform him
of this situation with one of his faculty. Since my NIH grant
number was also copied onto the WJG paper, I am informing the
NIH of this matter. Please let me know if I should inform your
editorial board of what has happened. Finally, as you have
requested, I state that the contents of this letter represent my
viewpoints rather than those of the journal.

Apology to Dr. Thomas E. Adrian
After we received the letter of Dr Thomas E. Adrian, Dr Mi-Lian
Dong wrote a letter for Dr Thomas E. Adrian and the following is
the statement from Dr Mi-Lian Dong (the letter was provided by
Dr. Thomas E. Adrian). Statement from Dr Mi-Lian Dong for Dr
Thomas E. Adrian. From: Mi-Lian Dong (mdong2@hotmail.com).
Sent: Monday, June 28, 2004 8:54 AM. To: tadrian@northwestern.
edu. Subject: Dear Dr. Thomas Adrian, I don’t know how to
start this letter, but I have to face it. I can imagine your anger
and your disappointment for my unacceptable behavior. I feel
very sorry and apologize for what stupid things I did. When I
was in Chicago, my former supervisor-Dr. White from Lutheran
General Hospital, a very nice gentleman, took care of me and
introduced me to your lab. In your Lab, you and Dr. Ding trained
me and I learned a lots new stuff, some I never heard before as a
clinician in China. I believe I worked very hard and did my best in
your lab to repay your generous help. I never forget those
wonderful days. But now, I destroyed all those wonderful
memories. Dr. Thomas Adrian, I already sent a letter to the journal
to ask them to remove that article. Such stupid things never
happened in my 40 years life. I cannot sleep well and cannot
focus my daily work as a busy doctor. I took a few days off. I
believe I got punishment from this, but I accept it. It is
unforgettable lesson for my future life. But now, besides sorry
and regret, I really don’t know what else I can do. Again, I
apologize for what I did. Sincerely, Mi-Lian Dong.
Edited by Xu XQ, Zhang JZ and Wang XL

PO Box 2345, Beijing 100023, China
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Abstract
AIM: Recombined plasmid pETNF-P16 was constructed to
investigate its expression properties in esophageal
squamous carcinoma cell line EC9706 induced by X-ray
irradiation and the feasibility of gene-radiotherapy for
esophageal carcinoma.
METHODS: Recombined plasmid pETNF-P16 was constructed
and transfected into EC9706 cells with lipofectamine. ELISA,
Western blot, and immunocytochemistry were performed
to determine the expression properties of pETNF-P16 in
EC9706 after transfection induced by X-ray irradiation.
RESULTS: Eukaryotic expression vector pETNF-P16 was
successfully constructed and transfected into EC9706 cells.
TNFα expressions were significantly increased in the
transfected cells after different doses of X-ray irradiation than
in those after 0Gy irradiation (1 192.330-2 026.518 pg/mL,
P<0.05-0.01), and the TNFα expressions and P16 were
significantly higher 6-48 h after 2 Gy X-ray irradiation
(358.963-585.571 pg/mL, P<0.05-0.001). No P16 expression
was detected in normal EC9706 cells. However, there was
strong expression in the transfected and irradiation groups.
CONCLUSION: X-ray irradiation induction could significantly
enhance TNFα and P16 expression in EC9706 cells
transfected with pETNF-P16 plasmid. These results may
provide important experimental data and therapeutic
potential for gene-radiotherapy of esophageal carcinoma.
Wu CM, Huang TH, Xie QD, Wu DS, Xu XH. Construction of
pETNF-P16 plasmid and its expression properties in EC9706
cell line induced by X-ray irradiation. World J Gastroenterol
2004; 10(20): 2927-2930

http://www.wjgnet.com/1007-9327/10/2927.asp

INTRODUCTION
Esophageal carcinoma is one of the most frequent malignant
tumors. Its treatment choices include surgical resection,

radiation, chemotherapy and biological therapy. However, their
limitations and adverse effects influence the therapeutic results.
In 1992, Wechselbaum proposed the theory of gene-radiation
combination treatment, that is, to ligate the promoter with
irradiation-induced function and treatment gene so as to take
advantages of the combined therapeutic functions of both
modalities[1].
In this study, pETNF-P16 plasmid was constructed and
transfected into human esophageal cancer cell line EC9706.
The expressions of TNFα and P16 in the transfected cells
exposed to different doses of X-ray irradiation and the time
course of the expressions after 2Gy X-ray irradiation were
detected to explore the feasibility of gene-radiotherapy for
esophageal carcinoma.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cell line and vectors
The EC9706 was maintained in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s
medium (DMEM), high glucose media (Life Technologies) and
generously supplemented with 100 mL/L fetal bovine serum
(Hyclone Laboratories), penicillin, streptomycin and
nonessential amino acids (Life Technologies). PIRES1 vector
was bought from Promega-Biotec (Shanghai, Promega
Corporation).
Construction of pETNF-P16 plasmid
The expression vector for TNFα and P16 was constructed as
Figure 1.
Transfection
Transfection of EC9706 cells was carried out in a 6-well plate.
The transfection procedure began when the cells reached 70%
confluence on the surface of plate wells. Solution A was prepared
by separate addition of 10 µg of pETNF-P16 or PIRES1 to 100 µL
serum-free medium (SFM), and solution B by addition of 10 µL
liposome to 100 µL SFM. Solutions A and B were combined at
room temperature for 30 min then 0.8 mL SFM was added to the
tube containing the above solutions, and then the mixture was
added to rinsed cells. The medium was replaced with a fresh
and complete medium after 6 h in transfection. The cells were
exposed to irradiation after 36 h in transfection.
Protein determination
TNFα protein was detected using ELISA kit (Genzyme). P16
protein was studied using Western blot analysis and
immunocytochemistry (P16 antibody, Boster).
Ionizing irradiation
X-rays of 180 kV and 12 mA with 0.25 mmCu and 1.08 mm Al as
filter were given at a dose-rate of 0.8639 Gy/min for doses of
2-20 Gy.
Statistical analysis
Student’s t test was used to determine the difference between
groups. P values of less than 0.05 were considered statistically
significant.
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Figure 1 Construction of plasmid pETNF-P16.
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RESULTS
TNFα expressions in EC9706 cells transfected with pETNFP16 after different doses of X-irradiation
EC9706 cells transfected with pETNF-P16 received different
doses of X-ray irradiation. The cells of control group were
transfected with PIRES1. Eight hours after irradiation, the protein
was extracted and TNFα expression was detected by ELISA.
The results showed that TNFα expression in the 2, 4, 10 Gy
groups was significantly higher than that in 0 Gy group
(P<0.05-0.01) (Figure 2).
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Figure 2 TNFα expression in EC9706 cells after irradiation
with different doses of X-ray (mean±SD, n = 3) aP<0.05 bP<0.01
vs 0 Gy group.
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X-ray irradiation while the control group did not receive.
Proteins of TNFα and P16 were isolated at different time points
after irradiation and detected by ELISA and Western blot.
ELISA results showed that TNFα expression increased from
2 to 24th, and reached the peak level at the 24th h, about 7.5 times
of control group (P<0.01). TNFα expression in 48 h group was
significantly higher than that in control group (P<0.001), but
lower than that in 24 h group (P>0.05) (Figure 3).
The results of Western blot analysis showed no P16 expression
in cells transfected with PIRES1 plasmid. After 2Gy X-ray
irradiation, P16 expression in the cells transfected with pETNFP16 plasmid increased between 2 h and 48 h. The expression in
the control group was lower than that in 4 h to 48 h groups
(Figure 4).
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Figure 3 Expression time course of TNFα in EC9706 cells after
2 Gy of X-ray irradiation(mean±SD, n = 3). aP<0.05, bP<0.01,
d
P<0.001 vs control group.

TNFα and P16 expressions in EC9706 cells transfected with
pETNF-P16 at different time points after 2 Gy irradiation
EC9706 cells transfected with pETNF-P16 received 2 Gy of

Figure 4 Expression time course of P16 in EC9706 cells after
2 Gy x-ray irradiation Lane 1: transfected with PIRES1 plasmid
Lane 2: control group Lane 3: 2 h after irradiation Lane 4: 4 h
after irradiation Lane 5: 6 h after irradiation Lane 6: 12 h after
irradiation Lane 7: 24 h after irradiation Lane 8: 48 h after
irradiation.

Immunocytochemistry
Thirty-six hours after transfected with pETNF-P16 plasmids,
EC9706 cells received 2 Gy X-ray irradiation while the control
group did not receive. After 24 h, anti-P16 IgG and Biotinlabeled secondary antibody were used to detect the P16
expression in treated cells. P16 protein was positive in the
nucleus, cytoplasm and cellular membrane as judged by the
brown color.
Immunocytochemical analysis demonstrated that all the
normal EC9706 cells had no P16 expression. After transfected
with pETNF-P16 plasmid, positive P16 expression in EC9706
cells was detected. Then, the transfected cells received 2 Gy
X-ray irradiation and P16 expression remained positive, but
morphological changes of EC9706 cells occurred.
DISCUSSION
It was reported that Egr-1 was transcriptionally induced

Wu CM et al. Expression of pETNF-P16 plasmid in EC9706 cell line
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Figure 5 P16 expression in EC9706 cells transfected with pETNF-P16 plasmid after 2Gy X-ray irradiation. A: Negative control
group; B: Untransfected group; C: Transfected group; D: Transfected and irradiated group.

following exposure to irradiation[2]. Sequences responsive to
ionizing radiation-induced signals were determined by deletion
analysis of the Egr-1 promoter. The results demonstrated that
induction of Egr-1 by X-rays was conferred by serum response
or CC (A/T) rGG elements. Further analysis confirmed that the
region encompassing the three distal or upstream CC(A/T)rGG
elements was functional in X-ray response[3-5].
Weichselbaum et al.[6] were forerunners in tumor generadiotherapy. In 1992 they put forward that ionizing radiation
could be used to activate the transcription of exogenous genes
encoding cytotoxic proteins, and established the techniques
that might be used to target gene therapy during the treatment
of human neoplasms.
Combination of gene therapy with radiation therapy could
overcome some problems and side effects of either radiation or
gene therapy alone, including radioresistance of some tumors
and toxicities to normal tissues. Weichselbaum et al.[7] linked
DNA sequences from the promotor region of Egr-1 to a cDNA
sequence that encoded human tumor necrosis factor (TNF)
alpha. Egr-TNF construction was transfected into a human cell
line of hematopoietic origin, HL525 (clone 2). The latter was injected
into human xenografts of the radioresistant human squamous cell
carcinoma cell line SQ-20B. Animals treated with radiation and
clone 2 demonstrated an improvement compared with those treated
with radiation or injections of clone 2 alone. Thereafter, a variety
of downstream genes were introduced to Egr-1 promoter to treat
different tumors and similar results were obtained[8-10].
TNF has complex in-vivo anti-tumor actions and involves
a series of biochemical reactions, and varies according to host
metabolism. It could not only kill tumor cells directly, but also
act indirectly by occluding the feeding vessels of tumors,
promoting inflammation reaction of the host, stimulating
cytotoxic activities of megalocytes and producing tumorspecific cytotoxic antibody. Up to now, TNF has been found to
have the strongest direct tumor-killing action. However, severe
side effects made the effects of systemic treatment unsatisfactory.
By contrast, regional administration into the tumor had better
therapeutic effects. It has been widely reported that intra-tumor
TNF injection had no severe side effects on patients with
malignant tumors[11-12]. We constructed pEgr-TNFα plasmid

and injected it into mouse melanoma locally to induce its
expression by X-ray irradiation. The results showed that pEgrTNFα gene in combination with radiotherapy could significantly
inhibit tumor and had no side effects[13].
P16 is a tumor suppressor gene product. Serrano et al.[14]
demonstrated that P16 bound to CDK4 and inhibited the
catalytic activity of CDK4/cyclin D enzymes. P16 seemed to act
in a regulatory feedback circuit with CDK4, D-type cyclins and
retinoblastoma protein. Overexpression of P16 gene could block
cell cycle progression through the G1-to-S phase boundary in a
pRB-dependent manner[15,16]. Many P16 mutants identified
from human tumors have been shown to have defects in this
activity[17-19]. These suggested that the CDK4-inhibitory activity
of p16 was involved in regulating cell cycle progression through
the G1/S boundary.
On the basis of anti-tumor function of TNFα and P16, we
constructed pETNF-P16 plasmid and transfected EC9706 cells
to investigate the expression properties of plasmid induced by
X-ray irradiation. The results showed that TNFα expression in
pETNF-P16-transfected cells induced by irradiation was higher
than that in control group (P<0.05-0.01). Time-course studies
between 6 h and 48 h after 2Gy irradiation revealed that TNFα
expression in X-ray induced groups was higher than that in the
control group (P<0.05-0.001). It gradually increased and peaked
at the 24th h with the expression level of 7.5 times of control
group (P<0.01). Immunocytochemistry showed no P16 expression
in the control group, but strong expressions in the transfected
and irradiated group. However, the cellular morphology was
altered in the latter group and the mechanism is to be clarified.
Esophageal carcinoma still has high morbidity and mortality
in China[20-22], and its treatment is still difficult[23-30]. Our work
might have laid some theoretical basis for further study on
esophageal cancer gene-radiotherapy, which should have
promising therapeutic potential.
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Abstract
AIM: To characterize the histological types of esophageal
and cardiac mucosa by endoscopic survey of a population
in a high-risk area of esophageal cancer of China.
METHODS: A selected cohort of residents in Cixian County
during December 2001 and May 2002 was surveyed by
using Lugol’s staining, followed by computer-based
statistical analysis of the data with SPSS 10.0 software.
RESULTS: Histologically, the detection rates of squamous
epithelial acanthosis, squamous epithelial atrophy, and
basal cell hyperplasia in the esophagus were 1.9% (38/2 013),
0.1% (3/2 013) and 0.9% (18/2 013) respectively, and
those of mild, moderate, and severe esophagitis were
34.9% (703/2 013), 1.6% (33/2 013) and 0.2% (2/2 013)
respectively. Mild, moderate, and severe esophageal dysplasia
were detected in 8.6% (172/2 013), 7.8% (157/2 013) and
2.6% (53/2 013) respectively in the selected population,
whereas in situ carcinoma, intramucosal carcinoma, invasive
squamous carcinoma of the esophagus in 2.5% (50/2 013),
0.2% (4/2 013) and 0.7% (14/2 013) respectively. The detection
rates of non-atrophic gastritis and atrophic gastritis of the cardia
were 36.3% (730/2 013) and 11.5% (232/2 013) respectively,
with mild and severe dysplasia of the cardia detected in
2.5% (51/2 013) and 0.8% (17/2 013), respectively, in this
population; the rates of intramucosal adenocarcinoma and
invasive adenocarcinoma of the cardia were 0.1% (3/2 013)
and 0.8% (17/2 013) respectively. The detection rate of
esophageal cancer at early stage was 79.4% (54/68). The
survey rate (ratio of examined population to expected
population) was 73.8% (2 013/2 725).
CONCLUSION: Histologic types of the esophageal and
cardiac mucosa were characterized by endoscopic survey
in a high-risk population of esophageal cancer, which may
help the early detection and treatment of esophageal and
cardiac cancers and dysplasia, and reduce the mortality of
such malignancies.
Lu XJ, Chen ZF, Guo CL, Li SS, Bai WL, Jin GL, Wang YX,
Meng FS, Gao F, Hou J. Endoscopic survey of esophageal
cancer in a high-risk area of China. World J Gastroenterol
2004; 10(20): 2931-2935

http://www.wjgnet.com/1007-9327/10/2931.asp

INTRODUCTION
Esophageal cancer (EC) is one of the most common malignant
tumors with a high incidence in such regions as China, Iran,
South Africa, Uruguay, France and Italy[1], of which China has
almost half of the total cases with also the highest mortality
rate, the fourth leading cause of cancer-related deaths in China.
According to the data derived from 1/10 sample death
investigation in the whole population of China in 1990-1992,
the mortality rate of esophageal cancer was 27.73/100 000 for
men and 13.63/100 000 for women, which were 3.1 and 3.6 times,
that reported by the World Health Organization (WHO) in 1998
respectively[2]. Some southern regions of the Taihang Mountains
on the borders of Henan, Shanxi and Hebei provinces have
significantly higher mortality rates of esophageal cancer. Cixian
County in Hebei Province is also one of the areas with the
highest mortality rate in China, where an endoscopic survey
was conducted by Hebei Cancer Institute during the period
between December 2001 and May 2002, and in this paper the
results are reported.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cixian County is located at 36.30º northern latitude, 114.40º
eastern longitude, on the east side of the Taihang Mountains
along the Zhanghe River. It occupies an area about 1 014 square
kilometers with a population of 634 470. This region contains
greatly diverse geographic conditions, ranging from mountainous,
hilly regions to long-stretched plains, each constituting about
one-third of its total area. The climate is mainly under the
influence of the warm seasonal wind from the mainland, with an
annual average temperature of 18-25 and a rainfall between
600-700 mm. The dominant brown and light-colored soil yields
mainly such farm products as wheat, corn, millet, rice, sweet
potato and beans. Iron and coal are the main mineral resources,
and the residents use coal mainly for daily cooking and heating[3].
As a key science research project sponsored by the National
Tenth Five-Year Plan of China, the survey was conducted among
the residents of 9 villages aged between 40 and 69 years in the
hilly region of Cixian County, which is known for a higher
incidence of esophageal cancer than the plain regions. The
total population of the 9 villages was 12 048, and the annual
incidence and mortality rate of esophageal cancer in this region
during 1996-2000 were 176.0/100 000 and 126.2/100 000
respectively.
Before the survey, a county-wide conference was convened
by the local government participated by the local county,
countryside and village leaders and cancer prevention
professionals. At the conference, special committees were set
up at each of the 3 administrative levels to be responsible for
the execution of the survey in the areas where they perform
daily duties. After the conference, the residents in the target
areas were acknowledged of the benefits of such a massive
survey through a propaganda campaign. On the basis of the
government record of the residents, 2 000 potential target
subjects from the 9 villages were selected by the cancer
prevention professionals, and two days prior to the survey,
personal contacts with the subjects were made by local
physicians to arrange for the details of the survey. At the
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beginning of the survey, the subjects were asked to fill an
epidemiological questionnaire, followed by physical examination
performed by the physicians to exclude persons with serious
contraindications to endoscopy. Endoscopic examinations were
then performed by specialists following the procedures
described by Wang et al.[4]. The detailed results were recorded
and the biopsy specimens obtained were fixed in 80% alcohol
and stained by hematoxylin-eosin (HE) for subsequent
pathological diagnosis by pathologists.
Finally, the data were input into a computer to set up a
survey information database and statistical analysis was
performed using SPSS 10.0 software with chi-square test.

RESULTS
Survey rate
Of the totally 12 048 residents of the 9 villages, 2 992 were
within the age range between 40 and 69 years, and after exclusion
of 267 residents with contraindications (including 32 patients
with cancer, 22 with heart diseases, 29 with cerebrovascular
diseases, 55 with hypertension, 56 with other diseases, 59 already
died, and 14 emigrants), the total number of subjects enrolled
in this survey was 2 013 (including 973 male and 1 040 female
subjects, with the male to female ratio of 0.94:1), and the survey
rate was therefore 73.8% (Table 1).
Endoscopic findings of the esophagus
As shown in Table 2, the histologic detection rates of in situ
carcinoma, intramucosal carcinoma, and invasive squamous
carcinoma were 2.5% (50/2 013), 0.2% (4/2 013), and 0.7% (14/2 013),
respectively; early cancerous changes were detected in
2.7% (54/2 013) of the subjects, which occupied 79.4% (54/68)
of total esophageal cancer cases. Male subjects had comparable
incidence of esophagitis [35.9% (349/973)] with that in female
subjects [37.6% (391/1 040), χ2 = 0.645, P = 0.422], but had
significantly higher incidence of dysplasia [23.1% (225/973) vs
15.1% (157/1 040) in female, χ2 = 21.072, P = 0.000]. The incidence
of esophageal cancer did not vary significantly between the
male and female subjects [3.3% (32/973) vs 3.5% (36/1 040),
χ2 = 0.001, P = 0.98].
Table 3 shows that with a 5-year increase in age, the histologic
incidence of esophageal cancer and dysplasia all tended to
be increased from the relatively low level in the 40-year-old
group to the highest in the 65-year-old group (trend aχ2 = 135.943,
a
P = 0.000; trend bχ2 = 182.782, bP = 0.000). The rates of esophagitis
in different age groups varied significantly (χ2 = 12.475, P = 0.029),
as well as the rates of dysplasia (χ2 = 141.184, P = 0.000), and
esophageal cancer (χ2 = 74.855, P = 0.000).
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Table 2 Detection rates of the histologic changes in the esophagus (%)
Type

Male (%)

Female (%)

Total (%)

Normal squamous

308 (31.7)

392 (37.7)

700 (34.8)

19 (2.0)

19 (1.8)

38 (1.9)

1 (0.1)

2 (0.2)

3 (0.1)

337 (34.6)

366 (35.2)

703 (34.9)

11 (1.1)

22 (2.1)

33 (1.6)

1 (0.1)

3 (0.3)

4 (0.2)

58 (5.6)

172 (8.6)

epithelium
Squamous epithelial
acanthosis
Squamous epithelial
atrophy
Esophagitis
Mild
Moderate
Severe
Dysplasia
Mild

114 (11.7)

Moderate

82 (8.4)

75 (7.2)

157 (7.8)

Severe

29 (3.0)

24 (2.3)

53 (2.6)

In situ carcinoma

25 (2.6)

25 (2.4)

50 (2.5)

2 (0.2)

2 (0.2)

4 (0.2)

Intramucosal
carcinoma
Invasive carcinoma
Others
Total

5 (0.5)

9 (0.9)

14 (0.7)

31 (3.2)

33 (3.2)

64 (3.2)

973 (100.0)

1040 (100.0)

2013 (100.0)

Endoscopic findings of the gastric cardia
The incidence of cardiac cancer was much lower than that of
esophageal cancer (χ2 = 26.767, P = 0.000), and early cardiac
cancer only occupied 15% (3/20) of cardiac cancer cases. The
rates of gastritis involving the cardia were 44.5% (433/973) in
male and 50.8% (529/1 040) in female subjects, showing
significant difference between them (χ2 = 8.159, P = 0.004). The
rates of dysplasia also varied significantly between them
[4.9% (48/973) in male vs 1.9% (20/1 040) in female, χ2 = 13.955,
P = 0.000], but not that of cardiac cancer, [1.3%(13/973) in
male vs 0.7% (7/1 040) in female, χ2 = 2.246, P = 0.134], as
shown in Table 4.
At a 5-year interval, the incidence of cardiac cancer and
dysplasia both increased from the level in the 40-year-old group
to the highest in the 65-year-old group (trend aχ2 = 84.875,
a
P = 0.000; trend bχ2 = 36.209, bP = 0.000, Table 5). The rates of
gastritis involving the cardia and dysplasia of the cardia also
varied significantly (χ2 = 11.223, P = 0.047; χ2 = 18.901, P = 0.002),
as well as that of cardiac cancer (χ2 = 43.351, P = 0.000).

Table 1 Statistics of the residents of the 9 target villages enrolled in this survey
Village

Total
population

Aged between
40-69 (yr %)

Contraindication

Expected
population

Hebei Village

1 184

304 (25.7)

29

275

220

80.0

Taichen Village

1 648

412 (25.0)

39

373

287

76.9

Xichengji Village

1 682

381 (22.7)

53

328

283

86.3

Zhonghao Village

Examined
population

Survey
rate (%)

699

183 (26.2)

23

160

130

81.3

Donghao Village

1 860

494 (26.6)

26

468

208

44.4

Chejiao Village

1 618

383 (23.7)

38

345

276

80.0

Bai Village

1 679

415 (24.7)

27

388

284

73.2

Donghelan Village

1 076

271 (25.2)

17

254

208

81.9

602

149 (24.8)

15

134

117

87.3

12 048

2 992 (24.8)

305

2 725

2 013

73.8

Xihelan Village
Total

The percentages in bracket indicate the rates of the population aged 40-69 years.
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Table 4 Incidence of pathological changes detected histologically in the cardia (%)
Type

Male (%)

Female (%)

Total (%)

Normal

301 (31.0)

329 (31.7)

630 (31.4)

323 (33.2)

407 (39.1)

730 (36.3)

110 (11.3)

122 (11.7)

232 (11.5)

Mild

36 (3.7)

15 (1.4)

51 (2.5)

Severe

12 (1.2)

5 (0.5)

17 (0.8)

1 (0.1)

2 (0.2)

3 (0.1)

12 (1.2)

5 (0.5)

17 (0.8)

Others

178 (18.3)

155 (14.9)

333 (16.5)

Total

973 (100.0)

adenoepithelium
Non-atrophic
gastritis
Atrophic gastritis
Dysplasia

Intramucosal
adenocarcinoma
Invasive
adenocarcinoma

1 040 (100.0) 2 013 (100.0)
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DISCUSSION
The prognosis of esophageal and cardiac cancer is the poorest
among the patients with digestive carcinomas as more than
90% of them are not clinically identified until at an advanced
stage, when surgery is defied due to either local tumor invading
the surrounding tissues or distant metastasis, and therefore
the 5-year survival rate of esophageal cancer is below 10%[5-7].
Early-stage asymptomatic esophageal cancer is basically
curable with, for instance, conventional surgery and endoscopic
resection, resulting in a 5-year survival rate of the patients
reaching 90% or above [8-10].
For esophageal cancer prevention and treatment, a series
of systematic researches including clinical, laboratory and field
investigation were carried out in high-risk areas such as Linxian
and Cixian counties since 1959[11-16], but at present the etiological
factors have not yet been identified, and the incidence and
mortality rates of esophageal cancer still remain high in those
areas. A variety of detecting methods have been attempted by
Chinese scientists to identify early esophageal cancer and
precancerous lesions, such as exfoliative balloon cytology
(EBC), occult blood bead (OBB), conventional endoscopy with

Table 3 Age-related distribution of the incidence of pathological changes in esophagus
Age [yr (%)]
Type
Normal squamous epithelium
Squamous epithelial acanthosis

40-

45-

50-

55-

60-

65-69

355 (44.8)

176 (38.4)

92 (28.6)

56 (24.9)

14 (9.4)

7 (10.4)

11 (1.4)

4 (0.9)

10 (3.1)

7 (3.1)

5 (3.4)

1 (1.5)

Squamous epithelial atrophy

1 (0.1)

1 (0.2)

1 (0.3)

-

-

-

Basal cell hyperplasia

6 (0.8)

6 (1.3)

3 (0.9)

1 (0.4)

2 (1.3)

-

Esophagitis
Mild
Moderate
Severe

304 (38.4)

90 (28.0)

71 (31.6)

53 (35.6)

18 (26.9)

17 (2.1)

167 (36.5)
2 (0.4)

9 (2.8)

4 (1.8)

1 (0.7)

-

-

1 (0.2)

2 (0.6)

1 (0.4)

-

-

37 (4.7)

36 (7.9)

41 (12.7)

26 (11.6)

21 (14.1)

11 (16.4)

Dysplasia
Mild
Moderate

19 (2.4)

30 (6.6)

43 (13.4)

26 (11.6)

26 (17.4)

13 (19.4)

Severe

12 (1.5)

12 (2.6)

12 (3.7)

6 (2.7)

9 (6.0)

2 (3.0)

3 (0.4)

8 (1.7)

10 (3.1)

14 (6.2)

8 (5.4)

7 (10.4)

Intramucosal carcinoma

In situ carcinoma

-

2 (0.4)

-

-

2 (1.3)

-

Invasive carcinoma

-

2 (0.4)

3 (0.9)

4 (1.8)

3 (2.0)

2 (3.0)

Others
Total

27 (3.4)

11 (2.4)

6 (1.8)

9 (4.0)

5 (3.4)

6 (9.0)

792 (100.0)

458 (100.0)

322 (100.0)

225 (100.0)

149 (100.0)

67 (100.0)

Table 5 Age-related distribution of detection rates of pathological changes in gastric cardia
Age [yr (%)]
Type
40-

45-

50-

55-

60-

65-

27 (18.1)

10 (14.9)

Normal adenoepithelium

295 (37.2)

156 (34.1)

81 (25.2)

61 (27.1)

Non-atrophic gastritis

319 (40.3)

169 (36.9)

116 (36.0)

60 (26.7)

47 (31.5)

19 (28.4)

90 (11.4)

45 (9.8)

38 (11.8)

34 (15.1)

14 (9.4)

11 (16.4)

13 (1.6)

8 (1.7)

10 (3.1)

8 (3.6)

8 (5.4)

4 (6.0)

Severe

-

8 (1.7)

2 (0.6)

3 (1.3)

4 (2.7)

-

Intramucosal adenocarcinoma

-

-

1 (0.3)

-

1 (0.7)

1 (1.5)

Atrophic gastritis
Dysplasia
Mild

Invasive adenocarcinoma
Others
Total

-

1(0.2)

1 (0.3)

3 (1.3)

5 (3.4)

7 (10.4)

75 (9.5)

71 (15.5)

73 (22.6)

56 (24.9)

43 (28.9)

15 (22.4)

792 (100.0)

458 (100.0)

322 (100.0)

225 (100.0)

149 (100.0)

67 (100.0)
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smear or biopsy, sparse hydrochloric acid preliminary screening,
serum total salic acid detection (TSA), otolaryngologic
examination and so forth, but all these methods are marred by
certain disadvantages besides their respective advantages in
the early detection of esophageal cancer and precancerous
lesions[17-19].
A massive screening in the population of 126 187 in Cixian
was carried out by Hebei Cancer Institute and 16 748 high risk
participants aged 40 years and older were screened with exfoliative
balloon cytology, the survey rate was 71.4%, resulting in the
identification of 179 cases of esophageal cancer, 172 esophageal
precancerous lesions, 866 stage II severe esophageal epithelial
dysplasia (SEED II), 3 179 stage I severe esophageal epithelial
dysplasia (SEED I) and 5 346 mild esophageal epithelium
dysplasia (MEED), with the detection rates of MEED, SEED I,
SEED II, esophageal precancerous lesions and esophageal
cancer being 31.92%, 18.98%, 5.17%, 1.03% and 1.07%,
respectively[20]. Most of the researches indicate that exfoliative
balloon cytology is an effective, economic and practicable
method, having higher detection rate for esophageal cancer
than conventional endoscopy, but only cytological diagnosis is
obtained and a further endoscopic biopsy and histopathologic
confirmation are necessary. This method is now insufficient
for esophageal cancer screening because of the severe
discomfort and low acceptance by the target subjects.
Esophageal chromoendoscopy with multi-point biopsy and
histopathologic examination has developed rapidly since 1974,
which greatly increased the detection rate of esophageal cancer
and precancerous lesions, and at the same time it is capable of
characterizing and defining the scope of the lesions to provide
guidance for treatment and follow-up, also suitable for the
secondary prevention of esophageal cancer[4,21-33]. Currently
the secondary prevention with early detection, early diagnosis
and early treatment through chromoendoscopy survey has
become the major research concern in the prevention and
control of esophageal cancer.
The occurrence and development of esophageal cancer is a
slow process involving multiple factors and genes and undergoing
multiple stages. Prior to cancerization of the squamous esophageal
epithelium, the basal cell hyperplasia or simple hyperplasia takes
place and evolves into mild, moderate, severe dysplasia cells
that develop, in sequence, into in situ carcinoma, early invasive
cancer and advanced cancer[34-36]. As a part of the entire research
project, a massive esophageal chromoendoscopic survey was
initially conducted in the high-risk area without preliminary
screening, and the high survey rate reaching 73.8% indicates
that the population’s compliance to the survey was high after
adequate health education. The distribution of histologic types
of the esophageal and cardiac mucosa in high-risk area can be
accurately obtained by esophageal chromoendoscopic survey,
which possesses the advantage of accurate pathologic
diagnosis and differentiation of the histologic types, well
defined scope of the lesions and their invasive depth.
This study will, after defining the incidences of the pathological
changes of the esophageal and cardiac mucosa in the
population, contribute to the early treatment of esophageal
and cardiac cancer and dysplasia, increase their cure rates, and
reduce the mortality of such malignancies.
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Abstract
AIM: To detect the genetic alteration and abnormal expression
of cyclin D1 in gastric carcinoma and investigate its
clinicopathologic significance in advanced gastric carcinoma.
METHODS: Proteins of cyclin D1 were detected by
immunohistochemistry in 42 cases of advanced gastric
carcinoma with their follow-up data available, 27 cases of
early stage carcinoma, 21 cases of gastric adenoma, 22
cases of hyperplastic polyp and 20 cases of normal mucosa
adjacent to adenocarcinomas. Genetic alteration of cyclin
D1 was detected by Southern blot and expression of cyclin
D1 mRNA was detected by PT-PCR in 42 cases of advanced
gastric carcinoma.
RESULTS: Cyclin D1 protein was not expressed in normal
mucosa, hyperplastic polyp and gastric adenoma, while it
was only positively expressed in gastric carcinoma. The
expression rate of cyclin D1 protein in early stage gastric
carcinoma, advanced gastric carcinoma and lymph node
metastasis was 48.1%, 47.4% and 50.0%, respectively.
The amplification of cyclin D1 gene was detected in 16.6%
of advanced gastric carcinomas. The overexpression of
cyclin D1 mRNA was detected in 40.5% of the samples.
There was no significant correlation between cyclin D1
protein expression and age, lymph-node metastasis and
histological grading in patients with advanced gastric
carcinoma (χ2 = 0.038,0.059,0.241, P>0.05). Significant
correlation was observed between the expression of cyclin
D1 protein and the 5-year survival rate (χ2 = 3.92, P<0.05).
CONCLUSION: Detection of cyclin D1 protein by
immunohistochemistry may be useful in the diagnosis of
early gastric carcinomas. Patients with positive expression
of cyclin D1 protein tend to have a worse prognosis.
Gao P, Zhou GY, Liu Y, Li JS, Zhen JH, Yuan YP. Alteration of
cyclin D1 in gastric carcinoma and its clinicopathologic
significance. World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(20): 2936-2939
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INTRODUCTION
Hyperplasia is an essential characteristic of malignant tumors.

Close attention has been paid to the role of cell-cycle regulators
associated with cell proliferation in oncogenesis. Under the
stimulation of proliferation signals, cells could produce early
stage transcription factors such as c-fos, c-jun. These factors
could bind to DNA specifically in nuclei and initiate cell cycles[1].
During the cell cycle, the progression from G1 phase to S phase
(DNA synthesis phase) is essential for initiation of the cell
cycle[2]. Cyclin D1, a protooncogene identified in recent years,
plays a positive-regulation role in the progression [3]. The
expression of cyclin D1 is an early event that is stimulated by
growth factors or other mitogens .The major targets of cyclin
D1-Cdk complexes are the retinoblastoma family of protein Rb[4].
Phosphorylation of Rb in mid-G1 leads to the release of active
forms of the E2F family of transcription factors. Free E2F
mediates transcription of E2f-dependent genes, including DNA
polymerase, thymidine kinase[5]. The role of cyclin D1 in the
oncogenesis of gastric carcinoma is worth investigating[6]. So
far, there are few reports about the alteration of cyclin D1 in
gastric carcinoma in China. In order to understand the alteration
of cyclin D1 in gastric carcinoma, the protein expression of
cyclin D1 in normal mucosa, hyperplastic polyp, adenoma,
early stage carcinoma and advanced carcinoma of stomach
was detected by immunohistochemistry. Genetic amplification
and mRNA expression of cyclin D1 in advanced gastric
carcinoma were detected by Southern blot and PT-PCR. The
expression of cyclin D1 was also investigated in combination
with other prognostic markers in advanced gastric cancer,
such as patient’s age, LN metastasis, histological grade and
5-year survival rate.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Tissue specimens
Tissues from 132 cases were collected in Qilu Hospital of
Shandong University. They concluded 42 cases of advanced
gastric carcinoma with their follow-up data available (among
them 16 cases had lymph node metastasis), 27 cases of early
stage carcinoma (among them 7 cases had carcinomas in
situ, the other 20 cases had early infiltrating carcinomas), 21
cases of gastric adenoma, 22 cases of hyperplastic polyp, 20
cases of normal mucosa adjacent to adenocarcinomas. All
samples were fixed in 40 g/L formaldehyde and embedded in
paraffin for histological diagnosis and immunohistochemistry
study. Fresh tissues from advanced gastric carcinoma were
obtained and stored in liguid nitrogen for DNA and RNA
analyses.
Immunohistochemical staining
Immunohistochemistry was performed by the labeled
streptavidin biotin (LSAB) method by using vectastain Elite kit
(vector, Burlingame,CA). Monoclonal antibody to cylinD1 was
used at 1:100 dilution .The technique was performed as
described[6] except for an antigen retrieval step. Sections were
placed in plastic coplin jars containing 10 mmol/L citrate buffer
and heated in microwave oven for 10 min at 675 W for antigen
retrieval. A positive section produced in preparative experiments
was used as positive control.
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Detection of cylin D1 mRNA by reverse transcription polymerase
chain reaction (RT-PCR)
Total RNA from cells was extracted by using acid guanidiumphenol-choroform as described[7] and converted to singlestrand cDNA by using random 9 mers .PCR was performed by
using a thermal cycler as described[8]. The sequence of primer
for cylinD1 was : 5’-CTGGAGCCCGTGAAAAAGAGC-3’, 5’CTGGAGAGGAAGCGTGTGAGG-3’. A 10 µL of each mixture
was analysed by electrophoresis on 20 g/L agarose gel .Each
band was quantitated by gel figure analysis system (Alpha,
No.IS-1220). β-actin was used as control. The sequence of primer
for β-actin was: 5’-CTACAATGAGCTGCGTGTGGC-3’, 5’CAGGTCCAGACGCAGGATGGC-3’. Cyclin D1 index = cyclin
D1 data /β-actin data.
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0.241, P>0.05).
A

B

Detection of genetic alteration of cyclin D1 by Southern blot
Nucleic acids were prepared by the guanidinium thyocyanate
method as described[9]. Sample DNA (5 µg) was digested with
restriction endonuclease EcoR I and fractionated by
electrophoresis on 20 g/L agarose gel. The gel was denatured
and DNA was transferred to nitrocellulose filters. The probe used
for detection of cyclin D1 was 18-mer of oligodexoynucleotide
complementary to the initial stretch of bases in cyclin D1 mRNA
from -1 to +17. The probe was labeled by 32p-dcTP.The filters
were prehybridized and hybridized in conditions as described[10],
dried and exposed at -70 with intensifying screen for various
periods of time to XAR5 Kodak films. β-actin was used as
control for DNA loading amount, and normal tissue near
carcinoma was used as normal control.

C

Statistical analysis
χ2 test was used to evaluate the differences between two groups.
RESULTS
Expression of cyclin D1 protein in gastric carcinomas and its
correlation with other prognostic fators
The cyclin D1 immunohistochemical signal was located
exclusively in nuclei (Figure 1A) and variable in terms of staining
intensity and the proportion of positive nuclei among the cells
of an individual case. One thousand tumor cells in 10 visual
fields chosen randomly were counted for each case. The case
was defined as positive if the proportion of stained cells was
more than 10% of the tumor cells. In 20 cases of normal mucosa,
22 cases of hyperplastic polyp and 21 cases of gastric adenoma
(Figure 1A), only weak to undetectable staining was seen and
no one was defined as positive. On the other hand, 13/27 (48.1%)
cases of early stage gastric carcinoma (Figure 1B), 20/42 (47.6%)
cases of advanced gastric carcinoma (Figure 1C), 8/16 (50.0%)
cases of lymph node metastasis were defined as positive. There
was no significant difference among the positive rates of them
(Table 1, P>0.05). In the 20 cases of carcinoma with early stage
infiltration, there was a good consistency of cyclin D1
expression between the in situ components and infiltration
components. Seventeen cases showed the same immunostaining
pattern in two components (85.0%). In the 16 cases of carcinoma
with lymph node metastasis, 12 cases showed the same cyclin
D1 immnostaining pattern in metastasis as in its primary lesion
(75.0%).
Positive expression of cyclin D1 was observed in 9/24 (37.5%)
patients who survived 5 years after operation. While in patients
who died within 5 years, 11/18 (61.5%) cases had positive
expression. There was a significant difference between the
two groups (Table 1, χ2 = 3.92, P<0.05). No significant
correlation was observed between cyclin D1 protein expression
and age, lymph-node metastasis, histological grading in patients
with advanced gastric carcinoma (Table 2, χ2 = 0.038, 0.059,

Figure 1 Expression of cyclin D1 protein. LSAB ×200. A: Gastric adenoma; B: Early stage gastric carcinoma; C: Advanced
gastric carcinoma.
Table 1 Cyclin D1 expression in early stage gastric carcinoma
(EC), advanced gastric carcinoma (AC) and lymph node metastasis (LNM) and five-year survival
5-year survival rate
Cyclin D1

EC

AC

LNM
Alive

Dead

Positive

13

20

8

9

11

Negative

14

22

8

15

7

Total

27

42

16

24

18

Table 2 Relationship between cyclin D1 expression with age,
lymph node metastasis (LDM) and histological grades (HG)
in patients with advanced gastric carcinoma
Age (yr)

LDM

HD

Cyclin D1
>60
Positive
Negative

14
16

<60 Positive
6
6

8
8

Negative

I

II

III

12
14

5
4

11
12

5
4

Abnormal expression of cyclin D1 mRNA and genetic alteration
of cyclin D1 gene in advanced gastric carcinoma
The amplification products of cyclin D1 and β-actin by RT-PCR
were 434 bp and 206 bp respectively. Overexpression of cyclin
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D1 mRNA (Figure 2) was observed in 17/42 cases (40.5%) and
all these cases showed positive expression of cyclin D1 protein.
M 7

6

5

4

3

bp
587
540
458
422
350
311
281
263
234
221

2

1

bp
434

206

Figure 2 Overexpression of cyclin D1 mRNA detected by RTPCR. M: marker: 1: Normal control; 3, 6, 7: Overexpression of
cyclin D1 mRNA.

The level of amplification was estimated by densitometric
tracing of the 4.0 kb cyclin D1 fragments of carcinomas and
normal tissue. In this study, 7/42 (16.6%) cases had cyclin D1
gene amplification (2 to 4 fold), which also showed positive
expression of cyclin D1 protein and overexpression of cyclin
D1 mRNA. No gene rearrangement of cyclin D1 was observed
in our study (Figure 3).
M 1

2

3

4

5

6

4.0 kb

Actin

Figure 3 Genetic alteration of cyclin D1 in advanced gastric
carcinoma detected by Southern blot. M: DNA marker; 1:
Normal control; 6: Cyclin D1 gene amplification.

DISCUSSION
Cyclin D1 gene is located in the 11q13 region. Cyclin D1 protein
consists of 295 amino acids, its function in normal cells is to
regulate the progression through G1 phrase of the cell cycle in
combination with CDKs by phosphorylation of pRb. In normal
human tissues, the expression of cyclin D1 protein was rather
low and negative by immunohistochemistry[11]. In our study, no
one was positive in normal mucosa adjacent to adenocarcinomas.
Negative staining was also observed in hyperplastic polyp
and gastric adenoma. However, in 33/69 (47.8%) cases of gastric
carcinoma, including 42 cases of advanced gastric carcinoma
and 27 cases of early stage carcinoma, the expression of cyclin
D1 was positive. The detection of cyclin D1 protein by
immunohistochemistry is helpful in the diagnosis of early stage
gastric carcinoma and could distinguish these cases from
hyperplastic polyp. The expression of cell cycle regulators could
be used as prognostic markers in some malignant tumors. Some
studies showed that the positive expression of cyclin D1 was
statistically associated with well-differentiated tumors[12]. In
our study, the expression of cyclin D1 protein had no correlation
with age, lymph node metastasis and histological grading of
the patients. But a significant correlation was observed between
cyclin D1 expression and 5-year survival rate. The patients
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with positive expression of cyclin D1 tended to have a worse
prognosis.
Bartkora revealed a very good correlation in the expression
of cyclin D1 between the in situ components and the invasive
components of carcinoma[13]. Our results were in accordance
with it. In our study, the positive rates of cyclin D1 protein in
early stage carcinoma, advanced gastric carcinoma and lymph
node metastases were similar, with no significant difference
among them. A very high degree of consistence was found in
the same section of early stage carcinoma between carcinoma
in situ and its infiltration component (89.5%).The consistence
between primary tumors and lymph node metastases in the
same patient with advanced gastric carcinoma was also high
(75.0%). These results suggested that positive expression of
cyclin D1 protein might be an early event in gastric carcinoma
pathogenesis, and it tended to maintain stable throughout the
progression of infiltration and metastasis.
Genetic alteration of cyclin D1 was observed in several kinds
of human tumors such as breast carcinoma[14], squamous cell
carcinoma of the lung[15], endometrial carcinoma[16] and malignant
gliomas [17]. Yang et al. [18] reported that a characteristic
translocation, t (11:14) (q13; q32) involving rearrangement of
cyclin D1 gene, was detected in centrocytic lymphoma and
could be used in its diagnosis. In this study, cyclin D1 gene
amplification accompanying positive expression of cyclin D1
protein and overexpression of cyclin D1 mRNA in advanced
gastric carcinoma was observed in 7/42 (16.6%) cases. The
expression rate of cyclin D1 protein (47.4%) was significantly
higher than that of cyclin D1 gene amplification (16.6%). It was
similar to the overexpressiom rate of cyclin D1 mRNA (42.1%).
We considered that the expression of cyclin D1 protein was
affected more directly by mRNA level rather than gene level.
Besides gene amplification, other factors including alteration
in cyclin D1 promoter or abnormal regulation by transcription
factors could both up- regulate the expression of mRNA and
induce more cyclin D1 protein production. The discrepancy
between the expression rates of cyclin D1 mRNA and protein
might be caused by stroma cells in tumor tissues, which make
the overexpression rate of cyclin D1 mRNA lower.
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Abstract
AIM: The conception of quality of life has been widely
accepted by clinic doctors. Evaluations of the treatment
effect of chronic diseases have been changed to depend
not only on the survival time, but also on the quality of life
of the patients. Fuzhou City and Changle County are highincidence areas of the gastric cancer in Fujian Province.
The aims of this research were to compare the quality of
life of urban patients with that of rural patients and analyze
the factors influencing quality of life of gastric cancer
patients in Fujian Province.
METHODS: The samples were drawn with cluster
sampling. The urban sample consisted of 162 patients aged
25 to 75 with 143 males and 19 females. The rural sample
consisted of 200 patients aged 32 to 78 with 166 males
and 34 females. The patients in both the urban and rural
areas were investigated, and their scores on 21 items
reflecting the quality of life were measured. The methods
of t test and stepwise regression were used to analyze the
data.
RESULTS: The average total scores of quality of life of the
urban patients and rural patients were 64.11 and 68.69
respectively. There was a significant difference between
the means of two samples (P = 0.0004). Seven variables
in the regression model estimated by the urban sample
and 4 variables in the model by the rural sample were at
the level of significance α = 0.05. Family income, nutrition
and rehabilitating exercise were selected into both the
urban and rural regression models.
CONCLUSION: Most of the gastric cancer patients have
poor quality of life in Fujian Province and the rural patients
have lower quality of life than that of urban patients. The
patients having more family income have better quality of
life, and enhanced nutrition and doing rehabilitating exercise
are helpful in improving the quality of life of the gastric
cancer patients.
Tian J, Chen ZC, Wu B, Meng X. Comparison of quality of life
between urban and rural gastric cancer patients and analysis
of influencing factors. World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(20):
2940-2943
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INTRODUCTION
Along with the changes of medical pattern and health care
practice, evaluations of the treatment effect of chronic diseases
have been changed to depend not only on the survival time,
but also on the quality of life of the patients. The quality of life
of a person is his personal feeling in sections of physiology,
psychology and society[1,2]. The quality of life of the cancer
patients can reflect not only treatment effect but also rehabilitation
effect, so it has attracted much attention since 1980. Many
studies have been done regarding the quality of life of the
cancer patients in western countries and Japan[3-8], and there
also have been several relevant studies in China[9-11]. Another
important aspect of research on the quality of life is analyzing
factors influencing the quality of life. Since many factors can
impact on the quality of life of the cancer patients, it is important
to analyze which factors may be related to the quality of life in
order to improve the quality of life of the patients. Fuzhou City
and Changle County are high-incidence areas of gastric cancer
in Fujian Province. Every year, there are many new cases
reported in the two areas[12]. A lot of efforts have been made in
prevention and treatment of gastric cancer. However, little
attention has been paid to the quality of life of the gastric
cancer patients and few studies have been done on how to
improve the quality of life of the patients. In order to understand
the levels of quality of life of the gastric cancer patients in
Fujian Province, we made an epidemiological survey from May
1999 to July 1999. In this paper, we describe the levels of the
quality of life of the urban patients and rural patients, compare
the quality of life of the urban patients with that of the rural
patients, and analyze the factors influencing the quality of life.
The results of this research may be useful to doctors and nurses
in the community health center to help improve the quality of
life of the gastric cancer patients.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
The populations of the gastric cancer patients diagnosed between
1997 and 1998 were provided by the Tumor Registration Office
of Fujian Province. The samples were drawn from the
populations with cluster sampling. All of the gastric cancer
patients in the urban sample were residents in Fuzhou City and
diagnosed by the provincial-level hospitals. The patients in
the rural sample were residents in Changle County and
diagnosed by the county-level above hospitals. All of the
patients in the two samples had survived for no less than one
year.
Methods
The questionnaire was composed of two sections, one with 16
items related to the disease, treatment and rehabilitation of the
gastric cancer patients (Table 1), and the other with 21 items
related to the quality of life of the patients (Table 2). Each of the
21 items of survival quality was scored from 1 to 5 indicating
the function from the worst to the best. The internal consistency
and stability index, Cronbach α = 0.9866, confirmed the reliability
of the 21 items describing the quality of life. The investigators
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Table 1 List of factors that may affect the quality of life of gastric cancer patients
Factor

Definition

Gender
Age (yr)
Marital status
Education
Family income (per capita, Yuan)
Medical insurance
Clinical stage of tumor
Survival time (mo)
Surgery
Number of chemotherapy programs
Time from the latest chemotherapy to the enrollment (mo)
Treatment of traditional Chinese medicine
Home nursing staff
Chemotherapy
Enhanced nutrition
Rehabilitating exercise

Male

Yes 1
1-4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Sleep
Range of activities
Eating
Ability of using traffic
vehicles independently
Ability of body
movement
Ability to live
independently
Housework
Pain

2

No

0

2/3 gastrectomy 1, 4/5 gastrectomy 2, total gastrectomy 3

Yes 1
Spouse 1
Yes 1
Yes 1
Yes 1

Table 2 The 21 parameters of the quality of life

1
2
3
4

Female

Single 1 Married 2 Divorced 3 Widowed 4
Primary school 1 Middle school 2 High school 3 University 4

visited the patient’s family and asked the patient to complete the
questionnaire except the contents of the disease stage and
treatments which were collected from the medical records at the
hospitals. The scores for the individual items shown in Table 2
were summed to produce a ‘total score’, representing the quality
of life of each patient.
Numerical descriptive statistics were used in summarizing
the total score of quality of life in urban patients and rural
patients respectively, t test was used for testing the difference
between the means of two samples and stepwise regression[13]
was used for analyzing the factors influencing quality of life.
SAS software package was used for all analyses[14].

Items

1

Items
12
13
14
15

Knowledge of cancer
Mental status
Fear of disease
Psychological pain

16

Connection with relatives
and friends
Social contact

No 0
Other relatives 2 Housekeepers 3 None 4
No 0
No 0
No 0

The quality of life
The distributions of total scores of urban patients and rural
patients are shown in Table 3. Among the urban patients, the
highest score was 96 and the lowest score 22, and 36.42% of
the patients, the largest group, had total scores between 70
and 80 and 1.23%, the smallest group, had total scores between
90-105. Among the rural patients, the highest score was 81 and
the lowest score 19, and 34.5% had total scores between 60 and
70 and none had a total score between 90-105. Table 4 shows
the means and standard deviations of the total scores of the
urban and rural patients. The difference of total scores between
the urban and rural patients was significant (P = 0.0004). These
results suggest that most of the gastric cancer patients had
poor quality of life in Fujian Province and the qualities of life of
rural patients were worse than those of urban patients.
Table 3 Distributions of total scores in urban patients and
rural patients
Urban
n

17
18
19

Recreational activities
20
Watching TV or listening 2 1
to radio
Interest or hobby

Disappointment
Confidence of fighting the
disease
Intellectual activities
Attitude towards treatment

RESULTS
Description of samples
The urban sample consisted of 162 patients aged 25 to 75.
There were 143 male and 19 female patients in the urban sample,
about 88.3% and 11.7% of the urban sample size respectively.
The rural sample consisted of 200 patients aged 32 to 78. There
were 166 male and 34 female patients in the rural sample, about
83.0% and 17.0% of the rural sample size respectively. In the
urban sample, the workers represented 42.6% and government
functionaries took up 23.5%. All of the patients in the rural
sample were peasants.

Rural

Total score
Percentage (%)

n

Percentage ( %)

<30

3

1.85

4

2.00

30-

3

1.85

6

3.00

40-

8

4.94

16

8.00

50-

17

10.49

54

27.00

60-

43

26.54

69

34.50

70-

59

36.42

41

20.50

80-

27

16.67

10

5.00

2

1.23

0

0.00

90-105

Table 4 Means and standard deviations of total scores in the
two samples
Number of the
patients
Urban
Rural

162
200

mean

SD

95% confidence
interval

68.69
64.11
t = 3.5885

12.98
11.29
P = 0.0004

66.69-70.69
62.54-65.67

Factors influencing the quality of life
The relationship between the total scores, also called dependent
variables, and the factors shown in Table 1, also called independent
variables, was analyzed by using method of stepwise regression.
Setting the level of significance α = 0.05, we had the result
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of regression analysis with urban patients (Table 5). Table 5
shows the factors influencing quality of life of gastric cancer
patients and the regression coefficients. This result suggests
that the factors related to the total score of urban patients were
age (P = 0.0001), family income (P = 0.0032), clinical stage of the
tumor (P = 0.0375), the time from the latest chemotherapy to the
enrollment (P = 0.0095), home nursing staff (P<0.0001), enhanced
nutrition (P = 0.0431) and rehabilitating exercise (P = 0.0115). As
indicated by the regression coefficients, the quality of life of
elder patients was worse than that of the younger ones, the
patient in the early stage of gastric cancer had a better quality
of life than that in the late stage and patients with a longer time
period from the latest chemotherapy to the enrollment had a
better quality of life than one with a shorter time period.
Table 5 Results of stepwise regression with urban patients
Variable
Age (yr)
Family income
Clinical stage
of the tumor
Time from the latest
chemotherapy to the
enrollment
Home nursing staff
Enhanced nutrition
Rehabilitating exercise

Regression
coefficient

SEM

t

P

-0.10620
1.11909
-1.10772

0.02654
0.36949
0.52498

-4.00
3.03
-2.11

0.0001
0.0032
0.0375

0.09199

0.03876

2.37

0.0095

-2.98233
1.80669
1.01185

0.57659
0.88221
0.39245

-5.17
2.05
2.58

<0.0001
0.0431
0.0115

At α = 0.05, the results of regression analysis of the rural
patients are shown in Table 6. The results suggested that the
factors related to the total score of rural patients were family
income (P = 0.0193), surgical operation (P<0.0001), enhanced
nutrition (P = 0.0488) and rehabilitating exercise (P = 0.0125).
Based on regression coefficients, patients with total gastrectomy
had a worse quality of life than those with a partial gastrectomy.
Table 6 Results of stepwise regression with rural patients
Variable

Parameter
estimated

Family income
1.0860
Surgery
-14.24462
Enhanced nutrition
-2.73243
Rehabilitating exercise -2.20909

SEM

t

P

0.45974
2.77803
1.37834
0.87618

2.36
5.12
1.98
2.52

0.0193
<0.0001
0.0488
0.0125

Three factors: family income, nutrition and rehabilitating
exercise, in both regression models, might be important for
improving the quality of life of the gastric cancer patients. The
patients having more economic incomes had a better quality of
life, and increased nutrition and doing rehabilitating exercise
are helpful in improving the quality of life of the gastric cancer
patients.

DISCUSSION
Traditionally, the effects of treatments were evaluated by such
quantitative indexes as survival rate, survival time and the
volumes of tumors. The conception of quality of life is proposed,
along with the changes of medical and health care practice
patterns and progress of medical science. It is used to evaluate
the effects of treatments for chronic diseases and cancers. The
purpose of this study was to obtain the information about
quality of life of gastric cancer patients in Fujian Province and
explore which factors impacted on the quality of life of gastric
cancer patients.
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For most of gastric cancer patients, the prognosis and their
qualities of life were poor since the cancers had been in
advanced stages when they were diagnosed[15,16]. Our results
show that most of the gastric cancer patients have low quality
of life in Fujian Province, and the quality of life of rural gastric
cancer patients are worse than that of urban patients. It may be
that the rural patients suffered more physical and psychological
pain because of their lower levels of education and economic
income compared with the urban patients.
Some researchers held that patient’s nutritional status played
a critical role in maintaining a positive quality of life from both
physical and emotional points of view[17-20]. Nutrient depletion
adversely affects immune function, the patient’s enjoyableness
and social interactions with family and friends, which can further
depress appetite[17]. Low hemoglobin levels were associated
with fatigue, poor overall quality of life, and decreased ability
to work. Interventions that reverse fatigue and other anemiarelated symptoms should have a positive effect on quality of
life[19]. Our results also showed that improved nutrition was
one of the factors influencing quality of life both in rural and
urban areas. This may suggest that appropriate nutritional care
can help maintain the patient’s body weight and protein status,
reduce fatigue and improve quality of life.
Rehabilitating exercise has been thought to be a factor
influencing quality of life of breast cancer patients. A review on
24 studies dealing with physical exercise and quality of life of
cancer patients published between 1980 and 1997 demonstrated
that physical exercise had a positive effect on quality of life
including physical, functional, psychological, and emotional
well-being[21-27]. In our research, rehabilitating exercise was
related to quality of life of gastric cancer patients, which is
consistent with previous researches. Not only can taking
rehabilitating exercise improve the patient’s body function, but
it can also please his mood, strengthen his confidence of
defeating the disease and improve his ability of contacting
society.
Our results also showed that the quality of life of urban
patients could be affected by the home nursing staff and rural
patients affected by the surgery. The psychological status of
the nursing staff may have more influence on the physiological
and psychological functions of the patient. Good nutritional
care for the patient requires full support from the home nursing
staff[28-32]. Patients who have been given a partial gastrectomy
achieved a better quality of life than those having a total
gastrectomy. When the entire gastric is removed, the patients
should adjust to a different eating schedule involving eating
small quantities of food more frequently and high-protein foods,
so the home nursing staff should be educated on providing
cancer care and nutritional support. The family members should
have adequate knowledge as to how to support the patient.
In summary, our data obtained by epidemiological survey
show that most of the gastric cancer patients have poor quality
of life in Fujian Province, and the quality of life of the rural
patients are worse than that of the urban patients. The patients
having more family income have better quality of life, and
enhanced nutrition and doing rehabilitating exercise are helpful
in improving the quality of life of the gastric cancer patients.
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compound isolated from Fructus Schisandrae (FS, the fruit of
Schisandra chinensis), an herb commonly prescribed in tonic and
sedative formulae in Chinese medicine[1,2]. In clinical situations, FS
was also found to produce beneficial effects on patients suffering
from viral hepatitis[3]. Recently, the pharmacological profile of
FS, which includes the enhancement of liver functions and
inhibitory/sedative effects on the central nervous system, has
been established by laboratory investigations[4-9]. We presented
evidence that Sch B was able to inhibit the proliferation of human
hepatoma SMMC-7721 cells and induce apoptosis in vitro.
OCH 3
CH3O

Abstract
AIM: To investigate the effect of schisandrin B (Sch B) on
proliferation and apoptosis of human hepatoma SMMC7721 cells in vitro and regulation of Hsp70 and Caspases3, 7, 9 expression by Sch B.
METHODS: Human hepatoma cell line SMMC-7721 was
cultured and treated with Sch B at various concentrations.
Growth suppression was detected with MTT colorimetric
assay. Cell apoptosis was confirmed by DNA ladder detection
and flow cytometric analysis. The expression of Hsp70,
Caspases-3, 7, 9 were analyzed by Western blot analysis.
RESULTS: Sch B inhibited the growth of hepatoma SMMC7721 cells in a dose-dependent manner, leading to a 50%
decrease in cell number (LC50) value of 23.50 mg/L. Treatment
with Sch B resulted in degradation of chromosomal DNA
into small internucleosomal fragments, evidenced by the
formation of a 180-200 bp DNA ladder on agarose gels.
FCM analysis showed the peak areas of subdiploid at the
increased concentration of Sch B. The results of Western
bolt analysis showed that Hsp70 was down-regulated and
Caspase-3 was up-regulated, while the activity of Caspases-7,
-9 had no significant change.
CONCLUSION: Sch B is able to inhibit the proliferation of
human hepatoma SMMC-7721 cells and induce apoptosis,
which goes through Caspase-3-dependent and Caspase-9independent pathway accompanied with the down-regulation
of Hsp70 protein expression at an early event.
Wu YF, Cao MF, Gao YP, Chen F, Wang T, Zumbika EP, Qian
KX. Down-modulation of heat shock protein 70 and upmodulation of Caspase-3 during schisandrin B-induced apoptosis
in human hepatoma SMMC-7721 cells. World J Gastroenterol
2004; 10(20): 2944-2948
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INTRODUCTION
Schisandrin B (Sch B, Figure 1) is a dibenzocyclooctadiene
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Figure 1 Chemical structure of Schisandrin B.

Apoptosis is an essential physiological process required for
normal development and maintenance of tissue homeostasis[10,11].
Insufficient or excessive cell death can contribute to human
diseases, including cancer, acquired immunodeficiency
syndrome and some neurodegenerative disorders[12]. Although
many factors are involved in apoptotic program[13-16], Caspases,
a family of cysteine proteases have been shown to play a
major role in the transduction of apoptotic signals and the
execution of apoptosis in mammalian[17-21], which has become
recognized as key components of the apoptotic machinery[22].
Most of the biochemical and morphological events of apoptosis
are a direct result of Caspase-mediated cleavage of specific
substrates [23,24] .
Inhibition of Caspases following treatment with apoptotic
stimuli has been shown to prevent some features of apoptosis.
The heat shock protein 70 (Hsp70) family of proteins has been
demonstrated to be a potent inhibitor of apoptosis induced by
a wide range of stimuli[25,26]. It can protect against apoptosis at
an early event in the apoptotic pathway. A role for Hsp70 in
tumorigenesis has been suggested, based on the observations
that many transformed cells have elevated levels of Hsp70 and
overexpression of Hsp70 in transgenic mice results in T-cell
lymphoma[27-30].
In this study, Sch B induced human hepatoma SMMC-7721
cell apoptosis was confirmed by DNA ladder detection and
flow cytometric analysis. At the same time, the modulation of
Hsp70 and Caspases was observed to study the mechanism of
Sch B induced apoptosis in human hepatoma SMMC-7721 cells.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Reagents
Sch B was purchased from National Institute for the Control
of Pharmaceutical and Biological Products, China (NICPBP).
The drug was dissolved in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) at a
concentration of 10 g/L. For cell treatments, the samples were
further diluted in culture medium with the final DMSO
concentration <5 g/L. Antibodies to Hsp70, Caspases-3, 7, 9
were purchased from Boster Biotech, China. RPMI-1640 culture
medium was obtained from Gibco Co. USA. Fetal calf serum
was supplied by Si-Ji-Qing Biotechnology Co. (Hangzhou,
China). 96-well plates and culture bottles were purchased from
Costar Co. USA. All other chemicals were purchased from Sigma
Chemical (St. Louis, MO, USA).
Cell lines and culture
Human hepatoma cell line SMMC-7721 and human hepatic cell
line HL-7702 were purchased from American Type Culture
Collection (ATCC). Human endothelial cell line ECV-304 was
obtained from Tumor Institute, Zhejiang University. Primary
human fibroblast cell line was derived from fresh muscle tissues
by enzymatic dissociation. Human lymphocytes were derived
from umbilical blood by Ficoll-Hyaque separation method, and
seeded in 96-well microplates with the concentration of
phytoagglutinin (PHA). All the cell lines were grown as
monolayers in RPMI1640 medium supplemented with 100 mL/L
fetal calf serum and antibiotics (100 unit/mL penicillin and
100 µg/mL streptomycin), incubated at 37 in a humidified
incubator containing 50 mL/L CO2 in air.
Assay of cell proliferation
SMMC-7721 cells (100 µL of cell suspension per well) were
seeded at a density of 1.5×105/mL in 96-well plates. Each group
had three wells with a non-treated group as control. When the
cells anchored to the plates, various concentrations of Sch B
were added and the slides were incubated at 37 in humidified
atmosphere containing 50 mL/L CO2. When the cells described
above were cultured for 48 h, 50 µL of MTT (2 mg/mL in PBS)
was added to each well and cultured for another 4 h. After the
supernatant was discarded, MTT formazan precipitates were
dissolved in 100 µL of DMSO, shaken mechanically for 10 min
and then read immediately at 570 nm in a plate reader. Cell
proliferation inhibition rate (CPIR) was calculated using the
following equation: CPIR = (1-average absorbance (A) value of
experimental group/average A value of control group) ×100%.
Cell toxicity on primary cells or normal cell lines
HL-7702 cells, ECV-304 cells, primary human fibroblast cells,
human lymphocytes (100 µL cell suspension per well) were seeded
at a density of 1.0×105/mL in 96-well plates. Following treatment
at the concentration of 10, 20, 40, 80, 160 mg/L Sch B for 24 h, cell
viability was estimated by trypan blue exclusion. Six wells were
measured for each concentration of test compound. All toxicity
experiments were repeated at least three independent occasions.
DNA ladder demonstration
After exposed to Sch B for 12 h, SMMC-7721 cells (5×106/sample,
both attached and detached cells) were collected and lysed
with lysis buffer containing 50 mmoL Tris-HCl buffer (pH 7.5),
20 mmol/L EDTA, and 10 g/L NP-40. Then 10 g/L SDS and RNase
(5 µg/mL) were added to the supernatant, and incubated at 56
for 2 h, followed by incubation with proteinase K (2.5 µg/mL) at
37
for 2 h. After the DNA was precipitated by addition of
both ammonium acetate (3.3 mol/L) and ethanol (995 mL/L), it
was dissolved in a gel loading buffer. DNA fragmentation was
detected by electrophoresis on 15 g/L agarose gels and visualized
with ethidium bromide staining.
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Flow cytometric analysis
SMMC-7721 cells were seeded in culture flasks. When the cells
were anchored to the plates, various concentrations (0, 10 µmol/L,
20 µmol/L, 40 µmol/L) of Sch B were added and the cells were
incubated at 37 in humidified atmosphere containing 50 mL/L
CO2 for 2 d. Then each group of cells were washed with PBS,
trypsinized and fixed with 700 mL/L ethanol at -20 for 30 min,
and they were stained with 1.0 µg/mL propidium iodide (PI,
Boehringer Mannheim, Germany). The red fluorescence of DNAbound PI in individual cells was measured at 488 nm with an
Altra flow cytometer. The results were analyzed using the ExpoII
software (Beckman Coulter, USA). Ten thousand events were
analyzed for each sample.
Western blotting analysis
The cells were lysed in a lysis buffer (25 mmol/L hepes, 15 g/L
Triton X-100, 10 g/L sodium deoxycholate, 1 g/L SDS, 0.5 mol/L
NaCl, 5 mmol/L edetic acid, 50 mmol/L NaF, 0.1 mmol/L sodium
vanadate, 1 mmol/L phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride (PMSF) and
0.1 g/L leupeptin, pH7.8) at 4 with sonication. The lysates were
centrifuged at 15 000 g for 15 min and the concentration of the
protein in each lysate was determined with Coomassie brilliant
blue G-250. Loading buffer (42 mmol/L Tris-HCl, containing
100 mL/L glycerol, 23 g/L SDS, 50 g/L 2-mercaptoethanol and
0.02 g/L bromophenol blue) was then added to each lysate, which
was subsequently boiled for 3 min and then electrophoresed
on a SDS-polyacrylamide gel. Proteins were transferred onto a
nitrocellulose filter and incubated separately with antibodies
against Hsp70, Caspases-3,7,9, then labeled with peroxidaseconjugated secondary antibodies. The reactions were visualized
using the enhanced chemiluminescence reagent (Sigma). The
results were approved by repeating the reactions twice.
Statistical analysis
All data were expressed as mean±SD. Statistical analysis was
performed by t test using software SPSS 11.0 for Windows.
P<0.05 was considered statistically significant.
RESULTS
Effect of Sch B on cell proliferation
Treatment of human hepatoma SMMC-7721 cells with Sch B
resulted in a dose-dependent cytotoxicity. As shown in Figure 2,
Sch B-mediated cytotoxicity occurred at a concentration greater
than 20 mg/L for 48 h. A significant decrease in cell number was
seen in the cells treated with Sch B at 20 mg/L. The concentration
of Sch B leading to a 50% decrease in cell number (LC50) was
about 23.5 mg/L.
Effect of Sch B on primary cells or normal cell line toxicity
As indicated in Figure 3, Sch B had little cytocidal effect on
primary human fibroblast cells and human lymphocyte cells even
if at the concentration of 160 mg/L. Treatment of human HL7702, ECV-304 with Sch B resulted in a dose-dependent
cytotoxicity. But human hepatic HL-7702 cells were more resistant
to the Sch B-mediated cytotoxicity than human endothelial cells,
ECV-304 cells and human hepatoma SMMC-7721.
Detection of DNA fragmentation in SMMC-7721 cells treated
with Sch B
As shown in Figure 4, treatment with Sch B resulted in
degradation of chromosomal DNA into small internucleosomal
fragments, evidenced by the formation of a 180-200 bp DNA
ladder on agarose gels, hallmark of cells undergoing apoptosis.
No DNA ladders were detected in the samples isolated from
control cultures. These results indicated that Sch B induced an
apoptotic cell death in SMMC-7721 cells.
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Flow cytometric analysis of cell apoptosis
SMMC-7721 cells were exposed to increased concentrations
of Sch B (10 mg/L, 20 mg/L, 40 mg/L) for 48 h, and the growth of
the cells was analyzed using flow cytometry (Figure 5). The
peak value appearing before the G1 peak is called apoptotic
peak. As shown in Figure 5 and Table 1, the apoptotic peak
areas and rate increased with increased concentrations of Sch B.

Sch B concentration (mg/L)

160

Figure 3 Cytocidal effect of Sch B on growth of human endothelial ECV-304 cells, human hepatic HL-7702 cells, primary
human fibroblast cells and human lymphocyte cells. Cells
were incubated at concentrations (10, 20, 40, 80, 160 mg/L) of
Sch B for 48 h.

0

Figure 4 DNA fragmentation in SMMC-7721 cells treated
with Sch B for 12 h. M: size marker; C: control culture; lane 1:
20 mg/L Sch B treatment; lane 2: 40 mg/L Sch B treatment.
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Figure 2 Inhibition rate of Sch B on proliferation of SMMC-7721
cells. Cells were incubated at concentrations of Sch B for 48 h.
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Figure 5 Cell apoptosis determined by flow cytometry. SMMC-7721 cells were treated with Sch B at various concentrations (0,
10, 20, 40 mg/L, respectively A to D) for 48 h.
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Effects of Sch B on expression of Hsp70 and Caspases-3,-7,-9
Recent reports suggested that Hsp70 might help to protect
cells from apoptosis at an early event in the apoptotic pathway.
To elucidate whether Hsp70 was modulated during Sch B
induced apoptosis, we examined the expression of Hsp70 by
Western blot. Moreover, it was shown that Caspases were the
main factor in the apoptotic pathway. We investigated whether
Caspases were involved in inducing SMMC-7721 cell apoptosis
treated with Sch B. SMMC-7721 cells treated with Sch B for 48 h
were analyzed for the enzymatic activity by Western blot. The
results showed that Hsp70 was down-regulated and Caspase-3
was activated, while the activity of Caspases-7,-9 had no
significant change (Figure 6).
1

2

3
Hsp 70
Caspase-3
Caspase-7
Caspase-9
Beta-actin

Figure 6 Effect of Sch B on expression of Hsp70, Caspases-3, 7, -9 proteins. SMMC-7721 cells were treated with Sch B for 48 h.
After treatment, cell lysates were extracted, and the level of
Hsp70, Caspases-3, -7, -9 proteins were analyzed by Western
bolt analysis. Beta-actin was used as an internal loading control.
Lane 1: control; Lane 2: 20 mg/L Sch B treatment; lane 3: 40 mg/L
Sch B treatment.

DISCUSSION
After human hepatoma SMMC-7721 cells were treated at
various concentrations of Sch B for 48 h, MTT colorimetric
analysis showed that Sch B could significantly inhibit the
proliferation of SMMC-7721 cells, with LC50 value of 23.50 mg/L.
While human hepatic HL-7702 cells were more resistant to the
Sch B mediated cytotoxic activity than human endothelial ECV304 cells and human hepatoma SMMC-7721 cells. It is
interesting that Sch B had an unconspicuous cytocidal effect
on primary human fibroblast cells and human lymphocyte cells.
Current antineoplastic therapies, including chemotherapy
and radiation-therapy, are likely to be affected by the apoptotic
tendency of cells. During apoptosis, certain characteristic
morphologic events, such as nuclear condensation, nuclear
fragmentation, and cell shrinkage, and biochemical events, such
as DNA fragmentation, would occur[31-35]. In this study, we
showed that Sch B induced human hepatoma SMMC-7721 cell
apoptosis was confirmed by DNA ladder and cell cycle analyses.
The commitment of cell apoptosis requires the integration
of numerous inputs involving multiple signal transduction
pathways. Some cellular pathways and molecular regulators/
effectors of apoptosis have been identified. Many lines of
evidence demonstrated that activation of Caspases is a central
mechanism of apoptosis. So far, more than 15 members of
Caspases have been reported in the literature, and most of
them played a major role in apoptosis, participating in the
initiation and execution of programmed cell death[36,37]. Based
on their structure and function, Caspases are classified into
two groups: initiator Caspases (such as Caspases-2,-8 and-9)
and executor Caspases (such as Caspases-3, -6 and -7)[38,39]. In
this study, Sch B-induced apoptosis of SMMC-7721 cells was
accompanied with up-regulation of Caspase-3, but did not
involve the regulation of Caspase-7 and Caspase-9 protein
expression. These results suggested that Caspase-3 but not
Caspase-7 was the “executors” of Sch B induced SMMC-7721
cell apoptosis that did not go through Caspase-9-dependent
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pathway.
Recent results indicated that Hsp70 might help to protect
cells from apoptosis. Jaattela et al.[40] reported that Hsp70
exerted its anti-apoptotic function on downstream of Caspase-3.
Creagh et al.[41] revealed that Hsp70 acted on upstream of the
Caspases. In the presence of Hsp70, Caspase-3 was not
processed or activated and the release of cytochrome C from
the mitochondrial intermembrane space, a major Caspase
activating mechanism, was inhibited. In this study, the downmodulation of Hsp70 was observed, indicating that Sch B could
help Caspase-3 to release from the blockade of Hsp70 so as to
promote human hepatoma SMMC-7721 cells to apoptosis.
In conclusion, Sch B is able to inhibit the proliferation of
human hepatoma SMMC-7721 cells and induce apoptosis, which
goes through Caspase-3-dependent and Caspase-9-independent
pathways accompanied with the down-regulation of Hsp70
protein expression at an early event. Further investigation will
focus on the identification of other signal modulations in this
apoptosis pathway.
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Abstract
AIM: To assess the microscopic spread of low rectal cancer
in mesorectum regions to provide pathological evidence
for the necessity of total mesorectal excision (TME).
METHODS: A total of 62 patients with low rectal cancer
underwent low anterior resection and TME, surgical specimens
were sliced transversely on the serial embedded blocks at
2.5 mm interval, and stained with hematoxylin and eosin (HE).
The mesorectum on whole-mount sections was divided into
three regions: outer region of mesorectum (ORM), middle
region of mesorectum (MRM) and inner region of mesorectum
(IRM). Microscopic metastatic foci were investigated
microscopically on the sections for the metastatic mesorectal
regions, frequency, types, involvement of lymphatic vessels
and correlation with the original rectal cancer.
RESULTS: Microscopic spread of the tumor in mesorectum
and ORM was observed in 38.7% (24/62) and 25.8% (16/62)
of the patients, respectively. Circumferential resection
margin (CRM) with involvement of microscopic metastatic
foci occurred in 6.5% (4/62) of the patients, and distal
mesorectum (DMR) involved was 6.5% (4/62) with the
spread extent within 3 cm of low board of the main lesions.
Most (20/24) of the patients with microscopic metastasis
in mesorectum were in Dukes C stage.
CONCLUSION: Results of the present study support that
complete excision of the mesorectum without destruction
of the ORM is essential for surgical management of low
rectal cancer, an optimal DMR clearance resection margin
should be no less than 4 cm, further pathologic assessment
of the regions in extramesorectum in the pelvis is needed.
Wang Z, Zhou ZG, Wang C, Zhao GP, Chen YD, Gao HK,
Zheng XL, Wang R, Chen DY, Liu WP. Microscopic spread of
low rectal cancer in regions of mesorectum: Pathologic
assessment with whole-mount sections. World J Gastroenterol
2004; 10(20): 2949-2953
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INTRODUCTION
Local tumor recurrence after surgical resection of rectal cancer
remains a major problem. Since Heald et al.[1] first reported
evidence of isolated tumor deposits in the mesorectum, more
authors have demonstrated that residual foci of the tumor within
pelvis resulting from inadequate excision of the mesorectum
were the cause of such recurrence[2,3]. Further studies revealed
that remnant of microscopic tumor nodules in the mesorectum,
which cannot easily be detected by imaging preoperatively or
by palpation intraoperatively, other than large nodules,
contributes to most of local failures[4,5].
Comparison of clinical outcomes between conventional
surgery[6,7] and total mesorectal excision (TME)[1,8] showed that
a proportion of microscopic tumor nodules of rectal cancer
causing local pelvic collapse might settle in the outer region of
mesorectum (ORM). Unfortunately, investigations on discrete
tumor nodules spread in this region are rare. A comprehensive
assessment of ORM in patients with low rectal cancer may
provide further pathological evidence for supporting the TME
procedure.
Although TME has been extensively employed as a standard
procedure for surgical treatment of patients with low rectal
cancer in western countries, conventional resection has been
dominated in China due to little pathological information
standing for TME. The present study investigated the regional
spread of microscopic tumor nodules in mesorectum using
whole-mount sections.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients
Sixty-two consecutive patients with biopsy-proven adenocarcinoma
of the rectum underwent TME at the Division of Gastroenterology
Surgery of Affiliated West China Hospital of Sichuan University
between November 2001 and June 2002, and specimens were
examined prospectively by the same pathologist (Chen DY).
Patients (30 males) had a mean age of 58 years (range, 21-78).
Lesions were classified as upper or low rectal cancers based on
the location of peritoneal reflection, and all diseases from our
series were categorized as low rectal cancers with sigmoidoscopy
preoperatively. Thirty-two patients had the lower board of
primary tumors within 5 cm of anal verge, and another 30 patients
had the lower board located not farther than 10 cm from anal
verge and above the level of 5 cm from anal verge. None of the
patients received any preoperative adjuvant therapy.
Surgical techniques
All patients were operated on by the same chief surgeon (Professor.
Zhou ZG) and two assistants according to TME principles[1].
The rectum and mesorectum were mobilized as a package
enveloped within the fascia properia with the preservation of
autonomic nerves. Under direct vision, electrocautery was used
to divide the rectosacral ligament posterior, the peritoneum
posterior to the seminal vesicle in the males and the peritoneal
reflection in Douglas’ pouch in the females anteriorly, lateral
ligaments medial to the pelvic plexus laterally. Sharp dissection
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was continued down to the pelvic floor in front of Denonvilliers’
fascia anteriorly and along the fascia properia posteriorly.
Eventually, over 2 cm of distal clearance margin of rectal wall
and over 4 cm of mesorectum were attained by transecting the
rectum without stretching the bowel wall[9].

Whole-mount sections
Each specimen was straightened without stretching and pinned
to a cork board, different from Quirke’s method[2]. The specimens
were not opened longitudinally along the antimesenteric border,
and fixed in 40 g/L buffered formaldehyde for 48 h. Serial
longitudinal tissue blocks were cut at 5 mm intervals from the
distal portion. Each block, consisting of the full thickness of
the rectal wall with the mesorectum, was fixed in 40 g/L buffered
formaldehyde for another 48 h, and then embedded in paraffin.
Whole-mount sections of the bowel wall and mesorectum were
sliced transversely on the embedded tissue blocks in 4 µm at
2.5 mm intervals, stained with hematoxylin and eosin (HE), and
examined for discrete tumor nodules microscopically (Figure 1).
Circumferential resection margin (CRM) involvement was
assessed in the conventional manner[10].
Parameters
The following pathological parameters were used for analysis,
namely Dukes stage, differentiation grade, presence of microscopic
tumor nodules, local metastasis of lymph nodes, outer region
of mesorectum (ORM), distal mesorectum (DMR), CRM
(involved 1 mm, or clear >1 mm), and distant metastases.
Microscopic metastatic nodules of rectal cancer were defined
as tumor nodules 1 mm in diameter, which could not be detected
either preoperatively or intraoperatively. Large metastatic
nodules of rectal cancer were defined as tumor nodules >5 mm
in diameter, most of which could be easily detected by palpation
during operation. The mesorectum on the transverse wholemount section was divided into three regions (Figure 2).
Discrete tumor nodule spread in the mesorectum 1 mm or
less away from the outermost board of CRM was recorded as
involvement of CRM, and discrete tumor nodule spread in the
mesorectum blow the lowest board of primary tumor was defined
as involvement of DMR.
Posterior
Mesorectum

Primary tumor

Metastatic cancer
Lateral ligament

Bowel wall
Anterior
0

1 cm

2

3

4

5

6

Figure 1 Illustration for regions of mesorectum.
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Outer region of
mesorectum (ORM)

Posterior

Middle region of
mesorectum (MRM)
Inner region of
mesorectum (IRM)

Lateral side

Lateral ligament
Lateral ligament
Bowel wall
Anterior

Primary tumor

Figure 2 Transverse whole-mount sections of the specimen,
HE staining, macroscopic view.

RESULTS
The clinicopathologic characteristics of the patients are summarized
in Table 1. All the 62 patients underwent low anterior resection.
In 52 patients (83.9%) the operation was potentially curative,
while residual tumors in 2 patients (3.3%) were noticed to remain
in pelvis on operation and distant metastases were observed in
8 patients (12.9%).
Table 1 Clinicopathologic characteristics of the 62 patients
Parameters

Results

Age (yr, range, mean)
Sex (No. of patients)
Male
Female
Dukes stage (No. of patients)
A
B
C
D
Differentiation grade (No. of patients)
High
Medium
Low
Distance of the primary tumor from anal verge
(No. of patients)
5 cm
>5 cm
Diameter of the primary tumor (No. of patients)
<5 cm
5 cm

20-78, 58
30
32
2
10
42
8
4
34
24

32
30
24
38

Microscopic spread types and involvement of mesorectum
Four types of microscopic spread of the tumor were observed
in mesorectum: discrete microscopic tumor nodules, blood
vessel invasion, lymphatic vessel invasion and perineural
invasion (Figure 3). Microscopic spread in mesorectum was
observed in 38.7% (24 of 62) of the patients (Table 2).

Table 2 Mesorectal regions with involvement of discrete tumor nodules (%)
Involved mesorectal regions
MR

ORM

MRM

IRM

DMR

CRM

Tumor nodules

58.1 (36/62)

45.2 (28/62)

35.5 (22/62)

41.9 (26/62)

6.5 (4/62)

6.5 (4/62)

Microscopic tumor nodules

38.7 (24/62)

25.8 (16/62)

25.8 (16/62)

29.0 (18/62)

6.5 (4/62)

6.5 (4/62)

MR: mesorectum; ORM: outer region of mesorectum; MRM: middle region of mesorectum; IRM: inner region of mesorectum;
DMR: distal mesorectum; CRM: circumferential resection margin.

Wang Z et al. Microscopic spread in regions of mesorectum
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Figure 3 Spread types of microscopic tumor nodules ( ) in the mesorectum, HE, ×100. A: Discrete microscopic tumor nodules;
B: Blood vessel invasion; C: Lymphatic vessel invasion; D: Perineural invasion.

A

B

C

Figure 4 Microscopic tumor nodule spread ( ) in outer region of the mesorectum (ORM) (4a), CRM (4b) and DMR(4c) , HE, ×100.

Microscopic spread of the tumor in outer region of mesorectum
Microscopic spread in ORM (Figure 4) occurred in 25.8% (16 of
62) of the patients (Table 2).
Microscopic spread of the tumor in circumferential resection margin
Four of 36 patients with tumor involvement of mesorectum and
2 of the 52 patients having potentially curative resections had
microscopic spread in CRM.
Table 3 Mesorectal regional discrete microscopic tumor nodules involving lymph nodes or lymphatic vessels
Involvement of MR
L type (No. of patients)
NL type (No. of patients)

16
18

Involvement of ORM
14
13

MR: mesorectum; ORM: outer region of mesorectum; L type:
involving lymph nodes or lymphatic vessel; NL type: without involving lymph nodes or lymphatic vessels.

Microscopic spread of the tumor in distal mesorectum
DMR with involvement of microscopic tumor nodules was
observed in 4 patients. The utmost spread was 3.0 cm or less
from the low edge of primary carcinoma. The most extensive
distal infiltration was seen in two cases of Dukes stage C.

Table 4 Correlation between mesorectal microscopic spread
and primary tumors
Primary tumor
Diameter:
<5 cm/ 5 cm
Differentiation grade:
high/medium/low
Dukes stage:
A/B/C/D
From anal verge:
5 cm/>5 cm

Spread in MR
(No. of patients)

Spread in ORM
(No. of patients)

10/14

8/8

0/10/14

0/8/8

0/2/20/2

0/2/12/2

12/12

8/8

MR: mesorectum; ORM: outer region of mesorectum.

Microscopic spread of the tumor in mesorectal lymph nodes or
lymphatic vessels
Microscopic spread nodules without involvement of lymph nodes
or lymphatic vessels in mesorectum were observed in 18 patients,
and such a spread in ORM was found in 13 patients (Table 3).
Correlation between regional mesorectal microscopic spread
and primary tumors
Most patients (20 of 24) with mesorectal microscopic spread in
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MR and 12 of 16 microscopic spreads in ORM were Dukes C
stage (Table 4).

Correlation between microscopic tumor nodules and large tumor
nodules
Microscopic tumor nodules coexisting with large tumor nodules
were observed in 14 of 24 (58.3%) patients with microscopic
spread in mesorectum.
DISCUSSION
Whole-mount sections were used to facilitate the precise and
effective assessment of rectal cancer, especially in mesorectal
regional spread of discontinuous microscopic tumor nodules.
All whole-mount sections showed that whole morphological
features of the surgical specimen enclosing the primary tumor,
bowel wall and the mesorectum, could be directly observed
with naked eyes and by microscopy, which enabled the
investigators to obtain valuable pathological outcomes on rectal
cancer[2,11].
The present study showed the incidence of discrete
microscopic tumor nodules was 38.7% (24 of 62) of patients in
mesorectum and 25.8% (16 of 62) of patients in ORM. The high
frequency of microscopic tumor nodules in mesorectum
(especial ORM) highlighted the importance of complete excision
of mesorectum with fascia propria circumferentially intact for
low rectal cancer. Disturbance of ORM during operation would
predispose local recurrence because the undetected microscopic
foci in the mesorectum, especially in ORM were easily left behind
in pelvis[4,12,13]. Frequency of CRM involvement after conventional
resection was reported up to 27%[2,11,14,15], compared with 6.5%
after TME[16,17], which is consistent with our findings. The
decrease of CRM involvement rates after TME justified the
theory: the frequency of microscopic spread in ORM could be
very high, and destruction of ORM which often occurred in
conventional resection, could easily lead to positive CRM.
Distal mesorectal spread can be evaluated pathologically
after TME, after standard resection of the rectal cancer, the
DMR remained inside pelvis[18]. Frequency of discrete tumor
cancer spread 3 cm or more from the primary lesions in DMR
varied from 0 to 10% of the cases[4,17,19-22], and discontinuous
spread in DMR could be found even up to 5 cm beyond the
lower margin of the primary tumor[1,6], some patients with DMR
spread had poor prognosis[21-23]. The present study showed
that four cases with tumor involvement of DMR had the spread
within 3 cm of primary mural tumors, with a maximum of 3.0 cm.
Therefore, we support a safe DMR resection margin of no less
than 4 cm for lower rectal cancer, and consider that failure to
adequate excision of the involved DRM would risk in leaving
behind residual microscopic cancer foci in a significant
percentage of patients. The most common pattern of pelvic
recurrence is extramural diseases emanating from the sacral
hollow or pelvic floor, which is entirely compatible with this
hypothesis[24]. But others argued that pathological evidence
of DMR spread in itself did not necessarily justify total removal
of DMR in all cases because the local recurrence rate and survival
rate were not improved significantly even after TME[4,17].
Cawthorn[25] reported that mesorectal involvement of large
tumor nodules (greater than 4 mm) was associated with
significant poorer prognosis than that of small ones (less than
4 mm). However, the author cautioned that the poor prognosis
might result from residual microscopic tumor nodules, which
coexist with large nodules and can easily be overlooked and
left behind during operation. Ueno et al.[13] demonstrated that
large tumor nodules and microscopic tumor nodules correlated
closely, and that large tumor nodules had a predicting value for
existence of microscopic tumor nodules. The present study
showed that 58.3% (14/24) patients with microscopic tumor
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foci involvement of the mesorectum had large tumor nodules
(greater than 5 mm) in the mesorectum, which was lower than
that reported by Ueno et al.
Kapiteijn et al. recently reported that standardized TME in
combination with preoperative radiotherapy could significantly
decrease the local recurrence rate in patients with rectal cancer,
though its benefits in survival were not demonstrated because
of a relatively short time of follow-up[26]. Other authors also
concluded that preoperative radiotherapy could improve the
prognosis of patients with rectal cancer[27]. In our series, no
patients were treated with adjuvant therapy due to the high
frequency of postoperative complications and its controversial
impact on prognosis.
Extended lateral dissection beyond the extent of TME has
been widely accepted in Japan as the improvement in survival
rates was reported[28,29], but some argued that it had a limited
advantage in prognosis and the functional problems were
considerable[30,31]. Microscopic tumor nodule involvement of
CRM after TME in our series suggested that a proportion of
the patients had microscopic tumor spread in the extramesorectal
regions in the pelvis. Further comprehensive pathological
assessment of the extramesorectum is required to evaluate the
curative value of TME in rectal cancer.
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Abstract
AIM: The protective effects of sodium butyrate and NSAIDs
(especially the highly selective COX-2 inhibitors) have
attracted considerable interest recently. In this study,
primary adenoma cells and HT-29 were used to investigate
whether the above drugs would be effective for reducing
proliferation and inducing apoptosis. Additionally, it was
investigated whether NSAIDs would strengthen the effects
of sodium butyrate and its possible mechanisms.
METHODS: In vitro primary cell culture of colorectal
adenomas and HT-29 were used for this investigation. PGE2
isolated from HT-29 cell culture supernatants was investigated
by ELISA. MTT was employed to detect the anti-proliferative
effects on both adenoma and HT-29 culture cells. FCM
was used for apoptosis rate and cell cycle analysis. The
morphology of apoptotic cells was investigated by means
of electromicroscopy.
RESULTS: Sodium butyrate could stimulate the secretion
of PGE2, while NSAIDs inhibited it to below 30 pg/106 cells.
Both butyrate and NSAIDs could inhibit cell proliferation
and induce apoptosis. The effects were time- and dosedependent (P<0.05). Aspirin and NS-398 could enhance
the effects of sodium butyrate. The effects were stronger
while sodium butyrate was used in combination with NS-398
than it was used in combination with Aspirin.
CONCLUSION: Butyrate and NSAIDs could inhibit cell
proliferation and induce apoptosis respectively. NSAIDs
could enhance the effects of sodium butyrate by downregulating COX-2 expression. Selective COX-2 inhibitor is
better than traditional NSAIDs.
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INTRODUCTION
Colorectal cancer remains the major cause of cancer-related
mortality in the developed countries. With improvement in
economic status, the incidence of colorectal cancer is increasing
in China. Prevention of the disease is a more attractive approach
to dealing with the problem than treatment of existing disease

for both medical and fiscal reasons. Clinical evidences showed
that removal of colorectal adenoma could attenuate 76-90%
risk of colorectal cancer, but the yearly relapse rate has reached
10-15%. Therefore, the urgent task is to develop new strategies
to prevent the disease. With regard to chemoprevention,
butyrate sodium (sodium butyrate) and non-steroidal antiinflammatory drugs (NSAIDs), especially selective COX-2
inhibitors have attracted more attention.
Evidences have shown that low fat and high dietary fiber
diet could protect against colorectal cancer. Dietary fiber could
be fermented by symbiotic bacteria in the large bowel and then
a short chain fatty acid-butyrate, could be released. Clinical
and laboratory studies showed that butyrate might be
beneficial to the development of colorectal cancer and even in
the early stage of its premalignant status[1].
NSAIDs have shown its promising role in colorectal cancer
chemoprevention in recent years. Epidemic studies demonstrated
that it might reduce 40-50% risk of colorectal cancer in persons
who took aspirin or other NSAIDs on a regular basis[2]. The
most recognized target for NSAIDs was cyclooxygenase (COX),
because COX-2 showed 86% and 43% expression in colorectal
adenoma and carcinoma tissues respectively[17]. Furthermore,
COX-2 selective inhibitors have attracted more attention
because of their minimal risk of gastrointestinal side effects.
Although the precise mechanisms are unclear, sodium
butyrate and NSAIDs are involved in chemoprevention of
colorectal cancer. In this study, colorectal adenoma cells and
HT-29 cells were used to investigate whether the above agents
were effective in reducing proliferation and inducing apoptosis,
and whether NSAIDs could strengthen the effects of sodium
butyrate and its possible mechanisms.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
NS-398 was a gift from Dr. W Sternson (Washington University).
EGF was from Dr. Ouyang Xueshong (Hong Kong University).
Sodium butyrate, aspirin, collagenaes type IV, hyaluronidase
type IV were purchased from Sigma Chemical Co. Prostaglandin
E2 EIA kit was from Cayman Chemical. Arachidonic acid, insulin,
FBS was from GIBIO Co.
Colorectal adenoma specimens were from resection through
colonoscopy in the Endoscopic Center, First Hospital of
Western China University of Medical Sciences. HT-29 was a
gift from Immuno-Transplation Laboratory, First Hospital of
Western China University of Medical Sciences.
Methods
Cell cultures Adenoma specimens were washed at least
10 times in PBS containing penicillin (1 000 U/mL), streptomycin
(1 000 U/mL), amphotericin B (3 µg/mL). The minced tissues
were digested by DMEM containing collagenaes type IV
(1.5 mg/mL), hyaluronidase type IV (0.25 mg/mL) for 2 h until
the tissues were dispersed into individual crypts, then they
were incubated at 37 , 50 mL/L CO2 in growth medium consisting
of DMEM, 50 mL/L FBS, 0.5 µg/mL insulin, 1 µg/mL hydrocortisone,
5 µg/mL transferrin, 20 ng/mL EGF, 5×10-9 Na2SeO3, 0.1 µg/mL
pentagastrin, 2 mmol/L glutamine, 200 U/mL penicillin, 200 U/mL
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streptomycin. The culture cells were identified as epithelial origin by
immunohistochemical staining and electro microscopy (data not
shown). HT-29 was cultured in standard growth condition containing
DMEM, 100 g/L LBS, 200 U/mL penicillin and streptomycin.

Preparation of drugs
Sodium butyrate was dissolved in culture medium. Aspirin and
NS-398 were in DMSO, and the final concentration was less
than 3.3 mL/L. The drugs below were used to measure PGE2,
MTT and FCM. Sodium butyrate: 2 mmol/L, 4 mmol/L, 6 mmol/L;
Aspirin: 1 mmol/L, 5 mmol/L, 10 mmol/L, 20 mmol/L; NS-398:
0.1 µmol/L, 1 µmol/L, 10 µmol/L, 50 µmol/L; 2 mmol/L Sodium
butyrate+10 mmol/L Aspirin; 2 mmol/L Sodium butyrate+
10 µmol/L NS-398. For electro microscopy, 2 mmol/L Sodium
butyrate, 10 mmol/L aspirin or 10 µmol/L NS-398 was used.
Prostaglandin E2 (PGE2) immunoassay
HT-29 cells were seeded at a density of 1×106 cells/T25 flask for
48 h, and then treated with medicine for 24 h or 72 h separately.
Aliquots of culture medium (1 mL) were stored at -70 until
assayed (In NSAIDs treatments and control groups, an
exogenous supply of 10 µmol/L AA was added to pre-treat
for 30 min individually). Immunoassay was carried out
according to the manufacturer’s protocol. The sensitivity of
the assay was 10 pg/mL.
Proliferation assays
Cell proliferation of both primary adenoma cells and HT-29 was
assessed by MTT. After seeded at a density of 2×104 cells/well
for 96 well plates with 100 µL media for 48 h, the cells were
treated with medicine for 24 h or 72 h separately. At the end of
incubation, the medium was removed and 20 µL MTT solution
was added to each well. Then DMSO was added to each well, the
optical density of each well was read on the plate reader at 570 nm.
The inhibition rate = (1- tested group optical density/the
control optical density)×100%.
Flow cytometric analysis
After HT-29 cells were harvested , they were fixed in 700 mL/L
ethanol overnight at 4 , mixed with PI staining fluid for 20 min at
4 and then filtered. At last, the samples were examined by FCM.
Electro microscopy
The collected HT-29 cells were fixed in 30 g/L glutaraldehyde, then
rinsed in 10 g/L osmium textroxide for 30 min at 4 , dehydrated
through a series of acetone, embedded in EPON polymerized at
60 , stained with uranyl acetate and Raynold lead citrate.
Finally, the sections were examined under an electron microscope.
Statistical analysis
PGE2 expression and growth inhibition were statistically
analyzed by two-way ANOVA. Comparison among the groups
was analyzed by L-S-D. The apoptotic rate was analyzed by χ2.
All data were analyzed by SPSS.
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RESULTS
PGE2 production in HT-29 cells
With the increase of optical density, PGE2 production was decreased
in standard culture condition. Sodium butyrate 2 mmol/L was
enough for stimulating the secretion of PGE 2 1 306 pg/106
cells compared with control values of 69 pg/106 cells in 24 h
(P<0.05), but it was not time-and dose-dependent. 2 mmol/L\
4 mmol/L\6 mmol/L sodium butyrate separately stimulated the
secretion of PGE2 1306 \1230\1385 (pg/106 cells). And the same
concentration of sodium butyrate had no statistical differential
effects in 24 h and 72 h. In contrast, NSAIDs (aspirin and NS-398)
could completely inhibit PGE2 secretion in a time-and doseindependent manner (P<0.001). After incubated for 30 min with
10 umol/L AA, PGE2 production reached 1 470 pg/106 cells in
control, while 1-20 mmol/L aspirin reduced the PGE2 levels to
below 30 pg/106 cells and 0.1-50 umol/L NS-398 reached 477 pg/106
cells-25 pg/10 6 cells. NS-398 was different in time- and
concentration-dependence from aspirin. Sodium butyrate in
combination with NSAIDs showed PGE2 production inhibition
(<30 pg/106 cells) (Table 1).
Sodium butyrate and NSAIDs had dose- or time-dependent antiproliferative effects on HT-29 and adenoma cells
The anti-proliferative effects on HT-29 and adenoma cells were
obvious concentration- and time- dependent (P<0.05). 2-6 mmol/L
sodium butyrate after 24 h showed 4.3-12.6% on HT-29 and
5.7-11.9% on adenoma cells. They reached 23.7-62.9% and
19-30.5% after 72 h. In agreement with NS-398 and aspirin, the
effect was stronger on NS-398 than on aspirin with the same
concentration. 1-20 mmol/L aspirin could inhibit the cell
proliferation 18.5-57.1% after 24 h and 48.5-76.6% after 72 h,
while 0.1-50 µmol/L NS-398 reached 4.5-24% after 24 h and
52.2-68.5% after 72 h. The effects were more obvious on the
adenoma cells. Treatment with both Sodium butyrate and
NSAIDs resulted in an increase in anti-proliferative effects
compared with Sodium butyrate treatment alone for HT-29, and
the effects were time-dependent (Table 2).
But for adenoma cells, the results were different in repeated
experiments. Only treatment with Sodium butyrate and NS-398
for 72 h showed the synergistic effects on 28.6% adenoma
specimens (P<0.05).
Moreover, HT-29 cell cycle distribution was analyzed by
FCM. Both Sodium butyrate and NSAIDs could arrest the cell
cycle in S phase compared with the control (P<0.05), but the
response to G1/G1 or G2 phase was different.
Induction of apoptosis effects was dose-dependent in HT-29
Normal primary culture cells and HT-29 showed irregular
polygon-appearances. The cells treated with the drugs shrank
and became round, then shad from the wall and floated in the
fluid. The floating cells showed blue coloration by trypan blue
staining, while the attached cells were achromatical.
As expected, the dose-dependent apoptotic effects on HT29 cells treated with Sodium butyrate or NSAIDs could be seen

Table 1 PGE2 (pg/106 cells) production in HT-29 treated with Sodium butyrate and/or NSAIDs
Production
of PGE2
24 h
72 h

2 m mol/L sodium
butyrate
1 306±5.6
1 427±7.1

10 mmol/L
aspirin

10 µmol/L
NS-398

Sodium
butyrate+aspirin

Sodium
butyrate+NS-398

13.2±4.1
5.61±2.7

35.2±3.5
5.95±2.2

14.9±1.9
6.5±1.0

45.9±2.9
8.49±1.3

Table 2 Comparison of growth inhibition effects on HT-29 with Sodium butyrate alone or in combination with NSAIDs (%)
Time
24 h
72 h

2 mmol/L sodium butyrate 10 m mol/L aspirin 10 umol/L NS-398 Sodium butyrate+aspirin
4.28
23.7

55
72.2

10.2
63.9

58.3
81.9

Sodium butyrate+NS-398
26
70.5
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Table 3 Percentage of HT-29 apoptotic cell rate (%)
Aspirin (mmol/L)

Control
Concentration
Apoptotic rate

4.2±1.3

1
8.3±1.6

5
10.9±2.0

10
11.9±2.7

NS-398 (µmol/L )
20
29.7±3.1

(P<0.05) (Table 3). Sodium butyrate with NS-398 had more
preferential apoptotic effects (14.7%) compared with Sodium
butyrate alone (10.7%) or Sodium butyrate in combination with
aspirin (13.3%).
To confirm the induction of apoptosis, the morphological
appearances of HT-29 cells were examined by elecotromicroscopy.
Typical apoptotic appearances are shown in Figure 1, which
included cell shrinkage, nuclear condensation, and formation
of apoptotic bodies, etc.
A

B

Figure 1 Morphological appearances of HT -29 cells. A: Typical
appearances of apoptotic cells; B: Illustration of apoptotic bodies.

DISCUSSION
In recent years, the incidence of colorectal cancer is increasing
in China. Prevention of the disease is a more attractive approach
in the early stage of adenoma-cancer progression. Butyrate
and NSAIDs (especially highly selective COX-2 inhibitors) have
attracted considerable attention recently.
As a byproduct of carbohydrates fermented by symbiotic
bacteria, butyrate has been demonstrated its important role in
inhibiting cell growth and in inducing apoptosis of colorectal
cancer cells in vitro[3]. Clinical case-control and cohort studies
have shown a 40-50% reduction in colorectal cancer-related
mortality in individuals taking aspirin and other NSAIDs on a
regular basis compared with those not taking these agents[2].
Aspirin serves as a typical representative of classical NSAID
agents. As a highly selective COX-2 inhibitor, NS-398 showed
higher selective effects than others. Its IC50 (COX-2/COX-1)
was 0.0005, while L-745, 337 was 0.003, flosulide was 0.001[4],
rofecoxib was 0.0012[5]. Although the precise mechanism
underlying the protective effects of NSAIDs is unclear, COX-2
could play a key role in intestinal tumorigenesis[6] and has
been a widely recognized target because of its high expression
in colorectal adenoma and cancer tissues[7-10]. The COX-2dependent mechanism involving in increased angiogenesis[11-13],
could reduce apoptotic susceptibility by inhibiting the cytochrome
c-dependent apoptotic pathway[14]. Down-regulation of bcl2 and

0.1
6±1.4

1
7.8±1.7

10
12.5±3.1

Sodium butyrate (mmol/L )
50
19.5±3.4

2
4
6
10.7±2.5 15.9±0.9 23.2±4.1

CD44v6 expression and up-regulation of nm23 expression[15]
could inhibit death receptor 5 expression and confer resistance
to tumor necrosis factor-related apoptosis-inducing ligand
(TRAIL)-induced apoptosis[16]. However, some COX-independent
ways, such as lipoxgenase (LOX) another AA metabolic enzyme,
could modulate sodium butyrate-induced apoptosis and cell
differentiation[17]. Leukotriene (LT) D (4)/CysLT (1) R signaling
could facilitate survival of colon cancer cells and LTs were
accessible targets for pharmacologic treatment like COX-2[18],
NF-KB/I-KB system [19]. Activated Ras and TGF-β could
collaborate to increase the invasive response[20], etc, which
have been shown to be involved in the protective mechanism.
In this study, adenoma cells and HT-29 were investigated
whether Sodium butyrate and aspirin/NS-398 were the effective
adjuvants for the protective effects.
The relationship between PGE2 (an AA metabolize product)
and colorectal carcinogenesis is still disputed. Generally, PGE2
could combine with the transcription factor PPARr, which activates
the target gene transcription and promotes carcinogenesis[21].
PGE2 could also increase bcl-2 expression and inhibit cell
apoptosis[22] and was involved in the angiogenesis of cancers.
So it has been implicated that PGE2 inhibition is the main
mechanism of anticarcinogenesis of NSAIDs. But a positive
result showed that exogenous PGE 2 could not reverse the
antineoplastic effects of sulindac sulfone[23]. In this study, PGE2
production was investigated to reflect the COX-2 enzyme
activity indirectly. For HT-29, Sodium butyrate could stimulate
its PGE2 secretion in a time- and dose-independent manner,
suggesting that it could increase its COX-2 enzyme activity. In
contrast, NSAIDs inhibited PGE 2 production. Although
previous evidence displayed that the expression of COX-2 was
increased by some NSAIDs and TGF-β[24], we proposed that
the inhibited enzyme activity would still down-regulate the
effects of NSAIDs.
Sodium butyrate could reduce cell proliferation and induce
cell apoptosis in a time- and dose-dependent manner. The
possible mechanism has been known to involve in a large
number of parameters, including inhibition of histone
deacetylase and induction of caspase-3 protease activity with
a mitochondrial/cytochrome c-dependent pathway [25] ,
enhancement of Fas-mediated apoptosis[26], inhibition of P53
expression[25]. Down-regulation of GATA-6 and up-regulation
of 15-LO-1 were observed after treatment with sodium butyrate
(sodium butyrate), which was also involved in stimulating cell
apoptosis and cell differentiation[27]. NSAIDs had the same
effects on both cell lines. This was not in a time- and dosedependent manner. Therefore, it implied that anti-neoplastic
mechanisms of NSAIDs were COX-2-dependent and COX-2independent.
Compared with the effects on adenoma and carcinoma cells,
NSAIDs had stronger inhibitory effects on carcinoma cells than
on adenoma cells with MTT. Maybe the cause laid in the
primarily cultured adenoma cells from different specimens, which
resulted in the individual characterization of COX-2 expression
and cell proliferation. Other studies gave the same conclusion
that NSAIDs had stronger effects on HT-29 carcinoma cells
(high COX-2 expression) than on S/KS cells (lack of COX-2
expression).
Previous studies revealed that COX-2 expression up-regulation
would induce resistance to apoptosis induced by sodium
butyrate. Because NSAIDs could down-regulate COX-2
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expression, whether NSAIDs could sensitize the cells to the
action of sodium butyrate and reduce the potential side-effects
and increase the efficacy by using both drugs was investigated
in this study. The data showed that NSAIDs inhibited the
growth of HT-29 by sodium butyrate by down-regulating COX-2
expression. It was in agreement with the previous studies. In
contrast, other studies reported that cooperation with the two
agents was greatly dependent on the category of cell lines and
NSAIDs, especially highly selective COX-2 inhibitors showed
more preferential effects. Only HT-29 cell line was investigated
in this study, so it was necessary to investigate other cell lines
for more precise results. Cooperation with the two drugs could
affect the two cell lines differently. The effects on HT-29 were
completely shown, but only 28.6% was positive for primary
adenoma specimens. The main cause depended on the adenoma
samples. Additionally, treatment with NS-398 and sodium
butyrate had more preferential effects than that with aspirin
and sodium butyrate, suggesting that specific selective COX-2
inhibitor NS-398 had a more promising future in clinical application.
In summary, sodium butyrate and NSAIDs could inhibit the
cell proliferation and induce cell apoptosis through a number
of mechanisms. Combination of two kinds of agents would
enhance the above effects by down-regulating COX-2
expression, which could serve as a promising chemoprevention
for colorectal neoplasm.
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Abstract
AIM: To develop an efficient animal colitis-associated
carcinogenesis model and to detect the expression of
β-catenin and p53 in this new model.
METHODS: Dysplasia and cancer were investigated in mice
pretreated with a single intraperitoneal injection of 20 mg/kg
body mass of 1,2-dimethylhydrazine prior to three repetitive
oral administrations of 30 g/L dextran sulfate sodium to
give conditions similar to the clinically observed active and
remission phases. Immunohistochemical staining of βcatenin and p53 was performed on paraffin-imbedded
specimens of animals with cancer and/or dysplasia, those
without dysplasia and the normal control animals.
RESULTS: At wk 11, four early-invasive adenocarcinomas
and 36 dysplasia were found in 10 (90.9%) of the 11 mice
that underwent 1,2-dimethylhydrazine-pretreatment with
3 cycles of 30 g/L dextran sulfate sodium-exposure. Dysplasia
and/or cancer occurred as flat lesions or as dysplasia-associated
lesion or mass (DALM) as observed in humans. Colorectal
carcinogenesis occurred primarily on the distal portion of
the large intestine. No dysplasia and/or cancer lesion was
observed in the control groups with 1,2-dimethylhydrazine
pretreatment or 3 cycles of 30 g/L dextran sulfate sodium
exposure alone. Immunohistochemical investigation
revealed that β-catenin was translocated from cell
membrane to cytoplasm and/or nucleus in 100% of cases
with dysplasia and neoplasm, while normal membrane
staining was observed in cases without dysplasia and the
normal control animals. Nuclear expression of p53 was not
detected in specimens.
CONCLUSION: A single dose of procarcinogen followed
by induction of chronic ulcerative colitis results in a high
incidence of colorectal dysplasia and cancer. Abnormal
expression of β-catenin occurs frequently in dysplasia and
cancer. This novel mouse model may provide an excellent
vehicle for studying colitis-related colon carcinogenesis.
Wang JG, Wang DF, Lv BJ, Si JM. A novel mouse model for
colitis-associated colon carcinogenesis induced by 1,2dimethylhydrazine and dextran sulfate sodium. World J
Gastroenterol 2004; 10(20): 2958-2962
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INTRODUCTION
The incidence of colorectal cancer (CRC) has been increasing
in patients with ulcerative colitis (UC) and the risk of CRC
increases with increased extent and duration[1-4]. The mechanisms
underlying the frequent development of CRC in patients with
UC are still unknown.
Through the study of animal models which do not allow
experiments in humans, we could better understand the cause
and mechanisms of various diseases. There are many animal
ulcerative colitis models, but only a few of them are applicable
to the study of dysplasia-cancer sequence. Among them, the
most widely used is a mouse model with dextran sulfate sodium
(DSS). DSS could be used to induce UC in mice. Acute colitis was
observed by administration of 50-100 g/L DSS to mice for 4-9 d[5-8].
A chronic colitis could be induced by feeding 30-50 g/L DSS
in drinking water for 7 d followed by 7-14 d of water[6,8-10]. In
recent years, some researchers have described the occurrence
of dysplasia and/or cancers in mice when they are subjected to
repeated administration of DSS in a long term[11-13]. Before the
occurrence of cancer, the features of colitis in this model were
very similar to those in patients in terms of both clinical and
histopathological characteristics, i.e. diarrhea, occult blood,
melena, mucosal inflammatory cell infiltration, crypt abscess
formation, and mucosal erosion. But this kind of models needs
a long period to be established and the incidence of induced
tumors is relatively low.
1,2-dimethylhydrazine (DMH) is a toxic environmental
pollutant which was reported as a specific colon procarcinogen.
Animal studies showed that experimental colonic tumors
induced by DMH were of epithelial origin with a similar
histology, morphology and anatomy to human colonic
neoplasms [14]. This procarcinogen could thus provide an
adequate model for studying colorectal cancer. However,
mutiple treatments with DMH (20-40 mg/kg body mass) and a
long-term experimental period are needed to induce large bowel
neoplasms[15-17].
We present here a newly developed colitis-associated CRC
mouse model in which dysplasia and cancer developed within
10 wk when mice were given a single, low dose of DMH followed
by three repeated administrations of 30 g/L DSS in drinking
water. We used DSS to induce recurrence-remission cycle of
chronic colitis which was similar to humans and added a low
dose of DMH, in order to shorten CRC development period
since chronic exposure to a small amount of environmental
carcinogens is also a main cause of human CRC. In addition,
we found dysplasiae and cancers in this model showed positive
reactivity for β-catenin, but not for p53.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Animals
Forty-five specific pathogen-free BALB/c male mice weighing
25-30 g (Slaccas Experimental Animal Co. Ltd. Shanghai, China),
7 wk of age, were used. They were housed in plastic cages (5 or
6 mice/cage) with wood shavings under standard laboratory
conditions (24±0.5 temperature, 50±10% humidity, and 12 h
of light from 06.00 to 18.00). All mice were permitted free access
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to a commercial diet and DSS-supplemented or normal drinking
tap water in bottles at the Animal Laboratory Center of our
hospital.

Study design
The design for inducing colitis-associated dysplasia and/or
cancer is shown in Figure 1. At the age of 8 wk, the animals were
divided into one experimental group (group A) and 3 control
groups (groups B-D), 10-12 mice each group. The animals in
group A were subjected to three cycles of alternating administration
of distilled water containing 30 g/L synthetic dextran sulfate
sodium (DSS; mol mass 5000; Wako Pure Chemical Industries,
Led. Japan) for 7 d followed by distilled water for the subsequent
14 d after intraperitoneal pretreatment with 20 mg/kg 1,2dimethylhydrazine (DMH; Sigma-Aldrich Corp. St. Louis. MO.
USA). For comparison, control groups B to D received each of
the treatment alone or maintained as untreated control. Three
mice from group A, B, and D were sacrificed during the
experiment. Fourty-two mice were anesthesized with ether and
sacrificed at the age of 18 wk.
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11 wk

Group A
Group B
Group C
Group D

Figure 1 Experimental protocol for inducing colitis-related
colon cancer in mice. DMH, 20 mg/kg body mass, intraperitoneal injection; Saline 0.5 mL/mice intraperitoneal injecton;
30 g/L DSS in drinking water.

Observation of colitis
Changes in body weight were recorded every week throughout
the experiment. Occult blood was examined on d 3 or 4 of DSS
feeding, when DSS feeding was stopped, and once a week
thereafter. Presence of gross blood and stool consistency were
observed daily. The individuals who examined the mice were
blinded as to the experimental group to which the animals
belonged.
Histopathological evaluation
After death, the entire colorectum from the colocecal junction
to the anal verge was examined. Their length was measured ,
and then the specimen was opened longitudinally and washed
with saline. After colorectum was macroscopically inspected, it
was immediately fixed in a 40 g/L formaldehyde buffer solution
(pH 7.2).
Part of the colon was divided into three equal portions
(proximal, middle and distal). Five-six pieces/portion and 14-17
pieces/colorectum were stained with hematoxylin and eosin
(H&E) for histological processing.
The severity of UC of each colon was histologically graded
on a scale from 0-4 and expressed using the pathological index
corresponding to the following modified standard scoring
system[18]: 0, normal; 1, focal inflammatory cell infiltration
including polymorphonuclear leucocytes; 2, gland loss with
inflammatory cell infiltration or crypt abscess formation; 3,
mucosal uleration, or five or more foci of gland loss with
inflammatory cell infiltration; 4, two or more areas of mucosal
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ulceration.
Dysplasia (low and high grades) was scored according to
the criteria described by Riddell et al.[19]. Cancer was divided
into early invasive and advanced cancer. Early invasive cancer
was defined as cancer cells invading into muscularis mucosa
and/or into submucosa. Advanced cancer was defined as cancer
cells invading into muscularis propria or beyond.
A single experienced pathologist reviewed all cases blindly.

The evaluation of β -catenin and p53
To detect the expression of β-catenin and p53, we utilized the
two step immunostaining technique. Four µm think tissue
sections were dewaxed and rehydrated through changes of
xylene and graded alcohol, then to water. Endogenous
peroxidase activity was blocked by incubating the sections
with 30 g/L hydrogen peroxidase for 15 min. Heat-mediated
antigen retrieval was performed by heating the sections
(immersed in 0.01 mol/L citrate buffer, pH 6.0) in a microwave
oven (750 W) for 15 min. The slides were then washed with
phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) before incubated with primary
antibody overnight at 4 . The antibody to β-catenin (Santa
Cruz Biotechnology, Inc. USA) was a mouse monoclonal IgG1
antibody corresponding to amino acids 680-781 and was used
at a dilution of 1:800. p53 antibody (Santa Cruz Biotechnology,
Inc. USA) was a rabit polyclonal antibody that reacts with both
wild-type and mutant p53 and was used at a dilution of 1:200.
After washed with PBS, the slides were incubated for 30 min
with the EnVision+peroxidase reagent (Zhongshan Biological
Technology Co., LTD, Beijing, China). After further washed in
PBS, the slides were developed with 3,3’-diaminobenzidine
(DAB; Sigma-Aldrich Corp. St. Louis. MO. USA) for 5 min, and
the reaction was terminated in water. The slides were then
counterstained with hematoxylin, dehydrated in alcohol, and
evaluated under a light microscope. Positive controls for βcatenin expression were normal human colonic epithelia. Human
colonic adenocarcinoma were used as positive controls for p53
antibody. Omission of the primary antibody of β-catenin and
p53 was used as a negative control.
Lesions were classified as positive for β-catenin if cytoplasmic/
nuclear staining was detected (1+: 50% cells positive, 2+:
50% cell positive). Staining for p53 was considered positive
if nuclear expression was detected in more than 10% of cells.
Two experienced pathologists who were blinded to the specimen
independently examined slides, and a high level of concordance
(90%) was achieved. In case of disagreement, the slides were
reviewed and a consensus view was achieved.
Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was carried out by SPSS 11.5 for windows
statistic software. Variance tests and One-way ANOVA test
were used to compare the means of weight, length of large
bowel in different groups, the number of neoplasms, and
pathological index in different sites. P<0.05 was considered
statistically significant.
RESULTS
Body growth, fecal examination and colorectal length
At the end of the first DSS treatment period, 75.0% (18/24) mice
in groups A and B had diarrhea and occult blood or gross
blood in the feces, and these signs disappeared after the mice
drank distilled water for 14 d. However, during the second and
third administrations of DSS, only 45.5% (10/22) and 36.4% (8/22)
mice had diarrhea or occult blood, respectively.
Body growth rate was slightly lower in the mice that received
3 cycles of DSS treatment. The mean body weight of group A
and B at the end of study was significantly smaller that that of
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group D (P<0.05, Table 1).
Although the colorectal length was not affected by DMHtreatment alone, it was shortened by DSS treatment. The mean
length of colorectum of mice in groups A and B was significantly
shorter than that of mice in group D (P<0.01, Table 1).
Table 1 Body mass and colorectal length (mean±SD)
Groups
Body mass (g)

A

B

C

D

24.09±2.02a 25.9±2.020a 31.00±2.10 30.01±1.02

Colon length (cm) 8.80±0.98 b 9.37±0.90 b

12.21±0.94 12.66±0.73

Significantly different from group D (aP<0.05, bP<0.01).
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dysplasia lesions were DALMs. Four out of 26 tumours on the
distal portion of the large intestine were confirmed to be early
invasive adenocarcinomas (Figure 3C), and 3 of them arose
within a DALM. No signs of tumor development were detected
in control groups B to D.
Among the animals with dysplasia and/or cancer, the
incidence of dysplasia and/or cancer was 15.0% (6/40), 20.0%
(8/40) and 65.0% (26/40) in the proximal, middle and distal colon
segments, respectively, 4 of 10 (40.0%) animals with dysplasia
and/or cancer had lesions limited to only one colon segment, 3
animals (30.0%) had lesions in two different segments, and 3
animals (30.0%) had lesions in all three segments. Of the 3
animals with cancers, one had two synchronous cancers.

Pathology score/cancer relationship
The mice that received repeated administrations of 30 g/L DSS
showed mild colitis regardless of DMH pretreatment. Mice in
group A and B demonstrated mutiple foci of gland loss with
inflammatory cell infiltration, but not many crypt abscess
formations and mucosal ulcerations. Pathological scores in these
two groups were statically significantly higher than those in
group D (Table 2). However, there was no significant relationship
between pathology scores among three portions of group A
and B. This did not correlate well with the locations of CRC that
developed mainly on the distal segment of colorectum.
A

B

C

D

Figure 2 Induced colorectal tumors. Gross polypoid lesions
are evident on the distal and middle portions of the large
intestine (arrows).

A

B

C

Figure 3 Histopathology showing dysplastic and cancer lesions developed in the colon of mice from group A. A: Wholemount view of DALM with low-grade dysplasia, B: A slightly or
non-elevated lesion diagnosed as high-grade dysplasia, C: wholemount view of an early invasive cancer arising out of DALM.
Hematoxylin and eosin stain. Original magnification, ×10.

Incidence and distribution of dysplasia and cancer
Group A mice that received DMH pretreatment and repeated
administrations of 30 g/L DSS developed mutiple tumous in the
colorectal region. Ten of 11 (90.9%) animals were detected to
have at least one dysplasia and/or cancer lesion. Gross lesions
were noted in 5 animals (all in group A). These lesions were
dome shaped and ranged 2 to 4 mm in size, which appeared in
the distal portion of the large intestine mainly, then in the middle
portion, and none in the proximal part. (Table 2, Figure 2).
Most tumor tissues were tubular lesions with atypical severe
cellular and structural high-grade dysplasia. A small number of
lesions revealed relatively moderate dysplasia. Ten dysplasiae
were categorized as low-grade dysplasia (Figure 3A), and 26
dysplasiae as high-grade dysplasia (Figure 3B), 22 out of 36 (61.1%)

Figure 4 Immunohistochemistry of β-catenin and p53 in dysplastic lesions found in the colon of mice from group A. A:
Control colon. β-catenin was expressed exclusively on the
cell membrane. No cytoplasmic or nuclear staining was
observed, B: Dysplasia cells expressed strong cytoplasmic and
partly nuclear staining of β-catenin while other adjacent dysplastic cells showed membrane pattern of β-catenin, C: Lesions of early invasive cancer showing strong nuclear and
cytoplasmic staining of β-catenin, D: No nuclear expression
of p53 in lesions with high-grade dysplasia was observed.
Original magnification, ×40.

β -catenin and p53 expression
Four cancers, 25 dysplasiae (10 of low-grade, 15 of high-grade),
10 negative dysplasiae and 10 control animals were studied for
β-catenin and p53 expression, respectively.
In normal colon epithelial cells, β-catenin was mainly
localized at the membranes of cell-cell borders (Figure 4A).
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Table 2 Incidence of dysplasia/cancer and pathology score of UC (mean±SD)
Group
number
A
B
C
D
a

Mice

11
11
10
10

Number of dysplasiae/cancers
Proximal

Middle

0.55±0.82
0.0±0.0
0.0±0.0
0.0±0.0

0.73±0.79
0.0±0.0
0.0±0.0
0.0±0.0

Pathology score of UC

Distal

Proximal

Middle

Distal

2.36±1.12 a
0.0±0.0
0.0±0.0
0.0±0.0

1.82±0.40
2.00±0.63
0.0±0.0
0.0±0.0

1.72±0.46
1.82±0.40
0.0±0.0
0.0±0.0

1.82±0.40c
2.09±0.54c
0.0±0.0
0.0±0.0

P<0.05, significantly different from proximal and middle portion of group A; cP<0.05 significantly different from group D.

Strong (2+) β-catenin expression was seen in nuclei and
cytoplasms of cancer cells of 4 specimens (Figure 4C). Although
the intensity was relatively weaker than that in carcinoma cells,
dysplastic cells showed positivity for β-catenin in their nuclei,
cytoplasms, and cell membranes (Figure 4B). The intensity was
greater in high-grade dysplasiae (73.3% were 2+) than in lowgrade dysplasiae (30.0% were 2+). In addition, positive reaction
against β-catenin antibody was found in vascular endothelia
and infiltrated inflammatory cells. However, nuclear p53 staining
was not seen in tumor cells and dysplastic cells (Figure 4D).

DISCUSSION
The results of our experiment indicate that neither DMH
pretreatment nor repeated administration of 3% DSS induced
any tumorous lesions in the colorectum. However, their
combination induced 4 invasive adenocarcinomas and 36 lesions
with dysplasia in 11 mice within the relatively short term of 10 wk.
Therefore, a clear synergism between the two agents was
established. The histopathology of dysplasia and cancer in
this model was very similar to that seen in humans. First, the
animals developed dysplasia in both flat mucosa and DALM
identical to that seen in humans. Second, early invasive cancer
was revealed in 4 out of 40 lesions, and the data provided
evidence of a dysplasia-adenocarcinoma sequence in this
experimental system. Finally, the distribution of dysplasia/
cancer was also similar. Colon cancers in patients with UC
developed mainly on the left side of the large intestine and
transverse colon. In our experiment, DMH and DSS induced
colitis-related tumors dominant in the distal part of colon
followed by in the middle part. In human UC, dysplasia was
found in two or more segments in 42-75% of the cases and the
incidence of mutiple synchronous cancers was reported to vary
from 22-50%[20-22]. In the current study, the result also showed
that dysplasia was present in two or more segment in 60% of
the animals and the incidence of synchronous cancers was 33.3%.
However, we finished the experiment in 10 wk and only induced
four early invasive cancers.
β-catenin played a role in both cell adhesion and intracellular
signaling[23,24]. Cytoplasmic/nuclear translocation of β-catenin
was reported in human colitis-associated neoplasms[25-27] and
DSS-induced CRC mice models[28,29]. In our study, we also found
aberrant β-catenin expression immunohistochemical in dysplasia
and cancer in mice treated with DMH and DSS. Furthermore,
We noticed that cancinoma, high- and low-grade dysplasiae
had different intensities and distributions of β-catenin.
However, we don’t know whether the translocation of β-catenin
was due to loss of APC function or a direct mutation of β-catenin
itself. This change might be associated with the progression
from dysplasia to cancer. Our model are disimilar regarding the
role of p53. Nuclear expression of p53 was a relatively early event
in UC-related CRC compared with sporadic colon neoplasia[30-32].
However, in the current study, p53 immunohistochemical
expression was not detected in colonic dysplasia and cancer.
This findings might be due to the absence or low frequency of
p53 mutations in colitis-related cancer mouse model. It is also

possible that p53 mutations occurred at a later stage of cancer.
In conclusion, this study provides a novel colitis-associated
mouse colon neoplasm model which features a single dose of
procarcinogen followed by induction of chronic UC in a
relatively short term. Futher studies on molecular mechanism
or chemopreventive agents of this model may help us better
understand CRC in patients with UC.
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Abstract
AIM: Smoking may affect adversely the response rate to
interferon-α. Our objective was to verify this issue among
chronic hepatitis C patients.
METHODS: Over the year 1998, 138 chronic hepatitis C
male Egyptian patients presenting to Cairo Liver Center,
were divided on the basis of smoking habit into: group I
which comprised 38 smoker patients (>30 cigarettes/d)
and group II which included 84 non-smoker patients.
Irregular and mild smokers (16 patients) were excluded.
Non eligible patients for interferon-α therapy were excluded
from the study and comprised 3/38 (normal ALT) in group
I and 22/84 in group II (normal ALT, advanced cirrhosis
and thrombocytopenia). Group I was randomly allocated
into 2 sub-groups: group Ia comprised 18 patients who
were subjected to therapeutic phlebotomy while sub-group
Ib consisted of 17 patients who had no phlebotomy. In
sub-group Ia, 3 patients with normal ALT after repeated
phlebotomies were excluded from the study. Interferon-α
2b 3 MU/TIW was given for 6 mo to 15 patients in group
Ia, 17 patients in group Ib and 62 patients in group II.
Biochemical, virological end-of- treatment and sustained
responses were evaluated.
RESULTS: At the end of interferon-α treatment, ALT was
normalized in 3/15 patients (20%) in group Ia and 2/17
patients (11.8%) in group Ib compared to17/62 patients
(27.4%) in group II (P=0.1). Whereas 2/15 patients (13.3%)
in group Ia. and 2/17 patients (11.8%) in group Ib lost
viraemia compared to 13/62 patients (26%) in group II
(P = 0.3). Six months later, ALT was persistently normal
in 2/15 patients (13.3%) in group 1a and 1/17 patients
(5.9%) in group Ib compared to 9/62 patients (14.5%) in
group II (P = 0.47). Viraemia was eliminated in 1/15 patients
(6.7%) in group Ia and 1/17 patients (5.9%) in group Ib
compared to 7/62 patients (11.3%) in group II, but the
results did not mount to statistical significance (P = 0.4).
CONCLUSION: Smokers suffering from chronic hepatitis
C tend to have a lower response rate to interferon-α compared

to non-smokers. Therapeutic phlebotomy improves the
response rate to interferon-α therapy among this group.
El-Zayadi A, Selim O, Hamdy H, El-Tawil A, Badran HM, Attia
M, Saeed A. Impact of cigarette smoking on response to
interferon therapy in chronic hepatitis C Egyptian patients.
World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(20): 2963-2966
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INTRODUCTION
It has been reported that cigarette smoking causes a variety of
life threatening disorders such as pulmonary, cardiovascular,
neoplastic, secondary polycythemia and others[1]. In addition,
cigarette smoking has hepatotoxicity independent from
alcoholic cirrhosis[2,3] and chronic hepatitis B virus carriers[4].
It increases the 5-year mortality rates of patients with alcoholic
cirrhosis [5]. Furthermore, tobacco consumption has been
associated with an increased risk of hepatocellular carcinoma
(HCC) in patients with viral hepatitis[6-8]. A recent report has
found that cigarette smoking was associated with increased
fibrosis and histological activity in chronic hepatitis C (CHC)
patients. It suggested that cigarette smoking could influence
liver disease either by direct hepatotoxicity through its various
constituents or secondary to erythrocytosis, immunological
impact or synergistic effect with other factors such as alcohol[9].
The spectrum of liver injury in patients with CHC is broad
and many factors influence the severity and progression of
the lesion such as age[10], route of infection[11], genotype[12],
concomitant chronic hepatitis B virus (HBV) infection[13] and
others. Furthermore, many factors influence the natural history
of CHC, clinical picture, and response to therapy, yet not all
identified factors[12]. The adverse effects of heavy smoking
particularly the response to therapy among CHC patients have
been overlooked. Accordingly, we were motivated to study the
impact of heavy smoking on clinical presentation, laboratory
parameters and response to interferon-α (IFN-α) therapy in
these patients.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Over the year 1998, 138 CHC Egyptian male patients presenting
to Cairo Liver Center for assessment of eligibility to interferon
therapy were recruited. All patients met the following inclusion
criteria: hepatitis C virus (HCV) antibody positive for ELISA,
detectable HCV-RNA (Innolipa PCR) in serum, negative for
HBsAg (Abbot ELISA), absent clinical and ultrasonographic
evidence of cirrhosis, no ascites or hepatocellular carcinoma.
No patient had received previous course of IFN-α therapy.
A standardized questionnaire to assess the smoking history
was used[14] and accordingly all patients were divided into:
smokers (group I) which consisted of 38 patients who smoked
>30 cigarettes/d and non-smokers (group II) which included 84
patients who never smoked. Sixteen patients who were irregular,
mild and passive smokers as well as pipe water and cigar smokers
were excluded owing to difficulty in calculating smoking index.
All patients in both groups were residents away from known
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districts of high carbon monoxide pollution. None of the patients
received drugs causing haemolysis over the preceding 6 mo
period. All patients in both groups were assessed for
haemoglobin, haematocrit, serum iron, and liver profile before
liver biopsy. Patients who had persistently normal transaminases
or had thrombocytopenia (platelet count less than 80 000/mm3,
1 patient from group 1 and 16 patients from group 2) were
considered non-eligible to interferon therapy and therefore
excluded from the study.
Liver biopsy was performed using a true-cut needle to 37
patients from group I and 68 patients from group II scheduled
for IFN-α therapy. All liver biopsy specimens were fixed in
formalin, embedded in paraffin and routinely processed. The
histological grade of disease activity and fibrosis was assessed
using a reproducible scoring system[15] as follows: A 1 to A 3
for the degree of necroinflammatory activity (A 1 = mild, A3 =
marked) and stage F0 to F4 for the degree of fibrosis (F0 = no
fibrosis, F4 = cirrhosis). Two patients from group 1 and 6 patients
from group 2 who had F4 (established cirrhosis) were also
eliminated from IFN-α therapy. Iron staining using Perl’s stain
was done to non-cirrhotic specimen in both groups and scored
according to percentage of iron stained hepatocyte.
Phlebotomy at a 2-wk interval till achieving low normal serum
iron level was performed to 18 randomly allocated cases in
group I patients (Ia), whereas 17 smoker patients had no
phlebotomy and formed group Ib. Before undergoing phlebotomy
all patients were instructed about its possible complications and
all gave informed consent. None of the patients developed serious
complications and all continued their schedule of phlebotomy.
On serial ALT follow up, persistent normalization of ALT was
observed in 3 patients in group Ia and therefore they were
excluded from interferon therapy.
Thirty two smoker patients (15 from group1a and 17 from
group 1b) and 62 non smoker patients from group II with
persistent elevation of ALT received IFN-α therapy -3 MU TIW
for 6 mo with serial evaluation of transaminases and test for
HCV-RNA at the end of treatment and 6 mo later.
Statistical data was presented as mean±SD for the numeric
variables. t-test was performed to compare both groups to each
other. Response to therapy was categorized into responders
and non-responders then presented into cross tables. χ 2
analysis was performed to assist the difference between the
two groups. A P value of less than 0.05 was accepted as a level
of significance.

RESULTS
Patients in group 1 had a significantly higher haemoglobin
level ranging 16.1-19.1 g/dL with a mean of 16.9±0.54 g/dL
compared to the patients in group 2 whose haemoglobin level
ranged 13.5-16.3 g/dL with a mean of 15.3±0.59 g/dL. All patients
in group 1 (100%) had a haemoglobin level exceeding 16 g/dL
compared to 12/84 (14.3%) in patients of group 2.
The haematocrit level among group 1 patients ranged
56.1-61.4% with a mean of 56.3±0.86%, while group 2 patients had
a haematocrit level ranging 45-55.9% with a mean of 54.8±1.16%,
the difference was statistically significant (P<0.005). All patients
in group 1 had a haematocrit value exceeding 55% compared to
14.3% of group 2 patients.
The mean serum iron level was significantly higher in group
1 (160.4±38.36 µg/dL) with a range of 100.3-283 µg/dL compared
to group 2 (148.8±28.11 µg/dL) with a range of 90-194.3 µg/dL
(P<0.05). Serum iron in 12 (31.5%) patients of group 1 was
above normal level.
The mean serum uric acid level was 5.4±1.0 mg/dL in group
1 (range of 4-9 mg/dL) compared to 5.0±0.7 mg/dL (range of
3.8-6.9 mg/dL) in group 2, and the results were statistically
significant (P<0.01).
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Liver biopsy was performed to 37 patients from group 1 and
68 patients from group 2. Mild hepatitis was recorded in 10
(27%) patients of group 1 and 39 (57.4%) of group 2, whereas
17 patients (45.9%) of group 1 and 20 patients (29.4%) of group
2 had moderate hepatitis. Severe hepatitis was recorded in 8
patients (21.6%) of group 1 and 3 patients (4.4%) of group 2.
Cirrhosis was recorded in 2 patients (5.4%) of group 1 and 6
patients (88%) of group 2. Iron staining using semiquantitative
Perl’s stain was positive with predominant periportal localization
and associated steatosis in 3 (8.6%) patients of group 1 and 1
patient (1.5%) of group 2.
The end treatment biochemical response (ETBR) was
reported in 5 patients (15.6%) of group 1 and 17 patients (27.4%)
of group 2. Six months later only 3 patients (9.4%) of group 1
showed sustained normal ALT compared to 9 patients (14.5%)
of group 2. The end treatment virological response (ETVR) was
reported in 4 patients (12.5%) of group 1 and 3 patients (26%)
of group 2. Six-months later, the sustained virological response
(SVR) was reported in 2 patients (6.3%) of group 1 and 7 patients
(11.3%) of group 2, but the differences did not reach statistical
significance (P>0.05).
Among group I patients, ETBR in patients who had
phlebotomy (group Ia) was recorded in 3 patients (20%)
compared to 2 patients (11.8%) in those underwent no
phlebotomy (group Ib). Two patients (13.3%) in group Ia had
sustained biochemical response (SBR) compared to 1 patient
(5.9%) in group 2b.
ETVR was found in 2 patients (13.3%) of group Ia compared
to 2 patients (11.8%) of group Ib. SVR after 6 mo obtained in 1
patient of both groups (6.7% and 5.9%) respectively. Therefore,
repeated phlebotomy increased both ETBR and SBR, but had
no effect on virological responses (ETVR or SVR).
In group Ia repeated phlebotomy led to a significant decrease
in mean ALT level from 167±50.3 to 112±377 IU/L (P<0.01).

DISCUSSION
Many studies have shown that smoking is an independent
factor contributing to progression of HBV induced cirrhosis[4],
alcoholic cirrhosis[1] and HCC development[6-8]. A recent French
study has shown similarly that smoking favors progression to
cirrhosis in chronic HCV infection independent of other comorbid conditions[9].
The impact of smoking on various liver disorders has been
extrapolated from experimental studies .It has been suggested
that tobacco induced liver injury is ascribed to oxidative stress
associated with lipid peroxidation [16,17]. In patients with CHC,
the reduction in the concentration of hepatic, plasmatic and
lymphocytic glutathione could favor the hepatotoxic effect of
smoking[18]. Data from experimental studies suggest that nicotine,
a major component of tobacco smoke, was rapidly absorbed
through the lungs and released into circulation. Thereafter, it is
mainly metabolized through the liver inducing lesions
characterized by steatosis and focal or confluent necrosis[19].
A recent study demonstrated that smoking was mainly related
to increased inflammatory activity but not to the stage of fibrosis[20],
whereas Pessione et al.[9] provided evidence that smoking
could worsen the degree of fibrosis in CHC independent of
other co-morbid conditions. Advanced fibrosis adversely
affected the response to interferon therapy[21,22], but this could
not explain why smokers had lower response to interferon
therapy compared to non-smokers as patients in both groups
had comparable histopathological affection at entry of study.
Cigarette smoking could increase generation of oxygen radicals.
Chronic viral hepatitis patients who were cigarette smokers
tended to have lower levels of natural anti-oxidants compared
to non-smokers[23].
Smoking could induce a secondary form of polycythemia.

El-Zayadi A et al. Smoking and hepatitis C virus

Smoker’s polycythemia was attributable to increased carbon
monoxide. The latter interfered with oxygen transport and
utilization[24]. Secondary polycythemia may be associated with
increased red cell turnover and subsequent rise of serum iron
and tissue iron. In support of this hypothesis in our study, all
smoker groups had higher hemoglobin and haematocrit
compared to non-smoker group. In our study all HCV smoker
patients had higher serum iron compared to HCV non-smoker
patients as well.
It has long been recognized that hepatic iron overload could
promote hepatic fibrosis in hereditary haemochromatosis[25].
Serum iron stores were frequently increased in patients with
CHC[26]. Enhanced liver fibrosis has been reported in HCV
infected patients with stainable iron in liver biopsy compared
with controls with no detectable liver iron[27]. The mechanism
by which iron accumulates in CHC patients has not been
established but might in part be the result of iron release from
damaged hepatocytes[28].
Another possible mechanism is that smoker polycythemia
contributes to increased serum iron by increased cell turnover.
In support of this point of view, it was found that phlebotomy
ameliorated not only symptoms related to smoker’s polycythemia,
but also transaminase level and resulted in persistent
normalization of ALT level in 3/38 smoker patients. In our study,
non-smoker patients had a better-sustained virological
response rate compared to smoker patients. Although,
phlebotomy resulted in a slight amelioration response rate, but
results did not reach statistical significance. Many reports[29,30]
showed significant improvement in serum ALT levels in
interferon non-responders when they underwent iron reduction
by therapeutic venesection. Three prospective, randomized
controlled trials showed that iron reduction could increase the
response rate to interferon therapy. While another multi-center
trials showed no significant improvement in response of CHC
to iron reduction treatment, although, histological improvement
was documented even in patients with iron therapy alone[31].
This could be explained by other possible mechanisms such
as immune alterations. Cigarette smoking may induce immune
impairment by increasing apoptosis of lymphocytes, and
counteracting interferon effect[32]. It was shown that tobacco
smoking had a suppressive effect on human immunity as a
result of decreased serum concentration of immunoglobulins
and lysosyme decreased absolute number of (CD16+) NK-cells
and elevated population of (CD8+) T-cytotoxic lymphocytes
entailing a decrease in CD4+/CD8+ ratio[33]. Cigarette smokers
exhibited impaired NK cytotoxic activity and unbalanced
production of pro- and anti-inflammatory cytokines[34]. Smoking
could alter immune response either directly through impairment
of antigen receptor mediated signal transduction pathways
leading to T cell anergy[35] or indirectly through brain immune
interactions[36].
In conclusion, smokers suffering from CHC tend to have
lower response to IFN-α compared to non-smokers. Therapeutic
phlebotomy improves the response rate to IFN-α therapy among
this group. This deserves further evaluation in prospective
study. Chronic hepatitis C patients should be advised to avert
smoking before embarking on interferon therapy.
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Abstract
AIM: RNA interference (RNAi) is a newly discovered
phenomenon provoked by dsRNA. The dsRNA is initially
cleaved by Dicer into 21-23 nt small interfering RNA (siRNA)
and can then specifically target homologous mRNA for
degradation by cellular ribonucleases. RNAi has been
successfully utilized to down-regulate the endogenous gene
expression or suppress the replication of various pathogens
in mammalian cells. In this study, we investigated whether
vector-based siRNA promoted by U6 (pSilencer1.0-U6)
could efficiently inhibit HBV replication in cell culture.
METHODS: pSilencer vectors with inserts targeting on
different regions of HBV genome were constructed. These
plasmids were co-transfected with pHBV3.8 into Huh-7 cells
via lipofection and viral antigens were measured by ELISA.
Viral RNA was analyzed by Northern blot. The mRNA of
MxA and 2’-5’OAS was reverse transcribed and quantified
by real-time PCR.
RESULTS: Vector-based siRNA could potently reduce
hepatitis B virus antigen expression in transient replicative
cell culture. Furthermore, Northern blot analysis showed
that viral RNA was effectively degraded, thus eliminating
the messengers for protein expression as well as template
for reverse transcription. Real-time PCR analysis of cellular
MxA and 2’-5’OAS gene expression revealed that vectorbased siRNA did not provoke the interferon pathway which
reassured the specificity of the vector-based RNA
interference technique.
CONCLUSION: Our results indicate that RNA interference
may be a potential tool to control HBV infection.
Zhang XN, Xiong W, Wang JD, Hu YW, Xiang L, Yuan ZH.
siRNA-mediated inhibition of HBV replication and expression.
World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(20): 2967-2971
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INTRODUCTION
Hepatitis B virus is a severe infectious pathogen causing
chronic liver diseases and increasing risk of hepatocellular
carcinoma[1]. Although recombinant vaccines are widely
available[2], HBV infection is still a big challenge to the societies

all over the world. Until now, interferon-α and nucleoside
analogs, such as lamivudine, are of the few drugs capable of
inhibiting HBV replication. However, interferon treatment
usually results in a limited percentage of complete response
and relapses generally occur without further treatment.
Lamivudine, a strong inhibitor of HBV’s reverse-transcriptase,
has been proved to be highly effective in blocking its genome
replication. Nevertheless, a significant portion of patients
relapsed after cessation of treatment. With prolonged treatment,
escape mutants would develop[3].
RNA interference is a newly discovered phenomenon
present in almost all eukaryotes[4,5]. It is activated by dsRNA,
which is subsequently cleaved by Dicer into 21-23 nt small
interfering RNAs (siRNA). The siRNAs are then unwound by
RISC (siRNA induced silencing complex) in the presence of
ATP. The activated RISC binds to and degrades target mRNA
guided by the single strand siRNA. In mammals, long dsRNA
can activate protein kinase R (PKR) and RNaseL, which are key
components of the interferon signaling pathway, thus causing
unspecific effects, whereas 21-23 nt siRNAs are short enough
to bypass them[6]. Many studies have been carried out to silence
a number of RNA viruses by RNA interference, such as human
immunodeficiency virus (HIV), hepatitis C virus (HCV) and
poliovirus, etc [7-11]. As hepatitis B virus (HBV) utilizes
pregenomic RNA for synthesis of viral DNA via reverse
transcription, it is also an ideal candidate for RNAi. Recently,
vector-based RNAi technique, which uses endogenous U6 or
H1 promoter to generate small interfering RNA (siRNA) in vivo,
has become a new and economical system to achieve gene
silencing[12,13]. In this study, we investigated whether vectorbased siRNA promoted by U6 (pSilencer1.0-U6) could efficiently
inhibit HBV replication in cell culture.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
TRIzol reagent, Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM),
fetal calf serum and antibiotics were from GIBCO BRL.
Restriction endonucleases were supplied by MBI Fermentas.
SuperScript II reverse transcriptase was from Invitrogen,
Carlsbad. DNA sequence primers were synthesized by CASarray,
Shanghai. pSilencer 1.0-U6 was from Ambion, Austin. HBsAg
and HBeAg ELISA kit were purchased from Shanghai SIIC
Kehua Biotech. pHBV3.8 plasmid encoding the whole transcript
of HBV DNA (adr subtype) from the core promoter to the polyA
signal region (nucleotides 1403-3215 plus 1 to 1987), was
constructed as a 1.2 copy insert of the full-length HBV genome
into vector pBS+ (Stratagene) via restriction enzyme EcoRI
and PstI sites (kindly provided by Professor. Yuan Wang,
Institute of Biochemistry, Academia Sinica, Shanghai). After
transfected into Huh-7 cells, the pHBV3.8 could express both
HBV surface antigen (HBsAg) and E antigen (HBeAg), and the
replication of HBV could be initiated. Plasmid pcDNA-CAT
containing the chloramphenicol acetyltransferase (CAT) gene
under control of the CMV promoter was co-transfected as
internal control. The expression of CAT could be measured by
CAT ELISA kit (Roche, Mannheim, Germany).
Cell culture and transfection
Huh-7 cell line was maintained in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s
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medium supplemented with 100 mL/L fetal calf serum, 2 mmol/mL
L-glutamine,100 µg/mL penicillin and 100 units/mL streptomycin
(GIBCO BRL). The cells were incubated in a humidified incubator
at 37 containing 50 mL/L CO2. Cell viability was estimated by
the trypan blue dye exclusion method. Huh-7 cells were
transfected using FuGENE6 cationic liposome (Roche,
Mannheim, Germany), and cells were harvested 48 h and 72 h
after transfection, respectively. Experiments were performed in
triplicate.

Target sequence selection and insertion sequence synthesis
By aligning different subtypes of HBV genome and using the
Ambion web-based software, we selected 3 regions of high
conservation designated as si-HBV1, 2 and 3 to be the target
sequence. The target sequence of si-HBV1 was located in S
region as well as P region of the HBV genome (nt 310 to 328), siHBV2 and 3 were both in the C region (nt 1868 to 1886 for
HBV2, nt 2373 to 2391 for HBV3). si-HBV1, 2 and 3 had the
siRNA sequences completely identical to the target sequence
of pHBV3.8. To create pSilencer plasmids, we used the primers:
5’-TTCGCAGTCCCCAACCTCCTTCAAGAGAGGAGGTTGG
GGACTGCGAATTTTTT-3’ (sense) and 5’-AGCTAAAAAATT
CGCAGTCCCCAACCTCCTCTCTTGAAGGAGGTTGGGGACTG
CGAAGGCC-3’ (antisense) for pSi-HBV1; 5’-GCCTCCAAGC
TGTGCCTTGTTCAAGAGACAAGGCACAGCTTGGAGGCTTTT
TT-3 ’ (sense) and 5’AGCTAAAAAAGCCTCCAAGCTGTGCC
TTGTCTCTTGAACAAGGCACAGCTTGGAGGCGGCC-3’
(antisense) for pSi-HBV2; 5’-GAAGAACTCCCTCGCCTCGTT
CAAGAGACGAGGCGAGGGAGTTCTTCTTTTTT-3’ (sense)
and 5’AGCTAAAAAAGAAGAACTCCCTCGCCTCGTCTCT
TGAACGAGGCGAGGGAGTTCTTCGGCC-3’ (antisense) for
pSi-HBV3.
HBV2 C1 HBV3

HBV1

X
3.5 kb
2.4 kb
2.1 kb
0.9 kb

Pol
preC

C
preS1 preS2 S
X

U6 promoter

19nt sense 9nt loop 19nt antisense TTTTTT

Predicted structure of the transcribed RNA
5’
3’UU

Figure 1 Design of siRNAs specific for HBV genome. A: Downward arrows show the target sites within the RNA transcripts.
The HBV ORFs are shown below aligned with HBV mRNA. B:
Schematic presentation of U6 promoter constructs. The inverted 19 nt sequences are separated by a 9 nt loop, transcription ends with 5Ts. The resulting shRNA (short hairpin RNA)
are predicted to fold back to form a hairpin RNA.

In this study, the target sequences used by Shlomai et al.[14] for
pSuper core1 (nt 2191 to 2209) and pSuper X (nt 1649 to 1667)
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were also included for comparison (Figure 1) with slight
modifications to suit the DNA sequence of pHBV3.8. The oligo
sequences were: 5’-AATCAGACAACTACTGTGGTTCAAGA
GACCACAGTAGTTGTCTGATTTTTTTT-3’ (sense) and 5’AGCTAAAAAAAATCAGACAACTACTGTGGTCTCTTGAACC
ACAGTAGTTGTCTGATTGGCC-3’ (antisense) for pSi-core1;
5’-GGTCTTACATAAGAGCACTTTCAAGAGAAGTGCTCTT
ATGTAAGACCTTTTTT-3’ (sense) and 5’-AGCTAAAAAAG
GTCTTACATAAGAGCACTTCTCTTGAAAGTGCTCTTATGTA
AGACCGGCC-3’ (antisense) for pSi-X.
pSi-EGFP-h was a control vector with insertion sequence
targeting on EGFP gene. The synthesized oligos were:
5’-GACGTAAACGGCCACAAGTTTCAAGAGAACTTGTGG
CCGTTTACGTCTTTTTT-3’ (sense) and5’-AGCTAAAAAAG
ACGTAAACGGCCACAAGTTCTCTTGAAACTTGTGGCCGTT
TACGTCGGCC-3’ (antisense).

Plasmid constructs
The oligos were annealed and cloned into ApaI-HindIII sites
of pSilencer as described in the pSilencer 1.0 U6 manual
(Ambion). All the plasmids constructed were confirmed by DNA
sequencing.
Quantitiation of HBsAg and HBeAg
The HBsAg and HBeAg secreted into the culture media were
measured by diagnostic ELISA kit (Shanghai SIIC Kehua Biotech).
Northern blot analysis of viral RNA
Total RNA was extracted directly from transfected cells using
TRIzol reagent (Gibco BRL). After 30 min of DNaseI digestion
of remaining DNA, total RNA was re-extracted by TRIzol,
precipitated and dissolved in DEPC-H2O. Ten micrograms of total
RNA was electrophoresed on 10 g/L formaldehyde-agarose
gel and then transferred to nylon membranes (Roche, Mannheim,
Germany). After fixation at 120 for 30 min, the membrane was
prehybridized for 6 h at 42 in 5×SSC, 5×Denhardt’s solution,
10 g/L SDS, 50 g/L formaldehyde, 0.1 mg/mL salmon sperm
DNA ,followed by hybridization with full-length HBV DNA
probes labeled with [α-32P] dCTP by hexamer random labeling
kit (Roche, Mannheim, Germany) under the same condition of
prehybridization at 42
for 16 h. After a stringent washing
process at 68 , the signals were detected by autoradiography,
then the blots were quantified by densitometry. The 28 s and
18 s rRNA were visualized under ultraviolet light for equal
loading control. The values of HBV blots were normalized by
monitoring the expression of an internal control CAT by CAT
ELISA (Roche, Mannheim, Germany).
Quantitative real-time PCR
Huh-7 cells in 6-well plates were transfected with 2 µg of various
plasmids. After 48 h of transfection, total RNA was extracted as
described above. RNA was denatured for 5 min at 65 in the
presence of random hexamer, immediately cooled in ice water,
then reverse transcribed using SuperScript II reversetranscriptase according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Realtime PCR (iCycler, Bio-Rad) was performed as instructed by
iCycler resource guide. Reactions with no reverse transcriptase
enzyme added were performed in parallel. Briefly, reactions were
carried out in 25 µL volume containing 2 µL of template (cDNA
or RNA), 400 nmol/L of each forward and reverse primer and 1X
SybrGreenI PCR Master Mix (Roche). To quantitate cellular
transcripts, dilutions of plasmids containing the human GAPDH
gene were run in parallel. The experiment was performed twice.
The primer sequences used included: 5’-GGTATCGTGGAAGG
ACTCATGAC3’ (sense) and 5’-ATGCCAGTGAGCTTCCCGT
TCAGC 3’ (antisense) for GAPDH; 5’-GCTACACACCGTGACG
GATATGG 3’ (sense) and 5’-CGAGCTGGATTGGAAAGCCC3’
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Figure 3 Effect of RNAi on HBV gene transcription detected
by Northern blot. A: Northern blot experiment of HBV
transcripts. The 28 s and 18s rRNAs were visualized under
ultraviolet light for equal loading control. B: The hybridization signal was quantitatively evaluated by SmartviewTM image analysis software (Shanghai Fu-ri Inc).
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Figure 2 Effect of RNAi on HBV protein expression in transiently transfected Huh-7 cells.

Reduction of HBV viral transcripts by RNAi
To determine whether viral pregenomic RNA and other
transcripts were efficiently degraded by siRNA, Northern blot
assay was carried out using 32P-labeled full length HBV fragment
as the probe generated with a random-primed labeling kit.
Compared with control vector pSi-EGFP-h, significant reduction
of all the viral transcripts was observed when pSilencer vectors
targeting on specific HBV RNA were used (Figure 3). Among
them, pSi-HBV1 and pSi-HBV2 were much more efficient with
over 90% reduction in viral RNAs.
Vector-based siRNA could not activate interferon response
To rule out the possibility that inhibition of HBV gene expression
and replication by vector-based siRNA was due to the dsRNAinduced activation of IFN pathway, we compared the mRNA

Relative fold change (log)

B

HBeAg relative to empty vector

A

HBsAg relative to empty vector

RESULTS
Inhibition of HBV gene expression in transiently transfected Huh-7
cells by RNAi
pSilencer, pSi-EGFP-h and other derivatives targeting on
different regions of HBV genome were co-transfected with
pHBV3.8 in the ratio of 10:1 into Huh-7 cells. pcDNA-CAT was
also transfected as internal control. The secreted viral antigens,
HBsAg and HBeAg in the culture media were quantified 48 h
and 72 h after transfection. Transfection efficiencies were
standardized by measurement of CAT using CAT ELISA Kit.
Compared with control vector, HBsAg and HBeAg expressions
were reduced by about 60% in average when measured 48 h
after transfection (Figure 2). When the antiviral effect of siRNA
was assessed 72 h post-transfection, the silencing effect was
still apparent, indicating the stability of the transcribed RNAi.
Among all the siRNAs used, pSi-HBV1 targeting on S gene as
well as P gene of HBV genome was most potent, as HBsAg and
HBeAg were reduced 86% and 83% 72 h after transfection,
respectively.

levels of IFN-induced genes 2’-5’OAS and MxA by quantitative
real-time PCR 48 h after transfection of siRNA generating
plasmids. Compared with mock-transfected Huh-7 cells, IFN
induced about 10 000 and 100-fold increase in 2’-5’OAS and
MxA mRNA levels, respectively. While the transfection of pSiHBV plasmids only led to 1.67-fold and 0.71-fold (in average)
induction of MxA and 2’-5’OAS, respectively, thus eliminating
the non-specific effect of siRNAs (Figure 4).

Viral RNA relative to empty vector

(antisense) for MxA; 5’-TCAGAAGAGAAGCCAACGTGA-3’
(sense) and 5’-CGGAGACAGCGAGGGTAAAT-3’ (antisense)
for 2’-5’OAS.
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Figure 4 Effect of RNAi on IFN-induced genes. Real-time
PCR quantification of MxA and 2’-5’ OAS. The copy number of
MxA and 2’-5’OAS were normalized with GAPDH. The relative fold induction of each gene compared with mock transfection is shown.

DISCUSSION
Numerous reports have demonstrated that RNAi can block
replication of various types of mammalian viruses, including
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two retroviruses, human immunodeficiency virus (HIV)[7,15-17]
and Rous sarcoma virus[18]; a negative-strand RNA virus,
respiratory syncytial virus (RSV)[19], two positive-stranded RNA
virus, hepatitis C virus (HCV)[9,20,21] and poliovirus[10]; and a
DNA virus, human papillomavirus[22]. Although HBV is a DNA
virus, its replication requires a key step of reverse transcription
for synthesis of viral DNA from pregenomic RNA, which is
quite different from other DNA viruses. Therefore, HBV is
assumed to be susceptible to siRNA not only at the level of
post-transcription, but also at the level of replication.
In this study, we demonstrated that vector-based siRNA
could significantly inhibit HBV antigen expression (both HBsAg
and HBeAg) in hepatocytes. Furthermore, Northern blot
analysis revealed that HBV pregenomic RNA and other shorter
transcripts were diminished in the presence of specific siRNAs.
Our results were different from a previous report[14], which
demonstrated that pSuper-core1 and pSuper-core2 did not
inhibit HBsAg and resulted in only a minor reduction of about
13% in the 3.5-kb transcript whereas pSuper-X reduced both
HBsAg and HBcAg, and resulted in a significant reduction of
about 68% at the level of all the viral transcripts. However, they
were consistent with McCaffrey et al.[23] that siRNA targeting
on the pregenomic RNA in the overlap region of the C and P
open reading frames (ORF) reduced the levels of 2.4- and 2.1-kb
RNAs and serum HBsAg even though it did not directly target
on these RNAs. It can be assumed that HBV-specific siRNA
first recognizes and degrades the corresponding sequence of
viral pregenomic RNA, consequently depleting template for
reverse transcription. Decreased synthesis of viral DNA then
further influences the life cycle of HBV genome, especially in
transcription and translation, thereby resulting in the overall
inhibition of viral RNA and proteins.
Among the selected siRNAs, si-HBV1 is the most potent in
inhibiting HBV replication. As si-HBV1 targeted on S region of
the virus, multiple viral RNAs would be inhibited. Besides, it
could also down-regulate the expression of P gene (the S ORF
is within the P ORF), thus inhibiting viral replication in trans.
These factors might explain, at least in part, why si-HBV1 has
the highest efficacy.
Compared with the general nonspecific shutdown of cellular
protein synthesis by double-stranded RNA (dsRNA) mediated
primarily by IFN-α/β through the induction of protein kinase R
(PKR) and RNaseL, the main known advantage of RNAi
strategies is its high specificity on gene silencing. Attention
has been paid to the potential non-specific effects of RNAi
recently. Bridge et al.[24] found that a substantial number of
siRNA vectors could trigger an interferon response. Sledz et al.[25]
reported that transfection of siRNA resulted in interferon
mediated activation of the Jak-Stat pathway and global upregulation of IFN-stimulated genes. Although Kapadia et al.[20]
and we did not detect the activation of known IFN-inducible
pathways after transfection of siRNA or siRNA generating
plasmids, the overall inhibition of viral RNAs by RNAi in our
study and others still raise the possibility that RNAi may have
some sequence-independent antiviral effects at certain doses.
Overdose of siRNA or accumulation of unprocessed or
aberrantly processed Pol III transcripts may trigger interferon
response. Hence, further studies are required to optimize the
dose and structure of short-haipin RNA as well as the delivery
strategy to minimize the non-specific effects.
Taken together, our data show that RNAi is an attractive
new strategy to inhibit the replication of hepatitis B virus. But
to really apply this phenomenon to medical therapy, many
problems are yet to be solved. One major problem is the selection
of target sequence. Although there have been some online
tools to help select the target sequence, the result is not always
satisfactory. Recently, a theory has been proposed that siRNAs
with relative stability at the 5’ end of the sense strand, relative
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instability at the 5’ end of the antisense strand and the cleavage
site will most probably be the most effective ones[26-28]. These
findings have significantly enlarged our knowledge of target
selection, but the best siRNA should still be selected empirically.
Therefore, a simple method of finding out the best target is
urgently needed. Another major problem is how to efficiently
and specifically deliver the siRNA-expressing vectors to the
target cell types[29]. At present, retroviral or lentiviral vectors
containing RNAi cassettes seem to be a good delivery system
in carrying out gene silencing in vivo[30,31]. Chemically modified
synthetic siRNA, which could be delivered into cells without
cationic lipid carrier also holds promise for a future therapeutic
agent[8]. With the advance in newly established techniques,
RNAi may provide an effective therapeutic solution for HBV
infection in the near future.
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Abstract
AIM: To explore the role of hepatitis C virus (HCV) envelope
protein 2 (E2) in the induction of apoptosis.
METHODS: A carboxyterminal truncated E2 (E2-661) was
transiently expressed in several cultured mammalian cell
lines or stably expressed in Chinese hamster ovary (CHO)
cell line. Cell proliferation was assessed by 3H thymidine
uptake. Apoptosis was examined by Hoechst 33258
staining, flow cytometry and DNA fragmentation analysis.
RESULTS: Reduced proliferation was readily observed in
the E2-661 expressing cells. These cells manifested the
typical features of apoptosis, including cell shrinkage,
chromatin condensation and hypodiploid genomic DNA
content. Similar apoptotic cell death was observed in an
E2-661 stably expressing cell line.
CONCLUSION: HCV E2 can induce apoptosis in cultured
mammalian cells.
Zhu LX, Liu J, Xie YH, Kong YY, Ye Y, Wang CL, Li GD, Wang
Y. Expression of hepatitis C virus envelope protein 2 induces
apoptosis in cultured mammalian cells. World J Gastroenterol
2004; 10(20): 2972-2978
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INTRODUCTION
Hepatitis C virus (HCV) is the major causative agent of posttransfusion and community-acquired hepatitis. HCV has been
classified in the Hepacivirus genus within the Flaviviridae
family that includes flaviviruses, such as yellow fever and
dengue viruses, and animal pestiviruses, such as bovine viral
diarrhea virus (BVDV). Infection with HCV usually leads to
chronic hepatitis. Although the mechanism for virus persistence
is poorly understood, the high mutation rate of viral envelope
proteins[1,2] and the suppression of the host immune system[3-5]
are believed to contribute to the chronic infection. Analysis of
peripheral blood mononuclear cells and liver biopsies from
chronic patients suggested that HCV infection could induce
apoptosis, which may help the virus escape the immune
surveillance and causes liver injuries[6-11]. In vitro studies with

either HCV full length RNA[12] or cDNA[13] have demonstrated
that apoptosis could be induced by viral proteins. Several
independent studies suggested that the viral core protein could
induce apoptosis in cultured mammalian cell lines[14,15], while
others using similar systems obtained different results[16-18].
Therefore, the viral molecule (s) responsible for the induction
of apoptosis has not been clearly identified.
Some members in the Flaviviridae family, e.g. dengue and
Langat viruses, could induce apoptosis during infection[19-22].
Duarte dos Santos et al. showed that determinants in the
envelope protein of dengue type 1 virus could influence the
induction of apoptosis[21]. Prikhod’ko et al. demonstrated that
apoptosis could be induced by Langat flavivirus infection.
Moreover, expression of the viral envelope protein alone was
sufficient to induce apoptosis in cultured mammalian cells[22].
Since HCV envelope protein 2 (E2) displays a similar genetic
organization as the envelope proteins of these viruses[23], it is
possible that E2 may also induce apoptosis. It has been reported
that a carboxyterminal truncated E2 (E2-661) without the
transmembrane domain is properly folded in cultured mammalian
cells[24,25] and has since been used in HCV studies, such as E2CD81 binding analysis[26] and post-translational processing of
E2[27]. In this study, we observed reduced cell proliferations of
several cultured mammalian cell lines transiently expressing
E2-661. These cells showed the typical features of apoptosis,
including cell shrinkage, chromatin condensation and
hypodiploid genomic DNA content. Similar apoptotic cell death
was observed in an E2-661 stably expressing cell line. This is
the first report that HCV E2 can induce apoptosis in cultured
mammalian cells.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Plasmid
pSecTagB/sE2 and pSecTagB/sS1E2 containing the insert of
E2-661 (aa384-661 of the HCV polyprotein) coding sequence
downstream to a signal sequence of Igκ and under the control
of the CMV promoter (Figure 1A) were used in the study. To
construct pSecTagB/sE2, E2-661 was PCR-amplified from pUC18/E
(a gift from Dr. Wang et al.[28], Beijing University, GenBank
accession# D10934) with primers 5’-GGCGTTAAGCTTAA
CACCTACG TG-3’ (HindIII site underlined) and 5’-CAG
GAATTCTCACTCTGATCTATC-3’ (EcoRI site underlined). The
PCR product was digested with HindIII/EcoRI and cloned in
the pSecTagB (Invitrogen). pSecTagB/sS1E2 was constructed
by the insertion of a short tag derived from hepatits B virus
(HBV) preS1 polypeptide (aa21-47) upstream to the E2-661
coding sequence in pSecTagB/sE2. These constructs were
verified by sequencing.
Cell culture
Human liver carcinoma Huh7 and hepatoma HepG2, human cervical
carcinoma HeLa and baby hamster kidney BHK-21 cell lines were
grown in DMEM supplemented with 100 mL/L fetal calf serum
(FCS). Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells were grown in DMEM/
F12 (1:1) supplemented with 100 mL/L FCS. The stable E2-661
expressing cell line, CHO/sS1E2 was constructed by transfection
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of CHO cells with pSecTagB/sS1E2 and selection in DMEM/F12
(1:1) medium containing 400 µg/mL Zeocin (Invitrogen)[24].

Transient expression
Expression plasmids or empty vectors were introduced into
cells grown to 60% confluence with LipofectAMINE (Gibco).
Transfection efficiency was monitored by co-transfection of pEGFPC2 (Clontech) which encodes an enhanced green fluorescent
protein. Two days after transfection, cells were subjected to
Western blot, cell proliferation and apoptosis analysis.
Western blot analysis
Proteins were resolved on 100 g/L SDS-polyacrylamide gels
and electroblotted onto nitrocellulose membranes. Membranes
were blocked with 50 mL/L skimmed milk in PBS, followed by
incubation with rabbit polyclonal anti-E2 antibody RE2116[29].
The blots were then incubated with horseradish peroxidase
conjugated anti-rabbit IgG (Dako) and developed with
SuperSignal West Pico stable peroxide solution (Pierce).
Immunofluorescence analysis
CHO and CHO/sS1E2 cells were fixed in ice-cold CMA solution
(chloroform: methanol: acetone=1:2:1), incubated with antipreS1 monoclonal antibody 125E11[30] 1 000-fold diluted in 10 g/L
BSA (prepared in PBS) and followed by incubation with FITC
conjugated anti-mouse IgG (Santa Cruz). Fluorescence was
viewed under a fluorescence microscope.
Deglycosylation analysis
CHO and CHO/sS1E2 cells were washed twice with PBS and
then harvested. Cells were lysed by boiling in the denaturing
buffer provided by the manufacturer. Cell lysates were then
digested with PNGase F or Endo H (NEB) for 2 h at 37 . To
analyze the secreted expression products, CHO and CHO/sS1E2
cells were grown in serum free OptiMEM/F12 (1:1) for 12 h.
Medium was clarified by centrifugation at 20 000 g for 30 min at
4 . Expression products were precipitated by an equal volume
of ice-cold ethanol, resuspended in a small volume of PBS and
subjected to Western blot analysis.
Cell proliferation analysis
Cell proliferation was measured by 3H thymidine uptake
according to a standard protocol[31]. Cells were incubated with
0.05 µCi 3H thymidine (Amersham Pharmacia) for 4 h in complete
medium with 100 mL/L FCS. Cells were then washed once with
PBS and 100 mL/L trichloroacetic acid (TCA) followed by
incubation in 100 mL/L TCA for 10 min at 37 . After TCA was
removed from the culture dishes, cells were lysed in the lysis
buffer containing 0.33 mol/L NaOH and 10 g/L SDS. 3H thymidine
incorporation in the cell lysates was measured by liquid
scintillation counting.
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and 50 µg/mL propidium iodide (Sigma) at room templeture for
15 min, and stored in the dark at 4 until further analysis. Ten
thousand cells per sample were analyzed with a FACSCalibur
flow cytometer (Beckton-Dickinson). (3) DNA fragmentation:
CHO and CHO/sS1E2 cells were washed twice with PBS and
harvested. Cells were incubated in lysis buffer [10 mmol/L Tris,
1 mmol/L EDTA, 100 mmol/L NaCl, 5 g/L SDS, 1 µg/µL RNase A,
pH8.0] at 37 for 30 min. At the end of incubation, proteinase K
was added to a final concentration of 0.1mg/mL and the incubation
was continued at 55 for 4 h. DNA was extracted with phenol/
chloroform and precipitated with ethanol. DNA pellets were
dissolved in TE buffer and analyzed on a 20 g/L agarose gel.

Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was performed with unpaired 2-sided Student
t test. P<0.05 was regarded as statistically significant.
RESULTS
Transient expression of E2-661 in mammalian cells
DNA fragments encoding aa384-661 of the HCV polyprotein
(E2-661) were cloned in the expression vector pSecTagB to
generate pSecTagB/sE2 and pSecTagB/sS1E2 (Figure1A).
Compared to pSecTagB/sE2, E2-661 expressed by pSecTagB/
sS1E2 had a small 27-aa preS1 tag located at the N-terminus to
facilitate the characterization of the expression products. The
above plasmids were used to transfect Huh7, HepG2, HeLa and
BHK-21 cells. Cell lysates were analyzed by Western blot with
anti-E2 antibody. E2-661 was detected in E2-661 transient
expressing cells (Figure 1B). The expressed protein exhibited a
heterogeneous pattern typical of a glycoprotein. The expression
of E2-661 could also be detected in the cells (transiently)
transfected with pSecTagB/sS1E2 (see below).
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Apoptosis analysis
Apoptosis in stable and transient E2 expressing cells was
analyzed by three methods: (1) Hoechst 33258 staining: Cells
were seeded on sterile cover glasses placed in the 6-well plates
the day before transfection. Two days after transfection, cells
were fixed, washed twice with PBS and stained with Hoechst
33258 staining solution according to the manufacturer’s
instructions (Beyotime). Stained nuclei were observed under a
fluorescence microscope. For the stable cell lines, similar
staining procedures were performed without DNA transfection.
(2) Flow cytometry: Cells were washed twice with PBS, trypsinized,
and resuspended in complete medium with 100 mL/L FCS. Cells
were then washed twice again with PBS and fixed with ice-cold
700 mL/L ethanol at 4 for 1 h. After the removal of ethanol,
cells were incubated in PBS containing 250 µg/mL RNase A

Figure 1 Transient expression of E2-661 in mammalian cells. A:
Schematic representation of plasmids encoding E2-661. HBV
preS1 (21-47) tag and HCV E2-661 (384-661) signal peptide are
indicated. Numbers refer to amino acids of the HCV polyprotein.
B: Western blot analysis of E2-661 expressed in mammalian
cells with a rabbit polyclonal anti-E2 antibody RE2116. Lanes
on the left of all blots were transfected with the empty vector
while those on the right were transfected with pSecTagB/sE2. 1-2,
BHK-21; 3-4, HeLa; 5-6, Huh7 and 7-8, HepG2. E2-661 was indicated by arrowhead.

E2 expressing cells showed reduced cell proliferation
Cells transfected with pSecTagB/sE2 showed significant cell
death upon microscope observation (Figure 2A). Reduced cell
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density, cell rounding and cell shrinkage were the common
features of all the cell lines transfected with pSecTagB/sE2.
The effect of E2 expression on the cell proliferation was further
analyzed by 3H thymidine uptake assay (Figure 2B). Reductions
in 3H incorporation were observed with all the cell lines assayed
(P<0.05 for HepG2, P<0.001 for Huh7, HeLa and BHK-21).
Transfection efficiencies were monitored by cotransfection with
pEGFP-C2. Since a similar amount of EGFP expressing cells
were observed between pSecTagB and pSecTagB/sE2
transfected cells (data not shown), the reduced cell proliferation
A

Transfected with:
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of E2 expressing cells was not due to the transfection procedure
(e.g. transfection reagent and EGFP expression). Similar results
were observed with the E2 expressing plasmid pSecTagB/sS1E2
(data not shown). These results suggested that the expression
of E2 was responsible for the reduction in cell proliferation.

Apoptosis induced by transient expression of E2
The reduced proliferation might be due to various reasons. To
determine if apoptosis contributed to the reduced cell proliferation
of E2 expressing cells, cells transfected with pSecTagB/sE2 or
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Figure 2 Reduced cell proliferation in E2 expressing cells. A: Morphology of Huh7, HepG2, HeLa, BHK-21 cells 48 h after
transfection with pSecTagB or pSecTagB/sE2 (original magnification 40×). B: Reduced 3H thymidine uptake by E2 expressing
cells. P<0.05 betweer all the cells tested.
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Figure 3 Apoptosis induced by transient expression of E2. A: Hoechst staining of BHK-21, HeLa, Huh7 and HepG2 cells 48 h after
transfection with pSecTagB or pSecTagB/sE2. Note the bright nuclei among cells transfected with pSecTagB/sE2. Photograph is
a representative experiment repeated three times (original magnification 400×). B: Flow cytometry analysis of PI stained cells 48 h
after transfection with pSecTagB or pSecTagB/sE2. The percentage of cells with hypodiploid genomic DNA are indicated on each
of the histogram. Results were a representative experiment repeated twice.
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Figure 4 Expression of E2-661 in CHO/sS1E2 cells. A: Immunofluorescence of E2 in CHO/sS1E2 cells analyzed with a monoclonal anti-preS1 antibody 125E11 (original magnification 400×). B: Western blot analysis of the E2 products from CHO/sS1E2
cells. Cell lysates and proteins precipitated from culture medium were analyzed with anti-E2 polyclonal antibody RE2116 after
N-glycosidase treatment. Lanes 1, 2, 5, 6: cell lysates from CHO cells; lanes 3, 4, 7, 8: cell lysates from CHO/sS1E2 cells; lanes 9,
10, 13, 14: culture medium from CHO cells; lanes 11, 12, 15, 16: culture medium from CHO/sS1E2 cells; lanes 1, 3, 9, 11: samples
incubated with Endo H digestion buffer; lanes 2, 4, 10, 12: samples digested with Endo H; lanes 5, 7, 13, 15: samples incubated with
PNGase F digestion buffer; lanes 6, 8, 14, 16, samples digested with PNGase F.

pSecTagB were stained with Hoechst 33258, respectively
(Figure 3A). Condensed bright apoptotic nuclei were readily
observed amidst the pSecTagB/sE2 transfected cells. The
presence of apoptotic cells in E2 expressing cells was further
confirmed by flow cytometry. Huh7, HepG2, BHK-21, HeLa
cells transfected with pSecTagB/sE2 or control pSecTagB were
stained with PI and analyzed by flow cytometry (Figure 3B).
Hypodiploid DNA appeared in the sub-G0/G1 region, which

represented dead cells. A higher percentage of dead cells was
observed in all the four cell lines transfected with pSecTagB/sE2.

Apoptosis in a CHO cell line stablely expressing E2
E2 induced apoptosis was also investigated in a CHO cell line
CHO/sS1E2 stably expressing E2-661. This cell line showed the
expression of E2-661 as detected by indirect fluorecence assay
with the monoclonal antibody against the preS1 tag (Figure 4A).
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The fluorescence in CHO/sS1E2 cells suggested the localization
of expressed proteins in the cytoplasm. In further characterization
by Western blot analysis, cell-associated and secreted E2
proteins (from 105 and 107 cells) were detected with the E2
polyclonal antibody (Figure 4B). The cell-associated E2 protein
was sensitive to Endo H (lane 4), suggesting that the glycans
carried on it were ER-restricted. On the other hand, secreted E2
was resistant to Endo H (lane 12), suggesting that the glycans
on this species of E2 underwent the modification by Golgi
enzymes.
Similar to cells transiently transfected with pSecTagB/sE2,
the morphology of CHO/sS1E2 was different from that of the
original CHO cell line (Figure 5A). There were obvious differences
in cell size and shape between these two cell lines. A significant
number of dead cells were readily observed for CHO/sS1E2
and cells could hardly grow to 100% confluency. Similar
morphology and growth curve were also observed in other
CHO/sS1E2 clones (data not shown), suggesting that they are
not the result of clonal selection. 3H incorporation analysis
showed that there was a significant reduction (72.0%, P<0.001)
of cell proliferation for CHO/sS1E2 in comparison with CHO
CHO

A
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cells (Figure 5B).
Hoechst 33258 staining of CHO/sS1E2 showed condensed
bright nuclei typical of apoptotic dead cells which reached
about 14% of the total cells, while almost no apoptotic nuclei
were observed in control CHO cells (Figure 6A). Flow cytometry
analysis confirmed that there were a significant number of dead
cells for CHO/sS1E2 (Figure 6B).
Since the cleavage of chromosomal DNA into fragments of
oligonucleosomal size is a biochemical hallmark of apoptosis[32],
DNA fragmentation in CHO/sS1E2 was examined by DNA
laddering assay. With the freshly seeded CHO/sS1E2 cells, no
obvious DNA fragmentation was observed, while clear DNA
laddering in -180 bp interval was detected 48 h after cell seeding.
No apoptotic DNA fragmentation was observed in CHO cells
at either time points (Figure 6C).

DISCUSSION
In this study, HCV E2 was transiently expressed in several
mammalian cells. All tested cells showed shrinkage in
morphology and reduced cell proliferation due to the expression
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Figure 5 Reduced cell proliferation in CHO/sS1E2 cells. A: Morphology of CHO and CHO/sS1E2 cells (original magnification
40×). B: Reduced 3H thymidine uptake by CHO/sS1E2 cells. CHO and CHO/sS1E2 cells were subjected to 3H thymidine uptake
assay 24 h after seeding. Each sample was done in quadruplicates. The differences in 3H incorporation between CHO and CHO/sS1E2
cells were significant (P<0.001).
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Figure 6 Apoptosis of CHO/sS1E2 cells. A: Hoechst staining of CHO and CHO/sS1E2 cells 24 h after seeding. Photograph is a
representative experiment repeated three times (original magnification 400×). The percentage of condensed and fragmented
nuclei is indicated at the bottom of each photo. Numbers are presented as mean±SD. B: Flow cytometry analysis of PI stained
cells 24 h after seeding. The percentage of cells with hypodiploid genomic DNA is indicated on each of the histogram. Results
were a representative experiment repeated twice. C: Fragmentation of CHO/sS1E2 cell DNA. Lane 1: CHO cells 48 h postseeding; lane 2: CHO cells freshly seeded; lane 3: CHO/sS1E2 cells 48 h post-seeding; lane 4: CHO/sS1E2 cells freshly seeded;
lane 5: DNA size marker.
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of E2. Further evidences, such as condensed chromatin,
demonstrated that apoptosis contributed, at least in part, to
the cell death induced by E2. E2 induced apoptosis was also
observed in a stable E2 expressing cell line CHO/sS1E2. Again
there was a significant reduction in cell proliferation of CHO/
sS1E2 in comparison to CHO cells. Hoechst 33258 staining,
flow cytometry analysis and DNA laddering assay demonstrated
that apoptosis contributed to the reduced cell proliferation.
Apoptosis in CHO/sS1E2 was not due to the expression of the
small preS1 tag because toxicity was not observed when preS1
was transiently expressed in cultured mammalian cells[33]. In
conclusion, our results demonstrate that the expression of HCV
E2 could induce apoptosis in cultured mammalian cells.
It has been reported that apoptosis is involved in the
pathogenesis of hepatitis C. Immunohistochemical study
suggested that the Fas system played an important role in liver
injuries of viral hepatitis[34]. There is evidence that immune
response (cytotoxic T lymphocyte) might be involved in the
apoptosis of hepatocytes in HCV infected patients[35]. Recent
studies suggested that apoptosis of hepatocytes might also
be due to the cytopathic effect of viral proteins[13,14]. Our result
that E2 expression induced apoptosis in cultured mammalian
cells including human hepatic cells supports this hypothesis.
On the other hand, E2-induced apoptosis may also partly
contribute to the escape of HCV from the host immune
surveillance. It awaits further investigation whether the
expression of E2 can induce apoptosis in lymphocytes.
Studies of Langat flavivirus[22] demonstrated that expression
of envelope (E) protein could induce apoptosis via the Caspase
3 pathway. Since HCV E2 and the E protein of Langat flavivirus
share similar genetic organization and hydropathy profile[23], it
is possible that E2 could induce apoptosis through a similar
mechanism. Increased Fas expression observed in HCV patients[7]
also suggested the involvement of the caspase-3 pathway.
However, comparing the expression levels of secreted and cellassociated E2, we found that in our system, E2 was mainly cellassociated and localized in the cytoplasm. By glycosidase
digestion analysis, we found that most of the cell-associated
E2 were high-mannose type glycoproteins, which suggested
the localization of E2 to the endoplastic reticulum (ER). Many
other mammalian expression systems also showed the ER
localization of the expressed HCV E2, and a large portion of
them formed disulfide-linked aggregates[36-38]. The accumulation
of large amount of proteins in the ER might induce ER stress
and apoptosis could be triggered via the Caspase 12-mediated
apoptosis pathway[39]. Further study is required for understanding
the possible pathway of HCV E2 induced apoptosis.
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Abstract
AIM: To design and construct an exogenous multiple epitope
of helper T lymphocytes (HTL), and to evaluate its effect
on anti-HBs response through DNA immunization.
METHODS: Artificial HTL epitope, PADRE and four other
HTL epitopes from different proteins were linked together
using splicing by overlap extension to generate exogenous
multiple epitopes of HTL, MTE5. pcMTE5 and pcHB were
generated by cloning MTE5 and fragments of HBV pre-S2/S
gene into mammalian expression plasmid pcDNA3. Four
chimeric plasmids were constructed by cloning MTE5 into
the region of pre-S2 gene (Bam HI), 5’ terminal of S gene
(HincII, Xba I) and 3’ terminal of S gene (Acc I) of pcHB
respectively. BALB/c mice were used in DNA immunization
of the recombinant plasmids. Anti-HBs was detected using
Abbott IMx AUSAB test kits.
RESULTS: The sequences of MTE5 and the 6 constructs of
recombinant plasmids were confirmed to be correct by
DNA sequencing. The anti-HBs response of the coinoculation of pcHB and pcMTE5 was much higher than
that of the inoculation of pcHB only (136.7±69.1 mIU/mL
vs 27.6±17.3 mIU/mL, P<0.01, t = -6.56). Among the
4 chimeric plasmids, only the plasmid in which MTE5 was
inserted into the pre-S2 region had good anti-HBs response
(57.54±7.68 mIU/mL), and had no significant difference
compared with those of pcHB and the co-inoculation of
pcHB and pcMTE5.
CONCLUSION: Exogenous multiple epitopes of HTL had
immune enhancement when they were co-inoculated with
pre-S2/S gene or inoculated in the chimeric form at a proper
site of pre-S2/S gene of HBV. It might suggest that it was
possible to improve hepatitis B vaccine using exogenous
multiple epitopes of HTL. The antibody responses were
very low using DNA immunization in the study. Thus, the
immune enhancement effect of exogenous multiple epitopes
of HTL has to be confirmed and the effect on overcoming
the drawback of the polymorphism of HLA II antigens should
also be evaluated after these chimeric plasmids are
expressed in mammalian cell lines.
Gao WJ, Peng XM, Xie DY, Xie QF, Gao ZL, Yao JL.

Construction of exogenous multiple epitopes of helper T
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INTRODUCTION
There are more than 300 millions of HBsAg carriers all over the
world. Most of them have active infection of hepatitis B virus.
Chronic hepatitis B virus infection may cause significant
incidence of chronic hepatitis, cirrhosis, and hepatocellular
carcinoma[1,2]. Hepatitis B vaccine inoculation is an important
measure for prevention of HBV infection. Considerable
variability exists, however, in response to hepatitis B vaccines,
and 5-10% of healthy young adults demonstrate no or
inadequate responses following a standard vaccination
schedule[3-8]. The frequency of non- and low-responders is up
to 40-50% in vaccined subjects with depressed immune
responses, such as patients on maintenance hemodialysis. Only
some of the non- or low-responders to hepatitis B vaccine are
responsive to the novel recombinant triple antigen hepatitis B
vaccine (pre-S1/S2 and HBsAg)[9]. These non- or low-responders
usually carry specific type of class II human leukocyte antigens
(HLA II antigens), such as DRB1*3, DRB1*7, DQB1*20 or
DPB1*1101[10-13]. The antigen presentation is blocked because
these HLA II antigen molecules on the surface of helper T
lymphocytes (HTL) cannot combine efficiently with the epitope
of HTL on the vaccine protein, hepatitis B surface antigen
(HBsAg)[14,15]. Adding exogenous multiple epitopes of HTL, which
can combine with much more types of HLA II antigens to hepatitis
B vaccine may be a good way to solve this problem. Conducting
HTL epitopes from tetanus toxoids (aa73-99, aa830-845) and
artificial epitopes of PADRE into HBsAg can enhance the
immunogenicity of HbsAg [16,17]. Adding exogenous HTL
epitopes to HBsAg can let natural non-responder mice respond to
HbsAg[18]. These data suggest that it is possible to use exogenous
HTL epitopes to improve hepatitis B vaccine. For these reasons,
an exogenous multiple epitope of HTL, MTE5, consisting of
five HTL epitopes from different origins was designed and
constructed. Its effect on anti-HBs response was evaluated
through DNA immunization after it was inserted in different
loci of HBV pre-S2/S gene.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Reagents
pTZ19U-HBV containing double copies of HBV DNA (adw)
was a gift from professor Zhi-Min Huang, Sun Yat-Sen University.
T4 DNA ligase and pfu DNA polymerase were purchased form
Promega Company (USA). DNA gel extraction kits and plasmid
isolation kits were purchased from Qiagen Company (German).
Polyclonal antibodies of anti-HBs and LSAB test kit for
immunohistochemistry were purchased form DAKO Company
(USA). Primers and oligonucleotide fragments shown in Table 1
were synthesized in Bioasia Biological Engineering Company
(Shanghai, China).
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Table 1 Primers and oligonucleotide fragments used in mte5 splicing and construction of eukaryotic expression plasmids
Sequences (5’
F1
F2
F3
F4
MTE-P1
MTE-P2
HBV-P1
HBV-P2
Bam-1
Bam-2
Hinc-1
Hinc-2
Xba-1
Xba-2
Acc-1
Acc-2

3’)

ATGGCTAAAA CCATCGCCTA TGATGAAGAA GCTCGTCGTG GTCTGGAACG TGGTCTGAAT GCCTCCGAT
GTCCAGGCAG CAACGAATTT AGCTCCCTGC AGCCAGTGTC CAGGCAGAAC ATCGGAGGCA TTCAGACCA
AATTCGTTGC TGCCTGGACC CTGAAAGCTG CCGCTGGAAG ACACGTTGTT ATCGATAAGA GCTTCGGAA
TTCGGTGATT CCGATAAACT TGGAATTAGC TTTGATGTAC TGCTGAGGGC TTCCAAGGCT CTTATCGAT M ` T E TCGGATCCCA TGGCTAAAAC CATCGCC
GCTCTAGACT TTCGGTGATT CCGATAA
CCTAAGCTTA TGCAGTGGAA CTCCACT
TGGAATTCCT TAAATGTATA CCCAGAG
TCGGATCCCA TGGCTAAAAC CATCGCC
GCGGATCCCT TTCGGTGATT CCGATAA
TCGTTGACAA TGGCTAAAAC CATCGCC
GCGTTGACAA TTCGGTGATT CCGATAA
TCTCTAGACA TGGCTAAAAC CATCGCC
GCTCTAGACT TTCGGTGATT CCGATAA
TCGTATACAT GGCTAAAACC ATCGCCT
CGCGTATACT TCGGTGATTC CGATAAA

Animal
Eight to 12 week-old female inbred BALB/c mice were obtained
from Guangzhou Traditional Chinese Medicine University.
MTE5 splicing and cloning MTE5 was designed to consist of
HTL epitopes from heat shock protein 65 of mycobacterium
tuberculosis (aa1-20), E2 polyprotein of rubella virus (aa54-65),
artificial epitope (PADRE), heat shock protein 60 of chlamydia
trachomatis (aa35-48) and tetanus toxoid (aa830-843). These
epitopes were translated into a 219-bp fragment of DNA
sequence. Then, it was synthesized in four oligonucleotide
fragments, which were linked together at last using splicing by
overlap extension[19,20]. The oligonucleotide fragments F1 and
F2, F3 and F4 were spliced by PCR respectively at first. Their
purified products were spliced together again to generate MTE5.
The construct of pUMTE5 was generated by cloning MTE5
into plasmid pUC18 at the site between restriction endonucleases
Bam HI and Xba I. pcMTE5 then was obtained by sub-cloning
MTE5 from pUMTE5 into mammalian expression plasmid,
pcDNA3. The sequence of MTE5 in pcMTE5 was confirmed
using automatic DNA sequencing in Bioasia Biological
Engineering Company.
HBV pre-S2/S gene cloning Pre-S2/S fragment of HBV was
obtained using pTZ19U-HBV as template, and HBV-P1 and
HBV-P2 as primers. The purified product was then cloned into
pUC18 at the site between the restriction endonucleases Hind
III and Eco RI to generate recombinant plasmid pUHB. pcHB
was constructed by sub-cloning the fragment of HBV pre-S2/S
gene into pcDNA3. pcHB was denominated after its sequence
was confirmed by automatic DNA sequencing.
Construction of chimeric plasmids of MTE5 and HBV pre-S2/S
gene MTE5 was designed to insert into the region of pre-S2
gene (Bam HI), 5’ terminal of S gene (Hinc II, Xba I) and 3’ terminal
of S gene (Acc I) respectively. All the inserting sites were far
from the α determinant to avoid deceasing the antigenicity of
HBsAg. In order to obtain these chimeric plasmids, four fragments
of MTE5 with different types of restriction endonuclease site
in its two terminals were generated through PCR with different
primers at first. Then four chimeric plasmids, pcHB-MTEB,
pcHB-MTEH, pcHB-MTEX and pcHB-MTEA were constructed
by cloning MTE5 into pUHB at first since pcDNA3 had some
similar restriction endonuclease sites of its own, and then by
sub-cloning the chimeric fragment of MTE5 and pre-S2/S into
pcDNA3. The sequences of these recombinant plasmids were
confirmed by automatic DNA sequencing.
Large-scale DNA preparation, DNA immunization Largescale plasmid DNA of recombinant plasmids was prepared using

Qiagen’s Max-Prep kits. Plasmid DNA of pcDNA3 was used as
control. Plasmid DNA was adjusted to 1 µg/mL in normal saline.
Seventy BLBA/c mice were randomly divided into 8 groups.
Every mouse was injected a total 100 µL of plasmid DNA which
was distributed over five different sites into the anterior tibialis
muscle 5 d after the injection of an equal volume of 2 g/L
Bupivacaine. Boost injection was carried out every 3 wk for
3 times with an equal amount of plasmid DNA. Four weeks after
the last boost injection, all mice were put to death for serum.
Detecting anti-HBs in serum Anti-HBs in serum was detected
using AUSAB kits (Abbott Laboratory, USA). The tests were
carried out following the manufacturer’s instructions.
Pathological examination and HBsAg detection in muscle cell
Pathological examination and HBsAg detection using
immunohistochemistry in the mouse muscle of inoculation site
from all groups were carried out after the samples were routinely
embedded by paraffin in our laboratory. The muscles from the
opposite leg were used as negative controls.
Statistical analysis For anti-HBs level, geometric mean titer
(GMT) for each group was calculated at first. Then StudentNewman-Keuls-q was used for statistical analysis. For positive
rate, Fisher’s exact probability analysis was used. SPSS 10.0 for
Windows was used for all statistical analyses.

RESULTS
MTE5 splicing and cloning
The theoretical products of the first and second round splicing
were 120 bp and 219 bp, respectively. The actual products
shown in Figure 1 were same as the design. Restriction fragment
length polymorphism (RFLP) analysis was used to identify the
positive clones after the 219-bp fragment was inserted into
pUC18 to generate recombinant plasmid pUMTE5, which is
shown in Figure 2. Two correct clones were selected by DNA
sequencing among 13 positive clones of pUMTE5. The rest
clones usually carried deletions or mismatches in the region
longer than 50 bp of the synthesized oligonucleotide fragments,
which implied that the synthesized DNA oligonucleotide
fragment longer than 50 bp would not be reliable. The DNA
sequence and amino acid sequence of MTE5 are shown in
Figure 3. MTE5 was successfully cloned into pcDNA3 to
generate pcMTE5 at last.
HBV pre-S2/S gene cloning
The theoretical base pair number of PCR products of HBV preS2/S fragment was about 847 bp. It was cloned into pUC18 to
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generate recombinant plasmid pUHB. Then, the fragment of
pre-S2/S was sub-cloned into pcDNA3 to generate recombinant
plasmid pcHB. RFLP analysis was used to identify the positive
clones of pcHB, which is shown in Figure 4A. After its sequence
was confirmed by DNA sequencing, the recombinant plasmid
was denominated as pcHB.
1
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3

M
bp
2 000
1 000
750
500
250
100

bp
219
120
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Construction of chimeric plasmids of MTE5 and HBV pre-S2/S gene
Four fragments of MTE5 with different types of restriction
endonuclease site in its two terminals were successfully
obtained by PCR. They were cloned into pUHB to generate
their recombinant plasmids at first. The chimeric fragments of
MTE5 and pre-S2/S were sub-cloned into pcDNA3 to generate
their mammalian expression plasmids at last. RFLP analysis
was used to identify positive clones. The results of RFLP
analysis of the recombinant plasmid pcHB-MTEX with MTE5
inserted in site of Xba I is shown in Figure 4B as an example.
The sequence of all chimeric plasmids was confirmed to be
correct by DNA sequencing.
A

1 2 3 4 M
bp
15 000
5 000
2 000

Figure 1 Electrophoresis of ultimate product of MTE5 and its
middle oligonucleotide fragments. Lane 1: Ultimate product
of MTE5; Lanes 2 and 3: The middle oligonucleotide fragments of MTE5; Lane M: DNA marker.
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Figure 2 RFLP analysis of recombinant plasmid pUMTE5.
Lane M: DNA marker; Lane 1: Splicing product of MTE5; Lanes
2 and 3: Plasmid pUC18 and recombinant plasmid pUMTE5
digested with restriction endonuclease Xba I; Lane 4: Recombinant plasmid pUMTE5 digested with restriction endonucleases Xba I and Bam HI.
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Figure 3 DNA and amino acid sequences of MTE5.
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Figure 4 A: RFLP analysis of recombinant plasmid pcHB and
chimeric plasimd pcHB-MTEX. Lane 1: Recombinant plasmid
pUHB digested with restriction endonucleases Hind III and
Eco RI; Lanes 2 and 3: Plasmid pcDNA3 and recombinant plasmid pcHB digested with restriction endonuclease Hind III;
Lane 4: Recombinant plasmid pcHB digested with restriction
endonucleases Hind III and Eco RI; Lane M: DNA marker. B:
RFLP analysis of the chimeric plasmid pcHB-MTEX. Lane M:
DNA marker; Lane 1: MTE5; Lanes 2 and 3: Recombinant plasmid pUHB and pUHB-MTEX digested with restriction endonuclease Eco RI; Lane 4: Recombinant plasmid pUHB-MTEX
digested with restriction endonuclease Xba I; Lane 5: recombinant plasmid pUHB-MTEX digested with restriction endonucleases Xba I and Eco RI; Lane 6: Recombinant plasmid pUHBMTEX digested with restriction endonucleases Hind III and
Eco RI; Lanes 7 and 8: Recombinant plasmid pcHB and pcHBMTEX digested with restriction endonuclease Eco RI; Lane 9:
Recombinant plasmid pcHB-MTEX digested with restriction
endonucleases Hind III and Eco RI.

Anti-HBs responses
All mice were alive after the inoculation schedule was finished.
The anti-HBs levels are shown in Table 2. The anti-HBs level
was negative in groups of normal saline and plasmid pcDNA3.
The anti-HBs response to co-inoculation of pcHB and
pcMTE5 was much higher than that to inoculation of pcHB only
(136.7±69.1 mIU/mL vs 27.6±17.3 mIU/mL, the positive rate was
8/10 vs 6/10, P<0.01, t = -6.56). Among the 4 chimeric plasmids,
only pcHB-MTE-B with MTE5 inserted into pre-S2 region had
a good anti-HBs response, which was 57.54±7.68 mIU/mL, and
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slightly higher than that of pcHB, and lower than that of the coinoculation of pcHB and pcMTE5. However, the difference
was not statistically significant (P>0.05).
Table 2 Effect of MTE5 on anti-HBs response of HBV pre-S2/S
gene
Anti-HBs
Group
Empty control
PcDNA3
PcHB
PcHB/pcMTE5
PcHB-MTEB
PcHB-MTEX
PcHB-MTEH
PcHB-MTEA

Enhancement
Positive ratio

MIU/L (GMT±SE)

0/5
0/5
6/10
8/10
7/10
0/10
1/10
0/10

27.60 ±17.3
136.70±69.1b
57.540±7.68
1.50
-

4.95
2.09
-

GMT: Geometric mean titer; Enhancement: GMT ratio of given
group to pcHB, immune enhancement was considered when
the ratio was larger than 1. “-” means ant-HBs negative or the
enhancement could not be detected. bP<0.01, t = -6.56 vs pcHB
group.

Histological findings and HBsAg in mouse muscle cells
Compared with the control groups and the sample from the
opposite leg, all experimental groups had obvious inflammation
cell filtration in the inoculation sites and HBsAg expression in
muscle cells with disassembling and rupture. HBsAg was
prominently expressed in cytoplasm of cells. Some cells had
membrane expressions simultaneously. The positive signal of
HBsAg was usually expressed in cytoplasm, and inflammation
was more obvious in non- or low-anti-HBs response groups of
chimeric plasmids.
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response, suggesting that the insertion location of MTE5 was
critical for anti-HBs response. The insertion was far from the a
antigen determinant of HBsAg. Thus, the non-response cause
of the rest chimeric plasmids was not clear. HBsAg could be
detected in muscle cells at the inoculation site, suggesting that
the construction of recombinant plasmids was successful.
HBsAg positive signals were mainly located in cytoplasm,
suggesting that the poor anti-HBs response might result in
failure to secret the large particles like HBsAg[30-32].
The chimeric plasmid of pcHB-MTEB had an equal or better
anti-HBs response as comparing with that of pcHB, and might
be a good candidate for new hepatitis B vaccine in further
research. DNA immunization is a simple and quick way to evaluate
recombinant plasmids. The response rate of recombinant
plasmids, however, was very low in this study. A considerable
portion of mice did not develop anti-HBs at all. Its reason is not
clear. It might be the nature of DNA immunization because this
phenomenon also occurred in other researches[31]. The exact
value should be evaluated after purified recombinant protein is
obtained through mammalian expression. The effect on overcoming
the drawback of the polymorphism of HLA II antigens should
also be evaluated in the future.
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Abstract
AIM: To assess the effect of artificial liver support system
(ALSS) on patients with severe viral hepatitis, who were
divided into treatment group and control group.
METHODS: Four hundred in-hospital patients enrolled
during 1995-2003 who received ALSS therapy were studied
as the treatment group. Four hundred in-hospital patients
enrolled during 1986-1994 who received other medical
therapies served as the control group. The methods of
ALSS used included plasma exchange, hemoperfusion,
hemofiltration, continuous hemodiafiltration (CHDF). The
effect of ALSS treatment was studied in patients at different
stages of the disease.
RESULTS: The cure rate of acute and subacute severe
hepatitis in the treatment group was 78.9% (30/38), and
was 11.9% (5/42) in the control group. The improved rate
of chronic severe hepatitis in the treatment group was 43.4%
(157/362), and was 15.4% (55/358) in the control group.
We found that patients treated with ALSS in the early or
middle stage of the disease had much higher survival rates
than patients in the end stage of the disease.
CONCLUSION: ALSS is an effective and safe therapy for
severe viral hepatitis.
Li LJ, Yang Q, Huang JR, Xu XW, Chen YM, Fu SZ. Effect of
artificial liver support system on patients with severe viral
hepatitis: A study of four hundred cases. World J Gastroenterol
2004; 10(20): 2984-2988
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INTRODUCTION
Severe viral hepatitis is the main cause of hepatic failure in China
because of the great population of hepatitis B patients, which is
different from the Western countries where drugs or alcohol
usually is the major cause. Despite a combination of all available
treatments, the mortality of hepatic failure is more than 70%[1,2].
It is believed that damaged liver has the ability to regenerate

and restore normal function of metabolism, synthesis and
biotransformation. Liver transplantation remains the only
effective therapeutic modality for chronic patients in end-stage [3-5].
There is also a need to develop a liver support system that can
serve as a bridge to transplantation[6,7], so that patients can be
supported until a liver becomes available or the condition of
patients is improved. ALSS has been used to treat hepatic failure
and has significantly decreased the mortality[8-11].
We designed an artificial liver support system for severe
hepatitis patients. In this report, we described 400 patients with
hepatic failure treated with ALSS in our hospital. Data such as
concentrations of endotoxin and blood HBV, and serum amino
acid spectrum were recorded. The effect of ALSS treatment was
also compared in patients at different stages of the disease.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The treatment group consisting of 400 viral severe hepatitis
patients was treated with ALSS at the First Hospital of College
of Medicine, Zhejiang University during 1995 to 2003. Two
hundred and ninety-five were males and 105 were females. The
age ranged from 20 to 64 years, with an average of 34.3±16.5 years.
The control group consisting of 400 viral severe hepatitis
patients was treated in Department of Internal Medicine at the
same hospital during 1986 to 1994, of them 273 were males and
127 were females. The age ranged from 19 to 68 years, with an
average of 32.5±18.8 years.
The patients were diagnosed according to the criteria
established in the 1995 National Infectious Disease Meeting in
Beijing[12]. Type A hepatitis was diagnosed by the identification
of HAV-RNA and/or IgM anti-HAV. The diagnosis of hepatitis
B was based on positive HBsAg. Acute type B hepatitis was
diagnosed by the presence of HBsAg and/or IgM anti-HBc
antibody. Three patients among them were negative for HBsAg
but had positive IgM anti-HBc and they were diagnosed as type
B hepatitis. All were positive for HBV DNA by PCR. An acute
exacerbation of HB in a HBV carrier was diagnosed by a history
of known HBsAg positivity for more than 6 mo, the presence of
HBV-DNA and a markedly elevated IgG anti-HBc level. Type C
hepatitis was diagnosed by the presence of either HCV RNA or
anti-HCV antibody. Type B+D hepatitis was diagnosed by the
presence of HBsAg and HDV-RNA. Type E hepatitis was
diagnosed by the identification of IgM anti- HEV antibody.
Three types of severe viral hepatitis have been found in our
country: acute, subacute and chronic severe hepatitis. Violent
symptoms of acute severe hepatitis occurred within 10 d after
the appearance of clinical manifestations, including malignant
jaundice, hepatic encephlophathy (above phase II) and
prolonged prothrombin time (PTA<40%). These patients were
usually accompanied with shrinking live dullness, rapidly rising
blood bilirubin (TB>171 µmol/L) and obvious abnormal liver
functions. Subacute severe hepatitis patients were those who
had prolonged prothrombin time (PTA<40%) after the
occurrence of manifestations for more than 10 d, and meanwhile,
they had any one of the following symptoms, namely hepatic
encephlophathy (above phase II ), rapid rising of blood bilirubin
(blood TB more than 171 µmol/L within several days), severe
damage of liver functions, extremely fatigue, loss of appetite,
O
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Table 1 Types of severe hepatitis in two groups
Treatment group

bicarbonate buffer, pH 7.4, having a potassium concentration
of 4.0 mmol/L. The volume of substitution fluid was adjusted
over a range of 6-30 L, depending on the patient’s response
(Figure 3). Dialysis was performed concurrently at a flow rate
of 500 mL/min using a conventional acetate buffer.
Substitute fluid

Plasma separator

Blood pump

Plasma
pump

Discarded plasma

Figure 1 Circuit diagram of plasma exchange.

Plasma
pump

Hemoabsorber

Blood pump

Plasma separator

nausea, abdominal distention or hydroperitoneum, sometimes
with a tendency to bleed. Chronic severe hepatitis was clinically
similar to acute or subacute severe hepatitis, but was distinguished
by a known history of HBV carriage, chronic hepatitis or
cirrhosis, or by the results of imaging, endoscopy or biopsy
showing the existence of chronic hepatitis. Subacute and
chronic severe hepatitis was classified into early, middle and
end stages. Symptoms of the early stage included fulminant
liver failure but without hepatic encephalopathy or ascites.
The serum level of bilirubin (TB) was above 171 µmol/L, while
the prothrombin time rate (PTA) was less than 40%. Liver biopsy
was also taken into account when available. In addition,
patients in the middle stage had hepatic encephalopathy
(IIOabove), ascites, or a tendency to bleed with a PTA 30%.
End stage patients had severe complications such as hepatorenal
syndrome, infection, hepatoencephalopathy (II Oabove),
electrolytic disturbance, with a PTA 20%.
In the treatment group there were 38 cases of acute or
subacute severe hepatitis (6 type A, 8 type A+B, 5 type B+E, 17
type B, 2 type E), while the other 362 were cases of chronic
severe hepatitis (310 type B, 18 type A+B, 14 type C, 12 type
B+D, 7 type B+E, 1 type B+C+D). The average prothrombin
time of the patients on admission was 31.8±7.2 s (the normal
was 12 s). Sixty-eight cases were treated with ALSS in the early
stage, 186 in the middle stage and 146 in the end stage. In the
control group there were 42 cases of acute or subacute severe
hepatitis (8 type A, 9 type A+B, 3 type B+E,20 type B,1 type E,
1 type B+C+D), while the other 358 were cases of chronic severe
hepatitis (313 type B,16 type A+B,10 type C,13 type B+D,5 type
B+E,1 type B+C+D) (Table 1). The average prothrombin time of
the patients in control group on admission was 30.9±8.4 s.
Seventy-four patients were diagnosed as early stage, 168 cases
as middle stage and 158 as end stage acute or subacute severe
hepatitis, respectively. There were no significant differences in
sex, ages, etiology and conditions between two groups.

Figure 2 Circuit diagram of plasmapheresis plus plasma
absorption. Special absorbers could be used to treat patients
with hyperbilirubinemia or hepatic encephalopathy such as
bilirubin and carbon absorbers.

Control group

Types
Acute and
subacute

Chronic

Acute and
subacute

Chronic

A

6

0

8

0

B

17

310

20

313

C

0

14

0

10

E

2

0

1

0

B+D

0

12

0

13

A+B

8

18

9

16

B+E

5

7

3

5

B+C+D

0

1

1

1

38

362

42

358

Total

The methods of ALSS included plasma exchange, hemoperfusion, hemofiltration, continuous hemodiafiltration (CHDF).
We chose therapy based on the condition of patients. The
ALSS treatment room was thoroughly sterilized by UV light
before each treatment. The external circulation system and the
separator were connected under sterile condition, washed with
0.9% saline solution at 38 to remove the micro bubbles in the
line, and then filled with 2 mg/500 mL heparin saline solution.
The main parts of ALSS were 160-200 g activated carbon
absorber, membrane plasma separator, bilirubin absorbent,
dialyser, etc. Plasma exchange was performed by using a
membrane separation method marketed as Plasmacure PS-06
(Kuraray Co., Japan) (Figure 1). Fresh frozen plasma (FFP) was
supplied by the Hangzhou Blood Center, Chinese Red Cross.
Filtration was performed at a flow rate of 4-6 liters/h using a

A

B

Figure 3 Continuous hemofiltration and hemodiafiltration
with aid of a blood pump. A: Continuous hemofiltration with
aid of a blood pump; B: Continuous hemodiafiltration with
aid of a blood pump.
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Before ALSS therapy, blood access was established with a
double-lumen catheter inserted into the patient’s jugular or
femoral vein, and heparin was then used to block the catheter
after each session. The circuit diagrams for plasma exchange
and perfusion are shown in Figures 1, 2. During each session
of ALSS therapy which was lasted for 4-6 h, the total volume of
exchanged plasma was about 3 500 mL, and the exchange rate
of plasma was 25-30 mL/min. A total of 3 000-4 500 mL of fresh
frozen plasma and its substitute fluid, and 20-40 g albumin were
supplied. The flow rate of blood was adjusted to 60-130 mL/min,
and blood pressure and pulse were recorded continuously
during treatment. Prophylactic antibiotics were used before
and after therapy. Five mg dexamethasone and 10-20 mg heparin
were injected routinely before therapy. During the session, the
prothrombin time was tested constantly to allow the dose of
heparin to be adjusted. A total of 10-108 mg heparin was used
for each session. At the end of each ALSS treatment heparin
was neutralized by injection of 10-50 mg of protamine sulphate.
ALSS therapy was carried out two or three times in the first or
second week, then one time each week till the patient’s condition
was stable.
Liver function and endotoxin levels were monitored during
the therapy. Amino acid spectra were determined for 25 subjects
by auto amino acid analyzing system, performed at the
Analyzing Center of the Second Medical University in Shanghai.
Endotoxin level was measured by quantitative Azo color test.
HBV-DNA concentration in 10 cases was measured by chiron
branched chain DNA assay, performed at the Virus Center of
Luebrek Medical University, Germany.

Statistical analysis
All data were presented as mean±SE. The data were analyzed
by SPSS 10.0. The Student’s t test or Fischer’s exact test was
used to determine the level of significance between groups. A
P-value <0.05 was considered statistically significant.
RESULTS
Nearly 90% patients experienced an improvement in symptoms
such as fatigue or abdominal distention after each treatment.
Results of liver function tests improved significantly in all
subjects. The serum ALT, AST and TBA levels declined
significantly (P<0.001), the level of serum bilirubin decreased
from 511.36±192.81 µmol/L to 257.38±123.48 µmol/L (P<0.001),
while the prothrombin time decreased from 31.8±7.2 s to 23.6±6.8 s
(Table 2). The serum endotoxin levels before therapy in all hepatic
failure patients were above the upper limit of normal which was
40 ng/L. After ALSS therapy, serum endotoxin levels declined
from 58.2±12.3 ng/L to 32.4±7.8 ng/L (P<0.001). In the 10 patients
tested, the HBV-DNA concentration declined from an average
of 2 588±1 534 copies/mL to 1 815±620 copies/mL (P<0.05) as a
result of ALSS therapy. The serum level of aromatic amino
acids (AAA), such as methionine, tyrosine, phenylalanine,
cysteine, arginine, especially methionine declined significantly
(P<0.05) in 25 subjects. Meanwhile, the ratio of branched-chain
amino acid/aromatic amino acid (BCAA/AAA) increased
significantly (P<0.05) (Table 3). No significant difference in
TNF, rIL-2R and IL-2 levels before and after the ALSS treatment
was observed (Table 4). There was no disturbance of electrolytes
after ALSS therapy.
Seventeen candidates for orthotopic liver transplantation
(OLT) received 2-3 runs of ALSS and were “bridged” successfully
to OLT. After OLT, ALSS was used to replace liver function in
non-function period. Twelve of 17 patients were completely
recovered and 3 died of infection, acute rejection and abdominal
bleeding.
Among the 38 patients with acute or subacute severe
hepatitis treated with ALSS 3-5 times, 30 of them (78.9%)
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survived for at least half a year but 8 ied in 1 mo. One hundred
and fifty-seven of 362 patients with chronic severe hepatitis
were cured or greatly improved, 107 patients were discharged
as their own will, and 98 patients died in the next 3 onths, so the
cure rate was 43.4%. In the control group, the cure rate of acute
and subacute severe hepatitis was 11.9% (5/42), while cure and
improved rate of chronic severe hepatitis was only 15.4% (55/358)
(Table 5). There were significantly differences in the cure rate
between two groups (P<0.001). More importantly, in the treatment
group, the cure rate of patients in early or middle stage (76.5%
and 61.8%, respectively) was much higher than that those in
end-stage (13.7%, Table 6).
Table 2 Result of liver function test before and after ALSS
therapy (mean±SE)
Liver function

Pre-treatment

ALT (U/L)
AST (U/L)
ALP (U/L)
TBil (µmol/L)

123.35±281.32
126.84±115.25
127.97±66.74
511.36±192.81

ChE (U/L)
2 572.58±2 236.95
γ-GT (U/L)
42.38±53.85
TBA (µmol/L) 256.36±48.69
PT (s)
31.8±7.2

Post-treatment

P

53.15±94.21
63.71±58.45
81.45±39.62
257.38±123.48

<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001

3 119.24±1 812.62
20.91±25.58
119.42±49.37
23.6±6.8

0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001

Table 3 Serum amino acid levels in 25 cases before and after
the first ALSS therapy (mean±SE)
Pre-therapy (µmol/L)
Cys
Phe
Ala
Gly
Glu
Gln
Met
Arg
Lys
Tyr
Leu
Orn
Tau
Ser
Thr
Asp
Asn
Val
Ile
His
BCAA/AAA
a

After therapy (µmol/L)
53.74±26.86 a
80.92±40.75 a
267.84±138.32
212.50±106.07
116.85±91.26
515.84±208.81
149.91±134.16 b
143.18±175.92 a
190.29±136.28
104.44±59.94 a
78.17±43.74
92.84±52.93
43.51±32.90
122.22±61.29
152.94±83.42
13.38±7.87
64.52±49.46
126.35±68.72
46.29±25.88
87.86±51.56
1.52±0.77 a

65.63±41.40
94.78±62.00
256.51±123.73
194.89±83.43
118.50±89.65
494.16±218.91
185.85±142.33
170.44±231.69
220.72±168.05
121.98±82.82
73.73±58.81
113.99±94.58
46.41±27.34
123.78±64.83
165.60±83.34
16.22±10.72
59.40±46.09
121.69±75.01
44.86±36.61
96.18±73.85
1.18±0.39

P<0.05; bP<0.001 vs pre-therapy group.

Table 4 Endotoxin, TNF, rIL-2R, IL-2 in patients with hepatic
failure before and after ALSS therapy (mean±SE)

Endotoxin (ng/L)
TNF (ng/L)
rIL-2R (U/mL)
IL-2 (ng/mL)

Pre-treatment

Post-treatment

58.2±12.3
3.4±1.2
1 040.1±309.2
20.1±1.9

32.4±7.8
3.2±1.2
951.0±285.6
9.7±1.8

P
<0.005
>0.05
>0.05
>0.05

Complications occurred during ALSS therapy included skin
rash, hypotension, blood coagulation in perfusion apparatus,
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Table 5 Prognosis of ALSS treatment group and control group
ALSS treatment group
Acute and subacute severe hepatitis

Control group

Chronic severe hepatitis

Cases

Ratio (%)

Cases

Ratio (%)

Cases

30
2

78.9
5.3

157
107

43.4
29.6

5
16

6
38

15.8
100

98
362

27.0
100

21
42

Cured
Discharged as
their own will
Died
Total

infection, hyperkalemia, and local bleeding (Figure 4). All
patients recovered after management of these complications,
except one patient who died of intracranial bleeding.
Table 6 Outcome of patients in different stages after ALSS
treatment
Cured

Discharged

Died

Stages

Total
Cases

Early stage
Middle stage
End stage
Total
%100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

52
115
20
187

%
76.5
61.8
13.7
46.8

13.4
5.2
Skin
rash

Acute and subacute severe hepatitis

Cases
9
34
68
111

5.8

%

Cases

13.2
18.3
46.6
27.8

7
37
58
102

2.5

1.4

%
10.3
19.9
39.7
25.5

68
186
146
400

1.2

Hypertension Blood
Infection Hyperkalemia Local
coagulation in
bleeding
perfusion
apparatus

Figure 4 Incidence rate of complications of ALSS therapy.

DISCUSSION
In acute liver failure, the liver parenchyma injured by viral,
toxic, or some other insults failed to function sufficiently.
Temporary support of normal liver function would promote the
damaged liver to restore its normal function. Artificial liver
support system could serve this purpose. Moreover, when the liver
lost its ability to function normally, then an artificial liver support
system might be used as a “bridge” to liver transplantation[6,7].
Although various liver assistant devices have been introduced
during the past 40 years, a complete artificial liver system that
can support patients with severe hepatic failure till the damaged
liver restores its normal function has not yet been developed[8].
We modified the artificial liver support system for treatment
of patients with severe hepatic failure. We substituted the usual
50 g activated carbon absorber with 160-200 g one to remove
toxic substances of intermediate molecular weight from blood.
The 160-200 g carbon absorber proved to be appropriate, as a
larger carbon absorber might destroy blood cells and cause
side effects. The bilirubin absorbent could absorb excess
bilirubin from the plasma, so that the cleaned plasma could be
retransmitted to patients directly. The membrane plasma
separator could separate and discard plasma containing toxic
substances, and supply normal fresh plasma containing albumin
and coagulation factors for patients. The volume exchanged

Ratio (%)

Chronic severe hepatitis
Cases

Ratio (%)

11.9
38.1

55
122

15.4
34.0

50.0
100

181
358

50.6
100

utilizing this method was about 3 500 mL each time, much more
than that utilizing traditional centrifugation methods, which
exchanged only 800-1 000 mL each time. Continuous
hemodiafiltration (CHDF) could eliminate middle and small
molecular toxic substances, and keep the balance of internal
environment[13]. These methods were used in different combinations
based on the symptoms of patients (Figures 1-3). For example,
when patients had hepatic encephalopathy, we performed
plasma exchange in combination with plasma perfusion. For
patients with hepatorenal syndrome, we chose plasma exchange
and hemodialysis or hemofiltration or CHDF. For those with
hyperbilirubinemia, plasma bilirubin absorption in combination
with hemoperfusion was used. When the balance of water or
electrolytes was disturbed, we used plasma exchange and
hemofiltration or CHDF. Sometimes, more than three methods
were used together for one patient. In addition, we carefully
adjusted the dose of heparin and protamine according to PT,
and maintained fluid balance to decrease complications such
as bleeding, hemolysis, hypotension. This was crucial to
decrease the mortality of hepatic failure.
Changes in the spectrum of amino acids might be another
benefit of ALSS therapy. It has been shown that the concentration
of aromatic amino acids (AAA) was increased in patients with
fulminant hepatitis failure[14,15]. Moreover, the concentration of
methionine was a sensitive indicator of liver injury because
methionine was released while liver necrosis[16]. Methionine
was toxic to the central nervous system, and one of the main
causes of hepatic encephalopathy[17]. After ALSS therapy, the
serum level of aromatic amino acids, especially methionine declined
and the ratio of BCAA/AAA was significantly increased.
In this study, we found that the cure rate of treatment group
was significantly higher than that of the control group, indicating
that ALSS is an effective therapy in treating patients with severe
hepatitis. We also compared the efficiency of ALSS therapy in
different stages of severe liver disease and concluded that the
cure rate of early or middle stage severe hepatitis was much
higher than that of end stage severe hepatitis (76.5%, 61.8% vs
13.7%, respectively). It is possible that ALSS may provide a
favorable internal environment for hepatocytes to regenerate
and restore normal function in patients at early or middle stage.
However, there was massive necrosis of hepatocytes in hepatitis
patients at end stage, and liver regeneration was not sufficient
to recover liver function. Our data suggested that ALSS therapy
might be an effective method to treat hepatitis patients at
early stages.
Liver transplantation could provide good results in the
treatment of hepatic failure, with a 5-year survival rate of 60%[6,18].
However, its use has been greatly limited because of the lack of
sufficient liver donors. Therefore, a system that can serve as a
“bridge” to eventual OLT would greatly extend the survival
rate[19,20]. Based on our data, the artificial liver support system
could serve as an effective “bridge” to OLT. Plasmapheresis
was also beneficial, as the levels of coagulation factors and
albumin could be increased by several plasma exchanges[19].
Hemoperfusion was effective in improving the neurologic status
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of patients with hepatic failure[8,21]. Hemodialysis, hemofiltration
or CHDF could correct the disturbance of water or electrolytes
of patients[13,22]. So ALSS could improve the condition of
patients until a donor liver was available. Complications of the
transplantation included acid-base imbalance, hyperbilirubinemia,
disturbance of electrolytes, dysfunction of blood coagulation,
acute rejection, etc.[23]. ALSS treatment could improve the
internal environment to support patients in pre- and posttransplantation periods. In addition ALSS could therefore
improve the result of OLT in patients with severe liver disease.
Further appropriately controlled trials are being initiated to
confirm this observation.
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Abstract
AIM: Immune escape mutations of HBV often occur in the
dominant epitope, the second-loop of the a determinant
of hepatitis B surface antigen (HBsAg). To let the hosts
respond to the subdominant epitopes in HBsAg may be an
effective way to decrease the prevalence of immune escape
mutants. For this reason, a man-made clone of HBV S
gene with the second-loop deletion was constructed. Its
antigenicity was evaluated by yeast expression analysis
and DNA immunization in mice.
METHODS: HBV S gene with deleted second-loop, amino
acids from 139 to 145, was generated using splicing by
overlap extension. HBV deleted S gene was then cloned
into the yeast expression vector pPIC9 and the mammalian
expression vector pcDNA3 to generate pHB-SDY and pHB-SD,
respectively. The complete S gene was cloned into the
same vectors as controls. The deleted recombinant HBsAg
expressed in yeasts was detected using Abbott IMx HBsAg
test kits, enzyme-linked immunoadsorbent assay (ELISA)
and immune dot blotting to evaluate its antigenicity in vitro.
The anti-HBs responses to DNA immunization in BALB/c
mice were detected using Abbott IMx AUSAB test kits
to evaluate the antigenicity of that recombinant protein
in vivo.
RESULTS: Both deleted and complete HBsAg were
successfully expressed in yeasts. They were intracellular
expressions. The deleted HBsAg could not be detected by
ELISA, in which the monoclonal anti-HBs against the α
determinant was used, but could be detected by Abbott IMx
and immune dot blotting, in which multiple monoclonal antiHBs and polyclonal anti-HBs were used, respectively. The
activity of the deleted HBsAg detected by Abbott IMx was
much lower than that of complete HBsAg (the ratio of sample
value/cut off value, 106±26.7 vs 1 814.4±776.3, P<0.01,
t = 5.02). The anti-HBs response of pHB-SD to DNA
immunization was lower than that of complete HBV S gene
vector pHB (the positive rate 2/10 vs 6/10, 4.56±3.52 mIU/mL
vs 27.60±17.3 mIU/mL, P = 0.02, t = 2.7).
CONCLUSIONS: HBsAg with deleted second-loop of the α
determinant still has antigenicity, and can also raise weak
anti-HBs response in mice to DNA immunization, suggesting

that it is possible to develop a subdominant vaccine for
preventing infections of immune escape mutants of HBV.
Hu H, Peng XM, Huang YS, Gu L, Xie QF, Gao ZL. Yeast
expression and DNA immunization of hepatitis B virus S gene
with second-loop deletion of α determinant region. World J
Gastroenterol 2004; 10(20): 2989-2993
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INTRODUCTION
The prevalence of hepatitis B virus (HBV) is still high in some
areas of the world[1,2]. Universal inoculation of hepatitis B
vaccine helps to sharply decrease the prevalence of HBsAg
carriers from about 10% to 2% among the urban children in
China[3]. However, there are about 5-10% of healthy individuals
demonstrating no or inadequate responses following a standard
vaccination schedule[4,5]. A portion of these non-responders
may be with a breakthrough infection of immune escape
mutants[6,7]. The escape mutant infections were also frequently
occurred in liver transplant recipients under hepatitis B
immunoglobulin prophylaxis[8,9]. The prevalence of the mutants,
usually as occult HBV infections, will progressively increase in
the future since certain mutants are stable enough to be
horizontally transmittable[10,11] and have a potential to be
transmitted through blood transfusion because of escaping
the routine screening assays. The second-loop from aa139 to
aa147 of the α determinant of HBsAg is the dominant epitope.
The escape mutants usually have mutations in this region,
including K141E, P142S, D144E and G145R [8,9,12-16], though there
are mutations in the rest part of HBsAg[17,18], and induce an
altered immunity against the second-loop so that the mutants
can escape vaccine-raised antibodies or rabbit polyclonal
antibodies to some extent[19,20]. Fortunately, recent researches
suggested that weak epitopes, such as subdominant epitopes,
might not be escaped[21,22]. To let hosts respond to subdominant
epitopes or to both dominant and subdominant epitopes may
be an effective way for the prevention of escape mutant
infections. For these reasons, a man-made clone of HBV S gene
with the second-loop deletion of the α determinant region was
constructed in order to destroy the dominant epitope and let
the subdominant epitopes be responded by the hosts. The
antigenicity of that deleted S gene was evaluated by means of
yeast expression analysis and DNA immunization in mice.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Reagents
pTZ19U-HBV containing double copies of HBV DNA (adw)
was presented from professor Zhi-Min Huang, Zhongshan
University, Guangzhou, China. pcDNA3 and pPIC9 were
purchased from Invitrogen Company (the United States of
America). T4 DNA ligase and pfu DNA polymerase were
purchased from Promega Company (the United States of
America). DNA gel extraction kits and plasmid isolation kits
were purchased from Qiagen Company (Germany). Primers
shown in Table 1 were synthesized by Bioasia Biological
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Table 1 Primers used in construction of eukaryotic expression vectors
Name

Sequences (5’

3’)

HBS-SD1
HBS-SD2
HBS-SD3
HBS-SD4
HBPIC9-1
HBPIC9-2

TCC AAG CTT ATG GGA TCC GAG AAC ATC ACA TCA GGA TTC
GCA ACA TGA GGG AAA CAT AG
TCT ATG TTT CCC TCA TGT TGC AAT TGC ACC TGT ATT CCC ATC
TCC GAA TTC TTT TGT TAG GGT TTA AAT GTA TAC C
CCG GAA TTC GAC GAT GAC GAT AAG GAG AAC ATC ACA TCA GGA TTC
CAA CGC GGC CGC TTA AAT GTA TAC CCA GAG AC

Engineering Company (Shanghai, China). ELISA HBsAg kit
was purchased from Zhongshan Biological Engineering
Company (Guangdong, China). Abbott IMx HBsAg and AUSAB
test kits were purchased from Abbott Laboratory (the United
States of America). Sheep polyclonal anti-HBs and labeled
streptavidin biotin detecting kit were purchased from DAKO
Company (the United States).

Animal
Eight to twelve week-old inbred BALB/c female mice were
obtained from Guangzhou Traditional Chinese Medicine
University.
Construction of HB-SD and HB-SDY fragments
HB-SD was the fragment of HBV S gene with deletion of seven
amino acid residues from 139 to 145 of the second-loop of the α
determinant. In order to construct HB-SD, Two fragments of
HBV S gene from codon 1 to codon 138 and from codon 146 to
codon 226 were obtained by polymerase chain reaction (PCR)
using HBS-SD1/HBS-SD2 and HBS-SD3/HBS-SD4 as primers,
respectively, and pTZ19U-HBV as template. The fragments were
then connected using splicing by overlap extension after the
PCR products were run on 20 g/L agarose gel and a given band
was extracted using DNA gel extraction kit[23]. HB-SD was
obtained at last by purifying the spliced products. HB-SDY
was obtained by PCR using HB-SD as template and HBSPIC91/HBSPIC9-2 as primers. The control fragments of complete
HBV S gene were obtained using pTZ19U-HBV as template,
and HBS-SD1/HBS-SD4 or HBSPIC9-1/HBSPIC9-2 as primers.
Construction of recombinant vector pHB-SDY and pHB-SD
For construction of pHB-SDY, the fragments of HB-SD and
pPIC9 were digested by restriction endonucleases EcoRI and
Not I, respectively. For construction of pHB-SD, the fragment
of HB-SD was digested by restriction endonucleases Hind III
and Eco RI, respectively as well as pcDNA3. Digested DNA
fragment and vector DNA were ligated using T4 DNA ligase
after purification. Plasmid DNA was obtained after Escherichia
coli was transformed by ligated products. Candidate recombinant
plasmids were selecteds by restriction fragment length
polymorphism (RFLP) analysis and automatic DNA sequencing
by Bioasia Biological Engineering Company. Control vectors
pHB and pHBY were generated using the control fragments of
complete HBV S gene in the same way.
Expression of pHB-SDY in yeast
The recombinant vector DNA of pHB-SDY and pHBY was
prepared from transformed bacteria using Qiagen’s Max-Prep
kits. Yeast cells from a single colony of Pichia pastoris GS115
strain were cultivated using YPD culture. Vector DNA was
transformed into yeast cells by lithium chloride transformation
method. Transformants were grown on minimal dextrose and
minimal methanol plates to screen Mut+ and MutS phenotypes.
PCR using AOX1 primers was utilized to screen integrants. MutS
strain was cultivated in BMGY culture and induced using 5 mL/L
methanol. Protein expression of the supernatants and cell pellets

was analyzed by Coomassie-stained SDS-PAGE, ELISA, Abbott
IMx and immune dot blotting assay. ELISA and IMx tests were
carried out as the manufacturer’s protocol. Immune dot blotting
was carried out using sheep polyclonal anti-HBs as first
antibody and LSAB kit to demonstrate the results.

DNA immunization analysis of pHB-SD
Large scale plasmid DNA of recombinant plasmids pHB-SD
and pHB was prepared using Qiagen’s Max-Prep kits. Plasmid
DNA of pcDNA3 was also prepared to be used as control.
Plasmid DNA was adjusted to 1 µg/µL in normal saline. Thirty
BLBA/c mice were randomly divided into 4 groups. Each mouse
was injected 100 µL of plasmid DNA which was distributed
over five different sites into the anterior tibialis muscle 5 d after
the injection of an equal volume of 2 g/L bupivacaine. Boost
injection was carried out 3 times every 3 wk with equal amount
of plasmid DNA. Four weeks after the last boost injection, all
mice were put to death for serum. Anti-HBs in serum was
detected using Abbott AUSAB kits.
Statistical analysis
For anti-HBs level, geometric mean titer (GMT) for each group
was calculated at first. Then Student-Newman-Keuls-q was
used for statistical analysis. For positive rate, Fisher exact
probability analysis was used. SPSS 10.0 for Windows was
used for all statistical analysis. P<0.05 was considered
statistically significant.
RESULTS
Construction of HB-SD and HB-SDY
Two fragments for constructing HB-SD fragment (Figure 1)
were successfully obtained with base pair number as expected.
The base pair number of spliced HB-SD fragment (Figure 1)
was just a little smaller than that of HB fragment (Figure 1),
which was the PCR fragment of complete HBV S gene with 711 bp
in length. That was conformed to the fact that HB-SD fragment
was only 21 bp smaller than HB fragment. HBY and HB-SDY
fragments are shown in Figure 1. Their base pair numbers were
the same as designed.
Construction of pHB-SD and pHB-SDY
HB-SD fragment was inserted into the vector of pcDNA3
between restriction endonucleases Hind III and EcoRI. When
recombinant plasmids were digested with the two restriction
endonucleases, the molecular weight of the small restriction
fragment was the same as that of HB-SD (Figure 2). After its
sequence was confirmed by DNA sequencing, the recombinant
plasmid was denominated as pHB-SD. The HB fragment was
cloned into the same vector to obtain a recombinant plasmid of
pHB as control. HB-SDY fragment was inserted into the vector
of pPIC9 between restriction endonucleases Eco RI and Not I.
The digested fragment shown in Figure 2 was the same as
designed in base pair numbers. The recombinant vector was
denominated as pHB-SDY after its sequence was confirmed by
DNA sequencing. HBY fragment was cloned into the pPIC9 to
obtain recombinant vector of pHBY as control.
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Figure 2 RFLP analysis of recombinant vectors of pHB-SD
and pHB-SDY. Lane M1: DNA marker; Lane 1: HB-SD fragment;
Lane 2: pHB-SD candidate digested by restriction endonuclease Hind III and Eco RI; Lane 3: pHB-SD candidate digested
by restriction endonuclease Bam HI; Lane 4: pcDNA3 digested
by restriction endonuclease Bam HI; Lane 5: pHB-SDY candidate digested by restriction endonuclease Not I and Eco RI;
Lane M2: DNA marker.

Expression of recombinant plasmid pHB-SDY in yeast
MutS transformants for pHB-SDY and its control pHBY were
successfully selected though growing on plates of minimal
dextrose and minimal methanol. The integrant screening results
of transformants are shown in Figure 3. The PCR product of
Mut+ transformants without gene of interest was 2.2 kb (Figure 3A).
The PCR product of pPIC9 alone was 492 bp (Figure 3A). The
PCR products of integrants of pHBY and pHB-SDY were 1
200 bp and 1 179 bp respectively. These transformants shown
in Figure 3A were recombinants with the genes of interest, and
belonged to Muts transformants since they had no bands of
wild-type AOX1 gene. The results of Coomassie-stained SDSPAGE analysis of the protein expression of Muts transformants
with pHBY and pHB-SDY are shown in Figure 3B. No recombinant
protein was visible. The results of HBsAg antigenicity detection
using ELISA and immune dot blotting are shown in Figure 4.
The expression of transformants with pHBY was intracellular.
The recombinant protein of pHB-SDY could not be detected
by ELISA, and only weakly demonstrated by immune dot
blotting assay. The IMx results are shown in Table 2. The ratio
of sample value/cut off value of pHB-SDY was much lower
than that of pHBY (P<0.01, t = 5.02).
DNA immunization
All mice were alive after the inoculation schedule was finished.
The anti-HBs levels are shown in Table 2. The anti-HBs was
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Figure 1 Electrophoresis of the fragments of HBV S gene.
Lane 1: HB fragment of complete HBV S gene; Lane 2: HB-SD
fragment with the second-loop deletion of the α determinant;
Lane 3: DNA fragment of HBV S gene from codon 1 to codon
138; Lane 4: DNA fragment of HBV S gene from codon 146 to
codon 226; Lane 5: HBY fragments; Lane 6: HB-SDY fragments;
Lane M1: DNA marker.
2

negative in groups of normal saline and plasmid pcDNA3. The
positive rate of anti-HBs was 2/10 in pHB-SD group and 6/10 in
pHB group. The amount of anti-HBs induced in groups of HBV
S gene with deleted second-loop of the α determinant was less
than that in the complete HBV S gene groups (P = 0.02, t = 2.7).
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Figure 3 Screening integrants and SDS-PAGE analysis. A:
Screening integrants using PCR with AOX1 primers. Lane
M2: DNA marker; Lane 1: PCR products of Mut+ transformant
without gene of interest; Lane 2: PCR products of Mut s
transformants with pHBY; Lane 3: PCR products of Mut s
transformants with pHB-SDY; Lane 4: PCR products of pPIC9
alone. Lane M1 were DNA markers. B: Coomassie-stained
SDS-PAGE analysis of the recombinant proteins of pHB-SDY
and pHBY. Lane M3: protein marker; Lane 5: cell lysate supernatants of yeast alone; Lane 6: yeast transformed with pPIC9;
Lane 7: yeast transformed with pHBY; Lane 8: yeast transformed with pHB-SDY.
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Figure 4 Antigenicity analysis of recombinant proteins using
ELISA and immune dot blotting assay. (A) ELISA, (B) immune
dot blotting assay.
Table 2 Antigenicity of HBsAg with second-loop deletion of
α determinant
Groups

HBsAg titer by
IMx S/CO value

Anti-HBs responses
in DNA immunization
Positive rate mIU/L (GMT±SE)

Empty control
pcDNA3
pHB
pHB-SD

-

0/5

-

-

0/5

1 589±234.5b

6/10

27.60±17.3c

-

106±26.8

2/10

4.56±3.52

S/CO: the ratio of sample against cut off value. GMT: geometric mean titer. bP<0.01, t = 5.02 vs groups of pHB-SD; cP = 0.02,
t = 2.7 vs groups of pHB-SD.
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DISCUSSION
The hosts usually do not respond to the subdominant epitopes
in both vaccinated individuals and patients because of the
dominant negative mechanism. Since they usually have no
escape mutations and are not tolerant in patients, the
subdominant epitopes have been widely used to overcome
immunological tolerance in the fields of tumor and chronic
infections[24-27]. Many subdominant epitopes were successfully
responded by the hosts with chronic infections or tumor
carrying patients[24-29]. However, the most data were limited in
CD8+ cells or cytotoxic T lymphocytes. There are few such
literatures about the epitopes of B lymphocytes. As a protective
antigen, HBsAg is of great significance for prevention of HBV
infection. It has been confirmed that there are more than three
B-lymphocyte epitopes in HBsAg. The second-loop of α
determinant is the strongest one among them[30]. It is the dominant
epitope, and the rest ones are the subdominant epitopes.
To completely destroy the dominant epitope may be able to
eliminate the dominant negative mechanism, and let the
subdominant epitopes be responded by the hosts. In our study
even after deletion of the second-loop of HBsAg α determinant,
the recombinant protein expressed in yeasts still had a weak
antigenicity. Though it escaped the monoclonal anti-HBs
derived from the α determinant, the recombinant protein might
react with polyclonal anti-HBs or monoclonal anti-HBs derived
from other parts of HBsAg because it could be detected by
immune dot blotting and Abbott IMx kits, in which the
demonstrating antibodies consisted of monoclonal anti-HBs
derived from α determinant and the rest part of HBsAg[31]. These
results are similar to that of the α determinant variants that
could be detected by monoclonal antibody from the rest part of
HBsAg too[22]. Mammalian expression vector with deleted HBV
S gene could raise a weak anti-HBs response to DNA immunization.
It was not sure that this anti-HBs was protective. However, it
might be able to react with HBV particles since the anti-HBs
derived from the first-loop of the α determinant of HBsAg could
be accessible on native HBsAg[21]. These suggested that it
was possible to develop a subdominant vaccine for the prevention
of immune escape mutant infections of HBV.
The response rate of recombinant plasmids was very low in
our study. It might be the nature of DNA immunization because this
phenomenon also occurred in researches of other scientists[32]. The
deleted HBV S gene was successfully expressed in yeasts.
However, the expression conditions need to be improved. The
exact value of deleted HBsAg should be evaluated after purified
recombinant proteins are obtained in the future. The effect of
anti-HBs raised by subdominant epitopes of HBsAg on the
infectivity of HBV should also be evaluated in the future.
HBsAg with deleted second-loop of the α determinant still
has antigenicity, and can also raise weak anti-HBs response in
mice to DNA immunization, suggesting that it is possible to
develop a subdominant vaccine for preventing infections of
immune escape mutants of HBV.
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Abstract
AIM: γ-glutamyl transpeptidase (GGT) has been reported
as a virulence and colonizing factor of Helicobacter pylori
(H pylori). This study examined the effect of GGT on the
growth of H pylori.
METHODS: Standard H pylori strain NCTC 11637 and 4
clinical isolates with different levels of GGT activity as measured
by an enzymatic assay were used in this study. Growth
inhibition and stimulation studies were carried out by culturing
H pylori in brain heart infusion broth supplemented with
specific GGT inhibitor (L-serine sodium borate complex, SBC)
or enhancer (glutathione together with glycyl-glycine),
respectively. The growth profiles of H pylori were determined
based on viable bacterial count at time interval.
RESULTS: Growth was more profuse for H pylori isolates
with higher GGT activity than those present with lower GGT
activity. However, in the presence of SBC, growth of H pylori
was retarded in a dose dependent manner (P = 0.034). In
contrast, higher growth rate was observed when GGT
activity was enhanced in the presence of glutathione and
glycyl-glycine.
CONCLUSION: Higher GGT activity provides an advantage
to the growth of H pylori in vitro. Inhibition of GGT activity
by SBC resulted in growth retardation. The study shows
that GGT plays an important role on the growth of H pylori.
Gong M, Ho B. Prominent role of γ-glutamyl-transpeptidase on
the growth of Helicobacter pylori. World J Gastroenterol
2004; 10(20): 2994-2996
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INTRODUCTION
Helicobacter pylori (H pylori) is a gram-negative spiral
bacterium that causes chronic infection of the human stomach
in adults[1-5] as well as children[6]. The chronic H pylori infection
may lead to peptic ulceration[7-9] and may be a potential risk
factor for gastric carcinoma[10-12].
The exact mechanism on how H pylori promotes gastric
neoplasia is not known but is hypothesized to have occurred
through the production of reactive oxygen species leading to
oxidative stress and DNA damage in gastric epithelial cells[13-15].

The level of reduced form of the tripeptide thiol, glutathione
(GSH), one of the major endogenous defense mechanisms against
oxidative stress, was shown to be decreased in gastric mucosal
after H pylori infection[16,17]. Furthermore, it has been well
established that GGT plays a major role in glutathione metabolism.
This enzyme catalyses transpeptidation reaction in which a
γ-glutamyl moiety is transferred from γ-glutamyl compounds,
such as glutathione, a non-protein sulphydryl molecule, to
amino acids. In addition, GGT can use γ-glutamyl peptides as
substrates in the reciprocal hydrolysis reaction, thus playing a
role in the synthesis of glutathione[18,19].
It has been reported that GGT activity could be inhibited by
the presence of inhibitors like L-serine sodium borate complex
(SBC)[20] and acivicin[21]. Although acivicin is a more effective
GGT inhibitor, it is nonspecific and inhibits a number of glutamine
amino-transferase[21]. In contrast, SBC is a highly specific GGT
inhibitor but substantially higher concentration of SBC as
compared to acivicin is needed for an effective inhibition of
GGT activity[20].
GGT being a constitutive enzyme of H pylori was shown to
participate in the colonization of H pylori in Swiss specific
pathogen-free mice[22]. However, a later study using a different
animal model demonstrated that GGT was not essential for
colonization but acted as a virulence factor[23]. The present
study examined the effect of GGT on H pylori growth in vitro
in the presence of GGT inhibitor as well as enhancer.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Bacterial strains and culture conditions
A standard H pylori strain NCTC 11 637 and 4 clinical isolates with
different levels of GGT activity were used in this study. Strains 712
and 1 018 showed high GGT activity (>1 U/mg protein) while strains
1 082 and 888 had low GGT activity (<0.4 U/mg protein).
H pylori was grown for 3 d at 37 on chocolate blood agar
containing 40 g/L blood agar base No.2 (Oxoid) and 50 mL/L horse
blood (Gibco) in a humidified incubator (Forma Scientific)
supplied with 50 mL/L CO2[24] The bacterial cells were harvested
and washed with PBS buffer (pH 7.4) to give a suspension of
ca. 5×107 CFU/mL (A600 = 0.2) in either PBS or brain heart
infusion (BHI, Gibco) broth.
Inhibitory effect of SBC on H pylori GGT activity
A bacterial population of 3 d old 107 CFU/mL H pylori NCTC 11
637 was incubated in BHI broth containing various
concentrations (2-10 mmol/L) of SBC (Sigma) at 37 for 30 min.
GGT activity of H pylori cells was then measured by an
enzymatic assay as described by Meister et al.[25].
Growth inhibition and stimulation studies
H pylori NCTC 11 637 was suspended in fresh BHI broth at a
final cell concentration of approximately 5×105 CFU per ml. For
growth inhibition study, appropriate volumes of filter-sterilized
(pore size, 0.2 µm; Nalgene sterile syringe filter) SBC stock
solution (100 mmol/L) were added to sterile BHI broth to provide
final concentrations of SBC in BHI in the range of 2-10 mmol/L.
For growth stimulation study, filter-sterilized glycyl-glycine
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Statistical analysis
Data was analyzed using one-way ANOVA test (SPSS). A value
of P 0.05 was considered statistically significant.
RESULTS
SBC inhibits GGT activity of H pylori
Figure 1 shows that H pylori strain NCTC 11 637 GGT activity
was inhibited in a dose dependent manner upon exposure to a
range of SBC concentrations (2-10 mmol/L) for 30 min at 37 ,
where >90% GGT activity was inhibited by 4 mmol/L SBC.
The maximum inhibitory effect of 96% of GGT activity was
achieved at the concentration of 10 mmol/L SBC.
Effect of GGT on H pylori growth
Since SBC has inhibitory effect on H pylori GGT activity,
H pylori NCTC 11 637 was cultured in BHI broth supplemented
with different concentrations of SBC (2-10 mmol/L). Figure 2
shows that the H pylori cultured in the presence of various
concentrations of SBC (2-10 mmol/L) over 3 wk displayed marked
inhibition on the growth of H pylori in a dose dependent manner
(ANOVA, P = 0.034). A> 99% decrease in viability of the bacterial
population was observed within 72 h after culturing H pylori in
the presence of 10 mmol/L SBC. In contrast, H pylori proliferated
at twice the normal growth rate in the presence of GSH and
glycyl-glycine with increased GGT activity as compared to the
control. And this acceleration in growth lasted over a period of
more then two weeks. Similar growth profile was observed with
another H pylori strain SS1 (data not shown).

GGT activity (mU/mg protein)

Growth of different H pylori strains
Growth of the four H pylori strains with disparate GGT activities
was followed over a period of 3 wk. Figure 3 shows that H pylori
isolates with higher GGT activity (strains 1 018 and 712) grew
better and more abundant than those with lower GGT activity
(strains 1 082 and 888) by 10-100 folds depending on the age of
culture. However, all 4 cultures showed similar growth rate at
3 wk-old.
800
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Growth of various H pylori strains that expressed different levels
of GGT activity
Two strains each with high GGT activity (strains 1 018 and 712)
and low GGT activity (strains 1 082 and 888) were grown in BHI
broth at 37 over a period of 3 wk. The bacterial populations
of the various strains were enumerated at time interval.
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Figure 2 Effect of GGT on the growth of H pylori. H pylori strain
NCTC 11 637 was cultured microaerobically in BHI broth
medium supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum at 37
and in the presence of either different concentration of GGT
inhibitor or stimulator. A: Effect of 2 mmol/L ( square),
4 mmol/L ( triangle), 6 mmol/L (×cross), 8 mmol/L (* star)
SBC and GGT stimulation (0.1 mol/L GSH+1 mol/L glycylglycine, circle) on NCTC 11 637 over 21 d. Control ( diamond).
B: Effect of 10 mmol/L SBC on NCTC 11 637 over 72 h. Viability was determined continuously at time intervals. (CFU:
colony-forming units).

Viability (Log CFU/mL)

(Sigma) and GSH (Sigma) were added to BHI broth at a final
concentration of 1 mmol/L and 0.1 mmol/L, respectively.
Growth inhibition and stimulation curves were constructed
based on viable bacterial count at different time interval.
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Figure 3 Growth of 4 H pylori strains with different levels of
GGT activity H pylori strains 1 018 and 712 expressed high GGT
activity (>1 U/mg protein) while strains 888 and 1 082 produced low GGT activity (<0.4 U/mg protein). H pylori strains
1 018 (diamond), 712 ( square), 888 ( triangle), and 1 082 (×cross)
were cultured in BHI medium microaerobically over 3 wk.
Viability was determined continuously at time intervals.
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Figure 1 Inhibitory effect of SBC on H pylori GGT activity
Inhibition of 85%, 92%, 94%, 95% and 96% were obtained by
incubating H pylori in 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 mmol/L SBC, respectively
at 37
for 30 min.

DISCUSSION
Inhibition of GGT activity by SBC was caused by competition
with respect to γ-glutamyl substrate, and it was suggested that
a serine-borate complex is formed which may bind to the active
site of the enzyme by interacting with a carbohydrate residue
of the enzyme[20]. Although acivicin is 20 times more effective
in inhibiting GGT activity as compared to SBC (data not shown),
it was not used for the growth inhibition study because it is a
non-specific GGT inhibitor[21]. In this study, more than 90% of
GGT activity was suppressed by 4 mmol/L SBC. Inhibition of
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GGT activity by SBC resulted in retarding the growth of H pylori
in a dose dependent manner indicating that GGT is an essential
enzyme in the growth of H pylori. In contrast, when physiological
concentration of GSH and glycyl-glycine[26,27] were supplemented
into the culture medium, growth of H pylori was accelerated
by more than tow folds. The results show that the growth of
H pylori was enhanced under GGT stimulation condition
demonstrating the possibility of such event in in vivo situation.
In this study, it is interesting to note that H pylori with
higher GGT activity (>1 U/mg protein) grows better than those
with lower GGT activity (<0.4 U/mg protein). However, in the
presence of SBC, a specific GGT inhibitor, the growth of H pylori
was shown to be retarded. This finding that GGT is vital for the
growth of H pylori could possibly explain why there was a
reduction in the recovery of GGT isogenic mutant in the
postinfected mice in the in vivo study carried out by McGovern
et al.[23], while no ggt mutant H pylori were recovered in the
animal model of Chevalier et al.[22]. The explanation supports
the role of GGT activity in the ability of H pylori to proliferate
in in vivo condition. However, the variation could also be due
to the difference in animal model as suggested by McGovern
et al.[23], or owing to strain difference in terms of the level of
GGT activity expressed as demonstrated in this study.
It has been reported that GGT plays a significant role in
H pylori-mediated apoptosis[28]. It was therefore suggested
that H pylori induces apoptosis by GGT and that the bacteria
gain essential nutrients from the apoptotic cells, thus
establishing a permanent colony in vivo[28,29]. The results of earlier
studies[22,23,28] indicated that GGT is an important enzyme for the
growth and survival of H pylori in vivo while our findings that
growth of H pylori is relative to the level of bacterial GGT
activity and that higher GGT activity favors its growth in vitro.
It is therefore proposed that GGT has a vital and prominent role
to play on the growth of H pylori.
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Abstract
AIM: To study the diagnosis of Helicobacter pylori (H pylori)
infection through the determination of serum levels of antiH pylori IgG and IgA antibodies, and the levels of anti-H pylori
IgA antibodies in duodenal fluid.
METHODS: Data were collected from 93 patients submitted
to upper digestive endoscopy due to dyspeptic symptoms.
The patients were either negative (group A) or positive
(group B) to H pylori by means of both histological detection
and urease tests. Before endoscopy, peripheral blood was
collected for the investigation of anti-H pylori IgG and
IgA antibodies. To perform the urease test, biopsies were
obtained from the gastric antrum. For the histological
evaluation, biopsies were collected from the gastric antrum
(greater and lesser curvatures) and the gastric body.
Following this, duodenal fluid was collected from the first
and second portions of the duodenum. For the serological
assaying of anti–H pylori IgG and IgA, and anti-H pylori IgA
in duodenal fluids, the ELISA method was utilized.
RESULTS: The concentration of serum IgG showed sensitivity
of 64.0%, specificity of 83.7%, positive predictive value of
82.0%, negative predictive value of 66.6% and accuracy
of 73.1% for the diagnosis of H pylori infection. For the
same purpose, serum IgA showed sensitivity of 72.0%,
specificity of 65.9%, positive predictive value of 72.0%,
negative predictive value of 67.4% and accuracy of 69.8%.
If the serological tests were considered together, i.e. when
both were positive or negative, the accuracy was 80.0%,
sensitivity was 86.6%, specificity was 74.2%, positive
predictive value was 74.2% and negative predictive value
was 86.6%. When values obtained in the test for detecting
IgA in the duodenal fluid were analyzed, no significant
difference (P = 0.43) was observed between the values
obtained from patients with or without H pylori infection.
CONCLUSION: The results of serum IgG and IgA tests for
H pylori detection when used simultaneously, are more
efficient in accuracy, sensitivity and negative predictive value,
than those when used alone. The concentration of IgA
antibodies in duodenal fluid is not useful in identifying patients
with or without H pylori.
Locatelli A, Catapani WR, Junior GCR, Silva CBP, Waisberg J.
Detection of anti-Helicobacter pylori antibodies in serum and
duodenal fluid in peptic gastroduodenal disease. World J
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INTRODUCTION
Knowledge about peptic ulcers has changed profoundly since
Warren and Marshall[1] managed to cultivate Helicobacter
pylori (H pylori) from gastric biopsies. This raised great interest
in the study of how it colonized the upper gastrointestinal tract
and more specifically, in its direct relationship with peptic
disease [1-3].
In epidemiological studies, serum tests could offer high
sensitivity and specificity[4]. Serum assaying of anti-H pylori
IgG and IgA antibodies could be used for the determination of
prevalence of acute and chronic infections[5-7]. In general, the
serum levels of anti-H pylori IgG antibodies were increased in
the presence of infection and could be used as a marker. On the
other hand, anti-H pylori IgA antibodies were less appropriate
for this purpose[8,9], nevertheless serological findings of antiH pylori IgA antibodies in symptomatic patients might have
significant clinical values for the diagnosis of infection,
especially if the patient was seronegative for IgG[10].
In treatment of peptic diseases among H pylori-infected
patients, local immune responses of the host, as well as the
inherent factors of the microorganism, such as the presence of
cytotoxin-associated gene A (cagA) were important[11,12]. Few
studies have analyzed the effect of local immune response on
diseases induced by H pylori[13,14].
H pylori infection could result in a major increase in cells
secreting IgA in human gastroduodenal mucosa [15,16] and
usually induce high serum levels of anti-H pylori antibodies.
Moreover, significant concentrations of antibodies were
demonstrated in saliva, gastric fluid and feces[17]. Despite the
antibody response, this microorganism has been rarely
eliminated from the stomach and when it was not treated
adequately the infection generally persisted in the rest of an
individual’s life[18].
However, the use of serological tests based on the
determination of serum levels of anti-H pylori IgG and IgA
antibodies to clinically diagnose H pylori infection has not yet
been fully clarified[5,7,10,16].
The objective of the present study was to analyze the use
of serum levels of anti-H pylori IgG and IgA antibodies, and
the levels of anti-H pylori IgA antibodies in duodenal fluid for
the diagnosis of H pylori infection.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients
Examinations were done on 93 patients with peptic symptoms
from November 2000 to September 2001.
The inclusion criteria were: adult patients with a normal
endoscopic examination or showing a peptic disease[19,20]. The
followings were considered to be exclusion criteria: presence
of malignant disease of the upper digestive tract, previous
gastrectomy, use of hormonal or non-hormonal anti-inflammatory
medications, proton pump inhibitors, histamine H2 receptor
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blockers or antibiotics or antacids over the past twelve months,
previous treatment for the elimination of H pylori over the past
twelve months, presence of intestinal inflammatory disease or
immunodeficiency of any nature, and pediatric age.
The patients (n = 93) were divided into two groups. Group A
(n = 43) that had urease test and was histology negative for
H pylori, and group B (n = 50) that had urease test and was histology
positive for H pylori. These criteria (patients simultaneously
positive or negative in histological and urease tests) were used
for diagnosis of H pylori. In group A, 22 (51.2%) patients were
males and 21 (48.8%) were females, the mean age was 34.77±12.89
years (range: 17 to 71 years). In group B, 25 (50.0%) patients
were males and 25 (50.0%) were females, the mean age was
41.6±14.6 years (range: 21 to 71 years).

Methods
Endoscopic examination, biopsies of gastric mucosa and
sampling of duodenal fluid To perform urease test, two biopsies
were obtained from the gastric antrum (greater and lesser
curvatures) at least 2 cm from the pylorus. For the histological
analysis, four biopsies were collected, two of which from the
gastric antrum (greater and lesser curvatures), and two of which
from the gastric body on the anterior and posterior walls.
Following this, a minimum of 2 mL of secreted duodenal fluid
was collected from the first and second portions of the duodenum.
Processing of biopsy material The material collected from the
gastric biopsies was placed in flasks containing 40 g/L buffered
formaldehyde for fixation and then sent for histological examination.
Slides were stained with hematoxylin and eosin and the modified
Giemsa method (1% Lugol’s solution and 25 g/L gentian violet
solution). The four biopsy fragments removed from the gastric
antrum were placed in flasks containing urease medium (Probac,
Sao Paulo, Brazil), with 2 mL of solution in each. The flasks were
maintained at 37 and read by the main author 6 and 12 h later.
Determination of serum levels of anti-H pylori IgG and IgA
and anti-H pylori IgA in duodenal fluid Before endoscopy,
peripheral blood was collected to determine the serum levels of
anti-H pylori IgG and IgA. Two-milliliter aliquots from duodenal
fluid were diluted with distilled water until a final volume of 10 mL
was reached. This solution was centrifuged at 1 500 r/min for
10 min and the supernatant was stored at -20 .
ELISA method (Accubind®, Monobind, Inc., Costa Mesa,
California, USA) was used to determine the levels of serum
anti-H pylori IgG and IgA and anti-H pylori IgA in the duodenal
fluid. The serum samples were diluted to 1/100 while the samples
of duodenal fluids were diluted to 1/1 000. Other steps were
performed according to the instructions of manufacturer.
For both the anti-H pylori IgG and IgA serum antibodies,
optical density values greater than 20 U/mL were considered
as positive results. For the anti-H pylori IgA antibodies in the
duodenal fluid, no reference optical density value for a positive
or negative test was available. Thus, a receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) curve was constructed, taking the results
obtained in ELISA test versus the gold standard.
Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was performed by the Mann-Whitney,
Fisher’s exact and Kruskal-Wallis tests. The ROC curve was
constructed in order to assess the sensitivity and specificity of
anti-H pylori IgA assays in the duodenal fluid at different cutoff
levels. An alpha value less than or equal to 5% was adopted for
rejection of the null hypothesis. The results were expressed as
mean±SD to illustrate the distribution of variables.
RESULTS
Findings of endoscopic and histological examination
The findings of endoscopic and histological examination were
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gastritis alone in 32 (34.4%) patients, gastritis in association
with duodenal peptic ulcer and/or moderate to severe
enanthematic or erosive bulboduodenitis in 18 (19.4%), gastritis
in association with hiatal hernia and/or esophagitis in 16 (17.2%),
gastritis and slight bulboduodenitis in 11 (11.8%), gastritis in
association with gastric ulcer and duodenal ulcer simultaneously
in 4 (4.3%) and gastritis and gastric polyps in one (1.0%). Eleven
(11.8%) patients presented normal endoscopic and histological
examination of the gastric mucosa.

Value of serum tests for diagnosis of H pylori infection
The sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative predictive
values and accuracy of the serum tests for anti-H pylori IgG
and IgA were analyzed in relation to the gold standard. The
accuracy of serum IgG levels was 73.1%, the sensitivity was 64.0%,
specificity was 83.7%, positive predictive value was 82.0% and
negative predictive value was 66.6%. With regard to serum IgA
levels, the accuracy was 69.8%, sensitivity was 72.0%, specificity
was 65.9%, positive predictive value was 72.0% and negative
predictive value was 67.4%. If the serological tests were
considered together, i.e. when both were positive or negative in
comparison with the gold standard (Table 1), the accuracy was
80.0%, sensitivity was 86.6%, specificity was 74.2%, positive
predictive value was 74.2% and negative predictive value was
86.6%.
Table 1 Frequency of patients positive or negative for serum
anti-H pylori IgG, positive or negative for serum anti-H pylori
IgA and negative or positive simultaneously for serum antiH pylori IgG and IgA in comparison to the gold standard
IgG (+) IgG (-) IgA (+) IgA (-) IgG and IgG and
n
n
n
n
IgA (+)f IgA (-)f
n
n
Histology and
urease (+)
Histology
and urease (-)

32b

18b

36d

14d

26 f

7

36

14

29

9

4f
26

n: Number of patients; bP<0.0001, dP = 0.0002, fP<0.0001 vs histology and urease (-) group.
1.00
0.75
(Sensitivity)
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0.50
0.25
0.00
0.00

0.25
0.50
0.75
1.00
False positive (1-specificity)

Figure 1 Sensitivity and specificity of anti-H pylori IgA in
duodenal fluid for diagnosis of infection determined by ROC
curve.

Compared with the frequencies of individuals with positive
or negative results in the serological test for identifying antiH pylori IgG and IgA antibodies, the serological tests were
efficient in the diagnosis of the presence or absence of H pylori
infection. The difference in the frequencies of positive and
negative test results between the groups was highly significant
(Table 1). With regard to the ELISA serological tests for antiH pylori IgG and IgA considered together (Table 1), the difference
between the frequencies of patients in each group was highly
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significant (P<0.0001).
In comparison between the values obtained in the ELISA
tests in patients positive or negative for H pylori, the difference
was significant in relation to anti-H pylori serological IgA
and IgG.

Value of anti-H pylori IgA antibodies in duodenal fluid for
diagnosis of H pylori infection
Sensitivity, specificity and false positive ratio for IgA in the
duodenal fluid were defined by the ROC curve at different cutoff
levels, as compared to the gold standard (Figure 1).
When values obtained in the ELISA test for determination
of anti-H pylori IgA antibodies in the duodenal fluids were
analyzed, no significant difference (P = 0.43) was observed
between the patients with or without H pylori infection.
DISCUSSION
Martin-de-Argila et al.[21] concluded that ELISA serum test for
the detection of anti-H pylori IgA and IgG antibodies was
sensitive and specific and should preferentially be utilized in
population-based studies. Peura[22] found that the sensitivity
and specificity of ELISA test ranged from 75% to 95%. PerezPerez et al.[23], examined the detection of anti-H pylori IgA and
IgG in serological samples from patients with positive cultures
for H pylori and a histological diagnosis of gastritis, and verified
that tests using both antibodies simultaneously had a sensitivity
of 93.1% and a specificity of 94.4%. In our study, if the
serological tests were considered together, the sensitivity was
86.6% and specificity was 74.2%. A possible explanation for
this difference could be the different methods utilized as the
gold standard. Indeed, the H pylori culture method performed
by those authors could possibly have revealed smaller
quantities of bacteria in the gastric mucosa. With few bacteria
in the mucosa, the urease test and histology could give a false
negative result.
Our results also pointed to an increased sensitivity when
both anti-H pylori IgG and IgA were considered together, in
relation to IgG or IgA alone, but the improvement in specificity
occurred only in relation to IgA, and it was reduced in comparison
with IgG alone. The association between IgG and IgA resulted
in a marked improvement of the negative predictive value in
comparison with the two assays alone, but did not offer
advantages in relation to the positive predictive value.
Certainly, other variables than these might be responsible
for the differences observed between the various studies, such
as the severity and staging of peptic disease and the different
strains of microorganism might also play a role. Strains with
cytotoxin-associated gene A (cagA) exhibited more intense
immunological responses[11,16,23,24].
Watanabe et al.[14], found that patients who presented high
titers of anti-H pylori IgA in the gastric secretion presented a
lower degree of neutrophilic infiltration on histological
examination. These results suggest that anti-H pylori IgA
antibodies have a protective function, even though this is
insufficient to completely eliminate the organism.
In the present study, when the titers of anti-H pylori IgA in
the duodenal fluid in patients with and without H pylori were
analyzed, no significant difference was found in these values.
The ROC curve, constructed using the values obtained from
the determination of duodenal anti-H pylori IgA, compared to
the gold standard, showed that the levels of this immunoglobulin
in the duodenal fluid presented high sensitivity and low
specificity, or even the opposite, depending on the cutoff level
considered. Thus, if a cutoff level of 1.0 is adopted, it can be
predicted that an individual will be negative for H pylori if the
anti-H pylori IgA values in the duodenal fluid are below this
reference level (sensitivity 82.4%). However, at this cutoff level,
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individuals with anti-H pylori IgA above this value will be at
increased risk of being considered as false positive, i.e. with a
specificity of 14.5%, the number of false positives will reach 85.4%.
Crabtree et al.[24], using ELISA method, evaluated the local
immunological response of anti-H pylori IgA and IgG antibodies
in patients with duodenitis. These authors observed that the
local immunological response of anti-H pylori IgA antibodies
was greater than that of anti-H pylori IgG antibodies. They
also noted that there was a direct relationship between the
titers of anti-H pylori antibodies and the severity of the
inflammatory process found, or in other words, the more severe
the duodenitis, the higher the levels of local antibodies and
especially those of IgA. However, their investigation into these
antibodies was done by evaluating the supernatant material
from in vitro culture of biopsies taken from the first and second
portions of the duodenum. In our study, duodenal fluid was
collected from these same locations for investigating the antiH pylori IgA antibodies. Often, studies performed in vitro could
not be directly correlated with in vivo results because of the
absence of other conditions frequently encountered in vivo,
such as the presence of proteolytic enzymes in the intestine
that could change the concentration of secreted IgA, although
this immunoglobulin is very resistant to the action of these
enzymes[14]. Our results expressed the concentration of IgA in
the duodenal fluid, but the total amount of IgA in this fluid was
unknown, because the quantity of fluid in the first and second
portions of the duodenum varied between patients. Crabtree et al,
studied anti-H pylori antibodies in the duodenal mucosa, and
observed notable differences in antibody concentrations
between the first and second portions of the duodenum. These
authors observed that, in the second portion of the duodenum,
the concentrations of anti-H pylori IgA and IgG antibodies
were lower than those in the first portion. This could have had
a decisive influence on our results, since the duodenal fluid
presented a greater volume in the second portion of the
duodenum and it was often difficult to obtain samples of
duodenal fluid from the first portion.
In conclusion, the results from the present investigation
demonstrate that anti-H pylori IgA and IgG serum immunoglobulins
are useful in distinguishing between patients with and without
H pylori infection, whereas the concentration of anti-H pylori
IgA in the duodenal fluid is not useful in identification of infected
or uninfected patients.
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Abstract
AIM: To investigate the dynamic expression of focal adhesion
kinase (FAK) protein and FAK mRNA in fibrotic rat liver tissue,
and the relationship between FAK and hepatic stellate cell
(HSC) proliferation.
METHODS: Rat hepatic fibrosis was induced by bile duct
ligation (BDL). Histopathological changes were evaluated by
hematoxylin and eosin staining, and by Masson’s trichrome
method. FAK mRNA in the rat livers was determined by reverse
transcription-polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR), and the
distributions of FAK were assessed immunohistochemistrically.
The number of activated HSCs was quantified after alpha
smooth muscle actin (α-SMA) staining.
RESULTS: With the development of hepatic fibrosis, the
positively stained cells of α-SMA increased obviously, which
were mainly resided in the portal ducts, fiber septa and
perisinuses accompanied with proliferating bile ducts. The
positively stained areas of the rat livers in model groups
1 to 4 wk after ligation of common bile duct (12.88±2.63%,
22.65±2.16%, 27.45±1.86%, 35.25±2.34%, respectively)
were significantly larger than those in the control group
(5.88±1.46%) (P<0.01). The positive staining for FAK
significantly increased, which was mainly situated in portal
ducts, fiber septa and around the bile ducts, vascular
endothelial cells and perisinusoidal cells. The expression of
FAK was positively correlated with α-SMA expression
(r = 0.963, P<0.05). FAK mRNA expression was obviously
up-regulated in the model groups compared to the control
group.
CONCLUSION: These data suggest that expressions of FAK
protein and mRNA are greatly increased in fibrotic rat livers,
which may play an important role in HSC proliferation and
hepatic fibrogenesis.
Jiang HQ, Zhang XL, Liu L, Yang CC. Relationship between focal
adhesion kinase and hepatic stellate cell proliferation during
rat hepatic fibrogenesis. World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(20):
3001-3005
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INTRODUCTION
Focal adhesion kinase (FAK) is a cytoplasmic protein tyrosine
kinase that has been implicated to play an important role in
integrin-mediated signal transduction pathways. Furthermore,
some lines of evidence indicate FAK as a point of convergence
of other signaling pathways. The in vitro expression of FAK
and its level of phosphorylation appear to be related to several
physiological phenomena, including cell adhesion, spreading,
migration, cytoskeleton organization, proliferation and
apoptosis[1-3]. It has been accepted that hepatic stellate cells
(HSCs) represent the pivot of fibrotic process[4-9]. In healthy
livers, HSCs are perisinusoidal mesenchymal elements with
characteristic intracytoplasmatic lipid droplets rich in retinyl
esters. In contrast, in chronic liver injury, HSCs undergo a
process of activation from the resting fat-storing phenotype
towards a myofibroblast-like phenotype[10].
Current evidence indicates that activated HSCs are
responsible for the majority of extracellular matrix protein
depositions in liver fibrosis[11]. Although a recent study has
focused on the roles of FAK in cultured cells[12], little is known
about its regulation in vivo or its relevance to HSC proliferation.
In addition, it is not known whether FAK is up-regulated in
response to liver injury by bile duct ligation (BDL). To assess
whether FAK was associated with fibrogenesis or the survival
of HSCs in biliary fibrosis, we investigated the expression of
FAK in liver tissues from rats with BDL-induced biliary fibrosis
using immunohistochemistry and reverse transcription-polymerase
chain reaction (RT-PCR), we also used immunohistochemistry
method to examine the expression of α-smooth muscle actin
(α-SMA) as a marker of activated HSCs.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Reagents
Monoclonal antibodies against FAK and α-SMA were products
of Santa Cruz Biotech Inc. Streptavidin peroxidase (SP)
immunohistochemical kit was purchased from Zhongshan
Biological Technology Co. (Beijing). Trizol reagent was obtained
from Life Technologies, Inc (USA). One tube RT-PCR kit was
from Promega Co (USA). Primers for rat FAK and β-actin were
designed by ourselves in accordance with gene sequence in
GeneBank, synthesized and purified by Bao Biological Engineering
Co. (Dalian). All other reagents were analytically pure.
Animal model and experimental protocol
A total of 80 adult male Sprague-Dawley rats weighing 350-400 g
were purchased from the Experimental Animal Center of Hebei
Medical University (Clearing Grade, Certificate No. 04057). All
rats were housed in plastic cages and allowed free access to
food and water. For the purpose of this study, rats were randomly
divided into eight groups (ten rats in each group) as follows:
Control group (sham-operated group), with BDL for 2 h, 6 h, 2 d,
1 wk, 2 wk, 3 wk and 4 wk, respectively. The rats were subjected
to laparotomy with their common bile ducts completely ligated
while they were intraperitoneally injected with ketamine
hydrochloride at a dose of 100 mg/kg[13]. Under deep anaesthesia,
the peritoneal cavity was opened and the common bile duct
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was double-ligated with 3-0 silk and cut between the ligatures.
Control animals underwent a sham operation that consisted of
exposure but not ligation of the common bile duct. At various
intervals postoperation, animals were anaesthetised and the
livers were harvested. Liver tissue specimens were routinely
fixed in 40 g/L phosphate-buffered formaldehyde and embedded
in paraffin. Some liver tissue specimens were used for light
microscopy and immunohistochemistry using anti α-SMA and
FAK, while others were snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored
at -80 for RNA analysis. In addition, control livers were harvested
4 wk after sham operation.

Histopathology
For light microscopic examination, liver specimens were routinely
fixed overnight in 40 g/L phosphate-buffered formaldehyde,
embedded in paraffin. Tissue sections (5-µm thick) were stained
with haematoxylin and eosin (HE) for morphological evaluation
and Masson’s trichrome for assessment of fibrosis.
Immunohistochemical detection of α-SMA and FAK
All immunohistochemical studies using the streptavidinperoxidase technique were performed on 5-µm thick sections
of paraformaldehyde-fixed and paraffin-embedded liver block
tissue mounted on APES-coated slides. Slides were deparaffinised
in xylene, and rehydrated in graded ethanol. Endogenous
peroxidase activity was quenched with a 30 mL/L hydrogen
peroxide solution in methanol at room temperature for 30 min,
followed by rinsing in pH 6.0 phosphate-buffered saline (PBS).
After antigen retrieval in a water bath set in a 10 mmol/L citrate
buffer (pH 6.0) at 94 for 8 min, 10 min, respectively, the slides
were immediately cooled for 20 min at room temperature. Nonspecific binding sites were blocked by incubation with washing
buffer containing 100 mL/L normal goat serum at 37 for 30
min. Sectionsrnight at 4 with a mouse monoclonal antibody
directed against α-SMA or FAK at a dilution of 1:100. The
secondary antibody bindings were localized using a biotin
conjugated rabbit anti-mouse IgG (1:100 dilution), followed by
incubation with streptavidin-peroxidase complex (1:200
dilution). Peroxidase conjugates were subsequently visualised
using diaminobenzidine (DAB) solution in hydrogen peroxide
as a chromogen yielding a brown reaction product. Sections
were then counterstained in Mayer’s hematoxylin and mounted
over cover slips. All incubations were performed in a moist
chamber. Furthermore, between each incubation step, the slides
were washed three times with PBS for 5 min. To ensure antibody
specificity, negative control samples were processed in parallel
under the same conditions but with omission of the first
antibody, which was replaced by an equal volume of PBS. The
α-SMA-positive parenchyma and the FAK-positive parenchyma
were measured by a video-image analysis system and expressed
as a percentage of area occupied by the signal.
RNA extraction and RT -PCR assay
Expression of FAK mRNA was evaluated with RT-PCR. Total
RNA from liver specimens (100 mg) was isolated using a
monophasic solution of phenol and guanidine thiocyanate
(Trizol), precipitated in ethanol and resuspended in sterile
RNAase-free water for storage at -80 until use, as recommended
by the suppliers. Total RNA was quantified spectrometrically
at 260 nm, and the quality of isolated RNA was analysed on
agarose gels under standard conditions. One-step RT-PCR was
performed according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Two
micrograms of RNA was added to each reaction and RT-PCR
was routinely performed using 5 units of AMV reverse transcriptase,
5 units of Tfl DNA polymerase, 10 pmoL of each oligonucleotide
primer, 10 pmoL of dNTP mix and 25 mmol/L MgSO4 in a final
reaction volume of 50 µL. Primer sequences were as follows:
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FAK, forward 5’-ACT TGG ACG CTG TAT TGG AG-3’ and
reverse 5’-CTG TTG CCT GCT TTC TGG AT-3’, fragment length
833 bp; β-actin, forward 5’- AGC TGA GAG GGA AAT CGT
GCG -3’ and reverse 5’- GTG CCA CCA GAC AGC ACT GTG -3’,
fragment length 300 bp. RT-PCR was performed in the following
steps: reverse transcription was performed at 41 for 45 min,
pre-denaturation at 94
for 2 min; then amplification was
performed in a thermal controller for 35 cycles (denaturation
at 94 for 40 s, annealing at 52 for 1 min and extension at
72 for 1.5 min), and a final extension at 72 for 10 min after the
last cycle. A 10 µL of the PCR products was analyzed on 15 g/L
agarose gel containing ethidium bromide with TAE buffer at
80 V for 40 min and photographed under UV illumination. The
band intensities were quantified by densitometry. FAK/β-actin
quotient indicated the relative expression of FAK. Experiments
were performed at least three times with similar results.

Statistical analysis
The data were expressed as mean±SD. The mean values were
compared by using analysis of variance, followed by the
Student-Newman-Keuls test if the former was significant. The
correlation between the expressions of FAK and α-SMA was
analyzed for statistical significance by the simple linear regression
analysis. P values less than 0.05 were considered statistically
significant.
RESULTS
Histology of progressive fibrotic liver injury
In accordance with previous reports[13], a marked liver fibrosis
was apparently observed in the SD rats after BDL. In the present
study, the results of HE and Masson’s trichrome staining
confirmed spotted (or scattered) perivenular degeneration of
hepatocytes, an increase in the inflammatory infiltrates in the
necrotic areas and bile ductular proliferation in the portal triads
after 1 wk of BDL. After 2 wk of BDL, all rats showed expanded
portal tracts with fibrous tissues, portal-to-portal fibrous
bridging, nodular transformation and widespread proliferating
bile ductules that extended into the parenchyma in places
without clear-cut cirrhosis. After BDL for 3-4 wk, the animals
developed severe fibrosis associated with proliferating bile
ducts that formed a continuous meshwork of connective tissues
with complete distortion of lobular architecture, whereas there
was no notable histological abnormality or evidence of stainable
collagen in any of the shamly operated control livers (Figure 1A-D).
Identification of proliferating and activated HSC
Since α-SMA was expressed in activated HSCs, immunostaining
for this protein was used to detect and quantify the numbers of
activated HSCs. A weak staining for α-SMA positive cells in
the shamly operated control livers was observed in vascular
smooth muscle cells and sinusoids. With the development of
hepatic fibrosis, the positive stainings for α-SMA were greatly
increased in the cells of portal ducts, fibrotic septa, perisinuses
and around the proliferated bile ducts. The positively stained
areas of the rat livers in model groups 1 to 4 wk after ligation of
common bile duct (12.88±2.63%, 22.65±2.16%, 27.45±1.86%,
35.25±2.34%, respectively) were significantly larger than that
in control group (5.88±1.46%) (P<0.01, Figure 2 A-C).
Distribution of FAK protein in common bile duct ligated rat liver
To explore the distribution of FAK, the sections of rat livers in
sham operation and BDL groups were immunostained using
specific monoclonal anti-FAK antibody. In the sections from
sham operation group, expression of FAK was found in vascular
smooth muscle cells and perisinusoidal cells. In contrast, the
positive staining of BDL rat liver was obviously visible in and
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around α-SMA-positive areas, which were prevailingly detected
in portal ducts, fibrotic septa, perisinusoidal cells and cells
around the bile ducts as well as vascular endothelial cells. The
positive areas of the rat livers in model groups 1 to 4 wk after
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ligation of common bile duct (13.05±1.32%, 18.43±2.18%,
23.45±2.73%, 31.00±2.77%, respectively) were significantly
larger than that in control group (3.98±1.27%) (P<0.01,
Figure 3A-C).
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Figure 1 Histopathological changes in liver tissue (100×) A: Normal hepatic lobular architecture in sham operation group (HE);
B: Few ECM deposition in sham operation group (Massson trichome); C: Extensive ductular proliferation and ECM deposition
4 wk after BDL (HE); D: Extensive connective tissue deposition 4 wk after BDL (Massson trichome).
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Figure 2 α-SMA protein expression in liver tissue stained by immunohistochemistry (SP 200×) A: Few α-SMA expressions in
sham operation group; B: Positive cells of α-SMA resided in portal ducts, fiber septa, perisinuses and around proliferated bile
ducts after 2 wk BDL; C: Positively stained areas of α-SMA expression in model groups 1 to 4 wk after common bile duct ligation.
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Figure 3 FAK protein expression in liver tissue stained by immunohistochemistry (SP 200×) A: FAK protein expression in sham
operation group; B: FAK protein expression 2 wk after BDL; C: Time course of FAK expression in hepatic fibrogenesis stained by
immunohistochemistry.
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Figure 4 RT-PCR analysis of mRNA encoding FAK in hepatic fibrogenesis A: RT-PCR analysis of mRNA encoding FAK in
hepatic fibrogenesis at different time points. Lane 1: sham operation group; lane 2: BDL 2 h; lane 3: BDL 6 h; lane 4: BDL 2 d; lane
5: BDL 1 wk; lane 6: BDL 2 wk; lane 7: BDL 3 wk; lane 8: BDL 4 wk; lane 9: Marker B: Band intensities were quantified by
densitometry. FAK/β-actin quotient indicated the relative expression of FAK.

FAK mRNA expression in common bile duct ligated rat livers
Although it was shown that FAK protein was produced by liver
tissues in vivo, it was not clear whether the FAK mRNA level
under fibrogenic response was increased in vivo. Therefore,
we investigated the production of FAK mRNA in the liver. RTPCR results revealed faint bands for FAK mRNA in the sham
operation group, whereas obvious and specific bands for FAK
mRNA in fibrotic liver of BDL groups. Moreover, FAK mRNA
expression was initially up-regulated and reached the peak level
4 wk after BDL. The levels housekeeping gene, β-actin, did not
show any significant differences between normal and BDL rat
liver tissues (Figure 4A, B).
Correlation between FAK and α-SMA
Immunohistochemistry experiments were performed to analyze
whether FAK protein distribution was correlated with α-SMA
between sham operation group and BDL group. The results
indicated that FAK was positively correlated with α-SMA
(r =0.963, P<0.05).
DISCUSSION
HSCs, a principal cellular source of extracellular matrix during
chronic liver injury, undergo a transition into α-SMAexpressing myofibroblast-like cells in response to injury.
Furthermore, HSC activation is associated with stellate cell
proliferation, increased contractility, enhanced matrix production,
and expression of a number of fibrogenic and proliferative
cytokines and their cognate receptors. Therefore, HSCs could
play a pivotal role in cellular and molecular events that lead to
fibrosis[14-17]. As above, expressing α-SMA is one of the
characteristics of activated HSCs. Cassiman et al.[18] and αSMA-positive cells mainly reside in the portal triads and fibrotic
septa accompanied with proliferating bile ducts. Namely,αSMA-positive cells was coincident with collagen deposition.
The results of the present study verified that the positive cells
of α-SMA, which mainly reside in portal ducts, fibrotic septa,
perisinuses and around the proliferated bile ducts, were greatly
increased with the development of hepatic fibrosis compared
with sham operation group. Thus, our results are consistent
with the others mentioned above.
Various factors and signal transduction pathways have been
shown to regulate the activation and proliferation of HSCs[8,9,19-21].
However, the mechanism by which in vivo factors impact HSC
activation is not clear as yet. To better understand the mechanism
by which FAK is generated in liver tissues might influence
HSC activation, proliferation, and hepatic fibrogenesis, we
performed the current research.
FAK, a 125 kD molecule, is a cytoplasmic nonreceptor
tyrosine kinase that has been shown to play a key role in the

regulation of cell adhesion, spreading, migration, cytoskeleton
organization, proliferation and apoptosis. Furthermore, some
lines of evidence has indicated FAK is a point of convergence
of many signaling pathways[22]. The co-localization of FAK
with integrins in focal adhesion plaque (FAP) is a trigger for
cell adhesion-dependent activation of FAK signals [22] .
Subsequently, its autophosphorylation at Tyr397 in the Nterminal domain is prerequisite, which may initiate a number of
signaling pathways. Among them, RAS-dependent mitogenactivated protein kinase (MAPK) pathway is the clearest. It
has been found that the RAS-RAF-MEK (ERK kinase)-ERK
(extracellular signal-regulated kinase) pathway is involved in
many cellular behaviors[22,23], such as proliferation, apoptosis.
FAK knockout mice showed extensive mesodermal defects and
embryonic death [24]. Moreover, the monoclonal antibody
specific for FAK microinjected into fibroblasts could inhibit
FAK activity and give rise to apoptosis of fibroblasts[25]. The
results presented herein demonstrated that FAK protein was
obviously expressed in portal ducts, fibrotic septa, perisinusoidal
cells in BDL rat livers, which was in accordance was the
distribution α-SMA-positive loci. In addition, FAK mRNA
expression was also elevated with the progression of hepatic
fibrosis. Importantly, FAK protein distribution was positively
correlated with α-SMA. So, we suggested that activation of
FAK in BDL rat liver tissues might activate downstream signal
molecules, which could modulate gene expression of HSCs
and give rise to hepatic fibrosis.
To date, the mechanism of FAK elevation during hepatic
fibrogenesis remains unknown. But increasing in vitro evidence
supports that HSCs are a major cell source of FAK. First,
extracellular matrix components, including collagen and
fibronectin could activate FAK in HSCs via integrin signal
pathway[26-28]. Second, cytokines such as platelet derived
growth factor (PDGF), endothelin (ET), insulin-like growth
factor-1 (IGF-1) and tumor necrosis factor (TNF), could increase
the production of FAK[29]. Third, reactive oxygen species (ROS)
like H2O2 could also elevate the expression of FAK[30,31]. In
contrast, antioxidants such as Salvia Miltiorrhiza, might have
opposite effects on FAK expression in HSCs[32,33].
In conclusion, FAK-mediated activation of HSCs can result
in hepatic fibrogenesis. Inhibition of FAK activity by various
methods would be expected to attenuate liver fibrosis and,
therefore, deserve further study.
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Abstract
AIM: To analyze the tissue morphologic phenotype and liver
gene expression profile of hB1F transgenic mice.
METHODS: Transgene expression was analyzed with RTPCR and Western blotting. For one of the transgenic mouse
lines, tissue expression pattern of the transgene was also
examined with immunochemical methods. Pathological analysis
was used to examine the tissue morphologic phenotype of
established transgenic mice. The liver gene expression profile
of transgenic mice was analyzed with microchip, and some
of the differentially expressed genes were verified with RT-PCR.
RESULTS: The expressions of hB1F were shown in livers
from 6 of 7 transgenic mouse lines. The overexpression of
hB1F transgene did not cause pathological changes. Expressions
of three genes were up-regulated, while down-regulation
was observed for 25 genes.
CONCLUSION: The overexpression of hB1F transgene may
cause changes of gene expression profiles in the liver of
transgenic mice.
Wang SL, Yang H, Xie YH, Wang Y, Li JZ, Wang L, Wang ZG,
Fu JL. Gene expression profile in liver of hB1F transgenic mice.
World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(20): 3006-3010
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INTRODUCTION
Human hepatitis B virus enhancer II B1 binding factor (hB1F,
also known as LRH-1, hFTF, CPF) belongs to the fushi tarazu
factor 1 (FTZ-F1) nuclear receptor subfamily, which was formally
designated as NR5A2[1-3]. Like other FsTZ-F1 receptors, hB1F
contains a particular FTZ-F1 box which is located at the Cterminus of the DNA-binding domain (DBD) and binds to the
response element as monomer[1]. The biological function of

hB1F is just being unveiled. It has been reported that hB1F
and/or its rodent homologs play an important role in regulating
the liver-specific expression of several genes [4,5]. Recent
findings pinpoint hB1F as a critical transcription regulator in
bile acid biosynthesis[2,6,7], cholesterol homeostasis[8-10], sex
hormone biosynthesis[11-13], and lipid metabolism[14].
To facilitate the study on the function of hB1F, we have
established 7 transgenic mouse lineages carrying hB1F
transgene[15]. In this study, we analyzed the expression of the
transgene in livers of these transgenic mouse lines with RTPCR and Western blotting. Tissue expression pattern of the
transgene in one of the transgenic mouse lines was also examined
with immunochemical methods. The results of pathological
analysis demonstrated that the overexpression of hB1F transgene
did not cause pathological changes. We then analyzed the
gene expression profile in the liver of transgenic mice with
microchip and found that the expression of 3 genes was upregulated while the expression of 25 genes was down-regulated.
Some of the differentially expressed genes were verified with
RT-PCR. The expression of farnesyl pyrophosphate synthase,
a key enzyme in cholesterol biosynthesis, was inhibited in hB1F
transgenic mice.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Animals
C57 mice were maintained by Shanghai Nanfang Research
Center for Model Organisms (SNRCMO). hB1F transgenic mice
were produced in SNRCMO, maintained and bred in the Laboratory
Animal Center of the Second Military Medical University.
Expression of the transgene
Total RNA was isolated from tissues with the TRIzol reagent
(Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.
Semiquantitative RT-PCR reactions were performed with primer
pair sets 5’-CCGACAAGTGGTACATGGAA-3’ and 5’CTGCTGCGGG TAGTTACA CA-3’ for hB1F cDNA, and 5’AACTTTGGCATTGTGGAAGG-3’ and 5’-TGTGAGGGAG
ATGCTCAGTG-3’ for mouse glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate
dehydrogenase (GAPDH) cDNA, which resulted in the
generation of 300 bp and 600 bp products, respectively. PCR
reactions were performed 30 cycles at 94 for 1 min, at 57
for 1 min, and at 72 for 1 min. PCR products were electrophoresed
on 15 g/L agarose gels.
For Western blotting, protein samples from tissues were
prepared according to the protocol from Santa Cruz Biotechnology,
Inc. Each protein sample (50 µg) was electrophoresed on 100 g/L
SDS-polyacrylamide gel and transferred to PVDF membrane.
Membranes were blocked with 50 g/L non-fat milk in TweenTBS (TBST) overnight at 4 and incubated with the anti-Flag
antibody (Sigma) at a dilution of 1:500 in TBST for 2 h at room
temperature. Membranes were washed three times with TBST
and incubated with a horseradish peroxidase-conjugated antimouse IgG at a dilution of 1:2 000 at room temperature for 1 h.
Immunodetection was carried out with an enhanced chemiluminescence kit (Amersham Pharmacia Biotech) according to
the manufacturer’s instructions.
Immunochemistry and pathological analysis
Tissue samples were fixed in 10% (vol/vol) neutral formalin,
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embedded in paraffin, and sectioned for staining. Immunohistochemistry was performed on deparaffinized sections. Tissue
sections were permeabilized with 3 g/L Triton X-100 in PBS for
30 min. After washed with PBS, sections were saturated for
30 min at room temperature with PBS containing 50 mL/L milk and
then incubated for 1 h at room temperature with the anti-Flag
antibody (1/250 dilution). This incubation was followed by five
washes for 5 min in PBS-10 mL/L milk and then incubated with
a sheep anti-mouse IgG (1/100 dilution) in PBS-milk for 1 h at
room temperature. Sections were then washed five times for 5 min
in PBS and coverslipped with 500 mL/L glycerol in PBS and
examined under a microscope and photographed. Immunochemistry
and pathological analyses were carrried out at the Department
of Pathology, Changhai Hospital of the Second Military Medical
University.
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for FPPS gene 5’-GGCCATGTGGATCT TGGTAG-3’ and 5’GAGGAGAGGCTCGTAGCAGA-3’, which resulted in
generations of 255 bp and 301 bp products, respectively. The
cycling parameters were at 94
for 5 min, followed by 30
cycles at 94 for 1 min, at 57 for 1 min, and at 72 for 1 min.
The PCR products were separated on 1.5% agarose gels. Signals
were quantified by density analysis of the digital images using
Alpha image software (Alpha Co., Ltd).

Statistical analysis
Differences in CBG and FPPS mRNA expressions (comparing
CBG/GAPDH or FPPS/GAPDH ratios) were analyzed using one-way
ANOVA and by the Student-Newman- Keuls multiple range test.

Microchip analysis of gene expression profile change
RNAs were isolated from livers of two male transgenic mice
(TGM-4) and a male C57 mouse. Expressions of 8, 315 genes of
the mice were analyzed by using BiostarM-80s cDNA arrays
(Biostar genechip Inc., Shanghai, China). Control C57 mouse
liver cDNA was labeled with fluorescence Cy3 and TGM-4 liver
cDNA was labeled with fluorescence Cy5. Cy3 intensity values
were adjusted to Cy3* by multiplying a normalization coefficient.
The ratios of Cy5/Cy3* were calculated and genes were
identified as either up-regulated when the ratio >2, or downregulated when the ratio <0.5.

RESULTS
Transgene expression in livers of transgenic mice
Since the liver is the main organ that expresses hB1F which is
involved in the regulation of the liver-specific expression of
several important genes, the overexpression of hB1F transgene
in mouse liver may serve as an in vivo model to study the
function of hB1F in liver. We examined the expression of hB1F
transgene in livers of seven transgenic mouse lines. RT-PCR
results showed that except TGM-2, six out of seven transgenic
mouse lines examined had expression of the transgene (Figure 1).
Western blot results demonstated the expression of the
transgene was found in livers of all lines with a relatively higher
expression in lines TGM-3, TGM-6, and TGM-7 (Figure 2).

Semi-quantitative RT-PCR analysis
Primers used in PCR for CBG gene were 5’-TGTCGTCGCTGCA
CTTAATC-3’ and 5’-AGCACATTCCCTTCATCCAG-3’, and

Morpholgy of TGM tissues
Pathological analysis was performed to examine whether the

Table 1 Genes up- or down-regulated in liver of TGM-4
Gene
Down-regulated: Trypsin 4
PAS Ser/Thr kinase
Elongation of very long chain fatty acids-like 3
4933406J07Rik RIKEN cDNA
Similar to hypothetical protein MGC3169
clone MGC:25675
Farnesyl pyrophosphate synthase
Similar to hypothetical protein
DKFZp434G2226 clone MGC:27627
T cell immunoglobulin mucin-3
Malate dehydrogenase mitochondrial
1810009A17Rik RIKEN cDNA
Tetratricopeptide repeat domain
1810007A24Rik RIKEN cDNA
1810015P03Rik RIKEN cDNA
4930563E19Rik RIKEN cDNA
1700030E05Rik RIKEN cDNA
2700007P21Rik RIKEN cDNA
Capping protein alpha 3
Trefoil factor 1
Ketohexokinase
Mus musculus cDNA
Amylase 1 salivary
Elastase 2
Transient receptor protein 2
Clone IMAGE:3587716
Heavy polypeptide 8 skeletal muscle
Up-regulated:
602390464F1 Mus musculus cDNA
Corticosteroid binding globulin
602843872F1 Mus musculus cDNA

Ratio 1

Ratio 2

Average Ratio

GenBank ID

0.279
0.223
0.274
0.363
0.367

0.355
0.412
0.402
0.352
0.372

0.317
0.318
0.338
0.358
0.369

NM_011646
NM_080850
NM_007703
AK016694
BC014728

0.328
0.422

0.419
0.328

0.374
0.375

AF309508
BC016095

0.333
0.419
0.362
0.386
0.342
0.371
0.424
0.400
0.364
0.455
0.378
0.447
0.429
0.430
0.495
0.446
0.491
0.486

0.434
0.350
0.430
0.412
0.461
0.432
0.394
0.422
0.458
0.383
0.464
0.444
0.467
0.470
0.448
0.499
0.458
0.489

0.384
0.385
0.396
0.399
0.402
0.402
0.406
0.411
0.411
0.419
0.421
0.446
0.448
0.450
0.472
0.472
0.474
0.488

AF450241
NM_008617
AK007392
NM_009441
NM_026925
NM_025458
AK016201
BC017608
AK012215
NM_007605
NM_009362
NM_008439
AV079172
NM_007446
NM_007919
NM_011644
BC012849
M12289

2.097
2.154
3.259

2.512
2.577
2.292

2.305
2.366
2.775

BG293529
NM_007618
BG974154
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expression of hB1F transgene might cause any pathological
changes in tissues of the transgenic mice. As shown in Figure 3,
no obvious pathological change was observed in all tissues
from the transgenic mouse line TGM-4. Therefore, as far as the
tissues were examined, the expression of hB1F transgene did
not result in pathological consequences in TGM-4. Similar
results were obtained with other lines (data not shown).
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Figure 2 Western blot analysis of hB1F transgene expression
in livers of TGMs.

Gene expression profile in livers of TGM-4
Microchip analysis was perfomed to investigate whether the
gene expression profile of the host mice might be altered in the
transgenic lines due to the expression of hB1F transgene. The
gene expression profiles of cells from the livers of two independent
TGM-4 mice were compared with that of the non-transgenic
control mouse. Figure 4 represents a visual demonstration of
the comparison of gene expression profiles between TGM-4
and C57. The expressions of 28 genes in the livers of TGM-4
mice were found to have changed compared with the C57
control mouse. Among them, 25 genes were down-regulated
and 3 genes were up-regulated (Table 1).
bp
2 000
1 000
750
500
250
100

October 15, 2004

A

B

10

mGAPDH
hB1F

Figure 1 Semi-quantitative RT-PCR results of transgene expression in livers of TGMs lane 1: DNA molecular weight
marker DL2 000 (Takara Inc.); lane 2: Positive control, pcDNA3hB1F; lane 3: Negative control, liver of C57 mouse; lanes 4-10:
livers of different lines of transgenic mice, TGM-1 to 7.
A

B

D

Figure 4 Visual demonstration of gene expression profiles
between C57 control mouse and hB1F TGM4 A. chip 1; B. chip
2. Red signals stand for the up-regulated genes and green ones
for the down-regulated genes. Yellow signals stand for nondifferentially expressed genes.

C

E

RT-PCR analysis of diffentially expressed genes
Based on the results of the microchip analysis, some of the
differentially expressed genes including corticosteroid-binding
globulin (CBG) and farnesyl pyrophosphate synthase (FPPS)
were subjected to further analysis. Semi-quantitative RT-PCR
was performed with samples used in the microchip analysis
and also with additional samples from other transgenic lines,
TGM-1, TGM-3, TGM-6, and TGM-7. The corticosteroid binding
globulin (serine/cysteine proteinase inhibitor) gene was upregulated in the liver of TGM-4 (Figure 5) and the farnesyl

F

Figure 3 Morphology of TGM-4 tissues A: liver; B: heart; C:
testicle; D: stomach; E: lung; F: kidney.
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Figure 5 Semi-quantitative RT-PCR results of CBG expression in livers of TGM-4 and C57 control mouse. A: lane 1: DNA
molecular weight marker DL2 000; lane 2: C57 control mouse; lane 3: TGM-4. B: The ratio of CBG/GAPDH was caclutated for each
sample and used as an indication for the relative expression of CBG. The average value for the control was taken as 1. RT-PCR
was repeated three times and the results were presented as mean±SE. Statistical significance was subjected to one-way ANOVA
and Student-Newman-Keuls multiple range test. aP<0.05 vs control.
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Figure 6 Semi-quantitative RT-PCR results of FPPS expression in livers of TGMs and C57 control mouse. A: lane 1: DNA
molecular weight marker DL2000; lane 2: TGM-1; lane 3: TGM-3; lane 4: TGM-4; lane 5: TGM-6; lane 6: TGM-7; lane 7: C57 control
mouse. B: The ratio of FPPS/GAPDH was caclutated for each sample and used as an indication for the relative expression of FPPS.
The average value for the control was taken as 1. RT-PCR was repeated three times and results were presented as mean±SE.
Statistical significance was subjected to one-way ANOVA and Student-Newman-Keuls multiple range test. aP<0.05 vs control.

pyrophosphate synthase gene was down-regulated in all
transgenic mouse lines (Figure 6). These results were well
consistent with the microchip analysis data.

DISCUSSION
In this report, we verified the expression of hB1F transgene in
several transgenic lines we have constructed previously.
Results from RT-PCR and Western blotting analysis indicated
that hB1F transgene was expressed in livers of all transgenic
lines but with different expression levels. Besides liver, the
transgene was also expressed in other organs such as stomach
and testis (data not shown). The tissue expression pattern of
hB1F transgene was expected since the transcription of thet
ransgene was under the control of the CMV early promoter which
has a relative broad tissue expression range. Although hB1F
was thought previously to be present mainly in liver and
pancreas, recent data revealed that it could be expressed in
many types of tissues, such as intestine[10,16], ovary[17], adrenal
gland[12], and preadipocytes[11,18]. Therefore, the transgenic lines
established and verified in this study would provide a valuable
animal model for studying the function of hB1F in multiple tissues.
Given that hB1F plays an important role in cholesterol
homeostasis and bile acid biosynthesis, it is somewhat
unexpected that no discernable pathological changes resulting
from the overexpression of hB1F transgene have occurred in
these transgenic lines. It is possible that the overexpression of
hB1F might negatively feedback on the expression of the
endogenous mouse counterpart of hB1F, mLRH-1. It remains
to determine whether the expression of the enodgeous mLRH-1
changes in cells overexpressing hB1F. On the other hand, it is
apparent from the microchip analysis that the expression of
some genes were altered in livers of these transgenic lines.
Since disturbance to metabolic pathways such as the cholesterol
homeostasis might require a long incubation time before any
pathological phenotypes could be observed, it is necessary to
perform a long term follow-up investigation on the possible
pathological changes.
Among the genes identified to exhibit altered expressions
in hB1F transgenic mice, the gene that encodes the farnesyl
pyrophosphate synthase (FPPS) is the most interesting one.
FPPS could catalyse the formation of farnesyl pyrophosphate
(FPP) through the condensation of dimethylallyl pyrophosphate
with two molecules of isopentenyl pyrophosphate. FPP is a
key cellular intermediate for the biosynthesis of isoprenoids
and a precursor of cholesterol, steroid hormones, dolichols,
haem A and ubiquinone. Furthermore, it has been found that
FPP and its derivative geranylgeranyl pyrophosphate are
involved in prenylation, a post-translational modification of a
variety of cellular proteins that influence their proper cellular

localizations and biological functions[19]. The semi-quantitative
RT-PCR results confirmed the down-regulated expression of
FPPS in all transgenic lines, suggesting that inhibition of the
expression of FPPS has a general effect on hB1F transgenic
mice, unrelated to other reasons such as the position effect
due to the integration of the transgene. Given the complexity of
the regulatory network for the cholesterol homeostasis, it is
still early to speculate on the molecular mechanism underlying
the inhibition of expression of FPPS in hB1F transgenic mice.
Whether hB1F directly or indirectly inhibits the expression of
FPPS awaits future study.
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strategy must be adopted. Gene therapy in combination with
radiotherapy is one of the most important advances[1-4]. The
introduction of Egr-1 promoter induced by irradiation has
provided a possible approach to this combination therapy[5-6].
IFNγ is the first cytokine produced by gene engineering
and used for treatment of carcinoma, and has anti-tumor effects.
Its antitumor mechanism includes direct inhibition of tumor
cell proliferation, and indirect action by activating cytotoxic
activities[7-18]. In the present study we constructed the pEgr-IFNγ
plasmid by connecting IFNγ cDNA to Egr-1 promoter to
investigate its expression properties in B16 cells and its antitumor
effect in mice.

Abstract

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Construction of pEgr-IFNγ Plasmid
The expression vector for pEgr-IFNγ is shown in Figure 1.

AIM: To construct a pEgr-IFNγ plasmid and to investigate
its expression properties of interferon-γ (INF-γ) induced by
irradiation and the effect of gene-radiotherapy on the
growth of melanoma.
METHODS: A recombined plasmid, pEgr-IFN γ , was
constructed and transfected into B16 cell line with
lipofectamine. The expression properties of pEgr-IFNγ were
investigated by ELISA. Then, a B16 melanoma-bearing
model was established in mice, and the plasmid was
injected into the tumor tissue. The tumor received 20 Gy
X-ray irradiation 36 h after injection, and IFN-γ expression
was detected from the tumor tissue. A tumor growth curve
at different time points was determined.
RESULTS: The eukaryotic expression vector, pEgr-IFNγ,
was successfully constructed and transfected into B16 cells.
IFN-γ expression was significantly increased in transfected
cells after X-ray irradiation in comparison with 0 Gy group
(77.73-94.60 pg/mL, P<0.05-0.001), and was significantly
higher at 4 h and 6 h than that of control group after 2 Gy
X-ray irradiation (78.90-90.00 pg/mL, P<0.01-0.001).
When the transfected cells were given 2 Gy irradiation 5 times
at an interval of 24 h, IFN-γ expression decreased in a
time-dependent manner. From d 3 to d 15 after IFNγ generadiotherapy, the tumor growth was significantly slower
than that after irradiation or gene therapy alone.
CONCLUSION: The anti-tumor effect of pEgr-IFNγ generadiotherapy is better than that of genetherapy or radiotherapy
alone for melanoma. These results may establish an important
experimental basis for gene-radiotherapy of cancer.
Wu CM, Li XY, Huang TH. Anti-tumor effect of pEgr-IFNγ
gene-radiotherapy in B16 melanoma-bearing mice. World J
Gastroenterol 2004; 10(20): 3011-3015
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INTRODUCTION
Radiotherapy is one of the treatments for cancer. However, its
therapeutic effect is still unsatisfactory, and thus new therapeutic

Cell line and transfection
B16 cell line was cultured in MH Radiobiology Research Unit
of Jilin University and maintained in RPMI 1640 (Life Technologies)
with 100 mL/L fetal bovine serum (Hyclone Laboratories), Lglutamine, 100 µg/mL of streptomycin, and 100 U/mL of
penicillin. The cell line was incubated at 37 in 50 mL/L CO2.
B16 cells were transfected in a 6-well plate when the cells
reached 70% confluence. Solution A was prepared by addition
of 10 µg of pEgr-IFNγ or pcDNA3.1+ to 100 µL serum-free
medium (SFM), and solution B by addition of 10 µL liposome to
100 µL SFM. Solutions A and B were mixed at room temperature
for 30 min, then mixed with 0.8 mL SFM, the mixture was added
to the rinsed cells. The medium was replaced with fresh and
complete medium 6 h after transfection.
Protein determination
Supernatants from different groups were collected for detection
of the IFNγ expression with ELISA kit (Genzyme).
Establishment of B16 melanoma-bearing model
Adult female Kunming mice were provided by the Experimental
Animal Center of Jilin University, with an average weight of
18±2 g.
A melanoma-bearing model was established by subcutaneous
injection at right hind limb with 0.1 mL B16 cells (5×106 /mL), 10 d
later, tumor tissue received multi-focus injection of plasmids
packaged with liposome (20 µg plasmid and 0.1 mL liposome
per mouse) for the experimental groups.
Tumor size was measured. Then, tumor volume (V) was
calculated according to the formula: V (mm3) = L×W2/2, where,
L: the longest diameter of tumor; W: the diameter at right
angles on the largest horizontal section. Tumor growth rate
(f) was the ratio of the volume at different time points over the
initial volume (V0).
Ionizing irradiation
X-rays of 200 kV and 10 mA with 0.5 mm copper and 1.0 mm
aluminum filter were given at a dose-rate of 0.8639 Gy/min for a
total dose of 2--20 Gy.
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Figure 1 Construction of plasmid pEgr-IFNγ.

RT-PCR
Total RNA were extracted from EC9706 cells and tumor tissue
for RT-PCR. GAPDH was used as an internal reference. Primers
were as follows: GAPDH, forward primer 5’-TGCACCACCAAC
TGCTTAGC -3’ and reverse one 5’-GGCATGGACTGTGG
TCATGAG-3’, mouse IFNγ cDNA, forward primer 5’-GATCCT
TTGGACCCTCTG ACTT-3’ and reverse one 5’-AGACAGTGA
TAAACTATAAATGAGCG-3’.
RT-PCR was performed as following: denaturation at 95
for 3 min, 30 cycles at 95 for 45 s, at 56 for 45 s, at 72 for
40 s and extension at 72 for 10 min.

B16 cells after transfection

Figure 2 Pre- and post-transfection of B16 cells.
120
Concentration of IFNγ
(pg/mL)

B16 cells were seeded in a 6-well plate and randomly divided
into different groups. The experiment groups received X-ray
irradiation of various doses or at different time points, control
groups received sham irradiation simultaneously.
Mice bearing B16 xenografts (n = 40) were randomly divided
into five groups: control group, 20 Gy group, pcDNA3.1+20 Gy
group, pEgr-IFNγ group and pEgr-IFNγ+20 Gy group. Thirtysix hours before irradiation, melanoma tissue was injected
with plasmids or buffer at 5 separate sites. Tumor beds were
given 20 Gy X-ray irradiation. Animals of 20 Gy group,
pcDNA3.1+20 Gy group and pEgr-IFNγ+20 Gy group were
shielded with lead except for the tumor-bearing hind limb,
animals in the other 2 groups were given sham-irradiation at
the same time. Tumors were measured and recorded as
previously described.

RESULTS
B16 cell line transfected with pEgr-IFNγ plasmid
Pre- and post-transfection of B16 cells are shown in Figure 2.
IFNγ expressions in B16 cells transfected with pEgr-IFNγ after
different doses of X-irradiation
After transfection B16 cells received different doses of X-ray
irradiation. The cells of control group were transfected with
pcDNA3.1+ plasmid. Six hours after irradiation IFNγ expression
and mRNA level were detected.
The results showed that IFNγ expression in 2-20 Gy groups
was significantly higher than that in 0 Gy group (P<0.05-0.01)
(Figure 3).
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80
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20
0
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20

Figure 3 Expression of IFNγ in B16 cells after different doses
X-ray irradiation. ( mean±SD, n = 3) aP<0.05 and bP<0.01 vs 0 Gy
group.

After irradiation IFNγ mRNA could be detected in B16 cells
(Figure 4). The level of IFNγ mRNA was compared with that of
GAPDH, and their ratios are shown in Table 1. The IFNγ mRNA
levels in 2-20 Gy groups were higher than that of 0 Gy group.
1

Statistical analysis
Student’s t test was used to determine comparability between
groups. P values less than 0.05 were considered statistically
significant.

b

b

100
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6

IFNγ
GAPDH

Figure 4 IFNγ mRNA level in B16 cells after different doses of
X-ray irradiation. Lane 1: DL2000 Marker; Lane 2: 0 Gy group;
Lane 3: 2 Gy group; Lane 4: 5 Gy group; Lane 5: 10 Gy group;
Lane 6: 20 Gy group.

IFNγ expressions in B16 cells transfected with pEgr-IFNγ at
different time points after 2Gy irradiation
After transfection B16 cells received 2 Gy of X-ray irradiation
while the control group received sham irradiation. IFNγ protein
was detected at different time points after irradiation. ELISA
results showed that the IFNγ expression increased with time
from 2 h to 6 h in a time-dependent manner, and peaked at 6 h,
about 1.8 times of that in control group (P<0.001). However,

Wu CM et al. pEgr-IFNγ gene-radiotherapy on B16 cells

from 8 h to 48 h post-radiation IFNγ expressions were not
significantly different from that in control group (Figure 5).
Table 1 IFNγ mRNA level in B16 cells after irradiation with
different doses
Ratio of IFN γ mRNA level

Dose (Gy)

control group received sham irradiation. IFNγ expression was
detected 6 h later. Irradiation and detection were repeated 5 times
at an interval of 24 h.
The result showed that the IFNγ expression after the first
irradiation was the highest, then decreased in a time-dependent
manner. The expressions after the first 2 times of irradiation were
higher than that in control group (P<0.01-0.001) (Figure 6).
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Figure 5 Expression time course of IFNγ in B16 cells after 2 Gy
X-ray irradiation ( mean±SD, n = 3) bP<0.01 and dP<0.001 vs
control group.

Expression of IFNγ in B16 cells at different time points after
X-ray irradiation
After transfection B16 cells received 2 Gy irradiation while the

2 Gy groups

60
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d
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Figure 6 Expression of IFNγ in B16 cells at different time points
after X-ray irradiation ( mean±SD, n = 3) bP<0.01 and dP<0.001
vs 0 Gy groups.

Effect of gene-radiotherapy on tumor growth
Melanoma-bearing mice of different groups were shown in
Figure 7.
Tumor growth rate of pEgr-IFNγ group was significantly
slower than that of control group (P<0.001) between 6 d and
15 d after irradiation (Table 2), so was pEgr-IFNγ plus 20 Gy
group compared with control and 20 Gy groups between 3 d
and 15 d after irradiation (P<0.001).

Table 2 Tumor growth rate after gene-radiotherapy ( mean±SD, n = 8)
f (V/V0) on days after irradiation
Group
Control
20 Gy
PcDNA3.1+20 Gy
PEgr-IFNγ
PEgr-IFNγ+20 Gy
a

3d

6d

9d

2d

15 d

1.23±0.37
1.57±0.19
1.86±0.54
1.38±0.23
0.48±0.10 bf

3.11±1.5
2.34±0.40
1.67±0.40ad
1.76±0.56b
0.34±0.11bf

12.29±4.83
3.28±0.68b
2.26±0.50bd
2.61±0.75b
0.38±0.14bf

20.21±7.62
4.18±0.66b
2.86±0.58bd
5.23±0.98b
0.43±0.11bf

22.80±8.50
6.18±1.40b
5.19±0.66b
8.03±2.14b
0.35±0.10bf

P<0.05, bP<0.001 vs control group; dP<0.01, fP<0.001 vs 20 Gy group.

Control group

20 Gy group

pEgr-IFNγ group

pEgr-IFNγ+20 Gr group

Figure 7 Melanoma-bearing mice 15 d after treatment.
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RT-PCR analysis of IFNγ in tumor tissue
Melanoma-bearing mice were injected with plasmids, and the
tumor received 20 Gy X-ray irradiation, 3 d later total RNA from
tumor tissue was extracted for RT-PCR.
GAPDH bands were shown in all groups, but IFNγ cDNA
bands were shown only in pEgr-IFNγ and pEgr-IFNγ+20 Gy
groups (Figure 8).
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sources, or both, to enhance local IFNγ expression and boost
local tumor control. Increased IFNγ levels might elicit systemic
mediators, such as cytokines and matrix proteinases, which
target occult distant metastases and thereby further enhance
the therapeutic ratio. The absence of systemic toxicities with
intratumoral administration of IFNγ supports the safe addition
of pEgr-IFNγ gene radiotherapy to current antitumor protocols.
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Figure 8 RT-PCR analysis of intratumor IFNγ. Lane 1: DL2000
Marker; Lane 2: control; Lane 3: 20 Gy; Lane 4: pcDNA3.1+20 Gy;
Lane 5: pEgr-IFNγ; Lane 6: pEgr-IFNγ+20 Gy.
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Abstract
AIM: To explore the possibility of marrow mesenchymal
stem cells (MSC) in vitro differentiating into functional isletlike cells and to test the diabetes therapeutic potency of
Islet-like cells.
METHODS: Rat MSCs were isolated from Wistar rats and
cultured. Passaged MSCs were induced to differentiate into
islet-like cells under following conditions: pre-induction with
L-DMEM including 10 mmol/L nicotinamide+1 mmol/L
β-mercaptoethanol+200 mL/L fetal calf serum (FSC) for 24 h,
followed by induction with serum free H-DMEM solution including
10 mmol/L nicotinamide+1 mmol/L,β-mercaptoethanol for
10 h. Differentiated cells were observed under inverse
microscopy, insulin and nestin expressed in differentiated
cells were detected with immunocytochemistry. Insulin
excreted from differentiated cells was tested with
radioimmunoassay. Rat diabetic models were made to test
in vivo function of differentiated MSCs.
RESULTS: Typical islet –like clustered cells were observed.
Insulin mRNA and protein expressions were positive in
differentiated cells, and nestin could be detected in predifferentiated cells. Insulin excreted from differentiated
MSCs (446.93±102.28 IU/L) was much higher than that
from pre-differentiated MSCs (2.45±0.81 IU/L (P<0.01).
Injected differentiated MSCs cells could down-regulate
glucose level in diabetic rats.
CONCLUSION: Islet-like functional cells can be differentiated
from marrow mesenchymal stem cells, which may be a
new procedure for clinical diabetes stem -cell therapy, these
cells can control blood glucose level in diabetic rats. MSCs
may play an important role in diabetes therapy by islet
differentiation and transplantation.
Chen LB, Jiang XB, Yang L. Differentiation of rat marrow
mesenchymal stem cells into pancreatic islet beta-cells. World
J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(20): 3016-3020
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INTRODUCTION
Diabetic mellitus (DM), one of the leading causes of morbidity
and mortality in many countries, is caused by an absolute insulin

deficiency due to the destruction of insulin secreting pancreatic
cells (type 1 DM) or by a relative insulin deficiency due to
decreased insulin sensitivity, usually observed in overweight
individuals (type 2 DM). In both types of the disease, an
inadequate mass of functional islet cells is the major determinant
for the onset of hyperglycemia and the development of overt
diabetes. Islet transplantation has recently been shown to
restore normoglycemia in type 1 DM[1]. However, a limited
supply of human islet tissues prevents this therapy from being
used in patients with type 1 DM. Alternatively, much effort has
been made to increase β cell mass by stimulating endogenous
regeneration of islets or in vitro differentiated islet-like cells[2-5].
Multipotent stem cells have been described within pancreatic
islets and in nonendocrine compartments of the pancreas[6-12],
and these cells have the capacity of differentiating into
pancreatic islet-like structures. Furthermore, cells that do not
reside within the pancreas, such as embryonic stem cells(ESC),
hepatic oval cells, cells within spleen, have been differentiated
into pancreatic endocrine hormone-producing cells in vitro
and in vivo[13-21]. However, despite their differentiating potency,
differentiation of various stem cells into islet cells has two
major obstacles preventing clinical application: One is that these
stem cells do not originate from DM patients, transplanting
them would unavoidably be rejected by DM recipients. The
other is that the source is not enough to provide abundant
stem cells. The current article reports a potential means to
generate insulin-producing cells, islet differentiation from bone
marrow-derived stem cells. We suggest that cells within the
adult bone marrow (mesenchymal stem cells MSC) are capable
of differentiating into functional pancreatic β cell phenotypes.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
Wistar rats were bought from Animal Center, Tongji Medical
College. All procedure was accordant with animal experiment
guideline of the university. Cell culture medium L-DMEM
(4.5 mmol/L glucose), H-DMEM (23 mmol/L glucose) and fetal
calf serum (FCS) were bought from GIBCO Co. Nicotinamide,
β-mercaptoethanol, B27 were from Sigma Co. Anti-nestin, antiinsulin monoclonal antibodies were bought from Santa Cruz
Co. RT-PCR kit and primers were purchased from GIBCO Co.
Radioimmunoassay (RIA) kit was purchased from Beijing North
Biotechnology Co.
Differentiation of rat marrow mesenchymal stem cells into
functional islet β cells
Bone marrow was isolated from femoral bone under aseptic
condition and dispersed into single cell suspension, L-DMEM
cells were cultured in a density of 1×109/L at 37 , 50 mL/L CO2 for
48 h. Suspended cells were disposed and adherent cells were
cultured in L-DMEM with 200 mL/L FCS for about 10 d, culture
medium was changed at 3-d intervals. These cells were digested
with 2.5 g/L trypse and passed for 2-3 generations when the
confluence reached 70-90%. Then, cells with 70-80% confluence
were induced to differentiate into functional pancreatic cells.
Cells were pre-induced with 10 mmol/L nicotinamide and 1 mmol/L
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β-mercaptoethanol in L-DMEM for 24 h, and re-induced with
10 mmol/L nicatinomide and 1 mmol/L Mercaptoethanol in
serum-free H-DMEM for another 10 h. Cells induced without
nicotinamide or β-mercaptoethanol were used as controls.

Function assessment of differentiated cells
Cell morphology changes were investigated under converted
microscope. Insulin-1 mRNA or protein expression was detected
with immunocyto-chemical procedure and reverse transcription
polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR), and insulin level in culture
suspension secreted from differentiated cells was detected with
radio-immunological assay (RIA).
RT-PCR
Total RNA from 5×106 pre-treated or post-treated MSC cells
was isolated according to a Qiagen protocol including DNase
treatment. Reverse transcription was carried out using the
Superscript protocol. Taq-man RT-PCR was performed using
the Master Mix (Applied Biosystems). Insulin-1 primers were
designed using the primer express program (Applied
Biosystems) according to gene bank sequences. The following
primers were used for Insulin-1: forward: 5’-GGGGAACGTGGT
TTCTTCTA-3’, backward: 5’-TAGACGAGGGAGATGGTTGA
CC-3’. 35 cycles of 94 ×30 s, 55 ×30 s, 72 ×30 s were
performed and the PCR product for Insulin-1 was 187 bp.
GAPDH was used as internal control with the following primers:
forward: TGGTATCGTGGAAGGACTCATGA. backward:
ATGCCAGTGAGCTTCCCGTTCAGC. Products were tested
with 15 g/L gel electrophoresis.
Immunohistochemistry
Cells adherent to slides were fixed with 40 g/L para-formaldehyde.
After washed, the slides were incubated with a biotin-goat
anti- rat insulin or nestin monoclonal antibodies (Santa Cruz
Co, USA) diluted 1:200 in 50 mL/L normal goat serum for 20 min
at room temperature. Immuno-reactive cells were visualized
using the Vectastain Elite ABC Kit (Vector Labs, USA) with 3’3
diaminobenzidine tetrachloride (DAB) (Boehringer-Mannheim)
as the chromogen. All sections were counterstained with
hematoxylin.
Radioimmunoassay
The amounts of immunoreactive insulin in supernatants
secreted from differentiated cells 48 h after treatment and cells
24 h before treatment were determined by RIA using a
commercially available RIA kit according to the manufacturer’s
instructions. Briefly, to each polypropylene RIA tube 100 µL
each of anti-Insulin, 125I- insulin, and insulin or the samples were
added. Immune complexes were precipitated 24 h later with 1 mL
of 160 mL/L polyethylene glycol solution, and a gamma counter
was used to determine the radioactivity in the precipitates.
There was no nonspecific interference of the assay with the
components of the samples. Determinations were carried out in
triplicate and the means and standard deviations were obtained.
Primitive glucose controling role of differentiated MSCs on
STZ-diabetic rats
Diabetic animal models were made according to the standard
procedure with modifications. Briefly, 10 Wistar rats (weighting
about 200 grams) were intravenously injected with 50 mg/L
streptozotocin (STZ) from caudal veins, and glucose levels
were tested 1 week later with Roche ACCU-CHEK glucose tester.
Two rats died and were excluded. After stable hyperglycemia
level was achieved, 3 animals were subcutaneously injected
with 5×106 differentiated cells, while 2 others received the same
amount of un-differentiated cells, the remaining 1 did not receive
any cells. One week after cell injection, animal glucose level
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was recorded.

Statistical analysis
Data were analyzed with Student’s t test, P<0.05 was considered
statistically significant.
RESULTS
Morphological changes of MSC differentiation
Under inversed microscope, undifferentiated MSCs were typical
of adherent spindle and fibrocyte- like. However, under
differentiation, these spindle-like cells changed rapidly into
round or oval types with confluence. These cells were abundant
in endocrinal granules, similar to those differentiated islet cells
from ES cells. These grape-like cells lasted for at least 2 wk.
Some cells changed into neuron-like cells with typical processes.

Figure 1 Islet-like grape-shaped cells isolated from marrow
mesenchymal stem cells.

Insulin-1 transcription in differentiated cells
To assess insulin-1 mRNA expression in differentiated cells,
RT-PCR was applied on MSCs shortly after bone marrow
isolation (Neg), 24 h before nicotinamide and β-mercaptoethanol
treatment (Pre), 48 h (Islet1) and 1week after Nicotinamide
and β-mercaptoethanol treatment (Islet2). There were no predifferentiated MSCs (Figure 2). However, 48 h after treatment,
insulin-1 mRNA transcription could be detected and continued
for at least 1 wk. Since we did not observe any pancreatic isletlike cells in control group, RT-PCR was not performed on this
group of cells.

Marker Neg

Pre

Islet1 Islet2

Figure 2 Insulin transcription in pre-differentiated MSCs
shown in RT-PCR. Neg: MSCs undifferentiated; Pre: MSCs 24 h
before differentiation; Islet1: cells 24 h after differentiation;
Islet2: cells 1w after differentiation.

Insulin and nestin protein expression in different stages of
MSCs
Immunocytochemistry was performed to test insulin or nestin
protein expressions in MSCs. Insulin could be observed
obviously in those grape-like cells (Islet-like), and in unchanged
spindle-like cells not positively stained. Nestin was regarded
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as an important pre-marker for islet cell differentiation, and its
expression was tested. Immunocytochemistry showed nestin
positivity in pre-differentiated spindle-like cells (Figure 4), while
no nestin positivity in differentiated islet-like cells.
To further clarify the function of these differentiated cells,
RIA was used to assess the insulin excretion from these cells in 6
independent cell cultures. As shown in Table 1, pre-differentiated
MSCs seldom secreted insulin into their supernatant if any.
However, 48 h after differentiation, these islet-like cells produced
much insulin and secreted insulin in extra-cellular medium.
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differentiated islet-like cells could change diabetic glucose level.
Table 2 Blood glucose level (mmol/L) changes in STZ-diabetic rats
Types of cells injected
Islet1
Islet2
Islet3
MSC1
MSC2
Non

Glucose level 24 h
before injection
>33.3
>33.3
25.3
>33.3
28.9
>33.3

Glucose level 1 w
after injection
25.4
21.4
19.7
>33.3
29.7
>33.3

Islet1, Islet1, Islet3: different STZ-diabetic rats received islet
cell injection; MSC1, MSC2: STZ-diabetic rats received
undifferentiated MSC injection; Non: STZ-diabetic rats did not
receive cell injection.

Figure 3 Insulin staining for islet -like cells. Strong brown
staining indicates insulin positivity in differentiatly arranged
grape shape cells.

Figure 4 Positive nestin in pre-differentiated MSCs.
Table 1 Insulin excretion changes in pre- and differentiated
MSCs (RIA) (IU/L)
Group

Insulin excretion in pretreated MSCs

Insulin excretion in
treated islet-like cells

1

1.67

410.79

2

2.53

383.21

3

1.53

465.81

4

3.36

308.28

5

2.20

516.45

6

3.40

597.02

In supernatant of pre-differentiated MSC cells, there was
no obvious insulin excretion (2.45±0.81 IU/L). Forty-eight h
after differentiation, cells excreted more insulin into supernatant,
the insulin level was as high as 446.93±102.28 IU/L (t = 10.65
b
P<0.01).
To test if these MSC-differentiated islet-like cells could exert
glucose-controlling function, 6 diabetic Wistar rat models were
included. Each of 3 rats was administered subcutaneously 5×106
differentiated cells, 2 received similar un-differentiated MSCs
injection, while the last one received none. Glucose levels of
these 6 rats at different times are shown in Table 2. Although
lack of statistical analysis, it could be suggested that MSC-

DISCUSSION
Multipotent stem cells within pancreas and outside could develop
into insulin-secreting islet cells[7-21]. However, differentiation of
various stem cells into islet cells has two major obstacles
preventing clinical application. As these stem cells do not
originate from DM patients, these cells transplanted would be
rejected by DM recipients. The source is not enough to provide
abundant stem cells.
Bone marrow mesenchymal cells (MSC) reside in bone
marrow and are multipotent, and can differentiate into lineages
of mesenchymal tissues, such as bone, cartilage, fat, tendon,
muscle, adipocytes, chondrocytes, osteocytes[22-24]. MSCs could
differentiate into endodermal and epidermal cells, such as vascular
endothelial cells, neurocytes, lung cells and hepatocytes[25-27].
MSCs as differentiation donors are of advantages compared
with other stem cells as ESC or stem cells from organs. MSCs
are of great multiplication potency. Cell-doubling time is 48-72 h,
and cells could be expanded in culture for more than 60
doublings [28]. Functional cells differentiated from MSCs
transplanted into MSC donors (autologous transplantation)
would not cause any rejection.
Differentiation of MSCs into functional pancreatic islet cells
is not yet reported. Ianus et al.[29] reported, using a CRE-LoxP
system, bone marrow from male mice with an enhanced green
fluorescent protein (GFP) replacing insulin expression was
transplanted into lethally irradiated recipient female mice. After
4-6 wk, recipient mice revealed both Y chromosome and GFP
positivity in pancreatic islets. These GFP positive cells expressed
insulin, glucose transporter-2 and other islet β cell related markers.
Cells from bone marrow were able to differentiate into islet cells.
MSCs could differentiate into hepatocytes[25,27], precursor cells
of hepatocytes could differentiate into pancreatic islet cells,
adult hepatic stem cells could trans-differentiate into pancreatic
endocrine hormone-producing cells [19,20]. These reports
indicated that, MSCs had the capacity of differentiating into
pancreatic islet cells.
We found that MSCs could successfully differentiate into
pancreatic islet β-like cells. These cells were morphologically
similar to pancreatic islet cells. More importantly, they could
also transcript, translate and excrete insulin. Cells were injected
subcutaneously into NOD rat models, although lack of statistical
data, these MSC-derived cells could regulate NOD blood glucose
level. Nestin was regarded as a marker of precursors of pancreatic
islet cells[10,14]. In our study, nestin was also positive in prepancreatic islet MSCs, suggesting that MSCs could differentiate
into islet cells. High glucose concentration was considered as a
potent inducer for pancreatic islet differentiation. Nicotinamide
was used to preserve islet viability and function through poly
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(ADP-ribose) polymerase (PARP)[30], β-mercaptoethanol was
commonly used as a neurocyte inducer. In our primary
experiment, high glucose alone could not effectively induce
MSC to differentiate into islet-like cells. After nicotinamide was
added, they could effectively transform MSCs into islet-like
cells. This may imply that nicotinamide could be an effective
inducer, or it could protect differentiated cells from dying or
transforming into other cell types. β-mercaptoethanol increased
the potency of nicotinamide in our experiment. Considering
nestin expression in pre-differentiated MSCs, MSCs might
differentiate into pancreatic islet-like cells through intermediate
neurocyte stage. We did not test the insulin secretion based
on the number of cells, the increased insulin in supernatant might
be mainly from increased insulin excretion by islet-like cells.
Bone marrow stem cells are non-endodermal cells with no
immediate relationship to putative pancreatic stem cells that
are resident in tissues of endodermal origin or developmental
neuro-endocrine stem cells derived from the endoderm.
Alternatively, stem cells in bone marrow may be derived from
sites of endodermal origin. Regardless of their germ layer of
origin, these cells represent multi-potent cells mediated by
circulating signals, and can be recruited to neuro-endocrine
compartments of the pancreas. Once homing of these cells to
pancreatic islets has occurred, local cell-cell interaction as well
as paracrine factors may initiate differentiation.
There was an argument[31] that Islet-like cells differentiated
from ESC were falsely insulin positive from insulin-uptake.
These insulin-positive cells which do not transcript insulin
mRNA, are TUNEL+. Bone marrow cells could also fuse with
other cells and adopt the phenotypes of these cells [32,33].
However, cell differentiation in our report was not the case.
Islet cells expressed insulin at both mRNA and protein levels,
the excreting insulin level was far more higher than that in
culture media and that of pre-differentiated cells. Further more,
these MSCs-derived cells could down-regulate glucose level
in diabetic rats.
In conclusion, MSCs can differentiate into functional
pancreatic islet-like cells in vitro. If human MSCs, especially
MSCs from diabetes patients themselves can be isolated,
proliferated, differentiated into functional pancreatic islet-like
cells, and transplanted back into their donors (autologous
transplantation), their high proliferation potency and rejection
avoidance will provide one promising therapy for diabetes.
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Abstract
AIM: To evaluate the therapeutic effect of adenoviral-vectordelivered human interleukin-10 (hIL-10) gene on severe
acute pancreatitis (SAP) rats.
METHODS: Healthy Sprague-Dawley (SD) rats were
intraperitoneally injected with adenoviral IL-10 gene
(AdvhIL-10), empty vector (Adv0) or PBS solution. Blood,
liver, pancreas and lung were harvested on the second
day to examine hIL-10 level by ELISA and serum amylase
by enzymatic assay. A SAP model was induced by retrograde
injection of sodium taurocholate through pancreatic duct.
SAP rats were then administered with AdvhIL-10, Adv0
and PBS solution by a single intraperitoneal injection 20 min
after SAP induction. In addition to serum amylase assay,
levels of hIL-10 and tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF-α) were
detected by RT-PCR, ELISA and histological study. The
mortality rate was studied and analyzed by Kaplan–Meier
and log rank analysis.
RESULTS: The levels of hIL-10 in the pancreas, liver and
lung of healthy rats increased significantly after AdvhIL-10
injection (1.42 ng/g in liver, 0.91 ng/g in pancreas); while
there was no significant change of hIL-10 in the other two
control groups. The concentration of hIL-10 was increased
significantly in the SAP rats after AdvhIL-10 injection
(1.68 ng/g in liver, 1.12 ng/g in pancreas) compared to
the other two SAP groups with blank vector or PBS
treatment (P<0.05). The serum amylase levels remained
normal in the AdvhIL-10 transfected healthy rats. However,
the serum amylase level was significantly elevated in the
other two control SAP rats. In contrast, serum amylase
was down-regulated in the AdvhIL-10 treated SAP groups.
The TNF-α expression in the AdvhIL-10 treated SAP rats
was significantly lower compared to the other two control
SAP groups. The pathohistological changes in the AdvhIL10 treated group were better than those in the other two
control groups. Furthermore, the mortality of the AdvhIL10 treated group was significantly reduced compared to
the other two control groups (P<0.05).
CONCLUSION: Adenoviral hIL-10 gene can significantly
attenuate the severity of SAP rats, and can be used in the

treatment of acute inflammation process.
Chen ZQ, Tang YQ, Zhang Y, Jiang ZH, Mao EQ, Zou WG, Lei
RQ, Han TQ, Zhang SD. Adenoviral transfer of human
interleukin-10 gene in lethal pancreatitis. World J Gastroenterol
2004; 10(20): 3021-3025
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INTRODUCTION
The pathogenesis of severe acute pancreatitis (SAP) is
complicated. Studies have indicated that the explosive
production and release of pro-inflammatory cytokines play an
important role in its pathogenesis. There is evidence that
TNF-α and interleukin-1 (IL-1) are very important inflammatory
cytokines in this process[1,2]. Although pro-inflammatory
cytokines are necessary for protecting against inflammation in
the early phase, uncontrolled and adverse inflammatory effects
of the systemic cytokine response could also be harmful. Thus,
inhibiting the synthesis of pro-inflammatory cytokines and
altering the balance between pro- and anti- inflammatory
cytokines might significantly affect the severity of pancreatitis
and the survival rate[3,4]. IL-10 is a major anti-inflammatory
cytokine. It has been shown to be down-regulated the
expression of TNF and other inflammatory cytokines from
activated macrophages. IL-10 could block the release of oxygen
free radicals and nitrogen oxide. In consequence[5], it could
decrease the mortality[6-8]. These findings suggested that
administration of IL-10 could be useful in blocking these proinflammatory cytokines during the initiation of acute pancreatitis.
Gene therapy as a novel drug delivery system to express
proteins in individual tissues has been used in inflammatory
diseases[9]. The use of deficient adenovirus vectors might be a
useful tool for this gene therapy due to its high infectious
activity and high protein expression ability. Gene therapy has
been proposed in many inflammation diseases to produce antiinflammatory cytokines at local sites[10,11]. However, transfection
of SAP rats with an adenoviral vector has not been previously
reported.
In this paper, we reported a successful gene therapy for
SAP rats. Our experiments showed that human IL-10 expression
in tissues could block the development of SAP and improve
the survival rate. The results suggest a novel potential
therapeutic approach for the treatment of patients with acute
pancreatitis.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
Adenovirus expression system (Adenoviral Gateway Expression
Kit, 293A Cell Line, Gateway LR Clonase Enzyme Mix,
Lipofectamine 2000) and TRIzol reagent were provided by
Invitrogen (San Diego, CA). pcDNA3IL-10 plasmid was
generously donated by professor XY Liu (Shanghai Institute
for Biological Sciences, Chinese Academy of Sciences,
Shanghai, China). Restriction enzyme (HindIII, EcoRI, BamHI,
SalI) was obtained from Promega (Madison, Wi, USA). Sodium
taurocholate was purchased from Sigma Chemical Company
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(St Louis, MO). Amylase enzyme assay kits were obtained from
Shanghai Kehua-Hualing Diagnosis Kit Co (Shanghai, China).
An ELISA kit specific for human IL-10 was purchased from
Diaclone Research International (BESANÇON Cedex, French).

Adenoviral vectors
Human IL-10 cDNA was cloned into the BamHI and EcoRI sites
of pEntr 1A vector. Then the IL-10 cDNA was moved into the
adenoviral destination vector from pEntr 1A vector by Gateway
LR Clonase. The recombinant E1 deleted type 5 adenoviral
vector encode hIL-10 under the transcriptional control of the
cytomegalovirus promoter and contained the bGHp(A)
sequence. Adenovirus hIL-10 vector was transfected into 293A
human embryonic kidney cell line with Lipofectamine 2000. After
transfection, cells were fed with fresh DMEM solution until the
onset of cytopathic effect. Viruses were propagated in the 293A
and purified by ultra centrifugation through two caesium chloride
gradients. The titer of adenoviral vectors was determined by
plaque assay on 293A cells. Viral stocks were aliquoted and
stored in 100 mL/L glycerol at -80 until use.
Adenovirus IL-10 gene transfection into healthy rats
Sprague-Dawley (SD) rats were purchased from Shanghai BK
Experimental Animal Company (Shanghai, China) and maintained
in filter-top cages under specific pathogen-free conditions. The
Animal Study Ethics Committee of Shanghai Second Medical
University approved all experiments. The experiments were
conducted in 6-7 week-old male rats, weighing 170-180 g. Adult
healthy male SD rats (n = 20) were given a single intraperitoneal
injection of adenovirus PBS solution containing 1010 pfu of the
AdvhIL-10. All injections were performed with a sterile 25-gauge
needle in the left lower quadrant of the abdomen. Rats were
anesthetized using sodium pentobarbital (40 mg/kg injection,
intraperitoneal) and killed 24, 48, 96, and 168 h after transfection.
Blood samples were obtained from the celiac artery. The
samples were separated and stored at -70 for determination
of amylase. Pancreas, liver and lung were immediately dissected
from their attachments and divided for isolation of total RNA
and total protein. some samples were fixed in 40 g/L buffered
formaldehyde for histopathological test. PBS control group
(n = 5) received an intraperitoneal injection of PBS solution,
and the empty vector control group (n = 5) was given a single
intraperitoneal injection of empty vector (Adv0) containing
1010 pfu viruses. Tissues of both control groups were harvested
24 h later as previously described.
Adenovirus IL-10 gene therapy in SAP rats
SD rats (n = 80) were randomly divided into four groups: normal,
AdvhIL-10, Adv0, and PBS groups. After laparotomy, SAP
model was induced through injection of 0.5 mL of 30 g/L sodium
taurocholate via the pancreatic duct. Twenty minutes after
sodium taurocholate injection, AdvhIL-10 group received
0.5 mL single intraperitoneal injection of AdvhIL-10 containing
1010 pfu of AdvhIL-10. Two control groups received 0.5 mL
single intraperitoneal injection of Adv0 (containing 1010 pfu
viruses) or PBS solution, respectively. In each group, 5 rats
were sacrificed by dislocation of the cervical vertebra 24 and
48 h after induction of SAP, respectively. Blood samples were
obtained as previously described for determination of amylase.
Pancreas, liver, and lungs were harvested as previously described
and prepared for RT-PCR, ELISA, and histopathological test.
Mortality was observed among the rats 7 d after the initiation
of pancreatitis.
Assay
Serum amylase levels were measured at 37 by an enzymatic
assay using a Beckman nucleic acid and protein analyzer DU
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640 (BECKMAN, USA) standardized for these rat proteins. All
serum samples were assayed in duplicate, and the results were
averaged at the end of the experiment. Rat TNF-α, hIL-10 levels
in the homogenates were determined using commercially
available enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) kits
from Diaclone Research International.

IL-10 and TNF-α mRNA expression
Total RNA was extracted from homogenized liver, pancreas,
and lung with TRIzol reagent following the manufacturer’s
instructions. Aliquots of 5 µg of total RNA were reversetranscribed by using a first-strand cDNA synthesis kit (Promega
A3500). The cDNA was then amplified by polymerase chain
reaction using primers specific for hIL-10 or TNF-α with βactin primers serving as controls. The primer sequences and
sizes of amplification products were as follows: hIL-10 sense,
5’- GAGCG, GATCC, ATGAA, GTGGG, TAACC, TTTC-3’;
antisense, 5’- ATACG, AATTC, CTGCA, GCGGC, CGCCA, CT3’ (540 base pairs); TNF sense, 5’-TGCCT, CAGCC, TCTTC,
TCATT-3’; antisense, 5’-ACACC, CATTC, CCTTC, ACAGA3’ (446 base pairs); β-actin sense, 5’-TTGTA, ACCAA, CCTGGG,
ACGAT, ATGG-3’; antisense, 5’-TGGAA, GACTC, CTCCC,
AGGTA-3’ (515 base pairs). Following an initial denaturation at
for 5 min, the samples were amplified by 27 cycles of
94
denaturation at 94 for 40 s, annealing at 58 for 50 s, extension
at 72 for 90 s, and ended by extension at 72 for 15 min. The
PCR reaction products were separated on 20 g/L agarose gels.
Photo-micrographs of ethidium bromide stained gels were taken.
Relative mRNA levels of hIL-10, TNF-α and β-actin were
determined by computer-assisted densitometric scanning.
Histopathological analysis
Pancreas samples were fixed in 40 g/L buffered formaldehyde
and embedded in paraffin.Then the samples were cut into 5 µm
thick sections,and stained with haematoxylin and eosin for light
microscropic examination. Histological assessment was
performed by an investigator blinded to the treatment group.
The severity of pancreatitis was determined by the degree of
edema, hemorrhage, inflammation and necrosis[11].
Statistical analysis
Results were expressed as mean±SD. Differences between
groups were compared by two-way ANOVA. P<0.05 was
considered statistically significant. Mortality was assessed by
Kaplan-Meier and log rank analysis. All data processing was
done with a statistical program, SPSS 11.0.
RESULTS
hIL-10 levels in pancreas, liver, and lung at 24 h post- transfection
in healthy rats
Twenty-four h after transfection, The normal and two control
groups did not show hIL-10 protein expression.
hIL-10 protein was effectively measured in healthy rats after
AdvhIL-10 administration. The hIL-10 level in pancreas, liver,
and lung increased and reached its peak at 24 h post-transfection,
then decreased gradually 4 d after transfection. The hIL-10
level in the tissues was undetectable 7 d post-transfection, and
was the highest in the liver among the three observed organs
(Figure 1A).
Serum amylase levels and histological changes in healthy rats
There were no significant differences in serum amylase level
among the rats effectively transfected with AdvIL-10 and Adv0
and PBS treated rats in the duration of the experiment (Figure 6,
P>0.05). In addition, no detectable histology alternation of the
pancreas, liver, and lungs was observed in the transfected rats.
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Panceatic edema, hyperemia, exudation and necrosis were not
detected. These findings indicated that adenovirus gene transfer
could be performed safely.

B
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Time after transfection
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Levels of hIL-10 and TNF-α proteins in SAP rats
The levels of IL-10 in pancreas, liver and lung in the AdvhIL-10
group were markedly higher than those in the two control groups
24 and 48 h post-transfection (P<0.05). No significant difference
was observed between the two control groups (Figure 3A). In
normal rats, TNF-α expression was undetectable. Twenty-four h
after induction of pancreatitis, TNF-α level was significantly
higher in Adv0 and PBS groups than that in AdvIL-10 group
(P<0.05, Figure 3B).
A
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of hIL-10 (ng/g)
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2 000
0
Normal

Adv0
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Figure 1 hIL-10 levels and serum amylase levels in pancreas,
liver, and lung after adminstration of AdvIL-10, Adv0, and
PBS in healthy and SAP rats. A: hIL-10 levels in pancreas, liver
and lung after administration of AdvIL-10, Adv-0 and PBS in
healthy rats. B: Serum amylase levels in pancreas, liver and lung
after administration of AdvIL-10, Adv-0 and PBS in SAP rats.

Serum amylase in SAP rats
The SAP rats treated with Adv0 and PBS showed a significant
increase in serum amylase level compared to normal rats (P<0.05).
Transfection with AdvhIL-10 after induction of pancreatitis
decreased the severity of SAP, as evidenced by markedly
attenuated amylase production compared to the two control
SAP groups (Figure 1B, P<0.05).
a
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f
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Figure 2 Expression of IL-10 and TNF-α in SAP rat tissues 24 h
post- transfection with AdvhIL-10 and PBS. Lanes a, b and c: IL10 expression in liver, pancreas, and lung, respectively, in
AdvIL-10 treated SAP rats; Lanes d, e and f: IL-10 expression in
liver, pancreas, and lung, respectively, in the PBS treated SAP
rats; Lanes 1, 2, and 3: TNF-α expression in liver, pancreas,
and lung, respectively, in PBS treated SAP rats; Lanes 4, 5, and
6: TNF-α expression in liver, pancreas, and lung, respectively,
in AdvIL-10 treaed SAP rats. β-actin served as control.

IL-10 and TNF-α mRNA expression in SAP rats
HIL-10 mRNA was strongly expressed in the AdvhIL-10 treated
pancreatitis rats 24 h post-tranfection. The levels of hIL-10 in
pancreas, liver, and lung did not show significant difference. A
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weak expression of hIL-10 was observed in Adv0 and PBS
treated pancreatitis rats 24 h post-tranfection. TNF-α gene in
the normal rats was not detected. The expression of TNF-α
gene was significantly higher in the pancreatitis rats treated
with Adv0 and PBS than that in those treated with AdvhIL-10
(P<0.05, Figure 2). In the AdvhIL-10 group, the level of TNF-α
gene was moderate in pancreas and weak in the liver and lung
(Figure 3).
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Figure 3 hIL-10 and TNF-α levels in liver, pancreas, and lungs
of SAP rats after treatment with AdvIL-10, Adv0, and PBS. A:
hIL-10 levels in liver, pancreas and lungs of SAP rats after
treatment with AdvIL-10, Adv-0 and PBS. B: TNF-α levels in
liver, pancreas and lungs of SAP rats after treatment with
Adv-10, Adv-0 and PBS.

Histopathological changes
Hematoxylin and eosin-stained sections of pancreas from
pancreatitis rats treated with Adv0 and PBS showed an increase
in inflammation, hemorrhage, and necrosis after injection of
sodium taurocholate. The histological changes in the AdvIL10 treated pancreatitis rats were mild compared with the control
groups. Most of the pathological parameters of pancreatic injury
were significantly decreased in pancreatitis rats transfected
with AdvIL-10 gene compared to the pancreatitis rats treated
with Adv0 and PBS (P<0.05, Table 1, Figure 4).
Mortality
No significant difference in mortality was observed between
the two control SAP groups within 7 d after SAP inducetion,
90% of the rats were died in the Adv0 and PBS treated groups,
while only 20% of the rats were died in the AdvIL-10 gene
therapy group (Figure 5).
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Figure 4 Histological sections of rat pancreas (HE, 200×). A: Normal rat pancreas; B: Severe necrotizing acute pancreatitis with
hemorrhage and necrosis 24 h after induction with sodium taurocholate; C: Acute pancreatitis in rats treated with AdvhIL-10; D:
Acute pancreatitis in rats treated with PBS (the pathology changes in the Adv0 group were completely the same as PBS group).
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Figure 5 Survival rate of SAP rats after treatment.
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Figure 6 Serum amylase levels in heathy rats 24 h after transfection with Adv0, PBS and AdvIL-10.
Table1 Histological scores of pancreas from rats with SAP
(mean±SD)

Edema
Necrosis
Inflammation
Hemorrhage

Normal

PBS (or Adv0)

0±0
0±0
0±0
0±0

2.26±0.13
2.56±0.21
3.43±0.14
2.31±0.17

hIL-10 transfected
1.74±0.13
0.51±0.13
0.46±0.14
0.13±0.11

DISCUSSION
IL-10 gene therapy has been widely explored for the treatment

of many diseases, including intestinal transplantation immune
regulation, bronchiolitis, endotoxemia, and rheumatoid
arthritis[12-15]. In the present report, we explored the tissue levels,
distribution, and biological responses of hIL-10 mediated by
adenoviral vectors in healthy and pancreatitis rats. Adenovirus
vector has many advantages. Adenovirus genomes did not
integrate into the host cell chromosome and had a high efficiency
gene transfer than cationic liposome regardless of the proliferative
state of tissues. Although the duration of gene expression was
short, the level of therapeutic gene expression was much higher
[16]
. Adenoviral vectors could bind to cell surface integrins and
gain entry by receptor mediated endocytosis using receptors such
as Coxsackie virus and adenovirus receptor[17]. Thus, adenoviral
vector could offer the opportunity to target specific tissues for
highly local expression, owing to special tropism for pulmonary
epithelial cells, hepatocytes, and pancreatic epithelial cells[18-20].
Expression of adenoviral vector was rapid, protein appearance
usually occurred within hours and peak concentration appeared
within 1-2 d after adenoviral administration[21]. Furthermore,
adenovirus vectors could be prepared at a much higher titre.
Norman James[22] reported that with very few exceptions,
cytokines were not constitutively produced. The results of our
experiment is consistent with Norman James’s results. We
explored the use of adenovirus based gene therapy to deliver
hIL-10 gene intraperitoneally to healthy and pancreatitis rats.
Tissue hIL-10 protein was highly produced 24, 48 h after
AdvhIL-10 was injected into peritoneal cavity of healthy rats.
The current study demonstrated that the current adenovirus
delivery system could offer a highly efficient transfection and
well-correlated tissue accummulation. We also found that highly
efficient transfection with AdvhIL-10 did not result in an
increase in amylase and lipase or any alteration in pancreatic
histopathology. Therefore, adenoviral vector mediated hIL-10
gene delivery in healthy rats was well tolerable and safe. In
SAP rats, AdvhIL-10 attenuated the release of serum amylase
and decreased histologic injury significantly. In addition, the
action of TNF-α could also be diminished by IL-10. The important
factor of our experiment was the increase of survival rate resulted
from adenoviral vector mediated hIL-10 gene delivery in rats
with lethal acute pancreatitis. These results are consistent with
several previous reports on adenoviral vector-mediated gene
therapy in pancreatitis and acute lung inflammation[9,23,24].
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There is sufficient evidence (immunological, pathophysiological, and biochemical) that SAP is a systemic rather than a
local critical condition. The severity of the process varied from
a limited local inflammation of the pancreas to a systemic multiorgan failure. SAP was characterised by enzyme activation,
interstitial edema, hemorrhage and necrosis[25]. Many pro- and
anti- inflammation cytokines are involved in the initiation of
acute pancreatitis. IL-10, produced by TH2 cells, macrophages,
stellate cells and hepatocytes, has been reported to play an
important role in inflammatory diseases[26]. It has been reported
the deficiency of IL-10 gene could prompte colitis and fibrosis
probably by its failure in inhibiting the overproduction of tumor
growth factor-β1 and TNF[27,28]. The later is secreted by
macrophages and can enhance inflammation in a local site. In
animals, IL-10 is endogenously released during inflammatory
diseases, and its blockade could result in higher elevations of
TNF as well as more severe histologic injury[10]. Production of
large quantities of exogenous IL-10 in local sites of inflammation
could change the balance of pro- and anti- inflammation cytokines
and block the production and release of TNF and other proinflammation cytokines. IL-10 adminstration could improve of local
and systemic conditions. In the current study, exogenous hIL-10
was found to be able to inhibit the progress of acute pancreatitis in
rats. Similar results were also reported by previous studies[10,11].
The time to administrate AdvIL-10 seems to be very
important, since it takes time to transfect and express protein.
Thus, early administration of AdvIL-10 might block the induction
of TNF and IL-1[5]. Kato et al. reported that the time to
administratie hIL-10 should be in the early period of sepsis. In
the current study, hIL-10 gene was administrated 20 min after
the induction of SAP, and the highest level of IL-10 protein
was observed 24 h after adminstration, which was very similar
to a previous study by Denham et al.[10].
In conclusion, human genes can be effectively transfected
into rat pancreas, livers, and lungs using a adenoviral vectormediated delivery system. Transfection of hIL-10 gene can decrease
the severity of pancreatitis and improve the survival rate. As gene
therapy is becoming a more acceptable method of treatment, it is
anticipated that adenovirus-based gene therapy will become
available as a drug delivery system. Cytokine modulating
therapies, like IL-10, represent an attractive therapeutic approach
for the treatment of acute pancreatitis patients in clinic.
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Abstract
AIM: To study changes of inflammation-associated cytokine
expressions during early phase of endotoxic shock in macague.
METHODS: Experiments were performed in Macaque
mulatta treated with LPS 2.8 mg/kg in shock model group
or with normal saline in control group. Blood samples were
collected before, or 60 min, or 120 min after LPS injection,
respectively. Liver and spleen tissues were obtained at
120 min after LPS injection. The plasma levels of TNF-α,
IL-1 β, IL-10 and IL-12P40 were determined by doubleantibody sandwich ELISA with antibodies against human
cytokines. The mRNA levels of TNF-α, IL-1 β, and IL-18 in
peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs), liver and spleen
were examined by real-time fluorescence semi-quantitative
RT-PCR with the primers based on human genes.
RESULTS: Mean systemic arterial pressure (MAP), systemic
vascular resistance index (SVRI) and left ventricular work
index (LVWI) of macaques were significant declined in shock
model group on average 60 min after LPS injection. The
plasma levels of TNF-α and IL-10 were significantly
increased 60 min after LPS injection and then decreased.
The plasma levels of IL-1 β and IL-12P40 were significantly
increased at 120 min after LPS injection. The mRNA levels
of TNF-α and IL-1 β were significantly increased 60 min
after LPS stimulation in PBMCs and 120 min after LPS
stimulation in livers. The mRNA level of IL-18 was
significantly increased 120 min after LPS stimulation in
PBMCs and livers. But in spleen, only TNF-α mRNA level in
LPS group was significantly higher 120 min after LPS
stimulation, compared with that in control group.
CONCLUSION: An endotoxic shock model of Macaque
mulatta was successfully established. Both antibodies for
ELISA and PCR primers based on human cytokine assays
were successfully applied to detect macaque cytokines. In
the model, inflammatory cytokines, such as TNF-α, IL-1 β,
IL-12 and IL-18 as well as anti-inflammation cytokine IL-10,
were released at very early phase of endotoxic shock within
120 min after LPS injection. PBMCs and liver cells might be
the important sources of these cytokines.
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INTRODUCTION
Endotoxin-induced shock mostly occurs during serious infection
with Gram-negative bacteria. Lipopolysaccharide (LPS), residing
in the outer membrane of all Gram-negative bacteria and being
the major component of Gram-negative bacteria cell walls and
the toxic component of endotoxin, is considered as an important
initiating factor of the Gram-negative septic syndrome in human.
Gram-negative sepsis has aroused great concern in clinic
because of its high mortality. But LPS is not the direct causative
factor. It is well known that LPS activates immunocytes, such
as monocyte-macrophage and lymphocyte, and induces these
cells to excessively release a series of potent inflammatory
cytokines, including TNF- α, IL-1 β, IL-6, IL-8 and IL-18. It is
the excessive cytokines, such as TNF- α, IL-1 β, IL-6 and IL-18,
that result in high fever, hypotension, vascular endothelial cell
damage and disseminated intravascular coagulation, blood
capillary leak syndrome, and multiple organ failure. On the other
hand, in patients with primary liver injury, such as viral hepatitis,
LPS plays an important role in intestinal endotoxemia, which in
turn induces secondary liver injury and liver failure[1]. New
therapeutic concepts for the treatment of endotoxic shock or
endotoxemia with anti-inflammatory cytokines have been
developed. Although knowledge about the changes of
inflammation-associated cytokines during endotoxemia and
endotoxic shock has been well addressed, the change pattern
of inflammatory cytokines just during the early phase of
endotoxemia and endotoxic shock is still not clear and worth
working on, because it can help the selection of new therapeutic
targets. The therapies in early phase are more effective.
The aim of the present study was to investigate the changes
of TNF- α, IL-1 β IL-10, IL-12 and IL-18 expressions during
early phase (within 120 min) of endotoxic shock in macaques.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Animals
Totally 25 macaques (Macaca mulatta) of 5-8 years old,
weighing 4.8-9.2 kg (6.17±1.1 kg), were obtained from Shanghai
Laboratory Animal Center, Chinese Academy of Sciences. All
animal studies were carried out in accordance with the institutional
regulations concerning animal experimentation of the Ministry
of Health of China. The animals were housed at 10-25 with
light, around 8-10 h per day for, at least, a week before experiment.
One of 25 macaques was used in preliminary experiment for the
optimal dose of LPS at which hypotension and shock should
be induced. The other 24 macaques were divided into two
groups: 19 in LPS group and 5 in normal saline (NS) group.
Agents
LPS, derived from E. coli O127: B8 and prepared by phenol
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extraction, was purchased from Sigma Co. (Saint Louis, USA).
ELISA kits for detecting human TNF- α, IL-1 β, IL-10 and IL-12
P40/ P70 were from Pharmingen (San Diego, USA). TriZol
RNA extraction kit was from Gibco (Grand Island, USA).
Moloney murine leukemia virus (M-MLV) reverse transcriptase,
RNase inhibitor, PCR kit and PGEM-T vector were all from
Promega (Shanghai, China). PCR product purification kit was
from Boehringer Mannheim Co. (Mannheim, Germany). Plasmid
DNA extraction kit was from Scientz Bio Co. (Shanghai, China).

PCR primers
In order to determine the mRNA expression levels of inflammatory
cytokines by RT-PCR, some pairs of primers based on specific
sequences published previously were used. These primers,
synthesized in ShengGong Biotech Co. (Shanghai, China), are
shown in Table1.
Establishment of endotoxic shock model
In the pilot experiment, one macaque was used to find out
optimal dose of LPS. Intravenous injection of LPS of 2.8 mg/kg
resulted in reduction of mean arterial pressure (MAP) from
17.55 to 10.80 kPa. This dosage was applied to establish macaque
model of endotoxic shock in this experiments. After being fasted
overnight, macaques were anesthetized with ketamine (15 mg/kg,
intramuscularly), then they were mechanically ventilated with
a ventilator (SERVE900c, Siemens- Elama) through trachea
intubator. Tidal volume was set at 12 mL/kg and the respiratory
rate at 20 beat/min during experiment. A value of 5 cm H2O (1 cm
H2O = 0.098 kPa) of positive end-expiratory pressure was applied
to maintain end-expiratory lung volume. Anesthesia was
maintained with repeated intravenous injection of sodium
γ-hydroxybutyl acid ( 200 mg/kg·h ) and intramuscular injection
of fentanylicitras ( a bolus of 6 µg/kg·30 min). A pulmonary
artery catheter was placed in the jugular vein for detecting
hemodynamic parameters by thermodilution (Siemens,). After
percutaneous puncture, the catheter was introduced into the
femoral artery and forwarded into the abdominal aorta for
measuring blood pressure. Nineteen animals in the shock group
were given a dose of 2.8 mg/kg LPS i.v., while 5 animals in the
control group were given 1 mL/kg normal saline. Occurrences
of endotoxic shock were confirmed by reduction of MAP by
30% and by other hemodynamic changes, such as the reduction
of systemic vascular resistance index (SVRI) or left ventricular
work index (LVWI), in LPS group. It took 60 min on average to
establish shock after LPS injection. Venous blood of 18 animals
in LPS group and 5 animals in NS control group were collected
at 0, 60 and 120 min after LPS or NS injection for detection of
inflammation-associated cytokines. Then, the macaques were
sacrificed for detecting myocardial damages in another sub-study
of this project. At the same time, a small portion of liver and
spleen tissues were sliced and stored at -80 after being rapidly
frozen in liquid nitrogen for mRNA assays.
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Blood processing
Blood from the macaques, anticoagulated with EDTA-Na2, were
centrifuged, at 1 500 r/min×10 min, to separate plasma from
cells. The plasma were stored at -20 for cytokines detection.
The sedimentary cells were resuspended with Hanks’ solution
and the cell suspension was centrifuged with Ficoll-Hypaque
lymphocyte separating medium, at 2 000 r/min×20 min, to get
peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs). After being
rapidly frozen in liquid nitrogen, PBMCs from the macaques
were stored at -80 for mRNA assays.
Plasma cytokines detection
The levels of TNF-α, IL-1 β, IL-10 and IL-12P40/P70 in plasma
were determined by double-antibodies sandwich ELISA using
the kits. The assays were performed according to the kit protocol.
Test for intracellular cytokine mRNA
PBMCs of 106 and liver or spleen tissue of 0.1 g were used to
extract total cytoplasmic RNA according to the TriZol method.
The total RNA was converted to complementary DNA (cDNA)
by a reverse transcription step with M-MLV reverse transcriptase,
OligodT primer, RNase inhibitor and dNTPs. Using the cDNA,
specific primers, SYBR-Green I and PCR kit, a series of real-time
semi-quantitative PCR were performed with a DNA amplifier
(PE5700) to determine levels of mRNA coding for TNF- α, IL-1 β
and IL-18, as well as β-actin which was used in the assay as an
internal control, in PBMCs, liver and spleen. cDNA samples were
amplified for 40 cycles: denaturation at 94 for 30 s, annealing at
for 60 s and extension at 68
for 120 s. The ratio of
60
fluorescence intensity of cytokine-specific product to that of the
internal control product represents relative levels of cytokine
mRNA expression. After PCR, the products were cloned into PGEMT vector, which was then used to transform JM109 E. coli. The
plasmid DNAs of positive clones were extracted for sequencing.
Statistical analysis
All results were expressed as mean±SD. The significances of
differences between LPS shock group and NS control group
were evaluated by t-test. Testing standard was set at α = 0.05.
P<0.05 indicates a significant difference, and P<0.01 indicates
a remarkably significant difference.
RESULTS
Change of TNF-α within 120 min after LPS administration
Plasma concentration of TNF-α in LPS group increased earlier
and was significantly higher than that in NS group at 60 min
after LPS administration, then decreased to a level similar to
that in NS group. This result is shown in Figure 1A. The
dynamics for TNF-α mRNA expression by PBMCs in LPS group
was similar to that for plasma TNF-α concentration. The result
is shown in Figure 1B.

Table 1 PCR primer sequences for TNF-α , IL-1 β and IL-18 detection
Cytokine
Human TNF- α

Primer
upstream

Sequence
TCA CAG GGC AAT GAT CCC AAA GTA GAC CTG C

downstream

ATG AGC ACT GAA AGC ATG ATC

Human IL-1 β

upstream

TTA GGA AGA CAC AAA TTG CAT GGT GAA

downstream

ATG GCA GAA GTA CCT GAG CTC

Human IL-18

upstream

GCT TGA ATC TAA ATT ATC AGT C

downstream

GAA GAT TCA AAT TGC ATC TTA T

Human β-actin

upstream

TTC CAG CCT TCC TTC CTG G

downstream

TTG CGC TCA GGA GGA GCA AT

Reference
[2,3]
[2,3]
[4]
[5]

TNF-α/β-actin

B

Control group (n = 5)

a

12
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LPS group (n = 18)

8
6
4

A

2
0
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

0

60
Time (min)

120

b

Control group (n = 5)

LPS group (n = 18)

60
Time (min)

120

The expression levels of TNF-α mRNA in liver and spleen
in LPS group were remarkably higher than those in NS control
group at 120 min after LPS challenge. The results were presented
in Figure 2.
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Figure 3 Dynamics of IL-1 β expression in macaque plasma
(A) and PBMCs (B) within 120 min after LPS challenge. aP<0.05
vs control group.
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Figure 1 Kinetics curves for TNF-α expression in macaque
plasma (A) and. PBMCs (B) within 120 min after LPS
administration. a P<0.05 vs control group; bP<0.01 vs control
group.
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level of IL-1 β within 120 min after LPS injection.
The transcript level of IL-1 β mRNA in the liver of LPS group
remarkably increased at 120 min after LPS administration. But
the level in the spleen did not show a significant increase.
These results are shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 2 Transcript levels of TNF-α mRNA in liver (A) and
spleen (B) at 120 min after LPS administration. aP<0.05 vs control group, bP<0.01 vs control group.

Change of IL-1 β within 120 min after LPS administration
The plasma IL-1 β level in LPS group began to rise at 60 min
after LPS challenge and was significantly higher at 120 min
after LPS challenge, compared with that in NS control group.
Whereas the IL-1 β transcription level in PBMCs rose earlier
than plasma IL-1 β level. The transcription level of IL-1 β in
PBMCs of LPS group was significantly higher than that in
control group at 60 min after LPS injection, and then dropped
to a level similar to that in control group after another 60 min.
Figure 3 shows the changes of plasma level and transcription

0.00

Control group (n = 5)

LPS group (n = 18)

Groups

Figure 4 Transcript levels of IL-1 β mRNA in liver(A) and
spleen(B) at 120 min after LPS administration. aP<0.05 vs control group.

Changes of IL-18 mRNA expression in PBMCs, liver and spleen
within 120 min after LPS administration
The expression level of IL-18 mRNA in PBMCs gradually
increased with LPS challenge and a statistical significance could
be found at 120 min after LPS challenge. The results are
presented in Figure 5. Data in Figure 6 indicate at 120 min after
LPS challenge, the expression levels of IL-18 mRNA in LPS
group were significantly higher in liver cells, not in spleen cells,
compared with those in control group after NS injection.
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Figure 5 The change of IL-18 mRNA transcript level in PBMCs
within 120 min after LPS challenge. aP<0.05 vs control group.
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Figure 6 The levels of IL-18 mRNA transcript in liver (A) and
spleen (B) at 120 min after LPS challenge. aP<0.05 vs control group.
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Figure 7 Change of plasma IL-12 levels within 120 min after
LPS challenge. aP<0.05 vs control group.

Change of plasma IL-12 levels within 120 min after LPS challenge
Sixty minutes after LPS challenge, plasma IL-12P40/P70 level of
macaques in LPS group gradually rose and was significantly
higher than that in control group at 120 min after LPS challenge.
Data are supplied in Figure 7.
Change of plasma IL-10 levels within 120 min after LPS administration
Immediately after LPS administration, plasma IL-10 level of
macaques in LPS group increased slightly, and showed a
statistically significant rise at 60 min after LPS injection,
compared with control group. Thereafter the level gradually
declined to normal level. The results are shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8 Change of plasma IL-10 level within 120 min after
LPS injection. aP<0.05 vs control group.

DISCUSSION
Endotoxic shock model
A series of endotoxic shock animal models have been established
for studies. Macaque Mulatta belongs to primate animals. The
physiological functions and anatomical features are similar
among primates, including humans. Therefore, it is important
to study primate model of endotoxic shock in order to understand
septic shock in human. In the present study, an endotoxic shock
model of macaque was established to study about changes of
inflammation-associated cytokines during early phase of
endotoxic shock.
In human volunteers, an intravenous injection with endotoxin
bolus of 2-4 ng/kg caused pyrexia, cytokine release and mild
decline of MAP [6,7]. In non-human primate, however, LPS
sensitivities were quite different: chimpanzee shared the
sensitivity of human to LPS, while baboons and rhesus macaques
were insensitive to LPS like rodents[8,9]. Chimpanzee is too
precious to be commonly used in research, baboon and macaque
are used as primate model more commonly. The injection bolus of
LPS of 10-20 mg/kg, or continuous infusion of LPS of 10 mg/(kg·h)
was applied in several studies with rhesus macaques[10,11]. A
bolus injection of LPS 3.0 mg/kg for Macaque mulatta model
had been reported previously by Hajek[12]. In the present study,
we successfully established an endotoxic shock model of
Macaque mulatta, which was proved by the decline of MAP,
SVRI and LVWI. The LPS dose we used was 2.8 mg/kg and
consistent with the previous report in Macaque mulatta model[12].
Methodology of detection for macaque cytokines
Unfortunately, no standard and commercial ELISA kits for
detection of macaque cytokines are available. Nevertheless, it
is reasonable to try application of human cytokine kits to detect
macaque cytokines, because there is a high homology in genome
between human and primate animals such as macaque[2] and it
was reported that IL-2 receptor on the surface of rhesus monkey
cells reacted with antibody against human IL-2 receptor[13] and
IL-1, IL-2 and TNF-α from monkey cells could bind to antibodies
against human IL-1, IL-2 and TNF-α in ELISA[13,14]. In this
experiment, we tried to use ELISA kits for detection human
cytokines to determine the levels of TNF-α, IL-1 β, IL-12P40/P70
and IL-10 of Macaque mulatta and successfully obtained
useful data.
Similarly, we used the primers based on human TNF-α, IL-1 β,
IL-18 and β-actin genes to amplify the cDNA segments of
macaque TNF-α, IL-1 β, IL-18 and β-actin by RT-PCR methods
and successfully obtained the expected products such as 702-bp
segment of TNF-α, 810-bp segment of IL-1 β, 341-bp segment
of IL-18 and 225-bp segment of β-actin (Figure 9). The PCR
products from one macaque were sequenced for homology
comparison with human homologue. The results indicated that
the identity of TNF-α or IL-18 gene segment between macaque
and human was 97%, IL-1 β was 93% (Figure 10).
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Figure 9 Identification of amplified products by RT-PCR with the method of agarose gel electrophoresis. A: 702 bp from TNF-α gene;
B: 810 bp from IL-1 β gene; C: 341 bp from IL-18 gene; D: 225 bp from β-actin gene.
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Figure 10 Differences of cDNA fragments from TNF-α (A), IL-1 β (B) and IL-18 (C) gene between macaque and human according
to GenBank.

Semi-quantitative analysis of mRNA based on RT-PCR can
be completed by using β-actin mRNA as an internal standard
and by densitometry of product electrophoresis band scanned
or product dot hybridized with specific probe. The relative index
(RI) of mRNA is calculated using a formula as RI = density scan
value of specific product/density scan value of internal control.
Here, RI may represent the relative level of specific mRNA. In
the present study, we also used β-actin mRNA as an internal
control. In order to increase detection sensitivity, we used
SYBR-Green I, a kind of fluorescence stain for ds-DNA, in the

quantitative analysis. Moreover, a two step strategy of reverse
transcription first and then PCR was applied to ensure the
consistency of amplification efficiency between cytokine and
control mRNA. On the other hand, a real-time PCR was
performed to find the cycle number of exponential phase of
target DNA. Because the cycle number of exponential phase of
cellular target DNA is different from that of primer-dimer DNA,
it is possible to exclude primer-dimer interference with target
DNA quantitative analysis when the product of cellular target
DNA is collected within its exponential phase. In our experiment,
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the cycle numbers of exponential phase of cellular target DNA
were all less than 40, while that of primer-dimer was far more
than 40. So the PCR was carried out for 40 cycles.

Expression changes of inflammation-associated cytokines
during early phase of endotoxic shock model of macaques
TNF-α is one of the most important inflammatory cytokines
and has a lot of cellular origins such as monocyte-macrophages,
lymphocytes and endotheliocytes. The present study demonstrated
the level of plasma TNF-α peaked at 60 min after LPS injection
and then gradually decreased. The change of mRNA expression
level in PBMCs was nearly synchronous, which indicated
PBMCs were one of main sources of plasma TNF-α. After LPS
challenge, expression levels of TNF-α mRNA both in liver and
in spleen increased, suggesting that liver and spleen were also
the sources of plasma TNF-α. TNF-α releases firstly during
infection or inflammatory reaction. In endotoxic shock models
of rats, rabbits and monkeys, plasma TNF-α levels were
reported to increase at 30 min after LPS injection and reach the
peak about 60-120 min after LPS injection[15], which was in great
agreement with our results. Kupffer cells in liver were an
important source of TNF-α. It was reported in endotoxininduced liver injury model of mice, there were two expression
peaks of TNF-α mRNA in liver, one happened within 2 h after
LPS injection and the other happened 5 h after LPS injection.
The first peak, during which TNF-α was derived from LPSactivated kupffer cells, was not as high as the second one. The
second peak was induced by other inflammatory cytokines
such as INF-γ and IL-18, and was the main factor inducing liver
injury[16]. In the present experiment, the increase of TNF-α
mRNA in liver at 120 min after LPS injection should be the first
peak. We found the expression level of TNF-α mRNA in spleen
cells also increased after LPS injection. There are few studies
on TNF-α production by spleen in endotoxic shock models,
which needs more investigations.
IL-1 β, produced by activated monocyte-macrophages, is also
an important inflammatory cytokine that is released early.
Leturcq[17] reported that the peak of plasma IL-1 β level in
endotoxic shock model of cynomolgus monkeys appeared at 2 h
after LPS stimulation which was slightly later than that of plasma
TNF-α. This is similar to our result. We observed that IL-1 β
plasma level increased in 2 h after LPS injection, but later than
TNF-α level did. The fact that expression level of IL-1 β mRNA
in PBMCs increased significantly at 60 min after LPS injection
and quite earlier than plasma level suggested that PBMCs were
the main source of circulating IL-1 β. PBMCs synthesized and
released IL-1 β firstly and IL-1 β accumulated in plasma
sequentially. The liver cells were also one of IL-1 β sources,
but spleen cells the not.
IL-18, produced mainly by kupffer cells and other macrophages,
is another important inflammatory factor. IL-18 activates
cytokine network of liver and inflammatory reaction. By
inducing INF-γ, IL-18 causes the second peak of TNF-α and
sequential increase of FasL which induces apoptosis of liver
cells[16-18]. IL-18 was found to be expressed basically in freshseparated human PBMCs and to increase significantly in 1 h
after LPS stimulation[4]. In LPS-induced acute liver injury model
in Propionibacterium acnes-primed INF-γ-deficient mice , IL-18
was found to show a basic expression in liver followed by a
remarkably increased expression within 2 h after stimulation
with Propionibacterium acnes and LPS[19]. In this study, we
found in endotoxic shock model of macaques, IL-18 mRNA
expression in PBMCs began to increase after LPS stimulation
and showed a statistically significant increase 2 h later. We
also demonstrated a significant increase of IL-18 transcription
in liver cells after LPS stimulation. These discoveries in macaque
models were not reported here before.
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IL-12, produced mainly by macrophages, kupffer cells and
dendritic cells, activates neutrophilic granulocytes and
promotes release of inflammatory cytokines such as INF-γ, TNF-α
etc. [20,21], while inhibits the release of anti-inflammation
cytokines such as IL-10[22]. So, IL-12 is also closely related to
inflammatory responses. Reports about the change of IL-12
expression in endotoxic shock was quite few except for Tsuji’s
work, in which plasma IL-12 level of acute liver injury model
mice was reported to reach a peak within 3 h after LPS stimulation,
following the first peak of TNF-α[19]. In Trinchieri’s opinion,
the observation of dynamics of inflammatory cytokines in
above model mice suggested that the order of activation for
these cytokines was: the first peak of TNF-α, IL-12, IL-18, INF-γ,
the second peak of TNF-α and FasL[23]. Our observation
indicated in macaque mulatta, the plasma IL-12 concentration
significantly increased in 120 min after LPS stimulation. To our
knowledge, there were few reports about IL-12 dynamics in
endotoxic shock primate model. Our results in macaque were
compatible with Trinchieri’s description.
IL-10, originated from Th1, Tr (regulator) or Th3 cells and B
lymphocytes as well as monocyte-macrophages, is an antiinflammation cytokine, inhibiting the release of inflammation
cytokines such as TNF-α, IL-1 β, IL-6, IL-8, IL-12 and IL-18[24,25].
It is one of the cytokines produced very early after LPS injection
in mice model, like TNF-α. Dynamics curves showed two peaks
of plasma IL-10 in mice model: plasma IL-10 level reached the
first peak in 1-5 h after LPS injection and then declined; the
second peak appeared in 8-12 h after LPS injection. Plasma IL-10
originated from kupffer cells in liver during the first peak, while
it originated from peripheral blood lymphocytes during the
second peak[26]. The amount of IL-10 in the first peak during
early phase of endotoxic shock was not enough to suppress the
increases of inflammatory cytokines and hence effectively stop
inflammation. So it is necessary to use exogenous recombinant
IL-10 as a therapeutics in early phase of endotoxic shock to
interrupt the chain release of inflammatory cytokines and to
stop shock development[27]. In the present study, we observed
IL-10 level in shock model of macaques increased slightly, and
significantly in 60 min after LPS injection and formed a smaller
peak, and about 60 min later it returned nearly to the value of
control group. Our result in macaque model was quite consistent
with that in mouse model. The rise of IL-10 level we observed in
early phase of endotoxic shock in macaque models should
correspond to the first peak.
It is necessary to mention Kupffer cells for understanding
the dynamics of inflammatory cytokine release induced by LPS.
LPS is the main activator of Kupffer cells, while Kupffer cells
are the major source of inflammatory cytokines, such as TNF-α,
IL-12 and IL-18, which are produced in response to LPS. TNF-α
is the key factor in systemic inflammation (for example, endotoxic
shock and septic syndrome), and it is Kupffer cells that are the
major source of TNF-α in the liver. So Kupffer cells play an
important role in systemic inflammatory reaction caused by
Gram-negative bacteria. On the other hand, Kupffer cells are
the main scavengers of LPS and also play an important role in
removing circulatory LPS and relieving the stimulation and injury
caused by LPS[28].
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Abstract
AIM: To evaluate the value of MR cholangiopancreatography
(MRCP) in patients in whom endoscopic retrograde
cholangiopancreatography (ERCP) was unsuccessfully
performed by experts in a tertiary center.
METHODS: From January 2000 to June 2003, 22 patients
fulfilled the inclusion criteria. The indications for ERCP were
obstructive jaundice (n = 9), abnormal liver enzymes (n = 8),
suspected chronic pancreatitis (n = 2), recurrent acute
pancreatitis (n = 2), or suspected pancreatic cancer (n = 1).
The reasons for the ERCP failure were the postsurgical
anatomy (n = 7), duodenal stenosis (n = 3), duodenal
diverticulum (n = 2), and technical failure (n = 10). MRCP
images were evaluated before and 5 and 10 min after i.v.
administration of 0.5 IU/kg secretin.
RESULTS: The MRCP images were diagnosed in all 21
patients. Five patients gave normal MR findings and
requir ed no further interv ention. MRCP revealed
abnormalities (primary sclerosing cholangitis, chronic
pancreatitis, cholangitis, cholecystolithiasis or common
bile duct dilation) in 10 patients, who were followed up
clinically. Four patients subsequently underwent
laparotomy (hepaticojejunostomy in consequence of
common bile duct stenosis caused by unresectable
pancreatic cancer; hepaticotomy+Kehr drainage because
of insufficient biliary-enteric anastomosis; choledochojejunostomy, gastrojejunostomy and cysto-Wirsungo
gastrostomy because of chronic pancreatitis, or
choledochojejunostomy because of common bile duct
stenosis caused by chronic pancreatitis). Three patients
participated in therapeutic percutaneous transhepatic
drainage. The indications were choledocholithiasis with
choledochojejunostomy, insufficient biliary-enteric
anastomosis, or cholangiocarcinoma.
CONCLUSION: MRCP can assist the diagnosis and
management of patients in whom ERCP is not possible.
Czakó L, Takács T, Morvay Z, Csernay L, Lonovics J. Diagnostic
role of secretin-enhanced MRCP in patients with unsuccessful
ERCP. World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(20): 3034-3038
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INTRODUCTION
The most sensitive diagnostic modality in suspected biliopancreatic
diseases is endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography
(ERCP)[1-4]. However, the success rate of the examination mainly
depends on the experience of the endoscopist, and does not
exceed 95-98% even in the largest specialized centers. Previous
operations (Billroth II, Roux-en-Y or biliary-enteric anatomy),
duodenal stenosis, or duodenal diverticulum make cannulation
of the ducts difficult or even impossible, and increase the risk
of complications[5-7]. If ERCP fails, intravenous (iv) or percutaneous
transhepatic cholangiography (PTC) is the alternative method.
Since the diagnostic accuracy of iv cholangiography is very
low, it is no longer used. PTC is invasive, may be associated
with severe complications, and can successfully be applied if
the intrahepatic biliary tree is dilated. PTC and iv cholangiography
are both unable to visualize the pancreatic duct[8-10]. There is
clearly a need for a noninvasive, sensitive and specific diagnostic
modality for patients with suspected biliopancreatic disease if
ERCP fails[11]. Magnetic resonance cholangiopancreatography
(MRCP) is a new noninvasive diagnostic modality capable of
producing high-quality images of the pancreatobiliary tree. It
has been emphasized that its sensitivity (81-100%), specificity
(94-98%), positive (86-93%) and negative (94-98%) predictive
values and diagnostic accuracy (94-97%) are as high as those
of ERCP, which makes MRCP a promising alternative to
diagnostic ERCP[12-16]. Moreover, MRCP has the following
advantages over ERCP. It is noninvasive, there are no complication,
no radiation, no need for any contrast agent. It causes less
discomfort for the patients, and can provide useful information
on the parenchymatous organs in this region in combination
with conventional cross-sectional MR sequences.
The aim of our study was to assess the value of MRCP in
the management of patients with biliopancreatic diseases in
whom ERCP was failed.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Between January 2000 and June 2003 a prospective study was
conducted. Twenty-two patients were enrolled, in whom ERCP
performed by experts at our endoscopic unit failed to adequately
visualize the clinically relevant duct(s). Failure meant two
unsuccessful ERCP attempts by precut papillotomy with a
needle knife when the ducts were not cannulated with the
conventional approach. There were 10 males and 12 females,
with a mean age of 51.2 years, range 24-82 years. The indications
for ERCP were obstructive jaundice (n = 9), abnormal liver
enzymes (n = 8), suspected chronic pancreatitis (n = 2), recurrent
acute pancreatitis (n = 2), or suspected pancreatic cancer (n = 1).
The reasons for the ERCP failure were the postsurgical anatomy
(n = 7), duodenal stenosis (n = 3), duodenal diverticulum (n = 2),
or technical failure (n = 10) (Table 1). All patients gave their
informed consent after receiving a detailed explanation of the
complete examination procedure.
MRCP
All patients underwent MR imaging (Signa Horizon LX 1.0 TScanner, General Electric, USA). T1-weighted and T2-weighted
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axial plane fast spoiled gradient (FSPGR) images were acquired.
These images were used to evaluate the liver and pancreas
parenchyma and also to plan the MRCP data collection. The
heavily T2-weighted MRCP images were taken in two sets.
With a single shot technique, one 30.0-70.0-mm-thick slice was
first acquired at TR 5 000 ms, TE 500 ms, with a 320×320 matrix
and 40×36 FOV. In the second set, 9-13 thin (5.0 mm) slices with
a 2-mm gap were taken from the same region. The breath-hold
technique was used for all sequences. “Dualflex” flexible body
coil was applied. MRCP images were evaluated before and 5
and 10 min after the iv administration of 0.5 IU/kg secretin
(Secretolin, Hoechst, Frankfurt am Main, Germany)[17]. The
administration of secretin induced the secretion of bile and
pancreatic juice. Consequently, the ductal filling was increased,
and the visualization of the biliary and pancreatic ducts and
the image quality were therefore improved[18].

RESULTS
The MRCP images were of diagnostic quality in all but 1 patient.
MRCP furnished normal findings in 5 cases and revealed
abnormalities in 17 patients (Table 1). Conservative medical
treatment was applied in 10 cases. MRCP demonstrated mild
bile duct dilation caused by chronic pancreatitis in 3 patients.
Since they were mainly asymptomatic, surgical intervention
was not indicated. Primary sclerosing cholangitis was indicated
by MRCP in 3 patients, the cholestasis was improved after
treatment with ursodeoxycholic acid. Gallbladder stones were
found in an 82-year-old female patient, operation was not
recommended because of her age. In a 77-year-old female patient
who had previously undergone choledochoduodenostomy, the
extrahepatic biliary tree exhibited caliber changes. This finding
was considered to correspond to cholangitis, the abnormal
liver function was normalized by antibiotic therapy. In 2 patients
with previous cholecystectomy and abnormal liver enzymes,
MRCP revealed mild extrahepatic bile duct dilation
(postcholecystectomy syndrome?). The liver function normalized
without treatment in 1 patient, and in response to ursodeoxycholic
acid treatment in the other (Table 1).
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on, and the surgery confirmed the suspicion. Curative resection
was not possible because of the local invasiveness of the tumor,
bilio-enteric anastomosis was performed.

Figure 2 MRCP of a 58-year-old female patient in whom
ERCP failed because of a previous Billroth II resection. The
intrahepatic biliary tree is markedly dilated with stones (open
arrows), and the choledochojejunostomy anastomosis is narrowed (solid arrow). The patient underwent hepaticotomy
and Kehr drainage.

In 1 patient in whom ERCP was failed because of a previous
Billroth II resection, MRCP demonstrated a stricture of the
choledochojejunostomy anastomosis as the cause of a bile duct
obstruction (No. 1, Figure 2). The intrahepatic biliary tree was
markedly dilated and contained secondary stones. The patient
subsequently underwent hepaticotomy and Kehr drainage.

Figure 3 MRCP of a 63-year-old male patient in whom ERCP
failed because of duodenal stenosis. The calcified pancreatic
head obstructs the Wirsung duct and the common bile duct
(arrow) with an upstream dilation, causing the “double duct
sign”. The intrahepatic biliary tree and the cystic duct are also
dilated. The patient underwent choledochojejunostomy, gastrojejunostomy and Wirsungogastrostomy.

Figure 1 MRCP of a 78-year-old female patient. The common
bile duct is dilated with a stricture at the level of the papilla of
Vateri (open arrow), with multiple stones in the gallbladder
(solid arrow). The Wirsung duct is not visible.

Seven patients required therapeutic interventions. Four of
these 7 patients underwent surgery. The indication for operation
was based on the MRCP findings, which were confirmed at surgery
in 3 of the 4 cases. In 1 patient (No. 10, Figure 1), MRCP revealed
only the site, but not the cause of the bile duct obstruction. This
patient was referred to the endoscopy unit because of obstructive
jaundice. MRCP demonstrated a prepapillary common bile duct
obstruction. The Wirsung duct was not visible. These findings,
the clinical picture and the result of duodenoscopy led to a
suspicion of pancreatic head carcinoma. The patient was operated

In a patient with chronic pancreatitis, whose disease was
not followed up regularly, ERCP was indicated because of
obstructive jaundice, but it failed in consequence of duodenal
stenosis. MRCP showed obstruction of the Wirsung duct
and the common bile duct by the calcified pancreatic head,
with an upstream dilation in both ducts, causing the “double
duct sign” (No. 11, Figure 3). The intrahepatic biliary tree and
the cystic duct were also dilated. The patient underwent
choledochojejunostomy, gastrojejunostomy and Wirsungo
gastrostomy. Similarly, in a patient with chronic pancreatitis
in whom a previous Billroth II resection precluded ERCP, MRCP
demonstrated an intrapancreatic bile duct obstruction.
Choledochoenterostomy was performed (No. 19).
In 3 patients of advanced age in a moribund physical status,
the bile duct obstruction was treated with percutaneous transhepatic
drainage (PTD). MRCP indicated common bile duct stones in a
patient who had previously undergone choledochojejunostomy
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Table 1 Indications for ERCP, reasons for ERCP failure, MRCP findings, and management of patients
Patient

Indication for ERCP

Reason for ERCP failure

MRCP findings

1

Obstructive jaundice

2

Obstructive jaundice

stricture of
choledochojejunostomy
cholangitis

hepaticotomy
+Kehr drainage
antibiotic treatment

3
4

Obstructive jaundice
Obstructive jaundice

choledocholithiasis
stricture of hepaticojejunostomy

PTD
PTD

5

Cholestasis
biliary pancreatitis
Cholestasis
Suspected pancreatic
cancer
Obstructive jaundice
Cholestasis
Obstructive jaundice

Billroth II anatomy
(choledochojejunostomy anatomy)
Billroth II anatomy
(choledochojejunostomy anatomy)
choledochojejunostomy anatomy
Roux and Y anatomy
hepaticojejunostomy anatomy
technical

cholecystolithiasis

follow-up

technical
duodenal stenosis

mild CBD dilatation
chronic pancreatitis

follow-up
follow-up

technical
technical
technical

cholangiocarcinoma
PSC
distal stricture of CBD

6
7
8
9
10

11

Obstructive jaundice
chronic pancreatitis

duodenal stenosis

“double duct sign”

12

technical

13

Obstructive jaundice
chronic pancreatitis
Cholestasis

intrapancreatic stricture of
CBD, chronic pancreatitis
normal

14
15
16
17
18
19

Cholestasis
Cholestasis
Obstructive jaundice
Recurrent pancreatitis
Recurrent pancreatitis
Obstructive jaundice

20
21

Cholestasis
Obstructive jaundice

22

Cholestasis

technical
(choledocho-duodenostomy anatomy)
duodenal diverticulum
PSC
technical
PSC
duodenal diverticulum
normal
technical
normal
technical
normal
Billroth II anatomy
intrapancreatic stricture of
CBD, chronic pancreatitis
technical
mild CBD dilation
duodenal stenosis
intrapancreatic stricture of
CBD, chronic pancreatitis
Billroth II anatomy
normal

Management of patients

PTD
follow-up
hepaticojejunostomy
unresectable
pancreas carcinoma
choledochojejunostomy
gastrojejunostomy
Wirsungogastrostomy
follow-up
follow-up
follow-up
follow-up
follow-up
follow-up
follow-up
choledochoenterostomy
cholecystectomy
follow-up
follow-up
follow-up

CBD: common bile duct; PSC: primary sclerosing cholangitis; PTD: percutan transhepatic drainage.

(No. 3), another with a hepaticojejunostomy anastomotic
stricture (No. 4) and one with prepapillary cholangiocarcinoma
(No. 8, Figure 4). These findings were confirmed by PTC and
the patients subsequently underwent biliary drainage.

Figure 4 Normal Wirsung duct and bilateral renal cysts in an
81-year-old female patient. The intraluminal focus with low
signal intensity in the distal common bile duct (arrow) proved
to be cholangiocarcinoma. The biliary tree is dilated. With
regard to her age and physical status, the patient underwent
biliary stent implantation to ensure bile flow.

DISCUSSION
ERCP is the most sensitive and specific technique currently
available for visualization of the biliary tree and pancreatic duct.
Beside the establishment of a diagnosis, this examination at the
same time offers therapeutic options. However, ERCP is invasive,
and may be associated with complications, and patients who
undergo ERCP need sedation. Another disadvantage is that it
affords no information on extraductal lesions, and does not
opacify the obstructed segment in the event of total duct
obstruction. It was unsuccessful in 3-10% of the cases, even in
the largest endoscopic centers[5-7]. Inexperience of the endoscopist
and anatomic factors such as previous gastroenteroanastomosis, duodenal stenosis, or periampullary diverticulum
might lead to higher rates of unsuccessful ERCP[19,20]. When
the papilla of Vater is in the visual field of the duodenoscope,
but conventional cannulation fail, precut papillotomy could be
performed with a needle knife, and cannulation could
subsequently be achieved. However, precut papillotomy could
increase the frequency and severity of complications as
compared with conventional ERCP (6-12% vs 1-5%)[21,22]. Iv
cholangiography or PTC examinations are the alternative
choices for visualization of the biliary tree. However, iv
cholangiography has been no longer used, because its
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diagnostic accuracy was limited[8]. PTC is a sensitive method
of detecting biliary abnormalities, but it was invasive, might be
associated with severe complications, and could successfully
be applied if the intrahepatic biliary tree was dilated. In addition,
neither PTC nor iv cholangiography was able to visualize the
pancreatic duct[9,10].
The need for a safe and noninvasive technique for
examination of the biliary tree and pancreatic duct resulted in
the development of MRCP. A number of studies have
demonstrated that the sensitivity, specificity, positive and
negative predictive values and diagnostic accuracy of MRCP
in the detection of biliopancreatic diseases are as high as those
of ERCP[12-16]. Despite these data, the actual role of MRCP in
the diagnostic work-up of patients with suspected biliopancreatic
disease is not clear. Besides its advantages, MRCP has certain
drawbacks. Most importantly, it does not allow simultaneous
therapeutic intervention. While ERCP offers a therapeutic option
in the same session after the diagnosis is made (papillotomy,
removal of choledocholithiasis, stenting of a biliary stricture,
etc.), MRCP yields only the diagnosis. Clips, stents, pneumobilia,
hemobilia and ascites might result in artifacts and impede
interpretation of the MRCP image. Despite the new
technological advances in MR imaging, its resolution has
remained behind that of ERCP[23].
In the present study we assessed the value of MRCP in the
management of patients in whom ERCP was unsuccessful.
MRCP prevented an invasive procedure in 15 of 22 cases and
guided therapy in the remaining 7. Ten patients were treated
conservatively. They did not require further diagnostic
examinations or therapeutic interventions; they were
asymptomatic or responded well to the medical therapy during
the follow-up. In 7 patients, therapeutic intervention was
indicated by the MRCP findings. The information provided by
MRCP was sufficient for the decision-making, and a further
diagnostic work-up was required in only 1 patient. This patient
(No. 10) was referred to the endoscopy unit because of obstructive
jaundice. Duodenoscopy revealed an enlarged papilla of Vater
with an irregular surface, which was suspicious of malignancy.
Cannulation of the biliary or the pancreatic duct was impossible,
even after precut papillotomy. The histological examination of
the biopsy specimens taken from the papilla indicated no
malignancy. MRCP demonstrated a dilated biliary tree with a
severe prepapillary stricture (Figure 1). The pancreas was not
separated well from its surroundings in the conventional axial
plane MR images, because of the lack of peripancreatic fatty
tissue. The Wirsung duct was not depicted or could not be
identified among the fluid-filled bowels, despite the use of
secretin. The evaluation of the MR images was hampered by
the technical artifacts. These findings and the clinical picture
together suggested pancreatic head carcinoma. The patient
was operated on. The surgery confirmed the suspicion, but a
curative resection was impossible as a result of the local
invasiveness of the tumor. Biliary-enteric anastomosis was
performed.
The sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative predictive
values and diagnostic accuracy of MR imaging in the detection
of pancreatic cancer were at least as high as those of computer
tomography or ERCP[24,25]. The combination of conventional
MR imaging with MRCP and MR angiography could increase
the accuracy in the diagnosis, the staging of pancreatic
malignancies and the assessment of respectability[26-29]. With
this combined MR imaging technique, the biliary tree and
pancreatic duct with the surrounding vessels and parenchymatous
organs could be depicted in one examination, which makes it
cost-effective. In our case, the poor quality of the MR imaging
with significant amount of artifacts might explain why it was
unable to diagnose the cause of the biliary obstruction.
Four patients underwent surgery without further diagnostic
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examinations. In 3 cases the diagnosis made by MR was
confirmed by the surgical findings. In 1 case (No. 10), the MR
revealed only the site, but not the cause (i.e. pancreatic cancer)
of the bile duct obstruction, which was diagnosed during the
operation. In 3 patients, surgery was not recommended because
of their moribund physical status. PTC was performed and in
each case confirmed the results of MRCP. These patients
subsequently underwent biliary drainage.
Seven out of 22 patients required intervention after MRCP.
This points the major drawbacks of MRCP. It is unable to
combine therapy with diagnosis. It could be argued that the 3
patients with obstructive jaundice who required PTC and PTD
after MRCP might have better served by proceeding to this
modality directly. However, the fact that MRCP is noninvasive
is a powerful point in its favor. It can identify those patients
where therapeutic intervention is needed.
Our results suggest that MRCP is a feasible and valuable
diagnostic modality in patients in whom ERCP fails. MRCP
facilitates the management of these patients. It differentiates
patients who require invasive therapy from those who can be
treated conservatively, and provides information necessary
for the planning of surgical or radiological interventions.
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Abstract
AIM: Cardiovascular autonomic and peripheral sensory
neuropathy is a known complication of chronic alcoholic
and non-alcoholic liver diseases. We aimed to assess the
prevalence and risk factors for peripheral sensory nerve
and autonomic dysfunction using sensitive methods in
patients with primary biliary cirrhosis (PBC).
METHODS: Twenty-four AMA M2 positive female patients
with clinical, biochemical and histological evidence of PBC
and 20 age matched healthy female subjects were studied.
Five standard cardiovascular reflex tests and 24-h heart
rate variability (HRV) analysis were performed to define
autonomic function. Peripheral sensory nerve function on
median and peroneal nerves was characterized by current
perception threshold (CPT), measured by a neuroselective
diagnostic stimulator (Neurotron, Baltimore, MD).
RESULTS: Fourteen of 24 patients (58%) had at least one
abnormal cardiovascular reflex test and thirteen (54%)
had peripheral sensory neuropathy. Lower heart rate
response to deep breathing (P = 0.001), standing (P = 0.03)
and Valsalva manoeuvre (P = 0.01), and more profound
decrease of blood pressure after standing (P = 0.03) was
found in PBC patients than in controls. As a novel finding
we proved that both time domain and frequency domain
parameters of 24-h HRV were significantly reduced in PBC
patients compared to controls. Each patient had at least
one abnormal parameter of HRV. Lower CPT values indicated
hyperaesthesia as a characteristic feature at peroneal
nerve testing at three frequencies (2000 Hz: P = 0.005;
250 Hz: P = 0.002; 5 Hz: P = 0.004) in PBC compared to
controls. Correlation of autonomic dysfunction with the
severity and duration of the disease was observed. Lower
total power of HRV correlated with lower CPT values at
median nerve testing at 250 Hz (P = 0.0001) and at 5 Hz
(P = 0.002), as well as with those at peroneal nerve testing
at 2000 Hz (P = 0.01).
CONCLUSION: Autonomic and sensory nerve dysfunctions
are frequent in PBC. Twenty-four-hour HRV analysis is more
sensitive than standard cardiovascular tests for detecting
of both parasympathetic and sympathetic impairments. Our
novel data suggest that hyperaesthesia is a characteristic
feature of peripheral sensory neuropathy and might
contribute to itching in PBC. Autonomic dysfunction is related
to the duration and severity of PBC.

Keresztes K, Istenes I, Folhoffer A, Lakatos PL, Horvath A,
Csak T, Varga P, Kempler P, Szalay F. Autonomic and sensory
nerve dysfunction in primary biliary cirrhosis. World J
Gastroenterol 2004; 10(20): 3039-3043
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INTRODUCTION
Autonomic neuropathy (AN) is frequent complication of both
alcoholic and non-alcoholic chronic liver diseases[1]. Cardiovascular
AN represents a serious complication as it carries a 5-fold risk
of mortality in patients with chronic liver diseases[2]. In a 10-mo
long follow-up study in patients awaiting for liver transplantation
the mortality was significantly higher in patients with AN (27%)
compared to those without AN (0%), suggesting that AN should
be taken into consideration for early liver transplantation in
patients with advanced liver disease[3]. Up to now the precise
explanation of increased mortality associated with AN has not
been identified. Beside the most severe complications of AN-silent
myocardial ischaemia and infarction, cardiorespiratory arrest,
major arrhythmias[4] -the attenuation of circadian variation of
blood pressure and heart rate may contribute to the higher
death rate[5,6]. Prolongation of the QT-interval is also involved in
the poor prognosis of AN accompanying chronic liver disease [7,8].
Autonomic neuropathy may also be regarded as a potential etiologic
factor of hyperdynamic circulation and portal hypertension[9].
Recently, attention has been focused on the importance of
24-h heart rate variability (HRV). It has been confirmed that
HRV is a strong and independent predictor of mortality after an
acute myocardial infarction[10]. Time and frequency domain
analysis of HRV proved to be a reliable, noninvasive tool to provide
quantitative information on cardiovascular autonomic function
differentiated into vagal and sympathetic components [11].
Additionally, assessment of HRV is a sensitive method for early
detection of autonomic neuropathy even if the standard
cardiovascular reflex tests are normal[12]. Depressed HRV has
been described not only in cardiovascular disorders, but also
in chronic liver diseases[5,13-15]. Although autonomic and sensory
neuropathy is known as a common extrahepatic manifestation
in chronic liver diseases[1,3,7,13], there are only few data on risk
factors of neuropathy in PBC[16,17].
The aim of our study was to assess the frequency and
predisposing factors of autonomic and peripheral sensory
neuropathy in PBC.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients
Twenty-four female patients with PBC (mean age: 60.4±7.1 years;
range: 45-73 years) from the Hepatological Outpatient Unit of
Semmelweis University, Budapest and 20 age-matched healthy
female controls (mean age: 59.3±6.8 years; range: 44-72 years)
were recruited for this cross sectional study. The diagnosis of
PBC was based on characteristic clinical and laboratory data,
AMA M2 positivity and liver biopsy. The severity of liver
disease was assessed by histologic classification. Stage I:
2, stage II: 5, stage III: 12 and stage IV: 5 patients. Full medical
history was taken, followed by thorough physical and neurologic
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examination in each patient and control. Patients were only
included if they were normotensive, ie. no history of hypertension,
and at the time of inclusion visiting office blood pressure
<140/90 mmHg calculated by the mean of three measurements
using Korotkov’s technique and no evidence of disease known
to affect autonomic function (e.g. other hepatic disease,
cardiovascular, kidney, endocrinologic, neurologic and psychiatric
disorders including alcoholism). None was taking any
antihypertensive drugs or other medications, apart from
ursodeoxycholic acid, vitamin D and calcium supplementation[18],
and none had ascites. The healthy controls were recruited from
the staff of our institution and their family members. Every
participant was asked to refrain from consuming caffeine and
alcoholic beverages, and tobacco products 12 h before autonomic
testing.

Methods
The autonomic function was explored by the five standard
cardiovascular reflex tests [19]. Heart rate tests (heart rate
responses to deep breathing, the 30/15 ratio and the Valsalva
ratio) mainly reflect parasympathetic function while blood
pressure responses to sustained handgrip and standing
primarily allow the assessment of sympathetic integrity. Patients
with at least one abnormal or two borderline cardiovascular
tests were considered to have autonomic neuropathy. The same
research assistant using a computerized ECG-recordinganalyzing system developed by Innomed Inc, Budapest,
Hungary, performed all reflex tests.
Two channel 24-h ECG recordings were done by CardioTens
equipment (Meditech, Budapest, Hungary). This device
complies with the requirements of the British Hypertension
Society and the Association for the Advancement of Medical
Instrumentation protocols. Automatic filters were used to
continuously restore baseline and filter background and muscle
noise. Analysis of stored data was done by Medibase software.
The recording was also edited using visual control and manual
corrections were made to omit ectopic beats, arrhythmic events
and noise effects and only normal-to-normal beats (NN intervals)
were used for further analysis. Ratio of normal beats to total
number of beats was >95% in both groups.
To characterize 24-h HRV, time domain and frequency domain
methods were used. Since there were several parameters cited
in the literature to assess HRV, we selected a limited number of
parameters according to the recommendations of the European
Society of Cardiology and the North American Society of Pacing
and Electrophysiology[11]. Statistical time domain parameters
could be calculated from either the direct measurements of NN
intervals or from the differences between NN intervals. The
following parameters were calculated from direct measurements
of NN intervals: standard deviation of all NN (SDNN) intervals
reflecting all the cyclic components responsible for variability
and standard deviation of the averages of NN (SDANN) intervals
in all 5-min segments of the entire recording, an estimate of the
changes in heart rate due to cycles longer than 5 min.
Statistical time domain parameters deriving from NN interval
differences are RMSSD and pNN50. RMSSD (the square root
of the mean of the sum of the squares of differences between
adjacent NN intervals) is an estimate of short-term components
of HRV. PNN50 (the proportion of adjacent NN intervals differ
by more than 50 ms) was considered to reflect the vagal tone of
the heart.
A simple geometric time domain parameter, HRV triangular
index (HRVTI) was also computed. HRVTI is the integral of the
density distribution (the number of all NN intervals) divided by the
maximum of the density distribution. HRVTI represents overall HRV.
In the frequency domain analysis (power spectral density
analysis) of heart period oscillations low- (0.04-0.15 Hz) and
high- (0.15-0.4 Hz) frequency bands of the power (i.e. variance)
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spectrum (power distribution as function of frequency) was
performed. The following frequency domain measures were
computed: TP (total power: variance of all NN intervals), LF
(power in the low frequency range) which is under both
sympathetic and parasympathetic influences, HF (power in the
high frequency range) which is an acknowledged measure of
the parasympathetic (i.e. vagal) modulations.
Peripheral sensory function was characterized by the
evaluation of the current perception threshold (CPT) with a
neuroselective diagnostic stimulator (Neurotron, Baltimore,
MD, USA), which permits transcutaneous testing at three
sinusoidal frequencies (2000 Hz, 250 Hz and 5 Hz). The intensity
of the stimulating current was changed within the range from
0.01 to 9.99 mA. The neurometer is the first instrument designed
for the overall assessment of all types of sensory fibres. As
demonstrated by the results of comparative trials conducted
earlier [20], CPT values measured during high frequency
stimulation correlated best with tests of large fibre function
and low frequency CPT values correlated with tests of small
fibre function. Median and peroneal nerves (digital branches)
were studied.
The Local Regional Committee of Science and Research
Ethics approved the study. Written informed consent was obtained.

Statistical analysis
All analyses were performed using Statistica Software. Data
are expressed as mean±SD and were compared between groups
by Student’s t-test. Correlations between variables were
analysed by partial correlation coefficient calculation adjusted
for age. P<0.05 was regarded as statistically significant.
RESULTS
Autonomic function
Using standard cardiovascular tests[18], 14 PBC patients (58%)
had at least one abnormal autonomic function test. Among
these patients parasympathetic neuropathy was found in 8 (57.1%)
patients, sympathetic nerve dysfunction was observed in 2 patients,
and 4 subjects had both parasympathetic and sympathetic damage.
As a novel finding we proved that both time domain and
frequency domain parameters of HRV were significantly reduced
in PBC patients compared to controls. Each patient had at least
one abnormal parameter of HRV.
Results of cardiovascular reflex tests and HRV parameters
are presented in Table 1. The heart rate response to deep
breathing (P = 0.001), as well as to standing (P = 0.03) and Valsalva
manoeuvre (P = 0.01) was significantly lower in PBC patients
than in age matched control subjects. A more profound decrease
of systolic blood pressure after standing (P = 0.03) was found
in patients compared to healthy controls. By HRV analysis
most of the time-domain indices were significantly lower in
patients than in controls (PNN50: P = 0.0008; HRVTI: P = 0.004;
RMSSD: P = 0.006 and SDNN: P = 0.015). PBC patients also
showed significantly lower total power (P = 0.0001), power of
LF band (P = 0.00007) and of HF band (P = 0.004).
Peripheral sensory nerve function
At least one abnormal sensory parameter was detected in
13 patients (54%), of whom 12 had hyperaesthetic type, and
only one had hypoaesthetic type sensory nerve dysfunction.
Among patients with sensory neuropathy the lower extremities
were affected in all 13 patients, while 3 patients had abnormal
CPT values at upper extremities testing. Lower CPT values,
indicating hyperaesthesia, were found in PBC patients compared
with age matched controls at peroneal nerve testing at all three
frequencies (P<0.01) as well as at median nerve testing at
250 Hz (P = 0.03). The CPT values of patients and controls are
shown in Table 2.
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Table 1 Results of cardiovascular reflex tests and 24-h heart rate variability (HRV) parameters in patients with PBC and age
matched healthy controls
Patients with PBC (n = 24)

Age-matched controls (n = 20)

P value

Deep breathing test (beats/min)

11.3 (4.4)

17.5 (6.6)

30/15 ratio

1.18 (0.1)

1.29 (0.2)

0.03

Valsalva ratio

1.32 (0.1)

1.48 (0.2)

0.01

Orthostatic test (mmHg)

-7.1 (8.6)

-1.5 (3.7)

0.03

Handgrip test (mmHg)

20.4 (8.1)

22.3 (4.4)

NS

Cardiovascular reflex tests
0.001

Time domain parameters of HRV
SDNN (ms)

119 (42)

151 (37)

SDANN (ms)

142 (102)

165 (66)

RMSSD (ms)

23 (10)

38 (22)

0.006

2.4 (4)

11 (10)

0.0008

38 (13)

0.004

PNN50 (%)
HRVTI

28 (8)

0.015
NS

Frequency domain parameters of HRV
TP (ms²)

1506 (701)

4032 (2787)

0.0001

LF (ms²)

299 (176)

1213 (977)

0.00007

HF (ms²)

150 (148)

525 (565)

0.004

Table 2 Current perception threshold (CPT) values in PBC patients and controls at median and peroneal nerve testing at three
different frequencies
Patients with PBC (n = 24)

Age-matched controls (n = 20)

P value

0.076

CPT (mA)-Median nerve
2000 Hz

2.45 (0.75)

2.94 (0.87)

250 Hz

0.81 (0.33)

1.10 (0.46)

0.030

5 Hz

0.42 (0.23)

0.50 (0.17)

0.242
0.005

CPT (mA)-Peroneal nerve
2000 Hz

2.91 (0.71)

3.61 (0.66)

250 Hz

1.01 (0.39)

1.40 (0.26)

0.002

5 Hz

0.68 (0.40)

1.06 (0.28)

0.004

Associations of autonomic function with clinical and biochemical
characteristics
After adjustment for age, the longer duration of the disease was
associated with less prominent increase of diastolic blood
pressure during sustained handgrip test (r = -0.52, P = 0.01).
Duration of the disease also correlated with reduced SDNN and
SDANN (r = 0.47 and r = -0.45, P<0.05, for both). The severity of
PBC (stage) was found to negatively correlate with lower HRVTI
(r = -0.6, P = 0.01) and lower SDANN (r = -0.49, P = 0.04) as well.
Partial correlation analysis revealed that lower prothrombin
activity was associated with lower heart rate response to standing
(r = 0.79, P = 0.006) as well as to deep breathing (r = 0.63, P = 0.04).
The serum albumin positively correlated with SDNN and HRVTI
(r = 0.47 and 0.57, P<0.05, for both). Serum AST and ALT levels
negatively correlated with SDNN (r = -0.54, P = 0.01, for both).
Positive correlations of SDNN (r = 0.62, P = 0.004) and Valsalva
ratio (r = 0.51, P = 0.02) with serum trigliceride levels were found.
These relationships remained significant after age adjustment.
Correlations of peripheral sensory nerve function with clinical and
chemical characteristics
Negative correlations of serum ALT with CPT values at median
nerve testing at 250 HZ (r = -0.56, P = 0.005) as well as with CPT
at peroneal (r = -0.48, P = 0.03) and median nerve (r = -0.45,
P = 0.02) at 5 Hz were revealed. AST and ALP levels were
inversely related to CPT values at peroneal nerve testing at all
three frequencies, as well as to those at median nerve testing at
250 Hz and 5 Hz. An inverse relationship was also found

between serum bilirubin levels and CPT values at median nerve
testing at 5 Hz (r = -0.43, P = 0.04). None of these relationships
was altered by adjustment for age.
Interestingly no correlation was found between peripheral
sensory nerve function and duration and severity of PBC.
Furthermore, no association was found between sensory nerve
function and serum lipid levels, prothrombin activity and serum
albumin levels.

Associations between autonomic and peripheral sensory nerve
function
Reduced total power was associated with lower CPT values
testing median nerve at 250 Hz (r = 0.69, P = 0.0001), and at 5 Hz
(r = 0.62, P = 0.002), as well as with those testing peroneal nerve
at 2000 Hz (r = 0.53, P = 0.01). HF-power was positively related
to CPT values at peroneal nerve testing at 2000 Hz (r = 0.51,
P = 0.01), LF-power correlated positively with CPT values testing
median nerve at 250 (r = 0.53, P = 0.01), as well as at 5 Hz (r = 0.47,
P = 0.03). A significant positive correlation was observed
between the SDNN and the CPT values testing the median
nerve at 2000 Hz (r = 0.60, P = 0.003), as well as at 250 Hz (r = 0.53,
P = 0.01) and at 5 Hz (r = 0.50, P = 0.02). Lower SDANN values
were associated with lower CPT values at the median nerve at
2000 Hz (r = 0.52, P = 0.01). The PNN50 values correlated positively
with CPT values testing the peroneal nerve at 2000 Hz (r = 0.50,
P = 0.02) and the beat-to-beat variation was also positively
related to CPT values at the peroneal nerve at 250 Hz (r = 0.47,
P = 0.02), even after adjustment for age.
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DISCUSSION
Somatic neuropathy accompanying advanced stage primary
biliary cirrhosis, was described as early as 1964 by Walker and
Thomas[21]. In the last two decades, autonomic neuropathy
has been found as a common complication of this type of liver
disease[1,16,17,22]. The poor prognosis of neuropathy has been
widely known even in chronic liver diseases, primarily as regards
the impairment of autonomic functions[2,3]. During the 4-year
follow-up study of Hendrickse et al., mortality was 30% among
patients with autonomic neuropathy and 6% in those without
AN[2]. As suggested by the description of clinical features, the
prognosis of sensory neuropathy was rather poor. In their 14-year
follow-up study conducted on diabetic patients, Coppini et al.
showed that sensory neuropathy was an independent predictor
for mortality[23].
There are only few studies on the prevalence of autonomic
and sensory neuropathy in PBC, and the characteristics of the
study population have a strong impact on prevalence data.
Nevertheless, our data are consistent with previous findings
showing that autonomic and sensory neuropathy were frequent
complications in patients with PBC[1,16,17].
Sensory neuropathy has also been found as a common
complication in chronic liver diseases, yet there are no data on
its prognostic importance.
Although many studies have been published on autonomic
and sensory neuropathy in chronic liver diseases, some of the
results were conflicting. To our knowledge this is the first study
in PBC conducted on the evaluation of autonomic function
assessed both by the standard cardiovascular reflex tests and
by 24-h HRV analysis. HRV analysis could indicate the
synchronic impairment of the parasympathetic and sympathetic
systems in PBC. To date only one systematic study has
assessed the factors that predispose to autonomic and sensory
nerve dysfunction in PBC[17], but in their study the autonomic
function was only evaluated by the standard tests. We
confirmed previous data showing that autonomic dysfunction
was related to the severity of liver damage[1,14,15,24], contrary to
Oliver[25] who did not show similar results. As a novel finding
not only the severity, but also the duration of PBC was related
to autonomic dysregulation. It would be worthy to investigate
neuropathy in asymptomatic PBC population[26]. We have also
found a close correlation between decreased serum albumin
and prothrombin activity with the autonomic dysfunction,
which differed from the data of Lazzeri et al.[5], but these results
were consistent with two other studies[3,15]. Moreover, in our
study the serum AST and ALT levels were inversely related to
the autonomic function. The markers of cholestasis did not
correlate with the autonomic function, in keeping with the data of
Coelho[15]. An interesting finding in our study was that lower
serum trigliceride level was associated with impaired autonomic
function. This is of interest, since PBC related somatic neuropathy
was originally attributed to lipid deposition[21]. Later, however,
no significant association of hyperlipidaemia with autonomic
and sensory neuropathy was demonstrated [17], which is
consistent with our data regarding the serum cholesterol level.
Sensory impairment might involve both large myelinated
fibres and small sensory fibres as demonstrated by Kempler[16].
These data are consistent with the present results showing
abnormal CPT values at all types of sensory fibres, testing
both median and peroneal nerves. Abnormal CPT values were
more frequent on the lower extremities, which were in accordance
with previous observations that longer fibres were damaged
earlier[27]. The present data extended previous results by
analysing which type of sensory nerve dysfunction was specific
for PBC. Our data provide the first evidence that hyperesthaesia
is a feature of peripheral sensory neuropathy in PBC. In this
phase of neuropathy the degeneration and regeneration of nonmyelinated small fibres occur concomitantly. These processes
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were inaccesible to earlier methods for sensory testing, but the
neurometer could permit the detection of this early phase of
sensory nerve impairment[28]. Evaluating the current perception
threshold by neurometer seems a simple and comprehensive
way of assessing even early abnormalities of peripheral sensory
nerve function in patients with PBC. Recent studies have
demonstrated that itching, a characteristic symptom in PBC,
could be evoked by activation of peripheral unmyelinated Cfibers[29,30]. In our study, patients with hyperaesthaesia at 5 Hz
had itching. Considering that 5 Hz CPT values demonstrate the
unmyelinated C-fibre function, our results support the possible
role for unmyelinated C-fibre damage in hyperaesthaesia in the
pathogenesis of pruritus in PBC.
Serum bilirubin and albumin were found to be associated
with peripheral nerve function in the only one study published
on correlation of sensory nerve dysfunction in PBC[17]. Our
results confirmed these data regarding serum bilirubin, but not
serum albumin. Moreover, in our study not only elevated serum
bilirubin, but higher serum AST, ALT and ALP were also related
to lower CPT values.
Our results were consistent with those of Hendrickse [17],
showing that peripheral sensory nerve function correlates with
cardiovascular autonomic function in patients with PBC.
Prospective studies are required to evaluate the prognostic
importance of sensory neuropathy in PBC.
In summary, autonomic and sensory nerve dysfunctions
are frequent complications in patients with PBC and seem to be
mutually related. The novel findings of reduced time and
frequency domain parameters of 24-h HRV analysis indicate
the synchronic impairment of parasympathetic and sympathetic
systems. HRV analysis is more sensitive than standard
cardiovascular tests for detecting autonomic neuropathy. This
study provides the first evidence that hyperaesthesia involving
all types of fibres is characteristic for sensory neuropathy in
PBC. Hyperaesthaesia of unmyelinated fibres might partly be
responsible for itching, a characteristic symptom in PBC. Our
data suggest that autonomic neuropathy is related to the
severity and duration of liver disease as well as to the markers
of hepatocellular dysfunction.
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involvement of lymph nodes, different types of gastric
cancer and MUC2 expression were significantly associated
with poorer outcome of gastric carcinoma patients (β = 0.08,
β = 3.94, β = 1.33, β = 0.75, respectively, P<0.05).
CONCLUSION: MUC1 and MUC2 are good markers of different
types of gastric cancer. MUC2 is especially a good marker
of mucinous carcinoma. MUC1, MUC2 may interfere with
the function of E-cadherin in gastric carcinomas, and have
synergic effect on progression of gastric cancers.
Zhang HK, Zhang QM, Zhao TH, Li YY, Yi YF. Expression of
mucins and E-cadherin in gastric carcinoma and their clinical
significance. World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(20): 3044-3047
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Abstract
AIM: To investigate the expression of three types of mucin
(MUC1, MUC2, MUC5AC) and E-cadherin in human gastric
carcinomas and their clinical significance.
METHODS: Ninety-four gastric cancer specimens were
classified according to WHO criteria and detected by immunohistochemical assay of expression of mucins and E-cadherin.
RESULTS: The positive expression rates of MUC1, MUC2,
MUC5AC and E-cadherin were 82% (77/94), 84% (79/94),
40% (38/94) and 56% (53/94) respectively. MUC1 expression
was significantly correlated with the types of cancer (the
positive rates of MUC1 in well and moderately differentiated
tubular adenocarcinoma, poorly differentiated adenocarcinoma,
signet-ring cell carcinoma and mucinous carcinoma were
91%, 87%, 71%, 71%, respectively, P<0.05), age of
patients (the positive rates of it among the people who are
younger than 40 years, between 40-60 years and over 60 year
were 74%, 81%, 89%, P<0.05), lymph nodes involvement
(the positive rates in the non-interfered group and the interfered
group were 78%, 85%, P<0.05) and tumor size (the positive
rates in the tumors with the size less than 3 cm, 3-6 cm
and larger than 6 cm were 69%, 92%, 69%, P<0.05); MUC2
expression was significantly associated with types of cancers
and had the strongest expression in mucinous carcinomas
(the positive rates of MUC2 in well and moderately differentiated
tubular adenocarcinoma, poorly differentiated adenocarcinoma,
signet-ring cell carcinoma and mucinous carcinoma were
94%, 70%, 81%, 100%, P<0.05), but it had no obvious relation
to age, gender, tumor location, lymph nodes involvement,
depth of invasion and metastasis to extra-gastric organs
(P>0.05); MUC5AC expression was not related to any of
the characteristics investigated except that it had relation
to gender, whereas MUC5AC showed the tendency to higher
expression in less invasive lesions and lower expression in
advanced stage cancers (P>0.05); No significant difference
was found for E-cadherin expression. There were strong
positive relationships between the expression of MUC1
and E-cadherin, MUC2 and E-cadherin, MUC1 and MUC2
(R = 0.33, R = 0.22, R = 0.32, respectively, P<0.05). According
to the COX proportional hazards model, older patients,

INTRODUCTION
Mucins, the high molecular weight glycoproteins that contain
oligosaccharides, are the major components of the mucous gel
covering the surface of epithelial tissue. Their main functions
are thought to be lubrication and protection of the epithelial
surface[1,2]. To date, at least thirteen mucins have been found[3].
MUC1, an epithelial mucin glycoprotein, is highly expressed
in lactating mammary glands[4]. Under pathological conditions,
such as colon adnenocarcinoma and pancreas adnenocarcinoma
or stomach adnenocarcinoma, MUC1 would change its
expression fashion and rate[5]. MUC2, a gel-forming mucin,
highly expresses in normal intestinal tissues and has no
expression in normal gastric mucosa. However, it had de novo
expression in stomach when the mucosa underwent metaplasia
and carcinoma[6]. MUC5AC, a gastric type mucin in gastric
cardia and body mucosa, is decreased when the tissue has
cancers[7]. E-cadherin is a calcium-dependent cell-cell adhesion
molecule and its expression decreases in the carcinoma tissues
thus contributing to cancer progression and correlate with
patients’ prognosis[8].
Despite many studies have been done in gastric carcinoma
tissue, the results are still in contradiction. Some reported that
MUC1 could well predict the patients’ prognosis, while others
thought not. MUC2 showed the same result[9,10]. MUC5AC is a
relatively less studied molecule, and its expression decreases
in advanced cancers than in early cancers[11]. Study on E-cadherin
also remains contradictory[12,13]. What’s more, few studies have
been done about their relationships, especially between Ecadherin and the mucins. The present study was designed to
provide some useful information on these molecules.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
Ninety-four patients with gastric adenocarcinomas confirmed
pathologically and underwent gastrectomy in our hospital from
January 1989 to December 2000 were Systemically selected
for the study. Patients’ age, gender, tumor location, depth of
invasion, local lymph nodes involvement, metastasis, tumor
size were all obtained from the original records. Specimens were
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In order to obtain a more precise relation between mucins
and the clinical indicators, a semiquantitative analysis was
performed to evaluate positively stained cells in carcinoma
tissues as +++, ++, + or -. We examined 10 fields of each
cancerous tissue at high magnification (×400) and scored the
intensity of color as 0 for non-stained,1 for the color of yellow,
2 for brown-yellow, 3 for brown; the rate of positive cell was
judged as negative (0) if it was less than 5%, 1 for 5-25%, 2 for
26-50%, 3 for over 50%. The mean intensity scores were
multiplied by the rate scores. Negative group (-) was defined
when the result was 0, 1-3 was mild-positive (+), 4-5 was
moderate-positive (++) and equal or greater than 6 was strong
positive (+++).

histologically classified according to WHO criteria by two
experienced pathologists . Among these subjects, there were
33 moderately and highly-differentiated tubular carcinomas,
23 poorly differentiated adenocarcinomas, 31 signet-ring cell
carcinomas and 7 mucinous carcinomas. There were 64 male
and 30 female patients with a mean age of 52.1±12.1 years (range
25-75 years). The mean tumor size was 4.5±2.0 cm in diameter
(range 1-10 cm). A total of 48 patients provided full information
during follow-up.

Reagents and methods
Antibodies against MUC1, MUC2 and MUC5AC were
purchased from Shenzhen Jingmei Biotechnology, Inc., and
the antibody against E-cadherin was from Fujian Maixin Co,
Ltd. All the 94 formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded specimens
were sliced sequentially with a thickness of 4 µm. According to
the protocol, these tissue sections were dewaxed, rehydrated,
incubated with 30 mL/L hydrogen peroxide in methanol for
30 min to block endogenous peroxidase, and then washed with
PBS (phosphate buffered saline, pH 7.4). After that, they were
incubated with non-immunized horse serum for 30 min at
room temperature, washed again, and incubated with the
specific antibodies overnight at 4 or 1 h at 37 . They were
washed again, incubated with the secondary antibody (Biotin
labeled goat anti-rabbit antibody) and streptavidin-biotin
peroxidase for 30 min separately, visualized with 3,3’diaminobenzidine tetra-hydrochloride and H2O2, counterstained
with haematoxylin. Primary antibodies were replaced with PBS
buffer as negative control.

Statistical analysis
χ2 test, the hazards proportional analysis (COX) and the
correlation analysis were used to determine differences between
groups using SPSS 10.0 software. Statistical significance was
established at P<0.05.
RESULTS
Expression and distribution of MUC1, MUC2, MUC5AC and
E-cadherin
The positivity rate of MUC1 was 82% in the cancerous tissues.
It expressed in the cytoplasm diffusely or stained on the membrane
of the cells. There were significant differences in its expression
among different types of the cancer (P<0.05) with the highest
expression rate in well and moderately differentiated tubular

Table 1 protein expression in gastric carcinoma
MUC1

MUC2

MUC5AC

E-cadherin

n
Types of cancer
WMDTA
PDA
SRCC
MC
Age(yr)
40
>40, 60
>60
Sex
male
female
Location
Upper 1/3
Middle 1/3
Lower 1/3
Invasion
within mucosa
& sub-mucosa
Muscular layer
Serosa
Metastasis to LN
No
Yes
Metastasis to other
organs
No
Yes
Tumor size (cm)
3
3-6
>6

33
23
31
7

3
3
9
2

19
48
27

5
9
3

64
30

13
4

13
23
58

0
6
11

7

2

19
68

5
10

40
54

9
8

70
24

14
3

29
52
13

9
4
4

+

++

P = 0.005
2
3
11
2
10
2
1
0
P = 0.03
4
2
18
1
2
4
NS
14
4
10
3
NS
4
1
6
0
14
6
NS
1
0
7
1
16
6
P = 0.031
14
10
10
7
NS
19
5
P = 0.044
4
17
3

+++

-

+

++

25
7
10
4

2
7
6
0

8
20
18

3
10
3

33
13

10
6

8
11
27

1
4
11

4

3

P = 0.001
3
7
6
5
9
10
0
0
NS
6
5
9
10
2
7
NS
10
14
7
8
NS
2
0
3
6
12
16
NS
2
0

6
36

5
8

4
11

7
29

9
7

9
8

+++

-

+

21
5
6
7

21
15
14
6

6
4

5
19
15

12
26
18

30
9

42
14

10
10
19

12
12
32

2

5

6
16

4
33

9
42

1
13

11
11

11
28

25
31

4
10

13
3

12
5

4
3
0

12
28
6

9
5
2

6
10
1

-

+

0
1
5
0

6
3
8
1

10
11
15
5

8
5
8
2

3
9
6

10
20
11

7
9
7

14
4

28
13

17
6

1
6
11

3
11
27

4
7
12

2

4

3
3

6
10

3
3

8
10

0

++

+++

5
3
4
0

10
4
4
0

1
8
3

1
11
6

7
5

12
6

1
2
9

5
3
10

1

0

2

9
28

3
19

5
7

2
14

20
21

8
15

5
7

7
11

8
4

11
7

3
6
3

7
11
0

NS

NS
2
2
10
3
2
1
P = 0.02
5
3
9
3
NS
0
0
3
2
11
4
NS
0
0

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS
30
16

+++

NS

NS

7
0

++

NS

NS
18
4

27
12

42
14

7
7

6
15
1

8
22
9

17
29
10

5
9
0

NS

NS
5
1

16
2

32
9

19
4

0
5
1

7
9
2

12
20
9

7
15
1

NS

NS

NS: no significant difference; WMDTA: well and moderately differentiated tubular adenocarcinoma; PDA: Poorly differentiated
adenocarcinoma; SRCC: Signet-ring cell; MC: mucinous carcinoma; LN: lymph node.
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Figure 1 Results of immunohistochemical staining in gastric cancers (original magnification SP ×400). A: MUC5AC expression;
B: E-cadherin expression; C: MUC1 expression; D: MUC2 expression.

adenocarcinomas (91%). Moreover, its expression level had
significant relationship with patients’ age, local lymph nodes
involvement and tumor size (P<0.05). MUC2 had a positive
expression rate of 84%, with the highest expression level in
mucinous carcinomas (100%) and lowest expression level in
signet-ring cell carcinoma (19%). Furthermore, it also showed
significant differences in expression among different types of
cancer (P<0.05). MUC5AC had a positive expression rate of
40% and the lowest expression level in mucinous carcinoma
(14%), but no significant differences in expression levels among
different types of cancer were found (P>0.05). It expressed
mainly in the cytoplasm. E-cadherin had a positive expression
rate of 56% with the highest expression in well and moderately
differentiated cancers (70%) and the lowest in mucinous type
(29%). There was no significant difference of expression level
among different types of cancer (P>0.05). Its positive expression
was on the membrane and in the cytoplasm of cancerous cells.
The expression of MUC2, MUC5AC, E-cadherin were not
significantly different with regards to clinicopathological
characteristics (Table1, Figure1).

Relationship between proteins’ expression and prognostic
factors
There were significantly positive relationships between MUC1
and MUC2, MUC1 and E-cadherin, MUC2 and E-cadherin
(P<0.05). According to COX analysis, patients’ age, lymph
node involvement, types of the cancer and the level of MUC2
expression were the factors related to patients’ survival after
operation (figures not shown).
DISCUSSION
We confirmed that mucin expression was associated with
differentiation characteristics of gastric carcinoma. MUC1 was
expressed in most of the studied gastric cancerous specimens
(82%), being consistent with other studies[10]. MUC1 expression
related to clinical characteristics such as patients’ age, tumor
size and local lymph nodes involvement. MUC1 expressed
higher in older patients with larger tumor or with more ymph
nodes involvement. On the other hand, though the expression

of MUC1 was not significantly associated with the metastasis
and depth of invasion (P>0.05), it still had the tendency toward
higher expression in advanced stage of cancer. However, we
failed to find that MUC1 had the prognostic role in gastric
cancer patients, which is different with Ustsunomiya’s
conclusion[9], but consistent with Reis’s conclusion[14]. These
contradictory results might be due to our relatively small number
of follow-up patients after operation.
MUC2, the intestinal mucin, expressed in most of the studied
cases (86%), higher than that in other studies[15], However our
result was in accordance with other results concerning its
overwhelming expression in mucinous carcinomas [15,16].
Contradictory to some reports that MUC2 indicated good
prognosis[9], our study found that MUC2 could predict poor
outcome. Our in vitro study used anti-sense oligonucleotide
of MUC2 to inhibit the growth of gastric cancer cells, while
Sternberg used the anti-sense oligonucleotide of MUC2 in
colon cells in vitro and in vivo and found that it decreased the
adherence ability of cells to E-selectin and resulted in inhibition
of liver metastasis [17]. Both supported our conclusion that
MUC2 might contribute to gastric cancer progress.
MUC5AC was thought to be gastric mucin and expressed
higher in early stage of cancers than in the advanced stage[18].
MUC5AC rarely expressed in mucinous carcinoma except in
one case. Between different sex groups, MUC5AC had
significant difference (P<0.05).
E-cadherin is a calcium-dependent molecule, and acts as a
tumor-inhibitory factor. Some studies have shown that the lower
expression level it had, the faster the tumor progressed[12]. But
we could not draw a conclusion like this despite the tendency
shown at present. While we noted its highest expression in the
well and moderately differentiated tubular carcinoma which
supported the view on its contribution to tubular structure
formation[19].
Although some studies showed that MUC1 expression in
gastric cancers was negatively correlated with the expression
of E-cadherin[20], we found the positive relationships between
them, what’s more, the correlation of MUC1, MUC2 and Ecadherin were first studied by us. Both MUC1 and MUC2 might
contribute to the progress of gastric cancer, and they might
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restrain the role of E-cadherin.
In summary, MUC1 may contribute to gastric cancers
progress, larger tumor size and metastasis to lymph nodes, at
the same time, it may inhibit E-cadherin. MUC2 had the same
role as MUC1,besides, it may be an indicator for prognosis of
gastric cancer patients and good marker for mucinous cancers.
E-cadherin could not be used a tangible marker to indicate
gastric cancers progress but may play a role in the tubular
formation. The role of MUC5AC in gastric cancers needs more
investigation.
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Abstract
AIM: To study the anti-tumor effect of resveratrol and in
combination with 5-FU on murine liver cancer.
METHODS: Transplantable murine hepatoma22 model was
used to evaluate the anti-tumor activity of resveratrol (RES)
alone or in combination with 5-FU in vivo. H22 cell cycles
were analyzed with flow cytometry.
RESULTS: Resveratrol could inhibit the growth of murine
hepatoma22, after the mice bearing H22 tumor were treated
with 10 mg/kg or 15 mg/kg resveratrol for ten days, and the
inhibition rates were 36.3% (n = 10) and 49.3% (n = 9),
respectively, which increased obviously compared with that
in control group (85±22 vs 68±17, P<0.01). RES could
induce the S phase arrest of H22 cells, and increase the
persentage of cells in S phase from 59.1% (n = 9) to 73.5%
(n = 9) in a dose-dependent manner (P<0.05). The enhanced
inhibition of tumor growth by 5-FU was also observed in
hepatoma22 bearing mice when 5-FU was administered in
combination with 10 mg/kg resveratrol. The inhibition rates
for 20 mg/kg or 10 mg/kg 5-FU in combination with 10 mg/kg
resveratrol were 77.4% and 72.4%, respectively, compared
with the group of 20 mg/kg or 10 mg/kg 5-FU alone, in which
the inhibition rates were 53.4% and 43.8%, respectively
(n = 8). There was a statistical significance between the
combination group and 5-FU group.
CONCLUSION: RES could induce the S phase arrest of H22
cells and enhance the anti-tumor effect of 5-FU on murine
hepatoma22 and antagonize its toxicity markedly. These
results suggest that resveratrol, as a biochemical modulator
to enhance the therapeutic effects of 5-FU, may be potentially
useful in cancer chemotherapy.
Wu SL, Sun ZJ, Yu L, Meng KW, Qin XL, Pan CE. Effect of
resveratrol and in combination with 5-FU on murine liver cancer.
World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(20): 3048-3052
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INTRODUCTION
Liver cancer is common in the world, especially in China[1-10].

Since the introduction of 5-FU for the treatment of liver cancer,
the prognosis of liver cancer patients has been greatly improved.
However, the serious side effects of 5-FU restrict its extensive
clinical application. Searching for some new types of drugs to
substitute or combine with 5-FU is necessary. Recently, scientists
have found that resveratrol (3,4,5-trihydroxy-trans-stilbene,
RES), a kind of phytoalexin found in root extract of the weed
Polygonum cuaspidatum and in grape skins as well as red
wine, has comprehensive pharmacological effects. Studies
demonstrated that RES could alter the synthesis and secretion
of lipids and lipoproteins by liver cells, block human platelet
aggregation and inhibit the synthesis of proaggregatory and
proinflammtory eicosanoids by platelets and neutrophils[11-15].
Some reports indicate that RES could prevent tumor growth
and metastasis in human lung carcinoma, pancreatic cancer,
prostate cancer, bronchial epithelium cancer and breast cancer
models[16-20]. The present investigation evaluated the potency
of RES and in combination with 5-FU on tumor cell growth and
proliferation and on cell cycle distribution in a transplantable
murine hepatoma22 model.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
Resveratrol was purchased from Sigma Co (USA), dissolved
and sterilized in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) first and then
diluted to the required working concentrations in RPMI 1640
(Gibco, USA) containing 100 mL/L calf serum (Sijiqing Co,
Hangzhou, China). Mouse hepatocellular carcinoma cell line
H22 was purchased from the Department of Pathology, Fourth
Military Medical University. Male BALB/c mice, 6-8 wk old,
weighing 20±2 g, were purchased from the Animal Center of
Xi’an Jiaotong University.
Suppressive effect of RES on transplanted liver cancer
H22 cells were first subcultured in RPMI 1640 containing 100 mL/L
fetal bovine serum, and then washed twice and resuspended in
RPMI 1640 culture medium (1×1011/L). About 0.2 mL cell solution
(including 2×107 cells) was taken and injected into the right
groin of 5 Balb/c mice. After 14 d, when the tumors of 3-5 mm in
diameter formed in the right groin of these mice, they were
taken out and cut into small pieces of 1 mm3 under sterile
condition. Fifty Balb/c mice were anesthetized using coelioinjection of pentobarbitone (70 mg/kg) and laparotomy was
performed. Under sterile condition their middle lobes of liver
were punctured to form a 3 mm-long sinus tract and a small
piece of tumor tissue was put into each sinus tract. Then these
mice were randomly divided into 5 groups: control group, 5-FU
group and 3 experimental groups. The experimental groups were
injected with RES (dissolved in DMSO and diluted to the
working concentration of 25 mmol/L in RPMI 1640 containing
100 mL/L calf serum) at 5, 10 or 15 mg/kg body mass, respectively,
while the control group was given the same volume of the
solution as for the experimental group without RES and the 5FU group was injected with 5-FU at 20 mg/kg body mass.
Twenty-four hours following liver tumor transplantation, each
mouse was injected a corresponding dosage of RES into its
abdominal cavity once a day for 10 d. These mice were then
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Synergistic anti-tumor effects of RES and 5-FU
A total of 128 tumor-bearing BALB/c mice were randomly divided
into 8 groups: control group, RES group, three 5-FU groups
and three experimental groups. The RES group was injected
with RES at 10 mg/kg body mass (this dosage was proven to
have obvious anti-tumor effect in our preliminary study.) and
the 5-FU groups were injected with 5-FU at 5, 10, or 20 mg/kg
body mass, respectively, and 3 experimental groups were injected
with RES at 10 mg/kg body mass+5-FU at 5, 10, or 20 mg/kg
body mass, respectively. The control group was given the same
volume of the solution as for the experimental group without RES
and 5-FU. Twenty-four hours after liver tumor transplantation,
each mouse was injected with a corresponding drug at respective
dosage into its abdominal cavity once a day for 10 d. Half of the
mice in each group were then sacrificed on the following day
after the last injection and the maximum diameter and transverse
length of tumor were measured. The tumor tissues of mice
treated with various dosages of 5-FU alone or in combination
with RES were observed and photographed with an Olympus
BH-I microscope. The rest mice were kept on feeding and their
survival time and changes of body mass were recorded and
their tumor metastasis conditions in lung or abdominal cavity
were observed.
Statistical analysis
Student’s t test was used to evaluate the significance of the
difference between experimental groups and control group,
between combination groups and corresponding sole drug
groups.
RESULTS
Suppressive effect of RES on transplanted liver cancer and
distribution of H22 cell cycles
Except 3 Balb/c mice (each in control group, 15 mg/kg RES
group and 20.0 mg/kg 5-FU group), all the mice inoculated with
hepatocarcinoma cell line H22 were successively transplanted
with liver cancer. After treatment of the tumour bearing mice
with 5, 10 or 15 mg/kg RES for 10 d, the tumour size was reduced
from 134±40 mm3 in control group to 105±14 mm3, 85±22 mm3
and 68±17 mm3 in three experimental groups, the inhibition rate
of tumour growth was 21.6 %, 36.3 % and 49.3 %, respectively.

A
Cell number

H22 cell cycle in transplanted liver cancer
Fresh hepatocellular carcinoma tissues with a size of 0.5-0.7 cm3
were washed twice in saline and then single cells were isolated
from sampled tissues using 21 g/L citric acid 5 g/L Tween 20
according to the method of Otto[21]. After this, cells were first
washed with PBS( pH 7.4) three times, then adjusted to the
density of 1×109/L in RPMI 1640, and 0.2 mL cell suspension
was taken and stained with 0.2 mL PI compound dye for 20 min
at room temperature. Then, cell suspension was centrifuged at
800 r/min for 10 min and washed twice in PBS at pH 7.4. Finally,
the cells were added to 1 mL PBS followed by slight shaking at
room temperature and cell cycle analysis was performed using
flow cytometer (Coulter, Epice Elite, ESP, USA). By using the
multicycle software program it was possible to calculate the
proportion of H22 cells in S and G2/M phases in tumor.

The inhibitory effect on the latter 2 therapeutic groups was
significant higher than that on control group (P<0.01). Though
the inhibition rate of tumour growth of 5-FU was rather high
(53.0%), its toxicity was serious and the concrete manifestations
included poor ingestion, diarrhea, and decrease in body mass,
while the mice in RES groups showed no evident toxicity and
were alive at the end of treatment (Table 1).
The cell cycles were analysed using flow cytometer to
calculate the number of H22 cells in each phase in tumor under the
action of various dosages of RES (5, 10, or 15 mg/kg body mass).
The results showed that the number of H22 cells in S phase
increased from 0.60 in control group to 0.75 in 15.0 mg/kg RES
group, while the number of H22 cells in G2 phase decreased from
0.11 to 0.00 and the effect was dose-dependent (Table 2, Figure 1).

B
Cell number

sacrificed on the following day after the last injection. After the
maximum diameter and transverse length of tumor were
measured, hepatocellular carcinoma tissues were sampled. The
tumor volume was calculated by using the formula V = 1/2
(maximum diameter×transverse length2). The suppressive rate
of tumor growth was calculated as [(mean V of tumor in control
group - mean V of tumor in experimental group)/mean V of
tumor in control group]×100%.
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Figure 1 Number of H22 cell cycles in transplanted liver cancer of mouse treated with RPMI-1640 (A) or 15.0 mg/kg (B).
Table 1 Suppressive effect of resveratrol on murine transplanted liver cancer (mean±SD)
Group
Control
5-FU
RES

a

Dose
(mg/kg)
0.0
20.0
5.0
10.0
15.0

n
9
9
10
10
9

Tumor size Growth inhibitory t value
(mm3)
rate (%)
134±40
63±29
105±14
85±22
68±17

53.0
21.6
36.6
49.3

4.36b
2.16 a
3.36b
4.33b

P<0.05, bP<0.01, vs control.

Table 2 Effect of RES on the number of H 22 cell cycles in
transplanted liver cancer of mouse
Group

Dose
(mg/kg)

n

Number of H22 cell cycles (%)
G0/G1

Control
RES

a

0
5.0
10.0
15.0

P<0.05, vs control.

9
10
10
9

0.29
0.30
0.30
0.25

S
0.60
0.60
0.68 a
0.75a

G2/M
0.11
0.09
0.02a
0.00a
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Table 3 Suppressive effect of RES in combination with 5-FU on murine with transplanted liver cancer (mean±SD)
Group

Dose
(mg/kg)

Tumor size (mm3 )

n

Alone
Control

t value

With 5-FU

Growth inhibitory rate (%)
Alone

With 5-FU

0

8

RES

10.0

8

88±21

5-FU

20.0

8

60±12

29±18

4.05b

53.4

77.4

10.0

8

72±17

35±13

4.89b

43.8

72.4

64±22

a

28.4

50.0

5.0
a

128±33

8

92±19

31.5

2.72

P<0.05, bP<0.01, vs control.

Table 4 Effect of RES in combination with 5-FU on survival time and body mass of tumor bearing mouse (mean±SD)
Group

Dose
(mg/kg)

n

Last body mass(g )
Alone

Control

0

8

23.6±2.0

RES

10.0

8

23.8±1.2

5-FU

20.0

8

16.5±1.8

10.0

8

5.0
a

19.6±1.8

8

21.3±1.7

t value

With 5-FU

Survival time (d )
Alone

t value

With 5-FU

17.3±3.3
21.5±5.6
20.3±1.3

4.79b

32.0±9.7

44.6±11.6

2.34 a

23.2±2.5

3.25

b

23.6±5.4

36.3±9.4

3.22b

3.80

b

19.5±4.4

30.6±8.0

3.48b

24.5±1.5

P<0.05, bP<0.01, vs control.

Suppressive effect of RES in combination with 5-FU on
transplanted liver cancer
RES in combination with 5-FU had synergistic suppressive
effects on transplanted liver cancer of mouse (Figure 2). When
10 mg/kg RES in combination with 5, 10 or 20 mg/kg 5-FU, the
inhibition rate was 50.0%, 72.4%, and 77.4%, respectively. When
the group administered 5, 10 or 20 mg/kg 5-FU alone, the
inhibition rate was 28.4%, 43.8%, and 53.4%, respectively. There
was a statistical significance between the combination group
and the 5-FU alone group (Table 3). Morphologic observation
showed that more cellular necrosis was found in the
combination group than in control group (Figure 3).

B
A

the beginning of the study, there was no statistical difference
in the body mass of mouse among various groups. However, at
the end of the investigation, the body mass of mouse in
combination group was significantly heavier than that in sole
drug group (P<0.01), showing that RES might antagonize the
toxicity of 5-FU markedly (Table 4). Two Balb/c mice in control
group had lung and celiac lymph node metastases, one in 5 mg/kg
5-FU therapeutic group had celiac lymph node metastasis. Except
these 3 groups, all the mice inoculated with hepatocarcinoma
cell line H22 showed no signs of tumor metastasis.
A

C

B
Figure 2 Tumor size of mice treated with 10.0 mg/kg RES+20.0
mg/kg 5-FU (tumor A: 3.5×3.1×2.6 mm) and RPMI-1640 (tumor
B: 4.8×4.7×4.2 mm; tumor C: 5.3×5.2×4.8 mm).

Effect of RES in combination with 5-FU on survival time and
tumor metastasis
When the mice were administered 10 mg/kg RES in combination
with 5, 10 or 20 mg/kg 5-FU, the survival time of tumor bearing
mouse was 30.6±8.0 d, 36.3±9.4 d, and 44.6±11.6 d, respectively.
When group administered 5, 10 or 20 mg/kg 5-FU alone, the
survival time was 19.4±4.4 d, 23.9±5.4 d, and 32.1±9.7 d,
respectively (Figure 6). There was a statistical significance
between the combination group and the 5-FU alone group. In

Figure 3 Morphologic observation of tumor tissues of mice
treated with RPMI-1640 (A) or 10.0 mg/kg RES+20.0 mg/kg
5-FU(B).
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Figure 4 Kaplan-meier curves of survival rates of tumor bearing
mice when administered RPMI-1640, 10 mg/kg RES, 20 mg/kg
5-FU, and 5-FU (20.0 mg/kg)+RES (10.0 mg/kg).

DISCUSSION
Great attention has been paid to the chemopreventive activities
and low toxicities of dietary polyphenolic compounds like RES[22].
The function of RES might be mediated via different mechanisms
in different cells, and the ability of RES to inhibit cellular events
associated with tumor initiation, promotion, and progression
might be attributed to its anticyclooxygenase activity, inducing
apoptosis of tumor cells, antagonism to mutation, antioxidation
and anti-free radical activity and effect on cell cycles[23-28].
Ahmad et al.[29] proved that resveratrol treatment of human
epidermoid carcinoma A431 cells caused an induction of
WAF1/p21 inhibiting cyclin D1/D2-cdk6, cyclin D1/D2-cdk4,
and cyclin E-cdk2 complexes, thereby imposing an artificial
checkpoint at the G1-S transition of the cell cycle, which resulted
in a G1 phase arrest of the cell cycle and subsequent apoptotic
death of cancer cells. Our previous studies demonstrated that
RES could suppress the growth of murine transplanted liver
tumor H22 and the anti-tumor mechanism of RES might prevent
mitosis of tumor cells by suppressing the protein expression of
cyclin B1and p34cdc2, thus interfering with the process of tumor
cells from S stage to G2/M stage[30,31].
One main role of 5-fluorouracil is to affect the biosynthesis
of nucleic acids. Inside cells, 5-FU is converted to 5-fluorouracil
deoxynucleotide (5F-dUMP) and inhibits the function of
deoxythymidylic acid synthetase, blocks the methylation of
uracil deoxyribonucleotide into deoxythymidylic acid, thus
affecting the synthesis of DNA. As a result, 5-FU can prevent
the tumor cells from splitting and proliferating and its cardinal
acting period is S phase. Besides that, after the conversion of
5-FU into 5-fluorouracil uridine (5-FUR) in vivo, it also can be
added into RNA to interfere with the synthesis of proteins, so
it can affect the cells in other phases. Therefore, RES can
enhance the anti-tumor effect of 5-FU by inducing the S phase
arrest of H22 cells, a stage in which 5-FU can exert its max tumor
cell killing function, and this synergism was proved in our in
vitro experiments.
In the present investigation, RES was administered into
murine abdomen, its potency on growth and proliferation of
H22-innoculated tumors and its synergism with 5-FU were
evaluated by measuring the size of hepatoma and examining
the distributions of H22 cell cycles and observing the survival
time of mice. The tumor size was reduced by each dosage of 5,
10 or 15 mg/kg of RES for 10 d. When the larger dosage of RES
was applied, the tumor size was significantly reduced, the
inhibition rate of tumor growth by 10 or 15 mg/kg reached to
36.3% and 49.3%, respectively (P<0.01). It was also found that
RES could induce the S phase arrest of H22 cells. RES could
increase the persentage of cells in S phase from 59.1% to 73.5%
in a dose-dependent manner (P<0.05). The enhanced inhibition

of tumor growth by 5-FU was also observed in hepatoma22
bearing mice when 5-FU was administered in combination with
10 mg/kg RES. The inhibition rate of 10 mg/kg or 20 mg/kg 5-FU
in combination with 10 mg/kg RES was 72.4% and 77.4%,
respectively. The inhibition rate was 43.8% and 53.4%, when
the group administered 10 mg/kg or 20 mg/kg 5-FU alone. There
was a statistical significance between the combination group
and the 5-FU alone group (P<0.01). In addition to that, when
RES was administrated in combination with a smaller dosage of
5-FU, the therapeutic effect was similar to that of a larger dosage
of 5-FU but without severe side effects of 5-FU, therefore the
survival time of mice was elongated.
In short, the data suggest that RES can induce the S phase
arrest of H22 cells and enhance the anti-tumor effect of 5-FU on
murine hepatoma22 and antagonize its toxicity markedly.
Resveratrol, a biochemical modulator to enhance the therapeutic
effects of 5-FU, may be potentially useful in cancer chemotherapy.
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INTRODUCTION
The sentinel lymph node (SLN) which refers to the first lymph
node to receive drainage from the primary tumor has been
successfully introduced in the patients with breast cancer[1]
and malignant melanoma[2] to assess tumor involvement in
regional lymph nodes with less morbidity but equal accuracy
to complete lymphadenectomy. But the feasibility of sentinel
node mapping of gastric carcinoma is still unclear and
controversial. To explore the applicability of sentinel node
concept to gastric cancer and provide useful information for
establishing a novel method to detect sentinel nodes during
operation, we retrospectively investigated solitary lymph node
metastases that hypothesized to represent sentinel lymph node.

Abstract

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients
Between January 1997 and December 2003, 1 698 patients with
gastric cancer underwent gastrectomy with lymph node
dissection (more than D1) at the Department of General Surgery,
Guangzhou General Hospital of PLA, Nanfang and Zhujiang
Hospitals of First Military Medical University. Among them, 86
(5.1%) patients were rolled in this study by the following criteria:
(1) the lesion was solitary and limited to one part of the stomach;
(2) a curative gastrectomy with ELND was performed; and (3)
the histological examination of all resected lymph nodes
revealed only one lymph node involved. These patients were
subdivided according to the primary site of gastric cancer: 16
upper-third (U) tumors; 19 middle-third (M) tumors; and 51
lower-third (L) tumors. According to the depth of wall invasion,
mucosal (M) lesions, submucosal (SM) lesions, propermuscular (MP) lesions, and subserosal (SS) lesions were
observed in 2, 7, 47, and 30 patients, respectively. Regarding
their histologic grades, 23 of high-differentiated cases, 55 of
middle- differentiated cases, 7 of low- differentiated cases, and
1 of non-differentiated case were proven to have only one
lymph node involved. Total gastrectomy, proximal subtotal
gastrectomy and distal subtotal gastrectomy were carried out
in 29, 6 and 51 cases, respectively.

AIM: To study the localization of the solitary metastases in
relation to the primary gastric cancers and the feasibility
of sentinel lymph node (SLN) concept in gastric cancer.
METHODS: Eighty-six patients with gastric cancer, who
had only one lymph node involved, were regarded
retrospectively as patients with a possible sentinel node
metastasis, and the distribution of these nodes were
assessed. Thirteen cases with jumping metastases were
further studied and followed up.
RESULTS: The single nodal metastasis was found in the
nearest perigastric nodal area in 65.1% (56/86) of the
cases and in 19.8% (17/86) of the cases in a fairly remote
perigastric area. Out of 19 middle-third gastric cancers,
3 tumors at the lesser or greater curvatures had transverse
metastases. There were also 15.1% (13/86) of patients
with a jumping metastasis to N2-N3 nodes without N1
involved. Among them, the depth of invasion was mucosal
(M) in 1 patient, submucosal (SM) in 2, proper-muscular
(MP) in 4, subserosal (SS) in 5, and serosa-exposed (SE)
in 1. Five of these patients died of gastric cancer
recurrence at the time of this report within 3 years after
surgery.
CONCLUSION: These results suggest that nodal
metastases occur in a random and multidirectional process
in gastric cancer and that not every first metastatic node is
located in the perigastric region near the primary tumor.
The rate of “jumping metastasis” in gastric cancer is much
higher than expected, which suggests that the blind
examination of the nodal area close to the primary tumor
can not be a reliable method to detect the SLN and that a
extended lymph node dissection (ELND) should be
performed if the preoperative examination indicates
submucosal invasion.
Cheng LY, Zhong SZ, Huang ZH. Sentinel lymph node concept
in gastric cancer with solitary lymph node metastasis. World J
Gastroenterol 2004; 10(20): 3053-3055
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Methods
The resected specimens and the lymph nodes were stained
conventionally with hematoxylin and eosin (HE) and examined
by pathologists. The clinicopathological data were evaluated
according to the General Rules by the Japanese Research
Society for Gastric Cancer[3]. In the present study, to express
the group and station number of each lymph node, No. and N
were inserted in front of the number, i.e., No. 4 means group 4
lymph node and N1 means station 1 lymph node. If patients
were histologically verified to have distant lymph nodes (N2 or
N3) involved without perigastric node metastasis (N1), they
were defined to have either jumping or skip metastases. If the
tumors at the lesser or greater curvatures had metastasized to
the lymph nodes located in the opposite curvatures, they were
then defined to have transverse metastases. Ten of 13 patients
with skip metastases were followed up for 1-5 years until
December 2003.
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RESULTS
Upper-third (U) tumors
In 13 out of 16 U tumors, the solitary node metastasis was
found in perigastric area close to the tumor (N1). In 3 cases, the
metastasis was found in N2 area. Among them, 2 nodes were
along the left gastric artery (LGA) (No.7), the other 1 along
common hepatic artery (CHA) (No.8a).
Middle-third (M) tumors
In 9 out of 19 M tumors, the single node metastasis was found
either in the lesser (No.3) or greater curvature (No.4) perigastric
area close to the primary tumor. Among them, 2 tumors at the
lesser curvature and 1 tumor at the greater curvature had
transverse metastases. In 6 cases, the metastasis was found in
the remote perigatric area (No.1, 5 and 6), and another 4 cases
in the N2 or N3 area (No.7, 8a and 12) were without N1
involvement.
Lower-third (L) tumors
Of 51 patients with L tumors, 34 had the single metastasis in the
perigastric node close to the tumor (No.3 and 4), 11 had
metastasized to the surprapyloric (No.5) or infrapyloric (No.6),
both of which were N1 but somewhat remote from the primary
tumor. In the other 6 cases, the metastasis was found in the N2
or N3 area (No.1, 4 s, 7 and 11 p) without N1 involvement.
Invasion and survival of patients with jumping metastasis
Among 13 cases with jumping metastasis, the depth of invasion
was M in 1, SM in 2, MP in 4, SS in 5, and SE in 1. Among 6 out
of 10 patients who received a follow-up, 5 died of tumor
recurrence and 1 of other disease within 3 years after operation.
The other 4 were alive at the time of this report for more than
3-5 years after surgery.
Metastasis of tumors
A total of 1376 lymph nodes were harvested in this group of 86
patients with D2-D3 lymphadenectomy. The average number
of lymph nodes dissected was 16 in each case. The distribution
of the single positive node is shown in Table 1 according to the
location of the primary tumor. In total, the single nodal metastasis
was found in 65.1% of cases in the nearest perigastric node
area, in 19.8% of cases in a fairly remote perigastric area, and in
15.1% of cases in the N2 or N3 area without N1 involvement.
Table 1 Distribution of solitary lymph node metastasis
Location of primary tumor
Location of positive node
Right cardial (No1)
Lesser curvature (No3)
Greater curvature (No4d)
Greater curvature (No4s)
Surprapyloric (No5)
Infrapyloric (No6)
Left gastric artery (No7)
Common hepatic artery (No8a)
Splenic artery (No11p)
Proper hepatic artery (No12)

Upper

Middle

Lower

2(N1)
7(N1)

1(N1)
7(N1)
2(N1)

1(N2)
20(N1)
14(N1)
1(N3)
5(N1)
6(N1)
3(N2)

2(N1)
2(N1)
2(N2)
1(N2)

2(N1)
3(N1)
2(N2)
1(N2)

1(N2)
1(N3)

No4d and 4 s represent nodes on right and left half of greater
curvature respectively; No8a represents nodes on the anterior or upper of CHA; No11p represents nodes on proximal
splenic artery.

DISCUSSION
Gastric cancer is generally thought to spread to N1 nodes first,
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followed by involvement of distant nodes (N2-N3) just as other
carcinomas. However, more recent studies have reported that
lymph node involvement was noted not only in N1 but also in
N2-N3 and that the rate of N2 lymph node metastases in patients
with advanced gastric cancers was higher than expected[4,5].
Lymphatic drainage route must be patient-specific and lesionspecific in gastric cancer due to complicated lymphatic streams
from the stomach. Our results suggested that although most of
the single nodal metastasis was found in the nearest perigastric
node area, approximately one quarter of the patients had the
first metastasis in a fairly remote perigastric area and up to 15%
of patients demonstrated skip metastasis without N1
involvement. To date, to the author's knowledge, there are only
5 retrospective studies on gastric cancer patients with only
one lymph node metastasis[6-10]. In these studies, the single
nodal metastases were distributed beyond the perigasric area
in 12.6-29% of gastric cancer patients, which suggested that
the conventional lymphatic routes in stomach that have long
been generally accepted should be clarified further. Our present
data confirm these results. Among 13 cases with skip metastasis
in the current study, most (10/13) of the solitary node metastases
were found in No.7, 8, or 12. This result seems to be comparable
with other reports, where No.7, 8, 9 and 12 nodes were most
commonly involved in patients with skip metastasis[6-10], and
suggests that No.7, 8, and 12 to be the most important stations
as well as N1[4,5]. In our study, 3 out of 19 mol/L tumors had
transverse metastases, which indicates that gastric lymph
channels are multidirectional and form complex networks. The
survival and depth of invasion in gastric cancer patients with
skip metastases presented in this report suggest that if the
preoperative examination diagnosed submucosal invasion, then
a ELND should be conducted.
Results from these retrospective studies not only
demonstrated the feasibility of SLN concept to gastric cancer
but also provided useful information for intraoperative sentinel
node mapping. That the perigastric nodal area close to the
primary tumor is the first site of metastasis in 65.1% of gastric
cancers in the present study indicates that the so-called shinethrough effect should be considered in sentinel node mapping
by radioisotope (RI) method[11]. The high incidence of skip
metastasis to N2-N3 nodes suggests that blind examination of
the nodal area close to the primary tumor can not be a reliable
method to detect the first metastasis[6]. Visualization of dye is
useful for real-time observation of lymphatic vessels, but it is
difficult to detect multiple sentinel nodes and SLNs in the
second or third compartments because vital dye tends to diffuse
rapidly from nodal tissue. A probe-guided approach is essential
to cover the widespread distribution of SLNs in gastric cancer
and is very useful to detect residual SLNs in unexpected areas[12].
Therefore, a combination of the dye and radioguided methods
for systemic lymphatic mapping of gastric cancers may be
recommended to improve the detection rate and diagnostic
accuracy[13,14].
It remains unclear why jumping metastases occurred in these
cases. The following reasons could all play some role: (1) N1
involved nodes and occult metastases to N1 nodes may have
been missed during the dissection and the routine histopathologic
examination, which result in a false skip metastasis. The possible
sentinel nodes detected by conventional means might not
always be primary portions of any metastasis and true skip
metastasis in gastric cancer may be rare[10]; (2) There may have
been some aberrant lymphatic drainage patterns in patients
with gastric cancer, through which metastasis bypasses
lymphatic vessels[7,8,15]; (3) Direct lymphatic flows to distant
affected nodes from primary gastric lesions have been found in
SLN mapping intraoperatively[16]; (4) Lymphatic flows to the
N1 nodes may have been blocked with cancer tissue; (5) The
microenvironment in the N1 nodes is sometimes unfit for the
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development of metastasis[17]. Free cancer cells may diffuse
through regional nodes to distant nodes. In addition, the risk
factors associated with skip nodal metastasis may include the
stage, depth of invasion, macroscopic classification and
pathological type of gastric cancer.
Most surgeons are skeptical about the application of the
SLN concept for gastric cancer because of the high incidence
of skip metastases and the random process occurring in nodal
metastases. However, Kitagawa et al.[18,19] have pointed out
that the sentinel node for gastrointestinal cancer is not the
node necessarily located anatomically closest to the primary
lesion and is not necessarily the only one. In those cases with
a jumping metastasis to N2-N3 nodes, sentinel nodes in the
second or third compartment are considered to be functionally
first compartments. Bilchik et al.[20] proposed the potential for
universal application of sentinel node mapping in solid tumors.
Cases with one or two lymph node metastasis examined in
these retrospective studies only occupy a little part of patients
with gastric carcinoma in which one or more SLNs can be
detected in every case theoretically. Then the results from these
studies can not represent the real characteristic as to the
occurrence of SLN in all gastric cancers. Actual data from sentinel
node mapping for gastric cancers, rather than a retrospective
analysis of metastatic patterns, are needed to explore the
feasibility and validity of sentinel node biopsy in gastric cancer.
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Abstract
AIM: To investigate the association between Chinese
patients with autoimmune hepatitis (AIH), primary biliary
cirrhosis (PBC) and the polymorphisms of cytotoxic T
lymphocyte-associated antigen-4 (CTLA-4) gene promoter
(-318) and exon 1 (+49).
METHODS: CTLA-4 promoter (-318 T/C) and exon1 (+49A/G)
polymorphisms were genotyped via restriction fragment
length polymorphism methods in 62 Chinese AIH patients,
77 Chinese PBC patients and 160 healthy controls.
RESULTS: We found a significant association in CTLA-4
gene exon1 49 A/G polymorphism between PBC patients and
controls (P = 0.006) and the frequency of G alleles
was significantly increased in comparison with controls
(P = 0.0046, OR = 1.8). We also found the frequency of
C alleles in promoter -318 was significantly increased in
AIH patients compared with controls (P = 0.02, OR = 0.41).
Although the genotype distribution of the CTLA-4 exon 1promoter gene was not significantly different between AIH
and PBC patients and controls, the occurence of GG-CC
was increased in two groups of patients (AIH: 32.3%, PBC:
37.7%, control: 22.5%).
CONCLUSION: Polymorphisms of CTLA-4 gene probably
confer susceptibility to AIH and PBC in Chinese population.
Fan LY, Tu XQ, Cheng QB, Zhu Y, Feltens R, Pfeiffer T, Zhong
RQ. Cytotoxic T lymphocyte associated antigen-4 gene
polymorphisms confer susceptibility to primary biliary cirrhosis
and autoimmune hepatitis in Chinese population. World J
Gastroenterol 2004; 10(20): 3056-3059
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INTRODUCTION
Autoimmune hepatitis (AIH) is an immune-mediated chronic
inflammation of liver tissue. It is characterized by elevated
serum transaminase levels, hypergammaglobulinemia, serum
autoantibodies, and a good response to immunosuppressive

therapy[1,2]. Although its etiology is unknown, genetic factors
have been implicated to be involved in its pathogenesis. In
previous studies human HLA DRB1*0 301, DRB*0 401 (in
Caucasian) and DRB1*0 405 (in Chinese) have been identified
as independent determinants of susceptibility to AIH[3,4]. In
addition, tumor necrosis factor α (TNF-α) and complement C4
alleles have been associated with AIH[5].
Primary biliary cirrhosis (PBC) is also an immune-mediated
chronic disease in which progressive destruction of the
bile ducts leads to fibrosis and cirrhosis. It exhibits specific
autoantibodies and disorder of liver function. Twin and family
studies suggest that there is a genetic component in PBC[6,7].
The genetic typing of HLA class II and III alleles revealed a
highly significant increase of HLA DRw8 and C4A-Q0 alleles in
patients with PBC compared with controls, and the HLA
DRB1*0 801-DQA1*0 401-DQB1*0 402 haplotype was considered
to represent a maker of disease progression[8]. Polymorphism of
the interleukin 1 (IL-1) and vitamin D receptor genes have been
reported to be associated with PBC[8,9]. These genes, however,
are neither necessary nor sufficient to cause AIH or PBC.
Cytotoxic T lymphocyte antigen-4 (CTLA-4) is involved in
the regulation of T cells and is a member of the same family of
cell surface molecules as CD28[10]. CTLA-4 antigen is only
expressed on activated T cells, which binds to B7 molecules on
antigen-presenting cells. CTLA-4-B7 binding delivers negative
signals to T cells affecting T cell proliferation, cytokine production,
and immune responses. Breakdown in the B7-CD28/CTLA-4
pathway could alter T-cell response and lead to autoimmune
diseases[11]. Many studies have shown that specific CTLA-4
gene polymorphisms confer susceptibility to several autoimmune
diseases, such as Graves’ disease, insulin-dependent diabetes
mellitus[12,13]. However, studies on the polymorphisms within
CTLA-4 exon 1 (+49) and promoter (-318) gene in rheumatoid
arthritis, multiple sclerosis and AIH have shown conflicting
results in different ethnicis[14-20].
In this study, we investigated whether the polymorphisms
of CTLA-4 exon 1 (+49) and promoter (-318) genes were associated
with susceptibility to AIH and PBC in the Chinese population.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients and controls
Blood samples were obtained from 62 patients with autoimmune
hepatitis (40 females; mean age: 50 years with range 16-76 years)
and 77 patients with PBC (68 females; mean age: 51.34 years,
range 32-79 years). AIH cases included 44 patients with
antinuclear antibodies (titer >1:100), 15 patients with antismooth
muscle antibodies, 4 patients with antibodies against soluble
liver antigen/liver pancreas antigen, and 2 patients with antiliver/kidney microsomal antibodies. The diagnosis of AIH was
based on the revised criteria defined by the International
Autoimmune Hepatitis Group. Patients with PBC were positive
for antimitochondrial antibody (titer >1:1000) and type M2
antimitochondrial antibody, and had abnormal liver function
test, in which 10 patients had liver biopsy. Control group
consisted of 160 healthy blood donors (100 females).
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DNA preparation
Blood samples from all subjects were obtained for DNA
extraction. Blood was collected in EDTA tubes and DNA was
extracted using the method of proteinase K treatment and
phenol/choroform extraction.
M

GG
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AG
AG

AA

bp
500
400
300
200
100

Figure 1 Gel electrophoresis of the products of BbvI restriction analysis.

M

CC

Promoter (-318)
CT
CC
TT

CT

bp
500
200
100
50

Figure 2 Gel electrophresis of the products of Tru9 I restriction analysis.

Polymorphism typing of CTLA-4 exon 1 (+49) and promoter (-318)
CTLA-4 exon 1 +49 polymorphism was defined using a polymerase
chain reaction-restriction fragment length polymorphism (PCRRFLP) with BbvI restriction enzyme. PCR was carried out using
a forward primer 5’-CCACGGCTTCCTTTCTCGTA-3’ and a
reverse primer 5’-AGTCTCACTCACCTTTGCAG-3’. Using a
MJ PTC-200 Peltier thermal cycler samples were subjected to
initial denaturation for 2 min at 95 , 40 cycles at 94 for 30 s,
for denaturing, 45 s at 50 for annealing and 30 s at 72 for
extension. A 327 bp fragment containing +49 A/G polymorphism
in exon 1 of CTLA-4 was amplified. The substitution created a
Bbv I restriction site in G allele. Amplified products were
incubated at 65
for 2 h using 2 U of Bbv I per reaction.
Digested products were electrophoresed on a 2.0% agarose
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gel. Digested G allele yielded fragments of 244 bp and 84 bp,
and an allele yielded a 327 bp fragment (Figure 1).
The CTLA-4 promoter polymorphism at position -318 was
defined using PCR-RFLP and Tru9 I restriction enzyme. To
amplify the target DNA in CTLA-4 promoter, PCR was performed
with the forward primer 5’-AAATGAATTGGACTGGATGGT3’ and reverse primer 5’-TTACGAGAAAGGAAGCCGTG-3’.
A247 bp fragment was amplified. The following conditions
were applied: initial denaturation for 2 min at 95 , followed by
40 cycles ( at 94 for 40 s, at 60 for 45 s, 60 , at 72 for
30 s), and a final extension for 2 min at 72 . PCR fragments
with thymine at position -318 were cut into three fragments (21,
96 and 130 bp), whereas fragments with cytosine at the same
position only had the restriction site at 21 bp (Figure 2).

Statistical analysis
Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium was tested by calculating the χ2
for goodness of fit. Frequencies of the genotypes, alleles and
phenotypes were analyzed by using chi-square test. Statistical
significance was defined as P<0.05. The odds ratio (OR) was
calculated to measure the strength of the association observed.
Calculation was made by using the Internet programs from
www.myatt.demon.co.uk/epicalc.htm.
RESULTS
Samples from 62 cases of AIH, 77 cases of PBC and 160 control
subjects were successfully genotyped for CTLA-4 exon 1 +49
and promoter -318 polymorphisms. Allelic variation at the +49
site of CTLA-4 exon 1 was significantly associated with PBC
(P = 0.006). Compared with controls, the frequency of G alleles
was increased in patients with PBC (PBC, 70.1%, controls, 56.6%,
P = 0.0046, OR = 1.8). Although G allele was more frequent in
AIH patients (62.9%), the distribution of alleles and phenotype
at the +49 site were not associated with AIH (Table 1).
In CTLA-4 promoter (-318) polymorphisms between AIH,
PBC patients and controls, CC genotypes occurred more frequently
than TT genotypes wasless frequently in patients than in controls,
but the distribution of genotypes was not significantly
different between AIH, PBC patients and controls (P>0.05).
Compared with controls, the frequency of C alleles was
significantly increased (PBC, 93.6%, controls, 85.6%, P = 0.02,
OR = 0.41) in patients with AIH (Table 2). The genotype
distribution of CTLA-4 exon 1-promoter gene had no significant
difference between PBC patients and controls (χ2 = 13.02, P = 0.07),
but the frequency of GG-CC was increased in patients with PBC
(PBC, 37.7%, controls, 22.5%). The frequency of GG-CC was also
higher in AIH patients (32.3%), but the genotype distribution
of CTLA-4 exon 1-promoter gene did not reach statistical

Table 1 CTLA-4 exon 1 +49 polymorphism in patients with AIH, PBC and controls

Genotype frequencies
A/A
A/G
G/G
Allele frequencies(1)
A
G
Phenotype frequencies(2)
A positive
G positive
1

Control (% )

AIH (%)

23 (14.4)
93 (58.1)
44 (27.5)

6 (9.7 )
34 (54.8)
22 (35.5)

139 (43.4)
181 (56.6)

46 (37.1)
78 (62.9)

116 (72.5)
137 (85.6)

40 (64.5)
56 (90.3)

P

PBC (%)

0.4

P
0.006

6 (7.8)
34 (44.2)
37 (48.0)
0.22

0.0046
46 (29.9)
108 (70.1)

0.32

0.035
40 (51.9)
71 (92.2)

Odds ratio for G allele (AIH) = 1.3, 95% CI = 0.85-1.99; Odds ratio for G allele (PBC) = 1, 95% CI = 1.20-2.72, 2Odds ratio for G
phenotype (AIH) = 1.27, 95% CI = 0.79-2.05; Odds ratio for G phenotype (PBC) = 1.65, 95% CI = 1.03-2.63.
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Table 2 CTLA-4 promoter –318 polymorphism in patients with AIH, PBC and controls

Genotype frequencies
C/C
C/T
T/T
Allele(1)
C
T
Phenotype frequencies(2)
C positive
T positive

Control (% )

AIH (%)

122 (76.3)
30 (18.8)
8 (5.0)

54 (87.1)
8 (12.9)
0 (0)

274 (85.6)
46 (14.4)

116 (93.6)
8 (6.5)

152 (95.0)
38 (23.8)

62 (100)
8 (12.9)

P

PBC (%)

0.10

P
0.55

3 (81.8)
12 (15.6)
2 (2.6)
0.02

0.23
138 (89.6)
16 (10.4)

0.11

0.39
75 (97.4)
14 (18.2)

1

Odds ratio for C allele (AIH) = 0.41, 95% CI = 0.19-0.90; Odds ratio for C allele (PBC) = 0.69, 95% CI = 0.38-1.26, 2Odds ratio for C
phenotype (AIH) = 0.52, 95% CI = 0.23-1.17; Odds ratio for C phenotype (PBC) = 0.75, 95% CI = 0.38-1.46.

difference between AIH patients and controls (χ2 = 6.82,
P = 0.45) (Table 3).
Table 3 CTLA-4 exon 1- promoter genotypes in patients with
AIH, PBC and controls
Control
AA-CC
AA-CT
AA-TT
AG-CC
AG-CT
AG-TT
GG-CC
GG-CT
Total

12 (7.5)
7 (4.4)
4 (2.5)
70 (43.8)
19 (11.9)
4 (2.5)
36 (22.5)
8 (5.0)
160 (100)

AIH(1)
4
2
0
30
4
0
20
2
62

(6.5)
(3.2)
(0)
(48.4)
(6.5)
(0)
(32.3)
(3.2)
(100)

PBC(2)
4 (5.2)
1 (1.3)
1 (1.3)
30 (39.0)
3 (3.9)
1 (1.3)
29 (37.7)
8 (10.4)
77 (100)

AIH vs controls: χ2 = 6.82, P = 0.45; 2PBC vs controls: χ2 = 13.02,
P = 0.07.

1

DISCUSSION
CTLA-4 is essentially a costimulatory receptor that controls
activation of T cells. In contrast to CD28, CTLA-4 delivers
negative signals to T cells. CTLA-4 gene is located on chromosome
2q33 and three CTLA-4 gene polymorphisms in exon 1(adenine
or guanine at position) and in promoter -318, and a microsatellite
(AT) n marker at position 642 of the 3’-untranslated region of
exon 3[21,22]. The polymorphism, A/G variation at position +49
(+49*A/G) in the first exon of the gene leads to the change of
threonine to alanine in the leader peptide. Recently, several
independent studies reported a reduced inhibitory function of
CTLA-4 in individuals with certain CTLA-4 genotypes[12,23].
Kouki studied the CTLA-4 expression and T cell proliferative
responses in patients with Graves’s disease and healthy
controls genotyped for +49*A/G. They found a correlation of
+49*G/G genotype with reduced inhibitory function of CTLA4, and suggested that this particular polymorphism was the
actual disease-associated allele[24]. Maurer also got the same
result[25]. A similar effect on CTLA-4 function has been
suggested for the second polymorphism[26]. Wang showed that
-318T allele was associated with a higher promoter activity
than -318C alleles. The presence of -318T alleles may thus
contribute to up regulation of the expression of CTLA-4, and
consequently represents one mechanism to inhibit exaggerated
immune activity.
Studies on the CTLA-4 polymorphisms in autoimmune liver
diseases have shown conflicting results on the relations
between the polymorphisms of CTLA-4 exon 1 +49 and AIH[18,20,27].

Agarwal indicated that CTLA-4 G allele at exon 1 +49 was more
common in European Caucasoid patients with type 1 AIH and
represented a second susceptibility allele, and there might be
synergy between HLA-DRB1*0 301 and GG genotype in terms
of disease risk. Djilali-Saiah found that the presence of +49GG
predisposed to AIH type 1 in Canada children. However,
Bittencourt found no associations between AIH (type 1 and
type 2) and exon 1 CTLA-4 gene polymorphisms at position 49
in the Brazilian population.
In our study, we found that the frequency of -318C alleles
was significantly increased in AIH patients compared with the
control subjects, and GG-CC genotype occurred more frequently
in CTLA-4 exon 1-promoter gene. It is therefore possible that
the -318C allele and GG-CC genotype of CTLA-4 may contribute
to susceptibility to Chinese patients with AIH. To our knowledge,
this is the first report concerning an association of CTLA-4
promoter -318 polymorphism with AIH. In addition, we found a
strong association between CTLA-4 exon 1 (+49) polymorphism
and PBC, the GG genotype confers susceptibility to PBC in
Chinese population. This result was coincident with Agarwal
and colleague’s conclusion[19]. Likewise, the GG-CC genotype
occurred more frequently compared with control subjects.
AIH and PBC are two autoimmune diseases of unknown
pathogenesis. There is a general agreement that induction
involves CD4+ T cells in the pathogenesis of AIH, but it is still
not clear whether the liver damage was due to direct T cell cytotoxicity
or involved autoantibodies, either through complementmediated or antibody-dependent (ADCC) cytotoxic reactions[28].
T cell respones would certainly participate in the pathogenesis
of PBC, as judged by histochemical staining of tissue samples,
and by analyzing T cell lines that proliferate in the presence of
putative mitochondrial autoantigens[29]. So we speculate that
the single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) of CTLA-4 (exon 1
+49 and promoter -318), and the interaction between these two
SNPs may alter the inhibitory effect of CTLA-4 on T cells, and
it may be an important factor in the pathogenesis of autoimmune
hepatitis and primary biliary cirrhosis.
Besides CTLA-4 exon 1 (+49) and promoter (-318)
polymorphisms, the CTLA-4 (AT) n microsatellite within the
3’-untranslated region of exon 3 was also a good candidate
gene of autoimmune disease[21]. Previous studies demonstrated
that AT-rich tracks might contribute to mRNA instability[30,31].
If the size of CTLA-4 AT tract limited the accumulation of CTLA4 mRNA, down-regulation of CTLA-4 expression might account
for the increase in the risk of an autoimmune disease. Several
studies found that CTLA-4 (AT) n polymorphism was associated
with Graves’disease and rheumatoid arthritis[32,33]. Since it may
be involved in mRNA stability, futher studies are needed to
determine the relations between CTLA-4 (AT) n polymorphism
and autoimmune liver diseases.
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In summary, this study showed a strong association between
CTLA-4 exon 1 polymorphism (G-carrying genotypes) and PBC,
and a significant association between CTLA-4 promoter -318C
allele and AIH. In addition, we found that GG-CC genotype of
CTLA-4 exon 1-promoter seemed to be susceptible to Chinese
patients with AIH and PBC.
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Abstract
AIM: To analyze the diagnostic and therapeutic features
of extrahepatic bile duct carcinoma (EBDC) without jaundice.
METHODS: Between 1985 and 1999, 101 patients underwent
surgery for EBDC in Xiangya Hospital. These patients were
divided into two groups: 84 jaundiced patients and 17 nonjaundiced patients according to preoperative serum total
bilirubin levels. The clinical manifestations, laboratory findings,
location, pathology and surgical resectability of the tumors
were compared between the two groups.
RESULTS: The laboratory parameters such as hemoglobin,
serum albumin ALB, AKP, γ-GT, and sonography appearance
were similar between the two groups, and there was no
significant difference in tumor location, pathological type and
resectability. However, the number of non-jaundiced patients
associated with chololithiasis was significantly greater than
that of jaundiced patients (P = 0.008).
CONCLUSION: The presence of jaundice is not a reliable
criterion for the prediction of the resectability and the extent
of tumor progression in extrahepatic bile duct carcinoma.
Decreased levels of blood hemoglobin and serum albumin,
elevated levels of AKP and γ-GT, and /or abnormal sonography
may be suggestive. Biopsy of a stenotic or thickened bile
duct is strongly recommended for a correct diagnosis before
the appearance of jaundice.
Tang HH, Chang S, Wang XW, Huang Y, Gong XJ, Zhou J.
Diagnostic and surgical therapeutic features of extrahepatic
bile duct carcinoma without jaundice. World J Gastroenterol
2004; 10(20): 3060-3061
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INTRODUCTION
Primary carcinoma of the extrahepatic bile duct is an uncommon
malignant tumor, with reported incidence rate of about 0.01-0.46%.
About 2% of patients who died of cancer were autopsied to
have this disease[1-4]. Jaundice is generally thought to be the
most important factor in the diagnosis of this disease, but there
are still few cases seeking doctors’ consultation before
jaundice appears[5-9]. Those patients could be underdiagnosed
or misdiagnosed because of atypical clinical symptoms. In this
study, the diagnostic and therapeutic features of bile duct
carcinoma without jaundice were compared with those with
jaundice.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
From January 1984 to December 1999, two hundred and thirtynine patients who were diagnosed as extrahepatic bile duct
carcinoma were admitted to Xiangya Hospital. One hundred
and one were operated and the diagnosis was confirmed by
pathology. Patients with carcinomas of gallbladder, intrahepatic
bile duct and ampulla of Vater were excluded from the study.
The patients under studies consisted of 58 males and 43 females,
aged 27 to 76 years (an average age of 61.7 years).
According to the level of serum total bilirubin (STB), the
patients were divided into non-jaundiced group (17 patients,
STB 2.0 mg/dL at the time of diagnosis) and jaundiced group
(84 patients, STB>2.0 mg/dL). Clinical data included symptoms,
laboratory results, imaging findings, pathological results,
treatments and resectabilities.
Statistical analysis
The difference between the two groups was compared using
chi-square analysis and Student’s t test. P<0.05 was considered
statistically significant.
RESULTS
Symptoms and signs
Fifteen (88.2%) patients in the non-jaundiced group had anorexia
or/and vomiting, abdominal pain compared with 63 (75.0%) in
the jaundiced group. Eight (47.1%) patients in the non-jaundiced
group and fifty-seven (67.9%) patients in the jaundiced group
were found to show positive signs in liver, spleen or gallbladder
enlargement. (Table 1).
Laboratory examination
The patients showed no difference in the levels of abnormal
serum albumin, alkaline phosphates (AKP), γ-glutamyltranspeptidase
(γ-GT), except STB level (Table 2).
Image examination
All patients in the non-jaundiced group underwent sonography.
The results showed segmental stenosis of extrahepatic bile
duct, thickening of the bile duct wall, and dilatation of intra- or
extra-hepatic bile duct proximal to the stenosis. Sixty-seven
out of 78 patients showed stenosis or neoplastic spaceoccupying lesions within the extrahepatic bile duct.
Operation findings
During the operation, 59 patients had neoplasms located in the
upper extrahepatic bile duct while 8 in the middle and 34 in the
lower. There was no difference with regard to localization of
the tumor between the two groups.
Pathological features
All patients were proved to have adenocarcinoma. The patients
were categorized into three different grades by the degree of
differentiation. The results showed that there was no difference
between the patients with or without jaundice.
Treatment
Radical resection, biliary bypass, external drainage or biopsy

Tang HH et al. Extrahepatic bile duct carcinoma without jaundice

were performed according to the surgical findings. There was
no difference in tumor resectability between the two groups
(P>0.05, Table 3).
Table 1 Symptoms and signs
Non-jaundiced

Jaundiced

Symptom

P value

Abdominal discomfort
Liver or gallbladder
palpable
Cholelithiasis
11

No.

%

No.

%

15
8

88.2
47.1

63
57

75.0
67.9

64.7

26

31.0

>0.05
>0.05

<0.05a

No significant difference was found between the two groups
in the clinical symptoms and signs. In the non-jaundice group,
the rate of combined cholelithiasis was obviously higher than
in the jaundice group.
Table 2 Laboratory data
Non-jaundiced

Jaundiced
P value

No.
Descending of HB
Ascending of AKP
Ascending of γ-GT
Descending of ALB

8
8
4
4

%

No.

%

47.1
72.7
66.7
23.5

45
56
28
39

53.6
86.2
93.3
47.0

>0.05
>0.05
>0.05
>0.05

No significant difference was found between the two groups
in laboratory data.

P value
Upper
Location middle
Lower
Good
Differential mild
Poor
Biopsy
Treatment drainage
By pass
Radical

%

No.

%

11
0
6
6
8
3
3
9
0
5

64.7
0.0
35.3
35.3
47.1
17.7
17.7
52.9
0.0
29.4

48
8
28
48
27
9
8
43
1
32

57.1
9.6
33.3
57.1
32.1
10.8
9.5
51.2
1.2
38.1
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1

Jaundiced

No.

The relationship between choledocholithiasis and bile duct
carcinoma is still unclear. As reported, 6-37% of extrahepatic
bile duct carcinomas were associated with bile duct stones[13]. In
the present study the number of patients who suffered from
choledocholithiasis in the non-jaundiced group was
significantly higher than that in the jaundiced group (P<0.05).
Two factors may contribute to this finding. First, for patients
with bile duct stones, the clinical manifestations were so typical
that the doctor would pay more attention to the biliary system.
Second, during the operation for choledocholithiasis, we usually
took the whole layer of bile duct wall for biopsy whenever there
was stenosis, sclerosis or nodular change in the bile duct. Eight
patients were diagnosed by this means and radical resection
was performed.
It was reported that extrahepatic bile duct carcinoma without
jaundice occurred in the early stage of the disease. The tumor
was well differentiated and the resection rate was usually high[8].
However, there was no difference between the two groups in
our study. The radical resection rate was 29.4% in the nonjaundiced group and 38.1% in the jaundiced group (P>0.05).
Liver and/or intrabdominal lymph node metastases were found
in 12 patients without jaundice. We suggest that the presence
of jaundice cannot be taken as the major criterion to predict the
tumor resectability or the extent of tumor progression.
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Table 3 Tumor location, pathological type, treatment
Non-jaundiced
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2
3

>0.05
4
>0.05
5
>0.05

No significant difference was found between the two groups
in tumor locations, pathological types and treatment methods.

DISCUSSION
Jaundice is the early and main manifestation of extrahepatic
bile duct carcinoma. It has been reported to be the initial sign in
83-97% of patients[5-9]. However, there are few patients coming
to hospital before the appearance of jaundice. In the present study
16.8% of the patients with EBDC were diagnosed before the
presence of jaundice. These patients were likely to be neglected
during busy outpatient service. We found that, there were still
some clues to the diagnosis of bile duct carcinoma for these
patients without jaundice. Some laboratory parameters, such as
hemoglobin, serum albumin, AKP and γ-GT may be suggestive.
Sonography is almost the first tool for the diagnosis of
extrahepatic bile duct carcinoma because it is non-invasive
and less expensive. Ninety-five of the patients underwent
sonography in our study, of whom 84 (88.4%) had positive
findings, such as duct stenosis, thickness of the bile duct wall
or space-occupying lesions within the duct. The results were
in accordance with those documented in the literature[10-12].
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Abstract
AIM: To evaluate the diagnosis, management principles and
long-term results of congenital choledochal cysts in pregnancy.
METHODS: Three adult patients were diagnosed as
choledochal cysts in pregnancy from 1986 to 1989 and
their long-term results were evaluated.
RESULTS: The first patient had a Roux-en-Y cystojejunostomy with T-tube external drainage and died of septic
shock and multi-organ failure 25 d after operation. In the
second patient, 4 wk after percutaneous trans-choledochal
cyst was drained externally with a catheter under US
guidance, four weeks later the patient delivered vaginally,
and had a cysto-jejunostomy 3 mo after delivery, and lived
well without any complications for 15 years after operation.
The third patient received Roux-en-Y cysto-jejunostomy after
a vertex delivery by induced labor at 28 wk gestation, and
demonstrated repetitively intermittent retrograde cholangitis
within 10 years, and then died of well-differentiated
congenital cholangioadenocarcinoma one month after reoperation with exploratory biopsy at the age of 36.
CONCLUSION: More conservative approaches such as
external drainage of choledochal cyst should be considered
for pregnant patients with high risk, complete excision of
choledochal cyst during hepaticojejunostomy or modified
hepaticojejunostomy is highly recommended at the
optimal time.
Wu DQ, Zheng LX, Wang QS, Tan WH, Hu SJ, Li PL. Choledochal
cysts in pregnancy: Case management and literature review.
World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(20): 3065-3069
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INTRODUCTION
Choledochal cysts in pregnant women represent a diagnostic
and therapeutic challenge to a broad spectrum of the medical
profession. Not only the rare association, but also the clinical
signs and symptoms are obscured by physiological changes
that occur during pregnancy. As a result, diagnosis is often delayed
until patients present with life-threatening complications. We

reported our experiences in managing three cases of choledochal
cyst in pregnant patients.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Three adult patients were diagnosed as choledochal cyst in
pregnancy from 1986 to 1989 and their long-term results were
studied retrospectively (Tables 1, 2).
RESULTS
A 27-year-old primigravida (patient No.1) at 20-wk gestation
presented with jaundice, dark urine, nausea, anorexia, vomiting,
intermittent upper abdominal pain, fever and weight loss during
the past three months and was admitted to our hospital in
February, 1986. Physical examination demonstrated a palpable
12 cm×10 cm mass in the upper right quadrant of the abdomen,
a tender protuberant abdomen due to her pregnant state, and
fullness in the right upper quadrant. Laboratory evaluation
data are shown in Table 2. Ultrasound examination showed a
cystic lesion, 12 cm×9 cm×10 cm at the right upper quadrant
with a connection to tubular structure, and dilated intrahepatic
ducts in both lobes of liver. Impressive diagnosis was gestation
with a type IV choledochal cyst. Perioperative fluid therapy
and transfusion were administered. A Roux-en-Y cystojejunostomy was performed for the choledochal cyst with Ttube external drainage in the proximal part of the cyst. Five
hundred milliliter bile was drained from T-tube post-surgery
and documented everyday. The patient was afebrile with normal
vital signs, flatus was released on d 3 and 10 postoperation.
Progressive nausea, vomiting, anorexia, occurred with aggravated
jaundice, hypokalemia (2.8 mEq/L), serum electrolyte
disturbance and hypoalbuminemia, and then developed to
retrograde bile duct infection. The primigravida lost, her
consciousness on day 19 postoperation. She was diagnosed
as incipient (threatened) abortion, and died of septic shock
and multi-organ failure on the 25th d postoperation.
Patient No.2 was a 23-year-old primigravida at 36-wk G1P1
gestation with choledochal cyst. She had intermittent upper
abdominal pain, progressive nausea, anorexia, vomiting and
abdominal tenderness in the upper right quadrant and epigastric
burning during the past several weeks. She was admitted to our
hospital in February 1987. Physical examination demonstrated a
nontender protuberant abdomen due to her pregnant state, and
fullness in the right upper quadrant. Her skin and sclera were
slightly jaundiced. Sonographic evaluation of the right upper
quadrant demonstrated an oval-shaped, 15 cm×16 cm×3 cm cystic
mass arising from the portal hepatic separated from the
gallbladder, and diffuse dilatation of intrahepatic left ductal
system. Clinical diagnosis was a type IV choledochal cyst with
gestation (G1P1). Laboratory evaluation data are shown in Table 2.
Percutaneous trans-choledochal cyst operation was performed
on the patient with a catheter placed for external drainage under
the abdominal ultrasonography guidance. About 3000 mL sap
green bile was excreted from the cyst, and then about 600 mL sap
green bile was excreted daily. Gradually, her clinical conditions
were improved and remained stable and her pregnancy progressed
without problems. She delivered vaginally 4 wk later without
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Table 1 Information in 3 patients diagnosed as choledochal cysts in pregnancy
Patients

Treatment

Type Size (cm)
No. Age(yr)

Chief Complaints

1

Abdominal pain

27

IV 12×9×10

Initial operation

Jaundice
Abdominal mass

Complication

Final operation

Early

Late

Roux-en-Y

Septic shock

cystojejunostomy

and multi-organ

with T-tube external

Survival time
Prognosis
(postoperation) (postoperation)

25 d

died

15 yr

survived

failure

drainage
2

23

IV 15×16×3

Abdominal pain

Plasement and

Jaundice

fixation of a

Roux-en-Y
cystojejunostomy

catheterization
3

26

I

20×20×20

Jaundice
Abdominal mass

Roux-en-Y

Exploratory

Retrograde

Intermittent 10 yr

cystojejunostomy

biopsy

cholangitis

recurrence of

died

Retrograde cholangitis
Cholangioadenocarcinoma

Table 2 Analysis of pre-operation laboratory values for 3 patients
Parameters

Normal range

Patient No. 1

Patient No. 2

Patient No. 3

Total bilirubin (µmol/L)

1.6-20.6

59

57

26

Direct bilirubin (µmol/L)

0-6.4

Alkaline phosphatase (U/L)

35-150

8.0

8.7

8.1

171

63

110
26

r-GT (U/L)

0-60

51

58

Aspartate aminotranferase (U/L)

0-40

37

37

37

Alanine aminotranferase (U/L)

0-40

5

11

102

Total protein (g/L)

60-85

40

67

55

Albumin (g/L)

35-55

18

39

32

-

22

25

23

Globin (g/L)
Potassium (mmol/L)

3.5-5.5

1.9

Sodium (mmol/L)

135-145

Chloride (mmol/L)

101-111

89.3

Hemoglobin (g/L)

120-160

74

Erythrocyte (10 12/L)
9

Hemoleukocyte (10 /L)
Platelet (10 9 /L)

3.5-5.5
3.5-10
100-300

complications. As choledochal cyst was extensively attached
to the surrounding tissues, it was dissected using cystojejunostomy 3 mo after delivery. Choledochal cyst was
histologically confirmed. The patient was discharged from hospital
40 d postoperation and was well without any complications for 15
years.
Patient No.3, a 26-year-old multiparous woman at 28-wk
gestation with choledochal cyst was admitted to our hospital
in July 1989. Her chief complaint was jaundice and she had a
palpable mass in the upper right quadrant of the abdomen
during the past 20 d. On examination, the patient was afebrile
with normal vital signs with skin and her sclera slightly
jaundicised. She had a soft palpable 8 cm×10 cm mass in the
upper right quadrant of the abdomen without tenderness.
Laboratory evaluation data are shown in Table 2. Ultrasound
examination showed a large cyst of 20 cm×20 cm×20 cm at the
right upper quadrant connected to tubular structure. The patient
gave a vertex delivery by induced labor at 28-wk gestation on
the second day of admission. Following treatment with
prophylactic antibiotics, the patient received Roux-en-Y cystojejunostomy on d 8 after delivery. The patient had 4 or 5 times of
recurrence of intermittent retrograde cholangitis annually for
10 years, lasting for about 20 d each time, and relieved after a
few days of conservative antibiotics. However, the patient was
not re-operated due to the extensive adherence with surrounding
tissues, and died of well differentiated congenital mucinous
cholangioadenocarcinoma proved at the age of 36 years.
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Figure 1 High-columnar or flat carcinoma cells with darkly
stained nuclei and variation in size and shape arranged in
irregular glandular pattern with intra- and extra-glandular
mucin (hematoxylin and eosin, 40×10).
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DISCUSSION
Choledochal cyst is a focal dilatation of the biliary tract.
Although rare in adulthood, it is diagnosed more frequently
with the advances in biliary imaging techniques[1]. Of the
numerous descriptions and classifications of choledochal cyst,
the most practical is the classification proposed by Alonso-Lej 1
and modified by Todani[1] in 1977 (Table 3). The major point of
this classification is that the gallbladder is not usually distended
and arises from a small cystic duct, not at the upper end of the
cyst[2].
Table 3 Todani modification of the Alonso-Lej, classification
system of choledochal cyst
Type I
Type II
Type III
Type IVa
Type IVb
Type V

Fusiform dilation of the extrahepatic bile duct
Single saccular dilation or diverticulum of
the extrahepatic bile duct
Dilation of the intraduodenal portion of the bile duct
Combined intra-and extrahepatic dilation of the bile duct
Multiple dilations of the extrahepatic bile duct
Isolated or diffuse intrahepatic biliary dilation
(Caroli’s disease when associated with hepatic
fibrosis)

Since the first pathological description of a choledochal cyst
by Vatero in 1723 and the first clinical report by Douglas in
1852, the aetiology of this abnomality has been controversial[3].
It is unclear whether choledochal cyst is congenital, or acquired.
In 1936 Yotsuyanagi[3] suggested that choledochal cysts arose
from inequality in the vacuolization of the biliary tract in early
embryonic life. The common channel theory proposed by
Babbitt[3] in 1969 is most widely accepted, which was based on
an abnomality of the pancreaticobiliary junction and the
formation of an abnormally long common channel (greater than
15 mm) outside the control of the sphincters of Boyden. This
configuration permits pancreatic enzymes to reflux into the
common bile duct. The pancreatic enzymes then lead to
persistent inflammation, epithelial denudation, thinning of the
bile duct wall and distal obstruction, then eventually cyst
formation. The incidence of choledochal cysts was reported as
1 in 13 000 to 1 in 2 million patients[3,4]. It affects females 4 times
as often as males, and more common in Asians and presents
mainly in infancy and childhood (60%)[1]. It is necessary to
classify the type of cysts and to recognize the presence of an
abnomal pancreaticobiliary duct junction, visualization of both
the biliary tree and pancreatic duct. Thus, direct cholangiography,
especially ERCP, is beneficial. But intraoperative cholangiography
is not sensitive enough to detect the presence of an abnomal
pancreaticobiliary duct junction. Radiographic visualization of
both the biliary tree and pancreatic duct prior to surgery is
helpful for surgical manipulation and complete excision of the
cyst[5-8]. Other pathologic features of choledochal cysts include
acute and chronic mucosal inflammation, mucosal dysplasia,
and absence of smooth or elastic fibers. A true mucosal lining
may be hard to find, or it is usually cuboidal or columnar and
frequently ulcerated if it is present. The cyst wall varies from 1 to
10 mm in thickness. Mucus-producing glands are rarely seen.
There is usually a large amount of fibrosis, some of which may
be involved in luminal stenoses. The bile is often very thick,
and sometimes less pigmented than normal. Biliary calculi are
uncommon. Pathologic complications include biliary obstruction,
cholangitis, hepatic abscess, rupture, or development of cancer.
Cholelithiasis due to choledochal cysts is unusual[2,9].
Clinical manifestations are nonspecific and variable. The
most common symptoms are abdominal pain and jaundice. If
untreated, the condition may be fatal due to ascending
cholangitis, biliary cirrhosis or diffuse peritonitis following
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rupture of the cyst. Malignancy might also develop in the cyst
and occur in pregnant women[10]. Choledochal cyst in pregnancy
is rare but poses a threat to both the mother and fetus. The
maternal complications include cholangitis, pancreatitis,
peritonitis and even malignancy. The fetal complications
include fetal loss and preterm labor. Most reported cases were
diagnosed when women presented with symptoms. It has been
suggested that pregnancy may exacerbate the symptoms due
to hormonal effect, compression by the gravid uterus and
increase in intraabdominal pressure during pregnancy and
postpartum. The cyst might be asymptomatic during the first
pregnancy[11,12], as demonstrated in our third patient. Asymptomatic
cysts discovered on routine US could be observed with serial
US examinations[11].
Diagnosis of choledochal cysts during pregnancy is difficult.
Radiologic imaging, ultrasound, computed tomography,
cholangiography and biliary scintigraphy, could clinch the
diagnosis[1,12-15]. Although ultrasonography is a common useful
investigation, difficulty may arise during pregnancy due to
distortion of the normal abdominal anatomy and gravid uterus.
Furthermore, ultrasound examination cannot demonstrate
anatomic details of the biliary tree. Due to exposure of the fetus
to ionizing radiation, contrast and ionizing imagings, such as
CT or ERCP, should be avoided in pregnancy[11,12,16]. Magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) could provide clear visualization of
the relations between the choledochal cyst and biliary tree and
of the extent and size of the choledochal cyst. Therefore, MRI
is the investigation of choice in doubtful cases[12,17]. To improve
the management of this potentially serious condition in pregnancy,
both clinicians and radiologists should be aware of this possibility
in women with a right upper quadrant mass.
Concerning the optimal time of treatment, conservative
management is commonly adopted during pregnancy. Once
the diagnosis has been established, surgery is the only option
for treatment[11,12]. Surgical time is critical during pregnancy
and the operative risk to the fetus and mother has to be balanced
against the likelihood of cyst-related complications[11,12]. Any
patient who presents with a symptomatic or rapidly enlarging
choledochal cyst or with cyst-related complications during
pregnancy should undergo urgent treatment. Unfortunately,
surgery during pregnancy has been associated with high fetal
and maternal morbidity and mortality rate[1,11,12,15]. Therefore,
other more conservative approaches might have to be adopted
until surgery could be performed under optimal conditions.
Percutaneous cyst decompression might be done to relieve
symptoms of pain and jaundice[1,11,12,15,16]. In addition, antibiotics
should be administered for treatment of cholangitis or for longterm prophylaxis, and the need for subsequent definitive cyst
surgery should not be obviated[11,12]. An operation should
ideally be performed in the second trimester when the risk of
surgery and anesthesia is lowest. When symptoms occur in
the first trimester, surgery should be postponed unless the life
of the mother is in danger, while in the third trimester, early
cesarean section should be performed when amniocentesis
indicates that the fetus is sufficiently mature. At the same time,
a temporizing or definitive cyst operation could be undertaken
as necessary [1,11,12]. Definitive surgery depends on the cyst
type and associated hepatobiliary pathology. Definitive surgical
excision of the cyst can avoid postpartum complication and
non-cyst excision may induce long-term complications.
Early reports suggested that internal or external drainage of a
choledochal cyst by choledochocystojejunostomy or T-tube
choledochocystomy was a satisfactory treatment, but with a
longer follow-up it has become clear that complications such
as suppurative cholangitis, lithiasis, pancreatitis, secondary
biliary cirrhosis, portal hypertention and intrahepatic abscess
occurred in up to 40 percent of cases[3,4,9,15]. This is similar as
our results. The increased risk of bile duct carcinoma in
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choledochal cysts has been well characterized[3,4,9,10,14,15]. The
reported incidence of biliary tract carcinoma in choledochal
cysts varied from 2.5% to 17.5%, significantly higher than that
found in the general population, which was from 0.01% to
0.05%[3,4,9,10,14,15]. The incidence of cancer in patients with a
choledochal cyst and in those undergone enteric drainage
without cyst excision was much higher than that of carcinoma
of the bile ducts in the general population. The age-related
incidence of cyst-associated cancer has been shown to increase
from 0.7 % in the first decade of life to 14.3 % after 20 years of
age. It means the favorable outcome in congenital choladochal
cyst patients was due to earlier diagnosis[3,4,9,10,14,15].
Kasai et al.[3] reported firstly the increased incidence of
carcinoma in choledochal cysts and advocated primary cyst
excision. The advances in diagnostic and therapeutic
procedures and increased operative experience have lowered
the mortality rate to 0-7%[3,4,9,10,14,15]. Roux-en-Y choledochojejunostomy has replaced choledochoduodenostomy as the
preferred operative procedure because of the high morbidity rate
of cholangitis and the frequent need for reoperation later[3, 4,9,15].
Excision of types I, II and IV choledochal cysts is now widely
accepted because of the lower incidence of postoperative
complications. In contrast to cyst enterostomy, cyst excision
with hepaticojejunostomy had satisfactory results. Although
the occurrence of intrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma after the
excision of a type I cyst has been reported[18,19], but cyst excision
is the primary choice of treatment for type I cysts. Type III
cysts require adequate drainage and generally can be managed
by endoscopic sphincterotomy and cannot be undertaken,
operative sphincteroplasty with transduodenal cyst excision
might be attempted[5]. Sphincteroplasty either endoscopically
or surgically has been found to be satisfactory[20]. Treatment
for type IV cysts is still controversial. Either excision of the extrahepatic
cyst alone[5] or total cyst excision including hepatectomy[21] has
been recommended. Concerning type V cysts, some authors
recommended hepatic resection for unilobar Caroli’s disease[1].
Complete excision of the extrahepatic bile duct from the
hepatic hilum to the pancreaticobiliary duct junction has become
the choice of treatment for types I and IV cysts[3-5,9,11,19,21-23].
However, it should be mentioned that since complete excision
seems to be difficult in some patients, pancreaticoduodenectomy or hepatic resection should then be considered. In
such cases, the distal choledochus is resected just above the
pancreaticobiliary duct junction with the aid of preoperative
ERCP and intraoperative US to avoid injuring the pancreatic
duct. In the hepatic hilum, the hepatic duct must be resected at
the hilum, and hepaticojejunostomy with a wide opening by
plastic of both the hepatic ducts is necessary.
The reason why the three patients turned out quite different
was their different clinical conditions. Our first Patient’s situation
was not quite good in peri-operation, she had a progressive
nausea, vomiting, anorexia, fever, weight loss, and anemia with
skin and her sclera slightly jaundicized, hypoalbuminemia, as
well as disturbed blood electrolytes. Although the patient
received fluid therapy and transfusion in peri-operation, the
volume of blood was not enough to improve her clinical conditions
within a short period of time, such as anemia, hypoalbuminemia.
Gentamicin sulfate 240 000 iu one time per day could not prevent
occurrence of retrograde bile duct infection, and the patient died
of septic shock and multi-organ failure on day 25 postoperation.
Choledochal cyst in our No. 2 patient was drained externally
with a catheter under the abdominal ultrasonography guidance,
and she delivered safely. As the choledochal cyst was extensively
infused with surrounding tissues, a cysto-jejunostomy was
performed 3 mo after delivery. The patient’s general condition
was good. In our study, the No.3 patient developed a malignant
tumor, because she did not receive re-operation for complete
cyst excision, hepatojejunostomy or modified hepatojejunostomy
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for treatment of repeated occurrence of intermittent retrograde
cholangitis, which could be treated or avoided by early diagnosis
and early complete cyst excision[3,4,9,10,14,15], which are very important
for the treatment of congenital choladochal cyst patients.
Although cyst excision did not completely eliminate the risk of
intrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma after the excision of a type I
cyst[3-5,9-11,14,15,18-22], but it significantly decreased the incidence
of bile duct carcinoma. Thus, laparotomy during pregnancy
should be avoided if possible and non-cyst excision cases
should be explored to remove the cyst completely in the optimal
surgical time.
Although choledochal cysts rarely occur in pregnancy,
clinicians need to be aware of the condition. Inappropriate
therapy may be catastrophic for both mother and child. This is
why we recommend that patients should be admitted to a
specialized hospital once the diagnosis is established. Complete
excision of choledochal cyst with Roux-en-Y hepaticojejunostomy
or modified Roux-en-Y hepaticojejunostomy is the choice of
treatment for types I, II and IV choledochal cysts in nonpregnant adult patients; whereas in pregnancy, a more
conservative approach should be adopted until the time when
the surgical risk is lowest. Percutaneous external drainage of
choledochal cyst under the abdominal ultrasonography
guidance is indicated, if a complication of cystic rupture occurs.
Complete excision of choledochal cyst with hepaticojejunostomy
or modified hepaticojejunostomy is helpful in avoiding late
complications such as retrograde cholangitis, biliary tract
carcinoma, and is the most ideal choice of treatment for types I,
II, IV choledochal cysts in pregnant adult patients, and is
therefore highly recommended.
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Abstract
AIM: Preoperative intra-arterial infusion chemotherapy
could increase the radical resection rate of advanced gastric
cancer, but its effect on the long-term survival has not
been assessed. This study was designed to evaluate the
clinical significance of preoperative intra-arterial infusion
chemotherapy for advanced gastric cancer.
METHODS: Clinicopathological data of 91 patients who
underwent curative resection for advanced gastric cancer
were collected. Among them, 37 patients undertaken
preoperative intra-arterial infusion chemotherapy were used
as the interventional chemotherapy group, and the remaining
54 patients as the control group. Eleven factors including
clinicopathological variables, treatment procedures and
molecular biological makers that might contribute to the
long-term survival rate were analyzed using Cox multivariate
regression analysis.
RESULTS: The 5-year survival rate was 52.5% and 39.8%,
respectively, for the interventional group and the control
group (P<0.05). Cox multivariate regression analysis
revealed that the TNM stage (P<0.001), preoperative intraarterial infusion chemotherapy (P = 0.029) and growth
pattern (P = 0.042) were the independent factors for the
long-term survival of patients with advanced gastric cancer.
CONCLUSION: Preoperative intra-arterial infusion chemotherapy
plays an important role in improving the prognosis of advanced
gastric cancer.
Zhang CW, Zou SC, Shi D, Zhao DJ. Clinical significance of
preoperative regional intra-arterial infusion chemotherapy for
advanced gastric cancer. World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10
(20): 3070-3072
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INTRODUCTION
Gastric cancer is one of the most common cancers in China.
Despite recent advances in experimental researches, early
diagnosis and surgical techniques, the outcome of patients
with gastric carcinoma is still far from satisfaction. Surgery
remains the mainstay of potentially curative treatment, but the
survival rates of patients with advanced gastric cancer are poor.
A number of studies have investigated whether intravenous
chemotherapy after a resection could improve the survival rate,

but the results were different and disputable[1,2]. Preoperative
regional intra-arterial infusion chemotherapy could increase
the radical resection rate of advanced gastric cancer. However,
there are few reports about the influence of preoperative intraarterial chemotherapy on the long-term survival of patients
with advanced gastric carcinomas after curative resections. In the
current study, we analyzed retrospectively the clinicopathologic
data of 91 patients with advanced gastric cancers undergone
curative surgeries during recent years. To investigate the effect
of preoperative intra-arterial chemotherapy on the prognosis
of advanced gastric cancer, the Cox model of proportional hazards
was utilized to identify the independent variables affecting the
long-term survival of patients with gastric carcinomas.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Clinicopathologic materials
The study comprised 91 patients who underwent curative resection
for advanced gastric cancer from June 1984 to June 1992 at our
hospital. All patients received follow-ups for 3 to 220 mo (mean
time 57.1±23.8 mo) and their clinicopathologic data were wellprovided. There were 69 males and 22 females,their ages ranged
from 25 to 73 years with a mean age of 54.9±12.9 years. The
tumor staging for each gastric cancer was evaluated according
to the new TNM classification system of UICC[3], and there
were 27 patients with stageII, 49 with stage III and 15 with
stage IV. Of the 91 cases, 2 had well- differentiated adenocarcinomas,
48 had moderately differentiated adenocarcinomas and 41 had
poorly differentiated adenocarcinomas. Thirty-one were
negative for lymphatic vessel invasions and 60 were positive
for lymphatic vessel invasions. For venous vessel invasion of
tumor, 78 cases were negative and 13 were positive. The tumor
growth pattern was defined according to Ming classification.
There were 40 patients with expansive types and 51 with infiltrative
types. Expressions of CD44 splice variants v6(CD44V6) and Ecadherin(E-CD) and proliferating cell nuclear antigen(PCNA)
in all the 91 resected gastric carcinomous tissue specimens were
detected by streptavidin-peroxidase immunohistochemistry. Of
the patients, 37 patients undergone preoperative regional intraarterial infusion chemotherapy were used as the interventional
chemotherapy group and the remaining 54 patients as the
control group. All the patients received systemic chemotherapy
after surgeries. The clinicopathologic parameters of the two
groups were analyzed and compared.
Preoperative intra-arterial infusion chemotherapy
Preoperative intra-arterial infusion chemotherapy was
performed via transfemoral artery route using the Seldinger’s
approach before surgery. Celiac axis angiogram was initially
carried out to document the visceral arterial anatomy and the
arterial supply of tumor, and the digital subtraction technique
was utilized in the study. According to the results of angiogram,
the main blood supplying arteries of gastric cancer were
detected and superselective catheterization of these arteries
was performed. Then, chemotherapy drugs were administered
via the placed catheter. Protocols of chemotherapy were FAP
(5-FU 1.0 g+ADM 30-50 mg+DDP 40-60 mg) or FMP (5-FU
1.0 g+MMC 8-10 mg+DDP 40-60 mg). Preoperative interventional
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chemotherapy was performed one or two times for each patient,
and the interval time ranged from 10 to 14 d. Surgery was carried
out two weeks after interventional chemotherapy. Of the 37
patients who underwent interventional chemotherapy, 31
received chemotherapy one time and 6 received two times.

Statistical analysis
The eleven variables observed including gender, age,
preoperative intra-arterial infusion chemotherapy, TNM stage
classification, differentiation grade, growth pattern, lymphatic
vessel and venous vessel invasion, expressions of CD44V6
and E-CD, PCNA labeling index (PCNA LI), were stored in a
computer, and analyses were performed using the SPSS 9.0 for
Windows. Survival rates were calculated using life table method
and the differences among the groups of patients were
measured by Log rank test. Univariate analysis was performed
first, and the variables found by univariate analysis significantly
associated with survival rates were subjected to multivariate
analyses using the Cox model of proportional hazards. P<0.05
was considered statistically significant.
RESULTS
Comparison of pathological parameters between two groups
The differences of pathological parameters were not significant
between two groups (P>0.05, Table 1).
Comparison of immunohistochemistry results between two
groups
The expressions of CD44V6 and E-CD and PCNA were not
significantly different between two groups (P>0.05, Table 2).
Comparison of postoperative complications and survival rates
between two groups
No death occurred due to surgery in this study. One wound
infection and 1 pneumonic infection were found in the
interventional chemotherapy group, whereas 2 pneumonic
infections and 1 abdominal cavity infection occurred in the
control group after surgery. The incidence of postoperative
complications was not significantly different between two
groups (P>0.05). The 5-year survival rate of the interventional
chemotherapy group and the control group was 52.5% and
39.8%, respectively, and the difference between the two groups
was significant (P<0.05).
Univariate and multivariate analyses of prognostic factors
The results of univariate analysis demonstrated that the factors
including gender, age and tumor cellular differentiation grade
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were not associated with postoperative survival rate (P>0.05).
The variables significantly correlated with survival rates were
TNM stage, growth pattern of tumor, lymphatic vessel and
venous vessel invasion, intra-arterial infusion chemotherapy,
expressions of CD44V6 and E-CD, PCNA LI (P<0.05). These
factors were subjected to multivariate analyses using the Cox
model of proportional hazards. These analyses identified three
independent prognostic variables which were TNM stage,
preoperative interventional chemotherapy and growth pattern
of tumor, according to influence strength (Table 3). The survival
predicting equation (χ2 = 37.63, P<0.001) was obtained, it
suggested the foundation of the equation be reasonable.
Table 3 Independent prognostic variables identified by Cox
proportional hazard model
Variables

SE

TNM stage
0.1220
Interventional
0.2501
chemotherapy
Growth pattern 0.2607

Wald

df

Sig

R

Exp(B)

16.3113
4.7491

1
1

0.0001 0.1753
0.0285 0.0681

1.6304
1.6981

4.0105

1

0.0417 0.0711

1.6953

DISCUSSION
Preoperative chemotherapy was initiated in the 1980s as an
auxiliary therapy for malignant neoplasms [4]. It has been
considered that preoperative chemotherapy could reduce
activities of tumor cells, contract volumes of tumors, decrease
iatrogenic diffusion of tumor cells during surgery, and improve
curative resections for tumors. It was reported that serum
concentration of chemotherapy drugs in abdominal organs by
local intra-arterial infusion was nearly ten times as high as by
systemic chemotherapy[5]. Kosaka et al.[6] investigated the
therapeutic efficacy of intra-arterial infusion chemotherapy for
advanced gastric cancer, and found that the response rate of
tumors to intra-arterial infusion chemotherapy was significantly
higher than that to systemic infusion chemotherapy. Liu[7]
reported that the overall response rate to preoperative
interventional chemotherapy was 72.8% for gastric carcinomas,
and it was revealed that preoperative intra-arterial infusion
chemotherapy exerted its effect by introducing apoptosis of
cancer cells, restraining tumor cell proliferation and promoting
pathological necrosis of tumors[8]. Tao et al. also demonstrated
that preoperative regional artery chemotherapy showed
inhibitory actions on growth of gastric cancer cells mainly
through inhibiting proliferation and inducing the apoptosis of
tumor cells[9]. Our previous study also showed that preoperative
intra-arterial infusion chemotherapy could dramatically improve
the rate of radical resection for gastric cancer. However, the

Table 1 Comparison of pathological parameters between two groups
TNM stage

Differentiation grade

Growth pattern

Lymphatic vessel invasion Venous vessel invasion

Groups
II
Intervevtional
Control

III IV

11 12 6
16 29 9
P>0.05

Well
1
1

Moderately Poorly
19
29
P>0.05

17
24

Expensiv Infiltrative
15
25

Negative

22
29

14
17

P>0.05

Positive

Negative

Positive

23
37

32
46

5
8

P>0.05

P>0.05

Table 2 Comparison of immunohistochemistry results between two groups
Expression of CD44V6

Expression of E-CD

Groups
Interventional
Control

PCNA LI (%)
-

+

++

+++

-

+

8
16

14
12

5
8

10
18

11
17

13
18

P>0.05

++
9
13
P>0.05

+++
4
6

63.8±17.6
64.7±18.0
P>0.05
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influence of preoperative intra-arterial infusion chemotherapy
on the prognosis of patients with gastric cancer has been
controversial. Masuyama et al.[10] concluded that preoperative
intra-arterial infusion chemotherapy might prevent local and
lymph node metastases, but it could not improve the survival
of gastric cancer patients. Whereas Shchepotin et al.[11] reported
superselective intra-arterial chemotherapy conferred a highly
significant survival advantage compared to control or systemic
intravenous chemotherapy for advanced nonresectable gastric
cancer. This study demonstrated that the 5-year survival rate
of preoperative interventional chemotherapy group was
significantly higher than that of the control group, and there
was no statistical difference between the incidences of
postoperative complications of the two groups. It is suggested
that preoperative intra-arterial infusion chemotherapy is both
effective and safe for patients with advanced gastric cancer.
Among the prognostic factors of gastric cancer, the influence
of clinical modalities on the prognosis of patients has been the
focus of studies on gastric cancer. It has been proved that the
most important prognostic variable for gastric cancer is curative
resection of tumor[12]. In the current study, all patients underwent
curative resections of tumors. Furthermore, the clinicopathologic
parameters of the two groups were not significantly different.
This makes it possible to evaluate the effect of other therapeutic
modalities on the prognosis of patients with advanced gastric
cancers. As is shown in this article, among the seven variables
significantly associated with the survival of patients with gastric
cancer by univariate analysis, TNM stage was the most important
independent prognostic factor by multivariate analyses using
the Cox model of proportional hazards. It was consistent with
previous reports[13]. The results of our study also revealed that
preoperative intra-arterial infusion chemotherapy and growth
pattern of tumors were the independent prognostic variables
affecting long-term survival of gastric cancer patients, suggesting
that preoperative intra-arterial infusion chemotherapy is of great
importance in improving the prognosis of patients with
advanced gastric cancers after undergoing curative resections.
In summary, the results of the present study revealed that
preoperative intra-arterial infusion chemotherapy was one of
the independent prognostic variables of patients with advanced
gastric cancer. Therefore, preoperative intra-arterial infusion
chemotherapy in combination with curative resection would
have important clinical values in improving the prognosis of
patients with advanced gastric carcinoma.
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Abstract
AIM: To study the plasma des-γ-carboxy protein C activity,
antigen and prothrombin levels in patients with liver diseases
and their clinical significance.
METHODS: Plasma protein C activity (PC:C) was detected
by chromogenic assay and antigen (PC:Ag) and des-γ-carboxy
protein C (DCPC) were detected by ELISA. Total prothrombin
and unabsorbed prothrombin in plasma were detected by
ecarin chromogenic assay.
RESULTS: Compared with the control, the levels of PC:C
and PC:Ag in patients with hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC)
and liver cirrhosis (LC) were lower (PC:C: 104.65±23.0%,
62.50±24.89%, 56.75±20.14%, PC:Ag: 5.31±1.63 µg/mL,
2.28±1.15 µg/mL, 2.43±0.79 µg/mL, P<0.05). The levels
of PC:Ag in patients with acute viral hepatitis (AVH) also
was lower (2.98±0.91 µg/mL, P<0.01), but PC:C was close
to the control (93.76±30.49%, P>0.05). The levels of DCPC in
patients with HCC were remarkably higher (0.69±0.29 µg/mL,
1.18±0.63 µg/mL, 0.45±0.21 µg/mL, P<0.05) and its average
was up to 50% of total PC:Ag. But those of DCPC in patients
with AVH were not significantly different from the control.
The levels of total prothrombin were lower in patients with
LC, but higher in patients with HCC. The levels of unabsorbed
prothrombin were predominantly higher than those of other
groups.
CONCLUSION: PC:C and PC:Ag in patients with liver
diseases (except PC:C in AVH) were lower. The total
prothrombin was lower in patients with LC. The higher
level of unabsorbed prothrombin may be used as a scanning
marker for HCC. DCPC may be used as a complementary
marker in the diagnosis of HCC.
He XF, Wen ZB, Liu MJ, Zhang H, Li Q, He SL. Levels of Plasma
des-γ-carboxy protein C and prothrombin in patients with
liver diseases. World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(20): 3073-3075
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INTRODUCTION
Protein C is a plasma glycoprotein of Mr 62 000 and is synthesized
and degraded in the liver. There is 2-6 mg/L PC of plasma in
healthy person, with about 72-139% biological activity. No
difference in the content of protein C between males and females
was found, but protein C shows an increased trend towards
increasing age (with an average increase of 4% every 10 years).
Thrombin formed during coagulation is responsible for
conversion of protein C to activated protein C (APC). This
activation takes place on the surface of endothelial cells and
monocytes by compound thrombin with thrombomodulin[1].
Because protein C is a vitamin K-dependent plasma protein, it
is highly homologous in structure to factors X, IX, VII and
prothrombin. Many studies have demonstrated that there are
changes of factors X, IX, VII and prothrombin in patients with
liver diseases, and des-γ-carboxy (abnormal) prothrombin is a
useful tumor marker in the diagnosis of hepatocellula carcinoma[2-4].
But up to now, few reports are available about the association
between PC and liver diseases. Therefore, in the present study
we not only reported the changes of PC and prothrombin in
liver diseases, but also explored the relationship between desγ-carboxy protein C (DCPC) and HCC.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Clinical data
Fifty-three patients (33 males and 20 females, aged 20-81 years)
were included in this study. Of them, 18 patients with hepatocellular
carcinoma (HCC) , 20 with liver cirrhosis (LC) , 15 with acute
viral hepatitis (AVH). They were from The Second Affiliated
Hospital of Guangzhou Medical College and the Xiangya
Hospital of Central South University. HCC and LC were diagnosed
by clinical, pathological and ultrasonic examinations. AVH was
diagnosed by clinical and immunological/RT-PCR examinations.
Twenty healthy volunteers (10 males and 10 females, aged
25-65 years) were enrolled as the control group.
Materials
Blood sampling and preparation of plasma (for PC:C, PC:Ag
assay) were as follows. Blood was drawn into 0.13 mol/L sodium
citrate (9/1,v/v), plasma (for DCPC, prothrombin assay) was
obtained by drawing blood (9vol) into 0.1 mol/L sodium oxalate
(9/1, 1v/v) , and centrifugation at 4 000 r/min for 10 min. All were
snap frozen and stored at -40 .
PC activity (PC:C) and PC antigen (PC:Ag) kits were
purchased from Shanghai Sun Biotech Company. Vials
containing 50 U of ecarin were provided by Sigma Company.
Chromogenic substance S2238 was obtained from American
Diagnostica Inc. (ADI). Bacl2, Tris, and others were of analytical
grade and purchased from Shanghai Reagent Factory. ELX800
enzyme-linked immunosorbent detector was from America BIOTek Instruments Inc.
Methods
PC:C assay PC:C was detected by chromogenic assay (SH Sun
Bio CO kits). Excessive actvator was put into the diluted human
plasma, PC was activate and convert it into activated protein C
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(APC). Then chromozym APC was hydrolyzed, and PNA was
released. PNA levels are determined by measuring the sample
solution absorbances at 405 nm and comparing against those
of standard curves generated using a PC:C. The assay procedures
performed according to the instructions of the manufacturer.
PC:Ag assay PC:Ag was determined by ELISA (SH Sun Bio
CO. kits). Murine PC antibody was used as capture antibody
and an enzyme-linked antibody fragment that specifically
recognizes bound hPC as detection antibody. After plasma PC
bound to capture antibody and detection antibody, the
substrate was hydrolyzed by enzyme and chromagenic reaction
occurred. The sample absorbance at 492 nm was proportional
to the concentrations of plasma PC. The assay procedures
were performed according to the manufacturer’s instructions.
DCPC assay A total of 40 µL of 1 mol/L BaCl2 was added into
500 µL of normal reference plasma or pending measured plasma.
The mixture was surged for 30 min at 4 . After centrifuged for
5 min,collect the supernatant was collected. Then the supernatant
was absorbed by barium salt again and collected. The level of
PC:Ag in the supernatant was measured by ELISA.
Prothrombin assay Ecarin could activate γ-carboxylated and
des-γ-carboxylated prothrombin into thrombin and then
thrombin amidolyse chromozym P. The absorbance at 405 nm
was proportional to the concentration of γ-carboxylated and
des-γ-carboxylated Prothrombin. Levels of prothrombin in
plasma reflected the total prothrombin and those in plasma
absorbed by Bacl2 reflect the unabsorbed prothrombin.

Statistical analysis
Results were expressed as mean±SD. One way analysis of
variance and Newman-keuls test were used for comparisons of
the mean value in various groups. P values less than 0.05 was
considered statistically significant.
RESULTS
PC:C and PC:Ag in liver diseases
Compared with the control, the levels of PC:C and PC:Ag in
patients with hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) and liver cirrhosis
were lower (P<0.05). PC:Ag in acute viral hepatitis (AVH) also
was lower, but PC:C was close to the control (P>0.05) (Table 1).
Table 1 The levels of PC:C and PC:Ag in patients with liver
diseases (mean±SD)
n

PC : C (%)

Control
Hepatocellular carcinoma

20
18

104.65±23.0
62.50±24.89 a

Liver cirrhosis
Acute viral hepatitis

20
15

56.75±20.14a
93.76±30.49

a

PC:Ag (µg/mL)
5.31±1.63
2.28±1.15 b
2.43±0.79 b
2.98±0.91 b

P<0.05, bP<0.01 vs control group.

DCPC in liver diseases
As shown in Table 2, the difference of DCPC between acute
viral hepatitis group and control group was not statistically
significant (P<0.01). But DCPC in patients with HCC was
remarkably higher than those in patients with acute viral hepatitis
and the control (P<0.01).
Prothrombin in liver diseases
In contrast to the control, the levels of total prothrombin was
lower in patients with liver cirrhosis (P<0.05). There was no
significant difference in plasma prothrombin between acute
viral hepatitis and control groups (P>0.10). But the level of
total prothrombin in patients with HCC was markedly higher
than that in other groups (P<0.01). The levels of unabsorbed
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prothrombin in patients with HCC were predominantly higher
than those in the other groups (P<0.01).
Table 2 The levels of DCPC in patients with liver diseases
(mean±SD)
n Total PC:Ag
(µg/mL)
Control
Hepatocellular
carcinoma
Acute viral
hepatitis
b

DCPC:Ag
(µg/mL)

DCPC:Ag
Total PC:Ag

15
15

5.23±1.95
2.33±1.21

0.69±0.29
1.18±0.63 b

13.19%
50.64% b

15

2.98±0.91

0.45±0.21

15.10%

P<0.01 vs control and acute viral hepatitis groups.

Table 3 The levels of prothrombin in patients with liver
diseases (mean±SD)

Control
Hepatocellular
carcinoma
Liver cirrhosis
Acute viral hepatitis
a

n

Total
prothrombin (%)

Unabsorbed
prothrombin (%)

20
18

101.99±12.29
220.61±67.95 b

0.30±0.18
2.87±0.89 b

10
15

85.33±6.99 a
99.05±14.97

0.95±0.45 a
1.09±0.36 a

P<0.05, bP<0.01 vs control groups.

DISCUSSION
Vitamin K-dependent zymogens, prothrombin, factor VII, IX ,
protein C and protein S are synthesized in the liver. It is
understandable that the liver diseases are associated with
thrombosis and/or hemorrhage. In the present investigation,
we observed that the levels of total prothrombin decreased in
patients with liver cirrhosis and increased in patients with HCC.
The results are consistent with previous reports[ 5].
Prior to secretion into plasma, all the vitamin K-dependent
proteins undergo post-transtional modifications by a vitamin
K-dependent carboxylase that converts several specific glutamic
acid residuces to γ-carboxyglutuminic acid (Gla). Gla residues
are located in N-terminal of the mature proteins and contribute
to the ability of these proteins to bind to Ca2+ and offer metal
ions such as Ba2+, etc. Ca2+ binding induces conformational
changes leading to expression of membrane -binding
phoepholipid, which is a key step to bring about biological
activities. Therefore, des-γ-carboxylated proteins can not bind
to divalent ions and lose their procoagulant or anticoagulant
activities. Our data showed that after plasma was absorbed by
barium salt, the levels of unabsorbed prothrombin from plasma
of patients with HCC was very high and lower in patients with
acute viral hepatitis and liver cirrhosis, and less in healthy
volunteers. This fact further suggested that high levels of
unabsorbed prothrombin in plasma could be used a scanning
marker of HCC. It is due to unabsorbed prothrombin essentially
reflecting des-γ-carboxy prothrombin(DCP). Recent studies
demonstrated that DCP could not only differentiate HCC from
nonmalignant chronic liver diseases, but also indicate prognosis
for HCC[3,4]. Because the assay of unabsorbed prothrombin is
more economical and simpler than the determination of DCP, it
maybe spread in clinic, especially in the developing countries.
The activation of protein C is catalyzed by a compound of
α-thrombin and the endothelial cell surface protein thrombomodulin.
In contrast to other vitamin K- dependent coagulation factors,
activated protein C (APC) functions as an anticoagulant by
proteolytic inactivation of factor Va and VIIIa. APC also promotes
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fibrinolytic response by forming compounds with plasminogen
activator inhibitor-1 and by diminishing the activation of thrombinactivatable fibrinolysis inhibitor via inhibition of thrombin
generation. Thus the deficiency of protein C is associated with
thrombosis[6,7]. Previous reports demonstrated that the levels
of protein C from plasma in patients with liver diseases were
lower[8,9]. Our data showed that PC:C in patients with hepatocellular
carcinoma and liver cirrhosis was lower than control group ,and
the descendant degree was proportional to the damaged degree
(unpublished data). Thus, the results provided further evidence
for the association of protein C and liver diseases. However,
PC:Ag in acute viral hepatitis (AVH) was also lower, but PC:C
was close to the control , the reason is unknown. Protein C
inhibitors synthesized in liver can specifically inactivate APC.
Perhaps the decrease of protein C inhibitors in liver disease is
one of the causes. In addition, the decrease of coagulation
factors and some drugs may be partly responsible for it.
Because protein C is one of the vitamin K-dependent proteins
synthesized in the liver, its biological functions are also
dependent on complete Gla domain. Yashiikawa et al. reported
that the impaired vitamin K-dependent γ-carboxylation in patients
with HCC involved not only prothrombin, but also protein C[10].
Our data showed that the levels of DCPC in patients with HCC
were surprisingly high, almost up to 50% of total protein C.
This fact shows that the high level of DCPC from plasma can be
used as a complemental tumor marker of HCC. As surgical
removal or reduction in tumor was with chemotherapy is
associated with reduction or elimination of the abnormal
prothrombin (des-γ-carboxy prothrombin , DCP), the tumor itself
is responsible for the production of DCP. We believe that DCPC
may have the same production process like DCP. Up to date, it
is still unknown why tumor cells of HCC make so many DCP
and DCPC as well as des-γ-carboxy proteins. Because vitamin
therapy can not reduce the concentration of DCP and DCPC,
the production of des-γ-carboxy protein is not due to vitamin K
deficiency. Its specific mechanisms remain unclear.
It is becoming increasingly clear that there is an interaction
network between coagulation and inflammation and natural
anticoagulants have strong anti-inflammatory effects[11,12]. Animal
experiments indicated that protein C and activated protein C
inhibits could inhibit DIC and improve survival rate[11-13]. Clinical
trials could demonstrated that recombinant human activated
protein C (rhAPC) could attenuate systemic inflammatory
response syndrome and reduces mortality in patients with
severe sepsis[14-16]. Therefore, it may be beneficial when an
appropriate dose of protein C or rhAPC is given to the patients
with liver diseases especially HCC to prevent and treat sepsis
and DIC.
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Abstract
Fasciola hepatica, an endemic parasite in Turkey, is still a
very rare cause of cholestasis worldwide. Through ingestion
of contaminated water plants like watercress, humans can
become the definitive host of this parasite. Cholestatic
symptoms may be sudden but in some cases they may be
preceeded by a long period of fever, eosinophilia and vague
gastrointestinal symptoms. We report a woman with
cholangitis symptoms of sudden onset which was proved
to be due to Fasciola hepatica infestation by an endoscopic
retrograde cholangiography.
Dobrucali A, Yigitbasi R, Erzin Y, Sunamak O, Polat E, Yakar H.
Fasciola hepatica infestation as a very rare cause of extrahepatic
cholestasis. World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(20): 3076-3077

level (ALP) was 266 U/L (normal, 32-155), gamma glutamyl
transferase (GGT) level was 319 U/L (normal, 7-49). Total bilirubin
level and urinalysis were normal.
A chest x-ray and plain abdominal radiograph revealed no
pathology. In suspicion of gallstone disease, an ultrasonographic
examination was performed and it showed a normal liver
parenchyma but two hyperechogen solid lesions measuring
9 mm×9 mm and 7 mm×8 mm in the 7th segment of the right lobe.
The gallbladder wall was normal but besides sludge multiple,
milimetric, intraluminal echogenic particles were noted.
Intrahepatic bile ducts were normal but there was a slight
enlargement of the common bile duct (11 mm).
Still in suspecion of cholangitis due to gallstone, ceftriaxone
2 g/d i.v. was empirically started and the patient was referred to
our endoscopy unit for endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography (ERCP). After its selective cannulation, the
common bile duct was filled with contrast agent and a slight
enlargement and multiple, mobile, oval shaped filling defects
were noted. Intrahepatic bile ducts were proved to be normal
(Figure 1). After sphincterotomy, balloon extraction was
performed and five Fasciola hepatica worms were noted. All
of them were captured and taken out via a dormia basket
(Figure 2, 3). After this interesting finding the patient’s stool
examination disclosed the parasites’ ova (Figure 4) and an
indirect hemaglutination test proved to be positive in 1/1 320 titer.

http://www.wjgnet.com/1007-9327/10/3076.asp

CASE REPORT
A 40-year old woman with no prior complaints was admitted to
our emergency unit due to fever, chills, nausea, vomiting and
persistent right-upper quadrant pain for one week. She was
born at the East of Turkey and in her medical history she had a
cesarean section five years ago and was operated for inguinal hernia
one year ago. She was a non-smoker and had no prior medication.
On her physical examination, she was pale but not jaundiced
and had a body temperature of 36.8 . She was normotensive
with a regular pulse of 92 per minute. She had a mild mid-systolic
murmur on the aortic valve, but no additional pathologic heart
sounds or murmurs on major arteries were noted. All peripheric
pulses were palpable. Auscultation of the lungs revealed no
pathology. She had a cesarean section incision and another
right lower quadrant incision due to hernia repair. Her bowel
sounds were hyperactive on auscultation of the abdomen and
she had a prominent right subcostal tenderness, but no liver or
spleen enlargements were noted on palpation.
Her complete blood count was: hematocrit 30%, mean
corpuscular volume 75 fl (normal, 80-95 fl), white blood cells
8 700/mm3 (normal, 4 000-10 000) with 15% eosinophils on
peripheral smear, platelets 169 000 /mm3 (normal, 100 000-450 000).
The erythrocyte sedimentation rate was 45 mm/h, C reactive
protein (CRP) level was 75 mg/L (normal, 0-5). Her complete
blood chemistry was normal but alanine aminotransferase (ALT)
level was 74 U/L (normal, 5-37), aspartate aminotransferase
(AST) level was 93 U/L (normal, 5-37), alkaline phosphatase

Figure 1 Multiple oval shaped filling defects on cholangiogram.

Figure 2 Fasciola hepatica next to papilla of Vater after sphincterotomy and balloon extraction.

After extraction of the worms the patient’s symptoms

Dobrucali A et al. Fasciola hepatica infestation as a very rare cause of extrahepatic cholestasis

rapidly regressed and her liver enzymes returned to normal
levels, then she was put on bithionol treatment 30 mg/kg every
other day for 15 doses.

Figure 3 Adult flukes measuring 2.5 cm×1.5 cm in diameter.
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chronic phase. Once the flukes enter the bile ducts, they may
cause symptoms due to cholestasis and cholangitis[4].
Although the definitive diag nosis for fascioliasis can be
made by detecting the parasite eggs in stool or duodenal
aspirates, egg detection rate is not so high because of the low
egg production rate of the parasite. Immunoserological tests
become the cornerstone for the diagnosis of fascioliasis
especially in early stage or ectopic infections[5] but an ELISA
test provides more rapid and reliable results[6].
Although some parts of our country are endemic areas for
human fascioliasis, this diagnosis was not suspected prior to
give its full term (ERCP) as it is still a very rare cause of biliary
obstruction. As usual[7], sphincterotomy and balloon extraction
rapidly alleviated symptoms in our patient.
Unlike other liver flukes, therapeutic failure was common in
patients with Fasciola hepatica treated with piraziquantel so
bithionol or triclabendazole has been the treatment of choice
for this parasitic infection[8]. The use of bithionol with the
recommended dose of 30-50 mg/kg every other day for 10-15
doses or repeated doses has resulted in cure of acute and
prolonged fascioliasis[9]. Triclabendazole, another effective and
safe drug for fascioliasis, has been found to be able to eradicate
the parasite with a single oral dose of 10 mg/kg[10]. Our patient
was put on bithionol treatment 30 mg/kg every other day for 15
doses and no major side effects were noted.
We report this patient to draw attention to the latter that
fascioliasis should be kept in mind in patients with cholestasis
and preceeding vague gastrointestinal symptoms especially in
endemic areas of the world.
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Abstract
One 63-year-old woman, who presented with cholestatic
jaundice due to common bile duct compression produced
by primary retroperitoneal fibrosis, is studied. The patient
was operated six years ago because of hydronephrosis,
when the disease was first diagnosed. Magnetic resonance
cholangiopancreatography (MRCP) revealed the presence
of extrahepatic bile duct obstruction, which once was
considered to be pathognomonic of pancreatic cancer. CTscan demonstrated the change of retroperitoneal fibrosis
around left kidney, atrophy of right kidney, and obstruction
of extrahepatic bile duct (pancreatic head). An explorative
laparotomy was performed, and the retroperitoneum and
pancreas were grayish-white and hard, the fibrotic pancreatic
head compressed the common bile duct. Bile duct stricture
was managed by Rouxen-Y hepatocholangio-jejunostomy.
To the best of our knowledge, few similar cases of
retroperitoneal fibrosis have been reported.
Zhao MF, Tian Y, Guo KJ, Ma ZG, Liao HH. Common bile duct
obstruction due to fibrous pseudotumor of pancreas associated
with retroperitoneal fibrosis: A case report. World J Gastroenterol
2004; 10(20): 3078-3079
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INTRODUCTION
Retroperitoneum is one of the most complex regions of human
anatomy as it contains a variety of organs and structures from
different systems, in particular those belonging to the urinary
and digestive tracts and the vascular systems. Primary
retroperitoneal fibrosis (Ormond’s disease) is a rare disorder
typically with an insidious clinical course, characterized by the
presence of dense, grayish-white plaques centered around the
abdominal aorta in this space. The peak incidence of this
uncommon disease is between the ages of 40 and 60 years and
mostly in men[1]. Most commonly, it causes fibrous encasementb
of the ureters and subsequent obstructive hydronephrosis.
Atypical sites of involvement include the duodenum, colon,
urinary bladder, mesentery, small intestine and epidural space.
Typically, mass effect from the enlarging fibrosis plaque leads
to compromise of surrounding structures. For example, extrinsic
compression can lead to small and large bowel obstruction,
vena cava stasis, and arterial insufficiency in lower extremities.
In this report, we describe an unusual case of this rare
disorder, which presented with obstructive jaundice caused
by the compression of common bile duct due to the involved

diffusive pancreatic fibrosis. To the best of our knowledge, few
similar cases of Ormond’s disease have been reported.

CASE REPORT
One 63-year-old woman was sent to our hospital because of
jaundice, slight loss of weight and anorexia in October 2003.
The patient was operated six years ago because of hydronephrosis,
when the Ormond’s disease was first diagnosed. After operation,
no corticosteroid was administrated and no reopening of the
ureter was observed up to the admission to our hospital. Her
antihypertensive medications included Fufangluobuma (TCM
compound) and metoprolol.
The patient had been jaundiced for 9 d before sent to our
hospital, and had no stigmata of chronic liver disease. Physical
examination revealed a slight cachectic state. Abdominal
examination was unremarkable without signs of ascites, and
the liver edge was not palpable below the right costal margin.
Patient had no fever and alcohol or drug abuse. Laboratory
tests revealed a normal red and white blood cell counts.
Erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR) was 120 mm/h in the first
hour (normal 0-32), C-reactive protein (CRP) 0.4 mg/dL (normal
<1 mg/dL). Blood urea nitrogen, creatinine level and amylase
were normal. Total bilirubin was 278.3 µmol/L (normal 2-20 µmol/L),
direct bilirubin 237.1 µmol/L (normal 0-3.4 µmol/L), alkaline
phosphatase 326 U/L (normal 15-128 U/L), aspartate
aminotransferase (AST) 27 U/L (normal 1-38 U/L), and alanine
aminotranferase (ALT) 40 U/L (normal 1-41 U/L). Hepatitis and
human immunodeficiency viruses were negative. Abdominal
ultrasonography showed an enlarged pancreatic head and dilated
intra- and extra- hepatic ducts. Additionally, cholecystolithiasis
was detected. CT-scan demonstrated the change of retroperitoneal
fibrosis around the left kidney, atrophy of right kidney, and
obstruction of extra-hepatic bile duct (pancreatic head). The
pancreatic head was slightly enlarged, but the enhanced scan
showed that the density of the whole pancreas was homogeneous.
Also gallbladder stones were found (Figure 1). Subsequent MRCP
revealed the interruption of extrahepatic bile duct (Figure 2).

Figure 1 CT-scan demonstrated the change of retroperitoneal
fibrosis around left kidney, atrophy of right kidney. The density of the whole pancreas was homogeneous.

A presumptive diagnosis of pancreatic cancer or cholangiocarcinoma was made and an explorative laparotomy was
performed. We found that the retroperitoneum and pancreas

Zhao MF et al. Common bile duct obstruction due to retroperitoneal fibrosis

were grayish-white, and the consistency of them was hard
(Figure 3). The fibrotic pancreatic head compressed the common
bile duct. Then the gallbladder was resected and a Rouxen-Y
hepatocholangio-jejunostomy was constructed. Adjacent
lymph nodes were not enlarged or malignant. The patient
recovered fully after surgery.

Figure 2 MRCP revealed the interruption of extrahepatic bile
duct.
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been only 9 reports of retroperitoneal fibrosis with cholestatic
jaundice due to compression of the distal part of the common
bile duct by fibrotic pancreatic head[9-15]. A second distinctive
feature of this Ormond’s disease case was the direct involvement
of the pancreas, which has not previously been highlighted
and led to diagnostic difficulty. Obstructive jaundice due to
the retroperitoneal fibrosis of pancreas head is easy to mimicking
the carcinoma of pancreas. In some authors’ opinion, sclerosing
pancreatitis due to retroperitoneal fibrosis as this patient has
been classified into the new clinical entity-“autoimmune related
pancreatitis” or “autoimmune pancreatitis”.
Management of retroperitoneal fibrosis includes surgical
relief of extrinsically compressed or encased structures, deep
tissue biopsies to confirm the diagnosis and to exclude the
malignant variant, and the use of corticosteroids (and other
immunosuppressants) to prevent further progression of the
disease [2]. There is no definitive duration or dosage of
corticosteroids recommended for the therapy of this disease.
This patient did not take corticosteroids.
In conclusion, this atypical retroperitoneal fibrosis illustrates
that this disease involves the pancreas, and diffusive pancreatic
fibrosis (sclerosing pancreatitis) can affect the common bile
duct to manifest the initial symptom of cholestatic jaundice.
Additionally, surgeons should pay attention to this condition
mimicking pancreatic carcinoma or cholangiocarcinoma.
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Abstract
The molecular mechanism of how hepatocytes maintain
cholesterol homeostasis has become much more transparent
with the discovery of sterol regulatory element binding proteins
(SREBPs) in recent years. These membrane proteins are
members of the basic helix-loop-helix-leucine zipper (bHLHZip) family of transcription factors. They activate the expression
of at least 30 genes involved in the synthesis of cholesterol
and lipids. SREBPs are synthesized as precursor proteins in
the endoplasmic reticulum (ER), where they form a complex
with another protein, SREBP cleavage activating protein (SCAP).
The SCAP molecule contains a sterol sensory domain. In
the presence of high cellular sterol concentrations SCAP confines
SREBP to the ER. With low cellular concentrations, SCAP escorts
SREBP to activation in the Golgi. There, SREBP undergoes
two proteolytic cleavage steps to release the mature, biologically
active transcription factor, nuclear SREBP (nSREBP). nSREBP
translocates to the nucleus and binds to sterol response
elements (SRE) in the promoter/enhancer regions of target
genes. Additional transcription factors are required to activate
transcription of these genes. Three different SREBPs are
known, SREBPs-1a, -1c and -2. SREBP-1a and -1c are isoforms
produced from a single gene by alternate splicing. SREBP-2
is encoded by a different gene and does not display any
isoforms. It appears that SREBPs alone, in the sequence
described above, can exert complete control over cholesterol
synthesis, whereas many additional factors (hormones,
cytokines, etc.) are required for complete control of lipid
metabolism. Medicinal manipulation of the SREBP/SCAP
system is expected to prove highly beneficial in the
management of cholesterol-related disease.
Weber LW, Boll M, Stampfl A. Maintaining cholesterol homeostasis:
Sterol regulatory element-binding proteins. World J Gastroenterol
2004; 10(21): 3081-3087
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INTRODUCTION
The view of cholesterol as a nasty substance which clogs arteries
and causes heart disease is wide-spread, but it does not do the
molecule justice. Not only is it a vital component of cell
membranes without which the cell cannot function, but it is
also the precursor to all steroid hormones, bile acids, and
oxysterols, which by themselves are important regulatory
molecules in many metabolic pathways.

Cholesterol and fatty acids as building blocks of cell
membranes are synthesized via regulated pathways. All cells
must control these pathways in order to maintain levels within
physiological boundaries. Excessive amounts of cholesterol in
cells can destroy membrane function, precipitate as crystals
which will kill the cell or result in atherosclerotic damage if
spread to blood[1]. However, the original view of random distribution
of cholesterol and lipids in the cell membrane no longer holds: not
only differs the lipid composition of the outer leaflet of the plasma
membrane from the inner one, but the distribution of lipids and
cholesterol in the outer leaflet is organized into domains, with socalled rafts[2] and caveolae[3] being rich in cholesterol and
sphingomyelin. These structures play intricate roles in cholesterol
trafficking to maintain cellular homeostasis, and they are also
components of the cellular signalling system. The membranes of
endoplasmic reticulum (ER) and Golgi, on the other hand, contain
comparatively little cholesterol, a factor important in its own
homeostasis, and one objective of this overview.
The understanding of cholesterol regulation has come a
long way from the initial recognition of cholesterol feedback
inhibition of its rate-limiting synthetic enzyme, 3-hydroxy-3methylglutaryl coenzyme A (HMGCoA) reductase, through the
role of lipoproteins in maintaining plasma cholesterol levels, to
the recent discoveries of regulation of cholesterol synthesis
via sterol-sensitive response elements (SREs), and degradation
via liver X receptor (LXR) - or bile acid receptor (BAR) -regulated
pathways.
Lipid homeostasis via SREs in animal cells is achieved by a
family of transcription factors called SRE-binding proteins
(SREBPs). SREBPs activate directly the expression of some 30plus genes participating in the metabolism mostly of lipids, but
also glucose. Activation of these originally membrane-bound
transcription factors involves a proteolytic cascade through
which the SREBP molecule is released from the membrane and
obtains its mature form as a transcription factor. The active SREBP
enters the nucleus and binds to those special DNA sequences,
the SREs, in the promoter regions of many different genes.
In the health arena, SREBPs stand at a crucial point: they
regulate expression of the LDL receptor, the molecule which
enables the hepatocytes to remove cholesterol contained in LDL
particles from the bloodstream. High (dietary) cholesterol prevents
maturation of SREBPs and not only cuts off cholesterol synthesis,
but also LDL receptor synthesis, resulting in high blood
cholesterol and the imminent danger of atherosclerotic plaque
formation. At this point in time the so-called statins, drugs
which block HMGCoA reductase, another target of SREBPmediated gene expression, are the most effective way to interrupt
this vicious circle[4].
This brief overview is concerned with the SREBP-mediated
control of cholesterol and lipid synthesis. Lipid synthesis is
subject to many other regulatory influences which cannot be
addressed here, nor can the degradation of cholesterol via
hormone or bile acid synthesis be covered, which again
commands its own set of regulatory substances. The focus of
this minireview is to present the latest data on the SREBPinduced mechanism. Recent in-depth reviews have been
available[5-9].
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liver×receptor; SF-1 = steroidogenic factor-1; SREBP = sterol responsive element binding protein.

OXYSTEROLS AS NEGATIVE AND POSITIVE REGULATORY
MOLECULES
Cholesterol is not the only sterol inside the cell to act as a
regulatory substance, many of its hydroxylated derivatives,
the oxysterols, share these important functions. Oxysterols exert
a feed-back effect and down-regulate cholesterol synthesis, to
be detailed in the following sections of this overview, but they
also up-regulate their own metabolism and elimination via a
feed-forward effect which will be briefly described in this section.
Cholesterol directly affects two enzymes which are vital in
its own removal. It activates acyl-CoA: cholesterol acyl transferase
(ACAT), the enzyme required to synthesize cholesteryl esters,
its major storage form, and it also activates cholesterol 7αhydroxylase (CYP7A1), the initial and rate-limiting enzyme of bile
acid synthesis, the leading pathway of cholesterol elimination[10].
The side chain-hydroxylated 27-hydroxycholesterol is
presumed to function in cholesterol homeostasis by sustaining
HDL-mediated reverse cholesterol transport, the process by
which cholesterol is brought back to the liver from peripheral
tissues[11]. The most important action of oxysterols, however,
is to serve as ligands for nuclear orphan receptors. This family
of proteins has been recognized as nuclear hormone receptors
based on their molecular properties, but since ligands were
initially not known, they were named orphan receptors. Most
important among these is liver X receptor (LXR), which controls
expression of CYP7A1[12] as the rate-limiting step of bile acid
synthesis[13,14], reverse cholesterol transport[15], trafficking of
cholesteryl esters, and aids in lipid metabolism[16] and the
intestinal absorption of cholesterol. This receptor displays specific
requirements for the position of additional hydroxy group (s)
on the cholesterol molecule, the most potent ligands being 20
(S) -OH-, 22 (R) -OH-, 20, 22-di-OH-, and 24-OH-cholesterol[17,18].
An overview of oxysterol actions is shown in Figure 1.
Furthermore, oxysterols are ligands for steroidogenic factor1 (SF-1) and liver receptor-homologue 1 (LRH-1), in which they
regulate steroid hormone synthesis and sexual differentiation
during prenatal development. SF-1 is limited to steroidogenic
tissues, whereas LRH-1 occurs in liver and other tissues derived
from the gut endoderm[7]. Oxysterols also play a role in meiosis[19].
Finally, these bile acids activate the farnesol X receptor (FXR)
/retinoid X receptor (RXR)/receptor-interacting protein 14
(Rip14) system, FXR is also known as bile acid receptor (BAR).
Binding of bile acids to FXR inhibits bile acids synthesis.

resulting in different forms of exon-1[21-23]. SREBP-2 is encoded
by a separate gene on human chromosome 22q13[20,24]. It has
about 50% sequence identity with SREBP-1. Adipocyte
determination differentiation factor (ADD)-1, a transcription
factor which binds to E-boxes and promotes adipocyte
differentiation in rats[25] is the homologue of human SREBP-1c[23].
Each nascent SREBP protein has a molecular size of about
125 ku and consists of about 1 150 amino acids (aa) in 3 functional
domains. The first, NH2-terminal domain of SREBP contains
the bHLH-Zip and an acidic domain, located at the very NH2
terminus. The acidic domain has to bind a transcription coactivator
for function, it is shorter in SREBP-1c than in SREBP-1a, making
SREBP-1c a weaker transcription activator[26]. The acidic domain
is essential for function. When removed, the bHLH-Zip portion
of SREBP still binds to DNA, but no longer activates transcription,
thus acting as an inhibitor[27].
A djacent to the acidic DNA-binding domain is a variable
area rich in serine, proline, glutamine, and glycine. Next follows
the bHLH-Zip sequence, whose basic region mediates DNA
binding. The rest of the bHLH-Zip motif imparts the ability to
dimerize. Other bHLH-Zips tend to homo-dimerize, whereas
SREBP needs other transcription factors such as SP-1 or NF-Y
for full function. The remainder of the SREBP molecule has no
analogy with other bHLH-Zip transcription factors[5].
SREBPs are embedded in membranes of the endoplasmic
reticulum (ER) and the nuclear envelope, forming what has
been called a hairpin shape[28,29]. The NH2-terminal portion of
the SREBP molecule through the bHLH-Zip region protrudes into
the cytosol. The following central portion of SREBP, the membrane
anchoring region, is about 90 aa in length. It consists of two
hydrophobic, membrane-spanning segments separated by a
hydrophilic loop which extends into the lumen of the ER. The
COOH terminal segment of about 590 aa again extends into the
cytosol and serves as the regulatory domain for transformation
into the mature, a transcriptionally active form also known as
nuclear SREBP (nSREBP). Neither the membrane-spanning, nor
the regulatory regions, are found in other bHLH-Zip transcription
factors.
The NH2-terminal domain of SREBP binds to a sterol binding
element (SRE) which must contain a direct, or tandem, repeat of
the recognition sequence[30]. This is another evident difference
to bHLH-Zip transcription factors, which will bind only to
palindromic (i.e., tail-to-tail connected) repeats. SREBPs display
no in vivo activity with palindromic sequences[5,19].

SREBPS, MEMBRANE-DERIVED TRANSCRIPTION FACTORS
SREBPs belong to the large family of basic helix-loop-helixleucine zipper (bHLH-Zip) transcription factors. Three members
of the SREBP family, SREBPs-1a, -1c, and -2, have been
identified[20,21]. They are synthesized as inactive precursors.
Isoforms -1a and -1c are produced from a single gene on human
chromosome 17p11.2 by use of alternate promoters and splicing,

SREBP CLEAVAGE ACTIVATION PROTEIN (SCAP), AN ESCORT
AND STEROL SENSOR PROTEIN
SREBPs attain biological activity only after being transferred
to the membrane of the Golgi complex, where they are cleaved
at the lumenal loop and the NH2-end is released from the membrane.
They are confined to the membranes of the ER unless they are
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paired up with another protein which serves two functions: to
sense the levels of sterols in the cell, and in response to low sterol
levels, to escort SREBP to its place of activation. This is achieved
by SREBP cleavage activating protein (SCAP), a protein
originally cloned from a mutant cell line of Chinese hamster ovary
cells which will not suppress SREBP cleavage even with very
high sterol levels[31]. The mutation affects one specific codon, 443,
where a C (ytosine) to G (uanine) transition on the DNA side
replaces an aspartic acid by an asparagine in the amino acid
sequence, rendering SCAP unresponsive to sterols[32].
SCAP has 1 276 amino acids[31] in two domains[33]: a membranespanning NH2 terminal domain of 730 aa, and a COOH terminal
domain of 546 aa, which extends into the cytosol. The NH2terminus contains eight hydrophobic sequences separated by
short hydrophilic loops[31], the hydrophobic sequences are
thought to span the membrane with the hydrophilic loops
protruding at either side. SCAP shares this feature with
HMGCoA reductase[34,35]. The membrane-spanning stretches
comprise the sterol-sensing area, whereas the COOH-terminus
contains all of the remaining biological activity[31]. The COOHterminus is organized in five repeat sequences characteristic of
the WD family. Wherever this sequence occurs, it mediates
protein-protein interactions[36].
Newly synthesized SREBP forms a tight complex with the
WD repeat domains of SCAP[37], but in the presence of oxysterols
this complex is confined to the ER, establishing a feedback
loop to control cholesterol synthesis. With oxysterol depletion,
the SCAP/SREBP complex appears in vesicles budding from
ER membranes[38] and translocates to another subcellular
compartment, the Golgi[39-43]. Transfer of SREBP and proteolytic
cleavage to release nSREBP cannot occur unless this complex
has formed[42]. Oxysterols induce a change of the conformation
of SCAP, and an additional protein has been postulated to
retain SCAP in the ER once in its sterol-induced conformation[44].
Not only cholesterol, but also several other oxysterols display

SREBP ACTIVATION VIA TWO-STEP PROTEOLYTIC CLEAVAGE
The SREBP/SCAP-containing vesicles from the ER also contain
a membrane-anchored serine protease of the subtilisin family,
Site-1 protease (S1P), in an inactive form which becomes
activated only during its transport to the Golgi[45]. The SREBP/
SCAP complex and S1P now incorporate into the Golgi membrane.
As the next step, the activated S1P attaches to the SCAP/
SREBP complex and cuts the SREBP molecule right in the middle
of its lumenal hydrophilic loop[29]. When active S1P is inserted
into the ER, it will cleave SREBP without a need for SCAP[43].
To release active SREBP, another enzyme is required, Site-2
protease (S2P, a trans-membrane zinc metalloprotease). The
cellular location of this enzyme is as yet unclear, but likely
resides in the Golgi. S2P cuts the still membrane-anchored SREBP
in a rather unusual place, viz., three amino acids into the membranespanning portion on the cytoplasmic side[46,47]. This process is
known to regulate intra-membrane proteolysis (Rip)[48], and
typically produces proteins which are transcriptionally active and
participate in the control of various cellular processes[6]. S2P action
is not directly affected by cellular oxysterol levels, since this enzyme
cannot act unless S1P has separated the bHLH-Zip portion of
SREBP from the regulatory COOH terminus[49]. S2P action results
in the release of a mature, 68 kDa nSREBP, consisting of the bHLHzipper domain with the first three membrane-spanning amino acids
attached, which now can migrate to the nucleus and bind to a
sterol-responsive element (SRE). SCAP is recycled back to the ER
to chaperone another 125 kDa SREBP molecule to the Golgi[50],
whereas the 68 kDa SREBP is degraded. Interestingly, the nuclear
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full activity in suppressing SCAP translocation into vesicles,
but it has been suggested that cholesterol alone exerts the effect,
while high levels of oxysterols simply force translocation of
cholesterol from the plasma membrane to the ER[44]. Complete
understanding could be of immense benefit in the management
of hyperlipidemias.
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action of nSREBP induces new SREBP mRNA synthesis by way
of SREs located in the promoter regions of their own genes[51]. A
synopsis is shown in Figure 2.
The process of SREBP cleavage and activation thus
comprises 4 components which, upon mutation, can result in
loss of oxysterol-sensitive regulation of cholesterol homeostasis.
As a matter of fact, much of the knowledge of the SREBP regulatory
system stems from experimentally mutated cell lines and subsequent
selection for oxysterol resistance or cholesterol auxotrophy[8].
Oxysterol resistance has aided in cloning the genes for SREBP
and SCAP, respectively. One type, class 1 mutation, produces
an NH2-terminal bHLH-Zip portion of SREBP which is truncated
even before the S2P cleavage site[52,53]. This molecule is therefore
not membrane bound and can access the nucleus immediately
after its synthesis, turning on the complete SREBP gene battery
regardless of cellular oxysterol levels. Class 2 mutants contain a
mutated SCAP molecule[54] which holds the SREBP/SCAP/S1P
complex in a permanently active configuration, no matter how
high the oxysterol level in the cell, resulting in permanent release
of nSREBP with concomitant overproduction of cholesterol[31].
Cholesterol auxotrophy has been used as a selection criterion
to clone the genes for S1P and S2P. With S1P[55], S2P[41,46,56] or
SCAP[57] rendered non-functional, cells become dependent on
exogenous cholesterol because they cannot produce the
enzymes necessary for its biosynthesis.
It is interesting to know that the proteolytic activation of
SREBP-1 and SREBP-2, respectively, can be regulated individually.
In rodents, treatment with cholesterol suppressing drugs (statins)
or with cholesterol-sequestering agents results in up-regulation
and increased activation of SREBP-2 while reducing activation of
SREBP-1[58]. Another interesting feature is that polyunsaturated
fatty acids inhibit the proteolytic activation of SREBP-1, but
contrary to the action of oxysterols, they have no effect on SREBP-2
maturation[59]. In addition, glucose metabolites such as glucose-6phosphate may serve to accelerate maturation of SREBP-1c
only[60], but mechanistic details have not been elucidated.

GENE ACTIVATION BY SREBPs, TARGET GENES
Immediately after the second cleavage of the SREBPs the now
mature protein enters the nucleus where it binds to SREs in the
promoters of the target genes and activates transcription. The
SRE nucleotide sequence displays considerable variation
among the promoters of the many genes activated by an SRE,
a commonly found sequence is represented by 5’-nTCACnCCA
Cn-3’ (cf.[6]). However, SREBP alone cannot activate transcription,
but must act co-ordinately with additional transcription factors
to obtain full activation of target genes.
Transcription factors known to activate SREs in conjunction
with SREBP are Sp1, nuclear factor (NF)-Y, and cAMP response
element binding protein (CREB)[10,61-64]. NF-Y interacts directly
with SREBP[62], and Sp1 can stabilize the complex[61]. It appears
that the promoters of different SRE-activated genes respond to
different combinations of these transcription factors. Once a
stable complex has formed in a promoter region, additional
factors such as CREB binding protein (CBP)[65,66], activated
recruited cofactor (ARC)[67], vitamin D receptor interacting
protein (DRIC)[67] , or TATA box-binding protein (TBP)associated factors may be recruited to initiate transcription.
Histone acetylation is also required for full transcriptional
activity[68]. Such complexes have been shown to exist with
SREBP-1a and -2, but not with SREBP-1c. This may explain its
rather weak potency to activate the SRE gene battery.
SREBP-activated genes predominantly belong to lipid
metabolism pathways, viz, cholesterogenesis, fatty acid synthesis,
lipogenesis, triglyceride and phospholipid synthesis, but also
glucose metabolism. Yet, the three SREBPs do not activate identical
gene batteries. Using transgenic mice over-expressing just one
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type of nSREBP it has been discovered that SREBPs-1a and -1c
actions favour fatty acid synthesis, whereas SREBP-2 action
favours cholesterol synthesis[5,69-71], but in vitro both SREBPs-1a
and -2 can trigger expression of the complete set of enzymes
required for cholesterol synthesis with similar potency[72]. While
SREBPs-1a and -2 predominate in cultured cells, intact liver
and most other tissues primarily express SREBP-1c and -2[9].
An overview of SREBP pathways is given in Figure 3.
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9
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Figure 3 Metabolic pathways regulated by SREBPs G-6-P =
glucose-6-phosphate; 6-PG = 6-phosphogluconate; Rib-5-P =
ribulose-5-phosphate; PEP = phosphoenol pyruvate; CoA =
coenzyme A; HMGCoA = 3-hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl coenzyme A. SREBP-1c and SREBP-2 activate genes for the generation of NADPH (ATP citrate lyase, malic enzyme, G-6-P
dehydrogenase, 6-PG dehydrogenase) required in various steps
of lipid synthesis.

SREBP-2 over-expression induces all 12 enzymes of the
cholesterol biosynthetic pathway[72], most notably the mRNA
for HMGCoA reductase, which may increase as many as 75fold[73]. Overall cholesterol synthesis in such animals is up 28fold, whereas fatty acid synthesis is increased only 4-fold. In
contrast, expression of enzymes does not involve cholesterol
synthesis but is related to cholesterol metabolism. Cholesterol
7α-hydroxylase (rate-limiting enzyme for bile acid synthesis)
and acyl-CoA:cholesterol acyltransferase (ACAT, catalyses
cholesterol ester formation), are not activated[72].
SREBP-1a appears to be constitutively expressed in most
tissues, with as yet no known factor to stimulate its low
expression[26]. Over-expression in adult rats also resulted in
over-stimulation of lipid synthesis, but in this case fatty acid
synthesis was increased 26-fold, and cholesterol synthesis 5fold. Since SREBP-1a and -1c (see below) also induce enzymes
for fatty acid elongation and desaturation[73,74], SREBP-1a overexpression resulted in elevated hepatic levels of oleate[75].
SREBP-1c is predominantly involved in the regulation of
adipogenesis and also in the regulation of insulin-responsive
genes which control lipogenesis and glucose metabolism[76,77],
but in vitro it does not stimulate cholesterol synthesis [75].
SREBP-1c mRNA synthesis responds to nutritional changes in
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parallel to insulin levels[78]. Insulin heightens the expression of
SREBP-1c and its battery of genes involved in the synthesis of
saturated and unsaturated fatty acids[75,79] as well as glucose
metabolism genes[77,78]. The effect is opposed by glucagon and
cyclic AMP. In short, available experimental data indicate that
SREBP-1c mediates all effects of insulin on lipogenesis. In
response to nutritional stimuli SREBP-1c also triggers expression
of genes of enzymes required for fatty acid elongation[74], and
of glycerol 3-phosphate acyltransferase required for triglyceride
and phospholipid synthesis [6]. Last but not least SREBPs
activate 3 genes necessary for the generation of NADPH, which
is needed in fatty acid and cholesterol synthesis.
The promoter of the SREBP-1c gene contains response
elements for insulin, glucagon, as well as liver X-activated receptors
(LXR) α and LXRβ, the latter is activated by sterols[17,43]. This
regulatory pathway, among others, results in increased synthesis
of oleate[75], the major fatty acid used for cholesterol esterification,
to ensure its removal from the liver.
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KNOCK-OUT ANIMALS AND HEALTH IMPLICATIONS OF SREBPS
Knock-out mice which lack all SREBPs, or S1P to activate them,
die at an early stage of embryonic development[80,81]. Specific
knock-out of SREBP-2 also results in embryonic lethality.
Deletion of SREBP-1a allows some foetuses to survive, whereas
lack of SREBP-1c appears to be of no consequence. The survivors
are found to compensate by higher SREBP-2 levels, and
consequently, these animals have elevated hepatic cholesterol,
but lower fatty acid levels[9].
In order to study SREBP knock-outs in adulthood, a gene
manipulation was used in Brown and Goldstein’s laboratory
which allows to turn specific genes off at will by stimulating
interferon production. Disruption of the SCAP or S1P gene,
respectively, almost abolished nSREBPs-1 and -2 in liver and
diminished expression of all target genes of cholesterol and
fatty acid synthesis. The result was a reduction in cholesterol
and fatty acid levels in livers by 70-80%[9].
The SREBP-related links between fatty acid and glucose
metabolism draw immediate attention to the wide-spread disease,
diabetes. It would appear that the fatty liver frequently observed
in insulin-resistant diabetics is a result of high SREBP-1c levels
caused by high insulin levels. Leptin, the organism’s response
to fat accumulation in adipocytes, opposes SREBP-1c action[82],
and consequently can heal the derailment of fat metabolism in
diabetic animals[83].
One of the genes activated by nSREBP-1c is that for the
hepatic LDL receptor, an effect clearly targeting at maintaining
plasma lipid homeostasis. At first sight this would appear
beneficial for arteriosclerosis since it should reduce elevated
LDL-cholesterol levels in blood. However, since nSREBP-1c
also induces lipogenesis, its effect is ambiguous, and other
factors will decide whether the net result fights arteriosclerosis,
or rather exacerbates it[7]. It is at this point where the HMGCoA
reductase inhibitors or statins work, but they are effective only
in one third of cases[84].
It must be understood that fatty acid synthesis is not only
subject to SREBP regulation, but a host of other factors, whereas
cholesterol synthesis appears to be exclusively controlled by
SREPBs. Additional unknowns are the exact regulation of
system by which HDL via the scavenger receptor B-1 mediates
efflux of cholesterol from the liver, and the ATP-binding cassette1 (ABC-1) system which mediates transfer of cholesterol to
HDL[84]. Profound knowledge of these pathways will open a
perspective beyond the statin drugs to specifically lower
cholesterol levels in disease conditions.
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CDH1 germline mutation in hereditary gastric carcinoma
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This paper provides a bird’s-eye view both in preclinical
and clinical aspects of E-cadherin germline gene (CDH1)
in gastric cancer patients and their families. E-cadherin,
a product of CDH1 gene, belonging to the functionally
related trans-membrane glycoprotein family, is
responsible for the Ca2+-dependent cell-cell adhesion
mechanism and contributes to dissociation followed by
acquisition of cell motility, which usually occurs in the
first step of cancer invasion and metastasis. CDH1 gene
germline mutation is common in many types of carcinoma,
and occurs very frequent in hereditary gastric carcinoma
(HGC) patients and their families. Recently, more and
more researches support that E-cadherin plays an
important role in the differentiation, growth and invasion
of HGC. So it is of great value to clarify its mechanisms
both for understanding HGC pathogenesis and for clinical
therapy, especially in China, where there are a high risk
population of gastric cancer and a high HGC incidence
rate. In this paper, recent researches on CDH1 gene
mutation, especially its role in tumor genesis and progress
of HGC, are reviewed, and advances in evaluation of its
mutation status for HGC diagnosis, therapy and prognosis,
are also discussed briefly.

E-CADHERIN: STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION
The newly mutated gene discovered in HGC, CDH1, is
composed of 16 exons and 15 introns encoding the E-cadherin
protein. E-cadherin, also called epithelial cadherin or
uvomorulin, is a member of the subclass of cadherins, which
are Ca2+-dependent cell-cell adhesion receptors identified in
vertebrates. The 120 ku E-cadherin molecule is made up of a
27 amino acid signal peptide (exons 1-2), a 154 amino acid
precursor peptide (exons2-4), and a 728 amino acid mature
peptide. The mature protein consists of three major domains,
five extracellular repeats (CAD repeats) (exons 4-13), a single
membrane-spanning region (exons 13-14) and a cytoplasmic
region (exons 14-16). The N-terminal CAD1 repeat is essential
for the homophilic binding specificity that directs “like” Ecadherins with each other. The cytoplasmic domain is bound
to the actin cytoskeleton via intracellular attachment proteins,
the catenins, forming the E-cadherin/catenin complex (Figure 1).
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Abstract

management. In 1998, a germline mutation in the CDH1 gene,
which located on chromosome locus 16q22.1, was first
recognized in Maori kindred from New Zealand with diffuse
gastric carcinoma. The product of CDH1 gene, E-cadherin
protein, a 120 ku transmembranous glycoprotein, is involved in
Ca 2+-dependent intercellular adhesion. More and more
researches confirm that impaired expression of E-cadherin
contributes to histogenesis, tumor growth, metastasis and poor
survival of gastric cancer patients, especially HGC patients. So
further analyses are needed to clarify the mechanism of gastric
cancer and provide better strategies for treatment of HGC
patients and prophylaxis of their families.
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Figure 1 Formation of E-cadherin/catenin complex. Step1. Ecadherin stand dimers on the two adjacent cells’ surface combine together and transfer the signals to catenin complex which
is composed of β+α+γ subunits. Step2. The complex promotes
actins to contract and enhance the intra-cellular adhesion.

INTRODUCTION
CDH1 mutation in HGC
Gastric carcinoma is one of the leading causes of cancer
mortality in many countries, especially in most Asian countries.
It is also one of the leading malignant diseases in China.
According to data, approximately one Chinese person died of
gastric cancer every 2 to 3 min. In the past decades, the incidence
tended to increase gradually. Some population based surveys
revealed that about 10% gastric cancer patients demonstrated
familial clustering. The identification of genes predisposing to
HGC is an essential step towards understanding the molecular
events underlying tumorigenesis and critical for the clinical

Linkage between transmembranous cadherins and actin
filament of the cytoskeleton is localized at the cell-cell adherent
junction(AJ) and mediated by many associated undercoat
proteins of the junction including catenins, vinculins, and actin[1].
Catenins are a series of cadherin-associated cytoplasmic
proteins that are co-immunoprecipitated with cadherin by
nonionic detergent, and classified by their molecular mass as
α-(102 ku), β-(88 ku), γ-(80 ku)[2]. Furthermore, catenins connect
cadherin to other integral membrane proteins, such as Na+-K+ATPase, or to cytoplasmic structures, such as fodrin or ankyrin[3].
All these form a transcellular network, mediating structural
integrity, cellular polarity and epithelial morphogenesis[4,5].
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The CAD1 domain conformation of E-cadherin contains
seven β strands (βA - βG) and two short α helices (αA, αB).
The homophilic binding specificity appears to be governed by
CAD1 domains through a surface including a HAV motif, which
is found in or following βF. CAD1 also possesses the PEN (10-13),
LDRE (66-69), DXND (100-104) motifs, while CAD2 possesses
a DAD motif. These four Ca2+-binding motifs can form a shared
Ca2+-binding pocket. The ligation of Ca2+ between tandem CAD
domains explains the vulnerability of cadherins to proteolytic
degradation when Ca2+ is depleted. Removal of Ca2+ would
alter the junction between tandem CAD domains and likely
expose the linkers to proteases. The binding of Ca2+ could
provide the rigidity suggested by Ca2+-induced changes of the
entire extracellular region of E-cadherin from a globular to a
rod-like structure observed by electronic microscopy[2,6].
Full length E-cadherin has a cleavage site near the
transmembrane domain and soluble E-cadherin (s-E-cadherin),
a soluble 80-84 ku amino-terminal fragment, can be produced
artificially in the culture medium digested by trypsin, so E-cadherin
is also named as cell CAM120/80[7]. s-E-cadherin can be
detected in the protein extract of tissues, and in serum of
peripheral blood or urine by means of immunoenzymometric
assay (IEMA) and the volume did not depend on either age or
sex[8]. Research also found it could be released from some human
carcinoma cell lines (for instance MCF-7) into the culture medium[9].

E-CADHERIN ABNORMAL EXPRESSION IN CARCINOMA
E-cadherin is a crucial adhesion molecule which hampers tumor
invasion and metastasis. Down-regulation of expression or
impaired function would lead cells to poor intercellular adhesion
through inhibiting homophilic binding. To normal epithelial
tissues, it means poor differentiation, while to tumor, it means
invasive growth pattern and easy to spread from the primary
place. Disturbance of epithelial cell adhesion has been shown
to be due to several mechanisms as shown in Figure1. The first
is inefficiency of E-cadherin homophilic binding, the second is
abnormality or deletion of catenins, the last is biochemical
modification of catenins, such as tyrosine phosphorylation of
β-catenin[10,11]. Among the factors that lead to inefficient
homophilic binding of E-cadherin, the most important and widely
recognized is E-cadherin down regulation or dysfunction due
to CDH1 mutations.
Down-regulation of E-cadherin expression or CDH1 mutations
could cause a change towards a less epithelial morphology and
also interfered with initial adhesion of cells. Moreover, changed
E-cadherins could sharply increase cell motility and change
the organization of actin cytoskeleton. Nagafuchi et al.[12]
showed that the enhanced expression of E-cadherin cDNA in
fibroblastic cells could generate epithelial structures in their
recent research. McNeill et al.[13] found that E-cadherin could
cause polarized distribution of Na+-K+-ATPase, an important
factor in the establishment of cell polarities. Mutations have
been also found at very early non-invasive stages, thus
associating E-cadherin mutations with loss of growth control
and defining CDH1 as a real tumor suppressor[14,15]. All of these
may contribute to the significant correlation between abnormal
E-cadherin expression and degree of differentiation (P = 0.0001)
or local tumor size (P = 0.002)[16].
Immunohistochemical studies have shown that expression
of E-cadherin is reduced or lost in more than 15 different human
carcinomas[17]. The frequency of reduced E-cadherin expression
is higher in tumors with infiltrative growth than in those with
expansive growth. These observations are supported by in
vitro studies, which evaluated the influence of E-cadherin on
cell behavior. Behrens et al.[18]found MDCK cells could invade
into collagen gels when their E-cadherins were inactivated with
antibodies. Frixen et al.[19] also observed the similar phenomenon
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that the invasiveness of several human carcinoma lines was
suppressed by mouse E-cadherin cDNA transfection. Down
regulation of E-cadherin or its functional defects could change
the construction of actin cytoskeleton, which can weaken
intracellular adhesion, increase the activity of epithelial cells
and lead to more invasions.
Extensive immunohistopathologic studies, including those
of squamous cell carcinomas of the head, neck and prostate
also support the possibility that loss of E-cadherin expression
may promote tumor metastasis to lymph nodes, Reduced
E-cadherin expression of breast cancer was also found to have
a higher frequency of blood-borne distant metastasis (e.g. bone
or lung) than preserved E-cadherin expression of other tumors.
There was a significant correlation between the degree of
E-cadherin expression and the degree of tumor differentiation,
as well as histological type according to the Lauren or the
WHO classifications. Similarly, the correlation between E-cadherin
expression and prognostic parameters (depth of invasion,
lymph node involvement and vascular invasion) could be
demonstrated according to some researches. These findings
are consistent with the previous hypothesis that inhibition of
E-cadherin function could enhance the release of cancer cells
from their primary sites.

CDH1 MUTATION IN HGC PATIENTS AND FAMILIES
Lauren’s classification of gastric cancer includes the intestinal
(glandular) and diffuse type, as well as the mixed type. It has
been reported that two histologic types have differences in
epidemiology, clinicopathologic profile and molecular genetics,
while both originate from Helicobacter pylori positive gastritis.
The intestinal (glandular) type is especially predominant in
high-risk population and elderly patients, and related with
environmental factors, and their incident rates are decreasing
in developed countries, suggesting that the pathogenesis of
intestinal-type gastric carcinoma has an environmental
component. Diffuse gastric cancer is determined significantly
by heredity and the criteria for familial gastric cancer worked
out by some investigators[20,21] are as follows. There should be
at least 3 relatives with gastric cancer. One should be a firstdegree relative of the other 2. At least 2 successive generations
should be affected. At least 1 should be diagnosed before age
50. Other familial tumors should be excluded.
Several investigations outlined the role of lost or mutated
junctional molecules (E-cadherin, catenins, integrins, etc.) in
the pathogenesis of diffuse gastric cancer (DGC). In particular,
more than 50% of advanced diffuse gastric cancer patients
showed mutations of CDH1 gene[22-25]. Germline mutations of
the CDH1 gene have been recently reported in gastric cancer
families with diffuse-type tumors but not in those with intestinaltype tumors[26]. These families are characterized by a highly
penetrant susceptibility to DGC with an autosomal dominant
pattern of inheritance, predominantly in young persons. Familial
aggregation of GC occurs in about 1% of gastric cancer patients.
Although the genetic factors resulting in this aggregation have
been unclear, the study indicates that germline mutations of
CDH1 genes, do contribute to such a clustering. Mutations of
the CDH1 gene has a high penetrance and confers a lifetime
risk of gastric cancer of 75-80% for carriers[27-30].
The International Gastric Cancer Linkage Consortium
(IGCLC) predicted that up to 25% of families fulfilling the criteria
for hereditary DGC would harbour CDH1 germline mutations[29].
CDH1 is well known as a strong invasion suppressor in experimental
tumor cell systems. Inactivated mutations have been identified
for the CDH1 gene in HGC. To date, 69 somatic mutations have
been reported comprising, in addition to few missense mutations,
mainly splice site mutations and truncation mutations caused
by insertions, deletions and nonsense mutations. Up to now,
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27 germline mutations previously reported are distributed along
with CDH1 gene in Table 1. While in sporadic gastric cancers,
truncation mutations are uncommon and sequence changes
usually result in either missense mutations (most commonly in
exons 8 and 9) or exon skipping, especially in exons 6-9[30].
From the 27 CDH1 mutations described to date, 24 are inactivated
ones (splice-site, frame shift and nonsense) and the remaining
4 are missense[31-37].

Mutant E-cadherins are not localized in the lateral regions
of cell-to-cell contact sites of adherin junctions (AJs) and show
apical and perinuclear localization. It is explained by an inability
of the cells to complete polarization[38]. These may result in
disassembly of AJs and consequently conversion to a spindled
and more scattered cell morphology[39]. Impaired processing of
mutant E-cadherin, loss of the putative calcium binding sites or
essential amino acid motives, may cause a transition from a
rigid to a more globular molecular structure of the extracellular
domain. In response to extracellular signals, cells react by
dissolving their cell-to-cell contacts and by changing their
shape and the strength of their attachment to the substrate,
thus resulting in significant reduction or loss of its ability to
bind in a homophilic fashion to neighboring cells[40,41]. Cell
motility is thought to be the result of the concerted action of all
these individual events.
Mutant E-cadherin lacking the cytoplasmic domain or the
β-catenin-binding site may tie up essential catenins, which
influences its function to suppress cell motility. Actin filaments
are drastically reduced[42]. The actin belt characteristics of
epithelial cells are lost[43].Because proper anchorage to the
cytoskeleton is necessary for E-cadherin function, suppression
of E-cadherin expression or of its functional activity, or a defect
in any of the molecules involved in this system, may account
for the ability of cancer cells to detach from the primary tumor
and invade locally. Cells with initial calcium-dependent cell
aggregation exhibits decreased aggregation and remarkably
increase cell motility when E-cadherin is not expressed (Figure 2).
We can conclude that these E-cadherin mutations may not
only affect cell adhesion but also play an important role in a
trans-dominant-active manner, thus leading to increased cell
motility. They are the cause of multiple morphological and
functional disorders and could induce scattered morphology
and invasive behavior of diffuse gastric cancer.
Tissue specific gene expression has been explained by the
interaction of promoter sequences with their specific
transcription factors. In vivo, foot printing analysis revealed
that positive regulatory elements of the E-cadherin promotor
were specifically bound to transcription factors in E-cadherinexpressing cells. Mapping of DNase type I hypersensitive sites
showed that the chromatin structure in the promotor region
was loosened in expressing cells but condensed in nonexpressing cells. Furthermore, endogenous E-cadherin promotor
was methylated at CpG island sites in undifferentiated cells. All
these suggested that silencing of the promotor during epithelial
mesenchymal transition and tumor progression was due to a
loss of factor-binding in vivo and chromatin rearrangement in

Table 1 CDH1 gene germline mutation patterns in HGC families
Ethnic
background

Age at
diagnosis

Mutation
type

White

30-67

White

34-69

49-2A

-

53delC

-

Mutation
site

45insT

Exon 1
G

Exon 2
Exon 2

White

27-50

59G

A

Exon 2

White

37-46

70G

T

Exon 2

Japanese

46-72

185G

T

Exon 3 1

White

33-69

187C

T

Exon 3

Maori

22-28

190C

T

Exon 3

White

41-47

283C

T

Exon 3

White

15-58

372-377del1

White

31-55

586G

T

Exon 5

Korean

30-63

731A

G

Exon 6 1

White

23-70

832 G

A

Exon 6

White

14-67

1008G

T

Exon 7

White

35-47

1018 A

African-American

29-58

1137+1G

Korean

42-49

1460T

C

Exon 101

White

32-40

1472insA

Exon 10

White

31

1487del7

-

1565+1 G

40-63

1588insC

White
-

Exon 3

Exon 8 1

G

A Intron 8

Exon 10
T Intron 10
Exon 11

-

1710delT

Exon 11

White

30-68

1711insG

Exon 11

White

23-43

1792C

T

Exon 12

Maori

30

2095C

T

White

-

2295+5 G

16-35

2381insC

Exon 13
A Intron 14
Exon 15

1

Missence mutation; -No information obtained from the published paper.
45insT

T

190C

T

586G

T

1472 ins A

A

832G

2095G

T

1487 del 7

1008C T

2295+5G A
2381 ins C
○

A 1565+1G T
1588 ins C

○

○

○

○

○

1137+1C

○

283C T

53 del C

○

○

○

49A G

187G
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○
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○

○

○
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Exon

1
S.P

2

3

4

5

6

P.P.D
185 G T

7

8

○
○

○

○

○

○
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9
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11

12

E.C.D
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14
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15
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C.P.D
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Figure 2 Schematic of CDH1 germline mutations in HGC. Truncating mutations are shown above the gene and missense
mutations below. Arrowhead indicates the status in the dot frame refers to the alteration of intron pointed. S.P: signal peptide,
P.P.D: protein precursor domain, E.C.D: extracellular domain, T.M.D: transmembrane domain and C.P.D: cytoplastic domain.
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the regulatory region[10,44]. Comijn et al.[11] reported that multizinc finger protein, SIP1(ZEB-2) and snail showing specific DNA
binding activity could bind to partly overlapping promotor
sequences and had similar silencing effects.

CDH1 MUTATION FOR HCG DIAGNOSIS AND THERAPY
Indicator for prophylactic total gastrectomy
HGC was associated with E-cadherin. Penetrance of the gene
ranged from 70% to 80%, and the average age of gastric cancer
patients was 37 years[20,45,46]. These characteristics have led to
the consideration of prophylactic total gastrectomy (PTG) in
family members with CDH1 mutations. Lewis et al.[45] performed
this operation on 6 asymptomatic members in 2 families based
on family pedigree and genetic analysis. The gastric specimens
appeared normal and the results of routine pathologic
examination were negative for cancer, but all the patients had
microscopic foci of cancer, often at multiple sites, with overlying
normal gastric mucosa. These results indicate that CDH1 gene
mutations in association with familial gastric cancer are a new
disease for PTG. Huntsman et al.[28] also recommended genetic
counseling and prophylactic gastrectomy in young people.
The morbidity of this operation was much higher than that of
other genetic diseases. The morbidity of prophylactic
gastrectomy in the young, healthy population has been
estimated as following: 1-2% mortality, 10-20% major acute
morbidity, principally related to esophageal anastomotic
proceduress, and 100% long term morbidity related to weight
loss, rapid intestinal transit, dumping syndrome, and diarrhoea.
The high surgical risk of the procedure should be minimised by
operations at centers with experience rich in gastric surgery.
The decision to perform prophylactic gastrectomy should be
balanced with age based risk and based on age specific
penetrance data. Other factors, for example, the decision to operate
on children, may affect the decision regarding the timing of
prophylactic gastrectomy, and it is essential that patients carrying
the gene have the opportunity extensive counseling and discussion
with clinicians, geneticists, and counsellors before making the
decision. The risk of other cancers (breast, colon) should also be
targets of screening, as they may also be increased in this
population, and patients should be counselled regarding these.
However, germline mutations of E-cadherin could be used to identify
individuals with a high risk[47].
Target for radioimmunotherapy
Radiolabeled mAb used in radioimmunotherapy is limited
because of lack of tumor specific antigens. In most cases
reported thus far, tumor antigens serving as targets are not
tumor-specific, being overexpressed in tumor cells and also at
a lower level in normal cells. Only one tumor-specific mAb that
recognizes a mutant form of the epidermal l growth factor receptor
(EGFRv III) has been found in different tumor types[48]. Inframe
deletions of exons 8 or 9 in the mRNA coding for E-cadherin are
characteristic of DGC. So a rat mAb (d9mAb) was generated that
specifically reacts with this mutation, and d9mAb was found to
react with 13% of E-cadherin-expressing DGCs[49]. SenekowitschSchmidtke et al.[50] conjugated d9mAb with the α-emitting
radionuclide 213-Bi, and tested for its binding specificity in sc and
ip tumors expressing mutant E-cadherin. Seventy-eight percent
of the total activity in ascites fluid was bound to free tumor cells,
whereas in control cells expressing wild-type E-cadherin, the
binding was only 18%. The selective binding of the 213-Bi-labeled,
mutation-specific monoclonal antibody d9mAb raised its
significant potential for the local radio-immunotherapy of
disseminated, diffuse-type gastric carcinoma.
Markers for prognosis and evaluation
Gastric cancer remains a major cause of cancer mortality globally
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but no good prognostic tumor markers are available. The most
frequently used tumor markers in gastric cancer are
carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) and CA19-9[51], Gastric cancer
antigen MG-7 may be a good marker for GC[52], or even the
detection of circulating DNA in serum reported recently[53], but
only a modest proportion of patients had elevated levels of
these markers. Under-expression of E-cadherin molecules has
been found in various malignancies and has a potential value
as a prognostic marker[54]. Serum soluble E-cadherin was found
in the circulation of normal individuals but was particularly
elevated in patients with malignancies. s-E-cadherin might
derive from cancer tissues, though the expression of E-cadherin
was decreased. With increased protease, the degradation
products of tissue E-cadherin could accumulate and release
into peripheral blood. However, its value in gastric cancer is
controversial. Velikova et al. [55] were unable to show a significant
difference in serum soluble E-cadherin between patients with
gastric cancer and normal subjects, while Gofuku et al. [8]
showed that concentrations were significantly elevated in 67%
patients. Chan et al. [56] confirmed its potential value as a
prognostic marker. A high concentration could predicte
palliative/conservative treatment and T4 invasion. Gabbert
et al.[57] studied 413 gastric cancer patients, including all
histological tumor types and stages. As shown by univariate
and multivariate Cox regression analyses, patients with E-cadherinpositive tumors had significantly better 3 and 5 year survival
rates than patients with E-cadherin-negative tumors. This
prognostic effect remained present in a multivariate Cox
regression analysis, including the prognostic parameters pT
category, pN category and vascular invasion, suggesting that
it is an independent prognostic marker.
In short, hereditary gastric cancer is still a challenge,
especially its diagnosis and treatment[58], although some progress
has been achieved in recent years with the development of
molecular biology and new methods.
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Abstract
AIM: Survivin, a recently identified member of the inhibitor of
apoptosis protein family, is expressed during development and
in various human cancers. However, its expression in normal
tissues and clinical relevance in cancers are still debated. In
the present study, we analyzed the expression of the survivin
gene in human primary and metastatic gastric cancer cells
as well as in paired epithelial cells from normal gastric mucosa
by means of a novel laser capture microdissection (LCM)
technique coupled with reverse transcription - polymerase
chain reaction (RT-PCR).
METHODS: Thirty patients who had undergone gastrectomy
with lymph node dissection for gastric cancer without
preoperative treatments were included. Neoplastic tissue,
metastatic lymph nodes, and apparently uninvolved normal
tissue were collected from each patient. LCM-captured
“pure” cell groups were respectively subjected to RT-PCR
analysis with primers specific for the survivin gene.
RESULTS: Of the paired samples from 30 gastric cancer
patients studied, 24 (80%) primary gastric cancer cell
groups and 7 (23%) adjacent morphologically “normal”
gastric epithelial cell groups were shown to have a
detectable survivin expression. There was a statistically
significant difference in suvivin expression between these
two groups (P<0.01). Meanwhile, 95% (19/20) of the
metastatic gastric cancer cell groups from lymph nodes
had a clear expression of the survivin gene. However, no
significant correlation between survivin expression and
clinicopathological features of gastric cancer was observed
in the present study.
CONCLUSION: Survivin expression is present in the
majority of gastric cancer cell groups obtained by LCM
techniques. The high expression rate in metastatic lesions
suggests a possible role of survivin in cancer invasiveness
and metastasis. It may contribute to the detection of gastric

cancer micrometastasis as a potential molecular marker.
In addition, the high expression percentage renders survivin
a potential target in the therapy for gastric cancer.
Wang ZN, Xu HM, Jiang L, Zhou X, Lu C, Zhang X. Expression
of survivin in primary and metastatic gastric cancer cells
obtained by laser capture microdissection. World J Gastroenterol
2004; 10(21): 3094-3098
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INTRODUCTION
Alteration of the balance between apoptosis and cell
proliferation could result in a disturbance of tissue homeostasis,
and dysregulation of apoptosis is associated with various
cancers[1]. Considerable interest has focused on the identification
of regulators of apoptosis, which may potentially contribute to
the development of cancer. Recently, a novel member of the
inhibitor of apoptosis (IAP) protein family, designated as
survivin, has been identified. The surviving gene is located on
chromosome 17 and spans 14.7 kb, encoding a protein of 142
amino acids. Unlike other IAP proteins, survivin contains a single
baculovirus IAP repeat and lacks a C-terminal RING finger[2].
Another significant feature of survivin is its unique expression
pattern as one of the most tumor-specific human gene products[3].
While embryonic and fetal organs contain abundant survivin
mRNA and protein, most terminally differentiated normal tissues
do not. By contrast, dramatically strong expression of survivin
is detected in the vast majority of tumors[4]. Moreover, the
overexpression of survivin has been shown to be correlated
with aggressive and histologically unfavorable neuroblastoma[5],
and associated with the poor prognostic outcome in colorectal
cancer[6], non-small-cell lung cancer[7], breast cancer[8], soft
tissue sarcoma[9] and B-cell lymphoma[10].
However, since its identification five years ago, there have
been some contradictory reports about the clinical relevance
of survivin expression in cancer. Gianani et al.[11] found the
expression of survivin was not a specific marker of adenocarcinoma
of the colon but showed characteristic patterns of expression
in normal colonic mucosa. In gastric carcinoma which is the
second most frequent cause of cancer death according to a
worldwide estimation, Lu et al.[12] showed that survivin could
promote aberrantly tumor cell viability, whereas Okada et al.[13]
indicated that survivin expression in nuclei of tumor cells was
predictive of favorable prognosis in patients. In the present
study, we used laser capture microdissection (LCM), a novel
technique that allows rapid, reliable and accurate procurement
of cells from specific regions of tissue sections under direct
visualization, to obtain the primary and metastatic gastric
cancer cells as well as the matched normal epithelial cells from
the same patient and analyzed mRNA expression of the
survivin gene.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients
Thirty patients (25 males and 5 females) underwent gastrectomy
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with lymph node dissection for gastric carcinoma at China
Medical University between March and September of 2 000 were
included in the study. None of the patients received preoperative
chemotherapy. The patients ranged in age from 33 to 78 years
(median, 57 years). Routinely, the resected specimens were
histologically examined by H&E staining according to the
general rules of the classification of gastric carcinoma suggested
by the Japanese Research Society of Gastric Cancer[14]. Details
of the Borrmann gross type, the Lauren histological classification,
the Ming classification of growth patterns, grade of differentiation,
and levels of lymph node metastasis were obtained from the
operative records and the pathology reports. The pT classification
representing the depth of wall invasion and the pN classification
representing the extent of regional lymph node metastasis were
performed using standard criteria of the 5th TNM staging system[15].
The total lymph node number collected from the tissue was 15 or
more for a reliable pN classification.

Tissue samples
Tumor tissues, lymph nodes, and apparently uninvolved normal
tissues were collected from each patient immediately after
surgical removal and snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen and kept at
-80
until use. The tissues were then embedded in OCT for
subsequent LCM harvest. Sections were cut at 8 µm with a
cryostat and mounted on uncoated glass slides. The slides
could be immediately stored at -80 for a few weeks. In order
to exclude the areas of necrosis, tumor tissues from all patients
were selected from the most viable areas of tumors. The lymph
nodes were obtained according to the standard protocol. The
number of removed and positive lymph nodes for various
stations was documented by the pathologists. For the selection
of matched uninvolved gastric mucosa, specimens were
obtained from tissues at a distance of more than 10 cm from the
tumor edge and confirmed histologically.
LCM
OCT embedded blocks of frozen tissue were serially cut. For
each case, the first section was stained with H&E routinely for
histological analysis and digitalized. The following serial
sections stained with H&E according to the standard protocol
recommended by NIH[16] were subjected to LCM using a LM200
system (Olympus, Japan/Arcturus Engineering Inc, US). Areas
of interest were selected under microscopic guidance, and
covered with ethylene vinyl thermoplastic (EVA) film mounted
on optically transparent cap. The infrared laser was activated
by the push of a button, which melts the film directly above the
target cells. This melt caused a binding to form between the cells
and the transfer film that was stronger than the binding between
the cells and the slide[17]. The parameters used for LCM included
a laser diameter of 7.5 µm, laser power of 50-60 mW. Five
thousand laser pulse discharges per specimen were used to
“capture” approximately 10 000 morphologically normal gastric
epithelial cells, malignant primary gastric cancer cells and malignant
metastatic (to a perigastric lymph node) gastric cancer cells
from each case. Each population was estimated to be >95%
“homogeneous” as determined by microscopic visualization
of the captured cells. The caps with captured cells were then
fitted onto 0.5 mL microcentrifuge tubes containing 200 µL
TRIZOL Reagent. Caps briefly placed onto the section without
laser activation were used as negative control.
RNA extraction from LCM-captured cells
Total RNA from each population of laser-captured cells was
independently extracted using TRIZOL Reagent (Life
Technologies, Inc) by means of a modification of the RNA
microisolation protocol recommended by the manufacturer.
Briefly, tubes containing collected cells and TRIZOL Reagent
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were inverted and allowed to sit at room temperature for 30 min,
then 0.5 µL glycogen (20 µg/µL) carrier and 40 µL chloroform
were added to each tube. The tubes were vigorously shaken
by hand for 15 s and incubated at room temperature for 2 min.
The samples were centrifuged at 11 000 g for 15 min at 4 . The
aqueous layer was transferred to a fresh 0.5 mL tube, 100 µL
isopropanol was added and precipitated at -70 for 1 h. After
centrifuged at 11 000 g for 10 min at 4 , the pellet was then
washed in 200 µL of 750 mL/L ethanol and resuspended in 7 µL
diethylpyrocarbonate-treated RNase free water.

Reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR)
For RT-PCR analysis of the LCM-captured cells, first strand
cDNA was prepared from total RNA by using a first-strand
synthesis kit (Life Technologies, Inc). Seven microliters of total
RNA isolated from approximate 10 000 cells was mixed with 1 µL
of oligo-(dT)12-18 primer, 1 µL of random hexamers primer (N6)
and 1 µL of 10 mmol/L dNTPs in a total volume of 10 µL. They were
heat denaturated at 65 for 5 min, then chilled in ice. Four microliters
of 5×first-strand reaction buffer, 2 µL of 0.1 mol/L DTT, 2 µL of
25 mmol/L MgCl2, 1 µL of RNasin (40 U/µL) (Promega, Madison,
WI, USA), and 1 µL of SUPERSCRIPT II RTase (200 U/µL) (Life
Technologies, Inc) were added and incubated at 25 for 10 min,
followed by incubation at 42
for 50 min for first-strand
synthesis. The reverse transcriptase was inactivated at 70
for 15 min. PCR amplification with specific primers was
performed in a final reaction volume of 50 µL containing 1×PCR
buffer, 200 µmol/L each dNTP, 0.5 µmol/L each primer, 1.25 unit
of Taq polymerase (TaKaRa Biotech, Dalian, China) and 2 µL of
RT product. Programmable temperature cycling (UNO II, Biometra,
Germany) was performed using the following profiles: an initial
hot start at 95 for 2 min, followed by 38 cycles at 95 for 30 s,
at 58 for 20 s and at 72 for 30 s. After the last cycle, an
elongation step was extended at 72 for 5 min. For each set of
PCR, parallel reactions with human genomic DNA from
peripheral blood were performed to test for genomic DNA
contamination, and double distilled water instead of cDNA
template was also included as negative control to assure the
quality of PCR. An 8 µL aliquot of the PCR product underwent
electrophoresis on 15 g/L agarose gel stained with ethidium
bromide and was visualized under UV trans-illuminator. The
following primers were used: (A) survivin gene, forward primer
5’-CCCTGCCTGGCAGCCCTTTC- 3’, and reverse primer 5’CTGGCTCCCAGCCTTCCA-3’ (PCR product, 188 bp); (B)
glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (G3PDH), forward
primer 5’-AGGGGTCTACATGGCAACTG-3’, and reverse primer
5’- CGACCACTTTGTCAAGCTCA-3’ (PCR product, 227 bp).
Statistical analysis
Statistical comparisons for significance between nominal
variables were evaluated by the chi-square test and the Fisher’s
exact probability test. All the statistical analyses were performed
using SPSS10.0 computer software and P of 0.05 was used as
significance criterion.
RESULTS
Survivin expression in microdissected gastric epithelial and
cancer cells
As shown in Figure 1, LCM allowed us to precisely sample the
targeted cells. In this manner, gastric normal epithelial or cancer
cells were homogenously obtained and bonded to the transfer
film. When the cap together with the film was lifted from the
tissue section, surrounding tissues remained attached to the
glass slide. As a result, the morphology of the captured cells
was well preserved and could be readily visualized under a
microscope. To detect survivin gene mRNA expression by RTPCR, a pair of specific primers located at 2 flanking exons was
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designed and synthesized. The expected specific transcript of
survivin gene represented by an 188 bp fragment was amplified
(Figure 2). Of the paired samples from 30 gastric cancer patients
studied, 24 (80%) primary gastric cancer cell groups and 7 (23%)
adjacent morphologically “normal” gastric epithelial cell groups
were shown to have a detectable survivin expression. There
was a statistically significant difference in suvivin expression
between these two groups (P<0.01). Furthermore, survivin
mRNA was never detected in morphologically non-tumorous
gastric epithelial cell groups when the paired cancer cell group
was negative for survivin mRNA.
Strikingly, 95% (19/20) of the metastatic gastric cancer cell
groups from lymph nodes had a clear expression of the survivin
gene. Three cases showed positive results for the surviving-
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specific RT-PCR assay in metastatic cancer cells while none of
their paired primary cancer cells had a detectable expression of
the survivin mRNA.

Relationship between survivin expression and clinicopathological
characteristics in gastric cancer patients
We examined the relationship between survivin expression in
microdissected primary cancer tissues and the clinicopathological
features of gastric cancer (Table 1). There was no significant
correlation between survivin expression and Borrmann gross
type, depth of wall invasion, Lauren histological classification,
Ming’s classification of growth patterns, grade of differentiation,
the presence and extent of lymph node metastasis.
We also analyzed the survivin gene expression pattern in

A

B

C

D

Figure 1 Laser capture microdissection of cells from gastric carcinoma. A: Morphology map view for pathological diagnosis
(×100). B: Group of gastric carcinoma cells were selected for LCM (×200). C: The same section revealed where carcinoma cells
were lifted from the section (×200). D: The carcinoma cells were removed on the plastic film to provide a template for PCR.
Table 1 Relationship between survivin expression and different histopathological features
Survivin expression in
primary cancer

Survivin expression pattern
in cancer and normal tissues

Variant
Gross type
Borrmann I + II
Borrmann III+IV
Depth of invasion
pT 1+pT 2
pT 3+pT 4
Differentiation
Well and medorate
Poor and undifferentiate
Lauren classification
Intestinal type
Diffuse type
Ming growth pattern
Expanding
Infiltrative
Lymph node metastasis
pN0
pN1
pN2+pN3
1

Positive

Negative

1

P

7
17

1
5

2

9
15

N(-)T(-)

N(-)T(+)

NS

1
5

4
13

3
4

NS

1
5

NS

1
5

5
2

4
3

NS

7
17

1
5

NS

1
5

4
13

3
4

NS

21
3

4
2

NS

4
2

16
1

5
2

NS

9
15

3
3

NS

3
3

6
11

3
4

NS

8
5
11

2
1
3

NS

2
1
3

5
3
9

3
2
2

NS

P was estimated by the fFsher’s exact test 2NS, not significant.

N(+)T(+)

P
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both paired normal and primary cancer cells and its relationship
with clinicopathological features. Thirty patients were divided
into N (-) T (-), N (-) T (+) and N (+) T (+) groups. Still, no
significant correlation between survivin expression pattern and
the factors mentioned above was observed.
M G N1 T1 N2 T2 M2 N3 T3 M3 W

bp
200

Survivin

200

GAPDH

Figure 2 Representative RT-PCR results of survivin expression in normal (N), tumor (T) and metastatic carcinoma (M)
cells obtained by LCM from 3 patients suffering gastric
cancer. Case 1 was a patient without lymphatic metastasis,
cases 2 and 3 were patients with lymphatic metastasis. G:
Genomic DNA from human peripheral blood. W: Water as
negative control.

DISCUSSION
Apoptosis plays an important role in organ homeostasis, by
eliminating senescent or damaged cells. The suppression of
apoptosis has been considered to contribute to carcinogenesis
and cancer progression by aberrantly prolonging cell viability
with accumulation of mutations[18,19]. Survivin is a newly identified
bifunctional protein that suppresses apoptosis and regulates
cell division. Based on the previously published studies, its
mRNA is abundantly expressed in fetal tissues, but not in normal
adult tissues except placenta and thymus. Meanwhile, reactivation
of survivin expression has been demonstrated in tumors of
lung[7], stomach[20], breast[8], colon[21], esophagus[22], liver[23],
pancreas[24], bladder[25], uterus[26], ovary[27], etc. This specific
distribution pattern has aroused great interest in making the
survivin gene as a potential cancer therapeutic target. However,
the expression of the survivin gene in normal tissues is currently
debated. Several recent studies have shown survivin expression
in normal tissues including skin[28], endometrium[29], endothelial
cells[30], colonic mucosa[11] and muscle[9]. In the present studies,
we sought to investigate whether survivin expression could be
a specific marker during the development of gastric cancer.
It has been generally accepted that molecular analysis of
neoplastic tissues in vivo is challenged by the heterogeneity
of samples. Genetic alternations can be masked by contaminating
bystander cells. Survivin mRNA was detected in normal tissue
adjacent to soft tissue sarcoma cells[9]. Therefore, it is necessary
to obtain a pure population of cells to evaluate the possible role
of the survivin gene in tumor progression. The recent development
in LCM, a highly sophisticated technique for the transfer of
isolated pure cells from the histological slide into a reaction
tube, could afford the opportunity to overcome this obstacle[31].
A few published studies and our previous data (unpublished
data) have shown that LCM coupled with RT-PCR technique is
a reliable method for the molecular analysis of gene profiles in
specific tissues. We combined RT-PCR with LCM to determine
the survivin expression in primary cancer cells, metastatic
cancer cells, and paired normal epithelial cells.
Our results demonstrated that 23% of morphologically
normal epithelial cells had a detectable survivin mRNA
expression. By contrast, Lu et al.[12] reported that no survivin
expression was found in normal gastric mucosa neighboring
the cancer cells in an immunohistochemical analysis. Meanwhile,
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the rate of survivin expression was relatively lower in normal tissue
we examined than in previous studies reporting 47.1% in normal
esophageal epithelial tissues[22] and 29.1% or 100% in normal
colorectal tissues[6,11]. One possible explanation for these results
could be the different sensitivity of methods and the varied criteria
for positivity determination. Further studies may be required to
check out whether the expression of the survivin gene in normal
tissues is caused by a high proportion of mitotically active cells.
In accordance with the recently published reports showing
88% positive survivin expression in gastric cancer tissues, we
found a detectable expression of the survivin gene in 24 of 30
primary gastric cancer cell groups. The percentage was significantly
higher than that in normal gastric epithelial cells. These results
suggested that survivin expression in gastric cancer was a
quite common event and might play an important role in the
carcinogenesis of stomach. Several studies have consistently
shown that survivin expression could inhibit cell death induced
by various apoptotic stimuli[4]. A role for survivin in blocking
apoptosis has also been found in vivo[32]. Like other proteins
in the IAP family, survivin might bind specifically to caspase-3
or caspase-9, which are the effectors of apoptosis[33]. On the
other hand, survivin was expressed in the G2-M phase of the
cell cycle and its overexpression might contribute to overcoming
the G2-M phase checkpoint to enforce progression of cells
through mitosis[34]. Therefore, not surprisingly, survivin was
shown to be present in the majority of gastric cancer cells.
Even though no significant correlation was observed
between survivin expression in primary cancer or its distribution
pattern in normal and cancer tissues and tumor invasiveness
or the presence of lymph node metastasis, it is still striking to
find that 95% of the metastatic cancer cells from lymph nodes
had a clear expression of the survivin mRNA. In three cases,
survivin expression was detected in metastatic lesions, but not
in primary cancer cell groups. One possible explanation might
be that survivin expression was upregulated in some metastatic
cancer cells. By sensitive quantitative RT-PCR assay, significantly
increased survivin expression levels were found in soft tissue
sarcomas with more aggressive biological behavior[9]. Alternatively,
more survivin expressions detected in metastatic lesions could
result from the presence of a higher proportion of survivn-expressing
cells compared with that in primary sites. Immunohistochemical
analysis revealed that the percentage of survivin-positive cells
in primary gastric cancer was quite variable, ranging from 20100%[12]. It has been shown that failures in normal apoptosis
pathways could contribute to cancer progression by supporting
anchorage-independent survival during metastasis. Considering
the anti-apoptotic function of survivin, it seems reasonable to
deduce that survivin expression might facilitate the survival of
cancer cells at distant sites[35]. Also, survivin played a crucial
role in angiogenesis[30,36], which is considered as one of the
critical steps for cancer cell spread and metastasis. Moreover,
when analyzed retrospectively, cancer patients expressing
survivin exhibited a shorter survival, correlated with unfavorable
prognosis and accelerated rates of recurrences[5-10]. These
results together with ours suggested a possible role of survivin
in cancer invasiveness and metastasis. Further analysis is
necessary to assess the expression levels in metastatic lesions
by accurately quantitative methods.
Furthermore, the extremely high survivin expression rate in
metastatic lesions indicated a possible approach using survivin
as a molecular diagnostic marker for micrometastasis in gastric
cancer. Our parallel studies have shown that the detection of
survivin expression in peritoneal lavaged fluid is a specific and
sensitive assay for prediction of peritoneal micrometastasis in
gastric cancer. Also, survivin was detected in the urine of all
patients tested with new or recurrent bladder cancer, whereas
normal volunteers and patients with non-neoplastic diseases
were tested negative for urine survivin[4]. However, a large scale
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and long follow-up should be carried out to validate these results.
Recently, expression of a phosphorylation-defective survivin
mutant (Thr34 Ala), which acted as a dominant-negative
antagonist of survivin pathway and prevented phosphorylation
of endogenous protein, has been reported to trigger apoptosis
in several human melanoma cell lines in vitro and to prevent
tumor formation or suppress the growth of existing tumors by
60-70% in vivo[37]. Therefore, the role of survivin in cancer
progression has made it an attractive therapeutic target against
cancer development.
In summary, our data indicate survivin expression is present
in the majority of gastric cancer cell groups obtained by LCM
techniques. The high expression rate in metastatic lesions
suggests a possible role of survivin in cancer invasiveness and
metastasis. It might contribute to the detection of micrometastasis
in gastric cancer as a potential molecular marker. In addition,
the high expression percentage renders survivin a candidate
target in the therapy for gastric cancer.
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Abstract
AIM: To determine the role of interferon (IFN) with or without
ribavirin in preventing or delaying hepatocellular carcinoma
(HCC) development in patients with hepatitis C virus (HCV)
related cirrhosis. Data on the preventive effect of IFN plus
ribavirin treatment are lacking.
METHODS: A total of 101 patients (62 males and 39 females,
mean age 55.1±1.4 years) with histologically proven HCV
related liver cirrhosis plus compatible biochemistry and
ultrasonography were enrolled in the study. Biochemistry
and ultrasonography were performed every 6 mo. Ultrasound
guided liver biopsy was performed on all detected focal
lesions. Follow-up lasted for 5 years. Cellular proliferation,
evaluated by measuring Ag-NOR proteins in hepatocytes
nuclei, was expressed as AgNOR-Proliferative index
(AgNOR-PI) (cut-off = 2.5). Forty-one patients (27 males,
14 females) were only followed up after the end of an
yearly treatment with IFN-alpha2b (old treatment control
group = OTCG). Sixty naive patients were stratified according
to sex and AgNOR-PI and then randomized in two groups:
30 were treated with IFN-alpha2b + ribavirin (treatment
group = TG), the remaining were not treated (control group
= CG). Nonresponders (NR) or relapsers in the TG received
further IFN/ribavirin treatments after a 6 mo of withdrawal.
RESULTS: AgNOR-PI was significantly lowered by IFN
(P<0.001). HCC incidence was higher in patients with
AgNOR-PI>2.5 (26% vs 3%, P<0.01). Two NR in the OTCG,
none in the TG and 9 patients in the CG developed HCC
during follow-up. The Kaplan-Mayer survival curves showed
statistically significant differences both between OTCG and
CG (P<0.004) and between TG and CG (P<0.003).
CONCLUSION: IFN/ribavirin treatment associated with retreatment courses of NR seems to produce the best results
in terms of HCC prevention. AgNOR-PI is a useful marker
of possible HCC development.
Francesco A, Esterita A, Giovanni N, Davide T, Silvia G, Anna
M, Francesca L, Marco M, Mariarosa T, Antonio C, Constance

M, Davide F, Enrico R, Massimo D, Giuseppe M. Interferon
plus ribavirin and interferon alone in preventing hepatocellular
carcinoma: A prospective study on patients with HCV related
cirrhosis. World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(21): 3099-3102

http://www.wjgnet.com/1007-9327/10/3099.asp

INTRODUCTION
A number of studies have reported that treatment of HCV related
cirrhosis might have a preventive effect on hepatocellular
carcinoma development[1-15]. This has been recently confirmed
by a meta-analysis concluding that “Interferon (IFN) prevents
or delays the development of hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC)
in patients with HCV-related cirrhosis, the magnitude of the
overall effect is low and the benefit may be partly due to spurious
associations. The preventive effect seems more evident among
sustained responders to IFN[16]”. However, with old interferon
schedules, sustained responders did not exceed 10-15% of
treated patients[1-15].
The response rate to IFN has changed since the introduction
of ribavirin [17], the induction protocols [18] and, finally, the
pegylated interferons[19]. Data on the preventive effect on HCC
of more powerful therapeutic schemes are lacking.
Our study was started in 1997 with the purpose of assessing
the efficacy of interferon (given with an induction protocol)
plus ribavirin (the gold standard treatment at that time) in the
prevention of HCC development.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients
A total of one hundred and one consecutive patients (62 males
and 39 females, mean age 55.1±1.4 years) with HCV related liver
cirrhosis diagnosed by liver biopsy plus compatible biochemical
parameters and ultrasonographic signs of portal hypertension
were enrolled in the study. The baseline histologic activity of
all patients was moderate to severe.
Study design (Figure 1)
Forty one subjects (27 males and 14 females, mean age 55.0±1.1
years), who were ending a 12-mo IFN course were followed-up
without any other treatment (old treatment control group = OTCG).
All patients of OTCG underwent liver biopsy at the end of
treatment, while still on IFN.
The other 60 untreated patients (35 males and 25 females,
mean age 55.7±1.7 years) were randomized in two groups of 30
subjects stratified according to sex and silver stained nucleolar
organizer region - proliferative index (AgNOR-PI). Thirty were
treated with IFN+ribavirin (treatment group = TG) and the
remaining received no drugs (control group = CG). Nonresponders
or relapsers to IFN/ribavirin received further courses of
treatment after a 6 mo withdrawal. All patients were followed up
for five years.
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Figure 1 Study design.

The study was carried out according to the Helsinki protocol
and all patients gave their written informed consent.
Ultrasonographies, blood cell count, α1-fetoprotein, γGT,
transaminases, PT, total protein and their fractions were
performed every 3 mo in all patients. Additional tests were
performed in patients under active treatment: blood cell count
every 10 d for two months and then monthly; transaminases,
urea, creatinine and uric acid were tested monthly. When focal
lesions were detected by ultrasound (US), US-guided liver
biopsy was performed.

Protocol treatments
The 41 patients in OTCG were treated with IFNα-2b 6 MU/d for
a month followed by 3 MU/d for 11 mo. The 30 patients in TG
received the following α-2b schedule: 6 MU/d for a mo then
3 MU/d for 11 mo plus ribavirin 1 g/d for 12 mo. IFN and ribavirin
dose reductions were made according to the biochemistry and
tolerance of each patient. However, a total dose equal to or
greater than 540 MU and 400 mg of ribavirin per day were
considered suitable. Nonresponders and/or relapsers received
further IFN treatment courses after a 6-mo withdrawal.
Liver histology and AgNOR-PI determination
Ultrasound guided liver biopsies were fixed in 40 g/L formaldehyde
solution for 6 h and embedded in paraffin wax. Four 4 µm thick
sections were cut from routinely processed paraffin blocks.
Hematoxylin-eosin, silver impregnation, Pearl’s staining were
performed to define the severity of parenchymal, portal and
periportal inflammation and the stage of disease by evaluating
fibrosis and the presence of stainable iron into the liver. Histology
was evaluated by two blinded independent observers according
to Scheuer score.
The AgNOR staining was performed on routine sections of
liver tissue on poly-lysine pretreated slides after immersion in
xylene and ethanol. After progressive re-hydration sections
were covered with plastic resistant to high temperature, put in
a sodium citrate (100 g/L, pH 6.0) solution and boiled in
pressured ovens (120 for 20 min). Then, sections were stained
by silver impregnation in a gelatine solution (formic acid 10 mL/L
and silver nitrate 500 g/L, 100:2 v/v) according to Ploton[20], for
10 min, at 37 . Quantitative analysis of Ag-NOR proteins was
made by measuring silver-stained areas (µm2) within nuclei
present in 50 consecutive microscopic fields (40× magnification)
using a specific computer-assisted imaging software on biopsy
specimen sections (VIDAS, Kontron Elecktronic, Germany).
The percentage of hepatocytes with an AgNOR area >7 µm2
(indicative of a proliferative state) was expressed as proliferative

index (AgNOR-PI) (cut-off = 2.5%).

Statistical analysis
Results were expressed as mean±SE. The statistical analysis
was carried out according to the intention to treat analysis.
Wilcoxon test was used when appropriate and the Kaplan-Mayer
model was applied to the evaluation of survival probability.
RESULTS
Biochemistry
Demographic and biochemical characteristics of the patients at
enrollment are shown in Table 1. The three groups were comparable
for age, sex, biochemical parameters, genotype distribution and
AgNOR-PI.
Table 1 Baseline patient characteristics
OTCG
M:F ratio
27:14
Age (yr)
55.3±1.8
AST (U/L)
67.1±6.6
ALT (U/L)
92.5±10.8
γGT (U/L)
56.5±7.2
Albumin (g/dL) 4.2±0.07
α1feto (ng/mL) 6.8±1.25
HCV1b
63%
AgNOR-PI (%) 20.1±2.35

TG
17:13
54.6±2.1
61.9±7.2
79.8±8.7
52.1±7.3
4.2±0.07
8.4±2.36
67%
19.6±2.84

CG
18:12
57.2±2.0
79.4±8.4
91.8±9.1
65.2±9.4
4.1±0.06
6.3±1.0
65%
18.2±2.6

P<
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS

OTCG = old treatment control group; TG = treatment group,
CG = control group.

AgNOR PI
A significant reduction in AgNOR-PI was observed after IFNtreatment (Figure 2).
A significant difference in HCC development was observed
according to AgNOR-PI: 9 out of 35 (26%) with basal AgNORPI >2.5% vs 2 out of 66 (3%) with basal AgNOR-PI <2.5% (P<0.01)
(Figure 3).
Virological response
Six months after IFN withdrawal 8 out of 19 responders (24.5%)
achieved sustained response (6 with genotype 2 or 3 and 2
with genotype 1) in the OTCG. Twenty one out of 30 patients in
TG (70%) achieved a virological response that was sustained
in 13 (43%) (9 genotype 2 and 4 genotype 1). None of the retreated patients showed a sustained response.
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rate of incidence in the CG was 5%.
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DISCUSSION
The present data add new evidence on the clinical efficacy of
IFN re-treatment of cirrhotic patients and show the usefulness
of AgNOR-PI. The ability of IFN to prevent HCC development
is evident both alone and in combination with ribavirin.
Previous observations in patients with chronic hepatitis C[21-24],
with or without cirrhosis, reported that re-treatment with IFN
was more effective than single courses in preventing HCC
appearance. However, in these studies[21-24], the vast majority
of patients had chronic hepatitis and no conclusions could be
drawn on cirrhotic patients. We extended those observations
to patients with HCV related cirrhosis. In accordance with a
previous study[1], a single course of IFN did not seem to be
protective toward HCC appearance in a long term follow-up. In
fact, in the two nonresponder patients of OTCG, HCC developed
after about 50 mo, suggesting that the protective effect of IFN
may vanish over time. This hypothesis is strengthened by the
observation that re-treatment of nonresponders in the TG
prevented HCC development during the 5 years of follow-up.
It is interesting to note that no statistically significant
difference was observed in survival between TG and OTCG.
This may suggest that the addition of ribavirin to IFN did not
add any significant benefit in cirrhotics. However, the number
of patients was probably not sufficient to appreciate any possible
difference coming from the higher rate of sustained response
obtained with the combination treatment. However, it remains
that the key to HCC prevention is treatment with interferon that
might be helpful even after a curative resection of HCC[25].
Our study also showed that AgNOR-PI was a useful marker
of hepatocyte regeneration which is able to predict a possible
evolution to HCC. Furthermore, the two patients who developed
HCC in the OTCG were those with the highest AgNOR-PI
without improvement after treatment. This underlines the
relevance of the index in the clinical setting, particularly in
nonresponders to IFN. In fact, it may restrict the need of a strict
surveillance only to those patients with a higher risk of
developing HCC.
Previous observations with different techniques[26-29] have
shown that high hepatocyte proliferation is associated with
HCC development. A recent paper evaluating nucleolar
hypertrophy in patients with HBV and HCV related cirrhosis
reported the index was significantly predictive of HCC
development only in patients with HBV related cirrhosis[30]. In
patients with HCV related cirrhosis the index was not significantly
related with HCC development, although a trend could be
appreciated. A much larger and more homogeneous population
of patients with HCV related cirrhosis (only Child A) in our
study could account for the different results between the two
studies.
In conclusion, the preventive effect of IFN on HCC
development in HCV related cirrhosis is confirmed. Furthermore,
a more efficacious treatment associated with re - treatment
courses of nonresponders seems to produce the best results in
term of HCC prevention. AgNOR-PI is a useful marker of
hepatocyte proliferation that identifies patients at higher risk
of developing HCC.

Figure 5 Survival probability evaluated by Kaplan-Mayer model.

HCC appearance
Two nonresponders in OTCG developed HCC during 5 years
of follow-up after about 50 mo from interferon withdrawal. No
subject in TG while 9 (30%) patients in CG developed HCC
(Figure 4). The Kaplan-Mayer survival model showed statistically
significant differences both between OTCG and CG (P<0.004)
and between TG and CG (P<0.003) (Figure 5). The HCC annual
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Abstract
AIM: To study the cell cycle alterations of human hepatoma
cell line HepG2 in vitro after 60Co γ-irradiation and further
to examine the mechanisms underlying the enhancement
of radiosensitivity to γ-irradiation in HepG2 transiently
transfected with wild type p27kip1.
METHODS: The proliferation of HepG2 cells was evaluated
with MTT assay, and the cell cycle profile and apoptosis
were assessed by cell morphology, DNA fragmentation
analysis and flow cytometry. HepG2 cells were transfected
with p27kip1 wild type by using Lipofectamine (LF2000), and
the expression and subcellular localization of p27kip1 in HepG2
were detected by immunocytochemistry.
RESULTS: 60Co γ-irradiation inhibited the growth of HepG2
cells in a dose-dependent manner. Apoptosis of HepG2 cells
was induced 48 h after γ ray exposure. Furthermore research
was carried out to induce exogenous expression of p27kip1
in HepG2. The expression of p27kip1 induced G0/G 1 phase
arrest in HepG2 cells. The overexpression of p27kip1 enhanced
60
Co γ-irradiation-induced radiosensitivity in HepG2 cells.
CONCLUSION: Overexpression of p27kip1 is a rational approach
to improve conventional radiotherapy outcomes, which may
be a possible strategy for human hepatoma therapy.
Guan XX, Chen LB, Ding GX, De W, Zhang AH. Transfection of
p27 kip1 enhances radiosensitivity induced by 60Co γ-irradiation in
hepatocellular carcinoma HepG2 cell line. World J Gastroenterol
2004; 10(21): 3103-3106
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INTRODUCTION
Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is a relatively common
malignancy, ranking fifth in frequency on a worldwide basis
and causing more than one million deaths annually[1,2] and there
has been a progressive increase in the number of hepatoma
cases over the past two decades[3]. Unfortunately, most of the

cases of hepatoma are not curable because extensive resection
is not possible. Though many approaches, such as transarterial
chemoembolization (TACE), percutaneous ethanol injection
(PEI), radiofrequency ablation (RFA), radiotherapy and liver
transplantation have been developed to treat it, and the effective
and survival rates are increased, a large number of patients
would die from recurrence and metastasis[4-8]. It is well known
that improving the overall therapeutic effects of liver cancer
depends on the combined therapies. The purpose of combined
interventional therapies for HCC is to increase their therapeutic
efficiencies and to reduce the side effects and complications.
Radiotherapy presents another interesting option for the
treatment of HCC amidst the wide array of non-surgical modalities
available[11] and experimental and clinical studies have been
reported that gene therapy is one of the more promising
approaches for patients with advanced liver tumours[9-12].
It is unknown about the combination of radiotherapy and
gene therapy, especially the relationship between p27kip1 and
radiosensitivity, although p27kip1 is a target for cancer therapeutics[13].
p27kip1 is a key molecule in cell cycle control because of their
specific and periodic expression during cell cycle progression.
Knowledge of the function of cell cycle checkpoints in tumour
cells may be important to develop treatment strategies for
human cancers. Recent studies indicate that mutations in the
p27kip1 gene have not been seen in many tumors including human
hepatoma[14]. Down-regulation and mislocalization expression
of p27kip1 have recently been found to be associated with a poor
prognosis in patients with hepatoma[15]. However, the role of
p27kip1 expression and gamma irradiation-induced apoptosis in
human hepatoma cells has not been examined previously.
The purpose of this study was to investigate the function
of p27kip1 and 60Co γ-irradiation in the HepG2 cell cycle progress
and apoptosis, and then to examine the molecular mechanisms
of radiosensitivity induced by p27kip1 and gamma irradiation in
human hepatoma cells, focusing on the possibility that it might
act, at least in part, by increasing the expression of p27kip1 in
human hepatoma cells. This study may help us to understand
radiosensitivity and develop a new treatment strategy.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Reagents
RPMI-1640 medium and Lipofectamine (LF2000) were
purchased from GIBCO. Anti-Flag (M2) was purchased from
Sigma. FITC conjugated-IgG was purchased from Santa Cruz
Biotechnology. The plasmid containing p27kip1 was kindly
provided by Dr. Keiichi Nakayama at Kyushu University, Japan.
Cells and treatment with gamma-irradiation radiation treatment
Human hepatoma cell line, HepG2, was routinely maintained
in RPMI-1640 medium supplemented with 100 mL/L heatinactivated fetal bovine serum at the 100 mL/L concentration
and incubated in 100 U/mL penicillin-streptomycin in 50 mL/L
CO2 in air at 37
with 50 mL/L CO2. Hepatoma cells were
plated into 6-well culture plates (5×104 cells/well) and exposed
to 0, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, 5.0 and 6.0 Gy of γ-irradiation from a
telecobalt therapy source at a dose rate of 5.0 cGy/minute.
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Transient transfection of p27Kip1
Transfection of the cells with wild type p27kip1 cDNA constructs
was performed using Lipofectamine (LF2000) reagent according
to the manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, cells were plated in
a 6-well plate at a density of 5×104 /well and incubated overnight
in RPMI-1640 supplemented with 100 mL/L FCS. The cDNA
constructs encoding p27kip1 were diluted in RPMI-1640 (100 µL)
and then mixed with the transfection solution for 15 min. After
washed twice with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) to remove
serum, the cells were incubated with the transfection mixture at
37 for 4 h and then refreshed with RPMI-1640 medium.
Proliferation assays
Cell proliferation was measured by MTT assay. After HepG2
cells were treated with different dose gamma-irradation for
indicated time and dose, then 10 µL MTT (5 mg/mL) was added
to each well and incubated for an additional 4 h, and then the
liquid in the wells was evaporated. To dissolve the formazam,
200 µL of DMSO was added. Control wells were treated with 1 g/L
DMSO alone. The absorbance was detected in the microplate
reader 550 model at 570 nm wavelength. Growth inhibition was
equal to (1-absorbance of the treated wells)/(absorbance of the
control wells) ×100%.
Immunohistochemistry
Immunohistochemical staining was performed to determine
the expression of Flag-P27kip1 fusion protein. HepG2 cells
transiently expressing p27kip1 were grown on a glass coverslip
in a 6-well plate for 24 h after transfetion. The cells on the
coverslips were fixed in 20 g/L paraformaldehye at room
temperature for 5 min on the next day of transfection, and
sequentially incubated for 60 min with anti-mouse Flag (M2)
and then FITC-conjugated second antibody. The slides were lightly
counterstained with Hoechst 33258, washed with water and then
mounted. Finally coverslips were mounted with other glass
slides, the cells were examined by immunofluorescence
microscopy at the excitation/emission wavelengths of 488 nm
and 520 nm alternatively.
Flow cytometry analysis
HepG2 cells were plated onto a 6-well plate (5×104 cells/well) in
RPMI-1640 containing 100 mL/L FBS and grown overnight to
allow cell attachment. They were then treated with irradiation,
harvested, fixed with 700 mL/L ethanol, centrifuged, resuspended
in 400 µL of PBS, and 2 mg/mL RNase was added to avoid doublestranded RNA staining, then stained with 400 µL of 0.1 mg/mL
propidium iodide (PI). The cell suspension was filtered through
a 60-µm Specrta/Mesh nylon filter. Samples of 20 000 cells were
then analyzed for DNA histograms and cell cycle phase
distributions by flow cytometer using a FACSCalibur instrument
(Becton Dickinson), and the data were analyzed by a CELLQuest
computer program.
DNA fragmentation assay
The integrity of DNA was assessed by agarose gel electrophoresis.
Cells (1×106) were centrifuged for 5 min at 3 000 r/min, washed once
with PBS, and cell pellets were resuspended in 100 µL of lysis
buffer (50 mmol/L Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 10 mmol/L tetraacetic acid,
4 g/L SDS, 0.5 g/L proteinase K) and incubated for 8 h at 50 ,
then 10 µL of 0.5 g/L RNase A was added. The samples were
incubated for 1 h at 50 and heated to 70 for 5 min, then 100 µL
of phenol: chloroform:isopropanol (25:24:1) was added. After
centrifugation, the supernatants were transferred to new tubes,
and twice volume ethanol (ice cold) was added. After
centrifugation, the pellets were solubilized in TE buffer and loaded
on 18 g/L agarose gel for electrophoresis. The gel was stained
with ethidium bromide, and photographed with UV illumination.
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Hoechst 33258-propidium iodide counterstaining
Apoptosis and death cells were identified by Hoechst 33258-PI
counterstaining[16]. Briefly, cell pellets (1×109) were suspended
by 100 µL PBS containing Hoechst33258 at the concentration
of 1 µL/mL. The cells were incubated at 37 for 7 min, and
then centrifuged. The cell pellets were resuspended in 100 µL
staining solution containing PI at the concentration of 5 µg/mL.
The stained cells were analyzed using a fluorescence microscope.
Samples of 200 cells were then analysed.
Statistical analysis
Data were represented as mean±SD. Differences were evaluated by
SPSS10.0 software. P 0.05 was considered statistically significant.
RESULTS
Growth inhibition of HepG2 cells by 60Co γ -irradiation
The irradiation of HepG2 cells caused a dose-dependent cell
growth inhibition, and a maximum inhibitory effect was observed
at 6 Gy. MTT assay showed that irradiation had anti-proliferative
effects on HepG2 cells in a dose-dependant manner. At the
dose of 0, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, 5.0 and 6.0 Gy, the inhibitory rate
was 2.62±0.18%, 26.85±0.21%, 54.11±0.47%, 57.19±0.54%,
60.26±0.53% and 67.12±0.65% respectively (Figure 1). The cell
growth inhibitory effect was due to apoptosis or necrosis induced
by excessively high dose irradiation. The counterstaining of PI
and Hoechst 33258 proved to be an excellent probe to distinguish
apoptotic cells from necrotic cells. Live and apoptotic cells were
only probed by Hoechst 33258 (blue in color) and exclusion of
propidium iodide due to plasma membrane integrity. The
morphological features of apoptotic cells were cell shrinkage,
nuclear condensation and genomic fragmentation down to the
size of individual nucleosome units. On the contrary, necrotic
cells were probed by PI (red in colors) (Figure 2). The apoptotic
rate reached the top at the dose of 4.0 Gy, when irradiated by
6.0 Gy, most of HepG2 cells were in necrotic state (Figure 3).
Cell growth inhibitory rate (%)
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Figure 1 Effect of irradiation on proliferation of HepG2 cells.

p27kip1 expression enhanced radiosensitivity induced by 60Co
γ-irradiation in HepG2 cells
Overexpression of p27kip1 protein was observed in transfected
cells (Figure 4). As a result, the proliferation of HepG2 cells was
greatly inhibited and cell cycle was arrested in G1 phase after
exogenous p27kip1 expression (Figure 5). Further results showed
that overexpression of p27 kip1 enhanced radiosensitivity in
HepG2 cells induced by 60Co γ-irradiation, and 2.0 Gy irradiation
induced maximum apoptotic rate by 40.6% in HepG2 cells
transfected with p27Kip1, whereas HepG2 cells transfected empty
vector, only 4.0 Gy reached the maximum apoptotic rate of 35.3%
(Figure 6). Apoptosis of HepG2 cells indicated by flow cytometry
and Hoechest33258 staining was then confirmed by DNA
fragmentation, which was visualized as the characteristic
oligonucleosome-sized fragmentation in ethidium bromide after
DNA agarose gel electrophoresis (date not shown).
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Figure 5 Flow cytometry analysis of cell cycle of nontransfected
and transiently transfected HepG2 cells. A: nontransfected
HepG2 cells. B: p27kip1 transiently transfected HepG2 cells.

Figure 3 Comparsion of apoptosis and necrosis rate of HepG2
treated by 60Co γ-irradiation. aP<0.05, bP<0.01 vs necrosis.
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Figure 6 Apoptotic rates induced by γ-irradiation in nontransfected
and transfected HepG2 cells. bP<0.01 vs control.

Figure 4 Subcellular localization and expression of p27kip1 in
tranfected HepG2 cells.

DISCUSSION
HCC remains one of the most difficult tumors to treat. Primary
HCC is the second most common cancer and the leading cause
of cancer deaths behind gastric cancer in China. Surgical
resection has been accepted as the only curative therapy for
primary liver cancer. Unfortunately, most patients are surgically
unresectable, and are sometimes recommended to receive nonsurgical therapies, including radiotherapy, radiofrequency
hyperthermia, genetherapy or combination of the above
methods. Radiation therapy has been commonly used in the
treatment of unamenable human hepatoma. Unfortunately, the
cause of this radiosensitization has not met expectations fully.
New approches that may reduce side-effects and provide good
quality of life are required. Thus, it is imperative to develop
new and effective treatments, such as gene therapy, in order to
treat this disease.
Gene therapy is one of the more promising approaches for
patients with advanced liver tumour. Experimental and clinical
studies have reported that gene therapy and molecular
prevention are becoming a part of patient management and

would eventually complement or in part replace the existing
therapeutic and preventive strategies[17]. Recent researches
have indicated that p27kip is a new target for gene therapy and
p27kip1 is a new suitable candidate for gene therapy[9,18]. The
protein p27kip1 is an important factor that regulates cell cycle
progression and apoptosis. Mutations in p27kip1 gene have not
been seen in many tumors including human hepatoma. Downregulation and mislocalized expression have recently been found
to be associated with poor prognosis in patients with hepatoma.
Therefore, regulation of p27kip1 activity is a new strategy for
hepatoma therapy.
Pretreatment of hepatocellular carcinoma cells with
overexpression of p27kip1 protein before irradiation enhanced
the cell-killing effect of irradiation. Interaction with moderate
doses of radiation caused a substantial increase in tumor cell
killing. The beneficial effect of this interaction was further
evidenced by the significant increase in the number of apoptic
cells. The HepG2 cells treated with p27kip1 and exposed to 6.0 Gy
showed a maximum apoptosis percentage when compared to
the other irradiation doses or p27kip1 transfection. Our results
showed that overexpression of p27 kip1 could enhance the
radiosensitivity in HepG2 cells. Overexpression of p27kip1 in
HepG2 cells cound sensitize cells to ionizing radiation. Recent
advances have been made in the understanding of molecular
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events following cell exposure to ionizing radiation. Our results
suggest that p27kip1 protein could be used to modulate radioinduced cellular responses.
However, the molecular machanism of p27kip1 in radiosensitivity
induced by 60Co γ-irradiation is still unclear, and further studies
are needed to identify the molecular mechanisms for the
radiosensitizing activity, with emphasis on the study of p27kip1
in cell cycle progress and radiosensitivity.
Our results here provide some experimental evidences that
overexpression of p27kip1 increases the radiosensitivity of gamma
irradiation. It may help us understand radiosensitivity and
develop strategies for liver cancer.
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Abstract
AIM: To establish a nude mice model of human hepatocellular
carcinoma (HCC) via orthotopic implantation of histologically
intact tissue, in order to study biologic features of HCC in
vivo and to direct clinical treatment respectively.
METHODS: Histologically intact fresh specimens of HCC
were orthotopically implanted in nude mice (BALB/c, nu/nu).
Survival rate and growth curve were investigated with Bultrasound. Morphological characteristics of pathology and
spontaneous metastatic rates were detected with microscopy.
Expression of multidrug resistance genes studied with
immunohistochemical method and RT-PCR, and other biologic
features of implanted tumor were observed and compared
with human HCC specimens.
RESULTS: Out of the specimens from two patients with
HCC, only one specimen survived in nude mice. The orthotopic
implantation tumor survival rate, spontaneous intrahepatic
metastatic rate, pulmonary metastatic rate and bone
metastases rate were 100%, 75.0%, 37.5% and 37.5%
respectively in the first passage. AFP was kept on secreting
and increasing with the size of the tumor. The morphological
characteristics and biologic features were similar to the
donor’s, the protein and mRNA of MDR1 and LRP were
expressed in tumors of the model and the donor, and there
was no significant difference between them (P>0.05).
CONCLUTION: The model of nude mice with orthotopic
implantation of histologically intact HCC tissue is an ideal
model to study biologic features of HCC in vivo and to direct
clinical treatment.
Gao YS, Chen XP, Li KY, Wu ZD. Nude mice model of human
hepatocellular carcinoma via orthotopic implantation of
histologically intact tissue. World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10
(21): 3107-3111
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INTRODUCTION
Liver cancer is one of the most common carcinomas, the highest

age-standardised mortality rate in China, and accounts for 53%
of all liver cancer deaths worldwide[1,2]. Surgical resection has
been accepted as the best treatment for hepatocellular carcinoma
(HCC). However, recurrence and metastases and non-sensitivity
to chemotherapy remain the major obstacles for further
prolonging survival after resection[3]. Study of HCC, therefore,
has become an important issue. But the experiments can not be
done on patients with HCC. So human HCC model in nude mice
is needed for the study of HCC and its mechanism, chemotherapy,
multidrug resistance (MDR), etc.
Shimosato et al.[4,5] established a series of human tumors in
nude mice including the human HCC nude mice model for study
of alpha-fetoprotein (AFP) in relation to tumor growth in 1976.
Liu et al.[6] established a nude mice xenograft model from human
HCC in 1995. Leveille-Webster et al.[7] established an intrahepatic
xenograft of human HCC in severe combined immunodeficiency
mice for the study of multidrug resistance in 1996. Sun et al.[8,9]
reported a metastatic human HCC model in nude mice with
100% of spontaneous metastases to lung, lymph node and
liver. Peng et al.[10] established a human HCC model in nude
mice using orthotopic implantation and observed malignant
behavior. Tao et al.[11] established a human HCC in nude mice
model using SMMC-LTNM tumor transplanted into abdominal
cavity and liver, the lung metastatic rate was 59%. Genda et al.[12]
reported the construction of metastatic models using orthotopic
implantation of human HCC cell lines into livers of SCID mice,
two of the 5 cell lines injected showed vascular tumor thrombi
and intrahepatic metastases. Zheng et al.[13] established an
orthotopic implantation tumor model from the subcutaneous
model of human HCC in nude mice, the spontaneous metastatic
rate was 57.8%. Shi et al.[14] established a human HCC model in
nude mice with a high metastatic rate in lymph node.
Metastatic models constructed in nude mice by orthotopic
implantation of histologically intact patient specimens have
been used in Hoffman’s group, and several such models
including cancers of the lung, pancreas and ovarium, have
been reported[15-17]. However, patient-like human HCC model in
nude mice with metastatic behaviors was not found. After the
study on HCC cell lines and subcutaneous HCC model in nude
mice, we established a patient-like human HCC model with
spontaneous metastases in liver, lung and bones.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Mice
There to four weeks BALB/ c, nu/nu, nude mice (Experimental
Animal Center, Tongji Medical College, Huazhong University
of Science and Technology, Wuhan), weighting 10.1-16.0 g,
were used in this study.
Surgical specimens of human HCC
Fresh surgical specimens were obtained from 2 patients with
HCC who underwent surgery at the Hepatic Surgery Center,
Tongji Hospital, Tongji Medical College, Huazhong University
of Science and Technology. The specimens were rinsed and
preserved in saline at 4-8 and sent to the Experimental Animal
Center as soon as possible. After necrotic tissue and non-
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cancerous tissue of the specimens were removed, the remaining
cancerous tissues were cut into small pieces of about 1 mm3 in size.

Implantation procedure
Tumor pieces were implanted into the livers of nude mice. A left
subcostal incision was made under anaesthesia with 200 g/L
urethane. The left lobe of the liver was exposed and the liver
capsule was mechanically injured with needle. Then one or two
pieces of tumor tissue were filled into the liver tissue with
forceps which could be seen as a white spot and abdominal
wall was finally closed. Mice were kept in laminar-flow cabinets
under specific-pathogen-free conditions.
Evaluation of growth and metastases
Nude mice were weighted and the size of tumors was weekly
measured with B-ultrasound from 2 to 9 wk after orthotopic
implantation. Tumor size (mm3) was evaluated by measurement
of two diameters with B-ultrasound and using the formula 1/2 LW2,
where L is the longest diameter and W is the shortest diameter.
Bone metastases was detected with SPECT 8 wk after implantation
and then other organ metastases was detected with autopsy
and microscopy when the mice were killed. The liver, lymph
node, lungs, and bone suspected of metastases were collected
and processed for routine gross and microscopic examination.
Metastases was diagnosed if at least one microscopic metastatic
lesion was found in any resected organ.
Serum detection
AFP in serum from tail vein was detected every two weeks, and
hepatitis virus-B surface antigen (HBsAg), antibody to hepatitis
virus-B surface (HBsAb), hepatitis virus-B e antigen (HBeAg),
antibody to hepatitis virus-B e (HBeAb) and antibody to
hepatitis virus-B core (HBcAb) of serum from heart blood were
detected after mice were killed (ELISA assay).
Immunohistochemical studies
Expression of MDR1 and LRP was studied by using mouse
anti-human MDR1 C219 and LRP monoclonal antibodies
(neomarkers) respectively. Tumor tissues from patients with
HCC and mice carrying human HCC were fixed in formalin and
embedded in paraffin. Sections of 5 µm were assayed for MDR1
and LRP expression by immunoperoxidase staining with the SP
method (SP kit, Zhongshan Biocompany, China).
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DNA thermal cycler. Afterwards, the tubes were incubated at
95 for 5 min to terminate the reaction. Then each tube was
kept at -20 until PCR was performed. Primers of the target
gene MDR1, LRP and endogenous reference GAPDH were
designed using the Primer Express software (Applied Biosystems)
(Table 1). The final volume of PCR reaction (50 µL) was completed
including an initial phase at 94 for 4 min, and followed by 30
cycles at 94 for1 min, and at 56 for 45 s, at 72 for 45 s,
and finally at 72 for 10 min.

Statistical analysis
Data were presented as mean±SD and analyzed with SPSS11.0.
P<0.05 was considered statistically significant.
RUSULTS
Establishment of patient-like metastatic HCC model
Human HCC model of orthotopic implantation was successfully
established in nude mice with histologically intact tissues. Out
of the 2 specimens from 2 patients with HCC, only one specimen
from a 39-year-old man with HCC was at Edmonson grade II-III,
whose serum AFP (1 746 ng/mL), HBsAg, HBeAg, HBcAb were
all positive, and he had extensive intrahepatic metastases but
no hilus hepatis lymph node metastases during operation. Bone
metastases were found in the patient one month after operation.
Two weeks after implantation, all the livers of 8 nude mice gave rise
to tumors and the size of tumors was observed every week with
B-ultrasound or by autopsy after they were killed. (Figures 1-3).

Figure 1 Ultrasonic image of implanted tumors in nude mice liver.

Table 1 Primers for MDR1 and LRP
Size
(bp)

B-actin

530

MDR1
LRP

Quantification
method

Forward primer
Reverse primer
174 Forward primer
Reverse primer
237 Forward primer
Reverse primer

Sequence (5’-3’)
GTGCGTGACATTAAGGAG
CTAAGTCATAGTCCGCCT
CATTGGTGTGGTGAGTCAGG
CTCTCTCTCCAACCAGGGTG
TAAGGGCTTCCAGCACCAAC
GGAGTTCTCGCTTCTCGTCC

Detection of MDR1 and LRP expression by RT-PCR
Total RNA was extracted from tumors of nude mice and patients
using Trizol (Promega) according to the manufacturer’s
instructions. Reverse transcription ( RT) was performed with
random primers using a complementary DNA (cDNA) synthesis
kit (promega). Following RT-reaction reagents were added: 2 µL
MgCL2 (50 mmol/L), 2 µL RT buffer (Tris-HCL pH 8.3), 2 µL
deoxynucleotide mixture (100 mmol/L), 0.5 µL RNase (20 units),
1 µL M-MLV reverse transcriptase, 1 µL of random primers
(500 µg/mL) and 5 µg substrate RNA. The final volume of RTreaction (25 µL) was completed with RNase free water. First
strand cDNA synthesis was carried out at 37 for 60 min in a

Figure 2 Implanted tumors in nude mice liver by autopsy.
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Figure 3 Relation between volume of implanted tumor and
time after implantation.
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Figure 4 Implanted tumor in nude mice liver metastases to lungs. The first passage just formed a few metastatic lesions A; The
4th passage formed multiple metastatic lesions B; and metastatic lesions in lungs were found under microscope C.
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Figure 5 Implanted tumor in nude mice liver spontaneously metastasized to bone. The first passage metastasized to vertebra
thoracica just as the donor A, and the 4th passage showed multiple bone metastases B, C. Metastatic lesions were shown in bones
under microscope D.
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Figure 6 Relation between density of AFP in serum and time
of tumor after implantation.
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Figure 8 MDR1 and LRP expressed in tumors of the donor (2)
and the mude mice model (3), and the expression had no significant difference between both. A: MDR1 expressed in
tumors. B: LRP expressed in tumors.

The tumor behavior of this model was the same as the tumor
in the patient who donated the specimen. Nine weeks after

Figure 7 Edmonson grade II-III HCC specimen from patients
A and in tumor tissue from nude mice model B.

implantation, the 8 nude mice with normal weight were killed
by drawing blood from heart. According to autopsy and
microscopic examination, implanted tumor survived in all nude
mice (8/8), intrahepatic invasion was seen in all nude mice (8/8),
intrahepatic metastases was seen 75% (6/8) (Figure 2), lung
metastases was seen in 3 nude mice (35.5%) (Figure 4), the
wound seeding was seen in all mice (8/8), and bone metastases
occurred in 35.5%(3/8) (Figure 5), but lymph node metastases
was not found.

Findings in serum
Serum AFP was detected from tail blood of nude mice (Figure 6),
but all markers of hepatitis were negative.
Histological findings
Histological characteristics of the model tumor were similar to
those of the donor’s tumor (Figure 7).
Immunohistochemistry and RT-PCR results (Figure 8, Table 2)
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Table 2 Expression of MDR1 and LRP in HCC from donor and
nude mice
Immunohistochemistry (%)
MDR1
Donor
Nude mice
t
P

31.26
29.20±2.81
2.077
0.076

mRNA of RT-PCR (%)

LRP

Mdr1

LRP

27.18
25.44±2.43
2.030
0.080

61.47
56.71
65.42±13.59 58.63±9.37
0.823
2.288
0.438
0.056

DISCUSSION
Subcutaneous tumor implantation has been used as a standard
method to establish animal models of human cancer[18,19].
Although such models help to understand the nature of human
cancers and their therapeutic approaches, but many problems
still remain unsolved. One major problem is that the tumor which
was derived from a patient and implanted subcutaneous into
an immunodeficient animal no longer behaves as it did in the
patient. Although the tumor could sometimes grow subcutaneously,
it was encapsulated and usually failed to metastasize either
regionally or at distant site[19].
Recently, a new strategy of “orthotopic implantation” has been
used to develop rodent models of metastatic human cancer[19,20].
In the first generation of these models, cell lines or disaggregated
cells were injected into the organ of mice that corresponded to
the organ from which human tumor was derived. This method
allowed metastases to occur at least in certain cases[19,21-23]. The
cell line and disaggregated cells used for orthotopic implantation
were obtained by disrupting the original structure of human
tumor tissue, which might lead to a change in nature and
biological behavior and could be the basis of the greatly
reduced metastases rate[24]. Holfman[25] developed an orthotopic
implantation model utilizing intact tissues obtained directly from
surgery. This approach has yielded a high survive rate and
frequent metastases in cancers of the colon[26], bladder[24], lung[27],
pancreas[28], prostate [29] and stomach[30]. These models of
human cancer in nude mice could show various manifestations
similar to tumor behavior in patients.
However, it remains difficult to obtain satisfactory models
for human cancers in nude mice, particularly with regard to
spontaneous metastases and reduction of the latent period
when cell suspension or histologically intact tissues were used
for orthotopic implantation, which could not really reflect the
nature of HCC of patients and preclude in vivo effective study
of important events including spontaneous metastases and
mutidrug resistance. Therefore, our approach includes the
selection of highly invasive and intrahepatic metastases of
human HCC samples and orthotopic transplantation of
histologically intact tissues into 3-4 wk old nude mice. In the
first generation, the result demonstrated that the specimen from
the 39-year-old patient with HCC gave rise to growth of tumor
at the implantation site in all the 8 nude mice 2 wk after
implantation. In the course of the study, lung and bone metastases
were found in the patient donating specimens 1 mo after
operation. So we began to pay attention to nude mice in terms
of metastases. Fortunately, metastases occurred in all the mice
7-8 wk after implantation, 3 (3/8) had lung metastases, and 3 (3/8)
had spontaneous bone metastases, and all had wound seeding
and intrahepatic invasion. Lymph node metastases, however,
was not found. Spontaneous metastases of human cancer
xenografts in nude mice was rare[9,11]. We believe the reasons
of cancer growth and metastases in nude mice were that the
specimen selected was highly metastatic and that the nude
mice were younger (3-4 wk) than those used in other studies[13,31].
But metastases was not found in all the mice. We believe the
reasons might be that the time after implantation was not so
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long that the metastases could not occur in each one, and that
it was related to the methods detecting the metastases. So in
the 2-4 passages, the nude mice carrying implantation tumor
were not killed until they developed signs of distress so as to
give full time to metastases and to observe the nature of the
tumor. As a result, intrahepatic, lung and bone metastases and
wound seeding and multiple metastatic sites in those organs
were surprisingly observed in all nude mice over a period ranging
5-16 wk after implantation. Besides selection of the highly
invasive and metastatic samples and age of the nude mice, we
think there were two key factors, one was that we selected and
isolated more higher metastatic subpopulation from the parent
tumor, and the other was that a long time could give chance to
implanted tumor to metastasize.
As shown in the results, the expression of AFP, MDR1, and
LRP was well maintained in locally growing tumor tissues as
well as in metastases. These results indicated that this nude
mice model represented the majority of biological natures
including local invasion, spontaneous lung, bone and intrahepatic
metastases, MDR and secreted AFP, suggesting that our model
indeed has some features resembling the natural biological
behaviors of human HCC.
Although spontaneous metastases models of HCC have
been established in nude mice, but bone metastases and MDR
studies are not available. Our model well maintained the native
structure of HCC and exhibited spontaneous lung metastases,
especially spontaneous bone metastases and expression of
MDR just as the patient donating the specimen. Thus, this model
represents the features of patients with HCC, and could be an
interesting tool for studying human HCC.
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were higher than those of the group with tumors >3 cm in
diameter. The recurrent rates of tumors in situ of the former
group were apparently lower than those of the latter group.
The recurrent rates of tumors in dystopia in the liver of the
former group were markedly lower than those of the latter
group. The 122 cases underwent a total of 1221 PEI. There
were no complications such as hemorrhage and severe heart,
liver and kidney functional injuries except for 1 case of
melena and 4 cases of jaundice who recovered after 1-2 wk
under common therapies.

Abstract

CONCLUSION: The experimental study shows quantified
ethanol at intervals of 3-5 d could improve the curative effect
of hepatocarcinoma. The clinical study shows PHQEI is an
effective therapeutic method for HCC with few side-effects,
and a low-cost. The treatment efficacy is more remarkable
for tumors 3 cm in diameter.

AIM: To detect the relationship between absolute ethanol
injection quantity, the interval and formation of fibreboard,
the curative effect in treatment of hepatocarcinoma and to
evaluate the clinical application of percutaneous hepatic
quantified ethanol injection (PHQEI) in treatment of hepatic
carcinoma (HCC).
METHODS: (1) Experimental study: Twenty-four human
hepatic carcinoma SMMC-7721 xenografted nude mice
were randomly divided into three groups: group A injected
with quantified ethanol at short intervals (QESI), group B
with quantified ethanol at long intervals (QELI) and group
C with a small quantity of ethanol at long intervals (SQLI).
The tumor tissues were sent for patho-histology and electron
microscopic examinations. The diameters of tumors were
measured with high frequency ultrasound before and after
therapies and tumor growth index (TGI) was calculated.
(2) Clinical study: Tumors of 122 cases of pathologically
proved HCC were injected with quantified ethanol guided
by ultrasound every 3-5 d 4-10 times per period of
treatment. The quantity of ethanol was calculated according
to the regressive equations where Y = 2.885X when the
mass was 5 cm in diameter and Y = 1.805X when the
mass was >5 cm in diameter (X is the maximal diameter
of the mass with the unit cm, Y is the ethanol quantity with
the unit mL). The survival rates of 1, 2, 3 and 4 years and
recurrent rates in situ as well as dystopia in the liver were
calculated.
RESULTS: (1) Experimental study: TGI of QESI group
(0.072±0.018) and QELI group (0.094±0.028) was
apparently lower than that of SQLI group (1.982±0.482)
(P<0.01). TGI of QESI group seemed to be lower than
that of QELI group, but it was not markedly different
(P>0.05) between two groups. Severe degeneration and
necrosis could be seen in QESI group by patho-histology
examination. Coagulative necrosis could be seen in most
tumors of QESI group and there were no residual cancer
cells under electronic microscope, while the residual cancer
and inflammatory cells and fibre tissues could be seen
around the tumors of QELI group. Infiltration of inflammatory
cells could be seen and fibre tissues were formed. (2)
Clinical study: B mode ultrasound showed that 62.5% of
tumors shrank after PHQEI. The survival rates of 1, 2, 3
and 4 years of the group with tumors 3 cm in diameter
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INTRODUCTION
Because ultrasound-guided percutaneous ethanol injection
(PEI) has the advantages of easy operation, definite curative
effect, little damage and few side-effects, it has been widely
used in clinical practice in recent years since the report by
Japanese scholars in 1983[1-10]. Though more ultrasound-guided
methods have been applied since then[11-20], PEI is still one of
the most widely used non-operative methods in the treatment
of hepatic carcinoma. Because there is no common standard
for ethanol injection quantity and interval, the efficacy is
affected apparently. In order to improve the efficacy, according
to the pathological biological characteristics of HCC that
there are capsula and tiny satellitic foci of cancer cells in the
periphery of HCC, we once conducted the study of percutanous
hepatic quantified ethanol injection (PHQEI) in treatment of
HCC (Ethanol was injected until the diffusing area was 1-2 cm
more than the maximal diameter of tumor 5 cm in diameter.
According to the endurance of patients the ethanol was
injected from several directions and diffused throughout the
nodules >5 cm in diameter as fully as possible.) and we put
forward the regressive equations[21]: Y = 2.885X (X 5 cm),
Y = 1.805X (X>5 cm) (X is the maximal diameter of the tumor
with the unit cm, Y is the ethanol quantity with the unit mL).
Recently, some scholars have reported that it could cause
cancer cells to remain as the fibreboard in tumors affected the
wide infiltration of ethanol[22]. So we carried out experimental
studies to prove the relationship between absolute ethanol
injection quantity and the formation of fibreboard. We have
followed up 122 cases of hepatocarcinoma treated by PHQEI
for 1-4 years to assess its clinical application.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Experimental studies
Experimental animals For the experiment, we used 24 BALB/
CA nude mice, which were 5-8 wk old, provided by the Medical
Experiment Animal Unit of Anti-cancer Center of Xiamen
University, China. The average weight was 18±2.1 grams. They
were raised in the layer drift shelves under aseptic conditions.
The cages, cushion, drinking water and standard forage provided
by Shanghai Bikai Company were changed periodically.
Experimental methods Twenty-four nude mice with human
HCC-transplanted hypodermically were randomly divided into
three groups: group A injected with quantified ethanol (the
ethanol diffused throughout the tumor) at short intervals (5 d)
(QESI), group B with quantified ethanol at long intervals (10 d)
(QELI) and group C with a small quantity of ethanol (half
quantity of ethanol as used in QESI) at long intervals (SQLI).
Each group contained 8 nude mice.
Three dimensional diameters of the tumors were measured
by high frequency ultrasound (Aloka-5500 with 10 MHz probe)
after 10 d of transplantation of HCC and the volume was
calculated. Then ethanol was injected into the center of the
tumor with No.5 needles. All the mice were injected twice. The
three dimensional diameters of the tumors were measured again
5 d after the last injection and then the mice were killed. The
center and peripheral tissues of tumors were sent for pathologic
histology and electron microscopic examination. The experiment
was carried out with double blind method.
Observation indexes Tumor growth index (TGI) was calculated
by the formula: volume of the tumor (after treatment-before
treatment)/volume of the tumor (before treatment). The degree
of degeneration and necrosis, inflammatory response of tissues
and fibre tissue were observed by pathologic histology
examination. The microstructure of tumor tissues, inflammatory
cells and fibre cells, fibreboard were observed under electron
microscope.
Statistical methods
The data of each group were exporessed as mean±SD. Necrosis
area of each group was calculated and analyzed with ANOVA.
P<0.05 was considered statistically significant. All statistical
analyses were performed using SPSS for windows version 8.0
software package.
Clinical studies
Patients One hundred and twenty-two cases of HCC,
including 96 cases recurring after operation, consisted of 105
males and 17 females were enrolled in the study. The mean
age was 54.8 years (range, 28-81). The diagnosis was
established by pathocytology and/or histology. One hundred
and twenty-two cases had 168 nodules including 62 cases
with single nodules. The mean diameter of tumor was 3.8 cm
(1.2-7.2 cm) and 122 cases comprised 64 cases with tumors
<3 cm in diameter and 58 cases with tumors >3 cm in diameter
(27 cases with tumor >5 cm in diameter). Seventy-eight cases
had AFP >20 ng/mL.
Instruments Real-time ultrasonography (Aloka-650, 1700,
Japan) was performed with a 3.5 MHz probe. The puncture
needles were 22G PTC fine-needles and 15-20 cm in length. The
platelet count of the patients was >50×109/L.
Injection methods The point of puncture was determined by
ultrasonography. Under local anesthesia, the fine needle
punctured from the point into the posterior of the axis of
nodules. Then ethanol was injected into the nodule gradually
and the needle was withdrawn slowly. The injection quantity
was calculated according to the regressive equations: Y = 2.885X
(X<5 cm), Y = 1.805X (X>5 cm) (X is the maximal diameter of the
tumor with the unit cm, Y is the ethanol quantity with the unit mL).
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All the cases were injected every 3-5 d 4-10 times per period of
treatment. The tumor>5 cm in diameter could also be injected
10-20 times per period of treatment.
Follow-up time The follow-up period lasted for 12-48 mo (mean
period 34 mo). The survival rates of 1, 2, 3 and 4 years and
recurrent rates in situ as well as dystopia in the liver of each
group were calculated and compared using ANOVA. The 14
nodules of 9 cases were resected after quantified ethanol
injection 2-4 times and sent for pathologic examination.

RESULTS
Experimental studies
Tumor growth index Table 1 shows that TGI of QESI and QELI
groups was apparently smaller than that of SQLI group (P<0.01).
TGI of QESI group seemed to be smaller than that of QELI
group, but not different markedly (P>0.05).
Table 1 Comparison of TGI between groups (mean±SD)
Groups

Cases (n)

TGI

P

A: QESI
B: QELI
C: SELI

8
8
8

0.072±0.018
0.094±0.028
1.982±0.482

>0.05 1
<0.01 b
<0.01 d

1

P>0.05 vs group B, bP<0.01 vs group C, dP<0.01 vs group A.

Table 2 Comparison of the percentage of tumor necrosis
between groups
Necrosis area

QESI (A)

QELI (B)

80%-

87.5 (7/8)

50 (4/8)

30%-

12.6 (1/8)

50 (4/8)

SELI (C)
0
100 (8/8)

P
<0.01b
<0.01d
<0.01f

b

P<0.01 between groups A and C, dP<0.01 between groups A
and B, fP<0.01 between groups B and C.

A

B

Figure 1 Coagulation necrosis in the center to periphery of
the tumors of QESI after injection. (A, HE×10). The center of
the tumor of SELI appeared coagulation necrosis, but in the
periphery cancer cells grew luxuriantly after injection (B,
HE×10).
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B

Figure 2 Inflammation cell infiltration (A) and faciculus (B) in the periphery of tumors of SQLI group. electron microscope
examination.

A

B

Figure 3 Degeneration cancer cells (A) and fasciculus (B) in the periphery of the tumors of QELI. Shown in electron microscope
examination after injection.

A

Figure 4 Necrosis changes such as karyalysis, karyorrhexis
and cell membrane disappearance in the tumors of QESI after
injection under election microscope.

Patho-histology examination Table 2 shows the percentage of
tumor necrosis of each group. Necrosis of QESI group was
most severe. Coagulative necrosis could be seen from center
to periphery of the tumor of QESI group. Eighty-seven point
five percent of QESI group showed necrosis area >80%,
markedly higher than those of QELI and SELI groups. None of
SELI group showed necrosis area >80%. The center of the
tumor of SELI group showed necrosis but in the periphery
cancer cells grew actively (Figure 1).
Electron microscopic observation (1) SELI group: Cancer cells
showed coagulation necrosis in the center only and most cancer
cells grew luxuriantly, especially in the periphery. Most cancer
cells only showed orbicular karyotheca, nuclei in different size,
abundant euchromatin, orbicular cytomembrane, many
inflammatory cells, fibrocytes and fasciculus (Figure 2).
(2) QELI group: Coagulation necrosis was comparably
severe, but in the periphery orbicular cancer cells, some
degenerative cancer cells, inflammatory cells and fasciculus
could be seen (Figure 3).

B

Figure 5 Reduction of the average diameter of HCC nodules
from 3.6 cm (before injection, A) to 2.6 cm (two years after
injection, B) and hyperechogenic rings in the periphery with
haloes surrounding them after injection.

(3) QESI group: Necrotic changes, such as karyalysis,
karyorrhexis and cell membrane disappearance could be seen in
most cancer cells (6/8) (Figure 4). There were severe degenerative
cancer cells in which heterochromatin agglutinated under the
nuclear membrane. No fasciculus formed.

Clinical studies
Ultrasonography, CT or MRI showed that 168 nodules in 122
cases of HCC shrank 2-8 wk after the last PHQEI. The average
diameter reduced from 3.8 cm to 2.9 cm. Ultrasound showed the
echoes of tumor nodules enhanced after PEI therapy.
Hyperechogenic rings could be seen in the periphery of 25%
(42/168) cases of haloes surrounding them (Figure 5). The
diameters of 62.5% (105/168) tumors shrank and the internal
echo enhanced and facula or light dot formed (Figure 6). Tumor
nodules disappeared in 12.5% cases. CT showed that the nodules
showed homogeneous hypodensity or/and non-enhanced
changes in 62 cases after PHQEI. MRI showed that 38 nodules
of 26 cases showed low T1 and T2 signals. fine-needle or/and
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thick-needle biopsies were taken 1-3 times in all the cases and
no cancer cells appeared in 88.5% (108/122) cases and
degenerative cancer cells appeared in 11.5% (14/122) cases
with nodules >5 cm in diameter. After therapy AFP reduced in
78 cases with high AFP before therapy and 82.1% (64/78) cases
turned negative.
A

B

C

Figure 6 A: Average diameter of HCC nodule was 4.4 cm. B: It
was 4.8 cm after 10 injections of absolute ethanol and the
echogenic enhanced. C:After 42 mo of therapy the tumor
shrank to 2.9 cm in diameter and formed facula.
Table 3 Efficacy of PEI reported in literature
Survival rate (%)
Scholar

Time Cases Diameters of
nodules (cm)

1 yr

2 yr

3 yr

4 yr

5 yr

49

39

Ebara

1992

112

3

94

84

63

Castells

1992

162

<5

90

80

63

Li Po

19

1996

188

85

44

This article 2002

58

>3

4.6

84

64

58

52

This article 2002

64

3

94

85

72

63

Table 3 shows the survival rates of 1, 2, 3 and 4 years of each
group with tumors <3 cm (64 cases) and >3cm in diameter (58
cases) and the treatment efficacy reported by different scholars.
Table 4 shows that the recurrent rate of tumors in situ and
dystopia of the group with tumor 3 cm in diameter was
apparently lower than that of the group with tumor >3 cm in
diameter.
None of 9 cases with 14 nodules but 1 case showed cancer
cells in pathologic examination of the resected specimens after
2-4 PHQEIs.
The 122 cases underwent a total of 1 221 PHQEIs. There
were no complications such as hemorrhage and severe heart,
liver and kidney functional injuries except that 1 case of melona
after the injection of 8 mL ethanol and 4 cases of jaundice after
2-3 PHQEIs recovered after 1-2 wk under common therapies.
Different degrees of pains occurred in 33.6% (41/122) cases
after 1-2 PHQEIs and disappeared in 30 min without any therapy.
Low-fever appeared in 56.6% (69/122) cases and disappeared
after 2-4 d. GPT increased in 16.4% (20/122) cases and reduced
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to normal in 1 mo. There were no apparent changes of kidney
function and ECG examination in all cases before and after
therapy.

DISCUSSION
HCC is one of the most common cancers throughout the world.
In order to surmount the obstinate disease scholars at home and
abroad have conducted a great number of studies from many
aspects, such as causa moli, pathology, diagnosis and therapy, and
have acquired some accomplishments, especially in therapy[23-35].
Operation is the most common method in early stage, while
HCC has the biologic characteristics of early invasion to blood
vessels and multiple origins, which cause low resection rate
and high recurrent rate (90%) of 5 years. With the advantages
of definite efficacy, low complication and easy operation, PEI
is still one of the most appropriate non-operative methods for
small HCC which is unsuitable for resection and recurrent
hepatic carcinoma. The mechanism of PEI is to make cancer
cells incur dehydration and coagulative necrosis by injecting
ethanol into tumors. But there is not a unified standard for total
injection quantity, quantity per time and injection interval. At
present, some scholars have adopted the formula[36]: V = 4/3
(r+0.5)3 (V is the total quantity, r is the radius of focus.) and
others used the calculation[37]: Injection quantity (mL) = diameter
(cm) or quantity (mL) = diameter (cm) +1 (tumor 5 cm in diameter)
and quantity (mL) = diameter (cm) + 2 (tumor >5 cm in diameter).
Liu et al.[38] reported that 238 cases of HCC were given PEI with
1-20 mL ethanol per injection and 1-2 times per week. The injection
area involved the center as well as periphery of tumor and the
part adhering closely to the capsule. Excessive ethanol increases
side-effects and unnecessary liver injury, while too little ethanol
could not kill cancer thoroughly and cause tumors to recur and
metastasize. We once conducted the study of percutaneous
hepatic quantified ethanol injection in treatment of HCC and
put forward the regressive equation based on tumor diameter
and injection quantity of ethanol[21]. The initial clinical application
and following observation showed PHQEI had apparent
efficacy. This experimental study was to further probe the
pathologic basis of ethanol injection quantity, interval and the
formation of fibreboard and to assess the clinical application
value of PHQEI by follow-up observations.
Experimental study showed that tumor growth of QESI group
(The ethanol diffused throughout the tumor and was injected
every 5 d) was markedly inhibited after 2 injections. Extensive
coagulative necrosis could be seen from the center to periphery
of tumors and the necrosis area of 87.5% (7/8) cases reached
more than 80% by pathologic histology. Electron microscopy
showed the majority had coagulative necrosis and some had
severe degenerative tumor cells. Though the growth of tumor
of QELI group (The injection quantity was the same as that of
QESI, but the interval was prolonged twice.) was also inhibited,
the necrosis area of only 50% (4/8) cases was >80%. There
were more residual cancer cells in the periphery of tumors and
fibre tissue and inflammatory cells could be seen under electron
microscope. Because ethanol injection was only half of that of
QESI group and the injection interval was prolonged twice,
growth inhibition and necrosis degree of tumors of SQLI group

Table 4 Comparison of the recurrent rates between groups
Recurrent rate in situ (%)
Group
>3 cm (A)
3 cm (B)
a

Total
Cases

1 yr

58
64

6.9 (4/58)
0 (0/64) a

P<0.05 vs group A.

2 yr
7.1 (3/42)
2.1 (1/48)

3 yr

Recurrent rate in dystopia (%)
4 yr

24.2 (8/33) 28.6 (6/21)
5.1 (2/39)a
4.2 (1/24) a

1 yr
15.5 (9/58)
9.0 (6/64)

2 yr
21.4 (9/42)
10.4 (5/48)

3 yr
36.4 (12/33)
12.8 (5/39)a

4 yr
52.4 (11/21)
20.8 (5/24) a
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were apparently slighter than those of the former two groups.
Except for necrosis in the center, cancer cells grew luxuriantly,
inflammatory response appeared and fasciculus formed in the
periphery of the tumor.
Tumors in 122 cases of pathologically proved HCC, including
58 cases with tumors >3 cm in diameter and 64 cases with tumors
3 cm in diameter, were given PHQEL. We followed up the
cases for 12-48 mo and proved that PHQEI had good efficacy,
especially for tumors 3 cm in diameter. The 1-4 year survival
rates of the group with tumors 3 cm in diameter were markedly
higher than those of the group with tumors >3 cm in diameter
and in situ tumor as well as dystopia recurrent rates were lower
than those of the latter group. The reason might be that the
ethanol quantity was not enough to meet the therapy standard
for tumors >5 cm in diameter of 27/58 cases for the patients
were weak and their liver function was bad. Giorgio et al.[39]
reported that 112 cases were given single-session percutanous
large dosage ethanol infection therapy with 16-120 mL ethanol
per injection in panplegia. Five patients died after 7-10 h, and
the 1, 2 and 3 year survival rates of the remaining 107 cases
were 88%, 76% and 76%, respectively. The result showed that
large amount ethanol injection could improve the treatment
efficacy, while the side-effect also increased. So patients with
advanced HCC of large tumors should be closely observed
and an appropriate injection quantity should be chosen[40].
Recently, some scholars have proposed that fibreboard also
appeared in HCC of 3 cm in diameter and the infiltration capacity
of absolute ethanol was bad. In order to improve the treatment
efficacy, ethanol should be injected from different points
repeatedly[22]. Some scholars used drugs with a stronger
infiltration capacity, for example, 50% acetic acid injection
(PAAI)[41]. Ohnishi et al.[42] reported that the 1 and 2 year
survival rates of PAAI were 100% and 92%, markedly higher
than those of PEI which were 63% and 53%, respectively. The
recurrent rate was 8%, lower than that of PEI which was 37%.
But our study showed that the survival rate of HCC 3 cm in
diameter was not lower and the recurrent rate was not higher
than those of PAAI. The 4 year recurrent rate in situ was only
4.2% (1/24). Except for 1 case with a tumor of 5.1 cm in diameter
none of the 9 cases with 14 nodules showed cancer cells in
pathologic examination of resected specimens after 2-4 PHQEIs.
Okuda et al. reported that about 90% of small HCCs had different
degree of gross fibre pseudo-capsule and tumors <1 cm in
diameter seldom had fibre capsule due to the gradually enhanced
immune response of the body during the growth of tumor[22].
Our experimental study showed that SQLI injection could
stimulate strong immune response of organisms and cause
inflammatory cell infiltration and fibreboard formation even if
the tumor was less than 1 cm in diameter.
In conclusion, the experimental study shows that, in order
to improve the efficacy of PEI adequate quantity must be
adopted to maintain a strong diffusing capacity of ethanol in
tumor and the interval must be short (The appropriate interval
is 3-5 d) because small dosage and long interval will cause
incomplete coagulated necrosis and formation of fibreboard
and/or fasciculus which will influence the infiltration of ethanol
and cause cancer cells to remain and metastasize.
The clinical study also shows that PHQEI has a high
application value. So PEI is still the method with advantages of
convenience, few side-effects and effectiveness. To further
improve the treatment efficacy, studies on the quantity per
injection and injection interval are needed.
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Abstract
AIM: To evaluate the value of multi-phasic CT arterial
portography (CTAP) and CT hepatic arteriography (CTHA)
in differential diagnosis of liver diseases, and to improve
the specificity of CTAP and CTHA for liver cancer
detection.
METHODS: From January 1999 to December 2002, multiphasic CTAP and CTHA were performed in 20 patients
with suspected liver disease. CT scanning was begun 25 s,
60 s and 120 s for the early-, late- and delayed-phase CTAP
examinations, and 6sec, 40 s and 120 s for the early-, lateand delayed-phase CTHA examinations respectively, after a
transcatheter arterial injection of non-ionic contrast material.
If a lesion was diagnosed as a liver cancer, transcatheter
hepatic arterial chemoembolization (TACE) treatment was
performed, and the follow-up CT was performed three or
four weeks later.
RESULTS: All eighteen HCCs in 12 cases were shown as
nodular enhancement on early-phasic CTHA. The density
of the whole tumor decreased rapidly on late and delayed
phases, and the edge of 12 tumors (12/18) remained
relatively hyperdense compared with the surrounding liver
tissue, and demonstrated as rim enhancement. All HCCs
were shown as perfusion defect nodules on multi-phasic
CTAP. Five tumors (5/18) were shown as rim enhancement
on delayed-phasic CTAP. Rim enhancement was shown as
1 to 2-mm-wide irregular, uneven and discontinuous
circumferential enhancement at late-, and delayed-phase
of CTHA or CTAP. Five pseudolesions and 4 hemoangiomas
were found in multi-phasic CTAP and CTHA. No pseudolesions
and hemoangiomas were shown as rim enhancement on
late- or delayed-phasic CTHA and CTAP.
CONCLUSION: Multi-phasic CTAP and CTHA could help to
recognize the false-positive findings in CTAP and CTHA
images, and improve the accuracy of CTAP and CTHA of
liver cancer detection.
Li L, Liu LZ, Xie ZM, Mo YX, Zheng L, Ruan CM, Chen L, Wu
PH. Multi-phasic CT arterial portography and CT hepatic
arteriography improving the accuracy of liver cancer detection.
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INTRODUCTION
CT arterial portography (CTAP) and CT hepatic arteriography
(CTHA) are considered as the most sensitive imaging methods
of detecting small liver cancers[1,2]. Micro liver cancer as small
as 0.2 cm in diameter could be detected by CTAP and CTHA[3].
However, the prevalence of tumor-mimicking benign perfusion
abnormalities decreases the specificity of these examinations
and the accuracy of tumor detection[4,5]. In order to improve the
specificity of CTAP and CTHA for liver cancer detection, multiphasic helical CT arterial portography (CTAP) and multi-phasic
helical CT hepatic arteriography (CTHA) are recommended[6-8].
From January 1999 to December 2002, multi-phasic CTAP and
multi-phasic CTHA examinations were performed for more
accurate evaluation in 20 patients with suspected liver malignancy.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
From January 1999 to December 2002, 20 patients (10 men, 5 women)
with suspected liver diseases underwent multi-phasic CTAP
and CTHA including 12 cases of hepatocellular carcinomas
(HCCs), 3 of cavernous hemangiomas, and 5 of pseudolesions.
They aged from 25 to 64 years (mean age, 42.5 years). The
serum level of α-fetoprotein (AFP) was elevated in all patients
with small HCC, ranged from 410 ng/mL to 2 540 ng/mL. Cirrhosis
occurred in all 12 cases with HCC. Five patients with HCC were
histologically proven by needle biopsy, and 7 were clinically
diagnosed when tumors were demonstrated as lipiodol deposit
foci on follow-up CT (lipiodol-CT, Lp-CT) images after
transcatheter hepatic arterial chemoembolization (TACE), and
the elevated AFP level returned to normal in all patients with
HCC.
In this work, we decided a lesion was a pseudolesion when
it was proved as normal hepatic tissue by needle liver biopsy,
and did not change for at least 1 year. The diagnosis of a
cavernous hemangioma was basic on typical findings on
dynamic enhanced CT and MRI (very long T2) images, and
when it did not enlarge for at least 1 year.
Methods
Multi-phasic CTAP examinations were performed with
incremental scanning of liver in cranial-to-caudal direction with
2.7-mm to 5-mm collimation on an CT Twin Flash scanner
(Philips Corp.). Data acquisition was started 25 s, 60 s and
120 s for the early-, late- and delayed-phase CTAP respectively,
after a transcatheter superior mesenteric arterial injection of 40 mL
of non-ionic contrast material at 3.0 mL/s, using an automatic
power injector (Medrad, Pittsburgh). During the catheterization,
contrast material administered before CT scanning was limited
to 10 mL injected by hand to visualize aberrant vessels and to
facilitate proper catheter placement.
Multi-phasic CTHA examinations were done 20 min after
CTAP. Data acquisition was started 6 s, 40 s and 120 s for the
early-, late- and delayed-phase CTHA respectively, after the
initiation of a transcatheter common hepatic arterial injection
of 15 mL of contrast material at 3.0 mL/s.
If serum AFP level exceeded 400 ng/mL, and a lesion was
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highly suspected as an HCC on CTAP and CTHA images,
TACE treatment was recommended to this patient, and plain
CT scanning was performed 3 or 4 wk later (Lipiodol CT, LpCT).

RESULTS
The images of multi-phasic CTAP and CTHA in 20 cases were
A
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carefully interpreted by two experienced radiologist. On earlyphasic CTHA, all eighteen HCCs were shown as nodular
enhancement. The density of the whole tumor decreased rapidly
and became hypodense or isodense compared with the
surrounding liver tissue on late and delayed phases. However,
the edge of tumors (12/18) remained relatively hyperdensity
compared with the surrounding liver tissue, and demonstrated
as rim enhancement. Rim enhancement was demonstrated as
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Figure 1 Images of multi-phasic CTAP and CTHA. A: A nodular perfusion defect of HCC on CTAP image. B: A small round
enhancement nodule of HCC on early-phasic CTHA image. C: Rim enhancement of HCC on delayed-phasic CTHA image
obtained 2 min later.
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Figure 2 HCC on early-phasic CTAP and late-phasic CTHA. A: HCC shown as a well-fined hypodense nodule on early-phasic
CTAP image. B: HCC demonstrated as rim enhancement on late-phasic CTHA image. C: HCC demonstrated as irregular enhancement on CTHA image.
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Figure 3 Pseudolesions on CTAP and CTHA. A: No lesion demonstrated on CTAP. B: Pseudolesion shown as an irregular
enhancement focus on early-phasic CTHA. C: Change in shape and size of pseudolesion on late-phasic CTAP. D: Pseudolesion
demonstrated as isodensity to liver tissue on delayed-CTHA.
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Figure 4 Hemangiomas on CTAP and CTHA. A: A small hemangioma in segment II of left lobe as a perfusion defect nodule on
CTAP. B: Lesion demonstrated as a punctulate, peripheral enhancement focus on early-phasic CTHA. C: Hemangioma demonstrated as hyperdensity to liver tissue on delayed-CTHA.

distinct 1 to 2-mm-wide circumferential enhancement at late-,
and delayed-phase of multi-phasic CTHA (Figure 1). The shape
of enhancement might be irregular, uneven and discontinuous.
All HCCs were shown as perfusion defect nodules on multiphasic CTAP. The edge of five HCCs (5/18) became relatively
hyperdense compared with the surrounding liver tissue and
demonstrated as rim enhancement during delayed CT scanning
(Figure 2).
Four of 5 pseudolesions were found in the segment IV of left
lobe, and one in the segment VI of right lobe. All pseudolesions
were shown as isodense or hypodense compared with the
surrounding liver tissue on CTAP images. On CTHA images,
pseudolesions were demonstrated as oval, wedge or irregular
enhancement. The shape and size of pseudolesions were
changed during delayed CT scanning. All pseudolesions
gradually became isodense compared with the surrounding
liver tissue on delayed phase. No pseudolesions were demonstrated
as rim enhancement on late- or delayed-phasic CTHA and CTAP
(Figure 3).
Four hemangiomas of 3 cases were shown as well-defined
nodular perfusion defects on multi-phasic CTAP images. On
early-phasic CTHA, hemangiomas were demonstrated as
peripheral enhancement or nodular enhancement foci. On
delayed CT scanning, all hemangiomas became isodense
compared with the surrounding liver tissue. There was no
hemangioma demonstrated as rim enhancement on late- or
delayed-phasic CTHA and CTAP images in our study (Figure 4).

DISCUSSION
CTAP and CTHA have a high sensitivity for detection of liver
diseases[3,9]. Especially, the use of helical CT technique has greatly
improved the quality of images and accelerated the scanning[1].
However, the false-positive findings on CTAP and CTHA images
have greatly limited its further clinical application[5,10]. Many
methods were performed to improve the specificities of CTAP
and CTHA for the detection of liver cancer, and combined
CTHA and CTHA was recommended to interpret a malignant
lesion[9]. Inoue et al.[8] and Matsuo et al.[6] performed combined
CTAP and biphasic CTHA in the pre-operative detection of
liver neoplasms. Their results suggested that late-phasic CTHA
was useful in differentiating a malignant hepatic tumor from a
pseudolesion. Ueda et al. performed single-level dynamic CTHA
in differentiating hypervascular pseudolesion from
hypervascular HCC. They found that the stain of pseudolesion
on CTHA was transient and could be divided into three phases:
(1) inflow of contrast material into the portal vein within the
lesion, (2) lesion staining, and (3) fading out of the staining.
However, the staining of HCC might have four phases: (1) inflow
of contrast material into tumor, (2) tumor staining, (3) inflow of
contrast material into adjacent liver, and (4) “coronal staining”

of adjacent liver[7,11].
Rim enhancement was demonstrated as distinct 1 to 2-mmwide irregular coronal or circumferential enhancement at late-,
and delayed-phase of multi-phasic CTHA or CTAP[12,13]. According
to our experience, the indistinct circumferential enhancement
was only transiently demonstrated during multi-phase of CTHA
and CTAP. Delayed CT scanning 120 s after a transcatheter
arterial injection of material might increase the detection of rim
enhancement of liver malignancy.
Inoue et al. reported that 84% of hepatocellular carcinomas
and 73% of hepatic metastases showed rim enhancement on
late-phase CTHA, and all non-tumourous perfusions on CTHA
images did not show rim enhancement[8]. They concluded that
biphasic CTHA was useful in differentiating hepatic malignancy
from benign perfusion abnormalities. Similar findings were
confirmed by Matsuo et al.[6] and Ueda et al.[7].
The reason why the malignant tumors showed delayed rim
enhancement and pseudolesions did not at late-, or delayedphase CTHA or CTAP is unclear[14,13]. Ueda et al.[7] suggested
that rim enhancement in hepatocellular carcinoma was caused
by inflow of contrast material from tumor into the adjacent
liver. They studied the haemodynamics of hepatocellular
carcinoma using single level dynamic CTHA, and demonstrated
that arterial blood flowed into the tumor via the hepatic artery,
filled the inner part of the tumor, penetrated the capsule, ran
through the surrounding hepatic parenchyma and entered the
portal branches. The haemodynamics can explain the change
of homogeneous enhancement pattern on early-phasic CTHA
to rim enhancement on late- or delayed-phasic CTHA. However,
the contrast material inside pseudolesions faded out after lesion
staining, just like liver tissue.
In our study, rim enhancement usually demonstrated on
late-phasic CTHA images could be shown on late- and delayedphase of CTAP in some cases. The reason of similar findings
on CTAP might be that some HCCs could obtain blood supply
from portal vein branches surrounding the tumor, especially, in
the edge of tumor. This “double” blood supply usually occurred
in liver tumors with less vascularity[15]. The border of tumor
could be enhanced as a rim of relatively high density during
late- and delayed-phase CTAP.
There is a controversy that rim enhancement originates from
the normal hepatic tissue surrounding the tumor or from the
border of tumor (such as capsule or pseudo-capsule of tumor).
Irie et al. had performed an CT-pathologic study of metastatic
liver tumors, and suggested that rim enhancement of tumor on
delayed-phasic CTAP or CTHA images was perilesional
enhancement, and it could mainly be caused by an increased
supply of arterial flow, a draining of tumorous blood, or an
increased interstitial space in the hepatic parenchyma due to
fibrotic and desmoplastic changes[12]. However, Semelka et al.
suggested that rim enhancement might be the enhancement of
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histological tumor border that was defined as the histologically
altered liver parenchyma surrounding the tumor, rather than
the outer portion of the tumor[14].
To our knowledge, it is difficult to distinguish tumor border
from perilesional area on CT images. During growth, the tumor
infiltrates and compresses surrounding hepatic tissue. The
capsule or false-capsule of tumor is formed and contains rich
blood flow. It might be difficult to distinguish perilesional
enhancement of normal tissue from circumferential
enhancement of tumor border on CT and MR images. Rim
enhancement demonstrated on late- or delayed-phasic CTHA
and CTAP might not be confined to the tumor border because
it could extend into the surrounding normal liver tissue.
One of the commonest pseudolesions on CTAP and CTHA
images was seen in the liver adjacent to gallbladder or in dorsum
of segment IV[4,16]. In our study, four of 5 pseudolesions were
found in the left lobe, and one in segment VI of the right lobe.
All five pseudolesions demonstrated as isodense lesions or
perfusion defects on CTAP images. The shape of enhancement
on early-phasic CTHA images might be oval, wedge or irregular.
Pseudolesions were changed in shape and size on multi-phasic
CTHA images, and gradually became isodense to normal on
delayed phase. No pseudolesions were demonstrated as rim
enhancement on late- or delayed-phasic CTHA.
Yamagami et al. [4] investigated the haemodynamics of
pseudolesions using a biphasic CTHA examination, and
suggested that pseudolesions on segment IV were caused by
direct blood inflow from cholecystic vein to the liver parenchyma,
and concluded that later phase CTHA could clearly differentiate
pseudolesions from tumors.
Multi-phasic CTAP and CTHA were valuable for differentiating
benign lesions from malignancy[10,17]. Hemangiomas were found
on multi-phasic CTAP and CTHA images. Four hemangiomas
of 3 cases were shown as well-defined perfusion defect nodules
on CTAP images, and as nodular enhancement on early-phasic
CTHA. On delayed CT scanning, all hemangiomas became
isodense to the normal. No hemangioma was demonstrated as
rim enhancement on late- or delayed-phasic CTHA images in
our study. According to our experience, rim enhancement on
multi-phasic CTHA could also be used as a characteristic
finding to differentiate malignancy from benign lesions, such
as hemangiomas.
In conclusion, multi-phasic CTAP and CTHA could raise
the specificity for malignant hepatic tumor detection. Rim
enhancement demonstrated on late- and delayed-phasic CTAP
and CTHA images might help to differentiate a HCC from benign
lesions.
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Abstract
AIM: To explore the activation of signal transduction pathways
related with the carcinogenesis of sporadic colon cancers.
METHODS: A gene array monitoring the activation of 8 signal
transduction pathways (PathwayFinder GEArray) was used
to screen the differentially expressed genes between
colorectal cancer and normal colon tissues. The differentially
expressed genes were further analyzed by RT-PCR, using
RNA derived from colorectal cancer and normal colon tissue
of 35 patients.
RESULTS: The expression of HSF1, HSF27, HSP90 and iNOS
was increased in colon cancer tissues compared to normal
colon tissue using PathwayFinder GEArray. The RT-PCR
results showed that the expression of HSF1 was increased
in 86% (30/35) patients and the expression of iNOS was
increased in 63% (22/35) patients.
CONCLUSION: The induction of HSF1 gene expression is
associated with sporadic colon cancer. HSF1 induces heat
shock stress signaling pathway, which might play a role in
the carcinogenesis of sporadic colorectal cancer.
Cen H, Zheng S, Fang YM, Tang XP, Dong Q. Induction of
HSF1 expression is associated with sporadic colorectal cancer.
World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(21): 3122-3126
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INTRODUCTION
Colorectal cancer (CRC) is one of the most common cancers in
China. The incidence of CRC has increased over the last years
and the fourth or fifth most prevalent cancers in China. The
incidence of CRC increases 3.7% in Chinese cities annually[1]
while the five-year survival rate has not improved significantly.
Early detection and treatment remain a major factor for good
survival rate of CRC. Therefore, exploration of early diagnostic
markers and the mechanism study on CRC oncogenesis are in
imminent need for early diagnostic and better treatments.
Recently, mutation of APC tumor suppressor gene has been
found to be responsible for initiating neoplastic process of
familial adenomatous polyposis (FAP)[2]. APC is a major
regulator in the Wnt signal pathway that is activated due to

APC mutation in FAP. The Wnt signal pathway is the oncogenic
pathway for FAP. Although APC mutation was found in 60%
sporadic CRC, Wnt signal pathway has not been proved to be
an oncogenic pathway for sporadic CRC or any specific type
of CRC. The oncogenic pathway for sporadic CRC remains to
be determined.
Potter[3] has once summarized four signal pathways attributing
to oncogenesis of hereditary CRC: APC-catenin-TCF-c-myc
pathway (Wnt signal pathway) in FAP; microsatellite unstable
pathway with mutation in hMLH1, hMSH2, hMSH6, hPMS1 or
hPMS2 in HNPCC; p53 signal pathway with p53 mutation for CRC
associated with chronic colon inflammation; estrogen receptor
hypermethylation pathway for CRC associated with menopause.
FAP and HNPCC are two hereditary CRCs. Other hereditary CRC
also includes Peutz-Jeghers syndrome and juvenile polyposis
whose genetic predisposition is currently under investigation.
The hereditary CRCs makes up less than 1/3 of CRCs while more
than 2/3 of CRCs are sporadic. Therefore, it is important to identify
oncogenic pathways for sporadic CRC. As an open system, colon
receives various chemical, physical and biological stimuli
constantly. These stimuli vary among individuals according to
their occupations, living environments and life styles. Some signal
pathways that are activated by certain stimuli associated with
particular occupations, environments and life styles may induce
sporadic CRC. To explore the association between sporadic CRC
and activation of signal pathways, we used PathwayFinder
GEArray from SuperArray, a gene array capable of monitoring
activation of 8 common signal transduction pathways to screen
differential gene expression between colorectal cancer tissue and
normal colon tissue. We found expressions of HSF1, HSF27, HSP90
and iNOS were increased in CRC tissue in comparison with normal
colon tissue. RT-PCR was used for further confirmation. Our
results suggest activation of heat shock stress signal pathway
may attribute to oncogenesis of sporadic CRC.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
GEArray
PathwayFinder GEArray kit was obtained from SuperArray
Bioscience Corp. (Frederick, MD, USA). It included reagents
for probe generation and hybridization, and two identical gene
arrays containing 23 marker genes for each array. The marker
genes were used to the monitor the activation of their associated
pathways. The induction of marker genes suggested the
activation of their associated pathways. The marker genes were
transcriptional target genes of their associated pathways. These
8 signal transduction pathways and their associated marker
genes are listed bellow.
Signal transduction pathways
Mitogenic signaling pathway
Stress signaling pathway
NFκB signaling pathway
NFAT signaling pathway
Anti-proliferation/TGFβ
signaling pathway
Wnt signaling pathway
P53 signaling pathway
CREB signaling pathway

Marker genes
egr-1, c-fos
c-myc, ATF-2, c-fos, p53,
hsf1, hsp90, hsp27
iNOS, NF κB, iκB, c-myc
IL-2, FasL, CD5
p19, p21waf1, p57kip2
c-myc
p21waf1 , pig7, pig8, mdm2, bax
cyp19, egr-1, c-fos
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Tissue and RNA preparation
Specimens of colorectal cancer and normal colon tissues were
obtained from 36 patients (age: 32-89 years) at the Second
Affiliated Hospital of Zhejiang University. The membranes of
cancer and normal tissues of each patient were separated and
placed into liquid nitrogen immediately after the removal of
cancer mass from the patients. Total RNA was prepared from
each specimen using Trizol kit from GIBCO (San Diego, CA,
USA) to derive total RNA from cancer tissue and normal tissue.
One pair of specimens from a patient (patient 1) was used to
perform gene array analysis and the rest of 35 pairs of specimens
were used for RT-PCR analysis.
Probe preparation
Anneal Five µg total RNA was used to mix with 2 µL buffer A
containing gene specific primers GEAprimers (SuperArray,
Frederick, MD, USA) and water to bring up a volume to 20 µL.
The annealing of GEAprimers to RNA was achieved at 72 for
2 min at 42
for 2 min in water bath.
Reverse transcription for probe labeling A cocktail containing
the following components was assembled in a 0.5 mL centrifuge
tube containing 16 µL of 5× GEAlabeling buffer, buffer B
(SuperArray, Frederick, MD, USA), 10 µL of [α-32P]-dCTP
(370 GBq/L), 2 µL of RNAse inhibitor, 4 µL of MMLV reverse
transcriptase (50 MU/L ), 8 µL of RNAse-free H2O. The cocktail
was placed in 42 water bath for 2 min followed by aliquoting
20 µL of the cocktail into the above primer annealed RNA from
cancer tissue and 20 µL of the cocktail into above primer annealed
RNA from normal tissue. After mixed, the mixture was placed in
42 water bath for 25 min for reverse transcription and labeling
cDNA with α-32P.
Labeling termination A 5 µLof 10× stop solution, buffer C
(SuperArray, Frederick, MD, USA) was added to each reaction
mixture to stop reverse transcription.
Probe denaturation: The labeled probe was placed in 94
heat block for 5 min, then immediately placed on ice until use.
Hybridization
Two PathwayFinder GEArrays were prehybridized with 10 mL
GEAhyb solution (SuperArray, Frederick, MD, USA) for 2 h at
68 . The denatured probes obtained from cancer and normal
tissues of patient 1 were then added separately to two 5 mL
GEAhyb solution preheated to 68 . Each of the probecontaining GEAhyb solution was then used to hybridize with
one PathwayFinder GEArray at 68 overnight. The GEArray
was washed twice with 2×SSC, 10 g/L SDS for 20 min at 68
and twice with 0.1×SSC, 5 g/L SDS at 68 . X-ray films were
placed on GEArrays to capture array images at -70 overnight.
Density scan and analysis
The hybridization signals on the X-ray film were scanned by IS1000
system to obtain digital number for its density. The average signal
was obtained from duplicates of each gene. The normalized value
for each gene was calculated by the ratio of averaged value of
each gene divided by the average value of β-actin or GAPDH.
RT-PCR
A 1 µg of total RNA obtained from each specimen was mixed
with oligo (dT) 15 for reverse transcription using MMLV
(Promega, Madison, WI, USA) to derive the first strand cDNA.
A pair of gene specific PCR primers was designed for HSF1,
iNOS, MDR1 and β-action genes. HSF1: CCATCCTGCGGGAGA
GTG AA for 5’end of the gene and GGCTCCGAGCCTGTCAG
CA for 3’end of the gene. iNOS: CACCATCCTGGTGGAACTCT
for 5’end of the gene and TCTTGGGGCTTCAGGCT GTT for
3’end of the gene. MDR1: GCTCAAGTTAAAGGGGCTATA
for 5’end of the gene and GCTCAAGTTAAAGGGGCTATA for
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3’ end of the gene. β-actin: GGCA TCCTCACCCTGAAGTA
for 5’ end of the gene and GTCCAGACGCAGGATGGCA for 3’
end of the gene. PCR reaction was carried out at 95 for 3 min
for denaturing followed multiple cycles at 95 for 15 s, at 56
for 10 s, at 72 for 45 s. For HSF1, iNOS and MDR1, the cycle
number was 35 and for β-actin, the cycle number was 25. The
PCR products were separated by electrophoresis and their
quantity was determined by Kodak 1D image analysis software.

RESULTS
Identification of differential gene expression between cancer
and normal colorectal tissues
Two identical PathwayFinder gene arrays from SuperArray
(Frederick, MD, USA), each of which contained 23 marker genes
monitoring the activation of 8 signal transduction pathways,
were used to hybridize with labeled probes obtained from total
RNA of cancer and normal colorectal tissues of a patient
separately. The hybridized signal detected for each gene was
normalized to the signal obtained for β-actin or GAPDH on the
same gene array to derive gene expression value for each gene.
After comparing gene expression value of each gene between
two gene arrays, we found increased expressions of HSF1,
HSF27, HSF90 genes of stress signaling pathway and iNOS
gene of NFκB pathway in cancer tissue in comparison with
normal tissue (Figure 1, Table 1).
1
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D

E

F

G

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

1

Colorectal normal tissue
A B C D E F G

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Colorectal cancer tissue

Figure 1 Comparison of hybridization results of gene arrays.
Genes and their corresponding positions on gene arrays were
as follows: ATF-2: 1A and 1B; Bax: 1C and 1D; CD5: 1E and 1F;
c-fos: 2A and 2B; c-myc: 2C and 2D; Cypl9: 2E and 2F; egr-1: 3A
and 3B; fas ligand: 3C and 3D; gadd45: 3E and 3F; hsp1: 4A and
4B; hsf27: 4C and 4D; hsp90: 4E and 4F; ikBa: 5A and 5B; Il-2 5C
and 5D; iNOS: 5E and 5F; mdm2: 6A and 6B; NFκB: 6C and 6D;
pl9: 6E and 6F; p21waf1: 7A and 7B; p53: 7C and 7D; p57kip2: 7E
and 7F; Pig7: 8A and 8B; Pig8: 8C and 8D; β-actin: 3G and 4G;
GAPDH: 5G, 6G, 7G, 8E, 8F and 8G; PUC18: 1G and 2G.

HSF1, HSF27 and HSP90 are marker genes for the stress
signaling pathway. The induction of these genes in colorectal
cancer tissue compared to its normal tissue indicated the
activation of stress signaling pathway in cancer tissue. iNOS is
a marker gene for NFκB signaling pathway and its activation
suggested that NFκB might be activated. Since we did not detect
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activation of other NFκB pathways associated marker genes, the
induction of iNOS expression might be due to the activation of
other signal pathways other than NFκB signal pathways.
Table 1 Analysis of scanned density on gene arrays
Gene

Ratio of cancer tissue
vs normal tissue
(β-actin) 1

Egr-1
Hsf1
i κB
Mdm2
Hsp27
Hsp90
iNOS

Ratio of cancer tissue
vs normal tissue
(GAPDH)2

1.16
1.43
1.23
0.98
1.58
1.31
1.49

0.94
1.17
1.00
0.80
1.28
1.06
1.22

1

Ratio of cancer tissue versus normal tissue (β-actin): “Ratio to
β-actin” from cancer/“Ratio to β-actin”from normal tissue;
2
Ratio of cancer tissue versus normal tissue (GAPDH): “Ratio
to GAPDH” from cancer/“Ratio to GAPDH”from normal tissue.
Table 2 Comparison of gene expression between normal and
cancer tissue by RT-PCR
Ratio of cancer vs normal1
Patient

Dukes’
HSF12

1
2
15
21
29
33
34
38
40
45
48
52
71
79
82
84
85
95
99
100
104
105
106
113
117
118
122
125
128
130
131
132
142
151
153

C
B
B
A
A
C
B
B
B
B
A
B
D
C
C
C
C
C
C
A
A
B
C
C
C
B
C
C
B
C
B
C
C
B
C

0.87
2.13
1.34
1.68
1.96
1.71
3.44
1.78
2.25
2.07
1.96
1.75
0.91
1.11
0.79
1.53
2.25
1.64
1.28
1.70
57.47
1.54
4.52
2.08
1.84
1.43
1.78
4.14
0.79
1.07
2.11
0.73
2.44
2.16
1.20

iNOS2
0.78
2.57
1.17
0.81
1.32
0.72
1.04
1.17
0.35
0.44
0.60
1.83
3.55
0.39
2.33
1.07
6.49
0.88
3.79
0.62
2.77
4.53
4.97
0.17
2.49
4.45
0.57
12.24
1.31
0.73
2.66
1.55
6.00
1.06
0.62

MDR12
2.71
0.64
0.23
1.71
1.02
0.64
2.08
0.87
0.25
1.50
0.81
0.35
1.31
0.99
0.29
1.04
0.70
0.40
0.61
0.16
0.47
0.55
0.25
0.97
0.87
2.08
0.25
1.73
0.08
0.73
1.61
1.20
0.52
4.31
0.37

Ratio of HSF1, iNOS or MDR1 to β-actin; 2[(HSF1, iNOS or
MDR1)/β-actin, Cancer)]/[(HSF1, iNOS or MDR1)/β-actin,
Normal)].
1
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RT-PCR analysis for association of with sporadic colon cancer
A pair of gene specific PCR primers was designed for HSF1 and
iNOS. RT-PCR was used to analyze the gene expression level
of HSF1 and iNOS in both colon cancer and normal tissues of
35 patients. We confirmed increased HSF1 expression in 30
out of 35 patients in their cancer tissue in comparison to their
normal tissue (Table 2). The average HSF1 expression value was
1.116±0.849 for normal tissue and 1.823±1.337 for cancer tissue.
Using pair-wise t test analysis, the t value was 4.433 and P value
was <0.001 (<0.05). Thus, it was statistically significant. The
induction of HSF1 expression in tumor tissue was confirmed to
be strongly associated with sporadic colorectal cancer. We
also confirmed increased iNOS expression in 22 out of 35 patients
in their cancer tissue in comparison to their normal tissue (Table 2).
The average iNOS expression value was 0.867±0.761 for normal
tissue and 1.133±0.843 for cancer tissue. Using pair-wise t test
analysis, the t value was 1.803 and P value was 0.08 (>0.05).
Thus, it was not statistically significant.
HSF1 was found to induce expression of MDR1. To explore
whether HSF1 induction could increase expression of MDR1,
we performed RT-PCR analysis on the same specimens from 35
patients. To our surprise, we found reduction of MDR1 expression
in most (23/35) cancer tissues in comparison to normal tissues.
The average MDR1 expression value was 1.099±0.885 for normal
tissue and 1.443±1.096 for cancer tissue. Using pair-wise t test
analysis, the t value was -2.329 and P value was 0.026 (<0.05).
Thus, it was statistically significant.
Among sporadic CRCs from these 35 patients, 5 cases were
at stage A, 12 at stage B, 17 at stage C and 1 at stage D. Five
cases whose HSF1 expression did not increase in cancer tissue
mainly belonged to late-stage patients (3 cases at stage C, 1 at
stage D and 1 at stage B). However, statistical analysis could
not be performed due to the limited number of cases.
DISCUSSION
Cellular signal transduction regulates almost all biological and
physiological functions within cells. It is executed by a complex
system where multiple signal transduction pathways interact
together and are tightly controlled at different levels. The
abnormality in cellular signal transduction can affect various
cellular functions such as cell growth and proliferation,
differentiation and metabolism and eventually lead to various
diseases. Cancer is a typical disease resulting from abnormality
in cellular signal transduction. Mutations of multiple genes in
somatic cells are involved in the process of neoplastic formation.
These mutations result in activation of oncogenes and
inactivation of tumor suppressor genes, which lead to
uncontrolled cell growth due to the loss of cellular differentiation
and/or apoptosis ability. Further mutations in genes controlling
cellular adherence and movement lead to tumor metastasis.
Therefore, multiple signal transduction pathways in cell growth
and proliferation, differentiation, apoptosis, adherence and
movement are involved in initiation and progression of cancer.
There are four signal transduction pathways described by
Potter[3,4] to be involved in the oncogenesis of hereditary CRC:
APC-β-catenin-TCF-myc (Wnt) pathway[5], microsatellite unstable
pathway[6], p53 pathway and estrogen receptor hypermethylation
pathway. However, the signal transduction pathways involved
in sporadic CRC remain unclear. APC mutation responsible for
FAP’s oncogenesis was also found in 60-70% sporadic CRCs[7, 8].
Similarly, microsatellite instability was found in over 30%
sporadic CRCs[9] and p53 mutation was found in 50% sporadic
CRCs[10]. In addition, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs
(NSAIDs) were found to efficiently suppress tumorigenesis of
CRC by inhibiting Cox-2 activity[11-14]. It indicates Cox-2 pathway
is involved in CRC oncogenesis as well. These results suggest
multiple signal pathways are involved in the oncogenesis of
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sporadic CRC. To efficiently identify signal pathways involved
in sporadic CRC, we employed PathwayFinder gene arrays that
utilize pathway target genes to monitor the activation of 8
important pathways related to cell growth, proliferation, survival,
stress, apoptosis and inflammation. Monitoring induction of
target genes by PT-PCR was found to be an effective way to
identify the activation of Wnt signal pathway in adenomas of
FAP compared to matched normal mucosa[15,16]. The utilization
of gene array to identify induction of target genes greatly
increased its efficiency.
We found HSF1 gene expression was significantly increased
(30/35) in cancer tissue compared to its normal tissue in 35
patients. HSF1 stands for heat shock transcription factor 1 and
is a transcription factor with a molecular weight of 82KD. HSF1
could be induced by heat, chemicals and hypoxia[17-19] and usually
exists as a monomer in the cytoplasm. After heat stimulation,
it became a trimer and could be translocated into nucleus[20].
Its transcriptional activity was greatly increased by the
phosphorylation of serine induced by stimuli. HSF1 could
activate transcription of its target genes by binding to a heat
shock element[7]. The heat shock element was present in the
promoter region of many genes such as HSP90, HSP27, HSP70
and drug resistant gene MDR1[21]. Hoang[22] recently reported
HSF1 expression was increased in a prostate cancer cell line.
Our study not only provided the first evidence to demonstrate
the association of HSF1 gene expression and CRC, but also
suggested that the induction of HSF1 gene expression might
be associated with a broad range of cancer. The reduced HSF1
expression in the remaining 5 cancer tissues might be due to
different oncogenic mechanisms occurring in these CRCs from
HSF1 induction related sporadic CRCs.
In this study, the induction of HSF1 gene expression was
accompanied with the induction of HSP27 and HSP90 which
were two target genes of HSF1, suggesting that the induction
of HSF1 gene expression could activate HSF1 heat shock stress
signal pathway in sporadic CRC. Heat shock stress signal
pathway is highly involved in carcinogenesis since heat shock
proteins (HSP90, HSP70, etc.) are responsible for maintaining
the conformation, stability and function of key oncogenic client
proteins involved in signal transduction pathways leading to
proliferation, cell cycle progression and apoptosis, as well as
other features of the malignant phenotype such as invasion,
angiogenesis and metastasis[23-26]. HSP90 has currently served
as an anti-cancer drug target for various drug development[27-29].
Also, HSP70 was found to inhibit apoptosis[30]. Our result
suggested heat shock stress pathway contributed to carcinogenesis
actively instead of passively as a bystander. Our hypothesis
of heat shock stress pathway contributing to carcinogenesis
of sporadic CRCs coincides with the fact that colon is an open
system where it could retain and receive various kinds of
“stress” substances for a long period of time. The “stress”
substances might come from meat, alcohol, inflammatory tissue
and others[31]. The prolonged exposure of these “stress”
substances could lead to activation of heat shock stress
pathway, thus leading to carcinogenesis through enhancing
function of oncogenic proteins occurring in cells. The heat
shock stress pathway could be further activated by hypoxia
occurring in the tumor which was found to increase HSF1
expression as well[18,19]. Vegetables, nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory
drugs (NSAIDs), hormone replacement therapy, and physical
activity[31] could reverse the activation of heat shock stress
pathway and therefore suppress carcinogenesis.
Hoang et al.[22] found HSF1 expression was increased in a
prostate cancer cell line PC-3 derived PC-3M clone with
metastatic ability compared to its parent cell line. By Westernblot and immunohistochemistry analysis of 18 prostate cancer
and 4 normal prostate tissues, they confirmed the induction of
HSF1 expression in prostate cancer tissues. However, since
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Western-blot and immunohisto- chemistry analyses detect
protein expression instead of gene expression, it remains to be
confirmed that the induction of HSF1 is at gene expression
level. Our gene array analysis and RT-PCR directly measured
mRNA level. We clearly demonstrated the induction of HSF1
was on the gene expression level and its strong association
with sporadic CRCs. Nevertheless, in our study, each cancer
tissue was paired with its matched normal tissue from the same
patient for comparison of gene expression eliminating differential
gene expression caused by individual genetic background.
PathwayFinder gene array from SuperArray provided two
spots for each gene. The variation between the two spots was
below 5%. According to Table 1, if β-actin expression level was
used for normalization, genes whose expression was increased
in cancer tissue included HSP27 (1.58 fold), iNOS (1.49 fold),
HSF1 (1.43 fold), HSP90 (1.31 fold), iκB (1.25 fold), egr-1 (1.16 fold).
However, if GAPDH expression level was used for normalization,
genes whose expression was increased in cancer tissue only
include HSP27 (1.28 fold), iNOS (1.22 fold), HSF1 (1.17 fold),
HSP90 (1.06 fold). Therefore, it is important to use multiple
housekeeping genes for normalization since expression of
house keeping genes such as β-actin and GAPDH may fluctuate
sometimes.
Vilaboa[31] found HSF1 could bind to the promoter region of
MDR1 to increase its expression transcriptionally. However,
MDR1 was also a target gene for Wnt signal pathway and the
expression of MDR1 was increased in precancerous lesion of
FAP patients[32]. We found reduced MDR1 gene expression in
most (23/35) cancer tissues. Our result suggested MDR1 gene
expression was not regulated under heat shock stress signal
pathway in colon tissue, more likely under Wnt signal pathway.
The reverse association of MDR1 expression with HSF1 and
β-catenin (Wnt pathway) indicated that different signal pathways
contributed to the carcinogenesis of FAP and sporadic CRC.
The reduced MDR1 gene expression was also found in other
cancers such as kidney cancer[33] and brain cancer[34].
Recently, a large number of studies have revealed the
association of iNOS expression with various cancers[35-39].
Yagihashi[40] studied 22 cases of colorectal cancer tissues by
immunohistochemistry and RT-PCR and found increased iNOS
expression was associated with colorectal cancer. Bing et al.[37]
found increased expression of iNOS and production of
prostanoids in colorectal cancer paralleled to the increase in
COX-2, confirming the importance of this emzyme in colon
cancer. Ropponen[39] found iNOS expression in colorectal
cancer might be used as a prognosis marker as well. Our study
also confirmed induced iNOS expression in 22 out of 35 cancer
tissues, indicating that the biological significance of MDR1
and iNOS expression in CRC needs to be further studied.
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Abstract
AIM: To find new potential biomarkers and to establish
patterns for early detection of colorectal cancer.
METHODS: One hundred and eighty-two serum samples
including 55 from colorectal cancer (CRC) patients, 35 from
colorectal adenoma (CRA) patients and 92 from healthy
persons (HP) were detected by surface-enhanced laser
desorption/ionization mass spectrometry (SELDI-MS). The
data of spectra were analyzed by bioinformatics tools like
artificial neural network (ANN) and support vector machine
(SVM).
RESULTS: The diagnostic pattern combined with 7 potential
biomarkers could differentiate CRC patients from CRA patients
with a specificity of 83%, sensitivity of 89% and positive
predictive value of 89%. The diagnostic pattern combined
with 4 potential biomarkers could differentiate CRC patients
from HP with a specificity of 92%, sensitivity of 89% and positive
predictive value of 86%.
CONCLUSION: The combination of SELDI with bioinformatics
tools could help find new biomarkers and establish patterns
with high sensitivity and specificity for the detection of CRC.
Yu JK, Chen YD, Zheng S. An integrated approach to the
detection of colorectal cancer utilizing proteomics and
bioinformatics. World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(21): 3127-3131
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INTRODUCTION
Colorectal cancer (CRC) is one of the most common malignant
tumors that threaten people’s health[1-5]. At present, CRC is
one of the three leading causes of worldwide cancer mortality
and the second leading cause of cancer-related deaths in the
Western world[6,7]. The prognosis of CRC is strongly related to
early diagnosis. CRC patients diagnosed in early stage have a

five-year survival post-operation of over 80%, but in the advanced
stage the five-year survival is lower than 40%. So, early diagnosis
is very important to improve the prognosis of CRC[8].
Recently serum tumor markers, such as carcinoembryonic
antigen (CEA), are commonly used to detect CRC for the
advantages of less pain and accessibility. However all the
existing biomarkers have a low diagnostic sensitivity in CRC
(sensitivity of 23% with CEA[9]). New biomarkers with a high
sensitivity and specificity to detect CRC in early stage are urgently
needed. A novel proteomic approach for the detection of cancer
which is called surface enhanced laser desorption/ionization timeof-flight mass spectrometry (SELDI-TOF MS), and ProteinChip
technology, have been developed. SELDI-TOF MS coupled with
bioinformatics approach has successfully found new biomarkers
and achieved high sensitivity and specificity for the diagnosis
of cancers of bladder[10], prostate[11-14], ovary[15,16], breast[17,18],
liver[19], neck[20], lung[21,22] , pancreas[23].
The aim of this study was to find the potential biomarkers in
CRC and to establish the patterns to diagnose CRC.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Samples
A total of 182 serum samples were obtained from the serum
banks of the Cancer Institute of the Second Affiliated Hospital
of Zhejiang University Medical College. The cancer group
consisted of 55 serum samples from CRC patients at different
clinical stages: Dukes’ A (n = 8), Dukes’ B (n = 22), Dukes’ C
(n = 13), Dukes’ D (n = 12). The median age of CRC patients was
57 years (range, 31-84 years). The two non-cancer control
groups included 35 serum samples from patients with colorectal
adenoma (CRA) and 92 serum samples from healthy persons
(HP). They were age and sex matched with cancer group.
Diagnoses were pathologically confirmed, and specimens were
obtained before treatment. All samples were stored at -80 .
Proteinchip array analysis
Serum samples were thawed in ice and centrifuged at 3 000 r/m
for 5 min at 4 , supernatants were retained. We added 90 µL
of 5 g/L CHAPS (Sigma) (pH 7.4) in PBS to 10 µL of each serum
sample, and vortex-mixed them. The diluted samples were added
to 100 µL Cibacron Blue 3GA (Sigma) (previously equilibrated
with 5 g/L CHAPS three times) in a 96-well cell culture plate and
agitated on a platform shaker at 4 for 60 min. After centrifuged
at 1 000 r/m, 50 µL supernatant was sampled and further diluted
by 150 µL 20 mmol/L HEPES (pH 7.4) and applied to each well of
a bioprocessor (Ciphergen Biosystems) containing hydrophobic
surface (H4) chips previously activated with 20 mmol/L HEPES.
The bioprocessor was then sealed and agitated on a platform
shaker for 60 min at 4 . The excess serum mixtures were discarded,
and the chips were washed three times with 20 mmol/L HEPES
and 2 times with deionized water. The chips were then removed
from the bioprocessor, air-dried. Before SELDI analysis, 0.5 µL
of a saturated solution of α-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid
(CHCA) in 0.5 L/L acetonitrile and 5 mL/L trifluoroacetic acid
was applied onto each chip twice, air-dried.
Chips were detected on the protein biological system II
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(PBS-II) plus a mass spectrometer reader (Ciphergen Biosystems).
Data were collected by averaging 65 laser shots with an intensity
of 135, a detector sensitivity of 7, a highest mass of 30 000 Da
and an optimized range of 2 000-20 000 Da. Mass accuracy was
calibrated to less than 0.1% using the all-in-one peptide molecular
mass standard (Ciphergen Biosystems).

Bioinformatics analysis
The spectra intensities of all samples were normalized to the
total ion current of m/z between 2 000 and 30 000 Da. The noise
of spectra was filtrated and peaks were detected with an automatic
peak detection pass using signal-to-noise ratio. Peak clusters
were completed to cluster the peaks in different samples that
had similar masses (defined by a mass window in 0.3% mass
error). All these were performed using ProteinChip Software 3.1
(Ciphergen). The peak intensities were preprocessed by scaling
all the data to the range[-1, 1].
The pattern recognition techniques were applied to diverse
areas including prediction of cancer[24], gene microarray[25] and
mass spectrometry[26]. We utilized a multi-layer perception (MLP)
ANN with a scaled conjugate gradient (SCG) optimized back
propagation algorithm for discriminating CRC from HP, and a
linear support vector machine (SVM) for discriminating CRC
from CRA. They were powerful tools for analysis of the complex
data[14] derived from SELDI-MS.
Feature selection
We estimated the power of each peak in discriminating different
group samples by integrating approaches such as t-test, receive
option curve (ROC) and mean square error (MSE) of ANN.
The ANN used to calculate the MSE of each peak had 3
layers, with 1 node in input and output layer, 2 nodes in hidden.
For each peak the ANN was trained with all the samples, performed
1 000 epochs to get the MSE respectively. The MSE was
calculated as the difference between the target output and the
ANN predictive value. The lower MSE value of the peak showed
a higher relative importance value for their ability to accurately
discriminate the different groups.
Integrated ANN classifier
The ANN established for discriminating different groups had 4
layers. Except output layer and input layer ANN also had 2
hidden layers each with 100 nodes. We randomly selected 1/3
of all the samples to be the blinded test set, and the remaining
2/3 samples for training, the procedure was repeated 10 times.
In the procedure of training ANN we used a cross-validation
approach to reduce the risk of “over fit”[27]. The samples for
training were randomly divided into 2 sets: 2/3 samples for
training set and 1/3 samples for validation set. The random
shuffling was redone 100 times. Thus 100 different ANNs were
established to predict the blinded test set samples. The predictive
values of the blinded test set samples were the average of all
the predicted outputs of 100 ANNs.
SVM classifier
SVM is a new machine learning approach originally proposed
and developed by Vladimir Vapnik. SVM applications were
actively pursued in various areas recently, from genomics to
face recognition[28,29]. SVM is powerful for small sample data.
We used the linear SVM classifier and set the cost of the constrain
violation (C) to 1. The 3-fold cross-validation approach was
applied to estimate the accuracy of the classifier.
RESULTS
Bioinformatics analysis of CRC and HP data
After noise was filtrated by Ciphergen ProteinChip Software 3.1,
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there were 61 peaks detected for discriminating CRC from HP
and 235 peaks for discriminating CRC from CRA. The peaks
were between 2 k and 30 kDa. Peaks with an m/z <2 kDa were
mainly ion noise from the matrix and therefore excluded[10].
The 61 qualified peaks detected from the two groups were
ranked by the MSE values of ANN. We input the 61 peaks
respectively. For each peak we trained the ANN with all the 147
healthy and CRC samples to give an MSE value. The top 15
peaks with lower MSE values were selected for further analysis
(Figure 1). The t-test and ROC method confirmed the results
with the same 15 peaks.
A

Peak m/z (Da)
1
5 911
2
8 922
3
8 944
4
8 817
5
4 477
6
2 026
7
3 230
8
3 817
9
3 329
10
6 439
11
6 669
12
3 337
13
3 446
14
6 653
15
4 931

B
0.25
0.20
MSE values
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Figure 1 MSE values of the top 15 peaks. A: m/z of peaks. B:
MSE values of peaks.
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Figure 2 Accuracies of different combinations of peaks. A:
Accuracies of different combinations of peaks in the pattern
discriminating CRC patients from HP. B: Accuracies of different combinations of peaks in the pattern discriminating CRC
patients from CRA patients.

To further select the set of candidate biomarkers, we used a
stepwise approach in which many integrated ANNs were trained.
The top 1 peak with the highest ability to predict the two groups
(had the lowest MSE value) was selected as a single input to
build the integrated ANN. We estimated the discriminating
ability of this integrated ANN by the accuracy of blind test set.
Next, the top 2 peaks were input to integrated ANN and the
accuracy was calculated. The following peaks were added as
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input stepwise to train integrated ANN and the accuracy was
calculated. In this way, the 15 models combining different peaks
were built. The peaks input to the model with the highest accuracy
were selected as the set of potential biomarkers. The top 4
peaks were finally selected as potential biomarkers, an accuracy
of 92% was achieved. The accuracies of these 15 models are
plotted in Figure 2 (A).
The m/z of the 4 candidate biomarkers were 5 911, 8 922, 8 944,
8 817 Da. These 4 peaks all appeared to highly express in CRC
and lowly express in healthy persons, as shown in Figure 3 (A, B).
Between the two groups, the P value of t-test (<10-9) and the area
under the ROC curve (>8.0) showed statistical significance of all
the 4 peaks. Table 1 shows the descriptive statistics of the 4 peaks.
Table 1 Descriptive data for the 4 potential biomarkers in the
pattern discriminating CRC patients from HP (mean±SD)
M/Z (Da)

AUC

HP

CRC patients

5
8
8
8

0.908
0.872
0.828
0.811

0.824±0.504
1.254±0.724
0.999±0.626
0.878±0.607

2.763±1.720
2.767±1.445
2.651±1.851
1.744±0.940

911
922
944
817

3129

ANNs were built up. Table 3 shows the results of this classifier.
For the integrated ANN classifier, the estimated specificity in
the blind test set was 92% with a 95% confidence interval of
89-95%, the estimated sensitivity was 89% (85-93%), the
estimated positive predictive value was 86% (82-90%).
Table 2 Descriptive statistics for the 7 potential biomarkers in the
pattern discriminating CRC patients from CRA patients (mean±SD)
M/Z (Da)
17
18
5
9
4
21
21

P value (×10-5)

CRA patients

CRC patients

0.71
1.27
1.71
2.76
6.74
7.48
12.10

0.211±0.130
0.039±0.036
1.459±0.977
0.617±0.385
0.503±0.493
0.489±0.145
0.536±0.161

0.113±0.100
0.076±0.040
2.763±1.720
1.105±0.563
1.164±0.943
0.698±0.267
0.744±0.282

247
420
911
294
654
694
742

Table 3 Predicted results of classifier for discriminating CRC
patients from HP
Test set (49×10)
HP

AUC: area under the carve.

The 4 peaks were combined and evaluated by integrated
ANN. We trained the integrated ANN with 89 samples and tested
49 samples. We randomly selected the test set 10 times, and
each time 100 ANNs were built to predict the test set. So 1 000
A

HP (92×10)
CRC (55×10)
Specificity (%)
Sensitivity (%)
Positive value (%)

5 911
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287
25
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159
92(287/(287+25))
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86(159/(159+25))

Training set (98×10)
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599
9
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343
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Figure 3 Spectra and gel maps of potential biomarkers. A: Spectra and gel maps of the peak with the m/z of 5 911 Da. B: Spectra
and gel maps of the peak with the m/z of 8 922, 8 944, 8 817 Da. C: Spectra and gel maps of the peak with the m/z of 17 247 Da.
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Bioinformatics analysis of CRC and CRA data
The 235 qualified peaks detected from the two groups were
ranked by the P values of t-test. The top 15 peaks were selected
for further analysis. For these data we utilized the 3-fold crossvalidation SVM classifier to select the potential biomarkers to
build the model to predict the test sets. This approach randomly
selected 1/3 of samples to be the blinded test set, and the
remaining 2/3 samples to be the training set and the procedure
was repeated 3 times. We still used stepwise method to add the
peaks in the rank of P value one by one to be the input of 3cross-validation SVM. The top 7 peaks with the highest accuracy
(86.7%) were selected as final potential biomarkers to separate the
two groups. Table 2 shows the descriptive data of the 7 peaks.
Between the two groups, the P values of t-test (<10-4) and the area
under the ROC curve (>7.0) showed the statistical significance of
the 7 peaks. In the 7 peaks only the peak of 17 247 Da appeared to
lowly express in CRC and highly express in CRA as shown in
Figure 3C, others were highly expressed in CRC.
We used 3-fold cross-validation SVM to combine the 7 peaks,
and trained it with 60 samples. For the 3-fold cross-validation
SVM, the estimated specificity in the blind test set (30 samples)
was 83% with a 95% confidence interval of 79-87%, the estimated
sensitivity was 89% (86-92%), the estimated positive predictive
value was 89% (86-92%). Table 4 shows our results for this
classifier.
Table 4 Predicted results of classifier for discriminating CRC
patients from CRA
Test set (30×3)
CRA
CRA (35×3)
CRC (55×3)
Specificity (%)
Sensitivity (%)
Positive value (%)

CRC

29
6
6
49
83(29/(29+6))
89(49/(49+6))
89(49/(49+6))

Training set (60×3)
CRA

CRC

56
14
16
94
80(56/(56+14))
85(94/(94+16))
87(94/(94+14))

a specificity of 83% (79-87%), sensitivity of 89% (86-92%),
positive predictive value of 89% (86-92%).
Early detection remains one of the most urgent issues in CRC
research [37]. Our two patterns could recognize early Dukes
samples as efficiently as other Dukes samples. The biomarkers
used in the final selection were not sensitive to different Dukes,
stages of cancer patients. In almost all the patients with CRC,
preceding lesions were asymptomatic adenomas[38]. So it is
very important to discriminate the noncancer CRA patients
from early CRC. We also achieved a high sensitivity and specificity
model to recognize CRC and CRA patients.
We developed an integrated approach using bioinformatics
and biostatics tools to analyze the large data of spectra. The
ROC curve, t-test and MSE values were used to rank and select
the peaks according to their contribution to the separation of
two groups. To accurately estimate the sensitivity and specificity
of the classifiers established by potential biomarkers, the test
sets were randomly selected many times, independent of training
sets each time.
The peak of 4 645 Da was identified as doubly charged forms
of 9 294 Da by Ciphergen ProteinChip Software 3.1. The recognition
of both the doubly charged and the singly charged forms of
these peaks suggested their importance in discriminating the
two diagnostic groups. The peak of 5 911 Da was selected as a
potential biomarker in both the pattern discriminating CRC
patients from HP and the pattern discriminating CRC from CRA
patients. The expression of this biomarker increased step by
step in HP, CRA and CRC patients as shown in Figure 3A.
Therefore the peak of 5 911 Da may play an important role in the
formation and progression of CRC.
In conclusion, SELDI-TOF-MS in combination with
sophisticated bioinformatics tools could facilitate the discovery
of new biomarkers and establish patterns with a high sensitivity
and specificity for the detection of CRC.
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Abstract
AIM: Traditional hepatitis B virus (HBV) genotyping methods
using restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) can
reliably identify genotypes A to F. As HBV genotypes G and
H have been recently identified, this study was to establish
an accurate and simple genotyping method for all eight
HBV genotypes (A to H).
METHODS: Two hundred and forty HBV small S sequences
obtained from GeneBank were analysed for restriction
enzyme sites that would be genotype-specific. Restriction
patterns following digestion with restriction enzymes BsrI,
StyI, DpnI, HpaII, and EaeI, were determined to identify all
eight HBV genotypes. Mixed genotype infections were
confirmed by cloning and further RFLP analysis.
RESULTS: The new genotyping method could identify HBV
genotypes A to H. Genotypes B and C could be determined by
a single step digestion with BsrI and StyI in parallel. This was
particularly useful in the Far East where genotypes B and C are
predominant. Serum samples from 187 Chinese HBV carriers
were analysed with this genotyping system, and the genotype
distribution was 1.1% (2), 51.9% (97), 40.6% (76) and 4.8%
(9) for genotypes A, B, C, and D, respectively. Mixed genotypes
were found in only 3 patients (1.6%). Sequence data analysis
confirmed the validity of this new method.
CONCLUSION: This HBV genotyping system can identify
all eight HBV genotypes. It is accurate and simple, and can
be widely used for studies on HBV genotyping.
Zeng GB, Wen SJ, Wang ZH, Yan L, Sun J, Hou JL. A novel
hepatitis B virus genotyping system by using restriction
fragment length polymorphism patterns of S gene amplicons.
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INTRODUCTION
Hepatitis B virus (HBV) exhibits genetic variability which gives

rise to the well recognized subtypes and genotypes of the
virus. In addition, virus variants arise during replication as a
result of nucleotide misincorporations, in the absence of any
proof-reading capacity by the viral polymerase. Based on an
inter-group divergence of 8% or more in the complete genome
nucleotide sequence, HBV has been classified into at least 8
different genotypes[1-4]. Genotyping could also be accomplished
based on partial sequences from the pre-S or S genes of the HBV
genome[5-7].
HBV genotypes have distinct geographical distributions.
Genotypes A and D occur frequently in Africa and Europe[5,8],
while genotypes B and C are prevalent in Asia[1]. Genotype E is
almost entirely restricted to Africa, and F is found preferentially
in Central and South America[9]. Genotype G was reported in
France and the United States[3]. Recently, the eighth genotype
H has been described in Central America[4].
An increasing number of studies showed that HBV genotypes
might influence HBeAg seroconversion rates[10], mutation
patterns in precore and core promoter regions[11,12], severity of
liver disease[13-15] and response to antiviral treatment[11,16]. In
order to confirm and extend these observations, further studies
are needed to be carried out, using reliable and simple methods
for HBV genotyping. Though several HBV genotyping methods
have been reported so far[5-7,17,18], these could identify genotypes
A to F, but not G or H.
The aim of this study was therefore to establish a simple
and accurate HBV genotyping system using restriction
fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) of the small S gene
region, which could identify HBV genotypes A to H and would
be applicable to large-scale studies.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
HBV sequences and computerized analyses
Two hundred and thirty-two complete and 8 S sequences of HBV
were obtained from the DNA database (GenBank), comprising 24
sequences of genotype A, 35 of B, 97 of C, 38 of D, 5 of E, 30 of
F, 8 of G and 3 of H. The small S gene regions of all these
sequences were aligned and analysed to identify conserved
regions and restriction enzyme sites that were genotypespecific. Five restriction enzymes were deemed to be appropriate
for this purpose, and restriction patterns were determined by
computerized analysis of each of the above mentioned sequences.
The DNASIS software package (Hitachi Software Engineering,
1991) was used in this study.
Patient sera and HBV genotypes
Serum samples from 190 Chinese patients with chronic hepatitis
B were collected from 2 liver units in mainland of China, and
stored at -70 . All subjects (male/female = 161/29, mean age
= 29.5± 9.16 years) were HBsAg-positive by commercially available
immunoassays (Abbort Laboratories). Of them, 116 (61%) were
HBeAg positive, and the mean alanine transaminase value (ALT)
was 248.5±342.8 IU/L. These samples were initially genotyped
by RFLP analysis of pre-S amplicons as previously described[6].
Genotyping PCR and restriction enzyme treatment
The S gene sequences were amplified by nested PCR. Based
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on the most conserved regions, we designed PCR primers to
amplify the sequence between nt 203 to nt 787, yielding an
amplicon of 585 bp. The outer primers were PrsS2 (sense, nt
2 820-2 837, 5’-GGGACACCATATTCTTGG) and S1R (antisense,
nt 842-821, 5’- TTAGGGTTTAAATGTATACCCA). The inner
primers were YS1 (sense, nt 203-221, 5’- GCGGGGTTTTTCTTGT
TGA) and YS2 (antisense, nt 787-767, 5’-GGGACTCAAGATG
TTGTACAG). DNA was extracted from the serum as previously
described[19]. A 5 µL of the resuspended DNA was added to an
amplification mixture containing 5 µL of 10× Taq polymerase
buffer, 5 µL of 25 mmol/L deoxyribonucleotide triphosphates, 1 µL
(2U) of Taq polymerase (Promega, Beijing, China) and 10 pmoL
each of primers PrsS2 and S1R (total volume of 50 µL). The PCR
profile was an initial 3 min denaturation at 94 , followed by 35
cycles of amplification including denaturation for 45 s at 94 ,
annealing for 60 s at 53 , and extension for 90 s at 72 . Strand
synthesis was completed at 72 for 6 min. A 1 µL of the firstround PCR products was then used for the second-round PCR
under the same conditions but with the primers YS1 and YS2.
A 10 µL of the second-round PCR products was mixed
with 0.5 µL (5U) of the chosen restriction enzyme (New England
Biolabs, Hong Kong, China), 1.5 µL of 10× buffer and 3.0 µL of
water. After incubation at 37
for 4 h, the samples were
electophoresed on a 30 g/L agarose gel. A 10 µL of undigested
second-round PCR products was run in parallel with the enzymedigested samples. The restriction patterns were read visually
under ultraviolet light.

Identification of mixed genotypes
When non-specific, atypical or mixed RFLP patterns were found,
and the small S gene region was amplified with primers BS1
(sense, nt 56-76, 5’-CCTGCTGGTGGCGCCAGTTCC) and S1R,
yielding an amplicon of 797-bp in length. These PCR products
were purified and ligated into the pGEM-T vector using a
commercial kit (Promega, Beijing, China). Ten positive clones
were selected for further analysis. Extracted plasmid DNA was
amplified with primers YS1 and YS2. PCR products were digested
with restriction enzymes and analysed by electrophoresis. Samples
that did not give clear results were then sequenced directly.
Sequencing and sequence data analysis
Three serum samples each of genotypes B, C and D, and 2
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serum samples of genotype A by our method were randomly
selected for sequencing. The small S gene region was amplified
with primers BS1 and S1R and ligated into the pGEM-T vector
as described above. Plasmid DNA was extracted from positive
clones and sequenced using an ABI automatic DNA sequencer.
Sequences were then edited, aligned and compared with
reference sequences using the DNASIS software.

RESULTS
Predicted RFLP patterns
Following alignment of S gene sequences, five restriction enzymes,
StyI, BsrI, DpnI, HpaII and EaeI were deemed to be suitable for
yielding restriction patterns that would identify all eight HBV
genotypes.
Genotype C had a StyI site at nt position 455, cutting the S
gene into two fragments of 253- and 332-bp in length. This
restriction pattern was found in 95 of 97 genotype C sequences
examined. This restriction site was absent in all other genotypes.
All genotype B sequences could be distinguished by the fact
that the S gene had a unique BsrI site at nt position 328, which
gave two characteristic bands of 126- and 459-bp in length. A
BsrI site at nt position 502 was observed in 22 of 24 genotype
A and all genotype E and G sequences. Moreover, genotype E
PCR products could be digested at position 706 by HpaII, while
genotype G had no EaeI site, which was present in all other
genotypes. The BsrI site at nt position 502 was also found in 1
of 38 genotype D sequences, which could be mistaken as
genotype A. Thus the sequences which still left unresolved
were those of genotypes D, F and H. For genotype F, a DpnI
site was found at nt positions 491 and 747, while genotypes D
and H were cut at nt position 491 but not at 747. Finally, a HpaII
site at nt position 292 in genotype H could be differentiated
from genotype D. The sequences recognized by these enzymes
are shown in Figure 1. The patterns created by these enzymes
from the small S gene region are shown in Table 1.
Strategy for HBV genotyping using the new method
The optimal strategy, using the new method, which could be
applied to a particular geographical region according to the
most prevalent HBV genotype in that region, is summarized in
Figure 2. For example, genotypes B and C were the most
prevalent in the Far East. After parallel digestion by BsrI and

Table 1 Restriction digestion patterns that could identify HBV genotypes
Fragments obtained with
Genotypes

Pattern

No. of sequences
BsrI

A

B
C
D

E
F
G
H

A1
A2
A3
A4
B1
B2
C1
C2
D1
D2
D3
E1
E2
F1
F2
G1
H1

12
10
1
1
33
2
95
2
36
1
1
4
1
29
1
8
3

300 285
300 285
585
585
126 459
126 184 275
585
585
585
585
300 285
300 285
126 174 285
585
585
300 285
585

StyI
585
585
585
585
585
585
253 332
585
585
585
585
585
585
585
585
585
585

DpnI
85 204 296
289 296
85 204 296
289 296
289 296
289 296
585
585
289 296
585
585
289 296
289 296
289 256 40
289 296
289 296
289 296

HpaII
585
585
585
585
585
585
585
585
585
585
585
504 81
504 81
90 495
90 495
585
90 495

EaeI
100 485
100 485
100 485
100 485
100 485
100 485
100 485
100 485
100 485
100 485
100 485
100 485
100 485
100 485
100 485
585
100 485
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StyI, more than 90% of the serum samples from Chinese patients
could be genotyped.

pre-S1region. One hundred and eight-one of the 187 serum
samples were classified as genotypes A (2), B (95), C (75) and D (9).
These results were in full agreement with those obtained with
our new method. Because of nonspecific amplification and
atypical restriction patterns, 6 samples could not be classified
by RFLP analysis of pre-S1 amplicons. However, these were
resolved into either genotypes B (2), C (1) or mixed B+C (3) by

Comparison with genotyping by RFLP of PreS1 regions
Of the 190 serum samples, 3 were HBV DNA negative by nested
PCR. Thus, 187 serum samples were analysed in this study,
and compared to the results obtained by RFLP analysis of the
Genotype GeneBank
Access No.

*nt 287
DpnI

nt 292

nt 302

HpaII

EaeI
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nt 328

nt 455

nt 491

nt 502

nt 706

nt 747

BsrI

StyI

DpnI

BsrI

HpaII

DpnI

A

X02763

---GGATCT-------CCGTGTG--------TGGCCAA---------CTCCAATC-------ATCAAGGT------AGGATCAA---------ACCAGTA------CGTAGGG-------TGATGTG---

B

D00329

---GGAACA------CCGTGTG--------TGGCCAA---------CTCCAGTC-------ATCAAGGT------AGGATCAT----------ACCAGCA-----CGTAGGG-------TGATGTG---

C

X001587

D

X59795

---GGAACT-------CCGTGTG--------TGGCCAA--------CTCCAATC-------ATCAAGGT------AGGATCTT----------ACCAGCA-----CGTAGGG-------TGATGTG---

E

L24071

---GGAGCA-------CCGTGTG--------TGGCCAA--------CTCCAATC--------ATCAAGGT------AGGATCAT---------ACCAGTA-----CGCCGGG-------TGATGTG---

F

X75658

---GGACTA--------CCGGGTG-------TGGCCAA--------CTCCAATC--------ATCAAGGT------AGGATCTA---------ACCAGCA------CGTAGGG------TGATCTG---

G

AF160501

---GGAGTG------CCGTGTG--------TGGCCTA---------CTCCAATC--------ATCAAGGT------AGGATCCT---------ACCAGTA------CGTAGGG-------TGATGTG---

H

AY090454

---GTACCA--------CCGGGGT------TGGCCAA--------CTCCAATC--------ATCAAGGT------AGGATCTA---------ACCAGCA------CGTAGGG-------TGATTTG---

---GGAGCA------CCACGTG--------TGGCCAA---------CTCCAATC------ACCAAGGT------AGGAACAT---------ACCAGCA------CGTAGGG------TGATGTG---

Figure 1 Genotype-specific sites recognized by restriction enzymes. GeneBank accession numbers and consensus sequences
from HBV genotypes A to H are listed. The shaded letters indicate the sequences recognized by the relevant enzyme. StyI
recognizes sequence C|C (A/T) (A/T) GG; BsrI, C|CAGT; DpnI, GA|TC; HpaII, C|CGG; EaeI, (C/T) |GGCC (A/G). *nt position
number is from the unique EcoRI site according to the reference sequence ×001587 (genotype C).

YS1

HBV S gene

nn

YS2

nt 787

nt 203

PCR product = 585 (bp)
(2) StyI

(1) BsrI

C

Genotypes: B

A\E\G

(4) HpaII

(4) = 585
(5) = 485, 100
Genotypes:

(1) = 585
(2) = 585

(1) = 300, 285
(2) = 585

(1) = 585
(2) = 332, 253

(1) = 126, 459
(2) = 585

A

D\F\h
(5) EaeI

(4) = 504, 81
(5) = 485, 100
E

G

(4) HpaII

(3) DpnI

(3) = 289, 256, 40 (3) = 289, 296 (3) = 289, 296
(4) = 90, 495
(4) = 585
(4) = 90, 495
F

D

H

Figure 2 Diagrammatic representation of the position of PCR primers and RFLP analyses for HBV genotyping. The second
round PCR products, which were 585 bp, were digested by (1) BsrI, (2) StyI, (3) DpnI, (4) HpaII and (5) EaeI. Genotypes B and C
could be typed in one step using parallel digestion with BsrI and StyI.
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A

A/E/G

B

C

D/F/H

3135

B

M P BsrI StyI P BsrI StyI P BsrI StyI P BsrI StyI
M

A
P HpaII EaeI

100 bp

D
M P DpnI HpaII

100 bp
100 bp

Figure 3 RFLP of S amplicon of HBV from 187 nested PCR-positive serum samples from Chinese carriers. Lane M: 100 bp ladder
from 100-600 bp fragments, P: undigested PCR product. A: After the first step of parallel digestion with BsrI and StyI, the samples
were divided into four groups: genotypes B, C, A/E/G and D/F/H; B: Groups A/E/G and D/F/H could be further resolved by
the second parallel digestion. In this study, genotypes E, F, G and H were not observed, while genotypes B and C were the major ones.

our method after cloning and repeat RFLP analysis. These
results were verified subsequently by direct sequencing of the
S gene. Thus the final genotype distribution of the samples
was A, 2 (1.1%); B, 97 (51.9%); C, 76 (40.6%); D, 9 (4.8%) and
mixed (genotypes B and C), 3 (1.6%). Examples of RFLP analysis
using the new method are shown in Figure 3.

Verification of reliability of the new method
Nucleotide sequences of 11 samples randomly selected were
determined and then compared to reference sequences for
genotypes A (X02763), B (D00329), C (X01587) and D (X59795).
The homologies of the S gene region under investigation were
97.9-98.3%, 99.3-99.9%, 97.5-98.8% and 98.2-98.5%, respectively,
which confirmed the validity of the new RFLP technique.
DISCUSSION
Great importance has been attached to the differences between
HBV genotypes. In earlier studies[20,21], a higher frequency of
liver dysfunction was observed in patients with subtype adr
(most often genotype C) compared to those with subtype adw
(mainly genotype B). These findings concurred with those
reported by Lindh et al.[13] and Orito et al.[15]. Mayerat et al.[14]
found that genotype A was more frequent in chronic hepatitis
B patients than genotype D, while the opposite situation was
true in acute hepatitis B patients. A study from Taiwan reported
that genotype C was associated with more active liver disease
compared to genotype B[22], and this was supported by a more
recent study[23]. A retrospective study of 332 cases[10] showed
that patients with HBV genotype B had a lower prevalence and
earlier seroconversion to anti-HBe than those with genotype
C, which could explain the less active liver disease seen in
patients with genotype B. Another study[24] suggested that
HBV genotype might influence HBV recurrence after liver
transplantation as patients with genotype D appeared to have
a higher risk for HBV recurrence and mortality. The correlation
between HBV genotype and response to interferon therapy
has also been reported. HBV genotype C was associated with
a higher frequency of core promoter mutation and a lower
response rate to interferon alfa therapy[16]. Hou et al.[11] studied
103 chronic hepatitis B patients from 16 European centers and
found that HBV genotype A responded better to standard
interferon treatment than other genotypes. This appeared to
be related to its molecular characteristics, having a greater
tendency to develop core promoter mutations and less variation
in the nucleocapsid protein. A study reported that patients
carrying the adw subtype were associated with a higher risk of
lamivudine resistance than those with ayw subtype[25], although
Chan et al. found that HBeAg seroconversion after treatment
by lamivudine was not influenced by the HBV genotype[26]. To

interpret these differences between HBV genotypes, largerscale investigations are needed. So, development of accurate,
simple and inexpensive HBV genotyping methods would be
very useful in this respect.
Several methods have been used for HBV genotyping
including direct sequencing, RFLP, PCR with genotype-specific
primers[17], line probe assay[18] and enzyme-linked immunoassay[27].
Genotyping based on complete genome sequences is an ideal
method, but sequencing is costly and cannot be easily carried
out in clinical diagnostic laboratories for large-scale studies.
Currently, PCR-RFLP is the most widely used method for HBV
genotyping because it is simple and inexpensive. Norder et al.[2]
found that HBV genotyping could be accomplished based on
the sequence of the S gene. After analyzing 73 HBV sequences
from GeneBank, Lindh et al.[5] developed a genotyping method
based on RFLP patterns of a S gene amplicon, which first
identified HBV genotypes A-F. They also reported another
genotyping technique based on RFLP analysis of the pre-S
region[6]. However, pre-S gene was less suitable for genotyping
than S gene because it was not so conserved as S gene[28].
Mizokami et al.[7] compared 68 complete and 106 small S HBV
sequences and confirmed that S gene could be used to
accurately identify the six HBV genotypes A to F. They also
described a RFLP genotyping system using five enzymes, HphI,
NciI, AlwI, EarI, and NlaIV. Because genotypes G and H were not
discovered then, they could not be assessed by these methods.
Compared with previous methods, our new method has
several relative advantages. Firstly, it can identify all eight HBV
genotypes. Secondly, it is more accurate because it was based
on analysing many of the sequences deposited in GeneBank.
Thirdly, a simple and inexpensive strategy can be adopted
according to the most prevalent HBV genotypes in a particular
geographical region. For example, the strategy shown in Figure 2
was especially suitable for the Far East where genotypes B and
C are mostly found (85-98.6%)[21,29,30]. The RFLP patterns are
simple, with one or two bands, and therefore easy to be recognized.
In this study, a new method for HBV genotyping based on
RFLP analysis of S gene amplicons was established, and could
identify all eight HBV genotypes. This HBV genotyping system
is accurate, simple and can be expected to be widely used in
studies of HBV genotyping.
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Abstract
AIM: To investigate the change of immunological
characteristics of HBsAg caused by the mutation at codon
145 of HBsAg using DNA-based immunization.
METHODS: Plasmids expressing mutant and wild type
envelope antigens were transfected into human hepatocellular
carcinoma cells via electrotransformation. The antigenicity of
HBsAg was studied with EIA and immunocytochemical staining.
Then plasmids were used to immunize 5 C57BL/6 mice.
Sera of mice were detected for anti-HBs and anti-preS2
with ELISA.
RESULTS: The mutant HBsAg could be detected by native
antibody in EIA and immunocytochemical study. But the
A(450 nm) value of the mutant HBsAg in the supernatant was
apparently lower than that of the wild-type. Both mutant
and native HBsAg expression plasmid could stimulate a
strong humoral immune response to HBsAg and preS2
antigen in mice. Protective antibodies against HBsAg elicited
by the native HBsAg occurred earlier than that elicited by
the mutant HBsAg about one to two weeks. The occurrence
of protective antibodies against preS2 antigen was one to
two weeks earlier than that of anti-HBs.
CONCLUSION: The amino acid substitution causes changes
of the antigenicity and immunogenicity of HBsAg, but mutant
HBsAg can still induce a protective humoral immune response
in mice.
Ge JH, Liu HM, Sun J, Zhang LZ, He J, Li YL, Liu H, Xu Y, Yu HY,
Hu YP. Antigenic and immunogenic changes due to mutation
of s gene of HBV. World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(21):
3137-3140
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INTRODUCTION
Hepatitis B infection is a serious problem worldwide. HBV
vaccine is effective in preventing HBV infection. Antibody
responses to the common epitope of HBsAg, the “a” determinant,

are considered to confer protection against HBV infection
regardless of viral subtypes. HBV infection still occurs in spite of
the presence of anti-HBs[1-3]. Some cases were infected with a
variant of HBV. This variant has a point mutation from guanosine
to adenosine at nucleotide position 587 of the s gene that results
in an amino acid substitution of arginine for glycine at codon 145
of HBsAg[4,5]. This mutation would greatly destroy the antigenicity
of HBsAg, which directly impacts on the diagnosis and therapy of
HBV[6]. Also, this variant was found in patients who had liver
transplantations for end-stage liver diseases associated with HBV
infection and received human monoclonal anti-HBs antibody or
HBIG in an attempt to prevent recurrent hepatitis B[7-9]. This study
was undertaken to determine whether the change from glycine to
arginine at amino acid 145 of HBsAg could cause a loss of
antigenicity and immunogenicity of HBsAg, thus allowing the
mutant HBV to evade the humoral immune response.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Reagents, plasmid, antibodies and animals
Restriction endonucleases and T4 DNA ligase were obtained
from Sangon Co. (Canada). Plasmid P II containing overlength
HBV genomes was endowed by Dr. Jian-Wen He. Plasmid P II
had a point mutation from guanosine to adenosine at the
nucleotide position 587 of s gene and resulted in an aminoacid
substitution of arginine for glycine at codon 145 of HBsAg.
Plasmid pCMV-S2.S was a generous gift of Dr. Heather Davis
(Loeb Research Institute, Ottawa, Canada). This vector
contained a cytomegalovirus promoter and respiratory
syncytial virus enhancer element and encoded HBsAg and
MHBs proteins. Plasmid SEAP expressing alkaline phosphatase
was a generous gift of Dr. Jian-Wen He. HBsAg and HBsAb
ELISA reagents were purchased from Abbott Laboratories and
Sino-American Biotechnology Co., respectively. PreS2 antigen
and preS2-specific antibodies were measured using ELISA kits
from Hepatic Disease Institute of Beijing Medical University.
The mouse monoclonal antibody against HBsAg was purchased
from DAKO (USA). Sheep anti-mouse IgG-HRP was obtained
from CALBIOCHEM (Germany). QIA quick gene gel kit and
plasmid extraction kit were purchased from QIA gene. C57BL/6
mouse strain bought from Animal Center of Shanghai Birth
Control Research Institute was kept under standard pathogenfree conditions in the animal facility and maintained on a 14:10
light-dark schedule (lights off at 10 pm, on at 8 am). Mice used
were aged 6-8 wk.
Construction of DNA expression plasmid
Plasmid P II used as the source of mutant viral gene and plasmid
pCMV-S2. S used as the source of the vector were digested
with Dra III and Xho I, respectively. Then the segment of mutant
s gene from plasmid P II was inserted into the vector from
pCMV-S2.S by T4 DNA ligase. Eukaryotic expression plasmid
pCMV-S2.S+145R containing a point mutation from guanosine
to adenosine was constructed. Plasmid pCMV-S2.S+145R was
confirmed by restriction endonuclease digestion and HBV insert
was sequenced by the dideoxy method using a commercial kit.
The plasmid was grown in DH5 α and extracted by QIA quick
gene kit. DNA was dissolved in double distilled water, adjusted
to 1.6 mg/L, and then diluted to a final concentration of 1 mg/L
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for in vivo studies. Concentration and purity of the DNA were
confirmed by measuring the optical density at 260 nm and by
agarose gel electrophoresis.

Statistical analysis
The data were analyzed by SAS software.

In vitro assays for HBV protein expression
Human hepatocellular carcinoma cell lines (Hep G2) were
transfected with the eukaryotic expression vectors pCMVS2.S+145R, pCMV-S2.S or pcDNA3.0 via electrotransformation.
The change of binding power of mutant antigens to anti-HBs
was studied by EIA and immunocytochemical staining. To control
transfection efficiency, cells were cotransfected with an alkalinephosphatase-containing vector SEAP. Cells were lysed by
freeze-thawing three times in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS),
and the supernatants were collected at various time points after
transfection for viral protein studies.

RESULTS
Construction of recombinant eukaryotic expression plasmid
pCMV-S2.S+145R
The results of endonuclease digestion and electrophoresis were
in accordance to the graphic map of plasmids. The result of
sequencing was same as the sequence in the other report[10],
except the point mutation from guanosine to adenosine at the
nucleotide position 587 of s gene (Figure 1).

Analysis of viral proteins by ELISA
Concentrations of HBsAg and preS2 envelope proteins derived
from culture supernatant or cell lysates of transfected cells
were measured by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay reagents
according to the manufacturer’s instructions. One hundred µL
of culture supernatant or cell lysates was incubated with 100 µL
of 2×SEAP buffer at 37
for 10 min. Twenty µL substrate
buffer was added to the assay. A(450 nm) value was determined
after incubated at 37 for 30 min. All results were corrected
according to the transfection efficiency using the SEAP assays.
Expression of viral proteins
Transfected cells were collected by centrifugation and spread
on sterile glass slides, and then fixed with acetone at 4
for
immunochemical staining. Slides were blocked with normal goat
serum for 30 min at room temperature, then incubated either
with monoclonal mouse anti-HBs at a dilution of 1:200 for
detection of HBsAg or with monoclonal mouse anti-preS2
(1:500) for detection of preS2 antigen for 12 h at 4 . After
washed with PBS, a secondary antiserum consisting of biotinconjugated goat anti-mouse immunoglobulin G was applied at
a 1:100 dilution for 30 min at 37 . The slides coated with
antibody were washed with PBS, treated with streptavidinhorseradish peroxidase conjugates at a 1:600 dilution for 30 min
at 37 , stained with nitroblue tetrazolium chloride and 5bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl-phosphate (NBT/BCIP, MAXIN Co.),
and counter-stained with Mayer’s hematoxylin before mounted.
DNA immunization
Mice were injected on a single occasion with 100 µg of recombinant
plasmid DNA pCMV-S2.S, pCMV-S2.S+145R or pcDNA3.0 in
100 µL of 0.9 g/L NaCl distributed into the anterior tibialis muscle
of C57BL/6 mice 5 d after the injection of 100 µL bupivacaine
(0.2-0.4%). Immunization with the empty plasmid pcDNA3.0
vector (mock) was used as a negative control. Mice were
anesthetized with pentobarbitone prior to phlebotomy from
the retro-orbital plexus 200 microliter using heparinized glass
pipettes every week. Serum was isolated by centrifugation.
Anti-HBs and anti-preS2 concentrations were analyzed by
using ELISA kits according to the manufacturer’s instructions.
Detection of serum anti-HBs and anti-preS2 titers
Standard anti-HBs at titres 80, 40, 20, 10 or 0 mIU/L was detected
by ELISA at the time when serum samples were detected. The
A (450 nm) value was 0.872, 0.442, 0.225, 0.107 and 0.046,
respectively. The data were analyzed by linear regression, and
the equation between the A(450 nm) value and the antibody titers
was y = 94.442x-1.959. According to the manufacturer’s
instructions, inhibition rate (%) = (A value of negative control A value of sample) / (A value of negative control - A value of
positive control) × 100%.

Secretion and expression of HBsAg and preS2 antigen
HepG2 cells were transfected with pCMV-S2.S+145R, pCMVS2.S or pcDNA3.0 and culture supernatant was collected at
various intervals of 3, 5, 7 d after transfection. pCMV-S2.Stransfected cells secreted a higher amount of HBsAg compared
with the pCMV-S2.S+145R-transfected cells in the culture
supernatant and the cell lysates of transfected cells (Figure 2).
But preS2 antigen was not detected in the culture supernatant
or in the cell lysates of pCMV-S2.S-transfected and pCMVS2.S+145R-transfected cells. In contrast, immunocytochemical
studies clearly showed a substantial cytoplasmic accumulation
of HBsAg and preS2 antigen in both of the pCMV-S2.S-transfected
and pCMV-S2.S+145R- transfected cells. Furthermore, there was
no difference in the expression of HBsAg and preS2 antigen
between the two plasmid transfected cells. No staining pattern
was observed in mock-transfected cells (data not shown).
Humoral immune response to HBV proteins
Anti-HBs responses to pCMV-S2.S+145R were detectable 4 wk
after the immunization in C57BL/6 mice. The titer of anti-HBs
increased gradually by the end of observation. The highest
titer was 95.60 mIU/L at the twelfth week after immunization.
Most importantly, anti-HBs responses to pCMV-S2.S were
detectable 2 wk after immunization in C57BL/6 mice. The titer of
anti-HBs also increased gradually by the end of observation.
The highest titer was 99.57 mIU/L at the twelfth week after
immunization. The mice immunized with pCMV-S2.S+145R
developed anti-HBs after a delay of approximately 2 wk
compared with those injected with pCMV-S2.S (Figure 3). The
occurrence of protective antibodies against HBsAg elicited by
native HBsAg was one to two weeks earlier than that elicited by
mutant HBsAg. Nevertheless, pCMV-S2.S+145R-immunized as well
as pCMV-S2.S-immunized mice developed a strong humoral immune
response against HBsAg at levels far above the known anti-HBs
protection limit for humans (>10 mU/mL). Anti-HBs response
was not detected in C57BL/6 mice immunized with pcDNA3.0.
Both pCMV-S2.S+145R-immunized and pCMV-S2.Simmunized mice developed a significant preS2-specific antibody
response, whereas antibody responses to the preS2 antigen
were detectable two weeks after immunization. There was a
slight difference between the two groups with respect to the
level of anti-preS2 antigen response (Figure 4A).
Standardization of anti-HBs titer
In order to analyze the difference in immune response induced by
pCMV-S2.S+145R and pCMV-S2.S and the validity of immunization
and the titer of Anti-HBs were corrected according to the inhibition
rate of anti-preS2 which was little affected by the point mutation,
because the structures of pCMV-S2.S+145R and pCMV-S2.S
were exactly the same except for a point mutation from guanosine
to adenosine at the nucleotide position 587 of s gene. Therefore,
the ratio of HBsAg and preS2 antigen expressed by the two
plasmids was similar. Then the difference between the two plasmids
due to the mutation could be observed correctly (Figure 4B).
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Figure 1 Partial sequences of plasmids pCMV-S.S2 and pCMVS.S2+145R A: “ ”±stands for the “G” in gene sequences of
pCMV-S.S2 B: “ ”± stands for the “A” in gene sequences of
pCMV-S.S2+145R, namely mutant point.
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Figure 2 Secretion of HBsAg in vitro. Series A: HBsAg levels of
supernatant collected from pCMV-S.S2+145R-transfected cells.
Series B: HBsAg levels of supernatant collected from pCMVS.S2-transfected cells. Series C: negative control.
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Figure 3 Humoral immune response induced by DNA-based
immunization. Series A: anti-HBs level in pCMV-S.S2-immunized
mice. Series B: anti-HBs level in pCMV-S.S2+145R-immunized
mice. Series C: anit-HBs level in pcDNA3.0-immunized mice.
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DISCUSSION
The antibody responses to the common “a” determinant of HBsAg
confer protection against infection with HBV of all subtypes.
Using monoclonal antibodies, this determinant is composed of
a number of epitopes, and its tertiary structure is important for
its antigenicity. The amino acid arginine, which is substituted
for glycine, is a much larger residue and charged[11]. As a result
the hydrophobicity profiles of this region of the two antigens
are quite different and would be expected to affect the secondary
and tertiary structures of the antigen. This amino acid substitution
lies within the “a” determinant and so potentially alters the
epitopes recognized by the protective immune response.
The secondary and tertiary structures of HBsAg expressed
by the eukaryotic expression vector were most similar to those
of viruses, which could exclude possible alterations of the antigenic
properties by purification procedures of the recombinant vaccine.
In transfection and in vitro expression study, HBsAg secreted
by pCMV-S2.S-transfected cells had a higher affinity to the
anti-HBs compared with that secreted by pCMV-S2.S+145Rtransfected cells in the culture supernatant and the cell lysates
of transfected cells, although the transfection efficiency was
corrected. The antigenicity of HBsAg was altered by this single
amino acid substitution. The mutant antigen could not be totally
recognized by anti-HBs induced by naive antigens. The point
mutation could influence the affinity, but mutant antigen could
still be detected by anti-HBs.
The immunogenicity of HBsAg was also altered by this
point mutation. The anti-HBs titer to the native HBsAg induced
by mutant HBsAg was significantly lower than that induced
by native HBsAg, while there was no significant difference
between the titers of anti-preS2 induced by the two antigens.
These results support the suggestion that this mutation was the
result of immune pressure[12]. This variant could evade the immune
response elicited after natural infection or after vaccination[13,14].
Both HBsAg and preS2 antigens, expressed by these two
plasmids, were able to induce a strong humoral immune response.
Indeed, anti-HBs titers induced by both plasmids were far above
10 mIU/L. The level of anti-HBs was sufficient to protect humans
against HBV infection after exposure to the virus. This DNA
vaccine could also confer the protection against infection with
prototype HBV.
The preS2 antigen was not detected in the culture supernatant
or cell lysates of transfected cells, but a substantial cytoplasmic
accumulation was detected in plasmid transfected cells by
immunocytochemical study, and the anti-preS2 was also detected
in mice after DNA immunization. It is likely that the preS2 antigen
was a nonsecreted protein expressed by this vector in HepG2
cells. It could be a nonsecreted protein in vivo, but it was possible
that bupivacaine followed by plasmid DNA injections caused
early activation of nonspecific inflammatory mediators by
recruiting professional APCs[15,16], B cells, and T cells. In addition,
B
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Figure 4 Comparison of humoral immune responses to preS2 anigen and HBsAg. A: Comparison of humoral immune responses
to preS2 anigen. Series a: anti-preS2 level in pCMV-S.S2-immunized mice. Series b: anti-preS2 level in pCMV-S.S2+145R immunized mice. Series c: negative control. B: Comparison of humoral immune responses to HBsAg. Series a: pCMV-S.S2 immunized mice. Series b: pCMV-S.S2+145R-immunized mice. Series c: negative control.
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a specific immune response against muscle cells expressing
viral peptides or proteins might subsequently lead to damage
of muscle fibers and release of sequestered antigens. Such
antigens might eventually reach lymph nodes or alternatively
taken up locally by APCs. The occurrence of protective antibodies
of anti-HBs2 was one to two weeks earlier than that of anti-HBs
in the same group. This result was similar to other reports[17,18].
There was little difference in occurrence, high titre and duration
of anti-preS2 between the mutant and native viral protein
expression plasmids. It indicated that this mutation had little
impact on the antigenicity and immunogenicity of preS2 antigen.
Therefore, the ingredient of preS2 antigen in hepatitis B vaccine
would protect humans against this mutant HBV infection after
exposure to the virus, and it also could shorten the occurrence
of protective antibody and give an early stage protection. This
would benefit the infants born by HBeAg positive mothers
and persons exposed to HBV.
In conclusion, DNA immunization with the mutant HBsAg
expression vector, produces a lower affinity than that elicited
by the native HBsAg expression vector. The mutation changes
the antigenicity and immunogenicity of HBsAg, and also
induces a protective immune response.
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Abstract
AIM: To establish the transgenic mouse line harbouring
complete hepatitis B virus (HBV) genome with mutant s
gene (adr subtype).
METHODS: Transgenic mice were generated by microinjecting
HBV genome into fertilized eggs. Integration, expression,
replication of HBV gene and histological changes in
transgenic mice were estimated by genomic DNA PCR,
serum DNA PCR, Southern blot, ELISA, HE staining,
immunohistochemistry and transmission electron
microscopy. Transgenic mice with HBsAg positive in serum
were bred and analyzed.
RESULTS: A total of 288 eggs survived from microinjections
were transplanted into the oviducts of 13 pseudopregnant
mice and 49 pups were produced. Twenty-six mice were
identified to have the integrated HBV gene. Serum HBsAg
and HBeAg were detected in 2 of 43 mice. HBsAg and
HBcAg in cytoplasm or nuclei of hepatocytes were detected
in 10 mice. Founders with HBsAg in serum were named
lineages G145R-15 and G145R-18. Of the 16 F1 offsprings
generated by G145R-15 founder, 12 were positive for HBV
genome with PCR, 10 were positive for HBsAg and HBcAg
with immunohistochemistry and 7 were positive for HBsAg
and HBeAg with ELISA. Only 1 of 8 F1 offsprings generated
by G145R-18 founder was survived and it was detected
positive for HBV genome, HBsAg, HBcAg and HBeAg. Both
of the two lineages had some pathological characteristics
of mild chronic hepatitis B in the liver, such as swelling of
hepatocytes and focal hepatocellular necrosis and parenchymal
lymphomononuclear cell infiltrate.
CONCLUSION: Transgenic mice harbouring HBV with
mutant s gene can be generated. The HBV genes are
integrated in the transgenic mice genome and can be
expressed, replicated, packaged and excreted. HBV DNA
can be stably transmitted in the transgenic mice.
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INTRODUCTION
Hepatitis B virus (HBV) is a major pathogen causing human
acute and chronic hepatitis B[1] and has a very close association
with cirrhosis and human hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC)[2-5].
Hepatitis B (HB) vaccine can protect human from infecting
HBV. Many children born from HBeAg positive mothers would
suffer from HBV after HB vaccination because of the mutation
of HBV[6-7]. Genetic mutation in viruses is usually associated
with escape of host immune responses, development of drug
resistance, modification of virulence and patterns of epidemiology
of diseases. In addition, HBV has a limited host range, which
impedes much of the study on its biological characteristics and
human hepatitis B. Over the past several years, many transgenic
lineages harbouring intact HBV gene[8] or expressing the HBV
envelope, core, precore and X proteins[9] under the control of
HBV or cellular liver-specific promoters have been generated,
thereafter, the transgenic mouse system was applied in HBV
studies[10-12]. However, no reports of transgenic mouse harbouring
mutant HBV are available.
HBV belongs to hepadnavirus family, containing a small
(3.2-kb), circular, double-stranded DNA genome. The minus
strand includes at least four open reading frames (ORF), of
which, S-ORF is divided into pres1, pres2 and s gene. HBsAg
encoded by the s gene is the major component of hepatitis B
vaccine. It is also an important diagnostic evidence of HBV
infection. Hepatitis B immunoglobulin could be used to protect
the liver from reinfection after liver transplantation, but it
depends on the interaction of HBsAg and anti-HBs. Therefore,
the change of antigenicity of HBsAg has a direct impact on the
diagnosis and therapy of HBV. It is most common to find the
mutation at aa145 where glycine is substituted by arginine
(G145R). This mutant could result in the failure of HB
vaccination[13] and failing to protect the liver from reinfection
after liver transplantation[14-16]. Recently, several lines of
evidence of horizontal transmission have been found[17-18]. It
brings about many new problems to prophylaxis and therapy
of HB. It is necessary to study further on the change of
biological characteristics related with this point mutation.
Transgenic mice harbouring G145R mutant are a good animal
model in study of changes of antigenicity and immunogenicity
as well as pathogenicity of HBV. Therefore, we generated
transgenic mice harboring complete genome of HBV (adr
subtype) G145R mutant by microinjection method, in which
HBsAg and HBeAg could be expressed, and genomic DNA of
HBV could be replicated and packed into complete virus
particles. This model makes it possible to examine many aspects
of HBV and its associated biomedical issues in vivo, and is an
animal model for drug screen and therapy involved in this mutant.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Reagents, Plasmid, antibodies and animals
Restriction endonucleases and T4 DNA ligase were obtained
from Sangon Co. Canada. Plasmid P II was endowed by Dr.
Jian-Wen He and contained overlength HBV genomes,
beginning at the middle of the X gene, terminating at nucleotides
1982, just downstream of the unique polyadenylation signal in
the HBV genome at a unique BamHI site. Plasmid P II contained
a point mutation at the site of s gene nt 587(G A). HBsAg and
HBeAg ELISA reagents were purchased from Abbott
Laboratories and Sino-American Biotechnology Co., respectively.
Mouse monoclonal antibody against HBsAg and rabbit
HBc/eAg primary anti-serum were purchased from DAKO,
USA. Sheep anti mouse IgG-HRP was obtained from
CALBIOCHEM, Germany. Serum DNA extraction kit was got
from Sino-American Biotechnology. QIA quick gene gel kit
and plasmid extraction kit were purchased from QIA-gene.
C57BL/6 mice were SPF level and maintained on a 14:10 lightdark schedule (lights off at 10 pm, lights on at 8 am every day).
Microinjection and embryo manipulation of founder animals
HBV transgenic mice were produced by microinjection of the
Pvu II fragment excised from plasmid P II into C57BL/6 embryos
by conventional technology. In brief, the Pvu II fragment
containing 1.2 copy HBV DNA was gel purified and dissolved
in TE buffer (10 mmol/L Tris-HCl, 0.2 mmol/L EDTA, pH 7.5) at a
final concentration of 1 mg/L (2000 copies/pL). After it was
injected into male pronuclei obtained from C57BL/6 females, the
eggs were implanted into oviducts of pseudopregnant recipients
to enable further development before term. Founder animals were
screened by analysis of serum for HBsAg and HBeAg. Animals
positive for both antigens were expanded by repetitive
backcrossing against the C57BL/6 strain and bred for analysis.
DNA isolation and PCR analysis of integrated transgenes
To isolate the total genomic DNA, approximately one third of
the tail of 10-d-old mice was cut and placed into a 1.5 mL
microcentrifuge tube containing 500 µL of TB buffer. The tubes
containing the tail fragments were incubated overnight at 55 .
DNA was extracted once with 500 µL of 1:1 (v/v) equilibrated
phenol-chloroform, and precipitated with 2 volumes of ethanol.
After centrifugation, precipitates were resuspended in 500 µL water.
Total tail genomic DNA (1 mg) was analyzed by PCR using
HBV-specific primers (5’-CCCAA CCTCC AATCA CTCAC
CAACC-3’ [sense, nt 2 139 to 2 153] and 5’-GGCCC CCAAT
ACCAC ATCAT CCATA -3’ [antisense, nt 2 583 to 2 556]). A
20 µL of samples of the products from direct PCR amplifications
was analyzed by electrophoresis on a 10 g/L agarose gel in the
presence of 0.5 µg of ethidium bromide per mL. DNA bands
were visualized by UV fluorescence.
Southern blot analysis
Southern blot analysis was performed on the total genomic
DNA by agarose gel electrophoresis of 20 µg of restricted
genomic DNA as previously described. Before electrophoresis,
all DNA samples were digested with EcoR I at 10 U/µg for 4 h
at 37 . Nylon filters were hybridized with HBV-specific
digoxigeninlabeled DNA probes as previously described[19].
PCR analysis of HBV DNA in serum
Total serum genomic DNA from transgenic mice was extracted
according to the manufacturer’s instructions, and analyzed by
PCR using HBV-specific primers as described above.
Immunohistochemical analysis of the expression of HBV
In selected experiments, liver tissue derived from transgenic
mouse lineages was also studied. In some experiments, mice
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were anesthetized with pentobarbitone (Harvest Pharmaceutical
Co. LTD) prior to phlebotomy from the retro-orbital plexus and
before they were sacrificed by cervical dislocation. In the other
experiments, mice were anesthetized with pentobarbitone
prior to biopsy of the liver at the age of 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18 mo.
Intracellular distributions of HBcAg and HBsAg were assessed
by the labeled-avidin-biotin detection procedure[20]. Briefly,
paraffin-embedded sections in PBS, pH 7.4, were treated for 15 min
at 37 with 30 mL/L hydrogen peroxide and washed with PBS.
After the sections were blocked with normal goat serum for
30 min at room temperature, rabbit anti-HBc/eAg primary
antiserum or mouse anti-HBsAg monoclonal antibody was
applied at a 1:100 (HBcAg) or 1:500 (HBsAg) dilution for 12 h
at 4 . After washed with PBS, a secondary antiserum
consisting of biotin-conjugated goat anti-rabbit or goat antimouse immunoglobulin G was applied at a 1:100 dilution for
30 min at 37 . The antibody coated slides were washed with
PBS, treated with streptavidin-horseradish peroxidase
conjugates at a 1:600 dilution for 30 min at 37 , stained with
nitroblue tetrazolium chloride and 5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolylphosphate (NBT/BCIP, MAXIN Co.), and counterstained with
Mayer’s hematoxylin before mounted.

Serological analysis of the expression of HBV
Transgenic mice of lineages G145R-15 and G145R-18 were
anesthetized with pentobarbitone prior to phlebotomy from
the retro-orbital plexus 200 µL every week. Serum was isolated
by centrifugation. HBsAg and HBeAg concentrations were
analyzed every month by using commercially available enzymelinked immunosorbent assay reagents according to the
manufacturer’s instructions.
Serum antibody analysis of transgenic mice
Serum from transgenic mice was also assayed for anti-HBsAg,
anti-HBeAg and anti-HBcAg every month by using commercially
available enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay reagents
according to the manufacturer’s instructions.
Electron microscopy
Intracellular nucleocapsid particles were analyzed exactly as
described elsewhere. Briefly, thin liver sections were fixed overnight
at 4 in 40 g/L paraformaldehyde-1 g/L glutaraldehyde in PBS.
Sections were then postfixed in 10 g/L OsO4 in cacodylate buffer
(pH 7.4) for 1 h at room temperature, dehydrated in gradient
ethanol, and embedded in epoxy resin (TAAB 812; Emmer Green,
Reading, England). Sections were cut on a LKB Ultratome III,
mounted on copper grids, stained in uranyl acetate and lead citrate,
and viewed with a Hitachi H-800 electron microscope.
Serum-derived virus particles were analyzed as follows. Five
hundred microliters of transgenic-mouse serum was centrifuged
(300 000 g) for 12-16 h at 4 through 2.4 mL of 100 g/L sucrose
into 0.8 mL of 600 g/L sucrose. Fractions (100 µL) were collected
from the bottom, and the first fraction was incubated for 45 min
at room temperature on MA18/ 7-coated (100 µg/mL) Parlodioncarbon-coated nickel grids that were subsequently drained with
a piece of filter paper and washed twice in PBS. The grids were
then fixed in 15 g/L glutaraldehyde for 2 to 5 min, washed twice
in H2O, negatively stained with uranyl acetate, and viewed
with a Hitachi H-800 electron microscope.
Histological analysis
Tissue samples were fixed in 40 g/L neutral buffered formaldehyde,
embedded in paraffin, sectioned (4 µm), and stained with
hematoxylin and eosin as described[8].
Biochemical evidence of hepatocellular and renal injury
Serum alanine aminotransferase (sALT), serum aspartate
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aminotransferase (sAST) , blood urea nitrogen (BUN), creatinine
(Cr) and γ-glutamyl transpeptidase(γ-GT) were tested with an
auto-biochemical analyzer.
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and HBeAg (a product of the 3.5-kb mRNA) were easily
detectable in the serum in both lineages (Table 1). As expected,
HBcAg (also a product of the 3.5-kb mRNA) and HBsAg were
easily detectable in the liver by immunohistochemical staining
(Figures 2A, B).

RESULTS
Microinjection and production of transgenic mice
Hundreds of molecules of target fragments were microinjected
into male pronuclei of fertilized eggs. A total of 288 eggs survived
from microinjections were transplanted into the oviducts of
13 pseudopregnant mice and consequently, the mice were
pregnant and gave birth to 49 pups. In addition, 43 were
survived. HBsAg and HBcAg in cytoplasm or nuclei of
hepatocytes were detected in 10 mice. Two of 43 founder animals
whose sera were positive for both HBsAg and HBeAg were
produced and named lineages G145R-15 and G145R-18. They
were expanded by repetitive backcrossing against the C57BL/6
strain and studied in detail. Sixteen F1 offsprings of lineage
G145R-15 founder mice were born. Twelve of them were
identified as the integration of HBV gene by PCR and Southern
blot hybridization analysis of tissues. HBsAg and HBcAg were
detected in eight of them by immunohistochemistry. HBsAg
and HBeAg were detected in seven of them by using ELISA.
Only one of eight F1 offsprings generated by lineage G145R-18
founder was survived. In addition, all above methods detected
it positive. F1 offsprings were positive for both HBsAg and
HBeAg and expanded by repetitive backcrossing against the
nontransgenic C57BL/6.

Table 1 Serum HBV antigen levels

Normal mouse
HBsAg 1
HBe/cAg 2
G145R-15
HBsAg
HBe/cAg
G145R-18
HBsAg
HBe/cAg

4 wk

8 wk

12 wk

16 wk

72 wk

0.056
0.052

0.052
0.059

0.056
0.053

0.055
0.052

0.053
0.055

0.126
0.236

0.153
0.272

0.151
0.228

0.132
0.265

0.158
0.243

0.133
0.256

0.143
0.236

0.155
0.268

0.129
0.257

0.128
0.261

1

Optical density (A) at 490 and 630 nm wavelength, cutoff value
is 0.083. 2Optical density (A) at 405 nm wavelength, cutoff value
is 0.106.

Analysis of integrated transgenes
Total DNA was isolated from tail tissues of lineages G145R-15
and G145R-18, digested with an enzyme (EcoR I) that was not cut
within the transgene, and analyzed by Southern blot (Figure 1).
0
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3

4
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6

Figure 3 Ultrastructural analysis of HBcAg in the liver.

Distribution of HBcAg and HBsAg in liver
Both lineages displayed the same subcellular and architectural
distribution of HBcAg in the liver. Figure 2A and 2B shows
that HBcAg and HBsAg were present in the cytoplasm of almost
all the hepatocytes distributed widely throughout the hepatic
lobules from the centrilobular region around central veins to
the periportal region around the portal tracts, but positive
hepatocytes surrounding the central veins were much more
than those around centrilobule. At the nucleic level, however,
only HBcAg was detectable (Figure 2C). Typical 25-30 nm HBcAg
particles (core particles and nucleocapsid particles) were detected
in the nuclei (Figure 3). All indicated the existence of important
host influences on viral gene expression in these animals.

Figure 1 Southern blot analysis of 20 µg of total DNA extracted from transgenic mouse tail tissues of lineages G145R15 and G145R-18. Lane 0: Positive control; Lane 1: lineage
G145R-15; Lane 2: lineage G145R-15; Lane 3: F1 transgenic mice
of lineage G145R-15; Lane 4: F1 transgenic mice of lineage
G145R-18; Lane 5: lineage of transgenic mice harbouring prototype HBV genome; Lane 6: non-transgenic mice as negative
control. All DNA samples were RNase treated before gel
electrophoresis. The filters were hybridized with a
digoxigeninlabeled HBV specific DNA probe.

Expression of viral proteins
At the protein level, HBsAg (a product of the 2.1-kb mRNA)
A

B

cv

C

cv

Figure 2 Immunohistochemical analysis of HBsAg and HBcAg in the liver. A: Presence of cytoplasmic HBsAg in almost all of
hepatocytes in immunohistochemical analysis of the liver of an 6-week-old male mouse. Magnification, ×100. B: Cytoplasmic
HBcAg in centrilobular region hepatocytes surrounding the central veins. Magnification, ×200. C: Nuclear HBcAg scattering
widely throughout the hepatic lobule. Magnification, ×100.
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Circulating viral particles
To determine whether potentially infectious viral particles were
formed and secreted into the blood of these mice, serum was
analyzed for the presence of HBV DNA and sedimentable
particles displaying the ultrastructural characteristics of
complete virions (Dane particles). HBV DNA was detectable in
the serum of an HBV transgenic-mouse lineage that replicated
the viral genome.
Histopathological findings
Animals from lineages G145R-15 and G145R-18 were monitored
histologically for over eighteen months without evidence of
pathological changes in the kidney, brain, spleen, lung, testis,
ovaries, skin, and muscle except for the liver. In some region of
the liver, swollen hepatocytes, hydropic degeneration or
ballooning degeneration was observed in hepatic lobules that
were distributed in the centrilobular region around central veins
(Figure 4A, B). In the other, focal or unicellular necrosis, together
with predominantly lymphocyte infiltrate was present (Figure 4D).
In the portal or periportal tract, mild or moderate inflammation
was also observed, as illustrated in Figure 4C. Interface
inflammation could be observed in some cases. However, fibrosis
was absent. Acidophilic body was scarce.
Serum antibody in transgenic mice
The ELISA test indicated that there was no significant positive
result of HBV antibodies in HBV transgenic mouse serum.
Biochemical evidence of hepatocellular and renal injury
Animals from lineages G145R-15 and G145R-18 were monitored
to have biochemical changes for over eighteen months without
evidence of hepatocellular and renal injury, although there were
histopathological changes in the liver.
DISCUSSION
In the study of vaccinated children whose mothers were
positive for HBeAg, about 15% of them became anti-HBc
positive. A proportion of these would be HBsAg positive and
A
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become the HBV carriers. About half of those were infected
with variants of MHR, the most consistently observed to be
G145R. Three population-based studies from Singapore, UK
and USA had remarkably similar results. Mathematical modeling
indicated it would be the dominant viral strain, although it could
take a long time to emerge. Vaccination at birth is an ideal
situation for selection of escape variants, being similar to liver
transplantation, where high titer anti-HBs preparations are
administered to prevent graft infection. Furthermore, naturally
occurring G145R strains were reported.
To study the biological properties and pathologic conditions
associated with this mutant, HBV transgenic mice whose
hepatocytes expressed and replicated the virus and whose
genome harbor HBV mutant G145R were produced with a
terminally redundant, 1.2 genome length transgene that starts
in the middle of the X gene and ends just downstream of the
unique HBV polyadenylation site.
Only two of the forty-three founders were serum HBsAgpositive, and the expression level of the others was very low,
which might be due to the different integrated sites of HBV
DNA. In general, the exogenous gene would be integrated into
multi-sites in transgenic mice. This is similar with other reports.
Immunohistochemical assays of several tissues from transgenic
mice revealed that HBV gene expressions were tissue-dependent,
and the genes were only expressed in the liver and kidney, this
is similar to HBV-infection in nature. The regulation of expression
of a foreign gene in transgenic mice was subjected to different
parameters, such as site of integration, influence of the mouse
flanking sequences, cellular factors and structure of the
integrated sequences. However, the general finding was that
transgenes kept their developmental and tissue specific control
of expression. Mouse genomic sequences might potentially
have an influence on the level of transcription of tissue
specificity. The important influence of cellular factors on
expression was apparent since many hepatocytes, all the
Kupffer cells, endothelial cells and bile duct epithelium in the
tissue were antigen negative, although most cells in the liver
probably contained integrated HBV DNA. It may be germane

B

C

cv
cv

PT

D

E
cv

cv

Figure 4 Analysis of pathological changes in the liver of transgenic mice by HE staining. Magnification ×100. A: Mild swollen
hepatocytes around the central veins (CV) in the centrilobular region. B: “Ballooning degeneration” around the central veins or
between the two central veins in the liver. C: Predominantly lymphocytic cell infiltrates in portal tract area and hepatic lobules.
D: Focal necrosis and predominantly lymphocytic cell infiltrates in hepatic lobule. E: Liver of normal mice.
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that hepatocyte nuclear factor 1 alpha (HNF 1 a) and retinoic
acid are known to be preferentially expressed in hepatocytes.
Interestingly, the positive cells were clustered like clones of
cells. This was described in infected humans, and it was
proposed that the synthesis of viral antigens depended on the
metabolic state of cells.
HBcAg was detected both in the nuclei and in the cytoplasms
of hepatocytes. The presence of HBcAg in the nuclei of
hepatocytes was found in most of HBV-infected humans.
Cytoplasmic location of HBcAg was also observed in some
cases with active viral replication. Capsid antigens of ground
squirrel hepatitis virus, duck hepatitis B virus and woodduck
hepatitis virus were found almost exclusively in the cytoplasm.
This may be the consequence of the constantly high level of
replication of these viruses. Pre-core RNA is only used as a
mRNA for the production of HBeAg that is secreted into the
serum. This polypeptide can be aggregated into unstable
particles but its location is in cytoplasm. Therefore, it is likely
that it is responsible for the cytoplasm structure.
HBV transgenic mice showed replication of HBV in
hepatocytes and had evidence of pathological lesions in the
liver, which are different from other reports. Although there
were some pathological characteristics of mild chronic hepatitis
B in the transgenic mice, the change was obviously different
from that of human chronic hepatitis B. Cellular pathological
changes, such as swelling of hepatocytes and focal
hepatocellular necrosis and parenchymal lymphomononuclear
cell infiltrate were the main lesions. While the histological
changes, such as the change or destruction of structure of
hepatic lobules caused by hyperplasia of fibers, were not
observed in all transgenic mice. Even fibrocytes and fibrous
tissue were difficult to be observed in the portal tract, it was
likely due to the difference of species. In normal mice, the
borderline of hepatic lobules is not clear as that of human being’s.
Serum anti-HBs, anti-HBc and anti-HBe detected by ELISA
were negative in all of the transgenic mice, suggesting that
these mice were tolerant to HBsAg, HBcAg and HBeAg. This
result is consistent with that of another report.
What caused the pathological changes of the liver? We
supposed the immune response of transgenic mice caused the
pathological lesions. Some of transgenic mice were partially
immunological tolerant to viral antigens. In our and another
study, HBsAb could be induced by injection of HB vaccine
into muscles of the HBV transgenic mice. This indicated that
the immunological tolerance was not complete. We assume
that although the gene of virus was integrated in the genome
of mice, the time of expression of exogenous gene in thymus
was a little later than the formation of immunological tolerance.
Some children whose mothers were HBeAg positive did also
have pathological changes in their liver, but without HBsAb in
the serum.
In conclusion, HBV genome introduced by microinjection
can be integrated into the mouse genome, and HBV genes can
be expressed, replicated and packaged. Therefore, these lineage
mutant HBV transgenic mice may be used as animal models for
the study on mutant HBV and its associated biomedical issues.
It can also be applied in the selection of anti-mutant HBV drugs
and vaccine.
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Abstract
AIM: To assess the possibility of non-invasive screening of
atrophic chronic gastritis for preventing further development
of gastric cancer.
METHODS: One hundred and seventy-eight consecutive
Helicobacter pylori (H pylori)-positive dyspeptic patients
after detection of serum levels of pepsinogen-1 (PG-1) and
gastrin-17 (G-17) by enzyme immunoassay were proposed
for endoscopy and histology. The serologic and morphologic
results were compared with estimating the sensitivity,
specificity and prognostic values of the tests.
RESULTS: There was statistically significant reverse
dependence between the grade of stomach mucosal antral
or corpus atrophy and the proper decreasing of serum G17
or PG1 levels. The serologic method was quite sensitive in
the diagnosis of non-atrophic and severe antral and corpus
gastritis. Also, it was characterized by the high positive and
negative prognostic values.
CONCLUSION: Detection of serum G-17 and PG1 levels can
be offered as the screening tool for atrophic gastritis. The
positive serologic results require further chromoendoscopy
with mucosal biopsy, for revealing probable progressing of
atrophic process with development of intestinal metaplasia,
dysplasia or gastric cancer.
Pasechnikov VD, Chukov SZ, Kotelevets SM, Mostovov AN,
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INTRODUCTION
According to the modern representations about stages of
gastric carcinogenesis, it is supposed that chronic Helicobacter
pylori (H pylori) infection is the trigger mechanism in 60-90%
of gastric cancer cases[1,2]. In 1975, Correa proposed the consecutive
line of events leading to gastric cancer development: normal
mucosa - chronic active gastritis - chronic atrophic gastritis intestinal metaplasia - dysplasia - carcinoma in situ. At present,
this cascade of changes associates with a trigger role of H pylori
and is called “Correa’s gastric precancerous cascade”[2,3]. The
early detection of gastric precancerous changes, mainly atrophic

gastritis, may be helpful in prevention of gastric cancer or in
diagnosis of cancer at curable stages. So, there is a critical
need for valid diagnostic methods of stomach mucosal atrophy,
that would be inexpensive and non-invasive, that is, suitable
for screening of large groups of people.
Taking into account the known interrelations between the
morphological status and functional activity of gastric corpus
and antral mucosa and the secretion of, respectively,
pepsinogen 1 and gastrin 17[4,5], we carried out a prospective
study with the aim to detect H pylori-induced gastric
precancerous changes, that were leading to cancer formation,
and to evaluate the possibility of non-invasive screening of
dyspeptic patients.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
The study was carried out in a group of dyspeptic H pyloriinfected patients.
Methods
H pylori antibodies (Hp-Ab), serum levels of pepsinogen I
(PGI) and gastrin-17 (G-17) were analyzed by enzyme
immunoassay with Biohit GastroPanel® (Biohit Plc, Helsinki,
Finland). According to the instructions of its manufacturer,
serum levels of PG1 <25 µg/L were estimated as markers of
gastric corpus atrophy, serum levels of G17 <5 pmol/L were
estimated as markers of gastric antral atrophy, serum levels
of G17 <10 pmol/L in a combination with serum levels of PG1
<50 µg/L were estimated as markers of mild gastric corpus
atrophy. HPAb IgG titers were estimated as follows: < 32 enzyme
immunoassay unit (EIU)- negative result, 32 - 44 EIU - doubtful
result, >44 EIU - positive result. The numerical meanings of
researched parameters were analyzed by the program
GastroSoft® (Biohit Plc, Helsinki, Finland) enclosed to testsystem Biohit GastroPanel®. On the basis of inserted data, the
program composed the diagnosis in a view of the presence or
absence of H pylori-infection and mucosal atrophy, with the
estimation of gastric cancer or peptic ulcer risk and with
recommendations on the treatment according to Maastricht-2
consensus.
After getting the GastroSoft® diagnosis, we randomized
178 patients for the following study. The patients underwent
the upper gastrointestinal endoscopy with subsequent
biopsy of the antral and corpus mucosa. To increase the
accuracy of endoscopic diagnosis, we carried out an additional
chromoendoscopy with methylene blue staining allowing the
detection of foci of intestinal metaplasia (IM) of gastric mucosa
which were unrecognized by routine endoscopy. Biopsy
specimens were stained with hematoxylin-eosin and PAS
reaction in combination with alcian blue at pH 2.5. The grade of
stomach mucosal atrophy was estimated from 0 to 3 according
to Houston visual analogous scale.
Statistical analysis was used to calculate the statistical
significance of received data (Mann-Whitney criterion).
Spearman’s correlation coefficient (rs), positive predictive value
(PPV) and negative predictive value (NPV) of diagnosis by
Biohit GastroPanel®.
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Figure 1 Comparison of serum PG1 (g/L) and G17 (pmol/L) levels and grade of gastric corpus and antral atrophy. A: Comparison of
serum PG1 level and grade of gastric corpus atrophy. B: Comparison of serum G17 level and grade of gastric antral atrophy. aP<0.05
vs non-atrophic state.

RESULTS
Of the 178 patients, non-atrophic chronic gastritis (no antral
atrophy and no corpus atrophy) was detected only in 5 patients.
The mean of serum PG-1, G-17 and anti-H pylori IgG in this group
was 85.28±35.07 µg/L, 14.44±1.90 pmol/L and 85.68±17.81 EIU,
respectively. In all these cases there was no IM or dysplasia in
stomach mucosal epithelium.
The morphological status of gastric corpus mucosa was
compared with serum PG-1 levels (Figure 1A). The non-atrophic
corpus mucosa was detected in 99 (55.62%) of 178 patients,
mild atrophy of corpus mucosa was detected in 17 (9.55%)
patients, moderate atrophy of corpus mucosa was detected in
36 (20.22%) patients, severe atrophy of corpus mucosa was
detected in 26 (14.61%) patients.
The statistical analysis revealed that there were marked
differences between the levels of PG1 in non-atrophic and
atrophic corpus gastritis. The levels of PG1 in mild, moderate
and severe corpus atrophy were significantly lower (P<0.0001)
than those in non-atrophic state. In turn, the levels of PG1 in
mild, moderate and severe corpus atrophy were significantly
different from each other (P<0.0001).
The morphological status of gastric antral mucosa was
compared with serum G-17 levels (Figure 1B). The non-atrophic
antral mucosa was detected in 12 (6.74%) of 178 patients. Mild
atrophy of antral mucosa was detected in 31 (17.42%) patients.
Moderate antral mucosa atropy was detected in 69 (38.76%)
patients. Severe antral mucosal atrophy was detected in 66 (37.08%)
patients.
The statistical analysis revealed that there were marked
differences between the levels of G17 in non-atrophic and
atrophic antral gastritis. The latter was significantly lower
(P<0.0001). Moreover, the levels of G17 in mild, moderate and
severe antral atrophy were significantly different from each
other (P<0.0001).
Table 1 Comparison of serum anti-H pylori IgG titers
(mean±SD) and grade of mucosal atrophy
Anti-H pylori IgG, EIU
No antral or corpus atrophy

85.68±17.81

No antral atrophy

62.29±12.02

Mild antral atrophy

78.25±5.86

Moderate antral atrophy

74.08±4.39

Severe antral atrophy

73.38±5.38

No corpus atrophy

68.76±8.35

Mild corpus atrophy

77.21±6.13

Moderate corpus atrophy

76.47±5.04

Severe corpus atrophy

72.61±4.72

Both antral and corpus stomach mucosal atrophy were not
accompanied with statistically significant changes in antiH pylori IgG serum titers (Table 1).
We detected intestinal metaplasia in 119 of 178 patients.
The comparison of the grade of IM and the serum levels of PG-1
and G-17 showed the absence of invariables and statistically
significant dependence between these parameters, except for
the cases of moderate IM (Table 2).
Dysplasia of stomach mucosal epithelium was detected in
113 patients. We revealed the statistically significant dependence
between the grade of dysplasia and the increased serum levels
of PG-1, and the decreased levels of G-17 (Table 3), except the
cases of severe dysplasia where the number of patients was
not quite sufficient (6 subjects).
Table 2 Comparison of serum PG1 and G17 levels (mean±SD)
and grade of IM
No IM

Mild IM

Moderate IM

PG-1, µg/L
52.5±7.74 66.07±8.36 82.65±10.72a
G-17, pmol/L 6.79±0.55
5.48±0.50
4.73±0.67 a
a

Severe IM
53.08±12.24
5.11±1.02

P<0.05 vs non-metaplastic state.

Table 3 Comparison of serum PG1 and G17 levels (mean±SD)
and the grade of dysplasia
No
dysplasia
PG-1, µg/L

33.6±5.41

G-17, pmol/L 7.37±0.46
a

Mild
dysplasia

Moderate
dysplasia

Severe
dysplasia

79.98±7.92a 84.41±10.98 a 71.88±27.25
5.28±0.50a

3.73±0.66 a

4.53±1.95

P<0.05 vs non-dysplastic state.

Among the 178 consecutive patients we detected 6 cases of
gastric cancer: 2 early cancers and 4 progressed tumors. The
mean of serum PG-1, G-17 and anti-H pylori IgG in these cases
was 46.73±22.25 µg/L, 4.78±2.086 pmol/L and 89.5±11.7 EIU,
respectively.
In general, our results showed that there was a statistically
significant dependence between the presence and severity of
stomach mucosal atrophy (antral or corpus) and the proper
serologic markers (G17 or PG1) in H pylori-associated chronic
gastritis. On the other hand, the presence and degree of IM did
not correspond to the serum level of G17 or PG1. Thus, the
serologic screening by means of Biohit GastroPanel® was
useful for the selection of patients with stomach mucosal
atrophy by subsequent thorough endoscopical and histological
examination for the possible development of precancerous or
malignant changes in stomach mucosa.
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Table 4 Correlations between results of different methods in
diagnosis of gastric mucosal changes
Parameters

rs

Detection of IM by endoscopy and histology
Detection of IM by chromoendoscopy and histology
Detection of antral atrophy by histology
and serum levels of G-17
Detection of corpus atrophy by histology
and serum levels of PG-1
Degree of stomach mucosal atrophy and IM
Degree of stomach mucosal atrophy and dysplasia
Degree of IM and dysplasia

0.41
0.92
-0.75

0.21
0.23
0.41

Se (%) Sp (%) PPV (%) NPV (%)

No

83

95

53

99

Mild

61

84

45

91

Moderate

67

90

81

81

Severe

89

99

98

94

Table 6 Sensitivity (Se) and specificity (Sp), PPV and NPV of
Biohit GastroPanel® in diagnosis of corpus mucosal atrophy
Degree of corpus atrophy
(by histology)

Se (%)

Sp (%)

PPV (%) NPV (%)

No

92

97

98

91

Mild

71

92

48

97

Moderate

72

96

81

93

Severe

88

97

82

98

Table 7 Sensitivity (Se) and specificity (Sp), PPV and NPV of
routine endoscopy and chromoendoscopy in diagnosis of intestinal metaplasia (IM)
Routine endoscopy
Se
(%)
No

Sp
(%)

Chromoendoscopy

PPV
(%)

NPV
(%)

Se Sp PPV NPV
(%) (%) (%) (%)

98

6

35

86

94

99

98

97

4

98

50

68

88

88

79

94

Moderate no data no data no data no data 71

95

80

92

Severe

98

82

98

Mild

6

99

33

89

82

mucosal atrophy).
Finally, we carried out the comparison of sensitivity and
specificity, PPV and NPV for routine endoscopy and
chromoendoscopy in the diagnosis of IM (Table 7).
As a result, we established the obvious advantage of a
method of chromoendoscopy in the diagnosis of IM, that had
doubtless diagnostic importance in revealing precancerous
changes of gastric mucosa.

-0.71

Table 5 Sensitivity (Se) and specificity (Sp), PPV and NPV of
Biohit GastroPanel® in diagnosis of antral mucosal atrophy
Degree of antral atrophy
(by histology)
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Furthermore, we compared the results of the serology,
endoscopy and histology by Spearman’s correlation coefficient.
As shown in Table 4, the correlation between the results of routine
endoscopy and histology was positive, but obviously weaker
than the correlation between the results of chromoendoscopy
and histology. As it was expected, there was a strong reverse
correlation between the presence and degree of stomach
mucosal atrophy and the serum levels of proper markers of its
functional activity. The correlation between the degree of
stomach mucosal atrophy and the subsequent morphological
changes of mucosa - IM and dysplasia, was positive but quite
weak.
The levels of sensitivity and specificity, PPV and NPV of
Biohit GastroPanel® in diagnosis of stomach mucosal atrophy
are presented in Tables 5 and 6.
Thus, the investigated non-invasive method was quite
sensitive in the diagnosis of non-atrophic and severe antral
and corpus gastritis. Also, this method was characterized by
the high PPV and NPV (except the cases of mild stomach

DISCUSSION
Chronic H pylori gastritis eventually could lead in more than
half of the affected subjects to a gradual loss of glandular
structures with its specialized cells and a collapse of the reticulin
skeleton of the mucosa, a condition of atrophic gastritis[8]. As
a result, the glandular layer of the mucosa became thinner, and
glands were replaced by fibrosis and intestinal metaplasia. The
major clinical importance of this condition was that it could
significantly increase the risk for the intestinal type of gastric
cancer. This risk might be elevated up to 90- fold in subjects
with severe atrophic gastritis throughout the complete stomach[9].
The annual incidence of gastric cancer among patients with
atrophic gastritis varied in cohort studies between 0.3 and
1.0% [10]. This could explain the interest in the diagnosis of
atrophic gastritis. At present, there is a wide circle of questions
related to the diagnosis of critical stages of gastric carcinogenesis
- gastric epithelial atrophy, intestinal metaplasia and dysplasia.
Therefore, it is extremely important to recognize dyspeptic
patients who have very high risk of gastric malignant changes
and require dynamic surveillance with the purpose of early
revealing of the preneoplastic changes in stomach mucosa.
Atrophic gastritis is a serious disease, which often does not
receive much attention. The relationship between gastritis,
atrophic gastritis and other diseases of the stomach is based
on the fact that infection and atrophy could alter the physiological
functions of the stomach[11] and influence the growth and growth
control of epithelial cells in the stomach. These consequences
varied depending on whether the changes of the gastric mucosa
caused by gastritis were located in the antrum or the corpus or
both.
The most accurate diagnostic method of gastrointestinal
tract diseases is endoscopy with subsequent biopsy, which
should be made in all patients with the presence of clinical
symptoms. However, because of patchy characteristics of
atrophic changes in stomach mucosa, some histological
researches could give false - negative results. Besides, biopsy
was an expensive and labor-consuming method of research[12],
so it could not be carried out for all patients in succession.
Contrarily, due to invasiveness of biopsy, it is expedient to
make only for monitoring precancerous changes in stomach
mucosa. For the selection of patients recommended to biopsy,
the presence of a screening method is necessary. Such a method
should be capable of reflecting objectively the functional
condition of stomach mucosa and its morphological status.
It has been known for over two decades that atrophic gastritis
of the corpus and fundus of the stomach can be determined
reliably by measuring the serum level of pepsinogen I (PGI) or
the PGI/PGII ratio from a blood sample[13-15]. However, it has
not been possible to determine from a blood sample the types
of atrophic gastritis in which the atrophic changes are located
solely in the antrum. The GastroPanel® serum test also enables
the determination of atrophic gastritis of this antrum-limited
subtype.
Group I pepsinogens are synthesized solely in the oxyntic
glands and mucous neck cells of the gastric corpus. On the
other hand, however, pepsinogens of group II are uniformly
formed in the glands of the entire stomach and to some extent
also in the Brunner glands in the first part of the duodenum.
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The majority of pepsinogens are secreted into the lumen of the
stomach where they are metabolized into an active pepsin. A
small proportion of the pepsinogens leak for one reason or
another into the blood circulation. In case of atrophic corpus
gastritis, the level of serum pepsinogen I decreases whereas
the level of pepsinogen II remains stable or decreases slightly.
The level of serum pepsinogen I or the ratio of serum
pepsinogen I to pepsinogen II could reflect with high reliability
the number of cells and oxyntic glands in the corpus area of the
stomach, i.e., they could reflect the degree of atrophy of the
corpus mucosa[14-16]. As the severity of atrophic corpus gastritis
corpus increases, the level of serum pepsinogen I or the PGI/PGII
ratio decreases.
Gastrin is synthesized in G-cells, which are found in the
gastric antrum. The gastrin secreted by the antrum is over 90%
of type G-17 whereas the gastrin secreted by the duodenum is
primarily type G-34. The fasting serum gastrin is primarily in the
form of G-34 but the proportion of type G-17 increases after the
dietary stimulus. The secretion of gastrin-17 can be studied
with a simple protein stimulation test. First, a blood sample is
taken after fasting, after which the patient eats a protein-rich
meal. The maximum increase in the level of gastrin-17 can be
seen in the serum within 20 min. If the serum gastrin does not
increase as a result of protein or other physiological stimulation
it is an indication of the loss of gastrin secreting G cells, i.e., an
indication of the atrophy of the antrum mucosa. It is possible
to make indirect conclusions of the status of the antrum mucosa
by simultaneously assaying the serum gastrin and acid output[17].
In the cases with atrophic antral gastritis and loss of antral G
cells, serum gastrin remains low although the stomach is
achlorhydric or hypochlorhydric.
Several research groups have renewed the interest in
serology for atrophic gastritis by combining gastrin and
pepsinogens with H pylori serology. In this issue, Väänänen
and colleagues presented a smart algorithm for the differentiation
in both antrum and corpus between atrophic and non-atrophic
gastritis[18]. The algorithm was tested in a cross-sectional study
correlating gastric mucosal histology with H pylori IgG serum
antibodies, serum PGI levels, and fasting and postprandial serum
gastrin-17 levels. It appeared that in roughly 80% of the 404
cases tested, histology and serology matched a similar diagnosis.
Sixty (15%) of the 404 subjects had atrophic gastritis, 6 (1%)
had previously undergone antral resection, and 340 (84%) had
a non-atrophic gastric mucosa either with or without inflammation.
In this population with a rather low prevalence of atrophic
gastritis, the negative predictive value of the serology panel
was 93-97% and the positive predictive value was 64-75%. For
these calculations, the authors combined all subjects with
atrophic gastritis of the antrum, the corpus, or both. The data,
however, showed that the serology panel performed much better
in diagnosing atrophic gastritis in the corpus than in the antrum.
Only 19 (50%) of the 38 patients diagnosed by serology as
having antrum atrophic gastritis had this condition confirmed
by histology. This revival of interest in the serological testing
of the condition of the gastric mucosa is of importance,
given the fact that H pylori eradication may cure gastritis
and help to prevent further progression of gland loss. It is
likely that this might also reduce the risk for gastric cancer[19],
although many more data on this are needed. Screening and
treatment of H pylori infection might in theory be cost-effective
for the prevention of gastric cancer[12].
Sipponen et al.[20] have recently shown that simultaneous
detection of serum concentrations of PG1 and G17 and HPAb
titers is an effective method for non-invasive screening and
diagnosis of atrophic gastritis using blood samples of the
patients.
In our present research, the use of the test - system GastroPanel®
allowed to receive statistically significant differences between
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the serum concentrations of PG1 and G17 depending on a
degree of stomach mucosal atrophy. We obtained the very
satisfactory means of the PPV and NPV of GastroPanel® test in
revealing the atrophic state of stomach mucosa. Moreover,
this test was sufficiently sensitive and specific as it was proven
by chromoendoscopy and histology.
Thus, our study confirmed the usefulness of the test - system
GastroPanel® as a “serologic biopsy” for authentic and noninvasive diagnosis of atrophic changes of stomach mucosa in
patients with dyspepsia associated with H pylori - infection. Besides,
we managed to show the advantage of a chromoendoscopy method
prior to routine endoscopy in the diagnosis of intestinal metaplasia.
Now is the time, almost a decade after the conclusion of the
World Health Organization (WHO) about H pylori as a class I
carcinogen[21], to use this serology for further studies in selected
and general populations. This will allow evaluation of the
feasibility of screening and treatment for gastritis and prevention
of gastric cancer.
In conclusion, the noninvasive detection of gastric mucosal
atrophy by means of enzyme immunoassay with assessment of
G-17 and PG1 levels can be offered as the screening tool for
gastric precancerous conditions. On the other hand, this method
does not allow to diagnose intestinal metaplasia and cancer
development in stomach mucosa. Therefore, the results of
serological screening indicating the stomach mucosal atrophy
require carrying out the chromoendoscopy with subsequent
mucosal biopsy, for revealing probable progressing of atrophic
process with development of intestinal metaplasia, dysplasia
or gastric cancer.
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Abstract
AIM: To investigate the role of soluble Fas ligand in autoimmune
diseases.
METHODS: RT-PCR was performed to amplify sFasL cDNA
from the total RNA extracted from activated human peripheral
blood lymphocytes. DNA fragments were cloned into PCR
vector. After sequenced, sFasL gene fragments were
inserted into pQE-31 vector and expressed in E. Coli M15
respectively. Proteins were purified through affinity
chromatography column with ligand of 6×His tag and
identified by SDS-PAGE and Western blot. Mice were
immunized with sFasL protein and specific anti-serum was
harvested 6 wk after immunization. Monoclonal anti-human
FasL antibody was made from the immunized mice. Serum
level of sFasL in different patients was detected using antiFasL antibodies from the immunized mice.
RESULTS: The protein expressed was 24 ku by SDS-PAGE
electrophrosis. The protein was specially bound to antihuman FasL antibody by Western blot analysis. The sFasL
protein could induce Jurket cell apoptosis in vitro. The
concentration of serum sFasL in patients with autoimmune
diseases was higher than that in normal individuals. sFasL
could reduce arthritis in collagen induced arthritis (CIA)
mice model by subcutaneous injection.
CONCLUSION: sFasL may be involved in either induction
of apoptosis or autoimmune diseases. Furthermore, sFasL
may have potential application in treatment of autoimmune
diseases.
Li NL, Nie H, Yu QW, Zhang JY, Ma AL, Shen BH, Wang L,
Bai J, Chen XH, Zhou T, Zhang DQ. Role of soluble Fas ligand
in autoimmune diseases. World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10
(21): 3151-3156
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INTRODUCTION
Autoimmune diseases are a kind of diseases induced by auto-

reactive T or B cells. Most common autoimmune diseases include
rheumatoid arthritis (RA), insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus
(IDDM), multiple sclerosis (MS) and systemic lupus
erythematosus (SLE). Among these diseases, RA, IDDM and
MS are believed to be autoimmune diseases induced by Th1
cells which can recognize auto-antigens on special tissues. For
example, RA is a common disease characterized by the chronic
lesion of polyarthritides. Autoimmunity to cartilage antigens may
play a significant role in the pathogenesis of chronic inflammatory
polyarthritis. It has been commonly accepted that cell mediated
immune responses are involved in chronic inflammation since T
and B lymphocytes and antigen presenting cells are observed to
be enriched in the synovium fluid of RA patients. In vivo studies
showed that T cells infiltrating into the synovium could express
IL-2 receptors, IL-10, IFN-γ and activated CD4 T cells could be
detected in the synovial fluid of RA patients[1,2]. It is believed
that if auto-reactive T cells can be cleaned from circulation or RA
can be located, the lesion induced by auto-reactive T cells may
relieve. Actually, anti-TNF-α and anti-CD4 monoclonal antibodies
have been used in treatment of RA patients.
In this study, we reported that sFasL proteins were expressed
in E. Coli system. Anti-FasL antibodies were prepared in the
mice using expressed FasL. Meanwhile, we set up a special
ELISA method to identify sFasL molecules and its content in
the serum of patients with RA, IDDM, MS and SLE. We also
tried to use sFasL made in our lab oratory to treat collagen induced
arthritis in this study.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Blood samples and reagents
Fresh blood samples were supplied by healthy individuals.
PHA was purchased from Sigma Com. San Diego, USA) IPTG
and plasmid mini-prep Kit were products of Promega (Chicago,
USA). DNA purification kit, Histidine resin, sequencing vector
PCR2.1 and protein expression vector pQE-31 were purchased
from QIAGEN (San Diego, USA). Rabbit anti-human FasL
polyclonal antibody was purchased from Santa Cruz (Swedeen).
Goat anti-rabbit IgG/HRP was purchased from Huamei (Shanghai,
China). Nitofible membrane was purchased from Amersham
(London, England). Trizol, dNTP, restricted enzymes were
purchased from Gibco BRL (San Diego, USA) and MBI
Fermentans (Philadophia, USA).
Activation of lymphocytes
Peripheral blood monocytes (PBMC) were isolated from blood
from healthy individuals with Ficoll. PBMC were re-suspended
in 100 mL/L fetal calf serum RPMI 1640 and incubated at 37
in bumidified atomosphere containing 5 mL/L CO2 for 24 h.
PHA (20 µg/mL) was added into the culture and incubated for
another 8 h.
Identification of sFasL expression
sFasL expression on the cell surface was detected by direct
influoroscense labeling with cytometry. Briefly, activated
lymphocytes were collected and washed with PBS. FITC-labeled
goat anti-human FasL (Oncogen Company, LA, USA) was
added into the cells and incubated on ice for 30 min. The labeled
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cells were washed with PBS and expression of FasL on the cell
surface was detected by FACS. The percentage of expression
of FasL was analyzed using system software II.

Amplification of gene fragments of sFasL
Total RNA was isolated from cells in which sFasL expression
was enhanced and reversed into cDNA. sFasL gene fragments
were amplified from cDNA template by special primers. sFasL:
the sequence of forward primer was: 5’-ACG GAT CCG CAG
CAG CCT TCA ATT A CC-3’; reverse primer: 5’-AAG CCG
AAT ATA TTC GAG ATT AAG CTT CGC CG-3’. The size of
sFasL fragments amplified from cDNA was 540 bp.
sFasL cloning and expression
PCR bands were cut and purified with gel extraction kit (QIAGEN).
The purified PCR products were inserted into PCR 2.1 vector and
DH 5α (E. Coli) was transfected with TA cloning kit (Invitrogen)
according to the manufacturers introductions. White clones were
picked up on selected LB plates containing ampcillin and X-gel
and expensed in 3 mL of LB medium overnight. Plasmids were
prepared from the culture with mini-prep Kit (Promega). The
positive clones were identified by EcoR I digested and
sequenced by Shanghai South Gene Tech Ltd. The identified
sFasL fragments were digested by BamHII and Hind III and
purified by gel extraction kit. The purified sFasL fragments were
ligated into the expression vector pQE-31 and M15 (E. Coli) was
transfected. White clones were picked up on selected LB plates
containing Kanamycin and expensed in 3 mL of LB medium
overnight and inoculated in 200 mL of selected LB medium
containing Kanamycin until A reached to 0.7. A 1 mol/L of IPTG
was added to culture and shaken for another 4 h. Bacteria were
collected by spinning at 6 000 r/min for 10 min and lyzed in lysis
buffer. Protein expressed was purified by His Tag resin.
Identification of expressed sFasL
sFasL expressed was identified by SDS-PAGE electrophrosis
and Western blot. sFasL showed a single band with Mr 24 000
respectively after running from SDS-PAGE (120 g/L concentrated
gel and 40 g/L separated gel). The sFasL bands were transferred
onto membranes and blocked with 50 mL/L of free fat milk for
2 h at room temperature. The membranes were washed 3 times
with PBS. The rabbit anti-human sFasL polyclonal antibody
was added and incubated for 1 h at room temperature. Goat
anti-rabbit IgG-HRP was added and incubated for another 1 h
at room temperature after washed with PBS. DAB and H2O2
were added and the reaction was stopped by washing the
membranes with water when brown color was visible.
Detection of apoptosis
sFasL (25, 50 and 100 µg/L) was added into 1×108/L of Jurket
cell lines respectively and incubated for 8 h at 37 in humidified
atomosphere containing 5 mL/L CO2. The cells were collected
and fixed by 700 mL/L ethanol for 45 min at 4 . Ten µL of
RNase was added to the fixed cells after washed with PBS and
incubated for 30 min at 37 . Then 10 µL of PI (50 mg/mL) was
added to the cells and detected by cytometry. The percentage of
apoptotic cells was calculated by apoptotic peak (A0) area.
Preparation of mouse anti-human sFasL antibody
Two Balb/C mice were immunized with 80 µg of expressed sFasL
mixed with complete Frund’s adjuvent by injection with s.c on
back. The mice were injected three times with sFasL, once every
two weeks. Then blood was collected and anti-FasL titer was
measured with ELISA.
Induction of collagen-induced arthritis in Wistar rats
Wistar rats were bred under pathogen-free conditions . Female
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mice were used at 2-3 mo of age and allowed free access to
standard laboratory diet and water. Collagen II (CII) emulsion
was prepared in an equel volume of IFA. A 100 µL (containing
300 µg of CII) of CII/IFA emulsion was intradermally injected,
using the loose skin at the base of the tail. Seven days later, the
primary immunization was administered, a booster intradermal
injection containing 100 µg of CII in IFA. The rats were observed
every day from the 4th wk after primary immunization. Arthritis
was evaluated with standard 4 scores.

Administration of arthritis rats with sFasL
When arthritis occurred in rats immunized with CII/IFA, 1 µg of
sFasL expressed in 100 µL of PBS was injected into one ankylosis
side. Meanwhile 100 µL of PBS was injected into another
ankylosis side of same arthritis rats as control. The injection
was given three times, once every two days.
Detection of serum sFasL concentration using prepared mouse
anti-human FasL antibody
Serum level of soluble FasL in different patients was detected
with indirect ELISA. The ELISA plate was coated with 100 µL
of serum and incubated overnight at 4 . The coated plate was
completely washed with PBS and prepared mouse anti-human
FasL antibody was added. Rabbit anti-mouse IgG-HRP was
then added and incubated for another 1 h at room temperature
after washed with PBS. DAB and H2O2 were added and the
reaction was stopped by washing the membranes with water
when brown color was visible.
RESULTS
Enhanced expression of FasL on PMBC after PHA activation
PBMC was isolated from healthy individuals FasL was expressed
on the cell surface after activated with PHA. The expression of
FasL in PBMC was significantly higher after activated. The
percentage of FasL detected on the non-activated PBMC was
very low (2.15±1.7%), while FasL expressed on the activated
PBMC reached 17.98±1.8% using cytometry detection after cells
were labeled with specific fluorescence anti-human FasL
antibody (Figuer 1).
25
Exepressed rate (%)
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20
15
10
5
0
Prestimulation

Poststimulation

Figure 1 Peripheral blood mononuclear cells isolated from
healthy individuals using Ficoll and co-cultured with PHA
for 8 h at 37 in humidified atmosphere containing 50 mL/L
CO2. The expression of FasL on PBL before and after PHA
stimulation was detected by special antibody using flow
cytometer. Open bar indicates the percent of FasL on cells
surface before PHA activation. Shadow bar shows the percent
of FasL on cell surface after PHA stimulation.

Human sFasL cloning and expression
Human sFasL DNA fragments were amplified from activated
PBMC using RT-PCR. The size of PCR product was 540 bp
(Figure 2) which matched the size reported in the GenBank. The
product was inserted into PCR2.1 vector and DH5α was
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bp
3 000
2 000

percentage of apoptosis of tested cell line was determined by
cytometry after stained with PI dye. Figure 5 shows the apoptosis
of Jurkat cells after co-cultured with expressed sFasL. The
percentage of apoptotic Jurkat cells was similar to that of apoptotic
cells co-incubated with commercial human sFasL. This result
indicated that sFasL was able to induce cell apoptosis (Figure 5).
Percent of apotosis

successfully transfected. The insert was confirmed by digestion
with EcoR I after plasmid was miniprepared. The fragments
were separated with a 3.9 kb vector. This result showed that
sFasL (Figure 3) fragments were successfully inserted into the
vector. The sequences of the inserted fragments were same as
reported by GenBank after sequenced with 377 Sequencer.
Identified fragments were digested by both BamHI and Hind
III and ligated into the expression vector pQE-31. The ligated
products were put on selected LB plates after M15 was
transfected and incubated for 18 h at 37 . The expression was
induced by IPTG for 4 h. The protein was purified by 6-histidine
column. The molecular weight and purification of the protein
were identified by SDS-PAGE. The result indicated that there
was only one band in sFasL (24 000 dolton). Special mouse
anti-human FasL antibody was used to confirm the bands
transferred onto membranes with Western blotting. The result
showed there was a sFasL positive band. This indicated that
the protein expressed in M15 was human sFasL (Figure 4).
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Figure 5 Cell apoptosis induced by different doses of sFasL
(25, 50 and 100 µg/L).
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Figure 2 Reversion of total RNA isolated from PHA activated
peripheral blood mononuclear cells to cDNA.

Generation of anti-human sFasL antibody in mice immunized
with expressed sFasL
Serum was isolated from two mice immunized wirh expressed
human sFasL. We coated plates with this serum and detected
anti-human FasL titer using special commercial standard sFasL
protein by ELISA. The result showed that there was a high titer
(>1:1 000) of anti-human sFasL special antibody in the serum
of immunized mice. This indicated that expressed sFasL could
specifically bind to standard human sFasL protein.

bp
100

4 000
3 500

540 bp

sFasL (pg/L)

600

2 000

3 000
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2 500
2 000

Lab

1 500
1 000
500
0
Cont

Figure 3 PCR bands and transfected DH 5a. Band1: inserted
fragment of sFasL in pQE-31; Band 2: no inserted fragment.
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Figure 6 Levels of soluble FasL in serum from patients with
different diseases. Cont: serum from healthy individuals; IDDM:
serum from patients with IDDM; SLE: serum from IDDM; RAa:
serum from RA patients with activated stage; Ca-ga: serum
from patients with gastric cancer; Leuk: serum from patients
with leukemia; Shadow bar: serum level detected by commercial sFasL kit. Open bar: serum level detected by anti-sFasL
antibody.

sFasL

20.1
14.4

Figure 4 sFasL expression in SDS-gel (A) and hybridization
with special anti-sFasL antibody (B).

Jurkat cell line apoptosis induced by sFasL expressed in M15
Different doses of expressed sFasL were added to log phase
growing Jurkat cell line and cultured for another 18 h. The

Prepared special anti-humans sFasL antibody could be used to
detect concentration of sFasL
We coated ELISA plates with special anti-human sFasL
antibody generated from immunized mice to detect the
concentration of sFasL in the serum of patients with tumor and
autoimmune diseases. Twenty serum samples from healthy
individuals, 95 serum samples from patients with different
autoimmune diseases and 30 serum samples from patients with
leukemia and cancer were detected by this way. As a parallel
experiment, the concentration of sFasL in these serum samples
was identified in duplicate using commercial Kit at the same
time. The data showed that the concentration of sFasL was
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significantly higher than that in healthy individuals (P<0.05).
The result determined with prepared sFasL antibody in our lab
oratory was same as that detected by commercial Kit (Figure 6).

Arthritis reduced by sFasL immunized rats
Arthritis occurred as early as 15 d after primary immunization
with CII emulsified with IFA. The significant ankylosis was
observed in rats. The joints of rats were red and swollen. The
arthritis rats lost ability to move and showed difficult to reach
food. The percentage of arthritis was 90% (Table 1). The mean
score could reach the maximum 24 d after immunization began
to decrease from d 30 (Figure 7).
Table 1 Incidence of chicken CII-induced arthritis in Wistar rats
Group

Immunized with Incidence Percentage of CIA (%)

Experimental

CII+CFA

18/20

90

Control

CII

0/5

0

CFA

0/5

0

Wistar rats were intradermally injected with collagen II (CII)
emulsion in an equel volume of IFA (100 µL (containing 300 µg
of CII). Seven days later, a booster containing 100 µg of CII in
IFA intradermally administered. The rats were observed every
day from 4 wk and evaluated with standard 4 scores.

Arthritis score

Mean index
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 35 37

Time of after immunization (d)

Figure 7 Mean arthritis score of rats with CIA.

When arthritis had a score of 7-8, 1 µg of sFasL in 100 µL of
PBS was injected into one ankylosis side of rats. Meanwhile,
100 µL of PBS was injected into another ankylosis side of the
same arthritis rats as control. After the arthritis rats were injected
3 times with sFasL, the rats showed reducible arthritis (Figure 8A)
while control rats which received an equal volume PBS suffered
from a more serious ankylosis (Figure 8B).
A

B

Figure 8 Ankylosis in arthritis rats. A: Ankylosis induced by
sFasL in arthritis rats. B: Grade 4 inflammation in rat hind paw.

DISCUSSION
Human Fas ligand (CD95 ligand, FasL) was identified by
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Nagata’s laboratory in 1993. Human FasL is consistented of
281 amino acids and a member of TNF family. The N terminal of
FasL was located in the cytoplasm and C terminal is on cell
surface. The region of the molecules in cytoplasm is consisted
of 80 amino acids. The region though the cell membrane of
FasL is consisted of 22 amino acids. The region of FasL exposed
to outside of the cells is consisted of 179 amino acids[3]. Fas
ligand molecules can be cut by matrix metalloproteinases
(MMP) from membranes[15] and become a soluble form which is
called soluble FasL (sFasL). FasL could induce apoptosis of
cells when it binds to Fas which expresses on cell surface and
acts as a special receptor of FasL.
Fas is ubiquitously expressed on a number of different cells
including tumor cells. Likewise, as a ligand of Fas, FasL has
many important functions. The expression of FasL is not only
restricted to activated T cells and NK cells, but also on immune
privileged sites such as eyes and testis. FasL can be upregulated when cells are responsive to UV irradiation or treated
by cytotoxic drugs. Over expression of FasL can inhibit some
autoimmue diseases by deleting auto-immune memory cells[4,5].
Moreover, Fas-FasL interaction can protect allografts from
immune attack and induce anti-tumor responses. Thus,
myoblasts engineered to express FasL have been found to
prolong the survival of co-transplanted islet allografts in
diabetic mice. FasL expression on allogeneic fibroblasts was
found to abolish tumor growth and induce specific protective
immunity when mixed with neoplastic cells before implantation
in vivo. Apoptosis induced by Fas-FasL interaction is believed
to involve inflammation, anti-tumor and autoimmune reaction
and aging [6-8]. Apoptosis has been found in almost all
processes of the life. For example, activation induced cell death
(AICD) may play a very important role in T cell activation and
differentiation.
As the out-membrane region of FasL, sFasL involves the
deletion of potentially hazardous peripheral memory cells[5].
Some studies suggested that change of sFasL in serum mignt
be involved in many processes and progress of diseases. The
serum level of sFasL was high in patients with large granule
lymphocyte leukemia and NK like lymphoma, SLE, RA and
EAE[9-11]. sFasL was upregulated on the tumor surface upon
drug incubation in chemosensitive tumor cells. Tumor cells
could mediate autocrine or paracrine to release soluble FasL
(sFasL) and induce apoptosis of peripheral normal cells, CTL
and NK which could express Fas and promote local tumor
invasion or metastases[11-13]. Matsuno et al. reported that both
sFas and sFasL were higher in the synovium fluid of RA patients
compared with other arthritis[14]. Serve RA showed a higher
level of sFasL than mild RA[13,21]. The concentration of Fas,
receptors of FasL and sFasL, were changed in the process of
diseases. Some investigators reported that sFas might block
apoptosis by binding FasL or sFasL[5,6]. Membrane-bound FasL
induced apoptosis in cultured synovial cells from RA and OA
patients, but naturally processed human sFasL did not[23]. The
role of sFasL still remains unclear.
T cells express both Fas and FasL on cell surface after
stimulation. FasL existes in two forms: membrane-bound FasL
and soluble FasL (sFasL). The out-membrane region of FasL is
cleaved by a metalloproteinase (MP) and falls down from membrane
to serum or body fluid [14]. Inhibition of metalloproteinase
cleavage could enhance the cytotoxicity of FasL[15]. Activated
T cells would die in a few minutes if no IL-2 was added after
stimulation with antigens or mitogens. This process is called
activated induced cell death (AICD). Because sFasL shows
the same function of FasL but has smaller molecules. We
expressed sFasL first in E. Coli. For preparing sFasL cDNA
and stimulated T cells with PHA in this study. The expression
of sFasL reached 20% after stimulation for 24 h comparied with
3% expression on naïve T cells. We harvested sFasL expressed
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T cells before they died and mRNA of sFasL was extracted.
The fresh mRNA of sFasL was reversed into cDNA and
successfully amplified. The sFasL was ligated into PCR2.1
vector. After the sFasL insert was confirmed by sequencing
analysis, the fragment of sFasL was inserted into pQE-31 vector
and expressed in M15 strain.
To identify whether sFasL expressed in this study had
biological functions after purification, we chose Jucket cell line
as a report cell because Fas molecules were expressed on Jucket
cell line surface. When Fas expressed on cell surface bound to
sFasL, the cells were activated and went to die after 48 h of
binding. The results demonstrated that the expressed sFasL
could induce Jucket cell line apoptosis. The percent of apotosis
increased with the increased concentration in the culture. This
result indicated that sFasL had the same function membrane
FasL.
Recently, some reports demonstrated that FasL and sFasL
played a different role in apoptosis. Generally, membrane-bound
FasL, or FasL is fully competent in transducing Fas-mediated
signals for apoptosis and NF-kappaB nuclear translocation
because membrane FasL could possess both Fas-focusing and
signal transducing functions. While sFasL is known to be
deficient in transducing signals upon engagement with membrane
Fas[4,14]. But in some cases, sFasL was found to be involved in
the deletion of potentially hazardous peripheral memory cells[10].
A more study suggested that change of sFasL in serum was
involved in the process and progress of diseases[9]. The report
indicated there was a high serum level of sFasL in patients with
large granular lymphocyte leukemia and NK-like lymphoma[12].
sFasL increased significantly in the serum of patients with
activated systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) and rheumatoid
arthritis (RA). In some autoimmune diseases the serum level of
sFasL was dramatically decreased after treatment in some
patients[10,13]. We detected the serum level of sFasL in more
than 90 samples from autoimmune disease in this study. Among
these diseases, the serum levels were detected from 32 patients
with IDDM, 31 patients with SLE, 16 RA patients in activative
stage and 16 RA patients in resting stage. This result indicated
that the circulation level of sFasL was higher in these autoimmune
diseases. The role of sFasL in the pathogenesis of these autoimmune
diseases is still under investigation.
It has been commonly accepted that activated CD4 T cell
mediated immune responses are involved in the pathogenesis
of RA. Both CD4 and CD8 T cells were observed to be enriched
in the synovial fluid of RA patients. It is possible that if autoreactive T cells can be cleaned from circulation or RA can be
located, the lesion caused by inflammation induced the autoreactive T cells may relieve. Similar with RA, it is believed that
Th1 is involved in the pathogenesis of CIA. Collagen induced
arthritis (CIA) has become a commonl animal model in studing
the pathogenesis of rheumatoid arthritis[2,17]. Many potential
factors involved in CIA[2,18-20], Th1 cells are mainly involved in
the CIA. If Th1 cells are deleted from joints, the evolvement of
joints in CIA may be lighter. Mattsson et al.[20] reported that
the T cell marker O×40 was up-regulated in OVA-inhibited nonarthritic animals compared to control CIA animals. They found
that the complete inhibition of CIA caused by addition of OVA
to the collagen II inoculum was due to the presence of a TH2
environment resulting from an increased production of IL-4
mRNA and a parallel increase in O×40+ T cells[20]. In this report,
we used sFasL to treat CIA mice. The anklynosis was reduced
after 3 times of sFasL injection in arthritis rats. This result indicated
that sFasL might induce apoptosis of activated autoimmune Th1
cells which infiltrated in joints and synovium so that the
inflammation induced by autoimmune T cells decreased, or the
above process increased the Th2 switch. But how sFasL induces
these changes is still under investigation.
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In this study, human sFas ligand was engineered in E. Coli.
The expressed sFasL could induce apoptosis of Jurkat cell line.
Anti-human sFasL antibody could be generated in the mice
immunized with expressed sFasL. Anti-human sFasL antibody
could be used in detection of sFasL in the serum of patients
with autoimmune diseases. The results demonstrated that the
level of sFasL in sera of patients with IDDM, SLE and RA was
much higher than that in healthy individuals. Meanwhile, the
result showed that sFasL antibody revealed the same sensitivity
as commercial sFasL antibody. Injection of sFasL with sc in
CIA rats could reduce inflammation, which may indicate that
sFasL can be used in treatment of autoimmune diseases.
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Abstract
AIM: To explore the dynamical changes of histology,
histochemistry, energy metabolism, liver microcirculation,
liver function and posttransplant survival of liver graft in
rats under different warm ischemia times (WIT) and predict
the maximum limitation of liver graft to warm ischemia.
METHODS: According to WIT, the rats were randomized
into 7 groups, with WIT of 0, 10, 15, 20, 30, 45, 60 min,
respectively. The recovery changes of above-mentioned indices
were observed or measured after liver transplantation. The
graft survival and postoperative complications in each subgroup
were analyzed.
RESULTS: Liver graft injury was reversible and gradually
resumed normal structure and function after reperfusion
when WIT was less than 30 min. In terms of graft survival,
there was no significant difference between subgroups
within 30 min WIT. When WIT was prolonged to 45 min,
the recipients’ long-term survival was severely insulted,
and both function and histological structure of liver graft
developed irreversible damage when WIT was prolonged
to 60 min.
CONCLUSION: The present study indicates that rat liver
graft can be safely subjected to warm ischemia within 30 min.
The levels of ATP, energy charge, activities of glycogen,
enzyme-histochemistry of liver graft and its recovery
potency after reperfusion may serve as the important
criteria to evaluate the quality of liver graft.
He XS, Ma Y, Wu LW, Ju WQ, Wu JL, Hu RD, Chen GH,
Huang JF. Safe time to warm ischemia and posttransplant
survival of liver graft from non-heart-beating donors. World J
Gastroenterol 2004; 10(21): 3157-3160
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INTRODUCTION
Attributed to the widespread applications of effective
immunosuppressants and the prefect perioperative management,
liver transplantation has achieved a great success during the

past 40 years, but the shortage of liver donors has limited its
clinical usage greatly. Quality of liver graft is a key factor for
liver transplantation. Organs from NHBD (non-heart-beating
donors) seem to be an option to alleviate the problem of liver
donor shortage effectively[1]. However, warm ischemia to the
liver related to cardiac arrest remained a main obstacle to the
use of livers from NHBD[2-4]. Moreover, in liver transplantation,
the allograft sustains inevitable cold ischemia in addition to
rewarming injury during liver reperfusion[5]. Therefore, warm
ischemia-reperfusion injury of liver grafts has become a hot
topic with theoretical and clinical significance, and it has drawn
more and more attention[1]. It is a main unfathomed problem of
how to evaluate the quality of liver grafts and how to ascertain
the safety time limit for warm ischemia of liver grafts. The
outcomes of this research were rather different mainly because
the previous researches focused on the relationship between
warm ischemia time (WIT) and the short-time survival,
neglecting the long-term survival and complications. We
investigated the dynamical changes of histology, histochemistry,
energy metabolism, microcirculation, especially focusing on
liver function and posttransplant survival of liver graft, under
different WIT to establish the predictive limitation of liver graft
to warm ischemia injury, which might be helpful for the further
research in similar clinical situation.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Establishment of animal model
Adult healthy male Sprague-Dawley rats, weighing 250-300 g,
supplied from Experimental Animal Center in Sun Yat-Sen University,
were used for the models. Breeding conditions were in coincidence
with SPF (specific pathogen free animal) standards. Mean weight
of recipient rats was a little heavier than that of donor rats.
Animal model of warm ischemia A midline laparotomy was
performed in supine position after an ether aspiration
anesthesia, 0.2 mL of heparin sodium solution (1 250 U heparin
sodium) was injected via dorsum of penis vein to heparinize
the donor liver. Thereafter, we sheared diaphragm, clamped the
basilar part of the heart and blocked the thoracic aorta. Thus, a
donor liver warm ischemia model was established.
Animal model of liver transplantation After the predicted warm
ischemia duration in each group, 20 mL of 0-4
lactic acid
ringer’s solution (50 U/mL heparin sodium) was infused into
the abdominal aorta via a catheter. The liver graft turned fulvous
when filling solution flowed out via the sheared right atria. All
of the liver ligaments were dissected, the pyloric vein was ligated
proximal to the portal vein after the hepatic proper artery and
portal vein were freed, the infra-hepatic inferior vena cava was
isolated and the right suprarenal vein and right renal vein were
cut. The supra-hepatic inferior vena cava was cut in the position
close to the diaphragm anulus, the hepatic artery was ligated
and cut, the portal vein was cut in the confluence of portal vein
and splenic vein, the infra-hepatic inferior vena cava was cut
over the left renal vein. Specimens of donor liver were preserved
in the 4
lactic acid ringer’s solution. Anesthesia, position
and incision were all the same in donors and recipients’ operations.
We modified the angio-anastomotic technique[6] on the basis
of cuff technique suggested by Kamada et al.[7] and Sun et al.[8].
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Cold ischemia time (CIT) was 50±3.5 min, anhepatic phase was
20±2.5 min.

Group and observation index
Three hundred and seventy eight SD rats were used in our
study. Forty two (6 in each group with WIT of 0, 10, 15, 20, 30,
45 and 60 min) were used for the observation of histology,
histochemistry, ultrastructure and metabolism change after only
warm ischemia injury; other 336 rats were performed with
orthotopic liver transplantation according to the “modified cuff
method”[6]. Among the 336 rats, 168 were used for donors and
168 for receivers. The donor group was randomly divided into
2 subgroups: 84 for prolonged survival observation, including
spirit, activity, complications, death diagnosis and mean
survival; the other 84 rats for investigation of the dynamical
changes of liver function, histology, histochemistry,
microcirculation, energy metabolism and ultrastructure
(transmission electron microscope and scanning electron
microscope). Both groups were divided into 7 subgroups with
WIT of 0, 10, 15, 20, 30, 45 and 60 min, each subgroup consisted
of 12 rats. Liver transplantation and postoperative follow-up
were performed respectively. Careful attention was paid to the
fluid replacement after blood withdrawal.
Statistics analysis
Data were expressed as mean±SD. Analysis of variance
(ANOVA including SNK-q test) was used to analyze the data.
Enumeration data were analyzed by Chi-square test and Fisher
test. The activity and distribution of succinic dehydrogenase
(SDH), cytochrome oxidase (CO) and ATPase, were respectively
observed under microscope in a semi-quantitative way. KaplanMeier analysis was applied for the relationship between WIT
and survival, while correspondence analysis was applied for
that between WIT and complication. All the statistical
procedures were performed with SPSS package and P<0.05 was
considered statistically significant.
RESULTS
Survival situation
In groups with WIT of 0, 10, 15, 20, 30, 45 and 60 min, the
median survival time was 140.5, 132.5, 76, 109, 58, 13.5 and 3 d,
respectively (Figure 1). One week, 1-mo and 3-mo postoperation
survivals of each group are shown in Table 1. There was no
significant difference between groups with WIT less than 30 min.
One week survival in WIT of 0 min and 60 min group was
significantly different (P<0.05). The difference was also significant
between 45, 60 and 0 min in 1-mo and 3-mo survival (P<0.05)[9].
Dynamic histological and subcellular structure observation
The histological and subcellular structure change was a
dynamic process[10]. Histological structure changed slightly
when WIT was less than 30 min. Cytoplasm loosening, cells
edema and focal vacuole degeneration were noted when WIT
was over 30 min, especially in the lobule center area, leukocytes
infiltration was noted in the portal area, acidophilus was
obvious in some hepatocytes. The above pathologic changes
aggravated when WIT elongated to 60 min, cell degeneration
was diffuse or extended to a focal area, and even lipid
degeneration could be seen. The degree of degeneration was
depending on the duration of WIT, but necrosis could hardly
be observed under light microscope. Six hours and 24 h after
reperfusion, injury to liver graft became severer; in WIT 30 min
group, hepatic cells presented obvious edema and some
ballooning denegation; in WIT 45 min group, focal like necrosis
could be noted, which was presented first in the lobule center
area, the change aggravated with the elongation of WIT. Forty
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eight hours after reperfusion, hepatic injury resumed gradually
in groups with WIT less than 45 min, while in WIT 60 min
group, hepatic cells presented plaque or diffuse necrosis and
the pathologic change was irreversible[11].
Electroscopically, swollen mitochondrion was noted and
glycogen increased 24 h post liver transplantation in groups
with WIT less than 30 min. When WIT was over 45 and 60 min,
more swollen mitochondrion, vacuole degeneration, broken
rough endoreticular, drop of nucleoprotein and hepatic
apoptosis were observed, and cells necrosis could be noted
with karyopyknosis, karyorrhexis and karyolysis. Thus, the
subcellular structure then underwent irreversible injury. In
addition, in WIT 45 min and 60 min groups, hepatic cells and
endothelial cells presented apoptosis increasingly, and cells
apoptosis and necrosis could be noted simultaneously[12,13].
Table 1 One week, 1-mo and 3-mo survival rate under different
WIT (n,%)
Warm
ischemia
time (min)
0
10
15
20
30
45

1-wk
survival
rate
91.7
83.3
83.3
75.0
83.3
66.7

(11/12)
(10/12)
(10/12)
(9/12)
(10/12)
(8/12)

8.3 (1/12) a,c

60

1-mo
survival
rate
83.3
66.7
58.3
58.3
58.3
33.3

3-mo
survival
rate

(10/12)
(8/12)
(7/12)
(7/12)
(7/12)
(4/12) a,c

83.3
66.7
50.0
58.3
50.0
8.3

0.0 (0/12) a

(10/12)
(8/12)
(6/12)
(7/12)
(6/12)
(1/12) a,c

0.0 (0/12 ) a

a
P<0.05 vs WIT 0 min group (Fisher’s exact test); cP<0.05 vs
groups WIT less than 45 min (Fisher’s exact test).

Life (d)
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60
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n = 12
0

12
10
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12
60

Figure 1 Statistical analysis of survival time.

Dynamic changes of histochemistry
The activities of SDH, CO, ATPase and content of glycogen
decreased gradually after different WIT in a time-dependent
manner, and especially significant over 30 min. The activities
of SDH, CO, ATPase and content of glycogen of liver graft
significantly decreased in 45 min and 60 min groups[14].
Hepatic glycogen and enzyme activities were positively
related to warm ischemia time in a time-dependent manner during
the reperfusion period. In WIT 15 and 30 min groups, periodic
acid-Schiff reaction (PAS reaction) and enzyme histochemical
activities showed a recovery potency. While in WIT 45 and 60 min
groups, the liver graft underwent an irreversible injury; therefore,
no evident recovery potency was found 24 h after implantation.
Microcirculation change patterns of liver graft
The microcirculation changes of liver graft were measured by
serum hyaluronic acid (HA) and ultrastructural observation.
The microcirculation of liver graft injury could be gradually
resumed normal after reperfusion when WIT was less than 30 min.
In the WIT 45 min group, part of blood sinusoids were full of
the cytoplasmic blebs stemming from the microvilli of
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hepatocytes and hemocytes accumulated there; the level of
serum HA of each group within 45 min of WIT would almost
recover after reperfusion[15].

Measurement of energy metabolism
ATP, TNA (Total adenine nucleotides) and EC in all groups
were decreased dramatically after warm ischemia injury[16,17].
ATP in WIT 10, 15, 20, 30, 60 min groups was decreased to 58.7%,
34.7%, 30.1%, 20.5%, 15.3%, and 9.3% of that in WIT 0 min
group, respectively. Twenty-four hours after transplantation,
ATP, TNA and EC showed a tendency of recovery potency.
ATP, TNA and EC had no significant difference between groups
with WIT less than 30 min and WIT 0 min group. But when
WIT was over 45 min the observation showed significant
difference, which also could be seen between the WIT 45 min
and 60 min groups. Forty-eight hours after transplantation, the
above mentioned indexes recovered close to the normal level,
there was no difference between groups with WIT less than
45 min and WIT 0 min group, while the indexes in group with
WIT 60 min were still different from those in WIT 0 min group
and WIT 45 min group[18].

Cum survival

Liver function
Twenty-four hours after transplantation, AST, ALT and LDH
increased sharply with the elongation of WIT, the following
recovering change showed a step-like pattern[19,20]. AST and
ALT in groups with WIT less than 30 min decreased close to
the normal level 3 d after transplantation, and the recovering
course took 5 d in WIT 45 min group. LDH in groups with WIT
less than 45 min recovered to the normal level 3 d after
transplantation, while enzymes in WIT 60 min group could
hardly recovered to the normal[21].
Survival functions
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Figure 2 Survival curve (Kaplan-Meier method).
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Figure 3 Relationship between WIT and complications
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respectively. A: Hemorrhage; B: SVC (superior vena cava)
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(portal vein) thrombosis; E: Liver dysfunction; F: Pulmonary
infection; G: Abdominal infection; H: Bile leakage; I: Bile
obstruction; J: Adhesive intestinal obstruction; K: Liver abscess;
L: Unexplained; M: Natural death.
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Relationship between WIT and survival
The survival curves are demonstrated in Figure 2. Survival time
in groups with WIT less than 30 min had no statistical
difference. Though short-term survival might be possible in
WIT 45 min group, warm ischemia injury had insulted the longterm survival of liver graft. And in WIT 60 min group, the liver
graft underwent irreversible injury.
Relationship between WIT and complication
The relationship between WIT and complications was
illustrated by correspondence analysis (Figure 3). Complications
in groups with WIT less than 30 min were similar, the incidence
of liver graft dysfunction increased with the elongation of WIT
and the incidence of biliary blockage was positively related to
the survival time of recipient animals[22-24].
DISCUSSION
In the past 40 years, liver transplantation has achieved a great
success and become the most effective method to treat endstage hepatic diseases. Nowadays, liver transplantation is
developing rapidly as a result of the perfect perioperative treatments
and widespread applications of some immunosuppressants.
However, there is an obvious problem that recipients are greatly
more than donors. The disparity between the increasing demand
for liver donors and the limited supply of donor organs has
led to a reconsideration of the use of marginal pools, such as
NHBD[25-27]. NHBD programs have been used successfully in
kidney transplantation, and were able to increase donor pool
of kidneys by 40%. In the field of liver transplantation the use
of livers from NHBD shows a less favorable clinical results,
because of the limited hepatic tolerance against warm ischemic
damage compared with kidneys[28-30]. Although several clinical
and experimental studies have shown that liver can compensate
60 min of WIT during liver resection[31,32], in transplantation
settings, there were few studies about limit of the period of
warm ischemia before transplantation. To evaluate the quality
of liver grafts and to ascertain the safety time limit for warm
ischemia of liver grafts, we should focus on the long-term survival
of liver graft and the complications after transplantation[33].
In present study, we found that the pathologic changes of
hepatic cells undergoing only warm ischemia injury was
irreversible when WIT was less than 60 min, only part of hepatic
cells underwent irreversible injury. But the damage to liver graft
would aggravate in the cold preservation, operative ischemia
stage and the reperfusion process. Histological and subcellular
structure changes were reversible in groups with WIT less
than 30 min, especially at 48 h after transplantation. In WIT 45 min
and 60 min groups, hepatocellular degeneration became severer,
necrotic cells spread from the center lobule area to a sheet or
foci-like area involved several hepatic lobules, the liver graft
then underwent irreversible injury[34].
The present study indicates that hepatic injury is reversible
within 30 min of warm ischemia injury by cytochemical and
histochemical dynamic observation. The glycogen and enzymehistochemistry activities of liver graft and their recovery potency
after reperfusion may serve as criteria to evaluate the quality of
liver graft.
ATP, TAN and EC decreased after warm ischemia injury,
especially in the first 30 min, the change was reversible within
30 min of warm ischemia injury. WIT and hepatic energy metabolism
recovering potency were key factors to the postoperative
survival. ATP, EC and their recovering potency of the liver
graft may serve as criteria to evaluate the quality of liver graft.
Microcirculation of grafted liver could be gradually resumed
normal after reperfusion when WIT was less than 30 min, which
indicated that hepatic cells held the recovery potency and could
regained normal microcirculatory structure after reperfusion if
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the WIT was less than 30 min. After 45 min of warm ischemia,
most hepatic sinus was unobstructed, but there were still some
sinus filled with cytoplasm blebs, reticular fibrosis and
hemocytes. So 45 min may be the deadline of hepatic warm
ischemia. When WIT was more than 60 min, microcirculatory
structure of liver graft presented irreversible injuries.
Besides the researches on the influence of warm ischemia
time on energy metabolism, morphology and function, special
attention was paid on the influence of warm ischemia on
the postoperative long-term survival and complications.
Correspondence analysis showed that complications in groups
with WIT less than 30 min were similar; and the incidence of liver
dysfunction increased gradually in a time-dependent manner;
incidence of biliary obstruction increased with the elongation of
survival time of the recipient rats. Kaplan-Meier analysis showed
that survival time in groups with WIT less than 30 min had no
significant difference. In WIT 45 min group, the animal might still
survive early postoperative period, but the long-term survival
was severely insulted, when WIT prolonged to 60 min, both
function and histological structure of graft would develop
irreversible damage and no recipients could survive.
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Cytokines are polypeptides with extensive biological
activities, and play important roles in the immunoloregulation.
They prevent body from diseases and accelerate tissue
rehabilitation. But on the other hand, too many cytokines can
also lead to or aggravate tissue damages[7,8]. Recent researches
have demonstrated that TNF α plays an important role in
ischemic reperfusion injury of liver[9-12]. At the same time,
ulinastatin has been applied in the clinical treatment of
pancreatitis, shock and extracorporeal circulation because of
its significant inhibitory effect on inflammation[13-15]. In the
present study, we attempted to relieve ischemic reperfusion
injury of liver by using TNF α antibody and ulinastatin, so as
to provide experimental and theoretic bases for prevention and
treatment of liver ischemic reperfusion injury.

Abstract
AIM: To study the protective effects of tumor necrosis factor
α (TNF α) antibody and ulinastatin on liver ischemic reperfusion
in rats.
METHODS: One hundred and twenty male SD rats were
randomly divided into four groups: normal control group,
ischemic group, TNFα antibody group and TNFα antibody
+ ulinastatin group. The animals were killed at 0, 3, 6, 9,
12 h after ischemia for 60 min and followed by reperfusion.
Serum alanine aminotransferase (ALT), malondialdehyde
(MDA) and liver histopathology were observed.
RESULTS: After ischemic reperfusion, the serum ALT and
MDA were remarkably increased, and the hepatic congestion
was obvious. Treatment of TNFα antibody and ulinastatin
could significantly decrease serum ALT and MDA levels,
and relieve hepatic congestion.
CONCLUSION: Ulinastatin and TNFα antibody can suppress
the inflammatory reaction induced by hepatic ischemic
reperfusion, and have protective effects on rat hepatic ischemic
reperfusion injury.
Yang YL, Li JP, Xu XP, Dou KF, Yue SQ, Li KZ. Protective
effects of tumor necrosis factor α antibody and ulinastatin on
liver ischemic reperfusion in rats. World J Gastroenterol 2004;
10(21): 3161-3164
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INTRODUCTION
Liver ischemic reperfusion injury is induced when liver gets
the retrieval of its blood perfusion or oxygen supply, and
hepatic injury would aggravate due to ischemia and hypoxia
injury[1-4]. Hepatic insufficiency or primary liver graft nonfunction can be caused by liver ischemic reperfusion injury
after portal blockage, hemorrhagic shock or liver transplantation.
As liver ischemic reperfusion is hard to be avoided in hepatic
surgical practice and the existing prevention and cure methods
are not satisfactory, research of the mechanisms and therapy
on liver ischemic reperfusion becomes one of the hotspots in
hepatic surgery[5,6].

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Animals
A total of 120 male Spargue-Dawfey (SD) rats weighing 230±20 g,
were obtained from Animal Research Center of Shaanxi Chinese
Medical Institute, and fed with standard rat chow.
Drugs
Ulinastatin (Tianpu Co. Ltd., Guangdong, China) was diluted
to 50 U/L by saline prior to use. TNF α monoclonal antibody
(Jingmei Co. Ltd., Guangdong, China) was diluted 100 times by
saline prior to use.
Experimental grouping
The rats were randomly divided into four groups. Group I: the
control group, sham operation was performed, hepatic lobes of
the rats were exposed without any treatment. Group II: ischemic
reperfusion injury group, in which blood stream of the rats’
liver lobes were blocked and then recovered after 60 min. Group
III: TNF α antibody treatment group, in which TNF α antibody
(2.0 mg/kg) was injected into the rats through dorsum veins of
penis 5 min prior to reperfusion. Group IV: TNF α antibody and
ulinastatin treatment group, in which both TNF α antibody
(2.0 mg/kg) and ulinastatin (500 000 U/L, 0.5 mL) were
simultaneously injected into the rats through dorsum veins of
penis 5 min prior to reperfusion. Blood samples (2 mL) of all
animals in each group were taken from hepatic superior and
inferior vena cava at 0, 3, 6, 9 and 12 h after reperfusion. Then
the rats were killed and liver samples were obtained.
Operation
The animals were intraabdominally anesthetized by pentobarbital
sodium (30 mg/kg, 0.1 mL/10 g), and incised through median
incision of the abdomen. After the liver pedicel between left
and middle lobes of liver was exposed, ligaments between liver
and septum transversum and abdominal wall were cut. The
scatheless vascular clamp was used to block blood stream of
portal veins and hepatic arteries of left and middle lobes of
liver. After 60 min, the vascular clamp was released and blood
stream recovered. So approximately seventy percent of liver
was hypoxia, thus severe congestion of the mesentery vein
was prevented.
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Table 1 Levels of serum ALT in rats (U/L)
Time of after reperfusion (h)
Group
d

I
II
III
IVb

n
6
6
6
6

0

3

40.52±8.33
263.92±16.90
238.73±10.62
173.42±15.33

42.36±3.71
315.61±21.02
254.06±13.78
189.08±24.52

6

9

43.19±7.64
374.26±19.56
273.17±18.29
203.17±23.19

42.92±5.18
289.11±16.32
213.26±26.54
175.36±38.66

12
42.66±9.27
257.94±27.41
172.53±36.46
163.13±32.27

b

P<0.01 vs other groups, dP<0.01 vs group II and III.

Table 2 Levels of serum MDA of rats (mmol/L)
Time of after reperfusion (h)
Group

n
0

d

I
II
III
IVb

7.82±0.17
13.81±4.19
10.71±2.52
9.12±3.41

7.91±0.08
38.65±4.73
18.23±3.58
12.29±6.83

6

9

12

8.11±0.13
46.36±2.54
23.31±4.49
15.18±3.22

8.04±0.67
35.09±5.12
16.83±2.29
11.72±4.15

7.93±0.41
24.09±3.20
11.26±3.16
9.42±5.28

P<0.01 vs group II and III, dP<0.01 vs other groups.

Determination of ALT and MDA in serum
The blood samples in each group were poured into centrifuge
tubes and the placement lasted for 20 min without shaking.
After centrifugation at 2 000 r/min for 10 min, the sample serum
was extracted and stored at -80 for determination.
ALT levels of sample serum were determined by an automatic
biochemistry analyzer. MDA levels of sample serum were
determined by the method introduced by Mourek et al.[16], and
the kit was purchased from Juli Biomedical Engineering Institute
of Nanjing, China.
Pathological changes of liver
Fresh tissues of liver in each group were sampled. HaematoxylinEosin (HE) staining was performed on 100 g/L formaldehydefixed tissue sections. The histological patterns of the liver
samples were observed under light microscope.

higher than those in control (P<0.01). The levels of MDA
increased gradually after reperfusion, reached the peak 6 h
after reperfusion, and then decreased. The levels of MDA in
TNFα antibody treatment group were remarkably lower than
those in ischemic reperfusion injury group (P<0.01). The levels
of MDA in TNFα antibody and ulinastatin treatment group
were lower than those in ischemic reperfusion injury group and
TNFα antibody treatment group (P<0.01).

ALT level (U/L)

b

6
6
6
6

3

Statistical analysis
All the data were analyzed by Student’s t test and expressed as
mean±SD. P<0.05 was considered statistically significant and
P<0.01 as very statistically significant.

MDA levels of sample serum
The oxygen-derived free radidicals induced lipid peroxidation
reaction of polyvalent unsaturated fatty acid at plasmalemma,
which developed lipid peroxidation products, such as MDA.
So the MDA levels of sample serum showed the degree of lipid
peroxidation injury of liver. The levels of MDA in ischemic
reperfusion injury group at different time points were significantly

I Group
II Group
III Group
IV Group

3
6
9
12
Time of after reperfusion (h)

Figure 1 Serum ALT level after reperfusion in rats.

Serum MDA level (mmol/L)

RESULTS
ALT levels of sample serum
ALT levels of sample serum in each group were determined to
assess the liver function of rats. The levels of ALT in ischemic
reperfusion injury group at different time points were significantly
higher than those in control (P<0.01). The levels of ALT increased
gradually after reperfusion, reached the peak 6 h after reperfusion,
and then decreased mildly. The levels of ALT in TNFα antibody
treatment group were remarkably lower than those in ischemic
reperfusion injury group (P<0.01). The levels of ALT in TNF α
antibody and ulinastatin treatment group were lower than those
in ischemic reperfusion injury group and TNFα antibody
treatment group (P<0.01).
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Figure 2 Serum MDA level after reperfusion in rats.

Histopathological observation
The blood stream in middle and left lobes of livers of rats was
reperfused 1 h after blocked for 60 min. In ischemic reperfusion
injury group, the middle and left lobes of livers were found to
be swollen and faint. HE staining showed disorganized hepatic

Yang YL et al. TNFα antibody and ulinastatin alleviate liver ischemic reperfusion injury

lobules and extensive hepatocytic edema with various degrees
of vacuolation and lamellar necrosis. The liver tissues in TNFα
antibody treatment group and in TNFα antibody + ulinastatin
treatment group were found to insignificantly swollen and faint
in appearance. HE staining showed a sprinkle of hepatocytic
edema without vacuolation and lamellar necrosis.

Figure 3 Disorganized hepatic lobules and extensive hepatocytic
edema with various degrees of vacuolation and lamellar necrosis in ischemic reperfusion injury group.

Figure 4 A sprinkle of hepatocytic edema without vacuolation and lamellar necrosis in TNFα antibody + ulinastatin
treatment group.

DISCUSSION
Liver ischemic reperfusion injury can be frequently seen in
surgical practice, and plays impotatnt roles in severe infection,
trauma, shock, cardiorespiratory malfunction, organ transplantation,
etc. Ischemic reperfusion can cause a series of injuries on
metabolism, structure, and function in hepatic tissues and cells,
and even liver function failure. So it is one of the major factors
influencing the prognosis, operative success and survival of patients.
Cytokines, are the soluble polypeptides excreted by
immunocytes, and play important roles in immunological
activation and inflammatory reaction. The study of cytokine
effects on ischemic reperfusion injury in liver has become highlights
at present[17-22]. TNFα is the polypeptide excreted by activated
macrophages, endothelial cells, neutrophilic granulocytes and
B lymphocytes, and plays an important role in inflammatory
reaction. Liver possesses tremendous Kupffer cells (KC) that
have the great potency to produce TNFα in human body. At
the time of liver ischemia, for the blockage of ATP production,
calcium pump of liver is in dysfunction, which causes intracellular
calcium overload. Aggravated calcium overload can activate
Kupffer cells. On the other hand, Kupffer cells have complement
receptors, intracellular protein was released during ischemic
reperfusion, thus activating complements, which can also
activate Kupffer cells. The activated Kupffer cells excrete TNFα.
Liver has plenty of TNFα receptors, and also is the major target
organ of TNFα[23-26]. Some mechanisms were used to explain
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the liver damage caused by TNFα[27-30]. Firstly, TNFα could
directly injure hepatocytes. Secondly, TNFα could activate
neutrophilic granulocytes and mononuclear macrophages to
express IL-1 and IL-6, and phosphatidase A2 that can decompose
arachidonic acids. Inflammatory media were produced such as
platelet active factor, leukotriene, and thromboxane A2. So the
inflammatory reaction was aggravated. Thirdly, the toxic effect
of TNFα on endothelial cells could induce the circulatory
disorder of hepatic sinusoid, and TNFα could activate complement
system that aggravates tissue damage by cytotoxicity. Finally,
the oxygen-derived free radidicals induced by TNFα could
facilitate oxidation explosion of neutrophilic granulocytes, which
could also result in liver damage. Therefore, the way to block
the production of TNFα in liver can be used to prevent liver
from injury by TNFα.
Ulinastatin is one kind of glycoproteins containing 143 amino
acids with molecular weight of 67 ku. It is the typical urine
protease inhibitor isolated and purified from human urine.
Ulinastatin has two active function domains which have a wide
restrained zymogram with no overlapped region each other. So
ulinastatin can inhibit many hydrolytic enzymes in one time,
including trypsin, phospholipase A2, alidase and elastase.
Moreover, the components of low molecular mass decomposed
from ulinastatin can also inhibit hydrolytic enzymes strongly.
On the other hand, ulinastatin could ameliorate the shock
situation by blocking the production of myocardial depressant
factors and stabilizing the membrane of lysosome[31-33]. Recent
researches found that ulinastatin could block the release of
inflammatory factors, prevent cascade reaction of cytokines,
inhibit excessive activation of leukocytes and block vicious
circles among cytokines, inflammatory factors and leukocytes.
So when pancreatitis, shock or other severe infection occured,
the action of multiple hydrolytic enzymes necessitated the use
of ulinastatin, which can inhibit many hydrolytic enzymes at
the same time and alleviate the vicious effects of multiple
proteases on tissues and organs[34-36].
The present study was to verify the protective effect of
TNFα antibody and ulinastatin on ischemic reperfusion injury
of liver. The results showed that the levels of ALT and MDA in
TNFα antibody and ulinastatin treatment group were remarkably
decreased as compared with those in ischemic reperfusion
injury group. Pathological changes of liver also demonstrated
the significant protective effect of TNFα antibody and ulinastatin
on ischemic reperfusion injury of liver. The present results
suggest TNFα antibody and ulinastatin can effectively prevent
ischemic reperfusion injury of liver. But further work is needed
to make clear of their best concentrations, best ratio and their
effect on immune system of the body.
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Abstract
AIM: To investigate the curative effects of oral and nasal
administration of chicken type II collagen (CII) on adjuvant
arthritis (AA) in rats with meloxicam-induced intestinal
lesions.
METHODS: AA model in Sprague-Dawley (SD) rats with
or without intestinal lesions induced by meloxicam was
established and those rats were divided randomly into six
groups which included AA model, AA model+meloxicam,
AA model+oral CII, AA model+nasal CII, AA model+
meloxicam+oral C II and AA model+meloxicam+nasal CII
(n = 12). Rats was treated with meloxicam intragastrically
for 7 d from d 14 after immunization with complete Freund’s
adjuvant (CFA), and then treated with chicken CII
intragastrically or nasally for 7 d. Histological changes of
right hind knees were examined. Hind paw secondary
swelling and intestinal lesions were evaluated. Synoviocyte
proliferation was measured by 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2thiazolyl)-2,5-diphenyl-2H tetrazolium bromide (MTT)
method. Activities of myeloperoxidase (MPO) and diamine
oxidase (DAO) from supernatants of intestinal homogenates
were assayed by spectrophotometric analysis.
RESULTS: Intragastrical administration of meloxicam
(1.5 mg/kg) induced multiple intestinal lesions in AA rats.
There was a significant decrease of intestinal DAO activities
in AA+meloxicam group (P<0.01) and AA model group
(P<0.01) compared with normal group. DAO activities of
intestinal homogenates in AA+meloxicam group were
significantly less than those in AA rats (P<0.01). There
was a significant increase of intestinal MPO activities in
AA+meloxicam group compared with normal control
(P<0.01). Oral or nasal administration of CII (20 µg/kg)
could suppress the secondary hind paw swelling(P<0.05
for oral CII; P<0.01 for nasal CII), synoviocyte proliferation
(P<0.01) and histopathological degradation in AA rats, but
they had no significant effects on DAO and MPO changes.
However, oral administration of CII (20 µg/kg) showed the
limited efficacy on arthritis in AA+meloxicam model and
the curative effects of nasal CII (20 µg/kg) were shown to
be more efficient than that of oral CII (20 µg/kg) both in
AA model and in AA+meloxicam model (P<0.05).
CONCLUSION: Oral administration of CII shows the limited
efficacy on arthritis in AA rats with intestinal lesions, and
nasal administration of CII is more efficient than oral
administration of CII to induce mucosal tolerance in AA rats.

Zheng YQ, Wei W, Shen YX, Dai M, Liu LH. Oral and nasal
administration of chicken type II collagen suppresses adjuvant
arthritis in rats with intestinal lesions induced by meloxicam. World
J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(21): 3165-3170
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INTRODUCTION
Rheumatoid arthritis (RA) is a chronic autoimmune disease
characterized by inflammation of the joints including proliferation
of the synovium and progressive erosion of cartilages and
bones[1]. The goals of treatment include reduction of pain and
inflammation, maintenance of functional ability, slowing of
disease progression, and prevention of adverse effects of drugs[2].
Administering antigens via a mucosal route has been recognized
as a means to induce tolerance. The phenomenon of oral
tolerance (OT) was first reported in 1911 by Wells[3]. Further
studies demonstrated that CII could suppress arthritis induced
by adjuvant[4], antigen[5], pristane[6] and collagen[7] in mice and
rats. Moreover, several clinical trials based on the results from
those experimental animal systems, have been conducted to
test the feasibility of using oral tolerance in the treatment of
RA[8,9]. However, it was reported that oral administration of CII
in a low dose of 10 µg for 10 times demonstrated a doubtful
effect on murine collagen-induced arthritis (CIA) model[10]. In
clinical trials, oral administration of CII showed no efficacy in
human arthritis given along with existing treatment [11] and
moreover, the Peyer’s patches (pp) in the gut-associated
lymphoid tissue (GALT) were considered to mediate oral
tolerance[12]. As we know, nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs
(NSAIDs) including meloxicam, which have been usually
considered as the main drugs in the management of RA, could
induce digestive lesions[13,14], and it might be an important reason
for the invalidation of oral administration of CII. Therefore,
nasal administration of CII should be considered as an
alternative.
Adjuvant arthritis (AA) in rats is an experimental model that
shares some features with human RA, such as swelling, cartilage
degradation and loss of joint function[15]. In the present study,
therefore, AA rats with or without intragastrically administration
of meloxicam were used to compare the curative effects of oral
and nasal administration of CII in rats with or without intestinal
lesions. Based on the results of our report that oral administration
of CII suppressed pro-inflammatory mediator production by
synoviocytes in rats with adjuvant arthritis from 5 to 500 µg/kg[12],
we chose the single dose of 20 µg/kg in the present study.
Diamine oxidase (DAO) is an intracellular enzyme with a
high activity existing in intestinal villous cells and can catalyze
the oxidation of diamines such as histamine, putrescine and
cadaverine in both human beings and all other mammalians.
The activity of DAO in intestinal mucosa decreases when its
cells are injured. Thus the determination of the DAO activity of
intestinal mucosa can reflect the changes in its cellular integrity[16].
Myeloperoxidase (MPO) plays a fundamental role in oxidant
production by neutrophils and is considered to be a major
effector in the tissue damage[17]. In our studies, MPO and DAO
were used as markers of intestinal dysfunction.
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The purpose of the present study was to compare the
curative effects of oral and nasal administration of CII in AA
rats with or without intestinal lesions induced by meloxicam.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Animals
Male Sprague-Dawley (SD) rats weighting 147±25 g were
purchased from Shanghai BK Experimental Animal Center
(Grade II, Certificate No D-65). All rats were housed, five per
cage and fed a standard laboratory chew and water and kept on
a 12 h dark/12 h light cycle at a constant temperature of 20±5 .
All experimental protocols described in this study were approved
by the Ethics Review Committee for Animal Experimentation of
Institute of Clinical Pharmacology, Anhui Medical University.
Drugs and materials
Meloxicam (batch number 020401), nasal chicken CII (batch
number 00031004) and oral chicken CII (batch number 00031002)
were obtained from Shanghai Institute of Herb and Bio-medical
Engineering and dissolved in sterile water containing 5 g/L
carboxymethylcellulose (CMC-Na) solution. Dimethyl sulfoxide
(batch number 000601) was obtained from Shanghai Vitriolic
Factory. Bacillus Calmette Guerin (BCG) was obtained from
Shanghai Biochemical Factory. Collagenase type II, trypsin, 3(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-thiazolyl)-2,5- diphenyl-2H tetrazolium
bromide (MTT), RPMI 1640 medium, lipopolysaccharide (LPS),
horseradish perozidase, cadaverine dihydrochloride, diamine
oxidase (DAO) and O-dianisidine were purchased from Sigma
Chemical Co. (St. Louis, MO, USA).
Induction and evaluation of AA
Complete Freund’s adjuvant (CFA) was prepared by
suspending heat-killed BCG in liquid paraffin at 10 mg/mL. AA
was induced by a single intradermal injection of 100 µL of CFA
into the left hind paw. On d 0, 14, 16, 20, 24 and 28 after
immunization, the right hind paw volume was measured with a
water replacement plethsmometer (Mukomachi Kiai CD, Japan).
Paw swelling (mL) was calculated by taking away the paw
volume on d 0 from the related one on d 14, 16, 20, 24 and 28.
Drug treatment
The rats with AA were divided randomly into six groups which
included AA model, AA model+meloxicam, AA model+oral CII,
AA model+nasal CII, AA model+meloxicam+oral C II and AA
model+meloxicam+nasal C II. From d 14 after immunization, the
rats were fasted for 12 h and then treated with meloxicam (1.5 mg/kg
body weight) intragastrically for 7 d. The rats in normal group,
AA group, AA model+oral CII group and AA+nasal CII group,
were treated with an equal amount of vehicle. From d 21 after
immunization, the rats were treated with oral or nasal
administration of CII (20 µg/kg body mass) for 7 d. The rats in
normal group, AA group and AA+meloxicam group, were treated
with an equal amount of vehicle.
Evaluation of intestinal lesions
Rats were sacrificed on day 29 after immunization. The small
intestines were removed, spread out on filter paper and opened
by a longitudinal incision along the antimesenteric side. The
length and width of each lesion were observed and the extent
of haemorrhage was also observed according to scale scores
0-2: 0, absence; 1, slight haemorrhage; 2, severe haemorrhage.
Synoviocyte proliferation
Synovial tissue from rat knees was excised and dispersed with
sequential incubation of 4 g/L collagenase type II and 2.5 g/L
trypsin and then synoviocytes were suspended in RPMI-1640
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medium with 200 mL/L fetal bovine serum (FBS) at a
concentration of 1×106 cells/mL. In 96-well plates, 100 µL of
synoviocyte suspension (1×10 5 cells/well) was cultured in
triplicate with 100 µL of LPS (10 mg/L) in RPMI-1640 medium
(pH7.0) containing 200 mL/L heat-inactivated FBS, 100 U/mL
penicillin, 100 g/L streptomycin, 2 mmol/L L-glutamine ,
5×10-5 moL/L 2-mercaptoethanol and 25 mmol/L HEPES. After
cultured for 48 h at 37 in humidified atmosphere containing
50 mL/L CO2 in air, proliferation of synoviocytes was measured
by the MTT colorimetric method[18]. In brief, 48 h later, MTT
was dissolved in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) at a dose of
5 mg/mL and added to all wells (10 µL/well), then the plates were
incubated at 37 in humidified atmosphere containing 50 mL/L
CO2 for an additional 4 h. After incubation, the cells were
centrifuged at 1000 r/min for 10 min and all the supernatants
were discarded. Then 200 µL of dimethyl sulfoxide was added
to each well, and the plates were read 30 sec later in an ELISA
plate reader at a wavelength of 490 nm. The absorbance (A) of
each well was regarded as the degree of synoviocyte proliferation.

Histological examination
The right legs and hind paws of rats were removed and fixed
with 100 g/L paraformaldehyde in PBS, and then decalcified for
10 d with ethylene diamine tetraacetic acid (EDTA) and
embedded in paraffin for histologic analysis. The paraffin
sections were stained with hematoxylin and eosin. The slides
were evaluated histologically by two independent observers,
and the gradation of arthritis was scored from 0 to 4 according
to the intensity of lining layer hyperplasia, mononuclear cell
infiltration, and pannus formation, as described previously[19]:
0, normal ankle joint; 1, normal synovium with occasional
mononuclear cells; 2, definite arthritis, a few layers of flat to
rounded synovial lining cells and scattered mononuclear cells
and dense infiltration with mononuclear cells; 3, clear hyperplasia
of the synovium with three or more layers of loosely arranged
lining cells and dense infiltration with mononuclear cells; 4,
severe synovitis with pannus and erosions of articular cartilages
and subchondral bones.
MPO bioassay
Animals were sacrificed and their small intestines were flushed
with 10 mL of sterile saline, followed by separation from bodies.
After dried with filter paper, 0.5 g of intestinal specimens was
weighed and placed in 5 mL of ice-cold potassium phosphate
buffer (pH 6.0) with 5 g/L hexadecyl- trimethylammonium
bromide. The specimens were homogenized for 20 s (2×10 s)
and sonicated for 30 s (3×10 s) and centrifuged at 12000 g for
15 min at 4 . The supernatant was spectrophotometrically
assayed for MPO activity by measuring the change in absorbance
(at 460 nm) over time. The assay buffer consisted of 50 mmoL/L
potassium phosphate, pH 6.0 (50 mL), 0.83 mL of H2O2 (3 mL/L
solution), and 8.34 mg of O-dianisidine hydrochloride. The
supernatant was mixed at 1:80 (supernatant: assay buffer). MPO
units were expressed as A/(min·g).
DAO bioassay
Intestinal DAO activity was determined as follows. In brief, to
0.5 mL homogenate of intestinal specimens gained according
to the above method or 0.5 mL dilated standard solution, 3 mL of
PBS (0.2 mol/L, pH 7.2), 0.1 mL of horseradish peroxidase (4 µg),
0.1 mL of DAO (500 µg), and 0.1 mL of dianisidine were added.
After mixed, the mixture was incubated in a water bath at 37
for 30 min, then the absorbance value at 436 nm (A436) was
recorded after rested for 5 min in the air. The DAO activities
were calculated according to the standard curve. Protein
activities of the tissue homogenates were determined with
Lowry’s method[20]. DAO units were expressed as A/mg pro.
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Statistical analysis
Results were expressed as mean±SD, and t-test was used to
make comparisons between the groups. P<0.05 was considered
statistically significant.
RESULTS
Intestinal lesions induced by meloxicam
As shown in Figure. 1, intragastrical administration of meloxicam
(1.5 mg/kg) for 7 d induced multiple intestinal lesions in AA
rats. In normal control rats (Figure 1A), AA rats (Figure 1B), AA
rats treated with oral CII (Figure 1D) and AA rats treated with
nasal CII (Figure 1E), haemorrhage was not observed in
antimesenteric side of small intestine (grade 0). In AA rats given
meloxicam intragastrically (Figure 1C), AA+meloxicam rats
treated with oral CII (Figure 1F) and AA+meloxicam rats treated
with nasal CII (Figure 1G), severe haemorrhage was observed
in antimesenteric side of small intestine (grade 2). After the animals
were treated with oral or nasal administration of CII (20 µg/kg )
for 7 d, development of these lesions was not prevented.
A
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homogenates in AA+meloxicam group were significantly less
than those in AA rats (P<0.01). Oral or nasal administration of
CII had no significant effects on DAO changes.

MPO activities in intestinal homogenates
The levels of MPO in intestinal homogenates are shown in
Table 1. There was a significant increase of intestinal MPO
activities in AA+meloxicam group compared with normal control
(P<0.01). Oral or nasal administration of CII had no significant
effects on MPO changes.
Table 1 Effects of oral and nasal administration of CII on
activities of intestinal MPO and DAO in AA rats with or without
intragastrical administration of meloxicam (n = 12, mean±SD)
Groups

DAO (A/mg pro)

Nomal

MPO (

0.37±0.065

A/(min·g))

99.47±22.54

b

AA model

0.26±0.031

AA model+meloxicam

0.15±0.032 ab

165.42±21.27 b

AA model+oral CII

0.27±0.051

137.15±26.32

AA model+nasal CII

0.28±0.029

132.17±23.18

AA model+meloxicam

0.15±0.052 ab

159.25±33.36b

0.16±0.029 ab

152.29±27.20b

139.80±25.14

+oral CII

B

AA model+meloxicam
+nasal CII

C

a

D
E
F
G

Figure 1 Intestinal lesions induced by meloxicam. A: Normal
control rats; B: AA rats; C: AA rats given meloxicam
intragastrically; D: AA rats treated with oral CII; E: AA rats
treated with nasal CII; F: AA+meloxicam rats treated with
oral CII; and G: AA+meloxicam rats treated with nasal CII.

DAO activities in intestinal homogenates
The levels of DAO in intestinal homogenates are shown in
Table 1. There was a significant decrease of intestinal DAO
activities in AA+meloxicam group (P<0.01) and AA model group
(P<0.01) compared with normal group. DAO activities of intestinal

P<0.05 vs AA model; bP<0.01 vs normal control.

Effects of oral or nasal administration of CII on secondary
arthritis in AA rats with or without intragastrical administration
of meloxicam
As shown in Table 2, secondary arthritis appeared on d 14, and
maintained to d 28 after immunization in AA rats (P<0.01). In
AA+meloxicam rats, hind paw secondary swellings were
suppressed on d 20 (P<0.05). The hind paw secondary swellings
were suppressed on d 20 in AA model+meloxicam +oral C II
group and AA model+meloxicam+nasal C II group (P<0.05). Oral
treatment with CII (20 µg/kg body mass) significantly
suppressed hind paw secondary swelling not only on d 24 and
28 in AA rats (P<0.05), but also on d 24 in AA rats with intestinal
lesions induced by meloxicam (P<0.05). The effects of oral CII
were more obvious in AA model than in AA model with intestinal
lesions on d 28. While nasal treatment with CII at the same
dose significantly suppressed hind paw secondary swelling
on d 24 and 28 in both AA rats and AA rats with intestinal
lesions (P<0.01). The effects of nasal CII in AA model were
similar to those in AA+meloxicam model, and the effects of
nasal CII were more efficient than those of oral CII both in AA
model and in AA+meloxicam model (P <0.05).

Table 2 Effects of oral and nasal administration of CII on hind paw secondary swelling in AA rats with or without intragastrical
administration of meloxicam (n = 12, mean±SD)
Groups

Dose (µg/kg)

d 14

d 16

d 20

d 24

d 28

Normal

---

0.07±0.05

0.12±0.04

0.19±0.04

0.23±0.03

0.26±0.03

AA model

---

0.41±0.31d

0.63±0.16 d

0.99±0.21 d

1.22±0.27 d

1.16±0.21 d

AA model+meloxicam

---

0.29±0.32 a

0.45±0.27 a

0.68±0.18 ad

0.97±0.49 d

0.99±0.32 d

0.81±0.17

a

0.79±0.21 a

b

0.48±0.09 bc

AA model+oral CII

20

0.39±0.12

0.59±0.27

0.97±0.15

AA model+nasal CII

20

0.38±0.12

0.63±0.13

1.03±0.10

0.69±0.07

AA model l+meloxicam+oral CII

20

0.31±0.09

0.46±0.26

0.70±0.12 a

0.79±0.31 a

0.43±0.19

a

b

AA model+meloxicam+nasal CII

20

0.32±0.16

0.73±0.22

0.61±0.21

0.95±0.25
0.57±0.17be

a
P<0.05 vs AA model; bP<0.01 vs AA model; cP<0.05 vs AA model + oral CII; dP<0.01 vs normal control; eP<0.05 vs AA model+
meloxicam+oral CII.
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Figure 2 Effects of oral or nasal administration of CII on knee joint histopathology in AA rats with or without intragastrical
administration of meloxicam (HE stain, ×100). A: Normal control rats (grade 0); B: AA rats (grade 4); C: AA rats given meloxicam
intragastrically (grade 4); D: AA rats treated with oral CII (grade 3); E: AA rats treated with nasal CII (grade 2); F: AA+meloxicam
rats treated with oral CII (grade 3); and G: AA+meloxicam rats treated with nasal CII (grade 2).

Effects of oral or nasal administration of CII on synoviocyte
proliferation in AA rats with or without intragastrical administration
of meloxicam
As shown in Table 3, synoviocyte proliferation in AA rats and
AA+meloxicam rats was increased (P<0.01). Oral or nasal
administration of CII (20 µg/kg) for 7 d significantly suppressed
synoviocyte proliferation (P<0.01) in AA rats. In AA rats with
intestinal lesions, nasal administration of CII (20 µg/kg ) could
also significantly suppress synoviocyte proliferation (P<0.01),
while oral administration of CII at the same dosage suppressed
synoviocyte proliferation at a lower degree (P<0.05). There
was a significant difference between degrees of synoviocyte
proliferation in AA rats with intestinal lesions treated by oral
CII and those in the same model treated by nasal CII (P<0.05).
Table 3 Effects of oral and nasal administration of CII on
synoviocytes proliferation in AA rats with or without intragastrical
administration of meloxicam (n = 12, mean±SD)
Groups

Dose
(µg/kg)

Synoviocytes
proliferation (A490)

Nomal

-

0.27±0.024

AA model

-

0.32±0.045d

-

0.31±0.025d

AA model+oral CII

20

0.27±0.041b

AA model+nasal CII

20

0.24±0.048b

AA model l+meloxicam+oral CII

20

0.29±0.047a

AA model+meloxicam+nasal CII

20

0.25±0.041 bc

AA model+meloxicam

a

P<0.05 vs AA model; bP<0.01 vs AA model; dP<0.01 vs normal
control; cP<0.05 vs AA model+meloxicam+oral CII.

Effects of oral or nasal administration of CII on knee joint
histopathology in AA rats with or without intragastrical
administration of meloxicam
In normal rats, synoviocytes were monolayer (Figure 2A). In
AA rats, synoviocytes proliferated three to eight layers and

became ovalis types, and articular cartilages were destructed
and infiltrated with inflammatory cells. The hyperplastic synovial
membranes in AA rats formed a large number of fibroblasts and
new blood vessels. Proliferation of collagen fribrils was found
under synovial membranes of AA rats (Figure 2B). In AA rats
given meloxicam intragastrically, knee joint histopathology was
similar to that in AA rats (Figure 2C). In AA rats treated with
oral CII, hyperplastic synoviocytes decreased to two or three
layers (Figure 2D). In AA rats treated with nasal CII, a few of
hyperplastic fiber cells under synovial membranes could be
found (Figure 2E). In AA+meloxicam rats treated with oral CII,
synovial hyperplasia was observed and articular cartilages were
destroyed and infiltrated with inflammatory cells (Figure 2F). In
AA+meloxicam rats treated with nasal CII, a few of hyperplastic
fiber cells under synovial membranes and partially reversed
articular cartilage destrustion could be found (Figure 2G).
Oral or nasal administration of CII could ameliorate the
pathologic changes in AA rats or AA+meloxicam rats, but oral
administration of CII showed limited efficacy on suppressing
the histopathological degradation in AA model with intestinal
lesions.

DISCUSSION
In this study, it was found that intragastric administration of
meloxicam (1.5 mg/kg) could induce multiple intestinal lesions
in AA rats. The activities of DAO in intestinal homogenates
were decreased and the activities of MPO were increased. Oral
or nasal administration of CII at a dose of 20 µg/kg could suppress
secondary hind paw swelling, synoviocyte proliferation and
histopathological degradation in AA model and AA+meloxicam
model. Moreover, oral administration of CII showed the limited
efficacy on arthritis in AA+meloxicam model and curative effects
of nasal CII were shown to be more efficient in comparison with
oral CII both in AA model and AA+meloxicam model.
Just like RA, AA is a chronic disease and the ongoing disease
can be blocked using antibodies to T cells. They are associated
with major histocompatibility complex (MHC) and the primary
inflammatory attack is directed to diarthriodial peripheral joints[21].
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Thus, development of mucosal tolerance methods for treatment
of RA is suitable and could be found successfully both in
humans[22,23] and in animal models induced with various
heterologous antigens[4-6,24]. Histopathological study showed
that oral administration of CII resulted in reduction of synovial
hyperplasia, mononuclear infiltration, pannus formation and
cartilage erosions[6]. Results from the present study also
showed that oral CII suppressed secondary paw swelling,
synoviocyte proliferation and histopathological changes in AA
rats. Furthermore, clinical studies with oral administration of
heterologous CII in RA were carried out and had disputable
results[8,22]. Barnett et al.[25] found that very low doses tended
to give an overall ameliorative effect, whereas higher doses
were negative. In addition, intranasal administration of CII could
ameliorate ongoing arthritis in pristane-induced arthritis (PIA),
collagen-induced arthritis (CIA) and AA[26]. The use of nasal
instead of oral administration of the autoantigens has been
shown to be more efficient and to require lower tolerogen doses,
as demonstrated in several models including CIA in mice[27]. It
was also demonstrated that nasal administration of CII in murine
CIA model more efficiently inhibited the induction of CIA and
CII-specific immune responses than oral adiministration[10]. Our
present study indicated that nasal CII could suppress secondary
paw swelling, synoviocyte proliferation and histopathological
changes in AA rats and was superior to oral CII.
Meloxicam is a NSAID belonging to the enolic acid group
of the oxicam family[28]. As a cyclooxygenase - 2 inhibitor, meloxicam
has been considered with a good gastric tolerance[29,30]. But it was
also reported that meloxicam could induce gastric lesions[31].
Neutrophils, which secrete MPO, appear to be the main effector
cells in meloxicam-induced small intestinal damage[32]. On the
other hand, there are two major mechanisms which have been
put forward to explain the oral tolerance: active suppression or
the antigen specfic induction of regulatory cells and T cell
clonal anergy/deletion [33,34]. Cells from PP in GALT were
reported to mediate the induction of active suppression[35].
PP cell dysfunction induced by NSAIDs might be the main
mechanism of the limited therapeutic effects of oral CII in the
suppression of RA in clinical trials. So far, there are few reports
to determine it.
In our study, we found that meloxicam (1.5 mg/kg) could
induce multiple intestinal lesions in AA rats, and in this model,
the activities of DAO were decreased and the activities of MPO
were increased. We also found that meloxicam had little effect
on AA rats from d 24. These results also indicated that there
was a functional turbulence in intestinal systems of AA rats.
Furthermore, we found that the effects of oral CII were more
obvious in AA model than in AA model with intestinal lesion
induced by meloxicam. However, the effects of nasal CII were
not influenced by meloxicam in AA rats with intestinal lesions.
The results suggested that nasal CII was more efficient than
oral CII both in AA rats and in AA rats with intestinal lesions.
In conclusion, at the dose of 20 µg/kg, oral administration
of CII has a limited efficacy on arthritis in AA+meloxicam model
and the effects of nasal administration of CII on AA are more
efficient than that of oral administration of CII both in AA rats
and in AA rats with intestinal lesions induced by meloxicam.
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Abstract
AIM: A low vessel density is a common feature of malignant
tumors. We suggested that the expansion of vessel diameter
might reconstitute the oxygen and nutritient’s supply in
this situation. The aim of the present study was to compare
the number and diameter of blood vessels in pancreatic and
liver carcinoma with normal tissue.
METHODS: Tumor induction of pancreatic (DSL6A) or
hepatocellular (Morris-hepatoma) carcinoma was performed
in male Lewis (pancreatic cancer) and ACI (hepatoma) rats
by an orthotopic inoculation of solid tumor fragments (pancreatic
cancer) or tumor cells (hepatoma). Six weeks (pancreatic
cancer) or 12 d (hepatoma) after tumor implantation, the
tumor microvasculature as well as normal pancreatic or liver
blood vessels were investigated by intravital microscopy. The
number of perfused blood vessels in tumor and healthy tissue
was assessed by computer-assisted image analysis.
RESULTS: The vessel density in healthy pancreas (565±89
n/mm2) was significantly higher compared to pancreatic
cancer (116±36 n/mm2) (P<0.001). Healthy liver showed also
a significantly higher vessel density (689±36 n/mm2) compared
to liver carcinoma (286±32 n/mm2) (P<0.01). The comparison
of diameter frequency showed a significant increase of
vessel diameter in both malignant tumors compared to
normal tissue (P<0.05).
CONCLUSION: The expansion of endothelial cells during
tumor angiogenesis is accompanied to a large extent by an
increase of vessel diameter rather than by formation of new
blood vessels. This may be a possible adaptive mechanism by
which experimental pancreatic and hepatocellular cancers
expand their endothelial diffusion surface of endothelium to
compensate for inadequate neoangiogenesis.
Ryschich E, Schmidt E, Maksan SM, Klar E, Schmidt J. Expansion of
endothelial surface by an increase of vessel diameter during tumor
angiogenesis in experimental hepatocellular and pancreatic
cancer. World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(21): 3171-3174
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INTRODUCTION
Angiogenesis, defined as proliferation of endothelial cells and

subsequent formation of new blood vessels from pre-existing
vessels, is a characteristic feature of numerous pathological
processes, including cancer[1,2]. Tumor growth depends on a
continuous blood supply to cover increasing requirements for
nutrients and oxygen. During tumor neovascularization, new
capillaries are recruited from the existing microvasculature, a
process that is controlled by positive and negative regulators
of blood vessel growth [3]. In contrast to the angiogenesis
occurring in wound healing, the tumor angiogenesis is characterized
by a discordance between pro- and anti-angiogenic factors. This
discordant process of tumor angiogenesis leads to the formation
of a microvascular system with a typically distorted vessel
architecture[4,5], and consequently irregular flow patterns and
heterogeneous oxygen supply[6,7] resulting in hypoxia[8,9]. These
parameters contribute to a unique tumor microenvironment which
in turn modulates the therapeutic responsiveness of solid tumors,
e.g., towards chemotherapeutic agents or radiation therapy[10,11].
Our previous studies reported that the increased vessel
diameter was an important feature of tumor microangioarchitecture
in pancreatic[12] and hepatocellular[13] cancer of the rat. This
feature was not only specific for transplantable tumor models
and was found in spontaneous pancreatic tumors in transgenic
mice [14]. We showed that the vessel dilation was the first
detectable stage of ongoing angiogenesis during multistep
tumorigenesis which preceded vessel sprouting[14]. These
observations encouraged us to start a detailed investigation of
tumor blood vessels by a combination of different techniques
including intravital microscopy and immunohistochemistry. We
hypothesized that the vessel dilation indicated a possible
adaptive process, which may help the tumor to expand their
diffusion surface of endothelium and to compensate for the
inadequate supply with oxygen and nutritients. In the present
study, we used intravital microscopy and immunohistochemistry
to investigate this phenomenon in normal and malignant
pancreatic tissues as well as in hepatic tissue of rats. The present
study demonstrated that the decrease of vessel density in
experimental pancreatic and liver carcinoma was accompanied
with an increase of vessel diameter.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Tumor inoculation
Established cell lines of pancreatic duct-like (DSL6A)[15] and
hepatocellular carcinoma (Morris-hepatoma MH-3924A)[13] of
rats were used. Since the expression profile of tumor cells was
strongly dependent on the site of growth, e.g. implantation[16,17]
we decided to inoculate the tumors orthotopically which ensured
the appropriate microenvironment for tumor cell growth. Twelve
male Lewis rats (160-180 g) were used for the inoculation of
pancreatic carcinoma. Hepatocellular carcinomas were
inoculated on 12 male ACI rats (220-250 g). Each animal was
anaesthetized with intramuscular injection of xylazin (10 mg/kg,
Rompun®, Bayer, Leverkusen, Germany) and ketamin (40 mg/kg,
Ketanest®, Parke Davis, Berlin, FRG).
Tumor implantation was performed as previously described
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for pancreatic[12] and hepatocellular [13] carcinoma. For the
inoculation of pancreatic cancer, two sterile polymethylmethacrylat
(PMMA)-plates (∅ 11 mm, Glasflex, Stirling, NJ, USA) were
applied in “sandwich-technique” on both sides of the pancreatic
head. The tumor of approximately 1 mm3 was harvested from a
subcutaneous parent tumor of a syngeneic rat and interposed
intrapancreatically between the plates. Hepatocellular carcinomas
were induced by a subcapsular injection of tumor cells (Morris
hepatoma MH-3924A, 0.01 mL, 0.5×105 cells) into the left upper
liver lobe. Major steps of both models are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1 Summary of tumor models used in present study
Pancreatic cance

Hepatocellular cancer

Tumor cell line
DSL6A
Morris hepatoma 3924A
Syngeneic strain
Lewis
ACI
Tumor inoculation
Solid tumor fragment
Cell suspension
Time after inoculation
6 wk
12 d

Intravital microscopy
Intravital microscopy was performed 12 d after inoculation for
hepatocellular carcinoma and 6 wk after inoculation for pancreatic
cancer when tumors reached a diameter of 8-10 mm. All animals
were re-anaesthetized as described above. A teflon catheter (I.D.
0.5 mm, B.Braun AG, Melsungen, FRG) was inserted into the right
internal jugular vein for venous access. Another catheter was
placed into the left carotid artery for blood sampling and monitoring
of cardiovascular parameters. The abdomen was opened by midline
incision. The animal was placed on a special stage automatically
maintained at 37 . The tumor was macroscopically identified.
The tumor bearing pancreatic head was immobilized in a
temperature-controlled (37 ) immersion chamber containing
Ringer’s solution. For the intravital microscopy of hepatocellular
carcinoma, the tumor bearing liver lobe was placed on a rubber
stage and superfused with Ringer’s solution (37 ).
For intravital microscopy, the entire preparation was placed
under a fluorescence microscope (Leica GmbH, Wetzlar, FRG). The
fluorescence filter with excitation 450-490 nm and emission 520 nm
was used. After the preparation was completed, all animals received
an intravenous injection of 50 mg/kg of FITC-labeled albumin (Sigma
Chemicals Co., St.Louis, MO, USA) dissolved in 1 mL saline. This
fluorescent plasma marker ensured the maximal contrast of blood
vessels and was utilized for the measurement of vessel diameter and
vessel density. The microcirculatory images were transmitted by a
video camera (CF 8/1, Kappa GmbH, Gleichen, FRG) to a monitor
(PVM-1440 M, Sony, Tokyo, Japan) and recorded on a videorecorder
(sVHS, AG-7 350-E, Panasonic, Osaka, Japan) for subsequent offline analysis. After the experiment, the tumors and a fragment of
normal tissue were harvested and frozen immediately in liquid
nitrogen. The evaluation of vessel diameter and density in tumor
microcirculation and in normal tissue was performed using special
software (Capimage®, Zeintl GmbH, Heidelberg, FRG). The number
of blood vessels was calculated on 3-4 randomly chosen fields and
expressed as per 1 mm2 of tumor surface.
Immunohistochemistry
After intravital microscopy, the tumors were removed for further
histological analysis. The tissue was snap frozen in liquid nitrogen.
Five µm thick sections were cut, air-dried and fixed in aceton.
Immunohistochemical staining of endothelium was performed
using monoclonal antibodies recognising RECA-1 rat endothelial
antigen (Clone HIS52, Serotec, Germany) and the LSAB-kit (Dako,
Hamburg, Germany). In addition, the slides were counterstained
with Mayer’s acid hemalum (Fluka, Steinheim, Germany).
Quantitative analysis of immunohistochemical staining was
performed by computer-assisted image analysis. For this aim,
three microscopic fields of 3.18 mm2 were randomly chosen by
light microscope (Leica DMRB, Leica GmbH, Germany),
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digitalized by a colour video camera (CF 20/4DX, Kappa GmbH,
Gleichen, Germany) to histological images and saved on a computer.
The number of blood vessels was counted and expressed as
per 1 mm2 of surface.

Statistical analysis
All data were given as mean±SD. Mann-Whitney-U test was
used to compare the differences between groups as appropriate.
P<0.05 was considered statistically significant.
RESULTS
The intravital microscopy after injection of fluorescent plasma
marker ensured the excellent contrast of all blood vessels in
normal (Figure 1A, E) and in tumoral (Figure 1B, F) tissues. The
microvascular system in healthy pancreas showed a capillary
network of high density, the single afferent and efferent blood
vessels were identified within normal pancreatic tissue (Figure 1A).
Healthy liver showed a dense network of hepatic sinusoids
which were drained by hepatic venules (Figure 1E). In contrast,
the microangioarchtecture of both pancreatic and hepatocellular
carcinomas was characterized by lost of normal vascular hierarchy
“capillaries-arterioles (sinusoids) -venules”, chaotic arrangement
of blood vessels, irregular vessel diameters and formation of lacunar
blood vessels (Figure 1B, F). In contrast to vascular systems of
normal pancreatic and hepatic tissues, there were no specific
features discriminating the microangioarchitecture of pancreatic
cancer from that of hepatocellular carcinoma (Figure 1).
The measurement of vessel density either by intravital
microscopy or by immunohistochemistry demonstrated different
results (Tables 2, 3). The vessel density of all tissues measured
by intravital microscopy was significantly higher than that
measured by immunohistochemistry (P<0.05, Tables 2, 3). The
vessel density in healthy pancreas was significantly higher
compared to pancreatic cancer (P<0.001, Table 2). Healthy liver
showed also a significantly higher vessel density compared to
liver carcinoma (P<0.01, Table 3). The low vessel density of
both pancreatic and hepatocellular carcinomas was accompanied
with the development of tumor necrosis, which appeared
frequently in the central area of the tumors and represented a
characteristical feature of the tumors showing a cross-sectional
diameter of more than 10 mm as opposed to smaller tumors.
Table 2 Vessel density in normal and malignant tissue
Vessel density (n/mm 2)

Healthy
pancreas

Pancreatic
cancer

P

Intravital microscopy
Immunohistochemistry

565±89
91±22

116±36
35±10

<0.001
<0.001

Table 3 Vessel density in normal and malignant liver tissue
Vessel density (n/mm 2)

Healthy
liver

Liver
carcinoma

P

Intravital microscopy
Immunohistochemistry

689±36
196±30

286±32
49±13

<0.01
<0.01

The frequency analysis of vessel diameters showed that
the most frequent diameters in normal pancreas and liver were
considerably smaller compared to the most frequent diameters
in pancreatic and hepatocellular carcinomas (Figures 2, 3).
Ninety-four percent of blood vessels in normal pancreas, 41%
of blood vessels in pancreatic carcinoma and less than 9% of
blood vessels in non-malignant and malignant hepatocellular
tissues showed a diameter less than 10 µm. The most frequent
diameter was between 10 and 20 µm (59%) in pancreatic carcinoma
and more than 20 µm in hepatocellular carcinoma (59%).

Ryschich E et al. expansion of endothelial surface
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Figure 1 Microangioarchtecture investigated by intravital microscopy and immunohistochemical staining of endothelium of
normal pancreas (A,B), liver (E,F), pancreatic (C,D) and hepatocellular (G,H) carcinoma: The microvascular system in healthy
pancreas showed a dense network mainly consisting of capillaries in normal pancreas (A) and sinusoids in the liver (E). Both
pancreatic (B) and hepatocellular (F) carcinomas showed a chaotic angioarchitecture with irregular diameter of blood vessels.
Either intravital microscopy or immunohistochemical staining of endothelium turn up lower density and higher diameters of
microvessels in both tumor types than in corresponding normal tissue (bar 50 µm).
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Figure 2 Frequency of vessel diameter in normal pancreas
and experimental duct-like pancreatic carcinoma (DSL6A) normal pancreas, -pancreatic carcinoma.
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Figure 3 Frequency of vessel diameter in normal liver and
experimental hepatocellular carcinoma (Morris-hepatoma) normal liver, -hepatocellular carcinoma.
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DISCUSSION
Using intravital microscopy, we investigated the microvascular
systems of pancreatic and liver carcinoma and performed a
quantitative analysis of vessel density and vessel diameter. The
present study demonstrated that the mean vessel density in both
types of experimental malignant tumors was lower than that in
the corresponding normal tissues. This hypovascularity was
regarded as a main cause of hypoxia in tumor tissue which is
responsible for the development of necrotic areas within solid
tumors[8,11] as it has been observed in the present models of
pancreatic and hepatocellular carcinoma once diameters exceeded
10 mm. However, as it was shown in the present study, tumor
angiogenesis could compensate in part for this insufficient
vascularisation by other mechanisms than growth of new blood
vessels. Although vessel sprouting has been accepted as the
main mechanism of angiogenesis, some pathological processes
might display an angiogenic phenotype characterized by an
extensive vessel dilatation[18,19]. Previous data demonstrated
in a model of multistep tumorigenesis in mouse malignant
insulinoma[14] and in the model of thyroid hyperplasia[18] that
vessel dilatation was the first detectable stage of ongoing
angiogenesis which preceded vessel sprouting and extended
transformation of the cells. The results of the present study
allowed to transfer these findings to solid murine tumors and
demonstrated that the “non-sprouting” angiogenesis might
accompany vessel sprouting during growth of solid pancreatic
and hepatocellular cancer in rats. We suggested that the observed
vessel dilatation during tumor development and growth could
cause an increase of endothelial surface for the diffusion of
oxygen and nutrition, representing a possible adaptive
mechanism to compensate for the insufficient vascularisation.
In the present study, both tumor types were induced by an
implantation of tumor cells and did not arise spontaneously. It
is known that tumor blood vessels in transplantable tumor
models develop from surrounding tissues[20,21], whereas the
growth of autochtonous blood vessels forms the vascular
system in spontaneous tumors[22,23]. However, the vessel
dilatation as an initial step of the vascular transformation has
been reported previously in spontaneous tumor model also
and seems to be a feature which is likely to be a common feature
in both transplanted and spontaneous tumors.
In a previous study we analysed the percentage of vascular
surface of pancreatic cancer DSL6A which was performed on
histological sections using intravascular perfusion with a
fluorescent-labeled plasma marker[12]. In the present study, the
number of blood vessels per mm2 was investigated by intravital
microscopy and immunohistochemistry. The values of vessel
density obtained by these analyses corresponded well and
both showed a significantly lower microvascularity of malignant
tumors compared to normal tissues. The vessel density
investigated by intravital microscopy was higher than that by
immunohistochemistry. Since the optical depth of tissue accessable
for the intravital microscopy (30-50 µm) is considerably higher
than the thickness of histological sections (5 µm), the
difference between the results of intravital microscopy and
immunohistochemistry finds its logical explanation.
In summary, we compared the vessel density and vessel
diameter of two experimental tumors by intravital microscopy.
The present study demonstrates that the vessel dilatation is an
integral part of the angiogenic activity which represents a
possible mechanism by which the tumors expand their diffusion
surface of endothelium to compensate for the inadequate
neoangiogenesis.
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Abstract
AIM: Transcystic biliary decompression (TCBD) has been
proposed as an alternative to T-tube placement after
laparoscopic choledochotomy (LCD). This permits safe
primary closure of the choledochotomy and eliminates the
complications associated with T-tubes. TCBD tube has been
secured by Roeder knots and transfixation, and removed
later than 3 wk after surgery. We presented a modified TCBD
(mTCBD) method after LCD using the ureteral catheter and
the Lapro-Clip (David and Geck, Danbury, Connecticut, USA),
and compared it with T-tube drainage.
METHODS: Between October 2002 and June 2003, patients
with choledocholithiasis undergoing LCD with mTCBD
(mTCBD Group, n = 30) were retrospectively compared to
those undergoing LCD with T-tube drainage (T-tube Group,
n = 52) at a single institution.
RESULTS: There were no significant differences in operative
time and retained stones between the two groups. Patients
in mTCBD group had a significantly decreased average output
of bile compared with those in T-tube group (306±141 vs
409±243 mL/24 h, P = 0.000). Removal of drain tubes in
mTCBD group was done significantly earlier than that in Ttube group (median, 5 vs 29 d, P = 0.000). No complication
related to drain tubes was found in mTCBD group, and morbidity
rate with the T-tube was significantly higher (11.5%), and
bile leakage following T-tube removal was 5.8%.
CONCLUSION: A modified TCBD after LCD is safe, effective
and easy to perform. It may reduce postoperative complications,
especially bile leakage.
Wei Q, Hu HJ, Cai XY, Li LB, Wang GY. Biliary drainage after
laparoscopic choledochotomy. World J Gastroenterol 2004;
10(21): 3175-3178
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INTRODUCTION
Laparoscopic choledochotomy (LCD) has been proposed as
an efficacious, safe, and cost-effective method for the treatment
of choledocholithiasis[1-6]. However, it is associated with a
relatively higher morbidity rate, mainly related to T-tube
insertion[7,8]. To eliminate the complications related to T-tubes,
some authors have proposed transcystic biliary decompression
(TCBD) after LCD, but the TCBD tube is still removed later

than 3 wk after surgery[9,10], limiting the value of the procedure.
We presented a modified TCBD (mTCBD) method using
ureteral catheter and Lapro-Clip, and compared it with T-tube
drainage.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients
Eighty-two patients with choledocholithiasis undergoing LC
plus laparoscopic choledochotomy were retrospectively
reviewed at a single institution, between October 2002 and
June 2003. mTCBD was performed for 30 patients (mTCBD
group) and T-tube drainage for 52 patients (T-tube group). The
clinical and demographic details are shown in Table 1. There
were no significant differences between the groups. Preoperative
investigations included liver function tests and external
ultrasound. Six patients had ERCP or MRCP in the mTCBD
group, and three in the T-tube group. The criteria for preoperative
suspicion of CBD stones were serum alkaline phosphatase or
bilirubin levels twice the upper normal limit, and an ultrasonic
diameter of the CBD equal to or larger than 9 mm. Patients with
acute cholecystitis underwent an operation within 48 h admission.
Those with choledocholithiasis associated with acute pancreatitis
were operated on after the acute bout of pancreatitis was subsided.
The patients were restricted to the American Society of
Anesthesiology class I and class II (ASA I and II). Cases were
excluded if preoperative and intraoperative endoscopic
sphincterotomy (ES) were performed. Two patients had previous
biliary surgery in the mTCBD group, and three in the T-tube group.
Table 1 Clinical and demographic details of the patients
mTCBD 1
n
Age range(yr)
Male:female
Jaundice
Acute cholecystitis
Acute pancreatitis
Known CBD stone (s)
Suspected CBD stone (s)
Dilated CBD ( 9 mm)
Biliary surgery
1

30
28-77
12:18
12
9
3
16
11
18
2

T-tube
52
26-82
17:35
16
13
5
37
13
35
3

Modified transcystic biliary decompression.

Operative techniques
Laparoscopic cholecystectomy was performed by a standardized
technique. One 10 mm port was inserted into the left upper
quadrant. Intraoperative cholangiography (IOC) was mandatory.
Choledochotomy was performed by a vertical incision. CBD
stones were retrieved by instrumental exploration with forceps,
flushing of CBD with saline, and use of a Dormia basket with a
5 mm chledochoscopy.
Modified transcystic biliary decompression (mTCBD) After
complete clearance of the CBD, which was primarily closed
with a running suture (3-0 vicryl). A 5Fr ureteral catheter was
advanced into the CBD lumen 2 cm to 4 cm and a saline syringe
was attached to the three-way stopcock external fitting of the
catheter. If the position of the terminal segment of the ureteral
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catheter inside CBD was correct, the catheter was fixed to the
cystic duct by a 12 mm absorbable Lapro-Clip (Figure 1). Saline
irrigation through the catheter was maintained during application
of the Lapro-Clip to prevent overtightening the catheter. A loose
loop of the catheter was left. A completion IOC was performed
to confirm the correct position of the ureteral catheter, also to
ensure the adequate closure of the CBD and free flow of contrast
into the duodenal lumen. A postoperative cholangiogram was
performed on d 3 to 7 after surgery. Under fluoroscopy, the
catheter was removed.
T-tube drainage A latex rubber T-tube of appropriate size
(12-16 Fr) was inserted completely into the abdomen. The T
limbs were advanced with grasping forceps into the choledochotomy.
After proper positioning, the choledochotomy was closed using
interrupted sutures (3-0 vicryl). T-tube clamping was carried
out 7-10 d postoperatively. A postoperative cholangiogram was
performed 3 to 4 wk after surgery. If the examination was normal,
the T-tube was removed. If retained stones were shown, the Ttube was left for another 3 to 4 wk. A No. 10 Jackson-Pratt drain
was placed in the subhepatic space for all patients. The subhepatic
drain tube was removed on the 3rd d for most of patients.
Five surgeons performed the 82 laparoscopic choledochotomies.
In the mTCBD group, one senior author performed 25 of 30
procedures, whereas the remaining 5 procedures by one junior
staff member. In the T-tube group, three senior staff performed
47 of 52 procedures, whereas 7 procedures by two junior members.
The output of bile was measured only during the hospital
stay. The data recorded were insufficient in the case notes to
compare the number and size of CBD stones, and postoperative
liver function test.
A “drain complication” was defined as an event causing
morbidity, requiring medical intervention, or resulting in a
prolonged admission or requiring readmission. The complication
had to be clearly related to the presence or removal of the drain.

Statistical analysis
Statistical analyses were performed using Student’s t test, chi
square test for likelihood ratio, and Mann-Whitney test for
nonparametric data. Significance was set at the 5% level.
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Table 2 Comparison of clinical outcome between two groups
mTCBD
Operative time (min)
178
Output of bile (mL/24 h) 306
Postoperative stay(d)
5.4-61
Drain removal (d)
5.4-5 1
Complications (%)
0
Retained stones (%)
3.3
Convert to open (%)

T-tube
173
409
4.4-6 1
29.22-32 1
11.5
13.5

6.5

3.8

RESULTS
Outcome of mTCBD group
The average operative time was 178±34 min (Table 2). There
were two conversions to open surgery (6.5%). One patient had
large impacted stones, and the other had multiple stones. The
modified transcystic biliary decompression (mTCBD) was also
used in those patients. The average output of bile via the ureteral
catheter was 306±141 mL/24 h. The median postoperative time
of drain removal was 5 (range 4 to 5) d. Under fluoroscopy, the
catheter could be pulled out easily from the cystic duct without
any bile leakage or slippage of the Lapro-Clip (Figure 2). No
patients developed complications from ureteral catheter occlusion.
The median postoperative hospital stay was 5 (range 4 to 6) d.

P

-0.469
2.118
(-2.060)
(-7.560)
5.736
2.574

0.640 2
0.037 2
0.039 4
0.0004
0.017 3
0.1093

0.315

0.575 3

1

Median, 25-75% quartile rang; 2 t-test; 3Chi square test with
Likelihood Ratio; 4Mann-Whitney test.

One patient (3.3%) had unexpected retained stones, requiring
endoscopic sphincterotomy (ES). Two patients had problems.
The ureteral catheter was dislocated with the biliary tree not
shown in the postoperative cholangiogram, but there was no
bile leakage.

Outcome of T-tube group
The average operative time was 173±45 min (Table 2). There
were two conversions to open surgery (6.5%). Two patients
had large impacted stones. The average output of bile via Ttube was 409±243 mL/24 h. The median drain removal time was
29 (range 22 to 32) d. The median postoperative hospital stay
was 4 (range 4 to 6) d.
Seven (13.5%) had retained stones (Table 4). There were
intentionally retained stones in 5 patients (9.6%), 2 with intrahepatic
duct stones, 1 with multiple common duct stones because of
difficulty in removing them laparoscopically, and another 2
patients with temporary unavailability of the choledochoscope.
There were unexpected residual stones in 2 patients (3.8%). All
of the stones were successfully removed, 5 patients through
the T-tube tract, using a choledochoscope, and a stone basket.
The T-tube was taken out in two patients prior to planed removal,
thereby requiring ES.
Table 3 Complications and problems of biliary drainage
T-tube

Figure 1 A 5 Fr ureteral catheter was placed for biliary decompression and secured with a 12 mm absorbable Lapro-Clip.

t or χ2 (z)

Complications
n
Drain in situ
Leak around drain
Stricture
Drain pulled out
Drain removed
Bile collection
Bile peritonitis
Problems
n
Drain out
Dislocation

mTCBD

6 (11.5%)

0

1
1
1
3 (5.8%)
2
1

0
0
0

3 (5.8%)
2
1

2 (6.7%)
2
0

0
0

Table 4 Retained stones in T-tube group
n(%)
Known stones
Instrument problems
Intrahepatic stones
Multiple stones
Unexpected stones
Total

5 (9.6)
2
2
1
2 (3.8)
7 (13.5)

Wei Q et al. Biliary drainage

Figure 2 A ureteral catheter was pulled out without bile leakage.
The cystic duct was closed with the Lapro-Clip.

Postoperative complications occurred in 6 patients (11.5%)
(Table 3). Following T-tube removal, three patients had
significant bile leakage (5.8%). Two patients developed severe
abdominal pain, sweating and tachycardia and were diagnosed
as localized bile collection. They were treated with antibiotics,
parental fluids, analgesia, and the drain tube was reinserted
through T-tube sinus tract. Recovery was achieved with this
management. The third patient developed biliary peritonitis
and required open drainage.
One patient had a CBD stricture and T-tube stenting was
necessary for 3 mo. In the other patient the T-tube was pulled
out on the second day after surgery and the subhepatic suction
drain provided biliary drainage for two weeks postoperatively.
Other related morbidity was found in one patient with a bile
leak around the T-tube. In addition, the tip of the T-tube in one
patient was dislocated from the bile duct, but caused no problem.

Comparison of clinical outcome between two groups
The statistical analyses comparing the mTCBD group with the
T-tube group are presented in Table 2. There were no significant
differences in operative time and retained stones. Patients in
mTCBD group had a significantly decreased average output of
bile compared with those in T-tube group (P = 0.000). The biliary
drainage tube in the mTCBD group was removed significantly
earlier than that in the T-tube group (P = 0.000). No morbidity
was directly related to drain tube in the mTCBD group, and the
morbidity rate in the T-tube group was significantly higher (11.5%,
P = 0.017). However, the postoperative hospital stay in the
mTCBD group was significantly longer compared with that in
the T-tube group (P = 0.039).
There was no postoperative mortality or recurrence of
choledocholithiasis in this study. The length of follow-up was
4 to 30 wk.
DISCUSSION
Previous studies have documented a temporary obstruction at
the lower end of the CBD due to sludge, fibrin debris, or edema
following manipulations to extract duct calculi or retained stones
in the first few days after surgery[9,11-16], thus temporary decompression
is advisable in the prevention of postoperative bile leakage. A
transcystic biliary decompression (TCBD) tube, like a T-tube,
could achieve biliary decompression and has the advantage of
avoiding the well-known complications of T-tubes. A TCBD
tube was secured to the cystic duct with two Roeder knots or a
transfixing suture. The biliary drainage tube must be kept in
place for 2-4 wk[9,10]. This might not be easy to manipulate, and
could reduce the benefits of the minimal access approach.
In October 2002, a modified TCBD (mTCBD) was placed
followed by primary closure of the CBD. The ureteral catheter
was inserted down into the CBD and once in the correct position,
the cystic duct was clipped by a 12 mm Lapro-Clip. The LaproClip has a two-part compression closure mechanism, the inner
flexible track piece could close around the cystic duct, and rigid
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outer body could was then slide over the track piece to secure
the cystic duct[17]. The ureteral catheter was pulled out easily
with no bile leakage and the cystic duct was closed automatically
with the Lapro-Clip even if drain displacement occurred.
In mTCBD group, no bile leakage was related to drain tube
removal, and median time for ureteral catheter removal was 5
(range 4 to 5) d. The ureteral catheter in two patients was dislocated,
this also caused no bile leakage.
Complications related to T-tubes were reported to occur
between 5-15.3%[7,18,19]. Biliary leakage following removal was
the most serious. Incidence of bile leak was 4.12-6.9%[19,20].
There was no difference when laparoscopic cases were compared
to open and converted cases for overall complications (13.8%
vs 15.5%) or for bile leakage after planned tube removal (6.9%
vs 6.9%)[19].
In our study, postoperative complications in the T-tube group
occurred in 6 patients (11.5%) (Table 3). Following T-tube
removal, 3 patients developed bile leakage (5.8%). The T-tube
was left in the three patients for three weeks postoperatively.
Sinus tract formation of the T-tube might need a longer time
because of the less reaction of laparoscopic approach[21-23]. Bile
leakage was inevitable with accidental T-tube dislocation[7,18-20].
The median time for T-tube removed was 29 (range 22 to 32) d,
even if cases of retained stones were excluded. The data suggest
that placement of T-tube may require a longer time than 4 wk.
Biliary drainage with a TCBD tube and primary closure of
the choledochotomy were indicated only for patients whose
stones were completely extracted at the time of surgery. Routine
intraoperative cholangiogram and chledochoscopy were used
in the laparoscopic approach, and the occurrence of retained
stones was decreased to accepted levels [7,24,25]. Endoscopic
sphincterotomy could be a back up procedure for retained
stones[25,26]. In the mTCBD group, one patient (3.3%) had
unexpected retained stones retrieved by ES.
If there was any possibility of residual stones, T-tube
placement was mandatory for postoperative choledochoscopy.
Five patients (9.6%) in the T-tube group had intentionally
retained stones (Table 4). T-tube placement may be needed for
another 3-4 wk[21-23], in order to form a mature tract. It was
worthwhile without any injury to the sphincter of Oddi, and
complete removal could be expected.
Although patients in the mTCBD group had a significantly
decreased average output of bile compared with those in the Ttube group (306±141 vs 409±243 mL/24 h, P = 0.000), it was
shown that enough output of bile led to a decrease in the biliary
pressure. Consequently, this finding suggested that the output
of bile from mTCBD was sufficient to decompress the biliary
tract as T-tube. On the other hand, the T-tube drain mostly was
clamped on d 7 to 10, which means that many patients were
discharged with an open drain.
The postoperative hospital stay in mTCBD group was
significantly longer compared with that in T-tube group (median,
5 vs 4 d, P = 0.039). It may relate to the drain removal during
hospitalization because of our initial trial for the mTCBD.
A modified TCBD is not suitable for patients with abnormal
anatomy of cystic duct, intrahepatic duct stones and stricture
of duodenal papillary.
The chief concern of the Lapro-Clip is the occlusion of the
catheter. Maintaining saline irrigation through the ureteral
catheter prevents occluding. We also feel that the diameter of
the ureteral catheter is an important factor for avoiding occlusion
or dislocation, so a 5Fr ureteral catheter is most suitable. We
used a 5Fr ureteral catheter in all mTCBD cases.
A 12 mm Lapro-Clip holds the cystic duct tightly to a 5Fr
ureteral catheter while the spring of the Lapro-Clip closes the
cystic duct when the ureteral catheter is removed. In this study,
no slippage of the clip occurred. The short period of TCBD
could reduce the risk of ureteral catheter occlusion. No patients
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in the present study developed catheter occlusion.
Our results were similar to the use of exclusive C-tube and
elastic thread described by some authors[27-30]. Our initial
experiences demonstrated that the modified transcystic biliary
decompression (mTCBD) after laparoscopic choledochotomy
(LCD) was useful for decreasing postoperative complications,
especially bile leakage, and easy to perform. The patients were
discharged without any drainage tube within a wk. If biliary
drainage was used carefully with selected indications, patients
with laparoscopic choledochotomy for CBD stones could achieve
a better postoperative quality of life. We propose mTCBD as an
option for patients with CBD stones.
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Abstract
AIM: To determine the association between seroprevalence
of Helicobacter pylori (H pylori) infection and primary biliary
cirrhosis (PBC).
METHODS: In this case-control study, 149 consecutive
patients (10 males, 139 females, mean age 58.2±11 years,
range 26-82 years) suffering from PBC and 619 consecutive
healthy volunteer blood donors (523 males, 96 females,
mean age 47±5.3 years, range 18-65 years) attending the
Hospital Blood Bank and residing in the same area were
recruited. A commercial enzyme linked immunosorbent
assay was used to detect anti-H pylori (IgG) antibodies in
serum.
RESULTS: Antibodies to H pylori were present in 78 (52.3%)
out of 149 PBC-patients and in 291 (47%) out of 619
volunteers (P = 0.24, OR 1.24, 95% CI 0.85-1.80). In the
subjects less than 60 years old, the prevalence of H pylori
infection among PBC-patients (40/79) was slightly higher
than in controls (50.6% vs 46.2%) P = 0.46, OR = 1.19, 95%
CI: 0.72-1.95). In those over 60 years, the prevalence of
H pylori infection was similar between PBC-patients and
controls (54.2% vs 57.8%, P = 0.7, OR 0.86, 95% CI 0.362.07).
CONCLUSION: There is no association between seroprevalence
of H pylori infection and primary biliary cirrhosis.
Durazzo M, Rosina F, Premoli A, Morello E, Fagoonee S, Innarella
R, Solerio E, Pellicano R, Rizzetto M. Lack of association between
seroprevalence of Helicobacter pylori infection and primary biliary
cirrhosis. World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(21): 3179-3181
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INTRODUCTION
Helicobacter pylori (H pylori) infection is a chronic one. In
most instances, it is acquired during childhood, and is often
associated with low socio-economic class. The presence of

the bacterium has been established as the main cause of several
gastroduodenal diseases, including peptic ulcer disease[1,2],
gastric carcinoma[3], and gastric MALT lymphoma[4].
Since the latest decade, several studies have reported on
the link between chronic H pylori or Helicobacter species
(H species) infections and a variety of extragastric manifestations.
These include ischaemic heart disease (IHD), liver diseases, skin
diseases, blood disorders and others[5]. However, the hypothesis
of an etiological role has not yet been fully investigated.
Epidemiological studies have frequently involved control
selection bias, population of small sizes, and presence of
confounders, like age and socio-economic conditions.
Non randomised, long-period and large studies on the followup of H pylori eradication in extragastric diseases are lacking.
Several H.species, such as H. bilis, are capable of colonising
different anatomical regions of the gastrointestinal tract in
humans, including choledochus, gallbladder, intrahepatic bile
ducts and liver[6].
Primary biliary cirrhosis (PBC) is a chronic cholestatic liver
disease in which intra-hepatic bile ducts are progressively
destroyed. The etiology of PBC is unknown, but immunological
mechanisms may play a part in the pathogenesis. A causal role
of infectious agents has been proposed but the data are
inconclusive. Recently, Bogdanos and coworkers have shown
that microbial mimics, comprising that of H pylori, are major
targets of crossreactivity with human pyruvate dehydrogenase
in PBC, strengthening the fact that microbial exposure may
be instrumental to the appearance and/or maintenance of
anti-mitochondrial antibody responses by a cross-reactive
mechanism[7]. These data indicate that a relationship between
H. species and the biliary tract of humans might exist, where the
bacteria could be potentially involved in inflammatory changes
or other pathologic manifestations. However, these findings
have not been confirmed in other studies[8].
The prevalence of peptic ulcer is higher in cirrhotics than in
control population and the risk is increased by the presence of
H pylori infection[9]. However, in some groups of patients affected
from liver disease, as in the case of PBC, the seroprevalence of
H pylori infection is still undetermined.
The present study attempted to highlight on the seroprevalence
of antibodies against H pylori in a cohort of patients suffering
from PBC in comparison to a group of volunteers attending the
Blood Bank of the San Giovanni Battista Hospital (Molinette)
in Torino, Italy.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The presence of anti-H pylori antibodies was evaluated in 149
consecutive subjects (10 males, 139 females, mean age 58.2±11
years, range 26-82 years) suffering from PBC.
Patients were considered to have PBC if they fulfilled at
least 2 of the following criteria: positive anti-mitochondrial
antibody (AMA) at a titer higher than 1/40, abnormal liver function
tests (alkaline phosphatase, gamma glutamyl transpeptidase,
bilirubin, transaminase level) or liver histology diagnostic or
consistent with PBC[10].
AMA was evaluated by immunofluorescence using rat
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stomach and kidney as substrate[10].
Other causes of liver disease, such as viral (hepatitis B virus,
hepatitis C virus), autoimmune (anti-nuclear, anti- smooth
muscle and anti-microsome antibodies) or metabolic (serum
iron, percentage of transferrin saturation, ferritin, ceruloplasmin,
alpha-1 antitripsin) hepatitis, were ruled out.
The controls were 619 consecutive volunteer blood donors
(523 males, 96 females, mean age 47±5.3 years, range 18-65 years)
attending the Hospital Blood Bank and residing in the same
area[11].
A commercial enzyme linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA,
Helori-test® Eurospital, Trieste Italy) was used to detect antiH pylori (IgG) antibodies in serum. The assay sensitivity and
specificity versus histology were 70.6% and 90.5% respectively,
positive predictive value was 87.2% and negative predictive
value 77.0%[12].
Briefly, calibrators, positive controls, negative controls and
diluted (1:200) serum samples were added to wells coated with
purified H pylori group-specific antigens. Plates were incubated
for 60 min at 37 . The plate was then washed thrice and antiIgG conjugate was pipetted into each well and the plate was
incubated again for 60 min at 37 . The washing step was
repeated, chromogenic substrate was added to each well,
followed by incubation for 30 min at 37 . The reaction was then
stopped. Reading was performed at 405 nm and the mean optical
density was expressed as a percentage of the optical density of
the positive control serum assayed on the same plate.
A commercial enzyme immunoassay (Helori®-CTX Eurospital,
Trieste, Italy) was used to detect serum IgG antibodies against
more virulent strains of the bacterium, expressing cytotoxinassociated gene product A (CagA). The manufacturer’s instructions
were followed. The assay sensitivity and specificity given by
the manufacturer were 94.1% and 97.9% respectively.
The seroprevalence of H pylori infection in cases and
controls was compared using the chi-square test (χ2) by means
of 2×2 contingency table. Fisher’s exact test was used for small
sample size. Results were considered statistically significant
when P<0.05.

RESULTS
Mean age between patients and controls was not statistically
different.
The prevalence of antibodies to H pylori was 52.3% (78/149)
in the patients with PBC compared to 47% (291/619) in the
controls (P = 0.24, OR 1.24, 95% CI 0.85-1.80).
When the patients were subdivided into age-groups (<60
and 60 years), the difference was as follows. In the youngest
age group (less than 60 years old), the prevalence of H pylori
infection among CBP-patients (50.6%, 40/79) was higher than
in controls (46.2%, 269/581), but this was not significant (P = 0.46,
OR 1.19, 95% CI 0.72-1.95). In the group over 60 years, the
prevalence of H pylori infection was lower in CBP-patients
(38/70, 54.2%) than in controls (22/38, 57.8%) (P = 0.7, OR 0.86,
95% CI 0.36-2.07) (Table 1).
Table 1 Seroprevalence of anti-Helicobacter pylori antibodies
among patients with primary biliary cirrhosis [PBC] and controls
Age (yr)
<60
60
Total

Patients with PBC
Hp (+)/tot (%)
(50.6)
(54.2)
(52.3)

40/79
38/70
78/149

Controls
Hp (+)/tot (%)

P

269/581 (46.2)
22/38
(57.8)
291/619 (47)

0.46
0.7
0.24

The anti-CagA antibodies were detected in 28.1% of patients
with PBC (42/149) and in 44.8% of those with seropositivity for
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anti-H pylori (35/78). In our population, anti-CagA antibodies
were present in 61.8% of a general population admitted to the
Emergency Care Unit, as published elsewhere[13].
Out of the 10 patients with a past history of peptic ulcer, 7
had anti-H pylori antibodies in circulation. In 29 cases, the
signs of portal hypertension [varices or congestive gastropathy]
were shown by upper GI endoscopy while in 111 patients there
were no abnormalities.

DISCUSSION
The prevalence of H pylori infection in patients with liver
disease needed to be studied on the basis of clinical and
experimental considerations.
From a clinical point of view, the medical history of cirrhotic
patients was punctuated by frequent and recurrent
hospitalisations due to high rate of complications. Among the
most relevant of them, peptic ulcer and upper GI hemorrhage
were of peculiar relevance, being life-threatening for the patient
and of high cost for Health Care Services, requiring both
emergency care and subsequent long hospital stay[14]. By a
multivariate analysis, Calvet et al. found that male sex and
H pylori seropositivity (OR 1.7, 95% CI 1.02-2.81) were variables
independently related to peptic ulcer in cirrhotics with different
etiologies[15]. Moreover, in the case of hemorrhage from peptic
ulcer, the presence of cirrhosis was independently associated
with increased mortality (P<0.001)[16]. Little information is
available on the prevalence of peptic ulcer in subjects suffering
from PBC or primary sclerosing cholangitis (PSC). The prevalence
of duodenal ulcer (DU) in male cirrhotics was investigated by
Rabinovitz et al. in 216 subjects. Occurrence of DU amounted
to 7.8% in patients and 2.2 % in controls (P<0.005). When the
patients were subdivided according to etiology, DU prevalence
was observed in 9.4% of HBV-relate chronic hepatitis patients,
12.2% of alcohol-relate chronic hepatitis patients, 3.5% of
cryptogenic, 6.6% of autoimmune cirrhosis, 9.5% of PSC and
none of the patients with PBC. However, in the latter case only
9 patients were included[17].
Since peptic ulcer is related to the presence of H pylori
infection in non-cirrhotic patients, it is logical to suppose a
similar role for the bacterium also in subjects with cirrhosis.
A high prevalence of anti-H pylori antibodies in HCV-infected
cirrhotic patients has been reported in several North Italian
towns[18,19]. On the contrary, there was no increased seroprevalence
in patients suffering from autoimmune hepatitis[20]. Fan et al.
demonstrated a higher seroprevalence of H pylori in Chinese
patients with HBV-related chronic hepatitis than in controls
matched for age and socio-economic status[21]. In Taiwan, Chen
et al. found no association between peptic ulcer and H pylori
infection in cirrhotic patients[22]. Selection biases and methods
of diagnosis were possible sources of the heterogeneity of the
studies. Contrasting results might arise from the choice of tests
used for the diagnosis of H pylori infection. Indeed, when the
diagnosis relies solely on histological examination of gastric
biopsies, sampling error is the source of severe misdiagnosis.
The European H pylori Study Group has recommended to search
for IgG anti-H pylori when performing an epidemiological
investigation[23].
Regarding populations of subjects suffering from PBC,
Floreani et al. showed that H pylori colonization was
significantly more frequent in controls than in patients but IgG
anti-H pylori were detected in the same percentage in the two
groups[24]. Thus, the latter finding is in agreement with those of
our study. Dohmen and coworkers in Japan, have found that
H pylori is a possible pathogenic factor in atrophic corpus
gastritis in PBC-patients. Furthermore, a positive correlation
between the titers of anti-pyruvate dehydrogenase antibody
and anti-H pylori was confirmed[25]. However, in this investigation,
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no comparison with a control population has been made.
From an experimental point of view, infection of healthy A/JCr
male mice with H hepaticus could result in chronic hepatitis
and liver cancer in a short time[26]. Since this report, several
other H. species have been subsequently found in the liver and
biliary tract of cats and dogs suffering from hepatitis and
hepatocellular carcinoma. H. species have been demonstrated
both in the bile and in the gallbladder mucosa of Chilean patients
with chronic gallbladder inflammation, raising the question as
to whether the frequent finding of gallbladder cancer in Chile
might arise from such an infection[6]. By polymerase chain
reaction, hybridisation and partial DNA sequencing in human
liver of patients with PBC or PSC, Nilsson et al. found the
positivity for Helicobacter genus-specific primers in 11 out of
12 samples of PBC-subjects and in 9 out of 12 samples of
individuals suffering from PSC[27].
In conclusion, we found that the seroprevalence of H pylori
in subjects suffering from primary biliary cirrhosis was not more
frequent than in controls, suggesting that the putative role of
H pylori in triggering organ-specific autoimmunity does not
hold true for PBC.
On the other hand, although these data do not provide proof
for the association between H pylori infection and PBC, a type
II statistical error, i.e. the probability of accepting the null
hypothesis when it is false, cannot be ruled out.
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Abstract
AIM: To determine the pathological characteristics of gastric
leiomyoblastoma.
METHODS: All tissues were obtained during surgery or
gastroscopy. Tissue specimens for examination by light
microscope were 1 cm×1 cm×1 cm in size, fixed in 40 g/L
neutral buffered formaldehyde, embedded in paraffin, and
stained with hematoxylin and eosin. The fresh tissues obtained
for electron microscopy were 1 mm×1 mm×1 mm in size,
and fixed in phosphate buffered 30 g/L glutaraldehyde,
postfixed in 10 g/L osmium tetroxide and dehydrated in
graded alcohol, embebbed in Epon 812. Ultrathin sections
of 50 nm were stained with uranyl acetate and lead citrate
and examined under a JEM-2000 EX transmission electron
microscope.
RESULTS: The most important histopathological feature
of leiomyoblastoma was the predominance of large, rounded
or polygonal cells with characteristic perinuclear clear zone
in cytoplasms. The tumor cells arranged in patch, cell
junction or junctional complex could be found occasionally
between cells under electron microscope. Most of the
neoplastic cytoplasms were filled with myofilaments, dense
bodies, and dense patches. Rough endoplasmic reticulum
dilatated as lakes, and large quantities of protein secretions
of intermediate electron density were found in the dilated
cisternae. Intracisternal segregation could also be found.
The nuclei were round or oval, and anomalous nuclei were
found in part of cells.
CONCLUSION: The diagnosis of gastric leiomyoblastoma
can be confirmed by electron microscopy. The clear
appearance of tumor cells is due to the dilation of rough
endoplasmic reticulum, not fat droplets, glycogens or mucus
in cytoplasm.
Huang XF, Wang CM, Pan BR, Dai XW, Fang L, Yang JJ, Yu H,
Ren J. Pathological characteristics of gastric leiomyoblastoma.
World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(21): 3182-3184

Gastrointestinal stromal tumor (GIST) is the most common
mesenchymal tumor of gastrointestinal tract [9], although
GIST may arise from any portion of the foregut to hindgut,
two thirds of stromal tumors originate from the stomach[10].
Leiomyoblastoma, also called bizarre leiomyoma or epithelioid
leiomyoma, is a rare smooth muscle tumor characterized by
epithelioid cells with clear cytoplasms and an unknown
biological behaviour. It is an unusual type of smooth muscle
tumor which is biologically benign in most cases, but on rare
occasions may behave in a malignant manner and metastasize[11-15].
It is most frequently seen in the gastric wall but may occasionally
be encountered in the uterus[16,17], tongue[18], round ligament[19],
omentum [12], vulva [20], urethra [21], intestines, mesentery,
retroperitoneum, mediastinum, and deep superficial soft
tissues[22,23]. Gastric leiomyoblastoma is a benign neoplasia,
extremely uncommon and potentially malignant, arising from
the muscular layer of the stomach[24-26]. These neoplasms form
solitary, well-defined, but not encapsulated, rounded or lobulated
masses which, when small, tend to be localized intramurally.
Multiple tumors are rare[27-30]. The growth may take place
towards the lumen, resulting in a polypoid mass and is covered
by an attenuated mucosa.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
All the cases were obtained from the Chinese PLA 117 Hospital.
Information of these cases is shown in Table 1. The patient
population consisted of two men and three women. Their mean
age was 51.4 years, ranging from 48 to 58 years at the time of
diagnosis (Table 1). No relevant information of family history
was found.
Table 1 Principal manifestations of gastric leiomyoblastoma
No Sex
1
2
3
4
5

Age (yr)

Male
Male
Female
Female
Female

48
56
42
53
58

Manifestations

Abdominal dull pain, gasterorrhagia, dyspepsia
Abdominal pain, abdominal mass, hemafecia
Abdominal pain, nausea, vomiting
Abdominal pain, vomiting, black stool
Interrupted hematemesis, cupressus defecation

The cytologic samples were negative in all cases. The
patients were explored surgically and neoplasms of stomach
resected. All tissue specimens for examination by light
microscope were 1 cm×1 cm×1 cm in size, fixed in 40 g/L neutral
buffered formaldehyde, embedded in paraffin, and stained with
hematoxylin and eosin. The fresh tissues obtained for electron
microscopy were 1 mm×1 mm×1 mm in size, and fixed in
phosphate buffered 30 g/L glutaraldehyde, postfixed in 10 g/L
osmium tetroxide and dehydrated in graded alcohol, embebbed
in Epon 812. Ultrathin sections of 50 nm were stained with
uranyl acetate and lead citrate and examined under a JEM-2000
EX transmission electron microscope.

http://www.wjgnet.com/1007-9327/10/3182.asp

INTRODUCTION
Gastric neoplasms are common in the world, specially in China[1-8].

RESULTS
Gross anatomy and gastroscopy
All resected tumors were well-circumscribed, and three tumors
were located at the antro-pyloric region (cases 1, 3 and 4), one
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at the body (case 2) and one at the gastric antrum (case 5). The
size was measured between 2.5 cm and 13 cm, averaging 6.8 cm.
The type of tumor growth was intraluminal (1/5) or extraluminal
(2/5) or mixed (2/5). An ulcerated nodular tumor, located in the
anterior wall and minor curvature of the gastric antrum (case 1),
was found by gastroscopy.
A
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and shape in different parts of the same tumor (Figure 1). The
cellular morphology of the muscle neoplasm was all
homogenous and the frequency of mitosis was 2 mitoses in
case 1 and 4 in case 5 in 10 HPFs, and some areas of fibrosis
and degeneration were found in case 3. The most important
feature of leiomyoblastoma was the predominance of large,
round or polygonal cells with characteristic perinuclear clear
zone in cytoplasm (Figure 1). The nuclei might be pleomorphic
with prominent nucleoli.

Ultrastructural characteristics
Ultrastructural studies confirmed that the origin of these tumors
was smooth-muscle cells, and they were fusiform and round
with many microfilaments. Tumor cells arranged in patch, and
the cell junction or junctional complex could be found
occasionally between cells. Most of the neoplastic cytoplasms
were filled with myofilaments, dense bodies, and dense patches
(Figure 2 A, B). Rough endoplasmic reticulum dilatated as lakes,
and large quantities of protein secretions of intermediate
electron density were found in the dilated cisternae (Figure 2C).
Intracisternal segregation could also be found (Figure 2B). The
nuclei were round or oval, and distorted nuclei were found in
part of cells (Figure 2D).

B

Figure 1 Round tumor cells, with clear cytoplasm, vary greatly
in size and shape.

A

B

C

D

Figure 2 Ultrastructure of gastric leiomyoblastoma. A: Tumor cells with many microfilaments, B: Intracisternal segregation could also be found, C: Rough endoplasmic reticulum
dilatated as lakes, and protein secretion of intermediate electron density was found in the dilated cisternae, D: Distorted
nuclei were found in tumor cells.

Histopathological appearances
Round tumor cells with clear cytoplasm, varied greatly in size

DISCUSSION
The most important ultrastructural features of leiomyoblastoma
were myofilaments, dense bodies and dense patches present in
most of the tumor cells. The perinuclear clear zone in cytoplasm
was caused by dilation of rough endoplasmic reticulum. These
characteristics proved that gastric leiomyoblastoma arised
from smooth muscle cells of the gastrointestinal (GI) tract.
Leiomyoblastoma was often previously diagnosed as GIST.
Although the term GIST was first used in 1983 (by Mazur and
Clark), the 1998 discovery by Hirota that GIST tumors could
contain mutations in the c-kit gene and marked the beginning
of a new understanding and reclassification of sarcomas of the
GI tract. Prior to the year 2000, GISTs were classified as one of
the types of soft tissue sarcoma (STS), including tumors of
smooth-muscle origin (most commonly leiomyosarcoma, and
also leiomyoma or leiomyoblastoma) and of neural-crest origin
(eg, Schwannoma, or nerve sheath tumour).
Most tumors previously diagnosed as gastrointestinal
autonomic nerve tumors (GANTs) are also now classified as
GISTs and contain essentially the identical KIT mutations as
GIST. What establishes GIST as a separate diagnosis from
these other soft tissue sarcomas is not just the description of
where the tumor is located, but also the additional factor that it
is KIT (CD117) positive. Most GIST patients are also CD34
positive and desmin negative. Well, one of the best ways to
identify the cancer cell type (aside from just looking at the cells
under a microscope) is to determine the proteins that the cells
make. Specialized tests allow the pathologist to do this, usually
by determining whether the cells will bind to antibodies against
the protein of interest. So, “kit-positive” means that the cells
make the protein “kit”, desmin-negative means that the cells do
not make the protein “desmin”.
With the development of new effective therapies for GIST,
it is vitally important that patients with soft tissue sarcomas of
the GI tract have their tumor slides tested for KIT (CD117) by a
pathologist experienced with GIST and KIT. Some (perhaps
many) patients with pathology reports that were done prior to
2001 may think they have leiomyosarcoma, leiomyoma,
leiomyoblastoma, or GANT when in fact their pathology slides
were never tested for KIT and they might have GIST. Once
more, misdiagnosis can be a disaster. Pathology is critical.
Fortunately, the pathology of GIST is now (2003) much better
understood than it was in five years ago.
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Another question is the origin of GIST. GISTs were previously
thought to arise from smooth muscle cells of the GI tract. The
discovery that GISTs could express KIT protein helps establish
that GISTs do not originate from smooth muscles. The current
thinking is that GIST tumors arise either from stem cells that
differentiate towards interstitial cells of Cajal or directly from
interstitial cells of Cajal (ICCs). The interstitial cells of Cajal are
the pacemaker cells of the GI tract (they are named after a great
Spanish biologist and microscopist named Cajal), they stimulate
the movement (contractions) of the GI tract. These movements
(“peristalsis”) are the waves of contraction which force the
digested food through the gut. GIST often spreads from the
original (primary) site to distant locations. If this happens, these
tumors are called metastases (or simply, “mets”). If GIST tumors
metastasize they usually travel to the liver, or the peritoneum.
Metastases to lymph-nodes and lungs are rare, but do occur.
Metastasis is usually even worse than the growth of the primary
one. Metastases can cripple a vital organ such as the liver.
They are usually harder to treat than primary tumors. Metastases
are the terrorist network of cancer, stealthily spreading to distant
sites, where they can grow and do damage.
The results showed that gastric leiomyoblastoma cells did
not differentiate to interstitial cells of Cajal, but differentiated
to smooth muscle cells. Therefore, we think if definite smooth
myocytes are found in this tumor, it should be diagnosed as
leiomyoblastoma but not as GIST.
In summary, gastric leiomyoblastomas have a characteristic
ultrastructure, electron microscopy may play a crucial role in
diagnosis of gastric leiomyoblastoma.
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Abstract
AIM: To investigate the fluid shear stress induced changes
of [Ca2+]i in neutrophils in pancreatic microcirculation of
experimental acute pancreatitis (AP).
METHODS: Wistar rats (n = 36) were randomized into three
groups. A model of AP was established by subcutaneous
injection of caerulein. Low-shear 30 viscometer was used
to provide steady fluid shear stress on separated neutrophils.
The mean fluorescent intensity tested by flow cytometry
was used as the indication of [Ca2+]i quantity.
RESULTS: Under steady shear, cytosolic [Ca2+]i showed
biphasic changes. The shear rate changed from low to high,
[Ca2+]i in different groups decreased slightly and then increased
gradually to a high level (P<0.05). A close correlation was
observed between the cytosolic [Ca2+]i level and the alteration
of fluid shear stress in regional microcirculation of AP.
CONCLUSION: The increase of [Ca2+]i is highly related to
the activation of neutrophils, which contributes to neutrophil
adhesion to endothelium in the early phase of AP. The
effect of fluid shear stress on [Ca2+]i may play a crucial
role in pancreatic microcirculatory failure of AP.
Zhou ZG, Chen YQ, Liu XB, Hu WM, Tian BL, Chen HQ.
Changes of cytosolic [Ca2+]i in neutrophils in pancreatic
microcirculation of rats with caerulein-induced acute pancreatitis
under fluid shear stress. World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(21):
3185-3187
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INTRODUCTION
Studies have confirmed the hypothesis that microcirculatory
derangements play a pivotal role in the pathogenesis of acute
pancreatitis (AP), including the process of conversion from
edematous to necrotizing injury [1-3]. Although several

pathophysiological sequences, such as protease activation,
free radical generation, and inflammatory mediator release, have
been described in acute pancreatitis, the precise mechanism by
which acute pancreatitis is initiated is unknown[4-7]. Cellular
calcium, a key physiological signaling element in cell function
and also a crucial pathological intracellular messenger in cell
injury, appears to be involved in the initiation and development
of acute pancreatitis[8-12]. Previous studies have suggested that
AP is frequently associated with sequestration of inflammatory
cells, particularly neutrophils, within pancreas, and it is
generally believed to be an early and important event in the
evolution of pancreatitis[13,14]. Recently, considerable attention
has been directed at identifying the chemoattractant substances
responsible for leukocyte sequestration within these tissues
and the factors released from these inflammatory cells that
contribute to progression of AP[15-21]. Cytosolic free Ca2+, a
well-known second messenger, takes part in many cellular
reaction processes and regulates the activity of many enzymes[8].
Caerulein-induced AP has been shown to cause cytosolic free
Ca2+ transient increase[9-12]. Increase in leukocyte cytosolic
[Ca2+]i might be involved in intercellular adhesion by regulating
the affinity of surface adhesion molecules or by facilitating
transendothelial leukocyte migration, which might lead to
increased leukocytic infiltration and tissue damage during AP[9-12].
Previous studies mainly concentrated on the peripheral
blood neutrophils during AP under static state due to limitation
of experimental methodology. However, to the authors’
knowledge, no reports are available about local pancreatic
microcirculatory neutrophils during AP under flow state.
Although the number of neutrophils in circulation is much less
compared with the total mature neutrophils in the body, these
circulating cells move with blood in the whole body, and execute
disinfectant functions. The stored neutrophils replenish at a
certain rate into the blood to maintain a dynamic balance between
circulation pool and bone marrow storage pool[22,23]. When it is
necessary, bone marrow can release more neutrophils to
enhance the defense efficacy. So blood flow is an important
physiological environment for neutrophils[22,23] . We first
undertook to investigate the change of [Ca2+]i in local pancreatic
microcirculatory neutrophils during AP under fluid sheer stress.
The results of this study might provide a new insight into the
pathogenesis of AP.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Animals
Adult male Wistar rats weighting 250-350 g were purchased
from Center of Experimental Animals, Sichuan University,
Chengdu, China. All animals were starved for 24 h prior to
experimentation. All animal experiments were conducted
according to the guidelines of the Local Animal Use and Care
Committees and the National Animal Welfare Law.
Induction of acute pancreatitis
All rats of the experimental groups were injected with 5.5 µg/kg
and 7.5 µg/kg of acaerulein (Sigma Co., USA) subcutaneously
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at 0 and 1 h after the beginning of experiment respectively,
while the rats of the control group were subcutaneously injected
with normal saline solution.

Experimental protocol
Experimental animals were divided into three groups, with 12
rats each group. Group 1: normal control, group 2 (AP- I): rats
at 2 h after the induction of AP , and group 3 (AP- II): rats at 4 h
after the induction of AP. Rats in each experimental group were
killed to obtain blood by splenic vein puncture at 2 and 4 h after
first caerulein injection.
Preparation of neutrophils
Rat polymorphonuclear cells (PMNs) were isolated according
to the technique described by Hjorth et al.[24] for human PMNs.
Blood was immediately mixed with heparin (50 U/mL) and
centrifuged in a discontinuous Percoll gradient to yield a fraction
of approximately 97% purity. Cell viability, as assessed by trypan
blue exclusion, was above 96% under all experimental conditions.
Shear stress action on neutrophil suspension
Low-shear 30 viscometer (Switzerland) was used to provide
low shear rate (5.96/s, 14.98/s, 51.2/s, 94.5/s and 128.5/s), then
37 g/L formaldehyde was added to fix neutrophils after
sheared for 1 min.
Measurement of [Ca2+]i
Cells were loaded (5×106/mL) with the Ca2+-sensitive fluorescent
dye fluo-3/AM (2 µmol/L; Molecular probes, Eugene OR) at 37
for 30 min in 145 mmol/L NaCl, 5 mmol/L KCl, 1 mmol/L MgCl2,
10 mmol/L glucose, 4 mmol/L probenecid, 10 mmol/L HEPES,
pH 7.4. Fluorescence intensity was then measured with flow
cytometry. The intensity of fluorescence correlated with the
concentration of [Ca2+]i. Therefore, the mean fluorescence
intensity (MFI) indicated the level of [Ca2+]i.
Statistical analysis
The results were expressed as mean±SD. The mean of MRI
between groups was compared by a two-tailed Student’s t tests.
P 0.05 was considered statistically significant.
RESULTS
Under steady shear, cytosolic [Ca2+]i had biphasic changes.
When the shear rate was very low, [Ca2+]i decreased slightly.
With the increase of shear rate, [Ca2+]i increased gradually.
When the shear rate was increased higher than 50/s, [Ca2+]i in
the experimental group was higher than that in the control group.
With the shear rate changed from low to high, cytosolic [Ca2+]i
gradually increased to a significantly high level compared with
the stationary control (P<0.05). After treated with a shear rate
of 128.5/s, the cytosolic [Ca2+]i of AP-II group was significantly
induced compared with AP-I group (P<0.05) (Figure 1).
300

Normal
AP-I
AP-IIa

MFI of [Ca2+]i

250
200

DISCUSSION
Acute pancreatitis remains a clinical challenge because it is
difficult to predict whether the disease is mild or runs a severe
course with a possibly fatal outcome in a given patient[25]. In
recent years, researches on the morphology of pancreatic
microcirculation have revealed that the blood supply of pancreatic
lobules in most cases is provided by a single intralobular
arteriole[26]. This arteriole sends forth the tree-like branches
when entering pancreatic lobule, and has no anastomosis with
adjacent intralobular arterioles and their branches, and could
be considered as an end-artery[26]. This characteristic suggested
pancreatic lobules were susceptible to ischemic injury due to
spasm of intralobular arterioles, embolization of arterioles,
formation of microthrombi or compression by interstitial edema
[1-3]
. However, causative factors of early-stage ischemia and
the precise triggering factors of local microcirculatory
disturbance remain obscure[3].
Cellular calcium, a key physiological signaling element in
cell function and also a crucial pathological intracellular
messenger in cell injury, appears to be involved in the initiation
and development of acute pancreatitis[7-12]. The present study
provided several lines of evidence supporting this suggestion.
We investigated whether calcium was involved in the priming
response encountered during AP. We found that cytosolic
[Ca 2+ ]i showed a biphasic changes when the neutrophil
suspension was under a steady shear. When the shear rate
changed from low to high, cytosolic [Ca2+]i decreased slightly
under a very low shear rate (5.96/s) and then increased gradually
to a high level. From this study we could also infer that cytosolic
[Ca2+]i might be an identifying marker for AP.
Activation of neutrophils is one of the critical roles in
pathologic process of AP, and cytosolic [Ca2+]i has a close
relation with neutrophil activation[27,28]. Our study demonstrated
the fluid shear stress induced changes of cytosolic [Ca2+]i in
neutrophils in pancreatic microcirculation of rats with caeruleininduced AP. These lines of evidence indicate that altered
intracellular calcium might play an important role in the initiation
and development of AP. In conclusion, cellular calcium may be
an important factor in the pathogenesis of cerulein-induced
acute pancreatitis.
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Abstract
AIM: To construct a yeast expression system of human
augmenter of liver regeneration (hALR) and to examine its
bioactivity in vitro.
METHODS: With PCR and gene recombination techniques,
cDNA of open reading frame of hALR was obtained from
recombinant plasmid pcDNA3.1-hALR and inserted into
plasmid pPIC9. The cDNA of hALR from recombinant plasmid
pPIC9-hALR demonstrated by sequencing was subcloned
into plasmid pPIC9K. The recombinant plasmid pPIC9KhALR was transformed into GS115 with electroporation.
hALR was expressed by GS115 under the induction of 5 mL/L
methanol and purified with ultrafiltration after it was analyzed
by 15% SDS-PAGE and Western blot. The effects of hALR
on in vitro proliferation of QGY and HepG2 cells were evaluated
by 3H-TdR methods.
RESULTS: The correctness and integrity of recombinant
plasmids pPIC9-hALR and pPIC9K-hALR were identified
by restriction digestion, PCR and sequencing methods,
respectively. hALR as a secretive protein was successfully
expressed by GS115. Its molecular weight was about 15 ku
and the target protein was about 60% of the total protein
in the supernatant from GS115 with plasmid pPIC9K-hALR.
The results of Western blot of hALR showed the specific
band. The high qualitative hALR was obtained through
ultrafiltration. hALR could stimulate in vitro proliferation of
QGY and HepG2 cells in a dose-dependent manner, but there
was a difference in reactivity to hALR between QGY and HepG2.
CONCLUSION: The hALR as a secretive protein can be
successfully expressed by GS115. It may stimulate in vitro
proliferation of QGY and HepG2 cells at a dose-dependent
manner. But QGY and HepG2 cells have different reactivities
to hALR.
Liu Q, Yu HF, Sun H, Ma HF. Expression of human augmenter
of liver regeneration in pichia pastoris yeast and its bioactivity
in vitro. World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(21): 3188-3190
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INTRODUCTION
Augmenter of liver regeneration (ALR) is an important cytokine

recently discovered and cloned from rat livers[1,2]. It could
stimulate DNA synthesis of liver cancer cells in vitro and
enhance liver regeneration in rats after partial hepatectomy,
but there is a debate whether it could directly stimulate DNA
synthesis of hepatocytes in vitro[1,3]. It has also been proved that
ALR could partially reverse the liver fibrosis in experimental rats[4]
and enhance the success rate of fetal pancreas transplantation
in rats[5]. It seems to bring a bright future in the treatment of
severe liver diseases. Although the recombinant human and rat
ALR were successfully expressed in E.coli in our laboratory[6-8],
there are some defects that the target protein as an inclusion
body expressed in E.coli could not often be refolded and
modified correctly and that the procedure to purify ALR is very
complicated. Because the pichia pastoris expressing system
could overcome all these defects, it was selected to express
ALR, which could be secreted into supernatants so that it was
easy to purify ALR. It is possible for us to carry out further
study with purified ALR.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Reagents, plasmid, bacteria and cell strain
Escherichia coli JM109 and TOP10F’, plasmid pcDNA3.1hALR, hepatocarcinoma HepG2 and QGY strains were
preserved and monoclonal antibody against hALR was made
in our laboratory[9]. Pitch pastoris GS115, plasmids pPIC9 and
pPIC9K were from Invitrogen Corporation, USA. DNA ladder
marker, restriction endonuclease, and T4 DNA ligase were from
Shanghai Sango, China. Peptone and YNB were from Amresco
Co. USA. Yeast power was from Oxoid. 8200 cell filter, 5 kD and
30 kD membranes were from Millipore Co. USA. Gene pulser-II
was from Bio-Rad Co. Ltd., USA.
Preparation of hALR gene
According to the maps of plasmids pcDNA3.1-hALR, pPIC9
and pPIC9K, the sequences of primers were designed as follows:
forward:P15’-CACTCGAGAAAAGACGGACCCAGCAGAAG
C-3’. reverse: P25’-CTGCGGCCGCTTAGTCACAGGAGCCGTC
CTTCC-3’. XhoI and NotI restriction sites were introduced and
defined by the underline. Primers were synthesized by BoYa
Co. Ltd. hALR sequence was amplified by polymerase chain
reaction (PCR) for 30 cycles from pcDNA3.1-hALR containing
the full-length open reading frame of hALR gene. Each cycle
consisted of denaturation for 45 s at 94 , annealing for 45 s at
62 , and extension for 1 min at 72 . The PCR products were
analyzed on 15 g/L agarose gel electrophoresis as specific band
examination.
pPIC9-hALR and pPIC9K-hALR construction and identification
The PCR products of hALR from the gel extraction and pPIC9
were digested with Xho I and Not I and then purified, respectively.
pPIC9 and hALR fragments were mixed with 3:1 mol/L and
ligated by T4 DNA ligase overnight at 16 , then transformed
into JM109 with CaCl2 method. The positive clones were selected
in LB plates with ampenicillin and identified by PCR, restriction
enzyme digestion and sequencing, respectively. After the
correction and integrity of recombinant pPIC9-hALR were
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proved, pPIC9-hALR and pPIC9K were digested with SalI and
SacI. A 3.4 kb fragment containing hALR was obtained from
pPIC9-hALR and 6.3 kb fragment from pPIC9K. Both fragments
were mixed with 2:1 mol/L, ligated by T4 DNA ligase and
transformed into TOP10F’ with CaCl2 method. The positive clones
were selected in LB plates with ampenicillin and karamycin and
the plamids from them were identified by PCR and restriction
enzyme digestion on the next day.

Transformation and expression
Recombinant plasmids pPIC9K-hALR (8 µL) and pPIC9K (8 µL)
were linearized, respectively, by digestion with SalI. Competent
pitch pastoris GS115 was prepared according to the manual of
Invitrogen Corporation. The linear palsmids pPIC9K (5-10 µg)
and pPIC9K-hALR (5-10 µg) were mixed with competent GS115
(80 µL), respectively. Under the conditions of 1500V, 25 µF and
200 Ω, the competent GS115 was transformed by different
mixtures using the Bio-Rad gene pulser, then planted and
cultured in plates of minimal dextrose medium without histidine
at 30
for 2 d for screening positive clones. The positive
clones with pPIC9K-hALRp or PIC9K were respectively cultured
in 3 mL buffered glycerol-complex medium (BMGY) overnight
after identified by PCR. Then 15 µL of GS115 was planted into
5 mL BMGY medium and cultured at 28
until the optical
density at 600 nm (A600) reached four. The GS115 with pPIC9KhALRp and PIC9K were collected by centrifugation, resuspended
by buffered methanol-comlex medium to A600 reaching one and
cultured continuously at 28 for 3 d. The 5 mL/L methanol in
the medium was kept by methanol compensation at every 24 h.
The expressed products at the different time points were
analysed by 160 g/L SDS-PAGE and the expressed level was
evaluated by computer scan.
Western blot analysis
Supernatants from GS115 with pPIC9K and pPIC9K-hALR were
respectively loaded on 150 g/L SDS-PAGE for protein separation
and transferred to polyvinylidene difluoride membrane by
electrotransfer. After blocked with 50 mL/L milk in PBS, the
membrane was incubated with monoclonal antibody (diluted 1:2
000) against hALR for 1 h at room temperature, washed three
times with phosphate buffered saline, then mixed with goat antimouse IgG antibody coupled with horseradish peroxidase for 45
min, the bands were visualized by 3-3’-diaminobenzidine (DAB).
Purification and quantification
The ultrafiltration purification was selected according to the
SDS-PAGE analysis of the supernatant from GS115 with pPIC9KhALR there were no other bands except target one under 50 kD.
The supernatant from GS115 induced by pPIC9K-hALR was
centrifuged at 3 000 r/min for 10 min, and passed through 30 kD
and 5 kD membranes and the filtrate between 30 kD and 5 kD
was collected. As a control the supernatant from GS115 with
pPIC9K was treated with same procedure as described above.
The purified products were analyzed by 160 g/L SDS-PAGE
and qualified by Lowary methods.
hALR bioactivity
Human hepatoma cell lines HepG2 and QGY were planted at a
concentration of 1×104cell/well in 96-well plates supplemented
with 80 mL/L fetal bovine serum, 5×10-5 mol/L penicillin, 80 µg/mL
streptomycin, and stimulated with different doses of hALR
expressed by yeast and E.coli at 37 , 50 mL/L CO2 for 8-9 h.
The supernatant from GS115 with pPIC9k as negative control
was also added. Three parallel wells were stimulated by the
same concentration of hALR. The cells were harvested after 12
h of culture by adding 1 µCi /well 3H-TdR. The count per minute
(cpm) value of cells from each well was measured by liquid
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scintillation counter.

Statistical analysis
The data were expressed as mean±SD. Comparison was carried
out using analysis of variance. P value less than 0.05 was
considered statistically significant.
RESULTS
PCR result and identification of recombinant plasmid
The specific 400 bp fragment of hALR amplified by PCR from
plasmid pcDNA3.1-hALR was analysed by 15 g/L agarose gel
electrophoresis. The correctness and integrity of hALR fragments
in recombinant plasmid pPIC9-hALR were proved by XhoI+ NotI
digestion and sequencing. The 3.4 kb fragment containing
hALR was released from pPIC9K-hALR by digestion with salI
and sacI. The 400 bp fragment was also obtained from pPIC9KhALR by PCR (Figure 1).
1

2

3

M

4

5

400 bp

500 bp

Figure 1 Identifications of recombination plasmid. Lane 1: amplified from pPIC9K; Lane 2: amplified from pPIC9K-hALR;
Lane 3: pPIC9-hALR digested by XhoI+NotI; Lane M: 1 kb DNA
ladder; Lane 4: pPIC9K-hALR digested by SacI+SalI (6.3 kb+3.4 kb);
Lane 5: 3.4 kb fragment with hALR.

Expression and purification of hALR
Electrophoresis of supernatants from GS115 induced by pPIC9KhALR showed that there was a specific band with 1.5×104
dalton molecular weight coinciding with the theoretical value
and the target protein was about 60% of the total protein in the
supernatant. There was no corresponding band in supernatant
from GS115 transfected with pPIC9K. A single band of hALR
was obtained through ultrafiltration purification (Figure 2).
M

14.4 ku

1

2

3

15 ku

Figure 2 SDS-PAGE analysis of purified hALR. Lane M: protein marker; Lanes 1, 2, and 3: purified hALR.

Detection of protein exprcssion by Western blot
Western blot result showed that the supernatant from GS115
with pPIC9K-hALR could specially bind to monoclonal antibody
against hALR in 15 kD site, but the supernatant from GS115
with pPIC9K could not bind (Figure 3).
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Table 1 Effect of different dosages of hALR on HepG2 and QGY proliferation (mean±SD)
Concentrations of hALR from yeast and E.coli
Cells
HepG2
QGY

a

Control
7 174±494
821±11

yeast
E.coli
yeast
E.coli

0.1 ng

10 ng

1 µg

1 3779±1 431 a
1 0754±2 756 a
2 549±526 bc
934±50 a

13 679±1 205a
11 189±1 447a
2 298±203 bc
883±106

15 279±1 802a
12 997±1 683a
3 188±564bc
1 222±168a

8 µg
22 670±1 402 bc
13 858±440 a
11 825±841bc
1 362±171a

16 µg
24 958±1 326 bc
14 411±1 452 a
17 021±795bc
6 209±225b

P<0.05, bP<0.01 vs control; cP<0.05 vs hALR from E.coli.
1

2

2

Figure 3 Western blot analysis of supernatants from GS115
treated with different plasmids. Lane 1: supernatant from GS115
with pPIC9K; Lane 2: supernatant from GS115 with pPIC9K- hALR.

Evaluation of hALR bioactivity
Results showed that hALR from GS115 with pPIC9K-hALR
could stimulate the proliferation of HepG2 and QGY on nanogram
level in a dose-dependent manner. There was a marked difference
in the reactivity to hALR between QGY and HepG2 although
both cells were from human liver cancer. In addition, hALR
from yeast had stronger effect on the proliferation of HepG2
and QGY than that from E.coli at same concentration (Table 1).
DISCUSSION
The Pichia pastoris system has been widely used in recent
years due to its simple procedure, low expenditure and easy
scaling up. It is more important that the foreign protein can be
correctly refolded and modified, more than 200 proteins have
been expressed by this system[10]. Our results showed that hALR
with 1.5×104 dalton molecular weight as a secretive protein was
successfully expressed by GS115 and about 60% of total protein
was expressed in the supernatant. The ultrafiltration purification
for hALR in the supernatant was applied because there were no
other bands around the target protein, and a satisfactory
purification effect was achieved. Our results demonstrated that
not only the purification efficiency was greatly enhanced, but
also the purification procedure was obviously simplified.
Although it was reported that rat ALR could not directly stimulate
liver cancer cells in vitro[1], our data demonstrated that hALR
could stimulate QGY and HepG2 proliferation in a dose-dependent
manner. Previously, we and others also obtained the similar results
in rat ALR researches[11,12]. These results suggested that ALR
enhanced liver regeneration not only through indirect pathway
i.e. immune regulation[1,13-16], but also through direct one. Our
result showed that at the same concentration, hALR expressed in
yeast had a stronger effect on the proliferation of HepG2 and QGY
than that expressed in E.coli, although it was reported that there
was no N-glycosylation site in its amino acid sequence[1]. Our
result suggests that there might exist some unknown modifications
such as O-glycosylation site in hALR molecules expressed by
yeast, and modification of protein after translation is very important
for keeping higher bioactivity of target protein. Hence, the
successful expression of ALR in pichia postoris and its purification
may provide a good tool for further research in this field.
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pollutants[2-9], few studies have investigated the application of
TiO2 in life science, especially in the field of cancer treatment[10-12].
The incidence of colon cancer is rising in China. Despite that
surgical operation is used currently, people have recognized
its limitation. The way to treat cancer usually includes radiation
therapy and chemical therapy, which may generate severe side
effects in human body. Therefore, this study tried to investigate
a new therapy for cancer. Ls-174-t cells were used as experiment
objects in this study. The photocatalytic killing effect of TiO2
nanoparticles on malignant cells and its killing mechanism were
investigated.

Abstract

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Reagent preparation
TiO2 colloid solutions were prepared[13,14] by hydrolysis of
titanium isopropoxide, Ti [OCH (CH3) 2] 4 (97%, Aldrich Chemical
Co). In brief, 12.5 mL of Ti [OCH (CH3) 2]4 was added to 2 mL
isopropanol, then the mixture was added to 150 mL of distilled
deionized water containing 2 mL of 700 mL/L nitric acid and
vigorously stirred for 6 h at 75 . Approximately 150 mL of
TiO2 colloid solution being stable for several months at 4
was obtained after the organic layer was removed. The average
diameter determined by Zetasizer 3000HSA (USA) was 21.2 nm.
The pH value of TiO 2 colloid solutions used in the
subsequent experiment had to be adjusted from 1.8 to 5.5-6.5 in
order not to damage the normal growth of cells. Therefore, 1 mol/L
NaOH aqueous solution and 1.5 mL/L polyvinyl alcohol were
added to the colloid solutions before the pH adjustment to
prevent the TiO2 from precipitation. The final TiO2 colloid
solutions were sterilized by autoclaving and then diluted to the
required concentration. Other chemical reagents used were all
of analytical purity from commercial sources.

AIM: To investigate the photocatalytic killing effect of
photoexcited TiO2 nanoparticles on human colon carcinoma
cell line (Ls-174-t) and to study the mechanism underlying
the action of photoexcited TiO2 nanoparticles on malignant
cells.
METHODS: Ls-174-t human colon carcinoma cells were
cultured in RPMI 1640 medium supplemented with 199 mL/L
calf serum in a humidified incubator with an atmosphere of
50 mL/L CO2 at 37 . Viable cells in the samples were
measured by using the MTT method. A GGZ-300 W high
pressure Hg lamp with a maximum ultraviolet-A (UVA, 320400 nm) irradiation peak at 365 nm was used as light source
in the photocatalytic killing test.
RESULTS: The photocatalytic killing of Ls-174-t cells was
carried out in vitro with TiO2 nanoparticles. The killing effect
was weak by using UVA irradiation without TiO2 nanoparticles.
In our studies, the photocatalytic killing effect was correlated
with the concentration of TiO2 and illumination time. Once
TiO2 was added, Ls-174-t cells were killed at a much higher
rate. In the presence of 1 000 µg/mL TiO2, 44% of cells
were killed after 10 min of UVA irradiation, and 88% of cells
were killed after 30 min of UVA irradiation.
CONCLUSION: When the concentration of TiO2 is below
200 µg/mL, the photocatalytic killing effect on human colon
carcinoma cells is almost the same as that of UVA irradiation
alone. When the concentration of TiO2 is above 200 µg/mL,
the remarkable killing effect of photoexcited TiO2 nanoparticles
can be found.
Zhang AP, Sun YP. Photocatalytic killing effect of TiO 2
nanoparticles on Ls-174-t human colon carcinoma cells. World
J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(21): 3191-3193
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INTRODUCTION
The application of TiO2 photocatalysis has received increasing
attention since the first report of microbiocidal effects by
Matsunaga et al. in 1985[1]. In recent years, in contrast to many
studies using TiO2 powder for photodecomposition of organic

Cell culture and treatment
Human colon carcinoma cell lines Ls-174-t were purchased from
Shanghai Institute of Cell Biology, Chinese Academy of
Sciences, Shanghai, China. The cell lines were cultured in RPMI
1640 (Gibco) medium supplemented with calf serum 100 ml/L,
penicillin (100×103 µ/L) and streptomycin (100 mg/L). pH was
maintained at 7.2-7.4 by equilibration with 50 mL/L CO2 .
Temperature was maintained at 37 . Cells were sub-cultured
with a mixture of ethylenedinitrile tetraacetic acid (EDTA) and
trypsin. All experiments were performed using cells during the
exponential growth phase. Cell concentration was determined
by using a hemocytometer and the cell density was adjusted to
the required final concentration.
Ls-174-t cells were treated with TiO2 diluted in RPMI 1640
medium for 2 h at 37 . Then the solutions were irradiated with
a GGZ-300W high pressure Hg lamp (Emax = 365 nm) at room
temperature. A UV pass filter was used to obtain a light
wavelength between 300-400 nm. The light intensity at the liquid
surface was measured by a VLX-3W radiometer-photometer
(USA). The incident light intensity was 3.7 mW/cm2. In our
study, three groups of tests were carried out. One group was
treated in the absence of TiO2. Another group was treated in
the absence of UVA. The third group was treated with different
TiO2 concentrations and irradiated by UVA.
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Measurement of the viability of Ls-174-t cells
Viable cells in the samples were measured by using the MTT
staining method[15]. MTT [3- (4, 5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl) -2, 5diphenyl tetrazolium bromide] was dissolved in phosphatebuffered saline ( PBS, pH 7.4) at 5 mg/mL and filtered to be
sterilized. Twenty microliters of stock MTT solution were added
to all wells for an assay, and plates were incubated at 37 for
4 h. One hundred and fifty microliters of DMSO were added to
all wells and mixed thoroughly to dissolve the blue-violet
crystals. After a few minutes at room temperature to ensure
that all crystals were dissolved, the plates were read on a BioRad Novapathtm microplate reader (Japan), using a test
wavelength of 595 nm, taking the solution without MTT as
control. Then optical absorptions [A] were obtained. Plates
were normally read within 1 h after DMSO was added. The
survival rate could be calculated according to [A]t/[A]i, where
[A]i is the optical absorption of untreated cells.
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an inverted phase-contrast microscope. When treated by
photoexcited TiO2, the cellular shape was condensed and nuclei
were dispersed in fragments.
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Figure 1 Volume size distribution of TiO2.
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RESULTS
Determination of the average diameter of TiO2 particles
Zetasizer 3000HSA (USA) was used to determine the average
diameter of TiO2 nanoparticles. The result is shown in Figure 1.
The average volume size of TiO2 nanoparticles was 21.2 nm.
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Effect of photoexcited TiO2 nanoparticles on Ls-174-t cells
The fact that the surviving fraction was greater than 90% after
30 min as shown in Figure 3 (A) indicated that TiO2 nanoparticles
without UVA irradiation showed little toxicity to living cells.
The killing effect of UVA without TiO2 is shown in (B) with the
surviving fraction of Ls-174-t cells given as a function of the
UVA light irradiation time. About 20% cells were killed after 30 min
exposure, whereas after 20 min exposure, more than 90% of the
cells survived. Once TiO2 was added, the Ls-174-t cells were
killed at a much higher rate as shown in (C). For example, in the
presence of 1 000 µg/mL of TiO2, 44% of the cells were killed
after 10 min of UVA irradiation, and after 30 min irradiation, 80 % of
the cells were killed. Therefore it was concluded that photoexcited
TiO2 nanoparticles had an active killing effect on Ls-174-cells.
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Figure 2 After Ls-174-t cells were incubated in RPMI 1640
medium for 24 h without irradiation, the survival of Ls-174-t
cells was shown.

Survival (%)

Cytotoxicity of TiO2 nanoparticles
The cytotoxicity of TiO2 nanoparticles (without UVA irradiation)
was determined by exposing cells to various concentrations of
TiO2 in RPMI 1640 (Gibco) medium for 24 h. The surviving fraction
of the cells was greater than 90% when the concentration of TiO2
was in the range of 1 000 µg/mL, as shown in Figure 2. The result
confirmed that nonirradiated TiO2 nanoparticles were not toxic to
the Ls-174-t cells. It was consistent with those in literatures[16-17].
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Figure 3 Effect of light and TiO2 on viability of Ls-174-t cells.
(A) TiO2 (1 000 µg/mL) in the dark; (B) no TiO2 in the light; (C)
TiO2 (1 000 µg/mL) in the light. Initial cell concentration: 5×105
cell/mL, light intensity: 3.7 mW/cm2.

Figure 4 Influence of TiO2 concentration on Ls-174-t cells activity.
(A) 204 µg/mL, (B) 524 µg/mL, (C) 804 µg/mL, (D) 1 029 µg/mL.

Morphological changes of Ls-174-t cells
Untreated and TiO2-treated cells were collected by centrifugation
and resuspended in RPMI 1640 medium. The samples were
pipetted into a 24-well plate, which was directly observed with

DISCUSSION
In this experiment, the TiO2 nanoparticle system was used,
displaying its superiority. TiO2 nanoparticles were easy to attach

Survival (%)

Effect of TiO2 concentration on Ls-174-t cells activity
The effect of the TiO2 concentration ranging from 200 to
1 000 µg/mL on the rate of cell killing by UVA light is shown in
Figure 4. The light intensity was 3.7 mW/cm2 and kept constant.
The experimental results demonstrated that cell viability
decreased monotonically as TiO2 concentration increased and
cell viability decreased with time.
Although a higher concentration of TiO2 could achieve a
higher reaction rate, the difficulties in separation and measurement
had to be considered. So the effect of a higher TiO2 concentration
(C>1 029 µg/mL) on Ls-174-t cell activity was not investigated.
The concentration of TiO2 was set at <1 029 µg/mL with which
the dark cytotoxicity was considered to be negligible. The range
of TiO2 concentrations was close to that used previously[18].
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to the cellular membranes and accumulate. They were also easy
to enter into the cytoplasm via phagocytosis[19]. It could lead
to accumulation of ROS on the surface of cell membranes and
in the cytoplasm. Hence under light irradiation, TiO2 nanoparticles
had more significant cell killing effect in vitro.
Human colon carcinoma cells treated with photoexcited TiO2
nanoparticles (C>200 µg/mL) were effectively damaged, with
cells contracted and a lot of cell fragments simultaneously
observed by an inverted phase-contrast microscope[18].According
to these characteristics, we assumed that the mechanism of
photoexcited TiO2 in killing human colon carcinoma cells might
be through a series of oxidized chain reactions and in inducing
cell death by reactive oxygen species[20-25]. Human colon
carcinoma cell damages occurred in two stages. The initial
oxidative damage took place on the cell membranes, where the
TiO2 photocatalytic surface had its first contact with intact
cells, the membranes became somewhat permeable. At this stage
the cells did not lose their viability. Photocatalytic action made
the cell membranes permeable, intracellular components began
to leak from the cells and free TiO2 nanoparticles might also diffuse
into the damaged cells and directly attack intracellular
components, eventually leading to cell death. It is different
from the bactericidal effect of TiO2 photocatalytic reaction.
Bacteria are simple prokaryotic cells that do not contain the
nucleus characteristics of eukaryotic cells. Whereas human colon
carcinoma cells are eukaryotic cells and their structure is complex.
Based on their structural differences, we assumed that killing
cancer cells might be more difficult than killing bacteria by the
photocatalytic reaction of TiO2 nanoparticles.
In the present study, cultured human colon carcinoma cells
were effectively killed by photoexcited TiO2 nanoparticles in
virto. The concentration of TiO2 affected the photocatalytic killing
effect. When the concentration of TiO2 was below 200 µg/mL,
there was only a slight decrease in survival ratio after UVA irradiation
for more than 30 min. It was almost the same as that of UVA
irradiation alone. It indicated that minor cell membrane leakage
might occur and the cell viability was not lost. When the
concentration of TiO2 was above 200 µg/mL, the survival ratio
decreased rapidly with increasing TiO2 concentration. It indicated
that major rupture of cell membranes and decomposition of
essential intracellular components might take place, thus
accelerating cell death. It verified the mechanism of TiO2 nanoparticles
in killing human colon carcinoma cells.
The photocatalytic killing effect of TiO2 nanoparticles on
human colon carcinoma cells suggested the idea of cancer
treatment using TiO2 nanoparticles and light irradiation. Under
these conditions, it could be adapted to an anticancer modality
by the local or regional treatment of the tumor with TiO2 nanoparticles,
followed by light irradiation focusing on the tumor. Although
UVA light (320-400 nm) cannot penetrate the human body
deeply, it may be possible that the modality will be applied to
several human tumors in the future.
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different specimens may be detected with parallel analysis by
gene chips which has greatly improved the traditional experiments
in that only a single or several gene expression can be observed
for each test, thereby speeding up the identification of differentially
expressed genes and the construction of differential expression
profiles.
This study was conducted on three 4096-chips, to analyse
the gene expression profiles between BE and CIM epithelia,
and to screen novel genes by cDNA microarray, which is helpful
to understand the molecular mechanism of cell transformation
and provides molecular markers and target genes for clinical
diagnosis, prevention and treatment of BE and esophageal
adenocarcinoma and adenocarcinoma at GEJ.

Abstract
AIM: To study the difference of gene expression profile
changes in Barrett’s esophagus (BE) and cardia intestinal
metaplasia (CIM) and to screen the novel genes in the
early stage by cDNA microarray.
METHODS: cDNA retrotranscribed from an equal amount
of mRNA from BE and CIM epithelial tissues was labeled
with Cy3 and Cy5 fluorescence as probes. The mixed probe
was hybridized with three pieces of BiostarH-40 s double
dot human whole gene chip. The chips were scanned with
a ScanArray 4000. The acquired images were analyzed
using GenePix Pro 3.0 software.
RESULTS: A total of 141 genes were screened out that
exhibited different expression in all three chips. There were
74 upregulated and 67 downregulated genes in gene
expression profiles of BE which were two times of that in
CIM.
CONCLUSION: There is a difference in gene expression
level between BE and CIM epithelia. These 141 genes
probably relate to the occurrence and development of BE
and the progression to adenocarcinoma.
Chang Y, Gong J, Liu B, Zhang J, Dai F. Gene expression
profiling in Barrett’s esophagus and cardia intestinal
metaplasia: A comparative analysis using cDNA microarray.
World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(21): 3194-3196
http://www.wjgnet.com/1007-9327/10/3194.asp

INTRODUCTION
The incidence of adenocarcinoma in the esophagus and
gastroesophageal junction (GEJ) has been increasing over the
last two decades in North America and Europe[1]. Barrett’s
esophagus (BE) is thought to be a premalignant condition for
esophageal adenocarcinoma and most of adenocarcinomas at
GEJ[2]. Recently the presence of cardia intestinal metaplasia
(CIM) in some normal GEJ has been described[3]. The relation
of this condition to BE has not yet been investigated.
Recently, cDNA microarray methods are applied to the study
of gene expression. The differentially expressed genes in

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Tissue specimens
Tissue specimens in this study were provided by the Second
Hospital of Xi’an Jiaotong University, with the approval of
hospital and personnel authorities. BE and CIM tissues from
13 operated or biopsy specimens (7 BE and 6 CIM) were proved
pathologically. For each sample, one part was cut and frozen in
liquid nitrogen immediately after resection, and the other part
was used for histopathological examination. Standardized
endoscopy was performed by experienced endoscopists. The
appearance of sternoclavicular joint (SCJ) was carefully studied
from both prograde and retrograde views. BE was defined as
any columnar-lined mucosa above the GEJ, which was further
confirmed by Alcian blue staining. CIM was defined by the
presence of barrel-shaped goblet cells in normal GEJ.
Chip preparation
4 086 of target cDNA clones used in cDNA chips were provided
by United Gene Ltd. and cooperative fellows. These genes
were amplified with PCR using universal primers and then
purified with standard method. The quality of PCR was
monitored by agarose gel electrophoresis. The obtained genes
were dissolved in 3×SSC spotting solution and then spotted
on silylated slides (Telechem. Inc) by Cartesian 7 500 Spotting
Roboter (Cartesian, Inc). Each target gene was dotted twice.
After spotting, the slides were hydrated for 2 h and dried for
0.5 h at room temperature. The samples were cross-linked with
UV light and treated with 2 g/L SDS, H2O and 2 g/L NaNBH4 for
10 min respectively. Then the slides were dried in cold condition
and ready for use.
Probe preparation
Total sample RNA was extracted by single step method. Briefly,
after taken out from liquid nitrogen, specimens were ground into
tiny powder while liquid nitrogen was added in ceramic mortar
and then homogenized in D solution plus 10 mL/L mercaptoethanol.
After centrifugation, the supernatant was extracted with phenol:
chloroform (1:1), NaAc and acidic phenol: chloroform (5:1)
respectively. The aqueous phase was precipitated by an equal
volume of isopropanol and centrifuged. The precipitates were
dissolved with purified H2O. After further purification by LiCl
precipitating method, the obtained RNA sample was analyzed.

Chang Y et al. Gene expression profiling analysis using cDNA microarray

Hybridization and washing
Probes and chips were denatured respectively in 95 bath for
5 min, then the probes were added on the chip. They were
hybridized in a sealed chamber at 60 for 15-17 h and washed in
turn with solutions of 2×SSC + 2 g/L SDS, 0.1×SSC + 2 g/L SDS
and 0.1% SSC for 10 min each, then dried at room temperature.
Fluorescent scanning and result analysis
The chips were read by Scan Array 4000 Scanner (General
Scanning Inc). The overall intensities of Cy3 and Cy5 were
normalized and corrected by a coefficient according to the ratios
of the 40 located housekeeping genes. The acquired image was
further analyzed by GenePix Pro 3.0 software with a digital
computer to obtain the intensities of fluorescent signals and
the Cy3/Cy5 ratio. The data were taken on an average of the
two repeated spots. The differentially expressed genes were
defined as follows: The absolute value of the Cy5/Cy3 natural
logarithm was more than 0.69 (the variation of gene expression
was more than 2-fold). Either Cy3 or Cy5 signal value was
required for more than 800. The PCR results were satisfactory.
RESULTS
Scatter plot of hybridization signals on gene chip
The scatter plots that were plotted with Cy3 and Cy5 fluorescent
signal values displayed a quite disperses pattern in distribution.
Most of the spots gathered around a 45° line, in which red
spots represented the area where the signal intensities varied
between 0.5 to 2-fold compared with those of the control. Some
yellow spots distributed beyond or far from 45° line indicated
the existence of abnormal gene expressions in BE and CIM
epithelia. Their signal intensities were 2 times more than that of
the control (Figure 1).
Table 1 Gene function classification between BE and CIM
epithelia
Gene function

n

Proto-oncogene and tumor
9
suppression genes
Cell signals and transducing proteins 5
Cell cycle proteins
8
Extra-pressure reaction proteins
1
Cell regulatory proteins
4
Cell apoptosis related proteins
3
DNA synthesis, repair and
3
recombinant proteins
DNA binding, transcription
4
and its factor
Cell receptors
1
Cell surface antigen and
10
adhesion proteins
Ion-channel and transporters
11
Metabolism-related proteins
16
Protein synthesis-related genes
11
Development-related genes
0
Other genes
38
New genes
17
Total
141

Ratio>2.0
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3

2
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2
2

3
2
0
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1
1
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1

0
4

1
6

6
7
6
0
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8
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5
9
5
0
21
9
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Results and gene expression pattern
As shown in Figure 2, 141 genes were screened out that exhibited
different expressions in all three chips, there were 74 up-regulated
and 67 down-regulated genes in the gene expression profiles
of BE which was 2 times of that in CIM. These genes might be
divided into 16 groups (Table 1) according to their functions.

60 000

F635 median - B635

mRNAs were isolated and purified with Oligotex mRNA Midi
Kit (Quagen, Inc.). The fluorescence-labeled cDNA probe was
prepared through retrotranscription, referring to the method of
Schena. The probes from CIM tissue were labeled with Cy3dUTP, while those from BE tissue with Cy5-dUTP respectively.
The probes were mixed and precipitated by ethanol, and then
resolved in 20 mL hybridization solution (5×SSC + 2 g/L SDS).
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Figure 1 Scatter plot of hybridization signals on gene chip.

Figure 2 Fluorescence scanning of gene expressions on gene chip.

DISCUSSION
Over the last two decades, the incidence of adenocarcinoma of
the esophagus and gastric cardia has been increasing rapidly.
Barrett’s metaplasia is recognized as a precancerous lesion of
esophageal adenocarcinoma and most of the adenocarcinomas
were found at the GEJ. Progression from metaplasia, dysplasia
to adenocarcinoma has been well understood[4]. Traditionally
Barrett’s esophagus (BE) is defined as a circumferential segment
of columnar lined epithelium of 2 or 3 cm in length in the lower
esophagus. Recently this macroscopic definition has been
questioned, as it excludes shorter segments and “tongues” of
columnar lined epithelium, which are frequently found in the
distal esophagus, and endoscopic measurements may be
imprecise. It has therefore been proposed that the diagnosis of
BE be reserved for patients with intestinal metaplasia detected
in biopsy specimens from the distal esophagus. Recently the
presence of cardia intestinal metaplasia (CIM) in some normal
GEJ has been described[5-7]. Detection of intestinal metaplasia
in the distal esophagus as well as within the gastric cardia was
reported with increasing frequency[8]. The prevalence of BE
was reported to vary from 2% to 12% and that of CIM from 5%
to 23% in patients undergoing routine upper endoscopy[9].
The detection of intestinal metaplasia in the BE potentially
committed patients to regular surveillance with biopsy. The
incidence of adenocarcinoma in patients with BE was estimated
to be 30-50 times that of the general population[10,11]. However,
the exact incidence of cancer in patients with BE is unknown,
and the role of CIM as a premalignant lesion is still unclear. The
relation of this condition to BE has not yet been investigated.
It is, however, not clear whether intestinal metaplasia of the
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cardia and esophageal mucosa origins has a common pathogenesis
and identical risk factors. Despite the frequent occurrence of
cardia intestinal metaplasia and its association with H pylori
gastritis and multifocal gastric intestinal metaplasia, there is
still no evidence that this finding could indicate an increased
risk of malignancy in the cardia. The well known association of
traditional BE with symptoms and endoscopic features of
gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD) has, however, not
been confirmed in CIM[12], Future studies should differentiate
BE from CIM in order to enhance our understanding of the
pathophysiology and the malignant potential of each clinical
entity. It is therefore necessary to explore new and efficacious
diagnostic methods to discriminate BE from CIM.
cDNA microarray methods have been applied in the study
of gene expression, DNA sequence, novel genes and gene
mutants, DNA polymorphism, and in screening drugs, diagnosing
diseases and mapping gene library[13]. The differentially expressed
genes in different specimens may be detected with parallel
analysis by gene chips which has greatly improved the traditional
experiments in that only a single or several gene expression can
be observed for each test, thereby speeding up the identification
of differentially expressed genes and the construction of
different expression profiles. Profiling of differentially expressed
genes of BE to each of the normal upper gastrointestinal (GI)
mucosae, including gastric, duodenal, and squamous epithelia
of the esophagus by cDNA expression array was also reported[14].
It has been shown that there was a clear distinction among the
expression profiles of gastric, duodenal, and squamous epithelia
whereas the BE profiles showed a considerable overlap with
normal tissues. Furthermore, the clusters of genes that are
specific to each of the tissues from BE, and a cluster of genes
distinct from squamous and non-squamous epithelia, were
identified. However, no investigation on the difference in gene
expression profiles between BE and CIM epithelia by gene
chip has been reported yet.
In the present study, we performed an analysis on three
4096 chips in order to acquire the difference in gene expression
profiles between BE and CIM epithelia. The results showed
that a total of 141 genes were screened out that exhibited different
expressions in all three chips. In the gene expression profiles of
BE there were 74 upregulated and 67 downregulated genes
which were two times of those of CIM. A comparison between
these two gene profiles showed that the gene expression levels
were different between BE and CIM epithelia. These 141 genes
probably relate to the occurrence and development of BE and
the promotion or progression in adenocarcinoma, which might
be helpful to understand the molecular mechanism of cell
transformation and provides molecular markers and target genes
for clinical diagnosis, prevention, treatment of BE and esophageal
adenocarcinoma and most of adenocarcinomas at GEJ. The
gene expression difference between BE and CIM detected by
gene chip might provide a new direction for diagnosis, therapy
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and prevention of BE.
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Abstract
AIM: To construct a DNA vaccine encoding human alphafetoprotein (hAFP)/heat shock protein 70 (HSP70), and to
study its ability to induce specific CTL response and its
protective effect against AFP-expressing tumor.
METHODS: A DNA vaccine was constructed by combining
hAFP gene with HSP70 gene. SP2/0 cells were stably
transfected with pBBS212-hAFP and pBBS212-hAFP/HSP70
eukaryotic expression vectors. Mice were primed and
boosted with DNA vaccine hAFP/HSP70 by intramuscular
injection, whereas plasmid with hAFP or HSP70 was used
as controls. ELISPOT and ELISA were used to detect IFNγ-producing splenocytes and the level of serum anti-AFP
antibody from immunized mice respectively. In vivo tumor
challenge was measured to assess the immune effect of
the DNA vaccine.
RESULTS: By DNA vaccine immunization, the results of
ELISPOT and ELISA showed that the number of IFN-γproducing splenocytes and the level of serum anti-AFP
antibody were significantly higher in rhAFP/HSP70 group
than in hAFP and empty plasmid groups (95.50±10.90
IFN-γ spots/106 cells vs 23.60±11.80 IFN-γ spots/106 cells,
7.17±4.24 IFN-γ spots/106 cells, P<0.01; 126.50±8.22 µg/mL
vs 51.72±3.40 µg/mL, 5.83±3.79 µg/mL, P<0.01). The
tumor volume in rhAFP/HSP70 group was significantly smaller
than that in pBBS212-hAFP and empty plasmid groups
(37.41±7.34 mm3 vs 381.13±15.48 mm3, 817.51±16.25 mm3,
P<0.01).
CONCLUSION: Sequential immunization with a recombinant
DNA vaccine encoding AFP and heat shock protein70 could
generate effective AFP-specific T cell responses and induce
definite antitumor effects on AFP-producing tumors, which
may be suitable for some clinical testing as a vaccine for
HCC.
Wang XP, Liu GZ, Song AL, Li HY, Liu Y. Antitumor immunity
induced by DNA vaccine encoding alpha-fetoprotein/heat shock
protein 70. World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(21): 3197-3200

http://www.wjgnet.com/1007-9327/10/3197.asp

INTRODUCTION
The incidence of hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is increasing

worldwide and accounts for as many as 1.2 million deaths
annually. It is also rising rapidly in China because of hepatitis B
and C infections[1,2]. Although surgery and liver transplantation
are the effective therapy, most patients lost chance due to
diagnosis at a late stage or underlying liver insufficiency in the
setting of cirrhosis[3]. Novel therapies for HCC should be
developed. A combined therapy is likely to prolong patients’
life and living quality.
Much attention has been paid to the induction of host
immunity to tumor cells. 80% of HCCs have a high expression
of alpha-fetoprotein (AFP), which could serve as a target for
immunotherapy[4-8]. AFP is an oncofetal protein during HCC
development, which could generate weaker and less reproducible
antitumor protection. A DNA-based vaccine may be a good
method for enhancing host immunity[9-12]. A number of groups
have shown that high levels of T-cell immunity could be
generated using a heterogeneous prime-boost protocol, in
which animals were primed and boosted with a plasmid vector
encoding the stimulating molecules and targeted peptides[8-10].
In many of these vaccine models[11-15], heat shock protein 70 could
combine with certain antigen prime enhanced immunogenicity,
presumably through processing and presenting the antigen to
host APCs. In the present study, we investigated whether the
immunogenicity of AFP could be improved by presenting to
APCs through HSP70 molecules. We constructed a eukaryotic
expression vector containing the molecular chaperon-HSP70
and AFP fragments. Then priming mice with the genetic vaccine,
we elicited robust strong protective immunity.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Mice and cell line
Balb/c mice were provided by Department of Experimental
Animal Center at Capital University of Medical Sciences. SP2/0
mice myeloma cells were maintained in RPMI 1640 (life
Technologies, Inc.) supplemented with 100 mL/L fetal bovine
serum (Hyclone Technologies, Inc.). The cells were transduced
with pBBS212-hAFP or pBBS212-hAFP/HSP70 through calcium
phosphorate precipitation (Promega Technologies, Inc.).
Positive cell clones were screened by conditioned medium and
supernatants were detected by AFP radioimmunoassay (Institute
of Nuclear Sciences, Beijing) following the manufacturer’s
instructions.
Construction of recombinant expression vector
RT-PCR primers were designed to contain the partial hAFP
coding region, including the signal sequence. The upper primers
were5’-CCGCTCGAGATGAAGTGGGTGGAATCAA-3’,while
the down primers were 5’-CGCGGATCCTTATGGAGTGGGCTT
TTTGTGTG-3’. RT-PCR template total RNA was isolated from
HepG2 hepatocarcinoma cells by TRIzol (Life Technologies,
Inc.) reagent. Then the 400-bp hAFP cDNA PCR products were
cloned into the pBBS212 empty vector and pBBS212-HSP70
eukaryotic expression vector (provided by Dr. Ye L of Zhongshan
Medical University, Guangzhou, China). pBBS212-hAFP/HSP70
and pBBS212-hAFP were constructed using the pBBS212
herpes simplex virus expressing vector, in which the backbone
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contained the hygromycin resistance gene, being suitable for
screening cell clones. The recombinant vectors were identified
by restriction enzyme analysis and sequencing. Different
plasmid and recombinant expressing vectors were stored at -80
for intramuscular immunization[16].

Mice immunized with recombinant expression vector
Forty female Balb/c mice were divided into rhAFP/HSP70 group,
rhAFP group, HSP70 group and empty vector group, PBS group.
Each group had 8 mice. Before injection, plasmid and recombinant
expressing vectors were diluted in saline to 1 g/L. Various
plasmids were injected into the left anterior tibialis muscle of
mice. Priming and boosting with plasmid were performed with
100 µg rhAFP or rhAFP/HSP70 vector, whereas pBBS212-HSP70
and empty vectors were used as controls. A 25-gauge, 0.5-inch
insulin syringe was used for intramuscular injection. Mice were
intramuscularly boosted with above plasmids twice at intervals
of two weeks after the first priming.
ELISPOT and ELlSA assay
IFN-γ ELISPOT assay was used to measure the frequency of
cells producing cytokine IFN-γ in splenocytes harvested from
immunized mice. Two weeks after the last immunization,
splenocytes were harvested and restimulated directly in antiIFN-γ monoclonal antibody (PharMingen) coated ELISPOT
plate wells in vitro with 5 µg/mL of AFP containing 100 mL/L
fetal bovine serum, 10 U/mL of human interleukin-2. The plates
for 24 h, then washed and incubated
were incubated at 37
with a biotin-conjugated secondary antibody and developed.
The color spots, representing cytokine producing cells, were
counted under a dissecting microscope. To detect the level of
anti-AFP antibody in mice, we examined the serum of mice tail
vein after the last immunization by ELISA using AFP ELISA
kits (Biotinge Biomedicine Co, LTD. Beijing) following the
manufacturer’s instructions.
In vivo tumor load
Another 40 female Balb/c mice were grouped and immunized as
above. Tumor challenge was performed 2 wk after the last
immunization with 1×105 AFP-transfected SP2/0 cells. SP2/0
AFP-transduced tumor cells for challenge were washed after
enzymatic digestion and resuspended in 0.2 mL PBS per animal
to be injected s.c. into the left flank, while empty plasmid and
PBS were used as controls. The sizes of tumors were assessed
3 times a week using calipers. Tumor volume was approximated
by the following calculation: 4/3 π r3 (r = radius).
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Statistical analysis
Results were expressed as mean±SD. The frequency of IFN-γproducing splenic cells were valued using χ2 test. The Student’s
t test was performed to analyze the significance of differences
between the final tumor volumes of different groups. P<0.05
was considered statistically significant.
RESULTS
Prime-boost vaccines induced T-cell responses and anti-AFP
antibody in Balb/c mice
Immunization of Balb/c mice with recombinant hAFP/HSP70
vector elicited much more strong T-cell responses than rhAFP
group (95.50±10.90 IFN-γ spots/106 cells vs 23.60±11.80 IFN-γ
spots/106 cells, P<0.01), whereas an intramuscular vaccination
with plasmid-HSP70 and empty plasmid produced a weak
response (95.50±10.90 IFN-γ spots/106 cells vs 9.25±5.44 IFN-γ
spots/106 cells, 7.17±4.24 IFN-γ spots/106 cells, P<0.01).
Recombinant hAFP/HSP70 immunized mice also produced a higher
level of anti-AFP antibody than rhAFP group (126.50±8.22 µg/mL
vs 51.72±3.40 µg/mL, P<0.01), while plasmid-HSP70 and
empty plasmid produced a lower level (126.50±8.22 µg/mL vs
6.26±4.27 µg/mL, 5.83±3.79 µg/mL, P<0.01) (Table 1).
Boost immunization protected mice from in vivo tumor challenge
Balb/c mice were primed and boosted with rhAFP/HSP70,
rhAFP, HSP70 and empty plasmid. The mice were challenged
with SP2/0 cells, which were transduced with hAFP. Tumor sizes
were significantly smaller in rhAFP/HSP70-immunized mice than
in HSP70 and empty plasmid immunized mice (37.41±7.34 mm3 vs
785.83±13.87 mm3, 817.51±16.25 mm3, P< 0.01). Although rhAFP
immunized group produced an obvious tumor, it was still
significantly bigger than rhAFP/HSP70 group (37.41±7.34 mm3
vs 381.13±15.48 mm3, P< 0.01) (Table 2).
DISCUSSION
Recent studies on the immunodominant epitopes of AFP have
provided a solution to the obstacle of HCC immunotherapy. AFP
is produced at low serum levels after birth throughout life[2-5].
The majority of human HCCs could overexpress the oncofetal
antigen AFP, Mr 70 000 glycoprotein[4,5]. Despite being exposed
to high plasma levels of this oncofetal protein during embryonic
development, the body has a low immunity to it[3]. Butterfield
et al. [17-19] recently found that four peptides of human AFP
processed and presented in the context of HLA-A0201, could

Table 1 Spots of IFN-γ-producing splenic cells and level of anti-AFP antibody in mice (mean±SD)
Group

hAFP/HSP70

hAFP

HSP70

Empty

PBS

Spots ( 106 cells)
Anti-AFP (µg/mL)

95.50±10.90 bd
126.50±8.22 bd

23.60±11.80f
51.72±3.40f

9.25±5.44
6.26±4.27

7.17±4.24
5.83±3.79

5.54±2.16
3.42±2.35

b

P<0.01, vs empty group; dP<0.01, vs HSP70 group; fP<0.01, vs empty group.

Table 2 Comparison of tumor growth in mice injected with hAFP-transduced SP2/0 tumor cells (mean±SD)
Group

No. of tumor-bearing/
No. of mice challenge

10 d after tumor challenge/
Size of tumor (mm 3)

20 d after tumor challenge/
Size of tumor (mm3)

hAFP/HSP70

2/8

24.43±6.10bd

37.41±7.34bd

hAFP

5/8

73.64±8.53f

381.13±15.48 f

HSP70

8/8

118.24±14.65

785.83±13.87

Empty

8/8

132.26±17.27

817.51±16.25

PBS

8/8

149.73±16.54

860.53±14.72

b

P<0.01, vs empty group; dP<0.01, vs HSP70 group; fP<0.01, vs empty group.
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be recognized by human T cell repertoire, and could be used to
generate AFP-specific CTL in human T cell cultures. It was also
found that murine immune system could generate T-cell responses
to this oncofetal antigen[8]. Therefore, it may be a better target
for immunotherapy. But AFP immunization alone still resulted
in lower levels of specific response and poorly reproducible
protective immunity[3-7].
How to enhance host’s active immunity to AFP may be an
interesting strategy for HCC therapy. Previous studies on AFP
specific immunotherapy for HCC included AFP plasmid
immunization, AFP-transduced DCs immunization and AFP
plasmid prime-AFP adenovirus boost immunization[20-22]. AFP
plasmid immunization produced detectable but low levels of
AFP specific T cell responses and poorly reproducible protective
immunity[7,20]. DCs engineered to express murine AFP demonstrated
a powerful ability to generate tumor-specific immune responses[21].
However, the need for costly cell culture procedures limited
their wide availability for clinical use, and the unstable culture
technique might yield tolerating vaccines[8,21]. AFP plasmid
prime-AFP adenovirus boost immunization could engender
significant AFP specific T-cell responses and protective immunity
in mice[22]. But the miscellaneous procedures precluded their
use. In the present study, we tested a novel strategy to induce
antitumor immunity by a DNA vaccine encoding both AFP and
HSP70 in mice. We found that the vaccine could elicit strong
AFP-specific T-cell responses and produce a distinctively
protective effect on AFP-expressing tumors compared with other
immunized groups. We should point out that the DNA vaccine
hAFP also produced a definite antitumor immunity, but the
effect was not sufficient and satisfactory in comparison with
that of recombinant vaccine AFP/HSP70. It is of interest to
note that recombinant DNA vaccines provoked not only the
considerable stability of immunoprotection, but also a detectable
level of anti-AFP antibody, although humoral immunity alone
had a minor effect on antitumor activity[23,24].
In the study, we attributed the successful AFP specific Tcell responses in mice to the HSP70 molecules by mediating
APCs to efficiently uptake and process of AFP. A number of
investigations have shown that HSP70 itself has no antigenicity
and its immunogenicity can be attributed to the peptide
chaperones carried by itself[25-29]. It has been verified that HSP70
is a better molecular chaperone and adjuvant, which could
process and present weak tumor antigens to MHC-I of host
APCs, eliciting specific T-cell responses and CTL reactions[26-28].
Suzue et al.[29] using a recombinant heat shock fusion protein
containing a large fragment of ovalbumin linked to HSP70
injected without adjuvants into Balb/c mice, CTLs were produced
that recognized an ovalbumin-derived peptide and the mice
were also protected against challenge with ovalbumin-expressing
melanoma tumor cells. Several studies have shown that HSP70associated peptides could anchor antigens on the cell membrane
and directly present them to nature killer cells or γδ T cells as
superantigens without dependence on the stimulation of
MHC-I molecules[30-32]. In this experiment, tumor rejection assay
demonstrated that recombinant vaccine AFP/HSP70 elicited
strong specific antitumor immunity against AFP-producing SP2/0
cells than AFP DNA vaccine. The results indicated that AFP
immunogenicity was greatly improved by HSP70 molecules and
vaccination with DNA encoding HSP70 could increase both
humoral and T-cell proliferation responses to AFP.
In summary, sequential immunization with a recombinant
DNA vaccine encoding AFP and heat shock protein70 could
generate effective AFP-specific T cell responses and induce
definite antitumor effects on AFP-producing tumors, which may
be suitable for some clinical testing as a vaccine for HCC.
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Abstract
AIM: To study the pathway of apoptosis in chronic liver
disease and the role of mitochondria in programmed cell
death.
METHODS: Liver biopsy specimens from 72 cases of chronic
hepatitis and 29 cases of post hepatitis cirrhosis were
studied. The pro-apoptotic protein Fas, FasL, Bax and the
anti-apoptotic protein Bcl-2, Bcl-xL, Bcl-2α were studied
immunohistochemically by SP method. Specimens from
15 cases of chronic hepatitis and post hepatitis cirrhosis
were examined for their ultramicrostructures with special
attention to their mitochondrial changes. Specimens from
3 normal adults (demised in traffic accidents) were used
as control.
RESULTS: The expression of proapoptotic proteins (Fas,
FasL, Bax) in hepatocytes was significantly higher in the
chronic hepatitis group than in the cirrhosis group (P<0.001).
In the study of ultramicrostructure 364 hepatocytes were
examined, from 12 cases of chronic hepatitis (including 10
mild cases, 1 moderate case and 1 severe case). Out of
364 hepatocytes 40 (11.0%) hepatocytes were found with
various kinds of destruction in their mitochondria. Rupture
of the outer membrane of mitochondria and the leakage
of matrix from the intermembrane space were definitely
demonstrated. The ultramicrostructural changes of
mitochondria in the chronic hepatitis group were
statistically higher than that in normal adults control group
(χ2=4.32, P<0.05).
CONCLUSION: The result of the study was in support of
the current view that the apoptotic process in chronic
hepatitis patients were largely along the intrinsic pathway
(mitochondrial pathway), given that the intrinsic and
extrinsic pathways could interlinked (converged) at some
point on their progression, also it is impossible at present
to exclude the possibility that the two pathways could be
chosen by hepatocytes in parallel simultaneously.
Chen NL, Bai L, Li L, Chen PL, Zhang C, Liu CY, Deng T, Chen

H, Jia KM, Zhou ZQ. Apoptosis pathway of liver cells in chronic
hepatitis. World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(21): 3201-3204
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INTRODUCTION
Fas receptor induced hepatocellular apoptosis has long been
implicated in the pathogenesis of viral hepatitis and potentially
other liver diseases. The apoptosis is initiated by binding of
the Fas ligand expressed on the surface of lymphocytes to
the Fas receptor on the hepatocytes[1-3]. After initiation the
apoptotic process, the cascade reaction of caspases and
eventually to the DNA fragmentation and cell death continued[4,5].
In addition to the above extrinsic pathway it was recognized
recently that apoptosis can occur independent of cell surface
receptors. Apoptosis can occur through the activation of p53
by DNA damage. Activation of p53 leads to translocation of
proapoptotic protein Bax to the mitochondria and form pores
at the outer mitochondrial membranes. The formation of pores
induces the release of cytochrome c and other proteins from
the intermembrane space. The released cytochrome c and other
protein then activated other caspases and eventually lead to
apoptosis (intrinsic pathway)[6-8]. In this study we tried to
find out the apoptosis pathway in chronic hepatitis. We studied
it by immunohistochemical method and ultramicrostructural
examination of mitochondrial changes.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Liver biopsy specimens from 72 cases of chronic hepatitis of
more than one year and 29 cases of post-hepatitis cirrhosis
were studied immunohistochemically, out of them 12 cases of
chronic hepatitis, 3 cases post-hepatitis cirrhosis and 3 normal
adults, were examined by electronmicroscopy for the
ultramicrostructurs of apoptotic hepatocytes. Criteria of clinical
and histological diagnoses were carried out in accordance with
the consensus protocols published by the 10th Congress of
Viral Hepatitis of China. The histological activity of hepatitis was
assessed by the histological activity index (HAI) of Knodell
et al.[9] The intensity of expression in immunohistochemical
assay was divided into (-), (+), (++) and (+ + +) in this study[10,11].
Serum markers of HBV infection and anti-HCV antibody
were detected by ELISA. Liver biopsy specimens were examined
after hematoxylin and eosin staining. The immunohistochemical
examination was carried out by streptoavidin peroxidase
conjugation. Mouse anti-human Bcl-2, Bcl-XL monoclonal
antibody and rabbit anti-human Fas and rabbit anti-human FasL
polyclonal antibodies were obtained from Santo Cruz (USA).
Mouse anti-Bcl-2α monoclonal antibody was obtained from
Maixin Bio company. Ultramicrostructure of mitochondria was
studied by EM of Hitachi H-600 (Japan). The ultramicrostructure
changes of mitochondria in specimens from 15 cases of chronic
hepatitis and post hepatitis cirrhosis were examined with special
attention to their mitochondrial changes. Specimens from 3 normal
adults (demised in traffic accidents) were used as control. At
least 15 hepatocytes in each section were observed.
The statistics was carried out by χ2 with MINITAB software.
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RESULTS
Immunohistochemical findings
Both the expressions of proapoptotic proteins (Fas, FasL, Bax)
and antiapoptotic proteins (Bcl-2, Bcl-2α, Bcl-XL) were found
mainly in cytoplasm and membranes of hepatocytes. Some
expressions could also be found in cytoplasma of epithelial
cells of the biliary canaliculus. In 101 cases of chronic liver
disease the proapoptotic protein expression was significant
higher than the antiapoptotic protein expression. The
proapoptotic proteins Fas, FasL, Bax were 87.5%, 94.4% and
91.7% respectively. the antiapoptotic proteins Bcl-2, Bcl-XL,
Bcl-2α were 56.9%, 61.1% and 38.9% (P<0.001) respectively in
the chronic hepatitis group (Figures 1, 2, Tables 1-3).
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Figure 1 Expression of Fas in hepatocytes of chronic hepatitis
(SP, original magnification: ×400).

Table 1 Positive expression of apoptotic proteins in the liver specimens of chronic liver disease (%)
n

Fas

FasL

Bax

CH

72

63 (87.5)

68 (94.4)

LC

29

24 (82.8)

27 (93.1)

Bcl-2

Bcl-X L

Bcl-2α

66 (91.7)

41 (56.9)

44 (61.1)

28 (38.9)

25 (86.2)

20 (69.0)

21 (72.4)

13 (44.8)

CH: Chronic hepatitis group. A: Fas: Bcl-2 χ2 = 16.754, B: Fas: Bcl-XL χ2 = 13.131; C: Fas: Bcl-2α χ2 = 36.575, D: FasL: Bcl-2 χ2 = 27.517;
E: FasL: Bcl-XL χ2 = 23.143, F: FasL: Bcl-2α χ2 = 50.00; G: Bax: Bcl-2 χ2 = 22.733, H: Bax: Bcl-XL χ2 = 18.635; I: Bax: Bcl-2α χ2 = 44.242;
I: P<0.001; J: Bcl-2: Bcl-2α χ2 = 8.472, K: Bcl- XL: Bcl-2α χ2 = 7.111; J-K P<0.01. LC: Liver Cirrhosis group. L: FasL: Bcl-2α χ2 = 15.789; M:
Bax: Bcl-2α χ2 = 10.898; I-M: P<0.001; N: Fas: Bcl-2α χ2 = 9.032, P<0.01; O: FasL: Bcl-2 χ2 = 5.497; P: FasL: Bcl- XL χ2 = 4.35; O-P: P<0.05.
Table 2 Degree of expression of proapoptotic proteins on the liver specimens of chronic liver disease (%)
Fas

FasL

Bax

n
(+)

(++)

(+++)

(+)

(++)

(+++)

(+)

(++)

(+++)

CH

72

32 (44.4)

29 (40.3)

2 (2.8)

29 (40.3)

34 (47.2)

5 (6.9)

26 (36.1)

24 (33.3)

LC

29

13 (44.8)

9 (31.0)

2 (6.9)

8 (27.6)

15 (51.7)

4 (13.8)

11 (37.9)

14 (48.3)

16 (22.2)
0

Table 3 Degree of expression of anti-apoptotic proteins on the liver specimens of chronic liver disease (%)
Bcl-2

Bcl-XL

Bcl-2α

n
(+)

(++)

(+++)

(+)

(++)

(+++)

(+)

(++)
3 (4.2)

0

9 (10.4)

2 (6.9)

B

A/B %

CH

72

21 (29.2)

13 (18.1)

7 (2.8)

27 (37.5)

10 (13.9)

7 (9.2)

25 (34.7)

LC

29

12 (41.4)

6 (20.7)

2 (6.9)

12 (41.4)

7 (24.1)

2 (6.9)

8 (27.6)

(+++)

Table 4 Apoptosis and mitochondria of the liver specimens of chronic liver disease
HAI Score
Code No.
G

S

HAI

Fas

Fasl

Bax

1

CH-mild

1

0

1

++

++

++

2

CH-mild

1

0

4

+

++

+++

4

CH-mild

1

1

3

++

+

7

CH-mild

1

0

6

++

+++

9

CH-mild

1

0

2

+

+++

-

10

CH-mild

1

0

1

++

+

-

11

CH-mild

2

0

3

+

++

-

13

CH-mild

1

0

2

-

+

-

14

CH-mild

1

0

1

++

-

15

CH-mild

1

0

3

++

+

3

CH-MOD

2

0

8

++

+

5

CH-SEV

4

15

15

++

+++

6

LC

3

12

12

+

+

+++

8

LC

4

15

15

-

-

+

12

LC

4

8

8

+

+

-

Bcl-2

Bcl-2α Bcl-χl

A

++

+

-

3

20

15.0

+++

-

+

2

26

7.7

+

+

-

++

2

26

7.7

++

++

-

++

4

36

11.2

-

-

+++

6

25

24.0

-

-

++

5

41

12.2

-

+

-

2

37

5.4

-

-

+

1

31

3.2

-

-

-

-

1

15

6.7

-

-

-

+

4

31

12.9

+

+

+

+

8

40

20.0

-

-

-

-

2

36

5.6

+++

-

++

0

15

+

-

+++

1

24

4.2

-

-

++

5

34

14.7

MOD: Moderate; SEV: Severe; G: Grade; S: Stage. A: Number of hepatocytes with abnormal mitochondrial; B: Total number of
hepatocytes examined by EM.
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case) were studied. Among the 364 hepatocytes examined,
40 hepatocytes (11.0%) were found with distinct abnormality
in their mitochondria (Table 4). Changes of the mitochondria
include disappearance of criastae, rupture of the outer membranes
(Figures 3, 4), leakage of mitochondrial matrix,“herniation” of
matrix from the ruptured membranes (Figures 5, 6).

Figure 2 Bcl-2 expression on cell membranes and cytoplasma of
hepatocytes of chronic hepatitis (SP, original magnification: ×400).

M

N

M

Figure 6 Degeneration and concentration of apoptotic mitochondria (Trans-EM, original magnification: ×15 000).

Figure 3 Normal mitochondria in normal adults (Trans-EM,
original magnification: ×26 000).

N

M

Figure 4 Membrane rupture, disappearance of crista due to
apoptosis (Trans-EM, original magnification: ×25 000).

N

DISCUSSION
This study demonstrated that the proapoptotic proteins in
chronic hepatitis were significantly higher than the antiapoptotic
proteins. This was in strong contrast to many tumor cells whose
antiapoptotic proteins were higher than proapoptotic proteins.
It was also noted that in the 12 cases of chronic hepatitis patients
of more than one year the outer mitochondrial membrane
damages or ruptures were also in strong contrast to the normal
adults control. Recent investigations inclined to support the
view that the apoptosis of hepatocytes may be taken the
intrinsic pathway (or mitochondrial pathway)[12-15]. In view of
the prominent mitochondrial changes seen in this study the
author was highly in favor of the current view that the apoptosis
of hepatocytes in chronic hepatitis may begin from the injured
DNA which activates the p53 protein to translocate the
proapoptotic protein Bax to the mitochondrial and form pores
at the outer mitochondrial membrane to release the cytochrome
c to the cytosol. This begining lead to the complete death of the
hepatocytes[16].
The result was considered consistent with the current view
that the apoptosis in chronic hepatitis was a comparatively
long persistent phenomenon which took place mainly along
the intrinsic pathway (mitochondria pathway), although it was
impossible at present to exclude the possibility that the intrinsic
and extrinsic could take place in parallel simultaneously. Further
study of the apoptotic pathway of chronic hepatitis would be
helpful in finding out the effective methods of interrupting the
progressive course of the disease.

M
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serum level of IL-8. Later studies have shown that oipA is the
only index that can differ duodenum ulcer from gastritis, respond
to high location of H pylori, serious mucosal infiltration with
neutrophils cells, and high level of IL-8.
As so far, there is no study on the oipA in our country. We
used PCR techinology to amplify oipA gene, to construct the
recombinant plasmid, and analyse the DNA sequence. We found
that the target sequence AF479754 had some difference with
HP0638 and JHP0581.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Abstract
AIM: To construct a recombinant E. coli strain that would
highly express the proinflammatory outer membrane
protein of human Helicobacter pylori (H pylori).
METHODS: The oipA DNA was amplified by PCR, inserted
into pET-32a, and transformed into Top10 E. coli strain.
This recombinant plasmid of Top10 was sent out for
nucleotide sequence analysis. Finally this sequence
AF479754 was compared with HP0638 and JHP0581.
RESULTS: The sequence of the aim gene was obtained. It
had 924 base pairs. The identity was 95.32% against
HP0638, 95.02% against JHP0581, which was higher than
the identity between HP0638 and JHP0581.
CONCLUSION: Although the aim gene was obtained, but
it was different from the published sequence of GenBank. It
is not clear what makes this difference. Maybe it is because
different strain was used or because there were some
variations. So more researches are required to prove it.
Chen DR, Huang AL, Tao XH, Wang PL, Jiang Z. Cloning and
sequence analysis of gene oipA encoding an outer membrane
protein of human Helicobacter pylori. World J Gastroenterol
2004; 10(21): 3205-3207

http://www.wjgnet.com/1007-9327/10/3205.asp

INTRODUCTION
In order to find a good vaccine to end the coexistence of human
and Helicobacter pylori (H pylori), some scientists have focused
on exploring some outer membrane proteins in these 10 years.
Yamaoka et al. found six bands of the outer membrane proteins
in H pylori on gels by immunoblot assay kits, 116 ku (CagA),
89 ku (VacA), 35 ku, 30 ku, 26.5 ku and 19.5 ku (Lpp20)[1-5]. In
which 35 ku band is broader than others. It always appears at
33-35 ku. Now a few scientists are studying the 35 ku protein
including Yamaoka. They found that 33-35 ku protein was
positive in 97.5% patients with peptic ulcer, 70% patients with
chronic gastritis. The results showed that it was related to the
presence of peptic ulcer. Yamaoka deduced that Hpo638 encoding
outer membrane protein oipA had the most possibility, because
it had great antigen characteristics, also could increase the

Material
H pylori was afforded by the Department of Microbiology,
Chongqing University of Medical Sciences. Top10 E. coli strain
and pET32a(+) plasmid were presented by the Institute of Viral
Hepatitis of Chongqing University of Medical Sciences.
Endonucleases, T4 ligase and Pfu -Taq DNA polymerase were
purchased from Promega. PCR marker was purchased from
Shanghai Sangon. The kits for purification of plasmids and
PCR products were obtained from Omega. Primers were
synthesized in Shanghai Sangon.
Isolation and identification of H pylori
Each gastric biopsy specimen was inoculated on H pylori medium
plates. The plates were incubated at 37 under microaerobic
conditions (50 mL/L O2, 100 mL/L CO2 and 850 mL/L N2) for 3 to
5 d. A bacterial isolate was identified as H pylori according to
typical Gram staining morphology, biochemical tests positive
for urease and oxidase, and agglutination with commercial rabbit
antibody against whole cell of the microbe. All H pylori isolates
were stored at -70 .
Preparation of DNA template
Genomic DNA of H pylori were extracted by the conventional
phenol-chloroform method and DNase-free RNase treatment.
The obtained DNA was dissolved in TE buffer, and its
concentration and purity were determined by ultraviolet
spectrophotometry.
Polymerase chain reaction
Oligonucleotide primers were designed to amplify the whole
sequence of oipA gene from H pylori strain 26 695 based on
the published corresponding genomic sequences. The sequence
of oipA sense primer with an endonuclease site of BamH I was
5’-CCGGATCCATGAAAAAAGCTCTCTTACT-3’. The
sequence of oipA antisense primer with an endonuclease site of
XhoI was 5’- CGCGGCTCGAGTTAATGTTTGTTTTTAAAGTT
-3’. The total volume per PCR was 100 L containing 2.5 mol/L
each dNTP, 500 nmol/L each of the two primers, 15 mol/L MgCl2,
3.0 U Pfu-Taq polymerase, 100 ng DNA template and 1×PCR
buffer (pH8.8). The parameters for PCR were at 94 for 4 min,
×1; at 94 for 60 s, at 52 for 50 s, at 72 for 60 s, ×30; then
at 72 for 7 min, ×1. The results of PCR were observed under
UV light after electrophoresis in 10 g. l-1 agarose pre-stained
with ethidium bromide.
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Construction of H pylori oipA recombinant plasmid
PCR products were digested by endonucleases BamH I and
XhoI, meanwhile pET32a(+) plasmid was cut by BamH I and
XhoI. After purification by the kits for purification of PCR
products, these two fragments were ligated with cohesive ends.
Then the recombinant plasmid was transformed into E. coli
line Top10. The E. coli Top10 containing the recombinant
plasmid was amplified in LB medium containing AMP. Clones
were picked out randomly through blue/white screening. Finally
the plasmids were extracted with a plasmid extraction kit
according to the manufacturer’s instructions and identified by
PCR and digestion endonucleases of BamH I and XhoI.
Sequence analysis
Top10 E.coli strains containing recombinant plasmid were sent
to Shanghai GeneCore Biotechnologies Co. for DNA sequence
analysis.
RESULTS
PCR amplification of oipA encoding sequence
Target fragments of oipA genes with expected sizes amplified
from DNA template of H pylori stains are shown in Figure 1.
bp 1

2
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1

2

bp
8 000
6 000
3 000
1 000
750
500
250

Figure 3 Dual endonuclease digestion identifications of recombinant plasmids. Lane 1: DNA markers (10 000, 8 000,
6 000, 5 000, 4 000, 3 500, 3 000, 2500, 2 000, 1500, 1 000, 750, 500,
250 bp from top to bottom). Lane 2: Digestion fragments of
recombinant plasmids.

Sequence analysis
Samples were analyzed with an automatic sequence analyzer.
Sequencing results are published in the GenBank. The accession
number is AF479754. The identity was 95.32% against HP0638
and 95.02% against JHP0581, which was higher than the identity
between HP0638 and JHP0581. HP0638 only was 918 bp while
JHP0581 was 924 bp (6 bp TCTCTC at 37th site) and AF479754
also was 924 bp (6 bp CGAACA at 190th site).

10 000
3 000
1 000
750
500
250

Figure 1 Amplification of human H pylori oipA gene by PCR.
Lane 1: DNA markers (10 000, 8 000, 6 000, 5 000, 4 000, 3 500,
3 000, 2500, 2 000, 1 500, 1 000, 750, 500, 250 bp from top to
bottom); Lane 2. oipA gene fragment (924 bp).

PET-32α
Amp
BamhI

BamhI
Xho I

BamhI
Xho I
Xho I

BamhI

Xho I

T4 DNA Ligase
BamhI
PET-32α
Amp

Xho I

Figure 2 Construction technologic route of recombinant
plasmids.

Construction and identification of recombinant plasmids
To construct the recombinant plasmid of H pylori oipA, purified
PCR products were ligated with endonuclease-digested pET32a
(+), and the recombinant was transformed into E. coli line Top10.
White clones were picked out and confirmed by PCR and dual
endonuclease digestion with BamH I /XhoI. The technologic
route is shown in Figure 2. Electrophoresis showed that a
fragment of about 924 bp was released (Figure 3).

DISCUSSION
How to prevent and eradicate H pylori infection is the core of
the clinical therapy. The native immunity has little effect on it.
Some experiments concluded that vaccine could decrease the
infection, especial the incidence rate of piptic ulcer and gastric
cancer. So an optimal vaccine can end the coexistence of human
and H pylori. In recent 10 years, studies have gone deep in this
wind of proteins, such as CagA, VacA, UreA, UreB, HSP, PldA,
NAp.
Yamaoka deduced that Hp0638 encoding outer membrane
protein oipA was the best candidate, because it had great
antigen characteristics, and could increase the serum level of
IL-8 also. Later studies showed that oipA was the only index
that could differ duodenum ulcer from gastritis, respond to
high location of H pylori, serious mucosal infiltration with
neutrophil cells, and high level of IL-8. So far, there is no study
on the oipA in our country. So we chose this subject. Our
results showed that the identity was 95.32% against HP0638
and 95.02% against JHP0581, which was higher than the identity
between HP0638 and JHP0581. The difference could be explained
in two ways. One is that the strain we used was different from
26695 and J99. Different strains have different gene fragments,
just as the difference between HP0638 and JHP0581. The other
is that variation of the same strain induced the difference.
Compared with JHP0581, AF479754 had the same base pairs.
Only the insert site of 6 bp was different. It maybe one subtype
of the same strain as 26695 or J99.
The value of the difference lay in three points. First, it
contributes to the finding of new strains. Some surveys should
be done in the whole country, to show the region characteristics
of H pylori, and to confirm the main strains in our country.
Second, it contributes to the analysis of the changes in
pathogenicity and antigen activity, which are very important in
elucidating the immune pathogeny. Third, it contributes to the
development of new vaccines. The immunity study can provide
some help to design the vaccine and optimal immune route. But
a variety of strains would bring some difficulties to develop
vaccines. So more work should be done to certify the pathogeny
of H pylori, to develop effective vaccines for the eradication of
H pylori.
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Abstract
AIM: To explore the influence of hepatic glucose production
on acute insulin resistance induced by a lipid infusion in awake
rats.
METHODS: A hyperinsulinaemic-euglycaemic clamp was
established in awake chronically catheterized rats. Two groups
of rats were studied either with a 4-h intraarterial infusion of
lipid/heparin or saline. Insulin-mediated peripheral and hepatic
glucose metabolism was assessed by hyperinsulinaemiceuglycaemic clamp combined with [3-3H]-glucose infusion.
RESULTS: During hyperinsulinaemic-euglycaemic clamp,
there was a significant increase in plasma free fatty acid
(FFA, from 741.9±50.6 to 2346.4±238.5 µmol/L, P<0.01) in
lipid-infused group. The glucose infusion rates (GIR) in the
lipid infusion rats, compared to control rats, were significantly
reduced (200-240 min average: lipid infusion; 12.6±1.5 vs
control; 34.0±1.6 mg/kg.min, P<0.01), declining to - 35%
of the corresponding control values during the last time of
the clamp (240 min: lipid infusion; 12.0±1.9 vs control;
34.7±1.7 mg/kg·min, P<0.0001). At the end of clamp study,
the hepatic glucose production (HGP) in control rats was
significantly suppressed (88%) from 19.0±4.5 (basal) to
2.3±0.9 mg/kg.min (P<0.01). The suppressive effect of
insulin on HGP was significantly blunted in the lipid-infused
rats (200-240 min: from 18.7±3.0 to 23.2±3.1 mg/kg·min
(P<0.05). The rate of glucose disappearance (GRd) was a
slight decrease in the lipid-infused rats compared with controls
during the clamp.
CONCLUSION: These data suggest that lipid infusion could
induces suppression of hepatic glucose production, impairs
the abilities of insulin to suppress lipolysis and mediate glucose
utilization in peripheral tissue. Therefore, we conclude that
lipid-infusion induces an acute insulin resistance in vivo.
Li L, Yang GY. Effect of hepatic glucose production on acute
insulin resistance induced by lipid-infusion in awake rats. World J
Gastroenterol 2004; 10(21): 3208-3211
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INTRODUCTION
Insulin resistance plays a primary role in the development of type
2 diabetes and is a feature of other disorders including obesity,
dyslipidemias, hypertension, and cardiovascular disease[1]. The
mechanism underlying the occurrence of insulin resistance is
unknown but may be related to alterations in lipid metabolism[2].
More than 30 years ago, Randle and colleagues demonstrated
that free fatty acids (FFA) competed with glucose for substrate
oxidation in isolated rat heart and diaphragm muscle preparations
and speculated that increased fat oxidation might cause insulin
resistance associated with diabetes and obesity[3,4]. Subsequently,
some studies have emphasized that, while an increase in
circulating FFA during insulin clamp studies could promptly
decrease the rate of carbohydrate oxidation, defective glucose
uptake which could be detected 3-4 h after lipid infusion in
humans[5,6]. Roden and Dresner have revealed that lipid/heparin
infusions could increase plasma FFA levels, inhibit whole-body
glucose disposal during hyper- and euglycemic-hyperinsulinemia
and insulin-dependent glucose uptake by human forearm
tissues in vivo, and also found that acute elevations in plasma
fatty acids in humans resulted in decreased glucose transport
activity, as reflected by decreased concentrations of intracellular
glucose 6-phosphate and glucose[7,8]. Thus, it is possible that
chronic elevation of endogenous FFAs contributes to insulin
resistance in many pathophysiologic conditions in humans.
Acute elevations in plasma FFA levels during a triglyceride
emulsion infusion have also been shown to impaire insulinmediated glucose uptake and to inhibit hepatic glucose
production (HGP) in rats[9].
In the current study, we used a triglyceride and cholesterolester
emulsion infusion in combination with hyperinsulinemiceuglycemic clamps to assess the impact of elevated FFA levels
on HPG and overall insulin action.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Preparation of animals
A total of 24 Male Sprague-Dawley rats weighing 250-300 g
were housed in individual cages and subjected to an
environmentally controlled room with a 12-h light/dark cycle,
where they had free access to standard rat chow and water.
Five to 7 d before the in vivo study, rats were anesthetized with
an intraperitoneal injection of pentobarbital (50 mg/kg body
mass). A silastic catheter (I.D. = 0.02 in ) was inserted into the
right internal jugular vein and extended to the level of the right
atrium. The catheter for carotid artery was constructed with a
short (25 mm) segment of polyethylene tubing (PE-10),
connected to a 10-cm length of PE-50 by heating in a flame. The
smaller end was advanced through the left carotid artery until
its tip reached the aortic arch. The free ends of the catheters
were attached to the long segments of steel tubing and tunneled
subcutaneously around the side to the back of the neck where
they were exteriorized through a skin incision and then securely
anchored to the skin by a standard wounded clip. At the end of
the procedure, catheters were flushed with 300 µL isotonic
saline containing heparin (20 U/mL) and ampicillin (5 mg/mL)
and then filled with a viscous solution of heparin (300 U) and
800 g/L polyvinylpyrollidone (PVP-10, Fisher, NJ) to prevent
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refluxing of blood into the catheter lumen.

glucose infusion rate plus rate of HGP.

In vivo clamp studies
Animals were allowed at least five days to recover from the
effects of surgery. All studies were conducted in the morning
following a 12 to 14-h overnight fast. Throughout the study,
the rats were allowed to move freely within the confines of a
cage. One hour before clamping the venous and arterial lines
were filled with a 9 g/L NaCl solution containing 10 IU/mL
heparin. Three double lumen swivels, allowing separate fluid
infusions, were connected to three peristaltic pumps. One arterial
line was used for the infusion of a 250 g/L glucose solution at
a variable rate and the other line was used for infusion of a
mixture of (3-3H)-glucose (Amersham Inc, USA), insulin and
150 mL/L lipid emulsion/heparin (20 U/mL). The venous blood
sampling tube allowed frequent sampling and repletion of blood
loss by means of fresh whole blood obtained from littermates.
At the start of euglycaemic clamp, continuous infusions of
isotonic saline (control group, n = 12) and lipid emulsion with
heparin (lipid group, n = 12) were maintained for 4 h at a rate
1.5 mL/h during prolonged euglycemic-hyperinsulinemic clamp
studies. At t = 60 min, a bolus (6 µCi) and continuous infusion
(0.2 µCi/min ) of (3-3H) glucose were initiated and continued
throughout 3 h study. At t = 120 min, continuous infusions of
insulin (4.8 mU/kg·min) and 250 g/L glucose were maintained
for 2 h, 250 g/L glucose was adjusted every 5-10 min, maintaining
basal plasma glucose concentrations (-5 mmol/L) during the
insulin clamp studies. At t = 0, 120, 200, 220, 230 and 240 min,
blood samples were collected for determination of plasma
glucose, insulin, free fatty acid (FFA) and specific activity of
tritiated glucose.
A separate set of 240 min lasting control clamp experiments
without lipid infusion were performed to investigate the selfamplifying effect of long-term clamping on insulin-mediated
glucose metabolism, since was glucose metabolism was not
constant during a 240 min study[10]. The experimental procedure
was identical to the lipid infusion clamps.

Statistical analysis
Data were presented with mean±SD. Comparisons between
groups were made by the two-tailed Student’s t test. All statistical
analyses were performed using SPSS.

Table 1 General characteristics of control and lipid-infusion
rats (n = 12, mean±SE)
Group

Control

286±17
5.1±0.2
27.9±2.2
741.9±50.6

Effects of surgery
As expected, following surgery catheterized animals lost
significant weight during the initial 24-h period, averaged 18±3 g.
Following this catabolic stage they appeared well and normally
active. Food intake was qualitatively normal, and average daily
weight gain (-5g) closely resembled that of normal littermates
that did not undergo surgery.
Controls (n = 12)
Lipid infusion (n = 12)

40
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20
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0

140

160

180
200
Time (min)

220

240

Figure 1 Time course of glucose infusion rate during hyperinsulinemic euglycemic clamping.
Controls (n = 12)
Lipid infusion (n = 12)

mg/kg.min

50

Calculations
The rate of exogenous infused glucose to maintain euglycaemia
during the steady-state period (from t = 180-240 min) was used
for the assessment of insulin action. All calculations were carried
out in this period when the total amount of glucose taken up by
all tissues of the body was equal to the input of glucose into
the body. During this steady-state, when the rate of glucose
appearance (GRa) was equal to the rate of glucose disappearance
(GRd), the glucose turnover rate, which equaled to GRa and
GRd in mg/min, was calculated by dividing the [3-3H]-glucose
infusion rate (dpm/mg) by the steady-state value of glucose
specific activity (dpm/mg). Under these conditions, the glucose
turnover rate was equal to the sum of the rates of exogenous
infused glucose and of hepatic glucose production (HGP). From
this equation the rate of HGP was calculated. Since urinary
glucose loss was not present, peripheral glucose uptake (PGU)
was taken as glucose turnover rate which equaled to exogenous

Lipid-infusion

Body mass (g)
279±19
Fasting blood glucose (mmol/L)
5.2±0.1
Fasting plasma insulin (mU/L)
30.3±2.4
Fasting free fatty acids (µmol/L) 672.5±92.2

GIR (mg/kg.min)

Analytical procedures
Plasma insulin was measured by radioimmunoassay (RIA) using
rat insulin as standard (Linco Research, Inc. MO). Inter- and
intra-assay variations of the insulin assay were 5.8% and 6.5%,
respectively. Enzymatic colorimetric kits were used to determine
plasma concentration of FFA ( Wako Chemicals, Inc. VA). The
inter- and intra-assay variations were 3.6% and 4.2%, respectively,
during measurement of plasma FFA. Plasma for [3-3H]-glucose
radioactivity (150 µL) was deproteinized by barium hydroxidezinc sulphate, the supernatant was evaporated to dryness at
60 to eliminate tritiated water and counted for 10 min in a
beta scintillation counter.

RESULTS
General characteristics of animals
There were no differences in the mean body mass between
control and lipid-infusion rats. Basic plasma concentrations of
glucose, insulin, and free fatty acids (FFA) were similar in the
two groups (Table 1).

40

b

30
20

b

10
0

HGP

GRd

GIR

Figure 2 Steady-state hepatic glucose production, glucose disappearance rate, glucose infusion rate during hyperinsulinaemiceuglycaemic clamp studies in control and lipid-infused rats.
b
P<0.01, vs control.

Insulin clamp studies
A lipid infusion of 4 h at a rate of 1 mL/h was used to examine
the effect on plasma insulin, FFA, peripheral glucose uptake
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Table 2 Plasma parameters and glucose turnover data in control and lipid-infusion rats during euglycemic hyperinsulinemic
claming (mean±SE)
Clamping time (min)
Group

Basal
120

Control (n = 12)
Lipid (n = 12)

5.2±0.1
5.1±0.2

Control (n = 12)
Lipid (n = 12)

672.5±92.2
741.9±50.6

Control (n = 12)
Lipid (n = 12)

30.3±2.4
27.9±2.2

Controls (n=12)
Lipid (n = 12)

0
0

5.3±0.1
5.3±0.2
642.3±104.8
2807.2±348.8bd
34.7±6.4
31.4±3.3

Controls (n = 12)
Lipid (n = 12)

19.0±4.5
18.7±3.0

Controls (n = 12)
Lipid (n = 12)

19.0±4.5
18.7±3.0

200

220

Glucose (mmol/L)
5.0±0.2
5.2±0.1
5.2±0.2
5.3±0.2
FFA (µmol/L)
240.6±20.9
221.3±27.4
3086.9±495.2bd
2518.8±416.7bd
Insulin (mU/L)
89.5±7.9
90.7±7.4
84.2±6.7
93.3±8.9
GIR (mg/kg· min)
32.8±1.7
34.4±1.6
12.7±1.3b
12.9±1.6b
GRd (mg/kg·min)
43.1±6.1 d
40.1±6.7 d
36.3±3.1d
38.3±4.4 d
HGP (mg/kg·min)
14.2±4.9c
10.2±4.4 d
23.4±4.3bc
25.3±3.7 bd

230

240

5.2±0.2
5.5±0.2

5.4±0.2
5.5±0.2

201.8±29.8
2241.2±431.0 bd

183.1±21.4
2346.4±238.5bd

88.3±5.9
103.5±16.3

101.3±6.3
104.5±14.8

34.4±1.6
12.9±1.8b

34.7±1.7
12.0±1.9 b

35.5±6.8 d
32.4±4.5d

33.2±3.2d
35.1±3.9 d

3.1±1.9 d
21.5±3.5 b

2.3±0.9d
23.2±3.1bd

FFA: free fatty acids. GIR: glucose infusion rate. GRd: glucose disappearance rate. HGP: hepatic glucose production. aP<0.05;
b
P<0.01 vs control; cP<0.05; dP<0.01 vs Basal. The basal values of HGP were determined at 120 min.

and hepatic glucose production. During the euglycemichyperinsulinemic clamps blood glucose concentrations remained
constant compared to the basal levels and were not different
between control and lipid infusion studies. Plasma insulin
concentrations increased similarly to -100 mU/L in both studies
(Table 2). The coefficients of variation in plasma glucose and
insulin levels were 4.8 and 7.6 % , respectively, in all studies. In
the control study the plasma concentration of FFAs dropped
by -65% once the euglycemic clamp was started, but it increased
approximately fourfold (from 741.9±50.6 to 2346.4±238.5 µmol/L,
P<0.01) within 120 min of hyperinsulinemic clamp in the lipid infused group (Table 2). The time course of the glucose infusion
rate (GIR) during insulin clamp is shown in Figure 1. The GIR in
lipid infusion rats, compared to control rats, was significantly
reduced (200-240 min average: lipid infusion; 12.6±1.5 vs
control; 34.0±1.6 mg/kg·min, P<0.01, Table 2 and Figure 2),
declining to -35% of the corresponding control values during
the last time of the clamp (240 min: lipid infusion; 12.0±1.9 vs
control; 34.7±1.7 mg/kg·min, P<0.0001, Figure 1). After a 14-h
fast there was no significant difference in HGP between the
two groups (19.0±4.5 vs 18.7±3.0 mg/kg·min in control and lipidinfused rats, respectively). At the end of hyperinsulinemiceuglycemic clamp study, the HGP in control rats was significantly
suppressed (88%) from 19.0±4.5 (basal) to 2.3±0.9 mg/kg·min
(P<0.01, Table 2). The suppressive effect of insulin on HGP
was significantly blunted in lipid-infused rats (180-240 min: lipid
infusion; from 18.7±3.0 to 23.2±3.1 mg/kg·min P<0.05, Table 2).
The time courses of HGP for controls and lipid-infused rats are
shown in Table 2. During the clamp, the GRd was significant
increased compared with basal values. Although the GRd had
no significant difference between the two groups, there was a
slight decrease in lipid-infused rats compared with controls
(Table 2). Figure 2 shows the average values of HGP, GRd and
GIR during the clamp in control and lipid-infused rats.

DISCUSSION
Obesity is associated with insulin resistance and hyperinsulinemia,
two important cardiovascular risk factors[11]. What remains

uncertain is how obesity produces insulin resistance and
hyperinsulinemia. It has recently become clear, however, that
FFA plays a pivotal role in this process. Although there are a
number of studies on this subject, the precise mechanisms of FFA
effect on insulin action are not completely understood. In the
present study we examined the effect of a 4-h lipid infusion on
in vivo insulin action in conscious rats, by the hyperinsulinaemiceuglycaemic clamp technique, in combination with a continuous
infusion of [3-3H]-glucose. This method is considered to be the
most suitable for the measurement of in vivo insulin. In our
hyperinsulinemic clamping, insulin infusion increased plasma
insulin levels to an approximate three-fold over basal insulin
level, whereas blood glucose was clamped at approximately
5.3 mmol/L in the control and lipid infusion groups. Plasma FFA
concentrations were suppressed by approximately -65% during
clamps in the control group. But in lipid infusion rats, the FFA
levels had a rapid increase more than 3.8-fold over basal levels
and the increase was maintained to the end of hyperinsulinemic
clamp, suggesting that lipid infusion impaired the antilipolytic
action of insulin and promoted the release of fatty acids from
adipocytes or infused lipid. It is widely known that elevated
FFA levels could exert a deleterious effect on insulin’s overall
actions, and this has been demonstrated in both animals and
humans[12]. The mechanisms underlying FFA-induced insulin
resistance are not very clear, but elevated plasma levels of FFA
produced at least two distinct biochemical defects: inhibition
of insulin stimulated glucose transport and/or phosphorylation,
and inhibition of muscle glycogen systhase activity[13].
In the attempt to better our understanding of the pathophysiology
of lipid-induced insulin resistance, we examined the effect of
lipid infusions on HGP. We found that HGP was suppressed by
-88% in the controls during hyperinsulinaemic-euglycaemic
clamp, suggesting the impact of insulin on the suppression of
endogenous glucose production. However, HGP was not
significantly suppressed in lipid-infused rats. Thus, lipid
infusion elevated the levels of circulating FFA and elevated
FFA levels interfered with insulin’s ability to inhibit hepatic
glucose production. The increased hepatic glucose production
in response to lipid infusion suggested that an experimental
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elevation of circulating FFA levels could lead to hepatic insulin
resistance. On the other hand, during insulin clamp glucose
infusion rates (GIR), compared to control rats, were significantly
reduced to -35% of the corresponding control values during
the last time of the clamp. At clamping steady state, peripheral
glucose uptake was equal to the sum of the rates of exogenous
infused glucose (GIR) and hepatic glucose production (HGP).
If HGP was completely suppressed, peripheral glucose uptake
would equal to GIR (in controls). But, HGP was not significantly
suppressed in lipid-infused rats, so peripheral glucose uptake
was equal to GRa, which equaled to HGP plus GIR. Total glucose
uptake is the sum of glucose removal by insulin-dependent as
well as insulin-independent tissues. In the present study we
found there was a slight decrease in GRa in lipid infusion groups,
although the data did not reach statistical significance. Nonetheless,
the trend is obvious since the brain and splanchnic tissues use
glucose in an insulin-independent manner, roughly 750 g/L of
total glucose utilization is considered to be insulin-independent
in fasting condition. Thus, this might indicate that 4 h of lipid
infusion induced a partial defect in insulin-stimulated peripheral
glucose uptake, consistent with previous in vivo studies by
Kim et al.[14]. Considering the absence of HGP-suppressing effect
of insulin under lipid infusion condition, we concluded that an
experimental elevation of circulating FFA levels by lipid/heparin
infusions could lead to peripheral and hepatic insulin resistance.
The mechanism of lipid-induced insulin resistance remains
poorly understood and may involve different IRS-1-associated
PI3-kinase activation[15], and the activity of IκB kinase-β (Ikk-β,
a known serine kinase)[14,16].
In summary, the current studies showed that infusion of
lipid emulsions with heparin to acutely raise plasma fatty acid
concentrations could impaire the ability of insulin to stimulate
overall body glucose disposal and also interfered with insulin’s
ability to inhibit hepatic glucose production. Thus, we propose
that a sustained increase in circulating FFA causes a hepatic
insulin resistance, and may lead to a partial defect in insulinstimulated peripheral glucose uptake, which can be attributed
to lipotoxic effect on insulin action.
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Abstract
AIM: To establish an experimental animal model of chronic
gastritis in a short term and to investigate the effects of
several potential inflammation-inducing factors on rat
gastric mucosa.
METHODS: Twenty-four healthy, male SD rats were treated
with intragastric administration of 600 mL/L alcohol, 20
mmol/L sodium deoxycholate and 0.5 g/L ammonia (factor
A), forage containing low levels of vitamins (factor B), and/
or indomethacin (factor C), according to an L 8 (2 7 )
orthogonal design. After 12 wk, gastric antral and body
mucosae were pathologically examined.
RESULTS: Chronic gastritis model was successfully induced
in rats treated with factor A for 12 wk. After the treatment
of animals, the gastric mucosal inflammation was significantly
different from that in controls, and the number of pyloric
glands at antrum and parietal cells at body were obviously
reduced (P<0.01). Indomethacin induced gastritis but
without atrophy, and short-term vitamin deficiency failed
to induce chronic gastritis and gastric atrophy. In addition,
indomethacin and vitamin deficiency had no synergistic effect
in inducing gastritis with the factor A. No atypical hyperplasia
and intestinal metaplasia in the gastric antrum and body
were observed in all rats studied.
CONCLUSION: Combined intragastric administration of
600 mL/L alcohol, 20 mmol/L sodium deoxycholate and
0.5 g/L ammonia induces chronic gastritis and gastric
atrophy in rats. Indomethacin induces chronic gastritis only.
The long-term roles of these factors in gastric inflammation
and carcinogenesis need to be further elucidated.
Xiang Z, Si JM, Huang HD. Chronic gastritis rat model and
role of inducing factors. World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10
(21): 3212-3214
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INTRODUCTION
Chronic gastritis including chronic atrophic gastritis (CAG) is
common and CAG is a precancer lesion. It is very important to
study the etiology of chronic gastritis, especially CAG. We
established an experimental animal model of chronic gastritis
and investigated the effects of inducing factors on gastric
mucosa of rats.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Animals
Twenty-four healthy, male SD rats weighing 270-290 g were
involved in this study. Animals were housed in a controlled
environment with a 12/12 h light /dark cycle. The care and
handling of the animals were in accordance with the National
Institutes of Health Guidelines for the Care and Use of
Laboratory Animals.
Chemicals and experimental design
Pure ammonia (Wujin Chemicals Factory,Jiangsu, China) was
used to be diluted to a 0.5 g/L solution. Pure alcohol (Yixing
Nanxin Chemicals Factory, Jiangsu, China) was diluted to a
60% solution and sodium deoxycholate (DOC-Na) (SERVA
Company) was dissolved into sterilized water to make a 20 mmol/L
solution. A mixture of carboxymethyl cellulose containing
0.5 mg/mL indomethacin was dispensed.
In this study, an L8(27) orthogonal test was used and comprised
8 testing members, 3 treatment factors (A,B and C) and 2 levels
(with or without treatment). Triple tests were conducted and 24
rats were used. Factor A: 0.5 g/L ammonia solution was used
as drinking water everyday, intragastric administration of 2 mL
of 600 mL/L alcohol was given twice in fasting per week and
intragastric administration of 2 mL of 20 mmol/L DOC-Na without
fasting everyday but intragastric administration twice in fasting
per week was also given. Factor B: forage containing less vitamin
was given. Factor C: intragastric administration with 1mg
indomethacin was given everyday. All above doses were used
for each rat, the testing period was 12 wk. The control rats had
free access to normal rat chow and water.
Histology study
All rats were sacrificed with luxation of cervical vertebra and
their stomachs were removed after 12 wk. Gastric mucosa for
histological examinations was cut along the lesser curvature
from the lower esophagus to the upper duodenum. Samples
were immersed in buffered 40 g/L formaldehyde and embedded
in paraffin. Paraffin sections were sliced, mounted on glass
slides and stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) for
histological study. Inflammation grades of gastric antrum and
body were based on semi-quantity. Four inflammation grades
were classified in accordance with pathological diagnosis of
chronic gastritis set up on Huston symposium in 1994[1]. Four
typical signs of inflammation grades were described: 0: no
inflammation, the presence of few leukocytes infiltration in
gastric mucosa; 1: mild inflammation, a few leukocytes
infiltration in upper mucosa or at bottom of gastric glands; 2:
moderate inflammation, a large number of leukocytes infiltration
in total mucosa; 3: severe inflammation, leukocytes infiltration
in heaps in total mucosa. Each inflammation grading result was
based on an average of grades of 10 fields under microscope.
Thickness of lamina propria mucosa of the stomach was
measured at given points which was 150±10 µm away from the
boundary of forestomach in body while 150±10 µm away from
pyloric ring in antrum. Percentage ratio of pyloric gland area to
total lamina propria area at gastric antrum was 100 µm to 200 µm
away from pyloric ring. Also 10 intact oxyntic glands were
observed at the above points in gastric body, parietal cell
number in each gland and the median number were calculated.
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Statistical analysis
All data were analyzed by using variance analysis of an L8 (27)
orthogonal test. P<0.05 was considered statistically significant.
RESULTS
Effect of inflammation grades on gastric mucosa
At antrum, inflammation grade of gastric mucosa induced by a
single factor A was 1.50, 1.67 and 1.75 respectively on three
repeated tests. It was significantly higher than that of the control.
The grade induced by factor C also was higher than that of the
control (P<0.01, Table1, Figure1). However, combined treatment
of factors A+B+C, A+B, A+C had no effects on enhancing
inflammation grades induced by a single factor A. In addition, a
single factor B had no effect on inducing gastritis and inflammation
grades induced by combined treatment of factors B+C had no
difference from that induced by a single factor C (Table 1). The
results were similar at gastric body (Table 1, Figure 2).
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pyloric gland area to total lamina propria area at antrum, we
found the results were similar (Table 3, Figure 1). In addition,
we found that although factors A, B or C had no effect on
inducing the changes of lamina propria in gastric body, factor
A induced a decrease of parietal cells in oxyntic glands.
However, combined treatment of A+B+C, A+B, A+C had no
synergistic effect with single factor A (Tables 2, 3 and Figure 2).
Also no atypical hyperplasia and intestinal metaplasia in mucosa
of gastric body and antrum in rats were observed in this study.
Table 1 L8(27) orthogonal test results of inflammation grades
in stomachs of rats
Treatment
factors

Triple orthogonal tests results
Antrum

A+B+C
A+B
A+C
A
B+C
B
C
Control

2.10
1.67
2.10
1.50b
1.17
0.75
1.25d
0.75

1.83
1.50
2.10
1.67b
1.25
0.75
1.17d
0.83

Body
2.00
1.63
1.83
1.75b
1.00
0.83
1.00d
0.75

1.67
1.30
1.67
1.29b
1.00
0.60
0.88d
0.60

1.60
1.40
1.64
1.25b
1.08
0.67
1.00 d
0.64

1.64
1.38
1.67
1.40b
0.90
0.63
1.10d
0.67

b

P<0.01 vs the control, dP<0.01 vs the control. Factor A: Combined intragastric treatments of 60% alcohol, 20 mmol/L sodium deoxycholate and 0.5 g/L ammonia; Factor B: Treatment
of forage containing low levels of vitamins; Factor C: Treatment of indomethacin.

Figure 1 Severe infiltration of inflammatory cells, decreased
thickness of lamina propria and lessened pyloric glands in
gastric antrum of rats with gastritis induced by factor A. The
results induced by factors A+B+C, A+C, A+B were similar.
HE stain×100. Factor A: Combined intragastric treatments of
600 mL/L alcohol, 20 mmol/L sodium deoxycholate and 0.5 g/L
ammonia;Factor B: Treatment of forage containing low levels
of vitamins; Factor C: Treatment of indomethacin.

Table 2 L8(27) orthogonal test results of thickness of lamina
propria in stomachs of rats
Treatment
factors

Triple orthogonal tests results (µm)
Antrum

A+B+C
A+B
A+C
A
B+C
B
C
Control

40.0
43.5
46.5
43.5b
70.0
65.0
71.5
66.5

38.5
41.5
36.5
41.5 b
72.0
75.0
71.0
71.5

Body
36.5
45.0
36.5
45.0b
66.5
68.5
75.0
75.0

310.0
383.5
311.5
358.5
308.5
333.8
333.5
300.0

290.0
283.5
313.5
331.5
328.5
333.5
325.0
310.0

305.0
338.5
325.0
330.0
341.5
326.5
311.5
313.5

b

P<0.01 vs the control. Factor A: Combined intragastric treatments of 600 mL/L alcohol, 20 mmol/L sodium deoxycholate
and 0.5 g/L ammonia; Factor B: Treatment of forage containing low levels of vitamins; Factor C: Treatment of indomethacin.
Table 3 L8(27) orthogonal test results of changes of glands in
gastric lamina propria of rats
Figure 2 Severe infiltration of inflammatory cells, decreased
parietal cells in oxyntic glands in gastric body of rats with gastritis induced by factor A with no changes in thickness of lamina
propria. The results induced by factors A+B+C, A+C, A+B were
similar. HE stain×100. Factor A: Combined intragastric treatments of 600 mL/L alcohol, 20 mmol/L sodium deoxycholate
and 0.5 g/L ammonia; Factor B: Treatment of forage containing low levels of vitamins; Factor C: Treatment of indomethacin.

Effect of glandular atrophy on gastric mucosa
At antrum, the lamina propria mucosa of rats induced by single
factor A was much thinner than that of the control (P<0.01,
Table 2) while the lamina propria of rats induced by single
factor B or C had no difference from that of the control and
there was no statistical difference between that of rats induced
by factors A+B+C, A+B, A+C and that of rats induced by
single factor A (Table 2). By calculating the percentage ratio of

Triple orthogonal tests results
Treatment
factors
Percentage ratio of pyloric gland Parietal cell number in
area to total lamina propria at observed oxyntic glands
gastric antrum
in gastric body
A+B+C
A+B
A+C
A
B+C
B
C
Control
b

0.2188
0.3750
0.3650
0.3438b
0.5688
0.5385
0.5750
0.5250

0.3750
0.3000
0.3125
0.3750b
0.5150
0.5625
0.5840
0.6050

0.3125
0.3750
0.3333
0.3230b
0.5725
0.5313
0.6500
0.5893

12
14
11
14 b
28
25
26
25

10
12
11
12b
23
26
23
29

13
14
12
15b
25
23
27
23

P<0.01 vs the control. Factor A: Combined intragastric treatments of 600 mL/L alcohol, 20 mmol/L sodium deoxycholate
and 0.5 g/L ammonia; Factor B: Treatment of forage containing low levels of vitamins; Factor C: Treatment of indomethacin.
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DISCUSSION
CAG has been considered a precancerous disease[2], it is essential
to establish a stable, economic and effective experimental animal
model of chronic gastritis including CAG for further study on
gastritis. Previous studies showed that three methods were
practicable to establish experimental models. (1) Biologically
induced animal models. Animals such as rats, cats were infected
with Helicobacter pylori (H pylori) and an experimental model
was induced. However, just some of these animals could be
induced and models were unstable and it was time-consuming.
(2) Animal models induced by physiochemical injury. Models
of chronic gastritis were induced by single factors such as
alcohol or sodium deoxycholate or ammonia or X-ray irradiation,
but the models were unstable and atypical. (3) Immunologically
induced animal models. Models of CAG were induced by
hypodermic injection with homogeneic, xenogeneic or isogeneic
stomach antigens,but the procedure was complicated and
expensive, the effects were unstable[3-14].
The shortcomings of the above methods have limited further
studies on etiology of CAG. However, according to previous
studies, we concluded that factors such as infection of H pylori,
excessive drinking, reflux of duodenal juice, long-term intake of
nonsteroid drugs, malnutrition that could induce continuous
gastritis, were considered to be the etiology of CAG[15-25]. In our
study we tried to administer 600 mL/L alcohol to injure gastric
mucosa, 20 mmol/L sodium deoxycholate (DOC-Na) as a
simulator to reflux of duodenal juice, 0.5 g/L indomethacin to
interfere with synthesis of prostaglandin (PG) that was proved
to be effective for preventing gastric mucosa from injury and
0.5 g/L ammonia as a simulator to H pylori to induce continuous
gastritis in rats. Finally we found that combined administration
of 600 mL/L alcohol, 20 mmol/L DOC-Na and 0.5 g/L ammonia
for 12 wk could induce an animal model of chronic gastritis with
some features of early CAG especially in antrum. Furthermore,
our study showed that atrophy of gastric mucosa in rats also
developed from gastric antrum to body. It proved once again
that excessive drinking, reflux of bile and infection of H pylori
played a vital role in inducing chronic gastric mucosal
inflammation. It also suggests that the above factors may
probably induce CAG. However, we found that indomethacin
induced only chronic gastritis but not atrophy of glands in
mucosa and had no effect on enhancing glandular atrophy
induced by alcohol, ammonia and DOC-Na. In addition, single
treatment of forage containing few vitamins in our study could
not induce chronic gastritis and glandular atrophy, it is perhaps
because the testing duration was too short. The long-term roles
of these factors in gastric inflammation and atrophy need to be
further elucidated.
In conclusion, an animal model of chronic gastritis can be
established by combined intragastric administration with 60%
alcohol, 20 mmol/L sodium deoxycholate and 0.5 g/L ammonia. These
factors play a vital role in etiology of chronic atrophic gastritis.
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Abstract
AIM: To evaluate the efficacy of hepatitis B immunoglobulin
(HBIG) in interrupting hepatitis B virus (HBV) intrauterine
infection during late pregnancy.
METHODS: We allocated 112 HBsAg positive pregnant
women into 2 groups randomly. Fifty seven cases in the HBIG
group received 200 IU (unit) HBIG intramuscularly every 4 wk
from the 28 wk of gestation to the time of delivery, while
55 cases in the control group received no special treatment.
HBsAg, HBeAg, HBcAb, HBeAb, HBsAb and HBV DNA levels
were tested in the peripheral blood specimens from all of
the mothers at 28 wk of gestation, just before delivery, and
in blood from their newborns within 24 h before administration
of immune prophylaxis.
RESULTS: The intrauterine infection rate in HBIG group and
control group were 10.5% and 27.3%, respectively, with
significant difference (P<0.05). It showed ascendant trend
as HBV DNA levels in the peripheral blood increased before
delivery.
CONCLUSION: HBIG is potent to cut down HBV intrauterine
infection rate significantly when administered to pregnant
women regularly during late pregnancy. The possibility of HBV
intrauterine infection increases if maternal blood HBV DNA
108 copies/mL.
Li XM, Shi MF, Yang YB, Shi ZJ, Hou HY, Shen HM, Teng BQ.
Effect of hepatitis B immunoglobulin on interruption of HBV
intrauterine infection. World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(21):
3215-3217
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INTRODUCTION
China is a high incidence area of hepatitis B virus (HBV) infection,
with a mean HBsAg positive rate of about 10%. Forty to fifty
percent of chronic HBV carriers are caused by vertical transmission,
which ranks it among the important modes of HBV infection
and an important reason of so many HBV carriers in the crowd.
Also, it has close correlations with chronic hepatitis, liver

cirrhosis and liver cancer. Intrauterine transmission is one of
the main resources of hepatitis B virus (HBV) vertical infection,
but there is no definite prophylaxis up to now[1-6]. Through
HBV DNA quantitation by fluorogenic quantitative polymerase
chain reaction (FQ-PCR), we evaluated the efficacy of HBIG in
interrupting HBV intrauterine infection during late pregnancy
and analyzed the relation between maternal HBV DNA level
and the rate of intrauterine transmission.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients
The subjects were drawn from pregnant women who had undergone
regular prenatal check-up, and had been admitted for labor and
followed up at the Obstetric Department of the Third Affiliated
Hospital of Sun Yat-Sen University from December 1999 to
October 2001.
The following eligible criteria should all be met: (1) single
pregnancy; (2) gestational age 28 wk; (3) HBsAg positive in
serum; (4) normal liver and kidney functions; (5) serial tests
were negative for HAV, HCV, HDV and HEV; (6) exclusion of
fetal anomalies by B-ultrasonography; (7) no receipt of other
agents that were under research, anti-virus, immunomodulating,
cytotoxic or steroid hormones during pregnancy; (8) their
husbands were not HBV carriers or hepatitis B patients; and
(9) ability to give written informed consent.
Methods
A total of 112 pregnant women according to the criteria set
above and their newborns of 112 cases were chosen. The pregnant
women were randomly divided into a HBIG group (57 cases)
and a control group (55 cases). Each case in the HBIG group
received 200 IU of HBIG ( produced by Sichuan Shuyang
Pharmaceutical Ltd.) intramuscularly (im) every four weeks from
28 wk of gestation till delivery, while patients in the control
group were given no special treatment. Blood specimens were
tested for HBsAg, HBeAg, HBsAb, HBeAb, and HBcAb by
enzyme linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA, assay kits
produced by Zhongshan Biological Products Ltd.), and HBV
DNA quantitation by FQ-PCR (assay kits produced by Da’an
Genetic Diagnosis Center of Sun Yat-Sen University) in all the
subjects at 28 wk and on the day of delivery, and their newborns
(blood from femoral vein) 24 h after birth before the administration
of immune prophylaxis. All the subjects followed-up regularly
during pregnancy.
HBV intrauterine infection was defined as follows: HBsAg
and/or HBV DNA positive in peripheral blood of newborns in
24 h after birth before the administration of active or passive
immune prophylaxis.
Statistics
The quantity of HBV DNA was transformed to the form of log10
and then expressed as mean±SD. All data were analyzed as χ2
(chi-square) test for positive difference and t test for comparisons
of means between the 2 groups using SPSS 10.0 for windows.
For all comparisons, P<0.05 was considered statistically
significant.
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RESULTS
Clinical characteristics of pregnant women
There were no significant differences between the two groups
as for age, nation, gravidity, abortive parity, gestational weeks,
way of delivery, or pregnant complications (P>0.1, Table 1).

Table 3 HBV DNA levels in blood of mothers at delivery and
HBV intrauterine infection

Table 1 Clinical characteristics of pregnant women of each
group

Grade 0 (<105copies/mL)
Grade 1 (<106copies/mL)
Grade 2 (<10 7 copies/mL)
Grade 3 (<10 8 copies/mL)
Grade 4 (<10 9copies/mL)
Grade 5(<10 10copies/mL)

Characteristics

HBIG group
(n = 57)

Age (yr)
Nationality of Han
Gravidity
Abortive parity
Gestational weeks
Rate of cesarean section
Threatened abortion
Threatened premature labour
Premature rupture of membrane
Pregnancy induced hypertension
syndrome
Premature delivery
Postmature labour
Elderly primipara
Medical and surgical associated
diseases
HBeAg positive rate
HBV DNA level (log10)

26.9±1.8
57
1.5±0.9
0.6±0.7
39.5±1.9
27 (47.4%)
7
2
0
1

Intrauterine
infection
HBV DNA grade

Control group
(n = 55)
27.8±2.8
55
1.9±1.2
0.7±1.0
39±1.3
25 (45.5%)
5
2
0
1

0
0
0
2

n

26
22
15
13
32
4

Value of OR
Percentage (%)

0
0
2
2
15
2

0
0
13.33
15.38
46.88
50.00

...
...
1.00
5.55
26.91
30.50

Safety
No adverse events such as fever, rigor, skin rash, inflammation
and scleroma at local injected area, or impairment of renal
function as well as other discomforts were found during the
medication of HBIG. As to Apgar score and development reference
such as weight and height of the newborns at delivery, there
were no significant difference between the 2 groups (P>0.1,
Table 4).
Table 4 Development indices of neonates and Apgar score
(mean±SD)

1
0
0
2

36 (63.2%)
5.75±2.98

Mothers
(n)

Weight (kg)
HBIG group
3.05±0.25
Control group 3.04±0.45

28 (50.9%)
5.54±3.09

Height (cm)

1-minute Apgar
score

48.0±1.4
48.1±1.5

10±0.0
9.9±0.3

DISCUSSION
Several studies have proved that maternal infectivity is the
most important factor in intrauterine transmission of HBV[7], in
which HBV DNA shows directly the condition of replication
and infectivity of the virus in vivo. The latter can be exactly
reflected through HBV DNA quantitation by FQ-PCR test
clinically[8,9]. With the prominent sensitivity and specificity of
the FQ-PCR test, our study indicated that the intrauterine
infection rate had significant correlation with the level of HBV
DNA in the maternal serum before delivery, which showed an
ascendant trend; the intrauterine infection rate significantly
increased at the level of HBV DNA 108 copies/mL, which was
consistent with the findings by Ngui et al.[10]. Those findings
suggest that the threshold of HBV DNA 108 copies/mL is a
potent index of HBV intrauterine infection. To those pregnant
women whose serum levels of HBV DNA are high and have
high infectivity, we propose to apply highly effective and safe
anti-viral medicines to compress the replication of HBV and,
therefore, rapidly and dramatically decrease HBV DNA level to
interrupt intrauterine infection[11].
In this study, the intrauterine infection rate in the HBIG
group and control group were 10.5% and 27.3%, respectively,

Intrauterine transmission of HBV
There were 6 cases of intrauterine infection in HBIG group. The
counterpart in control group was 15. HBV intrauterine infection
rate in HBIG group and control group were 10.5% and 27.3%,
respectively, with significant difference (P<0.05, Table 2).
Intrauterine transmission and the level of HBV DNA in maternal
serum
The levels of HBV DNA were divided into 7 grades according
to the fluorescent signals set by the operation manual, with grade
0 (<105 copies/mL), grade 1 (<106 copies /mL), grade 2 (<107
copies/mL), grade 3 (<108 copies/mL), grade 4 (<109 copies/mL),
grade 5 (<1010 copies/mL), and grade 6 (<1011 copies/mL). The
intrauterine infection rate increased with the increase in HBV
DNA level in maternal blood, with odds ratio (OR) increasing.
The results of rank correlation and chi-square test indicated
that although it showed an ascendant trend, there were no
significant differences in intrauterine infection rate between
grade 2 and grade 1, grade 3 and grade 2, grade 5 and grade 4.
But there was significant difference between grade 3 and grade
4 (P<0.05, Table 3).
Table 2 Characters of neonatal HBV intrauterine infection
Neonates n

HBsAg

HBeAg

HBcAb

HBeAb

HBsAb

HBV DNA

n

Intrauterine
infection n (%)

Control group

55

57

+
+
-

+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
-

-

+
+
+
+
+

2
3
3
3
4
1
1
4

15 (27.27)

HBIG group

+
+
+
-

6 (10.53)
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which suggested that the intramuscular administration of HBIG
regularly before delivery could effectively interrupt HBV
intrauterine infection[12]. HBIG is a kind of passive antibody.
One of its components, HBsAb, can combine with HBsAg, activate
the complements, clear HBV, lower the level of virus in maternal
blood, and thereby prevent and decrease the infection of normal
cells. It was reported that the interruptive effect of HBV intrauterine
infection by HBIG might correlate with the acquisition of neonatal
passive immune, because placenta could transmit the antibody
of IgG actively from mother to fetus during late pregnancy[13].
However, HBsAb was detected in none of the newborns in our
study. The potential reason might be that the HBV level in
maternal blood was so high (higher than the quantity that can
be neutralized by the passive antibody) that the HBIG
administrated to mother might not be enough to enter fetal
body through placenta. So, we consider to increase the quantity
of HBIG in our further studies of HBV intrauterine interruption.
We found that some newborns were HBsAg and HBV DNA
negative but HBeAg positive in their blood drawn from femoral
vein within 24 h after birth. Whether HBeAg can pass placenta
is still under hot debate. It has been suggested that HBeAg
can be more easily transmitted via placenta than HBsAg in that
it is smaller than the latter and is free from agglutination[14].
HBeAg or the compound of HBeAg and α-HBeIgG can pass
the barrier of placenta by means of active-transfer in human
body[15]. One study also showed that some babies of HBV
infected mothers were HBeAg positive and HBsAg negative in
femoral blood at birth, and HBsAg titres of the mothers were
significantly higher than HBeAg titres (200 times or more). So
the positive HBeAg in neonatal serum could not be interpreted
as contamination or leakage from the placenta, but can only be
explained by that HBeAg can indeed cross placenta[16]. In our
study, babies who were only HBeAg positive were born by
mothers who were both HBsAg and HBeAg positive. Moreover,
the sensitive and specific HBV-infection marker of HBV DNA
quantitation were negative in neonatal peripheral blood, and
HBeAg disappeared by 9-12 mo of age. So HBeAg in the neonatal
peripheral blood is less likely to be an index of intrauterine
infection, but transmitted passively from maternity.
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Abstract
AIM: To investigate the expression of tumor suppressor
gene p27 and spindle checkpoint gene Mad2 and to
demonstrate their expression difference in colorectal cancer
and normal mucosa and to evaluate its clinical significance.
METHODS: Immunohistochemical staining was used for
detection of expression of Mad2 and p27 in colorectal cancer
and its corresponding normal mucosa.
RESULTS: Mad2 was significantly overexpressed in
colorectal cancer compared with corresponding normal
mucosa (P<0.01, χ 2 = 7.5), and it was related to the
differentiation of adenocarcinoma, lymph node metastasis and
survival period after excision (P<0.05, χ2 = 7.72, χ2 = 4.302,
χ 2 = 6.234). The rate of p27 positive expression in
adenocarcinomas and normal mucosa was 40% and 80%
respectively. There was a significant difference in p27
expression between adenocarcinomas and normal mucosa
(P<0.001, χ2 = 13.333), which was related to the differentiation
degree of adenoca rcinoma and lymph node metastasis
(P<0.05, χ2 = 8.901 χ2 = 4). The positive expression of p27
was not correlated with survival period after excision.
CONCLUSION: Defect of spindle checkpoint gene Mad2
and mutation of p27 gene are involved mainly in colorectal
carcinogenesis and associated with prognosis of colorectal
cancer.
Li GQ, Zhang HF. Mad2 and p27 expression profiles in colorectal
cancer and its clinical significance. World J Gastroenterol 2004;
10(21): 3218-3220
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INTRODUCTION
Genomic instability is a hallmark of malignant cells and occurs
either in the form of microsatellite instability or in the form of
chromosomal instability (CIN)[1]. Microsatellite instability is
reflected by alteration in polymorphic, short, tandem repeats
sequences and is associated with a small fraction of colorectal
carcinomas with germ-line or somatic mutations of DNA mismatch
repair genes[2]. On the other hand, CIN, characterized by an
alteration in chromosome number and commonly detected as
aneuploidy, is likely to occur in most human malignancies. The
fact suggests that CIN may contribute to tumorigenesis[3-5]. In
yeast, loss of mitotic checkpoint frequently leads to abnormal

chromosome number, resulting in aneuploidy or polyploidy[6].
Two major groups of mitotic checkpoint genes, budding
uninhibited by benomyl (BUB) 1-3 and mitotic arrest defect
(MAD) 1-3, have been identified in budding yeast[7]. Mammalian
homologues of the yeast mitotic checkpoint protein have also
been characterized[8-10]. To date, little information is available in
literature about the expression of Mad2 in carcinoma tissue. In
this study, we used immunohistochemical technique to examine
the expression of Mad2 and p27 in colorectal cancer to elucidate
the relation of Mad2 and p27 to carcinogenesis and clinical
pathological factors.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Specimens
Cancer tissues and corresponding normal tissues were obtained
from Chinese PLA 455 Hospital from January 2001 to May 2003.
No patient was treated with anti-neoplasm therapy before tumor
removal. Fourty patients (22 males, 18 females, aged 25 to
79 years, median age 52.5 years) were as follows: 21 cases of
well differentiated adenocarcinoma, 11 cases of moderately
differentiated adenocarcinoma, 8 cases of poorly differentiated
adenocarcinoma. Twelve cases survived less than 18 mo, 28
cases surivived more than 18 mo after excision. All the tissues
were fixed in 40 g/L formaldehyde, embedded in paraffin, and
cut into 4 µm thick serial sections.
Reagents
Mad2 polyclonal rabbit antibodies directed against humans
were provided by China Science and Technology University.
P27 and immunohistochemical kit were purchased from Beijing
Zhongshan Biological Technology Ltd.
Immunohistochemistry
Immunohistochemical staining was performed following the
manufacturer’s instructions. Anti-Mad2 antibody was diluted
to 1:120. Anti-p27 was ready to use reagent. For the negative
control, the primary antibody was substituted by animal serum.
Mad2 positive expression was stained as brown-yellow mainly
in cell plasma. P27 positive expression was also stained in cell
plasma. A semi-quantitative evaluation was used to determine
positively expressed cells by viewing 10 vision fields at ×400
magnification as follows[11]: negative (-), <10% cells were stained;
mild positive (+), 11-25% cells were stained; moderately positive
(++), 26-50% cells were stained ; strong positive (+++), >50% cells
were stained. The last three grades were all regarded as positive.
Statistical analysis
The data were analyzed by SPSS version 10.0. χ2 test was used for
statistical analysis. P<0.05 was considered statistically significant.
RESULTS
Expression of Mad2 protein
The positive signals of Mad2 protein were stained brownyellow mainly in cell plasma and strength of color was directly
proportional to positive percentage (Figure 1A). Positive
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expression of Mad2 protein was detected in 30 of 40 (75%)
colorectal cancers, and 18 of 40 (45%) normal tissues. There was
a significant difference in Mad2 expression between colorectal
cancer and normal tissue (P<0.01). Moreover, there were
significant differences in Mad2 expression among well,
moderately, and poorly differentiated adenocarcinomas (Table 1).
The expression of Mad2 in colorectal cancer was related with
lymph node metastasis and survival period after excision.

Correlation between Mad2 protein and p27
We analyzed the correlation between Mad2 and p27 protein
expressions by χ2 test. There was no significantly positive
correlation between the expressions of Mad2 and p27.
A

Table 1 Relationship between expression of Mad2 protein and
histological differentiation and lymph node metastasis
Mad2
Groups

n

Positive (%)

Normal tissue
40
Adenocarcinoma
40
WD
21
MD
11
PD
8
Lymph node metastasis
Absent
25
Present
15
Survival period (months)
<18
12
18
28

+

-

18
30
12
10
8

22
10
9
1
0

16
14
9
9

P

45
75
61.9
99
100

0.041

9
1

64
88

0.038

3
19

75
32

0.013

0.01

B

WD: well differentiated adenocarcinoma; MD: moderately
differentiated adenocarcinoma; PD: poorly differentiated
adenocarcinoma.

p27 protein expression in colorectal cancer and normal tissue
The positive signals of p27 protein were stained brown-yellow
mainly in cell plasma, weak nuclear staining was also observed.
Immunoreactivity for p27 was found in both normal and neoplastic
tissues (Figure 1B). High expression of p27 was observed in 32
normal tissues, and low expression was observed in remaining
8 normal tissues. Of 40 colorectal cancer samples, 16 (40%) had
low expression of p27, and 24 (60%) had high expression. There
was a significant difference in p27 expression between colorectal
cancer and normal tissue (P<0.01). Moreover, there were significant
differences in p27 expression among well, moderately, and poorly
differentiated adenocarcinomas (Table 2). The expression of p27
in colorectal cancer was related with lymph node metastasis. No
relation of p27 protein was found with survival period after excision.
Table 2 Relationship among expression of p27 protein and
histological differentiation and lymph node metastasis
p27
Groups
Normal tissue
Adenocarcinoma
WD
MD
PD
Lymph node metastasis
Absent
Present
Survival period after excision
<18
18

n

Positive (%)

P

+

-

40
40
21
11
8

32
16
13
2
1

8
24
8
9
7

80
40
61.9
18.2
12.5

0.012

25
15

13
3

12
12

52
20

0.046

12
28

4
12

8
16

33.3
42.9

0.573

0.001

WD: well differentiated adenocarcinoma; MD: moderately
differentiated adenocarcinoma; PD: poorly differentiated
adenocarcinoma.

Figure 1 Strongly positive expression of Mad2 and p27 in
poor differentiated and tubular adenocarcinomas. A: Strongly
positive expression of Mad2 in poor differentiated
adenocarcinoma. B: Strongly positive expression of p27 in
tubular adenocarcinoma.

DISCUSSION
Mitotic checkpoints monitor the proper assembly of mitotic
spindle and block the onset of anaphase unless all of the
chromosomes are stably attached to a specialized region known
as kinetochore [12]. It has been proposed that the mitotic
checkpoint proteins, especially Mad2, may be crucial for
generating the “wait” signal to prevent the onset of anaphase
after microtubule disruption[13-15]. In the present study, the
expressions of Mad2 and p27 proteins were examined in
colorectal cancer and the corresponding normal tissue. Mad2
expression in colorectal cancer was higher than that in the
corresponding normal tissue. The expression of Mad2 in
colorectal cancer was related with histological differentiation,
lymph node metastasis and survival period after excision. Our
results regarding the expression of Mad2 are not consistent
with the finding that the reduced expression of Mad2 in breast
cancer cells reported by Li and Benezra[7], but it was similar to
the study by Tanaka et al.[15]. The different expression might
result from the surrounding in which cells lived. In an organ,
cells could be influenced by nerves and endocrine hormones.
Michel et al. showed that subtle differences in Mad2 protein
level markedly altered checkpoint function[16]. Therefore,
inactivation of Mad2 would be sufficient to lead to a haploinsufficient effect and loss of mitotic checkpoint control. The
most convincing evidence of the role of mitotic checkpoint
defect in CIN in mammalian cells came from two recent studies
in Mad2-/- mice, and in Mad2-/- human and mouse cells, showing
that disruption of Mad2 expression resulted in CIN[16,17]. It has
been reported that CIN cells become aneuploidy, a hallmark of
cancer that is associated with an aggressive tumor behavior
and a poor prognosis[18]. Recent studies reported that the Mad2
protein interacted with estrogen receptor β or the cytoplasmic
domain of insulin receptors, which are thought to be regulators
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of cellular growth[19-21]. Our study showed that Mad2 protein
overexpressed in cancer tissue was exclusively present in the
cytoplasm of cancer cells. We speculate that cytoplasmic Mad2
protein may enhance the positive regulatory action of estrogen
receptor β and insulin receptor on cell proliferation.
P27 is a member of the Cip1/Kip1 family of cyclin-dependent
kinase (CDK) inhibitors and a potential tumor suppressor
gene [22]. Recent studies have demonstrated that targeted
inactivation of p27 could lead to development of multiple
organ hyperplasia and malignancy in vivo[23,24]. In this study,
we examined the expression of CDK inhibitor p27 in colorectal
adenocarcinomas and corresponding normal tissues. Low
expression of p27 was detected in cancer tissue compared with
normal tissues. It was also related to histological differentiation
and lymph node metastasis, but not related to survival period
after excision. This evidence is similar to that previously reported
in other tumors such as tumors of breast, stomach, prostate,
lung, liver[25-32].
Orr-Weaver et al. thought that aneuploidy might increase
the rate at which tumor suppressors are lost through the loss
of heterozygosity. Our study showed that there was no
significantly positive correlation between the expressions of
Mad2 and p27.
In conclusion, expressions of Mad2 and p27 are related to
histological differentiation and lymph node metastasis of
colorectal cancer. Mad2 and p27 proteins might be good markers
for predicting histological differentiation and prognosis of
colorectal cancer.
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Abstract
AIM: To study how intestinal lymph after trauma-induced
shock (TIS) interferes with expression of neutrophil adhesion
factors (CD11b and CD18) and causes lung injury.
METHODS: Thirty-two adult healthy Sprague-Dawley rats were
randomly divided into four experimental groups. Groups 1
and 2 included rats with TIS caused by hitting the midupper part of both side femoral bones with a 2 500 kg rawiron, and with or without ligation of mesenteric lymph duct.
Groups 3 and 4 included rats with sham-TIS and with or
without ligation of mesenteric lymph duct. Expression of
neutrophil CD18 and CD11b in at 1 and 3 h after a 90-min
TIS/sham-TIS was evaluated. These rats were killed at 3 h
after TIS/sham-TIS, and lungs were taken immediately.
The main lung injury indexes (the MPO activity and lung injury
score) were measured.
RESULTS: The expressions of CD18 and CD11b at 1 and 3 h
after a 90-min TIS and the main lung injury indexes were
significantly increased compared with those in the shamTIS groups (P<0.05). Moreover, at 1 and 3 h after TIS, the
expressions of CD18 (32.12±1.25 and 33.46±0.98) and
CD11b (29.56±1.35 and 30.56±1.85) were significantly
decreased in rats with ligation of mesenteric lymph duct,
compared with those (52.3±1.12 and 50.21±1.25, and
42.24±1.24 and 42.81±1.12, respectively) in those without
the ligation (all P<0.05). The main lung injury indexes
in rats with TIS with ligation of mesenteric lymph duct
(0.96±0.12 and 6.54±0.35) were also significantly decreased,
compared with those (1.56±0.21 and 9.56±0.23) in rats
with TIS without the ligation (both P<0.05). However, there
was no significant difference in expressions of CD18 and
CD11b and the main lung injury indexes between the two
sham-TIS groups.
CONCLUSION: Previous ligation of mesenteric lymph ducts
prevents or alleviates the up-regulated expression of PMN
CD18 and CD11b and the lung injury induced by TIS. Our
findings also indicate that neutrophil adhesion molecule
activation and lung injury during TIS appear to be caused by
some factors that are released or produced by post-ischemic
intestine through the mesenteric lymph pathway.
Chen ZB, Zheng SS, Yuan G, Ding CY, Zhang Y, Zhao XH, Ni LM.
Effects of intestinal lymph on expression of neutrophil adhesion

factors and lung injury after trauma-induced shock.World J
Gastroenterol 2004; 10(21): 3221-3224
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INTRODUCTION
Trauma-induced-shock (TIS) could lead to splanchnic ischemiareperfusion and gut barrier failure[1]. These events could get
the gut into an inflammatory cytokine-secreting organ, which
contributes to the pathogenesis of shock-induced lung injury[2,3].
Lung injury generally occurs when mediators released by
systemic inflammatory processes up-regulate polymorphonuclear
neutrophil (PMN) interactions with endothelial cells (ECs), thus
favoring PMN sequestration and attack on the lung. Shock
and trauma-induced neutrophil activation has been implicated
in the pathogenesis of adult respiratory distress syndrome
(ARDS) and also as a contributory factor in the development
of multiple organ dysfunction syndrome (MODS) [4,5].
Furthermore, enhanced endothelial-neutrophil interactions
resulting in tissue injury appear to be the common pathways
by which diverse initiating factors, such as bacterial infection,
endotoxin, cytokines, shock, and ischemia can lead to organ
injury and MODS[6]. These events have been implicated in the
pathogenesis of pulmonary microvascular injury after intestinal
ischemia-reperfusion injuries[7,8].
However, the exact mechanisms by which intestinal ischemia
reperfusions subsequent to trauma and hemorrhage primes
neutrophils remain uncertain. There are many discussions about
this topic. Since Gonzalez et al. demonstrated that port vein blood
did not contain such inflammatory mediators in patients with
traumatic shock, such as endotoxin or bacteria, more and more
people have attached importance to lymph pathway[9]. Some
study in a rat model of trauma-hemorrhagic shock (T/HS) has
shown that ligation of the main mesenteric lymph draining the
intestine could prevent lung injury[10], and furthermore, it has
been testified that mesenteric lymph from rats subjected to
T/HS can prime neutrophils for an oxidative burst[11]. TIS
mesenteric lymph can activate PMNs and increase their ability
to injure ECs, and on the other hand, PMN exposure to
mesenteric lymph is both necessary and sufficient for the
activation of rat PMN respiratory burst by TIS. From a mechanical
point of view, respiratory burst activation in response to Gprotein-coupled agonists is characterized by enhanced cell
calcium [Ca2+]i) flux response to GPC agonists tested[12,13]. In
contrast, portal plasma from TIS rats lacks the potential to
activate PMNs.
All these studies lead to the conclusion that lymph from the
ischemic gut may be a crucial source of neutrophil priming
factors after major hemorrhagic insults, such as lung injury,
systemic inflammatory response syndrome (SIRS), MODS, and
multiple system organ failure (MSOF). Therefore it has come to
be accepted by more and more people that gut-induced lung
injury is secondary to a shock-induced gut “inflammatory state”,
where gut-induced inflammatory factors enter the systemic
circulation via mesenteric lymphatics rather than via portal
bloodstream. To testify and further extend this concept that
neutrophil priming activation was caused by release of factors
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from gut into the mesenteric lymphatics, we performed this
experiment to study whether TIS could up-regulate neutrophil
adhesion molecule expression and cause lung injury, and
whether such pathological changes could be prevented or
alleviated by ligating mesenteric lymph ducts previously.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Animals
Adult Sprague-Dawley rats (SD rats) weighing 300-350 g were
used after a minimum acclimatization period of 7 d. The animals
and their diet were provided by The Laboratory Animal Center,
Zhejiang University, College of Medicine, China. The animals
were had free access to food and water and were maintained in
accordance with the guideline of the National Guide for the
Care and Use of Laboratory Animals, and the experiment was
approved by the Zhejiang University, College of Medicine.
Experimental design
The aim of this experiment was to assess how the lymph after
TIS affected the expression of neutrophil adhesion molecules
and caused lung injury in rats. Four groups were included.
They were groups of rats subjected to TIS with or without
mesenteric lymph duct ligation, and groups of rats subjected
to sham TIS with or without mesenteric lymph duct ligation.
Femoral artery blood samples were collected 1 and 3 h after a
90-min shock period for further evaluating the expression of
PMN. Then these rats were killed immediately, lungs were
removed for assessment of the severity of injuries, mainly by
measuring myeloperoxidase (MPO) content and lung injury score.
TIS model
As previously described[14], rats were anesthetized intraperitoneally
using sodium pentobarbital (50 mg/kg), and a femoral artery
catheter was placed for measuring the artery pressure and an
other side femoral artery catheter for taking blood. Then a midline
laparotomy was performed to expose the mesenteric lymph duct,
which was either ligated with 2-0 silk or just left intact according
to the experimental need. The incision was closed. A 2 500 kg
raw- iron was used to hit the rat’s mid-upper part of both side
femoral bones from 30 cm height to cause TIS, then the rat
artery pressure was maintained at about 30 mmHg for 90 min,
by blood withdrawal or normal saline infusion through one
side of the femoral artery catheter, the other side of femoral
artery catheter was used to measure the artery pressure. The
rats were subjected to TIS for 90 min and then their traumatic legs
were tied up closely. The animal body temperature during the
experiment was maintained at about 37 by using a heating pad.
Sham-TIS model
Except trauma treatment and being subjected to shock state, the
sham-TIS model accepted the nearly same treatment as TIS model.
Assay of blood CD11 b and CD18
Blood sample (1 mL) collected at 1 and 3 h after 90 min of
TIS/sham-TIS state was collected and treated with anti-
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coagulant EDTANa2. A 100 µL blood sample was put into
a 12 mm×75 mm tube and then 10 µL anti-rat CD11b or CD18
fluorescent labeled monoclonal antibody (BD Pharmingen) was
added into the tube. The samples were gently vortexed for 10 min
and then placed into a dark room for 40 min. Red blood cells of
the sample were lysed and fixed with Coahem Q-PREP equipment
(Couletr Company, USA) for 15 min on ice. After centrifuged
and washed 3 times, PMN cells were analyzed for adhesion
molecule expression using flow cytometer (ESPLL-XL,
BECKMAN, USA) according to the recommendation of the
manufacturer. The number of these neutrophils labelled with
monoclonal antibody in 10 000 neutrophils was counted and
the percentage was evaluated.

Assay of myeloperoxidase
Three hours later, rats were killed and the right lung was
immediately taken and frozen. The frozen lung tissue was
homogenized and processed for measuring myoloperoxidase
(MPO) with the regent kit (Jiancheng Bio-Technology Company,
Nanjing, China) according to the manufacturer’s instructuons.
One unit of MPO activity represented the amount of enzyme
that reduced 1 µmol/L of peroxidase per minute.
Assay of lung injury sore
The lung tissue was fixed in 40 g/L formaldehyde, cut into 4 µm
sections and stained with HE. The lung injury score (LIS)[15]
was evaluated with OLMPUS optical microscope (Olympus,
Japan). The severity of leukocyte sequestration in the lung
tissue was classified as: 0 = 0%, 1 = 0-25%, 2 = 25-50%, 3 = 50-75%,
4 = 75-100%. The severity of leukocyte sequestration in lung
alveoli was classified as: 0 = none, 1 = few, 2 = a lot, 3 = almost
all, 4 = all. The severity of exudation (such as fibrin, transparent
membrane and edema liquor) in lung alveoli was classified as:
0 = none, 1 = few, 2 = a lot, 3 = almost full, and 4 = absolute full.
Statistical analysis
Results were expressed as mean±SD. The data were analyzed
with SPSS.11.0. The comparison among multiple groups was
made with t test. Probabilities less than 0.05 were considered
statistically significant.
RESULTS
The expressions of CD18 and CD11b in PMN were significantly
increased after TIS with or without ligation of mesenteric lymph
ducts compared with sham shock groups (P<0.05, Table 1).
Both CD18 and CD11b expressions were up-regulated by the
TIS pathological process. The expressions of CD18 and CD11b
in sham shock with or without ligation of mesenteric lymph duct
had no significant difference (P>0.05). It showed that ligation
of mesenteric lymph duct itself had no effect on the expression
of CD18 or CD11b. The results also showed that the expressions
of CD18 and CD11b after TIS with ligation of mesenteric lymph
duct were significantly decreased as compared with TIS without
ligation of lymph duct (P<0.05). It was suggested that previous
ligation of mesenteric lymph duct during TIS could downregulate the expressions of CD18 and CD11b.

Table 1 Comparison of expressions of CD18 and CD11b in ratsof all groups at 1 and 3 h after 90 min of TIS/sham-TIS state(%)
CD18

CD11b

Group
TIS with ligation of mesenteric lymph duct (8)
TIS without ligation of mesenteric lymph duct (8)
Sham TIS with ligation of mesenteric lymph duct (8)
Sham TIS withtout ligation of mesenteric lymph duct (8)

1st h

3rd h

1st h

32.12±1.25
52.3±1.12
17.02±0.95
16.23±1.20

33.46±0.98
50.21±1.25
15.68±0.98
16.25±0.53

29.56±1.35
42.24±1.24
14.02±1.23
13.61±1.25

3rd h
30.56±1.85
42.81±1.12
13.63±1.23
13.51±1.65
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The main lung injury indexes (MPO activity and lung injury
score) of TIS group were significantly increased compared with
sham shock group (P<0.05, Table 2). The results showed that
the main lung injury indexes of sham shock groups with or
without ligation of mesenteric lymph duct had no significant
difference (P>0.05). It seemed that ligation of mesenteric lymph
duct itself could not cause lung injury. The results also showed
that the MPO activity and lung injury score of TIS with previous
ligation of mesenteric lymph duct were significantly decreased
as compared with TIS without ligation of lymph duct (P<0.05).
It appeared that previous ligation of mesenteric lymph duct
could alleviate lung injury effectively during TIS.
Table 2 Comparison of MPO activity and lung injury score in
rats of all groups
Group
(n = 8)

MPO activity
(Ug-1 lung tissue)

LTS

TIS witht ligation of
mesenteric lymph duct
TIS without ligation of
mesenteric lymph duct
Sham TIS witht ligation of
Mesenteric lymph duct

0.96±0.12

6.54±0.35

1.56±0.21

9.56±0.23

0.45±0.05

2.35±0.56

Sham TIS withtout ligation of
Mesenteric lymph duct

0.50±0.08

2.53±0.41

DISCUSSION
It has been found that the phenomena of neutrophil activation
is often companied by TIS, and that activated neutrophils may
play a key role in the pathogenesis of lung injury or MODS,
MSOF in TIS[16]. But the mechanism of neutrophil activation,
lung injury or MODS is still uncertain. Therefore, the soluble
factors in neutrophil activation subjected to TIS and the cellular
mechanisms for neutrophil activation are the hot topics. A lot
of evidence showed that ischemia-reperfusion gut was an
important source of factors that might cause neutrophil
activation, lung injury or MODS after TIS[17-19]. Post-ischemia
gut has been shown to be a cytokine-generating organ, and the
vascular bed of post-ischemia has been proven to be a priming bed
for neutrophils by both clinical and experimental studies[20]. It
is usually believed that the loss of gut barrier function in shock
states leads to bacterial translocation. Then such a bacterial
translocation might cause sepsis and organ dysfunction in TIS
patients. However, studies about TIS showed that neither
bacteria nor endotoxin was found in portal blood of severely
injured trauma patients. These findings have made people to
doubt the theory of bacterial translocation during TIS.
It has been shown that the TIS induced increase in pulmonary
capillary permeability could be prevented by ligation of
mesenteric lymph ducts[21], and mesenteric lymph from rats
subjected to TIS, but not sham TIS could injure endothelial
cells and increase their permeability[22]. Shock-induced upregulation of pulmonary endothelial P-selection expression
could also be alleviated by mesenteric lymph duct ligation.
Based on these clinical and experimental findings, people
come to hypothesize that lymphatics might be the primary route
by which intestinal factors leave the gut and cause subsequent
injury of lung or other organs instead of portal route. Neutrophilendothialial interaction is involved in endothelial cell injury
and endothelial cell adhesion molecule up-regulation. In order
to investigate this hypothesis, we designed these experiments.
To explore how TIS lymph affected PMN activation and lung
injury, we compared TIS rats with or without ligation of the
mesenteric lymph ducts. CD18 and CD11b were chosen as the
indicators of PMN activation, and MPO and lung injury score
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were chosen as the indicators of lung injury[23,24].
The results of our study showed that the expressions of
PMN CD18 and CD11b and the main lung injury indexes (the
MPO activity and lung injury score) of TIS at 1 and 3 h after
90 min of TIS state were significantly increased compared with
those of sham shock group, but had no significant difference
between two sham shock groups with or without ligation of
mesenteric lymph ducts. The results also showed that previous
ligation of mesenteric lymph ducts could down-regulate the
expressions of CD18 and CD11b and alleviate lung injury in
rats subjected to TIS. These results are consistent with the
studies of Harkin et al.[25], who showed that mesenteric ligation
prevented shock-induced CD11b up-regulation using a less
severe shock model. The theory that the gut is a primary source
of neutrophil-activating factors is consistent with our study
and Adams et al.[26], who found that the ability of plasma from
rats subjected to TIS to prime neutrophils for an augment
respiratory burst was lost after lymph duct ligation.
Generally, it seems that factors contained in TIS intestinal
lymph are both necessary and sufficient to account for neutrophil
activation and priming after TIS. The intestine could produce a
wide rage of inflammatory mediators, including cytokines,
eicosanods, oxidants, platelet-activating factors, complement
fragments, and endotoxin[27,28]. Many of these mediators can
prime or activate neutrophils and endothelial cells directly or
indirectly. It has been proven that primed and activated
neutrophils are involved in the pathogenesis of posttraumatic
inflammatory syndromes such as systemic inflammatory response
syndrome (SIRS), adult respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS),
MODS, and MSOF. It also has been testified that prevention of
tissue neutrophil infiltration can reduce lung and other organ
injury in the models of TIS[29]. The results of our experiment
also showed that pathologic neutrophil activation by gut lymph
was critical to the pathogenesis of TIS.
Since no bacteria or endotoxin was found in mesenteric
lymph subjected to TIS, further work is needed to study on the
characterization and identification the nertophil-activating
factors in the TIS lymph. It has ever been thought that the lipid
fraction of lymph was responsible for neutropil activation[30].
However, Daysl et al.[31] pointed out that the respiratory burst
of rat neutrophils was stimulated by the aqueous but not lipid
fraction of the lymph samples. The exact explanation for these
conflicting results is not known, but it may suggest that TIS
lymph contains several factors which are capable of activating
neutrophils. So, further study may still be needed to define the
factors in TIS gut lymph which could activate neutrophils and
cause injury of lung or other important organs.
In conclusion, mesenteric lymph after TIS contains multiple
biologically active agents. These agents have the potential to
modify both PMN and EC behaviors, which are probably
involved in the pathogenesis of lung injury after TIS. The
results showed that up-regulated expressions of PMN CD18
and CD11b and the lung injury induced by TIS could be
prevented or alleviated by previous ligation of mesenteric lymph
ducts. These findings may indicate that lung injury during TIS
is caused by PMN adhesion molecule activation induced by
some factors released or produced by postischemic intestine
through mesenteric lymph pathway rather than traditionally
believed portal vein.
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CONCLUSION: Our results imply that inactivation of PTEN
gene and over-expression of VEGF contribute to the
neovascularization and progression of gastric cancer. PTENrelated angiogenesis might be attributed to its up-regulation
of VEGF expression. PTEN and VEGF could be used as the
markers reflecting the biologic behaviors of tumor and viable
targets in therapeutic approaches to inhibit angiogenesis of
gastric cancers.
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Abstract
AIM: To investigate the expression of PTEN/MMAC1/TEP1
and vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), their roles
in biologic behavior and angiogenesis and their association
in gastric cancer.
METHODS: Immunohistochemical staining was used to
evaluate the expression of PTEN, VEGF and microvascular
density (MVD) on paraffin-embedded sections in 70 patients
with primary gastric cancer and 24 patients with chronic
superficial gastritis (CSG). Expression of PTEN, VEGF and
MVD were compared with clinicopathological features of
gastric cancer. The relationship between expression of
PTEN, VEGF and MVD as well as the relationship between
PTEN and VEGF expression in caner cells were investigated.
RESULTS: PTEN expression significantly decreased (t = 3.98,
P<0.01) whereas both VEGF expression and MVD significant
increased (t = 4.29 and 4.41, respectively, both P<0.01)
in gastric cancer group compared with CSG group. PTEN
expression was significantly down-regulated (t = 1.95,
P<0.05) whereas VEGF expression (t = 2.37, P<0.05) and
MVD (t = 3.28, P<0.01) was significantly up-regulated in
advanced gastric cancer compared with early-stage gastric
cancer. PTEN expression in gastric cancer showed a negative
association with lymph node metastasis (t = 3.91, P<0.01),
invasion depth (t = 1.95, P<0.05) and age (t = 4.69, P <0.01).
MVD in PTEN-negative gastric cancer was significantly
higher than that in PTEN-positive gastric cancer (t = 3.69,
P<0.01), and there was a negative correlation between
PTEN expression and MVD (γ = -0.363, P<0.05). VEGF
expression was positively associated with invasion depth
(especially with serosa invasion, t = 4.69, P<0.01), lymph
node metastasis (t = 2.31, P<0.05) and TNM stage (t = 3.04,
P<0.01). MVD in VEGF-positive gastric cancer was significantly
higher than that in VEGF-negative gastric cancer (t = 4.62,
P<0.01), and there was a positive correlation between
VEGF expression of and MVD (γ = 0.512, P<0.05). VEGF
expression in PTEN-negative gastric cancer was significantly
stronger than that in PTEN-positive gastric cancer (t = 2.61,
P<0.05), and there was a significantly negative correlation
between the expression of VEGF and PTEN (γ = -0.403,
P<0.05).

INTRODUCTION
Gastric cancer is one of the tumors with a relatively high
incidence and mortality in the digestive system. Although many
advanced measures have been taken to improve the outcome
of patients suffering from gastric cancer, up to now, there has
been no radical progress in reducing its incidence and mortality.
This could be due to the fact that the underlying mechanism in
tumorigenesis and progression of gastric cancer is still poorly
understood. Many studies have demonstrated that tumor
suppressor genes, such as p53, play an important role in
oncogenesis and progression of various malignancies.
Recently, many investigators have been interested in the role
of PTEN/MMAC1/TEP1, a novel tumor suppressor gene, located
on chromosome band 10q 23.3. Accumulated evidence has
suggested that inactivation of PTEN/MMAC1/TEP1 gene was
implicated in the carcinogenesis and progression of various
tumors[1-10]. Loss of PTEN expression was dominantly attributed
to the inactive alteration of PTEN gene, including mutations,
deletions, loss of heterozygosity (LOH) and promoter methylation
in various malignancies[11,12], meaning that the expressive intensity
of PTEN could almost embody the status of PTEN gene.
Several studies have strongly implied that PTEN was
associated with tumor-induced angiogenesis[13-16]. However, less
information regarding the role of PTEN in gastric cancer, to our
knowledge, was available. The present study was designed to
investigate the role of PTEN in tumorigenesis and progression
of gastric cancer and its association with angiogenesis and
VEGF expression.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Subjects
Surgical specimens of 70 patients with histologically confirmed
primary gastric adenocarcinoma and 24 patients with chronic
superficial gastritis and duodenal ulcer were obtained from
Department of General Surgery, Affiliated Hospital, Luzhou
Medical College and Department of General Surgery, West China
Hospital, Sichuan University in 1996-2000. There were 56 male
and 14 female patients in gastric cancer group with age range
from 31 to 66 (mean 45) years while there were 21 male and three
female patients in chronic superficial gastritis group with age
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range from 28 to 43 (mean 35) years. All patients with gastric
cancer had received radical resection or palliative surgical
treatments, but no one had ever accepted chemotherapy and
radiotherapy as well as biotherapy before operation.

Evaluation of clinicopathological features
In gastric cancer group, 18 tumors were categorized histologically
as well-differentiation and 52 poor-differentiations. Eight tumors
were categorized as early-stage gastric cancer and 62 advanced
gastric cancer. Thrifty two patients had serosa invasion, and
46 had lymph node metastasis. According to the criteria set out
by the Union of International Caner Commission (new TNM
stage, UICC for gastric cancer, 1985), 20 tumors were categorized
as stage I, 16 stage II , 30 stage III and four stage IV.
Antibodies and reagents
Rabbit anti-PTEN polyclonal antibody, rabbit ant-VEGF
polyclonal antibody, mouse anti-CD34 monoclonal antibody
and streptavidin-biotin-peroxidase (KIT-9710, UltraSensitive S-P
for mouse or rabbit) as well as DAB reagents were all purchased
from Maixin Corporation (Fuzhou, Fujian province, China).
Immunohistochemical staining
Five-micron paraffin-embedded sections were dewaxed in
xylene, dehydrated in ethanol. Endogenous peroxidase activity
was blocked by incubation of samples in a 3% solution of
hydrogen peroxide in methanol and heated in pressure-cooker
for 50 s to retrieve antigens. After washing with PBS, the samples
were incubated for 60 min with primary antibody against CD34,
PTEN or VEGF at 37 , for 60 min with the biotin-conjugated
second antibody and for 10 min with the third antibody
streptavidin-peroxidase at room temperature, and then the
immunoreactive products were stained with DAB and counterstained with methyl green subsequently. PBS was used instead
of the primary antibodies for negative controls.
Evaluation of PTEN and VEGF immunostaining
PTEN and VEGF protein expression in benign and malignant
gastric epithelium cells was assessed according to the score
graded as the percentage of positive immunoreactive cells and
the score graded as positive immunoreactive intensity, and the
sum of both was used to reflect the level of PTEN and VEGF
protein expression. The score graded as percentage of positive
immunoreactive cells was defined as follows: <10% as 0, 10-25%
as 1, 25-50% as 2, and 50% as 3. The score graded as positive
immunoreactive intensity was defined as follows: negative stain
(equal to background) as 0, weak positive stain (weak yellow)
as 1, positive stain (yellow) as 2, and strong positive stain
(brown) as 3. The sum of scores less than or equal to 2 ( 2)
was defined as negative PTEN (PTEN-) or VEGF (VEGF-) protein
expression, and more than or equal to 3 ( 3) as positive PTEN
(PTEN+) or VEGF (VEGF+) expression.
Microvascular density counting
Microvascular density (MVD) was determined according to
the criterion introduced by Weidner[17]: any separated single
vascular endothelium cell or cluster of endothelium cells and
microvascular tube with diameter less than 8 erythrocytes were
counted. Briefly, the stained sections were screened at ×100
magnifications under a light microscope (Olympus) to identify
four regions with the highest number of microvessels, which
were then counted at ×200 magnifications, and the average
was used to reflect MVD.
Statistical analysis
All results were expressed as mean±SD. Statistic software SPSS
11.5 for Windows was used to analyze the results using Student
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t test and Pearson correlation analysis. The accepted level of
significance was P<0.05 (Two-tailed).

RESULTS
Characteristics and comparison of PTEN and VEGF expression
and MVD in gastric cancer with those in chronic superficial
gastritis
PTEN and VEGF expression were demonstrated to localize in
cytoplasm of gastric glandular epithelium and tumor cells
(Figures 1, 2). In gastric cancer, the positive immunoreactive
signal in invasive front region was weaker for PTEN, but
stronger for VEGF and microvessels (Figure 3) than that in the
fundic region of tumor. There was a significant down-regulation
of PTEN expression and a significant up-regulation of both
VEGF and MVD in gastric cancer in comparison with those in
chronic superficial gastritis (Table 1).
Table 1 Comparison in PTEN and VEGF expression and MVD
between chronic superficial gastritis (CSG) group and gastric
cancer (GC) group (mean±SD)
Groups

n

CSG
GC

24
70

b

PTEN
3.13±2.3
1.34±1.75 b

VEGF
1.25±1.16
2.94±1.80 b

MVD
29.6±9.9
48.3±19.9b

P<0.01 vs CSG group.

Association of PTEN and VEGF expression and MVD with
clinicopathological profiles in gastric cancer
As showed in Table 2, The down-regulation of PTEN expression
was closely associated with the older patients (>35 years),
invasion depth and lymphatic metastasis of tumor, and a
downtrend of PTEN expression was observed with the increase
of invasion depth of tumor, especially in advanced stage of
gastric cancer ( T2) (Table 2). The up-regulation of both VEGF
expression and MVD were significantly associated with the
invasion depth, lymphatic metastasis and TNM stage, but none
of them was associated with the histological differentiation of
gastric cancer (Table 2).
Table 2 Association of PTEN and VEGF expression and MVD
with clinicopathologic profiles in gastric cancer (mean±SD)
Variables

n

Age (yr)
35
22
>35
48
Gender
Male
56
Female
14
Differentiation
Well
18
Poor
52
Invasion depth
T1
8
T2
62
<T3
38
T3
32
LN metastasis
Positive
46
Negative
24
TNM Stage
I+II
36
III+IV
34
a

PTEN

VEGF

2.64±1.81
0.83±1.33 b

2.77±1.96
3.02±1.76

46.23±17.61
49.20±20.05

1.32±1.69
1.71±1.82

3.00±1.91
2.71±1.73

48.45±20.39
47.54±12.72

1.56±1.82
1.35±1.69

3.33±1.88
2.81±1.86

45.94±17.08
49.07±20.72

2.50±1.73
1.26±1.69a
1.47±1.81
1.31±1.66

1.5±1.91
3.13±1.82 a
2.08±1.20
3.97±1.15 a

27.94±12.1
50.9±19.31b
39.6±16.6
58.6±18.9 b

0.87±1.36
2.42±1.93 b

3.57±1.77
1.74±2.07 a

53.9±18.2
37.5±19.3 b

1.83±1.81
0.97±1.55

2.51±1.29
3.41±1.18 b

39.6±18.3
57.5±17.7 b

P<0.05, bP<0.01 vs different variables.

MVD
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Figure 1 Expression of PTEN. A: Strongly positive expression in bening gastric glandular epithelium cells (Immunohistochemical
staining, S-P×400). B: Positive expression in moderately differentiated cancer cells (Immunohistochemical staining, S-P×100). C:
Weakly positive expression in poorly differentiated cancer cells. (Immunohistochemical staining, S-P×400).

A

B

Figure 2 Expression of VEGF. A: Weakly positive expression in benign gastric glandular epithelium cells. B: Strongly positive
expression in poorly differentiated cancer cells. (Immunohistochemical staining, S-P×400).

A

B

Figure 3 MVD in benign/malignant gastric tissues. A: Lessand weakly stained microvessel labeled by CD34 was regularly
distributed among the benign gastric epithelium gland (Immunohistochemical staining, S-P×400). B: Increased and strongly
stained microvessel labeled by CD34 was irregularly infiltrated in poorly differentiated adenocarcinoma (Immunohistochemical
staining, S-P×200).

Correlation of PTEN and VEGF expression with MVD in gastric
cancer
MVD was significantly higher in PTEN negative (n = 54) than
in PTEN positive gastric cancer (n = 16) (52.7±19.6 vs 33.4±13.2,
t = 3.69, P<0.01), and significantly higher in VEGF positive (n = 52)
than in VEGF negative gastric cancer (n = 18) (52.71±19.59 vs
29.78±12.9, t = 4.62, P<0.001). There was a significantly negative
correlation between MVD and the intensity of PTEN expression
(γ = -0.363, P<0.05) and a positive correlation between MVD
and the intensity of VEGF expression (γ = 0.512, P<0.01).
Correlation between VEGF and PTEN expression
The intensity of VEGF expression was significantly higher in
PTEN negative than in PTEN positive gastric cancer (3.18±1.53
vs 2.15±2.19, t = 2.61, P<0.05). Furthermore, There was a
significantly negative correlation between VEGF and PTEN
expression (γ = -0.403, P<0.05).

DISCUSSION
PTEN/MMAC 1/TEP1-encoding product, a dual-specificity
protein-phospholipid phosphatase, which was involved in
regulation of a variety of signal transduction pathways through
dephosphorylation, including down-regulation of the activity
of the focal adhesion kinase (FAK) to inhibit cell adhesion,
invasion and metastasis[18-20], disabling of phosphatidylinositol
3-kinase (PI3’k)/Akt signal pathway to accelerate cell apoptosis
and inhibit cell proliferation and inhibition of MAPK signal
pathway to restrain cell differentiation[21-23]. Some studies[18-20,24-27]
have demonstrated that anti-sense or deletion of PTEN gene
significantly up-regulates the ability of cell proliferation,
adhesion and migration, accompanied by increased activity of
FAK and PI3’k/Akt, whereas over-expression of PTEN protein
in wild-type PTEN transfected cells is detected, with a resultant
cell cycle arrest, increased cell apoptosis, decreased potential
in cell mitosis, proliferation, adhesion and migration, and the
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concomitant decrease of FAK and PI3’k/Akt activities,
suggesting that PTEN regulates negatively the growth, invasion
and metastasis of tumors, and then the inactivation of PTEN
greatly contributes to the tumorigenesis and progression of tumors.
So far, little information on the expression and role of PTEN
gene in gastric cancer is available. Recently, Byun et al.[28]
showed an abnormally low expression with only in 36% (20/55)
gastric cancer tissues and 33% (5/15) cell lines while none of 71
cases with non-cancer tissues showed a decreased expression.
The LOH of PTEN gene reached at 47% (14/30) and was closely
linked to low expression of PTEN mRNA in gastric cancer.
Furthermore, the rate of LOH was significantly higher in
advanced gastric cancers (63%) than that in early-stage tumors
(18%), and in poorly differentiated tumors (69%) than in wellor moderately differentiated tumors (29%). Fei et al.[29] compared
PTEN expression in 26 gastric cancer, 21 first-degree relatives
of gastric cancer patients and 12 healthy individuals by RTPCR and immunohistochemistry, and found that PTEN
expression was significantly decreased in gastric cancer group
and the first-degree relatives group compared with those in
matched non-malignant gastric tissues and healthy control
group. Kang et al.[30] screened 310 cases with gastric carcinoma,
and found that 62 cases lost PTEN expression, and the loss of
PTEN expression was linked to the promoter methylation of
PTEN gene, which was significantly associated with tumor
depth and size, lymphatic invasion, advanced stage, pTNM
stage, and patients’ survival, implying that loss of PTEN
expression is involved in the pathogenesis of gastric cancer.
Nevertheless, there are some discrepant and conflict findings.
One study from Japan did not find any mutation and promoter
methylation of PTEN gene as well as the alteration of mRNA in
gastric cancer cell lines and primary tumor tissues[31]. Another
study showed that the mutation rate of PTEN gene was not
significantly increased in human advanced gastric cancer[32],
suggesting that PTEN does not participate in gastric carcinogenesis
and progression as a tumor suppressor gene. In current study,
PTEN expression was only slightly decreased in early gastric
cancer cells but significantly decreased in advanced gastric
cancer cells, compared with that in benign gastric epithelial
cells. PTEN expression decreased as the invasion density
increased, and lower PTEN expression was observed in gastric
cancer with lymph node invasion and in TNM III/IV stage. Our
results were very similar to those reported by Kang et al.[30],
suggesting that loss of PTEN expression is a relatively later
molecule event in the pathogenesis of gastric cancer, and thus
plays more important role in the progression than in oncogenesis
of gastric cancer. The malignant gastric epithelial cells with
loss of PTEN expression may hold the characteristics with a
high aggressive and metastatic potential, and thus PTEN can
be considered as an objective and reliable marker reflecting the
pathobiological behaviors of gastric cancer. Moreover, Lee
et al.[33] showed that loss of PTEN expression was significantly
associated with poor gastric carcinoma prognosis. In addition,
we also observed a significantly decreased expression of PTEN
protein in the older patients (>35 years) with gastric cancer
compared with the younger patients, implying that PTEN may be
more implicated in the gastric carcinogenesis in the elder. In other
words, there might hold dissimilar tumorigenetic mechanisms
between the older and younger patients with gastric cancer.
Angiogenesis is prerequisite for progressing tumor growth,
invasion and metastasis. MVD in tumor tissue is unanimously
considered as a better parameter to reflect the level of the
neovascularization of tumor. VEGF, one of the most powerful
pro-angiogenic factors, is dominantly involved in all the process
including vascular endothelial cell mitosis, proliferation, adhesion
and migration. VEGF expression is induced in a hypoxia-inducible
factor alpha (HIF-1alpha)-dependent way through activation of
the PI3 kinase signaling pathway[34]. VEGF and MVD are all
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involved in prognosis in various carcinomas[35-38]. Our results
revealed a significantly increase in MVD and VEGF expression
in gastric cancer cells, and both the VEGF expression and MVD
were significantly associated with the invasion depth, lymphatic
metastasis and pTNM stage. Furthermore, MVD was significantly
correlated with the intensity of VEGF expression. These results
suggest VEGF is dominantly involved in the neovascularization
of gastric cancer, and thus facilitates the tumor’s growth,
invasion and metastasis.
Several studies[13-16] have suggested that PTEN is implicated
in the regulation of tumor’s angiogenesis, and loss of PTEN
expression is closely associated with the increased
neovascularization in various malignancies in vitro and in vivo.
However, information on the relationship between PTEN protein
expression and neovascularization in gastric cancer is scarce.
Zheng et al. recently showed MVD was negatively related to
PTEN expression in gastric cancer. In the present study, we
also observed that MVD in PTEN negative gastric cancer was
markedly higher than that in PTEN positive gastric cancer, and
there was a significantly negative correlation between MVD
and PTEN expression in gastric cancer tissue, implying that loss
of PTEN expression is highly implicated in the neovascularization
of tumor in gastric cancer.
The mechanism of PTEN-related angiogenesis is not well
known. Recent in vitro studies[39-41] have suggested that loss
of PTEN expression significantly up-regulates VEGF expression
via modulation of HIF-1alpha expression and VEGF-mediated
pro-angiogenic signaling through PI3’K/Akt-dependent
signaling transduction pathway to enhance the anti-apoptotic,
proliferative, and chemotactic activity of endothelial cells and
the ability of tube formation. Jiang et al. screened the expression
of PTEN and HIF-1alpha mRNA and VEGF protein in human
colorectal tumor tissues, and observed a negative correlation
of PTEN expression with HIF-1alpha (γ = -0.36, P< 0.05) and
VEGF (γ = -0.48, P<0.05) and a positive correlation between
VEGF and HIF-1alpha (γ = 0.71, P<0.01). In this study, we also
found a significantly increase in VEGF expression in PTEN
negative gastric cancer compared with PTEN positive gastric
cancer, and that the intensity of VEGF expression was negatively
associated with PTEN expression. Taking all these findings
together, we postulate that VEGF is a key downstream molecule
for PTEN function in carcinogenesis and progression in a wide
range of human carcinomas including gastric cancer. Therefore,
inactivation of PTEN gene could contribute to gastric tumor
progression by directly functioning on tumor cells to enhance
the ability of growth, anti-apoptotic, invasion and metastasis
through up-regulation of PI3’K/Akt signaling transduction
pathway, by up-regulating VEGF expression in tumor cells, which
enhances the activity of tumor-derived angiogenesis and
functions on vascular endothelial cells to increase angiogenesis
in tumor tissues. Based on these data, it is concluded that
PTEN and VEGF are reliable targets in the therapeutic approach
for the inhibition of angiogenesis in gastric cancer.
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Abstract
AIM: To determine and compare the effect of vagus nerve
on gallbladder motility in patients with hepatic cirrhosis
before and after portal azygous disconnection (PAD).
METHODS: PAD operation (or Hassab’s operation) was
performed on 18 patients with portal hypertension, and
anterior and posterior vagal trunks were cut. On d 3 before
operation and d 10 after operation, 99mTc-EHIDA 185 MBq
was administered intravenously to the patients, and
scintigraphy was performed at 0.25 min/frame. A standard
fat meal was administered 30 min after scintigraphy, and
dynamic imaging was performed 60 min after the fat meal.
Following appearance of the region of interest (ROI) in
gallbladder, the time-activity curve of ROI was established.
The following seven parameters were used: radioactivity
at 30 min after injection of 99mTc-EHIDA (RC 30min), bile
emptying fraction (EF), bile emptying period (EP), emptying
rate (ER), latent period (LP), latent period radiocounting
increment (LI), and latent period radiocounting increment
rate (LR).
RESULTS: The RC 30 min decreased significantly after operation,
compared with that before operation (2 693.6± 2 406.9 vs
5 606.8±2 625.4, P<0.05). The radiocounting of gallbladder
increased gradually during LP. LP after operation was significantly
longer than that before operation (13.36±5.92 vs 2.24±1.48,
P<0.01). LI and LR after operation were significantly
higher than those before operation (2 861.62±028.3 vs
331.21±421.02, and 113.42±49.52 vs 7.57±10.75,
respectively, both P<0.01). EP after operation was
significantly shorter than that before operation (18.5±6.3
vs 24.1±6.4, P<0.05). EF and ER after operation were
significantly lower than those before operation (13.1±5.4
vs 32.3±16.3, and 0.7±0.3 vs 1.4±0.8, respectively, both
P<0.01).
CONCLUSION: PAD operation is a good clinical model in
studying the effect of vagus on gallbladder motility. The
gallbladder tension after PAD operation decreases significantly

during the interdigestive phase. The latent period of gallbladder
contraction prolongs and the motility weakens apparently
after a standard fat meal. Human vagus influences the
gallbladder motility, and cutting of the nerve inhibits the
gallbladder motility.
Jin HX, Wu SD, Zhang XF, Chen XY, Zhang GX. Gallbladder
motility in patients with hepatic cirrhosis before and after
portal azygous disconnection. World J Gastroenterol 2004;
10(21): 3230-3233
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INTRODUCTION
Cholecystolithiasis results from multi-factors[1-5], of which
gallbladder motor disfunction is an important factor [5,6].
Gallbladder motility is regulated by nerve system and body
fluid[7], especially the vagus[8-10]. Because of the complicated
interfering factor and its difficulty in control, there were few
clinical studies on the gallbladder motility. In this study, vagus
nerve effect on gallbladder motility was studied in patients
with liver cirrhosis.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Eighteen patients with portal hypertension (10 males and 8
females) with an average age of 50 years were included in this
study. They had hypersplenotrophy and certain degree of
hypersplenia. The esophagogastric varication was confirmed
with gastroscope. No biliary abnormalities were found with
ultrasonography. Hepatic function was classified as Child A
level. Splenectomy (Hassab’s operation) was performed,
anterior and posterior trunks of vagus were cut off after inferior
segment of esophagus was liberated. Aerofluxus was observed
48-96 h after operation. Hepatic function was recovered to Child
A level 10 d postoperation.
With empty stomach on d 3 preoperation and d 10
postoperation, respectively, 99mTc-labeled diethyl acetyl acid
anilide iminodiacetic acid scintigraphy (99mTc-EHIDA) 185 MBq
was administered intravenously. American SPECT of GE
Company was adopted to perform scintigraphy, 0.25 min/frame.
Standard fat meals (ENSURE 250 mL standard solution
containing caloric 1046.0 KJ, protein 14%, fattiness 31.5%,
carbohydrate 54.5%) was provided for patients after 30 min of
continuous displaying. The region of interest (ROI) in
gallbladder and the time-activity curve of ROI were established
(Figures 3A, B). Then, 7 parameters were used to analyze. the
radiocounting of 99mTc-EHIDA injected 30 min later (RC
30 min), emptying fraction (EF, %), emptying period (EP min),
emptying rate (ER, %/min): EF/EP, latent period (LP, min): the
time from having fat meal to the initiation of contraction of
gallbladder, latent period radiocounting increment (LI), latent
period radiocounting increment rate (LR, %): the increased
amount of radioactivity during LP/the initial radioactivity of
LP×100. The results were expressed as mean±SD. SPSS11.0
software was used for analysis.
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5606.8±2625.4, P<0.05) (Figure 1).

RESULTS
Each of the paired pre- and post-operative parameters was
proved in normal distribution by normality test (Table 1).

16 000

Pre-

14 000

Table 1 Comparison of gallbladder contractive function
(mean±SD)
Parameters

Pre-surgery

RC30 min
LP (min)

13.36±5.92

7.57±10.75

2 000
0

b

18.5±6.3

EF (%)

32.3±16.3

13.1±5.4b

1.4±0.8

0.7±0.3b

Figure 1 RC 30 min of gallbladder in pre-PAD and post-PAD.

LP in cirrhosis patients was very short preoperation, and LP
prolonged significantly postoperation (13.36±5.92 vs 2.24±1.48,
P<0.01). The radioactivity in gallbladder in LP increased
gradually. LI and LR increased significantly postoperation
(2861.6±2028.3 vs 331.21±421.02, 113.42±49.52 vs 7.57±10.75,
P<0.01) (Figures 2A, B, C). EP in cirrhotic patients was shorter
postoperation than that preoperation, EF and ER decreased
significantly (13.1±5.4 vs 32.3±16.3, 0.7±0.3 vs 1.4±0.8, P<0.01)
(Figures 2D, E, F).

P<0.05, bP<0.01, vs pre-operation.

Serum 99mTc-EHIDA in blood was rapidly taken by liver,
egested to biliary system, stored and concentrated in gallbladder.
Thirty min after injecting 99mTc-EHIDA, the radioactivity in
gallbladder could reflect the bile quantity entered to gallbladder
during interdigestive phase. The RC 30 min postoperation
decreased obviously than that preoperation (2693.6±2406.9 vs
A
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Figure 2 After administration of fat meal, changes in some parameters of gallbladder contraction. A: LP, B: LI, C: LR, D: EP, E: EF
and F: ER.
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Figure 3 Time-activity curves of gallbladder in cirrhotic patients before ( A) and after portal azygous disconnection (B) as
well as their comparison (C).

DISCUSSION
The Portal azygous disconnection (PAD) is a clinical research
model to study the function of human vagus. Most studies on
vagus function in gallbladder motility were limited to animal
experiments[9-13]. Some scholars studied the gallbladder motility
after gastrectomy and speculated that human vagus had an
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important effect on gallbladder motility[14-16]. In PAD anterior
and posterior trunks of vagus were cut, while the integrality of
alimentary canal was maintained. Therefore, PAD could eliminate
many disturbing factors. Although the basic liver function of
patients could disturb the research, we reduced the disturbance
to the lowest degree by adjusting liver function of every patient
to Child A level, and auto-control method was used on same
patient pre- and post-operation.
Radioactive nuclide 99mTc-EHIDA can be specifically taken
by liver cells, then egested with bile and discharged through
biliary system to intestinal tract. Dynamic flowing of bile can
be displayed accurately by SPECT scintigraphy with a clear
picture and a high resolution. It has little radiation damage to the
patients, and is a good way to study the motility of gallbladder
and biliary system[17-19].
Gallbladder motility is regulated by nerve system and body
fluid factors. Gallbladder emptying after ingestion is affected
by multiple factors. Vagus cholinergic fibers could cause
gallbladder empty after ingestion, sham feeding could result in
gallbladder emptying to 25-56%, and this function could be
inhibited by cutting vagus or injection of atropine[8-11,20,21].
Acetylcholine and other parasympathomimetic drugs could
enhance the gallbladder tension and motility. Stimulating the
vagus of dogs with electric current caused contraction of
gallbladder, and gallbladder contracted slowly after both sides
of the vagus were completely cut[10]. In our study, vagus in
patients with liver cirrhosis was cut off in PAD to study its
effect on gallbladder motility. 99mTc-EHIDA scintigraphy was
used. Gallbladder motility was compared between pre- and postPAD. We found that EP was shortened post- PAD (P<0.05), EF
and ER were significantly reduced, and the motility of
gallbladder was obviously weak after meal. Our study showed
that human vagus had an important regulatory effect on
gallbladder motility after meal.
Vagus is an important factor for maintaining gallbladder
tension during interdigestive phase[11,13,22], the gallbladder
volume could increase two times if both sides of vagus were
completely cut[10]. Gallbladder was a weak in situation during
interdigestive phase, and appeared rhythmic contraction and
relaxation[11]. Tenuity bile was continuously excreted by liver
exchanges with condensed bile stored in gallbladder[23-25]. Our
study showed that RC 30 min post-operation was significantly
decreased when fasting. The reason might be that cutting the
vagus reduced the gallbladder tension during interdigestive
phase, and then affected the exchange of bile.
Cholecystolithiasis patients did not contract at once after
meal, but had a long latent period[26]. In this study, LP postoperation after fat meal was prolonged (P<0.01). The gallbladder
lost the contractive stimulation in cephalic phase after vagus
was cut. The result in our study was similar to that previously
described[27] (LI 2861.6±2028.3, LR 113.42±49.52%). We conclude
that bile containing nuclides entering into gallbladder more
rapidly results from the heightened pressure of biliary tract.
The motility of Oddi’s sphincter is adjusted by vagus[11], and
the bile excreted by liver is mainly adjusted by body fluid[28-31].
Fat meal may increase the bile excreted by liver through humoral
regulation, and amputation of the vagus can weaken the
contraction of Oddi’s sphincter cephalic phase, so the pressure
of biliary tract increases. Further study is required for clarifying
the mechanism in detail.
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Abstract
AIM: To investigate the expression of E-cadherin, α-catenin,
β-catenin, γ-catenin and cyclin D1 in patients with esophageal
squamous cell carcinoma (ESCC), and analyze their
interrelationship with clinicopathological variables and their
effects on prognosis.
METHODS: Expression of E-cadherin, α-catenin, β-catenin,
γ-catenin and cyclin D1 was determined by EnVision or SABC
immunohistochemical technique in patients with ESCC
consecutively, their correlation with clinical characteristics
was evaluated and analyzed by univariate analysis.
RESULTS: The reduced expression rate of E-cadherin, αcatenin, β-catenin and γ-catenin was 88.7%, 69.4%, 35.5%
and 53.2%, respectively. Cyclin D1 positive expression rate
was 56.5%. Expression of γ-catenin was inversely correlated
with the degree of tumor differentiation and lymph node
metastasis (χ2 = 4.183 and χ2 = 5.035, respectively, P<0.05),
whereas the expression of E-cadherin was correlated only
with the degree of differentiation (χ2 = 5.769, P<0.05).
Reduced expression of E-cadherin and γ-catenin was
associated with poor differentiation of tumor, reduced
expression of γ-catenin was also associated with lymph
node metastasis. There obviously existed an inverse
correlation between level of E-cadherin and γ-catenin protein
and survival. The 3-year survival rates were 100% and
56% in E-cadherin preserved expression group and in
reduced expression one and were 78% and 48% in γ-catenin
preserved expression group and in reduced expression one,
respectively. The differences were both statistically
significant. Correlation analysis showed the expression level
of α-catenin correlated with that of E-cadherin and β-catenin
(P<0.05).
CONCLUSION: The reduced expression of E-cadherin and
γ-catenin, but not α-catenin, β-catenin and cyclin D1, implies
more aggressive malignant behaviors of esophageal
carcinoma cells and predicts the poor prognosis of patients.
Lin YC, Wu MY, Li DR, Wu XY, Zheng RM. Prognostic and

clinicopathological features of E-cadherin, α-catenin, β-catenin,
γ-catenin and cyclin D1 expression in human esophageal
squamous cell carcinoma. World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10
(22): 3235-3239
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INTRODUCTION
Esophageal squamous cell carcinoma (ESCC) is one of the most
common malignant tumors in China[1]. In recent years, the
postoperative survival of patients with esophageal carcinoma
has been improved. However, the overall prognosis for esophageal
cancer patients remains poor, the 5-year survival rate of post
operative advanced esophageal carcinoma patients was 20-35%.
Although surgical techniques and preoperative management
have progressed, early diagnosis and treatment are still
important[2-5]. The prognostic clinical characterization of
esophageal carcinoma remains inadequate using conventional
histological grading and staging systems. Recently, various
attempts have been made to investigate the relationship between
certain molecular markers and the clinical course of squamous
cell carcinoma of esophagus. In fact, the biological factors that
determine a different individual outcome (recurrent, survival)
at an analogous stage of disease are obscure[3-6].
E-cadherin and catenin are important adhesion molecules
in normal epithelial tissue. Catenins, including α-catenin, βcatenin, γ-catenin, play an important role in the E-cadherin
mediated intercellular signal transduction and cell adhesion.
Loss of normal cellular adhesion plays a critical role in many
aspects of tumor biology. For instance, alterations in cell-cell
adhesion in cancer cells are reflected at the microscopic level in
degree of cohesiveness and pattern of tumor growth. Detachment
of cancer cells is an initial step in invasion of surrounding
tissues and in spread to distant organs, and altered tumor cell
adhesion is important in these processes. Several studies
examined the role of the E-cadherin/catenin complex in growth
mediation and maintenance of cell-cell adhesion in various
tumors[7-19]. The expression of adhesion molecules may reflect
biological behaviors and characteristics of tumors and are
conducive to predict and evaluate the risk of relapse and
metastasis in patients with postoperative esophageal carcinoma,
thus having practical significance in guiding individualized
treatment[3,18,20-23].
Cyclin D1 encodes a cell-regulatory protein that is expressed
at high level during the G1 phase of the cell cycle. Cyclin D1
binds to cyclin-dependent kinases and proliferating cell nuclear
antigens. The formation of these complexes has been implicated
in the control of cell proliferation[24]. Cyclin D1 is the target gene
of beta-catenin, overexpression of the latter in the cytoplasm
may promote malignant transformation by triggering cyclin D1
expression in a number of cancers. It was regarded by several
reports that cyclin D1 could predict the prognosis in some cancers,
including esophageal cancer[25-28].
In this study, the expression of E-cadherin, α-catenin, βcatenin, γ-catenin and cyclin D1 in 62 ESCC patients was
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analyzed, concerning the histopathological and survival data,
effects on progression of cancer and their prognostic value in
ESCC. The results may provide some suggestions for clinical
treatments.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
Specimens of cancer tissues were taken from 62 consecutive
patients with squamous cell carcinoma of the thoracic
esophagus who had undergone esophagectomy with regional
lymph node dissected from January to December of 1996 at the
Department of Thoracic Surgery, Cancer Hospital of Shantou
University Medical College. None of them received irradiation
or chemotherapy preoperatively. The patients included 49 men
and 13 women with a mean age of 54 (range 35-79) years. Three
tumors were located in the upper thorax, 36 in the middle thorax
and 23 in the lower thorax (Table 1). The removed specimens
were examined histological with hematoxylin and eosin staining,
and then the clinicopathologic stage was determined according
to TNM classification. Survival time was calculated from the
date of operation to death or the date of last follow-up. Followup time ranged from 6 to 54 mo with an average of 36 mo.
Table 1 Background data of patients
Term

No. of cases (%)

Total

62

Age (yr)
<50

22 (35.5)

50

40 (64.5)

Sex
Male
Female
Location

49 (79.1)
13 (20.9)

Upper thoracic
Middle thoracic

3 (4.8)
36 (56.5)

Lower thoracic
Histological grade
I

23 (37.1)

II
III
Depth of invasion
T1
T2
T3
T4
Lymph node metastasis
Positive
Negative

16 (25.8)
35 (56.5)
11 (17.7)
2 (3.2)
10 (16.1)
32 (51.6)
18 (29)
35 (56.5)
27 (43.5)

Immunohistochemical staining
Immunohistochemical analysis was done retrospectively.
Resected esophageal specimens, including both tumor and
normal mucosae, were fixed in a 40 g/L formaldehyde solution
and embedded in paraffin. The following antibodies were used
in this study: mouse monoclonal anti-human cyclin D1 antibody
(M-0024C, Antibody Company USA, diluted 1:50 in PBS), rabbit
polyclonal anti-human E-cadherin antibody (BA0475, Antibody
Company USA, diluted 1:100 in PBS), rabbit polyclonal antihuman α-catenin antibody (C-2081, Sigma Bioscience Company,
USA, diluted 1:1 000 in PBS), rabbit polyclonal anti-human βcatenin antibody (C-2206, Sigma Chemical Company, USA,
diluted 1:2 000 in PBS), goat polyclonal anti-human γ-catenin
antibody (C-20 Santa Cruz Biot Co, USA, diluted 1:200 in PBS).
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Four µm thick sections of formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded
tissue blocks of esophageal tumors were cut. The sections were
deparaffinized, dehydrated and blocked to remove endogenous
peroxidase activated by 3 mL/L H2O2 in methanol for 30 min.
The sections were treated with microwave in 0.l mol/L citrate
buffer pH 6.0 at 750 W for 12 min. After incubation with 100 mL/L
normal goat serum to block non-specific binding, they were
then incubated with the primary antibodies overnight at 4 .
After antibody was washed with PBS, the sections were
incubated with the secondary antibody and immunostained by
SABC method (γ-catenin, Boster Company, China) and EnVision
method (E-cadherin, α-catenin, β-catenin and cyclin D1;
EnVision, Cat. No. D-3001, 3002, Antibody Diagnostic Inc)
according to the manufacturer’s instructions, and finally DAB
was visualized. Tissues were counterstained with hematoxylin.
Negative control was designed by using PBS instead of primary
antibody. Adjacent normal squamous epithelium served as an
internal positive control of E-cadherin and catenin protein
expression. Known immunostained-positive sections were used
as positive control of cyclinD1 protein expression.

Positive criterion of immunohistochemical staining
Tumor sections were scored by light microscopy by 2 independent
observers without knowledge of the stage and patient profiles.
The percentage of positively stained cells was calculated after
100 cells were counted at more than 5 high-power (40×) fields.
The following definitions were made: Cyclin D1: more than
10% positive staining in nuclei was defined as positive staining;
E-cadherin and catenin: more than 10% positive staining in cell
membrane was defined as positive staining; less than 50%
positive staining in cell membrane was defined as reduced
expression, more than 50% positive staining in cell membrane
was defined as preserved expression.
Statistical analysis
χ2 test or Fisher’s exact probability test and Spearman rank
correlation coefficient analysis were used to assess the association
between immunohistochemical features and clinicopathological
characteristics. The cumulative survival rate was calculated by
the Kaplan-Meier method, and statistical significance was
analyzed by the log-rank test. A P value less than 0.05 was
considered statistically significant. All the statistical analyses
were performed using the SPSS 10.0 V for Windows.
RESULTS
Expression of E-cadherin, α-catenin, β-catenin, γ-catenin and
cyclin D1 in esophageal squamous cell carcinoma
The positive expression rate of E-cadherin, α-catenin, β-catenin,
γ-catenin and cyclin D1 in 62 esophageal cancer patients was
62.9% (39/62), 79% (49/62), 95.2% (59/62), 75.8% (47/62) and
56.5% (35/62), respectively. The reduced expression rate of Ecadherin, α-catenin, β-catenin and γ-catenin was 88.7%, 69.4%,
35.5%, 53.2%, respectively. Cyclin D1 positive expression showed
brown stained signals in the nuclei (Figure 1), only a small number
of expressions in cytoplasm or membrane of cells. E-cadherin,
α-catenin, β-catenin and γ-catenin positive expression showed
brown stained signals in membrane of cells and the intercellular
junctions (Figure 2A-C).
Relationship between expressions of E-cadherin, α-catenin,
β -catenin , γ -catenin and cyclin D1 in esophageal squamous
cell carcinoma
Significant positive correlation was found between the intensity
of α-catenin and β-catenin (r = 0.274, P<0.05), E-cadherin and
α-catenin (r = 0.279, P<0.05). No significant differences were
seen in other protein expressions.
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Table 2 The relationship between clinicopathology and the expression of cyclin D1 E-cad and catenins
CyclinD 1
Type

Cases

α-cat

E-cad
P

Positive Negative

β-cat

P
Preserved Reduced

γ-cat

P
Preserved Reduced

P
Preserved Reduced

P
Preserved Reduced

Histological grade
I

16

6

10

II

35

15

20

III

11

6

5

>0.05

5

11

5

30

0

11

<0.05

7

9

11

24

1

10

>0.05

10

6

24

11

6

5

8
>0.05

19
3

8
16 <0.05
8

Depth of invasion
T3

12

6

6

T4

50

31

19

Positive

35

14

21

Negative

27

13

14

>0.05

4

8

6

44

>0.05

4

8

15

35

>0.05

6

6

34

16

>0.05

5

7 >0.05

25

25

12

23 <0.05

Lymph node metastases
>0.05

6

29

4

23

Figure l Positive expression of cyclinD1 protein in nuclei of
esophageal squamous cell carcinoma. IHC×200.

Relationship between E-cadherin, α-catenin, β -catenin, γ catenin and cyclin D1 expression and clinicopathologic variables
in esophageal squamous cell carcinoma
Expression of E-cadherin correlated significantly only with
histological grade. Poor differentiation was associated with
reduced or loss of E-cadherin expression (P<0.05). Significant
inverse correlation existed between the intensity of γ-catenin
expression and histological grade, and lymph node metastasis
(P<0.05). No significant correlation was found between abnormal
expression of other proteins and histological grade, lymph node
metastasis and depth of invasion (Table 2).
Relationship between E-cadherin, α-catenin, β -catenin, γ catenin, and cyclin D1 expression and survival
Analysis of the 3-year survival after operation showed that the
overall survival rate was 62% in 62 cases of esophageal cancer.
Univariate analysis showed that the survival time was associated
A

B

>0.05

9

26

10

17

>0.05

23

12

17

10

>0.05

18

9

with the histological grade, depth of invasion, lymph node
metastasis, expression of E-adherine and γ-catenin. Reduced
E-cadherin or γ-catenin expression was correlated with poor
prognosis. The mean survival time of grades I, II, III was 41, 45
and 12 mo (P<0.05), respectively. The 3-year survival rate was
67.1% and 49.4% in T3 and T4 patients (P<0.05), respectively,
and was 47.8% and 80.3% in patients with positive and negative
lymph node metastases (P<0.05), respectively. The median
survival time was 54 mo and 37 mo in patients with preserved
and reduced or loss of E-cadherin expression, the 3-year
survival rate was 100% and 56% (P<0.05), respectively. The
median survival time was 42 and 33 mo in patients with preserved
and reduced or lost expression of γ-catenin, the 3-year survival
rate was 78% and 48% (P<0.05), respectively. No difference in
survival curves was seen between reduced expression of αand β-catenins compared with preserved expression. Similar
results were found in the positive and negative expressions of
cyclin D1. The median survival time was 39 and 38 mo in the
patients with preserved and reduced or lost expression of αcatenin, the 3-year survival rate was 65%. The median survival
time was 36 and 39 mo in the patients with preserved and reduced
or loss expression of β-catenin, the 3-year survival rate was
65%. The median survival time was 40 and 34 mo in the patients
with positive and negative expressions of cyclin D1, the 3-year
survival rate was 68% and 58% (P>0.05), respectively.

DISCUSSION
The main causes of treatment failure are recurrence and
metastasis in resectable esophageal cancer. Modern molecular
biology studies have demonstrated that invasion and metastasis
of tumors as a continuous process, include three steps: a
reduced cell-cell adhesion, alterations in the interaction of tumor
cells with extracellular matrix, and invasion into surrounding
C

Figure 2 Positive expression of E-cadherin and γ-catenin proteins in membrane of esophageal squamous cell carcinoma. A:
Positive expression of E-cadherin protein in membrane of esophageal well differentiated squamous cell carcinoma. IHC ×200; B:
Positive expression of γ-catenin protein in membrane of esophageal squamous cell carcinoma. IHC×200; C: Positive expression
of γ-catenin protein in membrane of esophageal squamous cell carcinoma. IHC×400.
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tissues including blood vessels and lymph duct. Thus the first
and critical step is that the tumor cells could detach from primary
foci and re-adhere to metastatic position[12,29,30]. E-cadherin is a
calcium-dependent cell-cell adhesion transmembrane glycoprotein,
maintaining normal epithelial polarity, and intercellular
adhesion, which are present in almost all normal epithelial cell
surfaces. It is anchored to the cytoskeleton via cytoplasm
proteins, including alpha and beta catenin[13,14,31]. E-cadherin,
therefore, is one of the most important adhesion molecules
expressed by epithelial cells and is regarded as an invasion
suppressor molecule[13,14]. In this study, overall survival was
inversely corrected with E-cadherin expression. Patients with
preserved E-cadherin expressing tumor had a better prognosis
than those with reduced expression of E-cadherin. This was in
agreement with previous studies on a variety of cancers, such
as cancer of head and neck[15,16], breast[17,18], stomach[19,32,33],
bladder[27]. In all these studies, reduction or loss of E-cadherin
expression was significantly associated with dedifferentiation,
increased invasiveness, and high incidence of lymph node
metastasis, hematogenous recurrence and poor prognosis in a
number of human carcinomas, including esophageal cancer.
But some other studies did not acquire the same results[3].
There were different results of reduced E-cadherin protein
expression in specimens from patients with ESCC in various
researches[21,23,32-35]. While in our investigation 88.7% of
ESCC showed reduced expression of E-cadherin. It was
postulated that selection of the patients entering into the study,
immunohistochemical method, antibody origination, tumor
heterogeneity and differences in staining evaluation might
individually or in combination hold responsibility. As a marker
associated with squamous cell differentiation[36], the level of Ecadherin expression had an inverse correlation with histological
grade. Reduced or loss of E-cadherin expression was correlated
with poor differentiation, but not with lymphatic metastases
and depth of tumor invasion, suggesting that the reduction of
E-cadherin expression is associated with loss of the ability of
adhesion and facilitate to blood vessel metastases, as previously
reported[21].
Catenins are a family of proteins including α-(102 ku), β(88 ku), γ-(82 ku) catenins. The cytoplasmic domain of E-cadherin
could bind directly to either β-catenin or γ-catenin, whereas αcatenin could link E-cadherin- (β, γ)-catenin complex to acting
cytoskeleton. The integrity of the adhesion function of E-cadherin
also depended on an intact catenin system[15]. β-catenin could
also play a role in intracellular signaling and function as an
oncogene when it bound to T-cell factor 4 (Tcf4)-binding site in
the promotor region of cyclin D1 and transactivated genes
after translocation to the nuclei[37-39]. Catenins had different
clinicopathological roles in various cancers. In many epithelial
carcinomas including carcinoma of the esophagus[3,6,20,22,23,33],
head and neck[16], breast [17-19,25], stomach[19], colon[24] and
bladder[27], catenins had a prognostic significance in survival.
Some investigators reported that abnormal expression of αcatenin was associated with the prognosis of esophageal
cancer. It also had predicative values for lymph node metastasis
in esophageal carcinoma. Several reports suggested that
abnormal expression of β-catenin could indicate poor prognosis
in a number of tumors, including esophageal cancer[17,20,25,33]. γcatenin was found to be more important in nodal metastasis in
tongue cancer. It was also predictive of the presence of subclinical
nodal metastasis in clinically node-negative neck[16]. The
expression of α-catenin but not β- or γ-catenin was found to be
correlated with the expression of E-cadherin in this study. The
reduction or loss of γ-catenin expression was associated with
more lymph node metastases than the preserved expression
(P<0.05). There was a correlation between poor differentiation
of tumor and reduction or loss of γ-catenin expression. The
reduction or loss of γ-catenin expression was in association
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with shorter median survival time and lower 3-year survival
rate. All these suggested that γ-catenin might be one of the
prognostic factors in esophageal cancer. Howeres, the expression
of α-catenin and β-catenin was not related to the histological
grade, depth of invasion, lymph node metastases and survival
time.
The clinical significance of cyclin D1 expression was different
in various tumors. It has shown that cyclin D1 gene amplification
or enhanced expression was correlated with higher histological
grade of tumor, lymphatic or hematogenous metastasis and
poor prognosis[40-43]. A controversial report, however, existed[6].
Some investigators thought cyclin D1 was the target gene of βcatenin. Although a positive correlation between β-catenin
activation and cyclin D1 expression was reported, our study
did not show such a result. Furthermore, cyclin D1 expression
was not associated with the extent of tumor infiltration, grade
of differentiation, lymphatic metastases and survival time. These
inconsistencies with other authors may be associated with
location of tumor, pathologic classification, biologic behaviors,
examination methods and evaluating criteria.
Our study showed that the main prognostic factors of
postoperative survival time were histological grade, depth of
tumor invasion and lymph node metastasis. The reduced
expression of E-cadherin or γ-catenin was associated with poor
differentiation of tumor cells. Reduced or loss of γ-catenin
expression also had predictive values for nodal metastasis.
The reduction or loss of E-cadherin and γ-catenin expression
could predict the shorter survival time. Therefore we suggest
that adjuvant radiation or chemotherapy should be considered
in esophageal carcinoma patients with reduced expression of
E-cadherin and γ-catenin in T4 stage, poor-differentiation in
histopathology, and lymph node metastases in order to improve
the survival rate.
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of chromosomes are under the surveillance of one group of
proteins, called spindle assembly checkproteins[1-3]. Mitotic
arrest-deficient proteins (MADs) and budding uninhibited by
benzimidazole proteins (BUBs) are the major members of spindle
assembly checkproteins[4-6]. Among them, MAD2 is a key
component of MAD/BUB complex that can censor mis-segregation
of chromosomes by monitoring the microtubule attachment and
tension[4,7,8]. MAD2 is usually expressed at a high steady-state
level and distributed at unattached kinetochores [9,10]. Relocalization of MAD2 along microtubules to the spindle poles
is achieved by minus-end-directed dynein-dynactin complex
only when all kinetochores properly attach to microtubules[10].
Once misaligned chromosomes or even a single unattached
kinetochore is present, sufficient MAD2 molecules are kept in
kinetochores to inhibit the onset of anaphase until all
chromosomes exhibit proper bipolar attachment to the spindle.
The kinetochore MAD2 can associate with and thus prevent
the activation of anaphase-promoting complex (APC)[7,11-14].
APC is a kinetochore-localizing, CDC27-based ubiquitin ligase
responsible for cyclin B1 degradation and in turn downregulation of cyclin B1-associated CDC2 kinase activity, which
is required for metaphase-anaphase transition and for exit from
mitosis[7,11-14]. On the other hand, the microtubule-interfering
agents, such as paclitaxel and nocodazole, can also elicit the
spindle assembly checkpoint activity of MAD2[4,15,16]. In paclitaxeltreated cells, MAD2 mediates inhibition of APC’s ability to
ubiquitinate cyclin B1, which avoids the degradation of cyclin
B1 and thus leads the cyclin B1/CDC2 activity to sustain longer[15].
This persistence of MAD2 and cyclin B1/CDC2 activation
renders cells unable to exit from the metaphase and ultimately
leads cells to apoptosis[15].
As described above, the role of MAD2 in spindle checkpoint
machinery has been evidenced in many cell line studies.
Clinically, it was reported that MAD2 was rarely the target for
genetic alterations in digestive tract cancers[17,18]. Whatever
from clinical investigation or animal models, the evidence
demonstrating the relevance of MAD2 to cellular mitotic status
or other histopathological characteristics is yet lacking. In
this study, we investigated the level of MAD2 in 34 gastric
cancer patients. The MAD2-related mitotic checkpoint activity
was measured by cyclin B1 expression level and cell cycle
G2/M-phase fraction. Our data indicated that 25 out of 34 (74%)
gastric cancer patients exhibited elevated MAD2 levels in
their tumorous tissues rather than nontumorous tissues.
Elevation of MAD2 level correlated with increased mitotic
checkpoint activity but was not relevant to aneuploidy
(chromosomal numerical alteration). Although the gastric
cancer patients with elevated MAD2 levels exhibited a
tendency toward better disease-free and overall survival, no
correlation was found between abnormal MAD2 level and
patients’ clinicopathological characteristics.

INTRODUCTION
During the cell division cycle, the localization and segregation

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients and tumor specimens
Thirty-four primary gastric cancer tissues and their corresponding

Abstract
AIM: To study the relevance of spindle assembly checkprotein
MAD2 to cellular mitotic status, aneuploidy and other
clinicopathological characteristics in gastric cancer.
METHODS: Western blot analyses were performed to
analyze the protein levels of MAD2 and cyclin B1 in the
tumorous and adjacent nontumorous tissues of 34 gastric
cancer patients. Cell cycle distribution and DNA ploidy of
cancer tissues were also determined by flow cytometry.
Conventional statistical methods were adopted to determine
the relevance of abnormal MAD2 level to mitotic status,
aneuploidy and clinicopathological parameters.
RESULTS: Out of 34 gastric cancer patients 25 (74%)
exhibited elevated MAD2 levels in their tumorous tissues
compared with the corresponding nontumorous tissues.
Elevation of MAD2 levels significantly correlated with the
increased levels of cyclin B1 expression and G2/M-phase
distribution (P = 0.038 and P = 0.033, respectively), but
was not relevant to aneuploidy. The gastric cancer patients
with elevated MAD2 levels showed a tendency toward better
disease-free and overall survival (P>0.05). However, no
association was found between elevated MAD2 levels and
patients’ clinicopathological characteristics.
CONCLUSION: Elevation of MAD2 level is present in 74%
of gastric cancer patients, and correlates with increased
mitotic checkpoint activity. However, elevation of MAD2
level is not associated with patients’ aneuploidy and any of
the clinicopathological characteristics.
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normal mucosa were obtained from patients at Taipei Veterans
General Hospital. The patients consisted of 25 men and 9 women
(aged 43-80 years; mean: 63.8 years). Informed consent was
obtained from each patient. All specimens were snap-frozen
immediately after resection and stored at -80 until use. Parts
of the specimens were taken for protein extraction and DNA
content determination, and the remaining tissues were fixed in
40 g/L buffered formaldehyde for histologic examination.
Hematoxylin and eosin staining of tissue sections was adopted
to categorize the tumors according to the classification of
Lauren[19].

Tissue lysate preparation and Western blot analysis
Tissue lysates were prepared by the method described
previously[20]. Briefly, tumor and non-tumor specimens were
ground down into powder in the presence of liquid nitrogen.
Around 0.5 g of tissue powder was resuspended in 1.5 mL of
10 mmol/L Tris-Cl, pH 7.8, 140 mmol/L NaCl, 5 g/L deoxycholate,
10 mL/L NP-40, 1 mmol/L phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride,
10 µg/mL aprotinin, 10 µg/mL pepstatin A, and 10 µg/mL
leupeptin. The suspension was subjected to homogenization
and further sonication on ice, and finally was ultracentrifuged
at 100 000 g for 1 h at 4 . The supernatant was saved and
assayed for protein concentration (Bradford method). Aliquots
(30 µg protein) of tissue lysates were separated on 100 g/L
SDS-polyacrylamide gels, and electrotransferred onto
polyvinylidene difluoride membranes. After blocked with
PBST (phosphate-buffered saline plus 1 mL/L Tween-20) plus
50 g/L fat-free milk, the membranes were incubated with antiMAD2, cyclin B1, and β-tubulin antibodies (Santa Cruz
Biotechnology, Santa Cruz, CA, USA), respectively, in PBST
for 12 h. The membranes were then
plus 50 g/L milk at 4
washed three times with PBST buffer, and incubated with
horseradish peroxidase-conjugated secondary antibodies for
1 h at room temperature. After washed three times with PBST
buffer, the protein bands were detected by enhanced
chemiluminescence (Amersham Biosciences, Piscataway, NJ,
USA).
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levels of β-tubulin in the same-paired tissue lysates. A patient
with elevated MAD2 level was defined as one whose MAD2
level in the tumorous tissue was higher than that in the adjacent
nontumorous tissue, and elevated MAD2 level could be found
in 25 of 34 (74%) cases of human gastric cancer.

Elevated MAD2 level correlates with increased mitotic arrest
but not aneuploidy
The MAD2-related mitotic arrest was measured by cyclin B1
level and cell cycle G2/M-phase fraction. We found that 18 of
34 (53%) gastric cancer patients had elevated cyclin B1
expression level in their tumorous rather than nontumorous
tissues (three examples shown in Figure 1). There was a
statistically significant correlation between elevated MAD2
level and elevated cyclin B1 level (P = 0.038), as 16 of 25 (64%)
gastric cancer patients who had elevated MAD2 levels also
manifested higher levels of cyclin B1 in their tumorous tissues
(Table 1). Moreover, the DNA contents of tumor specimens of
29 patients were successfully determined by flow cytometric
analysis. The data presented by mean±SD (%) of phase
fractions are shown in Table 2. We observed that the ratio of
G2/M-phase fraction in the tumor specimens exhibiting elevated
MAD2 levels was statistically higher than that in the tumorous
tissues with a normal MAD2 level (10.6 ± 4.9% vs 6.4 ± 4.0%,
P = 0.033). No significant difference in the ratios of G0/G1 and Sphase fractions was found between the tumors with or without
elevated MAD2 levels (Table 2). In addition, DNA ploidy was
also determined from the tumor specimens of 32 patients.
Although 18 of 32 (56%) patients were found to have aneuploid
tumor cells, no correlation was observed between the occurrence
of aneuploidy and elevated MAD2 level in cancer tissues
(P = 1.000, Table 3).
MAD2 level
T>N
195
N

Flow cytometric analysis of DNA content
The DNA ploidy and cell-cycle phase distribution of tissue
specimens were measured by flow cytometric analysis[21].
Frozen specimens were first minced into 2 to 5 mm3 pieces and
further digested into single cell suspensions [22]. Cell
suspensions were fixed with 800 mL/L ethanol at -20 at least
for 30 min before subsequent Triton X-100 permeabilization
and propidium iodide staining[16]. The cellular DNA content
was analyzed using a FACStar flow cytometer with an argon
laser tuned to the 488-nm line for excitation (BD Biosciences,
San Jose, CA, USA).
Statistical analyses
Data were analyzed by χ2 or t test. Survival rate was calculated
by the Kaplan-Meier method. Statistical comparisons were
made with Logrank test. The difference was considered to be
significant when P value was less than 0.05.

T

N

T=N
249

T

N

269
T

N

214
T

N

274
T

N

T

MAD2
cyclin B1
β-tubulin

Figure 1 Examples of elevation of MAD2 and cyclin B1 levels
in human gastric cancer. Western blot analyses were performed
to analyze the protein levels of MAD2 and cyclin B1 in the
lysates from non-tumorous tissues (N) and tumorous tissues
(T) of gastric cancer patients, #195, #198, #249, #269, #214, and
#274. The levels of β-tubulin in the same-paired tissue lysates
were analyzed as internal control.
Table 1 Cyclin B1 expression status of 34 gastric cancer tissues
with or without MAD2 overexpression
Cyclin B1 level

RESULTS
Elevated MAD2 level occurs in human gastric cancer
Western blot analysis was performed to analyze the MAD2
expression level of the tumorous and adjacent nontumorous
tissues of 34 gastric cancer patients. As shown in Figure 1, the
MAD2 protein was detected in both tumorous and nontumorous
tissue lysates. In most patients, MAD2 seemed labile in the
nontumorous tissues rather than the tumorous tissues. The
differential MAD2 level was confirmed by comparison with the

198

T>N

T=N

MAD2 level
T > N (n = 25)

16

T = N (n = 9)

2

9
7
P = 0.038

T: tumorous tissue; N: non-tumorous tissue.
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Table 2 Cell cycle phase fractions of 29 gastric cancer tissues
with or without MAD2 overexpression (mean±SD)
Phase fraction (%)

November 15, 2004

Well differentiated

S

G2/M

T > N (n = 20)

80.8±5.9

8.6±7.0

10.6±4.9

T = N (n = 9)

83.5±7.4

9.9±7.7

6.4±4.0

P = 0.301

P = 0.657

P = 0.033

13

8

Poorly differentiated

11

1

2

0

1+2

6

2

3+4

17

7

6

3

Medullary type

T = N (n = 9)

Aneuploidy

3

7

3

4

2

β

8

1

γ

13

6

Intestinal type

13

3

Diffuse type

5
P = 1.000

T: tumorous tissue; N: non-tumorous tissue.

Elevated MAD2 level does not correlate with clinicopathological
characteristics
The relationship of elevated MAD2 level with clinicopathological
characteristics was also investigated and summarized (Table 4).
The evaluated parameters included age at diagnosis, tumor
site and size, cell differentiation grade, stromal reaction, invasive
and metastatic status, etc. For the 34 studied patients, age and
gender did not associate with higher levels of MAD2 in cancer
tissues (P>0.05). There was no association between elevated
MAD2 levels and different tumor sites (upper, middle, lower or
whole stomach), tumor sizes, and other histopathological
characteristics including grade of cell differentiation, Borrmann
type, stromal reaction (medullary, intermediate or schirrhous
type), infiltration type (α, β or γ), Lauren histological classification
(intestinal or diffuse type), and TNM staging (I-IV), either. In
addition, elevation of MAD2 level in cancer tissues was not
correlated with the invasion parameters, including the lymphatic
duct or vessel invasion and depth of cancer invasion (mucosa,
submucosa, propria muscle, subserosa, serosa, serosa exposed),
and metastatic status such as peritoneal dissemination and lymph
node or liver metastasis (Table 4). Finally, the patients with
elevated MAD2 levels in tumor tissues exhibited higher fiveyear overall and disease-free survival rates in comparison with
those without elevated MAD2 levels (48.0% vs 20.8% and
46.3% vs 11.1%, respectively), but the difference did not reach
a significant level (P = 0.478 and 0.229, respectively; Table 4).
Table 4 Relationships between elevated MAD2 levels and
clinicopathological characteristics (mean±SD)
MAD2 level
T>N (n = 25) T=N (n = 9)
Age (yr)
Sex (male/female)

62.8±10.3
19/6

66.4±5.0
6/3

Site of tumor
Upper stomach

4

2

6

2

Lower stomach

14

4

Whole stomach

1

1

Size of tumor (cm)
Grade of cell differentiation

P
0.325
0.586
0.828

Middle stomach

7.3±2.3

8.0±2.9

Infiltration type
α

0.475

Lauren histological classification

13

4

0.739
12

Schirrhous type

Table 3 DNA ploidy status of 32 gastric cancer tissues with or
without MAD2 overexpression

0.664

Stromal reaction
Intermediate type

T: tumorous tissue; N: non-tumorous tissue.

10

0

Moderately differentiated

0

MAD2 level

MAD2 level
T > N (n = 23)

1

Number 22

Borrmann type

G 0/G1

Diploidy

Volume 10

0.470
0.146

0.448
12

6

Lymph node metastasis (Yes/No)

15/10

6/3

Lymphatic duct invasion (Yes/No)

18/7

1.000

7/2

1.000

2/23

1/8

1.000

Liver metastasis (Yes/No)

1/24

0/9

1.000

Peritoneal dissemination (Yes/No)

2/23

1/8

1.000

1

0

Vascular invasion (Yes/No)

Depth of cancer invasion
Mucosa, submucosa
Propria muscle, subserosa

0.738
5

1

18

8

1

0

I

3

1

II

8

2

III

8

3

IV

6

Serosa
Serosa (infiltration) exposed
TNM stage

0.932

3

Five-yr overall survival rate

48.0%

20.8%

0.478

Five-yr disease-free survival rate

46.3%

11.1%

0.229

DISCUSSION
Spindle assembly checkpoint is one of the mechanisms to guard
the fidelity of cell division cycle[1-3]. MAD2 is a key component
of spindle assembly checkprotein complex MAD/BUB that is
responsible for monitoring the localization and segregation of
chromosomes [4,7,8]. MAD2 could induce mitotic arrest by
associating with and thus inhibiting APC when microtubuleinterfering agents were present in cancer cell cultures[4,15].
However, the evidence demonstrating the clinical relevance of
MAD2 to cancer cell mitotic status is yet lacking. In this study,
we provided the clinical data to support the mitotic checkpoint
role of MAD2 in cancer tissues. We found that 74% of our
gastric cancer patients had elevated levels of MAD2 in their
tumorous tissues. These patients also exhibited more cyclin B1
expression and G2/M-phase distribution in their cancer cells.
Because MAD2 can interfere with APC and APC is an ubiquitin
ligase responsible for cyclin B1 degradation, elevation of both
cyclin B1 expression and cellular G2/M-phase ratio may be
resulted from a higher mitotic checkpoint activity that is expected
of elevated MAD2 level. Noteworthily, these patients had a
tendency toward longer disease-free and overall survival. We
speculate that the checkpoint activity of MAD2 exerted in these
patients monitors the interaction of chromosomes with spindle
fibers, which is finally linked with better disease-free and overall
survival. Elevated level of MAD2 seems to be a possible target

Wu CW et al. The clinical relevance of MAD2 to mitotic checkpoint

for potential development of novel therapeutic or prognostic
modalities in the future.
Our data indicate that elevated MAD2 levels did not prevent
the occurrence of aneuploidy in gastric cancer. Aneuploidy is
one of the hallmarks of cancer cells[23-25]. Considering spindle
assembly checkproteins function as a monitor for the fidelity
of chromosomal segregation, impairment of spindle assembly
checkpoint is expected to associate with the development of
cancer cell aneuploidy. However thus far, many aneuploid
cancer cell lines did undergo mitotic arrest in response to spindle
damage, indicating that not all cancer cells with aneuploidy had
an impaired spindle checkpoint[26-28]. Moreover, accumulating
studies have demonstrated that the BUBs (BUB1, BUBR1 and
BUB3) and MADs (MAD1 and MAD2) were rarely the targets
for genetic alterations in a variety of human cancer types
including head-and-neck squamous cell carcinoma[29], nonsmall cell lung cancer[29,30], thyroid follicular neoplasms[28],
hepatocellular carcinoma[27], and digestive tract cancers[17,18,30].
These data suggest that cancer cell aneuploidy may arise from
the alternative defects yet to be discovered. Despite of the low
frequency of gene mutation, a research of 43 gastric cancer
patients concluded that overexpression of BUB1, BUBR1 or/
and BUB3 was observed in >60% of cases[31]. There was no
statistically positive correlation between overexpression of
BUBs and cancer aneuploidy. Instead, the overexpression was
significantly correlated with Ki-67 expression of tumor cells,
suggesting that BUBs are proliferation-associated proteins
other than spindle checkproteins in gastric cancer[31].
The gastric cancer patients with different molecular
alterations were shown to have distinct histopathological
features. For example, simultaneous overexpression of
hepatocyte growth factor receptor (c-Met), autocrine motility
factor receptor (AMFR) and urokinase-type plasminogen
activator receptor (uPAR) was correlated with positive lymphatic
vessel invasion and infiltration[32]. Estrogen receptor (ER) was
more expressed in diffuse-type patients with regional lymph
node metastasis[33]. Additionally, positive expression of nm23
was detected in as high as 74% of gastric cancer patients and
was related to patients’ age, tumor size, Borrmann type, Lauren
classification, and TNM stage[34]. COX-2 overexpression
significantly correlated with TNM staging; while abnormal
expression of E-cadherin/β-catenin complex occurred more
significantly in Borrmann types III/IV than in types I/II. In our
present study, no histopathological parameter was found to be
associated with elevated MAD2 level in gastric cancer patients.
It was reported consistently that MAD2 was significantly
overexpressed in colorectal adenocarcinoma, but was not
related to differentiation or other clinical parameters.
In conclusion, an elevation of spindle checkprotein MAD2
level was observed in 74% of our gastric cancer patients, and
was significantly correlated with the increased levels of cyclin
B1 expression and G2/M-phase distribution in cancer tissues.
However, an elevated MAD2 level was not associated with
aneuploidy and other clinical factors, including demographic
features and histopathological characteristics.
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Abstract
AIM: Survivin is a novel antiapoptotic gene in which three
splicing variants have been recently cloned and characterized.
Survivin has? been found to be abundantly expressed in a
wide variety of human malignancies, whereas it is undetectable
in normal adult tissues. We aimed to study the expression
of three survivin splicing variants in gastric cancer, and to
evaluate the prognostic significance of the expression of
survivin variants in gastric cancer.
METHODS: Real time quantitative RT-PCR was performed
to analyze the expression of survivin variants in 79 paired
tumors and normal gastric mucosa samples at the mRNA
level. Proliferative and apoptotic activity was measured
using Ki-67 immunohistochemical analysis and the TUNEL
method, respectively.
RESULTS: All the cases tested expressed wild-type survivin
mRNA, which was not only the dominant transcript, but
also a poor prognostic biomarker (P = 0.003). Nonantiapoptostic survivin-2B mRNA was correlated with tumor
stage (P = 0.001), histological type (P = 0.004), and depth
of tumor invasion (P = 0.041), while survivin- Ex3 mRNA
showed a significant association with apoptosis (P = 0.02).
CONCLUSION: Wild-type survivin mRNA expression levels
are of important prognostic value and significant participation
of survivin-2B and survivin- Ex3 is suggested in gastric
cancer development.
Meng H, Lu CD, Sun YL, Dai DJ, Lee SW, Tanigawa N. Expression
level of wild-type survivin in gastric cancer is an independent
predictor of survival. World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(22):
3245-3250
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INTRODUCTION
Apoptosis, also called programmed cell death, plays an important

role in the development and homeostasis of tissues. Deregulation
of apoptosis is involved in carcinogenesis by abnormally
prolonged cell survival, facilitating the accumulation of transforming
mutations and promoting resistance to immunosurveillance[1].
Several studies have consistently shown that survivin could
mediate suppression of apoptosis. Surprisingly, in a single copy
of survivin gene, three alternatively splicing transcripts have
been identified. In addition to wild-type survivin, two novel
survivin variants (survivin-2B, survivin- Ex3), which have
different antiapoptotic properties, have been generated.
Survivin-2B has lost its anti-apoptotic potential, whereas its
anti-apoptotic potential is preserved in survivin- Ex3[2,3]. Their
different functions in carcinogenesis are largely unknown.
Gastric carcinoma is one of the most frequent human
malignancies[4]. As shown by our group[5], 34.5% of gastric
cancers expressed survivin protein and a positive correlation
between accumulated p53 and survivin expression in neoplasia
was found. In this study, we investigated the distribution of
survivin variants in paired tumors and normal gastric mucosa
samples at the mRNA level and assessed the potential relationship
between the expression of survivin variants and proliferative
activity, apoptosis or prognostic significance.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients and specimens
Matched pairs of tumors and normal gastric mucosa samples
were obtained from 76 patients with gastric cancer and 1 patient
with malignant lymphoma at the Department of General and
Gastroenterological Surgery, Osaka Medical College Hospital
during 2000-2002. The specimens resected at surgery were
immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80 until
total RNA extraction. Clinicopathological parameters were assigned
according to the principles outlined by Japanese Classification
of Gastric Carcinoma[6]. Samples included stage I cases (n = 22),
stage II cases (n = 11), stages III cases (n = 20), stage IV cases
(n = 26). There were 62 (78.5%) males and 17 (22.5%) females,
and the mean age of the patients was 65.2 years (SD, 9.6 years;
range, 40-87 years). No Patients received chemotherapy or radiation
therapy either before or after surgery. The mean follow-up period
was 19.7 mo (SD, 14.9 mo; range, 1.5-87 mo). Formalin-fixed
paraffin-embedded blocks of primary tumors were taken from
pathological archives. Two to four µm thick serial sections of
2-4 thicken were prepared from the cut surface of the blocks at
the maximum cross-section of the tumors.
Total RNA extraction
Total RNA was extracted by an acid guanidinium-phenolchloroform method using ISOGEN (Nippon Gene, Toyama, Japan)
according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Afterwards the
total RNA was purified using DNase 1 (GIBCO-BRL, Gaithersburg,
MD, USA). Extracted total RNA pellets were dissolved with RNase
free diethyl pyrocarbonate (DEPC)-treated water.
Reverse transcription
Complementary DNA (cDNA) was synthesized with 5 µg of
total RNA and 20 pmoL oligo (dT)18 primer using an Advantage
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Sequence analysis
To confirm the identity of the PCR products, their bands were
excised from agarose gels and isolated by a QIAquick gel extraction
kit (Qiagen, Tokyo, Japan), ligated into a pGEM-T-cloning vector
(Promega), and cloned according to standard protocols. Plasmid
DNA was recovered using a Plasmid Mini kit (Qiagen, Tokyo,
Japan). Cycle was sequenced and analyzed in an ABI-PRISM310
(Applied Biosystems) using T7 or SP6-site specific primers. The
sequences of the PCR products were compared with those in
GenBank, which were found to be identical (Data not shown).
Ki-67 immunohistochemical staining and assessment of
proliferative index
Immunohistochemical staining was performed by the standard
avidin-biotin-peroxidase complex technique using L.V. Dako
LSAB kit (DAKO, Copenhagen, Denmark) as described
previously[5,7,8]. The antibodies used were monoclonal mouse
antibody Ki-67 (MIB-1, diluted 1:50; Immunotech, Marseilles,
France). The labeling index (LI) of Ki-67 was determined in those
tumor areas with positive stained nuclei. Five random areas within
a section were chosen and counted under 200-fold magnification
using a point counting technique. The average percentage of
positivity was recorded as the Ki-67 LI for each case[7].
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Histochemical detection of apoptosis and determination of AI
Apoptotic cells in tissue sections were detected by terminal
deoxynucleotidyl transferase-mediated dUTP-biotin nick end
labeling (TUNEL), using an Apop Tag in situ detection kit (Oncor,
Gaithersburg, MD). The staining procedures were based on a
method described previously[5,6,8]. The apoptotic index (AI) was
expressed as the ratio of positively stained tumor cells and bodies
to all tumor cells according to the criteria described elsewhere[5,7].
Five areas were randomly selected for counting under 400-fold
magnification.
Statistical methods
All statistical analyses were performed by the SPSS11.0 software
package for Windows (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL). Differences in
the numerical data between the two groups were evaluated
using the Mann-Whitney U test. The χ2 test was further used
to compare the distribution of individual variables and any
correlation between AI or Ki-67 index and expression of survivin
variants. The correlation between AI and expression of survivin
variants for each case was also analyzed by Spearman’s rank
correlation test. Survival curves were calculated using the KaplanMeier method and analyzed by the log rank test. A two-tailed P
value less than 0.05 was considered statistically significant.
RESULTS
Expression of survivin variants in clinical materials and cell lines
Among the 79 tumor samples, survivin expression was detected
in all tumor samples (79/79), survivin-2B expression was
demonstrated in 78.5% (62/79) of the samples and survivin- Ex3
expression was detected in 64.6% (51/79) of the samples
(Figure 1). In contrast, survivin expression was detectable in
46 (58.2%) of the normal mucosa samples, while survivin2B
expression and survivin- Ex3 were detected in 23 (29.1%) and
12 (15.2%) of the mucosa samples respectively.

G6PDH

Ex3

Quantitative real time RT-PCR
Quantitative real time RT-PCR was performed with a LightCycler
(Roche Diagnostics, Mannheim, Germany). As an internal control,
housekeeping gene G6PDH mRNA expression was measured
at the same time. DEPC-treated H2O was used as a negative
control and MKN-74 was used as a positive control. Then, 1µL
of cDNA mixture was subjected to amplification in 10 µL reaction
mixture. The PCR conditions were initial denaturation at 95
for 10 min, followed by 40 cycles of denaturation at 95 for 10 s,
annealing at 62
for 10 s for survivin, survivin-2B and
survivin- Ex3 (or at 63
for G6PDH), extension at 72 for
10 s, respectively. A standard curve using fluorescent data was
generated from serial tenfold dilution of specific plasmids from
107 to 102 copies, respectively. The number of gene copies was
calculated by the LightCycler Software Version3.5.3 according
to the Fit Points Above Threshold method. Primer pairs and
hybridization probes for survivin, survivin-2B, survivin- Ex3
and G6PDH mRNA were as follows. The sequence of the common
forward primer for survivin variants was 5’-CCACCGCATCTC
TACATTCA-3’. To distinguish the 3 splice variants of survivin,
the sequences of reverse primers for survivin variants were
designed to correspond to exon/exon borders of the complementary
strand (5’-TATGTTCCTCTATGGGGTCG-3’ for survivin, 5’AGTGCTGGTATTACAGGCGT-3’ for survivin-2B, 5’-TTTCCT
TTGCATGGGGTC-3’ for survivin- Ex3). The sequences of
common hybridization probes for survivin variants were 5’CAAGTCTGGCTCGTTCTCAGTGGG-3’-FITCandLCRed6405’-CAGTGGATGAAGCCAGCCTCG-3’. The sequence of the
forward primer for G6PDH was 5’-TGGACCTGACCTACGGCA
ACAGATA-3’. The sequence of the reverse primer for G6PDH
was 5’-GCCCTCATACTGGAAACCC-3’. The sequences of
hybridization probes for G6PDH were 5’- TTTTCACCCCACTGC
TGCACC-3’-FITCandLCRed640-5’-GATTGAGCTGGAGAAG
CCCAAGC-3.
PCR products were additionally checked by electrophoresis
on 30 g/L agarose gels (BIO-RAD, Inc., Hercules, USA) containing
ethidium bromide and visualized under UV transillumination.

Volume 10

Survivin-

RNA-for-PCR kit (CLONTECH, Inc., Palo Alto, USA), with
the exception of 200 U SurperScriptTM II RNase H- reverse
transcriptase (Invitrogen, Inc., Carlsbad, USA) in a final 20 µL
reaction volume. RT reactions were performed at 50 for 120 min.
Finally, cDNA solution was diluted to a total volume 100 µL.
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Figure 1 Amplification, separation and visualization of survivin
(185 bp), survivin-2B (214 bp) survivin- Ex3 (184 bp), and
G6PDH (256 bp) mRNA (40 cycles) in a typical case.

The relative amounts of survivin variant mRNA were
determined by dividing the amount of survivin variant mRNA
by that of G6PDH mRNA for each sample. In tumor samples, the
relative levels of survivin-2B and survivin- Ex3 was further
normalized by matched survivin. Because three alternatively
spliced variants are derived from a common hnRNA precursor
pool, these ratios seemed to be independent of any possible
bias imposed by variations in housekeeping gene expression
levels[9,10]. Although there was a significant difference in G6PDH
expression between normal tissues and cancer samples at the
same amount of total RNA used (P<0.0001, Mann-Whitney U
test, Figure 2A), the survivin variant/G6PDH ratio in our cancer
tissues were significantly higher than that in non-neoplastic
tissues (P<0.0001, Mann-Whitney U test, Figure 2B).
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Table 1 Relationship among expression levels of survivin variants and clinicopathologic parameters, proliferative activity or
apoptosis
Parameters

No. of patients (%) Sur/G6PDH

Gender (median)
Male
Female
Age yr (median)
<64
>64
Histological type
Differentiated
Undifferentiated
Depth of invade
Not invasion
Invasion
Clinical stage
Stage I+II
Stage III+IV
Ki67 (median)
Low
High
Apop Tag (median)
Low
High

Sur-2B/G6PDH

Sur-

Ex3/G6PDH

Sur-2B/sur

Sur-

Ex3/sur

62 (78.5)
17 (22.5)

P = 0.445

P = 0.598

P = 0.079

P = 0.125

P = 0.408

39
40

P = 0.462

P = 0.108

P = 0.177

P = 0.129

P = 0.262

47
32

P = 0.976

P = 0.004

P = 0.151

P = 0.053

P = 0.231

27
40

P = 0.336

P = 0.042

P = 0.266

P = 0.354

P = 0.555

(22+11)
(20+26)

P = 0.075

P = 0.001

P = 0.139

P = 0.018

P = 0.863

39
40

P = 0.791

P = 0.197

P = 0.567

P = 0.401

P = 0.512

39
40

P = 0.421

P = 0.070

P = 0.0020

P = 0.408

P = 0.099

A

20 000

mRNA levels

Two-tailed P values were calculated by the Mann-Whitney U test. Differentiated type: Papillary type, Tubular type. Undifferentiated type: Poorly differentiated type, Signet ring cell type, Mucinous type. Not invasion: No invasion of the serosa. Invasion:
invasion of the serosa.

10 000

χ2 test). A stage-dependent decrease of survivin-2B was also
confirmed by the ratio of survivin-2B/survivin (P = 0.018, Table 1,
P = 0.022, χ2 test, Figure 3C).
None of the investigated clinicopathological parameters
showed a statistically significant correlation with the expression
of other types of survivin variants besides survivin-2B.

P<0.0001

0

-10 000

G6PDH (N)
0.4
Relative mRNA levels

B

P<0.0001

G6PDH (T)

P<0.0001

P<0.0001

0.3
P<0.0001

P<0.0001

0.2
0.1
0.0
-0.1
Survivin/ Survivin-2B/
G6PDH
G6PDH

SurvivinEx3/G6PDH

Figure 2 A: RT-PCR amplification of G6PDH in paired samples
of normal gastric mucosa and gastric carcinoma. B: Relative
(G6PDH-normalised) mRNA levels of survivin variants in paired
samples of normal gastric mucosa and gastric carcinoma. Twotailed P values were calculated by the Mann-Whitney U test.

Relationship between expression levels of survivin variants and
clinicopathological parameters
The expression level of survivin-2B was significantly (P = 0.001,
Table 1, P<0.0001, χ2 test, Figure 3A) decreased in advanced
(III+IV) stage compared with early (I+II) tumor stage. Furthermore,
the level of survivin-2B was inversely correlated with the grade
of tumor differentiation (P = 0.004, Table 1, P = 0.023, χ2 test,
Figure 3B) and depth of tumor invasion (P = 0.042, Table 1, P = 0.021,

Correlation between expression levels of survivin variants and AI
Apoptotic cells and bodies were detected in all cases of gastric
carcinoma tested (Table 1, Figure 4A). The mean AI was 1.07%
(SD, 0.41%; range, 0.38-2.38%) with a median of 0.95%. The
mean AI in survivin- Ex3-low expression samples was significantly
higher than that in survivin- Ex3-high expression samples
(P = 0.02, Table 1, P = 0.028, χ2 test, Table 1). There was no
correlation between apoptotic index and clinicopathological
parameters described. Spearman’s rank correlation test demonstrated
a significant negative correlation between apoptotic index and
expression level of survivin- Ex3 ( = -0.257, P = 0.022).
Association of expression levels of survivin variants with PI
Proliferative cells were detected by intense nuclear immunoreactivity
to the Ki-67 antigen, as illustrated in Figure 4B. The mean
proliferative index (PI) in gastric tumors tested was 48.46%
(SD, 9.54%; range, 28.49-82.98%) with a median of 46.87%. No
significant relationship was identified between PI of tumor cells
and clinicopathological parameters, as demonstrated in Table1.
In addition, no significant association was found between PI
and any type of survivin variants.
Prognostic value of survivin mRNA expression
Postoperative survival of the 79 gastric cancer patients was
analyzed according to the expression level of survivin variants.
Results are shown in Figure 5. Each survivin variant value was
divided by the median value. The survival curve of patients with
high-survivin expression was significantly lower than that of
those with low-survivin expression (P = 0.003, log-rank test).
No prognostic significance for either survivin-2B or survivinEx3, however, was found in the current study.

0.4 P = 0.075 P = 0.001
Relative mRNA level

A

CN 14-1219/ R
P=0.39

B

0.3
0.2
0.1
0.0

-0.1

(early)
(early)
(early)
(advanced)
(advanced)
(advanced)

Survivin/

Survivin-2B/

G6PDH

G6PDH
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0.4

P = 0.004
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Volume 10

P = 0.01

Number 22

P = 0.863

2
1
0
(early) (advanced)

(early) (advanced)

-1

Survivin-

Survivin-2B/

Ex3/G6PDH

svv

SurvivinEx3/svv

Figure 3 Relative mRNA levels of survivin variants. A: Significant decrease of relative (G6PDH-normalised) mRNA levels of
survivin-2B in advanced stages (P = 0.001, Mann-Whitney U test). B: Significant decrease of relative (G6PDH-normalised) mRNA
levels of survivin-2B in undifferentiated type (P = 0.004, Mann-Whitney U test). C: Significantly lower ratio of survivin-2B/survivin
in advanced stages than that in early stages (P = 0.018, Mann-Whitney U test).

A

B

Figure 4 Histochemical staining for Ki-67 and apoptotic tumor cells. A: TUNEL in situ labeling for detecting apoptotic cells and
bodies (arrows, magnification ×400) in adenocarcinoma. B: Ki-67 nuclear immunohistochemical staining revealing proliferating
tumor cells in adenocarcinoma (magnification ×400).

1.0
P = 0.003

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0
-0.2

C

Survivin-2B/G6PDH

1.2
1.0
P = 0.166

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0

Cumulative survival

B

Survivin/G6PDH

1.2

Cumulative survival

Cumulative survival

A

20
40
60
80
After operation (mo)

100

Ex3/G6PDH

1.0
P = 0.441

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0
-0.2

-0.2
0

Survivin-

1.2

0

20
40
60
80
After operation (mo)

100

0

20
40
60
80
After operation (mo)

100

Figure 5 postoperative survivals of 79 gastric carcinoma patients. A: Shorter survival time of patients with high expression of
wild-type survivin mRNA compared to patients with low expression of wild-type survivin expression (P = 0.003, log-rank test).
B: No significance in expression of survivin-2B mRNA (P = 0.166, log-rank test). C: No significance in expression of survivinEx3 mRNA (P = 0.441, log-rank test).

DISCUSSION
In this study, the prognostic significance of the expression of
three survivin splicing variants in gastric carcinoma was
examined for the first time. Interestingly, only increased wild-type
survivin mRNA expression was prominently correlated with
reduced survival time, whereas neither survivin-2B nor survivinEx3 showed an association with prognosis. In accordance
with recent studies, we did not find a correlation between mRNA
expression levels of anti-apoptotic variants (survivin or survivinEx3) and the investigated clinicopathological parameters[9,10].
There is no doubt, however, survivin plays a role in enhancing
the malignant behavior of tumors. In cell culture systems, over-

expression of survivin was consistently associated with inhibition
of cell death[2]. Strong survivin mRNA expression showed chemoradio resistance [11-13] and a correlation with recurrence in
patients[14]. In retrospective trials, increased survivin mRNA or
protein expression was reported to be a prognostic indicator of
tumor progression in different types of human cancer[15-19]. Our
observations further confirmed that survivin mRNA was a poor
prognostic biomarker. This suggests that a relatively straightforward
detection of survivin protein or mRNA in clinical patients may
provide an initial marker of aggressive diseases, potentially
requiring in-depth follow-up protocols or alternative treatment
regimens in the future.

Meng H et al. Survivin splicing variants in gastric cancer

The notion that survivin inhibits apoptosis has been
established, but the mechanism (s) by which this occurs has
not been conclusively determined. The actual molecular interaction
partners of survivin variants, however, have remained elusive[2].
Although there is a good agreement that deregulation of cell
death/survival pathways contributes to malignant transformation,
the potential predictive/prognostic impact of apoptosis regulatory
molecules and AI has remained controversial[8]. This study
failed to show the relationship between apoptotic index and
survivin expression in gastric carcinoma although it was shown
in previous[5,20] studies showed in gastric cancer that survivin
expression was inversely correlated with apoptosis. These
controversial findings were attributed in part to the dual function
by which survivin regulates cell death and cell division. In recent
studies, frameshift carboxyl terminus of survivin- Ex3 was
found to contain a bipartite localization signal, which mediates
its strong nuclear accumulation and might interfere with
degradation of survivin- Ex3 protein by ubiquitin tagging.
Survivin- Ex3, therefore, could evade cell cycle-specific
degradation by the ubiquitin-proteasome pathway, known for
survivin. In contrast, cytoplasm has been found to be the most
probable location of both survivin and survivin-2B[21,22]. Other
unique features in survivin- Ex3 were also identified, including
a mitochondrial localization signal and a BH2 domain, which
might inhibit apoptosis by association with bcl-2, and suppress
Caspase-3 activity by BIR-dependent pathway[23]. Consequently,
survivin- Ex3 may play a more crucial role in the regulation of
apoptosis.
Although mRNA levels of survivin-2B and survivin- Ex3
have been found in different tumors[3,10,24,25], little is known
about the protein levels of endogenous survivin-2B and
survivin- Ex3, due to the lack of survivin variant-specific
antibodies. Our results showed that a low mRNA expression
level of survivin-2B was inversely correlated to the advanced
(III+IV) stage, undifferentiated tumor histology and deep tumor
invasion. There are at least two reasonable explanations for
this finding. After losing its antiapoptotic potential, survivin2B was hypothesized to be a naturally occurring antagonist of
survivin from competitive binding to heterologous interaction
partners, or from the formation of inactive survivin: survivin2B heterodimers with respect to recently observed dimer
formation of survivin[21]. Downregulation of survivin-2B might
weaken its functional antagonism, and moreover, could permit
the generation of more survivin or survivin- Ex3 because three
survivin variants come from the same pool of a hnRNA precursor.
Thus, the decrease in survivin-2B may result in the development,
invasion and anaplasia of carcinomas.
In addition, our data showed that all gastric carcinoma
samples expressed wild-type survivin at a significant level
compared to the matched normal gastric mucosa samples.
Similarly, the expression of survivin-2B or survivin- Ex3 was
significantly elevated in carcinoma tissue. Among three survivin
variants, survivin was the dominant transcript. In this regard,
our results were consistent with those of two recent TR-PCR
studies[10,26] on gastric cancer in which a few gastric mucosa
samples (17-23%) of the first-degree relatives also expressed
survivin mRNA, but the normal control subjects did not. All
these findings may help explain why survivin variants played
important roles in the early stage of carcinogenesis of gastric
cancer.
In summary, survivin mRNA is a poor prognostic biomarker
and that non-antiapoptotic survivin-2B was correlated to
tumor stage, histological type and depth of tumor invasion.
Even more striking is the observation for the first time that
neither survivin nor survivin-2B show a close association
with the apoptosis index, as observed in survivin- Ex3,
although further experimental work is necessary to elucidate
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the functional properties of different splicing variants in
more detail.
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Abstract
AIM: To investigate the relationship between bcl-2 gene
and its related protein bax and intrahepatic cholangiocellular
carcinoma (CCC).
METHODS: Semi-nested in situ PCR (SNISPCR) and immunohistochemistry were performed to detect bcl-2/JH fusion
gene and bcl-2, bax protein expression in 29 cases of CCC.
RESULTS: No bcl-2/JH fusion gene was found in all cases
of CCC, 72.4% of 29 cases expressed bcl-2 protein. Bcl-2
protein expression was related to histopathological grades
(P<0.05). There was no corresponding relationship between
bcl-2/JH fusion gene formation and bcl-2 protein expression
in CCC (P <0.05). Bax was expressed in 10.3% of 29 cases.
The ratio of bcl-2 to bax in normal liver tissues (3.5 to 1) was
different from that in tumor tissues (7.0 to 1).
CONCLUSION: It is suggested that bcl-2/JH fusion gene
formation is not a frequent event and may not play an important
role in the pathogenesis of CCC. However, aberrant ratio of
bcl-2 to bax protein expression may be involved in the course
of tumorigenesis of CCC. Abnormal bcl-2 protein expression
may not be solely resulted from bcl-2/JH fusion gene.
Guo LL, Xiao S, Guo Y. Detection of bcl-2 and bax expression
and bcl-2/JH fusion gene in intrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma.
World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(22): 3251-3254
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INTRODUCTION
Bcl-2 gene was first identified in B-cell leukemia and follicular
lymphoma which confered a survival advantage on B-cells by
inhibiting apoptosis. Bcl-2 gene at chromosome 18 is juxtaposed
with the immunoglobulin heavy chain gene (JH) on chromosome
14[1]. The t (14; 18) chromosome translocation was present in
70% to 85% of follicular lymphoma and in 20% to 30% of diffuse
large-cell lymphomas[1-4]. While aberrant expression of bcl-2
protein was also found in follicular lymphoma. In the early
study, bcl-2 gene was mainly investigated in lymphoid tissues.
Recently, bcl-2 gene aberrant expression has been observed in
a variety of tumors, such as adenocarcinoma of the prostate,
bladder carcinoma, squamous cell carcinoma of the lung,
nasopharyngeal carcinoma, breast carcinoma and cholangiocarcinoma[5-17]. However, bcl-2/JH fusion gene and its relationship
with bcl-2 protein expression have not been detected in

cholangiocellular carcinoma (CCC).
Bax, an important homologue of bcl-2, is a promoter of
apoptosis. It has been proposed that the sensitivity of cells to
apoptosis stimuli be closely related to the ratio of bcl-2/bax and
other bcl-2 homology. When bcl-2 is in excess, cells are protected.
However, when bax is in excess and bax homodimers dominate,
cells are susceptible to apoptosis[18]. Whether bcl-2/bax expression
ratio is involved in the course of tumorigenesis of CCC remains
unknown.
In this study, we demonstrated that bcl-2/JH fusion gene,
bcl-2 and its related protein bax expression with semi-nested
in situ PCR (SNISPCR) and immunohistochemistry in 29 cases
of CCC to understand the relationship between bcl-2 gene and
its related protein bax in CCC.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Tissue preparation
A total of 29 samples were obtained by surgical resection in
our department from 1995-06-01 to 1998-02-28. All samples were
independently reviewed by two pathologists and graded as
recommended by WHO. The cases of CCC were classified as
follows: 6 cases of well differentiated, 14 cases of moderately
differentiated and 9 cases of poorly differentiated carcinomas.
Undamaged liver tissues from surgical resection specimens of
young adults with minor liver injury who underwent partial
hepatectomy were used as normal controls. All tissues were
fixed in 40 g/L formaldehyde (pH 7.0) for 12-24 h and embedded
in paraffin and then 4 µm thick serial sections were cut and
mounted on poly-l-lysine coated slides.
Immunohistochemical staining
The sections were deparaffinized and rehydrated routinely.
Antigens were retrieved by heating the sections in a microwave
oven at 700 W in 10 mmol/L citrate buffer (pH 6.0) for 10 min.
After blocked with 3 mL/L H2O2 and swine serum, specimens
were then incubated with the primary antibodies, directed
against bcl-2 (Maxim Biotech Co., China) and bax (Senta Cruz).
The staining was performed by streptavidin peroxidase enzyme
conjugate method using a S-P kit (Zymed). Reaction products
were visualized by DAB. Brown-yellow granules in cytoplasm
were recognized as positive staining.
Semi-nested in situ PCR
Pretreatment: Sections were deparaffinized and dehydrated
routinely, then washed in 0.1 mol/L HCI and PBS, digested with
proteinase K (10 mg/L), and placed on the platform in a DNA
thermal cycler at 98 for 2 min.
Amplification in situ: The final volume of 20 µL (200 µmol/L
each of dATP, dCTP, dGTP and dTTP, 1.5 U Taq polymerase,10×
buffer). Two and half sets of primers specific for the two hot
breakpoint regions on bcl-2 gene were synthesized according
to the DNA sequences published by Gribben[19]. The following
oligonucleotides were used as primer pairs: A, 5’-CAGCCTTGA
AACATTGATGG-3’ for the mbr (in major breakpoint region);
B, 5’-CGTGCTGGTACCACTCCTG-3’ for the mcr (in minor
breakpoint region); C, 5’-TATGGTGGTTTGACCTTTAG-3’ for
the mbr (in major breakpoint region); D, 5’-GGACCTTCCTTGG
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TGTGTTG-3’ for mcr (in minor breakpoint region); Immunoglobulin
heavy chain (JH), 5’-ACCTGAGGAGACGGTGACC-3’. At first,
mbr-JH fusion gene was amplified by primer A and JH, and mcrJH fusion gene was amplified by primer B and JH. The slides
were covered after adding reaction mixture. The samples were
subjected to 25 amplification cycles, each cycle consisiting of
denaturation at 94 for 1 min, annealing at 55 for 1 min and
extension at 72
for 1 min. The final extension period was
extended to 10 min. Reamplification was performed for 30 cycles
using primer C, JH for mbr-JH fusion gene and D, JH for mcr-JH
fusion gene. The conditions were the same as stated above.

In situ hybridization
The covers were removed and dehydrated routinely. The slides
were incubated in 40 g/L poly formeldehyde for 10 min. Forty µL
hybridization solution (probe concentration 50 pmol/L) was
added on slides overnight at 37 in a wet box. The oligonucleotide
probe was labeled with biotin. Sequences of the probes were
5’-CCCTCCTGCCCTCCTTCCG-3’ for mbr and 5’-GGACCTTC
CTTGGTGTGTTG-3’ for mcr.
Non-specific antigen was blocked with 20 mL/L bovine serum
and 3 g/L Triton X-100, followed by incubation with anti-biotin
antibody alkaline phosphates mixture for 1 h. Slides were then
visualized with BCIP/NBT. Purple-blue granules in nuclei were
regarded as positive.
Controls
Follicular lymphoma was used as positive control. Negative
controls included blank control with no primers, dNTP or Taq
polymerase omission in PCR reaction solution, and probe
omission in hybridization solution. To exclude false positive or
negative results, each sample was analyzed at least twice. Noncorresponding tissues such as normal skin tissue were also
treated to exclude the false positive possibility.
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and histological grades. Four (25%) of 16 normal liver tissue
samples expressed bax protein (Figures 2, 4).

Figure 1 Primary hepatic cholangiocarcinoma. Brown-yellow staining in cytoplasm of carcinoma cells for bcl-2 protein
(arrowhead) Immunohistochemistry staining ×200.

Figure 2 Primary hepatic cholangiocarcinoma. Brown-yellow
staining in cytoplasm of carcinoma cells for bax protein (arrowhead)
Immunohistochemistry staining ×200.

Statistical analysis
Statistical significance was calculated by χ2 test, which was
used to analyze the relation between bcl-2 and bax protein
staining and positive bcl-2/JH fusion gene and histopathological
grades. P<0.05 was considered as statistically significant.
RESULTS
Expression of bcl-2 protein in CCC
Twenty-one of 29 cases expressed bcl-2 protein, induding 5 well
differentiated, 13 moderately differentiated and 3 poorly
differentiated carcinomas. There was a statistically significant
difference between moderately differentiated and poorly
differentiated carcinomas in Bcl-2 expression (P<0.05, χ2 = 5.58).
Bcl-2 was also expressed in 87.5% (14/16) in normal liver tissues
of small bile ducts (Figures 1, 3).

Figure 3 Normal liver. Brown-yellow staining in cytoplasm
of small bile duct epithelial cells for bcl-2 protein (arrowhead)
Immunohistochemistry staining ×200.

Detection of bcl-2/JH fusion gene in CCC
Bcl-2/JH fusion gene was not detected in any case of CCC and
normal liver tissues.
Relationship between bcl-2 protein expression and bcl-2/JH
fusion gene
No bcl-2/JH fusion gene was detected in bcl-2 protein positive
and negative groups. There was no correlation between bcl-2
protein expression and bcl-2/JH fusion gene.
Expression of bax protein in CCC
Bax was expressed in 3 (10.3%) of 29 cases , in which 1/6 was
well differentiated carcinoma, 2/14 were moderately differentiated
carcinomas and none was poorly differentiated carcinoma. There
was no statistically significant difference between bax expression

Figure 4 Normal liver. Brown-yellow staining in cytoplasm
of small bile duct epithelial cells for bax protein (arrowhead)
Immunohistochemistry staining ×200.

Ratio of bcl-2 to bax in normal liver and CCC
In normal liver tissues, the expression rates of bcl-2 and bax
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were 87.5% and 25%, while positive rates of bcl-2 and bax were
72.4% and 10.3% in CCC respectively. The ratio of bcl-2 to bax
was 3.5 to 1 in normal liver tissues and 7.0 to 1 in CCC (Figure 5).

The alteration of Bcl-2 and Bax might be an important mechanism
in the pathogenesis and progression of some tumors[30-32]. Yue
et al.[30] showed that Bcl-2/Bax in acute myelogenous leukemia
was significantly higher than that in normal control (P<0.001).
Madewell et al.[31] found that the bax:bcl-2 ratio was lower in
skin tumors than that in normal skin. But a lowered bcl-2/bax
ratio and increased apoptosis were observed in oral squamous
cell carcinomas, compared with normal oral epithelium[32]. In
this study, the ratio of bcl-2 to bax (7.0 to 1) in CCC was different
from that in normal small bile ducts (3.5 to 1). We suppose that
the changes of the ratio between bcl-2 and bax protein may
influence the susceptibility of bile duct cells to apoptosis and
would be involved in the tumorigenesis of CCC. Further evidence
would be obtained from further investigations.

Figure 5 Non-Hodgkin‘s lymphoma. Purple-blue deposition
in nuclear of lympoma cells (positive for mbr, arrowhead). In
situ PCR ×400.
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Abstract
AIM: Activation of transcription factor nuclear factor-κB
(NF-κB) has been shown to play a role in cell proliferation,
apoptosis, cytokine production, and oncogenesis. The purpose
of this study was to determine whether NF-κB was constitutively
activated in human colorectal tumor tissues and, if so, to
determine the role of NF-κB in colorectal tumorigenesis, and
furthermore, to determine the association of RelA expression
with tumor cell apoptosis and the expression of Bcl-2 and
Bcl-xL.
METHODS: Paraffin sections of normal epithelial, adenomatous
and adenocarcinoma tissues were analysed immunohistochemically for expression of RelA, Bcl-2 and Bcl-xL proteins.
Electrophoretic mobility shift assay (EMSA) was used to
confirm the increased nuclear translocation of RelA in colorectal
tumor tissues. The mRNA expressions of Bcl-2 and Bcl-xL
were determined by reverse transcription polymerase chain
reaction (RT-PCR) analysis. Apoptotic cells were detected
by terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase-mediated deoxyuridine
triphosphate fluorescence nick end labeling (TUNEL) method.
RESULTS: The activity of NF-κB was significantly higher in
adenocarcinoma tissue in comparison with that in adenomatous
and normal epithelial tissues. The apoptotic index (AI)
significantly decreased in the transition from adenoma to
adenocarcinoma. Meanwhile, the expressions of Bcl-2 and
Bcl-xL protein and their mRNAs were significantly higher in
adenocarcinoma tissues than that in adenomatous and
normal epithelial tissues.
CONCLUSION: NF-κB may inhibit apoptosis via enhancing
the expression of the apoptosis genes Bcl-2 and Bcl-xL. And
the increased expression of RelA/nuclear factor-κB plays
an important role in the pathogenesis of colorectal carcinoma.
Yu LL, Yu HG, Yu JP, Luo HS, Xu XM, Li JH. Nuclear factor-κB
p65 (RelA) transcription factor is constitutively activated in
human colorectal carcinoma tissue. World J Gastroenterol
2004; 10(22): 3255-3260
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INTRODUCTION
Rel/NF-κB is a family of dimeric transcription factors that control
the expression of numerous genes involved in cell growth,
differentiation, regulation of apoptosis, cytokine production,
and neoplastic transformation[1,2]. The Rel/NF-κB family
comprises NF-κB1 (p50), NF-κB2 (p52), and the Rel proteins,
RelA (p65), RelB, and c-Rel, which have a high level of sequence
homology within their NH2-terminal 300 amino acids, the Rel
homology domain[3]. The p50 and p52 can interact with the
RelA proteins to form all possible homo- and heterodimer
combinations. The most common dimer is the RelA (p65) /NFκB1 (p50) heterodimer, i.e., NF-κB. In most unstimulated cells,
Rel/NF-κB proteins are sequestered in the cytoplasm and are
complexed with specific inhibitor proteins called IκB that
render the Rel/NF-κB proteins inactive[3]. Stimulation of cells
leads to phosphorylation and degradation of IκB and allows
translocation of Rel/NF-κB to the nucleus, resulting in
expression of target genes[4]. A surprising variety of inducers
have been found to activate Rel/NF-κB[3]. These pathways are
involved in innate immune responses that involve cytokines
such as tumor necrosis factor (TNF) -α and IL-1, responses
to physical stresses such as UV light and ionizing radiation
(χ and γ), and responses to oxidative stresses such as
hydrogen peroxide and butyl peroxide[5].
Several investigators have reported constitutive activation
of NF-κB in various types of human tumor cell lines, including
those of lymphoid origin such as Hodgkin/Reed Sternberg cells[6],
T-cell lymphoma Hut 78 cells[7], and multiple myeloma cells[8].
In addition, nonlymphoid cell lines including ovarian cancer
cells[9], lung carcinoma cells[10], breast cancer cells[11], thyroid
carcinoma cells[12], melanomas[13], and bladder cancer cells[14]
exhibited enhanced NF-κB activity.
Recent studies also indicated that NF-κB was constitutively
activated in tumors such as pancreatic cancer and breast
cancer[15,16]. However, little information is available concerning
NF-κB activation in colorectal carcinoma, which is one of the
most aggressive forms of cancer. The major objective of this
study was to determine whether NF-κB was constitutively activated
in colorectal carcinoma tissues, to examine whether the expression
of Bcl-2 and Bcl-xL was regulated by NF-κB activation, and to
evaluate the correlation between NF-κB activity and apoptosis
in colorectal carcinoma.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
Ten normal colorectal mucosa, thirty colorectal adenoma (average
age of the patients: 56.8 years), and thirty colorectal carcinoma
(average age of the patients: 58 years) patients who gave informed
consent before surgical treatment were entered into the present
study. Specimens were obtained from the Department of Pathology,
Renmin Hospital, Wuhan University (Wuhan, China). The patients
had received neither chemotherapy nor radiation therapy before
tumor resection. To justify comparisons, we excluded lesions
from patients with familial colon carcinoma syndrome and
suspected de novo cancers. Tissues were fixed with 40 g/L
formaldehyde and embedded in paraffin for H & E staining and
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immunohistochemistry. Tissue specimens were snap-frozen
immediately in liquid N2 and stored at -80 for EMSA assays
and RT-PCR analysis. The study was approved by the Institutional
Board of the Ethics Committee of Wuhan University under full
consideration of the declaration on human rights of Helsinki.

Immunohistochemistry
Formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded tissue blocks were cut into
5 µm thick and mounted onto glass slides. After that, they were
kept in an oven at 4 overnight. Immunostaining was performed
as previously described with a slight modification[17]. Sections
were deparaffinized in xylene and rehydrated. Endogenous
peroxidase activity was blocked with 1% hydrogen peroxide
for 20 min. To improve the quality of staining, microwave
oven-based antigen retrieval was performed. Slides were
probed with either anti-RelA (1:50, mouse monoclonal, Santa
Cruz Biotechnology), anti-Bcl-2 (1:100, mouse monoclonal,
Santa Cruz Biotechnology) or anti-Bcl-xL (1:100, mouse
monoclonal, Santa Cruz Biotechnology). Sections were washed
three times with PBS for 10 min each and incubated with
biotin-labeled anti-mouse IgG for 1 h at room temperature.
After three washes with PBS for 10 min each, sections were
stained with a streptavidin-peroxidase detection system.
Incubation with PBS instead of the primary antibody served
as a negative control. In specimens containing positive cells,
the positive cells were counted in ten randomly selected
fields under high power microscope (200-fold or 400-fold
magnification) for each sample, and the average was expressed
as the density of positive cells.
Determination of apoptosis
The TUNEL assay, originally described by Gavrieli et al.[18],
was used with minor modifications. Briefly, tissue sections of
5 µm were mounted onto glass slides, deparaffinized, hydrated,
with proteinase-K (Roche
and treated for 15-30 min at 37
Co.; 20 µg/mL in 10 mmol/L Tris-HCl buffer, pH 7.4). Slides were
rinsed twice with PBS. Then, 50 µL of TUNEL reaction mixture
(450 µL nucleotide mixture containing fluoresceinated dUTP in
reaction buffer plus 50 µL enzyme TdT from calf thymus, Roche
Co.) were added to the samples. To ensure homogeneous
distribution of the TUNEL reaction mixture on tissue sections
and to avoid evaporative loss, slides were covered with coverslips
during incubation. Slides were incubated in a humidified
chamber for 60 min at 37 . After rinsed, slides were incubated
with anti-fluorescein antibody, with Fab fragment from sheep,
conjugated with horse-radish peroxidase for 30 min at 37 .
Slides were rinsed twice with PBS. Then, 50-100 µL of DAB
substrate was added and incubated for 10 min at room temperature.
Samples can be counterstained prior to analysis by light
microscope. Positive signals were defined as presence of a
distinct brown color nuclear staining of the neoplastic cells or
morphologically defined apoptotic bodies. The apoptotic index
(AI) was determined by counting a total of at least 1 000
neoplastic nuclei in 10 randomly chosen fields at 400-fold
magnification. Apoptotic cells were identified using a TUNEL
assay in conjunction with characteristic morphological changes
such as cell shrinkage, membrane blebbing, and chromatin
condensation, to distinguish apoptotic cells and apoptotic
bodies from necrotic cells.
EMSA
Nuclear extracts were harvested according to protocols described
previously. [19] In brief, fresh samples were minced and
homogenized in 400 µL of hypotonic lysis buffer A (10 mmol/L
HEPES pH 7.9, 10 mmol/L KCl, 0.1 mmol/L EDTA, 0.1 mmol/L
EGTA,1 mmol/L DTT, and 1 mmol/L PMSF). Homogenized
tissues were incubated on ice for 5 min, NP-40 was added to a
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final concentration of 5 g/L, and samples were vigorously mixed
and centrifuged. The cytoplasmic proteins were removed and
the pellet nuclei were resuspended in 50 µL buffer C (20 mmol/L
HEPES pH 7.9, 0.4 mol/L NaCl, 1 mmol/L EDTA, 1 mmol/L
EGTA, 1 mmol/L DTT, and 1 mmol/L PMSF). After 30 min
agitation at 4 , the samples were centrifuged and supernatants,
containing nuclear proteins, were transferred to a fresh vial.
The protein concentrations of nuclear extracts were determined
by Bio-Rad protein assay. The nuclear extracts were stored at 80 until use. Nuclear protein extracts of carcinomas, adenomas,
and normal tissues were analyzed by EMSA for NF-κB nuclear
translocation as previously described [20-22]. EMSA binding
reaction mixture contained 8 µg protein of nuclear extracts, 2 µg
of poly (deoxyinosinic- deoxycytidylic acid) (Sigma Co.), and
[32P]-labeled double-stranded oligonucleotide containing the
binding motif of NF-κB probe (4 000 cpm) in binding buffer
(10 mmol/L HEPES pH 7.9, 50 mmol/L NaCl, 1 mmol/L EDTA,
1 mmol/L DTT, 100 mL/L glycerol, and 0.2 g/L albumin). The
sequence of the double-stranded oligomer used for EMSA was
5’-AGTTGAGGGGACTTTCCCAGGC-3’. The reaction was
incubated for 30 min at room temperature before separation on
a 50 g/L acrylamide gel, followed by autoradiography. For
supershift experiments, 2 µg of mouse monoclonal antibodies
against the p65 subunit (Santa Cruz Biotechnology) of NF-κB
was incubated with the nuclear extracts 10 min before the addition
of the [32P]-labeled probe and then analyzed as described.

RT-PCR
The mRNA expressions of Bcl-2 and Bcl-xL were assessed using
RT-PCR standardized by coamplifying housekeeping gene β-actin,
which served as an internal control. Total RNA was isolated
from the normal epithelial, adenomatous and adenocarcinoma
tissues by the single-step method[23]. Total RNA was reversely
transcribed into cDNA and used for PCR with human specific
primers for Bcl-2, Bcl-xL and β-actin. Sequences of Bcl-2 primers
were 5’-CAGCTGCACCTGACGCCCTT -3’ (forward primer) and
5’-GCCTCCGTTATCCTGGATCC-3’ (reverse primer), generating
a 199 bp PCR product; for Bcl-xL , the forward primer was 5’AAGGATACAGCTGGAGTCAG-3’ and the reverse primer was
5’-ATCAATGGCAACCCATCCTG-3’, generating a 316 bp PCR
product; for β-actin, the forward primer was 5’-AGCGGGAAAT
CGTGCGTGAC-3’ and the reverse primer was 5’-ACTCCTGCT
TGCTGATCCACATC-3’, producing a 471 bp PCR product[24,25].
Briefly, the PCR was amplified by 32 repeat denaturation cycles
at 95 for 30 s, annealing at 60 for 30 s, and extension at 72
for 30 s. During the first cycle, the denaturation was extended
to 2 min, and in the final cycle the extension step was extended
to 5 min. PCR products were separated on 15 g/L agarose gels
containing 0.5 g/L of ethidium bromide and visualized by UV
transillumination.
Statistical analysis
All statistical analyses were performed with SPSS10.0 statistical
package for Microsoft Windows. Student’s t test and one-way
analysis of variance (ANOVA) were used to compare continuous
variables among groups. Correlation coefficients between
continuous variables were calculated by the method of Pearson’s
correlation coefficient. The χ2 test was used to compare binomial
proportions. A P value of <0.05 was considered significant.
RESULTS
RelA/NF-κB expression in colorectal carcinoma tissues
To investigate whether RelA/NF-κB-DNA binding activities
were altered in human colorectal carcinoma tissues, we first
carried out immunohistochemical analyses. The monoclonal
antibodies used in this study detected only activated RelA
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Figure 1 Immunohistochemical staining of RelA in tissue sections of colorectal adenoma (A) and adenocarcinoma (B, C). RelA
protein is mainly expressed in the cytoplasm of tumor cells and nuclear accumulation of RelA is also detected. ×200.

proteins[17]. RelA staining was shown as brown color and
detected in normal colorectal mucosa, colorectal adenoma and
colorectal adenocarcinoma specimens. In colorectal adenoma
and adenocarcinoma, positive staining of RelA was mainly
observed in the cytoplasm, and nuclear staining for RelA was also
detected (Figure 1). Tissues of colorectal adenocarcinoma showed
more cells with nuclear staining for RelA than those in colorectal
adenoma tissues. No nuclear staining for RelA was found in normal
colorectal mucosa. As shown in Table 1, the density of RelApositive cells was significantly increased (P<0.01) in the transition
from normal mucosa to adenoma and adenocarcinoma.

EMSA
To confirm the finding that RelA/NF-κB-DNA binding activities
were activated in human colorectal carcinoma tissues, we carried
out EMSA analyses. Figure 2 shows increased NF-κB DNA
binding activity in adenocarcinoma tissues compared with that
in adenoma and normal tissues. HPIAS-1000 SOFTWARE
ANALYSIS took the image of electrophoresis. The absorbance
of EMSA brands showed that the RelA/NF-κB complexes were
not presented in normal colorectal epithelium, 0.6587±0.0021 in
adenocarcinoma, and 0.2153±0.0013 in adenoma. The RelA
expressions were significantly increased (P<0.05) in the transition
from normal colorectal epithelium to colon tumor tissues. To
confirm the specificity of NF-κB DNA binding, we performed
supershift analysis with antibodies specific for RelA (p65)
and a competitive study with a 50-fold excess of unlabeled
oligonucleotide. An antibody specific for RelA which recognizes
RelA/NF-κB heterodimer, unlabeled oligonucleotide diminished
the intensity of RelA/NF-κB complexes, indicating that complex
was the NF-κB binding-specific band. Our results showed that
RelA was frequently activated in human colorectal tumor tissues
but not in normal colon tissue.
A

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

B

lanes 4-5, adenoma; lanes 6-7, adenocarcinoma; lane 4 and 6,
supershift (addition of p65 antibodies to the nuclear extracts).

Bcl-2 and Bcl-xL protein expression in colorectal carcinoma
tissues
In the present study, the expressions of Bcl-2 and Bcl-xL were
also investigated using immunohistochemistry. Immunostaining
specific for Bcl-2 and Bcl-xL was cytoplasmic and shown as
brown color (Figures 3, 4). The expressions of Bcl-2 and Bcl-xL
were significantly increased (P<0.01) from normal mucosa to
tumor tissue (Table 1). Expressions of Bcl-2 and Bcl-xL were
both significantly associated (r = 0.95,0.88; P<0.05) with RelA
expression in adenoma and adenocarcinoma.
Table 1 Changes in expression of RelA, Bcl-2, Bcl-xL and AI in
transition from normal mucosa to tumor tissues
Group
Normal
Adenoma

n

RelA

Bcl-2

Bcl-x L

AI

10 9.31±0.56 15.62±0.75 11.35±0.71 13.09±0.78
30 54.01±4.53 55.64±6.51 56.43±6.14 105.91±6.11

Adenocarcinoma 30 70.92±7.23 78.23±8.33 77.32±6.51

31.53±3.71

A

1 23 4 56 7

Supershift

Figure 2 Electrophoretic mobility shift assay demonstrating
increased nuclear translocation and DNA binding of NF-κB.
A: lane 1, positive control (using Hela nuclear extract); lane 2,
normal; lanes 3-6, adenocarcinoma; lanes 7-10, adenoma. B:
lane 1, positive control (using Hela nuclear extract); lanes 2-3,
specific competitor (using excess of unlabeled oligonucleotide);

B

Figure 3 Immunohistochemical staining of Bcl-2 in tissue
sections of colorectal adenoma (A) and adenocarcinoma
(B). Bcl-2 expression is restricted to the cytoplasm of cancer
cells. ×200.
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Figure 4 Immunohistochemical staining of Bcl-xL in tissue sections of colorectal adenoma (A) and adenocarcinoma (B). Bcl-xL
expression is restricted to the cytoplasm of cancer cells.×200.

A

B
bp

bp
500
400

500
400

200

200

Figure 5 The mRNA expressions of Bcl-2 and Bcl-xL were assessed using RT-PCR standardized by coamplifying the housekeeping gene β-actin. A: the mRNA expression of Bcl-2. lanes 1-3, adenocarcinoma; lanes 4-6, adenoma; lane 7, normal; lane 8, marker.
B: the mRNA expression of Bcl-2. lane 1, marker; lane 2, normal; lanes 3-5, adenoma; lanes 6-8, adenocarcinoma.

A

B

Figure 6 TUNEL staining in tissue sections of colorectal adenoma (A) and adenocarcinoma (B). TUNEL staining is restricted to
the nucleus of apoptotic cells.×200.

Bcl-2 and Bcl-xL mRNA expression in colorectal carcinoma tissues
RT-PCR analysis of mRNA expressions of Bcl-2 and Bcl-xL was
standardized by co-amplifying these genes with the housekeeping
gene β-actin. HPIAS-1000 SOFTWARE ANALYSIS took the
image of electrophoresis with β-action as internal standard. The
relative absorbance of mRNA expression for Bcl-2: 2.43±0.27%
in normal tissues, 17.96±1.51% in adenoma, and 36.71±2.17% in
adenocarcinoma; for Bcl-xL: 3.54±0.33% in normal tissues,
23.02±2.11% in adenoma, and 39.71±2.49% in adenocarcinoma
(Figure 5). Our results showed that colon tumor tissue constitutively
expressed Bcl-2 and Bcl-xL. The mRNA expressions of Bcl-2 and
Bcl-xL were significantly increased (P<0.05) in the transition
from normal colorectal epithelium to colon tumor tissue.
Cell apoptosis
In this study, TUNEL staining was restricted to the nucleus of
apoptotic cells. TUNEL-positive staining cells were detected
in normal colorectal mucosa, adenoma, and adenocarcinoma.
The AI was significantly increased (P<0.01) in the transition

from normal colorectal mucosa to adenoma, but decreased from
adenoma to adenocarcinoma (Figure 6). There was no
association between the AI and the histological classification
of adenoma and adenocarcinoma. The density of RelA-positive
cells inversely correlated with the AI in the transition from
adenoma to adenocarcinoma (r = -0.89; P<0.001).

DISCUSSION
We have demonstrated that RelA-DNA binding activity was
constitutively activated in the majority of human colorectal
carcinomas. Whereas the role for RelA/NF-κB in tumorigenesis
has not firmly established, recent work has suggested that it
may play a role in this process. RelA/NF-κB activation has
been shown to be necessary for tumor formation in Hodgkin
lymphoma cells[26,27]. More recently, the inhibition of RelA/NFκB activity through the use of specific NF-κB inhibitors (gliotoxin
and MG132) resulted in spontaneous caspase-independent
apoptosis in Hodgkin and Reed-Sternberg cells[28]. Also, an
increase in RelA/NF-κB levels was identified in breast cancer
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cell lines, primary human breast cancer, hepatocellular carcinoma,
pancreatic adenocarcinoma, and gastric carcinoma when
compared with nontransformed controls or normal tissues[29-32].
In addition, NF-κB transcriptional activity was required for
oncogenic Ras-induced cellular transformation[33], which likely
occurred through the inhibition of transformation-associated
apoptosis[34]. However, the role of NF-κB in colorectal tumorigenesis
is unknown and currently under investigation.
We primarily used immunohistochemistry to detect NF-κB
activation in human colorectal carcinoma tissues. Its expression
was significantly increased in the transition from normal
colorectal mucosa to adenoma and adenocarcinoma. In our
immunohistochemical analyses, we used monoclonal antibodies
to detect RelA/NF-κB-DNA binding activities, and their
sensitivity and specificity have been characterized previously.
They were useful in differentiating between activated and
inactivated forms of RelA and facilitated the detection of the
activated RelA proteins. In the current investigation, only 10-20%
of RelA/NF-κB protein was detectable in the nucleus, which
was consistent with previous reports[32]. And 80-90% of RelA
still remained in the cytoplasm when RelA proteins were
activated. It is unclear why the majority of RelA/ NF-κB proteins
that were freed from IκB remained in the cytoplasm. Possible
explanations for this[32] are: (1) IκB was mutated and therefore
could not bind to RelA and masked the nuclear translocation
signal in RelA; (2) mutations in RelA prohibited IκB binding to
RelA, and (3) the RelA upstream signal transduction cascades
were constitutively activated.
The Bcl-2 proto-oncogene is an apoptosis inhibitor originally
described in association with the t (14; 18) (q32; q21) translocation
in follicular B cell lymphoma, which places the Bcl-2 gene under
the stimulatory control of the IgH promoter-enhancer at 14q32,
resulting in increased Bcl-2 mRNA and protein[35] and inhibition
of apoptosis. The Bcl-xL proto-oncogene, a member of Bcl-2
family, is a homologue of Bcl-2 and is an apoptosis inhibitor.
The Bcl-2 and Bcl-xL oncoproteins have been described in
normal colonic mucosa[35], where these were restricted to the
epithelial regenerative compartment and the intestinal crypt
bases. In our study, the expression of Bcl-2 and Bcl-xL was
increased in the transition from normal mucosa to adenoma
and adenocarcinoma. These results also show that the increased
RelA/NF-κB expression occurred concomitantly with an increased
expression of Bcl-2 and Bcl-xL. To date, a number of gene products
that inhibit apoptosis have been identified. These include Bcl-2
and Bcl-xL genes. Indeed, Bcl-2 and Bcl-xL have been identified
as NF-κB target gene[36], but the exact role NF-κB plays in its
regulation remains controversial.
In recent years, increasing evidence indicates that activation
of NF-κB plays an important role in coordinating the control of
apoptotic cell death. NF-κB has been shown to prevent Fasinduced death in B cells through the upregulation of Bcl-2 and
Bcl-xL expression[36], but has also been demonstrated to promote
apoptosis in thymocytes by downregulating Bcl-2 and Bcl-xL
gene expression[37]. However, the exact mechanism of NF-κB in
the regulation of apoptosis is not entirely clear. There are at least
two distinct mechanisms by which NF-κB blocks apoptosis[38]:
(1) induction of antiapoptosis factors including IEX-1L, TRAF1,
TRAF2, c-IAP-1, c-IAP-2 etc; (2) interference of apoptotic
pathway by protein-protein interaction. However, these two
distinct mechanisms are not mutually exclusive since either
mechanism alone cannot fully explain the antiapoptotic action
of NF-κB. In our study, apoptosis was significantly decreased
in the transition from adenoma to adenocarcinoma, which was
in contrast to the expressions of RelA, Bcl-2, and Bcl-xL. We
also observed an inverse relation between AI and the expression
of RelA in the transition from adenoma to adenocarcinoma,
implying that increased RelA protein expression to a certain
level might be anti-apoptotic and thus promote tumorigenic
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cell behavior. The anti-apoptotic role of NF-κB has been well
characterized and various down-stream targets of NF-κB,
including Bcl-2 and Bcl-xL have been identified. In the present
study, the statistical correlation between the increased
expression of RelA, elevated Bcl-2 and Bcl-xL expression implies
that in colorectal tissue, activation of RelA might exhibit antiapoptotic effects at least in part through upregulation of Bcl-2
and Bcl-xL expression. This has been shown to decrease
mitochondrial permeability changes and cytochrome C release
and thus to block apoptosis[39].
To date, NF-κB has been believed to play an important role
in coordinating the control of apoptotic cell death. However,
the mechanism by which NF-κB blocks apoptosis is still
controversial. Some laboratories have reported that activation
of NF-κB is able to either promote or prevent apoptosis, depending
on different stimuli and different cell types[40-42]. For example,
Grimm et al.[43] reported that serum starvation activated NF-κB
and induced human embryonic kidney cells into apoptosis.
Qin et al.[44] found that NF-κB activation contributed to the
excitotoxin-induced death of striatal neurons. However,
somewhat inconsistent results have also been presented by
Beg and Baltimore[45] that NF-κB activation generally inhibited
apoptosis in embryonic fibroblasts. A question arises: who is
right on earth? We think the answer is expected by further studies.
In conclusion, our results demonstrate that the RelA/NFκB pathway is activated constitutively in colorectal carcinoma
tissues, suggesting that activation of RelA/NF-κB might play
an important role in colorectal tumorigenesis. Further studies
are required to elucidate the mechanisms of NF-κB activation
and to determine whether NF-κB might serve as a therapeutic
target in the anti-neoplastic treatment of colorectal cancer.
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to be the only lymphangiogenic factor in the VEGF family. It
activates both vascular endothelial growth factor receptor 2
(VEGFR-2) and VEGFR-3[3,4]. VEGF-C induces the proliferation
of lymphatic vessels in the stroma of gastric carcinoma by
activating VEGFR-3 in lymphatic endothelial cells[5]. But the
precise role of VEGF-C in colorectal cancer has not been clearly
understood. Therefore, in the current study, we used an enzymehistochemical method for 5’-nucleotidase (5’-Nase) to distinguish
lymph vessels in colorectal carcinoma, and immunohistochemistry
to examine the correlation between the expression of VEGF-C,
lymphangiogenesis and the clinicopathologic features.

Abstract

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients
Fifty-six Chinese colorectal carcinoma patients were surgically
treated in the Department of Surgery, the Forth Hospital of
Hebei Medical University, China from 2001 to 2002. The patients
included 34 males and 22 females, and ranged in age from 33 to
75 years (average age 58.5 years). The lesions included 13 colon
cancers and 43 rectal cancers, two patients with stage I, 17
patients with stage II, 34 patients with stage III and three
patients with stage IV.

AIM: To investigate the expression of vascular endothelial
growth factor-C (VEGF-C) and the relationship between VEGFC and lymphangiogenesis, lymph node metastasis in colorectal
cancer.
METHODS: Fifty six cases of colorectal cancer were selected
randomly. Expression of VEGF-C was detected by immunohistochemistry, and lymphatic vessels were stained by enzyme
histochemical method.

RESULTS: VEGF-C expression was found in 66.7% (37/56)
patients. In VEGF-C positive and negative patients, the
lymphatic vessel density was 25.16±7.52 and 17.14±7.22,
respectively (P<0.05). The rate of lymph node metastasis
in VEGF-C positive patients (81.1%) was significantly higher
than that in the negative group (42.1%).
CONCLUSION: VEGF-C expression may induce lymphangiogenesis in colorectal cancer, as a result, tumor cells can
entry the lymphatic vessels easily. VEGF-C may serve as a
useful prognotic factor in colorectal carcinoma.
Jia YT, Li ZX, He YT, Liang W, Yang HC, Ma HJ. Expression
of vascular endothelial growth factor-C and the relationship
between lymphangiogenesis and lymphatic metastasis in
colorectal cancer. World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(22):
3261-3263
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INTRODUCTION
Colorectal cancer is a common cause of death throughout the
world including China. The lymphatic system is the primary
pathway of metastasis for gastrointestinal tract malignancies,
and the extent of lymph node involvement is a key prognostic
factor for the outcome of patients. However, the mechanism of
lymphatic metastasis remains unclear.
Lymphangiogenesis, the development of new lymph vessels,
is a relatively new area of clinical investigations. Recently,
vascular endothelial growth factor C (VEGF-C) has been
identified as a new member of the VEGF family[1,2], and is belived

Immunohistochemistry
Immunohistochemical staining for VEGF-C was performed using
the streptavidin-peroxidase technique. Formalin fixed and
paraffin embeded tissues were cut into 4 µm thick sections and
placed on saline coated slides. After deparaffinization in xylene
and rehydration, endogeneous peroxidase activity was blocked
after incubated with 30 mL/L hydrogen peroxidase for 20 min.
Tissue sections were then autoclaved at 121 in 10 mmol/L
citrate buffer (pH 6.0) for 10 min for antigen retrieval and cooled
at room temperature for 30 min, them incubated for 3 h with a
1:40 dilution of anti-VEGF-C rabbit polyclonal antibody (Santa
Cruz Biotech, USA). Bound peroxidase was visualized using a
solution of diaminobezidine as chromogen, and nuclei were
counterstained with hematoxylin. Scoring was carried out by
two independent observers who were blinded to the patient’s
status. Positive staining was defined as the presence of VEGFC immunoreactivity in at least 10% of tumor cells.
Enzyme-histochemistry
Cryosections (7 µm thick) of tissue were processed for 5’nucleotide-alkaline phosphatase (5’-Nase-ALPase) double staining
according to Ji et al.’s report[6]. After rinsed in 0.1 mol/L cacodylate
buffer (pH 7.2), specimens were incubated in the reaction medium
for 5’-Nase for 50 min at 37 with 5’-adenosine monophosphate
(AMP) (Sigma chemical, St. Louis, MO, USA ) as a substrate,
lead nitrate (Sigma, USA) as a capture agent, and 2 mmol/L Ltetramisole (Sigma, USA) as an inhibitor of nonspecific alkaline
phosphatase. After washed with distilled water, the tissues were
treated with 10 mg/L ammonium sulfide solution for 1 min at
room temperature. Then, the sections were incubated in the reaction
medium for ALPase for 30 min at 4 with fast blue BB, N,N-
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dimethylformamide, naphtol AS-MX phosphate (Sigma, USA).

histologic differentiation, invasive depth, TNM stage were observed.

Lymphatic vessel density (LVD) counting
The stained sections were screened at ×40 magnification to
identify the regions of the highest vascular density within the
tumor. Lymphatic vessels were counted in 3 regions of the highest
vascular density at ×100 magification. The number of lymphatic
vessels was the mean of vessels in these areas.

Table 1 Relationship between expression of VEGF-C and
clinicopathologic features in colorectal carcinoma

Statistical analysis
The data were analysed by t test and χ2 test. All reported P
values were two-sided, and P <0.05 was considered statistically
significant.

VEGF-C
Characteristic

n

P
(+)

(–)

Male

34

25

9

Female

22

12

10

(+)

37

30

8

(–)
Well

9
40

8
25

11
15

Poorly
Muscularis

16
17

12
10

4
7

Adventitia
I-II

39
19

27
13

12
6

III-IV

37

24

13

Gender

0.143

Lymph node
metastasis

RESULTS
Immunohistochemistry
In specimens of normal colorectal mucosa, no VEGF-C protein
was stained. Among the 56 examined tumors, 37 (66.7%) showed
VEGF-C protein expression in the cytoplasm (Figure 1).

0.007

Differentiation

0.372

Invasion depth

0.499

Stage

Figure 1 VEGF-C in cytoplasm of colorectal adenocarcinoma
(SP ×200).

Enzyme-histochemistry
Lymphatic vessels were 5’-Nase positive (brown) and blood
vessels were ALPase positive (blue). The most lymphatic
vessels were enlarged and dilated especially in peritumor areas.
The walls of lymphatic vessels were thinner than that of blood vessels,
and their profiles of lumens were more irregular. While the
intratumoral lymphtic vessels were strip-like (Figure 2). The LVD
of VEGF-C positive tumors (25.16±7.52) was significantly higher
than that of VEGF-C negative tumors (17.14±7.22) (P = 0.04).
No significant lymphangiogenesis was observed in normal and
adenoma tissues.

Figure 2 Positive 5’-Nase (brown) and ALPase (blue) in lymphatic and blood vessels (×100).

Correlation between VEGF-C and clinicopathologic factors
VEGF-C expression was observed frequently in patients with
colorectal carcinoma. A positive association between VEGF-C
expression and lymphatic metastasis was observed (P<0.05,
Table 1). However, no significant correlations with gender,

0.790

DISCUSSION
Clinical and pathological data pointed to the metastasis of solid
tumors via the lymphatics as an important early event in metastatic
diseases[7]. However, little has been achieved in lymphangiogenesis
and the role of lymphangiogenesis in promoting the metastasis
of tumor cells via the lymphatic vessels. This might, in part, be
due to difficulty in studing lymphatic vessels because of their
morphology and lack of lymphatic-specific markers [6,7].
Approximatly 10 years ago, Kato et al.[8] developed an enzymehistochemical method for 5’-Nase-ALPase to distinguish
lymphatic vessels from blood vessels. Many other markers
such as LYVE1 and podoplanin were found later[9,10]. Now,
lymphangiogenesis or new lymphatic vessel growth has become
an exciting area of reaserch in cancer biology[11]. So far, the
occurrence and involvment of lymphangiogenesis have been
demonstrated in some experimental mouse tumors , human head
and neck cancers, oral squamous cell cancer by using these
markers[12-16]. Similarly, in our study, lymphangiogenesis was
observed in primary colorectal carcinomas, and the vicinity of
tumor was the dominant region. Most of lymphatic vessels were
dilated, as a result, tumor cells could invade the lymphatics
easily. On the other hand, most of the intratumor lymphatic
capillaries were strip-like. It is believed that tumor cells could
utilize peritumoral lymphatics to spread, while intratumoral
lymphatics should be regarded as an additional pathway rather
than a necessity for metastasis[17].
Vascular endothelial growth factor-C (VEGF-C) is the first
lymphangiogenic factor identified. Moreover, there is ample
evidence for the expression of VEGF-C in human tumors. But
the precise role of VEGF-C in colorectal cancer is less well
understood. With respect to VEGF-C expression, several authors
have demonstrated associations between this growth factor
expression and poor clinicopathological outcome[18-25]. Immunohistochemical detection of VEGF-C expression at the deepest
invasive site of colorectal carcinoma was found in about 50%
advanced tumors. Furudoi et al.[26] suggested that the expression
of VEGF-C was correlated with lymphatic and venous invasion,
lymph node status, Dukes stage, liver metastasis, depth of invasion,
poorer histological grade and microvessel density.
It is widely known that VEGF-C can bind to both VEGFR-2
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and VEGFR-3. Activation of VEGFR-2 results in the mitogenesis
of vascular endothelial cells. In contrast, VEGFR-3 activation
by VEGF-C is considered to induce proliferation of lymphatic
endothelial cells. Thus, angiogenic versus lymphangiogenic
responses to VEGF-C have been found to depend on the
expression of its receptors in blood versus lymphatic endothelial
cells of the target tissue[27]. In addition, the activation of lymphatics
by VEGF-C is considered to induce secretion of chemokines
and similar factors by the lymphatic endothelium, thus attracting
tumor cells and facilitating their entry into lymphatics[28].
Besides VEGF-C, another new member of VEGF family, VEGF-D,
could also stimulate lymphangiogenesis by activating VEGFR-3
in human tumors[29-32]. But the relationship between VEGF-C
and VEGF-D expressions, as well as the role of VEGF-D in
human tumors is still unclear.
In summary, our findings demonstrate a causal role of
lymphangiogenesis in tumor metastasis, suggesting VEGF-C
expression is related to the high incidence of metastasis in
colorectal carcinoma. However, the mechanism of lymphangiogenesis
is extremely complex, which is a subject of ongoing investigation.
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Abstract
AIM: To determine the genotypes and phylogeny of hepatitis
B viruses (HBVs) in asymptomatic HBV carriers, and the
prevalence of occult HBV infection in Long An County, Guangxi
Zhuang Autonomous Region, an area with a high incidence
of hepatocellular carcinoma.
METHODS: A nested polymerase chain reaction (nPCR)
was used for detection of HBV DNA in serum samples from
36 blood donors with asympmatic HBV infection, and in
serum samples from 52 HBsAg negative family members
of the children who did not receive hepatitis B vaccination
in Long An County. PCR products were sequenced, and
the genotype of each HBV sequence was determined by
comparison with sequences of known genotypes in the
GenBank and EMBL nucleotide databases using the BLAST
programme. Phylogenetic trees were constructed by the
quartet maximum likelihood analysis using the TreePuzzle
software.
RESULTS: Twenty (55.56%) of 36 HBV asymptomatic
carriers were positive for HBV DNA. They were all genotype
C by comparison with sequences of known genotypes in
the GenBank and EMBL nucleotide databases. The full-length
HBV DNA sequence isolated from the sample No. 624
contained 3 215 bases. No interesting mutations were
found in this isolate. The homology analysis showed that
this strain was closer to the Vietnamese HBV genotype C
strain, with a homology of 97%, compared its relation to
the same genotype of HBV isolated in Shanghai. Six (11.5%)
of the 52 HBsAg negative family members were positive
for HBV DNA. A point mutation was found in the sample
No. 37, resulting in the substitution of amino acid glycine
to arginine in the “a” determinant. Other samples with
positive HBV DNA did not have any unusual amino acid
substitutions in or around the “a” determinant, and were
attributed to the wild-type HBV.
CONCLUSION: The HBVs isolated from asymptomatic

carriers of Long An County were all identified as genotype
C, and the prevalence of occult HBV infection in the
population of the county is as high as 11.5%. It is suggested
that genotype C and persistent occult HBV infection may
play an important role in the development of HCC in the
county.
Fang ZL, Zhuang H, Wang XY, Ge XM, Harrison TJ. Hepatitis
B virus genotypes, phylogeny and occult infection in a region
with a high incidence of hepatocellular carcinoma in China.
World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(22): 3264-3268
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INTRODUCTION
Infection with hepatitis B virus (HBV) may lead to a wide
spectrum of liver diseases ranging from mild, self-limited to
fulminant hepatitis in acute infection, and from an asymptomatic
carrier state to severe chronic hepatitis, cirrhosis, and hepatocellular
carcinoma (HCC) in chronic infection. Human HBV, a prototype
member of the family hepadnaviridae, is a circular, partially
double-stranded DNA virus of approximately 3200 nt [1].
Traditionally, HBV was classified into 4 subtypes or serotypes
(adr, adw, ayr, and ayw) based on antigenic determinants of
hepatitis B surface antigen (HBsAg)[2]. Epidemiological studies
found that the prevalence of these serotypes varied in different
parts of the world. In addition, antibody to the common
determinant “a” confers protection against all serotypes.
Advances in molecular biology techniques revealed significant
diversities in sequences of HBV isolates, accounting for allelic
differences among the 4 major HBV serotypes. Based on an
intergroup divergence of 8% or more in the complete nucleotide
sequence, HBV has been classified into eight genotypes,
designated as A to H [3-5]. Recent reports suggested that
infections with HBV genotype C were associated with more
severe liver diseases, including HCC, than infections with
genotype B[6-8]. However, HBV genotype B was suggested to
be associated with the development of HCC in Taiwanese below
the age of 50 years[9].
Occult HBV infection is characterized by the presence of
HBV infection with undetectable HBsAg. Undoubtedly, carriers
of occult HBV may transmit the virus through blood transfusion
or organ transplantation. Epidemiological and molecular studies
performed since the 1980s indicate that persistent HBV infection
might play a critical role in the development of HCC and in
HBsAg-negative patients[10,11].
The incidence rate of HCC in Long An County, southern
Guangxi, China, is about 49.9/100 000, the highest in the world,
and over 90% of HCC cases in the county are individuals with
positive HBsAg in serum[12,13]. In this study, HBV preC and
basic core promoter from 36 HBV asymptomatic carriers in Long
An County were amplified and sequenced. The whole genome
of a strain from one of the carriers, and genotypes and phylogeny
of all the isolates were also analyzed to clarify the difference
among HBV strains from different areas. In addition, 52 serum
samples from family members of children without hepatitis B
vaccination, with negative HBsAg, from the county were
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detected for HBV DNA to determine the prevalence of occult
HBV infection in the population.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Serum samples
A total of 36 sera were obtained from asymptomatic blood
donors who were infected persistently with HBV in Long An
County, southern Guangxi, China. Another 52 serum samples
were collected from family members of children failed to have
hepatitis B vaccination from the county. Sera were tested for
HBsAg, anti-HBc, anti-HBs, HBeAg, and anti-HBe using HBV
Marker ELISA kits (produced by Xiamen Xinchuang Scientific
Technology Company, Limited, Fujian, China) (Tables 1, 2).
Table 1 Serological markers of 20 asymptomatic carriers with
positive HBV DNA
No. Age (yr) Sex

HBsAg

Anti-HBs

Anti-HBc

HBeAg

Anti-HBe

601

18

Male

+

-

+

+

-

602

18

Male

+

-

+

+

-

603

28

Female

+

-

+

+

-

604

20

Male

+

-

+

+

-

605

27

Male

+

-

+

+

-

606

18

Male

+

-

+

+

-

607

31

Female

+

-

+

+

-

609

22

Female

+

-

+

+

-

610

19

Male

+

-

+

+

-

615

38

Male

+

-

+

+

-

618

22

Male

+

-

+

-

-

619

20

Male

+

-

+

+

-

621

24

Male

+

-

+

+

-

622

28

Male

+

-

+

+

-

623

30

Male

+

-

+

+

-

624

25

Male

+

-

+

+

-

629

28

Female

+

-

+

+

-

630

28

Female

+

-

+

+

-

633

18

Male

+

-

+

+

-

634

19

Male

+

-

+

+

-

Table 2 Serological markers of HBsAg-negative asymptomatic carriers with positive HBV DNA
Sample No. HBsAg Anti-HBs Anti-HBs HBeAg Anti-HBe Anti-HBc
Titre (mIU/mL)

3265

round of 30 PCR cycles was carried out on 5 µL of the first
round product using primers CPRF1 (nt 1 678-1 695, 5’CAATGTCAACGACCG ACC-3’) and CPRR1 (nt 1 928-1 948,
5’-GAGTAACTCCACAG TAGCTCC-3’) and the same reaction
conditions of the first round.
For the surface gene amplification: the first round of 35
ycles PCR was carried out using primers MD14(5’-GCGCT
GCAGCTATGCCTCATCTTC-3’, nt 418-433) and HCO2 (5’GCGAAGCTTGCTGTACAGACTTGG-3’, nt 761-776). For each
cycle,the samples was amplified at 94 for s, at 45 for 45 s,
and at 72 for 2 min in a 50 µL reaction. The second round of
30 PCR cycles was carried out on 5 µL of the first round product
using primers ME15 (5’-GCGCTGCAGCAAGGTATGTTG
CCCG-3’, nt 455-470) and HDO3 (5’-GCGAAGCTTCATCAT
CCATATAGC-3’, nt 734-748) and the same reaction conditions
of the first round. PCR products from the second round were
confirmed by 15 g/L agarose gels electrophoresis and then
purified using the Wizard (PCR Preps DNA purification system
(Promega, Madison, WI) according to the manufacturer’s
instructions. Cycle sequencing was carried out directly on 2
mL purified DNA using primers CPRF1 and 33P-dATP by the
thermo sequenase radiolabeled terminator cycle sequencing
kit (USB Corporation, Cleveland, OH) according to the
manufacturer’s instructions.
Sample NO. 624 was selected for whole genome sequencing.
Its DNA was extracted from 170 µL serum by phenol/chloroform
extraction following digestion by pronase. The whole HBV
genome was amplified in three fragments. Primers for fragment
1 for the first and second round PCR were LSOB1, BPOLEO1
and LSBI1, and POLSEQ2. Primers for fragment 2 for the first
and second round PCR were MDN5, BPOLEO1, BPOLBO2 and
PSISEQ2. Primers for fragment 3 for the first and second round
PCR were POLSEQ1, MDD2, POLSEQ6 and MDC1. The
conditions of 30 PCR cycles were at 94 for 30 s, at 50 for
30 s, and at 72 for 90 s in a 50 µL reaction. PCR products from
the second round PCR for each fragment were cloned into the
vector pCR2.1 (Invitrogen, Leek, The Netherlands) and mini
preparations of DNA made from 1.5 mL of 15 mL cultures of
individual colonies by phenol extraction and ethanol precipitation
of the cell pellet. Plasmids with inserts were identified by
digestion with EcoRI and remainder of the cultures used for
extraction of DNA using a QIAprep spin kit (Qiagen, Crawley,
UK). The purified DNA was sequenced as above. Sequencing
primers for fragment 1 were LSB1, PSISEQ2, ds 2, ds, ADELN,
MD14, ADELP, POLSEQ8, POLSEQ9, POLSEQ6, POLSEQ2.
Primers for fragment 2 were BPOLBO2, POLSEQ4, LSOB1,
POLSEQ5 and PSISEQ2. Primers for fragment 3 were POLSEQ6,
B935, BPOLEO1, MDN5, B936 and MDC1 (Tables 3, 4).
Table 3 PCR Primers

1

-

+

5.1

-

+

+

14

-

+

108.0

-

+

-

16

-

+

18.2

-

+

+

LSOB1

-

BPOLEO1 5’-CTGAGAGTCCAAGAGTCCTCT-3’

1657-1677
2809-2829

23

-

+

13.9

-

-

Primers

Sequence
5’-GGCATTATTTGCATACCCTTTGG-3’

2739-2762

25

-

-

-

-

+

+

LSBI1

37

-

-

-

-

-

+

POLSEQ2 5’-AGCAAACACTTGGCATAGGC-3’

1168-1188

MDN5

1774-1794

PCR amplification and sequence analysis
DNA was extracted from 85 µL serum by phenol/chloroform
extraction following digestion by pronase. For preC and basic
core promoter amplification: the first round of PCR 35 cycles
was carried out using primers B935 (nt 1240-1260, 5’
GCGCTGCAG AAGGTTTGTGGCTCCTCTG-3’) and MDC1
(nt 2 304-2 324, 5’-TTGATAAGA TAGGGGCATTTG-3’). For
each cycle, the samples was amplified at 94 for 30 s, at 50
for 30 s, and at 72 for 90 s in a 50 µL reaction. The second

5’-TTGTGGGTCACCATATTCTT-3’

Position (nt)

5’-AGGAGGCTGTAGGCATAAAT-3’

BPOLEO1 5’-CTGAGAGTCCAAGAGTCCTCT-3’

1657-1677

BPOLBO2 5’-TCTTGTCTTACTTTTGGAAGA-3’

2216-2236

PSISEQ2

5’-GCTGTTCCGGAATTGGAGCC-3’

POLSEQ1 5’-ACCAAGCGTTGGGGCTACTC-3’
MDD2

65-84
847-866

5’-GAAGAATAAAGCCCAGTAAA-3’

2481-2500

POLSEQ6 5’-TTTCACTTTCTCGCCAACTTA-3’

1089-1109

MDC1

2304-2324

5’-TTGATAAGATAGGGGCATTTG-3’

3266
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Table 4 Sequencing primers
Primers

Sequence

Position (nt)

LSB1

5’-TTGTGGGTCACCATATTCTT-3’

PSISEQ2

5’-GCTGTTCCGGAATTGGAGCC-3’

2809-2829

ds2

5’-AGTCCGGTACGTCACCTTG-3’

ds

5’-TACCGAAAATGGAGAACACA-3’

147-166

ADELN

5’-TAGTCCAGAAGAACCAACAAG-3’

432-453

MD14

5’-GCGCTGCAGCTATGCCTCATCTTC-3’

ADELP

5’-CCTGTATTCCCATCCCATCATC-3’

65-84
3198-1

418-433
597-618

November 15, 2004

Volume 10

Number 22

by using the programme TreePuzzle. The HBV strain isolated
from sample No. 624 in Long An County was closer to the
Vietnamese HBV of genotype C, with 97% homology between
them, as compared to the isolates of the same genotype from
Shanghai, Beijing and Tibet in evolution (Figure 1).
AF241411
AF241410
624
AY057948
D00331

POLSEQ8 5’-TGTTTTCGAAAACTTCCTGT-3’

943-962

POLSEQ9 5’-ACAGGAAGTTTTCGAAAACA-3’

943-962

POLSEQ6 5’-TTTCACTTTCTCGCCAACTTA-3’

1089-1109

POLSEQ2 5’-AGCAAACACTTGGCATAGGC-3’

1168-1188

BPOLBO2 5’-TCTTGTCTTACTTTTGGAAGA-3’

2216-2236

POLSEQ4 5’-AAATGCCCCTATCTTATCAA-3’

2305-2323

LSOB1

2739-2762

X14193

POLSEQ5 5’-GGGTCCTTGTTGGGGTTGAAG-3’

2979-2999

AB036908

B935

1240-1260

AF405706

BPOLEO1 5’-CTGAGAGTCCAAGAGTCCTCT-3’

1657-1677

AF461357

MDN5

5’-AGGAGGCTGTAGGCATAAAT-3’

1774-1794

AB026812

B936

5’-TGGAGGCTTGAACAGTAGGACAT-3’ 1851-1874

M38454

MDC1

5’-TTGATAAGATAGGGGCATTTG-3’

X52939

5’-GGCATTATTTGCATACCCTTTGG-3’
5’-GAAGGTTTGTGGCTCCTCTG-3’

2304-2324

D00329
D00330
AF282917
AB048705
AJ344115

AB014398

Database sequences
The following complete genomes (represented by their
accession number) were used in phylogenetic tree analyses:
genotype A: AJ344115; genotype B: AF282917, D00331;
genotype C: AY040627, AF461357, M38454, AY057948,
AF241410, AF241411, AF330110, AB048705, AB026812,
D00329, AB014398, X75665, X14193, X52939, X59795;
genotype D: AF280817, AJ344116; genotype E: X75664;
genotype F: AB036908; genotype G: AF405706.
Genotype and phylogeny analysis
The genotype of each HBV sequence was determined by
comparison with sequences of known genotypes in the GenBank
and EMBL nucleotide databases using the programme
BLAST[14]. Phylogenetic trees were constructed by maximum
likelihood analysis by quartet puzzling[15]. TreePuzzle is available
at http://www.tree-puzzle.de.
RESULTS
HBV genotypes
Compared with sequences of known genotypes in the GenBank
and EMBL nucleotide databases using the programme BLAST, all
genotypes of each HBV sequence from the 20 asymptomatic HBV
carriers in Long An County were found to be genotype C viruses.
Characterization of HBV genome structure
The full-length HBV-DNA sequence of HBV isolated from sample
No. 624 was determined by direct sequencing. This strain
contained 3 215 bases. Its serotype is adw. There were 40 point
mutations in polymerase gene resulting in changes of 11 amino
acids. There were 11, 2, 3 point mutations in PreS1, PreS2 and S
genes, leading to 3, 1, 1 amino acids changed in the respective
regions. The amino acid mutation in PreS1 was TPP PHQ at
codes 68-70. Six point mutations including the double mutations
were found in X gene causing changes of 4 amino acids. There
were also 13 point mutations in C gene, leading to 2 amino acids
changed. No mutation was found in “a” determinant and Pre C.
Phylogeny analysis
The homology with 23 HBV strains in GenBank was determined

X59795
X75664
AF280817
AJ344116
X75665
AY040627
AF330110

Figure 1 Phylogenetic trees based on comparison of the whole
genome. The trees were created by maximum likelihood analysis using the TreePuzzle software with AF241411 as outgroup.

Prevalence of occult HBV infection
After nested PCR amplification, six samples of 52 family
members of children without immunization of HBV vaccine were
positive for HBV DNA, counting for 11.5% (6/52) (Table 2). The
region of surface ORF of the samples with positive HBV DNA
positive, including the “a” determinant of HBsAg, was
sequenced. A point mutation from guanosine to adenosine at
nucleotide position 587 resulted in an amino acid substitution
from glycine to arginine in the highly antigenic “a” determinant
of HbsAg, which was found in sample No. 37 only and was
negative for both HBsAg and anti-HBs. The other samples with
positive HBV DNA did not have unusual amino acid substitutions
in or around the “a” determinant, and were attributed to the
wild-type HBV of genotype C.
DISCUSSION
In 1988, Okamoto et al.[3] established a method to classify HBV,
and analyzed the complete HBV nucleotide sequences and
classified them into four different HBV genotypes designated
from A to D, according to an intergroup divergence of >8%,
and an intragroup divergence of <5.6%. Today, HBV has been
classified into eight different genotypes designated from A to
H[4,5,16,17] and HBV genotypes have a pattern of geographical
distribution[18,19]. Genotype A is prevalent in Northern and
Central Europe, but is also common in North America and subSaharan Africa. Genotypes B and C are confined to Asia,
genotype D is widespread but is the predominant genotype in
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the Mediterranean region, while genotype E is found mainly in
West Africa. Genotype F shows the highest divergence among
the genotypes and is indigenous to aboriginal populations of
the Americas[20]. Genotype G was found in USA and France[4],
genotype H in the Central America[5], and genotypes A, B, C
and D in China. The predominant genotype in China is genotypes
B and C[21,22].
The incidence of HCC in Long An County is about 49.9/100 000
and the prevalence of HBsAg in the county is 16%[13,23] and
more than 90% of hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) cases are
individuals positive for HBsAg in serum[12]. In Japan, HBV
genotype C was found to be closely associated with severe
liver diseases and the development of HCC[7,24], although young
HCC patients were found to be HBV genotype C in Taiwan[25].
HBV infection is usually diagnosed when the circulating
HBsAg is detected. However, advances in molecular biology
techniques revealed that a low level of HBV DNA could be
detected in serum and liver tissue in some individuals who
were negative for HBsAg[26,27]. Although there are some studies
on occult HBV infection, the precise prevalence of this clinical
entity is still unknown. Luo et al.[28] found that the prevalence
rate of occult HBV infection in Guangdong and Hainan
Provinces was 2.0% (6/294) and 3.4% (68/1 995), respectively in
the general population. Bower et al.[29] reported that the prevalence
was 4.3% (11/258) in subjects without liver disease in USA. In
this study, we found that the prevalence of occult HBV infection
in Long An County was higher (11.5%, 6/52). The mechanisms
that HBV carriers have a low, but stable level of viral replication
remain to be defined. HBV strains might have mutations in S
region resulting in occult HBV infection[30,31]. This kind of
mutations was found in one of our samples. In addition, this
type of carriers should be added to the typical HBsAg-positive
carriers constituting about 16% of the general population, to
estimate more precisely the propotion of asymptomatic HBV
carriers in Long An County. It is clear that the prevalence of
HBV infection in Long An County is in correspondence with
its high incidence of HCC.
To extend the knowledge of molecular features of natural
HBV isolates, sample No. 624 in this study was selected for
whole genome sequencing. This strain contained 3 215 bases.
HBsAg region sequence showed that it belonged to serotype
adw. No special mutation which could change the expression
function of viral proteins was found in the sequence of this
isolate. By homology analysis with 23 HBV strains in GenBank,
this isolate was found to be closer to the Vietnamese HBV
genotype C strain[32] than to the genotype C isolates from
Shanghai in evolution[33], with 97% homology with the Vietnamese
isolate. At present, the only explanation about this is that Long
An County is geographically close to Vietnam.
In summary, HBV infections in Long An County are
attributable to HBV genotypes C. The prevalence of occult HBV
infection in Long An County is higher.
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Abstract
AIM: To evaluate the efficacy and safety of oxymatrine capsule
in treatment of hepatic fibrosis in patients with chronic viral
hepatitis.
METHODS: It was a randomized, double blind, placebocontrolled, multicenter clinical study. One hundred and fortyfour patients were divided into oxymatrine capsule group
(group A) and placebo group (group B).The course was
52 wk. Patients were visited once every 12 wk and the last
visit was at 12 wk after cessation of the treatment. All patients
had liver biopsy before treatment. part of them had a second
biopsy at the end of therapy. Clinical symptoms, liver function
test, serum markers of hepatic fibrosis were tested. Ultrasound
evaluation was performed before, during and at the end of
therapy.
RESULTS: One hundred and forty-four patients enrolled in
the study. Of them 132 patients completed the study according
to the protocol,49 patients had liver biopsy twice (25 patients
in group A and 24 in group B). At the end of therapy, significant
improvements in hepatic fibrosis and inflammatory activity
based on Semi-quantitative scoring system (SSS) were
achieved in group A. The total effective rate of the treatment
was 48.00%, much higher than that of 4.17% in group B
(P<0.05). Significant improvement in serum markers of hepatic
fibrosis such as hyaluronic acid (HA) and type III procollagenic

peptide (P III P) in group A was seen (P<0.05). The total
effective rate of serum markers at the end of therapy in group
A was 68.19%, much higher than that of 34.85% in group
B (P<0.05). The total effective rate of noninvasive markers
at the end of therapy in group A was 66.67%, much higher
than that of 30.30% in group B (P<0.05). The rate of adverse
events was similar in two groups.
CONCLUSION: Oxymatrine capsule is effective and safe in
treatment of hepatic fibrosis due to chronic viral hepatitis.
Mao YM, Zeng MD, Lu LG , Wan MB, Li CZ, Chen CW, Fu QC,
Wang JY, She WM, Cai X, Ye J, Zhou XQ, Wang H, Wu SM,
Tang MF, Zhu JS, Chen WX, Zhang HQ. Capsule oxymatrine
in treatment of hepatic fibrosis due to chronic viral hepatitis:
A randomized, double blind, placebo-controlled, multicenter
clinical study. World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(22): 3269-3273

http://www.wjgnet.com/1007-9327/10/3269.asp

INTRODUCTION
Hepatic fibrosis is a kind of compensating and healing response
in the liver to liver injury induced by a variety of causes and
also a common pathological process of many chronic liver diseases
characterized by hyperplasia and deposition of fibro-connective
tissues. It is essential to block the genesis and progress of hepatic
fibrosis[1-5,30,31]. Oxymatrine is a kind of alkaloid extracted from a
Chinese herb Sophora alopecuraides L. which has been proved
to have antihepatic fibrosis effect[6,7,18-20]. In this paper, we
reported the clinical study data of oxymatrine capsule in treatment
of hepatic fibrosis in patients with chronic viral hepatitis.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Resarch design
This study was a clinical trial characterized by multicentre,
randomization, double blinding, and placebo-control. Enrolled
patients were randomly assigned into oxymatrine capsule group
(group A) or vacant placebo control group (group B), with 72
cases in each group and a treatment course of 52 wk. This
study was conformed to the Good Clinical Practice (GCP) of
China. The research protocol was discussed and approved by
the Ethic Committee of National Clinical Research Base of Drugs
in the Institute of Digestive Disease of Renji Hospital. Informed
consent was obtained from each patient.
Selection of subjects
Enrolled criteria were age: 18-65 years regardless of sex; positive
serum markers of hepatitis B virus (HBV) and hepatitis C virus
(HCV) for at least 6 mo before enrollment; abnormal serum value
of alanine transaminase (ALT) twice or more within 6 mo before
enrollment; liver biopsy examination during 1 mo before
enrollment indicating the stage of hepatic fibrosis from 1 to 4
according to National Criteria of Grading and Staging for chronic
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viral hepatitis amended in 1995 and the scores of stage equal or
more than 1 assessed by the semi-quantitative scoring system
(SSS) of hepatic fibrosis; total serum bilirubin level less than or
equal to 85.5 µmol/L; no history of administrating following
drugs: antiviral drugs, immunoregulating drugs and other
antifibrotic agents; promising not to receive other systemic
antiviral agents, cytotoxic agents, immunoregulators, drugs capable
of reducing serum enzyme activity and bilirubin level, and
Chinese traditional medicines, etc. Following situations should
be excluded: patients with positive laboratory test of HIV;
uncompensable liver diseases; suggestive of autoimmune
diseases with antinuclear antibody (ANA) titer greater than a
1:160 dilution; bone marrow inhibition; abnormality of serum
creatinine with a value 1.5 times greater than normal; concurrence
of other associated diseases which might affect the present
treatment such as unstable diabetes, renal insufficiency, unstable
angina pectoris, alcoholic liver disease, epilepsy, obvious
manifestations of neurosis, drug abuser, psychosis, pancreatitis,
disability of absorption and malignant disease, and so on; Having
taken other drugs in clinical trial within 30 d before the first
medication; hypersensitive to oxymatrine capsule; pregnancy
and during breast-feeding period; female conceptive patients
not adopting any contraceptives.

Treatment procedures and drugs
After completion of selection and assessment, qualified subjects
were allocated into group A or B randomly. The patients in
group A took 300 mg oxymatrine capsules orally 3 times a day,
and 2 tablets of complex vitamins B and C at the same time for
52 wk. The patients in group B took 3 tablets of vacant capsules
instead of oxymatrine capsules and complex vitamins B and C
at the same frequency as described above for 52 wk. All patients
received follow-up once every 12 wk during treatment and were
followed up at out-patient department 12 wk after treatment.
Oxymatrine capsule, vacant placebo capsule, complex vitamins
B and C tablets were manufactured and provided by Ningxia
Pharmaceutic Institute and Shanghai Green Valley Ecological
Engineering Co.LTD.
Observation of indexes and assessment
Clinical manifestations Clinical symptoms and signs were
divided into grades from 0 to 3 according to the symptomatic
grading criteria , evaluated at each follow-up visit, and examined
24 and 52 wk after treatment and 12 wk after drug withdrawal.
Analysis of blood and urine routines and related liver function
indexes These indexes were evaluated at each follow-up visit
and examined 52 wk after treatment and 12 wk after drug
withdrawal.
Analysis of serum markers of hepatic fibrosis Tests of serum
hyaluronic acid (HA), laminin (LN), type III procollagenic
peptide (p III p), type IV collagen-7S (IV-7S) were fulfilled by
Military Clinical Immunologic Research Centre of Changzheng
Hospital, Second Military Medical University. The above markers
were evaluated before treatment, 24 and 52 wk after treatment,
12 wk after drug withdrawal respectively, and examined 24 and
52 wk after treatment,12 wk after drug withdrawal, respectively.
Imaging examination (type B ultrasound) The detection
included 5 indexes: maximal oblique radius of right liver lobe,
main trunk diameter of portal vein and its blood flow parameters
per minute; width of spleen at the hilus and the diameter of spleenic
vein. Ultrasound examination was performed on fixed machines
and by fixed operators and the data were recorded and input in
computers which were read by experts. All the indexes were
evaluated before treatment and 52 wk after therapy, examined
52 wk after drug withdrawal.
Histopathological detection Histopathological specimens were
independently observed and assessed based on National Criteria
of Grading and Staging for chronic viral hepatitis amended in
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1995 and SSS by 3 pathologists from Department of Pathology,
Medical College, Fudan University. The observed results were
checked by another 3 pathologists who did not anticipate in
the study by Kappa test. The reciprocal consistence among
the above pathologists was satisfactory. The observed results in
all patients were evaluated before therapy and part of them were
evaluated 52 wk after therapy. All data were examined 52 wk
after therapy.
During treatment and after therapy was terminated, the
following events were recorded: combined medication, adverse
reactions and the compliance of patients.

Assessment of therapeutic effects
Indexes of histopathology The curative effect was evaluated
based on SSS. Distinctly effective: the scores of hepatic fibrosis
based on SSS from liver biopsy decreased at least 6 scores
compared with that before treatment. Effective: the above scores
decreased at least 2 scores. Ineffective: the effect did not meet
the effective criteria.
Assessment of indexes of noninvasive tests These indexes were
evaluated comprehensively in terms of clinical manifestations,
serum liver fibrotic markers and ultrasound detection data.
Distinctly effective: any two values among serum liver fibrotic
indexes decreased by at least 80% compared with that before
treatment, at least the main trunk diameter of portal vein and
splenic width returned to normal after treatment, clinical
symptoms and signs disappeared or their total scores decreased
by at least 75% compared with that before treatment. Effective:
any two values among serum liver fibrotic indexes decreased
by at least 40% compared with that before treatment, the main
trunk diameter of portal vein and splenic width reduced after
treatment, clinical symptoms and signs disappeared basically
or their total scores decreased by at least 25% compared with
that before treatment. Ineffective: the effect did not meet the
effective criteria.
Assessment of safety
Any abnormal clinical manifestations and laboratory tests
occurred during treatment were recorded and divided into 4
grades according to the criteria published by WHO and the
Ministry of Public Health of China in 1994.
Statistical analysis
Statistical analyses were performed by professor Su BH and
He QB from Department of Statistics, Shanghai Second Medical
University, and SAS 6.12 software kit was used.
RESULTS
Selected patients
A total of 144 patients satisfied the selection criteria. Of them,
12 cases withdrew or were excluded during treatment, 132 cases
fulfilled the treatment course according to the required protocol
(66 cases in group A and 66 cases in group B). Before treatment,
the following general data between two groups were similar
(P>0.05, respectively): sex, age, drinking history, duration of
hepatitis, duration of abnormality of liver function and a more
than 2-fold normal elevation of serum ALT, etc. Each qualified
patient received liver biopsy before treatment. A total of 49 cases
had a second liver biopsy (25 cases in group A and 24 cases in
group B).
Analysis of observed indexes
Clinical symptoms and signs Clinical manifestations in group
A were obviously improved 52 wk after therapy (P<0.05), except
for epistaxis (P = 1.0000). Heptomegaly was also improved
significantly after therapy (P = 0.0313), symptoms of gum bleeding
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and epistaxis were not improved obviously in group B (P>0.05).
Signs of hepatomegaly, splenomegaly and liver palm were
significantly improved in group B (P<0.05), improvement of
anorexia in group A was greater than that in group B (P = 0.0263).
Liver function Indexes of liver function in group A were
significantly improved 52 wk after treatment (P<0.05) except for
serum gamma glutamino transpeptidase (GGT) and TB (P>0.05).
In group B, indexes such as serum ALT, AST, TB and alkaline
phosphatase (ALP) had no obvious difference before and after
therapy (P>0.05). Compared with group B, the improvement of
ALT and AST in group A was much greater (P = 0.0007 and
0.0025). Fifty-two wk after therapy, the normalization rate of
ALT in group A was 70.77%, much higher than 39.68% in group
B (P = 0.0003). In groups A and B, 14 out of 46 cases (30.43%)
and 12 out of 25 cases (48.00%) had their serum ALT levels
returned to normal 52 wk after treatment ,and their serum ALT
levels became abnormal again after drug withdrawal.
Liver histologic examination Evaluation of hepatic fibrosis
based on SSS: In group A, the scores of hepatic fibrosis after
therapy were 4.72±5.63, much smaller than 6.76±6.67 before
therapy (P = 0.0001), while the scores in group B after therapy
increased significantly (P = 0.0009). There was an obvious
difference between two groups (P = 0) (Table 1). Evaluation of
histolgic inflammatory activity based on SSS: In group A, the
scores of histologic activity decreased from 46.08±3.84 before
treatment to 4.00±2.97 after therapy (P = 0.0002), while the scores
in group B after therapy did not decrease obviously (P = 0.2344).
There was an obvious difference between two groups (P = 0008)
(Table 2).
Evaluation of serum markers of hepatic fibrosis In group A,
serum levels of HA, LN, p III p and IV-7S decreased significantly
24 and 52 wk after treatment (P<0.05). In group B, serum levels
of LN, p III p and IV-7S also decreased obviously after treatment
(P<0.05). However, degrees of improvement in HA and p III p
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between two groups were distinctly different (P<0.05). In group
A, except for LN (P = 0.1493), the other 3 liver fibrotic markers
increased significantly 12 wk after drug withdrawal compared
with that 52 wk after treatment (P<0.05). In group B, except for
HA (P = 0.4212), the other markers also increased obviously 12 wk
after drug withdrawal compared with that 52 wk after treatment
(P<0.05). The increase of HA in group A was more than that in
group B (P = 0.0002) and the increase of IV-7S in group B was
more than that in group A (P = 0.0048).
Imaging examination After treatment, the average values of
main trunk diameters of portal vein and splenic width in group
A obviously decreased (P<0.05). However, in group B, the
above two parameters and the parameters of blood flow volume
per minute of portal vein and diameters of splenic vein all increased
significantly compared with those before therapy (P<0.05).
The changes in main trunk diameters of portal vein and splenic
width between two groups were statistically significant (P<0.05).

Analysis of therapeutic effect
Assessment of histopathology based on SSS After treatment,
the rates of distinct effectiveness and effectiveness in group A
were both 24.00%, and the total effective rate was 48.00%. In group
B, none achieved distinct effectiveness and the effective rate
was only 4.17%; Comparison of the rates of distinct effectiveness
and effectiveness between two groups had a significant difference
(P = 0.004) (Table 3).
Assessment of serum markers of hepatic fibrosis The total
effective rate of group A 24 and 52 wk after therapy was 57.43%
and 68.19%, more than 24.24% and 34.85% of group B (P = 0.0002
and 0.0004, respectively). Twelve weeks after treatment, the
total effective rate of group A was 50.00%, more than 15.16% of
group B (P=0.00).
Assessment of noninvasive indexes of hepatic fibrosis After
treatment, the rates of distinct effectiveness and effectiveness

Table 1 Liver fibrotic scores before and after therapy based on Semi-quantitative Scoring System
Comparison before
therapy
Group
A
(n = 25)
B
(n = 24)

Before

After

6.76±6.67

4.72±5.63

4.13±2.82

6.33±4.04

Comparison within
group

Comparison between
groups

Before-after
Statistics

P

1.4098

0.1586

2.04±2.59
-2.21±3.72

Statistics

P

96.0

0.0001

83.0

0.0009

Statistics

P

4.8834

0

Table 2 Liver histologic activity scores before and after therapy based on Semi-quantitative Scoring System
Comparison before
therapy
Group
A
(n = 25)
B
(n = 24)

Before

After

6.08±3.84

4.00±2.97

6.08±4.06

6.92±4.17

Comparison within
group

Comparison between
groups

Before-after
Statistics

P

Statistics

0.0407

0.9675

2.08±2.71
-0.83±3.38

P

69.5

0.0002

21.5

0.2344

Statistics

P

3.3543

0.0008

Table 3 Comparison of histopathology of hepatic fibrosis
Comparison between 2 groups
Group
A
(n = 25)
B
(n = 24)

Distinctly effective
6
(24.00%)
0
(0.00%)

Effective
6
(24.00%)
1
(4.17%)

Ineffect-ive
13
(52.00%)
23
(95.83%)

Statitics χ2

12.6970

P

0.0004
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Table 4 Comparison of noninvasive markers of hepatic fibrosis
Comparison between 2 groups
Group
A
(n = 66)
B
(n = 66)

Distinctly effective
2
(3.03%)
0
(0.00%)

Effective

Ineffect-ive

42
(63.64%)
20
(30.30%)

in group A were respectively 3.03% and 63.64%, and the total
effective rate was 66.67%. In group B, the rates of distinct
effectiveness and effectiveness were respectively 0% and 30.30%,
and the total effective rate was 30.30%.The comparison of the
above statistics between two groups had a significant difference
(P = 0.0001) (Table 4).

Adverse effects
In group A, there were 5 patients who suffered from adverse
drug reactions and the incidence was 6.94%. The adverse drug
reactions mainly included nausea, rash, chest discomfort, fever,
epigastric comfort, diarrhea and poor taste, and most of them
were mild or moderate. None of the patients withdrew because
of adverse drug reactions. In group B, adverse effects occurred
in 7 patients and the incidence was 9.72%. The manifestations
were similar to those in group A and 1 patient withdrew because
of weakness, anorexia, epigastric discomfort after taking drugs.
DISCUSSION
Hepatic fibrosis, a precuror of cirrhosis, is a consequence of
sever liver damage that occurred in many patients with chronic
liver disease, and involves the abnormal accumulation of
extracellular matrix[3,4,11,12]. Liver fibrosis represents a major
worldwide healthcare burden. Current therapy is limited to
removing the causal agent. This approach has been successful
in some diseases, particularly in haemochromatosis and chronic
viral hepatitis[9,10,17,28]. However, for many patients treatment
was not possible, while other patients presenting to medical
attention were at an advanced stage of fibrosis[8,9]. There is
therefore a great need for novel therapies for liver fibrosis.
Tremendous insights into the understanding of hepatic fibrosis
have taken place over the past ten years. Foremost among these
is the recognition that hepatic stellate cells (formerly known as
lipocytes, Ito cells, or fat-storing cells) play a central role based
on their ability to undergo activation following liver injury of
any cause[11,15,16,29]. Hepatic stellate cells have been recognised
to be responsible for most of the excess extracellular matrix
observed in chronic liver fibrosis. The detailed understanding
of hepatic stellate cell biology has allowed the rational design
of novel antifibrotic therapies[29]. Effective therapy for hepatic
fibrogenesis would probably also be multifactorial, based on the
basic mechanisms underlying the fibrogenic process[13,14,21-23].
At present, it is considered that treatment of hepatic fibrosis
and antihepatic fibrosis are two different concepts and antifibrotic
drugs should act on various parts of the genesis and development
of hepatic fibrosis. Firstly, as for etiological treatment, oxymatrine
could effectively treat chronic viral hepatitis and promote the
serum markers of hepatitis B virus (HBV) and hepatitis C virus
(HCV) in chronic hepatitis B and C to convert to negative and
reduce serum level of ALT[6,7]. Secondly, oxymatrine could inhibit
the proliferation of hepatic stellate cells (HSC) at the concentrations
of 0.5-16 µg/mL in vitro. In addition, oxygen stress and lipid
peroxidation are important mechanisms responsible for hepatic
injury and hepatic stellate cell activation. Therefore, inhibition
of lipid peroxidation is an essential strategy of antihepatic
fibrosis[12-16]. By establishing D-galactosamine-induced rat liver

22
(33.33%)
46
(69.70%)

Statitics χ2

P

16.2494

0.0001

fibrosis model, we observed the effect of oxymatrine on serum
and tissue biochemical indexes, content of liver hydroxyline,
expression of TGFβ1 mRNA and changes of tissue pathology,
the results showed oxymatrine had prophylactic and therapeutic
effects on D-galactosamine induced rat liver fibrosis. This was
partly by protecting hepatocytes and suppressing fibrosis
accumulation through anti-lipoperoxidation[10]. In present study,
We found that the scores of hepatic fibrosis after therapy in
group A were 4.72±5.63, much smaller than 6.76±6.67 before
therapy, and the scores in group B after therapy increased
significantly. There was an obvious difference between two groups.
The scores of histological inflammatory activity in group A
decreased from 46.08±3.84 before treatment to 4.00±2.97 after
therapy, and the scores in group B after therapy did not decrease
obviously. There was an obvious difference between two groups
both in improvement of histopathology and in improvement of
noninvasive indexes such as clinical manifestations, serum
markers of hepatic fibrosis[24-27]. Associated indexes of liver
function and imaging detection indicated that oxymatrine was
an ideal drug of antihepatic fibrosis. It is valuable to pay more
attentions to the basic and clinical research of oxymatrine in
order to explore the accurate mechanisms of its effect on antihepatic
fibrosis.
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Abstract
AIM: Studies on Helicobacter pylori (H pylori) and gastroduodenal diseases have focused mainly on the distal sites of
the stomach, but relationship with the gastric cardia is
lacking. The aim of this study is to determine if the gastric
topology and genotypic distribution of H pylori were associated
with different upper gastrointestinal pathologies in a multiethnic Asian population.
METHODS: Gastric biopsies from the cardia, body/corpus
and antrum were endoscoped from a total of 155 patients
with dyspepsia and/or reflux symptoms, with informed
consent. H pylori isolates obtained were tested for the
presence of 26kDa, ureC, cagA, vacA, iceA1, iceA2 and
babA2 genes using PCR while DNA fingerprints were
generated using random amplification polymorphic DNA
(RAPD).
RESULTS: H pylori was present in 51/155 (33%) of patients
studied. Of these, 16, 15 and 20 were isolated from patients
with peptic ulcer diseases, gastroesophageal reflux diseases
and non-ulcer dyspepsia, respectively. Of the H pylori positive
patients, 75% (38/51) had H pylori in all three gastric sites.
The prevalence of various genes in the H pylori isolates
was shown to be similar irrespective of their colonization
sites as well as among the same site of different patients.
The RAPD profiles of H pylori isolates from different gastric
sites were highly similar among intra-patients but varied
greatly between different patients.
CONCLUSION: Topographic colonization of H pylori and
the virulence genes harboured by these isolates have no
direct bearing to the clinical state of the patients. In multiethnic Singapore, the stomach of each patient is colonized
by a predominant strain of H pylori, irrespective of the clinical
diagnosis.
Ho YW, Ho KY, Ascencio F, Ho B. Neither gastric topological
distribution nor principle virulence genes of Helicobacter pylori
contributes to clinical outcomes. World J Gastroenterol 2004;
10(22): 3274-3277
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INTRODUCTION
Helicobacter pylori (H pylori) is a common gastric pathogen
that has infected more than 50% of the world’s population[1]. It
is the major aetiological agent of chronic active gastritis and is
generally accepted as being the primary cause of peptic ulcer
disease and a carcinogenic factor for gastric cancer (GC)[2].
However, only a minority of H pylori infected subjects develops
these diseases. This has led to the suggestion that clinical
sequelae that develop may be dependent upon differentially
expressed bacterial determinants, e.g., bacterial virulence genes:
cagA, vacA, iceA1, iceA2, babA2[3-5]. In many parts of Asia,
the prevalence of cagA and vacA strains is high regardless of the
presence or absence of disease states[6]. This limits the usefulness
of using these genes as markers to predict clinical outcome.
Instead, other factors like host susceptibility as well as specific
interactions between a particular strain and its host that occur
during decades of coexistence might have contributed to an
increased risk of developing certain clinical manifestations[7].
Our current knowledge on the epidemiology of the organism
is predominantly based on data obtained from serologic studies.
It has also been reported that a single strain of H pylori predominates
the gastric antrum and corpus of infected patients in Singapore[8].
However, there is a need to study whether the topographic
distribution of H pylori genotypes in various gastric sites in
patients of different ethnic origins affects the disease state. Being
an Asian country with a multi-ethnic population, Singapore is
suitable for this investigation.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients
Consecutive patients with dyspepsia and/or reflux symptoms
presenting for upper gastrointestinal endoscopic examination
to one of the authors (KYH) and who have not been exposed to
antibiotics, proton pump inhibitors (PPI) or bismuth compounds
within the past four week were invited to participate in the study.
Patients who previously had been treated for H pylori infection,
patients who refused gastric biopsies, patients who were unable
to give consent because of age or mental illness and patients in
whom gastric and oesophageal biopsies were contraindicated
(e.g., coagulopathy, oesophageal varices and severe co-morbidity),
subjects who were pregnant and those who were <18 years old,
were excluded. Informed consent was obtained from each patient.
A total of 155 patients were included in the study. The patient
population comprised 122 (79%) Chinese, 17 (11%) Indians, 8
(5%) Malays and 8 (5%) subjects of other ethnicities. Of these,
95 (61%) were males and 60 (39%) females. The mean age was
48.4±15.5 (range, 24-88) years. Based on clinical history and
endoscopic examination, patients were classified into the following
groups: gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD) (n = 50), peptic
ulcer disease (PUD) (n = 36) and non-ulcer dyspepsia (NUD)
(n = 69). GERD was defined as the presence of predominant
symptoms of reflux, e.g., heartburn, acid regurgitation and/or
the presence of any length of mucosal break in the oesophagus
due to gastroesophageal reflux. NUD was defined as patients
with neither a history of GERD nor endoscopic evidence of
organic pathologies. PUD refers to patients who were either
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Table 1 Primer sequences of genes of interest
Region

Primer

Nucleotide sequence (5’

26kDa

26kDa-F
26kDa-R
ureC-F
ureC-R
cagA-F
cagA-R
vacA-F
vacA-R
m2-R
iceA1-F
iceA1-R
iceA2-F
iceA2-R
babA2-F
babA2-R

TGGCGTGTCTATTGACAGCGAGC
CCTGCTGGGCATACTTCACCAAG
AAGCTTTTAGGGGTGTTAGGGGTTT
AAGCTTACTTTCTAACACTAACGC
AATACACCAACGCCTCCAAG
TTGTTGCCGCTTTTGCTCTC
GCTTCTCTTACCACCAATGC
TGTCAGGGTTGTTCACCATG
CATAACTAGCGCCTTGCAC
GTGTTTTTAACCAAAGTATC
CTATAGCCAGTCTCTTTGCA
GTTGGGTDTDTCACAATTTAT
TTGCCCTATTTTCTAGTAGGT
AATCCAAAAAGGAGAAAAAGTATGAAA
TGTTAGTGATTTCGGTGTAGGACA

ureC
cagA
vacA

iceA1
iceA2
babA2

3’)

PCR product (bp)

Reference

298

9

294

10

400

11

1160

12

246

5
5
5
5
4
4

229/334
831

F: forward primer R: reverse primer.

diagnosed upon endoscopy as suffering from gastric ulcers
(ulcers at the corpus) or duodenal ulcers (ulcers at the antrum). A
total of 465 biopsy specimens were obtained from the 155 patients.

Endoscopy
After an overnight or six hour fast, upper gastrointestinal
endoscopy was performed according to standard technique.
From each patient, one biopsy specimens was obtained using
sterilized standard biopsy forceps from each of the three sites
of the stomach: the cardia just below the z-line, the middle
gastric corpus and the antrum within 2 cm of the pylorus, in
that order. The biopsy forceps were thoroughly cleaned with
alcohol swaps between biopsies to avoid contamination between
specimens. The biopsies were transported in 0.85% sterile saline
to the microbiological laboratory for processing within 6 h.
H pylori culture
Each biopsy specimen was homogenised aseptically in 500 µL
of Brain Heart Infusion Broth (BHI, Oxoid Ltd., Basingstoke,
UK) enriched with 4 g/L yeast extract (Oxoid Ltd., Basingstoke,
UK). Approximately 100 µL homogenised specimens in BHI
broth were inoculated onto H pylori selective chocolate blood
agar plates and non-selective chocolate blood agar plates
respectively. The selective blood chocolate agar was supplemented
with 3 mg/mL vancomycin, 5 mg/mL trimethoprim, 10 mg/mL
nalidixic acid and 2 mg/mL amphotericin B. All the antibiotics
were from Sigma-Aldrich Chemie, Steinheim, Germany. The
plates were incubated at 37
for up to 14 d in an incubator
(Forma Scientific, USA) containing 50 mL/L CO2.
Aliquots of 50 µL of BHI-biospy suspension were each
inoculated into catalase reagent, oxidase reagent and 20 g/L
urea solution for their respective testing. An isolate was
identified as H pylori if minute (-1 mm in diameter) rounded
translucent colonies with gram-negative S-shaped motile cells
that exhibited positive catalase, oxidase and urease activities.
For this study, a patient was considered positive for H pylori if
the organism was isolated from any of the three gastric sites.
Genotyping of H pylori
The DNA of each 3-d old H pylori culture was extracted
according to the method as described by Hua et al.[8]. A 50 ng
working stock of DNA was used to amplify 26kDa[9], ureC[10],
cagA[11], vacA[12], iceA1[5], iceA2[5] and babA2[4] genes according
to the protocol as described by Zheng et al.[6] using the specific

forward and reverse primers for each of the corresponding genes
(Table 1). The DNA fingerprint of the H pylori was obtained by
PCR using the universal primer, 5’- AACGCGCAAC-3’ and
amplified according to protocol as described by Hua et al.[13].
The PCR products obtained were electrophoresed and the ethidium
bromide stained gels[13] were then photographed with filtered
UV illumination on Chemi Genius2 (SynGene, Cambridge, UK).

Statistical Calculation
The significance of the results obtained was calculated using
SPSS v.10 for Windows (SPSS, Chicago IL) to determine the
Pearson chi-square whereby a P value <0.05 was considered to
indicate statistical significance.
RESULTS
H pylori isolates in various clinical groups
Of the 155 patients studied, 51 (33%) were found to harbour
H pylori in at least one of the 3 gastric biopsy sites. In all, 43, 47
and 44 isolates were obtained from gastric antrum, corpus and
cardia respectively, giving a total of 134 isolates. H pylori was
present in 16/36 (44%) PUD patients as compared with 15/50
(30%) GERD patients (P = 0.169) and 20/69 (29%) NUD patients
(P = 0.113) (Table 2).
Table 2 Relationship between H pylori status and disease states
Groups

No. of
patients

No. of
biopsies

No. of
H pylori (+)

P

PUD
GERD
NUD

36
50
69

108
150
207

16 (44%)
15 (30%)
20 (29%)

0.169
0.113

PUD, peptic ulcer disease; GERD, gastroesophageal reflux
disease; NUD, non-ulcer dyspepsia. All test values were calculated with respect to PUD; P<0.05 indicates statistical
significance.

Relationship between topographic distribution of H pylori
isolates and clinical outcomes
Of the 51 H pylori positive patients, 38 (75%) showed the
presence of H pylori in all the three gastric sites while 1 (1%), 2
(4%) and 4 (8%) had H pylori isolated from antrum & corpus,
antrum & cardia, and corpus & cardia, respectively. H pylori
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was isolated from a single site of the stomach in 6 (12%) patients,
among which 2 isolates were from the antrum and 4 were from
the corpus. This topographical pattern of H pylori colonization
was observed in all the patients irrespective of the underlying
clinical diagnosis.

Relationship between topographic distribution of H pylori genes
of interest and clinical outcomes
All the H pylori isolates possessed the 26kDa gene and the
ureC genes. The prevalence of virulence genes of interest were
present in equal ratios in all the H pylori isolates obtained from
all the 3 different gastric biopsy sites: 74-81% for cagA and 8086% for vacA; 53-59% for iceA1 and 36-42% for babA2
regardless of the underlying clinical diagnosis. However, the
iceA2 gene was present less frequently, at 20-26% of the H pylori
isolates. It is noted that the difference in gene frequency between
the various sites was also not statistically significant (Table 3).
Similar observation was noted with respect to the distribution
of virulence genes of H pylori isolated from the same site among
the different disease groups. The prevalence for each virulence
gene within the same site was highly similar. No significant
association of the virulence gene was found to be associated
with a particular biopsied site, regardless of the disease state,
with the exception of cagA in isolates from the corpus of the
stomach of GERD patients (Table 4).
Table 3 Anatomical location of the 134 H pylori isolates and
their virulence genes
Antrum (%)
n = 43

Body/Corpus (%)
n = 47

Cardia(%)
n = 44

12 (33)
13 (26)
18 (25)

15 (42)
15 (30)
17 (24)

12 (33)
14 (28)
18 (26)

43 (100)
43 (100)
35 (81)
37 (86)
25 (58)
10 (23)
18 (42)

47
47
35
38
25
12
20

44
44
33
35
26
9
16

Clinical Diagnosis
PUD
GERD
NUD
Genotype
26kDa
ureC
cagA
vacA
iceA1
iceA2
babA2

(100)
(100)
(74)
(81)
(53)
(26)
(38)

(100)
(100)
(75)
(80)
(59)
(20)
(36)

PUD, peptic ulcer disease; GERD, gastroesophageal reflux
disease; NUD, non-ulcer dyspepsia. All test values were calculated with respect to gastric antrum and none were significant.
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Relationship between topographic distribution of H pylori strain
based on RAPD fingerprinting and clinical outcomes
For comparison, differences in 2 or more bands of the RAPD
profile are considered different while variations in band intensity
were not taken into account. On this basis, the RAPD profiles
of all the H pylori strains isolated showed an overall similarity
in profiles within individual patients, with minor differences such
as the presence or absence of a single band. However, distinct
differences in the DNA profiles were observed between patients
(Figure 1). In this study, no comparison could be made in 6
patients since H pylori was isolated from only one site of the
stomach in these patients.
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

Figure 1 PCR-based RAPD patterns of H pylori isolated from 3
gastric sites of 4 individual patients. Lane1: λHindIII M marker,
Lane 14: 1 kb M marker; Lane 2-4, 5-7, 8-10, 11-13 for patients 1,
2, 3 and 4 respectively. A: antrum; B: body; C: cardia.

DISCUSSION
It is noted that 50% of the world’s population are infected with
H pylori but only a small proportion manifest different
gastroduodenal diseases[14]. One of the factors contributing to
this phenomenon could be the patchy distribution of H pylori
in different gastric sites of the stomach As most of the earlier
studies focused on H pylori isolated from the distal sites of
the stomach[8,15], the present study shows that H pylori isolates
obtained from all the 3 gastric sites, namely cardia, corpus and
antrum, in 38/51 (75%) H pylori patients were similar genotypically.
Care was taken in cleaning and disinfecting the biopsy forceps
between biopsies to avoid contamination between specimens.
The results imply that H pylori colonises the entire stomach
instead of a predominant site in three quarters of our H pylori
positive patients, irrespective of the underlying clinical diagnosis.
The finding suggests that the site of H pylori colonization or
topographic distribution does not contribute significantly to
the outcome of the infection.

Table 4 Distribution of virulence genes of 134 H pylori isolates from the same anatomical site of different patient groups
Isolates
Antrum
PUD
GERD
NUD
Body/Corpus
PUD
GERD
NUD
Cardia
PUD
GERD
NUD

26kDa (%)

ureC (%)

cagA (%)

vacA (%)

iceA1(%)

iceA2(%)

babA2(%)

12
13
18

12 (100)
13 (100)
18 (100)

12 (100)
13 (100)
18 (100)

9 (75)
11 (85)
15 (83)

10 (83)
11 (85)
16 (89)

6 (50)
7 (54)
12 (67)

4 (33)
2 (15)
4 (22)

6 (50)
6 (46)
6 (33)

15
15
17

15 (100)
15 (100)
17 (100)

15 (100)
15 (100)
17 (100)

9 (60)
14 (93) 1
12 (71)

10 (67)
14 (93)
14 (82)

6 (40)
8 (53)
11 (65)

5 (33)
3 (20)
4 (24)

7 (47)
8 (53)
5 (29)

12
14
18

12 (100)
14 (100)
18 (100)

12 (100)
14 (100)
18 (100)

9 (75)
12 (86)
12 (67)

11 (92)
11 (79)
13 (72)

5 (42)
8 (57)
13 (72)

2 (17)
2 (14)
5 (28)

3 (25)
7 (50)
7 (39)

PUD, peptic ulcer disease; GERD, gastroesophageal reflux disease; NUD, non-ulcer dyspepsia. All test values were calculated with
respect to PUD. 1Indicates statistical significance (P = 0.031).
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While studies in Europe suggested that virulence genes, e.g.,
cagA and vacA affect the clinical outcome of H pylori infection[3,5],
the present study confirms previous studies carried out in Asian
countries[6,15] that showed a high prevalence of cagA and vacA
genes regardless of the clinical outcome. This study comprised
Singapore patients of various ethnicities (Chinese, Malays,
Indians and other races), also shows that each of the virulence
genes, i.e., cagA, vacA, iceA1, iceA2 and babA2 were equally
distributed in H pylori isolates obtained from all the three
anatomical sites studied regardless of the disease states. Similarly,
comparisons of these genes from the same anatomical site of
different patients showed no significant presence, except for
cagA in the corpus of GERD isolates. However, it is important
to point out that the number of isolates obtained from each is
relatively low (n 18), regardless of the disease state. As
such, the significant presence of cagA in the corpus of GERD
patients needs further analysis with a larger pool of samples
to confirm conclusively its contribution to the onset of GERD.
The data therefore suggest that virulence genes and their
topographic distribution do not contribute to the clinical
status, at least in the Singapore population. This study
supports the earlier reports[15-17] that identifying such virulence
genes in order to predict clinical outcome may be of limited
value in Asian H pylori isolates.
The finding that RAPD profiles of the H pylori isolates were
similar from 3 different anatomical sites (antrum, corpus &
cardia) of each patient further strengthens our earlier study[9]
where isolates from 2 sites (antrum & corpus) were identical.
This finding is complemented by the similar status of presence
of various virulence genes in these isolates obtained from the
respective patients. As such, the isolation of a strain from any
gastric site in a single patient could be taken as representative
of H pylori infection present in the H pylori infected gastric
environment.
This study, which included consecutive patients with
dyspepsia and/or reflux symptoms showed a lower frequency
of PUD as compared with that of GERD. H pylori was found in
only 44% of patients with PUD. This seems to run counter to
the generally held view that H pylori occurs frequently in
Asians patients with PUD[13]. However, this finding is supported
by an earlier study from the same unit[18] showing the frequency
of reflux oesophagitis was increasing while that of duodenal
ulceration was decreasing in Singapore. The high frequency of
patients with GERD in this study also relates to the fact that the
endoscopist (KYH) sees most of the GERD patients in the
hospital. The decreasing frequency of H pylori associated
peptic ulcers was reported to be attributed to the increasing
proportion of ulcers due to NSAID use[19].
In summary, the present study shows that in Singapore, the
topographic colonization of H pylori and their virulence genes
within the host stomach do not play a significant role in the
clinical manifestations of H pylori infection. This study also
demonstrates that in Singapore, which has a multiethnic Asian
population, the stomach of each patient with dyspeptic and/or
reflux symptoms is colonized by a single predominant strain of
H pylori, irrespective of the site of isolation and the clinical
diagnosis of the patient. We suggest that the pathogenesis of
H pylori induced gastroduodenal diseases is due to a more
complex mechanism possibly involving host-pathogen interaction,
environmental and dietary factors.
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Abstract
AIM: Inducible nitric oxide synthase (iNOS) plays a central
role in the pathway of reactive oxygen and nitrogen species
metabolism when Helicobacter pylori (H pylori) infection
occurs in humans. iNOS Ser608Leu allele, a novel genetic
polymorphism (C/T) occurring within exon 16 of the iNOS
reductase domain, may have a dramatic effect on the
enzymatic activity. The aim of this study was to determine
whether iNOS C/T polymorphism was associated with
increased susceptibility to gastric cancer.
METHODS: We conducted a population based case-control
study in a high gastric cancer incidence area, Yangzhong,
China. Questionnaires from 93 patients with intestinal type
gastric cancer (IGC), 50 with gastric cardia cancer (GCC)
and 246 healthy controls were obtained between 1997 and
1998, and iNOS genotyping was carried out. Odds ratios
(ORs), interaction index (γ), and 95% confidence intervals
for the combined effects of iNOS genotype and H pylori
infection, cigarette smoking or alcohol drinking were estimated.
RESULTS: The frequency of (CT+TT) genotypes was higher
in cases than in control group (24.48% vs 23.17%), but the
difference was not statistically significant. After adjusting
for age and gender, past cigarette smokers with (CT+TT)
genotypes had a significantly increased risk of IGC (OR = 3.62,
95% CI: 1.23-10.64), while past alcohol drinkers with
(CT+TT) genotypes had a significantly increased risk of
GCC (OR = 3.33, 95% CI: 1.14-9.67). H pylori CagA negative
subjects with (CT+TT) genotypes had a significantly increased
risk of both IGC and GCC (OR = 2.19 and 3.52, respectively).
CONCLUSION: iNOS Ser608Leu allele may be a potential
determinant of susceptibility to cigarette -alcohol induced
gastric cancer, but larger studies are needed to confirm the
observations.
Shen J, Wang RT, Wang LW, Xu YC, Wang XR. A novel genetic
polymorphism of inducible nitric oxide synthase is associated
with an increased risk of gastric cancer. World J Gastroenterol
2004; 10(22): 3278-3283
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INTRODUCTION
On a global scale, gastric cancer remains the world’s second
most common malignancy. There is a substantial international
variation in gastric cancer incidence with the highest rates reported
from China, Japan and other Eastern Asian countries[1]. The
discovery of Helicobacter pylori (H pylori) in the early 1980 s
has been proven to be a turning point in understanding the
pathogenesis of this malignancy. A major advance in this field
came with the recognition that chronic H pylori infection could
induce physiologic and morphologic changes within the gastric
milieu, which increase the risk of neoplastic transformation[2].
It has been widely accepted that chronic H pylori infection
induces hypochlorhydria and gastric atrophy, both of which
are precursors of gastric cancer[2]. Epidemiological studies have
also indicated that infection with H pylori is considered as a
risk factor for gastric cancer[3,4] and the WHO IARC has classified
this bacterium as a definite biological carcinogen[5]. However,
while the majority of infected individuals develop no significant
clinical disease, others develop two kinds of divergent clinical
outcomes-peptic ulcer disease and gastric cancer[2]. The reasons
for developing these two extreme phenotypes, especially
important in gastric cancer, have remained poorly understood,
and are not explained by bacterial virulence factors alone[2].
This highlights the need to explore potential candidate genes
of the host in the pathways involved in the natural history of
H pylori infection and its interactions with other risk factors in
the development of gastric cancer in a high-risk population.
The inducible form of nitric oxide (NO) synthase (iNOS) is
one of the most important enzymes involved in the pathway of
reactive oxygen and nitrogen species metabolism in the
presence of H pylori infection in humans. iNOS is a major source
of NO production that is produced during inflammation by
macrophages[6,7]. Expression of iNOS in response to cytokines
is part of the inflammatory response and contributes to tissue
damage, suggesting its possible role in the processing of
carcinogens[7]. iNOS contains many sites for prosthetic groups
and substrate binding[8], which are all potentially important for
the function of the enzyme. Furthermore, studies have indicated
that even single amino acid changes may have dramatic effects
on enzymatic activity[8,9]. The human iNOS gene comprises 27
exons with the transcription start site in exon 2 (E2) and the
stop codon in E27[10]. E1-13 code for the oxygenase domain,
and E14–27 encode for the reductase domain of the protein.
Both of the domains represent different functional parts of the
enzyme[9]. Increased iNOS activities have been observed in patients
with chronic gastritis caused by H pylori infection, and gastric
cancer[11,12]. A 13-21 years follow-up study showed that among
the H pylori positive group, the expression of iNOS and nitrotyrosine was significantly higher in the group that developed
gastric cancer than the one that showed no evidence of gastric
cancer, suggesting that H pylori positive subjects with high
levels of reactive nitrogen species in gastric mucosa may be a
high-risk group for gastric cancer[13]. Furthermore, recent
studies have revealed that H pylori infection may lead to a
sustained production of reactive nitrogen species and the
formation of nitro-tyrosine contributes to DNA damage and
apoptosis in gastric mucosa[12]. Infection with H pylori strains
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possessing cytotoxin-associated gene (Cag) A, a molecular
marker of H pylori virulence[14,15], is particularly associated with
an increased risk of developing adenocarcinoma of the stomach.
It is suggested that iNOS may be a susceptible gene involved
in the metabolic pathway of nitrogen and oxygen species of
free radicals, and thus may be associated with both gastric
cancer risk and H pylori infection.
Yangzhong city is one of the areas in China with the highest
gastric cancer mortality and incidence rate. The crude mortality rate
of gastric cancer was from 96.9 to 110.9/100 000 during 1991 and
1997, and the average adjusted incidence rate in the same period
was over 115/100 000 (unadjusted rate was 155.46/100 000),
which is over ten times higher than that in the United States[16].
Based on the understanding of the physiology and pathogenesis
of gastric cancer, and the genetic pathway related to H pylori
infection, we hypothesized that higher frequency of iNOS
Ser608Leu allele (i.e. C/T polymorphism)[9,17] was responsible
for the higher gastric cancer incidence in this area. We were
especially interested in knowing whether the association
between the polymorphism and gastric cancer was modified by
infection with H pylori CagA strains and cigarette smoking
reflecting high exposure to nitrogen and oxygen species of free
radicals. Therefore, the aim of this study was to determine
whether iNOS C/T polymorphism was associated with increased
susceptibility to gastric cancer, and the effects of H pylori infection.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study subjects
All gastric cancer patients and “healthy” controls in this study
were Han ethnic Chinese living in Yangzhong city for at least
25 years. Gastric cancer was diagnosed according to the International
Classification of Diseases for Oncology IX, code = 151, and the
criteria of Laurén[18]. Because most diagnosed gastric cancer
cases in Yangzhong were intestinal type gastric cancer (IGC)
and gastric cardia cancer (GCC), we focused on these two kinds
of cancers in the present study. A population based case-control
design was used, and 165 gastric cancer cases (108 IGC, 57 GCC)
and 295 controls were enrolled. The finally analyzed cases and
controls were 143 (93 IGC, 50 GCC) and 246 cases, respectively,
because of missing genotype data for some subjects. There were
no significant differences comparing the finally analyzed
subjects and those with missing data by age and sex. All cases
were identified by endoscopic and pathological diagnosis in
Yangzhong City Municipal Hospital from January 1997 to December
1998. To reduce misclassification of the histological types, two
pathologists reviewed and confirmed all diagnosed cases.
Controls were selected from cancer-free subjects living in the
same community, who were either cases’ siblings or their nonblood relatives (spouses and spouses’ siblings with the same
gender as cases). Both types of controls differed slightly in
demographic features[19]. Their results were combined to
increase the sample size and to decrease type I error. This study
was approved by the regional ethics committee, and all participants
were given an explanation of the nature of the study, and
informed consents both written and oral, were obtained. Study
subjects completed a questionnaire administered by trained
interviewers.
The questionnaire was designed to obtain detailed information
on cigarette smoking, alcohol drinking, family history of cancers,
and occupational and hazard exposures. Cigarette smokers were
defined as subjects who reported ever smoking at least one
cigarette per day for 12 mo or more, or whose accumulated
cigarette consumption was over 18 packs per year. Past smokers
were those who had stopped smoking 1 or more years before
the interview. Alcohol drinkers were defined as subjects who
reported to have an average of one drink or more per week for one
or more yeaes. Past alcohol drinkers were also defined as those
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who had stopped drinking for 1 or more years before the interview.

Laboratory analysis
Blood was drawn from each participant by the designated
coordinator according to the Guidelines of the National Heart,
Lung, and Blood Institute Working Group on Blood Drawing,
Processing, and Storage for Genetic Studies. Twenty milliliters
of forearm venous blood was collected from each subject via
venipuncture into two 10-mL vacutainer tubes containing EDTA.
Puragene DNA isolation kits (Gentra Systems, Minneapolis
MN) were used to isolate genomic DNA for genotyping. All
blood samples were separated, and plasma was collected as
soon as possible. The plasma was then stored at -20 in six
1.5-mL tubes for the detection of IgG antibody to H pylori CagA.
Denaturing high performance liquid chromatography
(DHPLC) was used to scan the potential single nucleotide
polymorphisms (SNPs) in all exons of iNOS, and then sequencing
was performed to confirm the possible mutations. Finally, a new
C/T polymorphism, which changes the coding amino acid from
serine (TCG) to leucine (TTG), was identified[17]. PCR-RFLP
was carried out to identify the genotype of iNOS according to
the features of SNP, which created a restriction enzyme
recognition site of Tsp 509 I. Genomic DNA was amplified with
primers F: 5’-TGTAAACCAACTTCC GTGGTG-3’ (Tm = 60.82 )
and R: 5’-GTCTCTGCGGGTCTGAGAAG-3’ (Tm = 60.14 ).
PCR was performed in a MJRESEARCH PCR system (PTC-225,
USA), and in a 10 µL reaction volume containing 1µL 10×PCR
buffer, 1.6 µL dNTPs (1.25 µmol/L), 0.2 µL MgCl2 (25 mmol/L),
primers (20 µmol/L, Resgen Corp.) at 0.15 µL each, DMSO 0.5 µL,
6.34 µL dH2O, 50 ng genomic DNA dried on the plate, and Hot
Start Taq DNA polymerase 0.06 µL (5 U/µL, Promega Corp.). Touch
down PCR procedure was used to amplify the target fragment.
After an initial denaturation at 94 for 15 min, amplification
was carried out for 10 cycles at 94 for 30 s, at 61 for 45 s,
at 72 for 45 s and decreasing 0.5 per cycle. Then amplification
was again carried out for 35 cycles at 94 for 30 s, at 56 for
45 s, and at 72 for 45 s, followed by a final elongation at 72
for 7 min. Then, 10 µL PCR products was digested with 0.2 µL
Tsp 509 I (10 U/µL, NEB Corp.) in a 15 µL volume including 2 µL
10×buffer 1 (NEB Corp.), 0.15 µL BSA (100×) and 2.65 µL dH2O.
Digestion was performed for 15 h at 65 . The products were
then electrophoresed on a 30 g/L agarose gel to allow
unambiguous detection with ethidium bromide staining.
Homozygous wide-type individuals (CC) showed 113 bp and
175 bp fragments, heterozygous individuals (CT) showed three
bands: 113 bp, 142 bp and 175 bp, and homozygous rare allele
individuals (TT) showed two bands: 113 bp and 142 bp[17].
H pylori CagA IgG antibody in plasma was measured by an
enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) kit offered by
Jingying Biotech Limited Company, Shanghai, China (batch
number 0052). The Absorbency at 450 nm was determined after
terminating the enzyme reaction. The cutoff value equaled to
the average A of the negative controls provided by the
manufacturer plus 0.3 A units. A values of samples equaled to
or higher than the cutoff point were considered positive.
Statistical analysis
All data were input double blinded into EPI-6 program by two
persons separately. After modifying all errors and non-logical
data, the differences in the relative associations between cases
and controls were assessed by calculating crude odds ratios
(OR) from contingency tables. The corresponding chi-square
test on the cancer patients and controls was carried out, and
95% confidence intervals (95% CI) were determined using the
Fisher exact test. A P-value <0.05 was considered statistically
significant. Unconditional logistic regression analysis was
performed in both univariate and multivariate models to assess
the association between iNOS functional polymorphism and
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gastric cancer susceptibility after adjusting for important
confounding factors such as age and sex. Test of trend and
interaction index (γ) that was determined by coefficient (β) in a
multiple logistic regression model were calculated through
logistic models based on dummy variables to examine the potential
gene-environment interaction[20]. All analyses were performed
with the SAS package Genmod (SAS Institute, Cary, NC).

RESULTS
Table 1 compares the characteristics of study subjects. The
mean age of cases was significantly greater than the controls
(59.36 vs 51.89, P<0.01). There was no significant difference in
the male/female ratio between cases and controls. The proportions
of past smokers and alcohol drinkers was significantly greater
in the cancer group (36.97% and 30.30%) than in the control
group (12.54% and 14.92%). However, there were more current
smokers and drinkers in the control (47.12% and 30.85%) than
in the case group (26.67% and 10.91%). Compared with controls,
cases were significantly less likely to be positive for H pylori
CagA antibody.
The frequency of iNOS genotypes in gastric cancer and
control subjects showed no significant difference, although the
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frequency of (CT+TT ) genotypes was slightly higher in cases
than in controls (24.48% versus 23.17%). A gene dose-response
effect was not observed, i.e. the effect of heterozygote (CT)
genotypes did not lie at or between the homozygotes (CC and TT).
For (CT+TT) the genotype frequency of iNOS in the past
smoking subgroup, there were significant differences between
the total cases and the controls and between GCC group and
controls with an OR of 3.62 (95% CI: 1.23-10.64) and 4.63 (95%
CI: 1.15-18.58), respectively. No significant difference was found
between IGC cases and controls (Table 2). Although no gene
dose-response effect was observed in heterozygote (CT) and
homozygote (TT) individuals because of the small number in
each cell, there was still a possible interaction between C/T
polymorphism and past cigarette smoking in increasing the
risk of GCC. In the past alcohol drinkers, there were significant
differences in the C/T polymorphism between total cases and
controls and between IGC group and controls with an OR of
3.33 (95% CI: 1.14-9.67) and 3.42 (95% CI: 1.03-11.35),
respectively. No significant difference between GCC group and
control group was found (Table 3). In H pylori CagA negative
group, subjects with (CT+TT) genotypes had significantly
increased risk of both IGC and GCC, with an OR of 2.19 (95% CI:
1.01-4.76) and 3.52 (95% CI: 1.44-8.61), respectively. H pylori

Table 1 Covariate distribution among study subjects and ORs for gastric cancer
Characteristics

No Cases (%) (n = 165)

No. Controls (%) (n = 295)

OR (95% CI)

Mean (yr±SD)
Min. (yr)
Max. (yr)

59.36±9.29 a
34.72
81.95

51.89±10.24
30.77
78.21

Male (%)
Female (%)
Ratio

110 (66.67)
55 (33.33)
2.00:1

190 (64.41)
105 (35.59)
1.81:1

Never
Current
Past

60 (36.36)
44 (26.67)
61 (36.97)

119 (40.34)
139 (47.12)
37 (12.54)

1.00
0.26 (0.15–0.46)b
3.15 (1.77–5.61)b

Never
Current
Past

97 (58.79)
18 (10.91)
50 (30.30)

160 (54.24)
91 (30.85)
44 (14.92)

1.00
0.18 (0.10–0.35)b
1.80 (1.06–3.08)

Negative
Positive

136 (82.42)
29 (17.58)

107 (49.31)
110 (50.69)

1.00
0.18 (0.11–0.31)b

CC
CT
TT
CT+TT

108 (75.52)
33 (23.08)
2 (1.40)
35 (24.48)

189 (76.83)
49 (19.92)
8 (3.25)
57 (23.17)

1.00
1.15 (0.68–1.96)
0.42 (0.08–2.16)
1.03 (0.59–1.79)

Age (yr)

Gender

Smoking habit

Alcohol habits

Plasma H Pylori CagA antibody

iNOS genotyping

a

P<0.05 vs control group after adjusted for age and gender, bP<0.01 vs control.

Table 2 Interaction between C/T polymorphism and past cigarette smoking for the risk of gastric cancer
C/T
polymorphism
CC
CT+TT
CC
CT+TT

Past
smoking
No
No
Yes
Yes

Total cases
(n = 143)
67
22
41
13

Controls
(n = 246)

OR 1

162
51
27
6

1.00
0.98
2.92
3.62

95%CI

0.55-1.78
1.53-5.57
1.23-10.64

IGC
OR2
(n = 93)

12
27
8

46
0.75
2.47
3.06

95%CI
1.00
0.36-1.54
1.19-5.09
0.91-10.35

GCC
(n = 50)
21
10
14
5

OR3
1.00
1.44
3.65
4.63

95%CI

0.63-3.27
1.42-9.38
1.15-18.58

Adjusted for age and gender, χ2trend = 26.26, df = 1, P = 0.00, γ = 1.29/1.07 = 1.21 2Adjusted for age and gender, χ2trend = 18.40, df = 1,
P = 0.00, γ = 1.12/0.90 = 1.24 3Adjusted for age and gender, χ2 trend = 17.53, df = 1, P = 0.00, γ = 1.53/1.29 = 1.19.
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Table 3 Interaction between C/T polymorphism and past alcohol drinking for the risk of gastric cancer
C/T
polymorphism

Past alcohol
drinking

Total cases
(n = 143)

Controls
(n = 246)

OR1

OR2

95%CI

GCC
(n = 50)

OR3

95%CI

IGC
(n = 93)
53

1.00

23

1.00

0.46-1.50

13

0.62

0.30-1.28

11

1.22

0.55-2.70

12

1.27

0.50-3.19

4

3.25

0.80-13.13

CC

No

76

157

1.00

CT+TT

No

24

51

0.83

CC

Yes

32

32

1.34

0.72-2.52

20

1.36

0.67-2.75

CT+TT

Yes

11

6

3.33

1.14-9.67

7

3.42

1.03-11.35

95%CI

Adjusted for age and gender, χ2trend = 10.29, df = 1, P = 0.001, γ = 1.20/0.30 = 4.00 2Adjusted for age and gender, χ2trend = 5.65, df = 1,
P = 0.017, γ = 1.23/0.31 = 3.97 3Adjusted for age and gender, χ2trend = 8.95, df = 1, P = 0.003, γ = 1.18/0.24 = 4.9.

1

Table 4 Interaction between C/T polymorphism and H pylori CagA status for the risk of gastric cancer
C/T
CagA
Total cases
polymorphism antibody
(n = 143)
CC

Controls
(n = 178)

OR1
1.00

95%CI

IGC
(n = 93)

OR2

61

1.00

95%CI

GCC
(n = 50)

OR3

26

1.00

95%CI

No

87

64

CT+TT

No

28

19

2.53

1.29-4.98

17

2.19

1.01-4.76

11

3.52

1.44–8.61

CC

Yes

21

73

0.45

0.25-0.81

12

0.34

0.17-0.70

9

0.76

0.33-1.73

CT+TT

Yes

7

22

0.43

0.17-1.10

3

0.24

0.07-0.89

4

0.86

0.27-2.79

Adjusted for age and gender, χ2trend = 33.40, df = 1, P = 0.00, γ = -0.84/-0.79 = 1.06 2Adjusted for age and gender, χ2trend = 28.53, df = 1,
P = 0.00, γ = -1.41/-1.08 = 1.31 3Adjusted for age and gender, χ2 trend = 12.42, df = 1, P = 0.0004, γ = -0.15/-0.27 = 0.56.
1

CagA positivity showed significant protective effects in IGC
group in both on CC and CT+TT iNOS genotypes, with an OR
of 0.24 (95% CI: 0.07-0.89) and 0.34 (95% CI: 0.17-0.70),
respectively. However, no significant association was observed
between iNOS genotypes and GCC (Table 4).

DISCUSSION
H pylori infection could produce a state of chronic immunostimulation in gastric epithelium[21]. It could lead to changes in
many factors that are important in the pathogenesis of gastric
cancer, including reactive oxygen and nitrogen oxide species [22].
NO, a potentially toxic gas with free radical properties is one of
the most important bio-regulatory and signaling molecules
produced in the process. It has been recently reported that NO,
acting as a messenger molecule mediating various physiological
functions[23,24], may also play a role in the process of carcinogenesis.
It has been found that NO is synthesized enzymatically
from L-arginine by NO synthase[23,25]. Chronic infection and
immuno-stimulation elevate endogenous synthesis of NO. High
concentration of NO generated by macrophages after iNOS
induction contributed to their cytotoxic and carcinogenic
activity[26]. There is now increasing evidence that NO produced
by activated phagocytes may play a role in multistage carcinogenesis
by mediating DNA damage[27,28]. A to T substitution in the iNOS
gene, leads to more activated iNOS expression in the target
cells, and finally elevates NO to a high level. Hence, it is reasonable
to assume that human iNOS gene may be another important candidate
gene for the development of gastric cancer by elevating NO
production in target cells when functional polymorphisms
occur. Nevertheless its genomic localization at chromosome
17q11.2[29] was not the same as other gastric cancer susceptible
genes related to the inflammatory response pathway, such as
interleukin 1β and interleukin 1RN, located at 2q14[30]. The key
question for gastric cancer agents is how H pylori infection
could be associated with such totally divergent clinical
outcomes as gastric cancer and peptic ulcer disease. A large
number of previous studies have focused on the role of the
bacterial virulence factors that contribute to the degree of tissue
damage in the pathogenesis of these diseases. But these results
still could not explain the different outcomes[2,22,31]. With the
development of a key concept about the interaction between

acid secretion and H pylori-induced gastritis during 1990 s, ElOmar proposed the idea for the first time that host genetic
factors relevant to pro-inflammatory responses might be relevant
to the development of gastric cancer. They explored a candidate
IL-1β gene in the context of H pylori related disease[32,33]. Because
IL-1β can also induce the expression of many other genes,
including pro-inflammatory mediator iNOS, by either regulating
at the transcriptional level or initiating their mRNA[8,9,34], it is
easy to consider that functional polymorphisms occurring in
the iNOS gene might also contribute to the increased risk of
H pylori related gastric cancer.
We have previously reported a newly discovered C/T
polymorphism in a Chinese population[17] that had a high mutated
allele frequency (24.4%). A report by Johannesen also showed
that C/T polymorphism was one of the most frequent SNPs
among 10 polymorphisms of human iNOS gene identified in a
Danish population. They suggested that the amino acid change
in exon 16 might be of functional interest[9]. Our results showed
no significant difference in the frequency of (CT+TT) genotypes
between cases and controls, and no apparent gene dose-response
effect was found. However, in past cigarette smokers and past
alcohol drinkers, C/T polymorphism significantly increased the
risk of gastric cancer despite the histological subtypes differed,
i.e. past cigarette smokers with (CT+TT) genotypes had an
increased risk of IGC, while past alcohol drinkers with (CT+TT)
genotypes had increased risk of GCC. These findings suggest
that C/T polymorphism in iNOS gene alone is not sufficient to
show the increasing risk of gastric cancer. The importance of
the interaction between C/T polymorphism and cigarette smoking
or alcohol drinking varied depending on different histological
subtypes of gastric cancer. Similar results were found by Machado
for IL-1 genetic markers[35]. Although these findings were not
the major hypothesis we proposed, it is biologically plausible
that oxidative stress due to carcinogenesis in cigarette might
attribute to the increase of gastric cancer risk through interactions
with iNOS C/T polymorphism. Larger and independent studies
are needed to confirm these findings.
In the H pylori CagA positive group, regardless of whether
subjects had CC or (CT+TT) genotypes, we always observed a
significant protective effect when comparing IGC cases with
controls. This suggests that plasma positive for H pylori CagA
antibody in a highly infected area plays a protective role. This
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is in concordance with the finding that H pylori density became
progressively lower with progression from mild gastritis to
severe gastritis, atrophy, intestinal metaplasia and finally gastric
cancer[29]. In H pylori CagA negative subjects with (CT+TT)
genotypes, a high risk was found for gastric cancer group
(OR = 2.53, 95% CI: 1.29-4.98) and both subgroups (IGC and
GCC). No interaction was found between iNOS genotype and
infection with H pylori CagA strains.
iNOS protein is a catalytic enzyme with two domains. In
terms of functional importance, the deletion mutants retained
maximal NO activity at lower concentrations of free Ca2+
compared with the wild-type[36]. Identified C/T polymorphism
in E16 of iNOS was located at the N-terminal of six amino acids
from the deletion reported by Daff et al., and the amino acid
change in E16 might be of functional interest[9]. To our knowledge,
this study was the first one to examine the significance of iNOS
polymorphism in gastric cancer. A research on other type of
disease might support our observation[9]. Gastric cancer patients
having allele T polymorphism could have an increased expression
of iNOS, resulting in higher levels of NO in gastric mucosa,
mediating many pathological changes and finally leading to
carcinogenesis in these patients. But specific functional tests
of C/T shift need to be performed to substantiate the putative
importance of the Ser608Leu locus in gastric cancer development.
Potential weaknesses in our study include possible
recruitment bias in the selection of controls including cases’
siblings. This kind of selection might create overmatching.
Siblings were more likely to have the same genotypes as the
cases than the non-blood related controls, thereby leading to
some loss of statistical efficiency, i.e., larger sample sizes were
required to attain the same statistical precision[37]. Thus, our
data may be more likely to underestimate the true effect of iNOS
T alleles on the risk of gastric cancer. But others considered that
the use of sibling controls could generally improve efficiency for
gene-environment interactions[38,39]. We could not rule out the
potential influence of systematic differences between participants
and non-participants.
In conclusion, the risk of gastric cancer is increast among
past cigarette smoking or alcohol drinking individuals with a C/T
polymorphism in E16 of iNOS gene in a Chinese population. But
the findings need to be confirmed in other ethnic populations.
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Abstract
AIM: To isolate the subtypes of 3’ region of cagA gene in
Helicobacter pylori (H pylori) strains from Zhejiang Province
in China and to investigate their relations to H pylori-associated
gastroduodenal diseases.
METHODS: One hundred and thirty-seven H pylori clinical
strains were isolated from the gastric mucosa specimens
of 74 patients with chronic gastritis, 61 with peptic ulceration,
and 2 with gastric cancer. Bacterial genomic DNA was
extracted and 3’ region of cagA gene was amplified by
polymerase chain reaction (PCR). Subtypes of 3’ region of
cagA gene were determined by the size of PCR amplified
segments. The sequences of the subtypes were analyzed
by PCR-based sequencing.
RESULTS: Of the 137 H pylori isolates from Zhejiang Province,
132 (96.4%) yielded PCR products that could be classified
into three groups of subtypes, named as subtypes I, II,
and III according to their sizes. The sizes of subtypes I, II,
and III were 648-650 bp, 705-707 bp, and 815 bp, respectively.
Among the 132 cagA-positive H pylori strains, 123 (93.2%)
belonged to the group of subtype I, 6 (4.5%) presented
subtype II, 1 (0.8%) was subtype III, and 2 (1.5%) presented
subtypes I and III both. The primary structure of subtype I
was composed of 3 repeats of R1, 1 repeat of R2 and 1
repeat of R3. Subtype II possessing 4 repeats of R1, 2
repeats of R2 and 1 repeat of R3 was a newly found type
of 3’ region of cagA gene which had not been reported
before. The primary structure of subtype III consisted of 4
repeats of R1, 1 repeat of R2 and 2 repeats of R3. Comparison
of the sequences of subtype I strains with the corresponding
sequences deposited in GenBank, showed a similarity of
95.0% (94.0-96.1%) for nucleotide sequences and 95.9%
(94.9-97.4%) for deduced amino acid sequences.
Comparison of the sequences of subtype III strains with
the corresponding sequences deposited in GenBank,
showed a similarity of 93.9% (90.8-96.9%) for nucleotide
sequences and 93.2% (90.2-96.2%) for deduced amino
acid sequences. Among subtype II strains, the nucleotide
and deduced amino acid sequences showed a similarity
of 95.2% (94.1-96.5%) and 96.4% (93.8-97.9%),
respectively. There were no statistical differences in the

distribution of subtypes of 3’ region of cagA gene among
different H pylori-associated gastroduodenal diseases
(χ 2 = 11.544, P >0.05).
CONCLUSION: There are three subtypes (I, II, and III) of
3’ region of cagA gene in H pylori strains isolated from
Zhejiang Province, and subtypeIis predominant. Subtype
II is a newly found subtype of 3’ region of cagA gene. The
result of this study does not support the view that the
subtypes of 3’ region of cagA gene in H pylori isolated
from Zhejiang Province are correlated with the clinical
outcomes of H pylori infection.
Tao R, Fang PC, Liu HY, Jiang YS, Chen J. A new subtype of
3’ region of cagA gene in Helicobacter pylori strains isolated
from Zhejiang Province in China. World J Gastroenterol 2004;
10(22): 3284-3288
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INTRODUCTION
Although Helicobacter pylori (H pylori) is present in stomachs
of at least half of the world’s population [1], only a small
proportion of the carriers develop symptomatic diseases[2]. The
clinical spectrum of H pylori infection ranges from asymptomatic
gastritis to peptic ulcer and gastric cancer[3]. The causes of different
outcomes of H pylori infection may include the virulence of
infectious strains, the susceptibility of hosts, and environmental
cofactors [4-8]. The cytotoxin-associated gene A (cagA) is
located at one end of a 40-kilobase DNA segment called cag
pathogenicity island (cag PAI), which contains open reading
frames encoding for a putative H pylori secretion system that
may be associated with export of virulence factors to the
extracellular compartment[9,10]. The presence of cagA gene
can be considered as a marker for cag PAI and is associated
with more virulent H pylori strains[11]. The structure of cagA
gene contains a 5’ highly conserved region and a variable 3’
region, in which the presence of a variable number of repeat
sequences results in a protein (CagA) with a molecular mass
of 120 to 140 ku[12]. Yamaoka et al.[13] from Japan found that
the structural organization of 3’ region of cagA gene in Japanese
H pylori isolates could be divided into four types (types A to
D), and type C was associated with gastric atrophy and
carcinoma. However, the genetic structure of 3’ region of
cagA gene in Chinese H pylori strains has been little exploited.
In this study, we attempted to investigate the subtypes of 3’
region of cagA gene in H pylori strains isolated from Zhejiang
Province in China and their relations to H pylori-associated
gastroduodenal diseases.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
H pylori isolates
A total of 137 H pylori isolates were obtained from H pyloriinfected patients at the Second Affiliated Hospital of Zhejiang
University and the Renmin Hospital of Daishan County in
Zhejiang Province. The patients, consisting of 95 men and 42
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women with a mean age of 42.6 years (ranging from 16 to 71
years), were classified into 3 groups including chronic gastritis
(n = 74), peptic ulcer (n = 61), and gastric cancer (n = 2), according
to the results of endoscopic and histological examination.

H pylori culture
Bacteria isolated from biopsy specimens were cultured on ECY
selective solid medium[14] at 37 for 5 d, under 100% humidity
and microaerophilic conditions (50 mL/L O2, 100 mL/L CO2, and
850 mL/L N2). H pylori strains were identified by the following
criteria: Gram staining, colony morphology, rapid urease test,
and catalase test. The cultured bacteria were defined to be
H pylori if they formed typical colonies on the medium, were
negative Gram stain with curved or spiral shape, and positive
for urease and catalase production[15].
Preparation of H pylori genomic DNA
The bacteria were harvested from the agar plates, then genomic
DNA was extracted and purified from each H pylori isolate
using cetyltrimethyl ammonium bromide (CTAB), phenolchloroform-isoamyl alcohol, and ethanol precipitation[16].
Amplification of 3’ region of cagA gene by PCR
The primers 5’-ACCCTAGTCGGTAATGGGTTA-3’ (CAG1)
and 5’-GTAATTGTCTAGTTTCGC -3’ (CAG2) described by
Yamaoka et al.[13] were used to amplify 3’ region of cagA gene
in this study. PCR was performed in a volume of 25 µL
containing 2.5 µL of 10×PCR buffer, 2 µL of 25 mmol/L MgCl2,
2.5 µL of 2 mmol/L dNTPs, 0.5 µL of 20 µmol/L primer sets,
0.2 µL of Taq DNA polymerase, 1 µL of bacterial genomic
DNA, and 15.8 µL of H2O. PCR amplification was performed
as following: an initial denaturation at 95 for 3 min, followed
by 30 cycles, each consisting of denaturation at 94 for 30 s,
annealing at 56 for 30 s, and extension at 72 for 45 s. The
for 7 min to
final cycle included a further extension at 72
ensure the full extension of PCR products. PCR products were
analyzed by 20 g/L agarose gel electrophoresis with ethidium
bromide staining.
Sequences analysis
PCR products were purified with the DNA purification kit
(Shanghai Shenyou Biotechnology Co., Ltd.) according to the
manufacturer’s instructions. Purified PCR products were
consigned to Shanghai BioAsia Biotechnology Co., Ltd. for
sequencing. Biological software DNAssist (version 1.0) was
used to analyze the sequences of 3’ region of cagA gene and to
compare them with the corresponding sequences deposited in
GenBank.
Statistical analysis
The categorical data were analyzed using Chi-square (χ2) test,
and P<0.05 was considered statistically significance.
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Figure 1 Amplified products of 3’ region of cagA gene by PCR
(20 g/L agarose gel electrophoresis) Lane 1: 100 bp DNA ladder;
Lane 2: subtype I (648 bp); Lane 3: subtype II (705 bp); Lane 4:
subtype III (815 bp); Lane 5: from a patient with both subtypes
I and III.

Sequence analysis of subtypes of 3’ region of cagA gene
The primary structure of 3’ region of cagA gene was composed
of a variable number of repeat regions, including R1 (15 bp), R2
(42 bp) and R3 (147 bp). The primary structures of the subtypes
of 3’ region of cagA gene in this study are illustrated in Figure 2.
The primary structure of subtype I was composed of 3 repeats
of R1, 1 repeat of R2 and 1 repeat of R3, so subtype I was equal
to type A in Japanese H pylori strains reported by Yamaoka
et al.[13]. The primary structure of subtype III consisting of 4
repeats of R1, 1 repeat of R2 and 2 repeats of R3 was similar to
that of type C reported by Yamaoka et al. [13]. Subtype II
possessing 4 repeats of R1, 2 repeats of R2 and 1 repeat of R3
had the primary structure not similar to any types reported by
Yamaoka et al[13] and was regarded as a newly found subtype
of 3’ region of cagA gene in H pylori. Comparison of the
sequences of 5 H pylori strains presented subtype I with the
corresponding sequences of a Japanese type A strain JK25
deposited in GenBank (GenBank accession number AF043487),
showed a similarity of 95.0% (94.0-96.1%) for nucleotide
sequences and 95.9% (94.9-97.4%) for deduced amino acid
sequences. Comparison of the sequences of 2 H pylori strains
presented subtype III (including a strain presented both
subtypes I and III) with the corresponding sequences of a
Japanese type C strain Jk269 deposited in GenBank (GenBank
accession number AF043489), showed a similarity of 93.9%
(90.8-96.9%) for nucleotide sequences and 93.2% (90.2-96.2%)
for deduced amino acid sequences. Among the 6 H pylori
strains presented subtype II in this study, the nucleotide and
deduced amino acid sequences showed a similarity of 95.2%
(94.1-96.5%) and 96.4% (93.8-97.9%), respectively. Alignments
of the deduced amino acid sequences of 5 strains presented
subtype I and 2 strains presented subtype III with the
corresponding sequences deposited in GenBank are illustrated
in Figure 3 A, B. Alignments of the deduced amino acid
sequences of 6 strains presented subtype II are also illustrated
in Figure 3 C.

RESULTS
PCR products of 3’ region of cagA gene
PCR products of 3’ region of cagA gene were electrophoresed
on 20 g/L agarose gel (containing 0.5 µg/mL ethidium bromide).
Of the 137 H pylori strains isolated from Zhejiang Province,
132 (96.4%) strains yielded PCR products of three different
sizes. The three different-size PCR-amplified segments were
respectively named as subtype I (648-650 bp), subtype II
(705-707 bp), and subtype III (815 bp) (Figure 1). Among the
132 cagA-positive strains, 123 (93.2%) presented subtype I,
6 (4.5%) presented subtype II, 1 (0.8%) presented subtype III,
and 2 (1.5%) presented both subtypes I and III.

R1R2R1

R3

R1

Subtype I
Subtype II
Subtype III

Figure 2 Primary structures of three subtypes of 3’ region of
cagA gene R1: 15 bp repeat region; R2: 42 bp repeat region; R3:
147 bp repeat region.
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A

B

C

Figure 3 Alignment of amino acid sequences of subtypes of 3’ region of cagA gene. A: Alignment of the deduced amino acid
sequences of subtype I strains with the sequence of the corresponding region of a Japanese type A strain JK25 (GenBank accession
number AF043487). Strain D2-173 was from a patient with chronic gastritis, and the remaining four strains were from patients
with peptic ulcer. B: Alignment of the deduced amino acid sequences of subtype III strains with the sequence of the corresponding region of a Japanese type C strain JK269 (GenBank accession number AF043489). Strain D1-200 was from a patient with
chronic gastritis, and strain D2-123 was from a patient with gastric ulcer. C: Alignment of the deduced amino acid sequences of
six subtype II strains. Strain HZ65 and HZ71 were from patients with chronic gastritis, strain D2-40 was from a patient with
gastric cancer, and the remaining three strains were from patients with peptic ulcer.

Relationship between subtypes of 3’ region of cagA gene and
gastroduodenal diseases
The distributions of the subtypes of 3’ region of cagA gene in
different groups of gastroduodenal diseases are demonstrated
in Table 1. Statistical analysis showed that there were no
significant differences among the subtypes of 3’ region of cagA
gene in different groups of gastroduodenal diseases (χ2 = 11.544).
Table 1 Relationship between subtypes of 3’ region of cagA
gene and different group of gastroduodenal diseases (n, %)
Group of
diseases

Subtype I Subtype II Subtype III Subtypes Total
I and III

Chronic gastritis 69 (95.8)
Peptic ulcer
53 (91.4)
Gastric cancer
1 (50.0)
Total
123 (93.2)

2 (2.8)
3 (5.2)
1 (50.0)
6 (4.5)

0 (0)
1 (1.7)
0 (0)
1 (0.8)

1 (1.4)
1 (1.7)
0 (0)
2 (1.5)

72
58
2
132

χ2 = 11.544, P = 0.17>0.05.

DISCUSSION
H pylori, a spiral shaped gastric organism, is the cause of chronic
gastritis, and plays an important role in the pathogenesis of
peptic ulceration, mucosa associated lymphoid tissue
lymphoma, and gastric adenocarcinoma[17-20]. It has been
reported that 50-60% of H pylori strains contain cagA gene
and consequently produce CagA protein[21]. The CagA is a
highly immunogenic outer membrane protein with a molecular
weight of 120 to 140 ku. Variation in size of the protein has been
correlated with the presence of a variable number of repeat
sequences located in 3’ region of the gene[22,23]. The biological
importance of the repeat sequences in 3’ region of cagA gene
remains unknown. Because CagA is strongly immunogenic, these
repeat sequences have been supposed to alter immunogenicity

of the protein[24]. This alteration in the gene and its protein
seems to correlate with clinical outcomes in vivo. The proportion
of cagA-positive H pylori isolates varies from one geographic
region to another. Studies from Japan, Korea, and China
have shown that more than 90% of H pylori strains are cagApositive[25-28], while in the United States of America, Canada,
and Europe, these percentages are lower[24,29,30]. Therefore, cagA
gene cannot be used as a marker for the presence of severe
gastroduodenal diseases in those regions where the prevalence
of cagA-positive H pylori strains is uniformly high. Since allelic
variation in cagA exists and distinct H pylori subtypes may
circulate in different regions, differences in cagA subtype might
provide a marker for differences in virulence among cagApositive H pylori strains[12].
Yamaoka et al.[13] reported that 3’ region of cagA gene in
H pylori isolated from Japanese patients could be classified
into four types (types A, B, C, and D) depending on the types
and number of repeat regions including R1 (15 bp), R2 (42 bp)
and R3 (147 bp). The PCR products of type A ranged from 642
to 651 bp, and possessed 1 repeat of R2 and 1 repeat of R3. The
PCR products of type B and type D were all 756 bp, but type B
possessed 3 repeats of R2 and 1 repeat of R3, while type D had
2 repeats of R3 and no repeat of R2. Type C having 1 repeat of
R2 and 2 repeats of R3 yielded PCR products of 813-815 bp and
was associated with high levels of CagA antibody and severe
degrees of atrophy. The same authors have also found that the
sequences of the second repeat regions of 3’ region of cagA
gene in H pylori strains from East Asia are completely different
from those in strains from non-Asian countries[31]. Non-Asian
strains possess 102 bp second repeat regions, and East Asian
strains possess 162 bp second repeat regions[31,32].
In the present study, we used the same PCR primers as
those described by Yamaoka et al.[13] and found 132 (96.4%) of
137 strains yielded amplified products. The high prevalence of
cagA-positive strains in Zhejiang Province was in accordance

Tao R et al. Subtype of 3’ region of cagA gene in H pylori

with the result of our previous study[33] and the findings in
other Chinese areas[11,27]. The PCR products could be classified
into three subtypes according to their sizes and were named as
subtype I, subtype II, and subtype III, respectively. The PCR
products of subtype I ranged from 648 to 650 bp and possessed
1 repeat of R2 and 1 repeat of R3, so subtype I was equal to
type A reported by Yamaoka et al.[13]. The predominance of
subtype I strains (93.2%) in this study was in agreement with
that of type A strains (93.5%) in Japanese patients[13]. The size
and genetic structure of subtype III indicated that subtype III
in this study was equal to type C in Japanese strains[13]. Three
(including 2 multiple subtypes strains) of 132 cagA-positive
strains presented subtype III, and the prevalence of this subtype
(2.3%) was close to that of type C (4.5%). In contradiction to
the two above-mentioned subtypes, subtype II having the size
of PCR product of 705-707 bp and the structure of 2 repeats of
R2 and 1 repeat of R3 has not been reported before. Because
sequence analysis showed that the structure of subtype II still
accorded with the characteristics of 3’ region of cagA gene in
Asian strains, subtype II in this study was regarded as a new
subtype of 3’ region of cagA gene in Asian H pylori strains.
The fact that we did not find type B and type D reported by
Yamaoka et al.[13], but discovered a new subtype revealed the
diversity and randomicity of the assembling mode of repeat
regions located at 3’ region of cagA gene and the possibility
that this assembling mode varied in H pylori strains isolated
from different areas. In addition, 2 strains presenting more than
one subtype were observed in this study and thought to be
from the patients with multiple H pylori infection. Sequence
analysis revealed high similarities between the sequences of 3’
region of cagA gene in H pylori isolated from Zhejiang Province
and those in H pylori strains from Japanese patients and high
similarities among the 6 subtype II strains, so we could draw a
conclusion that despite of the genetic diversity of 3’ region of
cagA gene in H pylori strains isolated from Zhejiang Province,
the sequences of the same subtype were still conservative.
There were no significant differences among the subtypes of
3’ region of cagA gene in different groups of gastroduodenal
diseases, so the subtypes of 3’ region of cagA gene in H pylori
isolated from Zhejiang Province seemed not to be correlated
with the clinical outcomes of H pylori infection.
In conclusion, there are three subtypes of 3’ region of cagA
gene in H pylori strains isolated from Zhejiang Province.
Subtype I is a predominant one and subtype II is a newly found
subtype of Asian H pylori strains. The result of this study
does not support the view that the subtypes of 3’ region of
cagA gene in H pylori isolated from Zhejiang Province are
correlated with the clinical outcomes of H pylori infection.
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Abstract
AIM: To clarify the role of cag pathogenicity island (cagPAI)
of Helicobacter pylori (H pylori ) in the pathogenicity and
immune prophylaxis of H pylori infection.
METHODS: Three pairs of H pylori including 3 strains of
cagPAI positive wildtype bacteria and their cagPAI knockout
homogenic mutants were utilized. H pylori binding to the
gastric epithelial cells was analyzed by flow cytometry assays.
Apoptosis of gastric epithelial cells induced by H pylori was
determined by ELISA assay. Prophylaxis effect of the
wildtype and mutant strains was compared by immunization
with the sonicate of the bacteria into mice model.
RESULTS: No difference was found in the apoptasis between
cagPAI positive and knockout H pylori strains in respective
of the ability in the binding to gastric epithelial cells as well as
the induction of apoptosis. Both types of the bacteria were
able to protect the mice from the infection of H pylori after
immunization, with no difference between them regarding to
the protection rate as well as the stimulation of the proliferation
of splenocytes of the mice.
CONCLUSION: The role of cagPAI in the pathogenicity
and prophylaxis of H pylori infection remains to be cleared.

cagPAI and their isogenic PAI knockout mutants were utilized.
Their roles in the binding and apoptosis inducing activities as well
as the immune protection were compared in vivo and in vitro.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
CT, PKH26, PMA and Ionomycin were obtained from Sigma
Co. U.S.A; granulocyte-macrophage-colony-stimulating-faction
(GM-CSF) enzyme linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) kit was
bought from Boehringer-Mannheim Co. German; Three pairs of H
pylori habouring cagPAI and their isogenic PAI knockout mutants
were provided kindly by Professor Peter B Ernst from DyKesas
University USA; H pylori strains and gastric epithelial cells
(Kato-III) were from the Research Institute of Digestive Disease,
Nanfang Hospital, First Military Medical University in
Guanzhou , China. H pylori strains are showed in Table 1.
Table 1 cagA positive wildtype bacteria and their cagA knockout homogenic mutants
H pylori

cagPAI

LC11
AH244
84183
2-1
26695
8-1

+ wildtype
knockou cagPAI knockout of LC11
+ wildtype
knockou cagPAI knockout of 84183
+ wildtype
knockou cagPAI knockout of 26695

Methods
H pylori culture and H pylori sonicate (SON) preparation
were performed by standard procedures There was no difference
between the groups of wildtype and knockout bacteria in the
rate of growing (Figure 1).

Lin HJ, Xue J, Bai Y, Wang JD, Zhang YL, Zhou DY. Pathogenicty
and immune prophylaxis of cag pathogenicity island gene
knockout homogenic mutants. World J Gastroenterol 2004;
10(22): 3289-3291

INTRODUCTION
Helicobacter pylori (H pylori) infected over half of human adults
in the world, especially in Asian-Pacific countries. Only a small
portion of patients display clinical symptoms such as peptic
ulcer and gastric cancer[1-14]. The difference between the infection
and the outcomes is determined by both bacterial factors and
host responses. Among the bacterial factors, cag pathogenicity
island (PAI) had been studied widely, while the immune
response to the infection is the overwhelming host factor that
affects the outcome of infection. In respect of the bacterial
factors, cytotoxin associated gene A (cag A) protein is usually
considered as a toxic marker of the bacterium. A related gene
cluster, PAI encodes several proteins with the similar biological
activities. To define the relationship bwteen cagPAI and the
pathogenicity of H pylori, three pairs of H pylori haboured

cagPAI+

×108

5

CFU

http://www.wjgnet.com/1007-9327/10/3289.asp

6

4

cagPAI-

3
2
1
0

LC11 AH244

84183 2-1

26695 8-1

Figure 1 Eqivalent growth of wildtype and knockout strains
after 2 d culture.

Flow cytometry was used to detect adhesion of H pylori binding
to gastric epithelial cells H pylori strain (ATCC26695) was
marked by 10 mL/L PKH-26 and washed three times. The liqiud
after the third washing was used in the control groups, then
bound to gastric epithelial cells (KatoIII) (bactria/cells = 300:1),
and incubated at 37 for 60 min. After washed, the sample was
detected by FACs.
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ELISA was used to detect apoptosis of gastric epithelial cells
induced by H pylori The basic mechanism was to detect the
release of DNA combined histone. Accroding to the recommended
procedures, cracked Kato-III cells with anti-histone monoclonal
antibody were incubated and color was developed after adding
substrate. Absorbency at the 405 nm level was measured in the
enzyme-tagging instrument. Then, the apoptotic index (AI) was
calculated in comparison with control group.
Mice were divided into 4 groups, five mice each group,except
for the natural death. PBS Group: 200 µL PBS /one mouse was
fed once via mouth as negative control; CT Group: CT (10 µg)
200 µL/per mouse was fed once via mouth as adjuvant control
Group; CagPAI positive Group: ultrasonic smashed H pylori
26695 (100 µL)and CT (10 µg) was fed at a time via mouth;
CagPAI negative Group: ultrasonic smashed H pylori 8-1 (100 µL)
and CT (10 µg) were fed once via mouth.

Immunity procedures
Before immunization and inoculation of H pylori, the mice were
prohibited from water and food for over 12 h. Thirty min before
inoculation, the mouse was fed with 200 µL (0.01 mol/L) NaHCO3
solution to neutralize gastric acid. The experimental group and
the control group were inoculated with antigens and adjuvants,
immunized on d 0, 7, and 14. They were allowed to drink water
1 h after immunization. Each group was attacked with H pylori
108CFU once every other day, 3 wk after the latest immunization.
The mice were killed 8 wk after the latest attack.

Statistical analysis
Data and their variance were analyzed using EXCEL software.
P<0.05 was considered statistically significant.
RESULTS
Adherence of CagPAI and H pylori
CagPAI positive culture and mutant strains showed a different
bacteria/cell ratio, and were, marked with PKH26, then they
were incubated with stomach cell Kato-III, the adherence ability
was measured with flow cytometry positive cells and mean
fluorescence intensity (MFI) were calculated. No difference
was found between wild strain and mutant strain. The result
was displayed in Figure 2.

LC11

AH244

84-183

2-1

Control
H pylori binding cells

8-1

26695

Figure 2 Binding of cag PAI wildtype H pylori and their mutant
to gastric epithelial cell Kato-III.

Apoptosis-induced ability of cagPAI and H pylori
CagPAI and mutant strain were cultured with gastric epithelia
cells at the ratio 300:1 for 24 h. The cells were degeaded, the
cell apoptosis was detected by ELISA. We found that the
apoptosis-induced ability of 26 695 was slighty higher than
that of 8-1 strain, and no diffirence was found in other couples.
The result is displayed in Figure 3.

Evaluation of bacterial implantation
The spleen and stomach were removed immediately after the
mouse neck was broke. The spleen was kept in the axenic cell
culture media temporarily and dealt with it for 4 h. The stomach
was cut along the greater curvature, washed with axenic fluid,
then some tissues were sampled for rapid urea enzyme test and
histological examination. Histological examination was graded
semi-quantitatively according to the standard as follows: 0 point:
no H pylori; 1 point: 1-2 H pylori in some gastric pits; 2 points:
3-10 H pylori in majority of gastric pits and 3 points: over 10
H pylori in majority of gastric pits.
Spleen cell proliferation text
Spleen tissue was triturated into homogenates at asepsis
environment. The spleen cells were counted and implanted in
the 96 well plate (2×105 cells/well) containing 500 ng/mL PMA
and 10 ng/mlionomycin RPMI1640 (including cow blood serum,
mycillin, Hepes ect), H pylori ultrasonic smashed antigen was
added into them in terms of 2.5, 5, 10 mg/mL, cultured for 24 h,
then H3-thymidine was added, and cultured for 8 h, then the
celt were collected and degraded. Each control group was
compared with the blank control group in the count, and the
proliferation quotiety was calculated. Differential proliferation
quotiety epuals each group’s proliferation quotiety/PBS
group’s proliferation quotiety ×100%.
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Apoptotic index

3

Control

a

Cag PAI+
2

Cag PAI-

a

a a

a a

LC11
AH244

84-183
2-1

1

0

Control

26695
8-1

Figure 3 Apotosis of gastric epithelial cells induced by positive
cagPAI and knockout H pylori strains (determined by ELISA
a
P<0.05 vs the control).

Immune prevention to the cagPAI and H pylori
The protection rate of groups PBS ,CT, 26695 and 8-1 was 0%,
0%, 40%. 60% (Table 2). CagPAI positive strain ATCC26695
and mutant strain 8-1 companied with mucous membrane
adjuvant choleratoxin prevented H pylori from growing in the
stomach of mice. There was no difference between the CagPAI
positive strain and CagPAI negative strain. We found that fullprotect rate of the two H pylori immune group was only 20% or
so. It was found that immune was apparently decrease in semiquantitative counting. No obvious difference was found
between groups, and CT grouphad no prevention effect. The
result is displayed in Figure 4.
Table 2 Ultrasonic smashed substance’s protection against
mice H pylori (result of urease test)
Immune project

Urease test (+)/number
of animals (piece)

Protecting ratio (%)

PBS

5/5

0

CT

5/5

0

26695 SON+CT

3/5

40a

8-1 SON+CT

2/5

60

a

P<0.05, vs control groups.
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5
4
3
2

4.00
a

3.25

1

0.50

0
PBS

CT

26695 SON

a
0.25
8-1 SON

Figure 4 Semi-quantatative results of bacteria by histological
examination. aP<0.05 vs PBS control.

Specific
proliferation inder (%)

cagPAI and cell Immune of mice H pylori
Comparing with PBS control, the CT control number of spleen cells
was slightly increased, but that of two H pylori antigen-immune
groups was greatly increased. The number of CagPAI mutant
strains was more obvious. Compared with the two groups, no
difference was found, (P<0.05, Figure 5).
250

CT

200

26695

150

8-1

100

SS1 strain which was used to infect animals was cag (+) strain,
but we found that there was no difference in preventive effect
between cagPAI (+) strain and mutant strain. Although there
was no statistical difference, mutant stain had a higher protective
trend. It showed that the immune prevention was not caused
by protein coded by cagPAI. We do not support regarding
cagPAI gene product is immune antigen of H pylori bacterin.
Cellular immunity, especially CD4+T cellular immunity is a
very important mechanism , which can help B cells produce sIgA.
We selected the spleen cell proliferation test as the target in immune.
Because B cells could not live in vitro, the proliferation cells were
mainly T cells. Both cagPAI (+) and cagPAI (-) strain were stimulated
to proliferate T cells, indicating that some special T cells clones are
existed in spleen cells. The number of cagPAI mutant strains is
more than that of cagPAI (+) strains, agreeing with the histology.
The effect of cagPAI on H pylori immune and pathogenesis
is very complex and needs further study.
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Abstract
AIM: To investigate the pathway (s) mediating rat antral circular
smooth muscle contractile responses to the cholinomimetic
agent, bethanechol and the subtypes of muscarinic receptors
mediating the cholinergic contraction.
METHODS: Circular smooth muscle strips from the antrum
of Sprague-Dawley rats were mounted in muscle baths in
Krebs buffer. Isometric tension was recorded. Cumulative
concentration-response curves were obtained for (+)-cisdioxolane (cD), a nonspecific muscarinic agonist, at 10-810-4 mol/L, in the presence of tetrodotoxin (TTX, 10-7 mol/L).
Results were normalized to cross sectional area. A repeat
concentration-response curve was obtained after incubation
of the muscle for 90 min with antagonists for M1 (pirenzepine),
M2 (methoctramine) and M3 (darifenacin) muscarinic receptor
subtypes. The sensitivity to PTX was tested by the ip injection
of 100 mg/kg of PTX 5 d before the experiment. The antral
circular smooth muscles were removed from PTX-treated
and non-treated rats as strips and dispersed smooth muscle
cells to identify whether PTX-linked pathway mediated the
contractility to bethanechol.
RESULTS: A dose-dependent contractile response observed
with bethanechol, was not affected by TTX. The pretreatment
of rats with pertussis toxin decreased the contraction induced
by bethanechol. Lack of calcium as well as the presence of
the L-type calcium channel blocker, nifedipine, also inhibited
the cholinergic contraction, with a reduction in response
from 2.5±0.4 g/mm2 to 1.2±0.4 g/mm2 (P<0.05). The doseresponse curves were shifted to the right by muscarinic
antagonists in the following order of affinity: darifenacin
(M3)>methocramine (M2)>pirenzepine (M1).
CONCLUSION: The muscarinic receptors-dependent
contraction of rat antral circular smooth muscles was linked
to the signal transduction pathway(s) involving pertussis-toxin
sensitive GTP-binding proteins and to extracellular calcium
via L-type voltage gated calcium channels. The presence of
the residual contractile response after the treatment with
nifedipine, suggests that an additional pathway could mediate
the cholinergic contraction. The involvement of more than
one muscarinic receptor (functionally predominant type 3 over
type 2) also suggests more than one pathway mediating
the cholinergic contraction in rat antrum.
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INTRODUCTION
The mechanisms involved in the regulation of cholinergic
contraction of intestinal smooth muscle are complex and not
fully understood, despite the important role of the cholinergic
system in the physiology of gastric emptying, and pathophysiology
of several motility disorders. Cholinergic agonists activate
muscarinic receptors which transduce cholinergic signals by
activating G proteins[1,2]. Different signal transduction pathways
in different species, as well as different pathways for the circular
and longitudinal layers of intestinal smooth muscle have been
reported[3-15].
Specific muscarinic receptors are abundantly present in the
smooth muscles of gastrointestinal tract [16-22]. Muscarinic
receptor subtypes have shown a G-protein coupling specificity,
however the published data are inconsistent. In some studies
M1, M3, M5 receptor subtypes were preferentially coupled to
the Gq/11 protein class, the M2 and M4 receptors were linked to
the PTX-sensitive Gi/Go proteins[23-25], Whereas in other studies
muscarinic M2 receptors were insensitive to pertussis toxin[26].
Relatively few references are published characterizing rat
stomach muscarinic receptor subtypes, again with conflicting
results. Prevalence of M3[13,22,27], or of M1[28], or M2 receptors[29-33]
has been reported. Which muscarinic receptor is more functionally
important in the cholinergic contraction of antral circular muscle
has not been determined.
The aim of this study was to examine the signal transduction
pathway (s) mediating rat antral smooth muscle cholinergic
contraction to fill the existing knowledge gaps: (1) what type of
calcium channel was involved and was there a dependence on
extracellular Ca2+ influx; (2) whether PTX-sensitive- or PTXinsensitive-G proteins coupled to muscarinic receptors were
involved; and (3) what subtypes of specific muscarinic receptors
were functionally involved. Determining the physiology of the
pathway (s) mediating cholinergic contraction of the antrum
should be helpful in understanding the functional motility
changes described in models of disease conditions, such as
diabetes[34-36]. Preliminary accounts of some of these observations
have been published in abstract form[37,38].
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Animals
Young adult male Sprague-Dawley rats (Charles River Breeding
Laboratories), weighing 200-450 g were used. Animals
were anesthetized by ip injection of sodium pentobarbital
(30-65 mg/kg). Anesthesia was given immediately before the
tissue removal to avoid the effect of anesthesia on the contractile
properties of the tissue. The abdomen was explored through
midline incision and the stomach was removed. After the tissue
was removed, animals were euthanized by injection of an
overdose of pentobarbital. All our studies were approved by
the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of the PSU
College of Medicine.
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Smooth muscle strip bath preparation[39]
The antrum tissue was pinned in a dissecting dish in oxygenated
Krebs solution, mucosa was gently removed by scraping, and
strips were cut in the circular muscle orientation. The muscle
was oxygenated in Krebs physiological buffer containing
(in mmol/L) 130 Na, 4.7 K, 2.5 Ca, 1.0 Mg2, 140.7 Cl, 19 HCO3, 1.0
PO4 and 10 glucose at 37 . The strips were sutured at one end
to a glass rod and at the other end to an inelastic wire. The tissue,
the rod and a wire were placed in a 10-mL double walled glass
chamber with a constant temperature 37 . Glass surfaces
were silicone coated with Sigmacote to prevent binding of the
peptides. The chambers were filled with 5 mL of Krebs buffer
and gassed with 95:5 mixture of O2/CO2. The free end of wire
was attached to an isometric force transducer (Grass Instrument
Co) and recordings were made on a multichannel rectilinear
dynograph recorder (Beckman Instruments). The strips were
allowed to equilibrate for 1 h. Tissues were stretched to an
initial length (Li) from which any additional stretch resulted in
an increase in tension. The isometric tension response to
bethanechol (10-4 mol/L) was noted. The strips were rinsed and
the length increased by 1 mm increment until the maximum
response to bethanechol (10-4 mol/L) was recorded. This length
was labeled Lo. All subsequent studies were conducted at this
length. Drugs were added to the tissue bath and the peak response
within 8 min was compared with the maximum tension recorded
during 5 min before addition of drugs. Antagonists were added
1 min before the addition of agonist. The peptidase inhibitors
bestatin and phosphoramidon (both at 10-6 mol/L) were added at
least 5 min before the agonist addition. The response was calculated
as the change in the maximal force of contraction in g of tension
normalized to the cross sectional area which was calculated as:
cross section (mm2) = weight (g)/specific density×length (mm),
where the specific density of muscle tissue = 1.056 (g/mm3).
Dispersed single muscle cell preparation[40,41]
Smooth muscle cells were isolated from the circular muscle
layer of the antrum. The mucosa was removed by dissection
and the longitudinal muscle layer (with enteric plexus ganglia)
was removed in strips using a Stadie-Riggs tissue slicer (Thomas
TM). The circular muscle layer was minced and incubated for
45 min twice in Hepes buffer containing collagenase (CLS type
II, Worthington) and 0.1 g/L soybean trypsin inhibitor at 31 .
Partially digested strips were washed with enzyme-free Hanks'
medium. Muscle cells were allowed to disperse spontaneously
under the gentle force of bubbling 950 mL/L O2+50 mL/L CO2 for
30 min (no agitation), and then filtered through 500 µmol/L Nitinol
mesh, to the culture media. Viability was checked by trypan blue
exclusion test. Aliquots of cells were added to solutions containing
the agonists at room temperature. The reaction was stopped
after 30 min, by addition of acrolein to the final concentration of
1%. Aliquots were sealed under coverslips. Computerized image
analysis (NIH Image 1.62) was used for quantification. A scale
slide was used for reference. The length of single muscle cells
was measured (at least 50 cells per concentration).
Contractile response of antrum smooth muscle strips to cholinergic
agonist
To determine the effect of bethanechol on antrum circular
smooth muscle contraction, muscle strips were exposed to the
increasing doses of muscarinic agonist, bethanechol, at the
concentrations of 10-4 to10-7 mol/L in an organ bath.
Characteristics of effect of extracellular Ca2+ and type of calcium
channel involved
To determine whether cholinergic contraction depended on the
influx of extracellular Ca2+, the response to bethanechol chloride
in the physiological Krebs buffer was tested, then the buffer
was changed into Ca-free buffer (in mmol/L: NaCl 132.5; KCl 4.
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7; MgCl2 1.0; NaH2PO4 1.2; NaHCO3 20.0; D-glucose 10; EGTA
(50 µmol/L), and contraction was subsequently recorded after
5 and 10 min.
To characterize the type of calcium channel involved in the
cholinergic contraction, nifedipine (an L-type calcium channel
antagonist) was used. Nifedipine was dissolved in ethanol and
added to the physiological Krebs buffer at the concentration
of 10-5 mol/L[42] and contraction was recorded. Statistical
significance of the difference between contraction in the presence
and absence of nifedipine was calculated by paired t-test, the
results were considered statistically significant at P 0.05.

Treatment with pertussis toxin (PTX)
In order to determine whether PTX-sensitive pathway was
involved in cholinergic contraction, strips and dispersed muscle
cells (myocytes) isolated from the antrum of PTX-pretreated
and non-pretreated animals were compared.
Rats were injected with 100 mg/kg of PTX (dissolved in
saline) intraperitoneally 5 d before the study[43]. Muscle strips
from PTX-treated and control rats in the tissue bath were exposed
to cholinergic agonist, bethanechol, at the concentration of 10-4
to 10-6 mol/L. Statistical significance of the difference between
the contraction of the muscle from PTX-pretreated and nontreated rats was defined by non-paired t-test, the results were
considered statistically significant at P 0.05.
The changes in the pattern of contraction of muscle cells in
dispersed cell suspension were also measured (detailed description
in the “dispersed muscle cell preparation” section of Materials
& Methods). Two concentrations of bethanechol (10-7 and
10-8 mol/L) were added to the cell suspensions in the tubes in
the physiological buffer. Their contractions were measured as
the percentage of the control cell diastolic length[44]. The mean
lengths of cells from control rats were compared to those of the
cells from PTX-treated animals. Results were presented as
mean±SE. Statistical significance of the difference was
calculated by the paired t-test, the results were considered
statistically significant at P 0.05.
Characterization of muscarinic receptor subtypes involved
For the characterization of muscarinic receptor subtypes
involved in cholinergic contraction we used a non-selective
muscarinic agonist, (+)-cis-Dioxolane[45,46] and relatively specific
receptor subtype antagonists.
The conditions of organ bath were described above in the
“Smooth muscle strip bath preparation” section of Materials
and Methods. At the start of the experimental protocol, the
viability of each tissue was assessed by determining the contractile
response to bethanechol (10-4 mol/L). After washed, tissues
were re-equilibrated for 10 min and allowed to regain baseline
tension. Cumulative concentration-effect curves of (+)-cisDioxolane, (10-8 to 3×10-5 mol/L) were constructed for each
tissue. Tissues were then equilibrated in either the absence
(control) or presence of the antagonist for 90 min. Subsequently, a
second concentration-effect curve to (+)-cis-Dioxolane was
constructed. Smooth muscle strips were incubated with increasing
concentrations of antagonists demonstrating a relative specificity
for M1, M2 or M3 muscarinic receptor subtypes (pirenzepine,
methoctramine and darifenacin, respectively). Each antral smooth
muscle strip was exposed to only one concentration of antagonists
and incubated for 90 min at 37 , with a fresh antagonist added
to the medium every 30 min[47,48].
The EC50 values for muscarinic antagonists were obtained
(i.e. antagonist concentration resulting in 50% of inhibition of
the contraction induced by cholinergic agonist, (+)-cisDioxolane (10-6 mol/L).
Drugs
Tetrodotoxin (TTX), sigmacote, neurokinin A (NKA), nifedipine,
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papain, peptidase inhibitors bestatin and phosphoramidon, soybean
trypsin inhibitor, acrolein and pirenzepine (predominantly M1
muscarinic receptor antagonist), were from Sigma, St. Louis, MO.
(+)-cis-dioxolane (cholinergic agonist) and methocramine
(predominantly M 2 muscarinic receptor antagonist) were
purchased from RBI Inc., Natick, MA. PTX was purchased
from List Biological Labs, Inc., Campbell, CA. Bethanechol chloride
was purchased from Merck, West Point, PA and collagenase (CLS
type II) from Worthington, PA. Darifenacin (predominantly M3
muscarinic receptor antagonist) was a generous gift from Pfizer
Ltd, Sandwich, Kent, GB.

RESULTS
Dose-response curve to cholinergic agonist
A contractile dose-response was observed, when the antral
circular smooth muscle strips were exposed to the increasing
doses of muscarinic agonist, bethanechol, at the concentrations
of 10-4 to 10-7 mol/L in an organ bath. A significant increase of
the tension over the baseline was observed at the bethanechol
concentrations of 10-4 to 10-6 mol/L (Figure 1, n = 4).
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Effect of calcium channel blocker The L-type calcium channel
blocker, nifedipine at a concentration of 10-5 mol/L inhibited the
cholinergic contraction response of antrum to the bethanechol, at
the concentration of 10-4 mol/L from 4.02±0.9 to 0.49±0.18 g/mm2
(P<0.05), indicating that the L-calcium channel could mediate
this contraction.
P<0.005
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Figure 2 Effect of depletion of Ca2+ from medium on the contraction of antral circular smooth muscle strips to bethanechol
(10-4 mol/L). Ca2+ depletion caused a significant decrease in the
muscle tension; after 5 min incubation (P<0.06, paired t-test);
and after 10 min incubation (P<0.005, paired t-test) compared
to the base contraction induced by bethanechol before Ca2+
depletion. Each data point represents mean±SE, n = 3.
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Figure 1 Effect of bethanechol on smooth muscle contraction.
Antrum circular smooth muscle strips were incubated with increasing concentrations of bethanechol (10-4 mol/L to 10-7 mol/L).
The vertical axis represents the developed tension (in grams
per mm2). Bethanechol significantly increased circular muscle
tension (P<0.05; paired t- test). Each data point represents
mean±SE, n = 4.

Effect of tetrodotoxin (TTX)
Antrum circular smooth muscle strips were exposed to bethanechol
at the concentration of 10-5 mol/L, in a buffer containing
tetrodotoxin (10-5 mol/L), added prior to bethanechol to the organ
bath. The cholinergic contraction was not affected by tetrodotoxin,
neuronal toxin, with the contraction at 94.9±3.2% of control.
The lack of inhibition of the contraction by TTX confirmed
that a cholinergic agonist could induce contraction via muscarinic
receptors present at the smooth muscle, without participation
of neuronal factor.
Effect of calcium depletion on cholinergic contraction and
characterization of a calcium channel subtype involved
Calcium-free buffer Incubation in calcium-free buffer diminished
the antral contractile response to bethanechol (10-4 mol/L), with
a reduction in response from 2.5±0.4 g/mm2 to 1.2±0.4 g/mm2
(P<0.05) after 5 min of incubation in calcium-free buffer. After
10 min of incubation in Ca2+ -free buffer contractile activity was
almost abolished (Figure 2).
Full recovery of the contraction was seen after return of the
Ca2+ to the tissue bath medium, indicating that there was no
damage to the cell resulting in a decreased contraction. These
results showed that cholinergic contraction was dependent on
the presence of extracellular calcium, a receptor-operated Ca2+
or voltage-sensitive Ca2+ channels.

Identification of G-protein-linked signal transduction pathway
by PTX
The response to bethanechol of antral circular muscle strips
and dispersed smooth muscle cells from PTX-pretreated and
control rats was compared (see Methods).
Smooth muscle strips The contractile response to bethanechol
of the muscle strips from the PTX-pretreated animals was
significantly lower than that of the muscle strip from the nontreated control rats at all concentrations, 10-6 to 10-4 mol/L
(Figure 3, P 0.01).
10.0
Tension (g/mm2)
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Figure 3 Effect of PTX on antrum circular smooth muscle
strips contraction to bethanechol (10-4 mol/L to 10-6 mol/L).
PTX significantly inhibited the contractile activity of the smooth
muscle (P 0.01; paired t-test) compared to control rats. Each
point represents mean±SE, n = 7; dotted bars represent control
animals; solid bars-PTX-pretreated animals.

The inhibiting effect of PTX on the contraction implied that
cholinergic agonist was activating a PTX-sensitive pathway.
A low level of residual contractile activity was observed in
the contraction of PTX-treated muscle strips suggesting either
that there was a small PTX-insensitive fraction involved, or
that the dose of PTX used was insufficient to completely inhibit
PTX-sensitive pathways.
Dispersed antral smooth muscle cells When dispersed myocytes
from PTX-treated rats and controls were compared, cells from
PTX-pretreated rats showed significantly less contraction to
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bethanechol than the cells isolated from the rats non-treated with
PTX, at both bethanechol concentrations, 10-8 and 10-7 mol/L
(Figure 4, P 0.005). The inhibiting effect of PTX on the
dispersed myocytes contraction, confirmed the smooth muscle
strip data and suggested that the cholinergic agonist involved
an occupation of specific muscarinic receptors coupled to PTXsensitive mediated pathway.
150

P<0.005

3295

Methocramine-M2 muscarinic receptor antagonist was used
at the concentration range between 3×10-5 and 10-8 mol/L.
Methocramine caused a significant inhibition of the of the
contractile muscle response to the (+)-cis-dioxolane (Figure 6).
Darifenacin was used at the concentration range from 3×10-5
to 10-9 mol/L (Figure 7). Darifenacin caused a significant inhibition
of the contractile muscle response to the (+)-cis-dioxolane.
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Figure 4 Effect of PTX on dispersed antral circular smooth
muscle myocytes from PTX-pretreated rats contraction to
bethanechol (10-7 mol/L and 10-8 mol/L). Myocytes from PTXtreated rats contracted less than myocytes from control rats.
Each point represents mean±SE; of the percentage of the control cells diastolic length (no bethanechol). At least 50 myocytes
per point were calculated, P<0.005; n = 7 and 11. Dotted bars
represent control animals; solid bars PTX-pretreated animals.

Characterization of the type of muscarinic receptor subtypes
involved in contraction to cholinergic agonist To define
pharmacologically the muscarinic receptors involved in the
cholinergic contraction, specific muscarinic receptor antagonists
were used in the presence of tetrodotoxin (10-7 mol/L).
For this functional muscarinic receptor study we chose a
non-selective cholinergic agonist, (+)-cis-Dioxolane (see
Methods), instead of bethanechol, which has been reported to
selectively stimulate M3 receptor[45,46,49].
Pirenzepine, the M1 muscarinic receptor antagonist, was used
at the concentrations from 3×10-5 to 10-8 mol/L. Pirenzepine caused
a significant inhibition of the of the contractile muscle response
to the (+)-cis-dioxolane (Figure 5).
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Figure 5 Concentration-response curves for the contractile
effect of (+)-cis-Dioxolane alone and in combination with different concentrations of M1 antagonist, pirenzepine (10-8 mol/L
to 10-5 mol/L) on the rat antral circular smooth muscle strips.
Each point represents the mean±SE, n = 6, 6, 7 and 8 strips.
Cumulative concentration-effect curve was constructed for each
strip for (+)-cis-Dioxolane, (10-8 to 3×10-5 mol/L). After washing,
strips were equilibrated in either the absence (control) or presence of pirenzepine for 90 min. Subsequently, the second concentration-effect curve for (+)-cis-Dioxolane was constructed
for each strip. Pirenzepine caused a significant inhibition of the
contractile muscle response to (+)-cis-dioxolane.
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Figure 6 Concentration-response curves for the contractile
effect of (+)-cis-Dioxolane alone and in combination with different concentrations of M2 antagonist, methocramine (from
10-8 mol/L to 10-5 mol/L) on the rat antral circular smooth
muscle strips. Each point represents the mean±SE; n = 4, 9, 10
and 11 strips. First, cumulative concentration-effect curve was
constructed for each strip for (+)-cis-Dioxolane, (10-8 to 3×10-5
mol/L). After washing, tissues were equilibrated in either the
absence (control) or presence of methocramine for a 90 min.
Subsequently, the second concentration-effect curve for (+)cis-Dioxolane was constructed for each strip. Methocramine
caused a significant inhibition of the contractile muscle response
to (+)-cis-Dioxolane.
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Figure 7 Concentration-response curves for the contractile
effect of (+)-cis-Dioxolane alone and in combination with
different concentrations of M3 antagonist, darifenacin (from
10-10 mol/L to 10-6 mol/L) on the rat antral circular smooth
muscle strips. Each point represents the mean±SE; n = 4, 7, 11,
10 strips. First, cumulative concentration-effect curve was constructed for each strip for (+)-cis-Dioxolane, (10-8 to 3×10-5 mol/L).
After wash, tissues were equilibrated in either the absence
(control) or presence of darifenacin for a 90 min. Subsequently,
the second concentration-effect curve for (+)-cis-Dioxolane was
constructed for each strip. Darifenacin caused a significant inhibition of the contractile muscle response to (+)-cis-Dioxolane.

Comparison the muscarinic M1, M2 and M3 receptor antagonists
mediating the rat antral circular smooth muscle contraction
All three receptors (M1, M2 and M3) subtype antagonists inhibited
the antral circular muscle contraction to cholinergic agonist
(+)-cis-dioxolane. Darifenacin (M3) was most potent in inhibiting
rat antral smooth muscle cholinergic contraction. The doseresponse curves were shifted to the right by muscarinic
antagonists in the following order of affinity: darifenacin (M3)
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>methocramine (M2) >pirenzepine (M1). The EC50 for each
antagonist was as follows: darifenacin 7.9, methacramine 7.2
and pirenzepine 6.8 (Figure 8).
125

% of control

100
75

Darifenacin
Methocramine
Pirenzepine

50
25
0
-11 -10 -9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4
Log (+)-cis dioxolane (m)

Figure 8 Comparison of the inhibition of the contractile response to cis-Dioxolane by 3 muscarinic receptor antagonists:
M3- darifenacin, M2- methocramine, and M1- pirenzepine. The
M3 antagonist, darifenacin, was the most potent inhibitor of
the contraction induced by (+)-cis Dioxolane (10-6 mol/L). The
EC 50 values for each were: for darifenacin (M 3 ) -7.9; for
methocramine (M2) -7.2; and for pirenzepine (M1) -6.8.

DISCUSSION
It is well established that cholinergic agonists are of major
importance for the stimulation of antral smooth muscle contraction
and that their effect is mediated by muscarinic receptors. In
various smooth muscle cells, the action of cholinergic agonists
involved the occupation of specific receptors, activation of
receptor-coupled G-proteins and subsequent activation of the
second messenger systems, which would lead to the mobilization
of Ca2+ from intracellular storage pools[10]. Certain steps of the
signaling pathway (s) for the cholinergic contraction of antral
circular smooth muscle in rats are still not understood, for
example, the second messenger system or the functional
characteristics of the muscarinic receptor subtypes involved.
In our study the cholinergic rat antral circular muscle contraction
in vitro was sensitive to the depletion from the extracellular
Ca2+ that significantly diminished the cholinergic contraction.
This finding along with the inhibitory effect of nifedipine
indicated a dependence on extracellular Ca2+ influx via L-type
calcium channels[50].
It is still not clear whether cholinergic contractile pathways
of antral circular smooth muscle are mediated by PTX-sensitive
GTP-binding protein through an increased inflow of extracellular
calcium, or mediated via PTX-insensitive, inositol triphosphate
(IP3)-dependent pathway. The circular muscle of cat esophagus
and the lower esophageal sphincter (LES) were reported to be
linked to different pathways. LES circular muscle cholinergic
contraction was shown to be linked to the PTX-insensitive pathway,
whereas esophageal circular muscle cholinergic contraction has
been reported to be linked to the PTX-sensitive pathway[11-14].
In the present study, pretreatment with PTX significantly
inhibited the contractile response to bethanechol of the antral
smooth muscle strips in the organ bath and of the dissociated
myocytes.
More than one muscarinic receptor may be responsible for
cholinergically mediated contractility at a particular area[6,22,51-56].
A major role for M3 and a minor role for M2 receptors in cholinergicinduced smooth muscle contraction have been shown at the
tissue of various species and organs[57-59], but it is still not clear
how different receptors may interact to mediate a specific
function. For example, M2 receptor might serve as an inhibitory
presynaptic autoreceptor[60], or M2 receptor could act by gating
cation channels that were subsequently modulated by M3
receptors[61].
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The functional characteristics of muscarinic receptor subtypes
regulating antrum circular muscle cholinergic contraction have
not been previously reported. In our functional studies, cholinergic
contraction in response to cis-dioxolane in rat antral circular
muscles was mediated mostly through M3, less by M2, and the
least by M1 muscarinic receptor subtypes.
The involvement of PTX-sensitive GTP-binding proteins in
mediating the contractile response to muscarinic agonists has
been reported to be linked to muscarinic M2 receptor in many
studies, such as in cat esophageal circular muscle[11,12]. In contrast,
our experiments in rat antral circular muscles indicated that the
M3 muscarinic receptor was functionally prevalent, and yet,
PTX-sensitive pathways were shown to be activated in the
process of antral cholinergic contraction. A few published
reports were in agreement with our results[13,22,26].
Possible explanations of the reported differences include:
(1) Different experimental systems were used to compare the
homogenous suspension of smooth muscle cells was compared
with smooth muscle strips. (2) M3 and M2 receptors were expressed
together at the shared site of the signaling pathways[22,54,57,60,62].
(3) The cholinergic agonist (+/- cis-Dioxolane) was used in our
studies. Although, it has been reported to be non-selective[46,48,52],
+/- cis-Dioxolane might be more selective for M3 muscarinic
receptor than it was originally described[63]. (4) It has been
suggested that seven transmembrane spanning receptors
including muscarinic are promiscuous in that they could form
interactions with multiple G-proteins[64] or activate many different
transduction pathways at the same time[65]. (5) M2 receptor
might be masked by M3 receptor, thus detectable when M3
receptor was inhibited. Separating out these possibilities would
require more specific antagonists than the currently available.
In conclusion, the rat antral circular smooth muscle contracts
to cholinergic agonists (bethanechol chloride and (+)-cisDioxolane) in a dose-dependent fashion through activation of
muscarinic receptors at the smooth muscle. The contractile
responses to cholinergic agonists are dependent on the increase
in intracellular calcium induced by the influx of extracellular
calcium via L-type voltage gated calcium channels. Bethanechol
activates M3 and M2 muscarinic receptors coupled to pertussistoxin sensitive GTP-binding protein (s). The presence of a
residual contractile cholinergic response after 5 and 10 min in
calcium-free buffer, as well as a residual contractile response
after the treatment with nifedipine, suggests a role for an additional
pathway (s). M3 receptor is predominant out of three functionally
tested M1, M2, and M3 muscarinic receptors regulating cholinergic
contraction. The involvement of more than one muscarinic
receptor indicates more than one pathway (s) regulating the
cholinergic contraction of rat antrum circular smooth muscle.
The results of these studies have important clinical implications
for possible treatment of gastric dysfunction with muscarinic
subtype-selective agents.
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Abstract
AIM: To investigate coxsackievirus B3 infection and its gene
mutation in Keshan disease.
METHODS: The expression of Coxsackievirus B3 RNA was
detected in autopsy specimens of acute (12 cases), sub-acute
(27 cases) and chronic (15 cases) Keshan disease by in situ
hybridization. In sub-acute Keshan disease specimens, 3 cases
with positive result by in situ hybridization were selected
RT-PCR analysis. The DNA segments were then sequenced.
RESULTS: Coxsackievirus B3 RNA was detected in the
cytoplasm of myocardiocyte. The positive rate was 83% in
acute, 67% in sub-acute and 80% in chronic Keshan disease.
In the conservative region of Coxsackievirus B3 genome,
there was a mutation in 234 (C-T) compared to the noncardiovirulent strain, CVB3/0.
CONCLUSION: Coxsackievirus B3 RNA can survive and
replicate in heart muscle of Keshan disease, which may play
an important role in the occurrence of Keshan disease. The
possible mechanism of occurrence of Keshan disease is
associated with point a mutation in Coxsackievirus B3 genome.
Ren LQ, Li XJ, Li GS, Zhao ZT, Sun B, Sun F. Coxsackievirus B3
infection and its mutation in Keshan disease. World J
Gastroenterol 2004; 10(22): 3299-3302
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INTRODUCTION
Enteroviruses, particularly Coxsackie B viruses (CVB), are the
most common cause of human viral myocarditis and are associated
with dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM)[1-3]. In general, neonates
and children suffer more severe clinical syndromes due to CVB
infection, often severe or life threatening, because of inflammation
and necrosis of heart muscle[4]. Many diseases are considered
to have relationship with CVB3 infect, but the mechanism is still
not well understood. Although the immune response of the host
undoubtedly plays an important role in the pathogenesis of
viral heart disease[5], direct viral cytotoxicity has been found to
be crucial for organ pathology both during acute and persistent
heart muscle infection. Coxsackievirus B3 (CVB3), one of six CVB
serotypes, is a member of the genus enterovirus within the
family Picornaviridae and its structure is well understood[6,7].

Some studies suggest that the 5’NTR of enteroviruses maybe
play an important role in producing or sustaining the myocardial
virulence[8-14].
Keshan disease is endemic exclusively in selenium-deficient
rural areas of China, including 14 provinces and autonomous
regions[15]. Its clinical features are low body selenium content
and acute or chronic episodes of heart disorder characterized by
cardiogenic shock, arrhythmia, ECG changes (for example, right
branch block), and/or congestive heart failure, with an enlarged
heart. Four types of the disease are seen: acute, subacute, chronic,
and latent or compensated. The basic pathological change is
multifocal myocardial necrosis and fibrous replacement throughout
the myocardium, with various degrees of cellular infiltration
and calcification, depending upon the type of disease[16,17].
Research suggests that not a single but several more factors
may have a relationship with the occurrence of Keshan disease.
The reasons are often considered as global, biological chemical
factors (selenium deficiency), dietary nutritional factors (vitamin
E deficiency) and infection (virus, especially enteroviruses).
This hypothesis can explain both endemic and seasonal features
of Keshan disease. Recent studies have also demonstrated a
possible etiological role of enterovirus infection in a particular
form of heart muscle disease, selenium deficiency-related endemic
cardiomyopathy (Keshan disease), seen in China[18,19]. Presently,
patients of Keshan disease are rare and there is no ideal animal
model, research of viral etiology of Keshan disease is relatively
few. In this study, we detected all the four types of Keshan
disease using in situ hybridization and sequenced the 5’NTR
of CVB3 from subacute Keshan disease in order to investigate
the relationship between Keshan disease and CVB3 infection.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Case selected
All the samples were cardiac tissue isolated at post mortem and
fixed in formaldehyde and embedded in paraffin wax and preserved
in Institute of Keshan Disease, Jilin University from 1959-1985.
The samples included 12 acute patients (7 males, 5 females,
average age 16.3 years), 27 subacute patients (12 males, 15
females, average age 4.3 years) and 15 chronic patients (9 males,
6 females, average age 23.8 years). We used three non-Keshan
disease patients as controls, including two normal and one
perinatal period cardiomyopathy. The cultured human amniotic
cell containing a cardiovirulent strain of CVB3 served as positive
control and by RT-PCR.
In situ Hybridization
An obligonucleotide probe was purchased from Shanghai Sangon
Biological Engineering Company. This probe, labeled with biotin,
was designed to detect coxsackievirus B3, whose sequence
was 5’-GTC CGC AAT GGC GGG CGG TGG TGG TGT CTC-3’.
All slides were treated by APES solution (1:50 acetone) in
order to prevent the section slipping from the slide. The 5 µm
thick section was baked 3-4 h at 80 and overnight at 60 .
The paraffin wax was removed by immersing the slide in
xylene. The slides were then rehydrated, treated with 0.1 g/L
Triton X-100 for 2 min, digested with proteinase K (0.25 mg/mL)
in PBS for 5 min at room temperature, then sealed with histidine
(2 mg/mL) for 2 min, and then dehydrated in graded concentrated
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ethyl alcohol. The tissue sections were denatured on heating
block for 2 min at 80
and then cooled on ice immediately.
They were pre-hybridized for 3-4 h at 42 by covering them
with pre-hybridization liquid (6×SSC, 5×Denhardt, 5 g/L SDS,
100 µg/mL herring sperm DNA, 500 g/L deionized formamide)
in a wet chamber. After removal of the pre-hybridization liquid,
the sections were allowed to hybridize overnight under the
same conditions as described above.
Following the hybridization, the slides were rinsed twice
with 2×SSC containing 500 g/L deionized formamide, twice
with 2×SSC, treated with 1 g/L Triton X-100 for 2 min and washed
twice with buffer I (1 mol/L NaCl, 0.1 mol/L Tris, pH 7.5). Buffer
II (3 g bovine serum albumin dissolved in buffer I) was added
to each section and incubated for 1 h. After pouring off buffer II,
the SA-AP (streptavidin-alkaline phosphatase conjugation) was
added onto the tissue sections, and allowed to react in this mixture
for 20 min, rinsed with buffer I and then with buffer III (0.1 mol/L
NaCl, 0.1 mol/L Tris-Cl, 50 mmol/L MgCl2, pH 9.5). Finally, freshly
prepared developer solution (BCIP/NBT) was applied to the
slides and incubated for 30 min to 4 h. A brownish blue color
reaction was produced. Following routine dehydration, the sections
were cleared and mounted.
To assess the specificity of the hybridization signal, the
culture cell infected by CVB3 were alternatively hybridized with
the labeled obligonucleotide probe encoding CVB3 before and
after digestion by Rnase, and hybridization solution without
containing the labeled obligonucleotide probe encoding CVB3
was also used as negative control.

RT-PCR
Total RNA was extracted from paraffin-embedded heart tissue
of patients with Keshan disease according to the following
procedures. Several section slices (5-10 µm) were put into a 1.5 mL
Eppendorf tube in which approximately 1 mL xylene was added
in order to exclude paraffin. The xylene was changed every 2 h
and the last time it was kept overnight at room temperature.
After being centrifuged at 5 000 r/min for 5 min, the tissue was
washed with non-water ethanol and then baked at 55 . The
total RNA from the dried tissue was then extracted using Trizol
regent (GIBCO). Positive controls were the cultured human
amniotic cells containing CVB3. The RNA precipitate was
dissolved in 10 µL of diethyl pyrocarbonate-treated H2O.
The enterovirus specific primers used for RT-PCR and
sequencing of the 5’NTR were purchased from Sigma Genosys
Australia Pty. Ltd. The sequence of the primers was 3P: 5’-TCA
ATT GTC ACC ATA AGC AGC AGC CA-3’ and 5P: 5’-CGG TAC
CTT TGT GCC CCT GTT TT-3’.
RT was carried out following the manufacturer’s instructions.
A 2 µL of specific primer 3P and 1 µL of 10 mmol/L dNTPs were
mixed with 8 µL of RNA template. The mixture was immediately
put on ice after incubated at 65 for 5 min. Then the mixture of
4 µL of 5×first strand buffer, 1 µL of Rnase inhibitor, 1 µL Superscript
II Rnase H-free reverse transcriptase and 3 µL of diethyl
pyrocarbonate-treated H2O was added to the reaction tube,
followed by incubation at 42 for 5 min, and at 70 for 15 min
in order to inactivate the reverse transcriptase.
PCR was carried out with a 25 µL mixture containing 10 pmoL
deoxynucleotide triphosphates, 15 pmoL forward primer (5P),
15 pmoL reverse primer (3P), 1×reaction buffer (Dingguo
Biocompany), and 3 µL of the RT reaction product. The PCR
reaction mixture was pre-denatured at 95 for 2 min, and then
amplified through 30 cycles, each cycle consisting of denaturation
at 95 for 45 s, annealing at 55 for 45 s, and extension at 72
for 45 s. Finally, an additional extension was carried out at 72
for 10 min. A negative control containing 22 µL of the reaction
mixture plus 3 µL of autoclaved H2O and a positive control
containing 22 µL of the reaction mixture plus 3 µL of the RT reaction
product from cells infected with the virulent laboratory strain
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of CVB3 were included in each set of PCR.
The amplification products of PCR were analyzed on 17 g/L
agarose gel by electrophoresis and stained with ethidium
bromide. To assess the specificity of RT-PCR, the extracted
total RNA were digested by Rnase then used for PCR as
template. The distilled water was also used as template in PCR
reaction as negative control.

DNA sequencing
The sequencing reaction cycle was carried out using 4 µL of
DNA polymerase FS-terminator mix (PE-ABI), 3.2 mmol/L primer,
and 5 ng of PCR product per 100 bp length of template DNA
with the volume made up to 10 µL with H2O. Reactions were run
for 25 cycles as follows: 96 for 30 s, 50 for 15 s, and 60
for 4 min. DNA was precipitated, dissolved in loading buffer
(167 g/L formamide, 733 g/L dextran), and separated on 41 g/L
denaturing polyacrylamide gel on an ABI model 377 DNA
sequencer. This procedure was performed by Shanghai Sangon
Biological Engineering Company.
RESULTS
In situ Hybridization
According to the feature of positive signal of the culture cell,
the positive hybridization signals of the Coxsackievirus RNA
appeared as deep brownish blue mass or granules (Figure 1).
This criterion was applied to the tissue sample. In longitudinal
sections, they were seen to adhere to myofibrils in one or several
strings of beads (Figure 2A). They varied in size and, in cross
section, were usually localized in the sarcoplasm in proximity
to myocyte nuclei, but no signals were found in the nuclei
themselves. The color of signal was the darkest in the myocardium
of papillary muscles, trabeculae carneae and subendocardial
muscle. It was lighter and less intense in the cells of the outer
layers than those in the middle layers of ventricular walls. The
myocardial cells surviving in fresh lesions and surrounding
old necrotic foci often showed the hybridization signal. No
signal was found in necrotic foci, and there were slight differences
in the distribution and manifestation of positive hybrid signals
in several types of Keshan disease. In most acute and subacute
A

B

Figure 1 Positive signal in cultured cell A: the positive hybridization signals of the Coxsackievirus RNA appeared as deep
brownish blue mass or granules (arrow) B: control, only hybridization solution was applied.
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Figure 3 Agarose gel electrophoresis results Lanes 1, 2, 3:
negative control; Lanes 4-6: subacute Keshan disease; Lanes 7:
positive control; Lane 8: DL-2000 DNA Marker. A 541 bp DNA
segment can be seen in lanes 4-7.
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Sequence analysis
The DNA segments from RT-PCR were sequenced and compared
to the non-cardiovirulent control, CVB3/0, and the cardiovirulent
strain, CVB3/Nancy and CVB3/20. We found that the sequence of the
amplified segment had one nucleotide different compared to
that of CVB3/0. The 234th nucleotide in the genome of CVB3/0
was C while ours was T. But the sequence of our segment was
similar that of CVB3/Nancy, CVB3/20 and the positive control (Figure 4).
Figure 2 Positive signal of in situ hybridization in subacute
myocardial tissue A: Feature positive signal of in situ hybridization with cardiac tissue is seen as deep brownish blue and
seems to adhere onto myofibril, linked together in one or several strings of beads, when observed longitudinally (×400). B:
The granules of positive signal were thick and with clear border in varying size and localized in the sarcoplasm.

cases, the signal appeared predominantly in the myocyte
surrounding foci and surviving in fresh foci as well as cells
beneath the endocardium and of papillary muscles. The
hybridization-positive granules were thick, and had clear border.
The sarcoplasm appeared dark, and sometimes, homogeneously
blue (Figure 2B). In most of the chronic cases, the granules
were usually distributed in all parts of the myocardium, and
were small and without clear borders, like dirt. The detection
rate in subacute specimens was the highest, and the rate in
acute specimens was higher than that in chronic specimens,
but there were no significant differences among the three types
of Keshan disease.
The positive rate of hybridization in the three type of Keshan
disease was 83% (10/12) in acute, 67% (18/27) in sub-acute and
80% (12/15) in chronic Keshan disease. No positive signals
were found in any negative controls.
Results of 3 myocardial control specimens investigated with
in situ hybridization were negative.

RT-PCR
RT-PCR revealed that the RNA extracted from the myocardial
tissue with positive control of in situ hybridization amplified
a DNA fragment about 541 bp, while the three negative controls
did not amplify (Figure 3). The RNA extracted from cultured
cell infected by CVB3 were also amplified the DNA fragment
about 541 bp.
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DISCUSSION
Keshan disease has been studied for over 60 years in China.
One of the key issues is the complex etiology of this endemic
disease, with a focus on environmental nutritional factors and
infectious agents. Selenium deficiency in the food chain has been
recognized as a major but not exclusive environmental-nutritional
factor, and increasing evidence supports an etiological role of
enteroviruses in Keshan disease. Recently, Peng et al.[20]
determined the sequences of the 5’NTR and the 3’ end of the VP1
coding region from six enteroviruses isolate from cases of Keshan
disease or outbreak myocarditis. From their results, they drew a
conclusion that the sequence data confirm that coxsackievirus
group B serotypes are predominant in the region where Keshan
disease is endemic, and may be the etiological factors in outbreaks
of myocarditis, and VP1 genotyping of enteroviruses is accurate
and reliable. Animal experiments indicate that isolates may differ in
pathogenicity. Virus infection combined with selenium deficiency
in environments and vitamin E deficiency in dietary can illustrate
both endemic and seasonal features of Keshan disease. The
hypothesis of virus infection was accepted once it appeared, but
the methods used in virology limited the development of a virus
infection hypothesis of Keshan disease. The rapid development
in molecular biology brings vitality to virology.
In situ hybridization is a method to detect the nucleic acids
in a tissue or cell using a labeled obligonucleotide chain as probe.
This technique has already been widely used in biology and
medicine because of its high specificity, sensitivity and location
precision. Using a cloned cDNA probe obtained from CVB4
infected cells and labeled by biotin-11-dUTP, Easton et al.[21]
found that 46% (6/13) patients who had been diagnosed
coxsackievirus myocarditis can be found enterovirus infection
in their myocardial tissue. Archard et al.[22] examined enteroviruses
200
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Figure 4 Sequence of segment of RT-PCR Compared to the nonvirulent strain of CVB 3/0, there was one nucleotide different
(arrow). The nonvirulent strain of CVB3/0 was C while ours was T.
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infection in human myocardial tissue using an enterovirus
specific probe, and found that the rate of enterovirus infection
was 45% (21/47) in myocarditis patients and 43% (35/82) in
cured myocarditis and DMC patients. In our research, the
specific obligonucleotide probe of CVB3 was labeled by biotin
on 5’ end, and the specimen was paraffin-embedded myocardial
tissue from autopsy patients of Keshan disease. The object
was to detect the coxsackievirus B3 RNA by in situ hybridization.
Among the three types of Keshan disease patients, we found the
positive rate was 83%, 67%, and 80% in acute, sub-acute and
chronic Keshan disease patients, respectively. Our results provide
a new support to the hypothesis that enterovirus, especially CVB3,
might play an important role in pathogenesis of Keshan disease.
Moreover, the area, range and the distribution of the positive
signal of CVB3 were associated with the development of Keshan
disease. The positive signals in acute and sub-acute Keshan
disease were located in the surviving myocardiocyte in or around
the necrosis foci while they were dispersed in almost all the
myocardiocyte in chronic Keshan disease. The results of in situ
hybridization suggested that enterovirus could lead to heart muscle
lesion when they involved in the myocardial tissue, and they can
dispersed to the normal heart muscle with increase of time.
Though there was a high enterovirus infection rate in
myocardial tissue of Keshan disease patients[23,24], it is well known
that the enterovirus could also be detected in many patients who
had no heart muscle lesion. The change of viral cardiovirulence
can undoubtedly play an important role. Some research has
demonstrated that under some conditions, such as selenium
deficiency, vitamin deficiency, the phenotype of enterovirus can
be changed, that is, a non-cardiovirulent strain can change into a
cardiovirulent strain, or the cardiovirulence can be increased in
these conditions[25-27]. Beck et al.[28] sequenced the mutated strain,
CVB3/0se-, which was extracted from the heart muscle of selenium
deficient mice, and found that there were six mutation points in
CVB3/0se- and compared to the two-cardiovirulent strains, CVB3/20,
CVB3/M1, all mutated points were turned into that of a cardiovirulent
strain. Can the same episodes also happen in Keshan disease
patients? In our research, we found an about 541 bp DNA segment
by RT-PCR. Compared to CVB3/0, a non-cardiovirulent strain, the
sequence of our segment had only one nucleotide different, which
was 234 T. But the segment had the same sequence as that of
CVB3/Nancy and CVB3/20, cardiovirulent strain. This result can
give us some indications that the mutation of virus genome might
play an important role in the pathogeny of Keshan disease. But
this needs to further investigation.
As we know that RNA is degraded easily, so its detection is
difficult, especially in paraffin-embedded tissue[29,30]. But the
paraffin-embedded myocardial tissue we select have been kept in
our institute for a long time (10-50 years), and are generally thought
not to be optimal for RNA research, but our results displayed that
results of both in situ hybridization and RT-PCR were satisfactory.
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Abstract
AIM: To investigate the effect of actin microfilament on
potassium current and hyposmotic membrane stretch-induced
increase of potassium current in gastric antral circular myocytes
of guinea pig.
METHODS: Whole-cell patch clamp technique was used
to record potassium current in isolated gastric myocyes.
RESULTS: When the membrane potential was clamped at
-60 mV, an actin microfilament disruptor, cytochanlasin-B
(Cyt-B, 20 µmol/L in pipette) increased calcium-activated
potassium current (IK(Ca)) and delayed rectifier potassium
current (I K ( V ) ) to 138.4 ±14.3% and 142.1±13.1%
respectively at +60 mV. In the same condition, an actin
microfilament stabilizer phalloidin(20 µmol/L in pipette)
inhibited IK(Ca) and IK(V) to 74.2±7.1% and 75.4±9.9%
respectively. At the holding potential of -60 mV, hyposmotic
membrane stretch increased IK(Ca) and IK(V) by 50.6±9.7%
and 24.9±3.3% at +60 mV respectively. In the presence of
cytochalasin-B and phalloidin (20 µmol/L, in the pipette)
condition, hyposmotic membrane stretch also increased IK(Ca)
by 44.5±7.9% and 55.7±9.8% at +60 mV respectively. In the
same condition, cytochalasin-B and phalloidin also increased
IK(V) by 23.0±5.5% and 30.3±4.5% respectively. However,
Cyt-B and phalloidin did not affect the amplitude of hyposmotic
membrane stretch-induced increase of IK(Ca) and IK(V).
CONCLUSION: Actin microfilaments regulate the activities
of potassium channels, but they are not involved in the
process of hyposmotic membrane stretch-induced increase
of potassium currents in gastric antral circular myocytes of
guinea pig.
Li XL, Zheng HF, Jin ZY, Yang M, Li ZL, Xu WX. Effect of actin
microfilament on potassium current in guinea pig gastric
myocytes. World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(22): 3303-3307
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INTRODUCTION
Cytoskeleton is an intracellular superstructure that consists of
microfilaments of actin and associated proteins, microtubules,

and intermediate filaments. Actin microfilaments of the
cytoskeleton form a complex network, providing the structural
basis for simultaneous interactions between multiple cellular
structures. It is well established that many ion channels and
transporters are anchored in the membrane by either direct or
indirect association with the cytoskeleton. In addition, there is
growing evidence that altering the integrity of cytoskeletal
elements, in particular actin microfilaments, could modulate the
activity of a variety of ion channels[1] and receptors[2]. Many
previous studies have demonstrated that actin microfilament
could mediate different types of potassium channels of a variety
of cells such as those in rat collecting duct[3], smooth muscle
cell line DDT1 MF-2[4], cardiac myocytes of guinea pig[5], human
meningioma cells[6], rat hippocampal CA1 pyramidal neurons[7],
rat ventricular myocytes [8] and xenopus oocytes [9]. Wang
et al. [10] reported that neither the microfilaments nor the
microtubules were involved in the enhancement of IK(V) induced
by cell distension in ventricular muscle cells of guinea pig.
However, Ribeiro et al.[11] showed that microtubule was involved
in the cell volume-induced changes in K+ transport across the
rat colon epithelial cells. Our previous study demonstrated that
main outward current was carried by calcium-activated potassium
channel and delayed rectifier potassium channel in gastric antral
circular myocytes of guinea pig and hyposmotic cell swelling
enhanced the activity of that two kinds of potassium channel[12,13].
In order to investigate the mechanism of hyposmotic membrane
stretch-induced increase of potassium current, in the present study,
the effect of actin microfilament on potassium currents was
observed and the possibility whether acin microfilament was
involved in the process of hyposmotic membrane stretch-induced
increase of potassium currents was examined.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Single cell preparation and electrophysiological recording
Fresh, single smooth muscle cells (SMCs) were isolated
enzymatically from the circular layer of guinea pig antrum as
previously described[14]. Isolated SMCs were stored at 4 KBS
until the time of use. All experiments were performed within 12 h
after cell dispersion. The isolated cells were transferred to a
small chamber (0.1 mL) on the stage of an inverted microscope
(IX-70 Olympus, Japan) for 10-15 min to settle down. Solution
was perfused at a speed of 0.9-1.0 mL/min through the chamber
by gravity from the 8-channel perfusion system (L/M-sps-8;
list electronics, Germany). Glass pipette with a resistance of
3-5 M was used to make a giga seal of 5-10 G the wholecell currents were recorded with an Axopatch 1-D patch-clamp
amplifier (Axon Instrument, USA).
Drugs and solution
Tyrode solution containing (mmol /L) NaCl 147, KCl 4, MgCl2.
6H2O 1.05, CaCl2. 2H2O 0.42, Na2PO4. 2H2O 1.81, and 5.5 mmol/L
glucose was used. Ca2+-free PSS containing (mmol/L) NaCl 134.8,
KCl 4.5, glucose 5, and N-[2-hydroxyethyl] piperazine- N-[2ethanesulphonic acid] (HEPES) 10 was adjusted to pH 7.4 with
Tris [hydroxymethyl] aminomethane (TRIZMA). Modified K-B
solution containing (mmol/L) L-glutamate 50, KCl 50, taurine
20, KH2PO4 20, MgCl2 . 6H2O 3, glucose 10, HEPES 10 and egtazic
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Effect of Cyt-B and phalloidin on IK(V)
Under the whole cell configuration, the membrane potential
was clamped at -60 mV, IK(V) was elicited by step voltage
command pulse from -40 mV to +80 mV for 440 ms with a 20 mV
increment at 10 s intervals. Cyt-B (20 µmol/L in pipette) markedly
increased IK(V) to 142.1±13.1% at +60 mV (n = 12, Figures 3B,
C). In the same condition, phalloidin (20 µmol/L in pipette)
inhibited IK(V) to 75.4±9.9% at +60 mV (n = 12, Figures 4B, C).
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RESULTS
Effect of Cyt-B and phalloidin on IK(Ca)
Under the whole cell configuration, the membrane potential was
clamped at -60 mV, IK(ca) was elicited by step voltage command
pulse from -40 mV to +100 mV for 440 ms with a 20 mV increment
at 10 s intervals. An actin microfilament disruptor, Cyt-B
(20 µmol/L in pipette) markedly increased IK(Ca) to 138.4±14.3%
at +60 mV (n = 15, Figures 1B, C). In the same condition, an
actin microfilament stabilizer, phalloidin (20 µmol/L in pipette)
inhibited IK(Ca) to 74.2±7.1% at +60 mV (n = 15, Figures 2B, C).

Data analysis
All data were expressed as mean±SD. Statistical significance
was evaluated by a t-test. Differences were considered to be
B

Volume 10

significant when P value was less than 0.05.

acid 0.5 was adjusted to pH 7.40 with KOH. Isosmotic solution
(290 mOsmol/L) containing (mmol/L) NaCl 80, KCl 4.5, HEPES
10, MgCl2.6H2O 1, CaCl2.2H2O 2, Glucose 5, Sucrose 110, was
adjusted to pH 7.4 with Tris. Hypoosmotic solution (200
mOsmol/L) contained (in mmol/L) sucrose 30, and other
ingredients was the same as the isosmotic solution. Pipette
solution recording IK(ca) contained (mmol/L) potassium-aspartic
acid 110, Mg-ATP 5, HEPES 5, MgCl2.6H2O 1.0, KCl 20, egtazic
acid 0.1, di-tris-creatine phoshate 2.5, disodium-creatine
phosphate 2.5 and its pH was adjusted to 7.3 with KOH. Pipette
solution recording IK(V) contained (mmol/L) EGTA 10, and other
ingredients was the same as the pipette solution recording IK(ca).
Cytochalasin-B was dissolved in dimethyl sulphoxide (DMSO,
20 mmol/L) and phalloidin was dissolved in alcohol (1 mmol/L).
The same amount of DMSO or alcohol as the final experimental
solution was added to the pipette solution. All the chemicals in
this experiment were purchased from Sigma (USA).
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Figure 1 Effect of Cyt-B on IK(Ca). A: Representative current trace of IK(Ca). B: I/V relationship of IK(Ca). C: Cyt-B enhanced IK(Ca). In
isosmotic condition. (n = 15, aP<0.05, bP<0.01 vs control).
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Figure 2 Effect of phalloidin on IK(Ca). A: Representative current trace of IK(Ca). B: I/V relationship of IK(Ca). C: Phalloidin inhibited IK(Ca)
in isosmotic condition. (n = 15, aP<0.05, bP<0.01 vs control).
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Effect of hyposmotic membrane stretch on IK(Ca) and IK(V)
Using the same pulse protocol, the effect of hyposmotic membrane
stretch on IK(Ca) and IK(V) was observed. When the cells were
superfused with hyposmotic solution (200 mOsmol/L), step
command pulse-induced IK(Ca) increased from 0mV (Figure 5B)
and the increasing amplitude was 50.6±9.7% at +60 mV (n = 15,
Figure 5C). In the same condition, hyposmotic superfusing
increased step command pulse-induced IK(V) from +40 mV
(Figure 6B) and the increasing amplitude was 24.9±3.3% at
+60 mV (n = 12, Figure 6C).
Effect of Cyt-B and phalloidin on hyposmotic membrane stretchinduced increase of IK(Ca)
To determine the possibility of actin microfilament involved in
hyposmotic membrane stretch-induced increase of IK(Ca), the
effects of Cyt-B and phalloidin on IK(Ca) in which cells were
perfused with isosmotic and hypoosmotic solutions were
observed respectively. Hyposmotic membrane stretch increased
IK(Ca) from 0 mV (Figure 7A) and the increasing amplitude was
50.6±9.7% at 60 mV in the control group (n = 15, Figures 7A, 8D).
In the presence of Cyt-B and phalloidin (20 µmol/L in pipette)
hyposmotic membrane stretch also increased IK(Ca) by 44.5±7.9%
(n = 15, Figures 7B, D) and 55.7±9.8% (n = 15, Figures 7C, D) at
+60 mV respectively. There was no significant difference between
control group and Cyt-B group or phalloidin group.
Effect of Cyt-B and phalloidin on hyposmotic membrane stretchinduced increase of IK(V)
Hyposmotic membrane stretch increased IK(V) by 24.9±3.3% at
+60 mV in the control group (n = 12, Figures 8A, D). In the presence
of Cyt-B and phalloidin (20 µmol/L in pipette) hyposmotic
membrane stretch also increased IK(V) by 22.9±5.5% (n = 12,
Figures 8B, D) and 30.3±4.5% (n = 12, Figures 8C, D) at +60 mV
respectively. There was no significant difference between
control group and Cyt-B group or phalloidin group.
DISCUSSION
Cytoskeleton is an intracellular superstructure that consists of

microfilaments of actin and associated proteins, microtubules,
and intermediate filaments. Actin microfilament, in particular,
are involved in structural support and a functional role in cell
motility[15]. Recent evidence indicated, however, actin-based
cytosleleton was involved in the control of ion channel activity
across the plasma membranes of different cell types. For example,
actin microfilaments were implicated in the regulation of soldium
channels in human jejunal circular smooth muscle cells[16] and
ATP-sensitive potassium channel in ventricular myocytes[5, 17].
Actin microfilaments could also regulate voltage-dependent
channels, for example, actin microfilaments could mediate
voltage-dependent epithelial soldium channels in neuron cells[18].
It was proposed that cell surface proteins and extra cellular
matrix were linked to the cytoskeleton by transmembrane proteins
and modulate ion channels and enzymes by mechanical
deformation under physiological conditions. In the present
study, we observed that an actin microfilament disruptor,
Cyt-B increased IK(Ca) and IK(V) significantly (Figures 1B, C,
Figures 3B, C). However, an actin microfilament stabilizer,
phalloidin inhibited IK(Ca) and IK(V) markedly (Figures 2B, C,
Figures 4B, C) in gastric myocytes. These results suggested
that when actin microfilaments were disrupted, IK(Ca) or IK(V)
could be activated; while, when actin microfilaments were
stabilized, IK(Ca) or IK(V) could be inhibited in gastric myocytes.
Many previous studies also supported our experiment. For
example, Cyt-D activated calcium-activated potassium channel
in human meningioma cells[6], Cyt-B activated K (ATP) channels
in cardiac[5].
Stretch is a physiological stimulation in gut smooth mucles.
There are two kinds of potassium current, calcium-activated
potassium current and delayed rectifier potassium current. In
the present study, the two kinds of potassium current were
activated by hyposmotic swelling in gastric antral smooth
muscle cells of guinea pigs (Figures 5-6). In order to investigate
the mechanism of hyposmotic membrane stretch-induced
increase of IK(Ca) and IK(V), the relationship between potassium
channel activity and actin microfilaments was observed. When
actin microfilaments were disrupted by Cyt-B or stabilized by
phalloidin, hyposmotic membrane stretch-induced increase of
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IK(Ca) and IK(V) was not affected (Figures 7-8). These results
indicated that actin microfilaments were not involved in the
increase of potassium current induced by hyposmotic cell
swelling in gastric circular myocytes of guinea pig. Previous
studies supported our results. For example, Wang et al. [10]
observed that neither the microfilaments nor the microtubules
were involved in the enhancement of IK(V) induced by cell
distension in ventricular myocytes of guinea pig. We also
observed that unsaturated fatty acids, exogenous and
endogenous, were involved in the increase of calcium-activated
potassium current induced by hyposmotic membrane stretch
(data not shown). So that hyposmotic membrane stretchinduced increase of potassium currents may be related to
unsaturated fatty acids in cell membranes.
Our previous study demonstrated that actin microfilaments
played an important role in the modulation of membrane stretchinduced calcium influx and hyposmotic membrane stretchinduced increase of muscarinic current in guinea-pig gastric
myocytes[19,20]. It is obvious that cytoskeleton plays a different
role in different types of cells and different kinds of ion channels.
In gastric smooth muscle actin microfilaments may be involved
in the process of hyposmotic membrane stretch-induced
depolarization of membrane potential. However, actin
microfilaments would not be involved in the process of cell
swelling-induced hyperpolarization of membrane potential.
In summary, actin microfilaments regulate potassium channel
activities in normal condition. However, actin microfilaments
are not involved in hyposmotic cell swelling-induced increase
of potassium currents.
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Abstract
AIM: To explore the feasibility of direct separation, selective
proliferation and differentiation of the bone marrow-derived
liver stem cells (BDLSC) from bone marrow cells with a culture
system containing cholestatic serum in vitro.
METHODS: Whole bone marrow cells of rats cultured in
routine medium were replaced with conditioning selection
media containing 20 mL/L, 50 mL/L, 70 mL/L, and 100 mL/L
cholestatic sera, respectively, after they attached to the plates.
The optimal concentration of cholestatic serum was determined
according to the outcome of the selected cultures. Then the
selected BDLSC were induced to proliferate and differentiate
with the addition of hepatocyte growth factor (HGF). The
morphology and phenotypic markers of BDLSC were
characterized using immunohistochemistry, RT-PCR and
electron microscopy. The metabolic functions of differentiated
cells were also determined by glycogen staining and urea assay.
RESULTS: Bone marrow cells formed fibroblast-like but not
hepatocyte-like colonies in the presence of 20 mL/L cholestatic
serum. In 70 mL/L cholestatic serum, BDLSC colonies could
be selected but could not maintain good growth status. In
100 mL/L cholestatic serum, all of the bone marrow cells
were unable to survive. A 50 mL/L cholestatic serum was the
optimal concentration for the selection of BDLSC at which
BDLSC could survive while the other populations of the bone
marrow cells could not. The selected BDLSC proliferated
and differentiated after HGF was added. Hepatocyte-like
colony-forming units (H-CFU) then were formed. H-CFU
expressed markers of embryonic hepatocytes (AFP, albumin
and cytokeratin 8/18), biliary cells (cytokeratin 19), hepatocyte
functional proteins (transthyretin and cytochrome P450-2b1),
and hepatocyte nuclear factors (HNF-1α and HNF-3β). They

also had glycogen storage and urea synthesis functions,
two of the critical features of hepatocytes.
CONCLUSION: The selected medium containing cholestatic
serum can select BDLSC from whole bone marrow cells. It
will be a new way to provide a readily available alternate
source of cells for clinical hepatocyte therapy.
Cai YF, Zhen ZJ, Min J, Fang TL, Chu ZH, Chen JS. Selection,
proliferation and differentiation of bone marrow-derived liver
stem cells with a culture system containing cholestatic serum
in vitro. World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(22): 3308-3312
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INTRODUCTION
Several recent reports have highlighted the broad developmental
potential of bone marrow-derived stem cells and the term “stem
cell plasticity” has been coined [1]. Bone marrow-derived stem
cells have been reported to produce not only all of the blood
lineages, but also skeletal muscle[2,3], neurons[4,5], cardiac
muscle[6,7], pulmonary epithelium[8], and liver epithelium[9]. The
transdifferention of bone marrow-derived cells into hepatic cells
was described in rats[9], mice[10] and humans[11,12]. This has brought
a new hope for cell therapy using autologous bone marrow cells
which have few ethical problems and applied to severe liver
disease[13]. However, bone marrow contains hematopoietic[14,15],
mesenchymal stem cells[16,17] and multipotent adult progenitor
cells[18]. The characteristic surface markers of these specific bone
marrow-derived liver stem cells (BDLSC) are still obscure. It is
difficult to identify and sort these particular cells by immunological
methods, such as fluorescent activated cell sorting (FACS)[14]
and magnetic activated cell sorting (MACS)[19]. Although various
bone marrow stem cells were found to proliferate injured liver
cells, previous attempts at isolation of liver stem cells resulted
in a mixture of hemotopoietic cells and potential hepatocyte
progenitors because they all shared common cell surface receptors
and antigens, including hematopoietic stem cell markers CD34,
Thy-1, c-Kit, and flt-3[20-22]. It is necessary to find a new way to
isolate and purify BDLSC. According to the principle that cells
in culture can survive only when they accommodate to the existing
environment, we assumed to develop a culture system that can
select BDLSC from whole bone marrow cells directly. Within
such a system, only BDLSC can survive while the other bone
marrow cells cannot. This particular culture system must contain
factors that can activate the proliferation of liver stem cells and
ingredients inhibiting the growth of other cells. Studies of the
relative mechanisms of liver regeneration and liver stem cells
corresponding to liver injury[23-26] indicated that the pathological
serum after severe liver injury might provide the above conditions.
We developed the culture system using cholestatic serum
obtained after ligation of common bile duct to induce liver
lesions, to select and proliferate BDLSC from whole bone marrow
cells in vitro. We named this medium system as “pathological
microenvironment” selecting medium.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Preparation of conditional selection medium
Preparation of cholestatic serum Sprague-Dawley (SD) rats
weighing 200-250 g were performed common bile duct ligation
and transection under general (ether) anesthesia to induce
cholestasis. After 10 d, whole blood of each rat was collected
and serum was separated. The serum was then subjected to liver
function test, and inactivated and asepticized for culture use.
Ingredients of conditional selection medium Twenty mL/L,
50 mL/L, 70 mL/L, and 100 mL/L cholestatic serum were added
into DMEM (Gibco) containing 20 mmol/L HEPES (Sigma),
10-7 mol/L dexamethasone (Sigma), and antibiotics to act as the
conditional selection medium.
Selection, proliferation and differentiation of BDLSC
Culture of whole bone marrow cells Rat bone marrow cells
were obtained by flushing femurs. The femurs were accessed
through laparotomy to avoid contamination and to increase
the cell yield. Bone marrow cells were suspended in DMEM
and plated at the density of 1×109 cells/L onto culture dishes.
DMEM enriched with 100 mL/L fetal bovine serum (FBS,
Hyclone), 20 mmol/L HEPES, 10-7 mol/L dexamethasone, and
antibiotics was used. Dishes were placed in a humidified incubator
containing 50 mL/L CO2-950 mL/L O2 at 37 .
Selection, proliferation and differentiation of liver stem cells
Three days after the culture, the medium and suspended cells
were discarded and replaced by conditional selection medium
with various concentrations of cholestatic serum. Cells cultured
in medium containing FBS were used as control. After 4 d, the
media were enriched with 25 µg/L hepatocyte growth factor
(HGF, Peprotech EC). Medium was replaced every 3 d and the
cultures were maintained for about 2 wk.
Morphological and phenotypic markers of differentiated cells
Immunohistochemistry Bone marrow cells were cultured and
selected with the conditional selection medium on 6-well dishes
with cover glasses. Twelve days after replacement of the conditional
selection medium, cover glasses and the above differentiated
BDLSC were taken out and fixed with 40 g/L paraformaldehyde
(Sigma) for 30 min at room temperature. The primary antibodies were
goat anti-rat albumin, alpha-fetoprotein (AFP), and cytokeratin
-8/18 (CK8/18) polyclonal antibodies. The slides were incubated
with various primary antibodies at room temperature for 2 h in
a humidified chamber. Blocking serum and biotinylated
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secondary antibody were matched with the primary antibody.
Immunoperoxidase was stained and counterstained with DAB
and Gill-I hematoxylin.
Electron microscopy Culture dishes were washed with PBS
(pH 7.4), and fixed in cold 25 g/L glutaraldehyde in 0.1 mol/L
sodium cacodylate buffer (pH 7.4) for 48 h. After fixation, cells
were curetted and centrifuged to form aggregates. After postfixed
in 10 g/L osmium tetroxide in 0.1 mol/L sodium cacodylate (pH7.4),
cells were dehydrated in graded alcohols and embedded in low
viscosity epoxy resin. Ultrathin sections were stained with uranyl
acetate and lead citrate and viewed under electron microscope.
Total RNA isolation and reverse transcriptase-polymerase
chain reaction (RT-PCR) Total RNA was extracted from 1×106
differentiated cells by using Trizol (Promega). cDNA was prepared
from 2 µg of total RNA in a buffer containing MMLV reverse
transcriptase (Promega) and 0.5 µg random primer (Takara).
The RNA was incubated at 70 for 5 min, at 37 for 1 h, and
at 95 for 5 min. Samples of cDNA corresponding to the input
RNA were amplified in PCR reaction buffers containing primers
and LA Taq DNA polymerase (Takara). Primers used for
amplification were hepatocyte nuclear factor-1α (HNF-1α),
hepatocyte nuclear factor-3β (HNF-3β), CK18, CK19, albumin,
AFP, transthyretin (TTR), and cytochrome P450-2b1 (CYP2b1).
The sequences are listed in Table 1. After initial denaturation
(at 94 for 5 min), 30 cycles of PCR were performed (at 94
for 30 s, annealing at the optimal temperature for each pair of
primers for 30 s, at 72 for 30 s), and extension at 72 for
7 min. Amplified products were subjected to electrophoresis in
20 g/L agarose gels and stained with ethidium bromide. All the
procedures were performed according to the manufacturer’s
instructions.

Function tests of differentiated cells
Periodic acid-Schiff staining for glycogen Differentiated cells
were fixed in 950 mL/L ethanol for 10min, rinsed in dH2O.
Afterwards, cells were oxidized in 10 g/L periodic acid for 15 min
and rinsed three times in dH2O, then treated with Schiff’s reagent
for 30 min and rinsed in dH2O for 10 min, stained with Mayer’s
hematoxylin for 1 min and rinsed in dH2O.
Urea assay Urea concentrations were determined by colorimetric
assay (640-A, Sigma). Differentiated cells were plated on 6-well
dishes. Each well contained 1×106 cells. Urea concentrations
were detected every day for 4 d according to the manufacture’s
instructions. Culture medium and blank tube were used as negative
controls.

Table 1 Sequence of primers and length of fragments
Gene

Primer

HNF-1α

S:5’-AGCTGCTCCTCCATCATCAGA-3’

Fragment (bp)
138

A:5’-TGTTCCAAGCATTAAGTTTTCTATTCTAA-3’
HNF-3β

S:5’-CCTACTCGTACATCTCGCTCATCA-3’

68

A:5’-CGCTCAGCGTCAGCATCTT-3’
CK-18

S:5’-GCCCTGGACTCCAGCAACT-3’

70

A:5’-ACTTTGCCATCCACGACCTT-3’
CK-19

S:5’-ACCATGCAGAACCTGAACGAT-3’

83

A:5’-CACCTCCAGCTCGCCATTAG-3’
Albumin

S:5’-CTGGGAGTGTGCAGATATCAGAGT-3’

141

A:5’-GAGAAGGTCACCAAGTGCTGTAGT-3’
AFP

S:5’-GTCCTTTCTTCCTCCTGGAGAT-3’

145

A:5’-CTGTCACTGCTGATTTCTCTGG-3’
TTR

S:5’-CAGCAGTGGTGCTGTAGGAGTA-3’

152

A:5’-GGGTAGAACTGGACACCAAATC-3’
CYP2b1

S:5’-ACTTTCCTGGTGCCCACA-3’
A:5’-TCCTTCTCCATGCGCAGA-3’

157
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RESULTS
Preparation of the conditioning selection medium
Ten days after the ligation of common bile duct, TBIL of the
cholestatic rats was 107±48.2 µmol/L. The conditional selection
media containing 20 mL/L, 50 mL/L, 70 mL/L, and 10 mL/L cholestatic
sera had TBIL concentrations of 2.1 µmol/L, 5.3 µmol/L, 7.4 µmol/L
and 10.8 µmol/L accordingly.
Bone marrow cells cultured in different concentrations of
cholestatic serum
In routine culture condition, part of the bone marrow cells attached
to the plate in about 3 d, and then became elongated and
fibroblast-like, conforming to the mesodermal characteristics of
their origin. After replaced by the conditional selection medium
containing 20 mL/L cholestatic serum, the attached cells still
survived while the rapid growth was hindered. Seven days
after cultured in the medium, colonies were mainly composed of
fibroblast-like cells. Only a few colonies acquired hepatocytelike morphology, although HGF was added. In the presence of
50 mL/L cholestatic serum, a large number of the attached cells
exfoliated within 3 d, while many small colonies appeared
(Figure 1). These colonies were composed of small, undifferentiated
cells in the center, and epithelioid cells at the periphery. The
cells enriched with HGF proliferated rapidly. In 70 mL/L
cholestatic serum condition, most of the cells exfoliated, fewer
colonies appeared, and HGF could not stimulate their
proliferation. When the concentration increased to 100 mL/L,
all of the cells exfoliated and became apoptosis.
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medium cultures prompted us to analyze these cells for biochemical
evidence of hepatocytic differentiation. Immunohistochemistry
was performed in cells grew on the cover glasses for the existence
of albumin (Figure 4), AFP and CK8/18, the characteristic proteins
expressed during hepatocyte development. Immunoperoxidase
staining for these proteins revealed diffuse cytoplasmic staining
of hepatocte-like cells. In contrast, the fibroblast-like cells grew
in the routine cultures did not express these proteins. RT-PCR
further convinced the hepatocytic characteristics of differentiated
cells as the results showed that there were mRNA transcripts
of HNF-1α, HNF-3β, albumin, AFP, CK-18, CK-19, TTR, and
CYP2b1, all of which were hepatic specific (Figure 5).
A

B

Figure 2 Appearance of hepatocyte-like colony forming units
(H-CFU) 12 d after selection A: H-CFU, undifferentiated round
cells in the center, surrounded by polygonal hepatocyte-like
cells B: Regular arrangement of surrounding hepatocyte-like
cells similar to the cords of hepatocytes.
Figure 1 Cell colonies 3 d after selection. Polygonal surrounding
cells could be seen.

Morphological evidence of BDLSC differentiation
During the first 3 d many colonies appeared in conditional
selection culture containing 50 mL/L cholestatic serum. After
enriched with HGF, the colonies enlarged, and the cells proliferated
rapidly. Large hepatocyte-like colony-forming units (H-CFU)
came into being in about 12 d. The H-CFU were composed of
small, undifferentiated cells in the center, and large cells with regular
multilateral contours, low nuclear-to-cytoplasmic ratio, and
single round nuclei at the periphery. The differentiated cells formed
cords or trabeculae resembling the hepatocyte cords in hepatic
lobules (Figure 2). The largest colonies contained 1×106 cells
and could be observed macroscopically, whereas the small
colonies were about 30-50 cells. The central undifferentiated
cells could still form H-CFU when they were picked out and cultured
in the selection medium containing 50 mL/L cholestatic serum
and HGF in about 1 wk.
Ultrastructurally, the differentiated cells were rich in
endoplasmic reticulum and ribosomes and contained abundant
ellipsoid mitochondria (Figure 3), which were different to the control
cells. These ultrastructural features are typical of adult hepatocytes.
Phenotypic markers of differentiated cells
The identification of hepatocyte-like cells in 12-day-old selection

Figure 3 Ultrastructure of hepatocyte-like cells. 9 000×.

Figure 4 Positive staining of albumin immunohistochemistry 12 d after selection. ABC staining 200×.
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Figure 5 RT-PCR results M: marker, 1: AFP, 2: CK-18, 3:
CYP2b1, 4: HNF-3β, 5: Albumin, 6: TTR, 7: CK-19, 8: HNF-1α.

Function tests of differentiated cells
We analyzed the levels of glycogen storage by periodic acidSchiff (PAS) staining. Glycogen storage was seen as accumulation
of magenta staining in the cytoplasms of hepatocyte-like
differentiated cells (Figure 6). The control cells did not show similar
staining. Urea production and secretion by hepatocyte-like cells
were measured at various time points after the differentiated
morphology appeared. Bone marrow cells and fibroblast-like
cells did not produce urea. Urea assay revealed that urea
concentration in the medium increased in a time-dependent
manner (Figure 7).
A

B

Figure 6 PAS staining of hepatocyte-like differentiated cells.
The cells were positive in the cytoplasm (A) 200×, (B) 400×.

Urea (µg/106 cells)
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4

Figure 7 Urea synthetic function of bone marrow-derived liver
stem cells (mean±SD, n = 4).
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DISCUSSION
Since the results of cross-sex and cross-strain bone marrow
and whole liver transplantation experiments indicated that the
bone marrow might be a source of hepatocyte progenitors, great
interests have been aroused in identification and isolation of
liver stem cells from bone marrow cells. Until recently, several
subsets of bone marrow cells have been found to have the
potential to differentiate into hepatocytes, such as KTLS cells
(c-kithighThylowLin-Sca-1+)[20], β2-m-Thy-1+ cells[27,28], multipotent
adult progenitor cells (MAPC, CD44–CD45–HLA–c-kit–)[18], and
C1qRp+ Lin-CD45+CD38-CD34+/- cells[29]. These stem cells could
express different surface markers, and might represent different
stages or different branches along the differentiation and
developmental processes of bone marrow stem cells. So far,
the characteristic surface markers of BDLSC and their pedigrees
in the derivation of bone marrow stem cells remain obscure.
Any subset sorting methods based on phenotypes would certainly
lose other stem cells that have the ability to differentiate into
hepatocytes. Furthermore, the sorting manipulations of the above
stem cells with complicated surface markers are very difficult.
Studies on liver regeneration showed that liver stem cells
could correspond to and repair liver injury only under certain
severe pathological circumstances such as extensive liver necrosis
due to chemical injury or hepatocytes treated with chemicals that
could block their proliferation[24]. Based on this mechanism, we
assumed to imitate the in vivo pathological microenvironment
of liver injury in culture of whole bone marrow cells, in order to
provide specific proliferation signals for BDLSC, and to avoid
resource loss of liver stem cells and complicated manipulation
due to subset sorting. The key of this method is to develop an
optimal “pathological microenvironment”. Olynyk et al.
demonstrated that in the cholestatic model of common bile duct
ligation, intrahepatic liver stem cells showed great proliferation[25].
Avital et al. recently reported that β2-m-Thy-1+ cells in bone
marrow could differentiate into cells with hepatocyte-like
phenotypes when co-cultured with adult hepatocyes in a medium
containing cholestatic serum[27], suggesting that there are
stimulating factors in cholestatic serum. In our experiments, we
used pathologically conditional selection medium containing
cholestaic serum to culture whole bone marrow cells. Results
showed that in the selection medium, a large number of the bone
marrow cells exfoliated, only part of the remaining cells presented
colonal growth during the first 3 d. When enriched with HGF on
d 4, rapid proliferation and differentiation emerged, and H-CFU
with various size appeared in 2 wk. The morphology and
phenotypic markers manifested that the cells of H-CFU were
similar to embryonic hepatoblasts. They expressed markers of
embryonic hepatocytes (AFP, albumin and CK18), biliary cells
(CK19), hepatocyte functional proteins (TTR and CYP2b1), and
hepatocyte nuclear factors (HNF-1α and HNF-3β). HNF-1α is a
transcription factor required for subsequent hepatocyte
differentiation, and transcription factor HNF-3β was known to
be important in endoderm specification. These results proved
that H-CFU were colonies of liver stem cells.
In the culture system containing cholestatic serum, the
concentration of “pathological microenvironment” needs to
be considered. We found that 100 mL/L cholestatic serum was
fatal to all of the bone marrow cells, 70 mL/L cholestatic serum
prevented the colonies from growth and proliferation, 20 mL/L
cholestatic serum could not inhibit the growth of other cells,
while only 50 mL/L cholestatic serum acquired pure H-CFU.
The differences can be explained by the toxic contents of cholestatic
serum, which are the metabolic products cumulated under the
circumstances of common bile duct obstruction and hepatic
insufficiency, including bilirubin, bile acid, endotoxin, and ammonia,
etc. When cholestatic serum was confined to the optimal
concentration, BDLSC, possessing functions of bilirubin
conjugation and detoxification[30], could metabolize these toxic
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products and survive, and selectively proliferate responding
to the signal of liver injury. On the other hand, non-BDLSC
could not adapt to the environment and resulted in apoptosis.
To confirm that if the H-CFU had functional characteristics of
hepatocytes, we tested the glycogen and urea synthesis functions
of the cells and proved that the selected cells possessed hepatocytelike functions. Therefore, the “pathological microenvironment”
selecting medium based on cholestatic serum can select BDLSC
in two ways, providing selective proliferation signals for BDLSC
and eliminating non-BDLSC, so as to purify BDLSC.
We demonstrated that a “pathological microenvironment”
selecting medium could select, proliferate and differentiate
BDLSC from whole bone marrow cells in vitro. This method
can not only provide a new and effective way for the isolation
and purification of extrahepatic liver stem cells, but also supply
a clue to obtain a readily available alternate source of cells for
clinical hepatocyte therapy.
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Abstract
AIM: The fears and concerns are associated with gastroscopy
(EGD) decrease patient compliance. Conscious sedation
(CS) and non-pharmacological interventions have been
proposed to reduce anxiety and allow better execution of
EGD. The aim of this study was to assess whether CS,
supplementary information with a videotape, or presence of
a relative during the examination could improve the tolerance
to EGD.
METHODS: Two hundred and twenty-six outpatients (pts),
scheduled for a first-time non-emergency EGD were randomly
assigned to 4 groups: Co-group (62 pts): throat anaesthesia
only; Mi-group (52 pts): CS with i.v. midazolam; Re-group
(58 pts): presence of a relative throughout the procedure;
Vi-group (54 pts): additional information with a videotape.
Anxiety was measured using the “Spielberger State and
Trait Anxiety Scales”. The patients assessed the overall
discomfort during the procedure on an 100-mm visual analogue
scale, and their tolerance to EGD answering a questionnaire.
The endoscopist evaluated the technical difficulty of the
examination and the tolerance of the patients on an 100-mm
visual analogue scale and answering a questionnaire.
RESULTS: Pre-endoscopy anxiety levels were higher in the
Mi-group than in the other groups (P<0.001). On the basis
of the patients’ evaluation, EGD was well tolerated by 80.7%
of patients in Mi-group, 43.5% in Co-group, 58.6% in Regroup, and 50% in Vi-group (P<0.01). The discomfort caused
by EGD, evaluated by either the endoscopist or the patients,
was lower in Mi-group than in the other groups. The discomfort
was correlated with “age” (P<0.001) and “groups of patients”
(P<0.05) in the patients’ evaluation, and with “gender”
(females tolerated better than males, P<0.001) and “groups
of patients” (P<0.05) in the endoscopist’s evaluation.
CONCLUSION: Conscious sedation can improve the tolerance
to EGD. Male gender and young age are predictive factors of
bad tolerance to the procedure.
Trevisani L, Sartori S, Gaudenzi P, Gilli G, Matarese G, Gullini S,
Abbasciano V. Upper gastrointestinal endoscopy: Are preparatory
interventions or conscious sedation effective? A randomized
trial. World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(22): 3313-3317
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INTRODUCTION
Esophagogastroduodenoscopy (EGD) is a safe and quick
procedure, and can be carried out without sedation[1]. However,
it can evoke anxiety, feelings of vulnerability, embarrassment
and discomfort[2], and the fears and concerns associated with
endoscopic procedure decrease patient compliance[2-4]. Indeed,
anxiety, discomfort, and pain are interrelated, and each may
increase the others[5], making EGD execution more difficult.
Several methods can be used to reduce patient pre-procedural
worries, such as psychological interventions using relaxation
and coping techniques[6,7], hypnosis[8], relaxation music[9],
acupuncture[10], educational materials including videotapes[11],
and presence of a family member during EGD[12]. However,
conscious sedation with benzodiazepines is the method most
widely employed[5]. Although usually safe, such medications
are not free of adverse effects[13-15], and the likelihood of sedativerelated complications increases in the presence of high anxiety
levels, requiring higher doses of drugs[2]. It follows that the
role of conscious sedation is not well defined, and its use varies
from country to country: up to 98% in USA, less frequently in
European countries, and quite rarely in Asia and South America[16].
The use of conscious sedation is also declining in the United
Kingdom[17], and many patients who receive detailed information
about the advantages and risks of sedation choose to undergo
EGD with pharyngeal anesthesia alone[18,19]. In our endoscopy
service, a standardized information sheet about EGD is given
to all patients, and the examination is routinely performed with
pharyngeal anesthesia alone.
This randomized prospective study was to evaluate if
conscious sedation, additional information with a videotape,
or the presence of a family member during the procedure could
improve the tolerance to EGD and make the execution of EGD
easier. In addition, particular emphasis was put on psychologic
and procedure-related factors having a potential impact on the
patient perception of tolerance.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study population
For six consecutive months, the first two outpatients daily
referred for diagnostic EGD, fulfilling the eligibility criteria, were
asked to enter the study. Inclusion criteria were age between
18 and 65 years, no prior experience of endoscopic examinations,
and capability (evaluated by the endoscopist) of fully understanding
and filling up the questionnaires of the study. Exclusion criteria
were prior gastrectomy, psychiatric diseases or long-term
psychiatric drug addiction, presence of neoplastic or other serious
concomitant diseases, history of intolerance to benzodiazepines.
On the whole, two hundred and eighty patients were asked to
enter the study, and 228 of them were accepted. The patients
were randomly assigned to four groups by a computer procedure.
In the control group (Co-group), EGD was performed with
topical pharyngeal anesthesia alone (100 g/L lidocaine spray).
In the other three groups the following methods were used in
addition to pharyngeal anesthesia: conscious sedation with i.v.
midazolam 35 µg/kg (Mi-group); presence of a relative in the
endoscopy room throughout the procedure (Re-group); additional
information about the procedure using a videotape lasting for
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about 10 min (Vi-group).
The study protocol was approved by the ethical committee
of our hospital, and all patients gave their written consent to
participate in the study.

Patients’ assessments
Anxiety Since the anxiety experienced by patients undergoing
EGD was hypothesized to be a factor related to potential
discomfort, anxiety was measured by the Spielberger StateTrait Anxiety Inventory (STAI)[20] in the validated Italian
language version[21]. Patients were asked to complete STAI
before EGD. STAI is a 40-item questionnaire designed to measure
state anxiety and trait anxiety. State anxiety is a temporary and
situational anxiety, and trait anxiety is the tendency to awaken
state anxiety under stress. Both kinds of anxiety were scored in
the range of 20 to 80 points, a higher score indicated a greater
anxiety. Before EGD, the patients had also to specify what they
dreaded more about endoscopic examination, choosing among
five items: fear of pain, fear of stifling, fear of complications,
fear of endoscopic findings, and other.
Tolerance
Patients’ assessment of tolerance to EGD was carried out at
least 2 h after the end of the procedure. This interval was chosen
to minimize the risk of persisting anterograde amnesia, which
could potentially influence patient judgment. Patients assessed
their tolerance answering the question: “how did you tolerate
EGD?” (“well”, “rather badly”, “badly”), and rated the overall
discomfort during EGD on an 100-mm visual analogue scale (0:
no discomfort; 100: unbearable).
Endoscopist’s assessment
All EGDs were carried out by the same endoscopist, using video
endoscopes with a diameter of 9.8 mm (Fujinon video endoscopic
system-Fujinon, Tokyo, Japan). Immediately after endoscopy,
the operator recorded if EGD was completed, or it had to be
interrupted, or it could be completed only after administration
of sedatives (for Mi-group, after further sedatives in addition
to midazolam previously administered). Moreover, he evaluated
the ease of introduction of the instrument (“easy”: no failed
attempt of introduction; or “difficult”: one or more failed attempts
of introduction). Finally, he rated the discomfort caused to
patients during EGD on an 100-mm visual analogue scale (0: no
discomfort; 100: unbearable), and assessed the tolerance of the
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patients grading it into three steps: “good”, “poor”, “very bad”.

Parameters monitored
Blood oxygen saturation (SaO2) and heart rate were continuously
monitored during EGD. Desaturation was defined as a decrease
in oxygen saturation below 90% for over 30 s. The occurrence
of complications was recorded after each procedure. The duration
of endoscopic examination was timed in all groups of patients.
In Mi-group, the degree of sedation was evaluated using the
Ramsay’s scale[22].
Statistical analysis
Characteristics of patients in the four groups were analyzed
using one-way ANOVA and chi-square test. Endoscopic findings,
tachycardia, motives of fear, answers of patients to the questions
about their tolerance to EGD, ease of introduction of the instrument,
and endoscopist’s evaluation of tolerance of patients to EGD were
compared in the four groups by using chi-square-test.
State and trait pre-endoscopic anxiety levels, and the
discomfort rated by the patients and endoscopist on the 100-mm
visual analogue scale were analyzed using one-way and twoway ANOVA. Two-way ANOVA was also used to evaluate the
influence of sex, age, and anxiety levels on the discomfort caused
by EGD. Linear-regression analysis was used to assess the
relationship between the state and trait anxiety scores, as well
as the correlation between patients’ and endoscopist’s evaluation
of the discomfort caused by EGD. A general linear model (GLM)
procedure was used to analyze the influence of sex, age, groups
of patients, state anxiety, duration of EGD, and endoscopic
findings on the degree of discomfort caused by EGD, assessed
by either the endoscopist or the patients.
Results were considered statistically significant if P values
were <0.05 (two-tailed test).
RESULTS
Two patients (1 in Co-group and 1 in Mi-group) were excluded from
the study, as EGD was not completed. Two hundred and twenty-six
patients (90 males and 136 females, mean age 38±10.62 years,
range 19-63 years) could be evaluated. The four groups did not
differ in age, endoscopic findings, and duration of the examination.
The male: female ratio was lower in Mi-group than in the other
groups (P<0.05) (Table 1).
Fourteen point five percent of patients in Co-group (6/62),
21.1% in Mi-group (11/52), 20.6% in Re-group (12/58), 16.6% in

Table 1 Demographic and clinical data of the patients
Co-group
Patients (n)
Gender (m/f)
Age (yr; mean±SD)

Mi-group

Re-group

Vi-group

62

52

58

54

25/37

9/43 a

28/30

28/26

37.85±10.44

40.13±10.55

35.20±10.57

39.24±10.57

46.03±11.42

39.62±9.05

b

State anxiety (mean±SD)

46.66±10.73

54.19±10.89

Trait anxiety (mean±SD)

38.30±7.16

44.26±9.43b

37.22±8.21

38.05±9.63

145.88±45.18

157.40±48.09

140.60±35.56

142.96±39.11

30

25

26

22

Esophagitis

1

3

6

10

Hiatus Ernia

3

1

2

3

24

19

19

14

Gastric or duodenal ulcer

2

2

3

3

Cancer

-

-

-

1

Other findings

2

2

2

1

Duration of EGD (seconds; mean ± SD)
Endoscopic findings (No cases):
Normal findings

Gastritis or Duodenitis

a

P<0.05, bP<0.001 vs the other three groups.
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Table 2 Tolerance to EGD and patients’ and endoscopist’s assessment
Patients’ assesmentb

Endoscopist’s assessment

Co-G
(n)

Mi-G
(n)

Re-G
(n)

Vi-G
(n)

Co-G
(n)

Mi-G
(n)

Re-G
(n)

Vi-G
(n)

27

42b

34

27

45

44 b

54

42

31

b

23

23

12

7b

4

7

0b

1

4

5

1b

0

5

Good
Poor
Very bad

4

10

Mi-G: bP<0.01 vs the other three groups.
Table 3 Discomfort caused to patients during EGD and patients’ and endoscopist’s assessment (visual analogue scale)
Co-G
(mean±SD)

Mi-G
(mean±SD)

Patient evaluation

33.01±22.12

21.98±21.60

29.17±22.95

26.12±21.94

Endoscopist evaluation

23.51±22.99

14.17±18.07 a

16.43±14.42

20.81±24.04

a

Re-G
(mean±SD)

Vi-G
(mean±SD)

P<0.05 vs Co-G.

Table 4 Influence of some parameters on degree of discomfort caused by EGD (GLM procedure)
Patient’s assessment
Parameter

Endoscopist’s assessment

Coefficient

SE

P

Coefficient

SE

P

Gender

-0.251

3.153

0.937

-10.094

2.901

0.001

Age (yr)

-0.621

0.140

0.000

-0.159

0.129

0.219

Groups of patients

-1.138

1.325

0.391

-1.012

1.219

0.407

State anxiety

0.104

0.136

0.445

0.237

0.126

0.060

Time for EGD

0.046

0.039

0.237

-0.057

0.036

0.112

-0.813

1.774

0.647

3.158

1.632

0.054

Vi-group (9/54) had a heart rate higher than 100 beats/min before
starting EGD. During EGD, the heart rate exceeded 130 beats/min
for at least 30 seconds in 5, 2, 3, and 2 patients in the four groups,
respectively. No complication occurred, and no case of oxygen
desaturation was observed. According to Ramsay’s scale, in
Mi-group grade 2 sedation was reached in 50 patients, and grade
3 in 2 patients.
State anxiety scores before EGD were significantly higher
in Mi-group than in the other groups (P<0.001), as well as trait
anxiety scores (P<0.001) (Table 1). State and trait anxiety scores
were strongly correlated (P<0.001).
In all groups the most frequent cause of fear before EGD
was the fear of stifling (70 cases on the whole). The ease of
introduction of gastroscope did not differ among the four
groups, and the introduction resulted in difficulty just in one
patient of Co-group and in 3 of Vi-group.
On the basis of patients’ assessment, the tolerance to EGD
was more frequently good when sedation was given: 80.7% of
patients in Mi-group tolerated well gastroscopy, vs 43.5% in
Co-group, 58.6% in Re-group, and 50% in Vi-group (P<0.01)
(Table 2). Conversely, no significant difference among the four
groups was observed in the evaluation of the endoscopist, who
nevertheless found that the discomfort caused by EGD was
lower in Mi-group than in Co-group (P<0.05) (Table 3). The degree
of discomfort was lower in patients of Mi-group than in those
of Co-group, but the difference was just close to threshold of
significance, but did not reach it (P = 0.059) (Table 3). The other
comparisons among the groups did not show any difference in
the degree of discomfort caused by EGD. The evaluations of
the patients and those of the endoscopist were strongly
correlated (P<0.001, m = 0.45), even though the endoscopist
underestimated the degree of discomfort (Figure 1).
Two-way ANOVA performed on the degree of discomfort
assessed by the patients, evaluated for factors “gender” and

“groups of patients” corrected for age, trait anxiety and state
anxiety, showed an inverse influence of the age (i.e. better
tolerance for older individuals, P<0.001) and the factor “groups
of patients” (P<0.05). Conversely, the degree of discomfort
assessed by the endoscopist was significantly influenced
by the factors “gender” and “groups of patients” (P<0.001 and
P<0.05, respectively). The factors “gender” and “groups of
patients” showed a true and constant interaction (interaction
factor P<0.01), reflecting behaviors significantly different
between males and females within the four groups, in particular
in Co-group (Figures 2A, B).
Also the GLM procedure showed that age exerted the greatest
influence on the discomfort caused by EGD in opinion of the
patients (inverse correlation, P<0.001), whereas in opinion of
the endoscopist the discomfort was mainly influenced by the
gender (females tolerated EGD better than males, P<0.001)
(Table 4).
100
Patient evaluation

Endoscopic findings

P<0.001
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Figure 1 Linear regression of discomfort assessed by patients
and endoscopist.
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Figure 2 Discomfort assessed by patients and andoscopist,
and mean values for factors “groups of patients” and “gender” with 95% c.l. Thick lines: m = males; f = females. Co-G:
control group Mi-G: midazolam group Re-G: relatives group
Vi-G: video group A: Discomfort assessed by patients B: Discomfort assessed by endoscopist.

DISCUSSION
Although conscious sedation is the method most widely used
to reduce anxiety in patients undergoing EGD, its actual role is
still an unresolved problem. Very large differences in sedation
practice existed among different countries, and sometimes among
different units within the same country[5]. To our knowledge, this
is the first randomized trial comparing the efficacy in improving
the tolerance to EGD of conscious sedation, the presence of a
relative in the endoscopy room throughout the procedure, and
additional information by using a videotape. Abuksis et al.
demonstrated that previous endoscopy experience could reduce
anxiety level and influence patients’ compliance[23], and other
authors identified endoscope size as a significant variable in
determining tolerance to the procedure[24,25]. For these reasons,
in our study all patients enrolled had no prior endoscopy
experience, and all EGDs were carried out using gastroscopes
with the same diameter.
Our results suggested that low-dose conscious sedation
with midazolam could improve the tolerance to EGD, according
to a previous trial reporting a lower discomfort in sedated patients
than in controls[26]. Conversely, the presence of a relative attending
the procedure and the use of informative videotape did not
seem to give the patients significant advantages over the controls.
However, better tolerance and lower discomfort were found in
Re-group and Vi-group than in Co-group by either the patients
or the endoscopist. Although these findings did not reach the
significance level, in our opinion they suggested that the method
used in controls (pharyngeal anesthesia only) was the worst
approach to perform EGD. Indeed, the multivariate analysis
showed constant differences among the groups of patients in
concern of the discomfort caused by endoscopy, highlighting
the usefulness of preparatory interventions in improving the
tolerance to EGD.
The presence of relatives has been proved helpful in several
medical fields, such as to children during hospitalization and to
women during childbirth[27], but it is not a standard procedure
in digestive endoscopy. At present, just one randomized study
was published on this topic, and the results suggested that the
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presence of a family member throughout endoscopy could
represent a promising approach[12]. Conversely, the usefulness
of additional information to reduce the anxiety and to improve
the compliance of patients has been widely investigated, but
with conflicting results. Detailed information before endoscopy
has been reported to reduce anxiety levels[11,28], but other studies
failed in demonstrating any usefulness of this approach[29],
and some authors found that the over-information about endoscopy
could even increase anxiety levels[30,31].
The evaluation of the discomfort expressed by the patients
and the endoscopist showed a strong correlation in our study
(Figure 1). However, the endoscopist rated the patient degree
of discomfort as lower than the patients themselves. According
to the observation of Watson et al. that both endoscopists
and nurses underestimated the discomfort felt by the patients
[32]
. Besides anxiety, in our experience age and gender also
influenced significantly the tolerance to endoscopy. Indeed,
high levels of discomfort during EGD have been recently
reported to be associated with younger age and high levels of
pre-endoscopic anxiety[24]. Older patients were likely to tolerate
endoscopy better than their younger counterparts as they had
a decreased pharyngeal sensitivity[33,34]. Unlike several studies
reporting better tolerance in men[26,35], we found that female
gender was associated with better tolerance. However, this
gender-specific finding has been disputed by other authors[3,
24,33]
.
Despite the effectiveness of conscious sedation shown in
our study, we think it should be avoided whenever possible in
clinical practice. The extensive use of sedation would require
several extra-charges, including the cost of drugs, prolongation
of the procedure time, need of monitoring cardiopulmonary
functions, need of recovery room for post-procedure observation,
and the impossibility for patients to return to work immediately
after endoscopic examination[36]. Furthermore, sedative drugs
are not free of adverse effects. In our series, no complications and
oxygen desaturation were observed, and low-dose midazolam
induced just rarely significant alterations in cardiorespiratory
parameters[26]. Nevertheless, conscious sedation could cause
hypoxemia, which may induce cardiopulmonary complications,
and most complications associated with endoscopy were attributable
to the medications given for the procedure rather than the procedure
itself[13-15]. For these reasons, we think that further studies
incorporating cut-off points are necessary to identify the patients
who are likely to tolerate diagnostic gastroscopy without sedation.
Some other preparatory interventions might also be effective
to reduce endoscopy-related anxiety [37]. The intervention
techniques we used might be incorporated into our endoscopic
practice, as they are simple, quick, easy to reproduce, and their
extensive use doesa not require additional extra-charges, and
expose the patients to the risk of complications.
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Abstract
AIM: Biliary stones are frequently encountered in areas endemic
for opisthorchiasis in Thailand. The present study was to
describe the prevalence and pathogenesis of these stones.
METHODS: Gallstones and/or common bile duct stones
and bile specimens from 113 consecutive cholecystectomies
were included. Bile samples, including sludge and/or
microcalculi, were examined for Opisthorchis viverrini eggs,
calcium and bilirubin. The stones were also processed for
scanning electron microscopic (SEM) study.
RESULTS: Of the 113 cases, 82 had pigment stones, while
one had cholesterol stones. The other 30 cases had no
stones. Most of the stone cases (76%, 63/83) had multiple
stones, while the remainder had a single stone. Stones
were more frequently observed in females. Bile examination
was positive for O. viverrini eggs in 50% of the cases
studied. Aggregates of calcium bilirubinate precipitates
were observed in all cases with sludge. Deposition of
calcium bilirubinate on the eggshell was visualized by
special staining. A SEM study demonstrated the presence
of the parasite eggs in the stones. Numerous crystals,
morphologically consistent with calcium derivatives and
cholesterol precipitates, were seen.
CONCLUSION: Northeast Thailand has a high prevalence of
pigment stones, as observed at the cholecystectomy, and
liver fluke infestation seems involved in the pathogenesis
of stone formation.
Sripa B, Kanla P, Sinawat P, Haswell-Elkins MR. Opisthorchiasisassociated biliary stones: Light and scanning electron microscopic
study. World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(22): 3318-3321
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INTRODUCTION
Liver fluke infestation caused by Opisthorchis viverrini remains

a major public health concern in Southeast Asia[1], particularly
in Thailand where an estimated 6 million people are infected[2].
This infection is associated with a number of benign hepatobiliary
diseases, including cholangitis, obstructive jaundice, hepatomegaly,
cholecystitis and biliary lithiasis[3]. Both experimental and
epidemiological evidence implicate liver fluke infestation in the
etiology of bile duct cancer, i.e. cholangiocarcinoma[1,4,5].
An association between liver fluke infection and biliary
lithiasis is well-recognized. Opisthorchis worm and/or eggs
have been observed in the stones of infected or previously
treated individuals[6], just as Clonorchis sinensis eggs were
found in the stones of those with Chinese liver fluke infection[7,8].
Several community-based studies in Northeast Thailand have
shown a significant increase in the frequency of biliary sludge
in people with a heavy infection[9-11]. Since biliary sludge is a
precursor of stone formation[12-14], opisthorchiasis likely plays
a role in the development of biliary stones in certain individuals.
However, the mechanism of liver-fluke-associated stone
development is unclear.
We report the incidence of stone types, its relationship with
O. viverrini infection and bile/stone examinations. The potential
pathogenesis of opisthorchiasis-associated stones, in patients
from endemic areas of Thailand, is proposed.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients
This study was carried out in Northeast Thailand, an area
endemic for opisthorchiasis. The study population included
113 consecutive patients scheduled for cholecystectomy at
Khon Kaen Regional Hospital from whom bile was obtained
between 1990 and 1991. The gallbladder diseases associated
with the cholecystectomies included cholelithiasis (n = 71),
cholecystitis with cholangiocarcinoma (n = 29) and cholecystitis
with other miscellaneous diseases (n = 13). None of the patients
had any history of hemolytic anemia or severe thalassemia.
Patients ranged between 17 and 94 years of age (mean,
54.97±14.65) (45 females, 68 males). The study was carried out
in accordance with the principles embodied in the 1975 Helsinki
Declaration. A signed informed consent was obtained from each
patient.
Specimen collection and laboratory investigations
Gallstones and/or common bile duct stones and bile specimens
were collected from each individual. Bile samples aspirated from
the gallbladder were centrifuged at 3 000 r/min for 10 min, then
examined for the presence of O. viverrini eggs. At least four
pellet-smears per individual were examined before the specimen
was considered negative for eggs.
For a demonstration of calcium and bilirubin, the bile smears
were air-dried and fixed in 40 g/L formaldehyde. Calcium and bilirubin
staining were performed using histochemical methods[15].
Calcium was stained black, bilirubin deep green.
Five stones from each group with Opisthorchis egg-negative
and -positive bile underwent scanning electron microscopic
(SEM) study. Briefly, the stones were thoroughly washed in
distilled water and dried. After mechanical breaking, the stones
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were sputter-coated with gold (agar aids-PS3, UK) and observed
under a Hitachi (Model S-3200N, Japan) scanning electron
microscope and photographed.

Statistical analysis
The χ2-test was used to analyze the association between the
frequency of gallstones and sex, disease association, parasite
egg status and age groups. A P value <0.05 was considered
statistically significant.
RESULTS
Cholesterol or pigment stones were classified by visual inspection.
Cholesterol stones were white or yellow and crystalline in
composition, pigment stones were black or black-brown and
amorphous.
Of the 113 cases, 83 had stones while 30 had none. Most of
the stone cases (98.8%, 82/83) had pigment stones, while only
one had cholesterol stone(s). In addition, 63 of the 83 cases
(75.9%) contained multiple stones, while the remainder had a
single stone. Of the 29 cases with cholangiocarcinoma, 9 (31.0%)
contained stones while the others with miscellaneous diseases
had stones in 3 out of 13 (23.1%) cases. The prevalence of
A
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stones in all of the sample groups was significantly higher in
females (χ2-test, P = 0.028). No association between stones
and age groups (stratified as < 40, 40-49, 50-59 and > 60 years)
was found (χ2-test, P = >0.05).
Bile examination was positive for O. viverrini eggs in 57 of
the 113 cases (49.6%) studied. The presence of parasite eggs
was not associated with the frequency of stones or disease
association (χ 2-test, P = >0.05). Most of the eggs were
embedded in mucous gel. Aggregates of calcium bilirubinate
precipitates were observed in all cases with sludge. Three cases
had clear deposits of calcium bilirubinate on the eggshell, seen
by special staining. Specifically, calcium was stained immediately
adjacent to the eggshell, while bilirubin was observed in the
outer layer (Figure 1 A, B). Examples of parasite egg-associated
microcalculi aggregation and stone development are shown in
Figures 2A-D.
A SEM study demonstrated the presence of parasite eggs
in the center of stones from all of the Opisthorchis egg-positive
cases. Interestingly, 3 of the 5 egg-negative cases contained the
parasite eggs in the stones. Numerous crystals, morphologically
consistent with calcium derivatives and cholesterol precipitates,
were observed. Typical SEM pictures of the stones are shown
in Figures 3A, B.
B

Figure 1 Histochemical staining of biliary sludge for bilirubin (A) and calcium (B). Calcium appears as dark deposits on the
Opisthorchis eggshell (arrow) and bilirubin precipitates are demonstrated in the outer layer (arrowhead). Normal parasite eggs
without deposition are shown in the same field. (A = Fouchet stain, B = von Kossa stain).

A

B

C

D

Figure 2 Typical pictures showing the cascades of Opisthorchis egg-associated stone formation starting from aggregation of the
eggs admixed with mucin (A), deposition of calcium bilirubinate on the eggshells (B), and formation of tiny stones (C & D). Original
magnification, x100 (A & C) and x200 (B & D).
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Figure 3 SEM micrographs of gallstones showing Opisthorchis eggs with typical musk-melon-eggshell surface in the nidi of the
stones. Several crystalline structures consistent with calcium (Ca), bilirubin derivatives (Bi) and cholesterol (Ch) could be noted
(AB). Higher magnification with highlighting calcium bilirubinate deposition on Opisthorchis eggshell and mucus is shown in
Figure 3B.
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Figure 4 Diagram showing the proposed pathogenesis of
Opisthorchis-associated biliary stone.

DISCUSSION
Biliary lithiasis is a common indication for cholecystectomy in
most parts of the world. However, the prevalence and types of
stones differ geographically[16-18]. Pigment stones, mostly
containing calcium bilirubinate, generally constitute 10 to 27
percent of all gallstones in America and Europe, the predominant
type was cholesterol stones[19-21]. In contrast, the prevalence
of pigment stones is high in Asia, accounting for 90% of all
stones in some parts of China[22]. In our study, almost all the
cases (98.8%) of biliary lithiasis involved pigment stones. This
is probably the highest reported relative frequency of pigment
stones found during cholecystectomy. It exceeds a report from
Bangkok, Central Thailand, where pure cholesterol stones
represent 32% of stones[23]. Stones in our study of Northeast
Thailand, however, occurred more frequently in females than
in males as in other countries[19-20].
The association between certain parasitic infections and
biliary stone formation is well documented[7,24-27]. Our study
demonstrated Opisthorchis eggs in the sludge from the
gallbladder bile confirmed the sludge seen in other ultrasound
studies performed in Northeast Thailand[12-14]. However, our
study failed to demonstrate the association between O. viverrini
infection and the presence of stones, perhaps because of
previous self-treatment with praziquatel, an anthelminthic widely
used in Northeast Thailand[2]. We collected the treatment data,

but they were not reliable as patients did not record when or how
many times they took the medication before cholecystectomy.
Moreover, re-infection is common in people in endemic areas.
SEM data from egg-negative patients revealed parasite eggs
in the nidi of the stones, indicating these patients were
previously infected. Budget constraints meant that only a limited
number of cases were confirmed by SEM. More stones should
be studied to test the validity of the findings.
The mechanism by which parasite infection enhances
pigment stone formation is not clearly understood. The present
study demonstrated O. viverrini eggs in the biliary sludge and
gallstones in both bile smears and the SEM, while Riganti
et al. [6] observed both adult worms and eggs in the nidi of
gallstones from two patients. Riganti et al. also demonstrated
calcium bilirubinate in pigment stones, as previously reported
in stones associated with C. sinensis[7,8] and ascariasis[8,27,28].
These observations have led investigators to conclude that
parasite eggs and/or worms may directly stimulate stone
formation[6,8]. Our histochemical findings on the calcium and
bilirubin coatings on the O. viverrini eggs support this
hypothesis. The presence of calcium coating on the outer
surface of the parasite eggshell suggests that the eggs may act
as a nucleus for stone formation. This may be similar to
peripheral calcification of existing cholesterol stones[29]. Since
calcium is an active element, and can precipitate several bile
constituents including bilirubin, carbonate and phosphate major components of pigment stones[30]. The parasite eggs
precipitated with calcium bilirubinate and admixed with mucin,
which is abundant in a liver fluke infection[3,25]. Mucin secreted
by biliary epithelial cells has been recognized as an important
local factor in gallstone pathogenesis[31]. This orchestrated
process can eventually produce mature pigment stones as
generally described[32].
Additionally, liver flukes that inhabit the bile ducts can
partially obstruct the lumen leading to bile stasis and ascending
cholangitis[3]. E. coli, a common bacterial species infecting the
biliary system [23,33], releases β-glucuronidases, which can
hydrolyze the glucuronic acid from the conjugated bilirubin[34-36].
The resulting unconjugated bilirubin precipitates as calcium
salts, which is the first step in pigment stone formation[32,34].
Bile stasis is not only a condition for ascending infection but
also induces stagnation of the bile components leading to stone
formation[37]. Heavy Opisthorchis infection can induce poor
emptying of the gallbladder[9-11]. In addition, our recent report
has shown that severe fibrosis of the gallbladder wall is the
main histopathology of chronic opisthorchiasis[38]. These
altogether support the role of this liver fluke in gallbladder
stasis, ascending cholangitis and enhanced stone formation.
From previous data and our own observations, a proposed
pathogenesis of Opisthorchis-associated pigment stone formation
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is presented in Figure 4.
In conclusion, Northeast Thailand has a high incidence of
pigment stones compared to cholesterol stones at cholecystectomy.
Our study clearly demonstrates that calcium bilirubinate
precipitates on parasite eggshells both in light and SEM studies.
This supports the role of O. viverrini infection in the pathogenesis
of pigment stone formation.
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Abstract
AIM: Achalasia is the best known primary motor disorder
of the esophagus in which the lower esophageal sphincter
(LES) has abnormally high resting pressure and incomplete
relaxation with swallowing. Pneumatic dilatation remains
the first choice of treatment. The aims of this study were
to determine the long term clinical outcome of treating
achalasia initially with pneumatic dilatation and usefulness
of pneumatic dilatation technique under endoscopic
observation without fluoroscopy.
METHODS: A total of 65 dilatations were performed in 43
patients with achalasia [23 males and 20 females, the mean
age was 43 years (range, 19-73)]. All patients underwent
an initial dilatation by inflating a 30 mm balloon to 15 psi
under endoscopic control. The need for subsequent dilatation
was based on symptom assessment. A 3.5 cm balloon was
used for repeat procedures.
RESULTS: The 30 mm balloon achieved a satisfactory result
in 24 patients (54%) and the 35 mm ballon in 78% of the
remainder (14/18). Esophageal perforation as a short-term
complication was observed in one patient (2.3%). The only
late complication encountered was gastroesophageal reflux
in 2 (4%) patients with a good response to dilatation. The
mean follow-up period was 2.4 years (6 mo - 5 years). Of
the patients studied, 38 (88%) were relieved of their symptoms
after only one or two sessions. Five patients were referred
for surgery (one for esophageal perforation and four for
persistent or recurrent symptoms). Among the patients
whose follow up information was available, the percentage
of patients in remission was 79% (19/24) at 1 year and
54% (7/13) at 5 years.
CONCLUSION: Performing balloon dilatation under endoscopic
observation as an outpatient procedure is simple, safe and
efficacious for treating patients with achalasia and referral
of surgical myotomy should be considered for patients who
do not respond to medical therapy or individuals that do
not desire pneumatic dilatations.
Dobrucali A, Erzin Y, Tuncer M, Dirican A. Long-term results of
graded pneumatic dilatation under endoscopic guidance in
patients with primary esophageal achalasia. World J Gastroenterol
2004; 10(22): 3322-3327
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INTRODUCTION
Achalasia is an uncommon disorder of the esophagus characterized
by clinical, radiologic and manometric findings. Dysphagia,
regurgitation, weight loss and chest pain are among the most
recognized clinical features of the disease. Manometrically it is
distinguished by esophageal aperistalsis and incomplete
relaxation of the lower esophageal sphincter (LES). Esophageal
dilatation and a tapered deformity of the distal esophagus are
presumably late radiological manifestations of the disease[1,2].
The pathogenesis of achalasia remains unknown. Available data
suggest hereditary, degenerative, autoimmune and infectious
factors as possible causes for achalasia, the latter two are the
most commonly accepted possible etiologies. The mean age of
onset varies between 30 and 60 years with a peak incidence in
the fifth decade. The incidence is 1.1 per 100 000 with a
prevalence of 7.9 to 12.6 per 100 000[2,3].
Although there is no definite cure for achalasia, the goals of
treatment should be: 1) relieving the patient’s symptoms, 2)
improving esophageal emptying and 3) preventing
development of a megaesophagus. The optimal treatment of
achalasia includes several options and presents a challenge
for most gastroenterologists. It can be treated by botulinum
toxin injection, pneumatic dilatation or esophagomyotomy, but
the most effective treatment options are graded pneumatic
dilatation and surgical myotomy. All of these therapeutic
modalities are aimed at removing the functional barrier at the
lower esophageal sphincter level. Although high success rates
have been reported for these therapeutic modalities, the fact
remains that the esophageal propulsive force is not usually
restored and therefore it is conceivable that a normal esophageal
function can never be expected among these patients[2,4,5].
The aim of our study was to evaluate the safety and efficacy
of graded pneumatic dilation using two different size (3.0 and
3.5 cm) balloon dilators (Rigiflex) in patients with primary
esophageal achalasia. We hereby report our experience, which
indicates that pneumatic dilatation can be safely performed
under direct endoscopic observation without fluoroscopic
guidance and with only a short-term clinical monitoring in an
outpatient setting prior to discharge.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients
Forty-three consecutive patients (23 males and 20 females) were
evaluated. The ages ranged from 19 to 73 years with a mean
age of 43 years. All patients were referred because of typical
symptoms of achalasia. All had dysphagia, but some also had
regurgitation or pulmonary aspiration (Table 1). The diagnosis
of achalasia was made on the basis of clinical, radiologic and
manometric criteria. Barium esophagogram showed a distal
narrowing of the esophagus (bird beak deformity) and variable
degrees of dilation of the esophagus in most patients (93%).
Mean esophagus diameter was 3.8 cm (range, 2-6.3 cm). Upper
endoscopy was done in all patients to exclude secondary causes
of achalasia. Computerized tomography of the chest was done
in 12 patients over age 40 with significant weight loss over a
short period (six months or less) to exclude mediastinal malignancy
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done by the same authors using the Rigiflex achalasia balloon
dilators (Microvasive) in a graded manner. A 3.0 cm dilator was
always used first. If there was still no symptomatic response, a
3.5 cm dilator was used after 6-8 wk. After clear liquid diet for
24 h and an overnight fast, an endoscope (Pentax EG-2940)
was passed after application of a local anesthetic to the pharynx
under conscious sedation (Midazolam 0.04 mg/kg iv) to evacuate
the residual liquid from the esophagus and to insert a guide
wire. The guide wire was placed into the duodenum via
stomach under endoscopic guidance and endoscope was
removed. A Rigiflex balloon dilator, which was marked with a
thick coloured marker at the mid section of the balloon was
passed over the guidewire to stomach and slightly inflated
(less than 5 psi) to get a soft tube shaped form. Endoscope was
reinserted and positioned proximally to adjust and control the
position of the balloon in the esophagus. Balloon was withdrawn
to esophagus and marked part of the balloon was located
within the gastroesophageal junction under endoscopic
control (Figure 2). The balloon was then inflated until 15 psi.
and inflation was maintained for 60 s. Ischemic ring at the
lower esophageal sphincter level was seen during dilatation
through the transparent balloon. After repeating of the same
inflation procedure one more time at the same session
endoscopic dilatation was terminated and endoscope, balloon
and guidewire were removed. Balloon dilator surface was
checked to see if there was blood on it. The procedure was well
tolerated by all patients.

causing pseudoachalasia.
Eligibility criteria for entry into the study required: a diagnosis
of achalasia by manometry as defined above, absence of
obstructive intrinsic or extrinsic esophageal lesions by X-ray
and endoscopy, and Absence of esophageal or gastric carcinoma,
a peptic stricture or a prior surgical fundoplication.
Symptoms of the patients were scored using a questionnaire
requesting information regarding the presence and severity of
their difficulty in swallowing solids and liquids on a 5 point
subjective visual scale: 0 = no symptoms, 1 = mild, 2 = moderate,
3 = severe, 4 = very severe.
Table 1 Clinical characteristics and demographic data of patients [mean±SD, (min-max)]
Age (yr)
Gender (M/F)
Dysphagia
Chest pain
Regurgitation
Pulmonary aspiration
Mean duration of symptoms (mo)
Mean weight loss (kg)
LES pressure (mmHg)
Before dilation
After dilation
Vigorous achalasia
Esophagus diameter (cm)

44±16 (19-73)
23/20
43 (100%)
5 (11%)
34 (79%)
9 (21%)
35±21 (6-72)
7.7±2 (4-11)
38.6±12 (19-66)
11.8±8 (0-16)
1 (2.3%)
3.8 (2-6.5)
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Figure 2 Technique for pneumatic dilatation under endoscopic control without fluoroscopy. The balloon was positioned so that its midsection was at the high pressure level
(A). The balloon was inflated and the endoscopist observes
with endoscope proximally to balloon (B). With successful
dilatation the ischemic ring of dilated segment was diminished or disappeared (C).

Technique of pneumatic dilation
All dilations were performed on outpatients. Dilations were
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Swallow
SW.
Scale: 10.0
Channel 2
Pressure
mmHg
Soale: 20.0
Channer 3
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mmHg
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Pressure
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mmHg
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Esophageal manometry
Esophageal manometry was performed in all patients with a
four lumen polyvinyl catheter with Dent sleeve working with a
pneumohydraulic capillary perfusion system (Synectic PC
polygraph- Gastrosoft Inc.Upper GI edition, version 6.0).
Manometric examinations were performed by the same author.
LES was localised using the station pull-through technique.
Other three orifices, located 5 cm apart and also oriented at 90º
angles, for determination of the peristalsis and pressures, by
placing the distal orifice 5 cm above the LES. The peristalsis
was measured with 10 wet swallows of 5 mL of water, each at
intervals of 60 s or more. Aperistalsis was the absolute
manometric criteriron required for the diagnosis of achalasia
with increased LES pressure and incomplete/absent relaxation
were the complementary findings[7]. Incomplete relaxation was
defined as the failure of LES pressure to drop to gastric baseline
during a dry and /or wet swallow (Figure 1).
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Figure 1 Manometric samples from a normal individual (A) and a patient with achalasia (B). Figure A illustrates the normal
peristaltic activity forwarding at cranio-caudal direction whereas figure B shows typical manometric findings of achalasia. Note the
aperistalsis, weak and simultaneous contractions (mirror sign), and incomplete LES relaxation after swallow. Basal LES pressure is
high (40 mmHg).
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The severity of chest pain in patients was scored after the
balloon dilation on a scale of 0-10 (0, absence of pain; 10 severest
pain). Gastrograffin swallow was done few hours after dilation
to exclude esophageal perforation. After an observation period
of 6 h, patients were discharged and permitted to eat the next
morning.
Second esophageal manometry and symptom scoring were
performed in all patients with therapeutic response six weeks
after pneumatic dilation to evaluate the efficacy of endoscopic
balloon dilation.
The response to balloon dilation was considered excellent
if there was no or very rare mild dysphagia, good if there was
intermittent mild dysphagia, or poor if there was persistent
daily mealtime dysphagia. The balloon therapy was considered
successful if the patients had a good or excellent response.

Statistical analysis
Results were expressed as either percentages or mean±SD.
Statistical analysis was performed using Chi-square test,
Kendall’s tau-b coefficient and Mann-Whitney U test as
appropriate. P<0.05 was considered statistically significant. The
cumulative remission rates of the patients treated with balloon
dilation were estimated by the Kaplan-Meier method and the
difference between treatment groups was tested by the log
rank test.
RESULTS
The clinical characteristics and demographic data of patients
are shown in Table 1. The mean LES pressure was 37.6±12 mmHg.
Relaxation failure of LES and aperistalsis with low amplitude
simultaneous uniformed waves were present in all patients.
Only one of the 5 patients with retrosternal pain was diagnosed
as a vigorous achalasia (2.3%) at esophageal manometry. The
LES pressures and symptom scores of successfully dilated
patients were decreased significantly one month after dilation,
(37.6±12 vs 9.5±3) and (2.9±0.6 vs 0.8±0.6) respectively (P<0.01)
(Figure 3). There was no significant correlation between the
parameters of age, sex, initial LES pressure, symptom score and
barium study findings.
Chest pain was reported by all patients during the initial
dilation, with a mean pain score of 7.2±2.3 (range, 4-10). Chest
pain score was 8.1±1.8 in patients who were successfully dilated
at the first session although score was 4.8±2.1 in patients with
a poor response to initial balloon dilation (P<0.05). Chest pain
after the procedure usually lasted for 30-60 min and was
substernal in nature, diminishing gradually over time and
resolved completely within 2 to 6 h.
The results of balloon dilation are summarized in Table 2. A
total of 65 dilatations were performed in 43 patients for an
average of 1.7 dilations per patient. The 3 cm balloon was always
used first. Twenty-four patients (56%) were successfully dilated
A

70

36.7±12

LESP (mmHg)

P<0.01
9.5±3

40
30
20

Volume 10

Number 22

Table 2 Results of rigiflex balloon dilation under endoscopic
control
Inflation pressure (psi)

15

Dilation time per session (s)

2×60

Success with 3.0 cm balloon

24/42(56%)

Success with 3.5 cm balloon

14/18(78%)

Overall success rate at first year1

19/24(80%)

Overall success rate at 5 years1

7/13(54%)

Complications
Perforation

1(2.3%)

Bleeding

-

Mortality

-

1

Among the patients whose long term follow up information
was available.

Table 3 Effect of age, LES pressure and esophageal diameter
on the clinical benefit of the initial pneumatic dilation. 1With
3 cm balloon
Patients with
successful initial
pneumatic dilation
(n = 24)

Patients with
successful initial
pneumatic dilation
(%)

P

Age (yr)
<35
35-55

4/14
11/17

28
65

>55
9/11
LES pressure (mmHg)
<30
6/12

82

30-45
>45

3-4
>4

<0.01

50

13/21
5/9

62
55

Esophageal diameter (cm)
<3
4/7
11/21
9/14

NS

57
52
64

NS

NS: Non significant.

Eighteen patients (42%) with a poor response to 3.0 cm
balloon were dilated with a 3.5 cm balloon at intervals of 6-8 wk.
Nine patients had excellent, five had good and four patients
had poor response to the second dilation with a 3.5 cm balloon.

B

5
4

60
50

November 15, 2004

with a 3 cm balloon only. Fourteen patients had an excellent
response (32.5%) and 10 patients had a good response (23%)
to 3.0 cm balloon dilation. Old age at the time of initial pneumatic
dilatation was significantly associated with a better clinical
response to treatment as assessed by the need for subsequent
treatments (Kendall’s tau-b = 0.414, P = 0.016) (Table 3).

Symptom score
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2.9±0.6

P<0.01
0.8±0.6

3
2
1

10
0

0
Initial

After dilatation

Initial

After dilatation

Figure 3 Lower esophageal sphincter pressures (LESP) (A) and symptom scores (B) of patients with therapeutic response initially
and at one month after pneumatic dilatation.
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Percentage of patients with
excellent and good response to dilation

Patients with a poor response to the second dilation with a
3.5 cm balloon were dilated with a 3.5 cm balloon at the third
time but all of them were symptomatic after a while and these
patients were no longer treated with a larger balloon (4 cm),
instead, surgical treatment was suggested. One patient who
refused surgery had repeated dilation every 6 to 12 mo with a
3.5 cm balloon due to symptom recurrence.
The mean follow-up period in the entire group was 2.4 years
(range, 6 mo -5 years). Among the 38 patients whose long term
follow up information was available, 33 (87%) at six months
were asymptomatic [Among them 23 (70%) required once
and 10 (30%) required twice dilation]. At the end of the first
year, 16 of 24 patients (66%) whose follow up information was
available were asymptomatic. Among the 24 patients, 3 (12.5%)
complained of mild intermittent dysphagia and 5 (21%) had
intermittent severe dysphagia. The total number of asymptomatic
patients and patients with mild dysphagia was 19 (79%) at the
end of the first year. Among these, 10 patients (52%) required
a second dilation.
Among patients whose follow up information was available
at 3 years the 19, 13 were in remission (68%) (5 asymptomatic
and 8 with intermittent mild dysphagia). Among patients whose
follow up information was available at 5 years the 13, 7 were in
remission (54%) (3 were asymptomatic and 4 with mild
intermittent dysphagia). Among the total, 3 patients (44%)
required once and 4 (56%) required twice dilation (Figure 4).
Figure 5 shows the Kaplan-Meier plot for the two treatment
groups of patients who were dilated once or twice. The
cumulative one, three and five year remission rates were higher
in patients dilated twice but this difference was not statistically
significant (Log rank χ2 = 2.10, P = 0.1471).
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Figure 4 Percentage of patients with excellent and good response to dilatation at 6 mo, 1, 3 and 5 years.
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Figure 5 Kaplan-Meier plot for the two treatment groups of
patients who were dilated once2 or twice1. The cumulative one,
three and five year remission rates were higher in patients
dilated twice but this difference was not statistically significant
(Log rank χ2 = 2.10, P = 0.1471).
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Gastrograffin swallow done immediately after balloon dilation
revealed esophageal perforation in one patient (2.3%) (a 60
years old female) with persistent chest pain and surgical therapy
was required. There were no other immediate complications.
Reflux esophagitis as a late complication was observed in two
of the patients who had a good response to dilatation during
the follow up period (4%).
Blood on the balloon after dilatation was a common finding.
There was no statistically significant correlation between
bloody dilator and dilatation success (P>0.05).

DISCUSSION
This study analysed the effectiveness of pneumatic balloon
dilation and the clinical outcome in patients with achalasia. Our
results showed that once or twice pneumatic dilatation provided
good results in the majority of patients with achalasia and long
term results were 79% at 1 year and 54% at 5 years. Of the
patients studied, 38 (88%) were relieved of their symptoms
after one or two sessions. An initial pneumatic dilation was an
effective single treatment with no further treatment needed in
57% of patients in a short term period. The remaining 43% of
patients treated initially with pneumatic dilation needed
additional treatments due to persistent or recurrent symptoms
and only 11% of patients failing pneumatic dilatation were
referred for surgery (4 with poor response to repeated dilations
and 1 with perforation due to dilation). Four patients with a
poor response to the second dilation with a 3.5 cm balloon
were dilated with a 3.5 cm balloon the third time but all of them
were symptomatic after a while and these patients were not
treated with a larger balloon. Some studies have reported using
a 3.5 cm balloon instead of a 3 cm balloons one as the initial
balloon but others have used 3 cm for the initial dilatation[8,9,11].
In our series application of the second pneumatic dilation
increased the long term clinical benefit of pneumatic dilation
from 30% at six months to 57% at 5 years, but this difference
was not statistically significant (P>0.05) (Figure 4). To some
extent, our results about the clinical benefit of a single
pneumatic dilatation and the use of the second dilatation for
patients with persistent symptoms are in agreement with other
studies. It has been shown that the overall efficacy of
endoscopic balloon dilation was approximately 85%, with an
excellent to good response for 3, 3.5 and 4 cm dilators being
70%, 87% and 93% respectively (9 studies; four prospective,
five retrospective, 261 patients, a mean follow up of 1.9 years
(range; 0.3 to 6 years)[10-17] (Table 4). Approximately 50% (range,
17% to 75%) of all patients required repeat dilations, equaling
to 1.2 to 2 dilations per patient. About one half of patients
responded to a repeat dilation, with the remainder either
proceeding to surgical management or deciding to live with
their persistent symptoms. The reported overall long-term
efficacy of pneumatic dilatation was 50-90% at 1 year and 60%
at 5 years[1]. The major adverse event with pneumatic dilatation
was esophageal perforation with a 2% cumulative rate. The
American Society for Gastrointestinal Endoscopy has
recommended that if a single dilation session (size of the balloon
dilator unspecified) does not produce satisfactory relief, a
second attempt may be warranted and if this fails, surgery
usually is indicated[15].
The patient population undergoing initial dilation in this
study was not large enough to compare the effect of age on the
dilation success, but our results indicate that initial pneumatic
dilation was more effective in older patients (χ2 value: 8.215a,
P = 0.016, Kendall’s tau-b 0.414, P = 0.001). This increased
clinical benefit of pneumatic dilation in old patients has also
been described by other investigators[19,21,22]. There was no
significant difference between the mean ages of the patients
with and without remission at the end of 1 and 5 years although
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Table 4 Cumulative effectiveness of graded pneumatic dilators for achalasia
Author

Pt.
#

Study
design

Dilator %
(size/cm)

Barkin(11)
Levine(12)
Wehrmann(15)
Lee(9)
Gelfand(10)
Kadakia(13)
Abid(14)
Lambroza(16)
Bhatnagar (17)

50
62
40
28
24
29
36
27
15

Prospec.
Retrosp.
Retrosp.
Prospec.
Prospec.
Prospec.
Retrosp.
Retrosp.
Prospec.

3.5
3-3.5
3–3.5
3–3.5-4
3–4
3–3.5–4
3.5–4
3
3–3.5

Decrease
of LESP

the patients in remission at 5 years were older, [43±16 (n = 19)
vs 48±16 (n = 5) (P>0.05) at 1 year and 53±17 (n = 7) vs 37±14
(n = 6) (P>0.05), at 5 years respectively]. The efficacy of
pneumatic dilatation was not influenced by initial LES pressure
and esophageal diameter (Table 3).
After balloon dilation, the mean LES pressure was 11.8±4
mmHg (range, 0-16 mmHg) and it represented 75% decrease of
basal LES pressure. It has been shown that basal LES pressure
decreased from 39% to 68% after dilation but these changes
did not allways indicate a dilation success. In general, a
decrement in LES pressure of more than 50% or an absolute
end-expiratory LES pressure of less than 10 mmHg were more
indicative of clinical success[2]. Timed barium esophagogram
or scintigraphy may correlate with symptomatic improvement in
up to 72% of patients. In spite of this similarity, approximately
one third of patients who noted complete relief showed less
than 50% improvement in barium column height and esophageal
diameter[21].
Only one of 43 patients in our series had an esophageal
perforation during treatment with pneumatic dilatation (2.3%).
This complication rate is similar to those reported by other
experienced groups[9,19,20]. Gradual increase in dilator size based
on symptomatic response and the use of inflation pressure
between 10 to 15 psi can minimize the risk of perforation.
Esophageal perforation may occur in up to 5% of all reported
cases, with a possible increased risk if hiatal hernia is present.
In our study gastrograffin swallow was performed in all patients.
Using immediate contrast studies to exclude perforation became
routine in the late 1970’s, and using this approach has been
recommended in several studies and text books. Some authors
suggested that contrast studies were indicated only when
there was clinical suspicion of perforation. It has been reported
that an immediate contrast study may not always exclude a
perforation which may become clinically evident several hours
later[5].
Less commonly, intramural hematoma, diverticula at gastric
cardia, mucosal tears, reflux esophagitis, prolonged postprocedure chest pain, fever, hematemesis without changes in
hematocrit and angina may occur after pneumatic dilatation.
Objective assessment of gastroesophageal reflux after pneumatic
dilation rarely has been studied. Abnormal 24 h pH scores have
been documented in approximately 20% to 33% of patients
after dilation. In spite of these abnormal scores, very few of
these patients were symptomatic or developed endoscopic or
clinical evidence of GERD related complications. It has been
shown that postdilatation LES pressures and gastric emptying
were similar between reflux and non-reflux groups[2]. Since GERD
related symptoms correlated poorly in achalasia patients, 24 h
pH monitoring has been recommended for patients that developed
frequent heartburn, reflux or chest pain in spite of an otherwise
good clinical response to dilation. One of the important points
of this study was the dilatation technique which did not require
fluoroscopic control (see materials and methods). Our experience

% Improvement
Excellent/Good

42
60-68
67
-

90
85-88
89
70–93
62–79–93
88–89
67
73-93

Follow-up (yr)
Mean (range)

Perforation
(%)

1.3 (1–3.4)
2–5
4 (3–6)
2.3 (1–4)
1.8 (0.1–4.8)
1.2 (0.3–3)

0
0
2.5
7
0
0
6.6
0
0

shows that Rigiflex balloon can be successfully positioned
across the gastroesophageal junction and inflated under direct
endoscopic observation. This technique is as effective as
conventional fluoroscopic technique and has an advantage to
prevent patients and endoscopists from an additional X-ray.
Furthermore we have seen that patient tolerability was very
good and success rates were reasonable and comparable with
others. Safety and efficacy of pneumatic dilation for achalasia
without fluoroscopic control also have been shown by Lambroza
and Levine[16,18].
In a recently published interesting study, Cheng et al.
evaluated the usefulness of temporariy placing of covered
stents for 3-7 d versus pneumatic dilatation and found that the
early and late (at one and three years respectively) relapse
rates were quite low in the stent treated group versus the
pneumatic dilatation treated one[23]. The success of this method
was suggested to be due to chronic tearing of the cardia
muscularis which resulted in a diminished amount of fibrosis
and so restenosis after the stent was withdrawn.
The results of our study suggest that pneumatic dilatation
for achalasia without fluoroscopic guidance is a safe and
effective treatment modality. A graduatl increase in dilator size
based on symptomatic response minimizes complications.
Symptomatic patients with achalasia who are good surgical
candidates should be given an option of graded pneumatic
dilatation before surgery. Although surgical myotomy, once
with a high mortality and long hospital stay, can now be
performed laparoscopically with a similar efficacy to the open
surgical approach, reduced morbidity and hospitalization time,
referral of myotomy should be considered for patients who do
not respond to medical therapy or individuals that do not desire
pneumatic dilatations. The advantages of pneumatic dilatation
over surgical myotomy are a brief period of discomfort, a very
short hospital stay and consequently low exposure.
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Abstract
AIM: A circannual variation in the onset of several acute diseases,
mostly dealing with cardiovascular system, has been reported.
The present study was to verify the possible existence of a
seasonal variability in the onset of acute pancreatitis.
METHODS: All patients consecutively admitted to the Hospital
of Ferrara, Italy, between January 1998 to December 2002,
whose discharge diagnosis was acute pancreatitis, were
considered. According to the time of admission, cases were
categorized into twelve 1-mo intervals and in four periods
by season. χ2 test for goodness of fit and partial Fourier
series were used for statistical analysis.
RESULTS: During the study period, 549 cases of acute
pancreatitis were observed. A significant peak of higher
incidence was found in March-May, both for total population,
males and subgroups with and without cholelithiasis or
alcoholism. Fourier analysis showed the existence of a
circannual rhythmic pattern with its main peak in March (95%
C.L.: February-April, P = 0.005), and a secondary one in
September. Death occurred more frequently in DecemberFebruary, compared to the other periods (P = 0.029), and
chronobiologic analysis yielded a seasonal peak in NovemberDecember (P<0.001).
CONCLUSION: This study shows the existence of a circannual
variation in the onset of acute pancreatitis, with a significantly
higher frequency of events in the spring, especially for patients
with cholelithiasis or alcoholism. Moreover, events occurring
during the colder months seem to be characterized by a
higher mortality rate.
Gallerani M, Boari B, Salmi R, Manfredini R. Seasonal variation
in the onset of acute pancreatitis. World J Gastroenterol
2004; 10(22): 3328-3331

http://www.wjgnet.com/1007-9327/10/3328.asp

INTRODUCTION
Many studies have shown a circannual variation in the onset
of several diseases mostly dealing with cardiovascular system,
characterized by an abrupt onset, e.g., fatal pulmonary embolism[1,2],
ischemic and hemorrhagic stroke[3,4] and rupture of aortic
aneurysms[5,6]. Seasonal specific patterns have also been reported

for a series of miscellaneous diseases characterized by an acute
onset, treated by the Emergency Department, including paralysis
of cranial nerves[7], microcristalline arthritis[8], herpes zoster
infection[9], epistaxis[10], urinary retention[11]. In the last few years
several studies have investigated gastroenterologic diseases,
and seasonal etiological patterns have been reported for the
onset of peptic ulcer[12-15] and exhacerbation of inflammatory
bowel diseases[16-18]. The aim of the present study was to determine
by means of a validated chronobiological analysis, whether acute
pancreatitis, a common but potentially harmful entity, might
show a rhythmic seasonal variation as well.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
All cases of acute pancreatis (International Classification of
Diseases, 9th Revision, Clinical Modification, ICD9-CM code:
577.0-8) consecutively observed from 1 January 1998 to 31
December 2002 at the St. Anna Hospital of Ferrara, Italy, were
considered for the study. Ferrara is a small town in northern
Italy particularly well suited for epidemiological studies. It has
a stable population of approximately 150 000 inhabitants, almost
exclusively white. The only available hospital in this community
is St Anna Hospital, which also serves as the sole teaching
center for the School of Medicine. The day and month of each
event were categorized both into four 3-mo periods (according
to seasons) and into twelve 1-mo intervals. Diagnosis was
always made on the basis of clinical features, physical examination,
laboratory data (serum amylase, isoamylase, lipase, and urinary
amylase), and instrumental examinations, when necessary. For
all subjects with acute pancreatitis the presence or absence of
the two leading specific risk factors (alcoholism and biliary
tract disease), was carefully investigated.
For statistical analysis, two different methods were used:
χ 2 test for goodness of fit and partial Fourier series. To
investigate possible differences in frequency peaks, χ2 test for
goodness of fit was applied to the total sample population and
subgroups by gender, comparing observed against expected
events during the four intervals season[19]. On the other hand,
to verify the possible existence of a reproducible rhythmic
pattern, cosinor analysis and partial Fourier series were applied
to the time series, using specific commercially available software
written for the Apple Macintosh computer[20]. The program
allows, among all the possible combinations of the periods chosen
by the user, the selection of the harmonic or the combination of
harmonics that best explain the variance of data. The percentage
of rhythms (PR: percentage of overall variability of data about
the arithmetic mean attributable to the fitted rhythmic function)
and the probability value resulting from the F statistic used to
test the hypothesis of zero amplitude, were chosen to be reported
in the results as representative parameters of goodness of fit
and statistical significance of each fitted function, respectively.
The program was used to calculate the midline estimating
statistic of rhythm (MESOR: the rhythm-adjusted mean over
the time period analyzed) and the amplitude (half the distance
between the absolute maximum and minimum of the function)
of the best-fitting-curve. The program was also used to calculate
peak (ortophase) and trough (bathyphase) times of the fitted
curves (times of occurrence of the absolute maximum and
minimum) and the acrophase of each single harmonic change,
together with the 95% confidence limits (CL). Significance
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levels were always assumed for P<0.05. Conventional statistical
analysis was performed using Student’s t test for unpaired
data. Significance levels were always set at P<0.05.

acute pancreatitis were observed, 285 cases were males (51.9%)
and 264 were females (48.1%), their mean age was 65±17 years
(difference between sexes t = 2.7, P = 0.007). Two hundred and
eighty-six had cholelithiasis (52.1%) and 48 had chronic
alcoholism (8.7%).
Deaths from acute pancreatitis were 18 (14 males and 5
females), accounting for 3.2%. Their mean age was 56±16 years,

RESULTS
From January 1998 to December 2002, 549 consecutive cases of

Table 1 Monthly distribution of acute pancreatitis by gender and risk factors
Month
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Total
(n = 549)

Males
(n = 285)

Females
(n = 264)

18
19
35
33
32
23
20
25
20
20
25
15

16
27
27
28
24
21
20
20
19
20
21
21

34
46
62
61
56
44
40
45
39
40
46
36

Biliary tract disease
(n = 286, 52.1%)

No bil. tract disease
(n = 263, 48.9%)

17
22
28
31
35
19
23
30
22
19
22
17

Alcoholism
(n = 48, 8.7%)

17
24
34
30
21
25
17
15
17
21
24
19

Fatal cases
(n = 18, 3.2%)

1
2
8
7
5
3
2
4
4
2
6
3

3
2
1
0
0
0
1
1
1
2
3
4

Table 2 Seasonal distribution of acute pancreatitis (χ2 test for goodness of fit)
n (%)
Total
Males
Females
Biliary tract disease
No bil. tract disease
Chronic alcoholism
Fatal cases

549
285 (51.9)
264 (48.1)
286 (52.1)
263 (47.9)
48 (8.7)
18 (3.2)

December-February
n (%)

March-May
n (%)

June-August
n (%)

September-November
n (%)

χ2

179 (32.6)
100 (35.1)
79 (29.9)
94 (32.8)
85 (32.4)
20 (41.7)
1 (5.6)

129 (23.5)
68 (23.9)
61 (23.1)
73 (25.4)
56 (21.4)
10 (20.8)
2 (11.1)

125 (22.8)
65 (22.8)
60 (22.7)
64 (22.3)
61 (23.3)
12 (25)
6 (33.3)

17.5
17.05
3.55
11.02
7.93
8.67
9.11

116 (21.1)
52 (18.2)
64 (24.2)
56 (19.5)
60 (22.9)
6 (12.5)
9 (50)

P
0.001
0.001
0.316
0.011
0.049
0.035
0.029

Table 3 Seasonal variation of acute pancreatitis (chronobiologic parameters by Fourier analysis)
n

Period (h)

PR (%)

Total

549

Males

285

Females

264

Biliary tract disease

286

No bil. tract disease

263

Chronic alcoholism

48

Fatal cases

18

8766
4383
Overall
8766
4383
Overall
8766
4383
Overall
8766
4383
Overall
8766
4383
Overall
8766
4383
Overall
8766
4383
Overall

51.1
33.7
84.8
42.6
32.7
75.4
50.9
22.3
73.3
42.2
19.5
61.8
44.8
25.1
69.9
13.2
40.7
53.9
86.2
10.9
97.1

MESOR

Amplitude

45.68

3.28

23.71

9.06

21.97

4.52

23.72

7.60

21.96

7.66

3.91

2.51

1.50

1.90

Peak
March
September
March
March
September
March
March
September
March
March
August
March
March
October
March
March
September
March
November
June
November

95% CL

P

February-April
0.006
August-October
0.017
February-April
0.005
February-April
0.030
NS
0.052
February-April
0.027
February-April
0.024
NS
0.121
February-April
0.035
NS
0.074
NS
0.234
NS
0.108
February-April
0.041
NS
0.119
NS
0.052
NS
0.415
NS
0.109
NS
0.192
November-December <0.001
May-July
0.004
November-December <0.001

PR = percentage of rhythm (percentage of overall variability of data about arithmetic mean attributable to the rhythmic fitted
function MESOR = midline estimated statistics of rhythm, the rhythm-adjusted mean over the time period analysed amplitude: half
the distance between the absolute maximum and minimum of the function of the best-fitting curve 95% CL = 95% confidence limits
NS = not significant, (when acrophase did not reach the significance level, 95% CL could not be given).
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significantly lower than that of survived subjects (65±17 years,
t = 2.20, P = 0.028). Among the subgroups of fatal events, 3 had
gallstones (16.6%, χ2 = 1.91 P = 0.178), and 4 had chronic
alcoholism (22.2%, χ2 = 3.78 P = 0.075). Table 1 shows the
monthly distribution by gender, and subgroups by risk factors.
A peak of higher frequency of events was found in the period
March-May for the total samples and in particular for males
and subgroups of subjects with and without gallstones and
chronic alcoholism (Table 2). The percentage of fatal events
was significantly higher in December-February (n = 9, 17.3% of
acute pancreatitis observed in that period, 50% of total deaths,
χ2 = 9.11, P = 0.029, compared to the other periods).
Chronobiologic analysis (Table 3) showed the existence of
a circannual rhythmic variation characterized by a main peak in
March (PR 84.8, 95% CL: February-April, P = 0.005), and a
secondary peak in September. This pattern was confirmed also
for subgroups by gender (men: PR 75.4, 95% CL: FebruaryApril, P = 0.027), and (women: PR 73.3, 95% CL: February-April,
P = 0.035). Moreover, a highly significant peak was noticed for
fatal cases in late November (PR 97.1, 95% CL: OctoberDecember, P<0.001). NO statistically significant trend for a peak
in March was found for subgroups of subjects with or without
cholelithiasis (respectively: PR 61.8, 95% CL: February-April,
P = 0.109; and PR 69.9, 95% CL: February-April, P = 0.052).

may be more at risk in terms of severity and mortality. Further
studies conducted on larger samples and addressed to other
countries of different latitudes would be needed.

DISCUSSION
Identification of patients with acute pancreatitis is important
due to the increased risk of death.
To our knowledge, there was only one recent study in
medical literature, which aimed to evaluate the seasonal
variation in the onset of acute pancreatitis[20]. In a total of 263
cases observed for a period of 9 years in a German hospital, no
correlation between admissions and a specific month or season
was found, other earlier reports were mostly hypotheses[21,22].
Our study instead showed a clear seasonal variation in the
onset of acute pancreatitis characterized by a higher frequency
in the spring, with a maximum in March-May. This pattern was
particularly evident for patients with cholelithiasis and chronic
alcoholism. It is difficult to give an exhaustive explanation for such
a temporal pattern. Seasonal and circannual patterns have been
reported for the prevalence of Helicobacter pylori infection[14],
or for relapses of inflammatory bowel disease for hospital
admissions[15,23].
As for circadian aspects, some acute dramatic clinical
events, e.g., variceal and gastrointestinal bleeding[24-26] showed
obvious circadian patterns. Daily variations of some biologic
functions have also been found as possible co-factors in several
gastrointestinal diseases, e.g., fibrinolysis in liver cirrhosis and
esophageal varices[27], electrical uncoupling and ectopic pacemaker
activity in intestinal motor dysfunction[28], melatonin and
duodenal ulcer[29,30], colonic motility in diverticular disease[31]
and rectal motor activity in constipation[32].
At present we do not know enough about seasonal biological
changes potentially affecting onset of acute pancreatitis, e.g.,
secretion of pancreatic enzymes, biliary acids. However, it is
possible that variations in physiological functions with seasonal
change may be associated with an increased risk of pancreatitis.
Oxygen free radicals, for example, were known to be a meaningful
index for the severity of pancreatitis[33], but possible variations
in free radical generation have not been investigated yet. Our
results seemed to be able to identify a higher mortality for
colder months (November-December). This is particularly
interesting when considering that both the mean age of subjects
and the incidence of risk factors (gallstones, alcoholism) in the
subgroup of fatal cases were significantly lower compared with
those in the subgroup of non fatal events. Thus, it seems that
acute events of pancreatitis occurring in the colder months

5
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Abstract
AIM: To evaluate the significance of the composite score
of reflux symptoms in the diagnosis of gastroesophageal
reflux disease (GERD), and to determine the relationship
of the composite score with reflux esophagitis (RE) and
pathological gastroesophageal reflux (PGER).
METHODS: Upper digestive endoscopy and /or 24-h
esophageal pH monitoring were performed in 244 subjects.
Of these, 54 were consecutive patients attending our clinic
with symptoms suggestive of GERD, and 190 were randomly
selected from 2532 respondents who participated in our
previous general population-based study on GERD. A
standardized questionnaire was used to classify both the
frequency and severity of typical symptoms of GERD
(heartburn, acid and food regurgitation) using a 4-score
scale, and the composite score of main reflux symptoms
(score index: SI, range from 0 to 18) were calculated for
every subject. RE was diagnosed according to the SavaryMiller criteria. Subjects with abnormal pH-metry (DeMeester
score more than 14.7) were considered to have PGER.
GERD patients were defined as the subjects with RE and/or
PGER.
RESULTS: The sensitivity of SI in the diagnosis of GERD
was inversely associated with SI, but the specificity tended
to increase with increased SI. With the cut-off of 8, the SI
achieved the highest accuracy of 70.0%, with a sensitivity
of 78.6% and a specificity of 69.2% in diagnosing GERD,
followed by the cut-off of 3, which had an accuracy of 62.1%,
a sensitivity of 96.4% and a specificity of 34.6%. The
prevalence of RE, PGER and GERD was strongly associated
with increased SI (P<0.01), but there was no significant
association between the severity of RE and SI (P>0.05).
Among patients with RE, 69.2% had PGER, and 30.8%
were confirmed to have negative findings of pH monitoring.
Among patients with PGER, 52.9% were identified to have
RE and 47.1% had negative endscopic findings in
esophagus.
CONCLUSION: According to the composite score of main
reflux symptoms, the diagnosis of GERD can be made without
further tests in most cases. However, 24-h esophageal pH
monitoring and upper digestive endoscopy are still indicated
in patients with mild and atypical symptoms.
Wang JH, Luo JY, Dong L, Gong J, Zuo AL. Composite score

of reflux symptoms in diagnosis of gastroesophageal reflux
disease. World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(22): 3332-3335
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INTRODUCTION
Gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD) is a very common
disorder both in China [1-2] and Western countries[3-8] . The
disease results from the abnormal reflux of gastric contents
into the distal esophagus causing symptoms in most patients
and subsequent mucosal damage in some patients. It has been
proved that chronic GERD tends to develop to Barrett’s
esophagus associated with an increased risk of esophageal
adenocarcinoma[9-13]. Heartburn and regurgitation are the typical
symptoms of GERD, and 24-h esophagus pH monitoring and
upper digestive endoscopy are the main methods to confirm
the diagnosis. These examinations, however, are inconvenient
and not universal in many hospitals of China, especially 24-h
esophagus pH monitoring. Although the relationship between
reflux symptoms and GRED were evaluated by some clinical
studies, the results varied considerably because the symptoms
were quantified by different criteria and methods[3,14-16]. As far as
we know, data about the relationship between the combination
of main reflux symptoms and proven GERD are lacking. The aim
of this study was to establish a standard system to quantify
the severity and frequency of typical reflux symptoms, and to
evaluate the role of the composite score of main reflux symptoms
in the diagnosis of GERD, and to determine the association
between the composite score and reflux esophagitis (RE),
pathological gastroesophageal reflux (PGER), and GERD.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Subjects
Two hundred and forty-four subjects were included in this
study. Among these, 54 were consecutive patients (32 men and
22 women; mean age, 45.3±13.2 years) who attended our clinic
with symptoms suggestive of GERD and underwent both 24-h
esophageal pH monitoring and upper digestive endoscopy.
The remaining 190 subjects were randomly selected from 2532
respondents who were previously enrolled in our general
population-based study on GERD, according to the composite
score (score index, SI) of main reflux symptoms (Table 1), and
who underwent 24-h esophageal pH monitoring (50 subjects)
or/and upper digestive endoscopy (140 subjects). Patients with
previous foregut surgery and other systemic disorders affecting
the gastrointestinal motility were excluded. Five selected
respondents (3 in the normal group and 1 in the mild symptom
group) refused to participate in this study, 1 (normal group)
had intolerance to pH monitoring, and 1(normal group) did not
complete the evaluation. All of the 7 incomplete respondents
were replaced by our clinic patients with same gender, SI, and
similar age (±5 years). There were no appreciable differences in
age or gender among these groups (P>0.05).
Questionnaire
A standardized questionnaire based on our previous work was
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Table 1 Gender and age distribution of 190 subjects in symptom severity groups
Severity of
symptoms

Responders

Upper digestive endoscopy
Subjects

Normal
Mild
Moderate
Severe
Total

2 102
332
74
24
2 532

40
40
40
20
140

Men/Women
17/23
20/20
18/22
11/9
66/74

24-h pH monitoring

Mean age (yr)

Subjects

45.5±9.9
46.1±14.4
47.4±9.6
49.1±10.2
47.0±11.0

15
15
10
10
50

Men/Women
8/7
6/9
5/5
4/6
23 /27

Mean age (yr)
45.3±10.4
46.5±13.3
47.4±10.6
49.7±11.5
47.2±11.5

Table 2 Relationship between SI and RE, PGER, GERD
Endoscopic examination

pH monitoring

Endoscopic or/and pH examination

Criteria of SI
Subjects
Normal (SI = 0-2)
Mild (SI = 3-7)
Moderate (SI = 8-12)
Severe (SI 13)
a

40
40
40
20

RE (%)
0 (0.0)
3 (7.5)
11 (27.5) b
13 (66.5) b

Subjects
15
15
10
10

PGER (%)
0
2
4
6

(0.0)
(13.3)
(40.0) a
(60.0) b

Subjects

GERD (%)

55
52
45
24

0 (0.0)
4 (7.69)
12 (26.7) b
13 (54.2) b

P<0.05 and bP<0.01 vs normal group.

used to classify both the frequency and severity of typical
symptoms of GERD (heartburn, acid regurgitation and food
regurgitation) for all subjects before pH monitoring and upper
digestive endoscopy. Personal interviews were carried out in
our clinic with patients and respondents.

Endoscopy
General upper digestive endoscopy was performed using a
Pentax videoendoscope, and the same two gastrointestinal
physicians made the diagnosis according to VHS videocassettes
recorded.
Twenty-four hour esophageal pH monitoring
Twenty-four hour ambulatory esophageal pH monitoring was
performed using a Synectic device. The pH electrode should
be positioned 5 cm above the lower esophageal sphincter.
Subjects were instructed to fill in diary cards regarding the time
of meals, supine position and the time of symptoms experienced
during the 24-h period. In addition, they were asked to press a
button on the digital data logger at the beginning of each
symptom episode. No restrictions were imposed on food and
beverage intake or smoking.
Definitions
The following definitions for symptom categories and diseases
were used. Only symptoms occurring in the past year before
the interview were considered. Heartburn was defined as a
burning pain or burning sensation behind the breastbone in
the chest, acid regurgitation as a bitter or sour-tasting fluid
coming into throat or mouth, food regurgitation as eaten foods
coming into mouth. Heartburn, acid regurgitation and food
regurgitation were considered to be the typical symptoms of
GERD. Each of these symptoms was estimated according to its
severity and frequency measured on a 4-score scale. Severity
was assessed as follows: 0, none; 1, mild (could be ignored); 2,
moderate (could not be ignored but did not affect lifestyle); 3,
severe (affected lifestyle). The score of symptom frequency
was estimated as follows: 0, none or less than one occasion per
month on average; 1, several occasions (once to three times) a
month; 2, several occasions (once to six times) a week; 3, one
or more daily occasions. Based on the scores of severity and
frequency of the main GERD symptoms, the composite score
(SI: ranged from 0 to 18) of every subject was calculated. All
subjects were grouped as follows: SI = 0-2, normal; SI = 3-7,

mild; SI = 8-12, moderate; SI R13, severe. Patients with
symptomatic gastroesophageal reflux disease(SGERD) were
defined as subjects with SI R3. Those with RE were defined
as subjects whose endoscopic findings met Savary-Miller
criteria, those with PGER as subjects with abnormal pH-metry
(DeMeester score more than 14.7), those with GERD as subjects
with RE and/or PGER.

Statistical analysis
Data were analyzed with descriptive statistics and expressed
as mean±SD. Median values and ranges were used for
nonparametric variables. Relative proportions were calculated
for the analysis of prevalence and relative frequencies. The
comparison between groups was performed by means of
parametric tests such as the Student’s t test for dimensional
variables and χ2 test for non-dimensional variables. The critical
two-tailed value of alpha was set at 0.05.
RESULTS
Relationship between SI and its diagnostic accuracy for GERD
Among the 54 outpatients with symptoms suggestive of GERD,
28 patients (51.9%) were identified as GERD (16 patients with
RE, 12 patients with PGER, 10 patients with RE and PGER), and
26 patients (48.1%) were normal, based on the findings of upper
digestive endoscopy and 24-h esophageal pH monitoring.
Figure1 summarizes the relationship between criteria and its
diagnostic accuracy for GERD compared with the diagnosis of
endoscopy and pH monitoring. The sensitivity was inversely
associated with increased SI, but the specificity tended to be
higher with increased SI. The SI 8 had the highest accuracy
(70.0%) for diagnosing GERD with a sensitivity of 78.6% and a
specificity of 69.2%, followed by SI 3 with a accuracy of
62.1%, a sensitivity of 96.4% and a specificity of 34.6%.
Relationship between SI and RE, PGER, GERD
As shown in Table 2, the rate of RE was the highest in the severe
group, followed by moderate, mild and normal groups, and the
results were similar to both PGER and GERD. The rate of RE,
PGER and GERD was strongly associated with increased SI. In
the severe and moderate groups, the frequency of RE, PGER
and GERD was significantly higher than that of the normal
group (P<0.05 or P<0.01).
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Figure 2 Endoscopic photographs of some patients with RE. A: Female, 46 years old, SI = 12, grade I RE; B: Male, 50 years old,
SI = 16, grade II RE; C: Male, 42 years old, SI = 12, grade III RE; D: Male, 51 years old, SI = 13, grade IV RE.
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have negative pH monitoring. Upper gastrointestinal tract
endoscopy was performed in 34 patients with PGER, of them,
18 (52.9%) were identified to have RE, but the remaining 16 (47.1%)
patients were proven to have a negative endoscopic finding in
the esophagus. The results are summarized in Figure 3.
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Figure 1 Relationship between SI and its diagnostic accuracy.
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Figure 3 The relationship between RE and PGER.

Relationship between SI and degree of RE
RE was diagnosed in a total of 43 patients on the basis of
endoscopic findings (16 cases were outpatients and 27 cases
came from general subjects). Thirty patients were males and 13
were females. The mean age was 55.3±6.8 years. Table 3 shows
the relationship between SI and the severity of RE. The SI was
similar among all groups (from grade I to grade IV, P>0.05). Figure 2
illustrates endoscopic photographs of some patients with RE.
Table 3 Relationship between severity of symptoms and grade
of RE
Severity of RE

Patients

SI (mean±SD)

Grade I
Grade II
Grade III
Grade IV

19
13
7
4

10.63±4.74
11.32±5.26
11.85±5.11
12.00±4.12

Relationship between RE and PGER
Of the 43 patients with RE, 26 patients underwent 24-h
esophageal pH monitoring. Eighteen patients with RE (69.2%)
complicated by PGER and 8 patients (30.8%) were confirmed to

DISCUSSION
Gastroesophageal reflux disease is a common disease with many
typical and atypical symptoms. A low pressure exerted by the
lower esophageal sphincter (LES) and an increased frequency
of transient LES relaxation might contribute to the development
of GERD [17-19]. Esophageal testing, particularly 24-h pH
monitoring has become the key to make the diagnosis and to
ensure adequate acid suppression or prior to surgical therapy[20].
Although the test could yield accurate and reliable information,
it is inconvenient for patients. The problem is whether all
patients require 24-h esophageal pH monitoring to establish
the diagnosis of GERD. If so, its use, however, is not popular
and many hospitals in China are unable to perform this special
testing. For these reasons, we are trying to develop a standard
system to quantify the symptoms and to evaluate the accuracy
of the combination of typical reflux symptoms in the diagnosis
of GERD with the hope of eliminating the need for the monitoring.
Laboratory studies have demonstrated that there is a close
relationship between classic reflux symptoms and esophageal
acid exposure, but some clinical studies revealed that these
symptoms were neither specific nor sensitive to the diagnosis
of GERD[15,21-23]. For example, Tefera and his colleagues[21]
reported that moderate or severe heartburn could be used to
diagnose GERD with a sensitivity of 68.42% and a specificity of
62.96%, and moderate or severe regurgitation with a sensitivity
of 56.76% and a specificity of 65.08%. There were some common
grounds in these clinical studies. These symptoms were evaluated
separately. The frequency of each symptom was quantified but the
severity was not considered. In our study, every typical symptom
was estimated by quantifying both the frequency and the severity,
and a combination score (SI) of all symptoms was calculated for
every subject to exclude those subjects with trivial symptoms
and to improve the accuracy of SI in the diagnosis of GERD.
We found that the sensitivity of the composite score of main
reflux symptoms in the diagnosis of GERD was inversely
associated with increased SI, but the specificity tended to be
higher with increased SI. SI 8 had the highest accuracy of
70.0% for diagnosing GERD with a sensitivity of 78.6% and a
specificity of 69.2%, followed by SI 3 with an accuracy of
62.1%, a sensitivity of 96.4%, and a specificity of 34.6%.
Because SI 3 had the highest sensitivity, this criterion is the
common choice in epidemiological studies. With the highest
accuracy, SI 8 is very useful for diagnosing GERD in clinical
work. We, therefore, prompted to develop a criterion based on the
main reflux symptoms. The standardized symptom questionnaire
and the scoring techniques (system) are important for
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gastroenterological doctors to estimate the patients with typical
reflux symptoms, especially in hospitals or clinics without objective
tests. We suggest that patients with SI 8 may be treated
pharmaceutically combined with life style counseling. If the
symptoms have not improved after 6 to 12 wk, 24-h pH monitoring
and/or endoscopical examination should be performed, and if
necessary, barium radiographing and manometry should be done.
Our study showed that the prevalence of RE, PGER and
GERD was strongly associated with increased SI, but no
significant association was found between the severity of RE
and SI, indicating that patients with more severe reflux symptoms
tend to have GERD, but the grade of esophagitis could not be
evaluated on the basis of the severity of typical symptoms.
The present study also revealed that almost one third of
patients with RE (30.8%) were confirmed to have negative pH
monitoring and half of patients with PGER (47.1%) had negative
endoscopic findings in the esophagus, the results were similar
to previous studies[24-26]. Excessive bile exposure of esophageal
mucosa was the main cause of RE with normal acid exposure[27-29].
We suggest that endoscopy-negative reflux disease (ENRD)
should be treated as endoscopy positive GERD because longterm
acid exposure would rapidly damage esophageal mucosa.
Patients with atypical symptoms such as cough, asthma,
hoarseness, chest pain, and ear, nose and throat symptoms
were not included in this study because they always had their
first visit at specialized services. According to some studies
the prevalence of GERD in patients with atypical symptoms
ranged from 25% to 80%. We suggest that diagnostic tests
such as upper digestive endoscopy and 24-h pH monitoring
are a necessity for patients with atypical symptoms.
In conclusion, developing a criterion based on the composite
score of typical reflux symptoms is useful to the diagnosis of
GERD. Symptom questionnaire and scoring techniques are an
important step in this analysis. For patients with a moderate or
severe composite score, the diagnosis of GERD can be made
without further tests in most situations. However, 24-h esophageal
pH monitoring is still needed in patients with mild and atypical
symptoms.
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Abstract
AIM: To investigate the clinical characteristics and prognostic
factors of a consecutive series of patients with severe acute
pancreatitis (SAP).
METHODS: Clinical data of SAP patients admitted to our
hospital from January 2003 to January 2004 were retrospectively
reviewed. Collected data included the age, gender, etiology,
length of hospitalization, APACHE II score at admission,
local and organ/systemic complications of the patients.
RESULTS: Of the 268 acute pancreatitis patients, 94 developed
SAP. The mean age of SAP patients was 52 years, the
commonest etiology was cholelithiasis (45.7%), the mean
length of hospitalization was 70 d, the mean score of
APACHE II was 7.7. Fifty-four percent of the patients developed
necrosis, 25% abscess, 58% organ/systemic failure. A total
of 23.4% (22/94) of the SAP patients died. Respiratory failure
was the most common organ dysfunction (90.9%) in deceased
SAP patients, followed by cardiovascular failure (86.4%),
renal failure (50.0%). In the SAP patients, 90.9% (20/22)
developed multiple organ/systemic failures. There were
significant differences in age, length of hospitalization,
APACHE II score and incidences of respiratory failure, renal
failure, cardiovascular failure and hematological failure
between deceased SAP patients and survived SAP patients.
By multivariate logistic regression analysis, independent
prognostic factors for mortality were respiratory failure,
cardiovascular failure and renal failure.
CONCLUSION: SAP patients are characterized by advanced
age, high APACHE II score, organ failure and their death is
mainly due to multiple organ/systemic failures. In patients
with SAP, respiratory, cardiovascular and renal failures can
predict the fatal outcome and more attention should be paid
to their clinical evaluation.
Kong L, Santiago N, Han TQ, Zhang SD. Clinical characteristics
and prognostic factors of severe acute pancreatitis. World J
Gastroenterol 2004; 10(22): 3336-3338

can be found in every part of the world with an incidence of
35-80 cases per 100 000 inhabitants per year[1,2]. According to
Atlanta Classification, acute pancreatitis is clinically classified
into a mild or severe type depending on the presence of local
and systemic complications[3]. Severe acute pancreatitis (SAP)
is characterized by high morbidity and mortality. The mortality
of SAP patients varies from 7% to 47%[4]. The factors most
closely linked to a poor prognosis are pancreatic necrosis,
infection and multiple organ/systemic failures, which are
associated with a mortality of 50%[4-7]; although in recent years
this mortality rate has tended to decrease[8]. Many attempts have
been made to achieve an early prognosis of SAP. However,
none seems to be reliable enough to justify its routine use.
In view of the high mortality associated with SAP, it is
important to identify the cases that require close monitoring
and aggressive resuscitation. The aim of this study was therefore
to investigate the clinical characteristics and factors which could
predict the outcome of patients with organ/systemic failure
admitted to our hospital.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Clinical data
From January 2003 to January 2004, the clinical histories of
patients with acute pancreatitis (AP), admitted to the Department
of Surgery, Ruijin Hospital of Shanghai Second Medical University,
were retrospectively reviewed. The diagnosis of AP was established
in cases with clinical presentations and biochemical findings
when other causes were excluded. The severities of AP were assessed
according to the Atlanta classification system[3]. Etiology was
divided into two groups: cholelithiasis and non-cholelithiasis.
A biliary etiology was confirmed by ultrasonography, CT scan,
ERCP, MRCP and operation. Pancreatic necrosis and abscess
were defined by the findings on contrast-enhanced CT scan or
in operation. The local and organ/systemic complications were
defined according to the Atlanta classification system[3, 9].
The patients with SAP were divided according to their
outcomes into two groups: deceased group and survived group.
The data recorded for each patient included age, gender, etiology,
length of hospitalization, APACHE II score at admission and
the presence and type of local and organ/systemic complications.
The relationship between clinical characteristics, specific single
or multiple organ/systemic failures with mortality was evaluated
in above-mentioned two groups.
Statistical analysis
Results were expressed as mean±SD. Statistical studies were
made using SAS 6.12. Continuous data were evaluated by t rest,
and categorized data were analyzed by Chi-square test or Fisher’s
exact test. To identify the risk factors for SAP, multiple logistic
regression analysis with backward elimination was used. P<0.05
was considered statistically significant.
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INTRODUCTION
Acute pancreatitis, as a relatively common pancreatic disease,

RESULTS
Of the 268 patients with AP, 35.1% (94/268) developed SAP. Of
the 94 SAP patients, 23.4% (22/94) died. The patients in the
deceased group were significantly older and had a higher
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APACHE II score than those in the survived group. The length
of hospitalization was significantly shorter in those with a fatal
outcome. There was no difference in etiology or gender (Table 1).
Regarding the local complications, the incidences of necrosis
and abscess were significantly higher in the survived group than
those in the deceased group. No patient in the deceased group
developed pseudocysts (Table 2).
Table 1 Comparison of clinical characteristics (mean±SD)
Characteristics
Mean age (yr)
(range)
Gender
(male/female)
Etiology
(biliary/non-biliary)
Hospitalization (d)
(range)
APACHE II score
(range)
b

Survival
(n = 72)

Deceased
(n = 22)

Total
(n = 94)

49.7±14.9 b
(15-82)

62.8±14.4
(42-83)

52.7±15.8
(15-83)

45/27

10/12

55/39

31/41
84.4±65.3 b
(8-253)
6.3±3.5b
(0-14)

12/10
26.2±28.2
(1-94)
12.5±6.8
(1-33)

43/51
70.8±63.7
1-253)
7.72±5.2
(0-33)

P<0.01 vs deceased group.

Table 2 Comparison of local complications
Local complications Survival
(n=72)
Necrosis, n (%)
Abscess, n (%)
Pseudocyst, n (%)
a

Deceased
(n=22)

47 (5.3) b
23 (31.4)a
11 (15.3)

7 (31.8)
2 (9.1)
0 (0)

Total
(n=94)
54 (57.4)
25 (26.6)
11 (11.7)

P<0.05, bP<0.01 vs deceased group.

A total of 61.7% (58/94) patients with SAP developed organ/
systemic failures. In the deceased group, 90.9% (20/22) patients
showed multiple organ/systemic failures (maximum 5 organ/systemic
failures), only 18.1% (13/94) patients showed multiple organ/systemic
failures in the survived group (Tables 3, 4). With regard to the
organ/systemic complications, we found that the deceased group
experienced a significantly greater incidence of episodes of
respiratory failure, acute renal failure, cardiovascular failure
and hematological failure than the survived group (Table 4).
Table 3 Comparison of the number of organ/systemic failure
Number of organ/
systemic failure

Survival
(n=72)

1, n (%)
2, n (%)
3, n (%)
4, n (%)
5, n (%)
Total, n (%)

23 (31.9)a
10 (13.9)
3 (4.2) a
0 (0)b
0 (0)a
36 (50.0) b

a

Deceased
(n=22)
2 (9.1)
6 (4.5)
4 (18.2)
7 (31.8)
3 (13.6)
22 (100.0)

Total
(n=94)
25
16
7
7
3
58

(26.6)
(17.0)
(7.4)
(7.4)
(3.2)
(61.7)

P<0.05, bP<0.01 vs deceased group.

As for the frequency of different specific single organ
failures, pulmonary failure occurred in 35.1% (33/94) patients,
cardiovascular failure in 22.3% (21/94) patients, gastrointestinal
failure in 19.1% (18/94) patients, hepatic failure in 15.9% (15/94)
and renal failure in 14.9% (14/94) patients. The incidences of
neurologic and hematological failures were relatively lower,
only in 8.5% (8/94) patients respectively (Table 5).
Logistic regression analysis was carried out for the independent
prognostic factors including all the variables studied. Respiratory
failure, cardiovascular failure and renal failure were found to be
independent prognostic factors of the mortality in SAP patients
(Table 6).
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Table 4 Comparison of the features of organ/systemic failure
Organ/systemic failure

Survival
(n=72)

Multiple organ/systemic
failures n (%)
Respiratory n (%)
Renal n (%)
Gastrointestinal n (%)
Hepatic n (%)
Neurologic n (%)
Cardiovascular n (%)
Hematological n (%)

13 (18.1) b

20 (90.9)

33 (35.1)

13 (18.1) b
3 (4.2)b
11 (15.3)
12 (16.7)
6 (8.3)
2 (2.8)b
2 (2.8) b

20 (90.9)
11 (50.0)
7 (31.8)
3 (13.6)
2 (9.1)
19 (86.4)
6 (27.3)

33 (35.1)
14 (14.9)
18 (19.1)
15 (15.9)
8 (8.5)
21 (22.3)
8 (8.5)

b

Deceased
(n=22)

Total
(n=94)

P <0.01 vs deceased group.

Table 5 Frequency of organ/systemic failure
Organ/systemic

Number of
organ/systemic failure

Frequency (%)

Respiratory
Renal
Gastrointestinal
Hepatic
Neurologic
Cardiovascular
Hematological

33
14
18
15
8
21
8

35.1
14.9
19.1
15.9
8.5
22.3
8.5

Table 6 Independent factors of the logistic regression model
Variable
Respiratory failure
Cardiovascular failure
Renal failure
Hospitalization, days

OR
186.5
29.9
118.7
0.957

OR 95% confidence
interval

P

9.942-999.0
2.243-999.0
3.784-999.0
0.908-0.989

0.006
0.021
0.029
0.037

DISCUSSION
Most deaths of SAP patients were mainly related to multiple
organ/systemic failures[10]. Regarding the survival time, patients
died more often of multiple organ/systemic failures in the first few
days after admission[5,11]. In the early phase of SAP, multiple
organ/systemic failures seemed to be caused by cytokine and
inflammatory mediators released due to systemic inflammatory
response syndrome, and sterile pancreatic necrosis might even
occur[12]. Early deaths of SAP patients were commonly associated
with multiple organ/systemic failure, accounting for 40-60% of
mortality, and over the past decade this proportion has not
declined[13]. The present study showed that in the deceased group
90.9% (20/22) patients developed multiple organ/systemic
failure and 50% (11/22) patients died within 2 wk after admission.
Previous studies[14-16] showed that in SAP patients, organ/
systemic failure occurred in 72-90.3%, single organ failure in
24.7-37%, multiple organ failure in 35-65.6%. Among the single
organ failures, respiratory failure was the most common organ/
systemic complications (39.1-63%), followed by cardiovascular
failure (23-37.7%), hepatic failure (20.7%) and renal failure
(8.5-13%). The present data showed that organ failure occurred
in 61.7% (58/94) patients, single organ failure in 26.6% (25/94)
patients, and multiple organ failure in 38.3% (36/94) patients.
Respiratory failure was the most common single organ failure
(35.1%, 33/94), followed by cardiovascular failure (22.3%, 21/94),
gastrointestinal failure (19.1%, 18/94), hepatic failure (15.9%,
15/94) and renal failure (14.9%, 14/94). In a recent study, five
independent prognostic factors for hospital mortality in SAP
patients were the age and chronic health situation of the patients
and organ failures (renal, respiratory and cardiovascular)[4]. In
our study, respiratory failure, cardiovascular failure and renal
failure were shown to be the independent prognostic factors of
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mortality by multivariate logistic analysis, which are consistent
with the reports by Fernandez-Cruz et al. and Halonen et al.[6, 17].
Apparently, the development of one of the above-mentioned
complications is by far the worst prognostic factor in SAP, closely
related to mortality.
Up to now, the development of pancreatic necrosis and
infection has been considered as an important factor in the
occurrence of multiple organ/systemic failure and subsequent
death[6,18,19]. There are even studies relating the site and extent
of necrosis to the outcome and development of multiple organ
failures[18,20]. In other studies, infected pancreatic necrosis and
combined of organ/systemic failures were the most significant
causes for hospital mortality of SAP patients[1,21]. The mortality
rate of SAP patients was 7-47% (that of sterile necrotizing
pancreatitis patients was 6-13% and SAP patients with infected
necrosis was 14-80%)[4,22-26]. Conversely, there was a higher
proportion of patients with necrosis and abscess in the survived
group in our study. Using logistic regression analysis failed to
identify necrosis and abscess as independent prognostic
factors for mortality, although statistically significant difference
was found between survived and deceased groups. This
suggested that, rather than the development of necrosis or abscess
itself, necrosis and abscess were not correlated with an increased
mortality. The main factor indicating a poor prognosis in SAP was
the development of multiple organ/systemic failures[27,28].
Although there was a higher incidence of pseudocysts in
the survived group, no statistically significant difference was
found compared with the deceased group. This observation must
be made cautiously, because 50% (11/22) of the patients in
deceased group died within 2 wk, which might be too short to
develop a pseudocyst. In addition, in many patients the only
complication was a pseudocyst, so they were classified as having
SAP according to the Atlanta Criteria, although their clinical
recovery was excellent[3]. Patients with pseudocysts may develop
complications, but since it takes at least 4 wk to develop a
pseudocyst, it has no effect on early mortality.
Our results did not show that age was an independent poor
prognosis factor in mortality, which was consistent with previous
studies, but in contradiction to other investigators[4,6,]. When
deaths due to complications of acute pancreatitis were analyzed,
the mortality rate was not significantly different between the
young and elderly groups. Moreover, the complication rate and
the proportion of patients with SAP (judged by the number of
prognostic signs) were not higher in the elderly. Thus the
severity of acute pancreatitis was not intrinsically due to
advanced age when the influence of other secondary factors
was not taken into consideration.
In conclusion, SAP patients are characterized by advanced
age, high APACHE II score at admission, development of
organ/systemic failure, and their death is mainly due to multiple
organ/systemic failures. In SAP patients, respiratory, cardiovascular
and renal failures can predict their fatal outcome and more
attention should be paid to their clinical evaluation.
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Abstract
AIM: Leakage from oesophageal anastomosis is associated
with substantial morbidity and mortality. This study presented
a novel, safe and effective double stapled technique for
oesophago-enteric anastomosis.
METHODS: The data were obtained prospectively from
hospital held clinical database. Thirty nine patients (26
males, 13 females) underwent upper-gastrointestinal
resection between 1996 and 2000 for carcinoma (n = 36),
gastric lymphoma (n = 1), and benign pathology (n = 2).
Double stapled oesophago-enteric anastomosis was
performed in all cases.
RESULTS: No anastomotic leak was reported. In cases of
malignancy, the resected margins were free of neoplasm.
Three deaths occurred, which were not related to anastomotic
complications.

polypropylene suture should be tied such that around 5 cm of
suture with the attached needle remained attached to the spike
attached to the circular stapler head. The transverse anterior
oesophagotomy should be of sufficient size to allow insertion of
the stapler head with attached spike - see step 7 (Figure 2). The
circular stapler head with spike and attached needle were placed
through the oesophagotomy into the proximal oesophagus
(Figure 3). The suture needle was brought out through the anterior
oesophageal wall 2 cm proximal to the oesophagotomy. The
oesophagus was then cross-stapled and divided transversely
below the site of needle puncture but above the oesophagotomy.
The suture attached to the spike was used to pull the spike and
axis of the circular stapler head through the anterior wall of the
oesophagus, around 2 cm proximal to the transverse staple line
(Figure 4). The spike was then removed from the stapler head.
Resection of the gastric or oesophago-gastric specimen was
then completed. The distal conduit (either distal stomach or jejunal
limb) was prepared and mobilized to allow a tension free
anastomosis. The body of the circular stapler was introduced
into the lumen of the efferent conduit through an appropriately
placed enterotomy (Figure 5). The circular stapler head was
engaged with the body of the circular stapler gun. The gun was
closed and fired creating a double stapled oesophago-enteric
anastomosis (Figure 5). A naso-gastric tube was fed across the
oesophago-enterostomy after completion of the anastomosis.

CONCLUSION: Even though the reported study is an
uncontrolled one, the technique described is reliable, and
effective for oesophago-enteric anastomosis.

Oesophageal enterotomy
above tumour

Kotru A, John AK, Dewar EP. A double stapled technique for
oesophago-enteric anastomosis. World J Gastroenterol 2004;
10(22): 3339-3341

Tumour at gastro
oesophageal junction

Stapler head with attached
spike connected to suture
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INTRODUCTION
Leakage is a major problem associated with oesophago-enteric
anastomosis. The anastomosis may be hand sewn or stapled[1-4].
Even though there is no proven advantage between either
techniques, basic principles of anastomosis surgery- tension
free, good vascularity, and good mucosal apposition apply to
both. A technique of double stapled anastomosis avoids stretch
at oesophageal side of anastomosis and circumvents damage
to vascularity.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The double stapled oesophago-enteric reconstruction was
performed as follows. The oesophagus was mobilized in the
standard way to above the proposed level of division. A
transverse incision was made in the anterior wall of the
oesophagus at least 3 cm above the proximal extent of the
tumour in those cases undergoing surgery for malignancy
(Figure 1). An appropriately sized circular stapler (CA Ethicon)
was selected based on the oesophageal diameter. A 2-0
polypropylene suture was placed through the ‘eye-hole’ situated
in the plastic spike that fits the head of the circular stapler. The

Figure 1 Transverse incision in anterior wall of oesophagus.

Figure 2 Transverse anterior oesophagotomy. Stapler head
spike with attached needle inserted through oesophagotomy
into proximal oesophagus.
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Figure 3 Placement of a circular stapler head with spike and
attached needle. Needle was used to puncture anterior oesophagus -2 cm above the oesophagotomy. The oesophagus
was then cross- stapled between the needle puncture site &
the oesophagotomy.
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soluble contrast studies were not routinely used to assess
anastomotic integrity unless there was clinical indication.
Data were obtained prospectively from the hospital-held
clinical database.
Thirty-nine patients (26 males, 13 females) underwent upper
gastrointestinal resection (total gastrectomy n = 24, Ivor -Lewis
oesophago-gastrectomy n = 15) between 1996 and 2000. Indication
for surgery was carcinoma (n = 36), gastric non-Hodgkin’s
lymphoma (n = 1), revision of a neo-gastric jejunal pouch (n = 1),
gastric infarction secondary to volvulus (n = 1). The median age
was 67 (36-82) years. Patient ASA grades were: ASA-1 n = 12,
ASA- 2 n = 14, ASA- 3 n = 9, ASA- 4 n = 3, ASA- 5 n = 1. The
median operative time for total gastrectomy was 175 (120-240) min
and was 240 (180-360) min for Ivor-Lewis oesophago-gastrectomy.
The median transfusion requirements were 2 (0-7) units for
both procedures. The resection margins were free of tumour on
histopathological examination in all cases of malignancy.
Morbidity and mortality rates are shown below (Tables 1-3).
Risk adjusted morbidity and mortality rates were calculated
using the physiological and operative scoring system for
enumeration of morbidity and mortality (POSSUM) and
Portsmouth POSSUM (P-POSSUM) models[5,6].
Table 1 Morbidity and mortality of oesophago-gastrectomy
(n, %)
Total patients
(n = 15)

POSSUM
prediction

5 (33)
2 (14)

63
18

Morbidity
Mortality

P-POSSUM
prediction
6

Table 2 Morbidity and mortality of total gastrectomy (n, %)
Figure 4 Suture used to drive head spike through oesophageal wall above transverse suture line.

Total patients
(n = 15)

POSSUM
prediction

P-POSSUM
prediction

6 (25)
1 (4)

48
16

9

Morbidity
Mortality

Table 3 Analysis of morbidity
Circular stapler head in proximal oesophagus

Circular stapler introduced into roux limb of jejunum

Roux limb of
jejunum

Figure 5 Introduction of the circular stapler body into the
lumen of efferent conduit.

RESULTS
All patients were operated on by or under the direct supervision
of a consultant surgeon with an upper gastrointestinal interest.
Patients with malignancy underwent pre-operative staging with
thoraco-abdominal computed tomography scan. Laparoscopy
was used in selected instances. In elective cases, mechanical
bowel preparation was employed. Thoracic epidural anaesthesia
was employed for post-operative pain relief. Patients were kept
nil by mouth for 5 d post-operatively. If the post-operative
course was uneventful, fluids were introduced on d 5. Water

Oesophagogastrectomy (n) Total gastrectomy (n)
Chest infection
Chylothorax
DVT/PE
Anastomotic leak
Wound sepsis

2
1
1
1

5
1
-

Three deaths occurred, two post oesophago-gastrectomy
and one post total gastrectomy. The deaths after oesophagogastrectomy were shown at post-mortem to be due to left
ventricular failure and myocardial infarction respectively. The
patient who died after total gastrectomy deteriorated suddenly
on the 10th post-operative day tolerated diet for three days.
Symptoms, blood gases and electrocardiogram were compatible
with a pulmonary embolus. Permission for a post-mortem was
refused. No anastomotic leaks occurred on clinical grounds.

DISCUSSION
Anastomotic leakage following oesophago-enteric reconstruction
may result in significant morbidity and mortality. The standard
principles governing any gastro-intestinal anastomosis apply
in dealing with the oesophagus. The anastomosis should be
tension-free, well vascularized and there should be accurate
mucosal apposition. Oesophageal anastomoses may be hand
sewn (in one, two or even three layers) or stapled[1-4]. There is
no proven advantage to either the hand sewn or stapled technique.

Kotru A et al. Double stapled oesophago-enteric anastomosis

Stapled anastomoses might be associated with a higher rate of
subsequent benign stricture formation[7]. The stapled technique
that is commonly used requires a purse string suture in the cut
end of the proximal oesophagus to retain the head of the circular
stapler. The anastomosis is completed by a single firing of the
circular stapler.
It is the authors’ contention that the oesophageal purse
string may be a contributory factor to subsequent anastomotic
related complications (leak and stricture). This is based on the
observation that the distal oesophagus is stretched over the
head of the circular stapler, and therefore possibly devascularized
by the purse string suture. To avoid the use of a purse string, a
double stapled oesophago-enteric anastomotic technique has
been devised.
This paper described a novel technique of oesophago-enteric
anastomosis using a double stapled technique. Whilst this
was an uncontrolled study, the technique has proved reliable
and to date has not resulted in any anastomotic leaks. Whilst
this study cannot implicate the use of a proximal oesophageal
purse string suture as a factor in anastomotic leakage, it is
interesting to speculate whether the double stapled anastomosis
does allow improved anastomotic healing through omission of
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a purse string suture. The technique described merits further
evaluation either in the setting of a larger uncontrolled study
or more preferably in the context of a randomised trial.
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Abstract
AIM: To assess Helicobacter pylori (H pylori) seroprevalence
in a cohort of Greek patients with lung cancer.
METHODS: Seventy-two lung cancer patients (55 males
and 17 females, aged 58.2±11.7 years) and 68, age and
gender-matched, control subjects were enrolled. All subjects
underwent an enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay IgG
serologic test for H pylori diagnosis.
RESULTS: A correlation between age and H pylori IgG
level was detected for both lung cancer patients (r = 0.42,
P = 0.004) and controls (r = 0.44, P = 0.004). Seropositivity
for H pylori did not differ significantly between patients
with lung cancer and controls (61.1% vs 55.9%, P>0.05).
Concerning the mean serum concentration of IgG antibodies
against H pylori, no significant difference between the
two groups was detected (32.6±19.1 vs 27.4±18.3 U/mL,
P>0.05).
CONCLUSION: No significant association between H pylori
infection and lung cancer was found.
Philippou N, Koursarakos P, Anastasakou E, Krietsepi V, Mavrea
S, Roussos A, Alepopoulou D, Iliopoulos I. Helicobacter pylori
seroprevalence in patients with lung cancer. World J Gastroenterol
2004; 10(22): 3342-3344
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INTRODUCTION
Helicobacter pylori (H pylori) infection of the gastric mucosa
affects approximately 50% of the world’s population[1]. It seems
to be the main cause of chronic antral gastritis[2] and is strongly
associated with peptic ulcer disease[3], gastric cancer[4], and
gastric MALT-lymphoma[5]. In the past few years, a variety of
extradigestive disorders, including cardiovascular, skin, rheumatic
and liver diseases, have also been associated with H pylori
infection[6,7]. As regards respiratory diseases, an increased H pylori
seroprevalence has been found in active bronchiectasis[8],
chronic bronchitis[9,10] and active pulmonary tuberculosis[11].
The activation of inflammatory mediators by H pylori seems to
be the common pathogenetic mechanism underlying the
observed associations[12].

It is well known that the prevalence of lung cancer in peptic
ulcer patients is increased 2 to 3 fold compared with findings
in ulcer-free controls[13-18]. The major factor underlying this
association seems to be the impact of cigarette smoking on
both diseases. However, a recent pilot study, in a small number
of patients, showed that H pylori infection, per se, might be
implicated in lung cancerogenesis[19]. It suggested that the
prolonged release of gastrin and cyclooxygenase (COX)-2 in
H pylori infected patients might account for the stimulation of
lung cancer growth and tumor neoangiogenesis[19]. However,
insufficient information is available on the prevalence of H pylori
infection in lung cancer patients.
Therefore, in order to further investigate the relationship
between H pylori infection and lung cancer, we assessed H pylori
seroprevalence in a cohort of Greek patients with lung cancer
and control subjects.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study subjects
The present study was conducted at the 9th Department of
Pulmonary Medicine, “Sotiria” Chest Diseases Hospital
(Athens, Greece). The local ethics committee approved the study
and written informed consent was obtained from each participant.
Following a predefined protocol, between March 1, 2002 and
April 30, 2001, 104 consecutive patients with, histologically
verified, primary lung cancer were recruited from our department.
Exclusion criteria were: (1) prior Helicobacter eradication
therapy, (2) consumption of acid suppressive drugs or antibiotics
in the preceding 6 mo and (3) a history of vagotomy or
operations of the upper gastrointestinal tract. A total of 32
patients were excluded. Therefore, 72 patients were eligible
for analysis.
Controls were selected randomly from subjects who attended
courses designed for public health education during the period
of the study. Exclusion criteria for controls were: (1) a known
history of lung cancer and (2) a known history of gastrointestinal
tract pathology. Finally, we selected 68 controls out of 99
healthy subjects and we matched them with the patients for
sex, age (within 2 years) and socioeconomic status.
Methods
All subjects enrolled (lung cancer patients and controls)
underwent an enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA)
IgG serologic test for H pylori diagnosis (HEL-P test, Park Co,
Athens, Greece), in accordance with the manufacturer’s
guidelines. A positive, borderline or negative result was assigned
when the concentration of IgG antibodies against H pylori was
greater than 25, between 20 and 25 and less than 20 U/mL
respectively. The specificity and sensitivity of the serology
test, validated in our local population, were 95% and 85%
respectively.
Statistical analysis
Results are expressed as mean±SD. Significance of difference
between groups was assessed by unpaired Student’s t-test for
continuous variables and χ2-test for proportions. Correlation
coefficients between variables were determined using conventional
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Pearson’s correlation analysis. Statistical analysis was performed
using SPSS program (SPSS Inc, IL, USA) and P-values were
two-tailed analyzed. P less than 0.05 was considered statistically
significant.

RESULTS
The demographic data of both patients and controls are shown
in Table 1. There was no statistical difference in age or gender
between the two groups. The majority of lung cancer patients
were current cigarette smokers (60 patients, 83.3%) or ex-smokers
(10 patients, 13.9%) and only 2 patients (2.8%) had never
smoked. On the other hand, 40 out of 68 control subjects (58.8%)
were never-smokers, 20 (29,4%) were current and 8 (11.8%)
were previous smokers.
A correlation between age and H pylori IgG level was
detected for both lung cancer patients (r = 0.42, P = 0.004) and
controls (r = 0.44, P = 0.004). Among the lung cancer patients,
44 (61.1%) were anti-H pylori IgG positive, 2 (2.8%) had
borderline values and 26 (36.1%) were seronegatives. Of the
control subjects 38 (55.9%) were anti-H pylori IgG positive,
2 (2.9%) were borderline and 28 (41.2%) were seronegatives.
H pylori seropositivity did not differ significantly between
patients with lung cancer and controls (P>0.05) (Table 1).
Concerning the mean serum concentration of IgG antibodies
against H pylori no significant difference between the two
groups was detected (P>0.05).
Table 1 Demographic data and H pylori serologic parameters
Parameter

Control
(n = 68)

Lung cancer
(n = 72)

P

Age (yr)
Male gender (%)
H pylori IgG level (U/mL)
H pylori IgG seropositivity (%)

54.8±12.1
73.5
27.4±18.3
55.9

58.2±11.7
76.3
32.6±19.1
61.1

0.79
0.88
0.18
0.23

DISCUSSION
Data in literature on the relationship between H pylori infection
and lung cancer are poor. Recently, Gocyk et al. carried out a
pilot study in a sample of 50 Polish patients with lung cancer
and showed an increased H pylori seroprevalence (89%).
Moreover, they proposed that the seropositive patients might
be considered for H pylori eradication in order to reduce the
hypergastrinemia and COX-2 expression[19], provoked by this
bacterium. As both overexpression of COX-2 in lung tissue[20-22]
and increased serum levels of gastrin[23] have been reported in
lung cancer patients, a pathogenetic link between H pylori
infection and lung cancer seems to exist.
Our study is the first one focusing on seroprevalence of
H pylori, in a relatively large population of Greek patients with
lung cancer. According to our results, H pylori seroprevalence
in lung cancer patients did not differ significantly from that of
the control subjects. The age-related pattern of infection, which
in our study was detected for both lung cancer patients and
controls, was common in developed countries and explained
by the cohort effect[24]. The socioeconomic status, which was
related with both H pylori infection and risk of lung cancer,
was similar between the two groups. Tobacco use could be
another confounding factor. Cigarette smoking was the most
important etiologic factor of lung cancer and seemed to fully
account for the, observed in previous studies, association
between peptic ulcer and lung cancer[13-18]. However, data on
the relationship between H pylori infection and smoking habits
are controversial. The prevalence of H pylori infection in
smokers has been variously reported as low[25], normal[26], and
high[27]. In the present study, we did not match patients with

control subjects in smoking habits. As the relation between
smoking and H pylori infection has not been clarified yet, the
possible impact of cigarette smoking on both lung cancer and
H pylori infection should be regarded as a potential study
limitation.
The present study did not focus on the potential pathogenetic
mechanisms underlying a possible association between H pylori
infection and chronic bronchitis. This association might reflect
either susceptibility induced by common factors or a kind of
causal relationship between these diseases. As far as we know,
there are no common factors implicated in the susceptibility to
both lung cancer and H pylori infection. However, we can not
rule out this possibility, as the predisposing conditions to
H pylori infection have not been clarified yet. With regard to
the aetio-pathogenetic role of H pylori infection in lung cancer
development, it has been suggested that the prolonged release
of gastrin and cyclooxygenase (COX)-2 in H pylori infected
patients might stimulate lung cancer growth and lead to tumor
neoangiogenesis[19]. The spilling or inhalation of H pylori or
its exotoxins into the respiratory tract might also lead to their
accumulation in lung tissue. However, as far as we know, neither
identification of H pylori species in human bronchial tissue,
nor isolation of H pylori from bronchoalveolar lavage (BAL)
fluid has been achieved yet[24]. Studies estimating the relative
risk of developing lung cancer for H pylori infected patients
and the effect of H pylori eradication on the natural history of
chronic bronchitis are also needed to further investigate these
hypotheses.
In conclusion, the present study suggests that H pylori
seroprevalence in lung cancer patients did not differ significantly
from that of control subjects. Our results should be confirmed
in a larger number of patients. Further studies are needed to
clarify the pathogenetic mechanisms, if those exist, underlying
a possible association between these two diseases.
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Abstract
AIM: To identify the prognostic factors with regard to survival
for patients with brain metastasis from primary tumors of the
gastrointestinal tract.
METHODS: Nine hundred and sixteen patients with brain
metastases, treated with whole brain radiation therapy
(WBRT) between January 1985 and December 2000 at the
Department of Radiation Oncology, University Hospital
Freiburg, were analyzed retrospectively.
RESULTS: Fifty-seven patients presented with a primary
tumor of the gastrointestinal tract (esophagus: n = 0, stomach:
n = 10, colorectal: n = 47). Twenty-six patients had a solitary
brain metastasis, 31 patients presented with multiple brain
metastases. Surgical resection was performed in 25 patients.
WBRT was applied with daily fractions of 2 Gray (Gy) or 3 Gy
to a total dose of 50 Gy or 30 Gy, respectively. The interval
between diagnoses of the primary tumors and brain
metastases was 22.6 mo vs 8.0 mo for patients with primary
tumors of the colon/rectum vs other primary tumors,
respectively (P<0.01, log-rank). Median overall survival for
all patients with brain metastases (n = 916) was 3.4 mo
and 3.2 mo for patients with gastrointestinal neoplasms.
Patients with gastrointestinal primary tumors presented
significantly more often with a solitary brain metastasis than
patients with other primary tumors (P<0.05, log-rank). In
patients with gastrointestinal neoplasms (n = 57), the
median overall survival was 5.8 mo for patients with solitary
brain metastasis vs 2.7 mo for patients with multiple brain
metastases (P<0.01, log-rank). The median overall survival
for patients with a Karnofsky performance status (KPS) 70
was 5.5 mo vs 2.1 mo for patients with KPS <70 (P<0.01,
log-rank). At multivariate analysis (Cox Model) the performance
status and the number of brain metastases were identified
as independent prognostic factors for overall survival.
CONCLUSION: Brain metastases occur late in the course
of gastrointestinal tumors. Pretherapeutic variables like KPS
and the number of brain metastases have a profound influence
on treatment outcome.
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INTRODUCTION
The metastatic dissemination of a solid tumor to the brain is
generally associated with a poor prognosis[1]. The most common
primary tumors metastasizing to the brain are breast and lung
cancer, whereas patients with other primary tumors, e.g. tumors of
the gastrointestinal tract, rarely present with brain metastases[2-4].
Furthermore, within the group of gastrointestinal tumors, the
incidence of brain metastases shows notable differences. They
are extremely rare in esophageal tumors[5,6], but more common
in rectal cancer. Few literatures concerning this group of patients
are available and therefore prognosis and hence treatment
strategies remain controversial.
We retrospectively evaluated patient-, tumor- and treatmentrelated variables in patients with brain metastases of primary
tumors of the gastrointestinal tract (i.e. epithelial tumors of the
esophagus, stomach, colon, sigma, and rectum) who were treated
with whole brain radiation therapy (WBRT) at our institution.
The aim of the study was to identify the prognostic factors
with regard to the endpoint survival.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The records of all patients with brain metastases, who were
treated with WBRT at our institution between January 1985 and
December 2000, were analyzed retrospectively. Brain metastases
were detected by contrast-enhanced cerebral computed tomography
(CT) (n = 43) or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) (n = 14).
WBRT was performed in 16 patients with cobalt60 gamma
rays, and in 41 patients with 6 MV photons of a linear accelerator.
During the study period two fractionation schemes were used:
conventional fractionation with daily fractions of 2 Gray (Gy),
five days per week to a planned total dose of 50 Gy (n = 42) and
since 1997 hypofractionation with daily fractions of 3 Gy, five
days per wk to a planned total dose of 30 Gy (n = 15). None of
the patients underwent a chemotherapy during WBRT.
The recursive partitioning analysis (RPA) was used to
classify the patients with brain metastases[7]. Class I contained
all patients with a Karnofsky performance status (KPS 70,
age < 65 years, a controlled primary tumor and no extracerebral
metastases), Class III contained all patients with a KPS <70,
and Class II contained all other patients.
All patients alive at the time of analysis were censored with
the date of last follow-up. The endpoint of the study was overall
survival. Survival was calculated from the first day of radiotherapy
using the method of Kaplan and Meier. Survival curves were
compared using the log-rank test. All factors with a P-value 0.1
at univariate analysis were entered into a multivariate analysis
using the proportional hazards model.
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RESULTS
Patient characteristics
Fifty-seven (6.2%) of the 916 patients presented with brain
metastases from a cancer of the gastrointestinal tract. The exact
localization of the primary tumor is shown in Table 1. None of
the patients had an esophageal tumor, the most common primary
site was rectum (n = 24) and colon/sigma (n = 23). In all patients,
histology obtained either from the primary tumor, brain metastases
or from extracerebral metastases, was adenocarcinoma.
Table 1 Site of primary tumor within gastrointestinal tract1
Site of primary tumor
Esophagus
Stomach
Colon
Sigma
Rectum
1

n (%)
0 (0)
10 (17.5)
17 (30)
6 (10.5)
24 (42)

Esophagus, stomach, colon, sigma, rectum.

Thirty patients were males, 27 females. Their median age at
diagnosis was 65 years (range: 30-80 years). Twenty-nine
patients (51%) had a KPS 70. Twenty-six patients (46%) had
a solitary brain metastasis, 31 (54%) had multiple lesions.
Location of the metastases is shown in Table 2. Gross total
resection was performed in 25 patients (19 patients with single
metastasis, six patients with multiple metastases).
Table 2 Location of brain metastases
Location
Single lesion
Frontal
Temporal
Parietal
Occipital
Cerebellum
Brainstem
Multiple lesions
Supratentorial
Infratentorial
Both
Unknown

n (%)
26 (100)
4 (15)
1 (4)
6 (23)
1 (4)
14 (54)
0 (0)
31(100)
20 (64)
3 (10)
5 (16)
3 (10)

All patients presented with extracerebral metastases, mostly
of the lung and/or the liver. Grouped according to the RPA
classes, none of the patients met the criteria for class I. Twentynine patients (51%) met the criteria for class II. Twenty-eight
patients (49%) presented with a KPS <70, and therefore
belonged to RPA class III.
Patients with a primary tumor of the gastrointestinal tract
presented with a solitary brain metastasis significantly more often
(46%) than patients with other primary tumors (30%) (P < 0.05, χ2 ).
In patients with a primary tumor of the gastrointestinal tract,
25% (14 of 43 patients) had a solitary metastasis localized in the
cerebellum, whereas the localization of solitary metastases in
the cerebellum in patients with other primary tumors was 5%
(42 of 805 patients). This difference was statistically significant
(P<0.01). Other locations of brain metastases were not significantly
different between these two groups.
The time from the diagnosis of primary tumors to the diagnosis
of brain metastases was 16.3 mo, 27 mo, and 20 mo in patients
with gastric carcinoma, colon carcinoma , and rectum carcinoma,
respectively, and showed no statistically significant difference.
Compared with patients with other primary tumors, patients
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with primary tumors of the colon/rectum had a significant longer
interval between the diagnoses of primary tumors and brain
metastases (22.6 mo vs 8.0 mo, respectively, P<0.01).

Survival data
The median overall survival (OS) time for patients with a primary
tumor of the gastrointestinal system was 3.2 mo and showed
no significant difference compared to the overall survival time
of 3.5 mo for patients with brain metastases and other primary
tumors (Figure 1). OS rate for patients with gastrointestinal
tumors was 49%, 30%, and 7%, at 3, 6, and 12 mo, respectively.
Within the group of gastrointestinal tumors, patients with a
primary tumor of the stomach, colon/sigma, and rectum had a
median OS time of 2.7, 5.2, and 3.2 mo, respectively. This was
not a statistically significant difference.
Prognostic factors
The potential prognostic factors tested for significance in
univariate analysis were sex, age ( /< 65 years), pretherapeutic
performance status (KPS /< 70), number (single vs multiple)
and distribution of brain metastases (Table 2), extracerebral
tumor activity (yes vs no), resection status (operation yes vs no),
and fractionation scheme (conventional fractionation vs
hypofractionation). The fractionation scheme (2 Gy daily, 50 Gy
total dose vs 3 Gy daily, 30 Gy total dose) showed no statistical
significance for OS.
Three factors had a P-value 0.1 in univariate analysis
and were entered into multivariate analysis: pretherapeutic
performance status, number of brain metastases, and resection
status. Concerning the OS, patients with a KPS 70 had a
median OS time of 5.5 mo vs 2.1 mo for patients with a KPS < 70
(P<0.01) (Figure 2). The same values were found by comparing
the patients in RPA class II vs RPA class III. The median OS time
for patients with a solitary metastasis was 5.8 mo and 2.7 mo for
patients with multiple metastases (P<0.01) (Figure 3). The
median OS time for patients with resection of brain metastasis
was 6.6 mo and 2.7 mo for patients without resection (P<0.01).
1.0
Gastrointestinal tumors (n = 57)
All others (n = 859)

0.8
Overall survival
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Figure 1 Overall survival according to primary tumor.
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Figure 2 Overall survival according to KPS (
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1.0
Solitary brain metastasis (n = 26)
Multiple brain metastases (n = 31)
P<0.01

0.8
0.6
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0.2
0.0

0

6
12
18
24
Months after start of radiotherapy

Figure 3 Overall survival according to the number of brain
metastases (solitary vs multiple).

In the first multivariate model limited to pretherapeutic
variables, the number of brain metastases (single vs multiple,
relative risk [RR] 0.63, 95% confidence interval [KI] 0.45-0.88)
and the KPS ( 70 vs <70, RR 0.59, 95% KI 0.42-0.82) turned out to
be independent prognostic factors. In the second multivariate
analysis we added the therapeutic variable ‘resection’. The KPS
and the number of brain metastases were still independent
prognostic factors (RR 0.59, 95% KI 0.43-0.79, P<0.01 and RR 0.65,
95% KI 0.45-0.90, P<0.05 respectively), whereas resection status
was not a prognostic factor.

DISCUSSION
In our series, 6.2 % of the patients treated with WBRT presented
with a primary tumor located in the gastrointestinal tract. None
of the 916 patients had a primary esophageal carcinoma. Brain
metastases from esophageal carcinoma were extremely rare,
with a reported incidences of approximately 1-5% in autopsy
series[8,9], and approximately 1-4% in clinical series[5,6,10,11].
In ten patients the primary tumor was a gastric carcinoma. The
majority of publications on brain metastases from gastric carcinoma
were case reports[12]. Two large studies found 0.7% of 3 320
patients, and 0.16% of 8 080 patients with gastric carcinoma to
have brain metastases[13,14]. In an autopsy series by Poser and
Chernik, 5 of 46 patients (10.8%) with gastric carcinoma had
brain metastases[2]. The rarity of brain metastases both from
esophageal and gastric cancer might result from the grim prognosis
of these tumor entities[15]. In esophageal cancer, brain metastases
tended to occur in patients with large primary tumors[5], usually
implicating a short overall OS time. The low incidence in clinical
trials might further result from an inadequate diagnostic
evaluation, and symptoms indicating brain pressure like nausea
and vomiting might be attributed to the primary tumor[14]. The
reason for the relatively high incidence of brain metastases
from gastric cancer in our group is not clear. Gastric carcinoma
is rare in Europe compared to Asian countries. In half of our
patients gastric carcinoma was a gastric cardia carcinoma,
and recent studies suggested, that they were distinct from
adenocarcinomas of the esophagus and stomach regarding
epidemiological and biological factors[16-18]. These differences
could possibly be associated with other pathways of metastatic
spread, resulting in a relatively higher incidence of brain metastases.
Forty-seven patients had a primary colorectal carcinoma.
The incidence of brain metastases in colorectal cancer ranged
2-10% in clinical studies[19-21]. As observed in other studies[14,21,22],
the majority of primary tumors in our patients were located in
the distal parts of the colon, i.e. sigma and rectum (64%).
Significantly more patients with colorectal primary tumors
presented with cerebellar metastases compared to patients with
other primary tumors (25% vs 5%, respectively, P<0.01). Studies
by Wronski and Alden confirmed this finding, with a frequency
for infratentorial location of 35% and 55%, respectively[21,23].
The relative over-representation of cerebellar metastases in
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colorectal carcinoma might be due to tumor spread by way of the
vertebral system (i.e. Batson’s plexus), bypassing the lungs[24].
The two other possible routes of hematogeneous dissemination
of colorectal cancer to the brain were via the rectal vein plexus
to the inferior vena cava, bypassing the liver, or via the portal
veins to the liver and lung and then to the brain[20,25]. The
incidence of pulmonary metastases in our patients with
colorectal cancer was 50% (23/46 patients), which was clearly
higher than the approximatley 30% for patients with metastatic
colorectal cancer[26], an observation also made in others[19-21].
Presumably the rectal plexus of veins, draining into the inferior
vena cava and subsequently the lung are also an important
route for tumor spread to the brain.
The interval between the diagnosis of primary tumor and
brain metastases in our study group for patients with gastric
and colorectal carcinoma was significantly longer (22.6 mo)
than that for patients with other primary tumors (8.0 mo).
Although only few larger studies on patients with colorectal
carcinoma and brain metastases are available to date, all reported
a late onset of brain metastases, with a period ranging 21-36 mo
between detection of primary tumors and diagnosis of brain
metastases[19-21,23,27-29] (the larger studies on gastric cancer did
not give detailed information on this topic[13,14,30]). Corresponding
to the late onset of brain metastases in the clinical course of gastric
and colorectal tumors, all of our patients had further extracerebral
metastases (consequently none of our patients was qualified
for RPA-class I). The high rate of extracerebral metastases was
confirmed by most authors[19-23,28,31,32] and even represented the
most important prognostic factor in the study of Nieder et al.[31].
Although the onset of brain metastases in our patients with
gastrointestinal tumors was late, and the systemic disease was
advanced, its median OS time was not statistically different
from the median OS time of patients with brain metastases of
other primary tumors (3.2 vs 3.5 mo, respectively). It was
comparable to the median OS time for patients with brain
metastases and colorectal carcinoma or gastric carcinoma treated
with WBRT seen by others, which ranged from 2.0 to 3.6 mo for
colorectal carcinoma[20,22,23,32] and approximately 2 mo for gastric
carcinoma [13,14]. Hasegawa, in contrary, found a shorter
survival time in a radiosurgically treated series of patients with
gastrointestinal tumors compared to patients with other primary
tumors[27]. Several authors described a longer median OS time
of approximately 9 mo for patients who underwent surgical
resection of brain metastases as a sole treatment or followed
by radiotherapy[21,22,27,32,33]. Whereas resection of brain metastases
seemed to be a favorable prognostic factor in our patients in
univariate analysis, it was not statistically significant in
multivariate analysis.
The independent factors correlated with a better prognosis
in our multivariate analysis were a KPS 70, and the presence
of a solitary brain metastasis. It has been widely accepted that
the pretherapeutic performance status is one of the most
powerful predictive factors for the survival of patients with
brain metastases[7,34-38] which could be validated for patients
with brain metastases from gastrointestinal tumors in our study
group. The more favourable prognosis for patients with primary
tumors of the gastrointestinal system presenting with a solitary
brain metastasis was also found by Farnell et al.[32], whereas
others only found the surgical resection of brain metastases to
be associated with a better survival[19,23,27]. In our second multivariate
analysis, including the therapeutic variable ‘resection’ status
could not be identified as an independent prognostic factor, as
mentioned above. In order to diagnose brain metastases in an
early phase, in which a resection could still be possible, discrete
symptoms hinting cerebral tumor spread should be taken seriously.
A basic problem concerning treatment recommendations
for patients with brain metastases of gastrointestinal tumors is
that to date only few retrospective studies with a relatively small
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number of patients are available. Therefore, the results concerning
the prognostic factors should be regarded with caution. The
different prognostic factors from each study should be kept in mind
when considering a therapeutic concept for individual patients.
In conclusion, brain metastasis is a late event in the course
of gastrointestinal tumors, and it occurs later as in patients
with other primary tumors. However, the overall survival time
is comparable to patients with brain metastases from other
primary tumors. Independent prognostic factors in our group
were KPS and the number of brain metastases.
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Abstract
AIM: To study the developmental regularities and
heterogeneity of mast cells (MC) in human fetus duodenum
and the distribution and developmental regularities of
substance P(SP), calcitonin gene-related peptide (CGRP)immunoreactive (IR) peptidergic nerves in fetus duodenum,
as well as the relationship between MC, SP and CGRP- IR
peptidergic nerves.
METHODS: Duodena from 21 cases of human fetus and
one term infant were stained by hematoxylin-eosin (HE),
toluidine blue (TB) and immunohistochemical avidin-biotinylated
peroxidase complex (ABC) method.
RESULTS: Lobe-shape intestinal villi in duodenum were
already developed at the twelfth week. At the 21st wk,
muscular mucosa appeared gradually, and four layers were
observed in the wall of duodenum. TB staining showed
that the granules in the immature MC were pale violet,
while the mature MC were strong violet in color by TB
staining. Connective tissue MC (CTMC) appeared occasionally
in submucosa and muscular layer of duodenum at the
16th wk. While the mucosa MC (MMC) appeared at the
18th wk. At the 22nd wk, both CTMC and MMC were
activated, and distributed in the surrounding blood vessels
and ganglions. The verge of some MC were unclear, and
showed degranular phenomena. At the 14th wk, SP and
CGRP-IR nerve fibers and cells appeared in the myenteric
and submucous plexuses in small intestine, and the
responses were turn strongly. Neurons were light to deep
brown, and nerve fibers were present as varicose and liner
profiles. On the corresponding site of serial sections, SP
and CGRP immunohistochemical reactions were coexisted
in one nerve fiber or cell. Some of MC showed SP and
CGRP-IR positive staining.
CONCLUSION: There are two heterogeneous kinds of MC
in duodenum, MMC and CTMC. MC might play an important
role in regulating blood circulation and sensation.
Chen XY, Jia XM, Jia YS, Chen XR, Wang HZ, Qi WQ.
Development and distribution of mast cells and neuropeptides
in human fetus duodenum. World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10
(22): 3349-3352

http://www.wjgnet.com/1007-9327/10/3349.asp

INTRODUCTION
Previous microscopic anatomy studies have shown that somatic
and visceral nerves are both widely approached to MC. MC
and nerve cells interact with each other by connecting with
a lemma or degranular style, so that they could regulate
microenvironments. As far as organizations are concerned, the
anatomic relation means interaction with function, but no
studies are available about the development and distribution
of MC and developmental regularities of SP, CGRP-IR nerves
and cells in human fetus duodenum. BY investigating the
relationship between MC and nerve- endocrine- immunological
network[1-3], we observed the histological changes in human
fetus duodenum with HE staining, the developmental
regularities and heterogeneity of MC with TB special
staining, neuropeptide SP, CGRP by ABC methods, the
relations between neuropeptide and MC. The study provided
morphology data of the functional significance of mast cells
in human fetus duodenum.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Tissue specimens
Twenty-one fetuses of 3-9 mo old and one dead term infant
were randomly collected within 1-5 h after birth, in which
10 were males and 11 were females. Duodena were taken out
(near to bulbs), and fixed in 40 g/L formaldehyde for 12 h, cut
into 10 mm×5 mm×3 mm, then embedded in paraffin and cut
into 5µm thick serial section.
TB special staining
The paraffin embedded sections were deparaffined in serial
xylene, dehydrated by alcohol solvents and mounted by xylene
transparent neutral gum, then examined by microscopy and
photographed.
Immunohistochemistry
The reactions were carried out according to the ABC method
as previously reported[4]. Briefly, the paraffin sections were
deparaffined in xylene and graded alcohol. Sections were
incubated at room temperature for 10 min with 30 mL/L H2O2
solution to block endogenous peroxidase activity. After washed
with phosphate buffered saline (PBS) 3 times for 5 min each,
slides were digested with trypsin, treated with 3 g/L Triton
X-100, followed by incubation with antibodies SP (1:2 000,
Sigma) or CGRP (1:1 000, Sigma) at 37 for 2 h and at 4
for 24 h. The sections were then incubated with biotinconjugated IgG (diluted in PBS, 1:100) for 2.5 h at room
temperature and washed with PBS 3 times for 5 min each,
followed by incubation with the streptavidin-peroxidase
complex for 1 h. At last, chromogen 3,3’-diaminobenzidine
tetrahydrochloride (DAB) (1:50, Wuhan Boster) was added
to visualize the reaction products of peroxidase.
The specific neuropeptide antibodies were replaced by
PBS or normal rabbit serum for the negative controls. Adult
duodenum tissue sections were used as positive controls, which
showed immunoreactivity for SP and CGRP.
The results were judged as follows. Pale-yellow was
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negative (-), shallow brown was weak positive (+), brown
was moderately positive (++), and deep brown was strongly
positive (+++).

RESULTS
HE staining
The histological differentiations were found in lobe-shape
intestinal villi in duodenum at the 12nd wk. At the 15th wk,
duodenal glands of mucous cells were formed in the
submucosa. At the 21st wk, muscular mucosa appeared with
4 layers in the wall of duodenum gradually.
TB special staining
The experiments showed that CTMC in submucosa and
muscular layer appeared by staining with 5 g/L toluidine blue
with 500 mL/L alcohol dyeing for 5 min, but MMC in mucous
layer appeared by staining with 5 g/L toluidine blue with one
equivalent hydrochloric acid for 5 d. At the 16th wk, CTMC
appeared occasionally in submoucosa. But the time of MMC
appearance was at the 18th wk. The granules in immature MC
were pale violet, and strong violet in the mature MC as detected
by TB special staining. CTMC in intermuscular appeared
fusiform and cell bodies were small. MC in mucosa and
submucosa layer were round or oval in shape and cell bodies
were large (Figure 1A). With the increase of gestational age,
the number of MC in duodenal wall increased gradually. At
the 22nd wk, the two types of MC were activated and
distributed in the surrounding blood vessels and ganglions.
The verge of some MC was unclear, which might be a degranular
phenomenon (Figure 1B). MC were closed together with
connective tissue cells and there existed lemma connection in
fetus duodenal mucous and submucous layer connective tissues.
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in submucosal layer. But nerve plexuses of CGRP-IR appeared
at the 16th wk. Diffused SP and CGRP-IR neurons were
appeared in submucous at the 21st wk, pale-brown neuron cell
bodies were round or oval in shape and nuclei were negative
(Figure 2B). SP-IR-NF response to reinforcement (+ to ++)
was found in myenteric connective tissue, showing string
pearls in shape. A few CGRP-IR-NF appeared in submucous
(+), were showing point line in shape. With the growth of
gestational age, nerve fibers were mainly distributed in
connective tissue of mucous, submucous and myenteric layers.
Nerve plexus density increased, and staining turned deep
gradually. The dark black positive nerve plexuses were
identified (+++) in fetus duodenum after 34th wk, showing
network structures and obvious varicosity (Figure 2B). On the
corresponding site of serial sections, SP-IR and CGRP-IR
materials were partially coexisted in nerve fibers and
neurons. In serial sections of TB histochemistry and ABC
immunohistochemistry staining, about 10% MC were SP-IR
positive, and less MC were CGRP-IR positive. Some of SP,
CGRP-IR-NF positive cells were coexisted with MC, while
some were closely contacted.
A

B
A

B

Figure 1 MC in submucous layer at the 21st wk (A) and in
mucous layer at the 27th wk (B) of duodenum (TB×400).

Immune phenotype
The degree of positive SP-immunoreactivity (SP-IR) and
CGRP-immunoreactivity (CGRP-IR) and their distribution in
neurons and nerve fibers (NF) in fetus duodenum had no sex
difference. At the 14th wk, SP-IR positive neurons appeared
occasionally in the myenteric plexuses of duodenum and
neuron cell bodies showed fusiform, few SP-IR-NF appeared

Figure 2 CGRP-IR (+) nerve fiber in duodenum submucous
layer at the 21st wk (A) (ABC×100) and SP-IR (++) neuron in
duodenum submucous layer and myenteric nerve plexuses at
the 28th wk (B) (ABC×200).

DISCUSSION
The results of our experiment showed that there were two kinds
of MC in connective tissue of fetus duodenum, namely MMC
and CTMC, which possessed heterogeneity. our results are
consistent with Wang et al.[5]. It might be related to many
factors such as local microenvironment. The activated MC
were localized around cells, small vessels and ganglions in
submucosa, showing that MC were related with those cells
and tissues. Surface of some MC boundary was not clear. MC
showed degranulation, which means that the cells were
releasing active media and affecting peripheral environments
and cells, so we considered that MC might take part in allergic
and other physiological activities during fetus development
and maturation of its surrounding tissues and organs. With
electron microscope, Li et al.[6] observed MC cytoplasm in
intestinal mucosa lamina propria had electron dense round
granules and electron-lucent inequality of size vesicles, which
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were phenotype of activated MC. MC were important effector
cells. It conducted the signal of inflammation cells, and induce
the occurrence of mucosa correlated diseases[7-9]. Previous
studies have shown the severity of gastrointestinal allergic
diseases, such as Hp infection, stomach reflow in duodenum,
neuro-psychical factor leading gastro-intestinal functional
dyspepsia related with MC, and the more serious the disease,
the more obviously increased the numbers of MC[10,11]. MC
could release inflammatory medium, secretory cytokines
(IL-2, TNF-α), biologically active molecules through
phospholipase A2 pathway in earlier period of various kinds
of enteritis, which could evoke physiological injuries in the
intestinal[12-14]. With the growth of gestational age, the number
of MC in bowel wall connective tissue increases gradually,
suggesting that MC play an important regulatory role in
developing tissue cells in duodenum.
Our experiment showed that the SP-IR and CGRP-IR
peptidergic nerves plexus appeared at different time. Owing
to the difference of local microenvironments in gastrointestinal
tract, various kinds of peptidergic nerves appeared in different
time. This difference was decided by local microenvironments
of neural crest cells on the way of migration or after its
presence. The occurrence of peptidergic nerves was determined
by interaction of microenvironmental factors and crest cells.
Since different investigators used different specimen source,
they adopted different methods and techniques, the detection
rate of positive nerve fibers and neurons was different. for
example, Larsson et al.[15] reported that CGRP-IR-NF was not
observed in fetus duodenum mucosa membrane. But Yang
et al.[16] reported that developing fetus from the 13th week
showed mild CGRP-IR-NF in myenteric nerve plexus of
duodenum. There were differences in the distribution of SP
and CGRP peptidergic nerve plexus at the same gestational
age. We found that the distribution and response of SP-IR-NF
was slightly higher than those of CGRP-IR-NF in myenteric
nerve plexus, but CGRP-IR-NF mainly existed in connective
tissue of mucosa and submucosa layers, showing that there
was a difference in distribution of peptidergic nerve fibers in
the same individual organ. They were closely connected with
the presence of digestive tract peptidergic nerve. SP peptidergic
nerves exist mainly in duodenum myenteric connective tissue.
It could activate cholinergic nerve of gastrointestinal tract,
cause neurilemma depolarization in myentenic nerve plexus
and increase the effect of acetylcholine, resulting in contraction
of digestive tract smooth muscle and secretion of glands[17].
CGRP peptidergic nerves exit mainly in mucous and submucous
layers. It is probably related to differentiation of duodenal
epithelium and excretion of duodenal gland. CGRP could
expand blood vessels of gastrointestinal tract and increase
capillary permeability. CGRP could inhibit smooth muscles
of gastrointestinal tract and cause relaxation of circular and
longitudinal muscles and decrease duodenum vermiculation[18].
Previous studies have reported that decrease of the level of
serum CGRP might be related to Hp infection, leading to
occurrence of duodenal ampulla ulcer[19]. By observing adjacent
sections, we found there was partial concordance in localization
of SP-IR and CGRP-IR positive neurons. Therefore it is possible
that SP and CGRP neurotransmitters coexist in peptidergic
nerves. In previous studies, besides the coexistence of CGRP,
cells of SP, somatostatin, vasoactive intestinal peptide (VIP)
and neuropeptide Y were also coexisted in thymus, sensory
ganglion and other organs[18,20,21]. Because SP, CGRP peptidergic
nerve fibers project very extensive in central nervous system,
it is possible that these neuropeptides together with nervous
system produce an important effect on sensation, movement,
endocrine and other aspects. Gastrointestine SP,CGRP could
regulate stability of MC, which might play an important role
in keeping homeostasis the occurrence and development of
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many pathologic alternations.
There are a lot of MC in connective tissue of human
duodenum. Meanwhile, there also existed a huge nervous
system, including rich peptidergic neurotransmitters [22,23].
Those made it possible to connect adequate information
between MC and nervous system. Gastrointestinal mucous MC
are next to gastrointestinal nervous system. It provides double
directions of channel between center nervous system and
intestinal tract. Thus nervous system can influence physiological
functions of gastrointestinal tract. MC could also stimulate
intestinal neurons and smooth muscle cells by releasing various
kinds of media[24,25]. By electron microscopy some researchers
found lemma connection was existed between MC plasmalemma
and axon of nonmyelinated nerve fibers in enteron mucosa,
form “plywood structure” and synaptic connection[6,26]. As far
as organ is concerned, that MC closely contacted with nerves
in anatomy means interaction of function by releasing certain
active substances, such as histamine, nitrogen monoxide etc,
as transmitters; On the other hand, nerves could affect MC
growth and development. Animal experiments confirmed that
the number of MMC and CTMC could be increased by nerve
growth factor (NGF), moreover, NGF receptors have been
discovered on the surface of MC in rat belly[27]. It has been
confirmed that SP and VIP are coexisted in MC[28]. Jia et al.[29-31]
observed MC in mouse submandibular glands or tongue, and
found that most of the MC were SP-IR positive, and 14% MC
were CGRP-IR positive. In our studies, we observed that about
10% MC in the wall of fetus duodenum were SP-IR positive,
but fewer MC were CGRP-IR positive, indicating that MC in
different species and organs contain different peptidergic activity
substances. Thus, MC in fetus duodenum possess heterogeneity,
whose physiological significance needs further research.
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Abstract
AIM: To observe the protective effect of rhIL-1β on pancreatic
islets of alloxan-induced diabetic rats.
METHODS: Protection of rhIL-1β on pancreatic islets of
alloxan-induced diabetic rats (n = 5) was demonstrated with
methods of immunohistochemistry and stereology. The
concentration of serum glucose was measured by GOD
method and that of serum insulin by RIA.
RESULTS: The concentration of serum glucose increased
but that of insulin decreased after administration of alloxan
(150 mg/kg), and the volume density and numerical density
of the islets were zero. In rhIL-1β pretreated rats,
although the concentration of serum insulin decreased (from
11.9±3.0 mIU/L to 6.1±1.6 mIU/L, P<0.05), that of glucose
was at normal level compared with the control group.
As compared with alloxan group, the concentration of
serum glucose in rhIL-1β pretreated rats decreased (from
19.4±8.9 mmol/L to 12.0±4.0 mmol/L, P<0.05) and the
volume density increased(0/L to. 1/L, P<0.05).
CONCLUSION: rhIL-1β pretreatment may have protective
effect on the islets of alloxan-induced diabetic rats.
Wu LP, Chen LH, Zhang JS, Sun L, Zhang YQ. Protective effect
of rhIL-1β on pancreatic islets of alloxan-induced diabetic rats.
World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(22): 3353-3355
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INTRODUCTION
The cytokine interleukin-1β (IL-1β) can not only promote
immunological reaction but also regulate neuro-endocrine
system[1]. Previous studies found that IL-1β could stimulate
the central adrenalin system, promote production of PG, and
downregulate glucose metabolism[2].
Diabetes mellitus implicates many organs and tissues. It has
been found that IL-1β decreases serum glucose in experimental

animals and may potentially be therapeutic for diabetes
mellitus[3,4]. In this experiment, we observed changes in serum
glucose and insulin in alloxan induced diabetic rats treated with
IL-1β. In addition, we detected the variation of volume density
and numerical density of insulin positive pancreatic islets by
ABC immunohistochemistry and stereology.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Animals
Twenty male Sprague-Dawley rats weighing 200 to 300 g were
housed in a temperature-controlled room (24±1 ) with a 12-h
light-dark cycle. The rats were provided with ordinary rat chow
and water and divided into 4 groups (n = 5, every group): (1)
Control group, each rat was injected with 2 mL saline every other
day for 3 times, then injected with 2 mL saline on the 7th d; (2)
rhIL-1β group, each rat was injected with 1×104 U rhIL-1β in
2 mL saline every other day for 3 times, then injected with 2 mL
saline on the 7th d; (3) rhIL-1β pretreated group, each rat was
injected with 1×104 U rhIL-1β in 2 mL saline every other day for
3 times, then was injected with 150 mg/kg alloxan in 2 mL saline
on the 7th d; (4) Alloxan group, each rat was injected with 2 mL
saline every other day for 3 times, then injected with 150 mg/kg
alloxan in 2 mL saline on the 7th d.
Reagents
Guinea pig anti-rat insulin antibody and SPA-HRP were prepared
by Professor Yun-Long Zhu (Department of Physiology) and
Professor Cai-Fang Xue (Department of Parasitology) of our
university respectively. DAB was purchased from Sigma.
Tissue preparation
Forty-eight hours after last injection of alloxan or saline, rats
were anesthetized with ether and sacrificed by cervical dislocation.
The blood was collected into heparinised tubes (50 kU/L) and
centrifuged (3 000 g, 10 min, at room temperature). Plasma was
aspirated and stored at -70 until assayed as described below.
The pancreas was also removed and fixed in Bouin’s solution
overnight. Each piece was embedded in paraffin and 4-µm
sections were prepared.
Immunohistochemistry
Four-micrometer sections from rat pancreas were employed for
immunohistochemical analysis. Several dilutions of the antibody
were tested to find the optimal staining concentration before the
entire series was processed. The staining procedure was carried
out as previously reported, but without protease treatment.
Briefly, (1) the sections were deparaffinized in xylene, hydrated
in ethanol, and blocked with 3 mL/L H2O2 in methanol for 30 min
to remove endogenous peroxides, then treated with 30 mL/L
normal goat serum for 40 min and rinsed in 0.01 mol/L PBS. (2)
The sections were incubated at 4
for 24 h with primary
antibody, guinea pig anti-rat insulin antibody (1:1 000 dilution,
final concentration 5 mg/L); (3) then with secondary antibody,
SPA-HRP (1:200 dilution), at room temperature for 1 h. (4)
Peroxidative reaction was performed using DAB as chromogen.
The sections were washed three times for 10 min after incubation.
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All slides were stained at the same time and under identical
conditions. Primary antibodies were replaced by irrelevant
antibodies and normal guinea pig serum as specific antibody
control. Primary antibody was replaced by PBS as negative
control. Primary antibody was omitted as blank control.
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Detection of serum glucose and insulin
The concentration of serum glucose was measured by routine
GOD method[5] and the concentration of serum insulin was
measured by RIA[6,7]. Every sample was measured three times
and the results were displayed as mean±SD.

of the pancreas. Insulin immunopositive cells had dark-brown
reaction products in the cytoplasm mostly and nuclei were not
stained (Figure 1A, B). The number of insulin immunopositive
cells in alloxan group decreased remarkably and there were
only a few positive cells in each pancreatic islet (Figure 1C).
The number of insulin immunopositive cells in rat pancreas of
rhIL-1β pretreated group decreased slightly compared with that
of control group and rhIL-1β group, whereas, the number of
insulin immunopositive cells in rat pancreas of rhIL-1β pretreated
group increased remarkably compared with that of alloxan group
(Figure 1D).

Morphometry
Five specimens from each group were used for morphometric
analysis of slides processed for light microscopy. Two sections
from each specimen were then selected and five different regions
of each section were chosen for the measurement of volume
density and number density by double blind method.

Destructive effect of alloxan on rat pancreatic B cells
The concentration of serum glucose increased significantly
but that of insulin decreased remarkably after administration of
alloxan (150 mg/kg) for 48 h compared with those of control
rats. At the same time, the volume density and numerical density
of the islets were zero (Table 1).

Statistical analysis
The results were calculated by the following formula; Nv =
2/3×π×NA×U (AT×A); Vv = A/AT. Data were analyzed by χ2
test. A P value of less than 0.05 was considered statistically
significant.

Stimulatory effect of rhIL-1β on insulin secretion
Compared with control group rats, the concentration of serum
insulin in rhIL-1β group rats increased significantly whereas
that of glucose was at normal level. Immunohistochemistry and
stereology data showed that there were no significant differences
in the number density and volume density of the pancreatic
islets between rhIL-1β group rats and control rats (Table 1).

RESULTS
Insulin expression in rat pancreas
There were more insulin immunoreactive cells in pancreas of
control group and rhIL-1β group than in alloxan group.
Immunoreactive cells were mainly located in the central region

Protective effect of rhIL-1β on pancreatic islets of alloxaninduced diabetic rats
In rhIL-1β pretreated group, when the rats were injected with

A

B

C

D

Figure 1 Insulin immunoreactive cells in pancreas. ABC method ×264 A: control group. B: rhIL-1β pretreated rat. C: alloxaninduced diabetic rat. D: rhIL-1β pretreated alloxan-induced diabetic rat.
Table 1 Protective effect of rhIL-1β on pancreatic islets of alloxan-induced diabetic rats
Group
Control
Alloxan
rhIL-1β
rhIL-1β pretreated
a

P<0.05 vs control.

Serum glucose
(mmol/L, n = 5)
8.4±0.3
19.4±8.9 a
8.0±1.3
12.0±4.0

Serum insulin
(mIU/L, n = 5)
11.9±3.0
4.7±1.0 a
20.0±6.6a
6.1±1.6 a

Volume density
(/L, n = 50)
0.6±0.7
0a
0.6±0.5
0.1±0.1a

Number density
(/µm2 , n = 50)
5.2±4.1
0a
5.6±5.3
5.0±5.7

Wu LP et al. rhIL-1β on pancreatic islets of alloxan-induced diabetic rats

alloxan for 48 h, although the concentration of serum insulin
decreased significantly, that of glucose was at normal level
compared with control group rats. Immunohistochemistry and
stereology data showed that there were no significant differences
in the number density of the pancreatic islets between rhIL-1β
pretreated rats and control rats, whereas the volume density
decreased markedly in rhIL-1β pretreated group (Table 1).

7

8

9

DISCUSSION
Interleukin 1β (IL-1β) is a multi-functional cytokine synthesized
mainly by mononuclear/mo cells and is a key factor in the cytokine
network[8,9]. IL-1β has many biological functions[9-21]. Previous
study showed that IL-1β could decrease the serum glucose level
and might be potentially a new drug for diabetes therapy[2-4].
In our experiment, when the rats were injected with alloxan
(150 mg/kg) for 48 h, the concentration of serum glucose
increased significantly, and that of insulin decreased remarkably.
At the same time immunohistochemistry and stereology data
showed that the value of number density and volume density of
the pancreatic islets were zero. In rhIL-1β pretreated group,
when the rats were injected with alloxan for 48 h, although the
concentration of serum insulin decreased significantly, that of
glucose was at normal level compared with control group rats.
Immunohistochemistry and stereology data showed that there
were no significant differences in the number density of the
pancreatic islets between rhIL-1β pretreated rats and control
rats, whereas the volume density decreased remarkably in
rhIL-1β pretreated rats. Our results suggest that rhIL-1β has
protective effect on pancreatic islets of alloxan-induced diabetic
rats and provide the experimental evidence that rhIL-1β may be
a new therapeutic drug for diabetes.
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Abstract
AIM: To identify the new alternative splicing variants of
human CYP2D6 in human extratumoral liver tissue with
RT-PCR and sequencing.
METHODS: Full length of human CYP2D6 cDNAs was
amplificated by reverse transcription-polymerase chain
reaction (RT-PCR) from a human extratumoral liver tissue
and cloned into pGEM-T vector. The cDNA was sequenced.
Exons from 1 to 4 of human CYP2D6 cDNAs were also
amplificated by RT-PCR from extratumoral liver tissues of
17 human hepatocellular carcinomas. Some RT-PCR
products were sequenced. Exons 1 to 4 of CYP2D6 gene
were amplified by PCR from extratumoral liver tissue DNA.
Two PCR products from extratumoral liver tissues expressing
skipped mRNA were partially sequenced.
RESULTS: One of the CYP2D6 cDNAs had 470 nucleotides
from 79 to 548 (3’ portion of exons 1 to 5’ portion of exon 4),
and was skipped. Exons 1 to 4 of CYP2D6 cDNA were
assayed with RT-PCR in 17 extratumoral liver tissues. Both
wild type and skipped mRNAs were expressed in 4 samples,
only wild type mRNA was expressed in 5 samples, and
only skipped mRNA was expressed in 8 samples. Two more
variants were identified by sequencing the RT-PCR products
of exons 1 to 4 of CYP2D6 cDNA. The second variant skipped
411 nucleotides from 175 to 585. This variant was identified
in 4 different liver tissues by sequencing the RT-PCR
products. We sequenced partially 2 of the PCR products
amplified of CYP2D6 exon 1 to exon 4 from extratumoral
liver tissue genomic DNA that only expressed skipped mRNA
by RT-PCR. No point mutations around exon 1, intron 1, and
exon 4, and no deletion in CYP2D6 gene were detected. The
third variant was the skipped exon 3 , and 153 bp was lost.
CONCLUSION: Three new alternative splicing variants of
CYP2D6 mRNA have been identified. They may not be
caused by gene mutation and may lose CYP2D6 activity
and act as a down-regulator of CYP2D6.
Zhuge J, Yu YN. Three new alternative splicing variants of
human cytochrome P450 2D6 mRNA in human extratumoral
liver tissue. World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(22): 3356-3360
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INTRODUCTION
Over 90% medications are metabolized by cytochrome P450 (CYP)
family of liver isoenzymes[1]. The most important enzymes are
CYP1A2, 3A4, 2C9/19, 2D6 and 2E1. Although CYP2D6 accounts
for <2% of the total CYP liver enzyme, nevertheless it mediates
metabolism in 25% of drugs in clinical use such as antipsychotics,
antidepressants, beta-blockers, antiarrhythmic agents and
opiates[2]. CYP2D6 exhibits an extensive polymorphism[3]. Over
40 CYP2D6 allelic variants have been reported[4].
Pre-mRNA splicing involves precise removal of introns from
pre-mRNA, such that exons are spliced together to form mature
RNAs with intact translation reading frames. Splicing requires
exon recognition, followed by accurate cleavage and rejoining,
which are determined by the invariant GU and AG intronic
dinucleotides at the 5’ (donor) and 3’ (acceptor) exon-intron
junctions, respectively [5]. Human genes typically contain
multiple introns, and in many cases the exons can be joined in
more than one way to generate multiple mRNAs, encoding
distinct protein isoforms. This process named alternative
splicing is a major mechanism for modulating the expression of
cellular and viral genes and enables a single gene to increase
its coding capacity, allowing synthesis of several structurally
and functionally distinct protein isoforms[6-9].
CYP2D subfamily comprises CYP2D6 gene and psudogenes,
i.e. CYP2D7P and CYP2D8BP. Six mRNA splice variants of
CYP2D have been identified in human liver[10], breast[11], lung[12],
and brain tissues[13]. Variants a and b retain intron 5 and 6,
respectively; variant b’ has missed the 3’ 91 bp portion of exon
6; variant c has missed exon 6; variant d retains 57 bp portion of
intron 6; variant e retains the 3’ portion of intron 6 and has
missed the 61 bp fragment at the 3’ end of exon 6. Forms b’ and
c are variants of CYP2D6, and forms d, c, b, b’ are variants of
CYP2D7P[10-13]. All of these CYP2D splice variant mRNAs
disrupt open reading frames. If they are translated, they would
not have CYP2D6 function.
Three new pre-mRNA alternative splicing variants of human
CYP2D6 in human extratumoral liver tissue were identified by
RT-PCR and sequencing.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
Moloney murine leukemia virus (M-MuLV) reverse transcriptase
was supplied by MBI Fermentas AB, Lithuania. Random
hexamer primers, T4 DNA ligase and pGEM-T vector system
were supplied by Promega Corp. PCR primers, DNA sequence
primers, dNTPs and Taq DNA polymerase were synthesized or
supplied by Shanghai Sangon Biotechnology Co. DNA
sequencing kit was purchased from Perkin-Elmer Corp. Diethyl
pyrocarbonate (DEPC) was from Sigma Chemical Co. DNA gel
extraction kit was from Hangzhou V-gene Biotechnology Ltd.
Other chemical reagents used were all of analytical purity from
commercial sources. Extratumoral liver tissue samples were
collected from patients undergoing hepatocellular carcinoma
resection at affiliated hospitals of Zhejiang University School
of Medicine and stored at -70 .
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Cloning and sequencing of human CYP2D6 cDNA from a human
extratumoral liver tissue
Total RNA was extracted from a human extratumoral liver tissue
from a Han nationality Chinese with AGPC method[14]. RT-PCR
amplifications were described before[15,16]. Two specific 28 mer
oligonucleotide PCR primers were designed according to cDNA
sequence of CYP2D6 reported by Gonzalez et al.[10] (GenBank
accession no. NM_000106). The sequence of sense primer
(CYP2D6 F) corresponds to base position of -39 to -12, i.e. 5’AGGTGTGTCTCGAGGAGCCCATTTGGTA-3’,witharestriction
site of XhoI (underlined), and the antisense one (CYP2D6 R),
corresponds to base position from 1 503 to 1 530, i.e. 5’-TGG
CTAGGGATCCGGCTGGGGACTAGGT-3’, with a restriction
site of BamH I (underlined). The anticipated PCR products were
1.569 kb in length. PCR was performed at 94 for 5 min, then
35 cycles, each at 94 for 60 s, at 62 for 60 s, at 72 for 2 min,
and a final extension at 72 for 10 min. An aliquot (10 µL) from
PCR was subjected to electrophoresis in a 10 g/L agarose gel.
The PCR products were ligated with pGEM-T vector, and
transformed into E. coli DH5α. The CYP2D6 cDNA cloned in
pGEM-T was sequenced by dideoxy chain-termination method
marked with BigDye with primers of T7 and SP6 promoters and a
specific primer of 5’-ACCTCATGAATCACGGCAGT-3’ (nt 1 069
to 1 088) on Perkin-Elmer-ABI Prism 310 automated DNA sequencer.
RT-PCR and sequencing analysis of liver transcripts of CYP2D6
exons 1 to 4
Transcripts of CYP2D6 exons 1 to 4 were assayed with RT-PCR
using 17 extratumoral liver tissues from Han nationality Chinese,
with CYP2D6 F and CYP2D6 4R primer: 5’-GCAGAAAGCCCG
ACTCCTCCTTCA-3’ (nt 638 to 661). Simultaneously the betaactin (GenBank accession no. NM_001101) cDNA fragment was
amplified in the same Eppendorf tube as an internal control[17].
The sequences of sense and antisense primers used for amplification
of beta-actin cDNA fragment were 5’- TCCCTGGAGAAGAGCT
ACGA-3’ (nt 776 to 795) and 5’-CAAGAAAGGGTGTAACGCA
AC-3’ (nt 1 217 to 1 237) respectively. The anticipated PCR products
of CYP2D6 exons 1 to 4 were 700 bp in length, and those of betaactin were 462 bp. PCR was performed at 94 for 3 min, then 35
cycles, each at 94 for 30 s, at 62 for 30 s, at 72 for 45 s, and
a final extension at 72 for 7 min. An aliquot (10 µL) from PCR
was subjected to electrophoresis in a 17 g/L agarose gel. Several
RT-PCR products of CYP2D6 exons 1 to exon 4 were shorter than
the anticipated full length of 700 bp. The shorter RT-PCR products
were separated by agarose gel electrophoresis and extracted using
DNA gel extraction kit according to the manufacturer’s instructions,
and then sequenced by dideoxy chain-termination method marked
with BigDye with primer of CYP2D6 F on Perkin-Elmer-ABI Prism
310 automated DNA sequencer.
Sequencing identification of exon 1 to exon 4 of CYP2D6 gene
Genomic DNA of human extratumoral liver tissues expressed full
length of CYP2D6 exons 1 to 4 only (3 samples), or only exons
skipped (2 samples) or both of full length and skipped ones (3
samples) were extracted according to the methods reported by
Gross-Bellard et al[18]. The segment of CYP2D6 gene from exons
1 to 4 was amplified with CYP2D6 F and CYP2D6 4R primers. The
anticipated PCR products were 2043 bp (from 1581 to 3623) in
length. Two PCR products from extratumoral liver tissues that only
expressed skipped mRNA were partially sequenced by RT-PCR.
RESULTS
Identification of a new alternative splicing variant from a cDNA clone
During cloning of CYP2D6 cDNA, a 1.1 kb RT-PCR product
was obtained, which was much shorter than anticipated 1.57 kb
(Figure 1).
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Figure 1 Electrophoresis of RT-PCR products of CYP2D6
cDNA. Lane 1: 1 kb DNA marker, 2: Amplification of 1.1 kb in
size, 3: Amplification of full length of 1.57 kb.
EXON 4
3 ’ C T C C G C T A G T
5 ’ G A G G C G A T C A

EXON 1
G C A A C C G C G - 5 ’
C G T T G G C G C - 3 ’

Figure 2 Partial sequences of the cloned human CYP2D6 cDNA.
The upper sequence represents the sense strand and the underside sequence represents the sequenced anti-sense strand.
bp

500
300
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1

2

3

4

5

β-actin

Figure 3 Representative electrophoresis of RT-PCR products of
exons 1 to 4 of CYP2D6 from human liver tissues and HepG2
cells with beta-actin as internal control (464 bp). Lane 1: 100 bp
marker, lane 2: A sample having both full length of 700 bp and
shorter 300 bp, lane 3: A sample having only shorter ones (300 bp),
lane 4: HepG2 cells having no CYP2D6 expressed, Lane 5: A sample
having only full length 700 bp of exons 1 to 4 of CYP2D6.

A

Exon 1
Exon 4
180
190
200
210
CACCATACTGCTTCGAGTACGACGACCCTCGC

B

Exon 2
Exon 4
360
370
380
390
GGGCCGCGTTCCCAAGGACGCCCCTTTCGCCCCA

Figure 4 Partial sequences of two alternative splicing variants
of CYP2D6. A: Part of skipped exon 1, exon 2, exon 3, and part
of exon 4. B: Skipped exon 3.
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5’-AGGTGTGTCTCGAGGAGCCCATTTGGTA-3’
CYP2D6F
AGGTGTGTCCAGAGGAGCCCATTTGGTAGTGAGGCAGGT
AGGTGTGTCCAGAGGAGCCCATTTGGTAGTGAGGCAGGT

Exon 1
ATGGGGCTAGAAGCACTGGTGCCCCTGGCCGTGATAGTGGCCATCTTCCTGCTCCTGGTG
ATGGGGCTAGAAGCACTGGTGCCCCTGGCCGTGATAGTGGCCATCTTCCTGCTCCTGGTG
ATGGGGCTAGAAGCACTGGTGCCCCTGGCCGTGATAGTGGCCATCTTCCTGCTCCTGGTG
ATGGGGCTAGAAGCACTGGTGCCCCTGGCCGTGATAGTGGCCATCTTCCTGCTCCTGGTG
ATGGGGCTAGAAGCACTGGTGCCCCTGGCCGTGATAGTGGCCATCTTCCTGCTCCTGGTG

Number 22

Primer
-1

60

GACCTGATGCACCGGCGCCAACGCTGGGCTGCACGCTACCCACCAGGCCCCCTGCCACTG
GACCTGATGCACCGGCGCCAACGCTGGGCTGCACGCTACTCACCAGGCCCCCTGCCACTG
GACCTGATGCACCGGCGC----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------GACCTGATGCACCGGCGCCAACGCTGGGCTGCACGCTACTCACCAGGCCCCCTGCCACTG
GACCTGATGCACCGGCGCCAACGCTGGGCTGCACGCTACTCACCAGGCCCCCTGCCACTG

120

CCCGGGCTGGGCAACCTGCTGCATGTGGACTTCCAGAACACACCATACTGCTTCGACCAG!
CCCGGGCTGGGCAACCTGCTGCATGTGGACTTCCAGAACACACCATACTGCTTCGACCAG!
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!
CCCGGGCTGGGCAACCTGCTGCATGTGGACTTCCAGAACACACCATACTGCTTC---------------!
CCCGGGCTGGGCAACCTGCTGCATGTGGACTTCCAGAACACACCATACTGCTTCGACCAG!

180

Exon 2
TTGCGGCGCCGCTTCGGGGACGTGTTCAGCCTGCAGCTGGCCTGGACGCCGGTGGTCGTG
TTGCGGCGCCGCTTCGGGGACGTGTTCAGCCTGCAGCTGGCCTGGACGCCGGTGGTCGTG
TTGCGGCGCCGCTTCGGGGACGTGTTCAGCCTGCAGCTGGCCTGGACGCCGGTGGTCGTG
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Volume 10

240

CTCAATGGGCTGGCGGCCGTGCGCGAGGCGCTGGTGACCCACGGCGAGGACACCGCCGAC 300
CTCAATGGGCTGGCGGCCGTGCGCGAGGCGATGGTGACCCGCGGCGAGGACACGGCCGAC
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------CTCAATGGGCTGGCGGCCGTGCGCGAGGCGCTGGTGACCCACGGCGAGGACACCGCCGAC
CGCCCGCCTGTGCCCATCACCCAGATCCTGGGTTTCGGGCCGCGTTCCCAAG!GGGTGTTC
CGCCCGCCTGCGCCCATCTACCAGGTCCTGGGCTTCGGGCCGCGTTCCCAAG!GGGTGATC
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!------------------CGCCCGCCTGTGCCCATCACCCAGATCCTGGGTTTTGGGCCGCGTTCCCAAG!------------------Exon 3
CTGGCGCGCTATGGGCCCGCGTGGCGCGAGCAGAGGCGCTTCTCCGTGTCCACCTTGCGC
CTGTCGCGCTATGGGCCCGCGTGGCGCGAGCAGAGGCGCTTCTCCGTGTCCACCTTGCGC
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

360

420

AACTTGGGCCTGGGCAAGAAGTCGCTGGAGCAGTGGGTGACCGAGGAGGCCGCCTGCCTT
AACTTGGGCCTGGGCAAGAAGTCGCTGGAGCAGTGGGTGACCGAGGAGGCCGCCTGCCTT
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

480

TGTGCCGCCTTCGCCAACCACTCCG!GACGCCCCTTTCGCCCCAACGGTCTCTTGGACAAA
TGTGCCGCCTTCGCCGACCAAGCCG!GACGCCCCTTTCGCCCCAACGGTCTCTTGGACAAA
------------------------------------------------------------!-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!GACGCCCCTTTCGCCCCAACGGTCTCTTGGACAAA

540

Exon 4
GCCGTGAGCAACGTGATCGCCTCCCTCACCTGCGGGCGCCGCTTCGAGTACGACGACCCT
GCCGTGAGCAACGTGATCGCCTCCCTCACCTGCGGGCGCCGCTTCGAGTACGACGACCCT
-----------------CAACGTGATCGCCTCCCTCACCTGCGGGCGCCGCTTCGAGTACGACGACCCT
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------GAGTACGACGACCCT
GCCGTGAGCAACGTGATCGCCTCCCTCACCTGCGGGCGCCGCTTCGAGTACGACGACCCT

600

CYP2D6 4R Primer
3’-CTTCCTCCTCAGCCCGAAAGACG-5’
CGCTTCCTCAGGCTGCTGGACCTAGCTCAGG-AGGGACTGAAGGAGGAGTCGGGCTTTCTG 660
CGCTTCCTCAGGCTGCTGGACCTAGCTCAGGGAGGGATCGAAGGAGGAGTCGGGCTTCCTG
CGCTTCCTCAGGCTGCTGGGCCTAGCTCAGG-AGGGACTGAAGGAGGAGTCGGGCTTTCTG
CGCTTCCTCAGGCTGCTGGACCTAGCTCAGG-AGGGACTGAAGGAGGAGTCGGGCTTTCTG
CGCTTCCTCAGGCTGCTGGACCTAGCTCAGG-AGGGACTGAAGGAGGAGTCGGGCTTTCTG
CGCGAG!GTGCTGAATGCTGTCCCCGTCCTCCTGCATATCCCAGCGCTGGCTGGCAAGGTC
CGCGAG!GTGCTGAATGCTGTCCCCGTCCTCCCGCACATCCCAGCGCTGGCTGGCAAGGTC
CGCGAG!GTGCTGAATGCTGTCCCCGTCCTCCTGCATATCCCAGCGCTGGCTTGCAAGGTC
C//
C//

720

Figure 5 Comparison of sequences of CYP2D6 cDNA, CYP2D7 BP and 3 new CYP2D6 alternative splicing variants, f, g, h. The
different bases compared with wild type CYP2D6 are indicated in boldface and “_”, and the border of exons is indicated by ‘!’. The
skipped parts are indicated by ‘-’.

The cDNA obtained was then inserted into pGEM-T vector
and sequenced. Compared with human wild type CYP2D6
cDNA sequence reported by Kimura et al.[19] (GenBank accession
no.M33388), there were 470 nucleotides from 84 to 553, i.e., the
3’ end portion 97 bp of exon 1 (180 bp), exon2, exon 3, and the
5’ end portion 48 bp of exon 4 (161 bp) were skipped in the

cDNA shorter in length (Figures 2, 5). Substitution, insertion
and deletion occurred in 13 base pairs, i.e. 620A G, 712G T,
1196T G,1401T G,1405C G,1408A G,1410T C,1432C
T, 1433A C, 1435G C, 1400 insG, 1442T C, 1443T A,
1449C del, 1457G C. This cDNA had a premature stop codon
at codon 96 and was named variant f.
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RT-PCR analysis of transcripts of CYP2D6 exons 1 to 4 in 17
liver extratumoral tissues and HepG2 cells, two more new
alternative splicing variants were identified by sequencing
In 17 liver tissues, 4 samples expressed both wild type and
skipped mRNA, 5 samples expressed only wild-type mRNA,
and 8 samples expressed only skipped mRNA. Representative
electrophoresis of RT-PCR products of exons 1 to 4 of CYP2D6
from human extratumoral liver tissues and HepG2 cells with
beta-actin as internal control are shown in Figure 3.
The sequencing data of RT-PCR products demonstrated
that the second variant lost 411 nucleotides (137 amino acid
residues) from 177 to 587, i.e., the 3’ end portion 4 bp of exon 1
(180 bp), exon 2, exon 3, and the 5’ end portion 83 bp of exon 4
(161 bp) and gained a base substitution 100 C T, resulting in
one amino acid exchange P34S, as compared with the human
wild type CYP2D6 cDNA sequence reported by Kimura et al.[19]
(GenBank accession no.M33388) (Figure 4A, 5). This variant
was identified in 4 different extratumoral liver tissues by
sequencing RT-PCR products and was named variant g.
The third variant had skipped exon 3, losing 153 bp from
nucleotides 353 to 505 or 51 amino acid residues from 117 to 167,
and had 2 base substitutions 100 C T and 336 T C, resulting
in one changed amino acid P34S and a samesense mutation 112F,
respectively. This variant was named variant h ( Figure 4B, 5).
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

bp
2 027
1 904
1 584
1 375
947
831

Figure 6 Electrophoresis of PCR products from genomic DNA
amplified using CYP2D6 F and CYP2D6 4R primers. Lane 1:
λ/EcoR I and Hind III marker, lanes 2-4: PCR products from
livers expressing full and short length RT-PCR products, Lanes
5, 6: PCR products from livers expressing full length RT-PCR
products, Lanes 7, 8: PCR products from livers expressing
only short length RT-PCR products.

No mutation events around splicing sites of exon 1 and exon 4
nor gene deletion from exon 1 to exon 4 of CYP2D6 gene
The segment of CYP2D6 gene at exons 1 to 4 was amplified with
CYP2D6 F and CYP2D6 4R primers by PCR. All amplified products
from 8 samples gave anticipated 2.04 kb in length but no 0.3 kb
PCR products as predicted from the possibility that the shorter
cDNA was originated from deleted mutations in CYP2D6 gene
rather than due to alternative splicing (Figure 6). Two PCR products
from extratumoral liver tissues expressed only skipped exon were
purified and partially sequenced. One showed 3 mutations, i.e.,
1719 (nt 100) C T in exon 1, resulting in P34S, 3280 (nt 408) G C
in exon 3, and samesense mutations 136 V, 3056 G C in intron 2.
Another one showed 3 mutations, i.e., 1719 (nt 100) C T in exon 1,
resulting in P34S, 1958 T C in intron 1, and 3056 G C in intron 2.
DISCUSSION
The mechanism of exon missed in cDNA may include gene deletion,
alternative splicing, template sequence recombination present
in PCR amplification[20-22], and retroviral recombination[23-25].
One or several exons missed entirely could ascribe to alternative
splicing. The first mechanism of formation of recombinant
molecules during PCR is mediated by premature termination of
chain synthesis. Therefore, a short extension time or increased
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dissociation of polymerases from the template may promote
recombination. The optimum values to minimize recombinant
molecule formation could prolong the extension time and could
be achieved using 30 or 34 amplification cycles respectively.
The second mechanism is template switching, it implicates that
a fragment elongating on one template, can continue this
elongation on another homologous template. The high template
concentrations could facilitate template switching and de novo
synthesize recombinant molecules. We performed PCR with
lower template concentrations, 1 min/kb extension, and 32 to 35
amplification cycles to minimize the PCR recombination. During
synthesis of the first DNA strand, reverse transcriptase could
switch templates from one to other copy of RNA, a phenomenon
known as copy-choice. The term ‘template switching’ implies that
the nascent DNA strand is transferred from one RNA (the ‘donor’)
to the other (the ‘acceptor’). This process depends on a ribonuclease
(RNase H) activity, carried by reverse transcriptase, which could
degrade the RNA template once it has been copied[26]. The RNA
recombination is a very rare event. In this study, MMLV without
RNase H activity was used and skipped mRNA was found in 12
out of 17 liver tissues by RT-PCR assay. Variant g was identified in
4 different extratumoral liver tissues by sequencing RT-PCR
products. These facts indicated that the exon missed variant g
did not come from PCR recombination or retroviral recombination.
PCR amplification and sequencing identification of exon 1 to
exon 4 of CYP2D6 gene from genomic DNA indicated that the
exon missed variant g came from neither gene mutation around
splicing sites of exon 1 and exon 4 nor gene deletion.
Burset et al.[27] analyzed canonical and non-canonical splice
sites in mammalian genomes, and found that 99.24% contained
canonical dinucleotides GT and AG for donor and acceptor
sites, respectively, 0.69% contained GC-AG, 0.05% contained
AT-AC and only 0.02% contained other types of non-canonical
splice sites. Some non-canonical splice sites seemed to be
involved in immunoglobulin gene expression and the others in
alternative splicing events.
CYP2D6 gene has 9 exons and 8 introns. All alternative
splicing CYP2D reported are located in exon 6 to exon 7. No
alternative splicing in exon 1 to exon 4 has been reported. We
identified 3 new alternative splicing CYP2D6 cDNA in exon 1
to exon 4 in human extratumoral liver tisssues. The skipped
mRNA was not an unusually phenomenon, for 12 samples
expressed skipped mRNA in 17 human liver tissue, whereas 9
samples expressed wild-type mRNA in this study.
We cloned a cDNA variant of human CYP2D6, the variant
f with some exons skipped. The five nt 5’-CAACG-3’, located
at the boundary of partially skipped exons 1 and 4 (Figure 6). It
looked as the 3’ end portion of skipped exon 1 or the 5’ end portion
of exon 4. If we looked it as the 3’ end portion of the skipped
exon 1, then the splicing donor and acceptor sites would be
CT-CG, which were not found as splice site pairs[27]. If we looked
it as the 5’ end portion of exon 4, then there would be 470
nucleotides from 79 to 548, i.e., the 3’ end portion 102 bp of
exon 1 (180 bp), exon 2, exon 3, and the 5’ end portion 43 bp of
exon 4 (161 bp) were skipped. The splicing donor and acceptor
sites would be the non-canonical splice sites: CA-AG[27].
CYP2D gene exists in a number of structurally polymorphic
haplotypes and also comprises several variants of CYP2D7P
and CYP2D8P pseudogenes. CYP2D6 is highly homologous
to CYP2D7 and CYP2D8 pseudogenes. The characteristic base
substitution, insertion and deletion of the variant f from 1401 to
1 457 in exon 9 indicated that this exon was derived from
CYP2D7BP[28] (GenBank accession no.X58468). So this cDNA
clone may be transcripted from CYP2D6*36 (Trivial name:
CYP2D6Ch2 or CYP2D6*10C) gene, which has gene conversion
to CYP2D7 in exon 9[29]. Johansson et al.[29] using allele-specific
polymerase chain reaction analysis of genomic DNA from 90
Chinese individuals revealed that CYP2D6*10 (CYP2D6Ch1)
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allele was the most common one, CYP2D6*36 was not a common
allele[30] and so we got an alternative splicing variant from this
allele only once.
Another alternative splicing CYP2D6 cDNA, variant g, has
7 bp 5’-GCTTCGA-3’, which locates at the boundary of partially
skipped exons 1 and 4 (Figure 6). It can be regarded as the 3’
end portion of skipped exon 1 or the 5’ end portion of exon 4.
The splicing donor and acceptor sites would be CC-GA or GCCC which have not been found as splice site pairs[27]. If we
regarded it as the skipped nucleotides from 175 to 585, then 411
nucleotides (137 amino acid residues), i.e., the 3’ end portion 6 bp
of exon 1 (180 bp), exon 2, exon 3, and the 5’ end portion 81 bp of
exon 4 (161 bp) were skipped. The splicing donor and acceptor
sites would be the non-canonical splice sites: GA-TC[27]. As this
variant has been identified in 4 different liver tissues by RT-PCR
products sequencing, it could not be the RT-PCR artificial ones.
The third variant, variant h, having skipped the entire exon
3, would use the most common non-canonical GC-AG splice sites
(Figure 6). It has an amino acid change of P34S which is a common
polymorphism occurring in CYP2D6*4, 10, 14, 36, 37. This variant
might come from CYP2D6*10, the most common allele in Chinese.
The cDNA sequence of CYP2D6 is differed from that of
CYP2D7P at nucleotides 629 to 639, CYP2D6[19] was AGG
AGGGACTG whereas CYP2D7P[28] was AGGGAGGGATCG
(Figure 6). All sequencing data of the alternative splicing cDNA
and PCR products originated from related genomic DNA
showed the characteristics of CYP2D6, so they were all derived
from CYP2D6 but not from CYP2D7P.
Variant f has premature stop codon at codon 96, which would
cause loss of its enzyme activity. According to the homology
modeling study of human CYP2 family enzyme reported by
Lewis[31], the substrate could recognize site (SRS) 1 of human
CYP2D6 located between amino acid residues 101 and 123
and the SRS2 located between amino acid residues 204 to 215.
Variant g which lost 137 amino acid residues from 58 to 194,
would lose SRS1, and might not have CYP2D6 activity. Variant
h having skipped the entire exon 3, would lose 51 amino acid
residues from 117 to 167, where part of SRS1 located. It might
not have CYP2D6 activity.
All 3 CYP2D6 splice variants might not have CYP2D6
function. But the possibility of the expression of proteins with
novel function(s) could not be excluded. The splice variants
might have a role in the posttranscriptional down-regulation of
the expression of CYP2D6. Formation of variant mRNAs at the
expense of full-length mRNAs would ultimately result in a
diminished expression of CYP2D6 protein.
Three new CYP2D6 pre-mRNA alternative splicing variants
in human extratumoral liver tissues have been identified. Futher
work is needed to clarify if they are commonly existed in liver
tissue or only in extratumoral liver tissue, and their relation
with hepatocellular carcinoma as well.
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Abstract
AIM: To investigate the antiangiogenic effects of endostatin
on colonic carcinoma cell line implanted in nude mice and
its mechanism.
METHODS: Nude mice underwent subcutaneous injection
with LS-174t colonic carcinoma cell line to generate carcinoma
and were randomly separated into two groups. Mice received
injection of vehicle or endostatin every day for two weeks.
After the tumor was harvested, the tumor volumes were
determined, and the expressions of CD34, VEGF and Flk-1
were examined by immunohistochemical method.
RESULTS: Tumor volume was significantly inhibited in the
endostatin group (84.17%) and tumor weight was
significantly inhibited in the endostatin group (0.197±0.049)
compared to the control group (1.198±0.105) (F = 22.56,
P = 0.001), microvessel density (MVD) was significantly
decreased in the treated group (31.857±3.515) compared
to the control group (100.143±4.290) (F = 151.62, P<0.001).
Furthermore, the expression of Flk-1 was significantly
inhibited in the treated group (34.29%) compared to the
control group (8.57%) (χ2 = 13.745, P = 0.001). However
no significant decrease was observed in the expression of
vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) between these
two groups (χ2 = 0.119,P = 0.730).
CONCLUSION: Endostatin can inhibit tumor growth and
angiogenesis by blocking Vegf/Flk-1 pathway. This experiment
provides the theory basis for developing a new anti-carcinoma
drug through studying the properties of anti-angiogenesis
inhibitors.
Jia YH, Dong XS, Wang XS. Effects of endostatin on expression
of vascular endothelial growth factor and its receptors and
neovascularization in colonic carcinoma implanted in nude mice.
World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(22): 3361-3364
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INTRODUCTION
Angiogenesis is the process of sprouting of capillaries form

preexisting blood vessels. The overall process is a complex
one that involves many biological functions and cell types.
Previous researches since 1970s have demonstrated that tumor
angiogenesis is required for the growth and metastasis of
primary solid tumor. Endothelial cell activation, migration, and
proliferation are major cellular events in this process. All of
these processes are under the tight regulation of factors that
either “promote” or “inhibit” angiogenesis. When the balance
of these factors is disturbed, angiogenic factors can be released
from tumor cells, such as vascular endothelial growth factor
(VEGF)[1] and basic fibroblast growth factor (bFGF), and migrate
to the nearby blood vessel endothelia, signal the activation of the
angiogenic response. Tumor cells also produce anti-angiogenic
factors including angiostatin, endostatin. Administration of
endostatin in tumor-bear mice has been shown to keep the
primary tumor in a dormant state[2]. But the mechanisms are still
unclear. One mechanism is that endostatin incombination with
the endothelial cells to form a compound with tyrosine activity
and thereby inducing apoptosis of endothelial cells. The other
is that endostatin functions as a ligand for the integrin family
of adhesion receptors on the surface of endothelial cells and is
associated with MMP family[3]. So, in order to explore the
mechanism of endostatin, we provided data that endostatin
showed a broad antitumor effect, which might be a result of its
inhibitory mechanism on tumor angiogenesis.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
Endostatin donated from Hefei Sunny Biology-technology
Institute, was a 20 ku C-terminal fragment of collagen X VIII.
Human endostatin was cloned and expressed in Escherichia coli
and purified by gene cloning technology by Gene Med Ltd.
Colon cancer cell line HL-174T was purchased from Shanghai
Cellular Research Institute. The cells were cultured in 1640
medium supplemented with 100 mL/L fetal bovine serum at 37
in 50 mL/L CO2 and the culture media were changed twice a
week and observed in the invert microscope to assay the
reproduction situation. All reagents and media for cell culture
were obtained from GIBCO.
Methods
Subcutaneous xenograft models Tumor cells were implanted
(0.5×106 cells/animal) subcutaneously using a 27-gauge needle
in the back region of BALB/C-nu/nu female mice of 6-8 wk old.
Tumor volume was measured every 3 d using a slide gaug.
Tumor volumes were measured as the product of (length×width)
× /6. Mice were fed with a standard rodent diet for two weeks,
and 14 of 20 mice with a similar tumor volume were selected and
divided into two groups randomly. Animals of each group were
treated once daily with a 0.1mL (2 mg/mL) ip bolus injection of
endostatin in saline or saline alone for 14 d. Upon termination
of the efficacy portion of endostatin (3 d after drug withdrawal),
the animals were euthanized, and the tumor was harvested from
the animals and the volume was weighted. The tumors were
submitted for immunohistochemical test.
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Evaluation of MVD, VEGF and VEGFR/flk-1 expression in
tumors Five-µm paraffin embedded sections of the tumors
were evaluated by immunohistochemistry. The sections were
stained with anti- CD34 antibody (DAKO, 1:2 000) and polyclonal
anti-VEGF antibody and polyclonal anti-Flk-1 antibody that
could recognize VEGF isoforms and their receptors, following
avidin-biotin complex methods.
Microvessel density was assessed by light microscopy in
areas of invasive tumors containing the highest number of
capillaries and small venules per area (neovascular “hot point”).
Areas of the highest neovascularization were found by scanning
the tumor sections at a low magnification (×100) and identified
with the greatest number of distinct CD34 stained (brown)
microvessels per area. Necrotic areas within tumors, where
microvessels were sparse, were not included in the vessel
counts. After the area of the highest neovascularization was
identified, individual microvessels were counted under ×400
field. A brown-stained endothelial cell or a endothelial cell cluster
clearly separated from adjacent microvessels, tumor cells, and
other connective-tissue elements, considered a single, countable
microvessel. Vessel lumens were not necessary for a structure
to be defined as a microvessel, and red cells were not used to
define a vessel lumen. Results were expressed as the number of
microvessels identified within 10 fields (×400).
VEGF was assessed by light microscopy (×100) in the areas
of invasive tumor cells. VEGF expression was determined on
adjacent serial visual fields and scored by a pathologic doctor.
The number of positively and negatively stained cells was
counted in 10 continuous visual fields. If more than 5% cells
were brown stained, they were considered as positive, otherwise
negative. The results were expressed as mean±SD.
Flk-1 was assessed by light microscopy (×400) in the areas
of microvessel endothelial cells. The number of endothelial
cells stained positively was counted in 10 continuous visual fields.
Over 5% positively stained endothelial cells were determined as
positive and else negative. The results were expressed as
mean±SD.

Statistics
The analysis of variance test was used to compare the differences
in tumor weight and MVD between the treated and control
groups. The Chi-squared test was used to compare the differences
in the expression of VEGF or VEGFR2/Flk-1 between the treated
and control groups. The difference was considered statistically
significant if the P value was less than 0.05. All the data were
analyzed with SAS 6.22 by the statistical office of the Second
Military Medical University.
RESULTS
Inhibition of tumor growth by endostatin
To determine the efficacy of endostatin on tumor growth, the
volume of tumors were measured every three days after
endostatin was used and tumors were weighed immediately
after they were harvested. The tumor growth in the mice treated
with endostatin was inhibited by 84.17% in volume. The growth
of the tumors was stopped 3-5 d after using endostatin except
two of them. The growth of primary colon tumor was significantly
inhibited by endostatin (Figure 1). The tumor weight of the
treated group was significantly less than that of the control
group (F = 22.56; P = 0.0005) (Table 1).
Effects of endostatin on angiogenesis in primary tumors
Immunohistochemical analysis showed a significant inhibition
of angiogenesis in the tumors treated with endostatin (P<0.05)
(Table 1). The MVD of tumors was significantly different
(F = 151.62, P = 0.001) between the two groups, the treated
group had a significant lower MVD.
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Figure 1 Changes in volume of tumors transplanted in dorsal
skinfold chambers in nude mice.
Table 1 Reduction in tumor mass and MVD after endostatin
treatment (mean±SD)
Control
Mass
MVD

Endostatin

1.198±0.105
100.143±4.290

0.197±0.049
31.857±3.515

F
22.56
151.62

P
a
b

P = 0.0005
P = 0.0001

a

P = Mass difference between Control group and Endostatin
group, bP = MVD difference between Control group and
Endostatin group.
Table 2 Expression of VEGF and VEGFR2/Flk-1 in tumor
after Endostatin treatment
Positive Negative
Control-VEGF (1)
Endostatin-VEGF (2)
Control-Flk-1 (3)
Endostatin- Flk-1 (4)

65
66
64
46

5
4
6
24

χ2

P

(1) vs (2)

0.119

0.730

(3) vs (4)

13.745 a P = 0.001

a

P = Flk-1 difference between Control group and Endostatin
group.

Selectivity and potency of endostatin on VEGF and Flk-1
Immunohistochemical analysis showed that endostatin had a
potent inhibition on Flk-1 expression (χ2 = 13.745, P = 0.001) but
no inhibition on VEGF expression in tumor cells (Table 2). There
was a significant difference in the tumors of treated mice and
control mice after staining of endothelial cells with Flk-1
monoclonal antibody (Table 2) but no difference in the tumor
tissue stained with VEGF between the two groups (Table 2).
DISCUSSION
Angiogenesis is a fundamental process by which new blood
vessels are formed. It is essential in reproduction, development,
and wound repair. Under these conditions, angiogenesis is
highly regulated, turned on for brief periods and then completely
inhibited. However some diseases are driven by persistently
unregulated angiogenesis. Tumor growth is one of these kinds
of diseases. Tumor growth and metastasis are angiogenesisdependent. A tumor must continuously stimulate the growth of
new capillary blood vessels for the tumor itself to grow. MVD
was significantly high in colon cancer tissues compared with
normal colon tissues[4]. Tumor cells get oxygen and nutrition
through angiogenesis. The Phenomena were also observed in
other cancers, for example, breast carcinoma[5] lung cancer[6]
prostate cancer[7] and pancreatic tumor[8], etc.
Endostatin, a 20-kD C-terminal cleavage product of collagen
XVIII, was originally identified by O’Reilly et al.[2] as a tumorderived, highly active, and endothelial specific angiogenic
inhibitor[9]. Recombinant endostatin has been shown to inhibit
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the growth of a wide variety of tumors in mice, with no toxic
side effects observed. Importantly, tumors treated with several
cycles of endostatin did not develop drug resistance and
become dormant, which persisted even when the endostatin
therapy was discontinued[10]. In our experiment, we found that
the tumor growth slowed down or even stopped three days
after usage of endostatin, but when the treatment was stopped
the tumor began to grow rapidly. So endostatin must be used
continuously to prevent tumor growth. It is difficult for the
patients to accept the treatment in their whole lifetime, so further
research is necessary for the usage of endostatin. At present,
the molecular mechanism of endostatin action remains unknown.
There are some theories which are supported by various studies.
Our results showed that endostatin blocked the VEGFVEGFR/Flk-1 pathway to inhibit the angiogenesis of colon tumor
in nude mice. VEGF pathway is the only well-defined signaling
pathway known to be required for the normal development of
vasculature as well as for the pathologic angiogenesis that
accompanies cancer and other disease states[1,11,12]. The VEGF
family of growth factors comprises at least five members, i.e.,
VEGF, placenta growth factor (PGF) , VEGF-B , VEGF-C[13], and
VEGF-D. The VEGF pathway is initiated when VEGF binds to
its receptors in endothelial cells. The three best characterized
VEGF receptors are termed VEGF receptor 1 (VEGFR1/Flt-1) and
VEGF receptor 2 (VEGFR2/Flk-1/KDR) and VEGF receptor 3
(VEGFR3/Flk-4). VEGFR1 and VEGFR2 are highly related
transmembrane tyrosine kinases that use their ectodomains to
bind to VEGF[14,15]. These binding in turn, activate the intrinsic
tyrosine kinase activity of their cytodomains, initiating intracellular
signaling. VEGFR3 is expressed almost exclusively by the
lymphatic endothelium, thus being considered as a major
regulator of lymphangiogenesis[16]. The blockade of VEGF by
using a soluble VEGFR-3 extracellular domain could inhibit tumor
lymphangiogenesis[17]. While PIGF could bind selectively to
VEGFR1, VEGF-C and VEGF-D could bind to both VEGFR3[18,19]
and VEGFR2. The corresponding receptor(s) for VEGF-B is
VEGFR1. VEGF/VEGFR2 pathway is the most important for
tumor angiogenesis, growth and metastasis. In our studies, we
found VEGFR2 was obviously down-regulated in the endostatin
group compared to the control group, but the expression of
VEGF was not changed in both groups. So we think that
endostatin can block the VEGF/VEGFR2 pathway by binding
to VEGFR2, thus inhibiting the neovascularization.
Endostatin could function as a ligand for the integrin family
of adhesion receptors on the surface of endothelial cells[20].
Integrins are potential targets for endostatin function and they
are important in endothelial cell biology and angiogenesis. The
endostatin-integrin interaction is of functional significance
in vitro, and the immobilized endostatin supports endothelial
cell survival and migration in an integrin-dependent manner.
Soluble endostatin in turn could inhibit integrin-dependent
endothelial cell functions, such as cell migration[20].
Matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs), a family of extracellular
and membrane-associated endopeptidases, collectively digest
almost all extracellular matrix and basement membrane
components, thus playing an important role in tumor progression.
Endostatin could prevent the fragmentation of pro-MMP-2 that
is associated with reduction of catalytic activity. Endostatin
had no effect on MMP-8 as shown by collagenase activity
assays[3]. Endostatin could block the activation and activities
of certain tumor-associated pro-MMPs, such as pro-MMP-2, -9,
and -13, which may explain at least in part, the antitumor effect
of endostatin[3,21].
Inhibition of angiogenesis has been shown to be an effective
strategy in cancer therapy in mice. However, its widespread
application has been hampered by difficulties in the large-scale
production of antiangiogenic proteins. This limitation may be
resolved by in vivo delivery and expression of antiangiogenic
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genes. A recombinant adenovirus that could expresses murine
endostatin that was biologically active in vitro as determined
in endothelial cell proliferation assays, and in vivo by
suppression of angiogenesis induced by VEGF has been
constructed[22]. Persistent high serum levels of endostatin were
achieved after systemic administration of the vector to nude
mice, which resulted in a significant reduction of the growth
rates and the volumes of metastatic brain tumor[23]. If the method
can be used safely in clinic, it can effectively resolve the
recurrence and overgrowth of tumors during the rest periods.
Different targets have been found and effective results were
achieved in gene therapy. An adenoviral vector carrying Tie2
gene, an endostatin-specific receptor tyrosine kinase, was
constructed and tested in established primary tumor, a murine
mammary carcinoma or a murine melanoma, which could
significantly inhibit the growth rate of both murine mammary
carcinoma and melanoma by 64% and 47%, respectively. So
the potential of vector-mediated antiangiogenic gene therapy
as a component is a very novel and effective strategy in cancer
therapy[24,25].
Synergy between endostatin and chemotherapy[26] can be
used to eradicate spontaneous tumor and metastases of colon
cancer or other angiogenesis dependent diseases. Tumor necrosis
was demonstrated only in animals receiving the combination
therapy, but not when each agent was applied as monotherapy.
The results suggested that these synergistic treatment modalities
might provide a novel and effective tool for future therapies of
metastatic cancer. Synergy between endostatin and interventional
therapy is another way to inhibit the neovascularization.
Endostatin can be sent directly to the microvessels around the
tumor and destroy the tunica intima of vessels to starve the
tumor to death. Other strategies also were used to block the
VEGF/VEGFR pathway to inhibit the tumor growth. VEGF-trap
is a potent blocker against the angiogenesis of the tumor and
could result in stunted and almost completely avascular tumors.
VEGF-Trap-mediated blockade may be a hopeful way for tumor
treatment[27]. More and more attention has been paid to the
effectiveness and carrier and medication methods are paid more
and more attention throughout the world. Endostatin may provide
a novel and effective tool for future therapies of cancer[28,29].
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Abstract
AIM: To characterize the protein files in blood from same
patients with esophageal squamous cell carcinoma (ESCC)
before and after operation at the high-incidence area for ESCC
in Henan Province, China.
METHODS: Two-dimensional electrophoresis, silver staining
and ImageMaster 2-DE analysis software were applied to
the determination of protein files in the blood obtained from
normal controls and ESCC patients before and after operation.
RESULTS: A total of 655, 662 and 677 protein spots were
identified, respectively, from the normal controls and ESCC
patients before and after operation. No significant difference in
the number of protein spots was observed between the normal
group and ESCC patients. A total of seven protein spots
were identified with a dramatic difference among the samples
before and after operation. Six protein spots were up-regulated
and one protein spot was down-regulated in the group
after operation compared with those in normal and before
operation. Three protein spots were further characterized
by matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization time of flying
mass spectrometry (MALDI-TOF-MS). The proteins from
these three spots were identified as serum amyloid A
(SAA), amyloid related serum protein and haptoglobin.
CONCLUSION: Serum amyloid A, amyloid related serum
protein and haptoglobin may be related with ESCC and/or
surgery. The significance of these proteins needs to be further
characterized. The present study provides informative data for
the establishment of serum protein profiles related with ESCC.
An JY, Fan ZM, Zhuang ZH, Qin YR, Gao SS, Li JL, Wang LD.
Proteomic analysis of blood level of proteins before and after
operation in patients with esophageal squamous cell carcinoma
at high-incidence area in Henan Province. World J Gastroenterol
2004; 10(22): 3365-3368
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INTRODUCTION
Esophageal squamous cell carcinoma (ESCC) is one of the six
most common malignant diseases in the world with a remarkable
geographical distribution. The ratio between the high- and lowincidence areas could be as high as 500:1. The prognosis of ESCC
is very poor, the five-year survival rate is only about 10% for
the patients at late or advanced stage. China is a country with
the highest incidence and mortality rate of ESCC in the world.
There are about 300 000 new ESCC patients identified all over
the world each year, half of them occur in China. Linzhou City
(formerly Linxian County) and its neighbouring counties in Henan
Province have been well-recognized as the highest incidence
area in the world, the average incidence ratio of males and
females is 161 and 103 per 100 000, respectively[1]. ESCC remains
the leading cause of cancer related-deaths in these areas.
Unclear molecular mechanism, and lacking of sensitive and
specific biomarkers for early diagnosis may be the reasons for
the unchanged ESCC incidence pattern[2].
Many studies have been focused on gene level for early
diagnosis of ESCC. However, because alterations in DNA and
RNA may or may not induce similar protein changes, genetic
changes could not reflect the stage and progression of the disease
directly and objectively[3]. Proteomics based on two-dimensional
electrophoresis and mass spectrometry is a new method for
identification of cancer-specific protein markers[4]. In this study,
we analyzed the serum protein changes in ESCC patients before
and after operation and compared them with normal controls by
proteomic methods to find the specific ESCC-related proteins.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Blood samples
Blood samples were collected from ESCC patients in Yaocun
Esophageal Cancer Hospital of Linzhou, Henan Province. Of
the ESCC patients, there were 4 males and 2 females with an
average age of 63 years (range, 52-74 years). All the blood samples
were collected two times from each patient, just before and one
week after the operation. The control blood samples (10 mL/subject)
were collected in our laboratory from the normal people with
matched ages as the patients. There were not any abnormalities
identified by physical and biochemical examinations in
volunteers of the control group.
Reagents
Electrophoresis reagents, including 400 g/L acrylamide solution,
N, N-methylenebisacryl amide, N, N, N’, N’-tetramethylethylenediamine, urea, tris-base, glycine, glycerol, 3-[(3-cholannidopropyl)
-dimethylammonio]-1-propanesulfonate (CHAPS), sodium
dodecyl sulfate (SDS), dithiothreitol (DTT), ammonium persulfate,
bromophenol blue, immobiline drystrips, immobilized pH
gradient buffer and silver nitrate were from Amersham Pharmacia
Biotechnology Inc. (Uppsala, Sweden). Iodoacetamide was from
Acros (New Jersey, USA), sequence grade trypsin was from
Washington Biochemical Corporation and trifluoroacetic acid
(TFA) was from Fluka (Switzerland). All other reagents were of
analytical grade.
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Serum concentration detection
Serum samples were thawed and diluted by dH2O as 1:5 (2 µL
serum was added to 8 µL dH2O), 1:10 (2 µL diluent was added
to 18 µL dH2O), 1:200 (4 µL diluent was added to 796 µL dH2O)
respectively, up to 1:10 000 dilution and then 800 µL 1:10 000
diluent was added to 200 µL protein assay reagent and
absorbance was measured at 595 nm, finally the concentration
of protein in serum was calculated.
First dimensional electrophoresis (Isoelectric focusing, IEF)
Precast IPG strips (pH 3-10 linear, 18 cm, Amersham Pharmacia
Biotechnology Inc.) was used in the first dimension. A total
amount of 250 µg proteins was diluted to a total volume of 350 µL
with the buffer (8 mol/L urea, 20 g/L CHAPS, 5 g/L IPG buffer
3-10, 20 mol/L DTT and a trace of bromophenol blue). After being
loaded on IPG strips, IEF was carried out according to the following
protocol: rehydration for 6 h at 0 V, 10 h at 30 V, 1 h at 500 V, 1 h at
1 000 V and 7 h at 8 000 V. The current was limited to 50 µ A per gel.
Second dimensional electrophoresis (SDS-polyacrylamide gel
electrophoresis, SDS-PAGE)
After IEF separation, the strips were immediately equilibrated
for 2×15 min with equilibration solution (50 mmol/L Tris-HCl,
pH 6.8, 6 mol/L urea, 300 g/L glycerol and 20 g/L SDS). Then
20 mmol/L DTT was included in the first equilibration solution,
and 20 g/L iodoacetamide was added in the second equilibration
step to alkylate thiols. Thirteen percent SDS-PAGE gels were
handled to become 1 mm thick. The strips were held in place
with 5 g/L agarose dissolved in SDS/Tris running buffer and
electrophoresis was carried out at constant power (2.5 W/gel
for 40 min and 15 W/gel for 6 h) and temperature (20 ) using
Ettan Dalt II system (Amersham Pharmacia Biotechnology Inc.).
Silver staining
Gels were stained with silver nitrate according to the instructions of
the silverstaining kit[5] (Amersham Pharmacia Biotechnology Inc.).
Gel scanning and image analysis
Protein profiles were obtained in normal controls and ESCC patients
before and after operation through correcting the background to
detect, match and quantify the spots by ImageMasterTM twodimensional Elite analysis software (Amersham Biosciences).
In-gel protein digestion
Individual protein spots were excised from the gel by Ettan
spot picker (Amersham Pharmacia Biotechnology Inc.), destained
with the solution (15 mmol/L potassium ferricyanide, 50 mmol/L
sodium thiosulfate) and washed till opaque and colorless with
25 mmol/L ammonium bicarbonate/500 g/L acetonitrile. After
being dried with vacuum concentrator (SpeedVac Plus, USA),
the gel was rehydrated with 3-10 µL of trypsin solution (10 ng/µL)
at 4 for 30 min, followed by incubation at 37 overnight. Tryptic
peptides were eluted and dried on SpeedVac vacuum concentrator.
Protein identification by MALDI mass spectrometry
The protein spots were analyzed by matrix-assisted laser
desorption/ionization time of flying mass spectrometry
(MALDI-TOF-MS) and SWISS-PROT database[6].
RESULTS
A total of 655, 662 and 677 protein spots were identified,
respectively, from the normal control and ESCC patients before
and after operation. No significant difference in number of protein
spots was observed between normal group and ESCC patients.
A total of seven protein spots were identified with a dramatic
difference among the samples before and after operation. Six protein
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spots were up-regulated and one protein spot was down-regulated
in the group after operation compared with those in normal and
before operation. Of these six protein spots, three spots were
further characterized by MALDI-TOF-MS. The proteins from these
three spots were identified as serum amyloid A (SAA), amyloid
related serum protein and haptoglobin (Figures 1, 2).

DISCUSSION
In the present study, we found that serum amyloid A (SAA)
and its isoform amyloid related serum protein, and haptoglobin
were significantly increased after operation in ESCC patients
compared with those in normal and pre-operation by mass
spectrum. It indicated that these proteins might be related with
ESCC and/or surgery. Although the literatures have reported
that these acute-phase proteins are associated with tumors,
such as colon cancer, the changes of these proteins may be more
concerned with stress response, for example, the trauma by
operation. The significance for these proteins needs to be further
characterized. Although two-dimensional electrophoresis coupled
with mass spectrometry is a powerful tool for screening and
identification of cancer-specific protein markers, it costs time
and money. The present study provided informative data for
the establishment of serum protein profiles related with ESCC.
SAA is an acute-phase protein existing as various isoforms in
a molecular mass range of 11-14. It is derived mainly from two genes,
SAA1 and SAA2[7], mapped at chromosome 11p15.4-15.1[8]. In
normal individuals, SAA is produced by hepatocytes in the
liver. After its production, it is secreted into serum and rapidly
binds to high-density lipoproteins, 90% of the protein particles
are bound to high-density lipoprotein. A review of the literature
showed that only a low level of SAA could be found in the sera
of healthy individuals[9], but during the acute-phase response,
its level in the blood could elevate 1 000-fold after various injuries,
including trauma, infection, inflammation and neoplasia[10,11].
Recently, many studies have shown that high SAA protein
level is present in the serum of patients with disseminated cancer,
reflecting the extent of malignant diseases, and inversely correlated
with patient survival[12]. The mechanism is not clear. The mode
of involvement of SAA in metastatic processes has not been
elucidated. Several proposed functions for SAA proteins are
compatible with the mechanism of tumor cell invasion and
metastasis. These include inhibition of malignant cell attachment
to extracellular matrix (ECM) proteins[13,14], induction of the
expression of enzymes degrading the ECM[15] and induction of
adhesion, migration, and tissue infiltration of cells[16-18]. Moreover,
SAA contains functional arginine-glycine-aspartic acid (RGD) like and tyrosine-isoleucine-glycine-serine-arginine (YIGSR) -like
adhesion motifs[19], and the peptides containing these motifs could
inhibit tumor cell invasion, metastasis, and angiogenesis[20,21].
Cumulatively, these findings, together with our observation of
SAA alterations in blood after operation, imply that SAA may
play a role in one or more steps of tumor progression or regression.
Glojnaric et al.[22] indicated that although the presence of
colorectal carcinoma caused an increase in serum levels of all
the acute phase reactants studied, SAA protein showed the most
powerful reaction in pre-operative disease stage, with the mean
value of 330 mg/L as compared to the normal values of <1.2 mg/L
obtained in 30 healthy adults. SAA protein concentration increased
to 487 mg/L after surgery and declined during the post-operative
clinical course until the sixth chemotherapy cycle, but never
returned to the normal range. In the later chemotherapy cycles,
the mean SAA protein increased to 163 mg/L, probably as a
result of the disease relapse. According to the statistical relations
among exact confidence intervals for proportions, SAA protein
showed the best specificity for colorectal carcinoma of all the
acute phase proteins studied (83-100%) and also a sensitivity
of 100%. They concluded that SAA protein seems to be a
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Figure 1 Representative of two-dimensional electrophoresis profiles and three-matched protein spots (arrows) analysis of the
sera from esophageal squamous cell carcinoma patients before (A) and after (B) operation with different acidity from pH 3 to pH 10.
Norm: normalization, Vol: volume, BkGnd: background, Eq: equality.
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Figure 2 Representative of two-dimensional electrophoresis patterns of sera protein from the same esophageal squamous cell
carcinoma patient before (A) and after (B) operation and the normal subject (C) with different acidity from pH 3 to pH 10. A’, B’
and C’ are the magnification of A, B and C, respectively, for the sera protein with marked difference.

reliable parameter, which could be recommended for clinical
routine as a non-specific tumor marker for colorectal carcinoma.
Haptoglobin is an acute phase protein capable of binding
haemoglobin and may play a role in modulating many aspects
of the acute phase response[23]. The complex of haptoglobin
with haemoglobin is metabolized in the heptic reticuloendothelial
system[24]. Biosynthesis of haptoglobin occurs not only in the

liver, but also in adipose tissue and in lung, providing antioxidant
and antimicrobial activity [25]. Changes in the measured
concentrations of haptoglobin in serum may help to assess the
disease status of patients with inflammations, infections,
malignancy, etc[26]. Dynamic detection of haptoglobin in leukemia
patient plasmas showed that haptoglobin level increased
obviously in leukemia patients than that in normal persons and
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dropped gradually with the improvement of diseases.
In conclusion, serum amyloid A, amyloid related serum
protein and haptoglobin may be related with ESCC. The
significance of these proteins needs to be further characterized.
The present study provides informative data for the establishment
of serum protein profiles related with ESCC.
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Abstract
AIM: To investigate the number, size, and status of lymph
nodes within the mesorectum and to explore the prognostic
significance of lymph node micrometastases in patients with
rectal cancer.
METHODS: Thirty-one patients with rectal cancer undergone
total mesorectal excision between October 2001 and October
2002 were included. Mesorectal nodes retrieved from the
resected specimens were detected with a combination of
haematoxylin and eosin (HE) staining and immunohistochemistry (IHC). The relations between lymph node metastases,
micrometastases and postoperative recurrence were analyzed.
RESULTS: A total of 548 lymph nodes were harvested,
with 17.7±8.2 nodes per case. The average number of
metastatic nodes in HE-positive patients and micrometastatic
nodes in IHC-positive patients was 5.2±5.1 per case and
2.2±1.3 per case, respectively. The mean size of all nodes
and metastatic nodes was 4.1±1.8 mm and 5.2±1.7 mm in
diameter, respectively. The mean size of micrometastatic
nodes was 3.9±1.4 mm in diameter. The size of the majority
of mesorectal nodes (66.8%), metastatic nodes (52.6%), and
micrometastatic nodes (79.5%) was less than 5 mm in diameter.
During a median follow-up period of 24.6±4.7 mo, 5 patients
(16.7%) had recurrence, of them 2 died and 3 survived.
Another case died of tumor unrelated cause and was excluded.
All 5 recurrent cases had 3 or more nodes involved, and one
of them developed only lymph node micrometastases. The
mean number of both metastatic and micrometastatic nodes
per case differed significantly between the recurrent and
non-recurrent groups (P<0.01 and P = 0.01, respectively).
CONCLUSION: The majority of lymph nodes, metastatic,
and micrometastatic lymph nodes within the mesorectum
are smaller than 5 mm in diameter. The nodal status and
the number of lymph nodes involved with tumor metastases
and micrometastases are related to the rapid postoperative
recurrence.
Zheng YC, Tang YY, Zhou ZG, Li L, Wang TC, Deng YL,

Chen DY, Liu WP. Tumor micrometastases in mesorectal lymph
nodes and their clinical significance in patients with rectal
caner. World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(22): 3369-3373
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INTRODUCTION
Lymph node involvement is one of the most important factors
in determining the prognosis of patients with rectal cancer[1-6].
Patients with lymph node involvement were found to suffer
from more advanced diseases according to the tumor-nodemetastasis (TNM) classification system[6], and up to 30% of them
eventually developed recurrences after a potentially curative
resection[7,8]. In contrast, some patients without positive lymph
nodes also had postoperative recurrences or developed metastatic
diseases, which were reported to be associated with lymph
node micrometastases missed by conventional pathological
examination[9-13].
Lymph node spread of rectal cancer generally follows an
anatomical route from the proximity to distance along the main
supplying vessels of the rectum[14,15]. Lymph nodes contained
in the mesorectum are thereby the earliest and most frequent
ones that might be involved when tumor spread occurs[14-16].
Although reports have emphasized the importance of regional
lymph nodes in the prognosis of rectal cancer[1,2,17-21], few
studies available have investigated the number and size of lymph
nodes within the rectal mesentery[22,23]. The clinical significance
of mesorectal lymph node metastases and micrometastases
remains to be fully acknowledged[22,23]. This study was conducted
to examine the number, size, and status of lymph nodes within
the mesorectum, and to investigate the prognostic value of
lymph node metastases, especially lymph node micrometastases,
in patients with rectal cancer.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients
From October 2001 to October 2002, 31 patients with rectal
cancer undergone total mesorectal excision (TME) at the
Department of Gastroenterological Surgery of West China
Hospital were included. There were 18 males and 13 females,
with an average age of 55 (32-72) years. Of them, 7 cases were
patients with high rectal cancer (above the peritoneal reflection)
and 24 cases were patients with lower rectal cancer (below the
peritoneal reflection). Three tumors were highly differentiated,
20 moderately differentiated, and 8 poorly differentiated. All patients
received standard preoperative examination and the diagnosis
of rectal adenocarcinoma was made by fibrocolonoscopy and
confirmed by pathological biopsy before surgery. All operations
were carefully performed by skillful surgeons following the
principle of TME[24], and the rectal specimens resected were
collected prospectively.
Specimen processing
After removal, the specimens were routinely processed with
neutral buffered 100 mL/L formalin solution for 24 h, and
immersed in lymph node revealing solution (LNRS) for 6 h or
more[25]. Later, they were washed thoroughly with running
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water. Fat tissues in the specimens were dissected carefully at
intervals of 2-3 mm from upward down to the level of distant
transaction along the runway of the superior rectal artery (SRA).
Lymph nodes stood out as white, and chalky nodules against
the background of yellow fat were harvested and recorded.

Pathological examination
After retrieval, each lymph node was embedded separately in
paraffin. The block was then sectioned serially at intervals of
20-40 µm, with each section of 4 µm in thickness. Two sections
sampled randomly from 10 representative levels were subjected
to haematoxylin and eosin (HE) staining. For nodes diagnosed
negatively by HE staining, another 3 sections were further
singled out, one for HE re-examination, the other two for
immunohistochemistry (IHC).
Immunohistochemistry was performed using labelled
streptavidin biotin method (LsAB). Briefly, all sections were
deparaffinized and rehydrated. Then, they were immersed in
30 mL/L H2O2 for 20 min to block the endogenous peroxidase
activity. Sections were then incubated with 100 mL/L normal
goat serum for 20 min, followed by incubation with mouse
monoclonal anti-human cytokeratin (CK) 20 antibody
(Neomarkers, Lab Vision Corporation, CA, USA) (1:50) at 4
overnight. After that, the sections were washed with phosphate
buffered solution (PBS) (0.01 mol/L, pH 7.2) and sequentially
incubated with biotinylated goat anti-mouse IgG, and
streptavidin biotin horseradish peroxidase complex following
the manufacturer’s instructions (HistostainTM-SP Kits, Zymed
laboratories Inc., San Francisco, CA, USA). Staining was
developed by immersing slides in 0.5 g/L 3,3’-diaminobenziding
tetrahydrochloride (DAB) with 3.3 mol/L H2O2. All slides were
counterstained with haematoxylin, dehydrated and mounted.
Yellowish staining of the tumor cell cytoplasm was taken as
positive. Previously confirmed rectal adenocarcinoma tissue
served as positive control, and substitution of the primary
monoclonal antibody with PBS was used as negative control.
Tumor micrometastases were occult diseases generally missed
by HE staining while detected by IHC, and were characterized as
single cell or small cluster of cells showing malignant morphology.
Follow-up
All patients were regularly followed up to now. The follow-up
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interval was every 3 mo after surgery during the first year and
every 6 mo thereafter. The time of recurrence and the cause of
death were inquired and recorded.

Statistical analysis
The t test for difference in mean values and χ2 test for difference
in frequencies were performed using SPSS 10.0 software
package. P<0.05 was considered statistically significant.
RESULTS
Micrometastases and number of lymph nodes
A total of 548 mesorectal lymph nodes were retrieved from the
31 specimens, with 17.7±8.2 lymph nodes per case. HE staining
detected 114 lymph nodes positive in 22 patients (71.0%). The
average number of metastatic lymph nodes in HE-positive patients
was 5.2±5.1 per case. IHC re-examination of the remaining
negative nodes revealed 39 lymph nodes (9.0%) positive with
tumor micrometastases from 18 cases (58.1%). Among them,
5 cases (16.1%) with 10 nodes positive with IHC staining were
previously assumed free of metastatic diseases. The average
number of micrometastatic lymph nodes in IHC-positive patients
was 2.2±1.3 per case.
Micrometastases and size of lymph nodes
The average diameter of all the 548 lymph nodes was 4.1±1.8 mm.
The mean size of 114 metastatic lymph nodes (5.2±1.7 mm in
diameter) was significantly larger than that of 39 micrometastatic
lymph nodes (3.9±1.4 mm in diameter) (P<0.01). Of all the lymph
nodes, 92 (16.8%) were 2 mm in diameter, with 4 metastatic and 3
micrometastatic lymph nodes; 182 (33.2%) 5 mm, with 54
metastatic and 8 micrometastatic lymph nodes; and 274 (50.0%)
with a size between 2 mm and 5 mm in diameter, with 56 metastatic
and 28 micrometastatic lymph nodes (Table 1). It was noted that
the majority of lymph nodes (66.8%) were <5 mm in diameter,
and 52.6% of the metastatic nodes and a higher proportion of
the micrometastatic nodes (79.5%) were <5 mm in diameter also.
Lymph node metastases and micrometastases and prognosis
All the 31 patients were successfully followed-up. Patients with
lymph node metastases received regular chemotherapy after surgery.
However, during a median follow-up period of 24.6±4.7 mo, one

Table 1 Size of lymph nodes (LNs) and status of tumor metastases and micrometastases
No. of LNs
Size of LNs (mm)

Positive ratio (%)

2
2-5
5
Total
b

Total

HE-positive

IHC-positive

92
274
182
548

4
56
54
114

3
28
8
39

P<0.01, vs 2-5; dP<0.01, vs

Sum of positive
7.6 b
30.7
34.1d
27.9

7
84
62
153

2.

Table 2 Clinicopathological features of five recurrent patients with lower rectal cancer
Characteristics of tumor
Case No.

1
2
3
4
5

Sex

Female
Female
Male
Male
Male

No. of LNs

Age (yr)

35
65
50
45
32

Site of recurrence
Differentiation

Invasion

Total

M

MM

Well
Poor
Moderate
Poor
Poor

Muscle
Serosa
Muscle
Serosa
Muscle

15
22
27
30
21

3
22
0
17
5

2
0
3
4
5

LNs: lymph nodes; M: metastatic; MM: micrometastatic.

Lung
Pelvis+liver
Pelvis
Pelvis
Pelvis

Outcome

Surviving
Dead
Surviving
Dead
Surviving
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Table 3 Comparison of recurrence between patients with different nodal status
HE-positive

HE-negative

Variables

Total
IHC-positive

No. of case
Recurrence
Recurrence rate (%)

13
3
23.1

IHC-negative

IHC-positive

8
1
12.5

5
1
20

IHC-negative
4
0
0

30
5
16.7

Table 4 Comparison of nodal status between recurrent and non-recurrent group
LNs (mean±SD)
Grouping
Recurrent group
Non-recurrent group
P

Positive ratio (%)
Total

HE-positive

IHC-positive

23.0±5.8
17.0±8.2
0.135

9.4±9.6
2.6±2.5
0.003

2.8±1.9
1.0±1.2
0.01

patient died of tumor unrelated cardiovascular disturbance 24 mo
post operation and was excluded from the analysis. Among the
five cases (16.7%) with lower tumor recurrences, 3 cases were
localized in the pelvic floor, one case spread to the lung, and
one case with both pelvic and liver involvements. Two of them
died and the other three remained alive. All the recurrent patients
shared the characteristics of having 3 or more lymph nodes
involved with tumor metastases and/or micrometastases. Of them,
one case with mere lymph node micrometastases also developed
local recurrence 17 mo after operation (Tables 2, 3). Comparison
analysis showed that both the number of metastatic and
micrometastatic lymph nodes between the recurrent and nonrecurrent groups differed significantly (P<0.01 and P = 0.01,
respectively), although such a statistical difference was not
found between them in reference to the total number identified
per case (Table 4).

DISCUSSION
The nodal status is the single powerful predictor of survival in
rectal cancer[1,2,20,21]. Both the number and location of lymph nodes
involved have significant impacts on the outcome of patients
with rectal cancer[6,15,21,26]. However, the nodal staging accuracy
is not easy to make[27-29]. Factors contributing to this dilemma
include the mount of mesentery resected, diligence for search
of nodes paid, number of histological slices investigated, and
methods of pathological examination employed[30-33]. There are
still wide variations regarding the minimum number of lymph
nodes to be examined for a reliable node-negative diagnosis,
the reported recommendations were 6 to 17 lymph nodes[34-36].
The non-uniform extent of lymph nodes collected for investigation
made the results incomparable between authors, and the absence
of consensus on the number of lymph nodes contained in the
mesentery worsened the situation further[36,37].
It was established that the lymphatic spread of rectal cancer
followed an anatomical way along which the normal lymphatic
fluid drains[14,15]. As a consequence, lymph nodes contained in
the mesorectum are the earliest and the most frequent ones that
might be involved when the dissemination of tumor cells takes
place[14-16]. Focused examination of the mesorectal lymph nodes,
thereby, could identify most metastases and micrometastases
in the first place[15], though skip metastases might exist in a few
cases[38,39]. However, available data have provided little information
on the lymph nodes enveloped within the mesorectum[22,23]. The
number and size of lymph nodes, and their tumor status remain
to be defined.
Recently, Canessa et al.[22] recovered 168 mesorectal lymph
nodes from 20 cadavers and found that the mean number was
8.4 per specimen. They searched the lymph nodes from the division

Sum of positive
12.2±8.9
3.6±3.0
0.000

53.0
21.4
0.000

of the superior rectal artery which excluded the lymph nodes
that lie above it, i.e., the lymph nodes along the main trunk of it,
that should otherwise be referred to ‘mesorectal’ nodes by strict
definition[40]. Also in an another study on cadavers, an average
of 24.9 pelvic lymph nodes were identified from 7 fresh specimens,
which included 13.6 mesorectal lymph nodes per case[23]. Their
study employed modified LNRS to facilitate the identification
of lymph nodes in the mesorectum. Therefore, the lymph nodes
they retrieved outnumbered those in previous study markedly[23].
In the current study, the LNRS was also used to help identify
lymph nodes embedded in the mesorectal fat. A mean number
of 17.7 lymph nodes per case were dissected. The majority of
them (82.2%) were located along the superior rectal artery. The
sizes of 66.8% of the total lymph nodes, 59.8% of the metastatic
lymph nodes and 79.5% of the micrometastatic lymph nodes
were <5 mm in diameter. The minimal size of lymph nodes found
was 0.7 mm in diameter. These lymph nodes, especially those
with a diameter 2 mm, were at great risk of being missed in
routine pathological sampling with only naked speculation and
manual palpitation[41-43]. By further examining the HE-negative
nodes with IHC staining, we identified 39 nodes positive with
tumor micrometastases from 18 cases (58.1%). Of interest, 10 nodes
with micrometastatic diseases in 5 cases (16.1%) were previously
assumed free of tumor spread by routine pathological examination.
Thus this group of patients was upstaged.
The superior sensitivity of IHC to HE staining in detecting
micrometastases in colorectal cancer has been well recognized[44-47].
Although its sensitivity remained ten times lower compared to
reverse transcriptase polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR)
techniques, IHC is probably more specific and reliable, in that it
allows examining the morphology of stained cells and differentiating
from that of non-specific background staining[44-46]. There are
still many controversies regarding the prognostic significance
of micrometastases in colorectal cancer[10,11,47-54]. It was argued
that although the application of IHC technique had the added
ability to identify overt diseases missed by HE staining, it offered
little prognostic information on the postoperative recurrence
and long year survival[10,49-52]. On the contrary, authors favoring
the detection of lymph node micrometastases stated that it was
not only one of the major concerns for the proper staging of diseases,
but also of prognostic relevance to the outcome of patients with
rectal cancer, thus suggesting helpful in the early planning of a
multimodality treatment protocol for indicated patients[11,53,54].
Choi et al.[50] retrospectively reviewed 1 808 lymph nodes
from 93 Dukes’ B colorectal tumors with IHC staining and found
that 54 lymph nodes (3.0%) from 29 cases (31.2%) harbored
micrometastatic diseases. However, the five-year survival analysis
showed no significant difference between the micrometastatic
group and non-micrometastatic group. Yasuda et al.[11] employed
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IHC method and examined a total of 1 013 lymph nodes from 12
recurrent and 30 non-recurrent patients with histologically
determined Dukes’ B colorectal cancer. Micrometastases were
confirmed in 59 lymph nodes (16%) from 11 cases (92%) in the
recurrent group, and 77 lymph nodes (12%) from 21 cases (70%)
in the non-recurrent group. They further demonstrated that
micrometastases in four or more lymph nodes occurred more
frequently in the recurrent group than in the non-recurrent
group (58% vs 20%, P<0.05), and micrometastases to N2 or
higher nodes occurred more frequently in the recurrent group
also (92% vs 47%, P<0.01). Afterwards they concluded that the
number and level of positive micrometastatic lymph nodes were
both significantly correlated with postoperative recurrence of
histologically determined Dukes’ B colorectal cancer[11].
In the present study, 5 patients with rectal cancer developed
recurrences. The rate of recurrence was 16.7% within two years
after curative operation. All patients suffering from recurrent
diseases had three or more mesorectal nodes involved with
tumor metastases and/or micrometastases, one patient with
lymph node micrometastases developed recurrence also. It was
noted that both the number of metastatic and micrometastatic
lymph nodes differed significantly between the recurrent and
non-recurrent groups (P<0.01 and P = 0.01, respectively),
implying that lymph node micrometastases and the number of
lymph nodes involved might also correlate with the outcome of
patients with rectal cancer, while the prognostic value of lymph
node metastases was confirmed.
In summary, by using the LNRS to facilitate identifying
lymph nodes, and with a combination of HE and IHC to detect
tumor metastases and micrometastases, we have provided a
detailed description of both the number and size of lymph nodes
enveloped in the mesorectum, as well as their tumor status with
metastases and micrometastases in rectal cancer. The rapid
recurrence of tumor after a cure-intended surgery is related to
the tumor status of mesorectal lymph nodes. The presence of
lymph node micrometastases and the number of lymph nodes
involved might have some value for the prediction of tumor
recurrence in rectal cancer[11,47,48,53,54], now that the importance of
lymph node metastases has been widely acknowledged[1-6,19,21].
However, it is too cursory to draw a convincing conclusion,
concerning the small samples included and only short-term
outcome investigated in the current study. Future multi-central
large-sample controlled studies are needed to clearly define the
role of lymph node micrometastases in the prognosis of patients
with rectal cancer.
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Abstract
AIM: To investigate the expression of CD34 and c-kit (receptor
of stem cell factor) in cholangiocarcinoma.
METHODS: Fifteen cases of intrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma
and 17 cases of extrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma were studied
in this experiment. Using Envision detection system, paraffinembedded sections of the resected cholangiocarcinoma
tissue were stained with antibodies against CD34 and ckit, respectively. The sections were counterstained with
hematoxylin, and the results were examined under light
microscope. Normal tonsil and mammary tissues were used
as positive controls for CD34 and c-kit, respectively.
RESULTS: CD34 was positive in all sections, but only in capillary
endothelial cells of tumor tissue. No cholangiocarcinoma
cells were positive for CD34. In one case of extrahepatic
cholangiocarcinoma, a few tumor cells (about 5%) were
immunoreactive with c-kit.
CONCLUSION: CD34 or c-kit positive cells in liver tissue may
represent liver stem cells, as they can differentiate into
mature biliary cells in vitro. The expression of c-kit by some
cholangiocarcinoma cells suggests that cholangiocarcinoma
might originate from liver stem cells. However, other
mechanisms of hepatocarcinogenesis, such as de-differentiation
of mature cholangiocytes, may also exist.
Liu C, Wang J, Ou QJ. Possible stem cell origin of human
cholangiocarcinoma. World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(22):
3374-3376
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INTRODUCTION
Two theories are available to explain the process of hepatocarcinogenesis, one is de-differentiation of mature liver cells
(hepatocytes and cholangiocytes), the other is maturation arrest
of liver stem cells[1]. In normal liver, putative liver stem cells
may exist at terminal bile ductules (canal of Hering) and periductular
area[2,3]. In rodent animals, when damage and loss of hepatocytes
and/or cholangiocytes are combined with impaired regeneration
of the mature cells, liver stem cells may be activated. They
proliferate and differentiate towards both hepatic and biliary
lineages[2,4-7]. Activation of liver stem cells has been observed
in various human liver diseases, such as acute liver necrosis[8],
hemochromatosis[9], chronic cholestatic diseases[10], alcoholic
liver diseases[9] and chronic viral hepatitis[9,11,12]. In human liver
focal nodular hyperplasia[13], hepatic adenoma[14], hepatocellular

carcinoma[15] and hepatoblastoma[16], some tumor cells have
also been detected to express the specific markers of liver stem
cells, indicating their possible stem cell origin. In animals,
cholangiocarcinoma can also originate from liver stem cells[17].
CD34 and c-kit are two hemapoietic markers, but in periductular
area and occasionally within bile ducts, CD34 and c-kit positive
cells were also found[18]. CD34 or c-kit positive cells in human
liver can be isolated with immunomagnetic separation techniques,
and these isolated cells are able to differentiate into biliary
epithelial cells in vitro[18]. Thus, CD34 and c-kit positive cells in
human liver may represent liver stem cells. In this study, the
expression of CD34 and c-kit in human cholangiocarcinoma
was investigated.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Specimens
Paraffin-embedded specimens from 32 cases of resected
cholangiocarcinoma at Sun Yat-Sen Memorial Hospital were
studied in this experiment. They included 18 male and 14 female
patients, ranging from 24 to 80 years old (mean and medium
64 years old). Fifteen cases had the tumor located in intrahepatic
bile duct (IBD), 4 cases in common hepatic bile duct (CHBD)
and 13 cases in common bile duct (CBD). Some clinical characteristics
of the patients are summarized in Table 1.
Immunohistochemistry
Each paraffin-embedded specimen was cut consecutively into
6 sections. Three sections of CD34 and 3 sections of c-kit were
stained with Envision detection system (DAKO, Denmark). CD34
retrieval was performed by heating the sections in 10 mmol/L
citrate buffer (pH 6.0). In brief, the tissue sections were incubated
with peroxidase blocking reagent (DAKO) for 5 min, incubated
with CD34 (monoclonal mouse anti-human, IgG1, kappa, ready
to use; DAKO) for 10 min or c-kit (polyclonal rabbit anti-human,
1:50; DAKO) for 30 min at room temperature. Then, the sections
were incubated with peroxidase labelled polymer conjugated
to goat anti-rabbit or goat anti-mouse immunoglobulin for 30 min
at room temperature, incubated with diaminobezidine (DAB)
chromogen for 5 min, counterstained with hematoxylin and
mounted with coverslip. Between each of these steps, the sections
were rinsed gently with Tris-HCl buffer. Normal human tonsil
and mammary tissues were used as positive controls for CD34
and c-kit, respectively. Negative control was performed at the
same conditions by omitting incubation with the first antibody.
The stained tissue sections were examined under light microscope.
RESULTS
CD34 and c-kit were positive in the staining of capillary endothelial
cells in tonsil and ductal cells in normal mammary tissues,
respectively. Negative controls were all negative. Among the
specimens of 32 cases of cholangiocarcinoma, CD34 was strongly
positive in the staining of all capillary endothelial cells and negative
in tumor cells (Figure 1). However, c-kit was positive in the staining
of tumor cells in 1 case of cholangiocarcinoma originating from
common bile duct (case 32, Table 1). This was an 80 years old
patient with moderately differentiated cholangiocarcinoma, and
about 5% of the tumor cells were positively stained at cell
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membrane and cytoplasm (Figure 2). The positive result was
repeatedly identified in several sections from the same specimen.
Table 1 Clinical characteristic of the patients with
cholangiocarcinoma
No.

Sex

Age (yr)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

F
F
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
F
M
F
M
F
F
M
M
F
M
F
F
M
F
F
F
M
M
M
M
M
F
F

78
68
63
67
58
49
80
75
77
74
50
68
62
69
67
52
59
74
64
62
68
61
46
73
62
59
64
76
24
56
60
80

Location of
Differentiation
adenocarcinoma
CBD
CBD
CBD
IHBC
IHBC
CBD
IHBC
CBD
IHBC
CBD
CHBD
CBD
IHBC
IHBC
IHBC
IHBC
IHBC
CBD
CHBD
IHBC
IHBC
CHBD
CBD
CBD
IHBC
CHBD
CBD
IHBC
IHBC
IHBC
CBD
CBD

moderately
moderately
moderately
moderately
well
poorly
well
poorly
well
well
well
well
well
well
well
moderately
moderately
poorly
well
moderately
poorly
poorly
moderately
moderately
well
well
poorly
moderately
well
moderately
moderately
moderately

F: Female; M: Male; CBD: Common bile duct; CHBD: Common hepatic bile duct; IHBC: Intrahepatic bile duct.

Liver stem-like cells are small and oval in shape with relatively
large oval nuclei. They are immunoreactive for OV-6 (rat oval
cell marker), cytokeratin (CK) 8 and CK 18 (both are epithelial
cell markers), CK 7 and CK 19 (both are biliary cell markers), CK 14,
and chromogranin-A[15,19]. Liver stem-like cells are heterogeneous,
and could be classified into 3 types based on their differentiation
characteristics. Type I represents the most undifferentiated
cells, type II the progenitor cells differentiating towards biliary
lineage, and type III the progenitor cells differentiating towards
hepatic lineage[19]. In human liver, these liver stem-like cells have
been found in focal nodular hyperplasia, hepatic adenoma,
hepatocellular carcinoma and hepatoblastoma[13-16].
CD34 and c-kit are two markers of hemapoietic stem cells.
However, recently in normal human liver, c-kit was detected in
canal of Hering where the putative liver stem cells may exist[3].
In patients with fulminant hepatic failure, over expression of ckit was detected in activated liver stem-like cells[20]. CD34 was
also identified in rat liver stem-like cells[21]. Using immunomagnetic
separation method, CD34 and c-kit positive cells were isolated
from human liver. These cells were able to proliferate and
differentiate into both biliary epithelial and endothelial cells
in vitro[18]. This suggested that CD34 and c-kit positive cells in
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liver might represent biliary progenitor cells, biliary and endothelial
cells might share the same progenitor cells. Among the 12 cases
of hepatoblastoma, Ruck et al. reported that CD34 was found
to be immunoreactive with both tumor cells and endothelial
cells in 1 case of small cell hepatoblastoma, and this indicated
the possible stem cell origin of hepatoblastoma[22].
In this study, a few tumor cells in 1 of 32 cases of cholangiocarcinoma were immunoreactive with c-kit, and this suggested
their possible origin of biliary stem cells.
A

B

Figure 1 A: Immunohistochemical staining of cholangiocarcinoma
with antibody against CD34. Arrowhead indicates strongly
positive capillary endothelial cells. B: Immunohistochemical
staining of cholangiocarcinoma with antibody against c-kit
(Envision, original magnification: ×400). Arrowhead indicates
positive tumor cells.

As putative liver stem cells possibly exist in terminal bile
ductules (canal of Hering), intrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma is
supposed to originate from liver stem cells more likely than
extrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma. However, the cells with stem
cell characteristics may not only exist in intrahepatic bile ducts,
but also in extrahepatic bile ducts. In embryonic development
of rat liver, both intra- and extrahepatic bile ducts originated from
AFP- and albumin-containing hepatoblasts[23]. The remnant of
embryo liver stem cells may also exist in extrahepatic bile ducts.
In human, it was observed that hepatocellular carcinoma could
also develop from extrahepatic bile ducts[24-26]. These tumors
might originate from liver stem cells in extrahepatic bile ducts
by maturation arrest. Thus, extrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma
that was immunoreactive with c-kit in this experiment might
also originate from putative liver stem cells.
Based on animal experiments, different carcinogenic regiments
might act on different level of cells in hepatic lineage and produce
hepatic carcinoma by different mechanisms[27]. Diethylnitrosamine
acted on mature hepatocytes and induced hepatocellular
carcinoma by de-differentiation. Furan injured bile duct
progenitor cells and induced cholangiocarcinoma by maturation
arrest. 2-acetylaminofluorene acted on ductular bipolar progenitor
cells and induced hepatocellular carcinoma by maturation arrest.
In choline deficiency models, the periductular stem cells could
be activated to induce hepatocellular carcinoma by maturation
arrest. The exact causes of human cholangiocarcinoma are still
unclear, and there may be more than one mechanism of its
carcinogenesis. In this study, only a few tumor cells in 1 case of
cholangiocarcinoma were c-kit immunoreactive, and we could
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not draw a sound conclusion. Tumor cells may lose their markers
of stem cells during maturation arrest. Thus, further researches,
such as increasing the number of cases and discovering new
biliary progenitor cell markers, are needed to answer if human
cholangiocarcinoma originates from stem cells.
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Wuhan area, we performed a statistical analysis of the data about
sex, age, occupation and geographic environmental distribution.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
A total of 21 693 patients with gastrointestinal symptoms
received a gastroscopy in Outpatient Department of the Renmin
Hospital of Wuhan University, of them, 4 876 were diagnosed
as peptic ulcer disease. The patients were classified according
to gastric ulcer (GU), duodenal ulcer (DU), complex ulcer (CU),
sex, age, occupation and geographic environment and a database
was set up. All the data were checked and analyzed using the
SPSS statistical software.

Abstract
AIM: To describe the epidemiological features of peptic
ulcer disease in Wuhan area during 1997-2002, to analyze
the sex, age and occupation characteristics, as well as the
geographic distribution of peptic ulcer disease, and to
determine the effective methods of preventing and controlling
peptic ulcer disease.
METHODS: In the early 1980s, the peptic ulcer disease
registry system was established to collect the data of peptic
ulcer disease in Wuhan area. Here we performed a statistically
detailed analysis of 4876 cases of peptic ulcer disease
during 1997-2002.
RESULTS: The morbidity of peptic ulcer disease between
males and females was significantly different (χ2 = 337.9,
P<0.001). The majority of peptic ulcer diseases were found
at the age of 20 to 50 years. Because of different occupations,
the incidence of peptic ulcer disease was different in different
areas.
CONCLUSION: The incidence of peptic ulcer disease is
highly associated with sex, age, occupation and geographic
environmental factors. By analyzing the epidemiological
features of peptic ulcer disease, we can provide the scientific
data for prevention and control of peptic ulcer disease.
Dong WG, Cheng CS, Liu SP, Yu JP. Epidemiology of peptic
ulcer disease in Wuhan area of China from 1997 to 2002.
World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(22): 3377-3379
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INTRODUCTION
During 1997 to 2002, 21693 patients had a gastroscopy in
Outpatient Department of the Renmin Hospital in Wuhan
University, of them, 4876 were diagnosed as peptic ulcer disease.
Factors that increased the risk of serious peptic ulcer disease
included older age, history of peptic ulcer disease, gastrointestinal
hemorrhage, dyspepsia and previous non-steroidal antiinflammatory drug-associated (NSAID) intolerance, as well as
poor living conditions[1]. Furthermore, the epidemiological
factors were important reasons leading to peptic ulcer disease.
To explore the epidemiological features of peptic ulcer disease in

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Peptic ulcer disease mainly refers to the chronic ulcer which
occurs in stomach and duodenum, because the formation of
ulcer is linked to the digestive function of gastric acid-pepsin[2].
Peptic ulcer disease is a worldwide common disease, but the
incidence of peptic ulcer disease in different countries and
regions is obviously different. The incidence of peptic ulcer
disease has not been exactly investigated in China. Therefore,
we performed a statistically detailed analysis of the data in
Wuhan area from 1997 to 2002.
There were 4 876 cases of peptic ulcer disease out of 21 693
patients, and the incidence was 22.5%. Among the 4 876 cases
diagnosed as peptic ulcer disease by gastroscope, 3 899 males
(79.9%) and 977 females (20.1%) had peptic ulcer disease. The
sex ratio (males to females) was 3.95:1. Among the patients
with peptic ulcer disease, 3 397 had duodenal ulcer disease,
1066 had gastric ulcer disease and 413 had complex ulcer disease.
Duodenal ulcer diseases accounted for 69.6%, gastric ulcer
diseases accounted for 21.9% and complex ulcer diseases
accounted for 8.5%. The ratio of the three was 8.2:2.6:1. The
data of the sex, age, occupation characteristics and geographic
distribution of peptic ulcer disease are shown in Tables 1-4.
Table 1 Sex ratio of six different age groups in 4 876 cases of
peptic ulcer disease
Age (yr)
group

102030405060Mean

Duodenal
ulcer

Gastric
ulcer

Complex
ulcer

3.66
5.13
4.12
2.65
2.53
3.43
3.59

5.00
4.03
4.63
5.82
5.56
5.70
5.12

10.00
6.13
7.53
3.04
2.86
6.75
6.05

Peptic
ulcer

3.96
4.93
4.39
3.26
3.37
4.39
4.05

Sex difference
The incidence of peptic ulcer disease in males was always higher
than that in females in different age groups. From Table 1, we
could see that the sex ratio in duodenal ulcer disease was
2.53-5.13:1, the maximum ratio was 5.13, and the average ratio
was 3.59. The sex ratio in gastric ulcer disease was 4.03-5.82:1,
the maximum ratio was 2.53, and the average ratio was 5.12. The
cases of complex ulcer disease were so few that they had no
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statistic significance. After analyzing the trend of the mortality
of peptic ulcer disease from 1952 to 1980 in Western Germany,
we found that the general trend of mortality of males was
descending but there was a fluctuating ascending, and the
general trend of mortality of females was steadily ascending[3].
Since the early 1960s in America, the incidence of the peptic
ulcer disease in males has slightly decreased, but that of females
has shown the increasing trend, and the difference of sex has
gradually lessened[4]. Mortality from non- perforated ulcer
decreased markedly, while that from perforated ulcer decreased
slightly, similar trends were observed in men and women[5]. We
carried out a statistical analysis of the data according to the
different age groups (χ2 = 337.9, P<0.001). From Table 2 and
Figure 1, we could see that the incidence of peptic ulcer disease
between males and females was significantly different.
Table 2 Comparison of sex among six different age groups in
4 876 cases of peptic ulcer disease
Age(yr) group
Gender
Male
Female

10-

20-

30-

40-

50-

60-

190
48

858
174

1 340
305

880
270

576
171

282
65

102030405060Total

Male
150
656
932
519
263
141
2 661

Gastric ulcer

Female
41
128
226
196
104
41
736

Male

Complex ulcer

Female

Male

Female

6
38
64
49
45
20
222

10
49
113
76
63
27
338

1
8
15
25
22
4
75

30
153
295
285
250
114
1 127

Cases

Table 3 Age distribution in 4 876 cases of peptic ulcer disease
Duodenal ulcer

Volume 10

Number 22

disease. The incidence of peptic ulcer disease in patients
between 40 and 60 years old was obviously higher than that in
patients between 10 and 30 years old. The actual number of
peptic ulcers in the elderly decreased, however the percentage
of elderly with peptic ulcer against total population increased[6].
The age distribution of complicated ulcer disease was basically
similar to that of gastric ulcer disease. The incidence of peptic
ulcer disease was 22.5% in Wuhan area, the ratio of duodenal
ulcer to gastric ulcer was 3.2:1, and the ratio of different age
groups was 1.24-5.1:1. From Figure 2, we could see that the
incidences of duodenal ulcer disease and gastric ulcer disease
were not significantly different after 50 years old. Huang et al.[7]
found that peptic ulcer disease in children over 6 years old was
mainly primary ulcer, the majority of them were duodenal ulcer,
and the clinical symptoms of the peptic ulcer were similar to
those in the adults. It was reported that 72-80% of peptic ulcer
disease in Hunan and Guangdong provinces in China occurred
in patients between 20 and 50 years old, which was similar to
the results of the reports from India[8]. The location of duodenal
ulcer disease was on anterior wall and greater curvature of
bulb, but in gastric ulcer disease was on gastric angle and antrum,
and the peak age of incidence was 21 to 50 years[9]. The results
of our investigations were basically similar to them.

χ2 = 337.9, P<0.001.

Age (yr)
group
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1
1
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0
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Age group (yr)

Figure 1 Age and sex distribution of peptic ulcer disease in
Wuhan area, China.
1 400
1 200

Duodenal ulcer

Age (yr) Worker
Farmer
Cadre
Student
group
DU GU CU DU GU CU DU GU CU DU GU CU

1 000

Gastric ulcer

102
2086
30- 168
4026
5028
6018
Total 328

1
18
22
6
10
8
65

0
6
8
6
2
2
24

0
36
96
66
32
14
244

1
12
44
38
26
28
149

0
2
4
6
8 32
14 34
8 16
2 12
36 102

0
2
20
14
16
12
64

0 24
0 10
2
4
2
2
10 34

6
0

6
0

Cases

Table 4 Occupation distribution in six different age groups in
1 068 cases of peptic ulcer

800
600
400
200
0

10-

20-

30-

40-

50-

60-

Age group (yr)
6

6

Age distribution
People who suffered from peptic ulcer disease could be found
out at whatsoever ages, but the majority of patients with peptic
ulcer disease were adults. Our data indicated that the youngest
patient was 9 years old, the oldest was 73 years old, 78.7% of
the patients were between 20 and 50 years old, the peak age of
incidence was between 30 and 40 years old in duodenal ulcer
disease patients. In gastric ulcer disease patients, the youngest
was 11 years old, and the oldest was 75 years old, 82.9% of the
patients were between 20 and 50 years old, 92.2% of the patients
were between 30 and 60 years old, and the peak age of incidence
was between 30 and 40 years old. People with gastric ulcer
disease were older than those suffering from duodenal ulcer

Figure 2 Age distribution of 4 876 cases of peptic ulcer disease
in Wuhan area.

Social occupation factors
The sex difference and age distribution of peptic ulcer disease
in different occupations were basically the same. The data of
our study were divided into four parts, each from the workers,
farmers, students and cadres, respectively, From Table 4, we
know that the incidence of peptic ulcer disease among farmers
was the highest, moderate in workers and the lowest in students.
The incidence of duodenal ulcer disease was also very high
among these special occupations such as drivers, firefighters
and so on, which was similar to the report of Sonnenbeg et al.,
who found the incidence of duodenal ulcer disease was very
high among the firefighters, pilots and shift workers[10,11]. The
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study results from Western Germany indicated that the
consumption of body’s energy was a dangerous factor for the
development of peptic ulcer disease[11]. This may be related to
social factors such as busy working, heavy mental stress and
so on. It was reported that the occurrence, recurrence of peptic
ulcer disease were closely associated with psychological
contradiction, emotional-hindering and defective character.
Depress, anxiety, fear, emotional irritability and cognitive
disorganization were significantly increased in the integrated
stress management program (ISMP) group in comparison with
the progressive muscle relaxation (PMR) group, and the
incidence of peptic ulcer disease was higher in the ISMP group
than in the PMR group[12]. In addition, irregular meal, overeating, and fast-eating might cause injures to the digestive
tract mucosa, leading to the occurrence of peptic ulcer disease[13].
Peptic ulcer disease was more common in the working age
groups. To any kind of occupation, age between 20 and 50 years
was a period in which people were widely connected with
society and participation in assorted social activities more
frequently than ever. Heavy social psychological stress,
frequent mobility and irregular working were extremely important
factors in the formation of peptic ulcer disease. The increasing
incidence of peptic ulcer disease in females was related to more
and more social activities that females participated in gradually[14].

Geographic and environment factors
Environmental factors played a role in peptic ulcer disease[15].
The positive detectable rate of peptic ulcer disease in Han
nationality was higher than that in Korea nationality at Yanbian
area[16]. Thors et al.[17] demonstrated that peptic ulcer mortality
and disease risk were particularly high in subjects born after
the turn of the century and subsequent generations. Since
1945, a very rapid economic development has been achieved
with the advent of electricity and refrigeration, clean water and
food; The condition in Iceland changed from being antihygienic and poor to being rich and clean, the morbidity of
peptic ulcer disease has decreased. The rise and fall in peptic
ulcer during the 20th century might be caused by factors early
in life in the generations born during these years with crowding
and poor hygiene before living conditions and socio-economic
status were improved. The incidence of peptic ulcer disease as
reported was between 16% and 33% from different regions in
China. The results from Hunan and Gansu Provinces indicated
that the ratio of duodenal ulcer disease to peptic ulcer disease
was 2.7-6.2:1 in the inpatient department during the same period.
The peptic ulcer disease is very prevailing in all over China, but
there is an increasing trend from the north to the south in
region distribution. Furthermore, the morbidity of peptic ulcer
disease is also different in different countries, and duodenal
ulcer disease turns up more frequently than gastric ulcer disease
in the majority of Western countries. The study report in Japan
indicated that the incidence of gastric ulcer disease was higher
than that of duodenal ulcer disease. The incidence of duodenal
ulcer disease and gastric ulcer disease was almost equal to that
in Norwegian. In respect to ethnicity, Bengali speaking Hindus
showed high probability for gastric ulcers in both sexes[18].
The detecting rates of peptic ulcer disease in Han and Hui
nationalities were 13.42% and 10.66% respectively. Among
peptic ulcer diseases 44.4% were duodenal ulcer disease, and
50.63% were gastric ulcer disease, the ratio being 0.88:1. The
detecting rate of peptic ulcer in Han nationality was higher
than that in Hui nationality, and gastric ulcer disease occurred
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more often than duodenal ulcer disease in china. The regional
difference in the type and level of peptic ulcer disease revealed
that geographic and environmental factors probably played
an important role in the development of peptic ulcer disease.
Additionally, the incidence of peptic ulcer disease in the
transition period between autumn and winter or between
winter and spring was higher than that in other periods. The
change of climate factors was also associated with occurrence
of peptic ulcer disease; with the change of temperature and
atmosphere, patients with peptic ulcer disease would appear
gastroperiodynia.
In conclusion, the occurrence of peptic ulcer disease is
highly associated with sex, age, occupation, geographic and
environmental factors. By analyzing the epidemiological
characteristics of peptic ulcer disease, we can provide the
scientific data for prevention and control of peptic ulcer disease.
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Physics of Chinese Academy of Sciences, was dissolved in
distilled water, filter-sterilized with 0.22 µm filter disc, and stored
at 4 until use. Eca-109 cells were purchased from Shanghai
Institute of Cell Biology of Chinese Academy of Sciences. RPMI
1640 medium, agarose, trypsin and fetal bovine serum (FBS)
were obtained from Gibco BRL Company, and the reagents for
MTT assay were purchased from Sigma Chemical Co. Ltd.

Abstract

MTT colorimetric assay
MTT assay[2] was based on the enzymatic reduction of the
tetrazolium salt MTT in viable and metabolically active cells.
Cells at 85% to 100% confluency were harvested with the
mixture of 2.5 g/L trypsin and 0.2 g/L EDTA solution and seeded
into a 96-well plate at a density of 4×103 /well, followed by
incubation of the cells with COPADG at varied concentrations
(0.01-0.09 mol/L) for different lengths of time (24-96 h, Table 1).
The control cells were treated in the same way except that
incubation was performed with sterile PBS instead of COPADG.
After treatment, the medium was replaced by fresh medium and
the cells were incubated for 4 h with 5 mg/mL MTT, which was
dissolved in 150 µL of 100 g/L DMSO and kept for 1 h. The
optical densities at 490 nm (A490nm) in the 96-well plates were
determined using a microplate reader. Cell growth inhibition
was estimated with the following formula: Growth inhibition
(%) =1-A490nm (treated cells)/A490nm (control cells) ×100%.

AIM: To determine whether 2-(3-carboxy-1-oxopropy1)
amino-2-deoxy-D-glucose (COPADG), a derivative of Damino-glucose, inhibited the growth of human esophageal
cancer cell line Eca-109.
METHODS: Effects of COPADG on Eca-109 cells cultured
in RPMI 1640 medium were examined by a tetrazoliumbased colorimetric assay (MTT assay).
RESULTS: COPADG inhibited the growth of Eca-109 cells
in a dose- and time-dependent manner; the maximum
inhibition rate was 83.75%.
CONCLUSION: COPADG can directly inhibit the proliferation
of Eca-109 cells, which may serve as the experimental
evidence for development of new drugs for esophageal
cancer therapy.
Wu J, Lu H, Zhou Y, Qiao L, Ji R, Wang AQ, Liu WM, Xue QJ.
Effect of 2-(3-carboxy-1-oxopropyl) amino-2-deoxy-D-glucose
on human esophageal cancer cell line. World J Gastroenterol
2004; 10(22): 3380-3381
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Cell culture
Eca-109 cells growing in logarithmic phase were cultured in RPMI
1640 medium supplemented with 100 mL/L heat-inactivated FBS,
100 µg/mL penicillin and 100 µg/mL streptomycin. The cells
were maintained in a humidified atmosphere containing 50 mL/L
CO2 at 37 . The medium was replaced every 48 h.

Statistical analysis
Results were expressed as mean±SD. Each experiment was
repeated at least three times. Statistical differences between
each group were determined by single-factor analysis of
variance and correlation analysis using SPSS 11.0 statistical
software.

H

OH

INTRODUCTION
2-(3-carboxy-1-oxopropy1) amino-2-deoxy-D-glucose (COPADG,
structure is shown in Figure 1) is a derivative of D-glucose, a
monose derivative of degraded chitosan. Previous researches have
discovered that some amino-D-glucose derivatives are capable of
inducing leukemia K562 cells to differentiate into macrophages[1],
but their efficacy in inducing apoptosis of tumor cells remains
unclear. We conducted this study to determine whether
COPADG could inhibit the proliferation of human esophageal
cancer cell line Eca-109, to provide experimental evidence for
new drug development for esophageal cancer therapy.

Figure 1 Chemical structure of 2-(3-carboxy-1-oxoprogy1)
amino-2-deoxy-D-glucose.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
COPADG, synthesized by the Lanzhou Institute of Chemical

RESULTS
COPADG could effectively inhibit the growth of Eca-109 cells,
the maximum inhibition rate was 83.75%. The inhibition exhibited
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Table 1 Inhibitory effect of COPADG on the proliferation of esophageal cancer cell line Eca-109 (mean±SD)
Concentra-tion
(mol/L)

A490nm
24 h

0 (Control)
0.01
0.03
0.05
0.07
0.09

1.505±0.090
1.313±0.053 b
0.958±0.028
0.400±0.064 b,c
0.383±0.045
0.355±0.046 c

Inhibitory rate (%)

48 h
1.686±0.067
1.336±0.057 b
0.966±0.086
0.429±0.065 b,a
0.360±0.039
0.362±0.053 c

72 h

24 h

48 h

72 h

1.745±0.077
1.199±0.083 b
0.900±0.056
0.384±0.050 b,c
0.342±0.037
0.280±0.039 a

12.76
12.76
36.35
73.42
74.55
76.41

20.81
20.81
42.68
74.57
78.66
78.54

31.29
31.29
48.42
77.99
80.44
83.75

At the same time point, P<0.01 vs the control group; bP<0.01 vs 0.03 mol/L; aP<0.05, cP>0.05 vs 0.07 mol/L.

Growth inhibition (%)

an obvious time-and dose-dependent manner when the
COPADG concentrations were below 0.05 mol/L, and higher
concentrations tended to induce gradually stabilized inhibition,
suggesting a saturation of the effects of COPADG (Table 1,
Figure 2).
90
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Figure 2 Inhibition of Eca-109 cell growth by COPADG.

proliferation, in a marked time- and dose-dependent manner
below the concentration of 0.05 mol/L; the maximum inhibition
rate was 83.75%. The inhibition, however, became stable when
the concentrations were higher than 0.05 mol/L, indicating that
the effects of the drug might be saturated at this concentration.
The development of cancer has been considered to be the
combined results of unrestricted cell proliferation and impairment
of normal cell apoptosis [6]. These concepts provide a basis
for the development of new strategies for cancer treatment.
Agents with antiproliferative properties and proapoptotic effects
have been widely investigated as potential chemotherapeutic
options[7,8].
Conclusion, COPADG has obvious time- and concentrationdependent inhibitory effects against the proliferation of human
esophageal cancer cell line Eca-109 in vitro, but whether this
effect can be achieved in other cell lines still awaits further
examination, which may also be necessary to clarify the
mechanism underlying this effect.
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Abstract
We report a case of caudate lobe hemangioma with an
atypical CT enhancement pattern. In the present case,
hemangioma exhibited a very subtle discontinuous peripheral
rim enhancement at the post-enhanced arterial phase, and
the peripheral enhanced zone had a moderately increased
enhancement degree and with widened enhancement
thickness during the portal-phase and delayed-phase. The
slow enhancement rate for this caudate lobe hemangioma
was due to sluggish perfusion by the small feeding arteries
of caudate lobe branches as demonstrated by angiography.
Chen HC, Lee CM, Chen CS, Wu CH. A case of atypical caudate
lobe hemangioma mimicking hepatocellular carcinoma: CT and
angiographic manifestations. World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10
(22): 3382-3384
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INTRODUCTION
Cavernous hemangioma is the most common benign hepatic
tumor and usually presents with a typical enhancement pattern
when studied by dynamic spiral computed tomography (CT).
However, there are a small number of hemangiomas that
exhibit atypical enhancement patterns due to the presence of
intralesional non-enhanced or less-enhanced components[1-4].
Herein, we report a case of hepatitis B and C with an atypical
caudate lobe hemangioma that preoperatively was misdiagnosed
as a hepatocellular carcinoma because the caudate lobe mass
was supplied by small caudate lobe arteries with very sluggish
perfusion, resulting in a slow enhancement rate and atypical
enhancement patterns when studied by dynamic CT. CT
imaging features and corresponding angiographic findings of
the atypical caudate lobe hemangioma were provided.
CASE REPORT
An asymptomatic 58-year-old woman was found incidentally
to have a hepatic mass in the caudate lobe by ultrasound study
during a health examination. She was a known hepatitis B
carrier (serum positive HBsAg) for 10 years and also known
as a hepatitis C carrier (positive IgG anti-HCV) for 1 year.
Laboratory evaluation demonstrated normal liver and renal
function. The counts of red blood cells, white blood cells, and
platelets, coagulation function test, urinalysis, and serum
biochemistry profile analysis were normal. The serum alpha-

fetoprotein level was not elevated. Abdominal ultrasound
detected a 4.0 cm×4.6 cm inhomogeneous hyperechoic mass
situated at the caudate lobe.
Pre- and post-contrast triphasic spiral CT scans were
subsequently performed with intravenous administration of a
total of 100 mL of contrast material at an injection rate of 2 ml/s
via a power injector. Hepatic arterial-phase, portal-phase and
delayed-phase were obtained 35, 75 and 180 seconds, respectively,
after the injection of contrast material. Pre-contrast CT revealed
a well-circumscribed, low attenuation (attenuation value of
40 HU) ovoid mass (measuring approximately 4.0 cm×4.6 cm
in dimension) occupying the caudate lobe. The mass exhibited
a very faint discontinuous peripheral rim enhancement
(attenuation value of 76 HU) at the arterial-phase (Figure 1A),
with a moderately increased enhancement degree (attenuation
value of 110 to 114 HU) and widened enhancement thickness
for the enhanced peripheral zone during the portal-phase
and delayed-phase (Figures 1B, C). Minimal enhancement
(attenuation value of 61 HU) was also noted in the central
portion of the mass during the delayed-phase.
The patient also received a conventional angiographic
examination for further evaluation of the caudate lobe mass.
Selective proper hepatic angiography showed two small,
slightly tortuous, but not enlarged caudate lobe arteries deriving
from the right and left hepatic arteries and supplying the caudate
lobe mass. Very faint peripheral tumor stains were detected
during the late arterial phase (Figure 2A) and parenchymal phase.
However, there were no persistent, dense tumor stains at the
late venous phase. During the angiographic study, 4 mL of
lipiodol (iodized oil) was also slowly injected into the proper
hepatic artery and showed several foci of spotty lipiodol
retention in the peripheral and central portions of the caudate
lobe mass (Figure 2B).
The patient underwent caudate lobe excision under the
presumptive diagnosis of hepatocellular carcinoma based on
the imaging findings. Pathological examination revealed a
cavernous hemangioma occupying the caudate lobe. Only
several small foci of organizing thrombi within the hemangioma
were discovered.

DISCUSSION
Cavernous hemangioma is the most common benign hepatic
tumor. The vast majority of hepatic hemangiomas present with
a typically initial intense peripheral nodular enhancement with
gradual central fill-in enhancement when studied by dynamic
CT study, and it is easy to differentiate from other hepatic
tumors. However a small number of hemangiomas could
exhibit atypical enhancement patterns due to the presence of
intralesional non-enhanced thrombosis, fibrotic, degenerated
or calcified components[1,4]. In addition, variable vascularity of
hemangiomas could also influence the lesion’s enhancement
rate and result in atypical enhancement patterns[2-4]. An atypical
hemangioma may mimic a malignant hepatic tumor, causing
diagnostic confusion, especially in patients at risk of malignancy.
Previous investigators [2-4] have observed that atypical
enhancing hemangiomas were more common for smaller
lesions than for larger lesions. Approximately 15.6% to 22.2% of
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Figure 1 CT images were obtained from an asymptomatic 58-year-old woman with an atypical hepatic hemangioma. A: A
4.0 cm×4.6 cm caudate lobe mass, which exhibits a subtle, discontinuous peripheral thin-rim enhancement (attenuation value
of 76 HU) shown by post-contrast triphasic CT scan at the arterial-phase. B and C: A moderately increased enhancement degree
and a widened enhancement thickness for the enhanced peripheral zone (attenuation value of 110 to 114 HU) in the caudate lobe
mass shown by post-contrast triphasic CT scans at the portal-phase and delayed-phase.

A

B

Figure 2 Peripheral tumor stains during the late arterial phase and foci of spotty lipiodol retention in the peripheral and central
portions of the caudate lobe mass. A: Peripheral tumor stains during the late arterial phase. B: Foci of spotty lipiodol retention
in the peripheral and central portions of the caudate lobe mass.

hemangiomas smaller than 2 cm in diameter might have an
atypical enhancement pattern of low or iso-attenuation during
the post-enhanced arterial and portal venous phases by dynamic
CT[2-4]. However, atypical enhancement patterns of large
hemangiomas were very rare. Yun et al.[2] reported that only
2.2% of hemangiomas larger than 2 cm in diameter presented
with atypical enhancement patterns. These reports were
correlated with the concept that the presence of typical
peripheral nodular enhancement required larger blood
supply vessels for hemangiomas and this was associated
more with a larger lesion size. Thus, a hemangioma fed by
small, not-enlarged supply arteries may fail to exhibit a typical
enhancement pattern.
In this present case, although the caudate lobe hemangioma
was larger than 4 cm in diameter, the angiograms showed that
it was supplied by slightly tortuous, but un-enlarged feeding
arteries due to its unique location on an independent hepatic
segment of the caudate lobe that only receives the small
diameter caudate arterial branches derived from the proximal
portion of right and left hepatic arteries. So, this caudate lobe
hemangioma failed to exhibit a typical initial peripheral nodular
enhancement due to the absence of large feeding arteries.
Moreover, the small caudate arteries with their sluggish
perfusion also resulted in a slow enhancement rate for the
caudate lobe hemangioma. On the post-enhanced arterialphase, a very faint discontinuous peripheral rim enhancement
was noted. During the portal-phase, there was a moderately
increased enhancement degree for the enhanced peripheral
zone, but the degree of enhancement was not as high as intrahepatic vessels. At the delayed-phase, complete centripedal
fill-in enhancement was not present in the hemangioma,
but only a subtle enhancement of the intralesional central
portion was noted. The enhancement pattern in the caudate
lobe hemangioma thus simulated a well-differentiated
hepatocellular carcinoma with delayed pseudocapsule

enhancement, because a well-differentiated hepatocellular
carcinoma might usually only possess a slightly increased arterial
supplement and is not fed by markedly enlarged vessels[5].
Therefore, both a well-differentiated hepatocellular carcinoma
and a hemangioma with small feeding arteries may exhibit a
similar enhancement pattern on dynamic CT study. However,
the thickness of pseudocapsules in a hepatocellular carcinoma
was thinner than that of the enhanced peripheral rim in a
hemangioma. Furthermore, the increased enhancement degree
and the increased enhancement thickness of the intra-lesional
peripheral rim also provided a diagnostic clue for the hemangioma
with a slow progressive central fill-in enhancement. In contrast,
a hepatocellular carcinoma usually exhibited contrast medium
washout during the delayed-phase.
MR imaging is superior to CT study to improve diagnostic
confidence for hepatic hemangiomas. CT has a sensitivity of
62-88% and a specificity of 84-100% (100% when enhancement
is isoattenuating to the aorta) for detection of the typical globular
enhancement in hemangiomas[6]. However, MR imaging has a
higher sensitivity of 98% and a specificity of 98% for detection
of the hemangiomas[7]. Some atypical hemangiomas can be
diagnosed by MR imaging study. Nevertheless, some atypical
hemangiomas will still remain uncertain at MR study due to the
presence of intralesional thrombosis, calcified, hyalinized or
cystic components that results in the loss of its characteristic
appearance of markedly high signal intensity on heavy T2weighted imaging and present with atypical enhancement
patterns on post-enhanced study[8]; and these cases will require
biopsy and histopathologic examination.
Except that hemangiomas can exhibit peripheral rim
enhancement, the presence of peripheral rim enhancement
could also be observed in hepatic metastatic lesions[9].
However, the peripheral rim enhancement in a metastatic
lesion often has a serrated margin and not a lobular margin as
seen in a hemangioma. Thus, in the present case, the caudate
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lobe hemangioma had an enhanced peripheral rim with a lobular
margin and not a serrated margin allowing it to be differentiated
from a metastatic lesion.
As in the present case of a hepatitis carrier at risk for
malignancy, CT and MR imaging were considered as
complementary imaging study for detection of the malignant
hepatic masses. Kang et al. [10] reported that although MR
imaging study had a higher sensitivity of 95% than that of CT
study with a sensitivity of 88% for detection of the hepatocellular
carcinomas, However, there was no significant difference in
the diagnostic specificity between MR study (97%) and the CT
study (98%).
Intra-arterial lipiodol injection has also been used to
increase detection of small hepatic neoplasms. Lipiodol retention
with a spotty and/or nodular type distribution in the peripheral
or central portions of hepatic hemangiomas has been described
by Moon et al.[11]. However, the presence of spotty lipiodol
retention has also been observed in other hepatic tumors, such
as focal nodular hyperplasia, metastases and hepatocellular
carcinoma. Hepatocellular carcinomas tended to exhibit a
peripheral distribution of lipiodol accumulation, rather than a
central distribution of lipiodol deposition as seen in hemangiomas.
In this present case, conventional angiography failed to demonstrate
the typical “cotton-wool” appearance of puddling of contrast
material within the large vascular spaces and persisting into
the venous phase of a caudate lobe hemangioma. The absence
of persistent tumor stains in the hemangioma may be due to its
unique location in the hepatic caudate lobe where there is a
rapid venous drainage to the adjacent portal vein and inferior
vena cava. In such a situation, it is difficult to distinguish a
hemangioma from a hepatocellular carcinoma based only on
conventional angiographic imaging findings. Whereas, intraarterial lipiodol injection demonstrated spotty lipiodol retention
at the intralesional peripheral and central portions, with a
“cotton wool” appearance, and suggested a diagnosis of
hemangioma. In addition, the number of lipiodol retention foci
was also more pronounced than the number of contrast material
stains as seen on conventional angiograms, because the lipiodol
materials could be retained in the ectatic and tortuous vascular
channels of the hemangioma, thus decreasing its venous
washout degree via the portal vein and inferior vena cava.
Therefore, intra-arterial lipiodol injection is able to help in the
diagnosis of a hemangioma with a rapid venous drainage.
In conclusion, the presence of slow progressive peripheral
rim enhancement persisting to the delayed phase, associated
with the presence of central distributed spotty lipiodol retention
in a caudate lobe mass should give rise to a suspicion of the
possibility of hepatic hemangioma. This report emphasizes that
a hepatic hemangioma in this unique caudate lobe location can
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present with an atypical enhancement pattern and resembles a
hepatocellular carcinoma. Thus, we recommend that when
studying a caudate lobe lesion, a longer post-enhanced delayed
time (more than 3 min) is required on CT, in order to reflect its
actual vascularity characteristics. In addition, further evaluation
by MR study with a long echo time of 150 to 180 ms is also
necessary to confirm the diagnosis of a cavernous hemangioma
in order to prevent inappropriate therapeutic decision making.
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Abstract
We report an 80-year-old man who presented with spontaneous regression of hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC). He
complained of sudden right flank pain and low-grade fever.
The level of protein induced by vitamin K antagonist (PIVKA)II was 1 137 mAU/mL. A computed tomography scan in
November 2000 demonstrated a low-density mass located
in liver S4 with marginal enhancement and a cystic mass
of 68 mm×55 mm in liver S6, with slightly high density content
and without marginal enhancement. Angiography revealed
that the tumor in S4 with a size of 25 mm×20 mm was a
typical hypervascular HCC, and transarterial chemoembolization
was performed. However, the tumor in S6 was hypovascular
and atypical of HCC, and thus no therapy was given. In
December 2000, the cystic mass regressed spontaneously
to 57 mm×44 mm, and aspiration cytology revealed bloody
fluid, and the mass was diagnosed cytologically as class I.
The tumor in S4 was treated successfully with a 5 mm margin
of safety around it. The PIVKA-II level normalized in February
2001. In July 2001, the tumor regressed further but presented
with an enhanced area at the posterior margin. In November
2001, the enhanced area extended, and a biopsy revealed
well-differentiated HCC, although the previous tumor in
S4 disappeared. Angiography demonstrated two tumor
stains, one was in S6, which was previously hypovascular,
and the other was in S8. Subsequently, the PIVKA-II level
started to rise with the doubling time of 2-3 wk, and the
tumor grew rapidly despite repeated transarterial
embolization with gel foam. In February 2003, the patient
died of bleeding into the peritoneal cavity from the tumor that
occupied almost the entire right lobe. Considering the acute
onset of the symptoms, we speculate that local ischemia
possibly due to rapid tumor growth, resulted in intratumoral
bleeding and/or hemorrhagic necrosis, and finally spontaneous
regression of the initial tumor in S6.
Nakajima T, Moriguchi M, Watanabe T, Noda M, Fuji N, Minami M,
Itoh Y, Okanoue T. Recurrence of hepatocellular carcinoma
with rapid growth after spontaneous regression. World J
Gastroenterol 2004; 10(22): 3385-3387
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INTRODUCTION
According to previous reports, spontaneous regression (SR)

of malignant tumors is estimated to occur once in 60 000-100 000
cancer patients[1]. Neuroblastomas and urinary bladder cancers
are well-known to regress spontaneously. However, in hepatocellular
carcinoma (HCC) only 30 cases of SR have been reported in the
English-language literature[2-7]. Among them, there has been only
1 report of 2 cases of recurrent HCC after SR[4]. In both cases,
however, the new lesion developed at a different site in the
liver while the preexisting HCC was regressing, suggesting
that multicentric hepatocarcinogenesis was involved in the
recurrence. In this paper, we present a case of spontaneously
regressing HCC, which recurred locally during the course of 8 mo.
Four months later, a new lesion developed at a different site in
the liver, possibly through intrahepatic metastasis from the
original tumor, and progressed rapidly. We discussed the possible
mechanisms of SR in HCC.

CASE REPORT
An 80-year-old man was admitted to our hospital on November
14, 2000 due to right flank pain and low-grade fever, which
continued for a day and worsened gradually. He drank 350 mL
of beer every day but had no history of the use of herbal medicines.
His blood pressure was 170/104 mmHg and body temperature
was 37.2 . There was no remarkable physical finding. The
laboratory data on admission revealed that his white blood cell
count and C-reactive protein (CRP) were elevated to 10 600/mm3
and 6.2 mg/dL, respectively. Aspartate aminotransferase (AST) and
alanine aminotransferase (ALT) also were elevated to 201 IU/L
and 234 IU/L, respectively. The level of alfa-fetoprotein (AFP) was
within the normal limit, but protein induced by vitamin K antagonist
(PIVKA)-II was 1 137 mAU/mL. His serum was negative for hepatitis
B surface antigen and positive for hepatitis C antibody.
Enhanced computed tomography (CT) on admission
demonstrated 2 hepatic tumors (Figure 1A). One was a low-density
mass located in liver S4 with marginal enhancement. The other was
a cystic mass of 68 mm×55 mm in S6 with slightly high density
content but without marginal enhancement. Angiography
demonstrated that the right hepatic lobe was supplied by the replaced
right hepatic artery. A celiac arteriogram showed tumor stain in S4
with a size of 25 mm×20 mm, which was diagnosed as typical HCC
(Figure 2A). Transarterial chemoembolization was performed
using an emulsion of 3.2 mL Lipiodol (iodized oil manufactured
by Andre Guerbert, Aulnay-sous-Bois, France) and 32 mg
epirubicin[8]. The super mesenteric arteriogram, on the other hand,
demonstrated that the tumor in S6 was hypovascular (Figure 2B).
Because this image was atypical of HCC, no therapy was given.
Low-grade fever disappeared on the second day of admission
and the white blood cell count, CRP and transaminases became
almost normal on the eighth day. Because the patient wanted to
undergo an operation for gallbladder stones, preoperative evaluation
for cholecystectomy was carried out. In December 2000, just before
the operation, a CT scan showed that Lipiodol was accumulated
in the tumor in S4 and that the cystic mass in S6 was decreased
in size spontaneously, down to 57 mm×44 mm (Figure 1B). During
the operation in December 2000, microwave coagulation was
performed for HCC in S4. The surface of the cystic tumor in S6
was dark red and needle aspiration revealed bloody fluid, which was
diagnosed cytologically as class I. Because there was no evidence
of malignancy, we did not give any treatment for this lesion.
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After the operation, the tumor in S6 continued to decrease
in size (Figure 1C), whereas the tumor in S4 was treated
successfully with a 5 mm margin of safety around it. The PIVKAII level fell to the normal limit in February 2001. A CT scan in
July 2001 revealed that the tumor was decreased further in size
but demonstrated an enhanced area at the posterior margin of
the tumor (Figure 1D). Furthermore, the PIVKA-II level increased
slightly. In November 2001, a CT scan demonstrated that the
enhanced area extended to the surrounding area of the cystic
tumor (Figure 1E). Histological evaluation by tumor biopsy from
the lesion in S6 revealed a well-differentiated HCC (Figure 1F).
The celiac arteriogram in November 2001 showed that the
previous tumor stain in S4 disappeared. The super mesenteric
arteriogram demonstrated 2 tumor stains; one was in S6, which
was previously hypovascular, and the other was in S8 (Figure 2D).
Subsequently, transarterial embolization with gel foam
(TAE) was repeated but the tumor resisted therapy, with rapid
invasion and intrahepatic metastasis. In February 2003, the
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patient died of bleeding into the peritoneal cavity from the
tumor that occupied almost the entire right lobe (Figure 3).

DISCUSSION
To our knowledge, there has been only 1 report of 2 cases of
recurrence of HCCs after SR[4]. In both cases, the recurrent HCCs
developed at different sites in the liver before the preexisting
HCC regressed completely, suggesting that multicentric
hepatocarcinogenesis, rather than intrahepatic metastasis, was
likely to have been involved in the recurrence. However, in our
case, evidence of local recurrence in the regressing tumor was
observed by CT scan before the newly developed lesion in S8
was found by angiography. In addition, when local recurrence
was detected by CT scan, the serum PIVKA-II level started to
rise again. This clinical course suggests that the new lesion in
S8 might be due to intrahepatic metastasis from the locally
recurrent tumor in S6, rather than multicentric hepatocarcinogenesis.
F

S4

Tumor biopsy

Cytology: Class I

A

B

C

D

E

S6

PIVKA-II
1 137 mAU/mL
November 2000

103 mAU/mL
December 2000

26 mAU/mL
February 2001

167 mAU/mL
July 2001

2 141 mAU/mL
November 2001

Figure 1 Enhanced computed tomography (CT). A: A low-density mass located in liver S4, with marginal enhancement and a cystic mass
of 68 mm×55 mm in S6. B: Lipiodol accumulation in the tumor in S4 and the cystic mass in S6. C: Microwave coagulation performed for
HCC in S4 during cholecystectomy. D: Further decrease in tumor size and enhanced area at the posterior cystic lumen of the tumor. E:
Extension of the enhanced area to the surrounding area of cystic tumor. F: A well-differentiated HCC shown by histological evaluation.

PIVKA-II (mAU/mL)
>7 5000

Figure 2 A: Celiac arteriogram showing tumor stain with a
size of 25 mm×20 mm in S4. B: Blood supply of right hepatic
lobe by the replaced right hepatic artery. C: Super mesenteric
arteriogram demonstrating two tumor stains.
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Figure 3 Clinical course of the patient. TAE: transarterial embolization with gel foam.
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In previous reports, some authors made a definitive diagnosis
by histological study after tumor resection but others suspected
SR based on the following up radiological findings and the tumor
markers[2-7]. In this case, the PIVKA-II level was 1 137 mAU/mL on
the first admission and decreased dramatically to 103 in 1 mo.
However, at that point we were not certain whether this was due to
SR of the HCC in S6 or to transarterial chemoembolization for a
typical HCC in S4. In addition, a diagnosis of class I by tumor
aspiration cytology in S6 prevented us from performing S6
segmentectomy, in view of evidence-based medicine. We could
not make a definitive diagnosis of the tumor in S6 until it showed
radiological signs of recurrence and was proven histologically
to be HCC.
The precise mechanism of SR of HCC remains unclear, but
various factors have been speculated to play a role, such as
alcohol withdrawal[9], androgen withdrawal[10], and intake of
herbal medicine[2,11,12]. Secondary bacterial infection in the
tumor has also been supposed to cause SR through the
stimulation of cytokine production[13,14] and fever[15]. Because
of the hypervascular nature of HCC, another important factor
might be an insufficient blood supply to the tumor, possibly
due to rapid natural tumor growth[16,17], spontaneous arterial
thrombosis[18], or gastrointestinal bleeding[19,20]. In our case,
there was no history of alcohol or androgen withdrawal or the
use of herbal medicines. The initial symptoms of right flank
pain and fever suddenly appeared and lasted for only a day.
Laboratory data showed that the levels of transaminases were
elevated on admission but almost normalized in about a week.
In addition, angiography clarified that the tumor in S6 was
hypovascular. Furthermore, this tumor was cystic with slightly
high density content, from which bloody fluid was obtained.
These clinical manifestations suggest that the acute onset of
the symptoms was due to local ischemia, leading to intratumoral
bleeding or hemorrhagic necrosis, and as a result, causing SR.
In this case, the PIVKA-II level after recurrence showed a
logarithmic increase throughout the entire clinical course, except
that it stabilized for one month after each TAE. The doubling time
of the PIVKA-II level, which is thought to reflect the tumor doubling
time, was calculated to be 2-3 wk. This indicates that the recurrent
tumor grew very rapidly, compared with the average natural growth
rate of HCC reported previously[21,22]. The PIVKA-II level was
elevated to 1 137 mAU/mL on the first admission, decreased along
with SR of the tumor in S6, and rose again after recurrence. It has
been reported that HCCs with high PIVKA-II levels during the
initial stage show aggressive behaviors and a poor prognosis.
Therefore, we speculate that the initial tumor in S6 grew as fast
as the recurrent tumor and this rapid growth itself might be the
cause of insufficient blood supply to the tumor, finally inducing
SR, as suggested in previous reports[16,17].
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Abstract
AIM: To evaluate the association between CYP1A1 and
GSTs genetic polymorphisms and susceptibility to
esophageal squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) and esophageal
adenocarcinoma (ADC) in a high risk area of northwest of
France.
METHODS: A case-control study was conducted to
investigate the genetic polymorphisms of these enzymes
(CYP1A1*2C and GSTP1 exon 7 Val alleles, GSTM1*2/*2
and GSTT1*2/*2 null genotypes). A total of 79 esophageal
cancer cases and 130 controls were recruited.
RESULTS: GSTM1*2/*2 and CYP1A1*1A/*2C genotype
frequencies were higher among squamous cell carcinomas
at a level close to statistical significance (OR = 1.83, 95% CI
0.88-3.83, P = 0.11; OR = 3.03, 95% CI 0.93-9.90, P = 0.07,
respectively). For GSTP1 polymorphism, no difference was
found between controls and cases, whatever their histological
status. Lower frequency of GSTT1 deletion was observed in
ADC group compared to controls with a statistically significant
difference (OR = 13.31, 95% CI 1.66-106.92, P<0.01).
CONCLUSION: In SCC, our results are consistent with the
strong association of this kind of tumour with tobacco
exposure. In ADC, our results suggest 3 distinct hypotheses:
(1) activation of exogenous procarcinogens, such as small
halogenated compounds by GSTT1; (2) contribution of
GSTT1 to the inflammatory response of esophageal
mucosa, which is known to be a strong risk factor for ADC,
possibly through leukotriene synthesis; (3) higher sensitivity
to the inflammatory process associated with intracellular
depletion of glutathione.
Abbas A, Delvinquière K, Lechevrel M, Lebailly P, Gauduchon
P, Launoy G, Sichel F. GSTM1, GSTT1, GSTP1 and CYP1A1
genetic polymorphisms and susceptibility to esophageal cancer
in a French population: Different pattern of squamous cell

carcinoma and adenocarcinoma. World J Gastroenterol 2004;
10(23): 3389-3393
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INTRODUCTION
One of the highest incidences of esophageal cancer in Europe
is observed in the Northwest of France [1-4]. There are two
predominant histological forms of this cancer: squamous cell
carcinoma (SCC) and adenocarcinoma (ADC)[4,5]. Recent
epidemiological observations showed an important decrease
in the incidence of SCC whilst ADC was slightly increased[2,4].
In Western countries, smoking tobacco and drinking alcohol
are the main risk factors for SCC. For ADC, exogenous risk
factors are not well known. A link was found between this
pathology, esophageal reflux and Barret’s esophagus[5].
Tobacco smoke contains many carcinogens such as
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) and N-nitrosamines
that can be activated or deactivated by phase I (cytochromes
P-450) and phase II enzymes (glutathione S-transferases).
Cytochromes P450 (CYP) are a widely expressed enzyme family,
some members of which present genetic polymorphisms (e.g.
CYP1A1, 2E1, 2D6). CYP1A1 is expressed in esophageal
mucosa, which means that activation of tobacco carcinogens
can happen in situ[6]. Benzo[a]pyrene is activated by CYP1A1
to diol-epoxide, which is a reactive and carcinogenic product.
Four main genetic polymorphisms are described for CYP1A1.
One of the most studied is Ile/Val polymorphism in exon 7
(CYP1A1*2C allele). One study reported that Val-type could be
associated with a higher aryl hydrocarbon hydroxylase activity[7].
Many studies have reported the association of CYP1A1
polymorphisms with lung cancer[8], particularly with SCC of
the lung[9,10]. The level of DNA adducts was found to be linked
to CYP1A1*2C polymorphism[11]. All these results suggest
that susceptibility to tobacco-related cancers could be modified
by CYP1A1 polymorphisms.
The glutathione S-transferases are a family of phase II
enzymes, which catalyse the conjugation of many endogenous
and exogenous electrophilic compounds to glutathione. GSTM1
and GSTP1 are able to detoxify benzopyrene diol-epoxide[12],
whereas GSTT1 can conjugate oxidised lipids and halogenated
compounds[12]. Both GSTM1, P1 and T1 are expressed in
esophageal mucosa[13,14]. GSTP1 is the mainly expressed GST
in this tissue[15]. GSTP1 presents a substitution polymorphism
in exon 7 that results in a substitution of Ile by Val at amino acid
position 104[16]. Val variants were found to have a lower activity
towards 1-chloro-2, 4-dinitrobenzene[17]. GSTM1 and GSTT1
present deletion polymorphisms (GSTM1*2/*2 and GSTT1*2/*2),
which are currently at about 50% and 20% among Caucasians,
respectively[18,19]. GSTM1*2/*2 polymorphism has been found
to increase the frequency of chromosome aberrations after
tobacco-specific N-nitrosamine exposure in vitro[20]. Many
studies have shown that this deletion increases the susceptibility
conferred by the CYP1A1*2C allele for tobacco-associated
cancer[21]. While GSTT1*2/*2 genotypes have not been clearly
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associated with susceptibility to tobacco-linked cancers, an
interaction with GSTM1*2/*2 has often been found[22,23].
The aim of our work was to evaluate the susceptibility
conferred by CYP1A1 and GSTs genetic polymorphisms to SCC
and ADC of esophagus in a high risk European area.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Controls and cases were from the geographic area of BasseNormandie, France. Patients were recruited after endoscopic
and histologic diagnosis of primary esophageal cancer. All cases
were newly diagnosed and previously untreated patients.
Controls were required to be free of any chronic diseases,
having no cancer history and living in Basse-Normandie. They
were matched with cases in sex and age. Alcohol and tobacco
consumption were also evaluated during the recruitment of
cases and controls by means of a questionnaire.
The research protocol was approved by the Comité
Consultatif pour la Protection des Personnes dans la Recherche
Biomédical en Basse-Normandie. A 20 mL sample of venous
blood was taken and DNA extraction was performed by phenol/
chloroform method.
The primer sequences and product sizes of each gene
amplification are shown in Table 1. GSTM1 and GSTT1 multiplex
PCR was performed according to the Lin et al. method[24], with
some modifications. A final mixture volume of 25 µL was prepared
containing 0.100 µg of DNA, 0.25 µmol/L of dNTP, 0.4 µmol/L
of primer for GSTM1, 0.8 µmol/L of primer GSTT1, 0.8 µmol/L of
primer albumin, 5 µL of 10× buffer, 2 mmol/L of MgCl2 and 0.5 U
per sample of DNA Gold Taq polymerase (Applied Biosystem,
Coutaboeuf, France). The first step was performed for 15 min at
95 followed by 35 cycles: at 94 for 1 min (denaturation), at
58 for 1 min (annealing), at 72 for 1 min (elongation). PCR
ended a final extension for 10 min at 72 . PCR products were
visualised on 20 g/L agarose gel with ethidium bromide staining.
Table 1 Primer sequences and length of PCR products
Gene
GSTM1

Primer sequence

Size of PCR Reference
product (bp)

5’-GAACTCCCTGAAAAGCTAAAGC-3’ 219
5’-GTTGGGCTCAAATATACGGTGG-3’

Lin et al,
1998

GSTT1

5’-TTCCTTACTGGTCCTCACATCTC-3’

Albumin

5’-GCCCTCTGCTAACAAGTCCTAC-3’ 350

[24]

459

5’-TCACCGGATCATGGCCAGCA-3’
5’-GCCCTAAAAAGAAAATCCCCAATC-3’
GSTP1

5’-ACCCCAGGGCTCTATGGGAA-3’

176

1997[16]

5’-TGAGGGCACAAGAAGCCCCT-3’
CYP1A1

5’-GGCTGAGCAATCTGACCCTA-3’

Harries et al,

206

5’-TTCCACCCGTTGCAGCAGGATAGCC-3’

Cascorbi et al,
1996 [8]

GSTP1 PCR restriction fragment length polymorphism (rflp)
was performed using a method adopted by Harries et al.[16]
with slight modifications. The final mixture (40 µL) was prepared
containing 0.100-0.500 µg of DNA, 0.25 µmol/L of dNTP,
0.25 µmol/L of each of the primers, 1.25 µmol/L of MgCl2, 4 µL
of 10× buffer, 4 µL of DMSO, 1.5 U of Taq polymerase (Eurobio,
Les Ulis, France). Briefly, the samples were denatured at 94
for 5 min and submitted to 30 cycles of amplification as follows:
for 30 s at 94 (denaturation), for 30 s at 55 (annealing), for
30 s at 72 (extension) and a final extension at 72 for 5 min.
PCR product of 12 µL was digested by 5 U Alw26 I restriction
enzyme (Eurogentec, Seraing, Belgium) for 12 h at 37 .
Migration was performed on low melting 40 g/L agarose gel
(Eurobio, Les Ulis, France), stained with ethidium bromide, in
order to separate the 85 and 91 bp fragments.
CYP1A1*2C polymorphism was determined by PCR-RFLP
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as previously described[8].
Each PCR analysis was performed twice in double blind.

Statistical analysis
Chi-square test and P value estimation were performed using
Stata software (STATA Corporation, college Station, TX). Odds
ratio was also evaluated using StataÒ software and adjusted
for age, sex and histological type.
RESULTS
The populations of controls and cases are described in Table 2.
The patient group consisted of 52 SCCs and 27 ADCs. The mean
ages for cases and controls were 62 and 56 years respectively.
Unfortunately, we obtained tobacco and alcohol exposure data
for only 48 cases. This was insufficient to allow us to study
interaction between exposure and polymorphisms. As it could
be expected, the vast majority of SCCs were smokers (93%, all
with more than 20 years of tobacco consumption) and heavy
drinkers (86% drinking more than 229 g/wk). Fewer ADCs were
smokers (78%, of which 67 % with more than 20 years of tobacco
consumption) and only 50% were heavy drinkers (Table 2).
Table 2 Description of control and case populations
Control n (%) Case n (%) SCC n (%) ADC n (%)
Male
87 (0.67)
Female
43 (0.33)
Mean age (yr) 56 [19; 87]
Tobacco duration 1,2
(years of smoking)
Non-smokers 66 (0 .66)
1-19
13 (0.13)
+20
21 (0.21)
Alcohol consumption 3,4
(g of ethanol per week)
0-228
11 (0.64)
228.5 -/+ 470 6 (0.36)

69 (0.87)
10 (0.13)
62 [40; 85]

44 (0.85) 25 (0.93)
8 (0.15)
2 (0.07)
60 [40; 78] 66 [51; 85]

6 (0.13)
2 (0.04)
40 (0.83)

2 (0.07)
0 (-)
28 (0.93)

4 (0.22)
2 (0.11)
12 (0.67)

13 (0.28)
35 (0.72)

4 (0.14)
26 (0.86)

9 (0.50)
9 (0.50)

1

Tobacco duration (year); 2Data were available for 77% of
controls, 61% of cases, including 58% of SCC and 67% of ADC;
3
Alcohol consumption (gram of ethanol per week); 4Data for
alcohol consumption were available for only 13% of controls,
61% of cases, including 58% of SCC and 67% of ADC.

Frequencies of the different genetic polymorphisms in the
control group were 0.06 for CYP1A1*A/*2C (no homozygous
*2C/*2C subject was found), 0.45 and 0.07 for Ile/Val and
Val/Val GSTP1 genotypes, 0.49 for GSTM1*2/*2 and 0.26 for
GSTT1*2/*2 (Tables 3, 4).
A high frequency of CYP1A1*1A/*2C genotype was found
in SCC cancer patients (Table 3). However, the difference did
not reach statistical significance (with a P value of 0.06). The
ADC patient group did not show any significant difference
compared to the control group.
GSTM1*2/*2 genotype (GST M1 null) was increased among
the cases compared to the controls, particularly among SCC patients
(Table 4), but this difference was not statistically significant
(OR = 1.83; 95% CI = 0.88-3.83). The distribution of GSTM1*2/*2
genotype among ADCs did not differ from the controls.
The frequency of GSTT1*2/*2 genotype (GSTT1 null) was
not different between cases and controls (Table 5). However,
the ADC group showed a greatly decreased frequency of
GSTT1*2/*2 genotype (4%) compared to the control population
(26%) and SCCs (29%) (OR = 13.31, 95 % CI = 1.66-106.92).
Distribution of the GSTP1 genotype did not differ between
SCC, ADC and control groups (Table 6).
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Table 3 Repartition of CYP1A1 genotypes among controls and cases
CYP1A1*1A/*1A

CYP1A1*1A/*2C

n
Controls
Cases

n

(%)

n

107

101

(94)

6

(6)

70

61

(87)

9

(13)

OR1

95% CI

2.63

[0.84-8.28]

3.03

[0.93-9.90]5

2.06

[0.33-13.04]

(%)

SCC

47

40

(85)

7

(15)

ADC

23

21

(91)

2

(9)

All cases vs controls 2
SCC vs controls

3

ADC vs controls4

1

Adjusted OR for age and sex; 2Comparison of CYP1A1*1A/*2C genotype repartition in controls vs all cases; 3Comparison of
CYP1A1*1A/*2C genotype repartition in controls vs SCCs; 4Comparison of CYP1A1*1A/*2C genotype repartition in controls vs
ADCs; 5P = 0.067.
Table 4 Repartition of GSTM1 genotypes among controls and
cases

Table 5 Repartition of GSTT1 genotypes among controls and
cases

GSTM1*2/*2

GSTT1*2/*2
OR 1

n
n

(%)

Controls 120 59

OR 1 95% CI

n

95% CI

(49)

(%)

Controls 115 30

(26)

Cases

68

39

(57) All cases vs controls 1.43 [0.76-2.69]

Cases

70

14

(20) All cases vs controls2 1.78 [0.84-3.80]

SCC

43

27

(63) SCC vs controls 3

SCC

44

13

(29) SCC vs controls3

ADC

25

12

2

n

(48) ADC vs controls

1.83 [0.88-3.83]5
4

0.95

[0.38-2.41]

1

Adjusted OR for age and sex; 2Comparison of GSTM1*2/*2
genotype repartition in controls vs all cases; 3 Comparison of
GSTM1*2/*2 genotype repartition in controls vs SCCs; 4Comparison of GSTM1*2/*2 genotype repartition in controls vs
ADCs; 5P = 0.108.

ADC

26

1

(4) ADC vs controls

4

1.03 [0.46-2.27]
13.31 [1.66-106.92]a

1

Adjusted OR for age and sex; 2Comparison of GSTT1*2/*2
genotype repartition in controls vs all cases; 3Comparison of
GSTT1*2/*2 genotype repartition in controls vs SCCs;
4
Comparison of GSTT1*2/*2 genotype repartition in controls
vs ADCs; aP<0.05.

Table 6 Repartition of GSTP1 genotypes among controls and cases
GSTP1
n

Controls
Cases
SCC
ADC

Ile/Ile

Ile/Val

Val/Val

n

(%)

n

(%)

n

(%)

124

59

(48)

56

(45)

9

(7)

70

31

(44)

33

(47)

6

(9)

45
25

21
10

(47)
(40)

21
12

(47)
(48)

3
3

(6)
(12)

All cases vs controls 3
SCC vs controls

4

ADC vs controls

5

OR 1,2

95% CI

1.02

[0.55-1.89]

0.95

[0.47-1.91]

1.17

[0.46-2.97]

1
Adjusted OR for age and sex; 2Ile/Val and Val/Val genotypes were compared to Ile/Ile genotype; 3Comparison of GSTP1 Ile/
Val and Val/Val genotype repartition in controls versus all cases; 4 Comparison of GSTP1 Ile/Val and Val/Val genotype
repartition in controls vs SCCs; 5Comparison of GSTP1 Ile/Val and Val/Val genotype repartition in controls vs ADCs.

DISCUSSION
Esophageal cancer presents a very variable incidence in different
regions and ethnic groups. In France, different levels of
environmental exposure to carcinogens could not fully explain
this high variability [25-27], a fact which suggests a genetic
susceptibility. Many epidemiological studies have established
that exposure to tobacco smoke and alcohol is a major risk
factor for SCC in Western countries, whereas ADC is not
strongly linked to exogenous factors. As far as we know, only
one study concerning the genetic susceptibility to esophageal
cancer was performed among Caucasians[28]. Moreover, the
cases for this study were recruited in a low risk area in Europe.
The repartition of different polymorphisms in our control group
agrees with available data for a Caucasian population[8,16,18,19,29].
Recently, frequencies of these polymorphisms among a healthy
population were evaluated and published by International
Collaborative Study on Genetic Susceptibility to Environmental
Carcinogens (GSEC)[18].

Among SCC cases, CYP1A1*2A/*2C frequency was
increased when compared to controls and adjusted OR was
3.03 (95% CI 0.93-9.90), however this result was not statistically
significant (P = 0.067). The deletion of GSTM1 gene was also
more frequent among SCC cases when compared to controls
(63% and 49% respectively, OR = 1.83; 0.88-3.83). But this result
was also not statistically significant (P = 0.108). CYP1A1*2A/*2C
and GSTM1*2/*2 genotypes were found to increase the risk
of SCC in a previous study in an Asian population, particularly
among cases with higher tobacco consumption. However, some
studies did not find CYP1A1 and GSTM1 gene polymorphisms
to be related to SCC. No association was found between other
genetic polymorphisms studied (GSTT1, GSTP1) and
esophageal SCC, which is in accordance with the data in
literature [24,30,31]. It should be emphasized that, concerning
GSTT1, our study is the first report about a Caucasian
population.
No differences were found among ADC cases regarding the
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frequencies of CYP1A1, GSTM1 and GSTP1 polymorphisms
when compared to controls. This observation is in accordance
with the weak association of tobacco smoke, alcohol consumption
and ADC. In the ADC group, an unexpected protective effect
of GSTT1 deletion was found (OR = 13.31; 95% CI 1.66-106.92).
Such results have been previously described for other sites
such as renal or prostate carcinoma[32,33]. It is well known that
the risk of renal carcinoma is increased by exposure to small
halogenated compounds such as dicholoromethane or
trichloroethylene. Activation of these compounds in
electrophilic species implies GSTT1[29], which could explain
these results. However, to our knowledge, no studies have
demonstrated a role of small halogenated compounds in
esophageal ADC carcinogenesis. Exposure to these compounds
is possible through occupational factors, chlorinated tap water
consumption or tobacco smoke. The latter, which is a weakly
associated risk factor for ADC, contains methyl chloride[34].
However, our present data did not allow us to estimate exposure
to halogenated compounds in our population.
Another hypothesis is that GST could participate in chronic
inflammation through leukotriene synthesis[35]. In particular,
leukotriene A4 to C4 (LTC4) conversion requires GST activity.
Inflammation is a major etiologic factor for ADC and leukotrienes
have been found to be mediators implicated in this process[5].
Furthermore, leukotriene LTD4, which is biosynthesized from
LTC4, was found to induce contraction of the oesophagus and
lower esophageal sphincter in animal models [35,36]. This
phenomenon is likely to be involved in gastro-oesophageal
reflux, which constitutes the strongest risk factor for ADC.
However, though GSTT1 is also expressed in esophageal
mucosa[14], it remains unclear whether this enzyme contributes
to LTC4 synthesis in this tissue.
The association between susceptibility to cancer and GSTT1
genotypes could be also explained by depletion in intracellular
glutathione in the presence of GSTT1 enzyme. In this case,
cells would be more sensitive to radical species produced during
the inflammatory process observed among adenocarcinoma
patients.
In conclusion, our study shows a different pattern of
susceptibility to SCC and ADC of esophagus in a European
high risk population. Whereas a slight susceptibility to SCC
could be conferred by CYP1A1*1A/*2C and GSTM1*2/*2
genotypes, a high frequency of GSTT1*1/*1 genotype was
found among ADC. These results are consistent with the
association of SCC with tobacco exposure, as other tobaccorelated cancers such as lung cancer were found to be moderately
linked to CYPA1A1*2C allele and GSTM1*2/*2 genotype. In
ADC, our results suggest 3 distinct hypotheses. (1) The
activation of exogenous procarcinogens, such as small
halogenated compounds (to which ways of exposure remain to
be identified), by GSTT1. Unlike tobacco, the evaluation of
exposure to small halogenated compounds remains difficult
because of the wide distribution of these compounds. (2) The
contribution of GSTT1 to the inflammatory response of
esophageal mucosa, which is known to be a strong risk factor
for ADC, possibly by way of leukotriene synthesis. (3) Higher
sensitivity to the inflammatory process associated with
intracellular depletion of glutathione. A new study focusing
on esophageal ADC with a larger recruitment would allow us to
investigate these issues.
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Abstract
AIM: To explore the effect of DNA methyltransferase,
demethylase and methyl-CpG binding protein MeCP2 on
the expressions and methylation of hMSH2 and protooncogene in human gastric cancer.
METHODS: Paired samples of primary gastric cancer and
corresponding para-cancerous, non-cancerous gastric mucosae
were obtained from surgically resected specimens of 28
patients. Transcription levels of Dnmt1, mbd2, MeCP2, p16INK4A,
hMSH2 and c-myc were detected by using real-time PCR
or RT-PCR. Promoter methylation of p16INK4A, c-myc and
hMSH2 genes was assayed by methylation-specific PCR
(MSP) and sequencing (mapping). Their relationships were
analyzed by Fisher’s exact test using the software SPSS.
RESULTS: The average mRNA level of Dnmt1 gene from
cancerous tissue was higher and that of mbd2 gene from
cancerous tissue was lower than that from non-cancerous
tissue, respectively. mbd2 was lower in cancerous tissue
than in non-cancerous tissue in 14 (50.0%) of patients but
higher in 3 cases (10.7%) of non-cancerous gastric tissue
(P<0.001). c-myc expression was up-regulated in cancer
tissues (P<0.05). The up-regulation of mbd2 was found in
all patients with hypomethylated c-myc. The transcriptional
levels of p16INK4A and MeCP2 genes did not display any difference
between gastric cancerous and matched non-cancerous
tissues. There were down-regulation and hypermethylation
of hMSH2 in cancer tissues, and the hypermethylation of
hMSH2 coexisted with down-regulated transcription.
However, the transcription level of the above genes was
not associated with biological behaviours of gastric cancers.
CONCLUSION: The up-regulation of proto-oncogene may
be the consequence of epigenetic control of gene expression
by demethylase, and mbd2 is involved in the regulation of
hMSH2 expression in human gastric cancer.
Fang JY, Cheng ZH, Chen YX, Lu R, Yang L, Zhu HY, Lu LG.
Expression of Dnmt1, demethylase, MeCP2 and methylation
of tumor-related genes in human gastric cancer. World J
Gastroenterol 2004; 10(23): 3394-3398
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INTRODUCTION
Methylation of gene regulatory elements, a well-known epigenetic
change, acts as an important alternative to genetic alteration
for gene inactivation. DNA methyltransferase (Dnmt) and DNA
demethylase are the enzymes potentially affecting promoter
methylation status. Human DNA demethylase has been cloned[1].
The inactivity of demethylase may play a role in production
and maintenance of regional DNA hypermethylation, which
frequently results in reduced expression of tumor suppressor
genes in human cancers.
Gastric cancer is the second most common malignant tumor
in Asia, with a much higher incidence than in Western countries.
During gastric carcinogenesis, hypomethylation of c-myc and
c-Ha-ras proto-oncogenes was frequently seen[2,3], however
the average level of mRNA for Dnmt1 was significantly higher
in gastric cancers than in corresponding non-cancerous
mucosa[4]. mbd2 has been proposed to be a DNA demethylase,
and the average level of mbd2 mRNA was significantly lower
in gastric cancer than in non-cancerous mucosa. But there
was no significant association between DNA demethylase
mRNA level and malignant potential in gastric cancers[5].
The mRNA expression levels for pro-methylation of Dnmt1,
Dnmt3a and Dnmt3b and mbd2 are not the critical determinant
of tumor-specific promoter hypermethylation of hMLH1,
p16INK4A or CDH1 in gastric cancer[6]. However, little is known
about the relationship between mbd2 or Dnmt1 and the
methylation status of proto-oncogene or hMSH2, another
important mismatch repair (MMR) gene. Furthermore, up-to
date, there has not been any report about methyl-CpG
binding protein MeCP2 associated with tumor-related genes
in gastric cancer.
In the present study, we examined the methylation and
transcriptional level of tumor-related genes including p16INK4A,
hMSH2 and c-myc, and detected the expression of Dnmt1, mbd2
and MeCP2. We therefore analyzed their relationship in normal
and cancerous stomach tissues.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients
Paired samples of histologically verified primary gastric cancer
and corresponding para-cancerous (3-5 cm from cancer margin)
and non-cancerous gastric mucosae were obtained immediately
from surgically resected specimens of 28 patients (C1-C28)
treated at Renji Hospital, Shanghai, China. A complete written
informed consent was obtained from all patients. They were all
diagnosed pathologically by HE-stained sections and classified
according to WHO’s histological classifications of gastric
carcinoma. The histological characteristics in para-cancerous
area were chronic gastritis or intestinal metaplasia, and dysplasia
was present in ten cases. The clinico-pathological features of
each patient were reviewed and recorded (Table 1). The mean
age of patients (19 men and 9 women) at resection was 58
(range 45-79) years. A portion of the tissues (approximately
1-3 g) was snap-frozen on dry ice and kept in liquid nitrogen
until used for DNA or RNA extraction. Other portions were
used for histological examination.
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was repeated at least thrice.

RNA extraction and reverse-transcription polymerase chain
reaction (RT-PCR)
First, mRNA expression of tumor-related genes in cancerous,
para-cancerous and non-cancerous tissues from each patient
was detected by using RT-PCR and real-time PCR. Total RNA
was extracted using a commercial kit (Trizol) according to the
manufacturer’s instructions (Gibco BRL). RT reactions using
5 µg of total RNA in 20 µL of reaction buffer were performed
with Superscript II reverse transcriptase (Life Technologies,
Inc). mRNA transcription levels of mbd2, MeCP2, p16INK4A
and c-myc genes were evaluated by using RT-PCR. The
sequence and PCR reaction for each primer are shown in
Table 2. For control of RT-PCR, a 612 bp fragment of β-actin
cDNA was also amplified. At the end of 40 cycles, reaction
products were separated electrophoretically on a 3% agarose
gel and stained with ethidium bromide for visual confirmation
of PCR products. The density of bands in RT-PCR in each lane
was normalized to the amount of total RNA as determined by
the density of the band in RT-PCR for β-actin[7]. RT-PCR analysis

Real-time quantitative PCR for Dnmt1 and hMSH2
mRNA levels of Dnmt1 and hMSH2 were measured using a
real-time quantitative PCR system. Relative quantitation using
the comparative Ct method with the data from ABI PRISM 7700
sequence detection system (version 1.6 software) was performed
according to the manufacturer’s protocol.
Real-time PCR was also performed with Taqman β-actin to
normalize each of the extracts for amplifiable human DNA.
The results were expressed as the ratio of copies of each gene
to β-actin, respectively. The Ct values were measured, and the
average Ct value of triplicate samples was calculated. Alteration
of mRNA expression was defined as a 3-fold difference in the
expression level[8]. The primers and the Taqman fluorogenic
probes for Dnmt1, hMSH2 and β-actin were provided by Jikang
Company, Shanghai, China.
The sequences of all primers and probes, as well as PCR
programs are shown in Table 3.

Table 1 Relationship between Dnmt1 and pathological change in patients with gastric cancer (case number, %)
Subtotal
Total or subtotal
Age (yr)
>50
<50
Size of tumor >5 cm
<5 cm
Borrmann
II
III
IV
Lymph node Positive
invasion
Negative

28 (100.0)
18 (64.30)
10 (35.70)
14 (50.00)
14 (50.00)
6 (21.43)
15 (53.57)
7 (25.00)
21 (75.00)
7 (25.00)

Dnmt1 transcription
Up-regulated
9
7
2
4
4
2
5
2
6
3

Normal

(32.14)
(38.89)
(20.00)
(28.57)
(28.57)
(33.33)
(33.33)
(28.57)
(28.57)
(42.86)

9
4
5
5
5
0
6
3
8
1

Down-regulated

(32.14)
(22.22)
(50.00)
(35.71)
(35.71)
(0.00)
(40.00)
(42.86)
(38.10)
(14.29)

10
7
3
5
5
4
4
2
7
3

P

(35.72)
(38.89)
(30.00)
(35.71)
(35.71)
(66.67)
(26.67)
(28.57)
(33.33)
(42.86)

0.30
0.88
0.34

0.49

Table 2 Primer sequences and PCR conditions for RT-PCR, MSP and sequencing
Primers

Sense (5’

β-Actin

GGA GTC CTG TGG
CAT CCA CG
CCC GCT TTC GTA
GTT TTC AT
CCA ACA GGA
GCT ATG ACC TC
ACT CCT CAG AAT
ACA CCT TGC TT
AAC CCT GCT GTT
TGC TTA AC
TTA TTA GAG GGT
GGG GCG GAT CGC
TTA TTA GAG GGT
GGG GTG GAT TGT
TAG AAT TGG ATC
GGG GTA AA
TAG AAT TGG ATT
GGG GTA AA
TGT TTA GAA AGA
AAA AGG GA
AAA TAT TGG GAG
GAG GAG GA

p16INK4A RT-PCR
c-myc RT-PCR
MeCP2 RT-PCR
mbd2 RT-PCR
p16INK4A M-MSP
p16 INK4A UM-MSP
c-myc M-MSP
c-myc UM-MSP
hMSH2 sequencing
1st round
hMSH2 sequencing
2nd round

3’)

Antisense (5’

3’)

Product size (bp) PCR program

CTA GAA GCA TTT
GCG GTG GA
TTA TTT GAG CTT
TGG TTC TG
CTC GGT CAC CAT
CTC CAG CT
TGA GGC CCT GGA
GGT CCT
CGT ACT TGC TGT
ACT CGC TCT TC
GAC CCC GAA CCG
CGA CCG TAA
CAA CCC CAA ACC
ACA ACC ATA A
CGA CCG AAA ATC
AAC GCG AAT
CCA ACC AAA AAT
CAA CAT GAA T
AAA CCT CCT
CAC CTC CT
ACC CAC TAA ACT
ATT TCC CA

322
72
355
72
290
72
112
72
101
72
150
72
151
72
131
72
132
72
94
72
327
72

30 s, 60
1 min,
bp 94
1 min, 27 cycles
bp 94
1 min, 58
1 min,
, 1 min, 35 cycles
bp 94
1 min, 52
1 min,
1 min, 35 cycles
1 min, 50
1 min,
bp 95
1 min, 35 cycles
bp 94
1 min, 60
1 min,
1 min, 40 cycles
bp 95
30 s, 65
30 s,
1 min, 40 cycles
bp 95
30 s, 60
30 s,
1 min, 40 cycles
bp 95
30 s, 56
30 s,
1 min, 40 cycles
bp 95
30 s, 56
30 s,
1 min, 40 cycles
1 min, 55
1 min,
1 min, 35 cycles
bp 94
1 min, 55
1 min,
1 min, 35 cycles

GenBank accession number
BC023204
L27211
V00568
MCB, 2000; 20: 3316
AF072242
X94154
X94154
AF002859
AF002859
AB006445
AB006445

Table 3 Sequence of primers and probes for real-time PCR
Gene

Sense (5’

Dnmt1

GCA CCT CAT TTG
CCG AAT ACA
ATC CAA GGA GAA
TGA TTG GTA TTT G
CTG GCA CCC AGC ACA ATG

hMSH2
β-actin

3’)

Antisense (5’

3’)

TCT CCT GCA TCA
GCC CAA ATA
CAA AGA GAA TGT CTT
CAA ACT GAG AGA
GGA CAG CGA GGC CAG GAT

Probe
AGT CCC GAG
TAT GCG C
CAT ATA AGG CTT
CTC CTG GC
ATC ATT GCT CCT CCT GAG

GenBank No
XM_017218
HSU04045
BC016045
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Methyl-specific PCR (MSP) for p16INK4A and c-myc genes
To amplify the promoters of p16INK4A and c-myc genes, we
carried out bisulfite modification[9] and MSP.
Bisulfite could convert unmethylated cytosine residues to
uracil, but methylated cytosines remained non-reactive. PCR
amplified uracil as thymine while methylated cytosines were
only amplified as cytosines. Two micrograms of total genomic
DNA (from at least two independent treatments corresponding
to RT-PCR experiments) were isolated by using QIAamp DNA
blood mini kit (QIAGEN Inc.), then denatured by NaOH and
modified by sodium bisulfite solution (2.35 mol/L) containing
hydroquinone (40 mmol/L) freshly prepared. The bisulfitetreated DNA was desalted using Wizard DNA clean up kit (Promega)
and amplified by PCR using primers specific for methylated and
unmethylated p16INK4A and c-myc promoters. PCR reaction buffer
contained 0.1 mmol/L dNTP, 2.0 mmol/L MgCl2, and 0.5 µmol/L
primers. PCR products were directly loaded onto 3% agarose
gels and electrophoresed. The gel was stained with ethidium
bromide and directly visualized under UV illumination. Furthermore,
the primers for wild-type p16INK4A and c-myc were used to monitor
complete conversion of DNA obtained in the bisulfite reaction.
Bisulfite modification and sequencing (mapping) for hMSH2
Primers were designed in the region without CpG dinucleotides
to amplify both methylated and unmethylated alleles in hMSH2.
The PCR products were recovered using QIA quick gel extraction
kit (Gibco). Direct sequencing was performed by using ABI
PRISM BigDye terminator kit (PE Biosystems, Foster City, CA).
The products of sequencing PCR included 22 CpG sites in
promoter of hMSH2 gene.
The sequences of all primers and PCR programs are shown
in Table 2.
Statistical analysis
Results were representative of at least three independent
experiments performed in triplicate and presented as mean±SD.
Comparisons between groups were made using Student’s paired
t test. Their relationship was analyzed by Fisher’s exact test
using the software SPSS.
RESULTS
Expressions of Dnmt1, mbd2 and MeCP2 genes in cancerous
and non-cancerous gastric tissues
After quantitative PCR, the specific products visually confirmed
on agarose gels were about 101- and 96 bp, and no non-specific
products were obtained upon amplification of Dnmt1 and β-actin,
respectively. In all cancerous, para-cancerous and non-cancerous
tissues, their mRNA expressions were detected, and 32.2% (9/28)
of cancerous tissues over-expressed Dnmt1, and the copies of
Dnmt1 were higher than in non-cancerous tissues (5.08 vs 1).
mbd2 was expressed in all samples. However, mbd2 was
down-regulated in 50% (14/28) of gastric cancer tissues, upregulated in 10.7% (3/28) cases, and no significant change in
3.39% (11/28), respectively. Average value of mbd2 mRNA
expression was lower in cancerous tissues than in non-cancerous
tissue (Figures 1, 2). In 11 patients, mbd2 mRNA level in gastric
cancer was particularly low, being reduced by 50% or more
when compared with that in the corresponding non-cancerous
mucosae. However, we did not find association between
expressions of MeCP2 and Dnmt1 and mbd2.
In addition, we did not find the association of overall
aberrant methylation and expressions of Dnmt1, MeCP2, mbd2
with the age of patients.
Examination of mRNA expression of tumor-related genes and
status of promoter methylation in primary gastric cancers
Figure 1 shows the results from RT-PCR and real-time PCR,
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and Figure 2 shows the relative mRNA levels of each gene after
normalization with the signal of β-actin. These data
demonstrated that the expressions of p16INK4A and hMSH2
(data not shown) were down-regulated in cancerous tissues
from 11 cases (39.3%) and 10 cases (35.7%) respectively, but
there was no significant difference between cancerous and
non-cancerous tissues. As shown in Figure 2, c-myc transcription
level was up-regulated in 14 patients with gastric cancer, and
the mean value of expression in cancerous tissues was greater
than that in non-cancerous tissues (P<0.05).
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12
β-actin
p16INK4A
c-myc
mbd2
MeCP

Figure 1 mRNA expression of p16INK4A, c-myc, mbd2 and MeCP2
in cancerous (lanes 1, 4, 7 and 10), para-cancerous (lanes 2, 5, 8
and 11) and non-cancerous (lanes 3, 6, 9 and 12) tissues from
patients with gastric cancer by using RT-PCR.
1 200
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1 000
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c-myc
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MeCP2

Figure 2 Density of bands from RT-PCR in each lane normalized
to the total RNA as determined by the density of bands in RTPCR for β-actin. Assuming β-actin was 4 562.39 units (pixels of
brightness), the calculation [4 562.39/(density of actin)]×(density
of each gene) equals each gene normalized to β-actin. Data shown
are representative of three separate experiments. aP<0.05.

To determine whether the expression of p16INK4A, hMSH2
and c-myc genes in gastric cancer was associated with
methylation, we selected the samples from cancerous, paracancerous and non-cancerous tissues in ten patients for MSP
or genomic bisulfite sequencing. Each tissue showed a positive
150 bp and a 151 bp band for methylated and unmethylated
specific primer sets for p16INK4A, indicating that the p16INK4A
gene was partially methylated in human gastric cancer. The
methylated bands for the p16INK4A gene in the cancerous and
para-cancerous tissues were consistently stronger than the
products of non-cancerous tissues (Figure 3A). Regarding
c-myc gene, the methylated product (131 bp) was significantly
lower and the unmethylated product (132 bp) was higher in
cancerous and para-cancerous tissues than in non-cancerous
tissues. Figure 3B displays representative examples of MSP
products analyzed by electrophoresis on an agarose gel.
Bisulfite genomic sequencing of the representative PCR
products of hMSH2 showed that all cytosines at non-CpG sites
were converted to thymine. This excluded the possibility that
successful amplification could be attributable to incomplete
bisulfite conversion. Interestingly, methylation occurred at the
-166 CpG site only (Figure 4).
Taken together, the results from MSP, sequencing, RT-PCR
and real-time PCR indicated that hypermethylation of hMSH2
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might be induced, inactivation and activation of c-myc were
associated with its hypomethylation in human gastric cancer.
Cancer
M
U

Para-cancer
M
U

Normal
M
U

A

B
Figure 3 Hypermethylation of p16INK4A promoter (A) and
hypomethylation of proto-oncogene c-myc promoter (B) in
gastric cancer tissue indicated by MSP. U: unmethylation-specific PCR; M: methylation-specific PCR.

Cancerous

Para-cancerous

Non-cancerous

Figure 4 Methylation analysis of hMSH2 gene promoter by
bisulfite sequencing. The arrows indicate the changes of CG to
TG in promoters of non-cancerous and para-cancerous tissue,
but CG remained in cancerous tissues.

Correlation between mRNA expression of Dnmt1, mbd2 and
DNA methylation
Dnmt1 was not associated with the methylation status of
p16INK4A or c-myc gene.
Among Dnmt1 down-regulated cases, 6 (60%) had overexpression of c-myc in cancerous tissues. In the cancer cases
with up-regulated mbd2, all 3 had an expression of c-myc. We
also found that there was a positive correlation in the expression
of c-myc and mbd2 (r = 0.59, P = 0.026), MeCP2 (r = 0.64, P = 0.02),
but c-myc had no positive correlation with Dnmt1.
In contrast to cancer tissues, all normal tissues had a positive
association of p16INK4A with MeCP2 (r = 0.483, P = 0.02) or
mbd2 (r = 0.483, P = 0.027).
Among the 10 cases with down-regulated hMSH2, 6 cases
had a decreased mbd2 mRNA, but there was no significant
association between expressions of Dnmt1 and hMSH2.
Association of Dnmt1, mbd2 and histological change
There was no significant association between Dnmt1, mbd2
mRNA level and clinico-pathological parameters of the tumors,
such as histological differentiation, size of tumor and lymph
node metastasis. These data failed to indicate their aberrant
expression as an early event in gastric cancer.
DISCUSSION
Generally, the global DNA methylation level is lower in cancer cells
than in normal cells, and some loci tend to show hypomethylation
of proto-oncogene in human gastrointestinal cancers[10]. Recent
studies demonstrated that DNA methylation could contribute
to inactivation of tumor suppressor genes, a key event in
tumorigenesis of a wide spectrum of human tumors[11,12].
Three enzymes are responsible for DNA methylation. The
carboxy-terminal domain of Dnmt1 could catalyse the methylation
of DNA containing hemi-methylated CpG dinucleotides more
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efficiently than unmethylated DNA in vitro[13]. DNA demethylase
was first identified by Szyf’s group, and they demethylated both
fully methylated and hemimethylated DNA, showing dinucleotide
specificity, and could demethylate mCpG in different sequence
contexts[5]. The shortest form of methyl- CpG binding domain
(MBD)2, mbd2b, has been proposed to be a DNA demethylase
which has been cloned and characterized[14]. MeCP2 is the first
true member of the family of proteins that could selectively recognize
methylated CpG[15]. It is a single polypeptide characterized by
an MBD and a transcriptional repression domain[16,17]. Aberrant
methylation in tumor-related genes was frequently detected in
gastric intestinal metaplasia of both cancer and non-cancer
patients, suggesting their early involvement in the multi-step
progression of gastric carcinogenesis[18]. However, little is
known about the relationship of Dnmt1, demethylase, MeCP2
with tumor-related genes.
We found that the average mRNA level of Dnmt1 gene in
cancerous tissue was higher and that of mbd2 gene was lower
than that in non-cancerous tissue. Regarding Dnmt1 expression,
these results are consistent with a study by Kanai[4]. On the
other hand, Patra found that MBD2 protein expression was
significantly higher in benign prostatic hyperplasia BPH-1 cells
and deficient in prostate cancer cell lines and in BPH tissues[19].
For mbd2, our result is consistent with another experiment of
gastrointestinal cancer[3]. They suggested that the average
levels of demethylase mRNA expression normalized to GAPDH
mRNA were significantly lower in colorectal (0.81±0.55) and
gastric (2.88±0.23) cancers than in the non-cancerous mucosae
(1.90±0.16 and 5.11±0.34, respectively, P <0.0001). However,
up to date, we have not found any report about the expression of
MeCP2 in gastric cancer. Darwanto found that colonic mucinous
adenocarcinomas showed a strong MeCP2 expression[20], and
Muller observed a higher expression level of MeCP2 mRNA in
breast cancer tissues than in non-cancerous tissues[21].
Previous studies indicated that the mRNA expression level
for Dnmt1 and mbd2 was not a critical determinant of promoter
hypermethylation of tumor-suppressor gene p16 INK4A in
gastric cancer[6,22]. Regarding the hMLH1, the result was
different in different studies[6,23]. During gastric carcinogenesis,
hypomethylation of c-myc proto-oncogene is common, and it
has not been linked to Dnmt1, mbd2 or MeCP2, or hMSH2. In
the present study, we demonstrated that there was a positive
association of mbd2 and c-myc proto-oncogene in gastric
cancerous tissues. The up-regulation of mbd2 was found in all
patients with hypomethylated c-myc. The correlation of mbd2
expression with unmethylation of c-myc promoter suggests
that c-myc may be a target for demethylation by the enzymes.
Another interesting gene we tested was hMSH2. The second
important finding in this study was the decrease of mbd2 mRNA
in most patients with down-regulated hMSH2, but we did not
find any correlation between hMSH2 and Dnmt1 or MeCP2. It
suggests that mbd2 is also involved in the regulation of hMSH2
expression in human gastric cancer. We did not test the promoter
region of hMLH1 gene, because the promoter was not associated
with Dnmt1[6,23] and mbd2[6] in human gastric cancer.
In addition, the data from our study demonstrated that the
transcription level of Dnmt1, mbd2 and MeCP2 might not be
associated with biological behaviours in human gastric cancer.
Kanai also suggested there was no significant association
between DNA demethylase mRNA level and malignant potential
in gastric cancers[5]. Although the mbd2 expression was lower
both in early and in advanced cancers, we could not demonstrate
a definitive relationship between the histology and mbd2
expression due to the small number of patients studied.
In conclusion, the up-regulation of proto-oncogene may
be the consequence of epigenetic control of gene expression
by demethylase, and mbd2 is also involved in the regulation of
hMSH2 expression in human gastric cancer.
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Abstract
AIM: To investigate the value of transabdominal ultrasonography
(US) in the preoperative staging of gastric cancer.
METHODS: A total of 198 patients with gastric cancer
underwent preoperatively transabdominal US, depth of
tumor infiltration was assessed in 125 patients, and lymph
node metastasis was assessed in 106 patients.
RESULTS: The staging accuracy of transabdominal US was
55.6%, 75.0%, 87.3% and 71.1% in T1, T2, T3 and T4
carcinomas, respectively. The overall accuracy was 77.6%.
The detection rate for pancreatic invasion and liver invasion
was 77.4%, 71.4%, respectively. The sensitivity, specificity,
accuracy of transabdominal US in assessment of lymph
node metastasis were 77.6%, 64.1%, 72.6%, respectively.
Various shapes such as round, ovoid, spindle were
encountered in benign and malignant lymph nodes. Majority
of both benign and malignant lymph nodes were hyperechoic
and had a distinct border. Benign lymph nodes were smaller
than malignant lymph nodes in length and width (P = 0.000,
0.005). Irregular shape, fusional shape, infiltrative signs,
inhomogenous echo were seen mainly in malignant lymph
nodes (P = 0.045, 0.006, 0.027, 0.006).
CONCLUSION: Transabdominal US is useful for preoperative
staging in gastric cancer, although it is difficult to differentiate
benign from malignant lymph nodes.
Liao SR, Dai Y, Huo L, Yan K, Zhang L, Zhang H, Gao W,
Chen MH. Transabdominal ultrasonography in preoperative
staging of gastric cancer. World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10
(23): 3399-3404
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INTRODUCTION
Gastric cancer is one of the most prevalent malignant tumors[1,2].
An accurate preoperative staging is helpful for the prediction
of prognosis and establishment of the individualized therapy.
Although endoscopy and upper gastrointestinal series with
double-contrast study have significantly improved the diagnostic
accuracy in gastric cancer, they neither allow the assessment
of the depth of tumor infiltration nor visualize perigastric lymph
nodes[3,4]. Currently, endoscopic ultrasonography (EUS) has

been considered as a useful modality for the preoperative
staging of gastric cancer, and the accuracy of EUS in the
assessment of the depth of tumor infiltration and lymph node
metastasis is 67-92% and 63-78%[5-11], respectively. However,
EUS procedure is relatively complex, and can not be performed
successfully in some patients, due to marked obstruction of
gastric lumen caused by tumor or noticeable discomfort during
examination.
Transabdominal ultrasonography (US) is applied widely in
clinical practice. When condition of patients is suitable,
transabdominal US can detect lymph nodes with a diameter of
5 mm, and the normal wall of fluid-filled stomach after the
patients drank water can be described as a 5-layer structure[12-14],
which contributes to the assessment of the depth of tumor
infiltration. Literature on the preoperative staging with
transabdominal US is sparse[15,16]. The aim of our study was to
further assess the accuracy and limitations of transabdominal
US in preoperative staging of the depth of tumor infiltration
and lymph node metastasis.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Between January 2000 to July 2003, 198 patients with gastric
cancer confirmed by endoscopic biopsy underwent
transabdominal US preoperatively. Patients with preoperative
transabdominal US findings and detailed operative and
pathological findings were included in this study. The depth of
tumor infiltration was assessed in 125 patients (78 males, 47
females, ranged 27-78 years). Lymph node metastasis was assessed
in 106 patients (66 males, 40 females, ranged 31-78 years).
All patients were required to drink water to fill stomach for
the assessment of the depth of tumor infiltration. Transabdominal
US was performed 3-5 min after 500-700 mL boiled water was
drunk. Patients were examined usually in the supine position.
Sitting position, left or right lateral decubitus position might be
taken for visualization of lesions according to different locations
of tumors.
The wall of fluid-filled stomach is described as a 5-layer
structure[12-14]. The innermost hyperechoic layer (the first layer)
corresponds to the superficial mucosa, the second hypoechoic
layer corresponds to the deep mucosa, the third hyperechoic
layer corresponds to the submucosa plus the acoustic interface
between the submucosa and muscularis propria, the fourth
hypoechoic layer corresponds to the muscularis propria minus
the acoustic interface between the submucosa and muscularis
propria, the fifth hyperechoic layer corresponds to the subserosal
fat and serosa.
According to the TNM (UICC) classification[17], the depth
of tumor infiltration was divided into 4 categories. T1 = tumor
confined to mucosa or submucosa. For mucosal carcinoma,
tumor located in the first and second layers, the third layers
(submucosa) was intact; for submucosal carcinoma, layers 1 to
3 were interrupted or thickened and the fourth and fifth layers
were normal sonographically (Figure 1A). T2 = tumor invading
muscularis propria (the fourth layer) which became thicken,
and the fifth layer was intact sonographically (Figure 1B).
T3 = tumor invading serosa (the fifth layer), with interruption
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Figure 1 Sonograms of T1-T4 carcinoma. A: Submucosal carcinoma (T1) in gastric antrum. Arrow indicates segmental thickening
of layers 1-3 of the posterior wall, triangle indicates normal layers 4-5. B: T2 carcinoma. The posterior wall of Gastric body is
thickening. Arrow indicates the third hyperechoic layer is obliterated and the fourth hypoechoic layer is thickening, triangle
indicates normal layer 5. C: T3 carcinoma. Tumor located in the greater curvature of stomach (STO) is hypoechoic with disappearance of wall all layer (arrow). D: T4 carcinoma. Sonogram shows tumor located in antrum (AN) infiltrating duodenum.
Arrow indicates the segmental wall thickening of duodenal bulb.

or disappearance of all layers of wall sonographically (Figure 1C).
T4 = tumor invading adjacent organs which had an indistinct
border and was indistinguishable from involved organs
sonographically (Figure 1D).
Assessment of regional lymph node metastasis was performed
in a fasting state before water was drunk for evaluation of
tumor infiltration. Regional lymph nodes around the following
organs or structures were examined: stomach, liver, pancreas,
gallbladder, aorta, hilum of spleen, comma hepatic aorta, superior
mesenteric artery, celiac artery, and recorded number, size,
shape, border, and echogenicity of lymph nodes.
Lymph nodes with a length of 5 mm or greater were considered
metastatic. Regional lymph node staging was classified as N0
(no lymph node metastasis) and N+ (lymph node metastasis).
Lymph nodes detected with transabdominal US were divided
into 3 groups according to their shapes: regular, irregular,
fusional. Regular lymph nodes were classified into 3 categories
of shape: spindle: width half the length of the lymph node;
ovoid: width three quarters of the length of the lymph node;
round: width > three quarters of the length of the lymph node[18].
The followings were considered as “infiltrative signs” of
lymph nodes: ill-defined border, indistinguishable from the
adjacent structures or loss of movement.
Sonographic examinations were performed with commercially
available real time image units (Toshiba 6000, Aloka 2000,
DU-6), and transducer frequency varied between 3.5-6.0 MHz.
Data were analyzed with SPSS10.0 software. P<0.05 was
considered statistically significant.

carcinomas, and 71.1% in T4 carcinomas. The overall accuracy
was 77.6%.
Tumors were overstaged in 8 patients. T1 carcinoma was
overstaged as a T2 carcinoma in 3 patients and as a T3 carcinoma
in 1 patient (Figure 2), and T2 carcinoma was overstaged as a
T3 carcinoma in 4 patients. Tumors were understaged in 20
patients. T3 carcinoma was understaged as a T2 carcinoma in 7
patients. T4 carcinoma was understaged as a T2 carcinoma in 2
patients and as a T3 carcinoma in 11 patients.
Invasion of adjacent organs confirmed by operative or
pathologic findings was as follows (Table 2): pancreas (31 patients),
liver (7 patients), spleen and hilum of spleen (3 patients),
transverse colon (3 patients), diaphragm (2 patients), and
duodenum (9 patients). The detection rate for pancreas and
liver invasion with transabdominal US was 77.4% and 71.4%,
respectively, whereas the detection rate for the invasion of
other organs was low.

RESULTS
Assessment of depth of tumor infiltration
Table 1 summarizes the findings of transabdominal US and
operative or pathological findings in 125 patients with gastric
cancer. The accuracy of transabdominal US in staging of T1
carcinomas was 55.6%, 75.0% in T2 carcinomas, 87.3% in T3

Figure 2 Mucosal carcinoma (T1) was overstaged as a T3 carcinoma with transabdominal US. Sonogram of gastric body
shows hypoechoic wall thickening with ulcer (arrow), loss of
wall five-layer structure (triangle).

Liao SR et al. Ultrasonography in staging of gastric cancer
Table 1 Accuracy of transabdominal US in assessing the depth
of tumor invasion in 125 patients
Staged by operative and pathological findings
Stage

n
T1

T1
7
T2
34
T3
80
T4
38
Accuracy (%)

T2

T3

T4

5
0
0
0
3
12
7
2
1
4
48
11
0
0
0
32
55.6 (5/9) 75.0 (12/16) 87.3 (48/55) 71.1 (32/45)

Table 2 Detection rate of tumor invasion with transabdominal US
Involved organs
Pancreas
Liver
Spleen and hilum
of spleen
Transverse colon
Diaphragm
Duodenum

n

Cases detected
Detection rate (%)
with transabdominal US

31
7
3

24
5
1

77.4
71.4
33.3

3
2
9

1
0
4

33.3
0
44.4

Assessment of regional lymph node metastasis
Accuracy of assessment of regional lymph metastasis Swollen
lymph nodes were found pathologically in 106 patients. Lymph
node metastasis was confirmed in 67 of 106 patients. Swollen
lymph nodes were detected in 66 of 106 patients with
transabdominal US. All lymph nodes detected sonographically
had a length of 5 mm or greater, and were considered as metastatic.
Of the 66 patients, lymph node metastasis was confirmed by
pathological examination in 52 patients, and swollen lymph
nodes were benign in the remaining 14 patients. No swollen
lymph nodes were detected sonographically in 40 of 106
patients, and lymph node metastasis was confirmed in 15 of
these 40 patients. The sensitivity of transabdominal US in the
assessment of lymph node metastasis was 77.6% (52 of 67
patients). The specificity was 64.1% (25 of 39 patients). The
accuracy was 72.6% (77 of 106 patients) (Table3).
Table 3 Accuracy of transabdominal US in assessing lymph
node metastasis in 106 patients
Diagnosis
with transabdominal US
N+
N0

Pathological findings (n)
N+

N0

52
15

14
25

Sensitivity: 77.6% (52/67); Specificity: 64.1% (25/39); Accuracy:
72.6% (77/106).

Sonographic features of benign and malignant lymph nodes
All lymph nodes in 14 of 66 patients with swollen lymph nodes
detected with transabdominal US were confirmed benign (lymph
A
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node without metastasis), and transabdominal US detected 46
lymph nodes in these patients. All lymph nodes in 11 of 52
patients with lymph node metastasis were confirmed malignant
(metastatic), and transabdominal US detected 48 lymph nodes
in these patients. Forty-six benign lymph nodes had a mean
length of 1.26 cm and a mean width of 0.84 cm, 48 malignant
lymph nodes had a mean length of 1.79 cm and a mean width of
1.25 cm. According to size, shape, echogenicity, and border,
sonographic features of these benign and malignant lymph
nodes were further analyzed (Table 4). The length and width of
benign lymph nodes were significantly smaller than those of
malignant lymph nodes (P = 0.000, 0.005). Sonographic features
such as irregular or fusional shape, infiltrative signs, and
inhomogenous echoes were found mainly in malignant lymph
nodes (Figure 3). There was a significant difference between
benign and malignant lymph nodes (P = 0.045, 0.006, 0.027, 0.006).
Table 4 Sonographic features of 46 benign and 48 malignant
lymph nodes
Pathologic findings
Sonographic
feature

P
Benign lymph
nodes (%)

Length (cm)
<0.5
0.5-1.0
1.1-1.5
1.6-2.0
2.1
Length (cm)
<0.5
0.5-1.0
1.1-1.5
1.6-2.0
2.1
Width (cm)
<0.5
0.5-1.0
1.1-1.5
1.6-2.0
2.1
Shape
Spindle
Ovoid
Round
Irregular
Fusional
Border
Distinct
Indistinct
Infiltrative signs
Echogenicity
Hypoechoic
Slightly hyperechoic
Inhomogenous

Malignant lymph
nodes (%)
0.000

0
26
9
9
2

(56.5)
(19.6)
(19.6)
(4.3)

0
9
16
8
15

0
26
9
9
2

(56.5)
(19.6)
(19.6)
(4.3)

0
9
16
8
15

(18.8)
(33.3)
(16.7)
(31.2)

5
34
4
3
0

(10.9)
(73.9)
(8.7)
(6.5)
(0)

2
22
10
11
3

(4.2)
(45.8)
(20.8)
(22.9)
(6.3)

9
15
20
2
0

(19.6)
(32.6)
(43.5)
(4.3)
(0)

5
10
17
8
8

(10.4)
(20.8)
(35.4)
(16.7)
(16.7)

0.045
0.006

34 (73.9)
12 (26.1)
0 (0)

29 (60.4)
13 (27.1)
6 (12.5)

0.027

40 (87.0)
6 (13.0)
0

38 (79.1)
2 (4.2)
8 (16.6)

0.006

(18.8)
(33.3)
(16.7)
(31.2)
0.000

0.005

B

STO
pv

Figure 3 Metastatic lymph node. A: Sonogram shows a irregular lymph node (arrow) adjacent to the portal vein (PV) with a
distinct border and 2.1×1.7 cm in size. B: Sonogram shows fusional-shaped lymph node (arrow) (4×3 cm) adjacent to the stomach
(STO), invading adjacent tissues and having an indistinct border.
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DISCUSSION
Assessment of the depth of tumor invasion in gastric cancer
Compared with the operative and pathological findings, the
accuracy of transabdominal US for T1, T2, T3, T4 was 55.6%,
75.0%, 87.3%, 71.1%, respectively, and the overall accuracy
was 77.6% (Table 1).
Although the accuracy of transabdominal US in staging of
T1 carcinoma was low (55.6%), T2, T3, and T4 staging results
were compared favorably with those of EUS T staging. Lim
et al. [15] reported the accuracy of staging in early-stage
carcinoma was 66.7% (10 of 15 patients) with transabdominal
US. In the study of Segura et al.[16], the accuracy of transabdominal
US for T1, T2, T3, T4 was 100%, 50%, 87%, 81%, respectively.
Due to the small number of patients with early stage carcinoma
(2 patients), the results of T1 staging required further
investigation.
In our study, the accuracy for T3 carcinomas was the highest
(87.3%) among the four groups with different depths of
infiltration. The normal serosal layer was a thin and smooth
hyperechoic band sonographically. When tumor invaded into
the serosal layer, this band was interrupted or disappeared,
which could be assessed easily with transabdominal US.
In our study, the accuracy for T1 carcinomas was most
unfavorable (55.6%) because of overstaging in 4 patients, of
which 3 had ulcerative carcinoma. Similarly, misdiagnosis was
made in 4 patients with T2 carcinoma due to overstaging as a
T3 carcinoma, and these 4 patients also had ulcerative carcinoma.
Previous studies showed that the hyperechoic submucosal
layer became hypoechoic because of inflammation or edema
around the tumor, which was similar to echogenicity of
muscularis propria and tumor. It was difficult to differentiate 3
layers with transabdominal US[19], so T1 carcinoma might be
overstaged as T2 carcinoma (tumor invading muscularis
propria). On the other hand, the ulcer in gastric cancer may
cause gastric wall fibrosis and scar, which lead to wall thickening,
loss of wall layers, and even interruption or disappearance of
serosal layer, therefore, overstaging as T3 carcinoma may occur
in T1 or T2 carcinoma (Figure 2). Difficulties in differentiation
between tumors and peritumor inflammation or scar may be an
important source of overstaging[5,6,15,20-23].
As shown in Table 1, misdiagnosis was made in T1 and T2
carcinomas because of overstaging. On the contrary, misdiagnosis
was made in T3 and T4 carcinomas because of understaging.
The possible reasons for understaging were as follows: (1) The
procedure did not practise adequately, because transabdominal
US was technically difficult to perform and may fail to guarantee
a correct diagnosis for tumors locating in gastric fundus, greater
curvature or cardia[15]. Tumors in 8 of 20 understaged patients
located in the above locations, respectively. (2) Location of
involved organs also affected the diagnosis, because it was
difficult to clearly visualize hilum of spleen, diaphragm, and the
tail of pancreas. Invasions of the tail of pancreas (4 patients),
diaphragm (2 patients), spleen and hilum of spleen (2 patients)
were not detected with transabdominal US. (3) Microscopic
tumor invasion undetected with transabdominal US was another
cause of understaging[6], which occurred in 2 patients with T3
carcinoma.
Assessment of adjacent organ invasion with transabdominal US
The fact that gastric cancer invaded into adjacent organs would
decrease surgical resectability, so it is important to assess
preoperatively if organs are invaded by gastric cancer.
In our study, the followings were taken as the diagnostic
criteria for gastric cancer invading into organs: interruption of
the serosal layer of gastric wall, indistinguishable from adjacent
organs, tumor and organs moving synchronously slow or no
moving as breath changed.
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Pancreas was the most common organ invaded by tumor,
the detection rate in this study was 77.4%. In 3 of 7 patients
undetected by transabdominal US, pancreas was invaded
slightly, and the boundary between pancreas and tumor seemed
to exist on sonogram, thus leading to understaging. In the
remaining 4 patients, the tail of pancreas was invaded, which
was not detected by transabdominal US due to interference of
bowel gas and ribs.
The detection rate for liver invasion was higher (71.4%).
Tumors invading liver located in anterior wall of stomach or
lesser curvature and were close to the liver. The relationship
between tumor and liver could be visualized clearly by using
ultrasonographic beam through liver without interference of
bowel gases.
Transverse colon was invaded in three patients, of them,
correct diagnosis was made in 1 patient because complete
circumference of transverse colon was invaded and marked
tumor was detected. In two others undetected by transabdominal
US, transverse colon was slightly invaded and bowel gases
interfered severely. Correct diagnosis was made preoperatively
in 1 of 3 patients with spleen and its hilum invasion. None was
diagnosed preoperatively for diaphragm invasion. Spleen and
its hilum, and diaphragm could not be observed completely
with transabdominal US, leading to the low detection rate.
Correct diagnosis was made preoperatively in 4 of 9 patients
with duodenum invasion. It was necessary to fill duodenum by
drinking water for the assessment of duodenum. Because tumor
caused gastric lumen obstruction, duodenum was not filled
adequately and visualized clearly, leading to misdiagnosis of
duodenum invasion.

Assessment of lymph node metastasis and differentiation
between benign and malignant lymph nodes
The sensitivity of transabdominal US for lymph node metastasis
was 77.6%, and the false positive rate was 13.2% (14 of 106
patients). The results showed transabdominal US did not permit
the differentiation between benign and (metastatic) malignant
lymph nodes in gastric cancer (Figures 4, 5).
Benign swollen lymph nodes due to immune reaction in
patients with tumor are misdiagnosed easily as malignant lymph
nodes. According to the analysis of sonographic features of
lymph nodes (Table 4), benign lymph nodes were smaller than
malignant lymph nodes in length and width (P = 0.000, 0.005).
From Table 5, if the length 1.1 cm or 1.6 cm was defined as
diagnostic criteria of malignant lymph nodes, the sensitivity
was 81.3% and 47.9%, respectively, and the specificity was
56.5% and 76.1%, respectively. Hence the criteria could not
differentiate benign from malignant lymph nodes. If the length
2.1 cm or the width 1.6 cm was defined as diagnostic criteria
of malignant lymph nodes, the sensitivity was 33.3% and 29.2%,
respectively, and the specificity was 95.7% and 93.5%,
respectively. This result showed that lymph node with a length
2.1 cm or width 1.6 cm increased significantly the probability
of metastasis. From the literature and our study, although
benign lymph nodes were smaller than malignant lymph nodes,
it is clear that there was a considerable overlap in size between
benign and malignant lymph nodes; therefore, the value of
lymph node size is limited for discriminating benign lymph nodes
from malignant lymph node[18,24,25].
In our study (Table 2), benign and malignant lymph nodes
in round shape were encountered most commonly (Figures 4, 5)
and spindle and ovoid lymph nodes were also seen , there was
no significant difference between two kinds of lymph nodes.
Malignant lymph nodes in irregular shape were mostly seen,
and all fusional-shaped lymph nodes were malignant (Figure 3),
there was a significant difference between benign and
malignant lymph nodes (P = 0.045, 0.006). It was reported that
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Figure 4 Differentiation between benign and metastatic lymph nodes. A: Benign lymph nodes. Sonogram shows multiple small
lymph nodes (arrow) adjacent to the lesser curvature of stomach (STO). These hypoechoic lymph nodes are 5-8 mm, and
misdiagnosed as metastatic with transabdominal US; Pathologic examination confirms that all theses lymph nodes are reactive
and noncancerous. B: Metastatic lymph nodes. Sonogram is similar to figure A. Multiple hypoechoic small lymph nodes (arrow)
adjacent to the lesser curvature of stomach (STO) are 5-9 mm, and confirmed metastatic by pathologic examination.

A

B

STO

STO

Figure 5 Differentiation between benign and metastatic lymph nodes. A: Benign lymph nodes. Sonogram shows multiple hypoechoic
lymph nodes (arrow) adjacent to the greater curvature of stomach (STO). Of them, the largest is 1.8 cm with a distinct border. These
lymph nodes are misdiagnosed as metastatic with transabdominal US. Pathologically, all theses lymph nodes are reactive and
noncancerous. B: Metastatic lymph node. Sonogram shows hypoechoic lymph node (arrow) adjacent to the lesser curvature of
stomach (STO) with 1.6 cm in size and a distinct border. Pathologic examination confirms this lymph node is metastatic.

abdominal malignant lymph nodes were round or ovoid in
shape, conversely, benign lymph nodes in people who were
healthy or affected by benign disease were spindle or flat in
shape [9,18,24,26-30]. However in our study, both benign and
malignant lymph nodes were mostly round in shape, and round
shape did not allow the correct differentiation between benign
and malignant lymph nodes. Immune reaction caused by tumor
was different from that caused by benign diseases such as
hepatitis or entities, which may be a cause for difficulties in
differentiation between benign and malignant lymph nodes.
In our study the majority of benign and malignant lymph
nodes had a distinct border (Figure 5), without statistical
difference between them (Table 4). “Infiltrative signs” of lymph
nodes were seen only in malignant lymph nodes (P = 0.027),
which were typical and helpful for diagnosing malignant lymph
nodes. Heintz et al.[31] reported that both benign and malignant
lymph nodes had an indistinct or distinct border by studying
surgical resection specimens of patients with esophageal and
gastric carcinomas. The study reported by Akahoshi et al.[29,32]
showed that malignant lymph nodes had a distinct border.
Table 4 shows that both benign and malignant lymph nodes
were hypoechoic mostly (Figures 3-5), and the small number of
lymph nodes was hyperechoic. There was no difference
between benign and malignant lymph nodes. Inhomogenous
echogenicity was seen only in malignant lymph nodes, there
was a significant difference between benign and malignant
lymph nodes (P = 0.006) and majority of inhomogenous lymph
nodes were 2 cm greater in length. Contradictory data were
published for echogenicity of lymph nodes. Heintz et al.[31]
stressed that echogenicity did not allow the correct differentiation

between benign and malignant lymph nodes. Other authors[24,33]
reported that most malignant lymph nodes were hypoechoic,
and most benign lymph nodes were isoechoic or slightly
hyperechoic. The different results might result from different
patients studied.
In our study, the following 4 sonographic features were
taken as the diagnostic criteria of malignant lymph nodes
(Table 5): irregular shape, fusional shape, infiltrative signs, and
inhomogenous echo. The sensitivity of the criteria was lower
than 20 percent, and the specificity was higher than 90 percent.
One of these 4 features was helpful to suggest malignant,
however the similar sonographic features were observed in
abdominal tuberculosis. Differential diagnosis was made on
the basis of medical history.
Table 5 Diagnostic results of 46 benign and 48 malignant
lymph nodes
Criterion
Length

Sensitivity (%)

Specificity (%)

1.1cm

81.3 (39/48)

56.5 (26/46)

1.6 cm

47.9 (23/48)

76.1 (35/46)

2.1 cm

33.3 (15/48)

95.7 (44/46)

1.1 cm

50.0 (24/48)

84.8 (39/46)

1.6 cm

29.2 (14/48)

93.5 (43/46)

Irregular

16.7 (8/48)

95.7 (44/46)

Fusional

16.7 (8/48)

100 (46/46)

Infiltrative signs

12.5 (6/48)

100 (46/46)

Inhomogenous

16.7 (8/48)

100 (46/46)

Width
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Swollen lymph nodes were found pathologically in 106
patients. But no swollen lymph nodes were detected with
transabdominal US in 40 of 106 patients, and lymph nodes
metastases were confirmed pathologically in 15 of these 40
patients. Missing lymph nodes were associated with the size
of lymph nodes mainly. Lymph nodes less than 5 mm in size
were usually undetectable with transabdominal US. In addition,
obesity and bowel gas were unfavorable for detection of lymph
nodes.
In conclusion, transabdominal US is useful for preoperative
staging of gastric cancer, especially for assessment of advanced
gastric cancer invasion. Although it is difficult to differentiate
benign from malignant lymph nodes, typical sonographic
features might contribute to diagnosis.
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Abstract
AIM: To analyze the factors influencing the prognosis of
patients with gastric cancer after surgical treatment, in order
to optimize the surgical procedures.
METHODS: A retrospective study of 2 613 consecutive patients
with gastric cancer was performed. Of these patients, 2 301
(88.1%) received operations; 196 explorative laparotomy
(EL), 130 by-pass procedure (BPP), and 1 975 surgical
resection of the tumors (891 palliative resection and 1 084
curative resection). The survival rate was calculated by the
actuarial life table method, and the prognostic factors were
evaluated using the Cox regression proportional hazard model.
RESULTS: Of the patients, 2 450 (93.8%) were followed-up.
The median survival period was 4.6 mo for patients without
operation, 5.2 mo for EL, 6.4 mo for BPP, and 15.2 mo for
palliative resection (P = 0.0001). Of the patients with
surgical resection of the tumors, the overall 1, 3 and 5-year
survival rates after were 82.7%, 46.3% and 31.1%,
respectively, with the 5-year survival rate being 51.2% in
patients with curative resection, and 7.8% for those with
palliative resection. The 5-year survival rate was 32.5% for
patients with total gastrectomy, and 28.3% for those with
total gastrectomy plus resection of the adjacent organs. The
factors that independently correlated with poor survival
included advanced stage, upper third location, palliative
resection, poor differentiation, type IV of Borrmann
classification, tumor metastasis (N3), tumor invasion into the
serosa and contiguous structure, proximal subtotal gastrectomy
for upper third carcinoma and D1 lymphadenectomy after
curative treatment.
CONCLUSION: The primary lesion should be resected as
long as the local condition permitted for stage III and IV
tumors, in order to prolong the patients’ survival and improve
their quality of life after operation. Total gastrectomy is
indicated for carcinomas in the cardia and fundus, and
gastric cancer involving the adjacent organs without distant
metastasis requires gastrectomy with resection of the involved
organs.
Zhang XF, Huang CM, Lu HS, Wu XY, Wang C, Guang GX,
Zhang JZ, Zheng CH. Surgical treatment and prognosis of
gastric cancer in 2 613 patients. World J Gastroenterol 2004;
10(23): 3405-3408
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INTRODUCTION
Although the mortality rate of gastric cancer has been
dramatically decreased in the western country since 1930[1],
cancer of the stomach remains the second most frequent
malignancy in the world[2,3], and an estimate of more than 1 million
new cases were identified worldwide in 1997[4]. From 1990 to
1992, the mortality rate of gastric cancer in China remained at a
high level of 25.2/100 000, taking up 23.2% of the total cancerrelated death, and claiming the largest death toll in cancer
patients[5]. As the generally acknowledged primary treatment
modality for gastric cancer, surgical interventions[6-9] give rise
to many controversies concerning (1) the decision on palliative
resection, by-pass procedure or avoidance of operation for
advanced gastric cancer (including stage IIIB or IV), (2) the
optimal extent to be resected in patients with gastric cancer in
the upper third, by total gastrectomy (TG) or proximal subtotal
gastrectomy (PSTG), and (3) the optimal surgical resection for
gastric cancer involving the neighboring organs. The aim of
this retrospective study was to analyze the factors influencing
the patients’ prognosis after surgical treatment, curative or
palliative, of gastric cancer, and find answers to above questions.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Clinical data
This study included 2 613 patients with primary gastric cancer
admitted in Department of Oncology, Affiliated Union Hospital
of Fujian Medical University, during the period of June 1972 to
June 2000. There were 2 059 male and 554 female patients whose
ages ranged from 19 to 85 years with a mean of 55.6±2.48 years.
The tumors were found in the gastric cardia and fundus in 871
cases, in the gastric body in 544 cases, in the gastric antrum in
1 069 cases and involving the entire stomach in 129 cases. The
dimension (maximum diameter) of the tumor was smaller than 3 cm
in 254 cases, between 3.1 and 6 cm in 1 290 cases and more than
6 cm in 1 069 cases. The tumors were histologically classified
according to WHO classification criteria, and staged according
to the TNM system used since 1989 in China[10], as listed in Table 1.
Table 1 Histological classification of the tumors in the 2 613
patients with gastric cancer
Histological classification
Well differentiated
adenocarcinoma
Moderately differentiated
adenocarcinoma
Mucinous adenocarcinoma
Poorly differentiated
adenocarcinoma
Others
Borrmann’s classification
Type I
Type II
Type III
Type IV
Early-stage cancer

Number

Percentage (%)

528

20.2

1102

42.2

560
277

21.4
10.6

146

5.6

179
477
1683
129
145

6.9
18.3
64.4
4.9
5.6
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Methods
Of all those patients, 312 had not received any previous surgical
intervention, and 2 301 (88.1%) had undergone operations.
Among the patients with a history of previous operations, 196
had explorative laparotomy (EL), 130 had by-pass procedure
(BPP), 1 975 underwent surgical resection of the tumor, of whom
891 received palliative resection. The tumor resection was
considered palliative on the basis of the presence of residual tumor
or distant metastasis or both at the end of surgery. A total of 1 084
patients underwent curative resection, making up 54.9%. The
surgical procedure was defined as curative when no grossly visible
tumor tissue (metastasis or lymph node involvement) remained
after the resection and the resection margins were histologically
normal.
In all the 1 975 surgical patients, distal subtotal gastrectomy
(DSTG) was performed in 894 patients, total gastrectomy (TG)
in 615, and proximal subtotal gastrectomy (PSG) in 466. Among
the patients undergoing curative resection, limited D1 nodal
dissection was performed in 159 patients (during the period of
1 972 to 1 979), extended D2/D2+ in 846 and extended D3 in 79.
The clinical data of the 1 975 patients with surgical tumor
resection are shown in Table 2. Metastases involving such
organs as the esophagus, spleen, pancreas, colon and the
duodenum were identified in 439 patients.
Table 2 Clinical data of the 1 975 patients with surgical resection of the tumor
Characteristics

Number

RESULTS
Among the 2 613 patients with gastric cancer, 163 failed to be
followed-up with the follow up rate of 93.8%. Postoperative
complications arose in 189 cases with an incidence of 9.6%. Death
within one month after operation occurred in 41 cases (2.1%).
The survival rate was calculated in 1 498 patients with surgical
resection, curative and palliative, of the tumors. Univariate and
multivariate analyses were used to evaluate 5-year survival
rate with respect to the main clinicopathologic and treatment
variables after both curative and palliative treatment. The overall
5-year survival after surgical resection (operative mortality
excluded) was 31.6%, 51.2% for curative treatment, and 7.8%
for palliative resection; 91.1% for stage IA , 86.7% for stage IB ,
51.1% for stage II, 34.5% for stage IIIA , 29.1% for stage IIIB ,
and 5.9% for stage IV (Figure 1, Table 3). The median survival
period was 4.6 mo after NO, 5.2 mo after EL, 6.4 mo after BPP,
and 15.2 mo after palliative resection (P = 0.0001). The 5-year
survival rate was 32.5% for patients with total gastrectomy,
and 28.3% for those with total gastrectomy plus resection of
the adjacent organs. Univariate and multivariate survival
analyses showed that the variables independently correlated
with poor survival included advanced stage, upper third location,
palliative resection, poorly differentiated adenocarcinoma, type
IV of Borrmann classification, tumor metastasis (N3), tumor
invasion into the serosa and contiguous structure, proximal subtotal
gastrectomy for upper third carcinoma and D1 lymphadenectomy
after curative treatment (Table 4).

Percentage (%)

Palliative resection

1 084

54.9

891

45.1

Depth of invasion (T)
Mucosa/submucosa (PT 1)

145

7.3

Muscularis (PT2)

347

17.6

Serosa (PT3)

978

49.5

Serosa and contiguous

505

25.6

Survival

Type of resection
Radical resection
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1.0
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.0

structure (PT 4)

IA
IB
II
IIIA
IIIB
IV
12

24

36 48
Time (mo)

60

Lymph node involvement (N)
N0

207

10.5

N1

343

17.4

N2

936

47.4

N3

489

24.7

IA

125

6.3

IB

131

6.6

II

251

12.7

IIIA

404

20.5

III B

442

22.4

IV

622

31.5

D1

159

14.7

D 2/D2 +

846

78.0

79

7.3

Stage

Type of nodal dissection
(radical resection)

D3

The 5-year cumulative survival was calculated after both
curative and palliative tumor resection by actuarial life-table
method. Statistical analysis was carried out by using Chi-square
test and Wilcoxon rank sum test. Multivariate analysis was
applied using the Cox regression proportional hazard model.
The SPSS 10.0 for Windows was used for all the statistical
analyses.

Figure 1 Survival curves of the 1 498 patients of different clinical stages undergoing surgical resection (radical and palliative)
with operative death excluded.
Table 3 Univariate survival analysis of clinical and pathologic variables after surgical treatment in 1 498 cases with
gastric carcinoma
Parameter
Age (yr)
30
30 to 60
>60
Tumor location
C (upper third)
M (middle third)
A (lower third)
MCA (whole stomach)
Tumor size (cm)
<3
3 to 6
>6
Histological classification
Well differentiated
adenocarcinoma

Number

5-yr survival
rate (%)

P

19
926
553

21.0
29.2
36.2

0.05

499
312
613
74

22.6
35.3
40.9
2.7

0.001

146
739
613

53.1
40.9
15.3

0.047

303

38.3

0.001
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Moderately differentiated
adenocarcinoma
Mucinous adenocarcinoma
Poorly differentiated
adenocarcinoma
Others
Type of operation
DSTG
TG
PSG
Borrmann’s classification
Type I
Type II
Type III
Type IV
Early cancer
Type of resection
Radical resection
Palliative resection
Extent of nodal dissection
D1
D2 to D2 +
D3
Depth of cancer invasion
T1
T2
T3
T4
Lymph node involvement
N0
N1
N2
N3

3407

631

36.7

321
159

28.3
15.7

84

13.1

678
466
354

37.2
32.4
20.1

0.001

103
274
964
74
83

61.1
45.2
20.1
2.7
90.0

0.001

822
676

51.2
7.8

0.001

120
641
61

34.5
53.5
50.8

0.001

110
263
742
383

90.4
55.2
25.9
10.0

0.001

157
260
710
371

86.1
58.1
23.3
5.9

0.001

Table 4 Multivariate analysis of prognostic variables for survival
Variables

Regression coefficient

P

Type of resection

0.45729

0.00081 1

Extent of nodal dissection

0.35851

0.00479 1

Borrmann’s classification

0.42583

0.00295 1

Tumor location

0.25409

0.15204

Depth of cancer invasion

0.43839

0.00283 1

Lymph node involvement

0.26738

0.14962

Type of operation

0.25016

0.15978

Tumour size

0.00421

0.97279

1

Significant difference.

DISCUSSION
Surgical treatment of gastric cancer has been universally
recognized as the most effective way of treatment, and the 5-year
survival rate of curative resection in this study reached 51.2%.
Although curative resection for gastric cancer is most effective,
most cases are in stage III and IV on identification in China[11-13],
as seen from the high rate of 74.9% in this study, and many of
them were ineligible for radical treatment. Ekbom et al.[14]
reported that BPP in advanced cases only resulted in the
average survival period of 5.9 mo, and none of the patients
survived for more than one year, similar to the results of without
tumor resection[15]. The average survival periods of patients
without operation, with EL and BPP in China, as reported by

National Gastric Cancer Cooperation Organization, were 4.1, 4.7,
and 5.5 mo, respectively[11], comparable with our findings (4.6, 5.2,
and 6.4 mo, respectively, P>0.05). In this study, the survival
period after palliative resection was 15.2 mo with a 5-year survival
rate reaching 7.8%, significantly higher than that in patients
without operation or with EL and BPP (P<0.01). Therefore, for
stage III and IV gastric cancer, resection of the primary focus
should be performed as much as possible. After the resection,
the patient’s condition might be improved to tolerate postoperative
chemotherapy, immunotherapy and comprehensive treatment by
traditional Chinese medicine, and the survival period of the
patients might consequently be prolonged and quality of life
improved[16-20].
There is still controversy over the impact of the extent of
resection for tumors located in the upper third of the stomach
(including cardia and fundus)[21]. Some researchers[22-25] advocate
the performance of PSG so as to possibly retain the stomach even
partially, and proper digestive function. It also enables patients to
avoid the late stage complications following TG. However, Fujimaki
and Lin discovered in their respective research that the rate of
lymphatic metastasis of group 5 and 6 might reach up to 24.0%
to 29.0% in some cases[26,27]. It is difficult to eliminate all tumor
tissues without performing TG. The incidence of postoperative
regurgitant esophagitis is high and volume of residual stomach is
small, and TG may overcome these defects to improve the 5-year
survival rate[28-31]. According to the review of our 28-year experience
with the treatment of gastric cancer, two types of resection for
cancer of the cardia (the upper 1/3 location) irrespective of the
tumor stage contributed to a 5-year survival rate after TG of up to
32.5%, while the 5-year survival rate after PSG was only 20.1%,
showing significant difference (P<0.05). Following great
improvements in surgical techniques, postoperative care and
measures of digestive tract reconstruction, postoperative
complication and death rate have been remarkably decreased[32-34].
The incidence of complication was only 12.7% and death rate
2.9% in the 615 patients receiving TG in this study. In recent
years, we attempted routine TG for treating cancer of the upper
1/3 location as long as the patients’ general condition permitted,
and of all gastrectomy cases, 31.1% were received TG in the study.
In approximately 15.5-22.3% of patients with advanced
gastric cancer, the malignancy had already invaded the
neighboring organs when the diagnosis was established[11,35,36],
requiring critical decisions on the treatment for the best interests
of the patients. In this study, 439 cases (22.9% of those with
surgical resection) had combined resection of the involved
organs, and the total 5-year survival rate was 28.3%. In these
cases extensive radical resection of gastric cancer combined with
resection of the spleen and the body and tail of pancreas was
found to produce the best therapeutic effect, yielding a 5-year
survival rate of 43.2%. For treatment of 28 cases of advanced
gastric cancer involving multiple neighboring organs, left upper
abdominal evisceration (LUAE) and resection of the total
stomach, lower end of esophagus, left lobe of liver, spleen, body
and tail of pancreas, transverse colon and partial suprarenal gland
were performed, resulting in a 5-year survival rate of up to 16.7%.
One of the patients has survived for 10 years. Pessimism toward
gastric cancer invading nearby organs is not reasonable. For
gastric cancer with metastasis to adjacent organs, but without
incurable factors such as liver metastasis, peritoneal dissemination
(P 2 and P3) and widespread nodal involvement, complete
excision of the invaded organs should be performed as much
as possible, irrespective of the number or site of the invaded
organs. Cure is possible in some cases of advanced gastric cancer.
In cases with incurable factors, partial resection of the involved
organs is not recommended, as it almost invariably fails to
prolong the patients’ survival in comparison with simple
resection of the primary focus of gastric cancer, but increases
the sufferings of the patient and prolongs the operation time.
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Palliative operation to resect the primary focus might be a better
alternative, for it not only relieves obstruction, hemorrhage and
pain, but also prepares favorable condition for other postoperative
treatments and at the same time, improves the quality of life and
prolongs the survival period of the patient.
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Abstract
AIM: In recent years, studies have suggested that EpsteinBarr virus (EBV) is associated with HCC. The present study
was to determine the prevalence of EBV in HCC patients,
and whether EBV acted synergistically with hepatitis viruses
in HCC carcinogenesis.

cases of HCC tissues respectively. In the 26 control cases,
the corresponding positive cases were 2, 4 and 0. The
difference in EBV infection rate between HCC patients
and control cases was statistically significant (χ2 = 6.02,
P<0.05). The difference in HBV infection rate was also
statistically significant (χ2 = 10.03, P<0.05). In the 25 cases
with positive LMP1 expression, 6 were in the nuclei of tumor
cells, 9 in the cytoplasm of tumor cells and 10 in mesenchymal
lymphocyte cytoplasm.
CONCLUSION: The existence of EBV infection in HCC tissues
suggests that EBV may be involved in the hepatocellular
carcinogenesis in China. HBV infection may be a major
cause of HCC. There is no correlation between EBV and
HBV in the development of HCC. The prevalence of HCV
infection is low in our area, and HDV appears not to play a
direct role in hepatocellular carcinogenesis.
Li W, Wu BA, Zeng YM, Chen GC, Li XX, Chen JT, Guo YW,
Li MH, Zeng Y. Epstein-Barr virus in hepatocellular carcinogenesis.
World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(23): 3409-3413
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METHODS: Liver tissue 115 HCC patients and 26 noncarcinoma patients were studied. Polymerase chain reaction
(PCR) was performed to detect EBV BamHI W DNA, EBV
LMP1 DNA, HBV X DNA, and HBV S DNA. Reverse transcription
PCR (RT-PCR) was performed to detect HCV RNA and HDV
RNA. Immunohistochemistry was performed to detect LMP1,
HBsAg, HBcAg and HCV. The positive ratios were compared
between HCC group and control group by χ2 test.

INTRODUCTION
Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is one of the most frequent
malignant tumors. It possesses the characteristics of high
malignancy, rapid progress and poor prognosis. In recent years,
studies have suggested that Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) is
associated with HCC although opposite results have been
subsequently reported. The present study was to determine
the prevalence of EBV in hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC)
patients, and whether EBV acted synergistically with hepatitis
viruses in HCC carcinogenesis.

RESULTS: Totally, 78 HCC samples whose β-globulin DNA
was positively detected by amplified PCR were selected.
PCR was performed in all cases for EBV DNA and HBV DNA.
RT-PCR was performed in 18 cases for HCV RNA and HDV
RNA. EBV BamHI W and EBV LMP1 were positive in 18 and 6
cases, respectively. HBV X gene and HBV S gene were positive
in 42 and 27 cases respectively. HCV was positive in one
of the 18 cases, and none was positive for HDV. The positive
rates were 28.2% (22 of 78) for EBV DNA (BamHI W and/or
LMP1) and 56.4% (44 of 78) for HBV DNA (X gene and/or
S gene) respectively. In addition, 12 cases were positive
for both EBV DNA and HBV DNA. Among the 26 cases in the
control group, 2 cases were positive for EBV BamHI W, 4
positive for HBV X gene and 3 positive for HBV S gene. The
positive rates were 8.0% (2 of 26) and 23.1% (6 of 26),
respectively, for EBV DNA and HBV DNA. The result of DNA
sequencing of BamHI W was 100% homologous with the
corresponding sequence of B95-8. There was significant
difference in EBV infection rate between HCC patients and
controls (χ2 = 4.622, P<0.05). The difference in HBV infection
rate was also significant (χ2 = 8.681, P<0.05). However, there
was no obvious correlation between HBV and EBV in HCC
patients (χ2 = 0.835, P>0.05). LMP1, HBV (HBsAg, HBcAg)
and HCV were detected positively in 25, 45 and 6 of 78

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients and tissue samples
HCC samples from 115 patients, which were resected in the
First Affiliated Hospital of Medical College, Shantou University
and Shantou Central Hospital between October 1997 and
October 2001, were fixed in 40 g/L neutral formaldehyde and
embedded in paraffin. Of these, 78 samples satisfied the criteria
that their β-globulin DNA presented positive. The patients
consisted of 59 men and 19 women. Their ages ranged from 22 to
76 years (average 50.2±2.4 years). According to the Edmondson
(1956) HCC morphology standard, two, 34, 30 and 12 cases
belonged to the levels I, II, III and IV, respectively. AFP was
detected in 48 cases; the level was lower than 0.14 ng/mL in
four cases, between 0.14 ng/mL and 5.6 ng/mL in 14 cases and
higher than 5.6 ng/mL in 12 cases. Anti-hepatitis B virus (HBV)
assay was performed by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay
(ELISA) in 62 cases, and 54 were positive. Anti- hepatitis C
virus (HCV) assay was carried out in 58 cases and anti-EBV EAIgA and VCA-IgA assays in 43 cases. The control group consisted
of 20 cases with hepatolithiasis and lobectomy of liver, three
cases with hepatic adenoma and three cases with hepatocyte
focal nodular hyperplasia. HBV was positive in 10 cases. HCV
and EBV were negative in all cases.
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Reagents
Taq DNA polymerase, dNTP mixture, AMV reverse transcriptase
XL, RNase inhibitor, random primer and DNA marker were
purchased from TaKaRa® Biotechnology Co., Ltd (Dalian,
China). The Trizol total RNA separating medium was purchased
from Gibcobrl® Co., Ltd (Grand Island, NY, USA). LMP1 monoclonal
antibody (Clone CS1-4), HBsAg monoclonal antibody (Clone
ZMHB5), HBcAg polyclonal antibody, the immediately-used-type
of the second generation immunohistochemistry Elivision™ plus
broad spectrum test kit were from Maixin Co., Ltd (Fuzhou,
China). Rat-anti-human HCV monoclonal antibody (Clone
TORDJI-22) was from Zhongshan Biotechnology Co. Ltd
(Beijing, China).
PCR, DNA sequencing and RT PCR
We downloaded the gene sequences of EBV, HBV, HCV and
hepatitis D virus (HDV) from the GenBank. Each included four
strains, and the homogeneity was compared among the strains
by the Vector NTI suite7 software. The primers were designed
by Oligo software (Table 1, LMP1[1] and β-globulin[2] primer
sequences were adopted from literature) within the homogeneous
gene regions, and synthesized in Shenggong Co., Ltd
(Shanghai, China). The positive controls of EBV, HBV and HCV
were, respectively, B95-8 cell line, PSDHBV-1 (HBV complete
sequence plasmid, 7.8 k) and an HCV-positive serum. The HDV
positive control could not be obtained. Fetal liver tissues served
as the negative controls. Blank control was established. Primers
flanking β-globulin gene were used as a positive control for DNA
preservation. Full details of the sequences and genome coordinates
of primers and amplification programs of PCR are given in Table 1.
The PCR products were electrophoresed in 15 g/L agarose gel,
stained with ethidium bromide (Et-Br), and photographed under
a UV-transilluminator. After being retrieved and purified, PCR
product was ligated with pMD 18-T vector, and then transfected
E.coli competent cells. The clones were selected and identified.
Sequencing of the positive clones was performed by Shenggong
Co., Ltd. Bacteriophage M13 cloning vector was used to ligate
the fragments. RNA extracts were prepared from paraffin
sections. The tissue specimens were deparaffinized with xylene,
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then washed with ethanol. RNA was extracted using TRIZOL
total RNA separating medium. Reverse transcription was
performed using AMV reverse transcriptase XL with cDNA
synthesis performed for 1 h at 42 . Then nested PCR was
carried out using the resulting cDNA as template. The detail is
shown in Table 1.

Immunohistochemistry
We used a two-step method according to the instructions
provided with the reagent kits. LMP1 located in nucleus or
cytoplasm. HCV located in nucleus. HBsAg located in cytoplasm.
HBcAg located in nucleus or cytoplasm. Positive cells were
defined when there were clear small particles or granuloreticular
reddening in cytoplasm or nucleus. The positive control was
the positive tissue section provided by the company. Negative
control was the sample of lobectomy of liver due to hepatolithiasis.
Blank control was tissue section without addition of the first
antibody.
Statistical analysis
The positive ratios were compared between HCC group and control
group by means of χ2 test. P<0.05 was considered as statistically
significant. The statistical software used was SPSS 10.0.
RESULTS
PCR and RT-PCR
Totally, 78 HCC samples whose β-globulin DNA was positively
detected by amplified PCR were selected; PCR and RT-PCR
were performed in all cases for EBV and HBV, and in 18 cases
for HCV and HDV. EBV BamHI W and EBV LMP1 were positive
in 18 and six cases, respectively. HBV X gene and HBV S gene
were positive in 42 and 27 cases respectively. HCV was positive
in 1 of the 18 cases, and none was positive for HDV. The
positive rates were 28.2% (22 of 78) for EBV DNA (BamHI W
and/or LMP1) and 56.4% (44 of 78) for HBV DNA (X gene and/or
S gene) respectively. In addition, 12 cases were positive for
both EBV DNA and HBV DNA. Among the 26 cases in the
control group, 2 cases were positive for EBV BamHI W, four

Table 1 Primer sequences and amplification programs of PCR and RT-PCR detection
Transcript

Product Genomic coordinates
size
in GenBank

EBV
337
LMP1 [1]
EBV
130
BamHI W
HBV
198
S gene
HBV
232
X gene
HCV
165
cDNA
Outer
HCV
142
cDNA
Inner
HDV
216
cDNA
Outer
HDV
114
cDNA
Inner
β-globulin
210
(PCO3-PCO5)[2]

bp
bp
bp
bp
bp

B95-8
V01555
B95-8
V01555
HBV
AB073856
HBV
AB073856
HCV
NC_001433

Primer sequence (5‘-3‘)

Amplification program

3 min (94
30 s 55
GAGTGTGTGCCAGTTAAGGT (168 056-16 8075 20 bp) 94
CTAGCGACTCTGCTGGAAAT (168 373-16 8392 20 bp) 40 s 72
1 min) ×40 72
8 min
CATCACCGTCGCTGACT (14 525-14 541 17 bp)
95
3 min (94
30 s 52
GTTGGGCTTAGCAGAAA(14 638-14 654 17 bp)
40 s 72
45 s) ×40, 72
7 min
AGGTATGTTGCCCGTTTGT (457-475 19 bp)
95
5 min (94
30 s 52
GAGGCCCACTCCCATAGG (637-654 18 bp)
40 s 72
50s) ×35, 72
7 min
TGTGCTGCCAACTGGATCCT (1 387-1 406 20 bp)
95
3 min (94
30 s 55
GTGGTCTCCATGCGACGTG (1600-1618 19 bp)
40 s 72
45 s) ×37 72
7 min
GCGGAACCGGTGAGTACAC (138-156 19 bp)
95
5 min, (94
30 s 55
GCACTCGCAAGCACCCTATC (283-302 20 bp)
40 s 72
50 s) ×40 72
7 min

bp

HCV
GGAATTGCCAGGACGACC (158-175 18 bp)
NC_001433 CTCGCAAGCACCCTATCAG (281-299 19 bp)

95
5 min (94
30 s, 55
40 s 72
50 s) ×40 72
7 min

bp

HDV
AB037947

GCGGGTCCGTCGTTCCAT (653-670 18 bp)
GTCCGACCTGGGCATCCGT (850-868 19 bp)

95
5 min (94
30 s 55
40 s 72
50 s) × 35, 72
7 min

bp

HDV
AB037947

TCGAGAATCGGCAAATG (752-768 17 bp)
GACCTGGGCATCCGTAAG (847-864 18 bp)

95
5 min (94
30 s 52
40 s 72
50 s) × 35, 72
7 min

bp

Beta-globin ACACAACTGTGTTCACTAGC (120-139 20 bp)
human
GAAACCCAAGAGTCTTCTCT (310-329,20bp)
DNA AY128650

94
5 min (94
30 s 55
40 s 72
1 min) ×35 72
8 min
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Figure 1 Results of PCR. P, positive control; N, negative control; B, blank control; M, marker of molecular mass. The sizes of the six bands
of the marker are 2 000 bp, 1 000 bp, 750 bp, 500 bp, 250 bp, 100 bp, respectively. A: β-Globulin (Positive: Lanes 2-4, 210 bp), B: LMP 1
(Positive: Lanes 3 and 4, 337 bp), C: BamHI W (Positive: Lanes 1-6, 130 bp), D: X gene (Positive: Lanes 2-4, 232 bp), E: S gene (Positive: Lanes
1-8, 198 bp), F: HCV (Positive: Lane 4, other lanes are nonspecific, 142bp), G: HDV (All are negative, Lane 5 is nonspecific).

positive for HBV X gene and three positive for HBV S gene.
The positive rates were 8.0% (2 of 26) and 23.1% (6 of 26),
respectively, for EBV DNA and HBV DNA (Figures 1A-G). The
result of DNA sequencing of BamHI W was 100% homologous
with the corresponding sequence of B95-8 (Figure 2). There was
significant difference in EBV infection rate between HCC
patients and controls (χ2 = 4.622, P<0.05). The difference in
HBV infection rate was also significant (χ2 = 8.681, P<0.05).
However, there was no obvious correlation between HBV and
EBV in HCC patients (χ2 = 0.835).

Figure 2 Sequencing results.

Immunohistochemistry
The immunohistochemical detection was performed for LMP1,
HBV (HBsAg, HBcAg) and HCV in tissues of 78 cases of HCC,
with 25, 45 and six cases positive, respectively. In the 26 control
cases, the corresponding positive cases were two, four and zero.
The difference in EBV infection rate between HCC patients and
control cases was statistically significant (χ2 = 6.02, P<0.05).
The difference in HBV infection rate was also statistically
significant (χ2 = 10.03, P<0.05). In the 25 cases with positive
LMP1 expression, six presented in the nuclei of tumor cells,
nine in the cytoplasm of tumor cells and 10 in mesenchymal
lymphocyte cytoplasm (Figures 3A-H).
DISCUSSION
EBV is considered as the first virus associated with human

malignancies including Burkitt’s lymphoma[3], T cell lymphoma[4],
parotid lymphoepithelioma[5,6], nasopharyngeal carcinoma[7],
Hodgkin’s disease[8], gastric carcinoma[9] and breast carcinoma[10].
The virus proteins including EBNA1, 2, 3A, 3C, and LMP1 take
part in the virus transformation and immortalization. Whether
EBV has relation to HCC and whether it plays a role in the
genesis of HCC has become the research focus of this field in
recent years. However, the results so far are conflicting.
In Japan, Sugawara et al.[11-13] found that the positive rate
of EBNA1 in HCC was 37% and that cells infected by EBV
could facilitate the replication of HCV. The positive rate of
BamHI W in HCC was 33% detected by PCR. Among patients
with positive BamHI W, anti-HCV positive rate was 40% and
HBsAg positive rate was 14%, whereas the control subjects
were all negative for anti-HCV and HBsAg. Moreover, EBV
DNA load in HCC tissues was 1 000 times that in peripheral
blood mononuclear cells of the healthy EBV-seropositive
individuals. The authors concluded that EBV accelerates the
onset of HCC and plays a role in oncogenesis of HCC, probably
by promoting HCV replication, exacerbating inflammatory
processes in liver tissue, promoting the proliferation of carcinoma
cells or directly influencing tumorigenic potential. In China, Cheng
et al.[14] used EBV to transform the hepatitis C virus from an
HCV positive patient to permanent lymphoblastoid cell lines.
They found that HCV might exist and remain functional in a
cultured cell line for a long period with the help of EBV. However,
Chu et al.[15] studied 41 cases of HCC from Los Angeles area in
the United States, for evidence of EBV infection. Among these
patients, one was positive for EBER1 by in situ hybridization,
and none was positive for LMP1 and EBNA4 by PCR. The
authors concluded that there is no association between EBV
and genesis of HCC. In addition, later studies carried out in
Germany, United Kingdom and The Netherlands[16-19] reported
very low detection rates of EBV in HCC patients, further suggesting
that EBV has little relation to hepatocellular carcinogenesis.
In our study, EBV DNA was detected in 28.2% of the HCC
tissues by PCR while the positive rate of HBV DNA was 56.4%.
HCV RNA was detected in 5.6% of the HCC tissues by RT-PCR
while HDV RNA was not detected in all of 18 cases. The
positive rate of LMP1 was 32.1% of the HCC tissues by
immunohistochemistry. The positive signals of LMP1 were
mainly localized in tumor cells. The infection rate of EBV was
significantly higher in HCC patients than in control patients.
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Figure 3 Results of immunohistochemistry. A: Positive-control of LMP1 from the tonsil tissue. The cytoplasm of lymphocytes
showed positive signals. ×400, B: Immunohistochemical staining with anti-LMP1 antibody of an HCC specimen. The positive
signals were localized in the cytoplasm and membrane of neoplasm cells. ×100, C: Immunohistochemical staining with antiLMP1 antibody of an HCC specimen. The positive signals were localized in the cytoplasm and membrane of neoplasm cells.
×400, D: Immunohistochemical staining with anti-LMP1 antibody of an HCC specimen. The positive signals were localized in
the nuclei of neoplasm cells. ×400, E: Immunohistochemical staining with anti-LMP1 antibody of an HCC specimen. The positive
signals were localized in the interstitial lymphocytes but no clear positive signals were present in the adjacent neoplasm cells.
×400, F: Immunohistochemical staining with anti-HBsAg antibody of an HCC specimen. The positive signals were localized in
the cytoplasm of neoplasm cells. ×400, G: Immunohistochemical staining with anti-HBcAg antibody of an HCC specimen. The
positive signals were localized in the cytoplasm and nuclei of neoplasm cells. ×400, H: Immunohistochemical staining with antiHCV antibody of an HCC specimen. The positive signals were localized in the nuclei of neoplasm cells. ×400.

These results are similar to those obtained by Sugawara et al.
Moreover, we observed LMP1 expression in cytoplasm of
interstitial lymphocytes in a large proportion of HCC tissues.
Experiments in vitro have demonstrated that EBV can infect
human B-lymphocytes, combine with C3d receptor on the
surface of B lymphocyte and enter the cells, escape from the
immune surveillance of the host, and then transform the cells.
We postulate that EBV, which infects lymphocytes, can promote
the genesis and development of HCC in an unidentified way.
Why the results of Sugawara et al. and ours are different
from those of others? Previous studies produced controversial
results on whether EBV played a role in the genesis and
development of malignant tumors like breast cancer[20-23],

esophageal cancer[24,25], gastric cancer and colorectal cancer. It has
been reported that the correlation between EBV and tumor
incidence is stronger in Japan and Taiwan than in the western
countries. Therefore, we assume that the significance of EBV
in HCC may vary because of regional and racial differences.
Further studies are required to reveal the underlying mechanism
by which EBV contributes to hepatocellular carcinogenesis.
It has been confirmed that HBV and HCV play a certain part
in hepatocellular carcinogenesis. Our study showed that EBV
and HBV had no synergistic action in HCC, which is consistent
with the report by Yuan et al.[26]. Because the infection rate of
HCV in our region is much lower than that in Japan, the issue
whether HCV interacts with EBV in hepatocellular carcinogenesis

Li W et al. EBV in HCC

should be studied further. HDV is one kind of defective virus
that can deteriorate the patient’s condition if co-infected with
HBV. It has been suggested that HDV also plays a role in
hepatocellular carcinogenesis to some extent. But our study
did not support such a point of view.
The method using paraffin-imbedded samples for a
retrospective molecular epidemiological study may be affected,
to some extent, by sample processing and conservation. In this
experiment, β-globulin gene was selected as an inner control in
PCR amplification. Some cases in which DNA had been seriously
degraded were excluded in order to reduce the false-negative
rate. To increase the detectable rate, several indexes were used
for each virus. BamHI W is regarded as a sensitive index as it
repeats 7 to 12 times in EBV genome. LMP1, as a major virus
transform protein, is detected in tumors that are related to EBV
such as nasopharyngeal carcinoma, Burkitt’s lymphoma and
other tumors. The primers and reaction conditions are also the
important factors. We took advantage of the Internet and
biology software to process sequence search, primer design and
reaction condition simulation, and achieved a good performance.
The relationship between EBV and the malignant tumors
including HCC is very complex and controversial. More studies
with larger sample sizes are required to draw a scientific and
precise conclusion. If the hypothesis that there is a relation
between EBV and HCC comes into existence, then, research
and development of EBV vaccines will become a more significant
issue, and gene therapy aiming at EBV will be an important
approach in the treatment of HCC.
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Abstract
AIM: To investigate the expression of cysteine-rich61 (Cyr61),
connective tissue growth factor (CTGF) and nephroblastoma
overexpressed gene (Nov) in hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC),
and to evaluate the relationship between Cyr61, CTGF and
Nov genes expression with invasion and metastasis of HCC.
METHODS: Thirty-one HCC specimens were divided into
small hepatocellular carcinoma (SHCC), nodular hepatocellular
carcinoma (NHCC), solitary large hepatocellular carcinoma
(SLHCC) according to their diameter and number of
nodes. Reverse transcription polymerse chain reaction
(RT-PCR) was used to detect the mRNA expression levels
of Cyr61, CTGF and Nov genes in 31 resected specimens
of hepatocellular carcinoma and para-cancerous normal
liver tissues semi-quantitatively and the relation between
their expression levels and clinical pathological parameters
were compared.
RESULTS: The expressions of Cyr61 and CTGF mRNA in
carcinoma tissues were significantly higher than those in
para-cancerous normal liver tissues (P<0.01). The
expressions of Cyr61 and CTGF mRNA in HCC with venous
invasion were higher than those in HCC without venous
invasion. CTGF expression in HCC Edmondson’s grade IIIIV was significantly higher than that in HCC Edmondson’s
grade I-II (P = 0.022). There was no obvious correlation
between Nov mRNA and clinical-pathological features.
Compared to NHCC, SLHCC had better cell differentiation,
easier capsule formation, less microscopic venous invasion,
milder liver cirrhosis. The expressions of Cyr61 and CTGF
mRNA in NHCC were significantly higher than those in
SLHCC and SHCC.
CONCLUSION: Cyr61 and CTGF genes may play an important
role in hepatocellular carcinogenesis and correlate with
recurrence and metastasis of hepatocellular carcinoma.
SLHCC has better biological behaviors than NHCC.
Zeng ZJ, Yang LY, Ding X, Wang W. Expressions of cysteinerich61, connective tissue growth factor and Nov genes in
hepatocellular carcinoma and their clinical significance. World
J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(23): 3414-3418
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INTRODUCTION
Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is one of the most common
malignant cancers in the world, and the fourth most common
cause of death from cancer, the second-leading cause of cancer
death in China, which alone accounts for 53% of all liver cancer
deaths worldwide. Although HCC resection plays an important
role in improving HCC prognosis, it has been generally accepted
that the high incidence of recurrence and metastasis is the most
crucial prognostic factor in patients with HCC[1]. The high
recurrent rate in the liver with mainly intrahepatic metastatic
spread remains a major obstacle to further improvement in the
long-term survival after curative HCC resection[2]. The mechanism
of recurrence and metastasis of hepatocellular carcinoma is
very complicated, and includes cell adhesion, matrix degradation,
cell migration and angiogenesis[3-7].
CCN gene family is a group of growth factor-inducible
immediate-early genes, including cysteine-rich61 (Cyr61),
connective tissue growth factor (CTGF), nephroblastoma
overexpressed gene (Nov), Wnt-1 induced secreted protein 1
(WISP-1), WISP-2, WISP-3[8,9]. CCN proteins are secreted
extracellular matrix (ECM)-associated proteins that regulate
cellular processes, such as adhesion, migration, mitogenesis,
differentiation and survival[10]. They also regulate more complex
biological processes such as angiogenesis, chondrogenesis,
tumorigenesis, fibrotic and vascular diseases[11-13]. Cyr61 gene
was originally identified as an immediately-early gene of mouse
3T3 fibroblasts, and was also found to be expressed in developing
mouse cartilaginous elements and placental tissues[14]. CTGF
was originally identified in the conditioned culture medium of
human umbilical vein endothelial cells, and revealed to be
induced by transforming growth factor in human skin fibroblasts.
Nov gene was identified as an aberrantly expressed gene in
avian nephroblastomas induced by myeloblastosis-associated
viruses. The overexpression of Nov gene was reported relative
to human Wilsm’s tumors.
Taking cues from clinical observations and results of our
laboratory researches, we have hypothesized that solitary large
hepatocellular carcinoma (SLHCC) possesses relatively better
biological behaviors[15]. Furthermore, we have preliminarily
proved our hypothesis by a series of researches[16]. The clinical
pathological features of SLHCC were better than nodular
hepatocellular carcinoma (NHCC) and the molecular biological
study also suggested that SLHCC possessed better molecular
pathological features.
Cyr61, CTGF and Nov gene may overexpress in HCCs. In
this report, we studied the expressions of Cyr61, CTGF and
Nov genes in HCCs and para-cancerous normal liver tissues,
to clarify whether these genes might play an important role in
the recurrence and metastasis of HCCs. Furthermore, we
examined the expressions of Cyr61, CTGF and Nov genes in
SLHCC, NHCC and SHCC and compared their differences.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients and tissue preparation
Thirty-one fresh HCC specimens and corresponding paracancerous liver tissues were obtained by surgical resection at
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Xiangya Hospital between March 2002 and March 2003. The
patients with HCC consisted of 26 men and 5 women and the
age of them ranged from 21 to 69 years (mean, 48 years). The
patients were classified as SHCC (tumor largest diameter 5 cm
for a single tumor nodule or the sum of diameters 5 cm for two
tumor nodules), SLHCC (a single tumor nodule and tumor largest
diameter >5 cm), NHCC (the nodules of tumor 2, only two
tumor nodules and the sum of diameters 5 cm were excluded).
Furthermore, we divided 31 specimens into six groups: tumors
<5 cm diameter and 5 cm, grade I-II and grade III-IV, liver cirrhosis
and no liver cirrhosis, capsule formation and no capsule formation,
microscopic portal vein tumor thrombosis and no microscopic
portal vein tumor thrombosis. All specimens were examined
under a microscope after haematoxylin and eosin (HE) staining.

RESULTS
Expression of Cyr61, CTGF and Nov mRNA in HCC and paracancerous liver tissues
The expressions of Cyr61 and CTGF mRNA in HCC tissues
were significantly higher than those in para-cancerous normal
liver tissues. The expression of Nov gene was higher than that
in para-cancerous normal liver tissues (Table 1). The difference
in Nov gene expression between these two groups did not
reach statistical significance. The expressions of Cyr61, CTGF
and Nov genes are shown in Figure 1.

RNA extraction and RT-PCR
Total RNA was isolated using Trizol reagent (GIBCO BRL, USA)
and cDNA was synthesized from RNA by M-MLV reverse
transcriptase (Promega, USA) with oligo-dT primers (Sango
Technology, China). The primer sequences of Cyr61, CTGF
and Nov genes were as follows: Cyr61, upstream: 5’ACTTCATGGTCCCAGTGCGC-3’, downstream: 5’AAATCCGGGTTTCTTTCACA-3’; CTGF, upstream: 5’GCAGGCTAGAGAAGCAGAGC-3’, downstream: 5’ATGTCTTCATGCTGGTGCAG-3’; Nov, upstream: 5’AGCATGCAGAGTGTGCAGAG-3’, downstream: 5’GGTGTGCCACTTACCTGTCC-3’; β-actin, upstream: 5’CTGCAATCCGAAAGAAGCTG-3’, downstream: 5’ATCTTCAAACCTCCATGATG-3’. The conditions of PCR were
as follows: after an initial denaturation at 94
for 2 min, 30
cycles of denaturation at 94 for 30 s, annealing at 54 for 1 min
and extension at 72
for 1 min. The bands representing
amplified products were analyzed by Stratagene Eagle-eye
scanner. Expressions of Cyr61, CTGF and Nov genes were
presented by the relative yield of the PCR products of the
target sequence to that of the β-actin gene.

b

Table 1 Expression of Cyr61, CTGF and Nov mRNA in HCC
and para-cancerous liver tissues (mean±SD)
n
HCC
31
Para-cancerous 31
b

M

T

P

T

2.34±0.46
0.48±0.29

2.21±0.34
0.65±0.33

1.56±0.21
0.89±0.64

Clinical and pathological features of three types of HCC
Thirty-one HCC specimens were divided into SLHCC, SHCC
and NHCC according to their diameter and number of nodules.
Liver cirrhosis, microvascular invasion, capsule formation,
Edmondson’s classification of HCC were studied in each group.
NHCC group had a higher incidence of microvascular invasion
compared with SLHCC and SHCC (P<0.05). Only 8.3% of NHCCs
were classified as Edmondson’s grade I-II, while 62.5% of SLHCC
and 63.6% of SHCC were classified as Edmondson’s grade I-II.
The differentiation of NHCC was significantly poorer than that
of SLHCC and SHCC (P<0.05). The other three pathological
features of SLHCC and SHCC were also better than NHCC but
did not reach statistical significance. No statistical difference
in the five pathological features was observed between SLHCC
and SHCC (Table 3).

P

M

T

P

T

P

B
CTGF 105 bp
β-actin 360 bp

β-actin 360 bp

E

Nov
b

P<0.01 vs para-cancerous tissues.

Cyr61 100 bp

C

CTGF

Between the groups with different pathological characteristics,
the expressions of Cyr61, CTGF and Nov genes were significantly
different. Especially, the differences between the two groups with
and without microscopic portal vein tumor thrombosis were of great
significance. Moreover, CTGF expression was significantly different
between Edmondson’s grades I-II and III-IV. The relationship
between the expression of Cyr61, CTGF, Nov mRNA and
clinicopathological features of HCC patients is shown in Table 2.

Statistical analysis
The results of RT-PCR were statistically analyzed using the
Student’s t test. Fisher’s exact test was used to determine the
relationship between the expressions of Cyr61, CTGF and Nov
genes and clinicopathological characteristics of HCCs. SPSS11.0
software was used. P<0.05 was considered statistically significant.
A

Cyr61

M

M

T

T1

P

T2

T

P

D

M

T1

T2

T3

Nov 106 bp

Cyr61 100 bp

β-actin 360 bp

β-actin 360 bp

T3

M
CTGF 105 bp

T1

T2

T3

P

F
Nov

β-actin 360 bp

106 bp

β-actin 360 bp

Figure 1 Expressions of Cyr61, CTGF and Nov mRNA in hepatocellular carcinoma A and D : Cyr61 mRNA expression, product
size 100 bp; B and E : CTGF mRNA expression, product size 105 bp; C and F: Nov mRNA expression, product size106 bp; M, DNA
marker; T, tumor; P, para-cancerous normal liver tissues; T1, NHCC; T2, SLHCC; T3, SHCC. PCR product of β-actin was 360 bp.
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Table 2 Relationship between Cyr61, CTGF and Nov mRNA expressions and clinicopathological features (mean±SD)
n

Cyr61

P

Present

16

2.59±0.41

0.024

Absent

15

2.08±0.65

19

2.26±0.48

12

2.36±0.71

CTGF

P

Nov

0.031

1.45±0.56

P

PV thrombosis
2.41±0.39
2.10±0.58

0.147

1.56±0.45

AFP level
20 ng/mL
>20 ng/mL

0.068

2.21±0.20

0.063

2.23±0.84

1.38±0.43

0.241

1.66±0.71

Tumor size (cm)
5 cm

20

2.35±0.86

11

2.32±0.41

Positive

18

2.35±0.34

Negative

13

2.33±0.67

> 5 cm

0.124

2.26±0.79

0.071

2.09±0.53

1.59±0.58

0.251

1.55±0.31

Capsule formation
0.136

2.31±0.34

0.132

2.15±0.87

1.87±0.65

0.135

1.36±0.81

Histological grade
I-II

13

2.21±0.39

III-IV

18

2.51±0.41

0.052

1.89±0.54

0.022

2.51±0.61

1.35±0.47

0.132

1.58±0.68

PV: portal vein.
Table 3 Pathological features of three types of HCC
Pathological
features

n

SHCC
(n=11)

NHCC
(n=12)

SLHCC
(n=8)

Present

16

3

10

Absent

15

8

2

5

Present

18

8

4

6

Absent

13

3

8

2
5a

Microvascular invasion
3a

Capsule formation

Edmondson’s classification
I-II

13

7

1

III-IV

18

4

11

3

Present

9

4

9

2

Absent

22

7

3

6

19

6

9

4

12

5

3

4

Liver cirrhosis

AFP consentration
20 ng/mL
>20 ng/mL
a

P<0.05 vs NHCC.

Expression of Cyr61, CTGF and Nov mRNA in three types of
HCCs
The expression of Cyr61 mRNA in NHCC was significantly
higher than that in SLHCC and SHCC (P = 0.024 and P = 0.031,
respectively). The expression of CTGF mRNA in nodular HCC
was also significantly higher than that in SLHCC and SHCC
(P = 0.016 and P = 0.027, respectively). No statistical difference
in the expression of Nov gene among NHCC, SLHCC and SHCC
was observed (Table 4).

DISCUSSION
All members of the CCN gene family possess a secretory signal
peptide at the N terminus, indicating that they are secreted
proteins. Several lines of evidence supported a role of CCN
molecules in tumorigenesis[8].
Cyr61 is a secreted, 40-kDa, cysteine-rich and heparin-binding
protein coded by a growth factor-inducible immediate early
gene[14]. Recently, it has been reported as an angiogenic inducer
that can promote tumor growth and vascularization[17]. A
mechanistic framework for the biological properties of Cyr61
has been provided by the finding that Cyr61 binds to integrin
αvβ3, which represents the first molecularly defined receptor
for any member of the CCN family[18]. Interaction of αvβ3 with
Cyr61 may account for its promotion of chemotaxis and growth
factor-mediated DNA synthesis as well as cell adhesion since
integrins have been known to modulate cell migration and growth
factor signaling in other systems[16,17]. In a direct interaction
between the two molecules, Cyr61-mediated adhesion and
migration of cultured endothelial cells were specifically inhibited
by the peptide RGDS and/or antiintegrin αvβ3[19-23]. In addition
to its intergrin-binding property, Cyr61 appears to be localized
to its site of synthesis by associating with the ECM, possibly
by binding to heparin-like molecules. This interaction could
limit the extent of Cyr61 diffusion so that its site of action is in
close proximity of its site of synthesis[24]. In our study, the
expression of Cyr61 gene in HCC tissue was markedly higher
than that in para-cancerous normal liver tissues, indicating that
Cyr61 may play an important role in hepatocellular carcinogenesis.
CTGF is a cysteine-rich mitogenic peptide that was originally
identified as a growth factor secreted by vascular endothelial
cells[25]. It was selectively induced in fibroblasts after activation
with TGF[26]. A previous study demonstrated the coordinate
expression of TGF1 and CTGF in granulation beds during wound

Table 4 Cyr61, CTGF and Nov mRNA expressions in three types of HCCs
HCC

n

Cyr61

SLHCC

8

2.22±0.36

NHCC

12

2.51±0.53

SHCC

11

2.18±0.42

a

P<0.05 vs SLHCC.

P

CTGF

0.037 a

2.38±0.29

P

Nov

0.043 a

1.58±0.36

2.09±0.44
2.03±0.31

P

1.52±0.41
1.46±0.19

0.287

Zeng ZJ et al. Cyr61, CTGF and Nov in hepatocellular carcinoma

repair, and found that dermal fibroblasts in scleroderma lesions
overexpressed CTGF[27]. In addition to contributing to TGF-βmediated AIG, CTGF could interact synergistically with EGF,
PDGF, IGF-I, or bFGF, suggesting that it activates the receptors
and/or signaling pathways used by other growth factors[28,29].
Consistent with its profibrotic properties, CTGF has been found
to be overexpressed in pancreatic cancers, mammary tumors,
and melanomas[30-32]. In our study, the expression of CTGF
gene in HCC tissue was obviously higher than that in paracancerous normal liver tissues, indicating that CTGF might play
an important role in hepatocellular carcinogenesis.
Nov gene was first recognized as an overexpressed gene in
nephroblastomas induced by myeloblastosis-associated virus
type 1[33]. Unlike the other members of this family, Nov gene
expression was associated with quiescence and transcriptionally
downregulated upon expression of p60 v-src in RSV-infected
CEF[34]. It has been reported that overexpression of normal
Nov gene in CEF has an inhibitory effect on cell growth, whereas
expression of an amino-terminal truncated form of Nov gene
was able to induce morphological transformation[35,36]. Therefore,
Nov is a negative regulator of cell growth, the amino-truncation
of which would result in oncogenic activiation[37,38]. Also,
Koliopanos et al.[42] reported that Nov was a ligand of integrins
αvβ3 and α5β1, and acted directly upon endothelial cells to
stimulate pro-angiogenic activities, thus inducing angiogenesis
in vivo. While, in our study, the expression of Nov gene in
HCC and para-cancerous normal liver tissues had no difference.
The diagnostic significance of Nov gene expression in HCC
needs to be further investigated with more samples.
Metastasis and invasion of HCC is a multistep process, the
molecular and cellular mechanisms of which have not been
fully understood[39]. They may involve matrix degradation, cell
motility, angiogenesis, etc. CCN proteins could regulate biological
processes such as angiogenesis, chondrogenesis, tumorigenesis,
fibrotic and vascular diseases[4-6,40]. Numerous in vitro studies
indicated that Cyr61 protein was related to angiogenesis[41].
Overexpressions of Cyr61, CTGF and Nov genes have been
found in metastatic lesions of esophageal cancer, breast cancer,
colon tumors, lung cancer and osteosarcoma[42-45]. In the present
study, we statistically analyzed the clinical and pathological
parameters. No significant correlation was found among the
parameters of age, sex, cause of liver diseases. Cyr61 and CTGF
mRNA levels in patients with portal vein tumor thrombosis
were significantly higher compared to those in patients without
portal vein invasion. Moreover, CTGF mRNA level in
Edmondson’s grade III-IV was significantly higher than that in
Edmondson’s grade I-II. These results indicated that Cyr61
and CTGF had a close relationship with invasion and metastasis
of HCC.
Previous studies have shown that SLHCC is different from
other types of HCC in pathological features and invasiveness[16].
Coordinated with this, the relatively better pathological features
of SHCC were found in this study. The differentiation of SLHCC
was much better than that of NHCC, and microvascular invasion
was observed more frequently in NHCC compared with SLHCC.
No statistical difference in pathological features was observed
between SHCC and SLHCC. In addition, the transcription level
of Cyr61 and CTGF in NHCC was much higher than that in
SLHCC and SHCC, while no statistical difference was observed
between SLHCC and SHCC. The lower transcription of Cyr61
and CTGF mRNA in SLHCC was probably due to the relatively
better molecular pathological features of SLHCC.
Our findings indicate that Cyr61 and CTGF genes are related
to tumorigenesis of HCC, and may enhance the invasion and
metastasis of HCC. Its molecular basis remains to be elucidated.
What are the most important factors regulating the expression
level of CCN family and how does CCN gene family regulate
effector protein will be the subjects of our future studies. When
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the upstream and downstream signaling pathways are understood,
those findings will provide new potential tools for the prognosis
or prevention of invasion and metastasis of HCC.
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Abstract
AIM: Peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor γ (PPARγ)
is known to regulate growth arrest and terminal differentiation
of adipocytes and is used clinically as a new class of
antidiabetic drugs. Recently, several studies have reported
that treatment of cancer cells with PPARγ ligands could
induce cell differentiation and apoptosis, suggesting a
potential application as chemopreventive agents against
carcinogenesis. In the present study, 3 different kinds of
PPARγ ligands were subjected to the experiments to confirm
their suppressive effects on liver carcinogenesis.
METHODS: Three PPARγ ligands, pioglitazone (Pio) (200 ppm),
rosiglitazone (Rosi) (200 ppm), and troglitazone (Tro)
(1 000 ppm) were investigated on the induction of the
placental form of rat glutathione S-transferase (rGST P)
positive foci, a precancerous lesion of the liver,and liver
cancer formation using a diethylnitrosamine-induced liver
cancer model in Wistar rats, and dose dependency of a
PPARγ ligand was also examined.
RESULTS: PPARγ ligands reduced the formation of rGST
P-positive foci by diethylnitrosamine and induction of liver
cancers was also markedly suppressed by a continuous
feeding of Pio at 200 ppm.
CONCLUSION: PPARγ ligands are potential chemopreventive
agents for liver carcinogenesis.
Guo YT, Leng XS, Li T, Zhao JM, Lin XH. Peroxisome proliferatoractivated receptor γ ligands suppress liver carcinogenesis induced
by diethylnitrosamine in rats. World J Gastroenterol 2004;
10(23): 3419-3423
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INTRODUCTION
Carcinogenesis is a complex process that has been divided
into three stages: initiation, promotion and progression[1]. These
three stages of tumor formation have been characterized in
many mammalian tissues, particularly in the liver[2,3]. According
to the concept of multistage carcinogenesis, clones of cells

arise with increasing autonomy from normal growth regulation
at each stage of development, and from these selected
populations of cells, neoplasms ultimately develop[4]. The
placental form of rat glutathione S-transferase (rGST P) positive
foci is thought to be preneoplastic lesions of the liver[5-12].
Peroxisome proliferators-activated receptor γ (PPARγ), a
nuclear hormone receptor, provides a strong link between lipid
metabolism and regulation of gene transcription. PPARγ is
known to regulate growth arrest and terminal differentiation of
adipocytes, and a group of PPARγ activators are now widely
prescribed and form a new class of antidiabetic drugs. Several
specific ligands have been identified, such as the thiazolidinedione
groups, including pioglitazone (Pio), rosiglitazone (Rosi),
and troglitazone (Tro), 15-deoxy-prostaglandin J2, and
certain polyunsaturated fatty acids[13]. PPARγ is expressed in
various organs including adipose tissue, breast epithelium, small
intestine, lungs, and liver[13]. Several studies have reported that
treatment of cancer cells with PPARγ ligands could induce cell
differentiation and apoptosis, suggesting a potential application
as chemopreventive agents against carcinogenesis[14].
In present study, 3 different kinds of PPARγ ligands were
subjected to the experiments to confirm their suppressive effects
on liver carcinogenesis in the rat model. In experiment 1, we
investigated the effects of 3 PPARγ ligands, Pio, Rosi, and
Tro, on the development of rGST P-positive foci that were induced
by diethylnitrosamine (DEN) [6]. Dose dependency of the
PPARγ ligand was also examined. In experiment 2, a long-term
carcinogenesis study of DEN was conducted[15]. Our findings
indicate that PPARγ ligands are potential chemopreventive
agents for liver carcinogenesis.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Chemicals and animals
DEN was purchased from Beijing Chemical Reagents Company
(Beijing, China). Three different PPARγ ligands, Pio, Rosi, and
Tro, were kindly provided by GlaxoSmithKline (BN, United
Kingdom). To prepare experimental diets, each PPARγ ligand
was mixed with a powdered basal diet and stored at 4 until
use. Fresh diets were provided to the rats once a week, and the
dietary intake and body mass (bm) for each group of rats
were measured every week. Concentrations of PPARγ in
experimental diets were 200 and 1 000 ppm for Pio and Tro,
respectively. For Rosi, various concentrations in the diet,
ranging from 0.88 to 500 ppm, were used to evaluate the doseresponse effect of PPARγ ligands on the formation of rGST
P-positive foci. Fifteen-week-old male Wistar rats were purchased
from Peking University Health Science Center (Beijing, China)
and housed in a ventilated, temperature-controlled room
(23±1 ) with a 12-h light/dark cycle. After a period of 1-week
acclimatization to the housing environment and the basal diet,
groups of rats were fed either the basal diet or the experimental
diet containing one of the PPARγ ligands, from sixteen weeks
of age until termination.
Induction of rGST P-positive foci (Experiment 1)
Rats were divided into 8 experimental groups, 4 DEN treated and
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4 vehicle-treated. In DEN -treated cases (groups 1-4, Figure 1A),
groups of 10 rats were fed diets without ligands (basal diet,
group 1) or with a PPARγ ligand (experimental diet, groups 2-4),
beginning 1 wk prior to the subcutaneous injection of DEN as
described below and continued until the end of the experiment.
Starting at sixteen weeks of age (experimental wk 1), rats in each
group were administered DEN subcutaneously twice, at 1-week
intervals at a dose of 20 mg/kg bm in saline. In the vehicletreated groups (groups 5-8, Figure 1A), groups of 5 rats were
fed the basal diet (group 5) or experimental diet (groups 6-8)
and given subcutaneous injections of an equal volume of saline
without DEN. Four weeks after the first administration of DEN
or saline, all rats were killed at experimental week 5. In a separate
experiment, dose-dependent effect of Rosi, within the range of
0.67-500 ppm in diet, on formation of rGST P-positive foci was
also examined. The entire liver was removed, and fixed in 40 g/L
neutralized formaldehyde overnight at 4 . Then the liver
sections were embedded in paraffin. Immunohistochemical
staining was performed on sections by the peroxidaseantiperoxidase method, using the antibody against the rGST P.
Sections were counterstained with haematoxylin. The number
of rGST P-positive foci (consisting of single to several GST P
positive cells, indicating preneoplastic lesions) was expressed
as per cm2 of liver sections[16].

Induction of liver tumors (Experiment 2)
As in Experiment 1, rats were fed either the experimental diet or
the basal diet, starting 1 wk prior to the injection of DEN or
vehicle. A total of 80 rats were divided into 4 experimental
groups, 2 DEN treated and 2 vehicle treated. For the former,
groups of 30 rats were fed diets without ligands (basal diet) or
with PPARγ ligands (basal diet + pioglitazone 200 ppm),
beginning 1 wk prior to the subcutaneous injection of DEN as
described below and continued until the end of the experiment
(Figure 1B). Starting at 16 wk of age (experimental week 1), rats
in each group were administered DEN subcutaneously 6 times
at 1-wk intervals at a dose of 20 mg/kg bm in saline. In the
vehicle-treated groups, groups of 10 rats were fed the basal
diet or experimental diet (basal diet + pioglitazone 200 ppm) and
given subcutaneous injections of an equal volume of saline
without DEN (Figure 1B). All surviving animals were killed
60 wk after the first injection of DEN. Livers were removed and
fixed in 10% neutralized formalin as described above. The number,
size, and location of liver tumors dectected macroscopically or
by stereomicroscopic observation were determined. Diameters
were measured in 3 dimensions, and tumor size was calculated
by (height + width + length)/3.
Histologic analysis of liver slices
Liver slices were embedded in paraffin blocks according to the
standard procedures. In the case of liver tumors, lesions were
resected, fixed in neutralized 40 g/L formaldehyde overnight at
4 , and embedded in paraffin blocks according to the standard
procedures. Some of the tumors were bisected, and a half was
frozen in liquid nitrogen and stocked at -80 until used for the
frozen section preparation and RNA extraction. The other half
was embedded in paraffin blocks as described above. Paraffin
sections were prepared at 3.0-µm thickness, stained with H &
E, and subjected to histologic analysis.
Immunohistochemical analysis of liver tumors
Paraffin-embedded sections were deparaffinized and subjected
to immunohistochemical staining using rabbit alpha fetoprotein
polyclonal antibody (Novus Biologicals, Inc.) and rabbit PPARγ
polyclonal antibody (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Inc.) following
the manufacturer’s instructions. The primary alpha fetoprotein
(AFP) antibody was diluted at 1:200 and the PPARγ antibody
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A
0

DEN
1

DEN
2

Group 1

Basal diet+DEN

Group 2

Pio 200 ppm+DEN

Group 3

Rosi 200 ppm+DEN

Group 4

Tro 1 000 ppm+DEN

Group 5

Basal diet+Saline

Group 6

Pio 200 ppm+Saline

Group 7

Rosi 200 ppm+Saline

Group 8

Tro 1 000 ppm+Saline

B

5 wk

DEN0 1 2 3 4 5 6

60 wk

Basal diet+DEN

Pio 200 ppm+DEN

Saline
Basal diet+Saline

Pio 200 ppm+Saline

Figure 1 Experimental design for evaluation of chemoprevention
efficacy of PPARγ ligands against liver carcinogenesis.A: In
the short-term study of rGST P-positive foci, groups of male
Wistar rats were fed experimental diets containing 0 or 200 or
1 000 ppm of PPARγ ligands from 1 wk prior to exposure to
DEN at 20 mg/kg bm until the termination. B: For liver tumor
study, groups of animals were given the basal diet or experimental diet containing 200-ppm Pio continuously from 1 wk
prior to exposure of animals to DEN, IP, at 1to 6 experimental
weeks at 20 mg/kg bm until the termination.

to 1:400. To confirm the specificity of PPARγ staining, addition
of an excess amount of the N-terminal peptide of PPARγ, used
for immunization, was also carried out.

RT-PCR analysis for PPARγ and β-actin expressions
RNA extraction from liver tumors and surrounding normal liver
tissues was carried out as follows. Serial sections were prepared
at 7-µm thickness from frozen tissues, lesions were microdissected
by scraping with a razor blade under microscopic observation,
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Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis for rGST P-positive foci and liver tumor
multiplicity were conducted using the t-test (SPSS 10.0 for
Windows). Other statistical analyses for liver tumor incidences
and the distribution of tumor sizes were performed using the
χ2-test (SPSS 10.0 for Windows). Differences were considered
significant when P values were <0.05.
RESULTS
Effect of PPARg ligands on formation of rGST P-positive foci
One animal in the DEN+ 200-ppm Rosi-treated group and
4 in the DEN+1000-ppm Tro-treated group died within a few
days after the injection of DEN, which were not included in
the effective number of rats. Based on the diet consumption,
the daily intake of PPARγ ligands was estimated to be
approximately 25 mg/kg bm (200 ppm in diet) for Pio and Rosi
and 125 mg/kg bm (1 000 ppm in diet) for Tro. The mean body
weight of rats given DEN was slightly decreased but stayed
within 10% of the control value (data not shown). Administration
of PPARγ ligands alone did not significantly alter the body
mass within the observation period of 5 wk (data not shown).
After the administration of DEN, rats fed with the basal diet
without a PPARγ ligand developed 7.5±3.1 rGST P-positive
foci per cm2 of liver sections by experimental wk 5. Treatment
with 200-ppm Pio, 200-ppm Rosi, and 1000-ppm Tro significantly

reduced that to 2.5±1.2, 1.7±1.1, and 5.6±2.3, respectively
(Table 1). This suppressive effect was observed in a dosedependent manner within the range of 0.88 to 500 ppm of Rosi
(Figure 2). Histologic analysis of a total of 40 liver sections of
rGST P-positive foci (10 liver sections of rGST P-positive foci
each from groups 1, 2, 3, and 4) revealed no significant
histologic change. No rGST P-positive foci were induced by
feeding experimental diet or basal diet alone without DEN
administration.
b
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

No. of foci/cm2

and RNA was extracted using TRI reagent (Sigma). Extracted
RNA was transcribed to cDNA using Oligo(dT)12-18 primer
and SuperScript II RT (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) and subjected
to semiquantitative reverse-transcriptase (RT)-PCR analysis to
quantify messenger RNA (mRNA) expression levels of the
PPARγ gene. PCR primers designed to amplify the 299-bp
fragment of the PPARγ gene were 5’-AGGATTCATGACCAGGGAGTT-3’ (forward) and 5’-TCTGCCTGAGGTCTGTCATCT-3’ (reverse). For the internal control, expression of
the β-actin gene for each sample was also quantified as above
by amplifying the 138-bp fragment using a primer set: 5’AGACTTCGAGCAGGAGATGGC-3’ (forward) and 5’AAGAAGGAAGGCTGGAAAAGA-3’ (reverse). PCR
amplification was carried out at 94 for 30 s, at 59 for 30 s,
and at 72 for 45 s using MasterMix kit (tw-biotech, China)
under the reaction conditions recommended by the manufacturer,
and PCR cycles were set at 30 and 25 cycles for PPARγ and
β-actin, respectively. PCR products were run on 20 g/L agarose
gels and visualized by ethidium bromide staining. In addition,
the amount of PCR products was also quantified in real-time
PCR using Taq RT-PCR kit (Ambion Inc.) and Smart cycler
system (Cepheid, Sunny Vale, CA). Experiments were repeated
at least twice, which gave similar results.
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Figure 2 Dose-dependent suppression of the formation of
rGST P-positive foci by rosiglitazone. As clearly demonstrated,
Rosi suppressed the formation of rGST P-positive foci in a
dose-dependent manner within the range of 0.88-500 ppm in
diet (aP<0.05, bP<0.01).

Effects of PPARγ ligands on induction of liver tumors
Five animals treated with DEN+200 ppm Pio died before the
termination without tumor development, which were not
included in the effective number. With administration of DEN,
body weight gradually dereased to approximately 90% of the
vehicle-treated group by experimental wk 18, but the difference
stayed within 10% of the control mass throughout the
experimental period. Data for incidences, multiplicities (average
numbers of tumors per animal), histologic features of liver tumors,
and size distribution of tumors are summarized in Table 2.
Administration of 200-ppm Pio almost halved the incidence of
liver tumors, and the multiplicity was also significantly reduced
by Pio treatment. As to the size, only 38% (3 of 8) of tumors
observed in the Pio-treated group were more than 2 mm in
diameter, and 38% (3 of 8) were less than 1 mm. In contrast, 76%
(19 of 25) of those in rats without Pio treatment were more than
2 mm in diameter, and only 8% (2 of 25) were less than 1 mm
(P<0.05). All of the lesions developed in both Pio-treated and
untreated groups were diagnosed as hepatocellular carcinoma.
No liver tumors were observed in the rats fed with the basal
diet alone or diet with 200-ppm Pio (data not shown).

Table 1 Effect of PPARγ ligands on the multiplicity of DEN-induced rGST P-positive foci in male Wistar rats (mean±SD)
Experimental group

DEN

Diet

No. of rats

No. of rGST P-positive
foci/cm2 of liver sections

Group 1

+

Basal diet alone

10

7.5 ± 3.1

Group 2

+

Basal diet+pioglitazone 200 ppm

10

2.5 ± 1.2 a

Group 3

+

Basal diet+rosiglitazone 200 ppm

9

1.7 ± 1.1 a

Group 4

+

Basal diet+troglitazone 1000 ppm

6

5.6 ± 2.3 a

Group 5

-

Basal diet alone

5

0

Group 6

-

Basal diet+pioglitazone 200 ppm

5

0

Group 7

-

Basal diet+rosiglitazone 200 ppm

5

0

Group 8

-

Basal diet+troglitazone 1000 ppm

5

0

a

P<0.05 vs group 1.
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Table 2 Effect of PPARγ ligands on the incidence, multiplicity, and size of DEN-induced liver tumors in male Wistar rats (mean±SD)
Tumor size(mm) 1

Histology
Incidence(%)1

Experimental group

Hepatocarcinoma
DEN+basal diet

13/30 (43)

DEN+pioglitazone 200 ppm
1

5/25 (20)

a

Multiplicity

0-1

1-2

>2

25

0.83 ± 1.22

2

4

19

8

0.32 ± 0.75

3

2

3a

a

Statistical analysis was conducted using χ2 test. aP<0.05 vs DEN+basal diet group.

Histologic findings and immunohistochemical staining of liver
tumors
Liver tumors in both Pio-treated and untreated rats demonstrated
no appreciable histologic differences on H & E staining or AFP
immunostaining. Furthermore, no variation was observed in
PPARγ expression levels in tumors developed in Pio-treated
and untreated rats. Addition of an excessive antigenic PPARγ
N-terminal peptide used for immunization before incubation of
the sections with the antibody blocked the staining completely
(data not shown).
Expression of PPARγ mRNA in liver tumors
RNA samples from 2 liver tumors and 1 normal liver sample
from both Pio-treated and untreated groups were subjected to
semiquantitative RT-PCR analysis. No products were amplified
without reverse transcriptase (data not shown). Liver tumors
and normal tissue from both Pio-treated and untreated animals
expressed PPARγ mRNA as shown in Figure 3, and the relative
amounts, normalized to β-actin mRNA, were almost equivalent
in liver tumors as compared with normal liver tissue in both
groups. Real-time PCR analysis also gave similar results (data
not shown).

et al.[17], which demonstrated an inhibitory effect of PPARγ on
cell growth through PPARγ activation. Our study has an
advantage of the suppressive effect of rGST P-positive foci
and liver tumors using 3 PPARγ ligands in the rat model,
including the dose-dependent experiments. In addition, PPARγ
could play roles in apoptosis, cell-cycle control through regulating
p21waf/cipl[18]. Antiinflammatory activity of PPARγ could also be
involved in its suppression of liver carcinogenesis[19]. However,
the results of Hosokawa et al.[20] and Kim et al.[21], showing
clofibrate, a peroxisome proliferator, enhanced liver carcinogenesis
in their rat model in which GST-P-positive cells induced by
DEN were changed to GST-P-negative cells on subsequent
treatment with peroxisome proliferator, need to be taken into
account. Now we have no reasonable explanation for the
discrepancy.
In conclusion, PPARγ ligands have substantial suppressive
effects on liver carcinogenesis without affecting the histologic
features of preneoplastic lesions or tumors. Although the
molecular mechanisms underlying the inhibitory influence still
remain largely unsolved, PPARγ ligands may be potential
chemopreventive agents against liver carcinogenesis.
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DISCUSSION
In the present study of short- and long-term effects, clear
evidence was obtained for preventive influence of the 3 different
PPARγ ligands, Pio, Rosi, and Tro, on rat liver carcinogenesis
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liver tumors.
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Abstract
AIM: To prepare the human hepatocellular carcinoma-(HCC)targeted liposome microbubbles and to investigate their
immunological properties.
METHODS: Human hepatocarcinoma specific monoclonal
antibody HAb18 was attached to the surface of home-made
liposome microbubbles by static attraction to prepare the
targeted liposome microbubbles. The combination of HAb18
with liposome microbubbles was confirmed by the slide
agglutination test and immunofluorescent assay. Their
immunological activity was measured by ELISA. Rosette
formation test, rosette formation blocking test and immunofluorescent assay were used to identify the specific binding
of targeted liposome microbubbles to SMMC-7721 hepatoma
cells, and cytotoxicity assay was used to detect their effect
on human hepatocytes.
RESULTS: The targeted liposome microbubbles were
positive in the slide agglutination test and immunofluorescent
assay. ELISA indicated that the immunological activity of
HAb18 on the liposome microbubbles was similar to that
of free HAb18. SMMC-7721 cells were surrounded by the
targeting liposome microbubbles to form rosettes, while
the control SGC-7901 gastric cancer cells were not. Proliferation
of SMMC-7721 cells and normal human hepatocytes was
not influenced by the targeted liposome microbubbles.
CONCLUSION: The targeted liposome microbubbles with
a high specific biological activity have been successfully
prepared, which specifically bind to human hepatocarcinoma
cells, and are non-cytotoxic to hepatocytes. These results
indicate that the liposome microbubbles can be used as a
HCC-targeted ultrasound contrast agent that may enhance
ultrasound images and thus improve the diagnosis of HCC,
especially at the early stage.
Bian AN, Gao YH, Tan KB, Liu P, Zeng GJ, Zhang X, Liu Z.
Preparation of human hepatocellular carcinoma-targeted
liposome microbubbles and their immunological properties.
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INTRODUCTION
Targeted ultrasound imaging is a promising method of imaging
diagnosis[1]. This technique can significantly improve the

sensitivity and specificity of ultrasonic diagnosis. At present,
several targeted ultrasound contrast agents that can enhance
imaging of specific tissues, such as thrombus-specific and
inflammatory tissue-specific targeted ultrasound contrast agent,
have successfully been developed abroad[2-15], while study on
hepatocellular carcinoma-targeted ultrasound contrast agent
has not been reported.
In this study, liposome microbubbles containing fluorocarbon
gases were prepared in our laboratory. Then human hepatocarcinoma
specific monoclonal antibody HAb18 was attached to the
surface of home-made liposome microbubbles to prepare
targeted liposome microbubbles. Finally the immunological
properties of targeted liposome microbubbles were investigated.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
Human hepatocarcinoma specific monoclonal antibody HAb18
was kindly provided by Research Centre of Cell Engineering, the
Fourth Military Medical University. Rabbit anti-mouse serum was
purchased from Beijing Zhongshan Biotechnology Co.,Ltd,China.
FITC conjugated sheep anti-mouse IgG and HRP conjugated sheep
anti-mouse IgG were purchased from Huamei Bioengineering
Company,China. MTT was purchased from Sigma. Human
hepatoma cell line SMMC-7721 and human gastric carcinoma
cell line SGC-7901 were maintained in our laboratory. Primary
cultures of normal human hepatocytes were established from
human liver tissue collected from person who died in accident.
Preparation of liposome microbubbles
The lipid film prepared previously in our laboratory and some
mediators were mixed in proportion[16]. Then the resulting
mixture was sonicated, into which perfluoropropane gas was
injected. The concentration and size of the microbubbles were
measured under microscope. Zeta potential of the microbubbles
was determined by the Chongqing Comed Nanopharma Co.,
Ltd, China.
Preparation of targeted liposome microbubbles
Human hepatocarcinoma specific monoclonal antibody HAb18
was added to the liposome microbubble suspension in proportion
and mixed for 2 h at pH4.0, 4 [17]. After the mixture was
separated into 2 distinct layers, the lower layer was discarded
and the upper layer was washed three times with phosphatebuffered saline (PBS) to elute the free HAb18.
Identification of targeted liposome microbubbles
Slide agglutination test A drop of rabbit anti-mouse serum
or normal saline was mixed with a drop of targeted liposome
microbubbles or liposome microbubbles respectively for about
5 min. The results were observed under a ×100 field of microscope.
Immunofluorescent assay A 100 µL of FITC conjugated sheep
anti-mouse IgG was put into 200 µL of targeted liposome
microbubbles and mixed for 30 min at 4 . After the mixture
was separated into 2 distinct layers, the lower layer was discarded
and the upper layer was washed three times with PBS to elute
the free FITC conjugated sheep anti-mouse IgG. Then the
microbubbles were observed under fluorescence microscope.
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Assessment of immunological activity of targeted liposome
microbubbles
SMMC-7721 cells (1×105) were placed in each well of a 96-well
ELISA plate and cultured overnight. The cells were fixed in
0.25 g/L glutaraldehyde for 20 min. A 30 g/L of defatted milk
powder was added and incubated for 1 h at 37 . Different
concentrations of targeted liposome microbubbles or free
HAb18 were added and incubated for 1.5 h at 37 . HRP
conjugated sheep anti-mouse IgG was added and incubated
for 1.5 h at 37 . O-phenylenediamine (OPD) and H2O2 were
added and incubated for 10 min at 25 . A 2 mmol/L of H2SO4
was added to terminate the reaction. The optical absorbance
(A) value at 490 nm was detected with ELISA.
Specific binding of targeted liposome microbubbles to SMMC7721 cells
Rosette formation test[18] Log phase SMMC-7721 cells and
SGC-7901 cells were digested with 2.5 g/L trypsin. The isolated
cells were adjusted to a concentration of 2×105/mL in PBS
respectively. One hundred µL of targeted liposome microbubbles
or liposome microbubbles was added to 200 µL of SMMC-7721
or SGC-7901 cell suspension and mixed for 30 min at 25 . The
resulting mixture was observed under microscope and the cells
that formed rosette were counted.
Rosette formation blocking test SMMC-7721 cells were
mixed with different concentrations of HAb18 for 30 min at 25 .
The mixture was centrifuged and washed with PBS to elute free
HAb18. Then targeted liposome microbubbles were added to
cell suspension and mixed for 30 min at 25 . Cells forming
rosette were counted under microscope.
Immunofluorescent assay one hundred µL of targeted
liposome microbubbles combined with FITC conjugated sheep
anti-mouse IgG and 200 µL of SMMC-7721 cells or SGC-7901
cells were mixed for 30 min at 25 . The suspension was
observed under fluorescence microscope.
Cytotoxicity assay of targeted liposome microbubbles
SMMC-7721 cells or human hepatocytes (1×105 per well) were
added into a 96-well culture plate. About three hours later different
concentrations of targeted liposome microbubbles were added,
while PBS was used as control. Three wells were used for each
concentration. They were cultured in a CO2 incubator at 37 for
48 h, then MTT (2 g/L, 50 µL/well) was added and incubated at
37 for 6 h. The medium was discarded, and 100 µL/well DMSO
was added. The culture plate was shaken for 10 min and the
optical absorbance (A) value at 570 nm was detected with ELISA.
RESULTS
Preparation of liposome microbubbles
The average diameter of liposome microbubbles ranged from 2
to 5 µm, the concentration was 7×109 bubbles/mL (Figure 1).
The mean zeta potential was -71.2 mV. Animal experiment
demonstrated that the microbubbles could significantly enhance
the ultrasound images of several tissues.
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Preparation and identification of targeted liposome microbubbles
The average diameter of targeted liposome microbubbles was
similar to that of liposome microbubbles. HAb18 did not affect the
size of microbubbles. The concentration was 5×108 bubbles/mL.
After rabbit anti-mouse serum was added, targeted liposome
microbubbles agglutinated (Figure 2), but liposome microbubbles
did not. While normal saline (NS) did not lead to agglutination
of two kinds of microbubbles.
The surfaces of targeted liposome microbubbles gave out
bright yellow-green fluorescence after they were stained with
fluorescent agents (Figure 3), whereas liposome microbubbles
did not give out any fluorescence.

Figure 2 Direct agglutination of targeted liposome microbubbles
in the presence of rabbit anti-mouse serum.

Figure 3 Immunofluoresce staining of targeted liposome
microbubbles with FITC conjugated sheep anti-mouse IgG.
Targeted liposome microbubbles were stained in yellow-green
under a ×400 field of fluorescence microscope.

Assessment of immunological activity of targeted liposome
microbubbles
ELISA indicated that the immunological activity of HAb18 on
liposome microbubbles was similar to that of free HAb18. There
were no significant differences in optical absorbance (A) value
between free HAb18 ground and conjugated HAb18 ground
(Figure 4).
0.8
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Figure 1 Light micrograph of liposome microbubbles under
a ×200 field of microscope.
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4.0
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Figure 4 Activity assay of free HAb18 and conjugated HAb18
on microbubbles by ELISA.
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Specific binding of targeted liposome microbubbles to SMMC7721 cells
After targeted liposome microbubbles and SMMC-7721 cells
or SGC-7901 cells were mixed for 30 min, SMMC-7721 cells were
surrounded by targeted liposome microbubbles to form rosettes
and the rate of rosettes reached 90% (Figure 5), while SGC-7901
cells were negative. Rosettes were not observed in the mixture
of liposome microbubbles and SMMC-7721 cells under microscope.
After SMMC-7721 cells were pretreated with different concentrations
of HAb18, the rate of rosettes declined significantly, even
dropped to 0. Immunofluorescent assay indicated that SMMC7721 cells were surrounded by the microbubbles and gave out
bright yellow-green fluorescence to form rosettes (Figure 6),
whereas control cells were negative.

Figure 5 Light micrograph of the binding of targeted liposome microbubbles to SMMC-7721 cells under a ×400 field of
microscope. SMMC-7721 cells were surrounded by targeted
liposome microbubbles to form rosettes.

Figure 6 Immunofluorescent assay for identification of the
binding of targeted liposome microbubbles to SMMC-7721 cells.
SMMC-7721 cells were surrounded by the microbubbles and
gave out bright yellow-green fluorescence.

Cytotoxicity assay of targeted liposome microbubbles
The result of MTT assay showed that the proliferation of human
hepatocytes and SMMC-7721 cells were not influenced by targeted
liposome microbubbles. There were no significant differences
in average optical absorbance (A) value between experiment
group and control group (Figure 7).

DISCUSSION
It has been nearly thirty years since the conception of ultrasound
contrast imaging was suggested. Especially in recent years it
has been developed rapidly and a number of ultrasound contrast
agents have been described, but most of these are nontargeted.
Now several targeted contrast agents that can bind to a specific
acceptor have been developed[2-15,19], and it has been demonstrated
that such agents can enhance ultrasound images of chosen
target tissues. Skyba et al.[17,20-25] observed that ultrasound could
induce intravascular microbubble destruction and bioeffects,
and found that the application of ultrasound to thin-shelled
microbubbles flowing through small microvessels (<7 µm in
diameter) could produce vessel wall ruptures and the microspheres
in vessel could go out through the ruptured walls. Thus antibodyloaded ultrasound contrast microbubbles could also cross the
ruptured microvessels and bind specifically to the target tissues.
At present, hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is one of the
most common malignant tumors with a high incidence and
mortality in the world[26]. This cancer severely threatens our
health and needs to be diagnosed as early as possible, but
differential diagnosis of HCC at its early stage is still difficult.
So it is important to find a specific and sensitive diadynamic
method for it. Studies [27] have demonstrated that human
hepatocarcinoma specific monoclonal antibody HAb18 could
specifically bind to hepatocellular carcinoma cells and can be
used for site targeting. If the antibody was used as a target
carrier to prepare targeted ultrasound contrast agent, the contrast
agent could assemble in a higher concentration of hepatoma
tissues and the aim of target imaging could be achieved.
In this study, we prepared and identified targeted liposome
microbubbles and investigated their immunological properties.
The results indicated that human hepatocarcinoma specific
monoclonal antibody HAb18 was firmly attached to the surfaces
of liposome microbubbles by static attraction and the immunological
activity of HAb18 on liposome microbubbles was similar to
that of free HAb18. These demonstrate that it is feasible to
prepare targeted liposome microbubbles by static attraction.
This method is simple and inexpensive. Moreover, the activity
of the antibody can be retained completely. Besides, in order to
investigate the properties of targeted liposome microbubbles
bound specifically to target cells, rosette formation test and
rosette formation blocking test as well as immunofluorescent
assay were performed. These tests indicated that targeted liposome
microbubbles could bind to human hepatocarcinoma cells
specifically and effectively, and the binding was mediated by
HAb18.
In order to evaluate the safety of targeted liposome
microbubbles, we performed cytotoxicity assay. The result
indicated the microbubbles did not influence the proliferation of
human hepatocytes and SMMC-7721 cells. These results lay a
good foundation for further study.
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activation in tumor dissemination[3-5].
Better understanding of the lymphatic endothelial properties
and their alteration in cancer may develop a new way to therapeutic
intervention[6,7]. In vitro experiments have been proven to be
valuable, expeditious and easy of quantification in providing initial
information on angiogenesis, a potentially important oncotherapy
target[8]. However such in vitro models have not been well
established for revealing metastasis-related response of lymphatic
endothelium. Therefore, the aim of our study was to determine the
effect of metastatic hepatoma cells on lymphangioma-derived
endothelium, and to establish in vitro model systems for assessing
metastasis-related response of lymphatic endothelium.

Abstract

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Animals and reagents
BALB/c mice of either gender, 2 mo old and weighing 22-25 g,
were provided by Laboratory Animal Research Center, Fourth
Military Medical University (FMMU, Xi’an, China). A mouse
ascitic hepatoma cell line, H22, was obtained from Institute of
Digestive Diseases, FMMU. Reagents for in vitro culture of
lymphatic endothelium included incomplete Freund’s adjuvant,
Hanks’ balanced salt solution (HBSS), M199 medium and fetal
calf serum (FCS), which were purchased from Gibco Company
(Carlsbad, California, USA), bovine fibrinogen, thrombin,
gelatin, endothelial cell growth supplement (ECGS), heparin,
collagenases I and II, which were products of Sigma Company
(Saint Louis, Missouri, USA). The sABC and sABC-AP kits for
immunohistochemical staining were purchased from Boster
Company (Wuhan, China). Polyclonal anti-Flt-4 antibodies,
monoclonal anti-iNOS antibody, anti-c-Fos antibody, and antiPCNA antibody were products of Santa Cruz Company (Santa
Cruz, California, USA). Nitric oxide (NO) detection kit was
purchased from Nanjing Jiancheng Bioengineering Institute
(Nanjing, China). Millicell culture plate inserts (12.0 µm) for
transwell cell migration test were purchased from Millipore
Corporation (Billerica, Massachusetts, USA).

AIM: To determine the effect of metastatic hepatoma cells
on lymphangioma-derived endothelium, and to establish
in vitro model systems for assessing metastasis-related
response of lymphatic endothelium.
METHODS: Benign lymphangioma, induced by intraperitoneal
injection of the incomplete Freund’s adjuvant in BALB/c
mice, was embedded in fibrin gel or digested and then
cultured in the conditioned medium derived from hepatoma
H22. Light and electron microscopy, and the transwell migration
assay were used to determine the effect of H22 on tissue
or cell culture. Expressions of Flt-4, c-Fos, proliferating
cell nuclear antigen (PCNA), and inducible nitric oxide
synthase (iNOS) in cultured cells, and content of nitric oxide
in culture medium were also examined.
RESULTS: The embedded lymphangioma pieces gave rise to
array of capillaries, while separated cells from lymphangioma
grew to a cobblestone-like monolayer. H22 activated growth
and migration of the capillaries and cells, induced expressions
of Flt-4, c-Fos, PCNA and iNOS in cultured cells, and significantly
increased the content of NO in the culture medium.
CONCLUSION: Lymphangioma-derived cells keep the
differentiated phenotypes of lymphatic endothelium, and the
models established in this study are feasible for in vitro study
of metastasis-related response of lymphatic endothelium.
Yu H, Zhou HZ, Wang CM, Gu XM, Pan BR. Effect of hepatoma
H22 on lymphatic endothelium in vitro. World J Gastroenterol
2004; 10(23): 3428-3432
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INTRODUCTION
Metastasis of most cancers occurs primarily through the
lymphatic system, and is responsible for the majority of cancer
deaths. But tumor-associated lymphatic system has been
overshadowed by the greater emphasis placed on the blood
vascular system[1]. This scenario is changing rapidly after the
identification of lymphangiogenic vascular endothelial growth
factor C[2]. The traditional view that lymphatic capillaries are
passive participants in metastasis is currently being challenged,
and recent studies indicate the importance of lymphatic vessel

Preparation of conditioned medium of H22
Hepatoma H22 cells were inoculated into abdominal cavity
of 5 BALB/c mice for passage. To verify the capability of
spontaneous lymphatic metastasis of H22, the generated
carcinomatous ascites was transplanted into hindlimb claw pad
of 10 healthy BALB/c mice and the lymph nodes in groin were
harvested 10 d later for pathological examination. The conditioned
medium of H22 (H22 CM) was prepared as a mixture of sterile
ultra-filtrate of H22 ascites and M199 medium at the ratio of 1:5,
supplemented with 150 mL/L FCS. The control medium was
M199 medium supplemented with 150 mL/L FCS.
Induction of lymphangioma
Twenty healthy animals of BALB/c strain were intraperitoneally
injected twice, with a 15-d interval, with 200 µL of the emulsified
(1:1 with HBSS) incomplete Freund’s adjuvant and killed one
month later. Multicentric and clearly delimited white neoplasm
on the abdominal surface of the diaphragm, varying in size
from 3 to 15 mm2, was collected for the following experiments.
Histopathological examination of the tumors in our preparative
experiment and other previous studies[9] confirmed that this
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neoplasm was benign lymphangioma.

Tri-dimensional lymphangioma culture
The lymphangioma masses were washed by HBSS, and cut
into 1-mm2 pieces. HBSS containing 3 g/L bovine fibrinogen
was added into 48-well culture plates (0.5 mL/well), and fibrin
gel clotting was induced by addition of 10 µL 50 kU/L thrombin.
A piece of lymphangioma was then placed on gel surface, and
additional 0.5 mL fibrinogen solution and 10 µL thrombin were
added to embed the tissue. H22 CM was then added into 24
wells (as an experimental group), and the control medium into
another 24 wells (as a control group). The gels were incubated,
with culture medium changed every other day, at 37 with
50 mL/L CO2 in air, and examined daily under an inverted
microscope. To perform a quantitative analysis, images were
taken every second day under same conditions (in brightness,
contrast, and magnification), and measured by a computerassisted image analysis system of Quantimet 570. For electron
microscopy, six gels from each group were fixed two weeks
later with 10 g/L glutaraldehyde in 0.1 mol/L sodium phosphate
buffer, post-fixed with 10 g/L OsO4 in s-collidine buffer, dehydrated
in graded ethanol, and embedded in Epon. Ultrathin sections
were cut and stained with lead citrate and examined with a
JEM-200EX transmission electron microscope.
Primary cell culture
Lymphangioma masses were mechanically broken, and washed
in M199 medium, supplemented with 100 kU/L penicillin. The
tissues were then incubated for 30 min at 37
in HBSS
containing 0.5 g/L collagenases (1:1 mixture of type I and II),
and washed with a medium containing 150 mL/L FCS to stop
digestion. Cells were centrifuged at 700 r/min, resuspended in
M199 medium supplemented with 150 mL/L FCS, and equally
seeded on 10 g/L gelatin-coated cover slips in a 24-well plate.
To allow cell attachment, the plates were put still for one hour
in an incubator at 37 with 50 mL/L CO2 in air. Then the wells
were gently washed to remove floating cells, and refilled with
2 mL H22 CM (24 wells) or 2 mL control medium (24 wells).
Attached cells were cultured routinely, and examined daily
under a phase-contrast microscope.
Immunocytochemical testing
Six days after primary cell seeding, the cover slips were fixed
with 40 g/L formaldehyde in PBS for 20 min, with 2 g/L Triton
X-100 in PBS, and incubated with 200 mL/L normal goat serum.
Polyclonal anti-Flt-4 antibodies, monoclonal anti-iNOS antibody,
anti-PCNA antibody and anti-c-Fos antibody were used as primary
antibodies, and biotin-labeled goat anti-rabbit IgG antibodies as
second antibodies. Streptavidin and biotinylated horseradish
peroxidase complex (sABC) and DAB were used for anti-Flt-4 and
anti-iNOS antibodies, and sABC-AP (alkaline phosphatase) and
BCIP/NBT for anti-PCNA and anti-c-Fos antibodies.
Nitric oxide detection
The content of NO in fresh H22 CM and control medium was
indicated by determining the total concentration of nitrite/nitrate
by using the colorimetric method, according to the instructions
provided with the NO detection kit. After primary cells were
equally seeded and cultured with 2 mL H22 CM or control
M199 medium for 48 h, the levels of NO in the two media were
detected again. For an empty control, the two media were added
into an empty plate, which was then incubated at 37 for 48 h
before NO detection.
Transwell migration assay
Primary cells from lymphangioma were cultured to a confluent
monolayer with a complete endothelium growth medium
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(M199 supplemented with 100 mg/L heparin, 30 mg/L ECGS
and 150 mL/L FCS), subjected to serum starvation for 4 h by
switching the culture medium to M199 medium without growth
factors or serum, trypsinized and suspended (1×108 cells/L) in
serum-free M199 medium. Transwell migration assays were
performed in Millicell inserts, with 1 g/L gelatin-coated 12 µm
filter membrane, in a 24-well culture plate. H22 CM and the
control medium were added, respectively, into 12 wells of the
plate, and 0.5 mL of suspended cells was placed in chambers of
the inserts. After 4-h incubation at 37 , the medium in the
insert chamber was aspirated, and cells on the upper surface of
the filter membrane were removed with a cotton swab. Cells on
the lower surface were fixed, stained with hematoxylin and
counted in 5 high-power fields per chamber under light microscope.

RESULTS
Basic feasibility of the assay
Spontaneous lymphatic metastasis of transplant H22 tumor
was found in all 10 animals as demonstrated by pathological
examination of the groin lymph nodes (Figure 1). H22 CM could
be easily prepared, and stored for the entire experiments to
ensure the continuity of the different parts of the assay. The
induction of lymphangioma was also confirmed to be a simple
and well duplicable procedure, and could provide adequate
original tissues for the following experiments.

Figure 1 Metastatic H22 tumor in the groin lymph node (×100).

Effect of H22 CM on lymphangioma culture
Lymphangioma embedded in the fibrin gels gave rise to
capillaries when cultured 3-4 d in both H22 CM and control
M199 media. Neo-branches of the micro-vessels with obvious
lumina were generated every day. Under the effect of H22 CM,
rather straight capillaries stretching out to the fringe of the gel
were generated, and the number of branching in micro-vessels
increased more rapidly (Figure 2). Transmission electron
microscopy revealed that the ultrastructure of the capillaries
was plasmalemma invagination of a single cell, or formed by
cytoplasmic flaps joined by overlapping contacts and
specialized tight junction complexes (Figure 3). End-to-end
intercellular contacts were rare. No typical Weibel-Palade body
was distinguished in the cytoplasm.
Effect of H22 CM on primary cell activation
Primary cell culture was successfully established on gelatincoated cover slips. When cultivated in H22 CM, the cells
proliferated, albeit at a low rate with a doubling time of about
36-60 h, and reached sub-confluence in 6 d. At this stage, the
lymphangioma cells showed appearance like cobblestone, the
classical morphology of endothelial cells. In contrast, when
cultured in the control M199 medium, the cells showed no
obvious proliferation after attachment. Correspondingly,
immunocytochemical staining for Flt-4, PCNA, and c-Fos were
positive in cells cultured in H22 CM (Figure 4), but negative in
cells cultured in the control medium.
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Figure 2 Tri-dimensional culture of lymphangioma. A: Microphotograph of the capillary network in the fibrin gel (×100); B:
Straight micro-vessels in H22 CM (×200); C: Tortuous micro-vessels in the control medium (×200); D: Growth curves of microvessels in H22 CM ( ) and the control medium ( ). Data are expressed as means of 24 samples, and error bars represent SE.
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Figure 3 Electron transmission micrographs of the micro-vessel in fibrin gel. A: Lumen formed by cytoplasmic flaps joined by
overlapping contacts (×2 000); B: Tight junction complexes between overlapping contacts (×10 000).
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Figure 4 Primary cell culture with H22 CM and immunocytochemical staining. A: Microphotograph of the confluent cell monolayer (×100); B: Positive staining of Flt-4 (nucleus counterstained with hematoxylin, ×300); C: Positive staining of PCNA (×400); D:
Positive staining of c-Fos (×400).
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Figure 5 Expression of iNOS in lymphangioma cells and changes of NO level of the media after incubation. A: Positive staining of
iNOS in cells cultured with H22 CM (×400); B: Changes of NO level of the control medium in empty plate (1) or primary culture
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Figure 6 Transwell migration assay. A: Cells on lower surface of the filter membrane of the Millicell insert (×400); B: Migration cell
number in H22 CM (1) and the control medium (2).

Effect of H22 CM on NO production
Immunostaining showed the expression of iNOS in lymphangioma
cells after culture in H22 CM, and significantly increased content
of NO in the culture medium (Figure 5). In contrast, cells cultured
in the control M199 medium did not express iNOS, and the level
of NO was rather low in the control medium.
Effect of H22 CM on cell migration
When cultured in the complete medium, the lymphangioma
cells grew to a confluent monolayer in 8-10 d, and showed
specialized cobblestone morphology, which further confirmed
the nature of the cells. In transwell migration assay, the number
of the cells on the lower surface of the filter membrane in H22
CM was significantly greater than in control medium (Figure 6).
DISCUSSION
The ascitic hepatoma H22 is a cell line with high potential of
spontaneous lymphatic metastasis[10], which was also verified
in our experiments, and has been generally used in various
experimental studies in oncology[11-14]. It is proven to be a
convenient and feasible tumor model for in vitro assessment
on metastasis-related response of lymphatic endothelium.
The difficulty in isolation of lymphatic endothelium,
especially from the animals commonly used in oncological
experiments such as mice and rats, has limited studies on its
reactions in tumorous environments. We used induced
lymphangioma to solve this problem. When cultured in the
fibrin gel, lymphangioma sprouts capillaries with ultrastructure
similar to that of lymphatic vessels[4,15]. Moreover, gelatinanchorage dependent primary cell culture, and cobblestone
morphology of confluent or subconfluent monolayer, are also
specialized phenotype of lymphatic endothelium[16,17]. Finally,
positive expression of Flt-4 (also known as VEGFR-3), a marker
of lymphatic endothelium in proliferation[18,19], confirmed the

nature of the endothelium. These findings prove that lymphangioma
is a proper original tissue for in vitro assay on lymphatic
endothelium or lymphangiogenesis.
Despite the possible lymphangiogenic effect of fibrin[20],
H22 CM induced a faster formation of capillary network from
lymphangioma in fibrin gels. Moreover, in primary cell culture,
H22 CM showed similar capability to the complete growth
medium in activating proliferation of lymphatic endothelial cells.
Immunostaining for the common proliferating nuclear marker,
PCNA[21], and early-response gene signaling factor, c-Fos[22],
further confirmed the microscopic findings. Our results accord
with the opinion on lymphatic vessel activation in cancer.
Endogenous NO is one of the key factors in the control of
dilation of the lymphatic micro-vessels[23,24]. The expression of
iNOS in cancers is related to lymph node metastasis[25,26]. iNOS
is also evenly distributed throughout the cytoplasm of lymphatic
endothelial cells [27-29]. Our study demonstrates sustained
expression of iNOS in cultured lymphatic endothelium and
marked increase of NO levels in the culture medium under the
effect of H22 CM, suggesting that dilation of lymphatics may
be important for cancer invasion and metastasis.
There have been rare assays on lymphatic endothelial cell
migration, which is an important event that initiates and
coordinates lymphangiogenesis[30]. Results from our study
suggest that some soluble factors in H22 CM activate migration
of lymphatic endothelial cells and tropistic lymphangiogenesis.
The coadjutant models established in our experiment are useful
for further studies on migration inhibitors.
To our knowledge, this study is the first of its kind that
bridges the gap between in vivo and in vitro studies on
lymphatic endothelium and lymphangiogenesis. Both the
culture medium and gel matrix in the experiment can be
manipulated pharmacologically, which allows us to evaluate
the activity of either soluble or solid-phase lymphangiogenesis
inhibitors. Moreover, this spontaneous lymphatic metastasis
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model of transplant H22 tumor will be helpful to determine
whether inhibition of lymphangiogenesis is a realistic therapeutic
strategy for inhibiting tumor dissemination and metastasis.
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Abstract
AIM: To establish the DNA methylation patterns of the
promoter CpG islands of 14 “drug-resistance” genes in
hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC).
METHODS: The methylation specific polymerase chain
reaction in conjunction with sequencing verification was
used to establish the methylation patterns of the 14 genes
in the liver tissues of four healthy liver donors, as well as
tumor and the paired non-cancerous tissues of 30 HCC
patients.
RESULTS: While 11 genes (ATP-binding cassette, sub-family
G (WHITE), member 2(ABCG2), activating transcription factor
(ATF2), beta-2-microglobulin (B2M), deoxycytidine kinase
(DCK), occludin (OCLN), v-raf-1 murine leukemia viral
oncogene homolog (RAF1), ralA binding protein 1 (RALBP1),
splicing factor (45 kD) (SPF45), S-phase kinase-associated
protein 2 (p45) (SKP2), tumor protein p53 (Li-Fraumeni
syndrome) (TP53) and topoisomerase (DNA) II beta (TOP2B))
maintained the unmethylated patterns, three genes displayed
to various extents the hypermethylation state in tumor tissues
in comparison with the normal counterparts. The catalase
(CAT) was hypermethylated in tumor and the neighboring
non-cancerous tissue of one case (3.3%). Both glutathione
S-transferase pi (GSTpi) (80%, 24/30 in tumor and 56.7%,
17/30 in the paired non-cancerous tissues) and cystic fibrosis
transmembrane conductance regulator, ATP-binding cassette
(sub-family C, member 7) (CFTR) (77%, 23/30 in tumor
and 50%, 15/30 in the paired non-cancerous tissues) genes
were prevalently hypermethylated in HCC as well as their
neighboring non-cancerous tissues. No significant difference
in the hypermethylation occurrence was observed between
the HCC and its neighboring non-cancerous tissues.
CONCLUSION: Hypermethylation of promoter CpG islands
of both CFTR and GSTpi genes occurs prevalently in HCC,
which may correlate with the low expression of these two
genes at the mRNA level and has the profound etiological
and clinical implications. It is likely to be specific to the
early phase of HCC carcinogenesis.

Ding S, Gong BD, Yu J, Gu J, Zhang HY, Shang ZB, Fei Q,
Wang P, Zhu JD. Methylation profile of the promoter CpG
islands of 14 “drug-resistance” genes in hepatocellular
carcinoma. World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(23): 3433-3440
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INTRODUCTION
Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is one of the most threatening
malignancies, occurring prevalently in China[1]. Its poor prognostic
prospects have not only been attributed to the rapid advancing
nature as well as the notorious metastasizing potential of the
primary lesions, but also resulted from its refractoriness to the
conventional chemotherapeutic practices[2-4]. Altered expression
of the crucial genes, even prior to the relevant treatment, is
common in cancer cells, including HCC. The intrinsic drug
resistance, reflected by the changes in the expression profile of
the key genes in relevant pathways, including apoptosis, cell
cycle progression, DNA repairs, etc., is common in cancer cells,
which certainly contributes to the more rapid growth ability of
cancerous cells than the normal counterparts, in the adverse
environments in particular. Furthermore, cancer cells can also
acquire resistance to chemotherapeutic remedies during
treatment. It has been regarded as the key mechanism for the
post-remission return of the full-blew cancer of same origin.
Therefore, a long-standing challenge in cancer field is the
underlying mechanisms of the drug resistance nature of tumors.
The genetic defects leading to the intrinsic drug resistance
have been well-established, but the mechanisms at the
epigenetic levels, DNA methylation in particular resulting in
the changes in expression, have only gained the justified
recognition recently[5].
Over 50% of the protein coding genes are marked with the
CpG rich segment at their 5’ end, the methylation status of
which profoundly affects the transcription status of the genes[6].
Biochemically, the methylated CpG affects the sequencespecific DNA-protein interactions by eliminating the otherwise
binding of the transcription factors to their cognate cis-elements,
while unfolding the cascade of reactions leading to chromatin
condensation initiated by the binding to the methylated CpG
by members of the methyl CpG binding protein family (MBD).
Hypermethylation of the promoter CpGs has been linked to the
long-term transcription-silencing status of DNA segments,
including genes as well as the transposon-like-repetitive
sequences in cells[7,8]. The genome-wide hypomethylation has
been regarded contributive to activation of transcription of the
otherwise silenced transposon like repetitive sequences (such
as the Alu and LINE repeats in mammals) and instrumental to
the transposition mediated loss of the genome stability during
cell transformation[9-11]. The CpG islands of several tumor
suppressor genes, which are hypomethylated and express in
normal cells, became frequently hypermethylated in almost all
the cancers investigated, contributing to the loss of function
of the tumor suppressor genes in cancer. On the other hand,
the reverse processes, such as hypomethylation of CpG islands
may also result in transcription activation of the otherwise
inert genes[12].
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In our previous studies on HCC[13], we have assessed a number
of genes in the category of “drug-resistance” genes, including
the O-6-methylguanine-DNA methyltransferase (MGMT) gene
encoding an enzyme responsible for the cell’s resistance to the
alkylating type of chemotherapeutic drugs, and mutL homolog
1, colon cancer, nonpolyposis type 2 (hMLH1), a mismatch
repairing gene[14]. The former is frequently methylated while
the later maintains the unmethylated status in HCC tissues in
comparison with the normal liver tissues. In this study, we
extended our profiling efforts in the same group of HCC
patients to other 14 “drug-resistance” genes, 13 of which
were touched for the first time. This specifically oriented survey
to “drug-resistance” should provide valuable insights into our
understanding of the underlying mechanisms for the
development of intrinsic resistance of HCC to chemotherapeutic
drugs, and have important etiological implications to
carcinogenesis of HCC.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Tissue samples and DNA preparation
With the informed consent of all patients and approval of the
ethics committee, the samples of tumors were collected from
HCC patients (n = 30) during operation. The pathological
classification of tumor tissues was carried out, and the stage of
each case was graded according to the WHO classification[15].
Total genomic DNA was extracted from frozen tissue
specimens (50-100 mg) according to a standard protocol
with some modifications[16,17]. Frozen pulverized powders of
the specimens were re-suspended with 2 mL lysis buffer
containing 50 mmol/L Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 50 mmol/L EDTA,
10 g/L SDS, 10 mmol/L NaCl plus 100 µg/mL boiling-treated
RNase A (Sigma, USA). Following 1-h incubation at 37 ,
proteinase K (Roche, USA) was added to the cellular lysates
for a final concentration of 100 µg/mL, and the digestion was
for 2 h. Organic extractions with a half
carried out at 55
volume of phenol/chloroform/isoamyl alcohol (1:1:0.04) were
repeatedly carried out until no visible interphase remained
after centrifugation. DNA was precipitated from the aqueous
phase in the presence of 0.3 mol/L NaOAc (pH 7.0) and two
and a half volumes of ethanol, washed once in 700 mL/L
ethanol, dissolved at 65
for 30 min with 0.2-0.4 mL TE
(10 mmol/L Tris-HCl pH 7.4 and 1 mmol/L EDTA) and stored
at 4
until use. The DNA concentrations were calculated
according to the A260 nm readings.
Bioinformatics search for “drug-resistance” genes
We used “drug resistance” as the key word to search from the
NCBI LocusLink database (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
LocusLink/list.cgi). The sequence of the coding region (63 targets)
plus 5 kb segments at each ends were downloaded, and
subjected to search for the existence of the CpG island. The
parameters were set as OBS/EXP (the minimum average
observed to expected ratio of C plus G to CpG) = 0.6, MINPC
(the minimum average percentage of G plus C) = 50, and LENGTH
(the minimum length that a CpG island has to be) = 200 bp
(http://www.ebi.ac.uk/emboss/cpgplot/). Thirty six genes were
found containing the promoter CpG island (Table 1). Among
this list 14 genes were selected for the methylation profiling, as
they represent in different categories for the functions and
properties (Table 2). The primer pairs (Table 3) for methylation
specific polymerase chain reaction (MSP) in this report were
designed according to the same principle with assistance of
the web server for identification of the CpG islands (http://
www.ebi.ac.uk/emboss/cpgplot/index.html) and the primer
design software (http://micro-gen.ouhsc.edu/cgi-bin/
primer3_www.cgi) (Table 3).
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Table 1 The “drug-resistance” genes containing the promoter
CpG island
Genes

Location relative
to transcription
start site

Genes

Location relative
to transcription
start site

ABCC4

-487 to +466

GSTP1

-391 to +91

ABCC1

-356 to +406

hMLH1

-72 to +393

ABCC13

+138 to +386

KIAA1337

-553 to +413

ABCC3
ABCB11

-96 to +358
+1 255 to +1 565

MAPK14
OCLN

-371 to +319
-9 to +967
-209 to +34

ABCC5

-219 to +87

POLB

ABCC6

-229 to +89

RAF1

-466 to +399

ABCC8

-185 to +531

RALBP1

-901 to +325

ABCG2

-741 to -17

RRM2

-718 to +426

ATF2
B2M

-418 to +545
-170 to +83

SKP2
SLC19A1

-663 to +182
-719 to +268

BCAR3

-328 to +126

SLC22A1L

-265 to +158

BCL2

-7 to +573

SPF45

-547 to +92

BIRC4

-527 to -235

SRI

-251 to +257

CAT

+35 to +395

SSA2

-195 to +152

CFTR
DCK

-515 to -55
-267 to +155

TOP2A
TOP2B

-123 to +506
-805 to +393

ERBB2

+173 to +534

TP53

+130 to +337

Bisulfite treatment of DNA and MSP
The methylation status of the promoter CpG islands of the 14
genes in all sample DNAs were analyzed by MSP on the sodiumbisulfite converted DNA[16,17]. The primer pairs for MSP and
the genes’ genome access on GenBank are detailed in Table 3.
In detail, 2 µg DNA in 50 µL TE was incubated with 5.5 µL of
3 mol/L NaOH at 37 for 10 min, followed by a 16 h treatment
at 50
after adding 30 µL of fresh-prepared 10 mmol/L
hydroquinone and 520 µL of freshly prepared 3.6 mol/L sodiumbisulfite at pH 5.0. The DNA was desalted using a home-made
dialysis system with 10 g/L agarose. Then, the DNA (approximately
100 µL) was denatured at 37 for 15 min with 5.5 µL of 3 mol/L
NaOH, followed by ethanol precipitation with 33 µL 10 mol/L
NH4OAc and 300 µL ethanol. After washing with 700 mL/L
ethanol, the gently dried DNA pellet was dissolved with 30 µL
TE at 65 for 10 min. The DNA sample was finally stored at 20 until further use. PCR reaction was carried out in a volume
of 15 µL with 50 ng or less template DNA with JumpStart Taq
polymerase (Sigma, USA). An initial denaturation step at 94
for 4 min was followed by 35 cycles of reaction at 94 for 20 s,
variable annealing temperature (Table 3) for 20 s and 72 for
25 s, and a final extension at 72 for 5 min. The PCR products
were separated by 12 g/L ethidium bromide containing agarose
gel electrophoresis with 1×Tris Acetate EDTA (TAE) buffer
and visualized under UV illumination. To verify the PCR results,
representative bands from each target were gel-purified and
cloned into T-vector (Buocai, Shanghai, China), followed by
automatic DNA sequencing provided by Buocai. Only verified
results are presented in this report.
The M. Sss I treated DNA from the normal liver tissue was
used in the MSP procedure as the control template. The DNA
from the liver tissue of the healthy liver donor[14,16] was batch
cleaved with EcoRI, followed by M. Sss I treatment overnight
according to the manufacturer’s instruction (New England Biol.,
Boston, USA). The purified DNA was bisulphate treated as usual,
and subjected to MSP with the primer pairs for 11 genes where no
methylated alleles were detected in both cell lines and HCC tissues.
Cell culture and semi-quantitative reverse transcription[18]
The established cell lines, BEL-7402 (human hepatocellular
carcinoma cell line, No. TCHu68, Cell Bank in Shanghai),
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Table 2 The “drug resistance” genes in this study
Resistance mechanism

Genes and ref.

Function

Plasma membrane
transporters/pump
decrease or increase to
concentration

ABCG2

Belongs to the abc transporter family, appears to play a major role in the multidrug resistance
phenotype of MCF-7 breast cancer cell line. When over-expressed, the transfected cells become
resistant to mitoxantrone, daunorubicin and doxorubicin, display diminished intracellular
accumulation reduce intracellular drug of daunorubicin, and manifest an
ATP-dependent increase in the efflux of rhodamine
Belongs to the abc transporter family. MRP subfamily, involved in the transport of chloride ions
Activates specifically hydrolysis of GTP bound to RAC1 and CDC42. Mediates ATP-dependent
transport of S-(2,4-dinitrophenyl)-glutathione (DNP-SG) and doxorubicin(DOX) and is the major
ATP-dependent transporter of glutathioneconjugates of electrophiles (GS-E) and DOX in
erythrocytes. Can catalyze transport of glutathione conjugates and xenobiotics, and may
contribute to the multidrug resistance phenomenon
Belongs to the bZIP family, ATF subfamily, binding the cAMP response element (CRE)
(consensus sequence: 5’GTGACGT(A/C)(A/G)-3') as a transcription activator
Acts as a tumor suppressor in many tumor types, involved in cell cycle regulation
as a transcription activator that acts to negatively regulate cell division by controlling
a set of genes required for this process
Belonging to the catalase family ,serves to protect cells from the toxic effects of
hydrogen peroxide
Belongs to the GST superfamily. Pi family; Conjugation of reduced glutathione to
a wide number of exogenous and endogenous hydrophobic electrophiles
Control of topological states of DNA by ATP-dependent breakage, passage and
rejoining of double-stranded DNA
Required for the phosphorylation of several deoxyribonucleosides and certain
nucleoside analogs widely employed as antiviral and chemotherapeutic agents
Belongs to the Ser/Thr family of protein kinases. RAF subfamily. Involved in
the transduction of mitogenic signals from the cell membrane to the nucleus as a
part of the Ras-dependent signaling pathway from receptors to the nucleus
Involved in regulation of G1/S transition as substrate recognition component of the
SCF (SKP1-CUL1-F- box protein) E3 ubiquitin ligase complex which mediates the
ubiquitination and subsequent proteasomal degradation of target proteins involved in
cell cycle progression, signal transduction and transcription
Beta-2-microglobulin is the beta-chain of major histocompatibility complex class I
molecules, Containing 1 immunoglobulin-like domain
May play a role in the formation and regulation of the tight junction (TJ)
paracellular permeability barrier
Involved in nuclear mRNA splicing, via spliceosome

CFTR
RALBP1

Transcription factor
and/or tumor suppressor

ATF2
TP53

The enzymes involved in
drug activation or inactivation
metabolism abnormality

CAT
GSTP1
TOP2B
DCK

Cell signaling alteration and
cell cycle checkpoints alteration

RAF1

SKP2

Unclear mechanisms

B2M
OCLN
SPF45

Note: All the information in this table was obtained from the web site of the OMIM section of the locus link (http://www.ncbi.nlm.
nih.gov/LocusLink/) and GeneCards(http://bioinfo.weizmann.ac.il/cards/).

SMMC-7721 (human hepatocellular carcinoma cell line, No.
TCHu13, Cell Bank in Shanghai), Hep3B (human hepatocellular
carcinoma cell line, ATCC Number: HB-8064), HepG2 (human
hepatocellular carcinoma cell line, ATCC Number: HB-8065),
HCCLM3 (human hepatocellular carcinoma cell line, Cell Bank
in Zhongshan Hospital, Shanghai), and L02 (immortalized normal
liver cell line, No GNHu6, Cell Bank in Shanghai) were cultured
in DEME medium plus 100 mL/L new born calf serum at 37
in a 50 mL/L CO2 atmosphere.
Total RNA from various HCC cell lines was extracted using
the TriPure isolation reagent kit (Roche, USA). Reverse
transcription was subsequently carried out using the superscript
II RNase H-reverse transcriptase kit. β-actin was used as an
internal control in separate reaction. The GSTpi cDNA primers
(sense: 5’-GGAGACCTCACCCTGTACCA-3’; anti-sense: 5’GGGCAGTGCCTTCACATAGT-3’) were the same as in a
previously published paper[19]. The primer sequences and
reaction conditions are listed in Table 4. RT-PCR products were
visualized under UV illumination after electrophoresis in 1.2%
agarose, followed by the densitometric quantification.

Statistics
The methylation data were dichotomized as 1 for the coexistence of the methylated and unmethylated alleles; 2, for
methylated allele only; and 0 for the unmethylated for both

alleles to facilitate statistical analysis using contingency tables.
The statistic analyses for the association between the methylation
profile of the gene and each of the clinical-pathological parameters
were carried out with the statistics package (http://www.Rproject.org/). Both Pearson’s Chi-square test with Upton’s
adjustment and Fisher’s exact test (http://www.R-project.org/)
were used to deal with the sample cells with the low expected
values. The relative frequency with a 95% confidence interval
(P<0.05) for a binomial distribution was calculated for the tumors
and the paired non-cancerous tissues.

RESULTS
Our previous efforts[14,16] provided an HCC specific altered
pattern in DNA methylation of 11 among 44 genes by MSP in
conjunction with sequencing verification. Among that list,
there were several genes that might be classified as the drug
resistance related genes, i.e., the hMLH1 and MGMT genes.
The former maintained the unmethylated status and the later
displayed hypermethylation in liver cancer. Although the
impart of the tumor specific changes in methylation pattern of
the MGMT gene has not been fully evaluated experimentally, it
remains desirable to establish the methylation profile of more
genes in the category of “drug resistance”. Such efforts should
provide new insights into the underlying mechanisms as well
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Table 3 The primers for MSP analysis
GenBank No.

Gene symbol

NT_016354

ABCG2

NT_005403

ATF2

Sense 5’-3’

Antisense 5’-3’

Position

Size(bp)

m

TGTCGCGTTGAGTCGTTA

AACGTCCCCGATACTTCG

-698 to -464

235

U

TGTGTTTTGTTGTGTTGAGTTGT

TCACTCTAATTCATTCCATTCAATC

-591 to -457

135

m

GGGTCGGAATAACGAACG

ATCACCTCGAATACTCCTAACG

230 to 375

146

U

GGAGGGGTTGGAATAATGAAT

CCCATTTCCCATCACCTCAA

220 to 379

160

NT_010194

B2M

m

ATTTGGTATTGCGTCGTTG

ACGAAACGAAACATCTCGAC

-128 to 23

151

U

TTTTTAATTTGGTATTGTGTTGTTG

AACTCACACTAAATAACCTCCAAAC

-134 to 83

217

NT_009237

CAT

m

AGTAGCGGGTCGCGTAG

AACCACCCGAACCTATCG

118 to 372

255

U

GGAAGGAGTAGTGGGTTGTGT

AACCACCCAAACCTATCACA

112 to 372

261

AGAGGTCGCGATTGTCGTT

CGACTTTCTCCACCCACTACG

-316 to -114

203

NT_007933

CFTR

m
U

TTAAAGAGAGGTTGTGATTGTTGTT

TCCTTCACTCCCTCACCA

-322 to -174

149

NT_006216

DCK

m

TATACGCGCGGTTTCGT

CGCCGACGAATATCGAA

-168 to 27

195

U

TTTTTTGTTATATGTGTGGTTTTGT

TACCCCTCAACCCTCACC

-176 to -75

102

NT_078018

OCLN

m

TGCGTTCGTTAGGTGAGC

CGAATCCCAACTCGAAAACG

538 to 753

216

U

GTTAGGTGTGTTTGTTAGGTGAGT

CACACCTCTCTAATTCCCACA

532 to 772

241

NT_022517

RAF1

m

TCGGTCGTTTTGGAAGTC

CCCTAAAACGCGAAACG

-72 to 180

252

U

GGTTTGGTTGTTTTGGAAGTT

CACCAAATATAACCACCTCCCACT

-2 to 183

185

NT_010859

RALBP1

m

GGGTAAGTCGTTCGTTTTCG

CCTCTCCGCTCAAACGACT

-495 to -215

281

U

GTTAGTATTATATTGGGGTAAGTTGTTTG

CCCTTCATCCCCAAACTCA

-510 to -371

140

NT_006576

SKP2

m

GTCGTAGCGTCGTTCGTT

CTACAACCCGCTCTACTTCG

-198 to 10

208

U

TTTTTTAGTTAGTTGTAGTGTTGTTTGTT

ACCCACTCTACTTCACAACCAC

-209 to 5

214

NT_077569

SPF45

m

AGTGTCGTTCGGTTTCGTT

CCTCGAAAACTCCGACTACG

-216 to -6

211

U

GTGGAGTGTTGTTTGGTTTTGT

AACTTACATCTAACACCTCCCAAA

-220 to -67

154

NT_022517

TOP2B

m

TGGGTTTCGTCGTTTCGT

CCGCGCTAAACCCGAAC

-241 to -66

176

U

GGTTGTTGGGTTTTGTTGTTTT

TTCTCCTCAACCACCACACTAA

-254 to -60

195

m

CGGAGTCGAGAGTTCGTG

CCGAAAACACTTTACGTTCG

157 to 279

123

U

GTTGAAAATATATGGAGTTGAGAGTTT

CTTTCCACAACAATAACACACTTC

190 to 291

102

m

GCGATTTCGGGGATTTTA

ACGACGACGAAACTCCAA

-183 to 16

199

U

GTTGGGGATTTGGGAAAG

TATAAAAATAATCCCACCCCACT

-230 to -28

203

NT_010718
NT_033903

TP53
GSTP1

as the capability of predicting HCC patient’s intrinsic profile of
drug resistance, based upon the changes in DNA methylation
pattern of the genes involved.

Bioinformatics search for the “drug-resistance” genes
Sixty three genes were revealed from NCBI LocusLink database
from the searching with “drug-resistance” as the key words
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/LocusLink/list.cgi). To identify
the genes falling into the category of CpG island containing
genes, the sequence of the coding region plus 5 kb each
upstream and downstream was downloaded and subjected to
the analysis with CpG island identification software (http://
www.ebi.ac.uk/emboss/cpgplot/). Forty four genes were found
containing one or more CpG islands, but only 36 genes really
had the promoter embedded in a CpG island (Table 1). Hence,
transcription of these 36 genes is likely to be subjected to the
control of the DNA methylation status. From these genes, 14
genes representing different functions and mechanisms in “drugresistance” (Table 2) were selected for methylation profiling;
three genes encoding the various membrane transporters:
ABCG2, CFTR, and RALBP1, two encoding the transcription
factors, ATF2, and TP53, four encoding the enzymes mediating
the drug activation or inactivation: CAT, GSTpi, TOP2B and
DCK, two encoding the proteins involved in signaling or cellcycle progression: RAF1 and SKP2, and three with unknown
underlying mechanisms: B2M, OCLN and SPF45.
Technological consideration
MSP is the most popular method for methylation profiling of
any given targets in human cancers for both its easiness and
sensitiveness. Based upon the distinguished difference in
sensitivity of the methyl-cytosine from the cytosine to be

converted to uridine by bisulphate treatment: the later is
amenable, but the former is resistant, the methylation status of
the target fragments can be determined by parallel PCR reactions
with one pair of the primers in which the CG in the wide-type
sequence is maintained for detection of methylated allele, and
the other in which the CG is replaced with TG for the
unmethylated allele. However, inherent with the PCR-type
assays, there are compelling reasons to eliminate both false
positive and negative PCR reactions. As 13 genes in this list
except for the GSTpi gene had not been subjected to MSP
previously, we carried out optimization of the PCR reaction
with a panel of five established cell lines. For those targets,
only the unmethylated allele was detected, MSP with the DNA
from the normal liver tissue was carried out, showing that all 14
genes were unmethylated. To ensure that failure to detect the
methylated allele was not false negative artifact in PCR reaction,
we in vitro methylated the DNA from the normal liver with M.
Sss I methyl-transferase that was capable of transferring methyl
to the fifth carbon atom of the cytosine in the CpG dinucleotides,
followed by methylation profiling. As shown in Figure 1, while
no methylated allele was detected with the methylation targeted
primers with the liver DNA, the M. Sss I treated DNA led to the
positive PCR reaction, indicating that the PCR condition used
for the tumor samples was capable of detecting the methylated
targets, including ABCG2, ATF2, B2M, DCK, RAF1, RALBP1,
SPF45, SKP2, TP53, and TOP2B genes (panels 1-10,
respectively). As the rest four genes were heterozygously
methylated in some of liver cancer cell lines, it indicated that the
PCR reactions specific to the methylated allele was acceptable
(for instance, lane 11 for OCLN, Figure 1), the in vitro methylation
by M. Sss I testing was exempted. To eliminate the false negative
results, the representative PCR bands were subjected to T-cloning
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and sequencing verification. Only the data, the bands of which
had the correct identity in sequence, were regarded informative.
1
U

NL EcoR l/Sssl
M U M *

ABCG2

ATF2
*

NL EcoR l/Sssl
U M U M

U

EcoR l/Sssl
* U M

3
B2M

NL
M

RAF1

NL EcoR l/Sssl
* U M * U M

6
*

NL EcoR l/Sssl
U M U M

RALBP1
NL EcoR l/Sssl
U M U M *

SKP2
9

4
DCK

5

7

NL EcoR l/Sssl
U M U M *

2

NL EcoR l/Sssl
U M U M *

8
SPF45

NL EcoR l/Sssl
U M U M *

TOP2B
11

10
*

NL EcoR l/Sssl
U M U M

SPF45
7721 7402 Hep3B
* U M U M U M

OCLN

Figure 1 MSP testing with the M. Sss I treated normal liver
tissue DNA. The in vitro methylated DNA from the normal
liver tissue was used for MSP along with the untreated. Panels:
1, ABCG2; 2, ATF2; 3, B2M; 4, DCK; 5, RAF1; 6, RALBP1; 7,
SKP2; 8, SPF45; 9, TOP2b; and 10, TP53. The PCR conditions for
OCLN gene were assessed by PCR in three liver cancer cell
lines, 7721, 7402, and Hep3B (panel 11). U, unmethylated allele;
M, methylated allele, NL, normal liver tissue; *the DNA size
marker: DL-2000.

The methylation profiles of 14 genes in HCC
By MSP analysis, 13 genes displayed a uniform unmethylated
status in the liver tissues from all four healthy donors, while the
RAF1 gene was heterozygous in one case, but fully unmethylated
in the rest three cases. In all 30 cases of HCC, the following 11
genes: ABCG2, ATF2, B2M, DCK, RAF1, RALBP1, SPF45,
SKP2, TOP2B, OCLN and TP53 maintained the same unmethylated
status in both HCC tissues and the paired non-cancerous
tissues (Figure 2), indicating no DNA methylation mediated
changes in the control of the expression of these 11 genes in
HCC. The remaining three genes displayed in varying degree
hypermethylation in HCC tissues (Figure 2 and Table 4). Since
hypermethylation of the CAT gene rarely occurred (3.3%) (Figure 2),
its impacts on the HCC pathology might be rather trivial. Both
GSTpi and CFTR genes were prevalently hypermethylated in
HCC and their neighboring non-cancerous tissues (80% and
56.7%, and 77% and 50%, respectively, Table 4), highlighting the
possibility that inactivation of transcription of these two genes
may indeed occur in HCC, and have certain etiological significance.
It has been well recognized that the so-called non-cancerous
cells pathologically defined may have already suffered from
certain genetic lesions as the corresponding cancerous tissues.
Inclusion of the neighboring non-cancerous tissues in this study
made it possible to analyze our results from the stage-specific
perspective of carcinogenesis. As shown in Table 5, no significant
difference was detected in the occurrence of hypermethylated
GSTpi and CFTR genes between HCC and the paired noncancerous tissues (P>0.05) (Table 4). If the neighboring noncancerous tissues have indeed suffered from the early stage
genetic and/or epigenetic lesions, the methylation changes of these
two genes might occur at the early stage of HCC carcinogenesis.
To correlate the hypermethylated status with the transcription
silencing of GSTpi gene, we carried out MSP analysis of this
gene and semi-quantitative RT-PCR for its expression in five
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established liver cancer cell lines. As shown in Figure 3, three
liver cancer cell lines (i.e. HepG2, Hep3B and L-02) were fully
methylated, and did not express GSTpi, while SMMC-7721 and
HCCLM3 cell lines were heterozygously methylated, and
expressed a detectable level of GSTpi mRNA. Therefore, the
general notion stands correct in this case, that the hypermethylated
status of the promoter CpG island is inversely correlated with
the long-term transcription silencing state of the gene.
Glutathione-S-transferases (GSTs) are a family of phase II
detoxification enzymes that catalyze the conjugation of
glutathione to a wide variety of endogenous and exogenous
electrophilic compounds, including subclasses of carcinogens
and cytotoxic therapeutic drugs[20,21], so that the cells are protected
from DNA damages[22]. Furthermore, the GSTpi isoform also
regulates the mitogen-activated protein (MAP) kinase pathway
that participates in cellular survival and death signals via
protein: protein interactions with c-Jun N-terminal kinase 1
(JNK1) and apoptosis signal-regulating kinase (ASK1)[23].
Therefore, GSTs serve two distinct roles in the development of
drug resistance to both substrate-type and other types of
chemotherapeutic drugs via direct detoxification as well as
acting as inhibitors of the MAP kinase pathway[24].
The cystic fibrosis trans-membrane conductance regulator
(CFTR) belongs to the ABC transporter superfamily, and
regulates the chloride permeability mainly in epithelial cells. Its
defects may contribute to cystic fibrosis, a common autosomal
recessive disorder among the Caucasian population, which
affects multiple organs, including lung, pancreas, liver, sweat
gland, reproductive system and intestine. CFTR gene has high
expression level of transcripts in epithelial cells in pancreas
and nasal polyps; low in lung, liver, and kidney; and undetectable
in brain and fibroblasts[25]. It functions as a cAMP-regulated
chloride channel, a conductance regulator by an autocrine
mechanism involving ATP and/or chloride efflux, and an inhibitor
of epithelial Na+ channels when chlorides are released[26]. The
involvement of CFTR gene in drug resistance is implicated by
observation that the forced over-expression of CFTR gene
confers the multiple drug resistance to NIH 3T3 cells[27], a similar
behavior to the founding member of this family, multiple drug
resistance 1 (MDR1), which was identified three decades ago,
for its etiological role in the cellular resistance to the multiple
chemotherapeutic drugs. The unmethylated status of CFTR
gene in the normal liver tissues suggested that its expression
may be necessary for the physiological activities of hepatocytes.
Although whether this gene is expressed in HCC has not been
tested, the possibility does remain for the functional loss of
this gene in HCC, indicated by the prevalent hypermethylation
of its promoter CpG islands.
Therefore, lacking of expression of these two genes,
implicated by the hypermethylated state of the promoter CpG
islands, may make the cells more susceptible to the carcinogenic
insults, a feature associated with the proneness to the malignant
state of cells. Hypermethylation of the promoter CpG islands
may reflect the long-term silencing state of transcription of
both GSTpi and CFTR genes in HCC, which may offer growth
advantages of the malignant cells over their normal counterparts
in vivo. Indeed, the hypermethylation of both genes was an
early phase event, as no statistically significant difference in
the hypermethylation frequency between the paired neighboring
non-cancerous and HCC tissues was observed (Table 5).
Nevertheless, the hypermethylated status of these two genes
may not be all bad, as the HCC with the hypermethylated alleles
of these two genes (if either or both genes did not express) may
be more sensitive to the relevant chemotherapeutic drugs than
their unmethylated counterparts. Indeed, in a recent report, a
better response to chemotherapy was achieved in breast cancer
patients lacking GSTpi expression than the expressing
counterparts[28].
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Figure 2 Methylation profiles of the promoter CpG islands of 24 genes in HCC. Both electrophoretic patterns of the representative
PCR products of each of 14 targets and the sequencing verification of one representative PCR product were presented. To indicate
the methylation status, the sequenced data are aligned with the wild-type sequence. *, size markers, the bands of 250 bp and 100 bp
were shown. U, unmethylated; and M, the hypermethylated. Panels: 1, ABCG2; 2, ATF2; 3, B2M; 4, CAT; 5, CFTR; 6, DCK; 7,GSTpi;
8, OCLN; 9, RAF1; 10,RALBP1; 11, SKP2; 12, SPF45; 13, TOP2B; and 14, TP53.
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Table 4 The hypermethylation for each gene in each of HCC patient samples

Methylation rate

GSTP1 CFTR CAT ATF2 DCK ABCG2 SKP2 TOP2B TP53 RAF1 RALBP1 SPF45 OCLN B2N
Case NO. N C N C N C N C N C N C N C N C N C N C N C N C N C N C
D15
D16
D17
D18
D20
D59
G16
G33
G35
G36
G41
G44
G46
G47
G62
G63
G64
G65
Q18
Q41
Q45
Q46
Q47
Q48
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Z90
Z92
N1
N2
N3
N4
(%)
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0
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1
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103.9
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1
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4
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0
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m
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0.00
0.30

5
L-02
0
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m
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1.2
1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0
SMMC-7721 Hep3B
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HCCLM3
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Figure 3 Methylation status of the promoter CpG Island correlated the expression state of the GSTpi gene in liver cancer cell lines.
Both methylation status (panel 1) and mRNA level (panel 2) of the GSTpi gene in SMMC-7721 (lane 1), Hep3B (lane 2), HepG2 (Lane
3), HCCLM3 (lane 4) are determined and presented. *, size markers, the bands of 250 bp and 100 bp are shown. U, unmethylated;
and M, the hypermethylated. The density of the bands (indicated in panel 3) for the intemal control β-actin and the GSTpi gene were
densitometrically recorded, where the density of the β-actin in SMMC-7721 cells was arbitrarily taken as 100%. The band-ratio of
the GSTpi over the β-actin genes were calculated and summarized in the table and plot (panel 3).
Table 5 The early stage-specific change in methylation
Gene

C/M

N/M

P

GSTpi
CFTR

24/30
23/30

17/30
16/30

0.052
0.058

DISCUSSION
Drug resistance of cancers represents a formidable challenge
in cancer management, and the underlying mechanisms of its

formation remain poorly defined. Both genetic and epigenetic
defects can result in changes in expression of the “drugresistance” genes in tumors. DNA methylation state of the
promoter CpG islands has been demonstrated as a useful
indicator for the transcriptional silencing state of the relevant
genes. In this study, we determined the methylation profile of
the genes at the focal point, classified as the drug-resistance
type in DNA database in HCC, one of most devastating human
cancers in Far East Asia, including China.
To identify suitable targets for such a study, we carried out
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the search with key word “drug resistance” from the LocusLink
part of the human genome database. Among 63 entries (http://
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/LocusLink/list.cgi), 44 (approximately
70%) fall into the category “the CpG island containing genes”,
of which, 36 genes have their promoter embedded in the CpG
island (Tables 2, 3). Hence, the DNA methylation mediated
mechanism likely exerts the important control of over expression
of this type of genes, the key function of which is somehow
linked to the drug-resistance of cancer cells. Finally, 14 genes
were selected for the methylation profiling in HCC. Although
11 genes maintained the unmethylated state in all the tissue
samples tested, including four cases of the liver tissues from
the healthy liver donors, 30 HCC tissues and their neighboring
non-cancerous tissues, three genes, CAT, GSTpi and CFTR,
exhibited to various degrees the hypermethylation status in
HCC. CAT was only hypermethylated in one (3.3%) case. Both
GSTpi and CFTR genes were prevalently hypermethylated
(Figure 2 and Table 4) in both HCC and the paired non-cancerous
tissues. There was no significant difference in occurrence of the
hypermethylated status between the HCC and the paired noncancerous tissues, indicating that the hypermethylation of these
two genes is likely to be the early rather than the late phase
events behind the same rationale described previously[14]. This
observation would strengthen the notion that the DNA methylation
mediated transcription silencing of these two genes may promote
carcinogenesis of HCC, by failing to protect the cells from both
intracellular and extracellular genotoxic insults. On the other hand,
this may offer certain advantages from the angle of the
chemotherapeutic treatment of HCC. It is probably true that the
HCC with hypermethylated GSTpi and CFTR genes may respond
to the relevant chemotherapies better than the unmethylated
counterparts. To further evaluate this hypothesis, both retrospective
and prospective clinical studies specifically addressing the
association between the chemotherapeutic responses of the HCC
and the methylation state of the promoter CpG islands of the
drug resistance genes, including GSTpi, CFTR and MGMT[14]
genes with a larger cohort of HCC patients are underway.
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Abstract
AIM: To establish the methylation profile of the promoter
CpG islands of 31 genes that might play etiological roles in
colon carcinogenesis.
METHODS: The methylation specific PCR in conjunction of
sequencing verification was used to establish the methylationprofile of the promoter CpG islands of 31 genes in colorectal
cancer (n = 65), the neighboring non-cancerous tissues
(n = 5), colorectal adenoma (n = 8), and normal mucosa
(n = 1). Immunohistochemically, expression of 10 genes
was assessed on the home-made tissue microarrays of
tissues from 58 patients. The correlation of tumor specific
changes with each of clinical-pathologic features was
scrutinized with relevant statistic tools.
RESULTS: In comparison with the normal mucosa of the
non-cancer patients, the following 14 genes displayed no
tumor associated changes: breast cancer 1, early onset
(BRCA1), cadherin 1, type 1, E-cadherin (epithelial) (CDH1),
death-associated protein kinase 1 (DAPK1), DNA (cytosine5-)-methyltransferase 1 (DNMT1), melanoma antigen, family
A, 1 (directs expression of antigen MZ2-E) (MAGEA1), tumor
suppressor candidate 3 (N33), cyclin-dependent kinase
inhibitor 1A (p21, Cip1) (p21WAF1), cyclin-dependent kinase
inhibitor 1B (p27, Kip1) (p27KIP1), phosphatase and tensin homolog
(mutated in multiple advanced cancers 1) (PTEN), retinoic
acid receptor, beta (RAR- , Ras association (RalGDS/AF-6)
domain family 1 C (RASSF1C), secreted frizzled-related
protein 1 (SFRP1), tissue inhibitor of metalloproteinase 3
(Sorsby fundus dystrophy, pseudoinflammatory) (TIMP3),
and von Hippel-Lindau syndrome (VHL). The rest 17 targets
exhibited to various extents the tumor associated changes.
As changes in methylation of the following genes occurred
marginally, their impact on the formation of colorectal cancer
were trivial: adenomatous polyposis coli (APC) (8%, 5/65),

Ras association (RalGDS/AF-6) domain family 1A (RASSF1A)
(3%, 2/65) and cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor 2A,
alternated reading frame (p14ARF) (6%, 4/65). The following
genes exhibited moderate changes in methylation: O-6methylguanine-DNA methyltransferase (MGMT) (20%, 13/65),
mutL homolog 1, colon cancer, nonpolyposis type 2 (E. coli)
(hMLH1) (18%, 12/65), cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor
2A (melanoma, p16, inhibits CDK4) (p16INK4a ) (10%, 10/65),
methylated in tumor 1 (MINT1) (15%, 10/65), methylated
in tumor 31 (MINT31) (11%, 7/65). The rest changed
greatly in the methylation pattern in colorectal cancer
(CRC): cyclin A1 (cyclin a1) (100%, 65/65), caudal type
homeobox transcription factor 1 (CDX1) (100%, 65/65), RAR(85%, 55/65), myogenic factor 3 (MYOD1) (69%, 45/65),
cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor 2B (p15, inhibits CDK4)
(p15 INK4b) (68%, 44/65), prostaglandin-endoperoxide
synthase 2 (prostaglandin G/H synthase and cyclooxygenase)
(COX2) (72%, 47/65), cadherin 13, H-cadherin (heart)
(CDH13) (65%, 42/65), CAAX box 1 (CXX1) (58%, 38/65),
tumor protein p73 (p73) (63%, 41/65) and Wilms tumor
1 (WT1) (58%, 38/65). However, no significant correlation
of changes in methylation with any given clinical-pathological
features was detected. Furthermore, the frequent changes
in methylation appeared to be an early phase event of
colon carcinogenesis. The in situ expression of 10 genes
was assessed by the immunohistochemical approach at
the protein level: CDH1, CDH13, COX2, cyclin A1, hMLH1,
MGMT, p14ARF, p73, RAR- , and TIMP3 genes in the context
of the methylation status in colorectal cancer. No clear
correlation between the hypermethylation of the promoter
CpG islands and the negative expression of the genes was
established.
CONCLUSION: The methylation profile of 31 genes was
established in patients with colon cancer and colorectal
adenomas, which provides new insights into the DNA
methylation mediated mechanisms underlying the
carcinogenesis of colorectal cancer and may be of prognostic
values for colorectal cancer.
Xu XL, Yu J, Zhang HY, Sun MH, Gu J, Du X, Shi DR, Wang P,
Yang ZH, Zhu JD. Methylation profile of the promoter CpG
islands of 31 genes that may contribute to colorectal
carcinogenesis. World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(23): 34413454

http://www.wjgnet.com/1007-9327/10/3441.asp

INTRODUCTION
Colorectal carcinoma (CRC) is the third most common malignancy
in the developed countries, with an annual incidence approximately
35-50/100 000[1,2]. The risk factors of CRC include Western diet
(low fiber, high fat diet), family history, smoking, obesity and
inflammatory colorectal diseases. As a whole, China falls into
the low incidence country in the world, with the relative incidence
of CRC rates being the 4th-6th of the total malignances and the
2nd-3rd of those in the digestive system in China. However, CRC
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occurrence exhibits an increasing trend, with an average 4.2%
increase per year in the last two decades[3]. CRC is the 3rd
common malignancy in Shanghai and occurs more frequently
in China (http://www.caca.org.cn/zlyy/shanghai/index.asp).
Clinically and pathologically, CRC has been grouped as the
sporadic (approximately 80% cases) and hereditary types of
diseases (roughly 20% in the total).
Both activation of proto-oncogenes (e.g. the CDH13 gene)
and inactivation of tumor suppressor genes (e.g. the APC, p53
and genes responsible for the mismatch repaired activity in
cells) attributed to genetic defects have been proved
instrumental to carcinogenesis of colorectal cancer. The wellknown adenoma-carcinoma sequence of the genetic defects
by Volgestein has gained both experimental supports and
general recognition. However, the predicted accumulation of
genetic events has not been substantiated in sporadic colorectal
adenocarcinomas, and the expected increase in the number of
genetic events in aging tissues has not materialized[4]. Both
observations are indeed at odds with the exponential increase
in the incidence of colorectal cancer with age. Therefore,
alternative mechanisms must be accounted for such a shortfall,
which is associated with DNA methylation mediated control
of the expression of critical genes overseeing cell growth,
apoptosis, as well as cell cycle progression.
Addition of the methyl group at the fifth carbon of cytosine
of CpGs is the only covalent DNA modification in vertebrate[5].
Such epigenetic signatures in parental cells are passed to the
daughter cells at high fidelity, by a similar semi-conserved
mechanism during duplication of the genetic information. The
hypermethylated status of CpGs can affect the DNA-protein
interaction by eliminating the otherwise occurring DNAprotein interactions involved with the methylation-sensitive
transcription factors, while unfolding a cascade of reactions
toward the condensed chromatin that is initiated with binding
to the methylated CpG by members of the methylated CpG
binding protein family[6]. Cancer specific changes in methylation
occur widely in all the cancers tested[7]. The global demethylation
of DNA has been linked to the increased genome instability
as the otherwise transcription-/ transposition-silenced
repetitive sequences in normal cells are reactivated by DNA
demethylation[8,9]. Paradoxically, local hypermethylation (at the
promoter CpG island) has been well established for inactivation
of tumor suppressor genes and caught great attention.
However, the local demethylation in human tumors has also
been recently reported to be associated with transcription
reactivation of the silenced genes in normal tissues, such as
the MAGEA1 gene in hepatocellular carcinoma[10]. In view of
the fact that the majority of the promoter CpG island containing
genes (50% of the protein-coding genes fall into this category)
have not been properly looked in the context of the tumor
biology, methylation profiling remains valuable for new insights
into the etiological mechanism.
CRC is one of the first few types of cancers for methylation
profiling[11,12]. Learnt from the rather extensive survey with more
than 30 targets, a so called “CpG island methylation (CIM)”
phenomenon has been reported, i.e., a clustering occurrence of
multiple hypermethylated targets including upto a dozen of
tumor suppressor genes[11]. In this study, we recruited 65 CRC
tissues, eight colorectal adenomatous tissues, five neighboring
non-cancerous tissues and one normal mucosa tissue from
Shanghai Cancer Hospital for a middle scale methylation
profiling with the promoter CpG islands of 31 genes, aiming, to
establish the methylation profile of CRC patients in China, and
to assess the association between the methylation status and
expression profile of the genes in situ. Our results presented in
this report should provide some new insights into the role of
the epigenetic mechanism in CRC carcinogenesis.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Clinical-pathological profiles of CRC patients
With the informed consent of all patients and approval of the
ethics committee, tumor tissues were obtained during surgery
from 65 CRC patients at the Cancer Hospital of Fudan University
in 1996-2003. They were 39 patients with sporadic colorectal
cancer (SCRC), 10 with hereditary non-polyposis colorectal
cancer (HNPCC) fulfilling Amsterdam criteria of IGC and
Japanese criteria, and 16 in the category of Bethesda CRC.
In addition, tissues were taken from the neighboring noncancerous mucosa (at least 5-10 cm away from the tumorous
lesions) of five patients. A cecum sample was obtained from a
68-year old female patient with inflammatory pseudotumor. In
addition, Bethesda CRC concomitant adenomatous samples
from six patients and sporadic colon adenomatous samples
(one was cancer concomitant) from two patients were taken.
All samples were freshly obtained and cut into two parts.
One was buried into an optimal cutting temperature compound
(OCT, Miles Inc, USA), and put into fluid nitrogen for storage.
The rest was fixed in formalin, embedded in paraffin and then
cut into 4-5 µm sections for routine pathological diagnosis.
Clinical-pathological features including the age and gender
of patients, the tumor site histological type, Duke’s stages,
differentiation grades (only moderate and poor differentiation),
lymph node metastasis status, and more than 3 years follow-up
results (36 cases) are shown in Table 1. The clinical-pathologic
data of the eight adenomas are shown in Table 2.
Table 1 Clinical-pathologic profiles of the CRC cases in this study
Clinical-pathologic features

Number of cases

Gender

Male
Female
Age (yr)
Median
Range
Tumor site
Left colon and rectum
Right colon
Histological
Adenocarcinoma
types
Mucinousi carcinoma
Other types combined1
Differentiation Moderate
Poor
Follow-up
Survival
(3 yr)
Deceased
Duke’s stage A
B
C
D

37
28
60
28-85
43
22
51
5
9
51
14
27
9
6
15
30
14

1

Other types combined included the mixed squamous cell
carcinoma, carcinoid carcinoma, etc.
Table 2 Clinical-pathologic profiles of adenomas and neighboring tumor-free mucosae
Clinical-pathologic features
Gender

Male
Female
Age (yr)
Median
Range
Tumor site
Left colon
Right colon
Histological
Tubular
type
Tubulovillous
Dysplasia Light-moderate

Adenoma

Mucosa

4
4
60
34-83
6
2
3
5
8

2
4
68
47-76
4
2
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Table 3 Target CpG islands and the primers for MSP
Primer
Gene

GenBank No.
Sense (5’-3’)

APC

U02509

BRCA1

Anti-sense (5’-3’)

Location to
transcription
start

Size
(bp)

(U) GTGTTTTATTGTGGAGTGTGGGTT
(M) TATTGCGGAGTGCGGGTC

CCAATCAACAAACTCCCAACAA
TCGACGAACTCCCGACGA

-17 147 to -17 050
-17 153 to -17 046

108
97

L78833

(U) GGTTAATTTAGAGTTTTGAGAGATG

TCAACAAACTCACACCACACAATCA

-320 to -138

182

CDH1

NM_004938

(M) GGTTAATTTAGAGTTTCGAGAGACG
(U) GGTGGGTGGGTTGTTAGTTTTGT

TCAACGAACTCACGCCGCGCAATCG -320 to -138
AACTCACAAATCTTTACAATTCCAAC -266 to -93

182
172

CDH13

AB001090

CDX1

(M) GTGGGCGGGTCGTTAGTTTC

CTCACAAATACTTTACAATTCCGACG -265 to -93

172

(U) TTGTGGGGTTTGTTTTTTGT
(M) TCGCGGGGTTCGTTTTTCGC

AACTTTTCATTCATACACACA
GACGTTTTCATTCATACACGCG

243
243

NT_029289

(U) TGATTGGGTTGTTGTTTATGG

TACCACCACCACCTCCAA

+290 to +522

233

COX2

NT_004487

(M) CGATTGGGTCGTCGTTTA
(U) TTGTTTGTTGTTGTGATGTTTG

CCGCATCCACTCGTAAAA
TCCAAACTCTTTCCCAAATC

+290 to +491
-119 to -324

202
206

CXX1

NT_011786

Cyclina1

-267 to -24
-267 to -24

(M) GTTCGTCGTTGCGATGTT

CCAAACTCTTTCCCAAATCA

-121 to -323

203

(U) TTAGGTTGGTTTTTGTGGATATG
(M) AGGTCGGTTTTCGTGGAT

CACCCAACCATCCATCAC
GATCGATATCGCCGTCAA

-24 to +92
-22 to +192

117
215

AF124143

(U) GGGTAGTTTTGTTGTGTTTTAGTTG

AACCACTAACAACCCCCTCT

-762 to -565

199

DAPK1

NM_004938

(M) TCGTCGCGTTTTAGTCGT
(U) GGATAGTTGGATTGAGTTAATGTC

ACCCGTTCTCCCAACAAC
CAAATCCCTCCCAAACACCAA

-755 to -550
-332 to -229

206
103

(M) GGATAGTCGGATCGAGTTAACGTC

CCCTCCCAAACGCCGA

-332 to -234

98

DNMT1

NT_011176

(U) GGGTGGTAGATGTTGTTTTTGT
(M) CGTCGTTTTCGTTTATCGTT

CACCCTACCTATCCCCCTAA
ATACCTACCGCCTACGAACA

-359 to -130
-320 to -140

230
181

hMLH1

AB017806

(U) TTTTGATGTAGATGTTTTATTAGGGTTGT

ACCACCTCATCATAACTACCCACA

-526 to -654

118

MAGEA1

U82670

(M) ACGTAGACGTTTTATTAGGGTCGC
(U) GTTTGGTTGAAGGAATTTGA

CCTCATCGTAACTACCCGCG
ACCCACAACCCTCCCTCTTA

-531 to -655
+24 to +347

124
324

MGMT

AL355531

MINT1

(M) GTTCGGTCGAAGGAATTTGA

CCACAACCCTCCCTCTTAAA

+24 to +345

322

(U) TTTGTGTTTTGATGTTTGTAGGTTTTTGT
(M) TTTCGACGTTCGTAGGTTTTCGC

AACTCCACACTCTTCCAAAAACAAAACA -451 to -266
GCACTCTTCCGAAAACGAAACG
-469 to –261

209
186

AF135501

(U) TATTTTTGAAGTGTTTGTTTGGTGT

TCCCTCTCCCCTCTAAACTTC

MINT31

AF135531

(M) TTCGAAGCGTTTGTTTGG
(U) GGGTGGGAATTGAGATGATT

CGCCTAACCTAACGCACA
CATCACCACCCCTCACTTTA

MYOD1

NT_009307

N33

202
*
*

160
131

(M) GCGGGAATTGAGACGATT

ACGCTTACGCCACTACGA

(U) ATTTGATGGTTTTTGATGGTTT
(M) GACGGTTTTCGACGGTTT

CACACACATACTCATCCTCACA
GCCCGAAACCGAATACAC

NT_030737

(U) TTTGGTGAATTGGATGTTTTG

CACCCAACTCCTACCACACAC

+20 to +169

150

p14ARF

L41934

(M) TTTTCGGTGAATCGGATG
(U) TGAGTTTGGTTTTGGAGGTGG

TACGCGCCCAACTCCTA
AACCACAACAACAAACACCCCT

+18 to +173
+97 to +262

156
165

p15INK4b

NM_004936

p16 INK4a

+206 to +418
+210 to +393

176
213
184

(M) GTCGAGTTCGGTTTTGGAGG

AAAACCACAACGACGAACG

+95 to +255

160

(U) TGTGATGTGTTTGTATTTTGTGGTT
(M) GCGTTCGTATTTTGCGGTT

CCATACAATAACCAAACAACCAA
CGTACAATAACCGAACGACCGA

-318 to -164
-312 to -165

154
147

NM_000077

(U) TTATTAGAGGGTGGGGTGGATTGT

CAACCCCAAACCACAACCATAA

-80 to +71

151

p21WAF1

NT_007592

(M) TTATTAGAGGGTGGGGCGGATCGC
(U) TTTTTGTAGTATGTGAGGTTTTGG

ACCCCGAACCGCGACCGTAA
AACACAACTCAACACAACCCTA

-80 to +69
-200 to -1

149
200

p27 KIP1

AB003688

p73

(M) TGTAGTACGCGAGGTTTCG

TCAACTAACGCAACTCAACG

-196 to +5

202

(U) TGTGATTTTGATGTTGGTAAGGT
(M) CGACGTCGGTAAGGTTTG

CAAACCACAACCCAAACTCT
AAACGCGCAAAAACTACG

-363 to -141
-355 to -163

223
193

AB031234

(U) TGGGTGTTTGGTTTGTAGGT

CCAACTCTCAACTCCCAAAA

-1 725 to -1 505

221

PTEN

NM_000314

(M) GCGTTCGGTTCGTAGGTT
(U) TGGTTTTTTGAGGTGTTTG

CTCAACTCCCAAAACCCAA
TTCCATCATAACTACAACTTCCA

-1 722 to -1 511
-979 to -812

212
167

(M) GGTTTTTCGAGGCGTTCG

CGCCTCACAACGACTCAACT

-978 to -786

192

RAR-β

NM_016152

(U) TTGAGAATGTGAGTGATTTGA
(M) TCGAGAACGCGAGCGATTCG

AACCAATCCAACCAAAACAA
GACCAATCCAACCGAAACGA

-343 to -197
-343 to -197

146
146

RASSF1A

NT_022517

(U) TTTGGTTGGAGTGTGTTAATGTG

CAAACCCCACAAACTAAAAACAA

+70 to +178

108

RASSF1C

NT_022517

(M) GTGTTAACGCGTTGCGTATC
(U) GGAGTTTGGATTGTTGGTTTTG

AACCCCGCGAACTAAAAACGA
CACCCCCAAAAATAACCTCAT

+82 to +176
-370 to -137

94
187

SFRP1

NT_008251

TIMP3

(M) AGTTTGGATTGTCGGTTTCG

TCACAAACCCCACCTACCAC

-370 to -137

187

(U) GTTTTGTGGTTGTAAGTTGTTGTT
(M) TCGCGGTCGTAAGTTGTT

AAACCCCACACACTCCAA
CGCACTCCAACCCTACAA

-180 to +19
-177 to +11

199
188

NM_000362

(U) TTTTGTTTTGTTATTTTTTGTTTTTGGTTTT

CCCCCAAAAACCCCACCTCA

-454 to -335

119

VHL

AF010238

(M) CGTTTCGTTATTTTTTGTTTTCGGTTTC
(U) GTTGGAGGATTTTTTTGTGTATGT

CCGAAAACCCCGCCTCG
CCCAAACCAAACACCACAAA

-451 to -335
-185 to -20

116
165

(M) TGGAGGATTTTTTTGCGTACGC

GAACCGAACGCCGCGAA

-183 to -25

158

WT1

X74840

(U) TGGGATTTGGGTGGTATTTG
(M) GTTAGGCGTCGTCGAGGTTA

CACCAACACCCACTACACCA
AAAACGCAAAATCCAACACC

+295 to +510
+321 to +526

216
206
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DNA preparation and methylation specific PCR analysis
Genomic DNA was extracted from frozen tissues by the protein
precipitation method[13]. Frozen tissue block was cut into 10-20 µm
sections, put into a 1.5 mL Eppendorf tube, and then incubated
at 37 in the cellular lysis buffer with proteinase K (SABC,
Shanghai) for a final concentration of 100 µg/mL. The digestion
was carried out at 55 for at least 2 h. After centrifuged, the upper
liquid was collected and the protein precipitation mix was added.
After centrifuged, 1:1 isopropanol was added. The deposition
was washed with 750 mL/L ethanol, and naturally dried. The DNA
pellet was washed once with 700 mL/L ethanol and dissolved
with TE (10 mmmol/L Tris HCl, pH 7.4 and 1 mmol/L EDTA), and
stored at a concentration of 1 mg/mL at 4 .
The primers for methylation specific PCR (MSP) (Table 3)
were adopted as the previously published works[10,14] or designed
with the assistance of the web server for the CpG islands
identification (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/emboss/cpgplot/index.html)
and the primer design software (http://micro-gen.ouhsc.edu/
cgi-bin/primer3_www.cgi). DNA treatment and PCR reaction
were carried out by the previously described method[10,14,15].
In detail, 10 µg DNA in 50 µL TE was incubated with 5.5 µL of
3 mol/L NaOH at 37 for 10 min, followed by a 16 h treatment
at 50 after 30 µL of freshly prepared 10 mmol/L hydroquinone
and 520 µL of freshly prepared 3.6 mol/L sodium-bisulfite at pH
5.0 were added. The DNA was desalted using a home dialysis
system with 10 g/L agarose. The DNA in the desalted sample
(approximately 100 µL in volume) was denatured at 37 for
15 min with 5.5 µL of 3 mol/L NaOH followed by ethanol
precipitation with 33 µL 10 mol-L NH4OAc and 300 µL ethanol.
After washed with 700 mL/L ethanol, the gently dried DNA
pellet was dissolved with 30 µL TE at 65 for 10 min. DNA
samples were finally stored at -20
until further use. The
sample of 50 ng of DNA was reserved for PCR reaction. PCR
reaction was carried out in a volume of 15 µL with 50 ng or less
template DNA with FastStart Taq polymerase (Roche, Germany)
as follows. After an initial denaturing step for 3 min at 94 , 35
cycles at 94
for 30 s, at varying temperatures with primer
pairs for 30 s and at 72 for 30 s, were carried out. The PCR
products were separated by 12 g/L ethidium bromide containing
agarose gel electrophoresis with 1×TAE and visualized under
UV illumination. To verify the PCR results, representative bands
from each target were gel-purified. Then the PCR products were
sequenced directly or cloned into T-vector (Promega, USA)
followed by automatic DNA sequencing provided by Bioasia
(Shanghai, China). Only verified results were presented in this
report.
Immunohistochemistry analysis on a home made tissue microarray
The paraffin embedded tissues from 58 cancer cases were made
into the tissue microarray paraffin blocks, followed by sectioning.
For each sample, the H&E stained sections were first reviewed
and marked for the picked point. At least 4 points of cancer
tissue and 1 point of normal mucosa tissue were taken from the
different positions on the paraffin block. The diameter of our
tissue microarray punch was 1 mm. We put about 40-80 tissue
dots in one array. To identify the tissue put into the array, all
the made tissue microarray sections were stained with H&E
and reviewed by two pathologists independently.
The immunostaining was performed with each of 10
commercially available antibodies (Table 4) using DAKO
Envision system/3,3-diaminoben-aidine (DAB) staining. The
result was scored by conjunction with both staining intensity
and the percentage of positive staining cells. Each sample was
given an intensity score (0-3) and a percentage of cell positive
score (0 = less than 5%, 1 = 5-25%, 2 = 25-50%, 3 = 50-75%, 4 = more
than 75%). An overall immunohistochemistry score was
calculated by multiplying the intensity and percentage of cell
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positive scores. Scores of 1-4 were recorded as +, 6-8 as ++,
and 9-12 as +++.
Table 4 Antibodies for immunohistochemical analysis
Antibody
name
CDH1

Expression location

Company

Catalogue No.

Membrane/Cytoplasm Antibody Diagnostica INC. M-0536

CDH13

Cytoplasm

Santa Cruz

sc-7940

COX2

Cytoplasm

Santa Cruz

sc-1746

Cyclin a1

Nuclear

hMLH1

Nuclear

MGMT

Cytoplasm

p14

ARF

p73
RAR
TIMP3

Nulear/Cytoplasm
Cytoplasm
Nuclear/ Cytoplasm
Cytoplasm

Novocastra Lab. NCL-CYCLINA
PharMingen

G168-15

DAKO

M3610

Santa Cruz

sc-8340

Santa Cruz

sc-17823

Santa Cruz

sc-552

Oncogene

IM43T

Statistical analysis
A comparison of the proportion was performed using Pearson
2
test or the Fisher’s exact method. Analysis of methylation status
vs protein expression was performed using the contingency
coefficient.
RESULTS
Among the 65 CRC patients, there were 39 SCRCs, 10 HNPCCs
and 16 colorectal carcinoma in Bethesda category. In addition,
eight colorectal adenomas, five non-cancerous mucosa tissues
and one normal mucosa sample were also recruited for this
study.
Twenty four genes among the 31 targets studied in this
study were previously analyzed in liver cancer [10] and
astrocytoma (unpublished data) in this and other laboratories.
They were APC, BRCA1, CDH1, CDH13, DAPK1, hMLH1,
p14 ARF, p15INK4b , p16 INK4a , p27 KIP1, p73, PTEN, RAR-b,
RASSF1A, RASSF1C, VHL and WT1. The CDX1, COX2, CXX1,
MINT1, MINT31 and TIMP3 genes have also been studied in
colon cancer, the methylation pattern of which was found
altered in CRC[16] so that the relevant inter-study comparison
of the methylation behaviors should be possible. In this list,
there were genes with the proven roles in as well as those
lacking any obvious association with the carcinogenesis of
human tumors. For the later group, hypermethylation of the
myogenetic lineage-specific transcription factor: MYOD1,
occurs more frequently in aging tissues than its younger
counterparts[17]. In the category of cancer associated genes,
the tumor suppressor genes made up the major part. There
were proteins operating in the RB1/p16INK4a pathway: p14ARF,
p15INK4b and p16INK4a, as well as the three cyclin-dependent
kinase inhibitors: p21WAF1, p27KIP1[18] and p57KIP2[19]. The rest in
this subset were the p53 analogue, p73[18,20], the two alternative
forms of a tumor suppressors in the Ras mediated signal
transduction pathway: RASSF1A and RASSF1C[21], VHL[22],
APC[23], PTEN[6], N33 as well as the Wilms tumor 1 gene,
WT1 [24]. Also included were the genes encoding the cell
membrane proteins or nuclear receptors acting actively in
intercellular interactions: e.g. melanoma specific antigen A1
(MAGEA1)[25], and cadherins, CDH1[26]and CDH13[26]. One
gene implicated in signal transduction was cyclin A1[27]. The
gene encoding O-6-methylguanine-DNA methyltransferase,
MGMT[28] was also included, which plays a key role in the
cellular responses to alkalyting agents and heavy metal
stresses. The genes acting in DNA repair process were
hMLH1 [29] and BRCA1 [30] as well as the gene acting in
apoptosis, DAPK1[31].
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Figure 1 Methylation profiles of the promoter CpG islands of 31 genes in CRC. Both electrophoretic patterns of the representative PCR products of each of 31 targets (indicated respectively, at the top of figures) and the sequencing verification of the one
representative PCR product are presented. To indicate the methylation status, the sequenced data are aligned with the wild-type
sequence. 1Size markers, the bands of 250 bp and 100 bp are shown. U, the unmethylated; M, hypermethylated. Panels: 1, APC, 2,
BRCA1, 3, CDH1, 4, CDH13, 5, CDX1, 6, COX2, 7,CXX1, 8, cyclin A1, 9, DPAK1, 10, DNMT1, 11, hMLH1, 12, MAGEA1, 13, MGMT,
14, MINT1, 15, MINT31, 16, MYOD1, 17, N33, 18, p14ARF, 19, p15INK4b, 20, p16INK4a 21, p21WAF1, 22, p27KIP1, 23, p73, 24, PTEN, 25, RAR-b,
26, RASSF1A, 27, RASSF1C, 28, SFRP1, 29, TIMP3, 30, VHL, and 31, WT1.

Genes displayed no changes in methylation profile in tumor
samples
As shown in Figure 1 and summarized in Figure 2, by comparing
with the normal mucosa of non-cancerous samples, the
following 14 genes did not display any tumor associated
changes: BRCA1 (panel 2), CDH1 (panel 3), DAPK1(panel 9),
DNMT1(panel 10), MAGEA1(panel 12), N33(panel 17), p21WAF1
(panel 21), p27KIP1 (panel 22), PTEN (panel 24), RAR- (panel 25),
RASSF1C (panel 27), SFRP1 (panel 28), TIMP3 (panel 29) and
VHL genes (panel 30). The MAGEA1 gene was the only target
that tends to be demethylated and transcription-activated in
tumors, as we previously demonstrated in hepatocellular carcinoma
(HCC)[10]. But the hypermethylated state of its promoter CpG
islands maintained in all the samples tested. The likely
explanations for such no-change-type-observations were the
following: no changes in expression of this set of genes occurred
in CRC, and the changes in expression indeed occured, but the
DNA methylation mediated mechanisms was not involved.
It should be pointed out that our no change conclusion as
to both N33 and TIMP3 genes was at odds with the previous
report where both genes were hypermethylated rather frequently
in CRC[32]. Whether it was attributed to the inherent difference
between patient groups in different studies remains to be clarified.
Genes displayed changes in methylation profile in tumor samples
To score the changes in each CRC case, the methylated status
in the mucosa tissue of the non-cancerous patients was taken
as the reference, any deviation from which was scored as
positive (increasing methylation extent) or negative (decrease

in methylation extent).
Seventeen genes in this list displayed to various extents
the tumor associated changes. As shown in Figures 1, 2, the
changes of the following genes occurred marginally, and their
impact on CRC looked trivial: APC (panel 1) (8%, 5/65), RASSF1A
(3%, 2/65) (panel 26) and p14ARF (6%, 4/65) (panel 18). It
was surprising to see that the extremely low frequency in
hypermethylation of the RASSF1A gene in CRC, which was
hypermethylated in a wide range of the human tumors, including
hepatocellular carcinoma[10,14], astrocytoma (unpublished results)
and other tumors[33,34].
The following genes displayed significant alterations in
methylation pattern deviated from that of the mucosa of the
non-cancer tissues, including those with the moderate levels
of changes: MGMT (20%, 13/65, panel 13), hMLH1 (18%, 12/65,
panel 11), p16 INK4a(10%, 10/65, panel 20), MINT1 (15.4%, 10/65,
panel 14), MINT31 (11%, 7/65, panel 15); and with a great level
of changes: COX2 (72%, 47/65, (panel 6), cyclin A1 (100%,
65/65, panel 8) and CDX1 (100%, 65/65, panel 5), RAR- (85%,
55/65, panel 25), MYOD1 (69%, 45/65, panel 16), p15INK4b (68%,
44/65, panel 19), CDH13 (66%, 43/65, panel 4), CXX1 (58%,
38/65, panel 7), p73 (63%, 41/65, panel 23) and WT1 (58%, 38/65,
panel 31, Figure 1). In this list, while changes in methylation
pattern of the majority of targets, were compatible with the
previously reported frequencies in CRC patients in the Western
countries[7,11,35,36], there was a noticeable difference. For instance,
we have found the p15INK4b was significantly methylated in
CRC (68%, 44/65), while this gene was not methylated at all in
a similar study in USA[35].
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Figure 2 Changes in methylation pattern of genes in CRC and other relevant tissues. The frequency (%) of the hypermethylated
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It was also our intention to correlate the methylation pattern
with the clinical-pathological features of CRC patients.
Subjected to the stringent statistic analysis (P<5%), none of
the comparisons displayed any significant correlation. For
instance, there was no statistic significance between the
methylation changes of any given genes among different
subgroups of CRC: SCRC and HNPCC as well as against other
cohorts of tissues, such as colorectal adenoma and adjacent
mucosa. This was likely to attribute to the small sample size.
Although there was a decent number for SCRC (n = 39), the
sample sizes for other subgroups were rather small: 10 HNPCCs,
16 Bethesda CRCs, eight adenomas, five non-cancerous
mucosae and one normal mucosa.
It has been well recognized that the so-called non-cancerous
cells pathologically defined may have already suffered some
genetic lesions as the corresponding cancerous tissues, the
outcome of the earlier events of carcinogenesis. The scenario
of the genetic events from the normal mucosa to the fullblown CRC within the context of the well defined clinical and
pathological parameters has been well characterized[37]. In this
study, we included samples of non-cancerous mucosa from
five CRC patients, adenomatous samples from eight patients
and tumorous tissues from 65 CRC cases including 39 SCRCs,
10HNPCCs and 16 Bethesda CRCs, which enabled us to
determine whether the changes in methylation pattern in CRC
were specific to the early or late phases of carcinogenesis.
Judged by the no difference in methylation pattern between
the non-cancerous mucosa and adenoma and /or CRC
(Figures 1, 2) (the same rationale used in our previous work
on the hepatocellular carcinoma[10]), we suggested that the
high frequent changes in methylation pattern of the genes
might be the early rather than the late phase events during
carcinogenesis of CRC.
CRC was among the first few types of human cancers subjected
to the rather intensive DNA methylation profiling, where
changes in methylation in tumor samples were classified as the
aging related as well as the cancer specific[17,38,39]. For instance,
the MYOD1 was found also hypermethylated more frequently
in the aged healthy epithelia tissues than their younger
counterparts[17]. Also from the studies of CRC, the concordant
methylation profile of multiple genes was firstly reported,
called “CpG island methylation phenotype (CIMP)”, short for
CpG island methylator phenotype [11]. It implies that the
unknown genetic mechanism (s) operating in CRC may
contribute to the clustering profile of the DNA methylation of
the multiple genes together. Among the 65 CRC cases, the
distribution in occurrence of changes in the multiple genes
was as following, 1, 3, 5, 7, 12, 11, 11, 7, 4, 1, and 3 cases, for
assuming the methylation change of from 2, progressing step
by step to 12 genes, respectively (Figure 3), with the 7 gene
group as the peak.

the transcriptional silencing status of the gene. However,
exceptions also were reported, suggesting the involvement of
other mechanisms in the control of the gene transcription. To
verify this notion, we immunostained 10 target proteins in situ
on the home-made tumor tissue arrays, where the tissue blocks
from 58 CRC samples along with several controls of the noncancerous mucosa from the cancer patients were present. The
results were scored from the negative (-), to positive: ranging
from + to +++. With the expression level in the non-cancerous
mucosa as reference, the relative level of expression of each
protein in the context of the methylation state of the promoter
CpG islands of the genes was assessed. As shown in Figure 4
and summarized in Table 5, the unmethylated states of the
promoter CpG islands of the following genes were indeed
positively correlated with the expression levels of the genes.
Among the cases of the fully unmethylated targets, expression
of each protein one + level occurred very frequently: for the
CDH13, 73% (16/22); RAR-b, 100% (8/8); COX2, 80% (35/44);
p73, 60% (12/20); hMLH1, 75% (35/47); p14ARF, 100% (51/51);
TIMP3, 80% (46/58) and CDH1, 98% (57/58). The only
exception was MGMT, only 25% (2/8) of the unmethylated
cases expressed this protein, suggesting the mechanisms
other than DNA hypermethylation being involved. For the
CRC cases with the heterozygous methylated status (u/m),
expression of each proteins was: CDH13, 50% (14/28); cyclin
A1, 70% (37/53); RAR- , 79% (22/28); COX2, 100% (14/14);
p73, 54% (19/35); MGMT, 24% (11/46); hMLH1, 36% (4/11)
and p14ARF, 100% (2/2), respectively. For the CRC cases with
the fully methylated targets, the expression profile of the
genes was as the following: CDH13, 38% (33/58), cyclin A1,
80% (4/5), RAR- , 85% (17/20) and MGMT, 50% (2/4). Except
for the CDH13, which expressed less frequently in the
methylated than the unmethylated containing cases, the
expression frequency was not significantly less prevalently
in the methylated cases, even higher as far as the MGMT was
concerned. Therefore, the correlation between the methylation
status and level of expression of these 10 genes was not in a
good agreement with the conventional notion.

In situ expression profile of 10 genes in CRC
Hypermethylation of the promoter CpG islands could reflect

Figure 3 Concordant behavior of the multiple methylated loci
in CRC.
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Table 5 Expression profile of the genes in the context of DNA methylation status
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Positive rate % (Positive cases/the total cases)
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Figure 4 Immunochemical assessment of the expression level of each of 10 target genes. Both the protein targets (left site to) and
sample identities (top down) of the immuno-chemical stained picture are indicated. The signs: -, +, ++, and +++ in bracket are
used to provide the quantitative reference in pictures below. The areas pointed by the arrows are the regions showing the
immunostaining data quantified.
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DISCUSSION
In this study, 31 targets were selected to be studied, 65 cases
of CRC, 8 cases of adenoma, five cases of non-cancerous
mucosa from the cancer patients and one case mucosa from the
non-cancerous patient. As far as the number of genes was
concerned, this study is rather extensive, and it is the first of
such a kind with CRC patients in China, and in Shanghai in
particular.
Changes in methylation pattern of the promoter CpG islands
are very common in CRC
By taking the methylation profile of the mucosa from the
non-cancerous patient as the reference, CRC associated
changes in methylation pattern were a very extensive event, 17
among of 31 targets assumed the altered patterns, the following
14 changed in more than 20% of CRC cases as a whole:
MGMT (20%, 13/65), hMLH1 (18%, 12/65), p16 INK4a (10%, 10/65),
MINT1 (15.4%, 10/65), MINT31 (11%, 7/65), COX2 (72%, 47/65),
cyclin A1 (100%, 65/65), CDX1 (100%, 65/65), RAR- (85%, 55/65),
MYOD1 (69%, 45/65), p15INK4b (68%, 44/65), CDH13 (66%,
43/65), CXX1 (58%, 38/65), p73 (63%, 41/65) and WT1 (58%,
38/65) genes. Furthermore, there was only one case assuming
the methylation changes with three genes (Figure 3), no less
than 76.3 % of cases assumed changes in methylation more
than seven targets (49/65), 86% more than six targets (56/65),
93.8% more than five targets (61/65). This observation indeed
supports the concept, “CpG island methylator phenotype”, for
that changes in methylation pattern in CRC indeed tend to be
clustered. As a similar survey with the astrocytoma showed
that less 26.4% patients assumed no more than two gene (among
31 targets being surveyed), and the occurrence of changes in
methylation pattern for at least five, six and seven targets was
41.51%, 20.75 and 9.43% in a cohort of 56 astrocytoma patients
(unpublished data). The high incidence of changes in CRC
may be partly attributed to the fact that colorectal epithelial
cells were much amenable to the environmental challenges.
Except for the genes that have been proved in the category
of tumor associated genes, such as p16INK4a, p15CDKN4b, p14ARF,
p27KIP1, WT1, VHL, RB, p73, APC, N33, PTEN and BRCA1, the
MAGEA1 and RAR- genes have not been studied in CRC. While
the MAGEA1 gene displayed the homozygously methylated
state in all samples tested, the RAR- gene indeed changes its
methylated state from the unmethylated in the normal mucosa
toward the hypermethylated state at a significantly higher
frequency in CRC, over 85% (55/65). The retinoic acid receptor
(RAR) gene is a putative tumor suppressor gene on chromosome
3p24, where a high incidence of loss of heterozygosity (LOH) is
detected in many types of tumors. Retinoic acid suppresses
cancer cell growth through binding to RARs, especially RAR-,
indicating a critical role in mediating anticancer effects. Selective
loss or down-regulation of the RAR mRNA and protein has been
reported in prostate cancers. The DNA methylation mediated
silencing of this gene has been suggested as an etiological
factor for carcinogenesis of prostate cancer[40]. This result
indicates that the RAR- hypermethylation may be the mechanism
of expression silencing in these tumor cells[41]. However, its
etiological significance in carcinogenesis of CRC remains to
be clarified.
The following genes: CXX1, CDX1, SFRP1, MINT1 and
MINT31 were initially identified as the CRC associated
hypomethylated genes by an approach at the genome level[16].
Except for the SERP1 gene that was not methylated with all the
samples being tested, the rest targets were indeed hypermethylated
to varying extents in CRC (Figures 1, 2). Tumor suppressor
gene RASSF1A was inactivated predominantly by promoter
methylation and rarely by somatic mutations. wagner et al.[34]
investigated RASSF1A promoter methylation in colorectal
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cancer and detected RASSF1A methylation in 80% (4/5)
colorectal cancer cell lines and 45% (13/29) primary colorectal
cancers. But we found that the frequency of RASSF1A
methylation was extremely low in CRC although we previously
found this gene was hypermethylated (100%) in HCC[14].

Does the methylation profile of the promoter CpG islands of the
genes correlate with the expression of the genes?
Although it has been generally accepted that the hypermethylated
status of the promoter CpG islands represents the long-term
transcription silencing state of the genes, its credential has not
been thoroughly checked in clinical samples, due to various
limiting factors, including availability and inherent diversity of
the cell types in the actual samples. In this study, we immunostained the genes with antibodies to assess the expression of
10 genes in a home-made tissue array. For both homozygously
and heterozygously unmethylated samples, nine of 10 targets
(except for MGMT) expressed at a detectable level of more
than 60% cases. It was generally fit with the expectation. For
the fully methylated CRC, only four targets were involved,
among which the profile of the CDH13 gene met the expected
profile. The expression frequency (38%, 3/8) in methylated
samples was significantly lower than heterozygously methylated
(50%, 14/28), and homozygously unmethylated (73%, 16/22).
The profiles of the other three targets did not comply with the
role at all. Both cyclin A1 and RAR- genes expressed equally
well as the CRC samples of m/u type. Furthermore, it was
paradoxically found that the MGMT gene expressed more
prevalently in the methylated CRC cases (50%, 2/4) than its
counterparts (u/m: 25%, 2/8 and u: 25%, 11/46). As we have
previously shown in astrocytoma cell lines, the methylated
status of the promoter CpG islands inversely correlated with
the expression of the MGMT gene (unpublished data), this
rather unexpected observation should be looked into further.
In conclusion, despite the general roles that have been followed
as to the inverse correlation between the methylation state of
the promoter CpG islands and expression, the exception is
also distinguishingly noticeable. Therefore, it should be very
cautious in correlating the methylated status with the expression
profile of the genes.
Demethylation of the COX2 gene correlates with the increased
frequency in its expression
Cyclo-oxygenase 2 (COX2), an inducible isoform of prostaglandin
H synthase, which mediates prostaglandin synthesis during
inflammation, and is selectively over-expressed in colon tumors,
is thought to play an important role in colorectal carcinogenesis[42].
Its expression in the normal epithelial cells is low, but can be
induced by a variety of stressing agents, including tumor
promoters and inflammatory cytokines. In the list of the genes
displaying changes in methylation, it was noticed that the COX2
gene was the only target that displayed CRC associated
demethylation, i.e., from the heterozygous methylated state to
fully demethylated in 47 among 65 cases being studies (72%)
(Figures 1, 2). The COX2 gene did not express in the control
non-cancerous tissues, indicating that it seems less likely to
have the physiological role in normal colon epithelial cells.
Although there was no increase in the frequency of expression
in CRC from the heterozygously to the fully unmethylated CRC
cases (Figure 2), the fact that over 82% CRC cases expressed
this gene was indeed supportive.
Tumor type specificity of the methylation profile
It has been well established that the methylation profile as an
inheritable epigenetic signature in any given cells reflects both
history of cell differentiation and the chronicle of aging, in
addition to those closely associated with the biological profiles
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of tumors[6,43,44]. It is desirable to identify the changes, specific
to one type of tumor from the others, otherwise our efforts to
use the DNA methylation pattern, as the biomarkers for tumor
diagnosis would be severely constrained. Therefore, we compared
the methylation patterns in HCC[10,14] with those in CRC. As
shown in Figure 5, there were methylation changes common to
both HCC and CRC i.e., the p73 gene: 73% in HCC vs 62.5% in
CRC and the MYOD1 gene: 57.8% in HCC vs 69.23% in CRC.
The following changes were more prevalent in CRC than in
HCC: the cyclin A1 gene: 100% in CRC vs 53.85% in HCC; the
WT1 gene: 58.46% in CRC vs 30.77% in HCC; and the CDH13
gene: 64.62% in CRC vs 23.08% in HCC. The following two
genes were more frequently hypermethylated in HCC than in
CRC: the RASSF1A gene: 100% in HCC vs 2.08% in CRC; and
the p16INK4a gene: 53.85% in HCC vs 15.38% in CRC. Although
little is known about the mechanisms underlying the tumor
specific methylation profiles of CRC vs those of HCC, the
distinct profiles of CRC vs HCC should have the profound
implication in the future diagnostic tools to differentiate these
two common human cancers.
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In conclusion, the altered promoter CpG island methylation
patterns of 17 genes are the common and distinguished hallmarks
specific to the early phase of colon carcinogenesis, although no
significant correlation has been detected between the changes
in the methylation patterns with any given clinical-pathological
features. The correlation between the methylated state of the
promoter CpG islands and the expression of the corresponding
genes has not been proved as close as previously suggested. Our
observations from this rather extensive methylation-profiling
maneuver would provide new insights into the role of the DNA
methylation mediated control in the colon carcinogenesis as well
as the clues for the development of robust diagnostic and
prognostic tools for colorectal cancer.
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Abstract
AIM: To investigate the inhibitory effect of phosphorothioate
anti-sense oligodeoxynucleotides (PASODN) on colorectal
cancer LS-174T cells in vitro and the mechanism of inhibition
of telomerase activity in these cells.
METHODS: PASODN were used to infect LS-174T cells
and block human telomerase RNA (hTR) through anti-sense
technology. The inhibitory effect of PASODN was evaluated
by colony-forming inhibition assay and growth curve. Changes
of telomerase activity in LS-174T cells were detected by
polymerase chain reaction-enzyme-linked immunosorbent
assay (PCR-ELISA), and the level of apoptosis was analyzed
by flow cytometry (FCM) assay.
RESULTS: PASODN showed a dose and time-dependent
inhibition of cell proliferation. The optimal dosage of PASODN
was 10 µmol/L. The colony-forming efficiency was 10.3% in
PASODN group after 10 d, whereas that in phosphorothioate
mis-sense oligodeoxynucleotides (PMSODN) group with the
same concentration and in PBS group (blank control) was
49.1% and 50.7%, respectively. PCR-ELISA results indicated
that telomerase activity in the PASODN group was obviously
inhibited in comparison with in the control groups (P<0.01,
t = 3.317 and 3.241, t 0.01 (20) = 2.845). Meanwhile, before
the number of cells was decreased, the morphological
changes were observed in the cells of PASODN group. The
cells in PASODN group showed the apoptotic peak at 72 h
after infection, whereas the control group did not show.
CONCLUSION: Specific sequence oligonucleotides can
inhibit telomerase activity and lead to cell apoptosis,
suggesting a novel treatment strategy for malignant tumors
induced by telomerase.
Wang XS, Wang K, Li X, Fu SB. Effects of phosphorothioate
anti-sense oligodeoxynucleotides on colorectal cancer cell
growth and telomerase activity. World J Gastroenterol 2004;
10(23): 3455-3458
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INTRODUCTION
Telomerase, a ribonucleic acid-protein complex, adds hexameric

repeats of 5’-TTAGGG-3’ to the ends of telomeres to compensate
for the progressive loss in malignant tumor cells[1,2]. Because
of its preferential expression in malignant tumors and lack of
expression in normal tissues[3-5], the idea that telomerase is a
potential target of cancer therapy has been widely accepted[6,7].
From the theoretical point of view, telomerase-associated
therapeutic approach to telomerase-positive tumors is the antitelomerase cancer therapy that directly inhibits telomerase
activity, resulting in apoptotic cell death or growth arrest. Two
major components of the telomerase holoenzyme complex:
human telomerase RNA (hTR) and catalytic subunit (human
telomerase reverse transcriptase, hTERT), are considered as
the therapeutic targets[8]. Since the growth of majority, or even
parts of malignant tumors depends on telomerase, the strategy
of anti-telomrease cancer therapy is necessary and important.
In this study, we investigated the inhibitory effect of PASODN
on colorectal cancer cells.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Human colorectal cancer cell line LS-174T was obtained from
Shanghai Institute of Cell Biology (Shanghai, China).
Oligonucleotides were synthesized in Shenggong Company
(Shanghai, China). The sequences of oligonucleotides were as
follows: PASODN: 5’-TTAGGG-3’, and PMSODN: 5’-TGTGAG3’. Telomerase PCR-ELISA kit (No. 1854666) was purchased
from Roche Company.
Cell culture
Colorectal cancer LS-174T cells were cultured in RPMI 1640
(GIBCO, UK) supplemented with 100 mL/L charcoal-stripped
FCS (GIBCO, UK), 500 units/mL penicillin and 0.1 µg/mL
streptomycin (SIGMA, USA) at 37
with a humidified
atmosphere containing 50 mL/L CO2. The medium was changed
every 48 h. Cell cycle was 12 h approximately. Cells in logarithmic
phase were used in all experiments.
Selection of optimal concentration of PASODN
The LS-174T cells (100 cells/mL in each well) were transferred
to 24-well plates and cultured in 500 µL of RPMI 1640. Wells
were divided into six groups with different final concentrations
of PASODN: 0,1,2.5,5,10 and 20 µmol/L, respectively, the first
one acted as a control. The medium was changed every other
day. Ten days later, the cells in each well were stained with Giemsa
and the colony-forming units were counted (consisting of more
than 50 cells) under a phase contrast microscope. The optimal
concentration of PASODN was screened according to the
relative rate of inhibition of colony forming according to the
formula: the relative rate of inhibition of colony-forming ( % ) =
(1-numer of clone in experiment group/ number of clones in
control group )×100%.
Inhibition of colony formation
Logarithmic phase cells were digested, suspended and calculated,
and then suspension was transferred to 6-well plates. Cell
concentration was 400 cells/mL in each well. Wells were divided
into: PASODN group, PMSODN group, and PBS group. The
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later two groups acted as controls. Twenty hours after the cells
were adhered, RPMI 1640 was removed and wells were washed
with 2.5×PBS. Cells were incubated with 2 mL of RPMI 1640
culture medium containing 10 µmol/L PASODN, 10 µmol/L
PMSODN and PBS (same volume). Medium was changed every
other day. The incubation was terminated 10 d later. The colonyforming units were stained by Giemsa dye and counted. Colonyforming efficiency = (unit number /cell number)×100%.

Inhibition of cell proliferation
LS-174T cells (10×103 cells/mL in each well) were transferred to
24-well plates. Wells were divided into three groups and the
cells were treated as mentioned above in 1 mL of RPMI1640
culture medium. Medium was changed every other day. The
number of cells in each group was counted every day, and
morphological changes were observed. The growth curve of
the cells was obtained 13 d later.
Variation of telomerase activity detected by PCR-ELISA and
silver staining assay
PCR-ELISA was performed following the manufacturer’s
instructions. All solutions were provided by the kit from Roche.
Briefly, the cells were digested, collected and centrifuged at
800 r/min for 10 min seven days after treatment with the reagents
mentioned above. The supernatant was discarded. A total
volume of 200 mL of the refrigerated lysis medium was added
into a tube and placed on ice for 30 min. The cells were centrifuged
at at 16 000 g for 20 min at 4 . Then 100 mL of the supernatant
was removed into a new tube. The telomere sequence was
amplified in a 50 mL PCR system containing 25 mL of reaction
solution, 2 mL of supernatant, 23 mL of triple-distilled water.
PCR amplification was performed in the 9600 thermal cycler
(PEPKIN ELMER): one cycle of primer extension at 25 for
30 min, 2 cycles of the inactivation at 94
for 5 min, 3-32
cycles of amplification at 94 for 30 s, at 50 for 30 s, at 72 for
90 s. The amplification products were stored at 4 .
The hybridization and ELISA were carried out as described
below.
Denaturation solution and PCR products were incubated at
room temperature for 10 min, 225 mL of hybridization solution
was added and mixed thoroughly. Then 100 mL of the mixture
was put in a 96-wells plate (provided by the kit), and the plate
was vibrated (300 r/min) while it was incubated at 37 for 2 h.
All the mixture was removed and the plate was rinsed 3 times.
One hundred mL of anti-DIG peroxidase was added to each well,
vibrated (300 r/min) and incubated at room temperature for
30 min. The solution was completely removed and each well
was rinsed 5 times, 100 mL of substrate solution was added and
incubated at room temperature for 15 min. Then the substrate
solution was reserved, 100 mL stop solution was added into
each well to terminate the discoloration development. The
absorbance of the samples was measured ( SA value) at 450 nm
and at 690 nm within 30 min after termination of the reaction. If
the value of SA of the sample was higher than ‘0.2 SA450 nmSA690nm’, then the telomerase in the sample was regarded
as positive. The final value was expressed as mean±SD, a
statistical treatment was performed by using t test.
FCM analysis
Cells in logarithmic phase were incubated with 10 µmol/L
PASODN for 72 h and subsequently harvested by trypsinization,
beated upon with PRMI 1640 culture containing serum, and
centrifuged at 1 000 r/min for 10 min. The supernatant was
removed. The cells were fixed with 700 mL/L cold ethanol. FCM
analysis of the DNA content was performed on a flow cytometer
(FACS CaliburTM B.D USA).
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Statistical analysis
The data were expressed as mean±SD. Analysis of data was
performed using student’s t test. P<0.01 was considered as
statistically significant.
RESULTS
Optimal concentration of PASODN
Although colony formation in LS-174T cells was inhibited by
PASODN at the lower concentrations (1, 2.5, 5 µmol/L) in a dosedependent manner, 10 µmol/L seemed the best concentration
and the relative rate of inhibition was 82.8% (slightly lower
than that in 20 µmol/L group) (Table 1).
Table 1 Selection of optimal concentration of PASODN
Concentration of PASODN (µmol/L)
Clones
0
Mean
64.7
Inhibitive rate (%) 0

1

2.5

5

10

20

51.5
20.4

41.0
36.6

24.7
61.8

11.1
82.8

8.4
87.0

Effect of PASODN on colony formation
The colony-forming efficiency of cells treated with PASODN
was 10.3%, which was significantly lower than that in PMSODN
group (P<0.01, t = 3.174) and PBS group (P<0.01, t = 3.263). No
significant difference was observed between PMSODN group
and PBS group (Table 2).
Table 2 Colony-forming efficiency in each group (mean±SD)
PASODN
(10 µmol/L)
Mean±SD
Efficiency (%)
vs PASODN

PMSODN
(10 µmol/L)

PBS
(same volume)

196.3±13.5
49.1
P<0.01

202.8±8.5
50.7
P<0.01

41.2±5.5
10.3

Effect of PASODN on growth and morphology of LS-174T cells
No significant effect was observed during the initial 5 d, but a
time-dependent effect was observed during the subsequent days
(Table 3 and Figure 1). The growth inhibition was observed
obviously from the 7th d, which reached the peak from the 11th
to 13th d. But PMSODN had no evident effect on cell growth.
Under microscopy, obvious morphological changes were
observed in the cells of experiment group as follow. Cells turned
round, cell membrances shrank, and nuclei were concentrated
at the karyothecae. The number of cells was very small and
cells did not compact with each other. On the other hand, cells
in other groups grew bloomy and tightly (Figure 2).
Table 3 Variation of telomerase activity (mean±SD)
Group
PASODN
PMSODN
PBS

SA

P

0.18±0.12
1.89±0.24
1.98±0.25

<0.01
<0.01

60
Cells (×10 000)

3456

50
40

PASODN

30

PMSODN

20

PBS

10
0

1

3

5

7
9
Time (d)

11

13

Figure 1 Curve of cell growth with time.
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Figure 2 Changes in cell morphology and distribution. A: PMSODN group (10×40); B: PASODN group (10×40); C: PMSODN group
(10×10); D: PASODN group (10×10).
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Figure 3 Cell cycle after 72 h of treatment with PASODN(A) and PMSODN(B) detected by FCM.

Variation of telomerase activity
Telomerase activity in PASODN group had no change. The SA
value of telomerase activity in PASODN group was significantly
different from that in the other two control groups (P<0.01,
t = 3.317 and 3.241, t 0.01 (20) = 2.845) (Table 3).
Results of FCM
FCM analysis showed that the proportion of cells in G0/G1 and
S phases increased appreciably 72 h after 10 µmol/L PASODN
treatment, but no difference was observed between experiment
and control groups (Table 4). A hypo diploid apex representing
the apoptotic cells, was found before the apex of G0/G 1 in
the experiment group (Figure 3A), but not in control group
(Figure 3B).
Table 4 Effect of PASODN on LS-174T cell cycle
Groups

G 0/G1

G2/M

Control
PASODN

49.91
53.20

21.79
11.25

S
28.30
35.55

DISCUSSION
With the development of living conditions, the incidence of
colorectal cancer has been going up year by year. Colorectal

cancer is not sensitive to traditional chemotherapy[9]. So, it
seems important to exploit potent and nontoxic drugs in this
field. Telomerase activity has been reported to express in cancer
but not in most normal somatic cells, suggesting that telomerase
might be an important target for chemotherapy. Telomerase
consists of an RNA component (hTR) that binds to telomere
and a protein component (hTERT) that acts as a reverse
transcriptase. In our opinion, targeting the template region of
hTR with anti-sense reagents (such as oligonucleotides) may
offer more advantages than targeting hTERT gene. It has been
reported that the expression of telomerase activity depends on
Watson-Crick base pair between hTR gene and telomere[10].
This accessibility and indispensability make hTR an ideal and
convincible target for oligonucleotides.
PASODN exerted its inhibitory effect on LS-174T cells both
at the cellular and molecular levels, whereas no such effects
were observed in the control groups. Moreover, the inhibitory
effect was time and dose-dependent. The inhibitory effect of
PASODN on the cells had a certain latent phase. The growth
curve showed that the inhibitory effect of PASODN on the
growth of LS-174T cells was obvious on the seventh day, and
reached the greatest value from the 11th to 13th d. Besides, the
growth curve combined with the result of telomerase activity
showed that after telomerase activity turned negative (on the
7th d), the cells could still continue to cleavage a certain number
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of times, and the phenomenon might be the “retarded effect” of
telomerase inhibitor treatment.
In conclusion, specific oligonucleotide sequences can inhibit
telomerase activity and lead to apoptotic cell death. The intrinsic
existence of hTR in malignant tumors makes telomerase an ideal
target for anti-sense reagent attack. But, we must pay attention
to the fact that hTR also exists in normal somatic cells[11,12].
How to improve the tumor-affinity to oligonucleotids is still a
problem. The lag phase[13] indicated that anti-telomerae inhibitors
were unlikely to produce acute anti-proliferative effects.
However, with researches going on in the field of telomerase
and the advanced experiences of oligonucleotides in other
molecular fields[14-16], the trial in animals and humans will be
taken in near future.
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Abstract
AIM: To investigate the anticancer activity of Honokiol on RKO,
a human colorectal carcinoma cell line in vitro and in vivo,
and to evaluate its possible use in clinic.
METHODS: In vitro anticancer activity of honokiol was
demonstrated by its induction of apoptosis in tumor cells.
We analyzed cell proliferation with MTT assay, cell cycle with
flow cytosmeter, DNA fragment with electrophoresis on
agarose gels. To test the mechanism of honokiol-induced
apoptosis, Western blotting was used to investigate the factors
involved in this process. The pharmacokinetics study of
honokiol was tested by high phase liquid chromatography.
In in vivo study, Balb/c nude mice were incubated with
RKO cells. Honokiol was injected intraperitoneally every
other day into tumor bearing Balb/c nude mice.
RESULTS: Our results showed that honokiol induced apoptosis
of RKO cells in a time- and dose-dependent manner. At
5-10 ug/mL for 48 h, honokiol induced apoptosis through
activating Caspase cascades. Pharmacokinetics study
demonstrated that, honokiol could be absorbed quickly by
intraperitoneal injection, and maintained in plasma for more
than 10 h. In nude mice bearing RKO-incubated tumor, honokiol
displayed anticancer activity by inhibiting tumor growth and
prolonging the lifespan of tumor bearing mice.
CONCLUSION: With its few toxicity to normal cells and
potent anticancer activity in vitro and in vivo, honokiol might
be a potential chemotherapy candidate in treating human
colorectal carcinoma.
Chen F, Wang T, Wu YF, Gu Y, Xu XL, Zheng S, Hu X. Honokiol:
A potent chemotherapy candidate for human colorectal
carcinoma. World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(23): 3459-3463
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INTRODUCTION
In traditional Chinese medicine, Houpu (Magnolia officinalis)
has long been one of the important herbs. It is widely used by
Chinese people in treating thrombotic stroke, typhoid fever,

anxiety and nervous disturbance[1] when used in combination
with other herbs. With its major active constituent extracted
from the bark of Houpu, honokiol has been found having a
variety of pharmacological effects, such as anti-inflammatory[2],
antithrombotic [3], anti-arrhythmic [4], antioxidative [5] and
anxiolytic effects[6]. Recently, honokiol has been reported to
exhibit a potent cytotoxicity by inducing cell apoptosis in rat
and human leukemia cells[7,8], human fibrosarcoma cells[9],
human squamous lung cancer CH27 cells[10] and human SVR
angiosarcoma cells[11], yet there has been no report on honokiol
in the treatment of human colorectal carcinoma.
Previous studies have shown that honokiol can induce
apoptosis with characteristic morphological changes and DNA
fragments, involvement of Caspase family and Bcl-2 family[10].
It could reduce tumor volume of SVR angiosarcoma in nude
mice[11]. However, it is still unclear whether honokiol can be
used as a monomer in clinic. In this study, we chose colorectal
carcinoma cells to investigate its possible application in clinical
practice.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cell line and reagents
Human colorectal cell line RKO was provided by the Cancer
Institute of Zhejiang University. Cells were maintained in RPMI1640 medium (Gibco BRL) supplemented with 100 mL/L heatinactivated fetal bovine serum (Si-Ji-Qing Biotechnology Co,
Hangzhou, China), 100 U/mL penicillin and 100 µg/mL
streptomycin at 37 in a 50 mL/L CO2 atmosphere. Antibodies
used in this study including Caspases-3, -9 and pan-actin were
purchased from NeoMarkers, Fremont, CA, USA. Honokiol was
obtained from the National Institute for Pharmaceutical and
Biological Products, Beijing, China. The drug was dissolved in
dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) at the stock concentration of
10 g/L. It was further diluted in culture medium at the final
DMSO concentration <1%. 3-(4, 5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2, 5diphenyltetrazolium bromide (MTT) was purchased from
Sigma Chemical Corporation, USA. Six weeks old female Balb/
c mice and female BALB/c nude mice (weighing 20±2 g each)
were provided by the Experimental Animal Center of Zhejiang
University.
Cell proliferation assay
Cells (1×104 in 100 µL) were seeded on 96-well plates in triplicate.
Following a 24-h- culture at 37 , the medium was replaced
with fresh medium at various concentrations of honokiol in a
final volume of 200 µL. Cells were incubated at 37 for 68 h[12,13].
Then 50 µL of MTT (2 mg/mL in PBS) was added to each well,
incubated for an additional 4 h, the plate was centrifuged at
1 000 r/min for 10 min, then the medium was removed. MTT
formazan precipitate was dissolved in 100 µL of DMSO, shaken
mechanically for 10 min and then read immediately at 570 nm in
a plate reader (Opsys MR, Denex Technology, USA).
Morphological changes and detection of DNA fragmentation
RKO cells were exposed to a variety of concentrations of
honokiol for 24 h, then examined under reverse microscope
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(Olympus) and imaged with a digital camera. To detect DNA
fragments, the cells were collected and lysed with lysis buffer
containing 50 mmol/L Tris-HCL (pH 7.5), 20 mmol/L EDTA, and
10 g/L NP-40. Then 10 g/L SDS and RNase (5 µg/mL) were
for 2 h,
added to the supernatants, and incubated at 56
followed by incubation with proteinase K (2.5 µg/mL) at 37
for 2 h. After the DNA was precipitated by addition of both
ammonium acetate (3.3 mol/L) and ethanol (99.5 %), it was
dissolved in a loading buffer. DNA fragmentation was detected
by electrophoresis on 15 g/L agarose gels and was visualized
with ethidium bromide staining.

Cell cycle analysis by FCM
Honokiol-treated RKO cells and vehicles were fixed with
700 mL/L alcohol for 15 min at 4 , then stained with 1.0 µg/mL
propidium dodide (PI, Sigma, USA). The red fluorescence of
DNA-bound PI in individual cells was measured at 488 nm with
a FACSCalibur (Becton Dickinson, USA) and the results were
analyzed using ModFit 3.0 software. Ten thousand events were
analyzed for each sample.
Western blot assay
RKO cells (5×106) were lysed by 4 g/L trypsin containing 0.2 g/L
EDTA, then collected after washed twice with phosphatebuffered saline (PBS, pH 7.4). Total protein extracts from the
cells were prepared using cell lysis buffer [150 mmol/L NaCl,
0.5 mol/L Tris-HCL (pH 7.2), 0.25 mol/L EDTA (pH 8.0), 10 g/L
Triton X-100, 50 mL/L glycerol, 12.5 g/L SDS]. The extract (30 µg)
was electrophoresed on 120 g/L SDS-PAGE gel and electroblotted
onto polyvinydene difluoride membrane (PVDF, Millipore Corp.,
Bedford, MA) for 2 h in a buffer containing 25 mmol/L Tris-HCL
(pH 8.3), 192 mmol/L glycine and 200 mL/L methanol. The blots
were blocked with 50 g/L nonfat milk in TBST washing buffer
for 2 h at room temperature and then incubated at 4 overnight
with anti-caspase-3 and -9 antibodies (NeoMarkers), all of which
were diluted 1:400 in TBST. After washed at room temperature
with washing buffer, they were labeled with peroxidaseconjugated secondary antibodies.
Cell toxicity on primary cells
Primary human fibroblast cells were derived from fresh skin[13].
Human monocytes were isolated from umbilical blood by FicollHyaque separation method while seeded in 96-well microplates
at the concentration of 5 µg/mL phytohemagglutinin (PHA)[14].
HUVECs isolated from fresh human umbilical cords were
inoculated into 96-well microplates at 5 000 cells/well[15]. Following
treatment with the concentrations of 5, 10, 20, 40 µg/mL of honokiol
for 24 h, cell viability was estimated by trypan blue exclusion.
Three wells were measured at each time point/concentration.
Six wells were measured for each concentration of test compound.
All toxicity experiments were at least repeated three times.
Pharmacokinetics study
For intraperitoneal (ip) pharmacokinetics study, honokiol was
mixed with PEG400/dextrose by 7:3 in volume at a concentration
of 20 g/L. Thirty Balb/c mice received honokiol by i.p. at a dose of
250 mg/kg. Blood samples were collected as described[16]. The
plasma concentrations were tested by the total fluorescence
intensity at 290 nm with high phase liquid chromatograph (HPLC,
HEWLETT PACKARD)[17]. Chromatography was carried out
using a Hypersil C18 column (5 mm×100 mm×2.1 mm) with a flow
rate of 0.2 mL/min. Pharmacokinetic parameters were estimated
by Modkine programs (Biosoft, UK).
In vivo efficacy evaluation
Effect of honokiol on ascites formation in Balb/c nude mice
Five Balb/c nude mice in each group were transplanted with
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1×107 RKO cells by ip. Honokiol was dissolved in PEG400/
Tween 20 (9:1 by volume). Honokiol-treated group was
intragastrically administered 2 mg of honokiol per mice on d 0,
2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 after inoculation of RKO cells. While the control
group was given the same volume of PEG400/Tween20. Animals
were regularly monitored for the appearance of peritoneal bulge
and body weight.
Effect of honokiol on solid tumor growth in Balb/c nude mice
RKO cells (5×106) were injected subcutaneously at the axilla of
Balb/c nude mice. When tumors became visible about one week
after implant, the animals were randomized into four groups:
Adriamycin-treated, honokiol-treated, vehicle and control. All
mice received ip injection on days 8-11, 14-17, 21-24 and 28-31.
Each mouse of honokiol-treated group received 80 mg/(kg/d)
of honokiol suspended in PEG400/dextrose (7:3 by volume)
intraperitoneally, while vehicle given equivalent solvent of
PEG400/dextrose. Adriamycin dissolved in saline was injected
ip at a dose of 2 mg/kg. Mice of control group were given the
same volume of saline. Tumor growth was monitored with
calipers every other day, and tumor volume was calculated
using the modified ellipsoid formula: A/6×A×B2, where A is the
longer axis and B is the axis perpendicular to A (Figure 1)[18].

HO

HO

Figure 1 Chemical structure of honokiol (C18H18O2, MW = 266.33).

Statistitical analysis
Values were given as mean±SD. Statistical comparisons were
made by Student’s t-test, and P<0.05 was taken as significant.
RESULTS
Inhibition of RKO cell proliferation
Cells treated with honokiol resulted in a dose- and time- dependent
cytotoxicity in RKO cells. As shown in Figure 2A, honokiolmediated cytotoxicity occurred at the concentration of 5 µg/mL
and above. A significant decrease in cell number was seen at
10 µg/mL. The concentration leading to a 50% decrease in cell
number (IC50) was about 12.47 µg/mL. Moreover, treatment of
RKO cells with 5 µg/mL or 10 µg/mL of honokiol resulted in a
significant growth inhibition at various time points (Figure 2B).
Morphological changes and DNA fragmentation detection in
RKO cells
According to MTT results, we chose 5, 10, 15 µg/mL of honokiol
to detect molecular changes. Under an inverted phase contrast
microscope, honokiol-treated cells exhibited morphological
features of apoptosis (Data not shown): rounded and granulated
morphology, some vacuoles coming from cytoplasm, cell shrinkage
and eventually detached from culture plates. In honokioltreated cells, a degradation of chromosomal DNA into small
internucleosomal fragments was evidenced by the formation
of 180-200 bp DNA ladders on agarose gels (Figure 3), hallmark
of cells undergoing apoptosis. No DNA ladders were detected in
the samples isolated from control cultures. These results indicated
that honokiol induced an apoptotic cell death in RKO cells.
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% control

A

Effect of honokiol on cell cycle analysis of RKO cells
RKO cells were exposed to increasing concentrations of
honokiol (5-15 µg/mL) for 48 h, and the growth of cells was
analyzed with flow cytometry. In the absence of honokiol, the
cell populations were at G1, S, and G2/M phases (Figure 4),
accompanied with increased concentrations of honokiol by a
concomitant increase of the G1 phase (Table 1). From Figure 4,
the peak areas of subdiploid were enlarged with increased
concentrations of honokiol. This observation led to a suggestion
of G1 arrest. DNA fragmentation was seen when the cells were
exposed to honokiol at 10 µg/mL and above (14.10% and 20.31%,
respectively).
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0
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Table 1 Effect of honokiol on cell cycle distribution and
apoptosis of RKO cells

H15

0.4

Cell cycle distribution (%)
Groups

Apoptosis (%)

0.2
0

12

24

36
48
Time (h)

72

Figure 2 Concentration- and time-dependent inhibition of RKO
cells exposed to honokiol shown by MTT assay. (A) RKO cells
were plated in quadruplicate in 96-well plates and treated with
increasing concentrations of honokiol for 68 h. (B) RKO cells
treated with 5, 10 and 15 µg/mL of honokiol were tested at
different time points.
1

2

3

ControL
5 µg/mL
10 µg/mL
15 µg/mL

G0/G1

S

G2/M

44.45
48.03
54.04
58.94

45.10
42.37
40.30
39.36

10.14
9.60
5.66
1.70

0.27
4.51
14.10a
20.31 b

a

P<0.05, bP<0.01 vs corresponding control group. Cell cycle
distribution was determined after 48 h of treatment in each
group. The tabulated percentages were an average calculated
on the results of three separate experiments. The results were
represented by mean±SD (n = 3).

4

Caspase -3 and -9 expression by Western blot
Since Caspases are the main factors in the apoptotic pathway,
we investigated whether Caspases were involved in inducing
apoptosis of RKO cells treated with honokiol. Cells induced for
48 h were analyzed for protein expression by Western blot. The
results showed that Caspase-3 and -9 were up-regulated in a
dose-dependent manner (Figure 5).
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Figure 3 Differences in vehicle or honokiol induced apoptotic
DNA laddering of RKO cells. lane 1: control; lane 2: 5 µg/mL;
lane 3: 10 µg/mL; lane 4: 15 µg/mL.

Effects of honokiol on primary cultured cells
As shown in Figure 6, honokiol had little cytocidal effect
on primary human fibroblast cells and human lymphocytes
even up to 40 µg/mL. HUVEC cells after honokiol treatment
resulted in a sharply dose-dependent cytotoxicity. These

0
0

20

40 60 80 100
Channels (FL2-A)

0

20

40 60 80 100
Channels (FL2-A)

Figure 4 Apoptosis of RKO cells detected by FCM. (A) control; (B) 5 µg/mL; (C) 10 µg/mL; (D) 15 µg/mL.
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results demonstrated that human fibroblast cells and
lymphocytes were more resistant to the honokiol-mediated
cytotoxicity than HUVECs.

Table 2 Effect of honokiol on ascites growth of tumor in Babl/
c nude mice
Group

1

2

5
1

10.7
34.3

5
1

Living Survival percentage
(L)
(L/(D+L)×100%)
0
4

0%
80%

1.2

HUVEC

1.0

Fibroblast

0.8

Lymphocyte

0.6
0.4
0.2
10
20
40
Concentration (ug/mL)

80

Figure 6 Cytocidal effect of honokiol on the growth of primary
cultured human umbilical vein endothelial cells, primary human fibroblast cells and human lymphocytes.

Pharmacokinetics studies
The pharmacokinetics of honokiol was evaluated after
intraperitoneal injection of 250 mg/kg to BALB/c mice. The
maximum plasma concentration of honokiol was observed at
27.179±6.252 min after administration (Figure 7). The plasma
disappearance curve could best be described by a first-order
absorption one-compartment model, with an absorption
half-life of 10.121±2.761 min, and an elimination half-life of
5.218±0.461 h (Figure 7).
1 200
1 000
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400
200
0
5

10
15
Time (h)

20

Inhibition of solid tumor growth in nude mice bearing RKO cells
From Figure 8, animals in control and vehicle groups showed a
progressive increase in tumor volume, with a growth rate of
1627.6% and 1408.2% respectively on d 28. While in treated
groups, tumor growth rate was increased to 968.9% in adriamycin
group and 709.9% in honokiol-treated group. There was a
significant difference between honokiol-treated group and its
control (treated with PEG400/dextrose) (P<0.05). Similar results
were found between adriamycin-treated group and its control
(P<0.05). These data further confirmed that honokiol had an
effective anticancer activity in vivo.

Tumor volume (cm3)

Cell viability (% control)

Figure 5 Western blot analysis for the expression of Caspase3 and -9 in human colorectal carcinoma cell line RKO cells. Lane
1: vehicle; lane 2: 5 µg/mL; lane 3: 10 µg/mL.
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(D)

MST: Mean survival time. RKO cells were transplanted
intraperitoneally. Honokiol was administered 2 mg per mice
on d 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 after tumor transplantation. The mice
were monitored for peritoneal bulge and survived for up to 30
d. Control mice died by d 12 of RKO inoculation.
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Figure 8 Effect of honokiol on the growth of xenografted RKO
in Balb/c nude mice. The Y-axis represents tumor volume, Xaxis represents time (day) after RKO cell inoculation.

Prolongation of life-span in nude mice bearing RKO solid tumor
The lifespan of mice in honokiol-treated group (80 mg/kg) was
monitored and compared to the vehicle and adriamycin-treated
group (Table 3). The mean survival time was 50.9 d in honokioltreated group, with a significant prolongation compared to vehicle
group (29.7 d, P<0.05). The survival rate in honokiol-treated group
was 176.7%, much higher than that in vehicle group (P<0.01).
There was no significant difference between control and vehicle
groups and between adriamycin-treated and honokiol-treated
groups. The results demonstrated that honokiol had a similar
effect to adriamycin in prolongation of lifespan of tumor-bearing
nude mice.

25

Figure 7 Honokiol concentration in plasma of BALB/c mice.

Inhibition of tumor growth in nude mice implanted with RKO
cells
We studied the effect of honokiol on the growth of RKO tumor.
There was significant inhibition of tumor growth by honokiol
(Table 2). All the control mice developed peritoneal bulge and
died by d 12. However, no peritoneal bulge was observed in
80% of the honokiol-treated animals and the mice survived for
up to 30 d. These observations indicated the anti-tumor activity
of honokiol in vivo (Table 2).

Table 3 Effect of honokiol on MST and T/C% in Balb/c nude
mice bearing RKO-incubated tumor
Group

Number of mice

Control

7

28.8

100

Vehicle

6

29.7

104.5

Adriamycin

7

46.2a

160.4b

7

a

176.7b

Honokiol

MST (d)

50.9

T/c (%)

MST, mean survival time. The survival rate (T/C%) was calculated according to the following equation: T/C (%) = [average
survival period in the test group/average survival period in
the control group]×100. aP<0.05; bP<0.01 vs vehicle or control.
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DISCUSSION
Many anticancer drugs kill tumor cells by inducing apoptosis.
Previous studies suggest that growth inhibition by honokiol
resulted from the induction of apoptosis in several cell lines[7-11].
A further study reported that in human squamous lung cancer
cells, honokiol induced apoptosis by down-regulating Bcl-XL
and sequentially activating Caspase cascade[10]. Our results
confirmed this honokiol-mediated apoptotic progression in
cultured RKO cells.
A variety of compounds with potent anticancer activity in
vitro could not be used in clinic, one probable reason was due
to their strong toxicities to normal cells[17,18]. Therefore, we first
investigated honokiol’s effects on the toxicity of primary cultured
human cells. Our data demonstrated that the IC50s were much
higher in human fibroblasts and lymphocytes than in RKO
cells, with the exception that HUVECs were more sensitive to
honokiol. The safe doses for fibroblasts and lymphocytes could
be up to 40 µg/mL (Figure 6), much greater than that for RKO
and other tumor cells (data not shown). The phenomenon that
primary cultured endothelial cells were more sensitive to
honokiol might be related to the finding that honokiol had
antiangiogenesis activity by inhibiting VEGF and its receptor 2
in vitro [11]. In chemotherapy, antiangiogenesis is another
important target besides apoptosis induction in tumor cells.
Based on the fewer toxicity to normal fibroblasts and
lymphocytes, we thus proposed that honokiol could be a safe and
potent candidate of chemotherapy for colorectal cancer in vivo.
Another major obstacle was that many potent agents were
poorly absorbed and quickly cleared in vivo, such as curcumin.
Curcumin was difficult to absorb in the gastrointestinal tract
and, even when systemically administered, it was rapidly cleared
by hepatic metabolism[11].
We then established two in vivo models with Babl/c nude
mice bearing RKO cells, the ascitic tumor model and the solid
tumor model. In RKO ascitic tumor model, honokiol exhibited a
strong efficiency in prolonging the lifespan of ascitic tumor
bearing mice and was highly effective on inhibiting intraperitoneal
ascites in Balb/c nude mice. In our another model, honokiol
also exhibited a potent efficiency in inhibiting solid tumor
growth. In RKO incubated tumor bearing mice, honokiol at
80 mg/kg significantly inhibited the tumor growth and
prolonged the lifespan compared to the vehicle (P<0.05). The
antitumor efficiency of honokiol was similar to that of the
commonly used chemotherapy drug, adriamycin.
The results of the present study are encouraging because
honokiol has shown significant inhibition of tumor growth
in vitro and in vivo, as well as prolongation of lifespan in
tumor-bearing mice in vivo. Together with its safety to human,
honokiol might be a promising chemotherapy candidate in
treating colorectal carcinoma or other cancers in clinic.
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infection, there was no significant difference (P>0.05). For
the colloid gold kit with Mr18 000, the seropositive rates
were 52.0%, 40.0%, 40.0%, 53.3% and 86.7%, respectively,
in H pylori-infected patients, and those with H pylori-associated
chronic gastritis, duodenal ulcer, gastric ulcer, and gastric
cancer. There was a significant difference (P<0.05) in
seropositivity between patient with gastric cancer (86.7%)
and those with other diseases (43.3%).

Abstract

Jiang Z, Huang AL, Tao XH, Wang PL. Diagnosis of Helicobacter
pylori infection and diseases associated with Helicobacter pylori
by Helicobacter pylori outer membrane proteins. World J
Gastroenterol 2004; 10(23): 3464-3469

AIM: To examine the serological response of patients with
upper gastrointestinal diseases and Helicobocter pylori (H pylori)
infection to two H pylori outer membrane proteins (OMPs)
(Mr18 000 and Mr26 000) acquired by gene recombinant
technique, and to determine the diagnostic significance of
serological tests derived from these OMPs.
METHODS: Recombinant vectors encoding the two H pylori
OMPs were used to transform and express in BL21 (DE3)
E.coli. After purification with Ni2+-NTA agarose resin, colloid
gold kits were prepared with purified recombinant proteins
to detect H pylori infection and H pylori-associated diseases
by the immunity-marker technology. We selected 150 patients
with H pylori infection and digestive symptoms without previous
treatment, including chronic gastritis (n = 60), duodenal ulcer
(n = 30), gastric ulcer (n = 30), and gastric cancer (n = 30).
As controls, 33 H pylori-negative healthy volunteers were
also recruited. Serum samples were collected from all
subjects, and the antibodies to specific proteins of H pylori
were tested with the colloid gold test kits. The sensitivity,
specificity and accuracy of the colloid gold tests were
evaluated, by using the combination of standard diagnostic
methods (13C urea breath test and bacteria culture) and
classic enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) as
reference.
RESULTS: After purification with Ni2+-NTA agarose resin,
the purity of recombinant fusion proteins was about 95%.
The recombinant fusion proteins were recognized by the
specific monoclonal antibodies against the two H pylori OMPs,
as demonstrated by the ELISA. Of the 150 serum samples
from patients infected with H pylori 141 (94.0%) responded
positively to the recombinant protein with Mr26 000, while
the seropositive rates were 95.0%, 96.7%, 96.7% and 90.0%
for patients with H pylori-associated chronic gastritis,
duodenal ulcer, gastric ulcer, and gastric cancer respectively.
The sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy of the colloid gold
kit with Mr26 000 protein were 94.0%, 97.0%, and 94.5%,
respectively. Compared with the classic ELISA, bacteria
culture and 13C urea breath test results in detecting H pylori-

CONCLUSION: The two colloid gold kits derived from the
recombinant OMPs are useful tools either for detecting
H pylori infection, or for, predicting H pylori-associated gastric
malignancy.

http://www.wjgnet.com/1007-9327/10/3464.asp

INTRODUCTION
Since the initial report of an unidentified curved bacillus located
on the gastric epithelium of patients with chronic active gastritis,
the discovery of Helicobocter pylori (H pylori) and its
association with a number of gastrointestinal diseases has
revolutionized gastroenterology. It has attracted the interest
of scholars in gastroenterology and microbiology. Infection of
gastric mucosa with H pylori could be found in approximately
50% of the world population[1], its association with peptic ulcer
disease, chronic gastritis, mucosa-associated lymphoid tissue
lymphoma, and gastric adenocarcinoma has been well documented
over the past two decades[2-19]. Moreover it was also found in
some extradigestive diseases [20-36]. The direct evidence of
carcinogenesis was recently demonstrated in an animal model[37,38],
so this organism has been recently categorized as a class I
carcinogenetic factor by the World Health Organization. It is
obviously important to detect and eradicate H pylori infection.
The routine detecting methods including invasive and noninvasive tests have differences in sensitivity and specificity, each
with their indication and characteristics in clinical practice[39-48].
Because of great quantity of serum samples especially in
epidemiological studies, enzyme linked immunosorbent assay
(ELISA) is the widely used test[49-52]. Antigens used in ELISA
are divided into three kinds. The first is the total cell of
microbacteria sonicated by ultrasonic wave, which is easy to
be confused with Helicobacter, campylobacter, or a diverse
range of other bacteria and incur to intercourse response with
each other in detecting H pylori infection. The second is the
partly purified antigens, with greatly increased specificity and
decreased intercourse response, but H pylori could not be
cultured in great quantity without special apparatus and
conditions. The last is the recombinant purified antigen by
gene recombinant technique. To date, many genes of OMP of
H pylori have been amplified by scholars with polymerase chain
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reaction from H pylori chromosomes and inserted into the
compatible sites of expression vectors by using T4 DNA ligase.
Moreover recombinant vectors could be expressed in E.coli[53-62],
but a few reports are available on lower-molecular-mass OMP
application to the detection of H pylori infection and diagnose
H pylori-associated diseases. In order to acquire a great amount
of purified 18 000, 26 000 OMP of H pylori, we constructed
recombinant vectors containing genes encoding with Mr18 000,
26 000 OMP of H pylori expressed in E.coli respectively and
identified the antigenicity of expressed products[63]. So we
prepared the colloid gold kits with purified recombinant proteins
by antigen-antibody reaction and gold-marked technique to
determine whether they were capable of detecting H pylori
infection and H pylori-associated diseases.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Material
Well-characterized strains of BL21/pET32a (+) /Omp26, BL21/
pET32a (+) /Omp18 were constructed, expressed and identified
by the Department of Microbiology. The expression fusion
proteins were recognized by the corresponding monoclonal
antibody with Mr18 000, 26 000 OMP of H pylori and the animal’s
serum immunized with recombinant fusion proteins respectively.
After purification using Ni2+-NTA agarose resin columniation,
the purity of recombinant fusion proteins was about 95%. 13C
urea breath test was purchased from Headway Company, Ni2+NTA agarose resin columniation was obtained from QIAGEN
Company, ultrasonic liquid (50 mmol/L NaH2PO4, 300 mmol/L
NaCl, PH 7.0), abluent (50 mmol/L phosphate, 300 mmol/L NaCl,
20 mmol/L imidazole, pH 7.80) and lavation (50 mmol/L
phosphate, 300 mmol/L NaCl, 250 mmol/L imidazole, pH 7.80)
were provided by the Institute of Viral Hepatitis of Chongqing
University of Medical Sciences.
Sample collection
Sera were collected from 150 patients with gastrointestinal
symptoms and H pylori infection in the Outpatient Clinic of the
Gastroenterology Department of the University Hospital during
Jan. 2002 to Dec. 2002 including 60 cases of gastritis, 30 cases of
gastric ulcer, 30 cases of duodenal ulcer and 30 cases of gastric
cancer diagnosed by gastroscopy. Sera from 31 healthy
volunteers without H pylori infection were collected as control.
All testee were forbidden to take H2-antagonists, corticosteriods,
proton pump inhibitors and antibiotics within 4 wk.
Expression of recombinant plasmid
Single bacterial colonies (BL21/pET32a (+) /Omp18, BL21/
pET32a (+) /Omp26) were picked and cultured respectively in
2 mL LB broth containing 100 mg/L of ampicillin, at 300 r/min
at 37 overnight. On the next day, BL21 E.coli strains containing
recombinant plasmids were grown until mid-log phase (Absorbence
at 600 nm = 0.5 to 1.0), and then induced to express recombinant
fusion proteins in 100 mL LB by adding 1 mmol/L IPTG for 4 h.
Following induction, bacteria were harvested by centrifugation
at 12 000 r/min for 15 min, and stored at -20 for SDS-PAGE
analysis.
Immunoblot analysis of recombinant fusion protein
Due to C end of recombinant fusion antigens with six histidines,
recombinant fusion antigens were purified with Ni2+-NTA
agarose resin. Briefly, 500 mL of cultivated bacteria suspension
was prepared, centrifuged, resuspended with the buffer liquid
(50 mmol/L phosphate, 300 mmol/L NaCl, pH 7.0), and sonicated
by ultrasonic wave with the energy of 600 W×35% for 40 min, and
ultracentrifuged for 15 min at 10 000 g at 4 . The sonicated
recombinant fusion antigens were purified using Ni2+-NTA agarose
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resin with abluent (50 mmol/L phosphate, 300 mmol/L NaCl,
20 mmol/L imidazole, pH 7.80) and lavation (50 mmol/L
phosphate, 300 mmol/L NaCl, 250 mmol/L imidazole, pH 7.80),
and quantified. The antigenicities of expressed recombinant
fusion proteins were determined by immunoblotting. Following
electrophoretic transfer of SDS-PAGE-separated (150 g/L
acrylamide) recombinant fusion proteins to 0.45 µm pore size
PVDF membrane, and after a 30-min wash in tris-saline blotting
buffer, antigen-impregnated PVDF strips were incubated with
the sera from patients infected with H pylori and anti-Omp18 or
anti-Omp26 antibody for 2 h at RT. After washed, the proteins
were detected by incubating the strips in alkaline phosphataseconjugated goat anti-man IgG and alkaline phosphataseconjugated goat anti-mice IgG antibody for 1 h at RT.

Colloid gold test of H pylori OMP
With gold marker and special antigen-antibody reaction
technique, H pylori infection could be detected using the antigenantibody-antigen method. The recombinant fusion proteins were
impregnated in nitrocellulose membrane (NC) as a detecting strip,
the recombinant fusion proteins were marked with gold as a
colored reagent by which the special antibody of patient serum
to H pylori could be detected in seconds. The criteria of the
test were as follows: Negative (-): antigen-impregnated NC
membrane was not recognized by patient serum, non-special
antibody to H pylori in patient serum, so there was only an
aubergine strip in mass-control district, and not in detecting
district simultaneously. Positive (+): antigen-impregnated NC
membrane was recognized by patient serum, special antibody
to H pylori in patient serum. In mass-control and detecting
district, there were aubergine strips. If there was no aubergine
strip in mass-control district, errors might occur in experiment
course. The colloid gold test paper is shown in Figure 1.
Absort cushion
C

T

Nitrocellulose membrane

PVC plank
Colloid gold cushion
Absort cushion of sample

Figure 1 Colloid gold test paper.

Diagnostic criteria of the test
The sensitivity, specificity and accuracy of the colloid gold kits
were evaluated on the basis of the serum ELISA results taken as
reference with combined of standard diagnostic methods (13C
urea breath test, bacteria culture as the gold standard). Patients
were defined as H pylori infection if one out of two validated
tests of 13C urea breath test and culture was positive, and as
non-H pylori infection if two tests were negative. Patients
infected with H pylori were determined as false negative if the
colloid gold kits were negative; patients without H pylori
infection were determined as false positive if the colloid gold
kits were positive. Based on the above results, the applied
value of the colloid gold kit in clinical practice was evaluated.
RESULTS
Analysis of recombinant fusion protein
After pET32a (+) /Omp18 and pET32a (+) /Omp26 were transfected
into BL21 E.coli strains, the strains with high expressions of
fusion proteins were selected and grown respectively until
mid-log phase (Absorbence at 600 nm = 0.4 to 0.6), and then
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induced to express recombinant fusion proteins by adding of
1 mmol/L IPTG for 4 h. Following induction, bacteria were
harvested by centrifugation at 12 000 g for 5 min, resuspended
in protein-buffer and seethed for 5 min. Their molecular mass
was Mr38 000 and 46 000 respectively by 150 g/L SDS-PAGE gel
analysis. After the recombinant bacteria were sonicated by
ultrasonic wave and ultracentrifuged (10 000 g, 15 min, 4 ),
the levels of soluble fusion proteins in the supernatant were
about 18.96% and 26.38% of total cellular protein respectively.
After purification by Ni2+-NTA agarose resin columniation, the
purity was about 95%. Recombinant fusion proteins were all
recognized by the corresponding monoclonal antibody with
M r18 000, 26 000 OMP of H pylori and the animal’s serum
immunized with recombinant fusion proteins respectively. The
results showed recombinant fusion proteins could provide
excellent antigenicity.

Detection of H pylori infection by colloid gold kit
Sera from 150 patients with gastrointestinal symptoms and
H pylori infection including 60 cases of gastritis, 30 cases of
gastric ulcer, 30 cases of duodenal ulcer and 30 cases of gastric
cancer examined by gastroscopies, and sera from 33 healthy
volunteers without H pylori infection were assayed using the
colloid gold kits with Mr18 000, 26 000 respectively (Table 1,
Figure 2). The results were as follows. Ninety-four percent of
patients infected with H pylori showed response to recombinant
protein with Mr26 000, while 95%, 96.7%, 96.7% and 90.0% of
patients with H pylori-infected chronic gastritis, gastric ulcer,
duodenal ulcer, and gastric cancer showed responses (Table 2).
There was no significant difference between the conventional
examined methods and the colloid gold kits (P>0.05), indicating
that the prevalence of infection diagnosed by both methods
was similar. To specific recombinant protein with Mr18 000, 52.0%
of patients showed response, while 40.0%, 40.0%, 53.3% and
86.7% of patients with H pylori-infected chronic gastritis, gastric
ulcer, duodenal ulcer, and gastric cancer respectively showed
responses (Table 3). Moreover there was a significant difference
(P<0.05) in the detecting rates of H pylori infection between
patients with gastric cancer (86.7 %) and those with other
diseases (43.3%). Based on the classic ELISA, bacteria culture
and 13C urea breath test results, the sensitivity, specificity, and
accuracy of the colloid gold kit with Mr26 000 protein were 94.0%,
97.0%, and 94.5%, respectively.
Table 1 Detecting results of H pylori infection using colloid
gold kit with Mr18 000, 26 000 OMP
Methods

Testee Positive Negative

Routine methods
Mr26 000 protein
Mr18 000 protein

183
183
183

144
141
78

False
False
positive negative

32
32
33

1
1
0

6
9
72

100
26 000
80
60
18 000
40
20
0
Gastritis

Gastric ulcer

Duodenal
ulcer

Gastric
cancer

Figure 2 Detecting results of diseases infected with H pylori
using colloid gold test kits with Mr26 000, 18 000 OMP.
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Table 2 Detecting results of diseases infected with H pylori
using colloid gold kit with Mr26 000 OMP
Disease

Patients

yr

Positive

Gastritis
Gastric ulcer

Negative

60

50.3±15.9

57

3

30

57.3±13.2

29

1

Duodenal ulcer

30

46.5±14.2

29

1

Gastric cancer

30

64.7±17.4

27

3

Table 3 Detecting results of diseases infected with H pylori
using colloid gold kit with Mr18 000 OMP
Disease

Patients

yr

Positive Negative

Gastritis

60

50.3±15.9

24

36

Gastric ulcer

30

57.3±13.2

12

18

Duodenal ulcer

30

46.5±14.2

16

14

Gastric cancer

30

64.7±17.4

26

4

DISCUSSION
Mr18 000, 26 000 OMP of H pylori are commonly expressed in
all H pylori strains examined so far. Furthermore, no crossreaction has been shown when antibodies (polyclonal and
monoclonal) to low-molecular outer membrane proteins were
used to screen closely related species of Helicobacteria,
campylobacteria, or a diverse range of other bacteria[64]. In our
study, H pylori 18 000, 26 000 OMP were successfully expressed
in E.coli with good antigenicity. With marked gold and special
antigen-antibody reaction technique, H pylori infection could
be detected by the antigen-antibody-antigen method. Recombinant
fusion proteins were impregnated in NC membrane as a detecting
strip, and marked with gold as a colored reagent by which the
special antibody to H pylori could be determined in seconds.
At first the recombinant proteins were prepared in large quantities,
purified and regulated. Due to the diameter size of grained gold
would affect directly the result of test, the diameter of grained
gold was adjusted to 40-60 nm, at the same time the concentration
of antibody was adjusted in order to acquire steady and reliable
products marked with gold. A test detecting IgG antibodies to
H pylori was thus constructed.
Sera were collected from 150 patients with gastrointestinal
symptoms and H pylori infection and from 33 healthy volunteers
without H pylori infection used as controls during one year.
The detecting results using colloid gold kit were as follows.
Ninety-four percent of patients infected with H pylori showed
response to recombinant protein with Mr26 000, 95.0%, 96.7%,
96.7% and 90.0% of patients with H pylori-infected chronic
gastritis, gastric ulcer, duodenal ulcer, and gastric cancer, showed
responses to specific proteins with Mr26 000 respectively, There
was no significant difference between the routine examined
methods and colloid gold kits (P>0.05). 52.0% of patients
infected with H pylori showed response to recombinant protein
with Mr18 000, while 40.0%, 40.0%, 53.3% and 86.7% of patients
with H pylori-infected chronic gastritis, gastric ulcer, duodenal
ulcer, and gastric cancer respectively, showed responses to
specific proteins with Mr18 000, moreover there was a significant
difference (P<0.05) in the detecting rates of H pylori infection
between gastric cancer (86.7 %) and other diseases (43.3%).
The results showed that colloid gold kits with Mr26 000 proteins
of H pylori could be used as a conventional examination method.
Based on the classic ELISA, bacteria culture and 13C urea breath
test results, the sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy of the rapid
test kit with Mr26 000 protein were 94.0%, 97.0%, and 94.5%,
respectively, and a significant association was found between
the serologic response to Mr18 000 OMP antigen and malignant
outcome of H pylori infection. The two colloid gold kits with
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Mr26 000, 18 000 proteins of H pylori, could be used to detect
H pylori infection and H pylori-associated diseases, and to
predict the risk of peptic ulcer or malignancy. The results
mentioned above were consistent with those reported[65-67].
All strains of H pylori could express low-molecular-mass
OMP, which stimulates the body to produce corresponding
antibodies, moreover the antibodies produced are related to
the corresponding molecular size of antigens and immuno-status
of the body. Decrease of the antibodies was associated with the
corresponding molecular size of the antibodies. So the results
showed that the responses of patients infected with H pylori to
recombinant proteins with Mr26 000 were stronger (94.0%) than
that (52.0%) to recombinant proteins with Mr18 000, while the
growth of gastric cancer was associated with much more factors
and stages. All pathogenic factors may act on the pre-carcinoma
stage alone or together with each other in the model of chronic
gastritis-atrophic gastritis-intestinal metaplasia-atypical
hyperplasia-gastric cancer. Chua et al. [68] compared the
seroprevalence of antibodies with various H pylori antigens in
Singaporeans with gastric adenocarcinoma and the normal
Singaporean population using both conventional immunoglobulin
(Ig) G ELISA and Western blot immunoassay, and found that
strains of H pylori including antigens with Mr19 500 and
seronegative antigens with M r35 000 could provide their
potential for carcinogenesis. Immunoreactive species-specific
Mr19 500 OMP of H pylori is actually Lpp20, while its actual
molecular mass is 18 000 OMP. So H pylori strains based on
carcinogenic potential could provide a basis for selective
surveillance and eradication therapy. Low-molecular-mass
OMP could lead to the 12th gene mutation of C-Ha-ras, and
amplify p21 protein expressed by ras gene and c-met protein
could also be overexpressed. Therefore the detecting rate of
low-molecular-weight OMP of H pylori in gastric cancer is
higher than other OMP. In our study, the detecting rate of
Mr26 000 OMP of H pylori in gastric cancer was similar to that
of Mr18 000 OMP. The results showed low-molecular-weight
OMP could be used, not only in vaccine target candidates, but
also in detection of gastric cancer in highly risk patients with
H pylori infection. In a nutshell, the colloid gold kit constructed
with Mr18 000, 26 000 OMP of H pylori could detect anti-H pylori
IgG-antibody. Compared with other methods, this method not
only provides a rapid, simple and painless test, but also gives
a reliable specificity, especially in diagnosis of gastrointestinal
tumors. The colloid gold kit based on marked gold and special
antigen-antibody reaction technique is a rapid diagnostic kit,
only a few minutes are required to complete an assay, and no
special instruments are needed. Compared with other immunoassay
techniques, the colloid gold kit has following advantages. It is
based on the antigen-antibody reaction on membranes, its
detecting time is much shorter than ELISA, at the same time
colloid gold is red in color, so there is no need to add other
colored reagents, moreover, the products marked with gold are
more stable than those marked with enzyme. The colloid gold kit
evaluated in our study enables a simple, rapid, noninvasive, and
accurate diagnosis of H pylori infection, and is an ideal test
method for screening patients with gastrointestinal tumors.
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Abstract
AIM: The role of the sphincter of Oddi (SO) in ethanol
(ETOH)-induced pancreatitis is controversial. Our aim was
to characterise the effect of ETOH on basal and stimulated
SO motility.
METHODS: SOs removed from white rabbits were placed
in an organ bath (Krebs solution, pH7.4, 37 ). The effects
of 2 mL/L, 4 mL/L, 6 mL/L and 8 mL/L of ETOH on the
contractile responses of the sphincter were determined.
SOs were stimulated with either 0.1 µmol/L carbachol, 1
µmol/L erythromycin or 0.1 µmol/L cholecystokinin (CCK).
RESULTS: ETOH at a dose of 4 mL/L significantly decreased
the baseline contractile amplitude from 11.98±0.05 mN to
11.19±0.07 mN. However, no significant changes in the
contractile frequency were observed. ETOH (0.6%)
significantly decreased both the baseline amplitude and the
frequency compared to the control group (10.50±0.01 mN,
12.13±0.10 mN and 3.53±0.13 c/min, 5.5±0.13 cycles(c)/min,
respectively). Moreover, 0.8% of ETOH resulted in complete
relaxation of the SO. Carbachol (0.1 µmol/L) or erythromycin
(1 µmol/L) stimulated the baseline amplitudes (by 82%
and 75%, respectively) and the contractile frequencies
(by 150% and 106%, respectively). In the carbachol or
erythromycin-stimulated groups 2-6 mL/L of ETOH significantly
inhibited both the amplitude and the frequency. Interestingly,
a 4-5 min administration of 6 mL/L ETOH suddenly and
completely relaxed the SO. CCK (0.1 µmol/L) stimulated
the baseline amplitude from 12.37±0.05 mN to 27.40±1.82
mN within 1.60±0.24 min. After this peak, the amplitude
decreased to 17.17±0.22 mN and remained constant during
the experiment. The frequency peaked at 12.8±0.2 c/min,
after which the constant frequency was 9.43±0.24 c/min
throughout the rest of the experiment. ETOH at a dose
of 4 mL/L significantly decreased the amplitude from
16.13±0.23 mN to 14.93±0.19 mN. However, no significant
changes in the contractile frequency were observed. ETOH
at a dose of 6 mL/L inhibited both the amplitudes and the
frequencies in the CCK-stimulated group, while 8 mL/L of
ETOH completely relaxed the SO.
CONCLUSION: ETOH strongly inhibits the basal, carbachol,
erythromycin, and CCK-stimulated rabbit SO motility.
Therefore, it is possible that during alcohol-intake the

relaxed SO opens the way for pancreatic fluid to flow out
into the duodenum in rabbits. This relaxation of the SO
may protect the pancreas against alcohol-induced damage.
Sári R, Pálvölgyi A, Rakonczay Z Jr, Takács T, Lonovics J,
Czakó L, Szilvássy Z, Hegyi P. Ethanol inhibits the motility of
rabbit sphincter of Oddi in vitro. World J Gastroenterol 2004;
10(23): 3470-3474
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INTRODUCTION
It is well documented that ethanol (ETOH) can cause acute
pancreatitis[1,2], but the mechanisms by which alcohol causes
this severe pancreatic injury are not clear. Two main hypotheses
have been put forward to explain the role of the sphincter of
Oddi (SO) in ETOH induced pancreatitis. One is the obstructionhypersecretion theory which holds that ETOH induces spasm
of the SO and can increase the pressure in the pancreatic ductal
system, which may lead to the disruption of small pancreatic
ducts. Therefore, pancreatic juice can enter the parenchyma
evoking acute pancreatitis[3,4]. The other is the duodenopancreatic
reflux theory which believes that ETOH reduces the SO motility,
thus, the reflux of bile, activated enzymes, or other substances
into the pancreatic ducts may cause pancreatitis after alcohol
ingestion[5,6]. Despite these contradictory theories, no data are
available concerning the effect of alcohol on physiologically
(postprandial)-stimulated SO motility.
Cholecystokinin (CCK) is generally regarded as the major
hormone regulating postprandial SO motility. This regulatory
effect of CCK is rather complex. CCK could directly stimulate
SO motility in guinea pigs[7], opossum[8], rabbits[9-11] and dogs[12].
On the other hand, CCK could induce acetylcholine (Ach) and
vasoactive intestinal peptide release from pre- and postjunctional
sites in the enteric nervous system via CCKA and CCKB receptors
in the canine gastrointestinal tract, which suggests an indirect
effect of CCK [13]. Others have also demonstrated that the
contractile response of the guinea pig SO to CCK consists of a
direct effect and an indirect effect mediated by Ach release
from postganglionic parasympathetic neurons[7,14].
Motilin is also a key peptide regulating phasic contractile
activity of the stomach, duodenum, SO, and gallbladder[15].
This regulation is mediated by the migrating myoelectric complex
of the gastrointestinal tract[16]. Motilin provoked an increase of
the SO spike activity in a dose-dependent manner in rabbits[17].
Erythromycin, a motilin agonist, has been found to stimulate
interdigestive motility of the duodenum and SO in dogs[18],
Australian opossum[19] and also in humans[20]. However, there
are no available data concerning the effect of erythromycin on
rabbit SO motility.
The parasympathetic nervous system plays an important
role in the stimulation of gastrointestinal motility after a meal.
The parasympathetic neurotransmitter Ach and its analogues
have been shown to stimulate SO motility in different species[21].
Furthermore, Ach can be released from postganglionic
parasympathetic neurons after hormonal stimuli, as described
above.
In this study our aim was to characterise the effects of ETOH
on the basal and differently stimulated SO motility in rabbits.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Ethics
The present experiments conformed to the European Guiding
Principles for Care and Use of Experimental Animals. In addition,
the experimental protocol applied was approved by the local
ethical boards of the Universities of Szeged and Debrecen, Hungary.
Isometric tension measurements
Isometric tension measurements were described in detail
previously[22]. Biliary SO muscle rings of approximately 6 mm
long from adult male New Zealand white rabbits weighing
2-2.5 kg were prepared. The papilla Vateri was eliminated and
the ampullary part of the muscle rings of approximately 3 mm
long were mounted horizontally on two small L-shaped glass
hooks, of which one was connected to a force transducer
(SG-O2, Experimetria, Budapest, Hungary) attached to a six
channel polygraph (R61 6CH, Mikromed, Budapest, Hungary)
for measurement and recording of isometric tension as
described[22]. One muscle ring was prepared from one animal.
The experiments were carried out in an organ bath (5 mL)
containing Krebs bicarbonate buffer (in mmol/L: NaCl 118.1,
KCl 4.7, MgSO4 1.0, KH2PO4 1.0, CaCl2 2.5, NaHCO3 25.0,
glucose 11.1) which was maintained at 37
and aerated
continuously with carbogen (50 mL/L CO2/950 mL/L O2).
Experimental protocol
The muscle rings underwent brief experimental protocols as follows.
Phasic activity of SO: contractile frequencies and their amplitudes
were measured over 50 min in each experiment. The initial tension
was set at 10 milliNewtons (mN) and the rings were allowed to
equilibrate for over 30 min. After that amplitudes and frequencies
were recorded for 60 min. In the first 10 min, baseline phasic
activity was measured. From the second 10 min, phasic activities
were stimulated with 0.1 µmol/L carbachol, 1 µmol/L erythromycin
or 0.1 µmol/L CCK. During the last 40 min, ETOH was administered
at the doses of 2 mL/L, 4 mL/L, 6 mL/L and 8 mL/L for equal
periods (4 times, 10 min). The control SOs received no treatments.
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RESULTS
Effect of ETOH on basal SO motility
The amplitudes and frequencies of the basal SO motility were
stable during the control experiments (11.98±0.04 mN and
5.37±0.07 c/min, respectively). ETOH (2 mL/L) had no effects
on the baseline amplitudes and frequencies. When ETOH was
administered at a dose of 4 mL/L, the baseline amplitude was
significantly decreased vs the control (11.19±0.07 mN and
11.98±0.05 mN, respectively) (Figure 1A, B). However, no
significant changes in the contractile frequency were observed
vs the control (Figure 1C,D). ETOH (6 mL/L) significantly
decreased both the baseline amplitude and frequency vs
control (10.50±0.01 mN, 12.13±0.10 mN and 3.53±0.13 c/min,
5.50±0.17 c/min, respectively). ETOH (8 mL/L) completely relaxed
the SO within 10 s. Therefore, neither the frequencies nor the
amplitudes could be detected during the last 10 min of the
experiments.
B
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Data and statistical analysis
Parameters producing the data for evaluation were as follows.
The amplitude of contractions (mN) was referred to as the
difference between peak contractions and relaxations. The
average of the amplitudes was calculated every minute (results
were expressed as mean±SE, n = number of frequencies in a
minute). The frequencies of contractions (c/min) were calculated
every minute. Statistical analysis was performed for 10 min of
each of the experiments using either Student’s t-test (when
the data consisted of two groups) or ANOVA (when three or
more data groups were compared). Results were expressed as
mean±SE, n = 5, P<0.05 was considered statistically significant.
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Drugs and chemicals
All laboratory chemicals (including ions, carbachol, erythromycin,
CCK and ETOH) were obtained from Sigma Chemical Company
(Budapest, Hungary). CCK and carbachol were dissolved in Krebs
solution, while erythromycin was dissolved in dimethyl sulfoxide.
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Figure 1 Basal SO motility inhibited by ETOH. Sphincter of Oddi (SO) was exposed to increasing doses of ethanol (ETOH; 2 mL/L,
4 mL/L, 6 mL/L and 8 mL/L). Each concentration of ETOH was administered for 10 min. A: Effect of ETOH on the baseline
amplitude. Representative experiments of the control and the ETOH-treated groups are shown. B: Summary of the effect of ETOH
on the baseline amplitude. mean±SE, n = 5, aP<0.05 vs the control; o: no contractile activity. C: Effect of ETOH on the contractile
frequency. Representative experiments of the control and the ETOH-treated groups are shown. D: Summary of the effect of ETOH
on the contractile frequency. mean±SE, n = 5, aP<0.05 vs the control; o: no contractile activity.
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Effect of ETOH on carbachol-stimulated SO motility
Carbachol (0.1 µmol/L) stimulated the baseline amplitude by
82% and the contractile frequency by 150%. This carbacholstimulated SO motility was stable during the experiment (Figure
2A-C). ETOH (2 mL/L) significantly inhibited both the amplitude
and frequency vs the carbachol-stimulated group (19.42±1.16 mN,
20.81±0.49 mN and 12.32±0.16 c/min, 12.91±0.10 c/min,
respectively) (Figure 2A-D). ETOH (4 mL/L) further reduced the
amplitude (13.92±0.49 mN) and the frequency (9.24±0.21 c/min)
of the SO motility. ETOH (6 mL/L) decreased the contractile
frequency of the SO by 50% (4.61±0.46 c/min). However, it did
not modify the amplitude frequency (12.23±0.22 mN).
Interestingly, a 4.20±1.47 min administration of 6 mL/L ETOH
suddenly and completely relaxed the SO.
Effect of ETOH on erythromycin-stimulated SO motility
Erythromycin (1 µmol/L) stimulated the baseline amplitude by 75%
and the contractile frequency by 106%. This erythromycinstimulated SO motility was constant over the experiment. ETOH
(2 mL/L) significantly inhibited both the amplitude and the
frequency vs the carbachol-stimulated group (19.10±0.25 mN,
19.65±0.45 mN and 9.66±0.29 c/min, 10.45±0.20 c/min,
respectively). ETOH (4 mL/L) significantly decreased both the
amplitude (16.27±0.33 mN) and the frequency (8.32±0.22 c/min),
(Figure 2E-H). Administration of 6 mL/L ETOH caused a further
decrease in the amplitude and frequency (11.85±0.41 mN
and 4.10±0.37 c/min, respectively). Similar to that seen in the
carbachol-stimulated group, a 4.10±0.55 min administration of
6 mL/L ETOH suddenly and completely relaxed the SO.
Effect of ETOH on CCK-stimulated SO motility
CCK (0.1 µmol/L) stimulated the baseline amplitude from
12.37±0.05 mN to 27.4±1.82 mN within 1.60±0.24 min. After this
peak, the amplitude decreased to 17.17±0.22 mN and was constant
during the experiment. The frequency peaked at 12.8±0.2 c/min,
after which the constant frequency was 9.43±0.24 c/min throughout
the rest of the experiment. ETOH (2 mL/L) mildly decreased the
amplitude frequency (16.13±0.23 mN and 17.05±0.14 mN), but
had no effect on the contractile frequency of the SO (9.32±0.15 mN
and 9.50±0.31 mN). ETOH (4 mL/L) further decreased the amplitude
frequency from 16.13±0.23 mN to 14.93±0.19 mN, but still had no
effect on the contractile frequency of the SO (9.82±0.23 c/min).
ETOH (6 mL/L) further decreased the amplitude and frequency
of the SO to 12.13±0.11 mN and 7.26±0.27 c/min, respectively. ETOH
(8 mL/L) resulted in complete relaxation of the SO within 10 s
(Figure 2 I-L). After this time neither frequencies nor amplitudes
could be detected during the remaining part of the experiments.
DISCUSSION
It has been widely known for a long time that ETOH may evoke
acute pancreatitis[23]. The role of SO in the pathogenesis of
alcohol-induced acute pancreatitis has also been suggested[3,6].
However, the effect of ETOH on SO is controversial. On the
one hand, it has been demonstrated that ETOH reduces the SO
pressure[3,6]. On the other hand, alcohol was found to induce
spasm of the SO[24,25]. These contradictory results indicate that
much more information is needed to clarify the effect of ETOH
on SO motility.
To investigate these issues, we tested the effect of four
different concentrations of ETOH on the resting SO motility.
ETOH (2 mL/L) had no effect on the basal SO motility. This
result is in accordance with the findings of Cullen et al.[26].
They reported that ETOH at a dose of 2 mL/L had no significant
effect on the baseline amplitude and the contractile frequency
of SO in opossum. ETOH (4 mL/L) mildly decreased the baseline
amplitude of the spontaneously contracting SO, but had no
effect on the contractile frequency. When ETOH concentration
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was elevated to 6 mL/L, both the baseline SO contractile
amplitude and the frequency were decreased (13%, 34%
respectively), while 8 mL/L of ETOH completely relaxed the SO.
Next we tested the effect of different doses of ETOH on
physiologically stimulated SO motility (carbachol, erythromycin
and CCK). We tested 3 different stimuli at the ED50 doses.
Carbachol was used to mimic the activity of parasympathetic
nervous system, while CCK and a motilin receptor agonist
erythromycin were administered to mimic neurohumoral stimuli.
Carbachol (0.1 µmol/L) stimulated the frequency (150%) and
the amplitude (82%) of SO contractions. ETOH (2 mL/L) decreased
the baseline amplitude and frequency of the carbachol-stimulated
SO by the same rate (12%). ETOH (4 mL/L) decreased the
amplitude of SO motility to the basal level, but the frequency
still remained elevated. A 4-5 min administration of 6 mL/L ETOH
completely relaxed the SO. These results demonstrate that
ETOH may inhibit the activity of SO motility stimulated by the
parasympathetic nervous system in a dose-dependent manner.
Moreover, we can conclude that ETOH has a stronger effect
on the contractile amplitude than on the frequency of SO.
The effect of ETOH was almost the same on erythromycinstimulated as on carbachol-stimulated SO. ETOH (2 mL/L) mildly
decreased the baseline amplitude and frequency by 10%. ETOH
(4 mL/L) decreased both the amplitude and the frequency of
erythromycin-stimulated SO. A 4-5 min administration of 6 mL/L
ETOH completely relaxed the SO, as it was found during
carbachol-stimulation.
Finally, the effect of ETOH was tested on CCK-stimulated
SO motility. CCK stimulated the baseline amplitude and the
contractile frequency of SO by 39 % and 74%, respectively. ETOH
(2 mL/L) mildly decreased the baseline amplitude (6 mL/L), but
had no effect on the frequency of the SO. ETOH (4 mL/L) further
decreased the baseline amplitude. Interestingly, 4 mL/L ETOH
still had no effect on the contractile frequency. When the
concentration of ETOH was increased to 6 mL/L, both the
baseline amplitude and the contractile frequency of SO were
decreased (29% and 23% respectively). ETOH (8 mL/L)
immediately and completely relaxed the SO as it was seen during
the study of unstimulated SO.
Taken together, ETOH inhibited the basal and neurally
(carbachol), hurmorally (erythromycin, a motilin agonist) and
neurohumorally (CCK) stimulated SO motility in a dosedependent manner. Viceconte et al.[6] suggested that alcohol
might cause a hormone-mediated relaxation, but they could
not exclude a nervous or direct mechanism. Cullen et al.[26]
demonstrated that 2 mL/L ETOH could decrease the frequency
of H2O2 -stimulated SO motility. These findings suggest that
the main effect of alcohol is direct, independent of a specific
neural and/or humoral pathway. Interestingly, we have to note
that the inhibitory effect of ETOH was more pronounced
during carbachol or erythromycin stimulation than during CCK
stimulation. Therefore, we could not totally exclude a marginal
specific effect of ETOH. There is no data available concerning
the effect of low doses of ETOH on the SO in human. However,
gastric absorption accounted for 30% of ETOH administered
with food[27], therefore, during a low alcohol-concentrated-fluid
(2-5%) intake, small doses of alcohol may be found around the
SO. These findings need further investigation.
The inhibitory effect of ETOH on SO motility may have an
important pathophysiological role. ETOH has been found to
increase basal pancreatic flow rate and protein output[28,29],
thus, elevating the intraluminal pressure in the pancreatic ductal
system. The relaxation of SO opens the way for pancreatic fluid
to flow out into the duodenum, thus, preventing the pancreas
from the damage by the elevated intraluminal pressure during
acute ETOH administration. It is hard to believe, that a duodenopancreatic reflux against the high pancreatic-juice-flow could
play a decisive role in the pathogenesis of alcohol-induced
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Figure 2 Effect of ETOH on carbachol, erythromycin, CCK stimulated SO motility. All of the SOs were stimulated by 0.1 µmol/L
carbachol for 40 min. Different concentrations of ETOH were administered as described in Figure 1. A: Effect of ETOH on the
carbachol-stimulated baseline amplitude. Representative experiments of the control (carbachol-treated) and the ETOH-carbacholtreated groups are shown. B: Summary of the effect of ETOH on the carbachol-stimulated baseline amplitude. mean±SE, n = 5,
a
P<0.05 vs control, cP<0.05 vs the carbachol-stimulated group, o: no contractile activity. C: Effect of ETOH on the contractile
frequency. Representative experiments of the (carbachol-treated) and the ETOH-carbachol-treated groups are shown. D: Summary
of the effect of ETOH on the carbachol-stimulated contractile frequency. mean±SE, n = 5, aP<0.05 vs control, cP<0.05 vs the carbacholstimulated group, o: no contractile activity. E: Effect of ETOH on the erythromycin-stimulated baseline amplitude. Representative
experiments of the control (erythromycin-treated) and the ETOH-erythromycin-treated groups are shown. F: Summary of the
effect of ETOH on the erythromycin-stimulated baseline amplitude. mean±SE, n = 5, aP<0.05 vs the control, cP<0.05 vs the erythromycin-stimulated group, o: no contractile activity. G: Effect of ETOH on the contractile frequency. Representative experiments of the
control (erythromycin-treated) and the ETOH-erythromycin-treated groups are shown. H: Summary of the effect of ETOH on the
erythromycin-stimulated contractile frequency. mean±SE, n = 5, aP<0.05 vs the control, cP<0.05 vs the erythromycin-stimulated
group, o: no contractile activity. I: Effect of ETOH on the carbachol-stimulated baseline amplitude. Representative experiments of
the control (CCK-treated) and the ETOH-CCK-treated groups are shown. J: Summary of the effect of ETOH on the CCKstimulated baseline amplitude. mean±SE, n = 5, aP<0.05 vs the control; o: no contractile activity. In the 0.1 µmol/L CCK-treated
group, the first column represents the peak amplitude of contractile frequencies. The second column represents the constant
amplitudes after the peak. aP<0.05 vs the constant amplitude of the CCK-treated group. K: Effect of ETOH on the contractile
frequency. Representative experiments of the (CCK-treated) and ETOH-CCK-treated groups are shown. L: Summary of the effect
of ETOH on the CCK-stimulated contractile frequency. mean±SE, n = 5, aP<0.05 vs the control; o: no contractile activity. In the
0.1 µmol/L CCK-treated group, the first column represents the peak of frequencies. The second column represents the constant
frequencies after the peak. cP<0.05 vs the constant frequency of the CCK-treated group.
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acute pancreatitis. Furthermore, it is also well documented that
SO relaxants[30-32] and endoscopic sphincterotomy[33,34] have
benefical effects during acute pancreatitis, which argue against
the duodeno-pancreatic reflux theory. All in all, we think that
the response of SO motility to ETOH administration is protective
against pancreatic injury rather than harmful to the pancreas.
In conclusion, ETOH can strongly inhibit the basal, carbachol,
erythromycin, and CCK stimulated SO motility in rabbits, and it
is possible that SO opens the way for the pancreatic fluid to
flow out into the duodenum. This relaxation of the SO may
prevent the pancreas against alcohol-induced damage.
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Abstract
AIM: To investigate the prognostic significance of c-Kit gene
mutation and DNA ploidy in gastointestinal stromal tumors
(GISTs).
METHODS: A total of 55 cases of GISTs were studied for
the expression of c-Kit by immunohistochemistry, and the
c-Kit gene mutations in exons 9, 11, 13, and 17 were
detected by polymerase chain reaction-single strand
confirmation polymarphism (PCR-SSCP) and denaturing
high performance liquid chromatography (D-HPLC)
techniques. DNA ploidy was determined by flow cytometry.
RESULTS: Of the 55 cases of GISTs, 53 cases (96.4%)
expressed c-Kit protein. The c-Kit gene mutations of exons
11 and 9 were found in 30 (54.5%) and 7 cases (12.7%),
respectively. No mutations were found in exons 13 and 17.
DNA aneuploidy was seen in 10 cases (18.2%). The c-Kit
mutation positive GISTs were larger in size than the negative
GISTs. The aneuploidy tumors were statistically associated
with large size, high mitotic counts, high risk groups, high
cellularity and severe nuclear atypia, and epithelioid type.
There was a tendency that c-Kit mutations were more
frequently found in aneuploidy GISTs.
CONCLUSION: DNA aneuploidy and c-Kit mutations can
be considered as prognostic factors in GISTs.
Lee JH, Zhang X, Jung WY, Chae YS, Park JJ, Kim I. DNA
ploidy and c-Kit mutation in gastrointestinal stromal tumors.
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INTRODUCTION
Gastrointestinal stromal tumors (GISTs) are the most common
mesenchymal neoplasms of the gastrointestinal tract. The term,
GIST, was first introduced in the 1980s to include a group of
nonlymphomatous, nonepithelial tumors of the gut[1]. With the
advent of immunohistochemistry, CD117 (c-Kit) negative tumors,
such as schawannomas, leiomyomas, and leiomyosarcomas,
were excluded from the noncommittal term of “gastrointestinal
stromal tumors”. Recently, based on immunophenotypic and
ultrastructural similarities, it is widely accepted that the
precursor cells in GISTs are the interstitial cells of Cajal (ICCs)[2].
Immunohistochemically, GISTs are typically positive for c-Kit
and CD34, but negative for S-100 protein, desmin, and may
express smooth muscle actin in 20% to 40% of cases[3].

Yet despite their recognition as a distinct pathologic entity,
because GISTs are widely diverse in terms of clinical presentation,
morphology, and biologic behavior, the prediction of malignancy
on the basis of pathologic features is often difficult. Many
studies have analyzed the prognostic relevance of a variety of
parameters such as anatomical location, mucosal invasion, tumor
necrosis, and high cellularity, rather often leading to conflicting
conclusions[1,4-6]. However, two morphologic features have
emerged as fairly reliable predictors of outcome: mitotic rate
and tumor size[4,7-12]. A consensus conference held at National
Institutes of Health in April 2001 provided both an evidencebased definition and a practical scheme for assessing the risk
(very low risk, low risk, intermediate risk, and high risk) of
aggressive clinical behavior[13]. Recently, a prognostic significance
of c-Kit mutations was suggested by several clinicopathologic
studies[14-17]. The largest series has shown that c-Kit mutation
in exon 11 was more common in large tumors, and that the
presence of this mutation was an adverse prognostic factor[14].
The conceptual evolution of GISTs and c-Kit mutation has
been the subject of numerous previous articles. However, DNA
ploidy studies in relation to c-Kit mutation are not well established.
The purpose of this study was to examine the c-Kit mutations and
DNA ploidy in GISTs to evaluate them as the prognostic factors.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Histological review
The cases included in this study were retrieved from patients
who were diagnosed as GISTs and treated at Korea University
Hospitals between January 1997 and August 2003. The clinical
history and postoperative courses were obtained from the
review of clinical records. The tumor size in greatest dimension
and the location were taken from the pathology reports.
Histological slides were reviewed by two of the authors (Kim, I
and Lee, JH) in all of the cases. The tumor cell type was
determined by light microscopic study. The spindle cell type
had a predominant fusiform morphology. Both cytoplasm and
nuclei were elongated and aligned within the microscopic field.
The epithelioid cell type had a predominantly spherical
morphology. The nuclei were round and tended to be centrally
placed within tumor cells. The number of mitosis was determined
by counting the mitotic activity in 50 adjacent high-power fields
(HPF) at a magnification of ×400. The cytologic atypia of the
tumor cells was determined to be mild, moderate, or severe. The
cytologic atypia was assessed within the most proliferative area.
Mild atypia indicated that the tumor cells were histologically
benign or mildly atypical. Moderate atypia indicated that the
tumor cells had moderately enlarged hyperchromatic or vesicular
nuclei with or without prominent nucleoli and some nuclear
irregularity. Severe atypia indicated that the tumor cells had
enlarged irregular, hyperchromatic, or vesicular pleomorphic
nuclei with prominent nucleoli. The cellularity was scored as
low if the cell count was below 1 000/mm2, intermediate for a
range from 1 000 to 2 000 cells per mm2, and high if exceeding
2 000 cells/mm2. Tumor necrosis was determined to be present
or absent. Tumor hemorrhage was determined to be present or
absent. The growth pattern was determined to be expansive or
invasive. GISTs were reclassified as very low, low, intermediate,
and high risk groups for their estimated potential for aggressive
clinical behavior as suggested by NIH consensus[13].
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Immunohistochemistry
Representative sections from each lesion were subjected to
immunohistochemical staining by using the avidin-biotinperoxidase complex (ABC) method. The target differentiation
antigens visualized by the monoclonal and polyclonal antibodies
were c-Kit (1:400; Dako, Glostrup, Denmark), CD34 (1:200;
Neomarker, CA, USA), smooth muscle actin (SMA, 1:200;
Dako, Glostrup, Denmark), and S-100 protein (1:400; Neomarker,
CA, USA). The tumors were designated as positive when more
than 10% of the tumor cells showed a positive reaction for
CD34, SMA and S-100 protein. Positive reactions were classified
by using the following criteria for c-Kit: (-) negative, if <10%
cells were stained; (+), if 10-50% cells were immunoreactive;
(++), if 51-100% cells were immunoreactive. The tumors which
showed positive reaction for CD34 and/or c-Kit protein with or
without SMA and S-100 protein were included in GISTs.
DNA extraction
DNA was extracted from the formaldehyde-fixed, paraffinembedded tissue sections by using standard methods with
proteinase K digestion and phenol/chloroform purification.
Polymerase - chain reaction - single strand confirmation
polymorphism (PCR-SSCP)
PCR primers were designated to amplify exons 9, 11, 13, and 17
(Table 1). PCR was carried out with the following conditions:
50 µL total reaction volume, with 5 µL template, 5 µL of each
oligonucleotide primer, 10 µL dNTP, 10 µL ddH2O, 2 µL Taq
polymerase, 8 µL Mg 2+ and 5 µL 10× PCR buffer. Cycling
conditions were as follows: an initial penetration at 95 for
4 min, 38 cycles each at 94 for 1 min, at 56 for 1 min, at 72
for 1 min, followed by one cycle at 72 for 10 min. PCR products
were visualized by gel electrophoresis in 1.7 g/L agarose. Then
the PCR products were subjected to 80 g/L non-denaturation
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis with 50 g/L glycerin and
silver nitrate staining.
Table 1 Primer sequence for c-Kit exons 9, 11, 13, and 17 and
the corresponding annealing temperature (TA) and the size of
expected PCR size products
c-Kit
Primers Primer sequence 5’->3’
exon No.
9
11
13
17

hEx9-F
hEx9-R
hEx11-F
hEx11-R
hEx13-F
hEx13-R
hEx17-F
hEx17-R

TA ( ) Product
size (bp)

TTCCTAGAGTAAGCCAGGG
53
298
AATCATGACTGATATGGT
CAGGTAACCATTTATTTGT
53
326
TCATTGTTTCAGGTGGAAC
ATCAGTTTGCCAGTTGTGCT 53
250
TTTATAATCTAGCATTGCC
GTTTTCACTCTTTACAAGT
53
277
TTACATTATGAAAGTCACAGGAAAC

Denaturing high performance liquid chromatography (D-HPLC)
To enhance heteroduplex formation, the untreated PCR products
(5-7 µL) were denaturated at 95 for 5 min followed by gradual
reannealing to room temperature for over 30 min. Samples were
analyzed in WAVE DHPLC. The gradient was formed by mixing
buffer A (0.1 mmol/L TEAA) and buffer B (0.1 mol/L TEAA,
250 g/L acetonitrile). The analysis was carried out at a flow rate
of 0.9 mL/min and buffer B gradient increase of 20 g/L per
minute for 4 min. Oven temperature for optimal heteroduplex
separation under partial DNA denaturation was determined for
each amplified fragment by using WAVE Marker software. The
most important criteria for assigning the presence of a sequence
alteration in each DHPLC fragment were the numbers and the
shape of elution peaks in comparison with a wild-type subject
elution profile used as reference. To allow the detection of
heteroduplex DNA molecules in homozygous patients, those
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amplicons were pre-mixed with sequence-confirmed wild-type
PCR controls. The mixed samples were then denatured at 94
for 5 min and cooled for over 45 min at room temperature, before
D-HPLC analysis.

DNA ploidy
Nuclear suspensions from the selected tissue blocks, previously
used in the immunohistochemical study, were prepared in each
case. Three 50-µm thick sections from the tissue block were
dewaxed in xylene and rehydrated in a sequence of decreasing
concentrations of alcohol. After being washed in Dulbecco’s
phosphate buffered saline (DPBS), the tissue was incubated in
2 g/L pepsin (Sigma Chemical Company, St. Louis, USA) at
37
water bath for 2.5 h. Then, the samples were neutralized
by citrate buffer and treated with trypsin at 37 water bath for
10 min. After RNase treatment at 37 water bath for 30 min, the
samples were stained with propidium iodide at 4 for 30 min.
By using a FACS analyzer, the DNA histograms were obtained.
Statistical analysis
The data were analyzed with Chi-square and t tests by using
SPSS 10.0 program.
RESULTS
Clinicopathologic charateristics
There were 25 males and 30 females. The mean age of the patients
at the time of diagnosis was 60 (range: 29-80) years. The locations
of tumors were as follows: one in the esophagus, 43 in the
stomach, 10 in the small intestine (including duodenum), and
one in the mesentery. The symptoms of patients were as follows:
24 cases of abdominal pain, 11 cases of gastrointestinal bleeding,
4 cases of palpable mass and 12 cases of nonspecific. The
mean diameter of tumors was 5.29 (range: 0.4-17.0) cm. Three
patients showed liver metastasis at the time of surgery. Two
patients received re-operation due to recurrence. One patient
had a local gastric recurrence after 17 mo and the other had a
local duodenal recurrence after 33 mo.
Patients included in this study were diagnosed to have a
GIST by a variety of histologic criteria. Spindle cell lesions
occurred with or without an epithelioid component, the most
common tumor lesions showed interlacing fascicles of spindle
cells. Some lesions showed a palisaded morphology resembling
peripheral neurilemmomas, but storiform, fascicular, or mixed
growth patterns were seen. Some of them were composed of
round and epithelioid cells appearing with perinuclear shrinkage
of cytoplasm. In some tumors or parts of tumors, there was a
mixture of epithelioid cells and spindle cells. Fifteen (27.3%)
tumors were epithelioid cell type, whereas the remaining 40
(72.7%) were spindle cell type (Figure 1). The mitotic index
ranged from 0 to 100 (mean: 11.4). The degree of cytologic
atypia was mild in 27 (49.1%) patients, moderate in 21 (38.2%),
and severe in 7 (12.7%). The degree of cellularity was low in 11
(20.0%) patients, intermediate in 37 (67.3%), and high in 7
(12.7%). Necrosis was present in 11 (20.0%), and hemorrhage
was present in 17 (30.9%) tumors. Expansive growth was found
in 30 (54.5%), and invasive growth in 25 (45.5%) tumors.
Correlation of risk groups and clinicopatholgic parameters
Tumors were divided into very low (10/55, 18.2 %), low (26/55,
47.3 %), intermediate (4/55, 7.3%) and high risk (15/55, 27.3%)
groups by NIH consensus[13]. Correlation of risk groups and
other clinicopthologic parameters is shown in Table 2. Higher
risk (intermediate and high risk) groups showed more frequent
necrosis, more severe nuclear atypia and higher cellularity than
lower risk (very low and low risk) groups which were statistically
significant. The epithelioid cell type was more frequent in higher
risk group.
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Figure 1 Histological features of various cell types of gastrointestinal stromal tumors and immunohistochemical staining for c-Kit.
×200. A: Spindle cell type; B: Epithelioid type; C: >50% tumor cells are positive for c-Kit; D: 10-50% tumor cells are positive for c-Kit.
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Figure 2 c-Kit mutations in exon 11 by denaturing high performance liquid chromatography. A: Normal; B: mutation.
Table 2 Comparison of clinicopathologic parameters according to the risk groups of gastrointestinal stromal tumors
Parameter\Risk group
Cellularity

Very low and
low (n = 36)

Low
Intermediate
High
Nuclear atypia Mild
Moderate
Severe
Necrosis
Absent
Present
Hemorrhage
Absent
Present
Infiltrative
Absent
Growth pattern Present
Tumor cell type Spindle
Epithelioid

11
22
3
22
12
2
34
2
28
8
22
14
29
7

Intermediate and
high (n = 19)
0
15
4
5
9
5
10
9
10
9
8
11
11
8

P

0.019

0.019

PCR-SSCP and D-HPLC methods, 3 cases by PCR-SSCP, and 1
case by D-HPLC method. Two cases showed mutations of both
exons 9 and 11. No mutations were found in exons 13 and 17. The
mutation-positive GISTs belonged to the large tumors (Table 3),
but the association with the other parameters was not significant.
Table 3 Comparison of clinicopathologic parameters according to c-Kit mutations
Parameter

0.000
0.055
0.178
0.001

Results of immunohistochemistry
A positive reaction for c-Kit protein was obtained in 53 (96.4%),
CD 34 in 53 (96.4%), SMA in 17 (30.9%), and S-100 protein in
3 (5.5%). Among 53 c-Kit positive cases, 10 cases (18.9%) were
(+) and 43 cases (81.1%) were (++) (Figure 1).
Correlation of c-kit mutation with clinicopatholgic parameters
Thirty cases (54.5%) showed mutations of c-Kit in exon 11 (Figure 2).
Among 30 cases, 16 cases showed mutations by both PCR-SSCP
and D-HPLC methods, 9 cases by PCR-SSCP, and 5 cases by
D-HPLC method. Seven cases (12.7%) showed mutations of
c-Kit in exon 9. Among them, 3 cases showed mutations by both

Sex (M:F)
Age (mean, yr)
Mean tumor size (cm)
Mean mitoses counts
Risk group: Very low/low
Intermediate/high
Cellularity: Low
Intermediate
High
Nuclear atypia Mild
Moderate
Severe
Necrosis Absent
Present
Hemorrhage Absent
Present
Infiltrative growth Absent
Present
Tumor cell type Spindle
Epithelioid

Mutations
Negative
(n = 20)
11:9
58.2
3.8
7.8
14
6
5
13
2
10
7
3
18
2
17
3
12
8
13
7

Positive
(n = 35)
14:21
61.0
6.2
13.4
22
13
6
24
5
17
14
4
26
9
21
14
18
17
27
8

P

0.283
0.360
0.020
0.360
0.592
0.741

0.898

0.161
0.054
0.539
0.330
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Correlation of c-kit mutation with c-kit expression
Among 10 c-Kit (+) cases, 6 cases showed mutations of c-Kit
in exon 9 or 11. Among 43 c-Kit (++) cases, 31 cases showed
mutations of c-Kit in exon 9 or 11. The rate of c-Kit mutations
was higher in c-Kit (++) group than that in c-Kit (+) group (P = 0.05).
Correlation of DNA aneuploidy with clinicopatholgic parameters
Ten cases (18.2%) were DNA aneuploidy (Figure 3). The tumors
with aneuploidy were associated with the larger tumor size,
high mitotic counts, higher risk groups, high cellularity, and
severe nuclear atypia, and epithelioid cell type (Table 4).
120

Cell nurber

100
80
60
40
20
0
0

22

64

90 120 160
FL3 LIN

192 224

254

Figure 3 DNA aneuploidy in gastrointestinal stromal tumors.
Table 4 Comparison of clinicopathologic parameters according to DNA ploidy
Parameter

Diploid
(n = 45)

Sex (M:F)
Age(mean, yr)
Mean tumor size (cm)
Mean mitoses counts
Risk group: Very low/low
Intermediate/high
Cellularity Low
Intermediate
High
Nuclear atypia Mild
Moderate
Severe
Necrosis Absent
Present
Hemorrhage Absent
Present
Infiltrative growth Absent
Present
Tumor cell type Spindle
Epithelioid

21:24
60.8
4.1
5.0
34
11
11
31
3
24
18
3
38
7
33
12
27
18
36
9

Aneuploid
(n = 10)
4:6
56.1
10.5
40.0
2
8
0
6
4
3
3
4
6
4
5
5
3
7
4
6

P
0.702
0.225
0.007
0.022
0.001
0.008

0.016

0.080
0.149
0.085
0.010

Correlations of c-kit mutation and DNA aneuploidy with
metastasis or recurrence
Three metastatic GISTs showed c-Kit mutation. Among them,
two cases showed mutations in exon 11, and the other one
showed mutation in exon 9. Two of these 3 tumors had DNA
aneuploidy. Among two recurrent GISTs, only one case showed
mutation in exon 11, and the two cases were DNA diploidy.
Correlation of c-kit mutation with DNA aneuploidy
Correlation of c-Kit mutation with DNA ploidy state was
analyzed (Table 5). There was a tendency that c-Kit mutations
were more frequent in aneuploid tumors than in diploid ones,
but not statistically significant (P = 0.063).
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Table 5 Correlation of c-Kit mutation and DNA ploidy
DNA ploidy 1
Diploid
Aneuploid
1

c-Kit mutation
Negative

Positive

19
1

26
9

P = 0.063.

DISCUSSION
It has been reported that GISTs are strongly and nearly consistent
c-Kit positive, and associated with the mutations of the c-Kit
gene. Approximately 40% to 50 % of GISTs, mostly the
malignant variants, had mutations in the juxtamembrane domain
(exon 11) of the c-Kit gene[14-16], although some studies found
mutations in only 15%[18] or the others in as many as 80%[19] of
the analyzed cases. Lack of mutations in exon 11 in a significant
portion of GISTs may suggest that mutations may occur in
other domains of the c-Kit gene. However, no mutations were
found in exon 17 (kinase domain) in a large group of GISTs
studied[14], which was the area where c-Kit mutations occur in
mastocytoma[20] and seminoma[21]. Recently, new mutational
hotspots were identified as a result of comprehensive sequencing
of c-Kit cDNA obtained from 13 GISTs, which were negative
for exon 11 mutations. Mutations in exon 9 and exon 13 were
detected in 6 (46%) and 2 (15%) of them, suggesting that such
mutations may be relatively common in GISTs[19].
In this study, we analyzed 55 GISTs. Thirty cases (54.5%)
showed mutations of c-Kit in exon 11 and 7 cases (12.7%) showed
mutations in exon 9. No mutations were found in exon 13 and
exon 17. The c-Kit mutation positive GISTs were large in size,
and all three metastatic GISTs showed mutations, but the
association with other clinicopathologic factors was not evident.
The rate of c-Kit mutations was higher in c-Kit (++) group
rather than in c-Kit (+) group.
The factors related to the tumor biology might usefully
complement the clinical and morphological data. Thus, DNA
aneuploidy has been claimed to allow a sensitive and specific
discrimination between benign and malignant tumors of the
gastrointestinal tract and to correlate with their prognosis[22-28].
However, in other reports, aneuploidy could not be used as a
diagnostic criterion of malignancy, but was associated with a
mere tendency to an adverse outcome[29,30]. In our study, 10
cases (18.2%) showed DNA aneuploidy. The aneuploid GISTs
were associated with large tumor size, high mitotic counts,
higher risk groups, high cellularity, severe nuclear atypia and
epithelioid type. These results suggest that DNA aneuploidy
represents high risk groups of GISTs suggested by NIH
consensus [13].
In conclusion, there is a tendency that c-Kit mutations are
more frequent in aneuploid GISTs. Therefore, DNA ploidy and
c-Kit mutations might be closely related.
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Abstract
AIM: To study the changes of quantitative expression, adhering
activity and genomic density polymorphism of complement
types in erythrocytes (CR1) of patients with gallbladder
carcinoma and the related clinical significance.
METHODS: Polymerase chain reaction (PCR), Hind III restriction
enzyme digestion, quantitative assay of CR1 and adhering
activity assay of CR1 in erythrocytes were used.
RESULTS: The number and adhering activity of CR1 in patients
with gallbladder carcinoma (0.738±0.23, 45.9±5.7) were
significantly lower than those in chronic cholecystitis and
cholecystolithiasis (1.078±0.21, 55.1±5.9) and healthy controls
(1.252±0.31, 64.2±7.4) (P<0.01). The number and adhering
activity of CR1 in patients with chronic cholecystitis and
cholecystolithiasis (1.078±0.21, 55.1±5.9) were significantly
lower than those in healthy controls (1.252±0.31, 64.2±7.4)
(P<0.05). There was a positive correlation between quantitative
expression and adhering activity of CR1 (r = 0.79, P<0.01).
Compared with those on preoperative day (0.738±0.23,
45.4±4.9), the number and adhering activity of CR1 in patients
with gallbladder carcinoma decreased greatly on the third
postoperative day (0.310±0.25, 31.8±5.1) (P<0.01), and
on the first postoperative week (0.480±0.25, 38.9±5.2)
(P<0.01), but they were increased slightly than those on
the preoperative day (P>0.05). The number and adhering
activity of CR1 recovered in the second postoperative week
(0.740±0.24, 46.8±5.9) (P<0.01) and increased greatly in the
third postoperative week (0.858±0.35, 52.7±5.8) (P<0.01)
in comparison with those on the preoperative day and in
the first postoperative week. The number and adhering
activity of CR1 of gallbladder carcinoma patients with
infiltrating, adjacent lymphogenous and distant organ
metastases were significantly lower than those of
gallbladder carcinoma patients without them (P<0.01). No
difference was observed between the patients with
gallbladder carcinoma and healthy individuals in the spot
mutation rate of CR1 density gene (χ2 = 0.521, P>0.05).
The distribution of expression was 67.8% in high expression
genomic type, 24.8% in moderate expression genomic type,
and 7.4% in low expression genomic type. The number and
adhering activity of CR1 high expression genomic type

gallbladder carcinomas (0.749± 0.22, 42.1± 6.2) were
significantly lower than those of healthy individuals(1.240±0.
29, 63.9±7.2), and were also significantly lower than those
of healthy individuals (0.921±0.23, 54.8±7.1), but no
difference was observed between the number and adhering
activity of CR1 lower expression genomic type gallbladder
carcinomas (0.582±0.18, 44.3±5.5) and those of healthy
individuals (0.610±0.20, 45.8±5.7) (P>0.05).
CONCLUSION: Defective expression of CR1 in gallbladder
carcinoma is mostly acquired through central peripheral
mechanisms. The changes in CR1 quantitative expression
and adhering activity are consanguineously related to the
development and metastasis in gallbladder carcinoma.
Jiao XY, Lü MD, Huang JF, Liang LJ, Shi JS. Genomic determination
of CR1 CD35 density polymorphism on erythrocytes of patients
with gallbladder carcinoma. World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10
(23): 3480-3484
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INTRODUCTION
Carcinoma of the gallbladder is the most common neoplasm in
biliary tract, and its incidence has been rising in recent years[1-4].
The C3b receptors (CR1, Cd35) on erythrocytes serve as the
primary transport system for immune complexes from peripheral
blood of the liver[5-8], and CR1 plays an important role in this
system, the rate of clearance of immune complexes from the
circulation is directly related to the number of CR1 molecules
expressed on erythrocytes[9-11]. However, there are few reports
on the changes of genomic density polymorphism of complement
types in erythrocytes of patients with gallbladder carcinoma.
We previously demonstrated the altered levels of cellular immunity
and humoral immunity in patients with gallbladder carcinoma,
and the effects of radical cholecystectomy on nutritional and immune
status in patients with gallbladder carcinoma[12-15]. In this study,
we reported the changes in quantitative expression, adhering
activity and genomic density polymorphism of complement types
in erythrocytes (CR1) of patients with gallbladder carcinoma.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients
A total of 33 patients with gallbladder carcinoma were admitted
to the First Affiliated Hospital of Sun Yat-Sen University from
August 2000 to August 2002.Those were 16 men and 17 women
aged from 50 to 70 years (median, 52.7 years). Nineteen patients
were preoperatively diagnosed as polypois, cholecystolithiasis
and chronic cholecystitis, and diagnosed as gallbladder carcinoma
by frozen sections after surgery. Fourteen patients were diagnosed
as gallbladder carcinoma preoperatively, of them, 4 patients
had radical cholecystectomy, 7 patients had U-tube drainage
operation, 3 patients cholecystectomy. Direct invasion or distant
metastasis was found in 10 patients during operation, simple
gallbladder carcinoma in 15 patients, both gallbladder carcinoma
and cholecystolithiasis in 18 patients. The patients with gallbladder
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carcinoma were grouped according to the staging system of
Nevin[16], the number of cases on stages I, II, III, IV and V was
7, 11, 5, 7 and 11, respectively. Tumor size ranged from 1.8 cm to
6 cm in diameter (median, 2 cm), 23 patients had tumors smaller
than 2 cm in diameter, 10 patients had tumors larger 2 cm in diameter.
No therapy was administered to patients preoperatively.
Meanwhile, 90 patients with cholecystits or cholecystolithiasis
had cholecystectomy, including 44 patients with cholecystitis
and 46 patients with choleithiasis. No severe systemic diseases
were found, such as, myocardial infarction, cerebral vascular
accidents, uncontrollable diabetes mellitus, Hypertension. Their
disease was stable in a period of one month. All the surgical
specimens were examined histologically, and classified into
hyperplasia, atypical hyperplasia (mild, moderate and severe)
according to Gong et al.[17]. A total of 59 patients exhibited
epithelial hyperplasia, 10 patients had mild dysplasia, 10 patients
moderate dysplasia, 11 patients severe dysplasia. Normal controls
were 30 healthy individuals (18 men and 12 women) aged from
56 years to 72 years (median 61.7 years).

Methods
Quantitative expression, adhering activity and genomic density
polymorphism of complement types in erythrocytes (CR1)
patients with gallbladder carcinoma were assessed preoperatively
(1 wk before surgery), and on d 3, 7, 14 and 21 postoperatively.
Genomic determination of CR1 (Cd35) density polymorphism
on erythrocytes[18]
DNA samples DNA was extracted using the following simplified
protocol. Following lysis of erythrocytes, nucleated cells from
10 mL of blood were incubated in 3.5 mL of 10 mmol/L Tris,
2 mmol/L EDTA buffer pH7.5, containing 0.4 mol/L NaCL, 7 g/L
sodium dodecylsulfate and proteinase K (30 mg/L) for 16 h at 37 ,
1 mL of 6 mol/L NaCL was added. After vortexed and ethanolprecipitated, the pellets were washed three times in 700 mL/L ethanol
and solubilized in 10 mmol/L Tris, 1 mmol/L EDTA buffer pH7.5.
Sequencing
A construct in pUC-18 containing Hind III-kpn fragments from
the introns located within the first and second exons of the short
consensus repeat d2 from the long homologous repeat D of CR1
was sequenced. Sequencing was performed using the modified
Sanger method with a commercial T7 DNA polymerase kit.
Primers
Primers were designed based on the analysis of internal
homologies within the CR1 gene and homologies with other
human sequences obtained from the EMBL databank using
the Bisance software. The 5’ primer was from base 4 415 to base
4 435 from the CR1 cDNA sequence. The 3’ primer was 75 to 55
from the Hind III monomorphic restriction site in the introns. The
latter primer was chosen due to the presence of five mismatches
between the CR1 intron sequence and the consensus Hind III
1.9 ku repetitive sequence. Primers were synthesized on a 380
Applied Biosystem apparatus. Twenty base oligonucleotides
were recovered from the solid phase by rinsing the column
with 250 g/L ammonium. After incubation at 55
for 16 h,
ammonium was expelled through evaporation using a SpeedVac apparatus. Primers were used without further purification.
Amplification and agarose gel electrophoresis
PCR was performed using a Techne PHC-I apparatus with the
Taq polymerse.
Amplified DNA was precipitated and then digested using
the Hind III restriction enzyme, and separated by electrophoresis
in 20 g/L agarose gels. Gels were analyzed under UV illumination.
The genomic density polymorphism of complement type 1 (CR1)
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in erythrocytes was classified into three types: high expression
genomic type (1.8 Kb1), moderate expression type (1.8 kb, 1.3 Kb
and 1.5 Kb) and low expression genomic type (1.3 Kb, 0.5 Kb).

Quantitative expression of CR1 in erythrocytes of patients with
gallbladder carcinoma
EBC enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay This assay was
based on the method of Cornillet et al.[18]. All RBCs in the assay
were routinely glutaraldchyde-fixed. Finally, 20 µL of S/BSA were
added to each well, followed by 20 µL of substrate. The plates
were incubated at 37 for 90 min with gentle agitation every
15-20 min to ensure the maximum contact of RBC with substrate.
Subsequently, 100 µL of S/BSA was added to each well, the
plate was centrifuged at 1 800 r/min for 90 s and 100 µL of
supernatant was transferred to a clean microtitre plate for
readings in a plate reader at 405 nm (Dynatech MR5000;
DynatchmBillingshurst, Suaaex, UK). In each case, a mean of
the readings obtained for the RBC without first antibody (the
blank controls) was subtracted from the other readings obtained,
in order to correct nonspecific phoshatase-like activity within
RBC membranes. Duplicate values were obtained for each RBC
sample with each antibody. Black control values were obtained
for both the antimouse conjuates and for the anti-rabbit conjuates.
Adhering activity of CR1 in erythrocytes of patients with
gallbladder carcinoma
A 50 µL of 1×108/mL RBC suspensions was added to each well,
then added and 50 µL of plasma itself and 100 µL of 1×106/mL
tumor cells, mixed completely, stained. Fields were examined
(×640), 5 RBC combined each tumor cell were labeled as a flower,
tumor cell flowers were assessed.
Statistical analysis
For each variable, mupltiple analysis of variance for repeated
measurements was used to compare the values measured before
operation with those measured at four subsequent time points.
The results were presented as mean±SE based on the mixed
model of repeated measurement analysis. Statistical analysis
was performed with SAS software. P<0.05 was considered
statistically significant.
RESULTS
The number and adhering activity of CR1 in patients with gallbladder
carcinoma, chronic cholecystitis and cholecystolithiasis and
healthy individuals
As shown in Table 1, the number and adhering activity of CR1
in patients with gallbladder carcinoma (0.738±0.23, 45.9±5.7)
were significantly lower than those in patients chronic
cholecystitis and cholecystolithiasis (1.078±0.21, 55.1±5.9) and
healthy individuals controls (1.252±0.31, 64.2±7.4) (P<0.01). In
Table 2 the number and adhering activity of CR1 in patients
with chronic cholecystitis and cholecystolithiasis were
significantly lower than those in healthy controls (P<0.05). There
was a positive correlation between quantitative expression and
adhering activity of CR1(r = 0.79, P<0.01).
In the series of epithelial pathologic changes including
hyperplasia, atypical hyperplasia, carcinoma in situ or invasive
carcinoma, the number and adhering activity of CR1 decreased
gradually (Table 3), and there was a positive correlation between
quantitative expression and adhering activity of CR1 (r = 0.77,
P<0.01). In Table 4 compared with those on the preoperative
day (0.738±0.23, 45.4±4.9), the number and adhering activity
of CR1 in patients with gallbladder carcinoma decreased greatly
on the third postoperative day (0.310±0.25, 31.8±5.1) (P<0.01)
and in the first postoperative week (0.480±0.25, 38.9±5.2) (P<0.01),
but they were increased slightly than those on the preoperative
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day (P>0.05). In comparison with those on the preoperative
day and in the first postoperative week, the number and
adhering activity of CR1 recovered in the second postoperative
week (0.740±0.24, 46.8±5.9) (P<0.01), and increased greatly in
the third postoperative week (0.858±0.35, 52.7±5.8) (P<0.01).
The number and adhering activity of CR1 in gallbladder
carcinoma patients with infiltrating, adjacent lymph node and
distant organ metastases were significantly lower than those in
gallbladder carcinoma patients without metastasis (Table 5, P<0.01).
Table 1 The number and adhering activity of CR1 in different
groups before operation (mean±SE)
Group
Healthy individuals
Chronic cholecystitis
Cholecystolithiasis
Gallbladder carcinoma

Cases

CR1 (A405)

Adhering
activity (%)

30
90

1.252±0.31
1.078±0.21a

64.2±7.4
55.1±5.9 a

33

0.738±0.23 bc

45.9±5.7 bd

P<0.05, bP<0.01 vs normal control; cP<0.05, dP<0.01 vs chronic
cholecystitis and cholecystolithiasis.
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Changes of genomic density polymorphism of CR1 in patients
with gallbladder carcinoma
The distribution of genomic density polymorphism of CR1 in
patients was 67.8% in high expression genomic type, 24.8% in
moderate expression genomic type, 7.4% in low expression genomic
type. Compared with healthy controls, no difference was observed
between the patients with gallbladder carcinoma and healthy in
the spot mutation rate of CR1 density gene (χ2 = 0.521, P>0.05).
The number and adhering activity of CR1high expression
genomic type gallbladder carcinomas (0.749±0.22, 42.1±6.2) were
significantly lower than those in healthy individuals (1.240±0.29,
63.9±7.2). The number and adhering activity of CR1 moderate
expression genomic type gallbladder carcinomas (0.641±0.19,
34.2±5.1) were also significantly lower than those in healthy
individuals (0.921±0.23, 54.8±7.1), but no difference was
observed between the number and adhering activity of CR1 lower
expression genomic type gallbladder carcinomas (0.582±0.18,
44.3±5.5) and those of healthy individuals (0.610±0.20, 45.8±5.7)
(P>0.05).

a

Table 2 The number and adhering activity of CR1 in different
groups before operation (mean±SE)
Group

Cases

Healthy individuals
cholecystolithiasis
Gallbladder carcinoma
with cholecystolithiasis
Simple gallbladder carcinoma

CR1(A405)

Adhering
activity(%)

30
46
18

1.252±0.31
1.027±0.27a
0.731±0.26 bc

64.2±7.4
54.4±5.9 a
45.1±6.1 bd

15

0.728±0.23 bc

44.8±6.4 bd

a

P<0.05, bP<0.01 vs normal control; cP<0.05, dP<0.01 vs chronic
cholecystitis.
Table 3 The number and adhering activity of CR1 in different
groups before operation (mean±SE)
Type

Cases

Simple hyperplasia
Atypical hyperplasia
Gallbladder carcinoma
(I-III stage)
Gallbladder carcinoma
(IV-V stage)
F
P
b

CR1(A405)

Adhering
activity(%)

59
21
23

1.175±0.22
0.906±0.24b
0.761±0.23b

61.1±6.2
50.8±5.7 b
41.6±6.1 b

10

0.602±0.31b

30.4±6.5 b

6.4
<0.01

11.5
<0.01

P<0.01 vs each group.

DISCUSSION
The immune functions of erythrocytes have been studied at
gene levels[5-8]. RBCs are the major cellular component of the
peripheral blood and occupy 50% of the total blood volume[9].
Normal RBC cytosol contains the majority of natural killer
enhancing factors and other factors, such as PIF. Damaged
RBC could produce tumor necrosis factor inducing factor. RBCs
appear to have an important regulating role in immune function,
and RBC activity involves in regulating multiple cytokines such
as IL-2, IL-3, CSF, IL-6, TNF-r, TNF. CD44 and CD58 expressed
by RBC could serve as the center in controlling immune status,
which can directly affect the development and progression of
tumors[8-11]. The changes of CR1 quantitative expression and
adhering activity are consanguineously related to the development
and metastasis of liver carcinoma.
In our study, the number and adhering activity of CR1 high
expression genomic type gallbladder carcinomas were significantly
lower than those in healthy individuals, indicating that defective
expression of CR1 in gallbladder carcinoma is mostly acquired
through central peripheral mechanisms.
Gallbladder carcinoma is often associated with cholecystolithiasis and cholecystitis in 40-100% of cases[19-28]. Although
no carcinogenic substance has so far been isolated from the bile
or the stones in patients with cholecystolithiasis and cholecystitis,
many scholars suggested that gallstone might play a role as a
chronic injury factor to induce a series of epithelial pathologic
changes[29-38]. Gong et al.[17] reported that in 150 consecutive
cholecystectomy specimens for detection of cholelithiasis or
cholecystitis, 76.68% exhibited epithelial hyperplasia, 16.89%

Table 4 The number and adhering activity of CR1 on preoperative and postoperative day (mean±SE)
Group
CR1 (A405)
Adhering activity (%)
a

Preoperative

3rd d

1 st wk

2nd wk

3rd wk

0.738±0.23
45.4±4.9

0.310±0.25b
31.8±5.1b

0.480±0.25b
38.9±5.2 b

0.740±0.24
46.8±5.9

0.85±0.32a
52.7±5.8 a

P<0.05, bP<0.01 vs normal control.

Table 5 The number and adhering activity of CR1 in gallbladder carcinoma with adjacent lymph nodes and metastasis (mean±SE)
Group

Healthy
individu als

Cases
30
CR1 (A405)
1.252±0.31
Adhering activity (%) 64.2±7.4
b

Infiltrating (-)

Infiltrating (+)

15
0.95±0.22 a
52.8±6.7a

18
0.81±0.29ab
48.1±7.2ab

P<0.01 vs normal control; aP<0.05, dP<0.01 vs negative.

Adjacent lymph
Adjacent
Metastasis (-)
node (-)
lymph node (+)
18
0.88±0.27 a
47.6±7.0 a

15
0.73±0.25ab
41.1±7.1 ab

23
0.78±0.26 a
46.1±6.1 a

Metastasis (+)
10
0.44±0.29 ad
38.9±6.2ad
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atypical hyperplasia, 1.32% carcinoma in situ and 2.11% invasive
carcinoma. Simple epithelial hyperplasia was found in the mucus
adjacent to invasive carcinoma.With the passage of time, a
significant number of atypical hyperplasiae presumably would
progress to a higher grade lesion, becoming carcinoma. Toyonaga
et al.[39] reported that in 200 consecutive cholecystectomy
specimens for detection of cholelithiasis or cholecystitis, 83%
simple epithelial hyperplasiae, 13.5% atypical hyperplasiae and
3.5% carcinomas in situ. In general, a significant number of
atypical hyperplasiae presumably would progress to a higher
grade lesion, 80% atypical hyperplasiae could become precancer lesions. Albores-Saavedra et al.[11] results showed that
cholelithiasis or cholecystitis produced a series of epithelial
pathologic changes, such as simple epithelial hyperplasia,
atypical hyperplasia and carcinoma in situ, which represented
the precancer lesion of gallbladder carcinoma. The probable
sequence of events appear to be as follows. Hyperplasia has been
found to have atypical hyperplasia which in turn may progress to
neoplasia. With the passage of time, a significant number of atypical
hyperplasiae presumably would progress to carcinoma in situ
and invasive carcinoma[24]. So almost all scholars have suggested
that a small number of hyperplasiae of the gallbladder would
evolve toward in situ carcinoma which finally becomes invasive
carcinoma[40]. In our study, the number and adhering activity
of CR1 in patients with gallbladder carcinoma were significantly
lower than those in patients with chronic cholecystitis and
cholelithiasis and healthy individuals (P<0.01). The number and
adhering activity of CR1 in patients with chronic cholecystitis
and cholelithiasis were significantly lower than those in healthy
individuals. There was a positive linear correlation between
quantitative expression and the adhering activity of ECR1
(r = 0.79, P<0.01). Compared with data the on preoperative day,
the number and adhering activity of CR1 in patients with
gallbladder carcinoma decreased greatly on the third postoperative
day and in the first postoperative week, indicting that surgery
plays an injurious role in the disorder of RBC and cytokine
functions[12,41,42]. The number and adhering activity of CR1
recovered in the second postoperative week, and increased
greatly in the third postoperative week.
The number and the adhering activity of CR1 in gallbladder
carcinoma patients with infiltrating, adjacent lymph node and
distant organ metastases were significantly lower than those
in patients without metastasis. This study demonstrates CR1
can be used as an immune therapy for gallbladder carcinoma.
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most active PSDSOS was PSDSOS3 with Mr of 2 749, which
enhanced the APC activity to 331.2±27.8% (P<0.01), then
the activity of PSDSOSs decreased gradually.

Abstract

http://www.wjgnet.com/1007-9327/10/3485.asp

AIM: To investigate the effect of dermatan sulfate (DS)
derivatives on platelet surface P-selectin expression and
blood activated protein C (APC) activity in patients with
inflammatory bowel disease (IBD), and to clarity the antiinflammatory mechanism of DS derivatives.
METHODS: Dermatan sulfate (DS) was sulfated with
chlorosulfonic acid to prepare polysulfated dermatan sulfate
(PSDS). The major disaccharides of DS and PSDS were
determined by 1H nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy
(1H-NMR) and 13C-NMR. Both DS and PSDS were depolymerized
with hydrogen peroxide. The fragments were separated
by gel filtration chromatography. The effects of DS derivatives
on P-selectin expression were assayed by ELISA method,
and blood APC activity was assayed by the synthetic
chromogenic substrate method.
RESULTS: The major disaccharides of DS and PSDS were
IdoA-1 3-GalNAc-4-SO3 and IdoA-2SO3-1 3-GalNAc4, 6diSO3, respectively. Compared with the adenosine diphosphate
stimulated group and IBD control group, DS and its derivatives
all had significant inhibitory effects on P-selectin expression
(P<0.01), but there was no difference between DS-derived
oligosaccharides (DSOSs) and PSDS-derived oligosaccharides
(PSDSOSs). The experiments on APC activity showed that
DS and its derivatives all enhanced APC activity. The most
active DSOS was the one with a relative molecular weight
(Mr) of 4 825, which enhanced the APC activity from
106.5±11.5% to 181.8±22.3% (P<0.01). With the decrease
of Mr, the activity of DSOSs decreased gradually. The effect
of PSDS on APC activity enhancement was more significant
than that of DS, and the APC activity was raised to
205.2±22.1% (P<0.01). All the PSDSOSs were more active
than DSOSs on the basis of comparable Mr. With the decrease
of Mr, the activity of PSDSOSs increased gradually, and the

CONCLUSION: DS and its derivatives can significantly
inhibit P-selectin expression on platelet surface, but the effect
has no correlation with DS molecular mass and sulfation.
The effect of DS or its derivatives on APC activity at
molecular level involves complex mechanisms that depend
on the molecular mass, the degree of sulfation, and the
heterogeneous composition of DS. On the same molecular
size, the higher the degree of DS sulfation, the more significant
the effect on enhancing APC activity.
Ji SL, Du HY, Chi YQ, Cui HF, Cao JC, Geng MY, Guan HS.
Effects of dermatan sulfate derivatives on platelet surface Pselectin expression and protein C activity in blood of inflammatory
bowel disease patients. World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(23):
3485-3489

INTRODUCTION
Inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) is a chronic non-specific
intestinal inflammation. Recent researches have revealed a
number of links between inflammation and coagulation,
patients with IBD may be at increased risk of having venous
thromboembolism[1-9]. Abnormal platelet activity has been
reported in patients with ulcerative colitis (UC) and Crohn’s
disease (CD), and plays an important role in inflammation
aggravation[10-12]. P-selectin, a membrane glycoprotein expressed
on activated platelets and endothelial cells, plays a crucial role
in thrombosis and inflammatory response [13]. P-selectin
antagonism could decrease thrombosis and inflammation in
animal models of venous thrombosis prophylaxis [14]. The
protein C anticoagulant pathway appeares to be the major
pathway involved in the cross link between inflammation and
coagulation. Activated protein C (APC) contributes to systemic
anticoagulant and anti-inflammatory activities[15], and may
reduce organ damage by inhibiting thrombin generation and
leukocyte activation[16]. To inhibit the release of P-selectin and
enhance APC activities are helpful for the treatment of IBD and
related thrombosis[17].
Dermatan sulfate (DS) is a member of the family of structurally
complex, sulfated and linear polysaccharides called glycosaminoglycans (GAGs). It is mainly composed of [4-α-L-IdoA-1
3-β-D-GalNAc-1]n and [4-α-L-GlcA-1 3-β-D-GalNAc-1]n and
their derivatives with sulfate groups at C-2 of L-IdoA, C-4 or/
and C-6 of D-GalNAc (IdoA, iduronic acid, GalNAc, N-acetylgalactosamine, GlcA, glucuronic acid). The relative molecular
weight (Mr) of natural DS is within 15 ku to 45 ku[18]. Polysulfated
DS is the sulfated product of DS reacting with chlorosulfonic
acids. DS-derived oligosaccharides (DS-Oligs) are the
oligosaccharides from depolymerizing DS and PSDS. DS is an
important glycosaminoglycan found in a wide variety of tissues
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in animals. Recently, growing evidence has suggested that DS,
like the better studied heparin and heparan sulfate, is an important
cofactor in a variety of cell behaviors[18]. Many of the biological
activities of DS proteoglycans are associated with their
glycosaminoglycan structure[19]. In addition to its anticoagulant
and antithrombotic activities[20,21], DS has also been reported
possessing anti-inflammatory activities[22-24]. The mechanisms
of anti-inflammation of DS are unknown. To the author’s
knowledge, the relationships between the molecular structure
of DS-Oligs and their effects on P-selectin and APC activity
have not been studied. The present study was designed to observe
the effects of DS-Oligs with different Mr and structure on platelet
surface P-selectin expression and blood APC activities in patients
with IBD, and to clarify the anti-inflammatory mechanisms of DS
in the treatment of IBD.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
Dermatan sulfate was donated by Dongying Tiandong Biochemical
Industrial Co. Ltd and 300 mL/L hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) was
purchased from Laiyang Fine Chemical Reagent Co. Ltd.
Adenosine diphosphate (ADP) was purchased from Sigma Co.,
USA. Superdex-30 was purchased from Amersham Biosciences.
Human P-selectin ELISA kit (96 tests) and protein C CSA were
purchased from Shanghai Sun Diagnostics, China.
Preparation of DS-Oligs
PSDS was prepared by the reaction of DS with chlorosulfonic
acids. DS and PSDS were degraded by oxidative depolymerization
with hydrogen peroxide[25] respectively. All DS-Oligs were
obtained from the products separated by gel filtration
chromatography with Superdex 30 column (26 mm×1 200 mm),
and the DS-Oligs were eluted with 0.25 mol/L ammonium
bicarbonate and dried with lyophilization.
Determination of the relative molecular weight of DS-Oligs
The relative molecular weight (Mr) of the Oligs was determined
by high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC)[26].
1

H-NMR and 13C-NMR analysis of DS and PSDS
H-NMR and 13C-NMR spectra of DS and PSDS were assayed
using a 600 MHz instrument as previously described[27].
1

Patients and controls
Ten healthy blood-donors served as a control group and blood
samples from 10 IBD patients, including five patients with UC
and five patients with CD were used for experiments.
Collection of blood samples
Blood used to prepare platelets was collected in silicone-coated
tubes containing 32 g/L sodium citrate as anticoagulant just
before preparation and analysis.
Preparation of isolated platelets (IP)
Nine milliliter of blood with sodium citrate as anticoagulant
blood was centrifuged at 500 r/min for 20 min at room temperature
to obtain platelet rich plasma (PRP). The upper PRP was taken out,
and the remaining plasma was centrifuged at 3 000 r/min for 15 min
again and the platelet poor plasma (PPP) was obtained. The PRP
was diluted with PPP to the platelet density of 3.0×108 cells/mL
for P-selectin test.
Preparation of P-selectin standard calibration curve
Standard P-selectin was diluted to 80, 40, 20, 10, 5 and 2.5 ng/mL
with assay buffer, and then added to the standard wells. The
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standard curve was tested according to the test kit manufacturer’s
instructions.

Measurement of P-selectin in IP by ELISA
A total of 225 µL of afore mentioned PRP was added to tubes,
30 µL of saline was added to the control group and adenosine
diphosphate (ADP) control tubes, and then 30 µL of 2.50 mg/mL
DS, PSDS and DS-Oligs saline solution were added to the sample
tubes. All the tubes were incubated for 10 min at 37 . Then 25 µL
of 4.68 µmol/L ADP solution was added to the ADP and sample
tubes and an equal volume of saline was added to the blank
control tubes. Then all the tubes were incubated for 5 min at 37 ,
followed by centrifugation for 15 min at 3 000 r/min, and finally
the P-selectin in the upper solution was tested by ELISA according
to the test kit manufacturer’s instructions.
Specimen collection and preparation for APC test
Five milliliter of venous blood, containing 32 g/L sodium citrate
as an anticoagulant, was collected from ten patients with IBD
and the sample was centrifuged immediately. The plasma was
collected and stored at 2-8 until use.
Preparation of protein C activity standard calibration curve
Normal plasma was dissolved in 200 µL of buffer and the APC
activity was defined as 200%. The solution was diluted three
times to make the activities 100%, 50% and 25%, respectively.
The activity of buffer was 0% criterion. Twenty five microliters of
the four standards was added to the standard wells of the test
plate, then 50 µL of activator at the concentration of 0.1 mg/mL
was added to activate protein C. These points were determined
according to the manufacturer’s instructions at 405 nm. The
absorbance (A405nm) was plotted versus the known percentage
of standard APC activity to give a standard curve.
Detection of APC activity
APC activity in the plasma pre-incubated with DS and its
derivatives was determined according to test kit manufacturer’s
instructions with minor modifications. Fifty microliters of DS
and its derivatives solution at the concentration of 0.20 g/L
was used to produce 50 µL of activator. The APC enhancement
by 50 µL of DS at the concentration of 0.20 g/L was defined as
100%. Fifty microliters of buffer served as a blank control
without any activator. The APC activities of the DS-Oligs were
calculated according to the calibration curve.
Statistical analysis
Data were expressed as mean±SD. Student’s t test and oneway analysis of variance were used for statistical analysis
according to the data obtained. P values less than 0.05 were
considered statistically significant.
RESULTS
Analysis of 1H-NMR and 13C-NMR spectra of DS and PSDS
The 1H-NMR and 13C-NMR spectra of DS and PSDS and the
main disaccharides in their structure are shown in Figure 1. The
major disaccharide sequence in DS was IdoA-1 3-GalNAc-4-SO3.
In the 1H-NMR spectra of PSDS (Figures 1B, D), the chemical
shift of all the protons was shifted downfield in PSDS with
respect to the DS. Similar effects could also be seen in the 13CNMR spectra (Figures 1 A, C). The chemical shift of C-6 in
GalNAc was shifted downfield (from 63.89 ppm to 68.60 ppm),
while that of C-5 in GalNAc was shifted upfield (from 74.63 ppm
to 69.98 ppm). The same phenomenon occurred in IdoA. The
spectra showed that the hydroxyl group of C-6 in GalNAc and
C-2 in IdoA of PSDS was sulfated, and the major disaccharide
sequence was IdoA-2SO3-1 3-GalNAc4, 6-diSO3.
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Figure 1 1H-NMR and 13C-MNR spectra of DS and PSDS. A and B: 13C-MNR and 1H-NMR spectra of DS and the chemical shift of major
disaccharides in DS; C and D: 13C-MNR and 1H-NMR spectra of PSDS and the chemical shift of the major disaccharides in PSDS.
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Figure 2 Fragment size separation of DS-Oligs. The products were separated on a Superdex 30 size exclusion column (26
mm×1 200 mm) at a flow rate of 0.5 mL/min in 0.25 mol/L ammonium bicarbonate. Elution profiles were monitored by carbazole
assay. A and B: depolymerized products of DS and PSDS.

Fractionation of DS-Oligs
The DS-Oligs prepared from DS and PSDS degradation and
separated by gel filtration chromatography are shown in Figure 2.
The peaks numbered were DS-Oligs collected for the experiments
on P-selectin and APC, and their Mr are listed in Table 1.

significant increase in P-selectin expression after stimulation
with ADP (P<0.01). All DS and its derivative groups showed a
significant decrease in P-selectin expression compared with
the ADP-stimulated group and IBD control group (P<0.01), but
no significant differences could be seen as compared with the
control group, and between DSOS and PSDSOS groups (Figure 3).

DS oligosaccharides
DSOS 1
DSOS2
DSOS3
DSOS 4
DSOS5
DSOS6
DSOS7

Mr
4
3
2
1
1
1

825
926
254
696
309
038
709

PSDS
oligosaccharides
PSDSOS1
PSDSOS2
PSDSOS3
PSDSOS4
PSDSOS5
PSDSOS6
PSDSOS7

Mr
4
4
2
2
1
1

959
280
749
107
594
021
785

Effects of DS derivatives on the expression of platelet surface
P-selectin
Expression of platelet surface P-selectin on IP of IBD control
group was significantly increased from 13.92±1.69 ng/mL (control
group) to 23.95±2.51 ng/mL, and the ADP group showed a

P-selectin content (ng/mL)

Table 1 Mr of DS-Oligs
d

60
DSOSs group
III
50
PSDSOSs group
b
40
II
30
df df af
af df
df
I
df
df af df af df af df
I VV
df
df
20
10
0
1 2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9 10
Groups

Figure 3 Effects of DS derivatives on expression of P-selectin
on IP surface. Bars I, II, III, IV and V represent control group,
IBD control group, ADP group, DS group and PSDS group,
respectively. Groups 4 to 10 represent DS-Oligs from 1 to 7
listed in Table 1. bP<0.01 vs control group; aP<0.05, dP<0.01 vs
IBD control group; fP<0.01 vs ADP group (n = 10 for each group).
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APC activity (%)

Effects of DS derivatives on APC activity
The experimental results showed that all DS and its derivatives
enhanced APC activity. The most active DSOS was DSOS1
with M r of 4 825, which enhanced the APC activity from
106.5±11.5% (DS group) to 181.8±22.3% (P<0.01). With the
decrease of M r, the activity of DSOSs decreased gradually.
PSDS was more active than DS, which enhanced the APC
activity from 106.5±11.5% (DS group) to 205.2±22.1% (P<0.01).
On the same molecular size basis, PSDSOSs were more active
than DSOSs. With the decrease of Mr, the activity of PSDSOSs
increased, and the most active one was PSDSOS3 with Mr of
2 749, which enhanced the APC activity to 331.2±27.8%, then
decreased gradually (Figure 4).
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Figure 4 Effects of DS and its derivatives on APC activity. Bars
I and II represent DS group and PSDS group, respectively.
Groups 2 to 8 represent DS-Oligs from 1 to 7 listed in Table 1.
b
P<0.01 vs DS group, dP<0.01 vs PSDS group (n = 10 for each group).

DISCUSSION
IBD is a gastrointestinal disorder of unknown aetiology. Current
research has paid attention to platelet dysfunction as a possible
contributor to the disease, and the prevalence of IBD seems to
be lower among patients with coagulation disorders[28]. Platelets
play a crucial role in hemostasis and inflammatory response.
Normally, platelets circulate in a quiescent state, but after
stimulation with agonists, such as thrombin, ADP and epinephrine,
platelets begin to express P-selectin and release inflammatory
mediators and factors, thereby promoting hemostasis[29]. P-selectin
acts as a cell-adhesion molecule in activated platelets and
endothelial cells, and its main actions are to adhere to
neutrophils and monocytes[30] and to facilitate diapedesis. It
has been reported that DS acts as a ligand to bind to P-selectin,
and the sulfation plays an important role in the interactions
between L- or P-selectin and DS[31,32]. Our results showed that
DS, PSDS and their derivatives significantly inhibited the P-selectin
expression on IP surface, but there was no difference between
DS and PSDS, and the effect seemed to be independent of
molecular weight.
The increased risk of thrombosis in IBD patients has been
attributed to a hypercoagulable state[33-37]. Investigations of
the hypercoagulation state and clinical risk factors in patients
with IBD are of interest because thromboembolism is a
significant and serious complication in IBD patients, with a
high morbidity and mortality. The incidence of arterial and venous
thromboembolic disease in patients with UC and CD is between
1% and 8%, and was 39% in some postmortem studies[38].
Deficiencies and functional abnormalities of protein C,
antithrombin III and protein S are the well-recognized causes
of thrombotic disease[8,39]. Blood coagulation is carefully
controlled in vivo by several anticoagulant systems. Protein C
pathway is one of these natural anticoagulant systems. It could
regulate the coagulation process through proteolytic cleavage
and inactivation of the two cofactors in the coagulation cascade,
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the activated forms of factor V and VIII[40-42]. The response of
UC to heparin therapy[43] and the low risk of IBD in patients with
hemophilia and von Willebrand’s disease[29] also suggested that
thrombosis and vascular occlusion might be important in the
pathogenesis of IBD.
DS has been widely used as an antithrombotic drug. Its
anticoagulant activity may involve multiple mechanisms. One
of the mechanisms is that DS could promote the inhibition of
thrombin activity by heparin cofactor II [44]. The present
experiments were designed to investigate the relationships
between the APC activity enhancement and structures of DS
or its derivatives in vitro. The results showed that DS and its
derivatives all enhanced APC activity. Furthermore, a variety
of experiments based on enhancement of APC activity compared
the activity of various DS derivatives and defined the influences
of DS molecular size and degree of sulfation on this activity.
Two important variables of DS derivatives are the relative
molecular weight and the degree of sulfation of the molecules.
To assess the influence of molecular size, we studied different
DS and PSDS fragments with Mr ranging from 0.7 ku to 5.0 ku.
A clear correlation between the molecular size of DS and PSDS
fragments and the degree of APC activity enhancement was
observed by the synthetic chromogenic substrate method. With
the decrease of molecular weight, the activity of DS-Oligs
increased, and then decreased gradually. DSOS with M r of
4 825, containing 16 to 24 monosaccharide residues, had more
significant activity than undegraded DS. The same tendency
was observed on PSDSOSs. But the most active PSDSOS was
PSDSOS3 with Mr of 2 749 containing about 8 to 10 monosaccharide
residues.
To study the influence of the sulfate groups in DS molecules
on APC enhancement, a chemically modified DS with a high
degree of sulfation was prepared and compared with its parent
DS. PSDSOSs were also compared with DSOSs with comparable
M r. The APC activity enhancement of PSDSOSs was much
higher than that of DSOSs.
In conclution interactions between APC and DS-Oligs at
the molecular level involve complex mechanisms that depend
on the Mr, the degree of sulfation, and the heterogeneous
composition of DS, and are of great importance in the development
of new anti-thrombotic DS-derived drugs.
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Abstract
AIM: To investigate the inhibitory effect of heparin-derived
oligosaccharides (Oligs) on secretion of interleukin-4 (IL-4)
and interleukin-5 (IL-5) from human peripheral blood T
lymphocytes (PBTLs).
METHODS: Oligs were prepared by three different heparin
depolymerization methods and separated by gel filtration
chromatography. PBTLs from ten adult patients with
allergic eosinophilic gastroenteritis were treated with
phytahematoagglutinin (PHA) and Oligs. The supernatants
from the cell culture of PBTLs were harvested and subjected
to the determination of IL-4 and IL-5 contents by ELISA method.
RESULTS: At the concentration of 5 µg/mL, Oligs with
different Mr had different effects on the secretion of IL-4
and IL-5. The tetrasaccharide with Mr of 1 142, produced
by depolymerizing heparin with hydrogen peroxide, had
the strongest inhibitory effect on the secretion of IL-4. It
decreased the IL-4 content from 375.6±39.2 ng/L (PHA
group) to 12.5±5.7 ng/L (P<0.01). The hexasaccharide
with Mr of 1 806, produced by depolymerizing heparin with
β-elimination method, had the strongest inhibitory effect
on the secretion of IL-5. It decreased the IL-5 content from
289.2±33.4 ng/L (PHA group) to 22.0±5.2 ng/L (P<0.01).
CONCLUSION: The inhibitory activity of Oligs on the
secretion of IL-4 and IL-5 from human PBTLs closely depends
on their molecular structure, and there may be an essential
structure to act as an inhibitor. The most effective inhibitors
of IL-4 and IL-5 secretion are tetrasaccharides and
hexasaccharides, respectively.
Ji SL, Cui HF, Shi F, Chi YQ, Cao JC, Geng MY, Guan HS.
Inhibitory effect of heparin-derived oligosaccharides on
secretion of interleukin-4 and interleukin-5 from human
peripheral blood T lymphocytes. World J Gastroenterol 2004;
10(23): 3490-3494
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INTRODUCTION
Heparin is a highly sulfated, polyanionic glycosaminoglycan.
It is composed of the trisulfated disaccharide unit [- L-iduronic
acid-2-sulfate (IdoA2S) (1 4)-α-D- glucosamine-N,6 -disulfate
(GlcNS6S)-], interrupted by irregular sequences containing
undersulfated (or oversulfated) uronic acids and amino sugar
residues, with an average relative molecular mass (M r) of
12 000-15 000[1]. In addition to its anticoagulatory effect, heparin
has anti-inflammatory property, which has been used for
treatment of ulcerative colitis and other inflammatory bowel
diseases (IBD)[2-15]. Although many studies have reported
heparin’s anti-inflammatory activities, there is little information
available in literature about the specific oligosaccharide
structures in heparin that inhibits the secretion of IL-4 and IL-5.
IL-4 and IL-5 abnormalities have been reported to be consistent
with the elevated IgE and eosinophilia in allergic eosinophilic
gastroenteritis, suggesting that strategies targeting T
lymphocytes may be efficacious in treatment of this kind of
diseases[16-19]. Here, we examined whether there was a relationship
between the molecular weight of heparin-derived Oligs and
their inhibitory effect on IL-4 and IL-5 secretion from PBTLs in
allergic eosinophilic gastroenteritis.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Drugs and reagents
Heparin sodium was donated by Dongying Tiandong Biochemical
Industrial Co. Ltd, and 300 mL/L hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) was
purchased from Laiyang Fine Chemical Regent Co, Ltd.
Benzethonium chloride and (4-chloro)-benzyl chloride were
purchased from Sigma Co., USA. Sodium nitrite was purchased
from Jinan Chemical Reagents Co., Ltd. Superdex-30 was
purchased from Amersham Biosciences. Human IL-4 and IL-5
ELISA kits (96 tests) were purchased from Bender Medsystems,
USA. Phytahematoagglutinin (PHA) was purchased from
Shanghai Yihua Medical Science and Technology Co., Ltd. RPMI
1640 culture medium was purchased from Gibco, Paisley, UK.
Preparation of Oligs
Heparin was degraded by oxidative depolymerization with
hydrogen peroxide[20], deaminative cleavages with nitrous acid[21]
and β-eliminative cleavages with alkaline[22], respectively. All
Oligs were obtained from the products separated by gel filtration
chromatography with Superdex-30 column (26 mm×1200 mm),
and the oligosaccharides were eluted with 0.25 mol/L ammonium
bicarbonate and dried with lyophilization.
Determination of the relative molecular weight of Oligs
The M r of Oligs was determined by high performance size
exclusion chromatography (HPSEC) on two Ultrahydrogel 250
(7.8 mm×300 mm) columns in series. The calibration was based
on low molecular mass heparin for calibration CRS (Batch No
1A, European Pharmacopoeia) standards with number average
molecular mass (Mn) of 3 700. A refractometer (RI) detector
connected in series to an ultraviolet (UV) spectrophotometer
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Detection of cytokines
The cells were harvested and centrifuged for 10 min at 1 000 r/min
at room temperature. IL-4 and IL-5 in the cell culture solution were
assayed by ELISA according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

A

Statistical analysis
Data were expressed as mean±SD. Student’s t test and oneway analysis of variance were used for statistical analysis. P values
less than 0.05 were considered statistically significant.
B

RESULTS
Figure 1 shows the Oligs prepared from heparin degradation
and separated by gel filtration chromatography. The peaks
numbered were Oligs collected for inhibiting IL-4 and IL-5
experiments, and their Mr is listed in Table 1.

OligH eluted (µg/mL)

T cell separation and culture
Twenty-five milliliters of edetic acid anticoagulant peripheral
blood was taken from ten adult patients with allergic eosinophilic
gastroenteritis, and then mixed with 25 mL of PBS ( pH 7.4,
containing 50 mL/L fetal bovine serum). The diluted peripheral
blood was then laid on 50 mL of lymphocyte separating solution
carefully and centrifuged for 20 min at 2 000 r/min at room
temperature. The peripheral blood lymphocytes (PBL) were
collected and washed two times with PBS and suspended in
RPMI 1640 solution (containing 200 mL/L fetal bovine serum).
One millilitre of PBL suspending solution was added to the
column of Nylon cotton (5 mm×16 mm). Then 0.2 mL of RPMI 1640
(containing 200 mL/L fetal bovine serum) was added on the Nylon
cotton surface to close the column. The column was incubated for
30 min at 37 in an incubator. After that, PBTLs were eluted with
RPMI 1640 (containing 200 mL/L fetal bovine serum) solution and
then centrifuged for 10 min at 2 000 r/min. PBTLs were diluted to
the cell density of 1.0×106 cells/mL, and 0.2 mL of the diluted cell
suspending solution was added to a well of 96-well plate as a
blank control. Another well was added into 0.2 mL of diluted cell
suspending solution containing 20 µg of PHA as PHA control
group. Other wells were added into 0.2 mL of diluted cell suspending
solution containing 20 µg of PHA and 1 µL of 1.0 mg/mL heparin
and Oligs. The cells were incubated for 48 h at 37 in a humidified
atmosphere containing 50 mL/L CO2 in air.

from β-eliminative cleavage heparin, Olig B5 with Mr of 1 344
(tetrasaccharides) had the strongest inhibitory activity and
decreased the IL-4 content to 54.4±6.3 ng/L (P<0.01). Third, the
Olig from nitrous acid deaminative cleavage heparin, was Olig
N5 with Mr of 1 107 (tetrasaccharides), which had the strongest
inhibitory activity and decreased the IL-4 content to 47.4±5.8 ng/L
(P<0.01). Although all these Oligs were tetrasaccharides, they
had different Mr, because the amount of sulfate groups in their
structure was different. The IL-4 content in the heparin group
was 152.4±17.9 ng/L, and the difference in inhibitory activities
between Oligs and heparin group was significant (P<0.01,
Figures 2A, 3A).
The inhibitory effect of Oligs on secretion of IL-5 and IL-4
was similar. But there were some differences. Firstly, the Oligs
prepared from H2O2 oxidation method, were Olig H4 with Mr of
1 786 and Olig H5 with M r of 1 142, which had strongest
inhibitory activities. They decreased the IL-5 content from
289.2±33.4 ng/L (PHA group) to 31.7±5.6 ng/L and 35.5±4.4 ng/L,
respectively (P<0.01). Secondly, among the Oligs from β-eliminative
cleavage heparin, Olig B4 with Mr of 1 804 (hexasaccharides)
had the strongest inhibitory activity and decreased the IL-5
content to 22.0±5.2 ng/L (P<0.01). Thirdly, among the Oligs
from nitrous acid deaminative cleavage heparin, Olig N4 with
M r of 1 747 (hexasaccharides) had the strongest inhibitory
activity and decreased the IL-5 content to 69.2±6.3 ng/L (P<0.01).
The inhibitory activities of these Oligs were stronger than those
of unfractioned heparin (P<0.01, Figure 2B). The strongest
inhibitor was Olig B4 (Figure 3B).

3
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Elution volume (mL)

OligB eluted (µg/mL)

set at 234 nm was used for detection, and 28.4 g/L solution of
sodium sulphate (pH 5.0) was used as the mobile phase at a
flow rate of 0.5 mL/min[23].
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Table 1 Oligs obtained from chromatography eluted solution and their Mr

C

Oligs produced by
Oligs produced by
β-elimination
degradation with HNO2
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The effect of Oligs on secretion of IL-4 showed that all the
Oligs had inhibitory activities and Oligs prepared from different
methods or with different Mr had different effects. First, the Olig
prepared from H2O2 depolymerizing method, was Olig H5 with
Mr of 1 142 (tetrasaccharides), which had the strongest inhibitory
effect and decreased the IL-4 content from 375.6±39.2 ng/L (PHA
group) to 12.5±5.7 ng/L (P<0.01). Second, among the Oligs

Figure 1 Size separation of heparin oligosaccharides. A: heparin degraded with hydrogen peroxide; B: heparin degraded
with β-eliminative cleavage; C: heparin degraded with nitrous
acids. The reaction products were separated on a Superdex 30
size exclusion column (26 mm×1 200 mm) at a flow rate of
0.5 mL/min in 0.25 mol/L ammonium bicarbonate. Elution
profiles were monitored by carbazole assay.
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Figure 2 Content of IL-4 (A) and IL-5 (B) in PBTL culture solution of different groups. I, II and III represent blank control group,
PHA control group and heparin group respectively. Olig1 to Olig 6 represent corresponding oligasaccharide samples described
in Table 1 (from 1 to 6), respectively. aP<0.05, bP<0.01 vs PHA group; cP<0.05 vs Olig H4 group. (n = 10 for each group).
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Figure 3 Relationship between Mr of Oligs and their activity on inhibiting IL-4 (A) and IL-5 (B) secretion. aP<0.05 vs Olig H4 group.

DISCUSSION
Allergic eosinophilic gastroenteritis is characterized by elevated
total immunoglobulin E (IgE). IgE plays a significant role in
allergic IBD by mediating the cross-linking of high-affinity Fc
receptors (FcεRI) on mast cells, thus resulting in the release of
a vast array of pro-inflammatory mediators including histamine,
leukotrienes, and cytokines[24] (Figure 4). In clinical studies,
increased secretion of IL-4 and IL-5 by peripheral blood T cells
has been reported in patients with eosinophilic gastroenteritis[17].
Furthermore, T cells derived from the duodenum of patients
with eosinophilic gastrointestinal disorder could preferentially
secrete helper T cell 2 (Th2) cytokines that pre-dominantly
include IL-4 and IL-5 when stimulated with milk proteins[17].
IL-4 might play a critical role in mediating IgE-dependent
allergic reactions, and regulation of IL-4 production or action
might be useful for the prevention or therapy of immediate
hypersensitivity disorders[25-27]. IL-5, on the other hand, is most
specific to the eosinophil lineage and responsible for the
selective expansion of eosinophils and their release from bone
marrow. Eosinophil granules contain a crystalloid core
composed of major basic proteins (MBP) and a matrix composed
of eosinophil cationic protein (ECP)[28] (Figure 4). These cationic
proteins share certain pro-inflammatory properties but differ in
other aspects. MBP also triggers degranulation of mast cells
and basophils. Triggering of eosinophils through engagement
of receptors for cytokines could lead to the generation of a wide
range of inflammatory cytokines, including IL-1, IL-3, IL-4, IL-5,
IL-13, granulocyte-macrophage colony stimulating factor (GMCSF), transforming growth factors (TGF), TNF-α, RANTES,
macrophage inflammatory protein 1α, vascular endothelial cell
growth factor, and eotaxin 1, indicating that they have the potential
to modulate multiple aspects of the immune response[29]. These
findings imply that regulation of IL-5 production or action may
also be useful for the prevention or therapy of allergy symptoms
and inflammation.

Allergen

APC

Cytokines Th2
IL-4

Antigen receptor

IL-5

Eosinophil

B cell
MBP, ECP

IgE
IgE binds to
the allergen
Mast cell
Degranulation
relese
histamine
leukotriences
cytokines

Oligosaccharides
Epithelial cell

Causing allergy symptoms
and inflammation

Figure 4 Interactions among inflammatory cells in pathogenesis of allergic eosinophilic gastroenteritis. Broken arrows
denote the inhibitory effect of heparin-derived oligosaccharides on the various targets shown. MBP: major basic protein;
and ECP: eosinophil cationic protein.

Heparin is a kind of polyanionic polysaccharides. In addition
to its anticoagulant activity, heparin has a wide range of biological
activities, including inhibition of complement activation[30],
regulation of cell proliferation[31], inhibition of angiogenesis
and tumor growth[32,33], and antiviral activity[34,35]. Over the last
decade, heparin and low molecular mass heparin have been
used to treat IBD in clinical practice[36-50]. The mechanisms by
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which heparin is able to treat IBD include its ability to inhibit
the recruitment of neutrophils, reduce production of proinflammatory cytokines[51] and restore the high-affinity receptor
binding to antiulcerogenic growth factor[12,13]. The ability of
heparin to inhibit neutrophil activation, adhesion, and chemotaxis
was also found in a mouse model of IBD[14], suggesting that
balanced interactions between mast cells and neutrophils might
be important for the development of IBD. Furthermore,
unfractioned heparin has potent immunomodulatory effects[52-57].
Administration of unfractioned heparin may therefore be rational
in patients with ulcerative colitis or Crohn’s disease resistant
to conventional forms of treatment[39,40]. The anti-inflammatory
effects of heparin can be most probably attributed to its physical
binding to a variety of heparin-binding proteins such as TNF-α,
IL-4, IL-5, RANTES, secretory leukocyte protease inhibitor,
neutrophil-derived elastase and cathepsin G, eosinophil-derived
major basic protein, and L- and P-selectins[58-61]. Alternatively,
heparin has been shown to specifically inhibit the inositol 1,4,
5-triphosphate signal transduction pathway, which is important
for a vast array of inflammatory cellular responses[62,63].
If heparin is to be used as an anti-inflammatory drug, the
risk of inducing bleeding must be abrogated. It has been reported
that the anti-inflammatory effects of heparin were independent
of its anticoagulant activity[64-67], especially when it was used
for treatment of allergic inflammation. Partial chemical
modifications of heparin, such as depolymerization or partial
desulfation, are the aim to develop heparin-derived antiinflammatory drugs. We degraded heparin and separated the
fragments by gel filtration chromatography. The oligosaccharides
obtained were used as anti-inflammatory reagents and the
results were promising. The hypothetic mechanisms for antiinflammatory effects, such as inhibiting secretion of IL-4 and
IL-5, were studied. Our results showed that Oligs with different
Mr had different activities on inhibiting the secretion of IL-4
and IL-5. The Oligs, which had the strongest inhibitory activities
on IL-4 secretion, were tetrasaccharides, but they had different
Mr corresponding to the production methods. That was because
different methods caused different desulfation during the
process of degradation. The same phenomenon occured in
inhibiting the secretion of IL-5, but the strongest inhibitors
were hexasaccharides other than tetrasaccharides. The
mechanism needs further studies.
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Abstract
AIM: The optimal treatment for bile duct stones (in terms of
cost, complications and accuracy) is unclear. The aim of our
study was to determine the predictive factors for preoperative
endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography (ERCP).
METHODS: Patients undergoing preoperative ERCP ( 90 d
before laparoscopic cholecystectomy) were evaluated in
this retrospective study from the 1st of January 1996 to the
31st of December 2002. The indications for ERCP were elevated
serum bilirubin, elevated liver function tests (LFT), dilated
bile duct ( 8 mm) and/or stone at US examination, coexisting
acute pancreatitis and/or acute pancreatitis or jaundice in
patient’s history. Suspected prognostic factors and the
combination of factors were compared to the result of ERCP.
RESULTS: Two hundred and six preoperative ERCPs were
performed during the observed period. The rate of successful
cannulation for ERC was (97.1%). Bile duct stones were
detected in 81 patients (39.3%), and successfully removed
in 79 (97.5%). The number of prognostic factors correlated
with the presence of bile duct stones. The positive predictive
value for one prognostic factor was 1.2%, for two 43%,
for three 72.5%, for four or more 91.4%.
CONCLUSION: Based on our data preoperative ERCP is
highly recommended in patients with three or more positive
factors (high risk patients). In contrast, ERCP is not indicated
in patients with zero or one factor (low risk patients).
Preoperative ERCP should be offered to patients with two
positive factors (moderate risk patients), however the
practice should also be based on the local conditions (e.g.
skill of the endoscopist, other diagnostic tools).
Lakatos L, Mester G, Reti G, Nagy A, Lakatos PL. Selection criteria
for preoperative endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography
before laparoscopic cholecystectomy and endoscopic treatment
of bile duct stones: Results of a retrospective, single center
study between 1996-2002. World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10
(23): 3495-3499
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INTRODUCTION
The rate of coexisting common bile duct stones (CBDS) in patients
undergoing cholecystectomy for cholelithiasis is approximately
7-20%[1-3]. The dramatic shift from conventional to laparoscopic
cholecystectomy (LC) in the last 15 years has opened a large
debate over the optimal management of patients with CBDS
undergoing cholecystectomy[4,5]. It is generally accepted that
bile duct stones should be removed (even if asymptomatic),
because they may be associated with severe complications
such as pancreatitis and cholangitis. The management of
coexisting CBDS may be surgical or endoscopic followed by
surgery. Gallbladder preservation has also been suggested,
however it has not become universal[6]. A group of surgeons
have recommended laparoscopic management of coexisting
CBDS by intraoperative cholangiography or intraoperative
ERCP and surgical removal of the stones[7-9]. However, manipulation
of the bile duct during LC is not popular among laparoscopic
surgeons. Recent studies suggest that it can be done safely
and does not prolong hospitalisation [10,11], but minimal
invasiveness and cost-effectivity remain questionable[12].
ERCP is the most popular peri-LC bile duct imaging method.
It is readily available, safe, highly accurate and has therapeutic
potential, even in old patients[13]. Furthermore ERCP offers the
possibility to study bile duct anatomy, identify abnormalities of
the bile ducts as well as being useful in the differential diagnosis
of questionable lesions (e.g. malignancy). The role of new, less
invasive imaging techniques (e.g. endoscopic ultrasound - EUS,
magnetic resonance cholangiopancreatography - MRCP) is less
well characterized[14-16].
Routine preoperative ERCP may not be recommended, due
to the low percentage of coexisting cholecysto-choledocholithiasis,
a large number of negative investigations, and a small but
significant risk of associated morbidity and high additional
costs. Postoperative ERCP could reduce the number of
unnecessary interventions and the majority of retained stones
and postoperative leakages can be treated, although a second
operation is required in case of failure. The development of
more reliable predictors of CBD stones, based on the patient’s
clinical, biochemical and ultrasound (US) presentations, could
allow a more appropriate use of preoperative ERCP (or EUS,
MRCP). However, there is still no consensus as to which
particular indicator, or set of indicators should be used, or as to
the threshold values of various indicators[3,17-22].
The aim of this study was to determine a precise and easily
applicable clinical, biochemical and US (selection) criteria for
patients who should undergo further investigation (preoperative
ERCP) prior to LC/surgery.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients who underwent preoperative ERCP from the 1st January
1996 to the 1 st January 2003 ( 90 d before laparoscopic
cholecystectomy) were evaluated in this retrospective study.
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The indications for ERCP were one or more of the following:
elevated serum bilirubin ( 2× upper limit of normal - ULN)
concentration, elevated liver function tests [LFT, 1.5× ULN:
either aspartate-aminotransferase (AST), alanine-aminotransferase (ALT), alkaline phosphatase (ALP) or γ-glutamyl
transpeptidase (GGT) activities], dilated bile duct ( 8 mm) and/or
stones at US examination, coexisting acute pancreatitis and/or
acute pancreatitis or jaundice in patient’s history. The predictive
values of age, sex and colic were also investigated. The majority
of the ERCPs were performed by two expert endoscopists.
Suspected prognostic factors and combination of factors were
compared to the results of the ERCP.
Serum bilirubin concentration, AST, ALT, ALP and GGT
activities were measured by Olympus AU600 (Olympus Co.
Ltd, Shizuoka, Japan) autoanalyser at 37 . The enzyme
activities were expressed in U/L and serum bilirubin concentration
was given in µmol/L.

Statistical analysis
Sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative predictive values
were calculated for individual factors (compared to all other
cases) and for combination of factors. Student t-test with
separate variance estimates was performed to test the
demographic differences. χ2 test and Fisher exact test were
performed to compare between patients with a different number
of suggested factors. P<0.05 was considered statistically
significant. For the statistical analysis Statistica 6.1 (Statsoft
Inc, OK, USA) was used.
RESULTS
A total of 2985 ERCPs and 1248 LCs were performed in the
Csolnoky F. Province Hospital between 1st January 1996 and
the 31st December 2002. Using our selection criteria (a minimum
of one positive factor) preoperative ERCP was performed in
206 patients (16.5%, Table 1). Seventy-seven percent of the
patients were women and 23% men. The mean age of women
was significantly lower (P = 0.02, Table 2). The mean waiting
time between ERCP and LC was 17.3 d. Thirty-nine percent of
the patients were operated within 3 d, almost 60% within
one week.
Table 1 Number of ERCP and/or LC cases per year in the
Csolnoky Ferenc Hospital, Veszprém, Hungary
LC

ERCP-LC
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Table 3). CBD stones were found in 81 patients (39.3%), the
stone/stones were removed endoscopically in 79 cases (97.5%).
There was a tendency of increased frequency of CBD stones
in men (24/48 = 50.0%) compared to women (57/158 = 36.1%,
P = 0.06 by Fisher exact test), but CBD stones were equally
common in elder ( 60 years) and younger (<60 years) patients
(50/128 = 39.1% vs 31/78 = 39.7%).
The results for each individual criterion are shown in Tables
4, 5. With the exception of jaundice or pancreatitis in the patient’s
history the positive predictive value of each criterion was high
(58-72%). Sensitivity and specificity were compared to patients
lacking the specific factor.
Table 3 Results of preoperative ERCPs performed prior to LC
(n = 206)
ERCP finding

n

Common bile duct (CBD) stone
Negative

%

81

39.3

119

57.8

CBD not filled

6

2.9

79/81

97.5

Complication

3

1.5

-bleeding

1

0.5

-pancreatitis

1

0.5

-stone impaction

1

0.5

Successful EST and duct clearance

Table 4 Common bile duct stones in cases of different positive prognostic factors (PPF)
Factor

Number Stone Negative Unsuccessful %

Hyperbilirubinaemia (>2)

61

44

16

1

72

Elevated ASAT/ALAT (>50%)

116

74

39

3

64

Elevated GGT/ALP (>50%)

134

79

52

3

59

Acute pancreatitis (AP)

26

18

7

1

69

AP in the anamnesis

20

4

16

0

20

Jaundice in the anamnesis

29

1

26

2

3

53

38

14

1

71

US: CBD

8 mm

US: bile duct stone
Biliary colic

7

4

3

0

57

106

62

42

2

58

Year

ERCP

1996

373

99

15

Table 5 Total predictive value of different positive predictive
factors (PPF) for common bile duct stone

1997

393

164

28

Factor

1998

375

140

27

1999

490

189

33

2000

558

183

36

2001

378

246

42

2002

391

227

25

Total

2 258

1 248

206

Average

423/yr

178

29/yr

PPV % NPV % Sensitivity %Specificity %

Hyperbilirubinaemia

73.3

73.6

54.3

86.6

Elevated ASAT/ALAT

65.4

91.9

91.3

67.2

Elevated GGT/ALP

60.3

97.1

97.5

56.3

Acute pancreatitis (AP) 72.0

73.5

22.2

96.2

AP in the anamnesis
Jaundice in the anamnesis
US: CBD

8 mm

20.0

57.2

4.9

86.5

3.7

53.7

1.2

78.2

73.1

70.9

46.9

88.2

57.1

60.1

4.9

97.5

Table 2 Preoperative ERCP, age and gender of patients (n=206)

US: bile duct stone

Gender

n (%)

Mean age

Male

48 (23)

57.4

Female

158 (77)

51.0

Total

206 (100)

52.5

A more realistic approach was to compare the predictive
value in association with other factors. Table 6 demonstrates
that the positive predictive value of the investigated factor
was high in cases with (at least) two concurrently positive
factors. The positive predictive value of two positive markers
was 41-55%, again with the exception of pancreatitis or jaundice
in the anamnesis.

A successful cannulation was done in 200 patients (97.1%,
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Table 6 Predictive value of positive predictive factors (PPF)
for CBD stones and effect of associated other factors, n (%)
Factor

Alone

Hyperbilirubinaemia
0/3
Elevated ASAT/ALAT 1/11 (9)
Elevated GGT/ALP
1/24 (4)
Acute pancreatitis (AP)
AP in the anamnesis
1/12 (8)
Jaundice in the anamnesis 0/27
US: CBD 8 mm
0/7
US: bile duct stone
0/1

One
further factor
1/5 (20)
13/32 (41)
16/35 (46)
0/3
0/3
1/2 (50)
6/11 (55)
-

Two or more
further factors
43/53 (81)
60/73 (82)
62/75 (83)
18/23 (78)
3/5 (60)
32/35 (91)
4/6 (67)

The association between the number of positive factors
and the presence of CBD stones is shown in Tables 7, 8. One
factor alone was associated with a very low risk of CBD stone
(1.2%). In patients with two, three and four or more positive
factors, CBD stones were detected in 43.1%, 72.5% and 91.4%
respectively. If we omitted history of jaundice and pancreatitis
from the factors the corresponding data were 2.7% (1/41), 1.9%
(1/54), 45.6% (23/48) and 82.3% (56/69) for patients with zero,
one, two and three or more positive factors.
Table 7 Association between the number of positive predictive factors and ERCP findings (n = 206)
Number of
Number
positive factors
1
2
3
4

84
46
40
36

Stone

Negative

1
19
29
32

80
25
11
3

Unsuccessful %
3
2
0
1

1.2
43.1
72.5
91.4

P<0.00001 for the whole group, P<0.00001, between group 1
and groups 2, 3, 4, group 2 and group 4, P = 0.008, between
groups 2 and 3, P = 0.035, between groups 3 and 4.
Table 8 Predictive value of predictive factors according to the
number of positive factors
Number of Number
positive factors
1
2
3
4

84
46
40
36

PPV
%
1.2
43.1
72.5
91.4

NPV Sensitivity Specificity
%
%
%
98.7
84.0
72.0

95.2
59.1
40.2

76.1
90.5
98.4

P<0.00001 for the whole group, P<0.00001, between group 1
and groups 2, 3, 4 and group 2 and group 4, P = 0.008, between
groups 2 and 3, P = 0.035, between groups 3 and 4.

DISCUSSION
Although laparoscopic cholecystectomy has become the
treatment of choice for cholelithiasis, the treatment of coexisting
cholecysto-choledocho-lithiasis is still controversial[1,3,8,10,15,17].
The surgical management of CBD stones requires a skilled
laparoscopic surgeon and the options of management include
conversion to open CBD exploration, intraoperative or
postoperative ERC. In contrast, no single non-invasive method
is sensitive and/or specific enough to predict the presence of
CBD stones. Individual findings are less important than the
overall clinical presentation.
A number of methods have been used for the diagnosis of
CBDS, including new and improved radiological techniques.
However some of them are invasive, more expensive and require
special equipment. A major advantage of ERCP is that it could

also offer a therapeutic possibility. Approximately 90-95% of
CBDS could be managed endoscopically[1,23], but it is expensive,
technically demanding and is associated with small but significant
morbidity.
The question is whether preoperative ERCP should be
routinely indicated or whether it should be kept for selected
cases only. Most of the studies concluded that routine
preoperative ERCP was not indicated[1,20,24]. One of the earliest
studies is the well-known study from Neuhaus et al.[24]. They
performed routine preoperative ERCP in 288 prospective
patients prior to LC. The rate of successful cannulation was
91.7%, and normal anatomy was found in 86%. CBDS were proved
in 29 patients (11%), the stone was asymptomatic in 9 patients.
Endoscopic sphincterotomy was performed in all cases and the
stones were extracted in all but three patients. One additional
patient was operated due to complications. In concordance with
the reported rate of 6-13.2% in other studies[1,14,20], coexisting
cholecysto-choledocho-lithiasis was found in 6.5% of our LC
patients (81 cases by preoperative ERCP).
The aim of this and previous studies was to determine a
precise and easily applicable selection of clinical, biochemical
and US criteria, which would enable the identification of patients
with low risk of CBD stones (without the necessity for invasive
procedures), and with higher risk of CBD stones who should
undergo further preoperative investigation. The selection of
patients was difficult. CBD stones were more common in
patients with symptoms (e.g. jaundice, cholangitis, pancreatitis)
and laboratory alterations including elevated serum bilirubin
and liver function test. However, 8-10% of gallstone patients
might have asymptomatic ductal stones[3,25,26].
The positive predictive value of laboratory data for CBD
stones was found to be 60-87% in various studies[26,27]. In our
study it was 57.1-73.3% in univariate analysis. However in most
of the cases they were not individual parameters. In concordance
with previous studies we could not identify jaundice and
pancreatitis in the anamnesis as a predictor variable.
Traditional abdominal US is a valuable diagnostic tool.
Although it is less sensitive (20-30%) in the detection of ductal
gallstones, it provides important additional information about
the degree of dilation of the bile ducts. The sensitivity of iv.
cholangiography is also relatively low, moreover, it is associated
with a severe risk of side effects. However, due to new nonionic radiocontrast agents and radiological techniques, more
and more research groups have started to routinely apply this
technique again with improving results [3]. Laparoscopic
intraoperative cholangiography is a useful and reliable method,
although its indication remains debated[10,28]. The sensitivity
of traditional CT is similar to that of US, but 3D helical techniques
could offer an accuracy comparable to that of MRCP[29]. MRCP
and endoscopic US could approach the diagnostic value of
ERCP[14,15,30].
None of the aforementioned and analyzed factors is fit for
the prediction of bile duct stones with sufficient certainty by
itself. A combination of the prognostic factors is routinely
applied. Several authors have constructed complicated scoring
systems[16,23,27]. However, most of these systems require highly
specific and sophisticated softwares, and no universally
accepted system exists. More practical is the use of suggested
clinical scores based on routine clinical data (jaundice,
pancreatitis, liver function tests, ductal dilation and/or stones
in the choledochus on US) in everyday practice[17,20]. Some
authors also included the presence of small gallstones, old age
and gender.
In concordance with our study, in the different studies based
on large patient populations, CBDS/ductal stones or other
pathologic deviations were found in 40-60% of ERCP cases
performed on selected/restricted indications[1,16,18,20]. Based on
the prognostic factors, patients were usually divided into low,
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medium and high-risk CBD stone groups.
Peter Cotton[31] has presented his guidelines in the American
Journal of Surgery. In his opinion the main constituents of the
indications of preoperative ERCP were the following: positive
predictive factors for CBD stones, the expertise of the endoscopist,
and the pressure for laparoscopic intervention as opposed to
open surgery. In concordance with our suggestion, he identified
low, medium and high-risk patients for CBD stones based on
the anamnesis, liver function tests, and ductal dilation on US.
According to his conclusions, preoperative ERCP was not
indicated for low-risk patients, while it must absolutely be
performed in the high-risk group. As for the medium risk group,
seemingly paradoxically, preoperative ERCP was only indicated,
if the local endoscopist was mediocre. With an experienced
endoscopist, preoperative intervention should be avoided, ERCP
is to be performed only after the surgery, if the need arises.
Rieger et al.[26] found CBD stones in 56 patients (53%) of
the 106 ERCP performed in combination with 1140 LC. More
than two-fold elevation in any liver function test, multiple
abnormal laboratory tests, stones in the biliary tract on US, a
more than 7 mm, dilated ductus choledochus were taken as
positive predicting factors for preoperative ERCP. The multicenter study of Welbourn et al.[32] in England also aimed to
identify the exact indications of selective preoperative ERCP.
The retrospective analysis of 306 preoperative ERC and 1396
LC showed that the predictive value of jaundice was 75%, that
of pancreatitis 56%, while the predictive value of pathologic
US or liver function tests was 48 %. In a prospective study of Sarli
et al.[3], 74 symptom-free, CBD stone patient data were evaluated.
Positive US, biliary colic, elevated serum aminotransferase
and alkaline phosphatase levels and the presence of multiple,
smaller stones were associated with a higher risk, while acute
cholecystitis and non-specific upper gastrointestinal complaints
were associated with a lower risk. In our study jaundice, elevated
LFTs and dilated choledochus or stones in the bile duct on US
examination gave a similarly high positive predictive value in
univariate analysis for bile duct stones.
In our opinion, the major shortcoming of the above studies
is that they analyzed the effects of different predictive factors
separately, which in accordance with our own findings, could
easily result in misleading conclusions. Santucci et al.[33] and
Geron et al.[7] came to the same conclusion, emphasizing the
importance of the co-existence of several pathologic markers at
the same time. Furthermore, the American Society for
Gastrointestinal Endoscopy (ASGE) in its guideline[29] favors
the establishment of the aforementioned risk categories based
on “simple clinical” data, such as clinical picture, laboratory
findings and US. Interestingly, it recommends intraoperative
(during the laparoscopic cholecystectomy) cholangiography
to be performed even in low-risk/negative patients, followed
by laparoscopic or endoscopic postoperative intervention, if
required. In the medium-risk group endosonography or MRCP
is recommended as the method of choice or, if these are not
available, ERCP. According to the guideline, ERCP should be
the first (therapeutic) intervention for high-risk patients.
In Hungary, ERCP is performed on a relatively high level
and is generally available. Among the new imaging techniques,
the availability of MRCP and endosonography is still limited.
At the same time, due to financing reasons, ERCP turns out to
be more cost-effective. The accessibility of intraoperative
laparoscopic imaging techniques is also limited.
In summary, based on the literature and our own results, the
following duideline can be established about the indications of
preoperative ERCP.
The possibility of CBD stones should be considered after
the evaluation of clinical, laboratory and US findings. Zero or
one positive predictive factor indicates low risk, while the risk
is high if three or more factors are present. Two positive
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predictive factors suggest medium risk. In the low risk group
preoperative ERCP is not recommended, LC is advisable without
restrictions. In the high risk group the indication of preoperative
ERCP is unambiguous. In the medium-risk population,
preoperative ERCP is generally indicated. If available, MRCP
can be a good alternative. In case of a highly qualified
endoscopist, ERCP should be postponed until the surgery can
be considered.
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Abstract
AIM: To assess the possible effect of integrated traditional
Chinese and Western medicine on severe acute respiratory
syndromes.
METHODS: The current available randomized controlled
trials of integrated traditional Chinese and Western medicine
on SARS were identified through systematically searching
literature in any languages or any types of publications.
Additional studies of gray literature were also collected.
The quality of studies was evaluated by two investigators
independently based largely on the quality criteria specified
CONSORT. Statistical analysis of the results was performed
using RevMan 4.2.0 software developed by the Cochrane
Collaboration.
RESULTS: Six studies (n = 366) fulfilling the inclusion criteria
were found, of which the quality of one study was graded
as B, the remaining five were graded as C. Two studies were
performed with meta-analysis, the other four studies existed
some heterogeneity for which meta-analysis could not be
performed, a significant effect on lung infiltrate absorption
was found in the treatment groups of these two studies
[RR 6.68, 95% CI (2.93, 15.24), P<0.01], there was no
significant differences between the mortality [RR 0.86, 95%
CI (0.22, 3.29), P = 0.82] and the average dosage of
corticosteroid [WMD -39.65, 95% CI (-116.84, 37.54),
P = 0.31]. The other three studies also showed significant
differences in infiltrate absorption, including national drug
No. 2. 3. 4 in combination with Western medicine [RR 5.45,
95% CI (1.54, 19.26)], compound formulas NO. 1 combined
with Western medicine [WMD 0.24, 95% CI (0.02, 0.46)],
compound formulas combined with Western medicine [RR
8.06, 95% CI (0.40, 163.21)]. Kangfeidian No.4 in combination
with Western medicine had no significant effect on symptom
improvement such as loss of dyspnea and cough [RR 1.50,
95%CI (0.41, 5.43)] and [RR 1.29, 95%CI (0.30, 5.43)].
CONCLUSION: Integrated traditional Chinese and Western
medicines has some positive effects on lung infiltrate absorption
in SARS patients, and is recommended as an adjunct treatment

for SARS. However, its effect on SARS requires further careful
study due to limited available randomized control trials.
Zhang MM, Liu XM, He L. Effect of integrated traditional
Chinese and Western medicine on SARS: A review of clinical
evidence. World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(23): 3500-3505
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INTRODUCTION
Severe acute respiratory syndromes (SARS) is a readily
transmissible new disease emerged in the 21 st century that
imposes a threat to international health[1-3]. SARS is caused by
a novel coronavirus, first identified in Hong Kong, United States
of American and Germany. It is due to an infection with SARS
associated coronavirus (SARS-CoV). The genome of SARSCoV is 29 727 nucleotides in length and has 11 open reading
frames, and its genome organization is similar to that of other
coronaviruses[4-7], SARS is an acute respiratory illness with
typical symptoms of fever, cough and difficult breathing. Besides,
it may be associated with other symptoms, such as headache,
muscular stiffness, myalgia, loss of appetite, malaise, chills,
confusion, dizziness, rash, night sweat, nausea and diarrhea. SARS
can be divided into 5 types and 4 stages. The 5 types are common
type (typical type), mild type, severe type and more severe
type. The four stages are potential stage (2-10 d), initial stage
(1-7 d), developing stage (8-14 d), and recovery stage (1-14 d),
which are classified based on the developing process of SARS
patient conditions by the criteria of Western medicine. SARS
can also be divided as initial stage (1-5 d), acute stage (3-10 d),
critical stage (7-14 d) and recovery stage (10-18 d) based on the
theory of traditional Chinese medicine[8-11].
SARS demonstrates dramatically the global havoc that its
epidemic had broken out worldwide including mainland China,
Taiwan, Hong Kong, Vietnam, Singapore, Macao, North American
and Europe when the first case was found in Foshan city,
Guangdong Province, China on November 16, 2002. Airborne
droplets from SARS patients are the main transmission routes.
Based on the data from WHO. SARS epidemic appears to have
peaked and is on the wane [12,13]. A total of 916 SARS patients
died in 8 422 cases and the mortality was about 11%. A total of
5 327 SARS patients occurred in mainland China and 349 of
them died, the mortality was about 7%. A total of 1 755 SARS
patients occurred in Hong Kong Special Administrative Region,
China and 300 of them died, the mortality was about 17%. A
total of 655 SARS patients occurred in Taiwan, China and 180
of them died, the mortality was 27%. The case fatality ratio was
estimated to be less than 1% in persons aged 24 years or younger,
6% in persons aged 25 to 44 years, 15% in persons aged 45 to
64 years, and greater than 50% in persons aged 65 years and
older[14,15].
Western medicine for SARS
The treatment of SARS involves multiple disciplines, and
current recommendations are mainly based on the methods of
Western medicine including aliment therapy, respiratory
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auxiliary ventilation, anti-infection and glucocorticoid therapy.
The effectiveness for SARS was limited especially in the first
and recovery stages. For example, in severe cases, corticosteriods
and ribavirin (antiviral medication) were used, however there
was no evidence to support their general or routine use at this
stage and to confirm the risks and benefits of Western medicine
in the treatment of SARS. Selective therapies included the use of
antiviral agents, immunopotentiators and Chinese herbs[8,9,11,15]

Chinese herbs in combination with western medicine for SARS
Traditional Chinese medicine (TCM) is a useful model for scientific
therapies and has been practiced worldwide. Among the
components of TCM, herbal agents possess complex biological
activities. In the theory of TCM, herbs preparations might
resolve toxin, eliminate pathological dampness, disperse the lung,
invigorate the blood circulation and resolve the blood stasis,
benefit Qi and nourish Yin[16,17]. Based on this principle, Chinese
practitioners suspected that SARS was caused by pestilential
toxin, one of the important characteristics of SARS. Nine
traditional Chinese patent medicines are optimized for controlling
different symptoms of SARS. Compared with the simple treatment
of Western medicine, Chinese medicine in combination with Western
medicine for SARS may have better effects in that it may reduce
the adverse events induced by anti-biotic and anti-virus treatments
and other complications, shorten fever period and hospital stay,
promote lung infiltrate absorption and decrease damage to the
lung[18-20]. The 5 kinds of herbs are Kangfeidian No.1,2,3[29,34],
compound formula No.1[32], national drugs No.2,3,4[31], compound
herbs[30], Kangfeidian No.4[33]. Unfortunately, no strong evidence
is available to demonstrate the benefits and risks of Chinese herbs
in combination with Western medicine for SARS.
This review evaluated the possible effect of Chinese herbs
in combination with Western medicine for SARS, summarized
randomized controlled trials (RCT) and methods of integrated
traditional Chinese and Western medicine for SARS, as well as
a recommendation for future research.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Data collection
A comprehensive searching strategy was used to identify all
current relevant RCTs regardless of languages or types of
publication (published, unpublished, in press, and in progress).
We searched MEDLINE for relevant trials (1966 to 2003),
EMBASE (1980 to 2003), CBM (Chinese Biomedical Database,
1981 to 2003), Chinese Cochrane Centre Controlled Trial Register
(up to 2003), Cochrane Controlled Trial Register in Cochrane
Library (issues 1 to 4, 2003), Current Controlled Trials and The
National Research Register. The search terms were: “severe
acute respiratory syndrome”, “acute respiratory syndrome”,
“randomized-controlled-trial”, “random allocation” “double
blind method”, “single blind method”, placebo”, “herbs”,
“Chinese medicinal” .
The references of relevant trials and reviews were identified
and RCTs in the Database of Chinese Evidence-Based Medicine
Center and in journals not included in this Database were
manually searched. We also checked the citations of existing
reviews and all studies identified by the above methods. The
authors of identified literature and relevant specialists were
contacted for additional information.
Types of studies and participants
Only randomized controlled trials of Chinese herbs in combination
with Western medicine for SARS were included regardless of
blinding, follow up, language or publication status. The followings
were excluded such as clinical controlled trials of SARS patients
that failed to allocate into either trial, control group, case study
or animal experiments.
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Only randomized controlled trials of Chinese herbs in
combination with Western medicine for the diagnosis of SARS
patients with standard criteria of WHO in 2003 were included.
Moreover, those SARS patients complicated with other
diseases such as diabetes, cardiovascular disease, hypertension,
or cancers were also included. The suspected SARS patients
and misdiagnosed patients were excluded.

Quality assessment
We screened the titles, abstracts, and keywords of every document
retrieved to determine the quality of the papers. We retrieved
the full articles for further assessment if the information given
suggested that the study included diagnosed SARS patients;
compared Chinese herbs in combination with Western medicine
with placebo, Chinese herbs, Western medicine or any other active
intervention; used random allocation to the comparison groups.
Where differences in opinion existed, we would solve them through
discussion. If we were unable to solve the disagreement through
discussion, we would contact the authors for clarification.
The quality of each trial was assessed based largely on the
quality criteria specified CONSORT[21]. In particular, the
following factors were assessed[22,23] such as minimization of
selection bias, minimization of performance bias, minimization
of attrition bias, and minimization of detection bias. Based on
these criteria, studies were subdivided into the following three
categories[23]: low risk of bias which met all quality criteria graded
as A. moderate risk of bias which met one or more of the quality
criteria graded as B, high risk of bias which did not meet one or
more criteria graded as C.
Statistical analysis
Data were extracted independently by two investigators with a
standardized form and analyzed using RevMan 4.2.0 software
developed by the Cochrane Collaboration[23,24]. Heterogeneity
was tested using the Z score and the Chi square. Statistical
significance was set at P<0.05. We performed a meta-analysis
for the data. The dichotomous data expressed as relative risk
(RR). The continuous data expressed as weighted mean difference
(WMD). We calculated the overall results based on the random
effect model.
Hypothesis
When data were pooled, we hypothesized that all Western medicine
interventions used in control and trial groups had the same
effect on all the outcome measures indexed in this review.
RESULTS
Studies identified
The initial searching using the electronic search strategy listed
above and manual searching yielded 650 studies. After scanned,
48 studies of Chinese herbs in combination with Western medicine
for SARS were identified to meet the inclusion criteria. Most of
the studies were published in Chinese. Of the 48 studies, one
study of clinical report on the suspected SARS patients was
excluded upon further scrutiny and the other 28 case reports
and 9 case control studies were identified. There were 10 RCT
studies identified. Because of some reasons, we did not obtain
the complete report of studies. Further exclusion included one
study identified as randomized sample, but not randomization
allocation[25], one study which compared Western medicine
versus Western medicine for SARS[26] and the other two studies
which were duplicate publication[27,28]. Finally, 6 RCT studies
of Chinese herbs in combination with Western medicine fulfilling
the inclusion criteria were identified[29-34].
Six studies (n = 366) were included[29-34]. The details of the
designs of these studies are shown in Table 2. All six studies
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were conducted in China. The median time of treatment was 17 d.
Four studies reported the number of patients in common type
and severe type[29-31,34]; two studies performed a meta-analysis,
the data were sufficient in quality, and similar[29,34]. One study was
Western medicine plus compound herbs[32]; the other three studies
were about Western medicine plus national drugs 2,3,4[30-32] and
Kangfeidian No.4[33]. The constituents and dosage of Chinese
herbs varied. Most of the studies with the heterogeneity of
intervention prevented us from doing a meta-analysis and a
meaningful subgroup analysis on Chinese herbs.

Study methodology
Most of the included studies had poor quality (‘C’)[29-31,33,34] one
study was graded as B[32] (Table 1).
All of the studies claimed as randomization, but none of
them described the method of randomization in details, and
none of the studies referred allocation concealment. Of the six
studies, one described its design in detailed randomization
process and the baseline data were reported adequately[32]. Two
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studies were described as stratified randomization[31,33] and the
other three studies only mentioned ‘randomization’ [29,30,34].
Withdrawals and loss of follow-up were not reported in six studies
and none of the studies reported intention-to-treat analysis.
No adverse events of Chinese herbs were observed in the
included studies. Only one study reported the quality of life as
result index[32]. The effect of integrated traditional Chinese medicine
and Western medicine for SARS see Table 2.

Mortality
The mortality[29-31,34] was reported in 4 studies.
National drugs No. 2. 3. 4 in combination with Western
medicine did not show a significant difference on mortality
compared to simple Western medicine (RR 0 .41, 95% CI 0.04, 4.78).
Kangfeidian No. 1.2. 3 in combination with Western medicine
was tested in two studies[29,34] which used the same dosage and
treatment time and had the same outcome. Compared to simple
Western medicine, there was no significant effect on mortality
[RR 0.86, 95% CI (0.22, 3.29), P = 0.82, Table 3].

Table 1 Design of the RCTs of traditional Chinese medicine in combination with Western medicine for SARS
Participants (case)
Study ID

Zhao CH 2003

Grade of
method

Trial
interventions
Common type

Severe type

51

26

C

Control
interventions

Duration

Follow
up

Western medicine

Western

14-21d

No

plus compound

medicine

Main results

Mortality, lung
infiltrate absorption,

herbs of kangfeidian

symptom

No.1,2,3.

improvement,
dosage of
glucocorticosteroids.

Wang BE 2003

C

Trial Control
13

17

Trial
18

Control Western medicine
12

Western

10-20 d

No

plus compound herbs. medicine

Mortality, lung
infiltrate absorption,
Secondary infections,
dosage of methypred
nisolone, SO2 ,

Wang RB 2003

C

Trial Control
5

7

Trial
30

Control Western medicine
23

plus national drug

Western

14 d

No

medicine

Mortality, lung
infiltrate absorption,

No.2,3,4.

Secondary infections,
symptom improvement

Jiang ZY 2003

B

40

Western medicine

Western

plus compound herbs

medicine

21 d or so

Yes

Lung infiltrate
absorption, symptom

No.1,2,3.

improvement, quality
of life

Zhang SN 2003

C

63

Western medicine plus Western
kangfeidian No.4

7d

No

medicine

Dose of glucocorticoid,
lung infiltrate
absorption, symptom
improvement

Zhang XM 2003

C

Trial Control
7

9

Trial

Control

24

23

Western medicine plus Western
compound herbs of
kangfeidian No.1,2,3.

medicine

21 d

No

Mortality, lung
infiltrate absorption,
symptom
improvement,
dose of glucocorticoid,
length of fever
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Table 2 Results of meta-analysis of integrated traditional Chinese and Western medicine for SARS at the end of treatment
Participants
Comparison or outcomes

Study

Statistical method
Total

Trial

Effect estimate

Control

National drugs No.2.3.4 combined with Western medicine versus Western medicine
Mortality
Wang RB 2003
65
1/35
2/30
Lung infiltrate absorption
53
25/30
11/23
The secondary infection
65
4/35
7/30
Compound formulas No.1 combined with Western medicine versus Western medicine
Symptom improvement
Jiang ZY 2003
40
7.90 (5.81) 6.50 (3.83)
integral
Lung infiltrate absorption
40
0.65 (0.35) 0.38 (0.37)
Quality of life integral
40
19.93 (3.69) 22.10 (4.90)
Compound formulas combined with Western medicine versus Western medicine
Lung infiltrate absorption Wang BN 2003
59
30/30
26/29
Kangfeidian No.4 combined with Western medicine versus Western medicine
Loss of dyspnea
Zhang SN 2003
38
12/20
9/18
Loss of cough
30
9/16
7/14

RR (fixed) 95%

0.41 (0.04, 4.78)
5.45 (1.54, 19.26)
0.42 (0.11, 1.62)

WMD (fixed) 95%

1.40 (-1.65, 4.45)
0.24 (0.02, 0.46)
-2.17 (-4.86, 0.52)

RR (fixed) 95%

8.06 (0.40, 163.21)

RR (fixed) 95%

1.50 (0.41, 5.43)
1.29 (0.30, 5.43)

Table 3 Effect of Kangfeidian No.1,2, 3 with Western medicine in SARS patients
Outcome measure

Kangfeidian No.1, 2, 3 combined
with Western medicine

Mortality

Western medicine
alone

Relative risk (95% CI)

P

Reference

(n/N)
4/31
0/37

Overall
Lung infiltrate
Absorbing
Overall
The average
Dosage of
Glucocrticosteroids

Overall

4/32
1/39

4/68

5/71

27/31
22/37
49/68

18/32
6/39
24/71
N (mean±SD)

1.04 (0.24, 4.57)
0.34 (0.01, 8.67)
0.86 (0.22, 3.29)

0.82

5.25 (1.49, 18.53)
8.07 (2.71, 23.98)
6.68 (2.93, 15.24) <0.00001
WMD(95% CI)

31 (304.13±143.42)
15 (1 400.00±685.00)

32 (347.40±173.10)
20 (1 325.00±623.00)

-43.2 7(-121.67, 35.13)
75.00 (-366.27, 516.27)

46

52

-39.65 (-116.84, 37.54)

Lung infiltrate absorption
Six studies reported the effect of Chinese herbs in combination
with Western medicine on the lung infiltrate absorption[29,34].
Of the six studies, three reported that Chinese herbs in combination
with Western medicine had a better effect than simple Western
medicine[29,31,34].
National drugs No. 2. 3. 4 in combination with Western
medicine[31] showed a significant difference in lung infiltrate
absorption [RR 5.45, 95% CI (1.54, 19.26)]. Kangfeidian No. 1. 2. 3
in combination with Western medicine[29,34] showed a better
positive effect on lung infiltrate absorption [RR 6.68, 95% CI
(2.93, 15.24), P<0.01] (Table 3). In the original study[34], n = 31 in
treatment group, n = 32 in control group, 21 d after treatment
with Kangfeidian No. 1. 2. 3 in combination with Western
medicine, symptoms were improved by 87% in treatment group,
and 56% in control group. In the original study, n = 77[29], it was
reported that the lung infiltrate absorption was less two days in
treatment group. In treatment group n = 22, the basic absorption
time (16±8.8 d) and in control group n = 6, the basic absorption
time (18.4±8.2 d).
Compound formulas No 1. in combination with Western
medicine[32] showed no significant difference in lung infiltrate
absorption between treatment group and control group [WMD
0.24, 95% CI (0.02, 0.46)]. Compound formulas in combination
with Western medicine[31] showed a positive effect on lung

Zhang XM et al.
(2003)
Zhao CH et al.
(2003)
Zhao CH et al.
(2003)
Zhang XM et al.
(2003)
Zhao CH et al.
(2003)
0.31

infiltrate absorption [RR 8.06, 95% CI (0.40, 163.21)].

Dosage of glucocorticosteroids
Kangfeidian No. 1. 2. 3 in combination with Western medicine
versus Western medicine[29,34] for SARS showed no significant
effect on the treatment group [WMD -39.65, 95% CI (-116.84,
37.54) P = 0.31] (Table 3).
Additional results
Kangfeidian No 4 combined with Western medicine versus
Western medicine[33] showed no significant effects on loss of
dyspnea [RR 1.50, 95% CI (0.41, 5.43)] and loss of cough [RR
1.29, 95% CI (0.30, 5.43)] (Table 3).
DISCUSSION
Standard treatment and outcome index
To assess accurately any potential benefits and risks in the
treatment of SARS, treatment of Chinese herbs must be
scientifically evaluated. Standard treatment and outcome index
need to be developed, based on the principles used by the
Chinese herb practitioners. For example, criteria for the dosage
and components of compound herbs, duration of treatment,
withdrawal and follow up, treatment protocols should be
adjusted according to the conditions of patients[35,36]. In the six
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studies, none of them were standardized and one study described
not any details on the dosage and components of compound
herbs[33]. Principal criteria for outcome index are another important
issue to be taken into account, such as mortality, symptom
improvement, lung infiltrate absorption, quality of life and
adverse events. The six studies varied in outcome index.
Treatments to be tested should be selected and standardized
so that potentially effective and important treatments are evaluated
first. The best evidence should be systematically reviewed,
summarized, and disseminated, which in turn would lead to
evidence-based decision making in traditional Chinese medicine.

Long term studies
Most of the current studies had a short duration, ranging from
7 to 21 d and a small sample size. All studies did not report data
on compliance and follow up. As a new kind of respiratory disease
many unknown factors remain to be solved. SARS is likely to
require a longer period of follow-up. Based on the current
investigation, Chinese herbs may also be considered as an adjuvant
treatment to improve the quality of life. Meanwhile, whether herbs
have any toxic effects should also be considered and attention
should be paid to their long-term adverse events. For example,
adverse events should be monitored by a standardized effective
reporting system in clinical trials and some severe adverse events
should also be studied or observed by epidemiological studies.

5

6

7
8

9
10
11

Adequate randomization method
SARS is a sudden outbreak disease. It is somewhat difficulty
for us to conduct RCT, particularly in acute or critical stage.
The current six RCTs conducted suggest that it is a promising
work. However, a well designed RCT requires a thorough
understanding of randomization so that better research results
could be achieved.
Randomization includes 3 important steps: namely sequence
generation, allocation concealment and randomization
implementation[37]. Sequence generation is a method used to
generate the random allocation sequence, including details of
any restriction. Allocation concealment is to implement the
random allocation sequence. Randomization implementation is
to generate the allocation sequence. Well designed RCTs are
required to evaluate Chinese herbs combined with Western
medicine versus Western medicine.
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survival. Intraluminal brachytherapy is characterized by
superiority in treatment of ductal or periductal tumor, thus
preventing tumor from invading or compressing the duct. We
designed a prospective study to evaluate the feasibility, safety
of intraluminal brachytherapy in the treatment of MOJ and the
clinical effect of intraluminal brachytherapy on stent patency
and survival of patients.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Abstract
AIM: To determine the feasibility and safety of intraluminal
brachytherapy in treatment of malignant obstructive jaundice
(MOJ) and to evaluate the clinical effect of intraluminal
brachytherapy on stent patency and patient survival.
METHODS: Thirty-four patients with MOJ were included
in this study. Having biliary stent placed, all patients were
classified into intraluminal brachytherapy group (group A,
n = 14) and control group (group B, n = 20) according to
their own choice. Intraluminal brachytherapy regimen
included: HDR-192Ir was used in the therapy, fractional doses
of 4-7 Gy were given every 3-6 d for 3-4 times, and standard
points were established at 0.5-1.0 cm. Some patients of both
groups received transcatheter arterial chemoembolization
(TACE) after stent placement.
RESULTS: In group A, the success rate of intraluminal
brachytherapy was 98.0%, RTOG grade 1 acute radiation
morbidity occurred in 3 patients, RTOG/EORTC grade 1
late radiation morbidity occurred in 1 patient. Mean stent
patency of group A (12.6 mo) was significantly longer than
that of group B (8.3 mo) (P<0.05). There was no significant
difference in the mean survival (9.4 mo vs 6.0 mo) between
the two groups.
CONCLUSION: HDR-192Ir intraluminal brachytherapy is a
safe palliative therapy in treating MOJ, and it may prolong
stent patency and has the potentiality of extending survival
of patients with MOJ.
Chen Y, Wang XL, Yan ZP, Cheng JM, Wang JH, Gong GQ,
Qian S, Luo JJ, Liu QX. HDR-192Ir intraluminal brachytherapy
in treatment of malignant obstructive jaundice. World J
Gastroenterol 2004; 10(23): 3506-3510
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INTRODUCTION
Self-expanding metal stent, due to its minimal invasion, low risk
of migration and efficient bile drainage, has been widely used
for management of malignant obstructive jaundice (MOJ)[1-11].
Although self-expanding metal stent seems to be the first choice
in the palliation of MOJ, high rates of stent occlusion, which
were mainly caused by tumor ingrowth or overgrowth, usually
lead to jaundice recurrence[12,13]. Therefore, treating underlying
malignancy is critical to extend stent patency and patient

Study design
Patients were selected among those admitted to our department
between November 2001 and September 2002 with the
diagnosis of MOJ. Patients who had percutaneous transhepatic
cholangiography and drainage (PTCD) followed by stent
placement were included. Exclusion criteria were: (1) patients who
were in end-stage MOJ; (2) serum total bilirubin concentration
decreased to less than 100 µmol/L or 50% of that before PTCD.
After the nature of intraluminal brachytherapy was fully
explained, patients were classified into two groups: group A
with intraluminal brachytherapy and group B without intraluminal
brachytherapy as control group, according to their own choice
whether to receive the therapy. The study was performed with
the approval of the institutional ethics committees. Written informed
consent was obtained from all patients before treatment.
Methods of treatment
Venous blood samples were taken 1-3 d before PTCD for biochemical
test. Intraluminal brachytherapy was routinely performed in
group A within 1-3 wk after stent placement. Patients in group
B did not receive the therapy. Some patients in both groups
underwent transcatheter arterial chemoembolization (TACE).
Intraluminal brachytherapy: After stent placement, a 10 F
external-internal drainage catheter or a 7 F long vascular sheath
was placed, with its distal tip across the stricture. The applicator
and sham source were placed through the drainage catheter or
the sheath as a whole under fluoroscopic guidance. Irradiated
volume was customized to extend 1 cm proximal and distal to the
maximum length of the stricture as determined by cholangiography.
Dwell positions were recorded, and therapy planning system
(TPS) was connected to the remote afterloading microSelectron
(Nuclectron. Holland). After the sham source was manually
removed, HDR-192Ir (111-370 GBq) was driven by the remote
afterloading system to the programmed locations (Figure 1).
Fractional dose of 4-7 Gy was prescribed 0.5-1 cm from the source
axis. The procedure was performed 3-4 times with an interval of
3-6 d. The drainage catheter or sheath was removed 1 wk later
in case there were no complications related to the procedure.
Follow-up
The acute morbidity scoring criteria by Radiation Therapy
Oncology Group (RTOG) and the late morbidity scoring criteria
by Radiation Therapy Oncology Group/European Organization
for Research and Treatment of Cancer (RTOG/EORTC) were
used to evaluate the radiation toxicity[14]. Follow-up of each
patient was based on outpatient examinations, telephone
interviews, and questionnaires.
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Figure 1 HDR-192Ir (111-370 GBq) driven to the programmed locations. A: In the patient who had undergone left-lobe resection
due to cholangiocarcinoma, hilar recurrence with bile duct dilation was shown by portal-phase CT scan (arrow). B: The stricture
of bile duct was clearly shown by cholangiography during PTCD (arrow). C: An 8 mm×60 mm SMART stent was deployed across
the stricture. D: The applicator and sham source were inserted though a 10 F internal-external drainage catheter. The dose
distribution curves were obtained from the TPS (arrow).

A

B

C

D

Figure 2 Cholangiography, CT, or US before and after intraluminal brachytherapy. A: Bile duct dilation of left lobe caused by
cholangiocarcinoma was shown by CT (arrow). B: Cholangiography showed hilar stricture (arrow). C: Intraluminal brachytherapy
(fractional dose 7 Gy, total dose 21 Gy) was performed after an 8 mm×60 mm SMART stent insertion. D: CT follow-up 11 mo after
intraluminal brachytherapy showed no progress of the tumor and no redilation of the bile duct (arrow).

In this study, stent patency period was defined as the interval
between stent placement and obstructive jaundice recurrence.
If occlusion did not occur during a patient’s life time, the patency
period was considered equal to the survival period but censored.
Jaundice recurrence was defined as the symptom of jaundice
recurred after it had subsided and met one of the followings: (1)
cholangiography, CT or US demonstrated redilation of bile duct,
(2) combined serum bilirubin concentration/total serum bilirubin
concentration 35% (Figure 2).

histology. There were no differences between the two groups
according to gender, mean age, preoperative serum bilirubin,
alanine aminotransferase, alkaline phosphatase, albumin,
hemoglobin concentration, obstructive duration, obstructive
level, and times of TACE performed (Table 1).

Statistical analysis
Comparisons between the two groups were performed with
paired-samples t tests for metric data and χ2 tests for frequencies.
Stent patency and survival were evaluated according to the
Kaplan-Meier method and compared with the log rank test. For
all tests, a P value less than 0.05 was considered statistically
significant.

Mean age (yr)
57.9±9.2
Gender
Male
8
Female
6
Mean total serum bilirubin
318±94
concentration (µmol/L)
Mean alanine
71±52
aminotransferase concentration (U/L)
Mean albumin
33.6±4.3
concentration (g/L)
Mean alkaline
443±334
phosphatase (U/L)
Mean hemoglobin
111±12
concentration (g/L)
Mean obstructive
3.7±0.9
duration (wk)
Obstructive level
Hilar
8
Common bile duct
6
TACE
Performed
9
Not performed
5

RESULTS
Baseline data of patients
A total of 34 patients were enrolled in this study (18 male and 16
female; age range, 41-87 years; mean age, 62.0 years). Thirtyseven SMART stents (Cordis. Johnson & Johnson. USA) were
placed and 28 TACE procedures were performed in these patients,
14 patients underwent intraluminal brachytherapy. In group A
(n = 14), the causes of obstruction were cholangiocarcinoma
(n = 7), gallbladder carcinoma (n = 2) and metastatic
lymphadenopathy (n = 5, from stomach, colorectum or breast). In
group B (n = 20), the causes of obstruction were cholangiocarcinoma
(n = 9), gallbladder carcinoma (n = 2) and metastatic
lymphadenopathy (n = 9, from stomach, colorectum or breast).
The diagnosis was based on clinical, radiological findings or

Table 1 Baseline clinical characteristics of patients
Factor

Group A
(n = 14)

Group B
(n = 20)

P

63.3±11.4

0.356

10
10
314±115

0.681

106±107

0.261

33.5±3.4

0.914

543±400

0.449

105±16

0.275

4.0±1.4

0.512

0.913

12
8

0.868

10
10

0.409
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Intraluminal brachytherapy
A total of 52 procedures were programmed and 51 procedures
were successfully performed, achieving the technical success
rate of 98.0%. In 1 patient, a drainage catheter kink, which was
caused by an acute angle on the drainage passage, resulted in
the failure of driving HDR-192Ir to scheduled position in the
third procedure. The total dose of these 14 patients was 14-21 Gy.
One patient developed nausea, one complained of abdominal
upset, one developed diarrhea. One patient, who had undergone
bilobectomy 4 mo before stent placement, developed hemobilia
for a period of 4 d (Figure 3). The bleeding stopped soon after
hemostatic was prescribed without transfusions. According to
RTOG acute morbidity scoring criteria, 3 patients were classified
into RTOG grade 1 acute morbidity, the others RTOG grade 0
acute morbidity. According to RTOG/EORTC late morbidity
scoring criteria, 1 patient was classified into RTOG/EORTC grade
1 late morbidity, the others grade 0 late morbidity.
A

B

Figure 3 One patient undergoing bilienterostomy and ostomy,
which was shown in irradiation region in intraluminal brachy
therapy. A: Cholangiography indicated that jejunum was invaded by the malignancy (arrow). B: Jejunum and ostomy
were in the irradiation region.
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Stent patency and patient survival
The median follow-up time was 6.0 mo (range, 1-17 mo). In group
B, 1 patient died 1 mo after stent placement of uncontrolled bleeding
caused by tumor rupture, another one died 5 mo after stent
placement due to cerebrovascular accident. The mean stent
patency was 12.6 mo (median, 10.0 mo) with stent occlusion of
21.4% (3 of 14 patients) in group A, whereas the mean stent patency
was 8.3 mo (median, 6.0 mo) with stent occlusion of 45.0% (9 of
20 patients) in group B. The stent patency of group A was
significantly longer than that of group B (P<0.05, Figure 4). The
mean survival was 9.6 mo (median 7.0 mo) in group A and 6.4 mo
(median 6.0 mo) in group B, showing no significant difference.

○

○

○

○

○

0.3
0

10
Stent patency (mo)

20

Figure 4 Stent patency of the two groups.

DISCUSSION
As a part of brachytherapies, intraluminal brachytherapy is
defined as performing brachytherapy by inserting an applicator
and radioactive source into a lumen (or cavity) such as
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nasopharyngeal cavity, uterine cavity, esophagus, rectum and
bile duct[15]. The properties of this radiotherapeutic technique
include[16]: (1) Small source size enables itself to be very close
to or contact with the target tissue. (2) The effective therapeutic
range is 0.5-2.0 cm, which has little effect on normal tissue. (3)
The absorbed dose is in inverse proportion to the square of the
distance from radioactive source. With its irradiation extent
confined to ductal wall and tissue adjacent to duct, intraluminal
brachytherapy is a proper therapy for malignancy arising from
a duct or adjacent to a duct. Because the absorbed dose falls
off rapidly with increasing distance from the sources,
intraluminal brachytherapy can deal with the malignancy without
significantly affecting the adjacent normal tissues. To date,
intraluminal brachytherapy not only has been the major
therapeutics in treating the carcinoma of nasopharyngeal, uterine
cervix, vagina, and endometrium[17-20], but complementary to the
treatment of carcinoma of esophagus, lung, and rectum[21-23].
A number of isotopes were available for brachytherapy,
including 226Ra, 60Co, 137Cs, 192Ir and 90Sr. With advantages of
highly specific activity, relatively short half-life, easy to be
shielded, and technical flexibility, 192Ir is the most widely used
brachytherapy source in clinical practice[24]. According to the
dose delivered per hour, brachytherapy can be classified
into low dose rate (LDR, 0.4-2 Gy/h), median dose rate (MDR,
2-12 Gy/h) and high dose rate (HDR, >12 Gy/h). Among them,
LDR and HDR are more frequently used. By comparison with
LDR, HDR represents a technologic advance that offers the
following advantages[25]: (1) Improved physical dose delivery
due to the short treatment time and negligible organ motion. (2)
Improved radiation safety and protection with decreased
exposure to personnel. (3) Reduced possibility of human error
through computerized remote afterloading. (4) Increased
efficiency because more patients can be treated with HDR per
unit time. Additionally, while treating patients with MOJ by
LDR, the applicator and radioactive source must be kept in the
drainage catheter for several hours to several days, which may
influence bile drainage and increase the risk of infection. The
course of HDR therapy only needs several minutes, thus having
no effect on bile drainage[26]. For all the reasons mentioned
above, we used HDR-192Ir as the radioactive source in our study.
Intraluminal brachytherapy takes use of the drainage
passage established during PTCD, making the procedure
uncomplicated and inducing less damage. We only failed to
complete the therapy in 1 patient in his third procedure. In this
case we found an acute angle on the drainage passage. The
narrow applicator lumen caused by the kink on the drainage
catheter resulted in failure in radioactive source transmission. In
patients who are scheduled to receive intraluminal brachytherapy,
an acute angle should be avoided on the drainage passage
during PTCD. Dose distribution of intraluminal brachytherapy
is characterized by “inverse-square law” as we discussed
before. In our study it was technically impossible to use
instrument such as balloon-catheter to centralize the radioactive
source in the bile duct, that is to say, the radioactive source
usually located eccentrically in the lumen. The absorbed dose
of bile duct wall close to the radioactive source is too high to
be calculated by the “inverse-square law”. Brambs [27]
investigated the bile duct tolerance in intraluminal brachytherapy
in a swine model, and demonstrated that fractional dose of
7.5 Gy only caused slight fibrosis in the bile duct. Because the
radiation damage in human is similar to that in swine, fractional
dose of 7.5 Gy is deemed to be safe in clinical practice. As to
other structures adjacent to bile duct such as hepatic artery,
portal vein, duodenum, and pancreas, the distance between
radioactive source and those structures makes the “inversesquare law” calculation possible. A tumor causing obstructive
jaundice is thought to be at the advanced stage of the disease,
the aim of the therapy is palliation rather than cure. Palliative
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radiation therapy generally follows the regimen[28]: the total
dose of 20-30 Gy and the fractional dose of 5-10 Gy, with an
intention to alleviate pain, maintain patency, stop bleeding,
and reduce morbidity. In consideration of the poor clinical status
of patients due to hyperbilirubinemia in our study, we prescribed
fractional dose of 4-7 Gy with a total dose of 14-21 Gy, which
was certainly tolerable. In this study, only 3 patients developed
RTOG grade 1 acute morbidity, and 1 patient developed RTOG/
EORTC grade 1 morbidity. One patient developed hemobilia for
a period of 4 d without the need for transfusions. This patient
had undergone bilienterostomy and the ostomy, which was
shown to be invaded by the malignancy, was in irradiation
region in intraluminal brachytherapy. One of the reasons for
hemobilia is tumor necrosis. On condition that block of tumor
tissue necroses before the supplying arteriole could occlude,
tumor bleeding will occur. The other one is ostomy hemorrhage.
Jejunum and ostomy are dose-limiting tissues susceptible to
irradiation.
MOJ is usually caused by cholangiocarcinoma, gallbladder
carcinoma, metastatic lymphadenopathy (from stomach,
colorectum, or breast), and pancreatic carcinoma. TACE has
limited effect on these malignancies in most cases because of
their character of relative avascularity[29]. Cholangiocarcinoma,
gallbladder carcinoma, and pancreatic carcinoma have the
tendency of invading bile duct, so the rate of stent occlusion
due to tumor ingrowth or overgrowth is inevitably high[30-32].
There is an increasing demand for efficient therapy to palliate
these malignancies, so to prolong stent patency and patient
survival. External-beam irradiation has been used to treat
abdominal tumors for nearly a hundred years. Major deterrents
to improved results with MOJ are the limited tolerance of the
structures (liver, duodenum, stomach, and kidney) around the
lesion, lack of clear definition of the lesion’s location, poor
clinical status of the patients, and respiration interfering with
the irradiation field[33]. Fortunately, intraluminal brachytherapy,
with special dosimetric characteristics and accurate location,
overcome all the above shortcomings. Intraluminal brachytherapy
in MOJ can efficiently palliate the underlying malignancies with
fewer morbidities. Dvorak[34,35] and cooperators reported their
experiences of HDR- 192Ir intraluminal brachytherapy in
treatment of 2 groups of patients with MOJ after bile drainage.
The causes of MOJ were cholangiocarcinoma and gallbladder
carcinoma in one group, cholangiocarcinoma and pancreas
carcinoma in the other. The mean survival of both groups was
9 mo. After stent placement and subsequent jaundice subsidence,
the underlying malignancy could be controlled by intraluminal
brachytherapy, and invasion and compression of the bile duct
avoided. Bruha et al.[36] reported that patients with MOJ treated
with intraluminal brachytherapy using HDR-192Ir, the mean stent
patency in patients with cholangiocarcinoma and gallbladder
carcinoma were 418 and 220 d, respectively. The result of our
study showed that the mean stent patency of intraluminal
brachytherapy group (12.6 mo) was significantly longer than
the control group (8.3 mo). We attribute the effect on prolonging
stent patency to the followings: (1) Prohibit tumor from growing
through the mesh of the stent (ingrowth) (2) Prohibit tumor
from growing over the edge of the stent (overgrowth) (3) In
cases with hilar obstruction, intraluminal brachytherapy in ipsilateral duct can prevent tumor tissue from invading contralateral
duct. Although not statistically significant, it appeared that the
mean survival in group A (9.6 mo) was longer than in group B
(6.4 mo). We speculated that the advantage of intraluminal
brachytherapy in extending survival be more prominent on
condition that the cases were expanded or the follow-up was
prolonged.
In conclusion, because the special dosimetric characteristics
of HDR-192Ir and the high dose tolerance of bile duct, HDR-192Ir
intraluminal brachytherapy is a safe and feasible method in the
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treatment of MOJ. HDR-192Ir intraluminal brachytherapy may
prolong stent patency and has the potentiality of extending
survival of patients with MOJ.
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Abstract
AIM: To clone and sequence the cagA gene fragment of
Helicobacter pylori (H pylori) with coccoid form.
METHODS: H pylori strain NCTC11637 were transformed
to coccoid form by exposure to antibiotics in subinhibitory
concentrations. The coccoid H pylori was collected. cagA
gene of the coccoid H pylori strain was amplified by PCR.
After purified, the target fragment was cloned into plasmid
pMD-18T. The recombinant plasmid pMD-18T-cagA was
transformed into E.coli JM109. Positive clones were screened
and identified by PCR and digestion with restriction
endonucleases. The sequence of inserted fragment was
then analysed.
RESULTS: cagA gene of 3 444 bp was obtained from the
coccoid H pylori genome DNA. The recombinant plasmid
pMD-18T-cagA was constructed, then it was digested by
BamH I+Sac I, and the product of digestion was identical
with the predicted one. Sequence analysis showed that the
homology of coccoid and the reported original sequence
H pylori was 99.7%.
CONCLUSION: The recombinant plasmid containing cagA
gene from coccoid H pylori has been constructed successfully.
The coccoid H pylori contain completed cagA gene, which
may be related to pathogenicity of them.
Wang KX, Wang XF. Cloning and sequencing of cagA gene
fragment of Helicobacter pylori with coccoid form. World J
Gastroenterol 2004; 10(23): 3511-3513
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INTRODUCTION
Helicobacter pylori (H pylori) is one of the common bacteria
causing chronic infection, which infects more than 50% of the
human population, causes chronic gastritis and plays an important
role in the pathogenesis of gastroduodenal ulceration. H pylori
has also been suggested to be involved in the genesis of
adenocarcinoma and MALT lymphoma of the stomach.[1-5]
H pylori cells growing actively in vitro are curved rods, which
evolve into metabolically active but nonculturable coccoid cells
after prolonged incubation[6-8]. In the stomach mostly spiralshaped bacteria are found, but coccoid cells have been observed

in the more severely damaged regions of the gastric mucosa[9,10].
Many scholars believed that coccoid H pylori might lead to difficult
recovery, easy relapse and epidemical transmission[11]. But the
pathogenicity of coccoid H pylori is unclear at present. The
cytotoxin-associated protein encoded by cagA (cytotoxinassociated gene A) is important virulence determinated by
H pylori. cagA+ H pylori strains have been linked to more
severe gastric inflammation, peptic ulcer disease, and gastric
cancer in adults[12-15]. CagA gene is a mono-replicon and locates
3’ region of cag-PAI (cag pathogenity island), whose length
varies from 3 400 bp to 4 000 bp. In order to probe into possible
pathogenesis of coccoid H pylori, the recombinant plasmid
encoding cagA gene of coccoid H pylori was constructed and
detected for the sequence in this study.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
The strain NCTC11637 of H pylori was afforded by Chinese
center for disease control and prevention. JM109 E.coli strains
were preserved by our laboratory, pMD-18T (T-Vector), restriction
endonuclease enzymes (BamH I, Sac I), T4 DNA ligase, LA Taq
DNA polymerase, DNA Extraction Kit and DNA purification
reagent kit were provided by TaKaRa Company.
Bacterial culture and induction of coccoid forms H pylori
strains were grown on Columbia agar with 50 m/L frozen-melting
sheep blood, 100 mL/L fetal bovine serum, and Skirrow’s
antibiotic supplement in a microaerophilic atmosphere for 3 d at
37 , then the bacteria were suspended in brucella broth and
supplemented with 0.02 mg/L of amphotericin, still were
incubated at 37 for 3, 5, 7, and 10 d. Baterial morphology was
determined by light microscopy after Gram staining. The coccoid
forms were collected and stored at -20 .
Extraction of genomic DNA H pylori of coccoid form were
added to a 1.5 mL microcentrifuge tube, rinsed once with
phosphate-buffered saline (PH 7.2), and pelleted by centrifugation
at 11 000 g. Genomic DNA was extracted by TaKaRa MiniBEST
Bacterial Genomic DNA Extraction Kit, the DNA pellet was
suspended in TE (10 mmol/L Tris-HCL, 1 mmol/L PH 8.0 EDTA),
and stored at -20 .
Synthetic primers A single primer pair was used to amplify
coccoid H pylori cagA gene based on GenBank. The primers
had a BamH I site incorporated into the 5’ end and a Sac I site
at the 3’ end and their sequences as follows (5’-3’): AAGGATCC
ACTAACGAAACCATTGACCA (forward) and AAGAGCTCA
GATTTTTGGAAACCACCTT (reverse). The 5’ region initiator
and 3’ end stop codon were banned.
PCR amplification PCR was performed in a 100 µL reaction
mixture in 0.6-mL tube in an automatic thermal cycler (TP3000;
TaKaRa BIO INC). The PCR mixture contained 10 µL of 10×PCR
buffer, 1 µL of sample DNA, 10 µL of 2.5 mmol/L deoxynucleoside
triphoshpate, 4 µL of 10 µmol/L oligonucleotide primers, 0.5 µL
of LA Taq polymerase, 74.5 µL of molecular-biology-grade
distilled water. The mixtures were incubated for 1 min at 94
for initial denaturation of the target DNA and then subjected to
30 cycles of denaturation at 98 for 10 s, annealing at 55 for
30 s, and extension at 72 for 210 s. The amplified products
(5 µL) were analyzed by electrophoresis on 10 g/L agarose gel
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containing 0.1 µg of ethidium bromide per ml in TBE buffer. The
PCR product was visualized under UV light and photographed.
Construction of recombinant plamids The PCR product was
purified by TaKaRa PCR Fragment Recovery Kit. The purified
product was cloned into the compatible sites of the T-vector
pMD-18T by using T4 DNA ligase at a molar ratio of 6:1 at 16
for 3 h. After the above product was transformed into E.coli
JM109, pMD-18T/cagA was selected and identified by PCR
and enzyme digestion.
Extraction of recombinant plasmid The single bacterial colony
(JM109/pMD-18T/cagA) was picked, and cultivated in 3 mL
LB broth containing 100 mg/L of ampicillin, at 300 r/min at 37
overnight, then recombinant plasmids were extracted according
to manufacturer’s instructions (TaKaRa MiniBest DNA Purification
Kit), in the meantime, identified by PCR and restriction
endomuclease enzyme digestion.
Sequence determination and homology analysis The sequence
determination of cagA gene of recombinant plasmid was carried
out by Takara Company, in the meantime, the sequence of gene
and amino acid were analyzed by software sequence 3.0, and
compared the homology based on the GenBank.

RESULTS
PCR amplification of coccoid H pylori cagA gene
H pylori with coccoid form cagA was amplified by PCR from
the above primers and The PCR product was electrophoresed
and visualized by 10 g/L agarose gel (Figure 1). It revealed that
the size of cagA DNA fragment amplified by PCR was 3 444 bp,
and was compatible with the expectant size.
1
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enzyme digestion with BamH I and Sac I, then digestive product
was visualized on 10 g/L agarose gel (Figure 3). It demonstrated
that recombinant plasmid was digested to 3 444 bp and 2 692 bp
DNA fragment, which contained the objective gene.
1

2

M

bp
3 444
2 692

Figure 3 The identification of the pMD-18T-cagA by digestion
with restriction endonucleases Lane1: Recombinant pMD-18TcagA digested by BamH I puls Sac I; Lane 2: Amplification cagA
gene from coccoid H pylori genome DNA by PCR; m: λ-Hind III
DNA marker.

Sequence analysis of cloned cagA gene of coccoid
H pylori Sequence of inserted DNA was analyzed with BcaBEST
Primer M13-47/BcaBEST Primer RV-M using automatic sequence
analyzer by Sanger dideoxy chain termination method. The result
of analysis showed that the size of inserted DNA was about
3 444 bp and 99.7% affinity in comparison with DNA sequence
published on GenBank (locus: AB015416). The sequence of
partial vacA gene was showed in Figure 4.
CTCTTAC CAC CA ATGC GGC TCATTT GC ATATCGGCAAAG GC GGTGTCAATC TGTCCAA
40
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A TAGATGA GTTTTAC TA TA GC C C CTTGGAATTA T TT T G AC GC TAG AA A TA
610
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Figure 1 10 g/L agarose gel electrophoresis of cagA DNA
fragment amplified by PCR from coccoidal H pylori. Lane 1.
PCR products, Lane M: λ-Hind III DNA marker.

Identification of recombinant vector by PCR
The plasmid was extracted from recombinant bacteria and conducted
as template to amplify by PCR under the condition mentioned
above. The PCR products were visualized by 10 g/L agarose gel
electrophoresis (Figure 2). It indicated that recombinant plasmid
contained the objective gene. At the same time, it was successful
in transforming recombinant plasmid into JM109 E.coli.
M

1

2
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3 444
2 322

Figure 2 Identification of recombinant vector by PCR. Lane m:
λ-Hind III DNA marker; Lane 1: amplification cagA gene from
recombinant pMD-18T-cagA plasmid by PCR; Lane 2: Amplification cagA gene from coccoid H pylori genome DNA by PCR.

pMD-18T/cagA identification by restriction enzyme digestion
Recombinant plasmid pMD-18T/cagA was digested by bi-

Figure 4 sequencing result of partial cagA gene.

DISCUSSION
Morphological conversion from spiral H pylori to coccoid forms
has been described under several suboptinal conditions. These
conditions include aerobiosis, alkaline pH, high temperature,
extended incubation, or treatment with proton pump inhibitor
or antibiontics[16-18]. This coccoid form conversion phenomenon,
which has been thought to result in a viable but nonculturable
form of the bacterium, is not exclusive to H pylori, as it is common
for other enteric pathogens. Controversy remains about the
pathogenicity of coccoid H pylori. Many investigators have
suggested that the coccoid form of H pylori represents a
degenerative form with no infectious capability, but others
believed that the coccoid form retains a weak metabolic activety,
important structural components, and patogenicity [19-21].
Recently, successful infection with coccoid forms of H pylori
in animal models has been reported[22-24]. These findings have
highlighted the possible role of the coccoid forms in transmission
of infection and morphological conversion of coccoids to the
spiral form. It is well known that cagA is an important virulence
factor of H pylori and related to severe gastrointestinal diseases.
However, the research of cagA gene of coccoidal H pylori is
few at present. In order to observe cagA and vacA expression

Wang KX et al. Helicobater pylori with coccoid form and cagA gene

during conversion to the coccoid form, Sisto et al.[25] analyzed
the expression of ureA, cagA, vacA genes after prolonged
incubation in a liquid medium in 2000, the results showed that
although the coccoid forms had decreased DNA and RNA levels
after 31 d, they were not degraded and still expressed the urease,
cytotoxic island and vacuolating toxin genes. So in conclusion,
coccoid forms are therefore viable and may act as a transmissible
agent that plays a crucial role in disease relapses after antibiotic
therapy. She et al. explored the virulence and the potential
pathogenicity of coccoid H pylori transformed from spiral form by
exposure to antibiotic in 2001, and found that the content of the
protein with the molecular weight over Mr 74 000 decreased, but
vacA, cagA, urea, ureB, hpaA gene remained to be preserved, so
they concluded that the virulence and the proteins with molecular
weight over Mr 74 000 in coccoid H pylori decrease, but no deletion
exists in amplification fragments from ureA, ureB, hpaA, vacA and
cagA genes, and suggested that coccoid H pylori may have
potential pathogenicity. Furthermore, Monstein et al.[26] confirmed
that the transcription and translation of cagA and vacA gene
might actively take place in coccoid H pylori cells.
In order to research the cagA gene existence, and explore
the possible mechanism of pathogenicity in coccoid H pylori,
we designed the specific primers based on cagA gene sequence
reported in GenBank, and successfully amplified the cagA gene
of coccoid H pylori by PCR, then inserted into pMD-18T vector.
The recombinant plasmids were successfully identified
containing cagA gene fragment by PCR and enzyme digestion,
and sequence determination confirmed that cagA gene existed
in coccoid H pylori, though existence of 0.3% difference with
the reported sequence in GenBank. The reason for the discrepancy
might be as follows: (1) the mutant base could come from the
process of PCR amplification and sequencing, (2) H pylori
provided have the transformation ability, which could lead to
H pylori variation and genome reset. Our results also support
the assumption that virulence-gene expression is differently
regulated among H pylori strains[26].
In this study, the NCTC11637 strain with amphotericin for
3 d generated a high proportion of coccoid forms. Forms
obtained after removal of bacterial clumps and amorphous
debris by centrifugation at 600 r/min for 5 min were nearly 100%
coccoid. Due to similar to the condition in vivo by antibiotic
induction, the collected coccoid H pylori still remained complete
celluar structure, and their genome DNA lost was less, so some
important virulent gene, such as vacA, cagA and so on, could
exist in their cells. Once coccoid H pylori live in suitable
condition, they can recover their virulence and lead to the
occurrence of diseases. Or coccoid H pylori may revert helical
form, and result in the transmission and/or relapse of diseases
with the complete cagA gene.
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Abstract
AIM: To set up a real-time fluorescent quantitative reverse
transcription-polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) assay,
to detect human telomerase reverse transcriptase (hTERT)
messenger RNA in gastric carcinomas, and to evaluate
quantitative determination of hTERT mRNA in the diagnostic
value of gastric carcinomas, and to analyze the correlation
between the expression level of hTERT mRNA and clinicopathological parameters in patients with gastric cancer.
METHODS: A real-time quantitative RT-PCR (RQ-PCR)
based on TaqMan fluorescence methodology and the LightCycler
system was used to quantify the full range of hTERT mRNA
copy numbers in 35 samples of gastric carcinomas and
corresponding adjacent non-cancerous tissues. The normalized
hTERT (NhTERT) was standardized by quantifying the
number of GAPDH transcripts as internal control and expressed
as 100× (hTERT/GAPDH) ratio. Variables were analyzed by
the Student’s t-test, χ2 test and Fisher’s exact test.
RESULTS: NhTERT from gastric carcinomas and corresponding
adjacent non-cancerous tissues was 6.27±0.89 and 0.93±0.18,
respectively (t = 12.76, P<0.001). There was no significant
association between gastric cancer hTERT mRNA expression
level and patient’s age, gender, tumor size, location and
stage (PTNM), but a significant correlation was found between
hTERT mRNA expression level in gastric carcinomas and
the degree of differentiation.
CONCLUSION: Quantitative determination of hTERT mRNA
by RQ-PCR is a rapid and sensitive method. hTERT might be
a potential biomarker for the early detection of gastric cancer.
Hu LH, Chen FH, Li YR, Wang L. Real-time determination of
human telomerase reverse transcriptase mRNA in gastric
cancer. World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(23): 3514-3517
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INTRODUCTION
Telomerase is a reverse transcriptase that adds telomeric repeats
to chromosomal ends to compensate for sequence loss during

DNA replication. Telomerase activity has been detected in
about 85% of human cancer samples and is associated with cell
immortalization and the acquisition of malignancy, but most
normal tissues have low or no telomerase activity[1]. Telomerase
is one of the most widespread tumor markers at present. To date,
the main assay to detect telomerase activity is telomere repeat
amplification protocol (TRAP). TRAP is a qualitative or semiquantitative assay, and can not accurately exhibit telomerase
expression level, and needs functional ribonucleoproteins,
including both reverse transcriptase activity and undegraded
RNA. The presence of telomerase inhibitors, Taq polymerase
inhibitors, proteases, or RNases in tissue extract may influence
its detection and subsequently lower its sensitivity. With the
cloning of both genes coding for human telomerase RNA (hTR)
and human telomerase reverse transcriptase (hTERT), hTERT
becomes the catalytic subunit of telomerase and is a rate-limiting
determinant of the enzymatic activity of human telomerase, and
only the expression of hTERT is closely associated with telomerase
activity[2-5], whereas the expression of hTR is widespread. The
close relationship between hTERT mRNA expression and
telomerase activity suggests that quantification of the mRNA
expression of the hTERT gene could be used as an alternative
to measure telomerase activity. In this study, we used real-time
quantitative reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction
(RQ-PCR) to detect and quantify hTERT mRNA in samples of
gastric carcinoma and corresponding non-cancerous tissues,
and to evaluate the quantitative determination of hTERT mRNA
in the diagnostic value of gastric carcinomas, and to analyze the
correlation between the expression level of hTERT mRNA and
clinicopathological parameters in patients with gastric cancer.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients and samples
We analyzed tissues (gastric cancer and corresponding noncancerous tissues) from surgically removed primary gastric
cancer in Union Hospital and Tongji Hospital of Tongji Medical
College of Huazhong University of Science and Technology
from October 2002 to May 2003. All patients (25 males and 10
females, mean age 55.2 years, range 34-73 years) were at initial
presentation and had no radiotherapy or chemotherapy history
before surgery. All samples were examined histopathologically
to confirm the diagnosis. Control tissues were the corresponding
non-cancerous mucosa from the stomach of cancer patients, and
excised beyond 5 cm from neoplastic lesions. Samples were
stored at -80 until further analysis.
Reagents and instruments
TRIzol was the product of Omega. The reagents used for reverse
transcription were purchased from Promega. The reagents used
for PCR and PCR product purification, glyceraldehydes 3phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) quantification, and the
primers and TaqMan probe of hTERT were all purchased from
Shanghai Shenyou Company. Both T4 DNA ligase and PMD18-T
vector were the products of TaKaRa. The other chemical reagents
used in this study were ACS reagents of China. The fluorescent
quantitative PCR instrumentation was the LightCycler system
of Roche.
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Real-time quantitative RT-PCR
We used a RQ-PCR assay based on TaqMan fluorescence
methodology to quantify the full range of hTERT mRNA copy
numbers[6,7]. This method used a dual-labeled nonextendable
oligonucleotide hydrolysis (TaqMan) probe in addition to the
two amplification primers. The probe contained 6-carboxyfluorescein (FAM) as a fluorescent reporter dye, and 6carboxytetramethyl-rhodamine (TAMRA) as a quencher for its
light emission spectrum. During the extension phase of PCR,
the probe hybridized to the target sequence and was then
cleaved due to the 5’ to 3’ exonuclease activity of Taq polymerase.
The increase in the fluorescence signal of the reporter was
proportional to the amount of specific PCR products, providing
highly accurate and reproducible quantification. The number
of PCR cycles to reach the fluorescence threshold was the cycle
threshold (Ct). The Ct value for each sample was proportional
to the log of the initial amount of input cDNA. By plotting the Ct
value of an unknown sample on the standard curve, the amount
of target sequences in the sample could be calculated.
To normalize the hTERT mRNA expression for sample-tosample differences in RNA input, RNA quality, and reverse
transcriptase efficiency, we amplified the housekeeping gene
GAPDH. According to each standard curve, we got the copy
numbers of GAPDH and hTERT, respectively. The ratio between
copy numbers of hTERT and GAPDH represented the normalized
hTERT (NhTERT) for each sample and could be compared with
that of other samples[8].
NhTERT = (hTERT mRNA copiessample/GAPDH mRNA
copiessample) ×100.
Primers and probes
According to GAPDH quantification reagents and the reference[9],
the nucleotide sequences of oligonucleotide TaqMan probes
and primers are shown in Table 1.
RNA extraction and cDNA synthesis
According to the manufacturer’s instructions, total RNA from
frozen tumor and corresponding non-cancerous tissue
specimens was isolated by disruption of 50-100 mg tissues in
1 mL of TRIzol. RNA was quantified spectrophotometrically,
and its quality was determined by agarose gel electrophoresis
and ethidium bromide staining. Only samples that were not
degraded and showed clear 18 S and 28 S bands under ultraviolet
light were used for real-time RT-PCR.
All samples were denatured for 10 min at 60 to melt secondary
structure with the template and cooled immediately on ice for 5 min
to prevent secondary structure from reforming. Total RNA
(1-2 µg) was reverse transcribed in a total volume of 25 µL
containing 1×RT buffer (Promega), 200 U of Moloney murine
leukemia virus Reverse Transcriptase (M-MLV RT) (Promega),
20 U of RNasin (Promega), 0.2 µg random primer (Promega) and
1 mmol/L deoxynucleotides. The reaction was performed for
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10 min at 25 , for 60 min at 42
was stored at -20 until use.

and for 10 min at 70

. cDNA

Construction of recombinant plasmid calibrator
Pure hTERT fragments from classical RT-PCR were joined to
PMD18-T vector by T4 DNA ligase, resulting in recombinant
plasmid PMD18-hTERT. The recombinant plasmids were
confirmed in including hTERT target fragments by sequencing,
and extracted and purified. The recombinant plasmid DNAs at
107 copies/mL were stored at -20 until use. GAPDH standard
template was from the GAPDH quantification reagents.
LightCycler real-time PCR amplification
All PCR reactions were performed using the LightCycler System
(Roche Diagnostics, Switzerland) in a total volume of 20 µL
containing 1×Taq polymerase buffer, 4 mmol/L MgCl2, 200 µmol/L
deoxynucleotides, 300 nmol/L each primer, 150 nmol/L probe,
1 U Taq polymerase and 20 ng cDNA. Water instead of cDNA
template was used for the negative controls. Both GAPDH and
hTERT amplification were done in duplicate for each sample.
The thermal cycling conditions were 5 min at 94 , followed by
40 cycles, each at 94 for 15 s and at 60 for 1 min for GAPDH
or at 65 for 1 min for hTERT (two-step PCR). The number of
GAPDH and hTERT transcripts in samples was calculated with
the LightCycler software, using these standard curves.
Statistical analysis
Data were expressed as mean±SD. The Student t-test, χ2 test
and Fisher’s exact test were used in this study. P<0.05 was
considered statistically significant.
RESULTS
Standard curve construction
We used different concentrations of GAPDH and hTERT
standard templates including 104, 105, 106 and 107 copies/mL to
perform quantitative PCR and calculate the standard curves,
respectively. The standard curves were: CtGAPDH = -3.86 log
(GAPDH copies) +46.60; and CthTERT = -3.42 log (hTERT copies)
+37.31. The correlation coefficients were both -1.00 (Figure 1A, B).
hTERT mRNA expression levels in gastric cancer and corresponding
adjacent non-cancerous tissues
The expression of hTERT mRNA in gastric carcinomas was
analyzed by a highly sensitive RQ-PCR assay. HTERT mRNA
expression was detectable not only in all 35 gastric carcinomas,
but also in the corresponding non-cancerous gastric tissues
(Figure 2). For each experimental sample, the amount of hTERT
and GAPDH was determined from the appropriate standard
curve. Then, hTERT amount was divided by the GAPDH amount
to obtain NhTERT. NhTERT was significantly higher (t = 12.76,
P<0.001) in tumor tissues (6.27±0.89) than in the corresponding
non-cancerous tissues (0.93±0.18).

Table 1 Sequences of primers and probes used in this study
Gene and oligonucleotide
GAPDH
Upper primer
Lower primer
Probe
hTERT
Upper primer
Lower primer
Probe

Sequence

5’-GAAGGTGAAGGTCGGAGTC-3’
5’-GAAGATGGTGATGGGATTTC-3’
5’-(FAM) CAAGCTTCCCGTTCTCAGCC (TAMRA)-3’
5’-TGACACCTCACCTCACCCAC-3’
5’-CACTGTCTTCCGCAAGTTCAC-3’
5’-(FAM) ACCCTGGTCCGAGGTGTGTCCCTGA (TAMRA)-3’

PCR product size (bp)

226

95

The primers placed in different exons, were tested to ensure that they did not amplify the contaminated genomic DNA.
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Table 2 Relationship between hTERT mRNA expression level
and clinicopathological parameters in patients with gastric cancer
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28
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20
18
16

NhTERT
Parameter

n

P
Low (n = 17) High (n = 18)

4.5

5

5.5
6
6.5
Log concentration

7

7.5

8

B 30

Cycle number
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28
26
24
22
20
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16
4

4.5

5

5.5
6
Log concentration

6.5

7

Fluorescence (F1)

Figure 1 Standard curve of GAPDH and hTERT A: Standard
curve of GAPDH: slope = -3.86, intercept = 46.60, r = -1.00. B:
Standard curve of hTERT: slope = -3.42, intercept = 37.31, r = -1.00.

1
2

3.4
3.2
3.0
2.8
2.6
2.4
2.2
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0.8
0.6
0.4
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Cycle number
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Figure 2 hTERT mRNA expression in samples of gastric cancer and corresponding non-cancerous tissues. Lanes 1, 2: Gastric cancer; Lanes 3, 4: Corresponding non-cancerous tissues.

Correlation between hTERT mRNA expression level and
clinicopathological parameters
The data obtained by RQ-PCR were analyzed in relation to
clinicopathological parameters of the patients. All 35 corresponding
non-cancerous gastric tissue samples expressed low detectable
NhTERT, ranging from 0.06 to 2.11. In the 35 gastric carcinomas,
NhTERT varied greatly, ranging from 0.28 to 90.55. NhTERT
was categorized as low or high, using a cutoff at 5.39, which
was the value that represented the median value of the expression
distribution. Thus, 17 tumors (48.6%) showed low hTERT expression,
whereas 18 tumors (51.4%) had high hTERT expression. We
observed the statistical links between hTERT mRNA expression
levels and the degree of differentiation (P = 0.007). Seventythree point six percent (14 of 19) of poorly differentiated and
undifferentiated tumors showed high NhTERT expressions,
whereas 75% (12 of 16) of well and moderately differentiated
tumors exhibited low NhTERT expressions. Poorly differentiated
and undifferentiated tumors had higher hTERT mRNA
expression levels than well and moderately differentiated tumors.
No relationship was found between hTERT mRNA expression
level and patients’ age, gender, tumor size, tumor location and
stage (pTNM). The results obtained are shown in Table 2.

Age (yr)
<50
13
50
22
Gender
Male
25
Female
10
Size of diameter (cm)
<5
19
5
16
Location
Cardia
14
Body and antrum 21
Degree of differentiation
Well and moderately 16
differentiated
Poorly differentiated 19
and undifferentiated
Lymph node metastasis
8
N0
N1
13
14
N2
Depth of invasion
T1 and T2
24
T3 and T4
11
Metastasis
M0
20
M1
15

7
10

6
12

0.73

13
4

12
6

0.71

11
6

8
10

0.31

8
9

6
12

0.50

12

4

5

14

0.007

4
8
5

4
5
9

0.40

13
4

11
7

0.43

12
5

8
10

0.17

DISCUSSION
We used RQ-PCR based on TaqMan methodology for the
accurate quantification of hTERT mRNA expression in gastric
carcinomas. This assay has several marked advantages over the
TRAP assay for cancer detection. It needs only a 95-bp fragment
of hTERT mRNA, making the assay less sensitive to RNase
activity and insensitive to proteases and protein inhibitors.
The assay output is numerical rather than qualitative, allowing
appropriate diagnostic statistics to be applied. It uses endogenous
controls (GAPDH in this study) which allow correction for
parameters like RNA input, RNA degradation, or RT inhibitors.
Real-time PCR makes RNA quantification much more precise
and reproducible, based on Ct values established in the early
exponential phase of the PCR reaction (when none of the
reagents is rate-limiting) rather than end point quantification of
the amount of accumulated PCR product. It does not require
post-PCR sample handling and the closed-tube method
minimizes the risk for cross-contamination. These suggest that
quantitative determination of hTERT mRNA by RQ-PCR is a
powerful method to investigate the telomerase status and
superior in specificity and sensitivity to the evaluation of telomerase
activity by the TRAP assay. In addition, we used recombinant
hTERT plasmid DNA to calculate the external standard curves,
and found it was better for the quantification of mRNA than the
recombinant RNA calibrator or endogenous standards[10,11].
Theoretically, the slope of the standard curve should be -3.3 if
10-fold dilutions are used, but in practice a slope between -3.0
and -3.9 is probably acceptable as long as the correlation
coefficient is >0.95. The standard curves we obtained in this
study had acceptable slopes and correlation coefficients.
In this study, the level of hTERT mRNA estimated with RQPCR procedure was the average amount of transcripts in a whole
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tissue sample and mainly depended on the number of hTERTpositive cells present in the tissue. hTERT mRNA was detected in
100% of gastric carcinoma RNAs, and also in all the corresponding
non-cancerous gastric mucosa RNAs. The highest NhTERT
was detected in gastric cancer, whereas the lowest NhTERT
was found in non-cancerous gastric tissues. However, NhTERT
in samples of non-cancerous tissues was only approximately
14.8% of those found in the cancerous samples, and NhTERT
was significantly higher (t = 12.76, P<0.001) in tumor tissues
(6.27±0.89) than in the corresponding non-cancerous tissues
(0.93±0.18). We believed that these were not in contradiction to
the findings using TRAP with which telomerase activity could
not be detected in most non-malignant gastric tissues and the
positive rate of hTERT mRNA expression by means of in situ
hybridization or classical RT-PCR in gastric carcinoma[12-15]. The
difference could be explained by the increased sensitivity of
the RQ-PCR assay and the presence of residual malignant cells,
inflammatory lymphocytes or tumor infiltrating activated cells.
Our results showed real-time measurement of hTERT expression
could discriminate gastric carcinoma from nonmalignant gastric
tumors. This discrimination would be more distinct if the
percentage of tumor cells was higher in the selected tissues.
No relationship was found in our study between hTERT
mRNA expression level and patients’ age, gender, tumor size,
location and tumor stage (pTNM) (P>0.05) and there were
statistical links between hTERT mRNA expression levels and
the degree of differentiation (P = 0.007). These suggest that the
up-regulation of hTERT appeared to be an early event in gastric
carcinogenesis. HTERT may play a critical role in gastric
carcinogenesis and have potential as a biomarker in the telomerase
status for the early detection of gastric cancer. Real-time quantitative
analysis of hTERT mRNA in tissues, cancer cells in the blood,
and plasma or serum of the patients with cancer before and
after surgery, radiotherapy or chemotherapy may be helpful for
early detection and diagnosis of cancer, and find out therapeutic
effect and estimate prognosis[16-21]. hTERT may become a target
in gene therapy of cancer and inaugurate a new approach for
cancer therapy.
In conclusion, monitoring hTERT mRNA expression with
RQ-PCR analysis appears to be a new effective and sensitive
method to better differentiate gastric cancer from nonmalignant
gastric tumors. HTERT mRNA expression status may be used
as a molecular marker of gastric cancer. These findings must be
confirmed in a larger series of gastric cancer patients.
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Abstract
AIM: To investigate the expression of NDRG2 and mutation
of the entire coding region of NDRG2 in human liver and
pancreatic cancers, and to further discuss the possible
causes of NDRG2 distinct expression patterns.
METHODS: Reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction
(RT-PCR) was used to analyze the expression of NDRG2
mRNA in 37 fresh cancer specimens (including 8 cases of
pancreatic cancer and 29 cases of liver cancer) and adjacent
normal tissues collected from clinical operation. In addition,
mutation analysis of the whole coding region of NDRG2 in
these cancers was examined by polymerase chain reactionsingle strand conformational polymorphism (PCR-SSCP).
RESULTS: Compared with adjacent normal tissues, the
expression levels of NDRG2 mRNA in corresponding cancer
tissues reduced significantly (pancreatic cancer: 0.680±0.112
vs 2.089±0.214, P<0.01) (liver cancer: 0.894±0.098 vs
1.345±0.177, P<0.05). Using PCR-SSCP, the mutation of
the whole coding region of NDRG2 was not found in those
cancer tissues where the expression of NDRG2 mRNA
reduced markedly.
CONCLUSION: NDRG2 gene might express differently
between normal tissues and cancer tissues, and might play
an important role in the development of pancreatic cancer
and liver cancer. Low expression of NDRG2 might be
unrelated to the mutation of coding region of NDRG2.
Hu XL, Liu XP, Lin SX, Deng YC, Liu N, Li X, Yao LB. NDRG2
expression and mutation in human liver and pancreatic cancers.
World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(23): 3518-3521
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INTRODUCTION
NDRG2, a new member of the N-Myc downstream-regulated
gene (NDRG) family including NDRG1-4, was first discovered
and cloned from normal human whole brain cDNA library by

subtractive hybridization in our laboratory[1]. NDRG2 is located
on chromosome 14q11.2, including 16 exons and 15 introns,
and its cDNA is 2 024 bp in length[2]. Studies from our laboratory
and others have shown that NDRG2 was highly expressed in
many normal tissues, especially in the brain, heart, skeletal
muscle, and kidney, whereas low expressed or not detected in
various tumors and tumor cell lines[3,4]. This suggests that
NDRG2 inactivation might play an important role in some tumor
genesis or evolution, and NDRG2 might be a new cancer
suppressor gene candidate. To date, no report on mutation
analysis of NDRG2 in a variety of tumors has been presented.
This study was conducted to determine whether the distinct
expression of NDRG2 was related to gene mutation as most
cancer suppressor genes. The expression of NDRG2 mRNA in
37 patients with liver cancer and pancreatic cancer was detected,
and the mutation of the whole coding region of NDRG2 in
normal and cancer specimens was analyzed by PCR-SSCP.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients and tissue specimens
Thirty-seven fresh cancer specimens (including 8 cases of
pancreatic cancer and 29 cases of liver cancer) and corresponding
adjacent normal tissues were collected from patients who
underwent surgery at First Affiliated Hospital of Xi’an Jiaotong
University, Tangdu Hospital and Xijing Hospital between May
2003 and September 2003. All specimens were examined by
microscope after haematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining.
RNA isolation and RT-PCR
Total RNA was extracted from tissue specimens using TRIzol
reagent (GIBCO BRL, USA) according to the manufacturer’s
instructions. Reverse transcription reaction was set up according
to Promega’s reverse transcription system protocol. cDNAs
were then amplified by PCR using specific primers for human
NDRG2: upstream primer 5’- GC GGA TCC ATG GCG GAG CTG
CAG GAG GTC -3’; and downstream primer 5’- GC GAA TTC
AAC AAG GGC CAT TCA ACA GGA GAC -3’, about 1 200 bp.
The primer sequences of glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate
dehydrogenase (GAPDH) which was used as an internal
quantitative control for the amplification were as follows: upstream
primer 5’ -GCC TCA AGA TCA GCA AT- 3’; downstream primer
5’ -AGG TCC ACC ACT GAC ACG TT- 3’, 310 bp. Cycling
condition for NDRG2 was at 94 for 5 min, followed by 32
cycles of 94 for 40 s, 59 for 50 s, and 72 for 60 s, and the
cycling condition for GAPDH was at 94 for 5 min, followed by
30 cycles of 94 for 30 s, 57 for 30 s, and 72 for 30 s, and
finally for 10 min at 72 . The PCR products were then analyzed
and visualized on 12 g/L agarose gel containing 5 g/L ethidium
bromides. Results were normalized by the ratio of band density
of NDRG2 mRNA to GAPDH mRNA.
PCR-SSCP silver staining
According to cDNA sequence of NDRG2 gene, we designed
by DNAstar analysis software and synthesized 6 pairs of primers
covering the whole coding region of NDRG2 gene, with length
of each PCR product around 150 to 370 bp, and PCR reaction
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Table 1 Primer sequence, annealing temperature and PCR product size for PCR-SSCP
Primer

B
C
D
E
F

Upstream

Annealing temperature (

5’-ATGGCGGAGCTGCAGGAGGTC-3’

Downstream

5’-ATTTATAGTTGAGTCCCACATC-3’

Upstream

5’-CACCATACGGCTCTGTCACTTTCACT-3’

Downstream

5’-CTCTTCCATTCCAGGGGCATCCAC-3’

Upstream

5’-GCCAGCGATCCTTACCTACC-3’

Downstream

5’-GGCTGCCCAATCCATCCAACC-3’

Upstream

5’-CCGGACACTGTTGAAGGT-3’

Downstream

5’-GGGTCCAGTTTGAGTTACATT-3’

Upstream

5’-CTGTGATGCTGGTGGTAGGAGA-3’

Downstream

5’-TGGGACAGGTGCGAGAG-3’

Upstream

5’-GTCCGGTCTCGTACAGCCTCTC-3’

Downstream

5’-AACAAGGGCCATTCAACAGGAGAC-3’

A

M N C N C N C N C

Liver cancer

NDRG2
GAPDH
M N C N C N C N C

Pancreatic cancer

NDRG2
GAPDH

B

3.0

Ratio of NDRG2/GAPDH

A

Sequence

2.5

)

PCR product size (bp)

54

186

58

188

58

365

55

364

58

286

56

153

Normal

Cancer
b

2.0
a
1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0

Liver cancer Pancreatic cancer

Figure 1 Expressions of NDRG2 mRNA in human liver cancer and pancreatic cancer. A: Representative agarose gels of RT-PCRamplified NDRG2. M: DNA molecular weight marker; N: Normal tissue; C: Cancer tissue; B: Relative amount of NDRG2 mRNA
was evaluated by the ratio of band optical density of NDRG2/GAPDH and the expression was significantly decreased in cancer
(n=29 for liver cancer, and 8 for pancreatic cancer respectively) vs normal tissues. a P<0.05, bP<0.01 vs normal.

conditions are described in Table 1. The PCR products were separated
by electrophoresis on 12 g/L agarose gel to check the specificity
of each PCR reaction. The products were mixed with the same
amount of formamide-loading buffer (950 g/L formamide,
10 mmol/L EDTA, and 0.5 g/L bromophenol blue, 0.5 g/L xylene
cyanol) and heated at 100
for 5 min, and loaded on 80 g/L
non-denaturing polyacrylamide gel in 1× TBE buffer for 8-12 h at
40 V. After electrophoresis, the gel was fixed, silver-stained,
and finally developed, photographed and analyzed. The sample
was considered normal if the band position was the same as
that of the normal tissue. Otherwise, it was abnormal.

Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was performed by SPSS version 10.0. Data
were expressed as mean±SD, and analyzed by Student’s t test.
P<0.05 was considered statistically significant.

cancer (0.680±0.112 vs 2.089±0.214, P<0.01).

PCR-SSCP analysis
The PCR products, which were amplified by 6 pairs of primers
covering the whole coding region of NDRG2 gene, were
separated by electrophoresis on 12 g/L agarose gel to check
the specificity of each PCR reaction (Figure 2). PCR products
with only one specific band of right size in the gel can further
be used for SSCP assay. Figure 3 shows representative results
of SSCP silver staining of the PCR products amplified by 6
pairs of primers covering the whole coding region of NDRG2.
By SSCP, all the PCR products from the cancer tissues of 27
patients of NDRG2 low-expression confirmed by RT-PCR, did
not show any mutation.
M

A

B

C

D

E

F

RESULTS
RT-PCR data
We investigated the expression patterns of NDRG2 mRNA by
RT-PCR in 37 cases of human cancers including 29 liver cancers
and 8 pancreatic cancers. Figure 1A shows PCR products of
representative agarose gels for NDRG2 and GAPDH in human
liver cancer and pancreatic cancer. The size of the RT-PCR
products was as predicted, 1 200 bp for NDRG2 and 310 bp for
GAPDH. The levels of NDRG2 mRNA expression were
quantified by the ratio of band optical density of NDRG2/
GAPDH (Figure 1B). Compared with adjacent normal tissues,
there were marked decreases in NDRG2 mRNA expression in
liver cancer (0.894±0.098 vs 1.345±0.177, P<0.05) and pancreatic

bp
500
250
100

Figure 2 Agarose gel analysis of PCR products amplified by
6 pairs of primers covering the whole coding region of NDRG2.
M: DNA molecular weight marker, PCR product size was 186 bp
for A, 188 bp for B, 365 bp for C, 364 bp for D, 286 bp for E and
153 bp for F.
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Figure 3 Representative results of SSCP silver staining of the PCR products (186 bp for A, 188 bp for B, 365 bp for C, 364 bp for
D, 286 bp for E, and 153 bp for F) amplified by 6 pairs of primers covering the whole coding region of NDRG2. C: cancer tissue;
N: normal tissue.

DISCUSSION
NDRG2, together with NDRG1, NDRG3 and NDRG4, constitute
NDRG gene family. The four members, which share 53-65%
amino acid identity, belong to the alpha/beta hydrolase super
family[5]. Phylogenetic analysis of the family demonstrated
that human NDRG1 and NDRG3 belong to a subfamily, and
NDRG2 and NDRG4 to another. Expression of the fusion
proteins showed that all of them were cytosolic proteins.
Northern and dot blot analysis showed that NDRG gene family
was evidently expressed in adult brain and almost not
detected in some human cancer lines[6-8]. In addition, NDRG2
is highly expressed in adult skeletal muscle and brain, NDRG3
remarkably expresses in brain and testis, and NDRG4 evidently
expresses in brain and heart, suggesting that they might
display different specific functions in distinct tissues[9,10].
Although NDRG gene family is believed to be involved in cell
differentiation, the exact molecular and cellular function of
members of this family is still unknown.
In 2000, our laboratory first discovered and successfully
cloned human NDRG2 cDNA from normal human whole brain
cDNA library by subtractive hybridization. Our previous studies
showed that the expression level of NDRG2 mRNA was very
high in brain, salivary gland, skeletal muscle and mammary
gland, and low in bone marrow, testis, peripheral blood and
placenta, and not detectable in leukocyte, colon and some tumor
cell lines. Other studies have also shown similar result[11,12],
suggesting that NDRG2 inactivation might play an important
role in some cancer genesis or evolution, and NDRG2 might be
a new cancer suppressor gene candidate.
A recent study showed that over expression of NDRG1 in
tumor cells decreased the proliferation rate, enhanced
differentiation, and suppressed metastasis potency of cancer
cells. More interestingly, a nonsense mutation in NDRG1 gene
may be the cause of hereditary motor and sensory neuropathyLom (HMSNL)[13].
The activation of oncogene and inactivation of cancer
suppressor gene can lead to uncontrolled cell proliferation and
occurrence of cancer. The inactivation of most cancer suppressor
genes has been confirmed to relate to gene mutation such as
p53, p16 and Rb gene[14]. To the authors’ knowledge, we first
investigated the expression patterns of NDRG2 mRNA by RT-

PCR in 37 cases of human cancers including 29 liver cancers
and 8 pancreatic cancers. The results showed that there was
marked decrease in NDRG2 mRNA expression in human liver
cancer (P<0.05) and pancreatic cancer (P<0.01), compared with
adjacent normal tissue. We speculated that different expression
pattern of NDRG2 might relate to gene mutation. The designed
6 pairs of primers covering the whole coding region of NDRG2
gene to amplify the cancer tissue of 27 patients of NDRG2
low-expression were confirmed by RT-PCR, but no mutation
was found.
In conclusion, our results indicate that NDRG2 gene
expresses differently between normal tissues and cancer tissues,
and it might play an important role in the development of
pancreatic cancer and liver cancer. The low expression of NDRG2
might be unrelated to mutation of the coding region of NDRG2.
In addition, whether a mutation exists in the upstream sequence
of transcription initial site of NDRG2, deserves further
investigation.
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as LRP mRNA (56.4%) was observed in the U0126 treated
transfected cells after 12 h. Western blot also demonstrated
that the protein expression of these MDR associated genes
slightly reduced after treated with U0126 for 12 h (MDR-1
40.1%, MRP-1 29.4%, LRP35.7%). This change was
accompanied with the rise of cell apoptosis ratio confirmed
by Annexin V-PI detection. The apoptosis index of U0126treated cells increased by 1.28 fold, compared with that of
transfected cells. Obviously, the MDR phenotype of these
cells was obviously related with increased activities of the
ERK/MAPK pathway.

Abstract

CONCLUSION: HBx protein might be one of the causes
for the occurrence of MDR in HCC, and ERK/MAPK pathway
might be involved in this change.

AIM: To investigate the molecular mechanism of the influence
of HBx protein on multidrug resistance associated genes:
multidrug resistance 1 (MDR-1), multidrug related protein
(MRP-1), lung resistance related protein (LRP) in hepatoma
cells and the potential role of extracellular signal-regulated
kinase/mitogen-activated protein kinase (ERK/MAPK) pathway
in this process.
METHODS: A cell model stably expressing the HBx protein
was established by liposome-mediated transfection of HBx
gene into HepG2 cell line. The expression of multidrug
resistance associated genes and proteins was detected by
RT-PCR and Western blot. AnnexinV-FITC/PI assay was used
to confirm the multidrug resistance (MDR) phenotype of
transfected cells by fluorescence cytometry (FACS). The
ERK/MAPK pathway activation was measured by Western
blot through comparing the ratio of phosphorylation of
ERK/MAPK to total ERK/MAPK protein. After treated with
the ERK/MAPK pathway inhibitor U0126, the HBx-expressing
cells were harvested. Then RT-PCR, Western blot and FACS
were used to analyze the alterations in the expression of
multidrug resistance associated genes and the MDR
phenotype after exposure.
RESULTS: Compared with the control group, the transfected
cells showed a higher expression of MDR associated genes
and proteins. Marked elevations in MDR-1 (64.3%), MRP-1
(87.5%) and LRP (90.8%) were observed in the transfected
cells (P<0.05). RT-PCR revealed that the over-expression
of MDR associated proteins was due to amplification of
such genes (MDR1 2.9 fold, MRP1 1.67 fold, LRP1.95 fold).
Furthermore, we found that the ERK/MAPK activity was
remarkably high in the HBx-expressing cells. The activation
of ERK/MAPK, as measured by the ratio of phosphorylated
ERK bands normalized to the total ERK bands, was increased
by 2.3-fold in HBx-transfected cells compared with cells
transfected with the empty vector. After treated with the
ERK/MAPK pathway inhibitor, the level of MDR associated
genes and proteins in the transfected cells decreased to
some extent. Compared with controls, a significant decrease
in MDR-1 mRNA (53.3%), MRP-1 mRNA (59.7%) as well
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INTRODUCTION
Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is one of the most common
cancers in China and approximately 90% of HCC cases in this
region are associated with hepatitis B virus (HBV) infection[1,2].
The mechanism underlying the development of HCC is still
unclear. X gene, a unique open reading frame of HBV, codes for a
16.5 kd protein (X protein, HBx)[3]. There is evidence that HBx is an
essential viral protein with pleiotropic activity that might act directly
or indirectly on development of hepatocellular carcinoma during
chronic hepadnavirus infection[4,5]. Over-expression of HBx induces
transformation of some cell types[6].Additionally, it has been
reported that HBx is involved in the arrest of cell cycle progression
and the modulation of apoptosis [7,8]. HBx protein also interacts
with the tumor suppressor p53, resulting in a loss of its
function[9]. Due to its cytosolic localization, HBx has been
shown to participate in a wide range of cellular signal
transduction cascades, including Ras-Raf-mitogen-activated
protein kinase, c-Jun N-terminal kinase, NF-kB and Janus kinase
(JAK) -signal transducer and activator transcription factor
(STAT) pathway[10-12]. It is well-known that tumor cells may
avoid the death fate because apoptotic signals generated by
the chemotherapeutic agents fail to activate the necessary
pathways required to initiate apoptosis. Therefore, such survival
signal pathways whose activation has been shown to play an
anti-apoptotic role after treatment with various chemotherapeutic
drugs have become the focus of recent researches. The mitogenactivated protein kinase (MAPK) family has emerged as one of
such important membrane-to-nucleus signaling mechanisms
of HBx, functioning as a mediator of cellular responses to a variety
of cellular stimuli[13]. The MAPK family has been classified into
3 distinct subfamilies: the extracellular signal-relulated protein
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kinases (ERKs) including ERK1 and ERK2, the stress-activated
c-Jun N-terminal protein kinase (JNKs) and p38 kinase[13].
Resistance to a broad spectrum of chemotherapeutic agents in
cancer cells is called MDR[15]. The MDR phenotype is associated
with the increased drug efflux from cells that is mediated by an
energy-dependent mechanism and the blockade of the apoptosisinducing pathway, the latter is the highlight of research nowadays.
The results of experiments aiming at exploring the role of HBx on
apoptosis pathways, however, are controversial and thence
disappointed[15,16]. So we became more interested in determining
whether these signal pathways were involved in the development
of MDR, and investigated the potential role of MAPK pathways
in multidrug resistance induced by HBx in hepatoma cells.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Reagents
Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM), fetal bovine
serum (FBS), lipofectamine 2 000 and G418 were purchased
from Invitrogen Inc. ERK/MAPK pathway inhibitor U0126, was
purchased from Alexis Inc. Anti-phospho-ERK1/ERK2 rabbit
polyclonal antibody was purchased from RD systems. AntiERK1/ERK2 rabbit polyclonal antibody was purchased from
Biovision Inc. Polyclonal antibody to multidrug related protein
(MRP-1), was from Alexis Inc. Lung resistance-related protein
(LRP) mouse antibody, multidrug resistance 1 (MDR-1) mouse
antibody and pan actin antibody-5 were provided by Neomarker
Inc. Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) was purchased from Sigma.
Cell lines and cell culture
Human hepatocellular carcinoma cell line, HepG2 (GDC024) was
purchased from the China Center for Type Culture Collection
(Wuhan University, Hubei). Cells were maintained in DMEM
supplemented with 100 mL/L heat-inactivated FBS at 37 in a
humid atmosphere containing 50 mL/L CO2.
Plasmids and stable transfection
The expression vector pcDNA3-HBx (a kindly gift from
Lian-Rui Zhao, PhD; Thomas Jefferson University, USA) was
constructed by inserting HBx DNA fragments between the
HindIII and Kpn1 cloning sites of the pcDNA3 vector. After
amplification in DH-5α, we used the EZNA plasmid maxiprep
kit (OMEGA, USA) to purify the plasmids. HepG2 cells at
70-80% confluence were transfected with plasmids, using
lipofectamine 2 000 (Life Technologies, Inc.). Plasmid
transfections were performed according to protocols supplied
with the reagents. At 48 h post-transfection, cells were split at
a 10:1 ratio and cultured in the presence of 800 g/L G418. After
21 d in selective medium, individual G418-resistant colonies
were isolated. Expression of HBx in various cell lines was verified
by RT-PCR and Western Blot. The control cell line (HepG2/
pcDNA) was generated from cells transfected with the vector
alone and selected using G418. After isolation of resistant
clones, the concentration of G418 was changed to 400 µg/mL
Reverse transcriptase-PCR
Total cellular RNA of the stably transfected HepG2 cells was
extracted with Trizol (Life Technologies, Grand Island, NY)
according to the manufacturer’s instructions and reverse
transcribed into cDNA with 2 units of Moloney murine leukemia
virus reverse transcriptase (MMLV-RT; MBI Fermentas Inc.,
Amherst, New York, USA), 4 µL of 10 mmol/L dNTPs (Fermentas,
Inc.), 2 µL of oligo (dT),10 µL of 5X reaction buffer (Fermentas
Inc.), 2 µL of ribonuclease inhibitor and 26 µL of deionized
water for 90 min at 37 . PCR was performed with 100 ng of
cDNA in a 50 mL reaction volume containing 20 mmol/L Tris,
pH 8.0, 50 mmol/L KCl, 2 mmol/L MgCl2, 10 mmol/L of each
dNTP, 20 pmoL of each primer, and 1.25 units of Taq DNA
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polymerase (Fermentas, Inc.). The profile was 94 for 5 min
before 25 cycles at 94 for 45 s, at Ta for 45 s, at 72 for 55 s,
and a final extension at 72
for 10 min. All amplification
products were separated on agarose gels and visualized by
ethidium bromide staining under uv transillumination.
The primers used for semi-quantitative PCR were: sense 5’TCT CCG TCT GCC GTT CCA -3’and antisense 5’-TCG GTC
GTT GAC ATT GCT G-3’ for HBx; sense 5’-TGA AGG ACT
TCG TGT CAG CC-3 and antisense 5’-GTC CATGAT GGT GTT
GAG CC-3’ for MRP-1; sense 5’- CAT TGG TGT GGT GAG
TCA GG-3’ and antisense 5’-CTC TCT CTC CAA CCA GGG
TG-3’ for MDR-1;sense 5’-TAA GGG CTT CCA GCA CCA AC 3’ and antisense 5’-GGA GTT CTC GCT TCT CGT CC -3’ for
LRP and sense 5’-GTG CGT GAC ATT AAG GAG-3’ and
antisense 5’-CTA AGT CAT AGT CCG CCT-3’ for β-actin.

Protein preparation and Western blot analyses
Stably transfected HepG2 cells were rinsed with 0.01 mol/L PBS,
and then lysed in a lysis buffer containing 50 mmol/L Tris-HCL
(pH 8.5), 150 mmol/L NaCL, 0.2 g/L NaN3, 0.1 g/L SDS, 100 µg/mL
PMSF, 1 µg/mL aprotinin, 10 mL/L NP-40, 5 g/L sodium
deoxycholate. The products were centrifuged at 14 000 g for
15 min to remove the cellular debris. Protein concentrations
were determined by the Bradford methods. A total of 50-100 µg
of protein was separated by electrophoresis using 60 g/L or
100 g/L sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gels (according
to the molecular mass of target protein), transferred to a immunoblot NC membrane, blocked with degreased milk for 12 h and
hybridized with polyclonal antibodies for MRP-1, LRP, MDR1, p-ERK and ERK (each diluted to 1:1000) at 4 overnight.
The membranes were then washed 4 times for 15 min incubation
with TBST (10 mmol/L Tris-Cl, pH 7.4, 150 mmol/L NaCl, 10 mL/L
Tween 20 and hybridized with peroxidase (HRP) -conjugated
secondary antibodies corresponding to each primary antibody.
Protein banding specifically to the antibodies was visualized
by ECL-associated fluorography (Pierce Inc.).
Cell viability and apoptosis analysis by fluorescence cytometry
(FACS)
Cells were plated and grown overnight until they reach 80%
confluence, then the cells were treated with 20 µg/mL 5-Fu.
Subsequently, detached cells in the medium were collected, and
the remaining adherent cells were released by trypsinization. The
cells were washed with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and
resuspended in 250 µL binding buffer (annexinV-FITC kit; BD)
containing 5 µL of annexin V-FITC stock and 10 µL of 20 µg /mL
propidium iodide (PI) for the determination of phosphatidylserine
(PS) exposure on the outer plasma membrane. After incubated
for 10 min at room temperature in a light protected area, the
samples were analyzed by a Becton Dickinson fluorescence
cytometer using CellQuest software. We could discriminate
intact cells (annexin-/PI-) from apoptotic cells (annexin+/PI-) and
necrotic cells (annexin+/PI+) after treatment with 5-Fu.
Statistical analyses
The results were expressed as mean±SE. Student’s t test was
used to compare data. P<0.05 was considered statistically
significant. All data were processed by SPSS10.0.
RESULTS
Isolation and identification of HBx-expressing cells
As shown in Figure 1, the restriction enzyme digestions
demonstrated that the digestion products had exactly the
expected size (about 500 bp). We also requested Shanghai Bioasia
Biotechnology Inc to sequence the whole plasmid kindly gifted
by Lian-Rui Zhao (Ph.D), and the result of sequencing was
consistent with the sequence of V0866 in GeneBank.
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After stable transfection, the cells of different groups were
confirmed for the expression of HBx by using PCR and
immunoprecipitaion. The identification of the successful
transfection at mRNA and protein levels is shown in Figure 2
and Figure 3, respectively. The expected bands could be seen
in the HBx-expressing cells and the groups treated with
ERK/MAPK signal pathway inhibitors. There was no detectable
band in the control group. These results indicated that HBx
was successfully transferred and expressed in HepG2 cells.
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MDR-1 protein (64.3%), MRP-1 (87.5%) and LRP (90.8%) proteins
were observed in the transfected cells (Figure 5 and Tables 1-2),
which were well correlated with the degree of resistance.
Furthermore, semi-quantitive RT-PCR revealed that over-expression
of MDR-associated proteins was due to amplification of such
genes (1.9-fold MDR-1, 0.67-fold MRP-1, 0.95-fold LRP) (Figure 6).
Taken together, these data suggested that reintroduction of HBx
contributed to the development of MDR phenotype.
Table 1 Protein level of MDR associated genes (mean±SD)

M

E
Group
transfected
control
P
500 bp

M

A

B
bp
520
200

Figure 2 Confirmation of the successful transfection of HBx
into HepG2 cells by RT-PCR. Lane M: markers (the brightest
band of the marker presents the 500 bp); lane A: transfected cells;
lane B: transfected cells treated with U0126; lane C: the control.

1

2

Figure 3 Western blot analysis of HBx protein in samples
isolated from HepG2 cells with or without HBx transfection.
Lane 1: the sample transfected with HBx; lane 2: the sample
transfected with vector only.

Verification of MDR phenotype in HBx-expressing cells
To evaluate the effect of HBx introduction on the chemosensitivity
of HepG2 cells, we initially used a FACS analysis of cells stained
with PI and annexinV-FITC assay to compare the survival and
apoptosis ratio of HepG2 cells transfected with empty pcDNA3.0
with HBx-transfected cells, i.e., HepG2/pcDNA and HepG2/
pcDNA-HBx, after their exposure to 5-Fu (20 µg/mL) for 12 h
and then cultured in normal medium for 6 h. Apoptosis index
was quantified by a Becton Dickinson fluorescence cytometer.
The apoptosis ratio in transfected cells (9.83±1.5%) analyzed by
CellQuest software after administration of 5-Fu was significantly
lower than that of the control (17.79±1.7%) (Figure 4). MTT assay
also demonstrated that the inhibitory concentration 50% (IC50) of
adriamycin in the transfected cells was higher than that of the
control (data not shown). The multidrug resistance transporter
MDR-1, MRP-1, and LRP were associated with multidrug resistance.
Western blot analysis was performed to examine whether the
resistance to 5 Fu-induced apoptosis in HBx-expressing cells was
due to the alterations of such proteins. Marked elevations in

MRP-1

LRP

0.23±0.04
0.14±0.03
0.036

0.15±0.03
0.08±0.03
0.046

0.17±0.03
0.09±0.02
0.018

Table 2 mRNA level of MDR associated genes (mean±SD)
Group

Figure 1 Restriction enzyme digestions of the plasmids. Lane M:
markers (the brightest band of the marker presents the 500 bp);
lane E: one of the split bands emerged at the exact position of
500 bp, and the other was the empty pcDNA3.0 vector as expected.

MDR-1

Transfected
Control
P

MDR-1

MRP-1

LRP

0.29±0.06
0.10±0.03
0.038

0.62±0.11
0.37±0.09
0.012

0.82±0.15
0.42±0.07
0.014

ERK/ MAPK pathway levels and activities in transfected cells
To assess the role of ERK/MAPK in HBx-induced activation of
MDR1 expression, we measured the phosphorylation of ERK/
MAPK in cells transfected with HBx. As shown in Figure 6, the
phosphorylation of ERK/MAPK as measured by the ratio of
the phosphorylated ERK bands (Figure 7A) normalized to the
total ERK band (Figure 7B), was increased by 2.3-fold in HBxtransfected cells compared with control cells. These results
suggested that the MDR phenotype induced by HBx was
accompanied with the activation of ERK/MAPK pathways.
Effect of ERK/MAPK pathway inhibitors on MDR of HBxexpressing hepatpma cells
Based on the constitutive activation of ERK/MAPK, we
determined whether U0126, a specific ERK inhibitor, could give
rise to alterations in the expression of MDR associated genes
and increase the transfected cell sensitivity to the cytotoxicity
of 5-Fu .Treatment of transfected cells with U0126 decreased
the levels of MDR-1 mRNA, as well as LRP and MRP-1 mRNA
(Tables 3-4). Compared with controls, a significant decrease in
MDR-1 mRNA (53.3%), MRP-1 mRNA (59.7%) as well as LRP
mRNA (56.4%) was observed in U0126 treated transfected cells
after 12 h. Western blot also demonstrated that the protein
expression of these MDR associated genes was slightly reduced
after treated with U0126 for 12 h (MDR-1 40.1%, MRP-1 29.4%,
LRP35.7%).The apoptosis index of U0126-treated cells increased
by 1.28 fold, compared with that of transfected cells. All these
observations proved that U0126 could impair the MDR phenotype
induced by HBx and sensitize cells to the toxicity of 5-Fu.
Table 3 Changes of MDR related genes after treated with
U0126 (mean±SD)
Group
Transfected
Treated with U0126
P

MDR-1

MRP-1

LRP

0.15±0.03
0.08±0.02
0.028

0.62±0.11
0.37±0.09
0.040

0.78±0.13
0.44±0.09
0.020

Table 4 Changes of MDR related proteins after treated with
U0126 (mean±SD)
Group
Transfected
Treated with U0126
P

MDR-1

MRP-1

LRP

0.22±0.04
0.13±0.04
0.04

0.17±0.02
0.12±0.02
0.038

0.14±0.02
0.09±0.02
0.04
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in hepatoma cells analyzed by Western blot. Lane 1: transfected cells after treated with U0126; lane 2: HBx-expressing
cells ; lane 3: control cells. A: Specific antibody for phosphorylated-ERK; B: Specific antibody for total ERK.

DISCUSSION
MDR was the leading cause of failure to comprehensive therapy
of HCC[17]. Although the detailed molecular mechanisms of MDR
remain to be explored, the disorder of anti-apoptotic and pro-

apoptotic signal pathways and the over-expression of certain
efflux proteins are generally believed to be due to MDR
phenotype[18]. HBV infection is known as one of the most important
risk factors in HCC development. Among the proteins coded
by HBV genome, HBx has been proved to play a central role in
virus duplication and carcinogenesis[2]. According to previous
study, HBx could participate in several pathological processes
of the generation and growth of HCC [2,4]. Apart from interfering
with the suppressing function of p53, HBx could act as a multifunctional transcriptional transactivator to stimulate some
important signal pathways. The effects of HBx on such signal
pathways as ERK/MAPK, JNK, NF-kB and Src have been welldocumented, especially in the aspect of apoptotic signals[16,19].
However, the pathological implications of these complex
interactions in the evolvement of HCC malignant phenotypes
have not been fully understood.
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Lane 1: HBx-expressing cells; lane 2: control cells; lane 3: transfected cells treated with U0126; lane M: marker. A: Specific primers to
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In this study, we investigated the influence of HBx protein
on MDR associated proteins and the potential role of ERK/
MAPK pathways in this process. Our data provided the evidence
that HBx up-regulated the expression of MDR associated genes.
Similar changes were witnessed in protein level. Our results
indicated that HBx protein was a survival factor that could
protect transfected cells from death induced by anti-tumor drugs
in a constitutive expression system. Subsequent studies
showed that HBx protein contributed to the MDR phenotype
which was confirmed by apoptosis detection through FCAS.
Furthermore, we demonstrated that the ERK/MAPK pathway
worked as a downstream effector of HBx, mediating the MDR
phenotype in the ERK/MAPK signal transduction pathway
which was activated in HBx-expressing cells. To further confirm
our previous hypothesis that the MAPK signal pathway played
an important role in the MDR phenotype induced by HBx
protein, we examined whether MAPK inhibited by U0126
(20 µmol/L, 12 h) could alter the phenotype of MDR. The
experimental results showed that P-glycoprotein (product of
the MDR-1 gene) mediated MDR of transfected cells is reduced
by the treatment of such inhibitors, which supports corroborated
our presumption.
Among the myriads of intracellular signaling molecules
regulated by HBx, ERK/MAPK plays an important role in
regulating several cellular processes, such as proliferation and
differentiation[20]. Several studies suggested that ERK/MAPK
was involved in the acquired resistance of cancer cells to
cytostatic drugs[22,23]. Kisucka et al. reported that the effect of
PD98059 and UO126 on vincristine resistance of L1210/VCR
cells, suggesting that both substances were reversing agents
of P-glycoprotein-mediated MDR, and the role of ERK-mediated
phosphorylation cascades in the occurrence of MDR should
be considered. Dent et al.[25] also demonstrated that the activation
of the ERK/ MAPK pathway played a critical role in leukemia
cell survival after treatment with chemotherapeutic drugs and
ionizing radiation. As shown in our experiment, the up-regulation
of P-glycoprotein expression might be one of the mechanisms
by which HBx induces the MDR phenotype. This result was
consistent with the data reported by Chen et al.[26], who pointed
out in his recent paper that inhibitors of the ERK/MAPK signal
pathway could remarkably inhibited the expression of MDR-1.
Barancik et al. [27]also suggested that SB203580, a specific
inhibitor of the p38/MAPK pathway, could reverse the
resistance of L1210/VCR cells mainly via P-glycoprotein
dependent mechanisms. However, we could not exclude the
possibility that ERK/MAPK activated by HBx could enhance
the activity of P-glycoprotein (product of the MDR-1 gene) by
phosphorylation. P-glycoprotein is a phosphorylation substrate
for a number of protein kinases including protein kinase C
(PKC), MAPK, phospholipase C (PLC) etc[28,29]. Therefore,
phosphorylation of such MDR related proteins might be another
function of ERK/MAPK pathwayd during MDR induced by

HBx protein. The influence of phosphorylation by such protein
kinases as PKC or MAPK on the activity of MDR-1 protein and
other MDR associated proteins is the target of our ensuing
experiments in order to obtain a thorough understanding of the
molecular mechanisms of interactions between HBx and MDR
associated proteins.
In summary, MAPK pathway is involved in generation of
MDR phenotype in hepatoma cells. The findings reported in
this work might contribute to the understanding of pathogenic
mechanisms involved in malignant phenotypes of HBVassociated hepatocellular carcinoma.
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Abstract
AIM: To study the effect of environmental hyperthermia
on gastrin, somatostatin and motilin in rat ulcerated antral
mucosa.
METHODS: Forty-two Wistar rats were equally divided into
six groups, according to the room temperature (high and
normal) and the treatment (acetic acid, normal saline and
no treatment). Levels of gastrin, somatostatin and motilin
in rat ulcerated antral mucosa were measured with a
radioimmunoassay method.
RESULTS: The average temperature and humidity were
32.5
and 66.7% for the high temperature group, and
21.1
and 49.3% for the normal temperature group,
respectively. Gastric ulcer model was successfully induced
in rat injected with 0.05 mL acetic acid into the antrum. In
rats with gastric ulcers, the levels of gastrin and motilin
increased, whereas the somatostatin level declined in antral
mucosa, compared with those in rats treated with normal
saline and the controls. However, the change extent in the
levels of gastrin, motilin and somatostatin in antral mucosa
was less in the high temperature group than in the normal
temperature group.
CONCLUSION: The levels of gastrin, somatostatin and
motilin in rat ulcerated antral mucosal tissue remain relatively
stable in a high temperature environment, which may relate
to the equilibration of the dynamic system.
Sun FP, Song YG. Effect of environmental hyperthermia on
gastrin, somatostatin and motilin in rat ulcerated antral mucosa.
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INTRODUCTION
The abnormal secretion of gastrointestinal hormones such as
gastrin, somatostatin, motilin may affect the function of
alimentary tract[1,2]. In a high temperature living environment,
body could develop adaptation reaction to hyperthermia,
meanwhile induces a series of compensatory regulations in the
central nervous system and endocrine system[3-8], the content

of gastrointestinal hormones could be changed accordingly.
Our experiment investigated the influence of ambient temperature
on gastrin, somatostatin, motilin in rat ulcerated antral mucosa
and their biological significance.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Animals and preparation
We used healthy adult male Wistar rats weighing 200-260 g
(purchased from Experimental Animal Center, Sun Yat-Sen
University of Medical Sciences). The rats were raised in our
Experimental Animal Center and fed with standard rat chow.
The rats were randomly divided into six groups of seven rats
each, respectively. They were high temperature ulcer group,
normal temperature ulcer group, high temperature saline group,
normal temperature saline group, high temperature control
group, normal temperature control group. The room temperature
of the hyperthermia group was not interfered, but that of the
normal group was controlled by airconditioning.
Radioimmunoassay kits of gastrin and motilin were purchased
from Tianjin Qianye Biotech Co. Ltd, and the kits of somatostatin
from Department of Neurobiology of Second Military Medical
University.
The temperature of the animal houses was measured by
catathermometer (produced by Shanghai Medical Instrument
Factory) at 8:00 and 20:00 everyday, the relative humidity was
converted through the scale at the base of the catathermometer,
and average values of dry bulb temperature and relative humidity
were recorded. The dry bulb temperature ( ) in houses on
the d 0, 1, 2, 3 after model-making and the day of rat sacrifice
was 31.7, 32.5, 33.0, 32.8, 32.4 (average 32.5±0.5) for the high
temperature group, and 21.2, 21.1, 21.0, 21.3, 21.1 (average
21.1±0.1) for the normal temperature group, respectively. The
relative humidity (%) was 58.0, 65.5, 69.0, 76.0, 65.0 (average
66.7±6.6) for the high temperature group and 46.5, 48.0, 51.5,
53.0, 47.5 (average 49.3±2.8) for normal temperature group,
respectively.
Establishment of rat model and measurement of gastrin,
somatostatin and motilin
The rats of high temperature ulcer group and normal temperature
ulcer group were anesthetized with 30 g/L sodium pentobarbital
intraperitoneally. The abdomen was opened and 0.05 mL acetic
acid was injected into the antral tissues. Omentum majus and
antral tissue of the injection site were stitched. The peritoneum,
parietal abdomen and ventral muscle, and skin were stitched
continually. The rats of high temperature saline group and normal
temperature saline group were injected with 0.05 mL saline instead
of acetic acid at the same site. The rats of control group did not
receive any treatment. After operation, the model-making rats
were raised separately, and fasted overnight with free access to
water one day before sacrifice. No treatment was given to normal
control group. The rat stomach was separated and split from
the greater curvature, and mucosa of gastric antrum was scraped
about 0.1 g to be boiled after weighed on electronic analytical
balance. The boiled tissue was homogenized into homogenates
in a homogenizer with 1 mL of 1 mol/L acetic acid and neutralized
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with 1 mL of 1 mol/L NaOH, the liquid of homogenates was
centrifuged at 3 500 r/min for 15 min to obtain supernatant, and the
samples were then stored at -70 until assay. Gastrin, somatostatin
and motilin were measured by using radioimmunoassay (RIA)
method, measurement procedures were performed according
to the instructions attached to the kits. The unit of result was
transformed to ng/g.

Statistical analysis
Data among the groups were analyzed with factorial analysis
of variance by SPSS 10.0 software. The comparison between
the two means of different groups was analyzed by StudentNewman-Keuls. P<0.05 was considered statistically significant.
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those in control group (4.27 ng/g) and saline group (4.58 ng/g).
But the differences of motilin levels were insignificant in high
and normal temperature groups (F = 3.632, P = 0.065). There was
no mutual effect between the two treatment factors of ulcer and
temperature (F = 2.611, P = 0.087). The level of motilin in gastric
ulcerated antral mucosa increased significantly (P<0.01). But
the level of motilin in antral mucosa in the high temperature
ulcer group increased less than that in the normal temperature
ulcer group (P<0.05) (Table3).
Table 2 Somatostatin in rat antral mucosa (n = 7, ng/g, mean±SD)
Group
HT

RESULTS
Observation of gross specimens
Gastric contents of the rats in high temperature and normal
temperature ulcer groups obviously increased, the diameter of
round shape ulcers on the frontal wall of gastric antrum was
about 0.5-0.7 cm, the center of the ulcer was pale covered with
offwhite membrane, the base was flat with clear verge, and the
mucosa around the ulcer had hyperemia and edema. Gastric
contents of the rats in the other groups were suitable, mucosa
plica of gastric antrum was obvious, and its color was pale red
without hyperemia and edema. There was no ulcer on the surface.
Level of gastrin in rat antral mucosa of each group
The difference of gastrin level in antral mucosa between ulcer
group and nonulcer group was significant (F = 9.500, P = 0.000),
gastrin levels in ulcer group (average 5.99 ng/g) were higher than
those in control group (3.68 ng/g) and saline group (3.98 ng/g).
But the differences in gastrin levels among the groups were
insignificant in high and normal temperature groups (F = 1.465,
P = 0.234). There was no mutual effect between the two
treatment factors of ulcer and temperature (F = 0.980, P = 0.385).
The gastrin level in ulcerated antral mucosa increased significantly
(P<0.01). But the level of gastrin in antral mucosa in the high
temperature ulcer group increased less than that in the normal
temperature ulcer group (P<0.05) (Table1).
Table 1 Gastrin in rat antral mucosa (n=7, ng/g, mean±SD)
Group
HT
NT
a

Ulcer
5.24±1.65
6.73±2.29 a

Normal saline
3.91±1.31
4.04±1.28

Control
3.64±1.15b
3.71±1.13

P<0.05, vs high temperature ulcer group bP<0.01 vs ulcer group.

Level of somatostatin in rat antral mucosa of each group
The difference of somatostatin level in antral mucosa between
ulcer group and nonulcer group was significant (F=15.087,
P = 0.000), somatostatin levels in ulcer group (average 0.62 ng/g)
were less than those in control group (1.37 ng/g) and saline
group (1.24 ng/g). But the differences of somatostatin levels were
insignificant in high and normal temperature groups (F = 2.789,
P = 0.104). There was no mutual effect between the two
treatment factors of ulcer and temperature (F = 1.416, P = 0.256).
The level of somatostatin in gastric ulcerated antral mucosa
declined significantly (P<0.01). But the level of somatostatin in
antral mucosa in the high temperature ulcer group declined less
than that in the normal temperature ulcer group (P<0.05) (Table2).
Level of motilin in rat antral mucosa of each group
The difference of motilin level in antral mucosa between ulcer
group and nonulcer group was significant (F = 18.178, P = 0.000),
motilin levels in ulcer group (average 8.04 ng/g) were higher than

Normal saline

0.86±0.30

NT
a

Ulcer

0.37±0.15

a

Control

1.28±0.46

1.39±0.50 b

1.19±0.41

1.36±0.41

P<0.05, vs high temperature ulcer group bP<0.01 vs ulcer group.

Table 3 Motilin in rat antral mucosa (n = 7, ng/g, mean ± SD)
Group
HT
NT
a

Ulcer

Salt

6.58±2.04
9.50±2.98 a

4.46±1.30
4.70±1.43

Cont
4.22±1.24 b
4.31±1.40

P<0.05, vs high temperature ulcer group bP<0.01 vs ulcer group.

DISCUSSION
Our experiment established the model of rat gastric ulcer. Gastrin,
somatostatin and motilin were measured with the RIA method.
The result revealed that gastrin and motilin in antral mucosa
tissue increased, and somatostatin declined when the rats had
gastric ulcer. Compensative changes of gastrointestinal tract
and other organs took place to accommodate hyperthermia.
Our experiment detected the level of gastrin, somatostatin and
motilin in antral mucosa tissue of gastric ulcer rats in high and
normal temperature environments. We discovered that the level
of gastrin and motilin in antral mucosa in the high temperature
ulcer group increased less than that in the normal temperature
ulcer group, the level of somatostatin in the high temperature
ulcer group declined less than that in the normal temperature
ulcer group.
Complex changes of many cytokines in body occurred in
heat stress environment[9-15]. Hyperthermia could change heat
stress proteins (HSP), atrial natriuretic factor (ANF), angiotensin,
nerve growth factor (NGF), cortisol and plasma protein, blood
sugar, serum lipoprotein, microelement as well as body immune
system correspondingly[16-20]. The system of neuroendocrine,
cytokine and heat stress constituted an organic network, in
which a chain in dynamic action could make internal milieu
stable[21,22]. The result of this experiment indicates that the levels
of gastrin, somatostatin and motilin in antral mucosa tissue
remain relatively stable in a high temperature environment. This
may relate to the equilibration of the dynamic system.
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Abstract
AIM: To study the effect of selenium on peripheral blood
mononuclear cell (PBMC) membrane fluidity and immune
function in patients with chronic hepatitis.
METHODS: PBMCs were pretreated with selenium
(1.156×10-7 mol/L) for 6 h in vitro or extracted directly from
patients after administration of selenium-yeast continuously
for 8-12 wk (200 µg/d), and then exposed to Con-A for
48 h. The membrane fluidity, interleukin-2 (IL-2) production
and interleukin-2 receptor (IL-2R) expression in PBMCs and
malondialdehyde (MDA) concentration in medium and lipid
peroxide (LPO) in plasma were determined.
RESULTS: The PBMC membrane fluidity, IL-2 production
and IL-2R expression in patients with chronic hepatitis were
significantly lower than those in healthy blood donators
(particle adhesive degree R, 0.17±0.01 vs 0.14±0.01,
P<0.01; IL-2, 40.26±9.55 vs 72.96±11.36, P<0.01; IL-2R,
31.05±5.09 vs 60.58±10.56, P<0.01), and the MDA
concentration in medium in patients with chronic hepatitis
was significantly higher than that in healthy blood donators
(1.44±0.08 vs 0.93±0.08, P<0.01). Both in vitro and in vivo
administration of selenium could reverse the above parameters.
CONCLUSION: Supplement of selenium can suppress lipid
peroxidation, and improve PBMC membrane fluidity and
immune function in patients with chronic hepatitis.
He SX, Wu B, Chang XM, Li HX, Qiao W. Effects of selenium
on peripheral blood mononuclear cell membrane fluidity,
interleukin-2 production and interleukin-2 receptor expression
in patients with chronic hepatitis. World J Gastroenterol 2004;
10(23): 3531-3533
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INTRODUCTION
Hepatic viruses attack immune cells thus leading to cell immune
functional disorders, which is one of the major mechanisms of
chronic hepatitis[1-4]. It is currently believed that the damage of
immune cells caused by lack of the minor elements of selenium,
proliferation of free particles and peroxidization of lipid are

probably associated with cell immune functional disorders in
patients with chronic hepatitis[5-9]. The use of anti-oxidants
could contribute to improving the psychopathologic process
of chronic hepatitis, suppress cell immune functional disorders
and accelerate the recovery of liver functions[10-112]. The minor
elements of selenium have anti-oxidizing effects, and have been
utilized in the immune regulation of many diseases, but the
effect of selenium treatment on peripheral blood mononuclear
cell (PBMC) functions in patients with chronic hepatitis is still
unclear[13-15]. We found during our early work that using selenium
in the periphery could improve the inlerleukin-2 production
of PBMCs and IL-2R expression in patients with chronic
hepatitis[16]. By examining the changes of PBMC membrane
fluidity, interleukin-2 (IL-2) and its receptor system in patients
with chronic hepatitis before and after using selenium, We further
explored the effects and mechanism of selenium treatment on
the cell immune functions in patients with chronic hepatitis.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients
A total of 45 patients with chronic hepatitis were inpatients of
our hospital from 1995 to 1997, among them 38 were males and
7 females, aged 21-52 years. The HBsAg of 30 patients with
chronic hepatitis and 15 patients with cirrhosis was positive.
The diagnosis was in accordance with the readjust standards
of the National Academic Conference of Viral Hepatitis held in
Shanghai in 1990. Besides, ten healthy blood donators were
chosen as the control group.
Peripheral experiment
Elbow venous blood was taken from fasting healthy blood
donators. Then PBMCs were routinely separated and floated in
the RPMI-1640 culture medium. Then cell density was adjusted
to 1×106/L and 1 mL of cell suspension was added into each well
of 24-well culture plates, and randomly divided into control group,
tBHP damage inducing group, and selenium treatment group. In
addition, PBMCs were taken and divided into 4 patient control
group and 5 patient selenium group. NaSeO2 (final density,
1.156×10-7 mol/L) was added into groups 3 and 5, each of the rest
groups was added with the same amount of culture liquid followed
by incubation for 6 h, and con A (5 mg/L) were added. Meanwhile,
lipoperoxide inducing agents tBHP (20 µmol/L) were added
into groups 2 and 3, and cultured at 37 for 48 h in a humidified
atmosphere containing 50 mL/L CO2.
Clinical treatment and survey
The patients were divided into two groups. The normal group
was given bifendate pills and Fufangyiganling. Some individual
patients were given compound ammonium glycyrrhetate
injection and Qinkailing injection intravenously. Selenium
treatment group, on the basis of the routine treatment, was
given selenium yeast or selenium amylase (200-300 µg/d) orally
for 8 to 12 wk. At the beginning of and after the treatment,
blood was collected from the patients to separate PBMCs and
to measure the blood plasma.
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Measurement of induced IL-2 production and its activation
Each group of PBMCs was added with con-A (5 mg/L, Sigma)
and cultured at 37
in a humidified atmosphere containing
50 mL/L CO2. IL-2 activation expressed in 1×103 U/L was measured.

IL-2R expression and IL-2 secreting activity of PBMCs were
significantly increased, while the content of MDA in the culture
media was obviously decreased compared with the groups
without selenium treatment (P<0.05).

Measurement of IL-2R expression
The cells of each group, after induction and production of IL-2,
were collected to measure IL-2R expression by indirect immune
fluorescence and the positive rate was expressed as percentage
of positive cells.

Table 2 Influence of selenium on PBMC membrane fluidity
(mean±SD)

Measurement of lipid peroxidation
The supernatant from each group or patients’ blood plasma
was subjected to the measurement of MDA or LPO content by
using microflorescence technique.

Groups

Cases

R

10
10
10
22
23

0.14±0.01
0.19±0.02b
0.16±0.02 a
0.17±0.01 b
0.15±0.01c

Normal control group
+tBHP
+Selenium+tBHP
Patient control group
Patients+selenium

MDA (µmol/L)
0.93±0.08
2.32±0.25 b
1.36±0.09 a
1.44±0.08 b
1.21±0.09 c

b

Measurement of membrane fluidity
The cells of each group were suspended in the RPMI-1640
culture medium to a cell density of 1×106/L. The same amount
of 2×10-6 mol/L fluorescence probing agents DPH (sigma
product) was added and cultured at 25
for 30 min. The
polarization deviation degree (P) was measured under the
condition of 432 nm (transmitting light) /362 nm (irritating light)
on MPF-4 polarization meter and the particle adhesive degree
(R) was calculated. The value of R and membrane fluidity were
in inverse proportion.
Statistical analysis
All the data were expressed as mean±SD, and analyzed by t-test
and ANOVA analysis. P<0.05 was considered statistically
significant.
RESULTS
Effects of selenium on IL-2 activation and IL-2R expression in
human PBMCs
As shown in Table 1, after PBMCs in normal group were treated
with tBHP, both IL-2R expression and IL-2 secreting activity
were significantly declined, which was similar to those of the
patient group. Six hours after addition of selenium, the abovementioned changes in the cells of these two groups were
obviously inhibited.
Table 1 Influence of selenium on IL-2 and IL-2R expression
(mean±SD)
Groups
Normal control group
+tBHP
+Selenium+tBHP
Patient control group
Patients+selenium

Cases IL-2 activation
(1×10 3 U/L)
10
10
10
22
23

72.96±11.36
42.12±12.06 b
53.26±18.15 a
40.26±9.55 b
60.32±15.24 c

IL-2R expression
(%)
60.58±10.56
37.05±8.06b
52.12±9.68a
31.05±5.09b
54.06±5.22 c

b

P<0.01 vs normal control group; aP<0.05 vs tBHP inducing
damage group; cP<0.05 vs patient control group.

Influence of selenium on PBMC membrane fluidity
As shown in Table 2, after PBMCs in normal group were treated
with tBHP, the amount of MDA increased and the membrane
fluidity obviously lowered. The PBMC membrane fluidity of
the patient group was also significantly lower than that of the
normal control group. Six hours after addition of selenium, the
above-mentioned changes could be obviously inhibited.
Changes in IL-2R expression and IL-2 secreting activity of PBMCs
of patients before and after selenium treatment
As shown in Table 3, after treatment with selenium, both the

P<0.01 vs normal control group; aP<0.05 vs tBHP inducing
damage group; cP<0.05 vs patient control group.

Table 3 IL-2 and IL-2R expression in PBMCs of patients before
and after selenium treatment (mean±SD)
Groups
Before treatment
Normal control group
Selenium treated group
After treatment
Normal control group
Selenium treated group
b

Cases IL-2 activation IL-2R expression
(1×103 U/L)
(%)
22
23

43.22±9.25
42.26±9.55

31.24±5.20
31.05±5.09

18
17

49.45±15.25
60.32±13.28 a

35.12±6.49
46.05±4.46 b

P<0.01 vs before treatment.

Changes in PBMC membrane fluidity of patients before and
after selenium treatment
As shown in Table 4, the PBMC membrane fluidity recovered
remarkably and the content of MDA in blood plasma decreased
strikingly, whereas no significant changes were observed in
the control group. The result was similar to that in vitro experiment.
Table 4 Effect on PBMC membrane fluidity of patients before
and after selenium treatment (mean±SD)
Groups

Cases

R

22
23

0.17±0.01
0.17±0.01

7.36±4.15
7.36±4.08

18
17

0.16±0.01
0.15±0.01b

6.15±3.85
5.02±2.50 b

Before treatment
Normal control group
Selenium treated group
After treatment
Normal control group
Selenium treated group
b

Lipid peroxide
(nmol/L)

P<0.01 vs before treatment.

DISCUSSION
Previous studies have shown that the activating oxidation or
the organic peroxidation of the external chemical system could
influence various functions of immune cells[15,17-19]. Our previous
study demonstrated that PBMCs from the patients with chronic
hepatitis showed significantly increased production of IL-2
and expression of IL-2R after warmed with selenium for 6 h[16].
In this experiment, our results showed that human PBMC
producing IL-2 activation and IL-2R expression percentage
obviously decreased after being induced by tertiary butyl
peroxides. The content of lipoperoxide MDA in the culture
liquid greatly increased, which was similar to the changes in
PBMCs from chronic hepatitis B patients cultured in vitro. It
was further reported that free particles and lipoperoxide receptor
system probably associated with lipoperoxide reaction of

He SX et al. Immune function in chronic hepatitis patients

tertiary butyl peroxide could induce PBMC membranes, and
thus resulting in changes of the normal structure and nature of
PBMC membranes. Besides, some abnormal changes took place
in receptors, enzymes and particle passages associated with
the membranes, cell energy metabolism, signal transmission,
proliferation, differentiation, etc, thereby finally leading to the
organic disorder of PBMCs[20,21].
Fluidity, one of the basic characteristics of the membranes,
is the basic precondition of cells showing various functions. In
many pathologic cases, excessive free particles and initiating
lipoperoxide could affect membrane fluidity and lead to disorder
of cell immune functions[22-25]. Our results showed that PBMC
membrane fluidity in normal group obviously decreased after
treated with peroxide, and was accompanied by MDA increase
in the culture supernatant. Moreover, PBMC membrane fluidity
decreased and its IL-2-producing activity as well as IL-2R
expression percentage changed unanimously, which was
identical with the result of the cultured PBMCs from patients
with chronic hepatitis. Abnormally strengthened lipoperoxide
reactions could lead to decrease of PBMC membrane fluidity,
which might be one of the causes of immune function disorder
of patients with chronic hepatitis.
Studies shown that selenium influences immune cell
functions through two ways[13-16,26]. On the one hand, selenium
can affect the mRNA expression of some immune cell surface
receptors, such as IL-2R, iron transporter protein receptor (TfR).
On the other hand, it is associated with the functions of selenium
anti-oxidization. Free particles can directly damage lymphocyte
membranes and destroy their completeness and fluidity, thus
restraining the expressions of their surface markers and immune
functions. Selenium and enzymes in combination with selenium
can inhibit cell membrane peroxidization damage and defend
membrane fluidity as well as functional expression. In our
experiment, the degree of membrane fluidity, IL-2 secretion and
IL-2R expression of PBMCs caused by selenium still remained
high. Meanwhile, the content of MDA in the culture supernatant
was greatly decreased, suggesting that selenium might defend
human PBMC membrane fluidity and its normal functional
expression through lipoperoxidization damage induced by antitertiary butyl peroxide.
PBMCs and IL-2 system play an essential role in cell immune
system of patients with chronic hepatitis, maintaining PBMC
functions and correcting IL-2 system disorder, which is of great
significance in treatment of chronic hepatitis[1-3]. It has been found
that internal or external selenium can improve PBMC functions
and increase Il-2 secretion and IL-2R expression percentage in
patients with chronic hepatitis. It has been initially proved that
selenium treatment is helpful to correct dysfunction of PBMCs
in patients with chronic hepatitis, which is of great significance
in the complete recovery of hepatic functions of patients.
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Abstract
AIM: To assess the effectiveness of and complications
associated with metallic stent placement for treatment of
anastomotic colonic strictures.
METHODS: A 46-year-old man underging two procedures
of surgery for perforation of descending colon due to a
traffic accident presented with pain, abdominal distention,
and inability to defecate. Single-contrast barium enema
radiograph showed a severe stenosis in the region of
surgical anastomosis and the patient was too weak to accept
another laparotomy. Under fluoroscopic and endoscopic
guidance, we placed two metallic stents in the stenosis
site of the anastomosis of the patient with anastomotic
colonic strictures.
RESULTS: In this case of postsurgical stenosis, the first
stent relieved the symptoms of obstruction, but stent
migration happened on the next day so an additional stent
was required to deal with the stricture and relieve the
symptoms.
CONCLUSION: This case confirms that metallic stenting
may represent an effective treatment for anastomotic
colonic strictures in the absence of other therapeutic
alternatives.
Guan YS, Sun L, Li X, Zheng XH. Successful management of
a benign anastomotic colonic stricture with self-expanding
metallic stents: A case report. World J Gastroenterol 2004;
10(23): 3534-3536

expanding stents in malignant and benign strictures of the large
bowel has been suggested only recently, and is still being
debated[7,8]. In this report we proposed a single-stage procedure
that we developed to manage narrow anastomotic colonic
strictures.

CASE REPORT
A 46-year-old man underging two procedures of surgery for
perforation of descending colon due to a traffic accident presented
with pain, abdominal distention, and inability to defecate. Singlecontrast barium enema radiograph showed a severe stenosis in
the region of surgical anastomosis. The patient was too weak
to accept another laparotomy. He reached us with a significant
stricture of the descending colon anastomoses (smaller than
5 mm in diameter).
With the patient in supine position and two knee joints
reflexing, a catheter was inserted over a hydrophilic guidewire through the anus to the lesion targeted under fluoroscopic
and endoscopic guidance. An 85-cm 6-F catheter (Cook) and
a 180-cm 0.35-inch guide wire (Bard) were used. The guide
wire was maneuvered passing the stricture and the catheter
was advanced. This guide wire was then replaced with
another guide wire (Amplatz super stiff Guide Wire) for stent
delivery and insertion. The stent was then positioned precisely
across the lesion and released. The symptoms were released
immediately, but on the next day the patient manifested
abdominal distention, and inability to defecate. Anteroposterior
radiographs from a follow-up barium study showed the stent
migrated and a second stent was needed. The second stent
was deployed with the same stent placement techniques.
Radiographs obtained after a water-soluble enema on the day
after the second stent deployed showed that the stents
expanded to provide an adequate lumen (Figures 1-4). The first
coated stent (Nanjing MicroTech, China) was 12-cm in length,
32-mm in diameter. The second uncoated stent (Nanjing
MicroTech, China) was 20-cm in length, 32-mm in diameter. At
the time of this writing, ie, 18 mo of follow-up evaluation, the
patient could defecate without any difficulty.

http://www.wjgnet.com/1007-9327/10/3534.asp

INTRODUCTION
Self-expandable metallic stent treatment for colorectal diseases
was falling behind that for other organs. Recently, however,
there have been many reports on the use of self-expanding
metallic stents in colorectal diseases, mainly from the West.
Self-expanding metallic stent is generally used as a palliative
treatment for malignant strictures of the colon and rectum and
before bridge as a surgery for obstructing colorectal cancers[1-3].
Some investigators have reported on the usefulness of selfexpanding metallic stents for strictures of benign diseases[4,5].
Management of narrow (<5-mm) colonic anastomotic
stricture mainly is performed endoscopically by repeated
balloon dilation, often ineffectively[6]. The use of metallic self-

Figure 1 Stenosis at the segment of descending colon, less than
5 mm in diameter.
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Figure 2 The first stent was appropriately positioned and
deployed by withdrawing the enveloping membrane under
fluoroscopic control to ensure that the lesion was adequately
covered, thus relieving the obstruction.
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literatures. The indications for stenting were failure to establish
dilatation therapy and/or refusal of surgical treatment, in highrisk patients[4-6].
In this case, the patient underwent two times of surgery and
he was too weak to accept another surgery. Stenting might represent
a therapeutic alternative, in cases of anastomotic strictures of
esophageal carcinoma[18,19]. Endoprostheses may have a more
lasting dilating effectiveness than balloons or endoscopic
bougies, and the ease of recovering the stent when it has fulfilled
its purpose could make treatment of the stenosis last for months
or years[4-6].
Stent migration may be one of the most complications in
treatment of anastomotic strictures. The stent tended to migrate
once the stenosis was widened to a diameter at which it could
no longer hold the prosthesis in place, and this phenomenon
was followed by a recurrence of the clinical symptoms a few
days later, which necessitated a series of interventions in these
patients. The first stent migration happened and the second
stent was needed to be placed in this case[20-22].
We conclude that the application of self-expandable metallic
stents in benign stenosis of the gastrointestinal tract may be a
possible therapeutic tool in selected patients. Further trials with
a greater number of patients dealing with the questions of
duration of stay of self-expandable metallic stents and choice
of stent type are needed.
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Figure 3 Clinical symptoms of obstruction recurred the next
day. Anteroposterior radiographs showed the stent migrated
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Abstract
AIM: To determine the role of mucosal gene expression of
cyclooxygenase 2 (COX-2), pS2 (belongs to trefoil peptides),
inducible nitric oxide synthase (iNOS) and transforming
growth factor alpha (TGFα) in gastric adaptation to water
immersion and restraint stress (WRS) in rats.
METHODS: Wistar rats were exposed to single or repeated
WRS for 4 h every other day for up to 6 d. Gastric mucosal
blood flow (GMBF) was measured by laser Doppler flowmeter3. The extent of gastric mucosal lesions were evaluated
grossly and histologically and expressions of COX-2, pS2,
iNOS and TGFα were determined by reverse transcriptase
polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) and Western blot.
RESULTS: The damage to the surface of gastric epithelium
with focal areas of deep haemorrhagic necrosis was induced
by repeated WRS.The adaptative cytoprotection against
stress was developed with activation of cell proliferation in
the neck regions of gastric glands. The ulcer index (UI) in
groups II, III and IV was markedly reduced as compared
with group I (I: 47.23±1.20; IV: 10.39±1.18,P<0.01). GMBF
significantly decreased after first exposure to WRS with
an adaptive increasement of GMBF in experimental groups
after repetitive challenges with WRS. After the 4th WRS,
the value of GMBF almost restored to normal level (I:
321.87±8.85; IV: 455.95±11.81,P<0.01). First WRS
significantly decreased the expression of pS2 and significantly
increased the expressions of COX-2, iNOS and TGFα. After
repeated WRS, pS2 and TGFα expressions gradually
increased (pS2: I: 0.37±0.02; IV: 0.77±0.01; TGFα: I:
0.86±0.01; IV: 0.93±0.03, P<0.05) with a decrease in the
expressions of COX-2 and iNOS (COX-2: I: 0.45±0.02; IV:
0.22±0.01; iNOS: I: 0.93±0.01; IV: 0.56±0.01, P<0.01).
Expressions of pS2, COX-2, iNOS and TGFα showed regular
changes with a good relationship among them.
CONCLUSION: Gastric adaptation to WRS injury involves
enhanced cell proliferation,increased expression of pS2
and TGFα, and reduced expression of COX-2 and iNOS.
These changes play an important role in adaptation of
gastric mucosa after repeated WRS.
Nie SN, Sun HC, Wu XH, Qian XM. Cyclooxygenase 2, pS2,
inducible nitric oxide synthase and transforming growth factor

alpha in gastric adaptation to stress. World J Gastroenterol
2004; 10(23): 3537-3541
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INTRODUCTION
Gastric mucosa can enhance resistance to injury after exposure
to repeated insults of noxious agents,such as aspirin, alcohol,
stress or H pylori-related gastrotoxins. This phenomenon is
called gastric adaptation[1]. It has been postulated that gastric
adaptation involves enhancement of gastric blood flow and
increased mucosal cell proliferation mediated by some growth
factors,such as epidermal growth factor (EGF) or TGFα. The
fact that the adaptation to stress is associated with increased
cell proliferation let us to hypothesize that this process might
be mediated by pS2, COX-2, iNOS and TGFα.
It is now well established that trefoil peptides have
cytoprotective functions in protecting the gastrointestinal tract
against ongoing damage from agents as diverse as ethanol,
non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs and restraint stress[2].
The mechanism for this action is unclear. The pronounced and
protracted increase in trefoil peptide expression in the inflamed
and ulcerated stomach, intestine and colon implicates peptides
in reparative processes of the injury gut. Studies reported that
pS2 took part in the protracted phase of glandular renewal
(marked by proliferation, differentiation and migration) [3]. TGFα,
a 50 amino acid polypeptide produced in normal gastric mucosa,
promotes cell proliferation, inhibits gastric acid secretion and
exhibits gastroprotective activity against acute damage induced
by topical irritants or stress[4]. In addition, an increased TGFα
mRNA expression has been detected during healing of chronic
experimental ulcers and acute damage of gastric mucosa in
rats, suggesting its important role in gastric mucosal repair.
Previous studies showed that COX-2 was an inducible enzyme.
Recently, studies have suggested that COX-2 is a constitutive
enzyme expressed in gastrointestinal tract also, even plays a
more important role than COX-1 for mucosal integrity[5]. Gut
epithelial COX-2 is rapidly induced by inflammatory stimuli,
interleukin and TGFα. Suppression of COX-2 could result in
exacerbation of inflammation-associated colonic injury, and
impair the healing of gastric ulcer. It is generally accepted that
nitric oxide (NO) plays an important role in gastric ulcer healing.
NO production is highly increased by iNOS.
The aim of the present study was to determine the role of
the expression of pS2, COX-2, iNOS and TGFα, and the
relationship among them in gastric adaptation to WRS in rats.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Induction of gastric adaptation to WRS
Thirty male Wistar rats, weighing 210-250 g and fasted for 24 h
with free access to water, were used. The animals were deprived
of water 1 h before the experiment and devided into: normal
control group (n = 6) and experimental control group (n = 24).
After fasted for 24 h, the rats of normal control group were
lightly anesthetized with ether and tied up on the rat board, the
abdomen was opened, the stomach was exposed and GMBF
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was measured in the oxyntic gland area, and then gastric
mucosa was sampled. The rats of experimental control group
were devided into four subgroups (n = 6 in each group) and
exposed to repeated WRS[3]. The rats of group I were lightly
anesthetized with ether, tied up on the rat board and exposed
to WRS for 4 h by placing in the water at 20-23 to the rat’s
xyphoid level at 10:00 am on the 1st d. Then the rats were
anesthetized with pentobarbital (30 mg/kg ip), GMBF was
measured and gastric mucosa was sampled. The rats of group
II were treated similarly except that after WRS they were removed
from the water, placed at room temprature, and refed with food
and water until 10:00 am on the next day, at which time they
were starved again for 24 h, and WRS was repeated. The rats of
groups III and IV were exposed to the 3rd or 4th WRS as
described above.

Measurement of GMBF
GMBF was measured by using laser Doppler flowmetry (LDF-3
flowmeter, Nankai University, Tianjin, China). In brief, the rats
were anesthetized with pentobarbital (30 mg/kg ip), the abdomen
was opened, the stomach was exposed and transected, and the
gastric contents were gently evacuated to the exterior through
the cut made in the stomach. Then, an optical probe was placed
gently 0.5 mm above and perpendicular to the mucosal surface
in the oxyntic gland area to monitor GMBF displayed in mV
(value of Doppler signal voltage) on the digital panel of the
flowmeter. After GMBF was stable, four points were selected
for measurement (one point for 1 min) and the average value
was calculated and expressed as U/mV.
Appreciation of UI
Mucosal lesions were evaluated by the score systems reported
by Nie et al.[3]. Briefly, after the measurement of GMBF, the
stomach was dissected out and opened along the greater
curvature, then examined with a 10× magnifier for the presence
of erosions and scored as follows: 1 point for small round
hemorrhagic erosions; 2 points when the length of hemorrhagic
erosions was less than 1 mm; 3 points when the length was
1-2 mm; 4 points when the length was 2-3 mm; 5 points when
the length was longer than 4 mm; and the score value multiplied
2 when the width of erosions was larger than 1 mm.
Detection of mRNA in pS2,COX-2, iNOS and TGFα by RT-PCR
The stomachs were removed from rats with intact gastric mucosa
and from those exposed to a single stress or repeated stresses.
Mucosal specimens (about 100 mg) were scraped off using a
slide glass and immediately snap frozen in liquid nitrogen and
stored at -80
until analysis. Total RNA was isolated from
mucosal samples using a guanidium isothiocyanate/phenol
chloroform single step extraction kit from Stratagene (Gibco
BRL, USA). Following precipitation, the RNA was resuspended
in RNAse-free buffer and the concentration was estimated by
absorbance at 260 nm wavelength. Furthermore, the quality of
each RNA sample was determined by running the agarose
fomaldehyde electrophoresis. RNA samples were stored at
until analysis.
-80
Single-stranded complementary DNA (cDNA) was generated
from 5 µg of total cellular RNA using StrataScriptTM reverse
transcripase (Gibco BRL, USA ) and oligo (dT) primers (Gibco
BRL, USA). Briefly, 5 µg of total RNA was used as the template
to synthesize complementary DNA with 2.5 units of Maloney
murine leukemia virus reverse transcriptase in 5 µL of buffer
containing 10 mmol/L Tris-HCl (pH 8.3), 50 mmol/L KCl, 5 mmol/L
MgCl2,1 mmol/L of each deoxyribonucleaside triphospate,
2.5 mmol/L of oligo (dt) primers and 1.4 U/µL RNase blocker.
Reverse-transcription was performed at room temperature
for 20 min, then at 37 for 15 min, at 90 for 5 min and at
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5
for min. The resulting cDNA was used as a template for
subsequent PCR.
A 124-base pair (bp) fragment of pS2 was amplified from
single-stranded DNA by PCR using two oligonucletide primers
to pS2 sequence: sense primer, 5’-CCATGGAGCACAAGGTGA
CCTG-3’ and antisense primer, 5’-GGGAAGCCACAATTTAT
TCT-3’. A 230-base pair (bp) fragment of COX-2 was amplified
from single-stranded DNA by PCR using two oligonucletide
primers to COX-2 sequence: sense primer, 5’-GCCACCTCTGCG
ATGCTCTT-3’ and antisense primer, 5’-GTGTTTGGGGTGGGC
TTCAG-3’. A 576-base pair (bp) fragment of iNOS was amplified
from single-stranded DNA by PCR using two oligonucletide
primers to iNOS sequence: sense primer, 5’-GTGTTCCACCAGG
AGATGTTG-3’ and antisense primer, 5’-CTCCTGCCCACTGA
GTTCGTC-3’. A 246-base pair (bp) fragment of TGFα was
amplified from single-stranded DNA by PCR using two
oligonucletide primers to TGFα sequence: sense primer, 5’TCTGGGTACGTGGGTGTTCG-3’and antisense primer, 5’AGAGTGGCAGCAGGCAGTCC-3’. Concomitantly,
amplification of the 521 bp fragment of rat β-actin was performed
on the same RNA samples to assess RNA integrity using two
oligonucletide primers to β-actin sequence: sense primer, 5’TGGGACGATATGGAGAAGAT-3’ and antisense primer, 5’ATTGCCGATAGTGATGACCT-3’. The nucleotide sequences
of the primers for pS2, COX-2, iNOS and TGFα were based on
the published cDNA sequences encoding pS2, COX-2, iNOS
and TGFα [3,6,7]. The primers were synthesized by Bo-Ya
Biotechnical Co. Ltd, Shanghai, China.
Reaction mixture for PCR contained cDNA template (2 µL),
50 pmoL of each primer, and 2.5 U of Termus aquaticus DNA
(Promega) in 10 mmol/L Tris-HCl (pH 8.8), 50 mmol/L KCl,
1.5 mmol/L MgCl2, 0.5 mmol/L dNTPs in a volume of 50 µL. RT
blanks (no RNA included) were incubated in each analysis.
The mixture was overlaid with 25 µL of mineral oil to prevent
evaporation. Amplification was performed using a DNA thermal
cycler for 35 cycles, each cycle consisting of denaturation for
2 min at 94 , annealing for 45 s at 55 (pS2), 52 (COX-2 ,
iNOS) and 60 (TGFα), and extension for 1 min at 72 . The
final cycle included an extension for 5 min at 72 to ensure a
full extension of the product. The number of amplification cycles
was previously determined to keep amplification in the linear to
avoid the “plateau effect” associated with increased number of
PCR cycles.Eight microliters of each PCR product was
electrophoresed on 16 g/L agarose gel stained with ethidium
bromide, and then visualized under uv light. Location of
predicted PCR products was confirmed by using DNA digest
phix 174/Hae III as a stained size marker. The gel was then
photographed under uv transillumination. In addition to size
analysis by agarose gel electrophoresis, specificity of the primer
pairs for pS2, COX-2, iNOS and TGFα was assessed by
sequencing PCR products. For quantification, we determined
the intensity of PCR products on the negative film of gel
photographs according to Morrissey et al.[6]. Expression of
the products was quantified using a video image analysis
system (Tanon GIS-1000, Tanon Technical Co, Ltd, Shanghai,
China). An index of mRNA expression was determined in each
sample according to Konturek et al.[8].

Western blot analysis of pS2, COX-2, iNOS and TGFα proteins
Gastric tissues for the analysis of protein expressions of pS2,
COX-2, iNOS and TGFα were homogenized in a proteinase
inhibitor buffer containing 50 mmol/L Tris HCl ( pH 7.5),
150 mmol/L NaCl, 5 g/L β-cholate sodium, 1 g/L SDS, 2 mmol/L
EDTA, 10 mL/L Triton X-100, 100 g/L glycerol, 1 mmol/L PMSF
and aprotinin, and then centrifuged at 10 000 g for 15 min at
4 . The supernatant was collected and the protein content
was determined with the dye-binding (Bio-Rad) method. Thirty
micrograms of total protein was loaded onto SDS-polyacrylamide
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gel and blotted onto hybrid C membranes (Amersham Life
Science, Little Chalfont, Buckinghamshire, England) by
electrophoresis. Pre-stained rainbrow recombinant protein
molecular mass markers (Amersham International plc, Little
Chalfont, Buckinghamshire, England) were used for molecular
mass determinations. Membranes were blocked with blocking
buffer containing 50 g/L fat free milk powder, 10 mmol/L TrisHCl (pH 7.5), 100 mmol/L NaCl and 1 mL/L Tween 20 for 1 h at
room temperature. The blots were incubated overnight at 4
with 1:1 000 dilution of polycolonal antibodies against pS2 and
TGFα (Stress-Gen, Victoria, Canada), monoclonal antibody
against iNOS (Transduction Lab, Lexington, Kentucky, USA),
polyclonal antibody against COX-2 (Santa Cruz Biotechnology
INC, Santa Cruz, California, USA). After washed in washing
buffer for 30 min, the membranes were treated with HRP
conjugated secondary antibody (1:4 000 dilution) (Bio-Rad)
for 1 h at room temperature, followed by another 30 min of
washing. The ECL Western blotting system (Amersham Life
Sciences) was used in accordance with the manufacturer’s
instructions for chemiluminescence of proteins, and the blots
were then exposed to photographic films.

with activation of cell proliferation in the neck regions of gastric
glands. The UI in groups II, III and IV was markedly reduced as
compared with group I (I: 47.23±1.20; IV: 10.39±1.18, P< 0.01).
GMBF significantly decreased after the first exposure to WRS
with a adaptive increasement of GMBF in experimental groups
after repetitive challenges with WRS. After the 4th WRS, the
value of GMBF almost restored to normal level (I: 321.87±8.85;
IV: 455.95±11.81, P< 0.01). The first WRS significantly decreased
the expression of pS2 and significantly increased the expression
of COX-2, iNOS and TGFα. After repeated WRS, pS2 and TGFα
expressions gradually increased (pS2: I: 0.37±0.02; IV: 0.77±0.01;
TGFα: I: 0.86±0.01; IV: 0.93±0.03, P<0.05) with a decrease
in the expression of COX-2 and iNOS (COX-2: I: 0.45±0.02; IV:
0.22±0.01; iNOS: I: 0.93±0.01; IV: 0.56±0.01, P<0.01). The
expressions of pS2, COX-2, iNOS and TGFα showed regular
changes with a good relationship among them (decrease of
COX-2 and iNOS was accompanied by an increased expression
of pS2 and TGFα after 4 consecutive WRS). (Figure 1,Table 1).

DISCUSSION
The cytoprotective functions of pS2, COX-2, iNOS and TGFα
in the gastrointestinal tract against ongoing damage may be
accomplished in several ways, and there evidence is that thes
factors participate in both the early phase of epithelial repair
known as restitution (marked by increased cell migration but
no proliferation), and in the subsequent protracted phase of
glandular renewal (marked by proliferation, differentiation and
migration)[9-11].
In this study, when WRS was applied once,it produced
numerous gastric mucosal erosions, the adaptative cytoprotection
against stress was developed after repeated stresses,and
mucosal lesions were reduced markedly after the 2nd, 3rd and

Statistical analysis
Results were expressed as mean±SD. Statistical comparisons
were made by Student’s t test. Linear correlation analysis was
used to analyse the relationship between two variants. P values
less than 0.05 were considered statistically significant.
RESULTS
Damage to the surface of gastric epithelium with focal areas of
deep haemorrhagic necrosis was induced by repeated WRS.
The adaptative cytoprotection against stress was developed
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Figure 1 Expression of pS2 mRNA and β-actin (A), COX-2 mRNA and β-actin (B), iNOS mRNA and β-actin (C),TGFα mRNA and
β-actin (D) in gastric mucosa of rats after repeated exposure to WRS and in control intact rats. Lane M: PCR size marker; Lane 1:
control group; Lane 2-5: groups I-IV.
Table 1 Changes of gene expression of pS2, COX-2, iNOS, TGFα and GMBF, UI in gastric mucosa after repeated exposure to WRS
Group

GMBF (U/mV)

Control
Experimental
I
II
III
IV

484.01±10.97

a

321.87±8.85 b
418.35±7.94 bd
446.09±10.98 bd
455.95±11.81 bd

UI

iNOS

pS2

TGFα

COX-2

0.00

0.16±0.01

0.63±0.01

0.26±0.01

0.10±0.01

0.93±0.01 b
0.78±0.01 bd
0.67±0.02 bd
0.56±0.01 bd

0.37±0.02 b
0.42±0.01 bd
0.72±0.02 bd
0.77±0.01 bd

0.86±0.01a
0.87±0.02ad
0.88±0.01ad
0.93±0.03 bc

0.45±0.02b
0.38±0.02 bd
0.29±0.01 bd
0.22±0.01 bd

47.23±1.20
30.54±1.12 d
20.75±1.54 d
10.39±1.18 d

P<0.05, bP<0.01 vs experimental control group; cP<0.05, dP<0.01 vs group I.
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4th WRS. The expressions of COX-2, iNOS and TGFα were all
up-regulated, but that of pS2 was down-regulated after the first
stress in rats with WRS-induced ulcers. But the major finding
of this study was the gastric adaptation to WRS involving a
gradually decrease of overexpression of COX-2 and iNOS, and
a gradually increase of expression of pS2 and TGFα, and an
increased rate of cell proliferation in the gastric mucosa.
Members of the trefoil peptide family, including pS2, share
a common structural feature, which is a motif of six cysteine
residues termed a trefoil or a P domain. There is increasing
evidence that trefoil peptides are important in maintaining the
integrity of gastric mucosae and involved in the repair of
ulcerated areas in the gastrointestinal tract[12-16]. This is supported
by an observation that an increased expression of trefoil peptides
was found in the ulcer-associated cell lineage (UACL), which
is a glandular structure adjacent to the ulcerated mucosa[17],
and by the findings from in vitro studies showing that trefoil
peptides exhibited a mitogenic effect on different cell lines[18,19].
It has also been reported that the trefoil peptide family could
contribute to gastric mucosal defence and repair by affecting
cell proliferation[1,20].
It has been found that NO produced from inflammatory cells
by the inducible isoforms of NOS has antimicrobial, antitumor
and cytotoxic effects, but an excessive amount may lead to
peroxynitrite formation, protein tyrosine nitration, hydroxyl
radical production and tissue damage[21]. The present study
also demonstrated that overexpression of iNOS on d 1 after the
first stress was accompanied with the enlargement of ulcer
crater. The expression of iNOS protein was declined when the
ulcer began to heal. High expression and enzymatic activity of
COX at the late ulcer healing stage were observed in stress.
The changes of COX activity might be mainly due to the changes
of protein level and activity of COX-2. Since tissue remodeling
including reepithelization of gastric mucosa, maturation of
granulation tissue, and reconstruction of extracellular matrix
mainly occurs at the late ulcer healing stage, COX-2 plays an
essential role in these remodeling processes[5,22-31].
There may be interactions among pS2, COX-2, iNOS and
TGFα. In the present study, after the 4th WRS, GMBF almost
restored to normal level, and during the process of tolerant
cytoprotection, GMBF, UI and expressions of pS2, COX-2, iNOS
and TGFα showed regular changes and a good relationship
among them. A dramatic decrease of COX-2 and iNOS was
accompanied with an increase expression of pS2 and TGFα
after the 4th stress. This inverse relationship between COX-2,
iNOS and pS2, TGFα expressions support the existence of a
close interaction among these factors.
Trefoil peptides are a new class of regulatory peptides
involving mucosal protection and repair in the gastrointestinal
tract. NO and epithelium-associated mucin have important roles
in sustaining mucosal integrity in the gastrointestinal tract,and
trefoil peptide modulate epithelial NO production via the iNOS
pathway[32-35].
Treatment with COX-2 inhibitors and COX-2 antisense
oligonucleotides could suppress these responses induced by
TGFα, suggesting the involvement of COX-2 in proliferation of
gastric mucosal epithelium,and the synergistic stimulation of
COX-2 expression by TGFα. Gut epithelial COX-2 could be rapidly
induced by inflammatory stimuli, interleukin and TGFα[4,36-40].
We confirmed that WRS-adapted mucosae exhibited an
augment action of GMBF, but it is not clear whether COX-2,
iNOS and pS2 could directly or indirectly account for the mucosal
adaptation, or what is the mechanism of this mucosal hyperemia
in the stomach. TGFα has been shown to increase GMBF[41],
while trefoil peptides could promote synthesis of TGFα[42-48].
Hence, we believe that hyperaemia observed during the
development of adaptation might be mediated by the release of
COX-2, iNOS and pS2.
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In summary, different expressions of pS2, COX-2, iNOS and
TGFα occur during gastric ulceration and healing. COX-2 and
iNOS may contribute to tissue inflammation during ulcer
formation, while pS2 and TGFα may promote ulcer healing by
proliferation, since their expressions are correlated with the
protracted phase of glandular renewal of ulcer tissues.
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Abstract
In the past decade, a variety of interventional procedures
have been employed for local control of hepatocellular
carcinoma (HCC). These include transcather arterial
chemoembolization (TACE) and several tumour ablation
techniques, such as percutaneous ethanol injection (PEI),
radio-frequency ablation (RFA), or percutaneous microwave
coagulation therapy (PMC), laser-induced interstitial
thermotherapy (LITT), etc. For a definite assessment of
the therapeutic efficacy of interventional procedures,
histological examination using percutaneous needle biopsy
may be the most definite assessment of the therapeutic
efficacy of interventional therapy, however, it is invasive
and the specimen retrieved does not always represent the
entire lesion owing to sampling errors. Therefore, computed
tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) play
a crucial role in follow-up of HCC treated by interventional
procedures, by which the local treatment efficacy, recurrent
disease and some of therapy-induced complications are
evaluated. Contrast enhanced axial imaging (CT or MR
imaging) may be the most sensitive test for assessing the
therapeutic efficacy. The goal of the review was to describe
the value of CT and MRI in the evaluation of interventional
treatments.
Guan YS, Sun L, Zhou XP, Li X, Zheng XH. Hepatocellular
carcinoma treated with interventional procedures: CT and MRI
follow-up. World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(24): 3543-3548
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INTRODUCTION
Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is one of the most common
cancers in the world[1]. Its mortality is secondary to lung cancer
in urban and gastric carcinoma in countryside in China[2]. So
far, surgical treatments including hepatic resection and liver
transplantation are considered as the most effective treatment
of HCC. However, less than 20% of HCC patients have been
treated surgically, mainly because of multi-focal diseases,
proximity of tumour to key vascular or biliary structures that
precluded a margin-negative resection, potentially unfavorable
biology with the presence of multiple liver metastases, or
inadequate functional hepatic reserve related coexistent
cirrhosis[3]. Palliative treatment of patients with inoperable HCC,
including transcather arterial chemoembolization (TACE)[4],
percutaneous ethanol injection (PEI)[5], laser-induced interstitial
thermotherapy (LITT)[6,7], and local thermal ablation techniques

(such as percutaneous microwave coagulation therapy (PMC)[8,9]
and radio-frequency ablation (RFA)[10]) have been tried. Despite
initial remission of HCC, results of various therapeutic modalities
in the treatment of HCC and the survival benefits of patients
treated with them were not satisfactory because of frequent
recurrences following the treatment. Therefore, to prevent
recurrences following the initial excellent response may be
crucial to improve the long-term outcomes of patients with
HCC treated by these modalities[11]. Early detection of a residual
or locally recurrent tumour after interventional treatments is
critical and can facilitate successful retreatment at early stage.
Late diagnosis is associated with peripheral regrowth and makes
retreatment difficult owing to unfavorable geometry [12].
Histological examination using percutaneous needle biopsy
may be the most definite assessment of the therapeutic efficacy
of interventional therapy, however, it is invasive and the specimen
retrieved does not always represent the entire lesion owing to
sampling errors. Therefore, computed tomography (CT) and
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) play a crucial role in followup of HCC treated by interventional procedures.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Resection or transplantation provides the potentially curative
or survival-enhancing treatment. The aims of palliative treatment
are to slow down tumour progression and provide palliation,
and to improve survival. Which includes the use of TACE alone
or in combination with other local treatments. Each treatment
plan is tailored to the individual patients according to their
tumour stage, symptomatology, age and overall health, needs
and wishes[13]. Most combined multimodal interventional
therapies have enormous advantages as compared with any
single therapeutic regimen alone, and play more important roles
in treating unresectable HCC [14]. Non-surgical palliative
techniques include the following.
Radio-frequency ablation
Similar to other ablation techniques, RFA depends on several
factors, such as clinical status, stage of liver cirrhosis and
HCC of patients. RFA can be performed percutaneously,
laparoscopically or after laparotomy[15]. In comparison with PEI,
RFA could achieve tumour necrosis in fewer sessions, and
create large volumes of tumour necrosis in a shorter period of
time than either laser or microwave therapy. RFA showed good
control of tumors with necrosis in more than 90% of HCCs
smaller than 5 cm in diameter[16-19]. In HCCs larger than 5 cm in
diameter, results were unsatisfactory with complete necrosis in
less than 30%[20].
The mechanism of RF is that a high-frequency alternating
current (100 to 500 kHz), mostly 460 kHz, passes from an
uninsulated electrode tip into the surrounding tissues and
causes ionic vibrations as the ions attempt to follow the change
in the direction of the rapidly alternating current. Such ionic
vibrations cause frictional heating of the tissues surrounding
the electrode, rather than the heat generated from the probe
itself. The goal of RFA is to achieve local temperatures so that
tissue destruction occurs. At the temperature above 60 ,
intracellular protein changes including collagen denaturation,
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lipid bilayer melt and cell death are inevitable. Thermal
coagulation begins at 70
and tissues desiccate at 100 ,
producing coagulation necrosis of tumor tissue and surrounding
hepatic parenchyma. Tissue heating also drives extracellular
and intracellular water out of the tissue and results in further
destruction of the tissues due to coagulative necrosis[21,22].
Andrea et al. reported that most frequent complications
reported in literature were capsular necrosis, intraperitoneal
hemorrhage (usually self-limiting), subcapsular hematoma,
cholecystitis, hepatic abscesses. Needle track seeding after RFA
was reported with a low incidence of complications (0.6-2.8%).
Frequency of major complications related to the procedure
was low, ranging from 5% to 15%[23,24]. Self-limiting intraperitoneal
bleeding, liver abscess and right pleural effusions were the
most frequently reported complications[25]. Tumor seeding along
the needle tract was also described, but its incidence from 0.6%
to 12%, has been a matter of debate[26-29]. Curley and Izzo[30]
suggested that RFA could be performed for unresectable hepatic
malignancies less than 6.0 cm in diameter. In addition, equipments
used for RFA were less expensive than either laser or microwave
equipments. RFA could provide local control of advanced liver
tumours with a low recurrence and an acceptable morbidity[31].

Percutaneous ethanol injection
Livraghi et al. reported that in 746 HCCs with cirrhosis treated
by PEI, the 5-year survival rate for a single HCC <5 cm was 47%
for Child A, 29 % for Child B and 0 % for Child C, respectively[32].
PEI was contraindicated in the presence of gross ascites,
bleeding, or obstructive jaundice. PEI has been widely used
with excellent results in patients with less than three HCCs[33,34].
Ethanol in PEI acts by diffusing within the cells, which causes
immediate dehydration of cytoplasmic proteins with consequent
coagulation necrosis followed by fibrosis, and by entering the
circulation, which induces necrosis of endothelial cells and
platelet aggregation with consequent thrombosis of small vessels
followed by ischemia of the neoplastic tissues. Advantages for
using PEI include[35,36]: no remarkable damage to the remaining
parenchyma, relative safety, easy repetition when new lesions
appear as in the majority of patients followed up for 5 years,
application anywhere due to its low cost and easy operation,
and fairly good long-term results.
Percutaneous microwave coagulation
It is well known that percutaneous microwave coagulation
therapy (PMC) under local anesthesia is a palliative and
effective therapy when carried out on a single occasion to treat
HCC located near the liver surface, and it could be safely
performed under direct visual guidance[37]. MCT might be
superior to PEI for the local control of moderately or poorly
differentiated small HCC[38], and for treating patients with HCC
greater than or equal to 15 mm in diameter. In such patients
with well-differentiated HCC, PEI was as effective as PMC[39].
Laser-induced interstitial thermotherapy
Laser-induced interstitial thermotherapy (LITT) is another
minimally invasive and attractive method for destroying relatively
larger tumours within solid organs by causing carbonization and
vaporization in tissues[40]. MR-guided LITT is a local effective
therapy with a low morbidity for malignant liver tumours with a
maximum quantity of 5 and a size less than or equal to 5 cm in
diameter[41]. LITT may be also equivalent to limited hepatic
resection and may influence the long-term survival comparable
to that of segmentectomy, but local recurrence could occur
even in small HCC, but infrequent[42,45].
Transcather arterial chemoembolization
TACE uses combined agents to compromise the flow of hepatic
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artery. The agents include gelatin (gelfoam), iodized oil (lipiodol),
and a cytotoxic agent. Retreatment can be performed in 6-12 wk.
The 5-year survival rate was reported to be 6-22%. TACE has
been shown to reduce systemic toxicity and increase local effects
thus improving the therapeutic results. However, its perceived
benefit for survival has not been substantiated in randomized
trials, presumably because its anticancer effect is offset by its
adverse effects on liver functions. Its therapeutic effect is also
limited due to lack of appropriate and reliable embolic agents
and when the tumour is infiltrative in nature or is too large or
too small.

LOCAL ABLATION THERAPY
Local ablation therapies fall into one or two categories: direct
intratumoural injection of compounds such as absolute ethanol
(PEI) or hot saline, and thermal ablation techniques such as
laser-induced interstitial thermotherapy (LITT), percutaneous
microwave coagulation therapy (PMC) and radiofrequency
thermal ablation (RFA). These techniques produce coagulation
necrosis of tumours with use of cytotoxic compounds or thermal
energy. So the lesion should be avascular, if it has been treated
successfully. For example, a typical RFA treatment producing a
local tissue temperature over 100 could result in coagulative
necrosis of the tumor tissue and surrounding hepatic parenchyma.
The tissue microvasculature was completely destroyed, and
thrombosis of hepatic arterial, portal venous or hepatic venous
branches less than 3 mm in diameter occurred. For the
assessment of therapeutic responses to these techniques, the
same diagnostic criteria previously reported for lesions treated
with TACE and PEI could be applied [43-45]. The imaging
appearances of the lesions after these treatments were very
similar, regardless of which local ablation technique was used[46].
IMAGING FOLLOW UP OF RADIO FREQUENCY ABLATION CT
Contrast-enhanced helical CT has been widely used in the
evaluation of residual or recurrent tumours or of complications
such as abscess, infarction, or hemorrhage in patients who
have undergone percutaneous ablation therapy for a hepatic
tumour[47]. All successfully ablated lesions appeared as areas
of low attenuation without contrast enhancements at follow up
CT. This unenhanced low-attenuation area is believed to
represent necrosis[48,49]. Any focal enhancement in the treated
region should be considered as an indicative of residual or
recurrent lesions[50].
All of the peripheral enhanced lesions at a short-term followup CT performed within 1 mo after treatment should not to be
regarded as a residual viable tumour[51]. Reactive hyperemia
surrounds the ablation lesions in tissue. It represents
inflammatory reactions in the thermal injury frequently occurred
during this period. Similar findings at CT have been reported in
patients who underwent percutaneous ethanol injection therapy
and microwave coagulation therapy[52]. Peripheral rim enhancement
resulting from reactive hyperemia was usually uniform in
thickness and enveloped the ablated lesion, whereas a residual
tumour showed focal and irregular peripheral enhancements.
The other useful differentiating point between the two
conditions was the peripheral rim enhancement, indicating that
the reactive hyperemia had a high or isoattenuation during
portal venous and equilibrium phases[53]. The residual tumour
usually became low in attenuation during the equilibrium phase.
In addition to reactive hyperemia, nontumourous wedge like
enhancement could occur at the periphery of the ablated lesion
owing to iatrogenic arteriovenous shunt[54,55].
It is well known that percutaneous needle biopsy and ethanol
injection therapy could produce arteriovenous shunt along
the needle tract[56,57]. It was usually easy to differentiate residual
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tumours from arteriovenous shunt at multiphase helical CT,
because a residual tumour usually showed a high attenuation
during the hepatic arterial phase and a low attenuation during
the portal and equilibrium phases[58]. If the finding of shortterm follow-up CT was incondusive, follow-up CT at 1-3-mo
intervals could be helpful before invasive diagnostic procedures,
such as percutaneous biopsy or retreatment were performed if
the suspected lesion was small. Nontumourously enhanced
lesions produced by reactive hyperemia and arteriovenous
shunt were usually resolved by this time. During this period,
even if one failed in detecting small residual tumours, they
have seldom grown to a size for which successful retreatment
was not feasible.
The absence of contrast enhancement in the ablated lesion
at short-term follow-up CT within 3 mo after treatment could
not always indicate successful treatment, as later follow up
studies would demonstrate tumour regrowth at the periphery
of the ablated lesion[44,59]. Mitsuzaki et al.[60] reported that 8 of
38 ablated lesions with the absence of contrast enhancement
at 1-mo follow-up CT showed tumour recurrence at the margin
of the treated lesions at subsequent follow-up CT performed
4-13 mo after treatment.

MRI
MR imaging may have an edge over CT in the early detection
of local regrowth due to the high sensitity of T2-weighted
images. Two months after RF therapy, a uniform hypointensity
on T2-weighed images, associated with lake of enhancement
of RF-treated areas on contrast-enhanced T1-weighed images,
always corresponded to complete efficient treatment[61]. Most
of the RF-treated areas were hyperintense on unenhanced T1weighed images, which was probably due to hemorrhage or a
proteinaceous material within the RF-treated area[62]. Most of
the RF-treated areas were hypointense on T2-weighed images,
and this hypointensity could be explained by the dehydrating
effect of RF-induced thermal damage resulting in coagulative
necrosis. However, a marked hyperintensity on T2-weighed
images, found in 14% of the successful treated areas, could
signify bilomas or liquefactive necrosis, as an active tumour
always displayed a less T2 signal intensity[63].
The higher sensitivity of MR imaging over CT was mostly
due to the T2 weighted images, which were the only imaging
study capable of depicting tumours in two cases at two months[64].
The superior sensitivity of T2-weighed images could be
explained by an increase in contrast between the coagulated
area, which had a low signal intensity and the viable residual
tumour, which had high signal intensity. Moderately hyperintense
areas on T2-weighed images corresponded to the presence of
residual viable tumour in all cases. Therefore, T2-weighed
imaging was demonstrated to be highly specific. Moreover,
the moderately hyperintense areas on T2-weighed imaging
associated with corresponding enhancement on contrastenhanced T1-weighed imaging could offer an optimal specificity
(100%) for residual viable tumours in all cases[65].
Local regrowths were always depicted at the periphery of
the treated area either as irregular thickening of one margin of
the treated area or a new tumour nodule. These peripheral
locations of treatment failures could be explained by lower
energy deposition and reduced heating that was remote from
the needle electrode[66]. Furthermore, tissue perfusion could
lower heat accumulation to cooling, and this phenomenon was
even more marked in tissues in contact with large vessels. Indeed,
regrowth close to large vessels arose in two of nine cases in
their study and was described by others[67].
Peripheral regrowth should not be diagnosed when a thin
and regular (<1 mm) rim of progressive contrast enhancement
was present at 2 mo in 32% of the entire RF-treated area and
better seen at the later phase after contrast material administration.
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It has been shown by comparison with histological findings that
the thin ring is vascularized inflammatory reaction with granulation
tissues surrounding the zone of coagulation necrosis[68,69].
Similar findings were less frequently described in hepatocellular
carcinoma treated with alcohol injection [70] and in hepatic
metastases treated with laser-induced thermotherapy[71,72]. The
peripheral rim disappeared with time and was present in only
8% of RF-treated areas at 4 mo[73]. It could easily be differentiated
from an active tumour whose area of contrast enhancement
was thicker and irregular. Another RF-induced modification
was the presence of wedge-shaped enhancement on arterial
phase images in the liver parenchyma adjacent to the RF-treated
area. This enhancement probably corresponded to peripheral
arterioportal shunts caused by either needle punctures and/or
thermal damage. These wedge-shaped areas should not be
misinterpreted as tumour contrast material uptake[74].
Although there are many similarities between the radiological
aspect of RF-induced destruction and the necrosis induced by
ethanol[75], some differences need to be pointed out. First, T2weighted MR imaging was demonstrated to be the best
indicator of the efficacy of RF-treatment[76]. In contrast, Sironi
et al. and Fujita et al.[75] described a limited value of T2-weighted
signal intensity pattern of tumours injected with alcohol in
ascertaining the viability of the tumour. This might be due
either to differences in technical parameters (fast spin echo
with respiratory monitoring versus standard spin echo with a
higher rate of motion artifacts in their studies), or to
histopathologic nature of the initial tumours, which was very
different in their study from that of previous reports. Second,
the area of RF-induced coagulation necrosis shrank more slowly
than that of ethanol-induced necrosis. Indeed, in their study,
66% of the treated areas shrank, achieving a mean reduction of
15% at 6 mo, and 35% at 12 mo.

IMAGING FOLLOW UP OF TACE
Iodized oil is widely used with TACE. Because iodized oil shows
a prolonged uptake in tumours and is readily identified with
CT. The degree of uptake and the distribution within the tumour
and the surrounding hepatic parenchyma could provide useful
information on the degree of tumour necrosis and strategy for
the subsequent TACE[77]. Since it is difficult to completely kill
the tumor cells once by TACE, the treatment efficacy of TACE
is influenced by many factors, such as the size of tumors, blood
supply and the ultra- selectivity of the catheter, etc. TACE is a
liver-directed therapy that takes advantages of the relatively
selective vascularization of hepatic arterial tumors. HCC could
derive approximately 80% to 85% of their blood supply from the
hepatic artery, whereas the portal vein as well as the hepatic artery
supplied the normal hepatic parenchyma[78]. Chemotherapeutic
agents could thus be delivered angiographically with concomitant
embolization to increase the local chemotherapeutic dwelling
time and induce tumor ischemia. It is very important to
objectively assess the viability and necrosis of the tumors after
TACE in HCC, and to give further treatment to improve the
general therapeutic effects and the survival rate.
After ablation therapy, contrast-enhanced CT is a reliable
method for the assessment of therapeutic efficacy. On contrastenhanced CT, necrotic tissues were unenhanced and viable
tumours were enhanced. After TACE with iodized oil, however,
retained iodized oil of high attenuation made it difficult to determine
the presence of contrast enhanced within the tumour. It is generally
agreed that the areas with retained iodized oil after a certain
period (e.g. >4 wk) could be considered indicative of necrosis.
The complete disappearance of tumour was designated as
complete remission, a 50% or more decrease in tumour as partial
response, a less than 50% decrease or 25% increase in tumour
as no response, and a 25% or more increase as progressive
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disease. The focal defect in the mass with iodized oil or focal
washout of iodized oil during follow-up suggested the presence
of a viable tumour in the corresponding area, and further TACE
was recommended. Sometimes, branches of hepatic arteries
were totally obliterated and collateral vessels could feed the
part of the tumour. Each collateral vessel supplies a specific
area. The inferior phrenic artery supplies the right subphrenic
location near the bare area, the internal mammary artery supplies
the near falciform ligament, and the omental branches supply
the anterolateral subcapsular location, etc[74]. Focal washout
of iodized oil from those areas suggests the presence of collateral
vessels. Therefore, a careful search for the appropriate collateral
vessel should be made during subsequent TACE.
Generally, the CT follow-up of patients treated with oily
chemoembolization could be affected by artefacts produced
by high concentrations of lipiodol, making it difficult to evaluate
the characteristics of the lesion. On the other hand, the
homogeneous and complete deposition of lipiodol within the
lesions would indicate the high degree necrosis of the tumors,
but it was difficult to judge the viability and necrosis of the
tumors correctly due to the inhomogeneous deposition, because
lipiodol negative areas could not actually represent the viability
of the tumors[79,80]. The necrosis within the lesions before TACE
was also a lipiodol negative area.
Several authors considered that MR imaging was valuable
in the evaluation of therapeutic efficiency of TACE, especially
on spin echo (SE) T2WI, most of viable tumors were hyperintense
and the coagulative necrosis within the tumors considered as a
positive response to TACE was hypointense[81,82]. But a signal
intensity of the tumors after TACE was variable on SE T1WI
and T2WI, but all of viable tumors, hemorrhage, liquefied
necrosis and inflammatory infiltration could also result in
hyperintensity on the T2WI. Therefore, it was difficult to assess
the viable tumors of HCC after TACE by conventional SE
imaging. However, it was reliable to judge coagulative necrosis
on T2WI, especially the changes during the process of intratumor
hemorrhage after TACE presenting as a hyperintensity and
then turned into coagulative necrosis presenting a hypointensity.
It was significant to compare the signal intensity of HCC on
T 2WI before and after TACE to evaluate the degree of
coagulative necrosis. The original hyperintensity of HCC
turned to hypointensity indicated the presence of coagulative
necrosis after TACE.
Fast multiplanar spoiled gradient-recalled (FMPSPGR)
dynamic contrast scanning plays a very important role in the
detection and characterization of HCC. It is possible to obtain
high quality images of the whole liver during a single breathhold with rapid aquisition. It could demonstrate accurately the
blood supply of tumors and reveal the contrast enhancement
patterns of HCC. HCC is hypervascular and enhanced rapidly
and obviously at the dynamic early phase scanning and
declined at the late phase[83,84] FMPSPGR dynamic contrast
scanning also has a great value in the evaluation of therapeutic
efficacy of TACE. The residual viable tumors were shown as
rapidly enhanced portions within the lesions, homogeneous or
inhomogeneous, when necrotic portions had no enhancement at
the contrast early phase scanning. At the late phase scanning, the
enhancement of the most lesions became hypointense, and just a
few lesions showed a persistent enhancement. Pathologically,
both viable tumors and inflammatory infiltration could present
such changes, so the contrast early phase scanning was more
reliable in the evaluation of viable tumors combined with
conventional SE sequence, and more accurate to assess the
viability and necrosis of tumors and useful in the follow-up of
HCC patients after TACE.

SUMMARY
In summary, CT and MRI have advantages and disadvantages
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for evaluating the local treatment efficacy, recurrent disease
and some of the therapy-induced complications. Surgeons and
interventional radiologists have to choose the most suitable
imaging means for patients who are treated by interventional
procedures. Contrast enhanced CT or MR imaging may be the
most sensitive test for assessing the therapeutic efficacy. For
the later follow up, contrast-enhanced CT or MRI is then
performed at 1 mo and every 3-mo thereafter. A short-term followup CT or MRI within 1 mo after treatment is not a reliable method
for assessing the precise therapeutic effectiveness, because
reactive hyperemia and/or arteriovenous shunt often make an
accurate evaluation difficult. Knowledge of the serial changes
at long-term follow-up CT and MRI is helpful in assessing the
therapeutic response to HCC after interventional treatments.
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Abstract
AIM: To explore the feasibility of performing minimally
invasive surgery (MIS) on subsets of submucosal gastric
cancers that are unlikely to have regional lymph node
metastasis.
METHODS: A total of 105 patients underwent radical
gastrectomy with lymph node dissection for submucosal
gastric cancer at our hospital from January 1995 to December
1995. Besides investigating many clinicopathological features
such as tumor size, gross appearance, and differentiation,
we measured the depth of invasion into submucosa minutely
and analyzed the clinicopathologic features of these patients
regarding lymph node metastasis.
RESULTS: The rate of lymph node metastasis in cases
where the depth of invasion was <500 µm, 500-2 000 µm, or
>2 000 µm was 9% (2/23), 19% (7/36), and 33% (15/46),
respectively (P<0.05). In univariate analysis, no significant
correlation was found between lymph node metastasis and
clinicopathological characteristics such as age, sex, tumor
location, gross appearance, tumor differentiation, Lauren’s
classification, and lymphatic invasion. In multivariate
analysis, tumor size (>4 cm vs 2 cm, odds ratio = 4.80,
P = 0.04) and depth of invasion (>2 000 µm vs 500 µm,
odds ratio = 6.81, P = 0.02) were significantly correlated
with lymph node metastasis. Combining the depth and size
in cases where the depth of invasion was less than 500 µm,
we found that lymph node metastasis occurred where the
tumor size was greater than 4 cm. In cases where the
tumor size was less than 2 cm, lymph node metastasis
was found only where the depth of tumor invasion was
more than 2 000 µm.
CONCLUSION: MIS can be applied to submucosal gastric
cancer that is less than 2 cm in size and 500 µm in depth.
Park DJ, Lee HK, Lee HJ, Lee HS, Kim WH, Yang HK, Lee KU,
Choe KJ. Lymph node metastasis in early gastric cancer with
submucosal invasion: Feasibility of minimally invasive surgery.
World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(24): 3549-3552
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INTRODUCTION
Minimally invasive surgeries (MIS) such as endoscopic
mucosal resection or laparoscopic surgery are performed as a
treatment of early gastric cancer. This limited surgery should
be conducted on strict indication in early gastric cancer which
has a limited invasion in mucosa. Such a surgery can be attained
without lymph node dissection. However, if the case is
diagnosed as submucosal gastric cancer after MIS, the patient
needs additional gastrectomy and lymph node dissection owing
to the limitations of current diagnostic methods in assessing
the depth of invasion and lymph node status.
Since the incidence of lymph node metastasis in submucosal
gastric cancer is reported as less as about 20%, it can be expected
that the chance of further operations will be reduced if we choose
patients who have low risk of lymph node metastasis. Thus, we
analyzed in our study the clinicopathological factors related to
lymph node metastasis in submucosal gastric cancers
retrospectively, in order to find out the subsets of submucosal
gastric cancers to which MIS can be applied, and to establish
the suitable treatment policy of submucosal gastric cancers.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
This study enrolled 105 submucosal gastric cancer cases
that were pathologically proven after gastrectomy by lymph
node dissection at Seoul National University Hospital from
January 1995 to December 1995. The relationship between
clinicopathological factors (sex, age, tumor location, gross
appearance, tumor size, depth of invasion, tumor differentiation,
Lauren’s classification, and lymphatic invasion) and lymph node
metastasis was investigated. Submucosal layer was divided
into 3 layers (upper third = SM1, middle third = SM2, and lower
third = SM3) and submucosal depth of invasion was directly
measured from muscularis mucosae by a micrometer (Figure 1).
χ2 test and logistic regression analysis were used to evaluate
risk factors for lymph node metastasis and P<0.05 was
considered statistically significant.

A

MM

B

M

1
MM
SM2

3

SM
500 µm

MP

Figure 1 Depth of submucosal invasion of gastric cancer
(arrow) in hematoxylin and eosin staining in A (×10) and B
(×100). M: mucosa, MM: muscularis mucosae, SM: submucosa,
MP: musculrais propria. This case was classified as SM1 or less
than 500 µm from musculasis mucosae.
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RESULTS
Patient characteristics
A total of 105 patients with submucosal gastric cancer were
included in the study. Of them, 74 were males and 31 were
females. Their mean age was 54.9 years (18-80 years). The rate
of lymph node metastasis was 22.9% (24/105 cases).
Depth of invasion (Table 1)
According to the SM category, SM1, SM2, and SM3 lesions
were 28 (27%), 47 (45%), and 30 (28%) respectively. The depth
of invasion measured directly from muscularis mucosae was
less than 500 µm in 68% of SM1 gastric cancers, more than
1 000 µm (1 mm) in 75% of SM2 gastric cancers, and more than
2 000 µm in 84% of SM3 gastric cancers.
Table 1 Depth of submucosal invasion as compared with
three SM category measurements

Lymph node status in term of depth of invasion (Table 3)
The depth of invasion was significantly associated with lymph
node metastasis. Especially, when the depth of invasion was
more than 1 000 µm, three cases out of 65 (4.6%) were revealed
to have more than 7 lymph node metastases (N2 stage).
Table 3 Lymph node status according to depth of invasion
Lymph node status (%)
Depth (µm)
pN0
500 (n = 23)
500-1 000 (n = 17)
1 000-2 000 (n = 19)
>2 000 (n = 46)
a

Depth (µm)

SM1 (%)

SM2 (%)

500 (n = 23)
500-1 000 (n = 17)
1 000-2 000 (n = 19)
>2 000 (n = 46)
Total

19
8
1
0
28

4
8
14
21
47

(68)
(28)
(4)
(0)

(8)
(17)
(30)
(45)

SM3 (%)
0
1
4
25
30

(0)
(3)
(13)
(84)
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21
14
15
31

pN+

pN1

2 (9)a
3 (18)
4 (21)
15 (33)a

(91)
(82)
(79)
(67)

pN2

2
3
3
13

0
0
1
2

P<0.05.

Lymph node status in term of tumor size (Table 4)
Though there was no statistical significance in univariate
analysis, the rate of lymph node metastasis was increased as
the tumor size increased ( 2 cm, 11%; 2-4 cm, 26%; >4 cm, 29%).
Table 4 Lymph node status according to tumor size

Relationship between clinicopathological factors and lymph
node metastasis (Table 2)
In univariate analysis, there was no significant factor related to
lymph node metastasis among sex, age, tumor location, gross
appearance, tumor differentiation, Lauren’s classification, and
lymphatic invasion.
Table 2 Relationship between clinicopathological factors and
lymph node metastasis

Lymph node status (%)
Size (cm)
pN0

pN+

pN1

pN2

2 (n = 27)

24 (89)

3 (11)

3

0

2-3 (n = 30)

22 (73)

8 (27)

7

1

3-4 (n = 20)

15 (75)

5 (25)

5

0

>4 (n = 28)

20 (71)

8 (29)

6

2

P = 0.403.
Total Node-negative Node-positive (n, %)

Sex
M
F

P

74
31

57
24

17 (23.0)
7 (22.6)

0.965

Age (yr)
Tumor location

105

54.8±12.5

55.4±12.2

0.822

Upper
Middle
Lower

1
53
48

1
42
35

0 (0)
11 (20.8)
13 (27.1)

0.614

3

3

23
6

15
3

8 (34.8)
3 (50.0)

Depressed
76
Tumor differentiation
Differentiated
47

63

13 (17.1)

35

12 (25.5)

Undifferentiated
58
Lauren’s classification

46

12 (20.7)

Intestinal
Diffuse
Mixed

44
53
8

35
41
5

9 (20.5)
12 (22.6)
3 (37.5)

0.572

Depth of invasion
SM1

28

24

4 (14.3)

0.448

47
30

35
22

12 (25.5)
8 (26.7)

86
19

69
12

17 (19.8)
7 (36.8)

Entire
Gross appearance
Elevated
Flat

SM2
SM3
Lymphatic invasion
Absence
Presence

Logistic regression analysis of factors associated with lymph
node metastasis in submucosal gastric cancer (Table 5)
In multivariate analysis, the tumor size (>4 cm in diameter vs
2 cm, odds ratio = 4.80, P = 0.04) and depth of invasion
(>2 000 µm of depth vs 500 µm, odds ratio = 6.81, P = 0.02)
were significantly associated with lymph node metastasis.
Table 5 Logistic regression analysis for factors associated
with lymph node metastasis in submucosal gastric cancer

0 (0)

Variables
0.055

95% CI

P-value

Depth of invasion (µm)
500

0.557

Odds ratio

1

500-1 000

2.02

0.30-13.86

0.473

1 000-2 000

3.14

0.49-20.24

0.228

>2 000

6.81

1.36-34.17

0.020

Tumor size (cm)

0.109

2

1

2-3

4.35

0.95-19.96

0.059

3-4

4.05

0.78-20.97

0.096

>4

4.80

1.05-22.06

0.044

CI: confidence interval.

Lymph node status in term of size and depth in submucosal
gastric cancer (Table 6)
Lymph node status was analyzed in terms of tumor size and
depth of invasion in submucosal gastric cancer. In cases where

Park DJ et al. LN metastasis in submucosal gastric cancer

the depth of invasion was less than 500 µm, lymph node
metastasis was found only when the tumor size was greater
than 4 cm. In cases where the tumor size was less than 2 cm,
lymph node metastasis was found only when the depth of
invasion was more than 2 000 µm.
Table 6 Lymph node status assessed by co-factor of size and
depth in submucosal gastric cancer
Size (cm)
Depth (µm)
2
500 (n = 23)

a

0 /4

2-3
b

3-4

>4

0/6

0/6

2/7

500-1 000 (n = 17)

0/1

1/6

1/4

1/6

1 000-2 000 (n = 19)

0/5

2/8

1/2

1/4

>2 000 (n = 46)

3/17

5/10

3/8

4/11

a

Number of cases with lymph node metastasis; bNumber of
total cases.

DISCUSSION
Gastric cancer is the most prevalent cancer in Korea, which
accounted for 20.3% of the whole cancer cases[1]. According to
the report of Korea Gastric Cancer Association, the ratio of
early gastric cancer was increased from 28.6% in 1995 to 32.8%
in 1999[2], while this tendency was more obvious in Japan, where
the ratio of early gastric cancer in the last 20 years was increased
from 18% to 57%[3].
Lymph node metastasis was the most important prognostic
factor in gastric cancer[4,5]. Radical gastrectomy with D2 lymph
node dissection, therefore, has been recognized as the standard
surgical operation for early gastric cancer. But, as the five
year survival rate of early gastric cancer patients has reached
93-98% recently, there arises more interest in preservation of
body function and maintenance of quality of life rather than in
radical treatment in order to reduce complications or sequelae,
such as Dumping syndrome, reflux gastroesophagitis,
nutritional deficit, and weight loss. Therefore, interest in MIS
such as endoscopic mucosal resection and laparoscopic
surgery or function-preserving surgery has been increased.
MIS with no or limited lymph node dissection should be
applied to tumors that are unlikely to metastasize into lymph
nodes. Endoscopic ultrasonography (EUS) has been introduced
recently to diagnose the depth of invasion and lymph node
status. An overall accuracy of EUS was reported over 80%[6,7].
Yet, as the accuracy of EUS is not high enough to predict accurate
lymph node status, it is important to know the prognostic factors
related to lymph node metastasis. There have been already
many reports on the prognostic factors associated with lymph
node metastasis in early gastric cancer[8-16], such as sex[8], tumor
size[3,9,10,12], depth of invasion[11], gross appearance of tumor[8],
tumor differentiation[13] and lymphatic invasion[14,15]. If we
combine these prognostic factors successfully in the diagnosis
of certain subtypes that have no lymph node metastasis, then
they may become an indication of MIS. For example, the current
indications of endoscopic mucosal resection of early gastric
cancer are as follows, namely differentiated adenocarcinoma,
mucosal cancer <10 mm in diameter in IIb and IIc lesions
without ulcer or ulcer scar, and mucosal cancer <20 mm in
diameter in IIa lesion[17,18]. The reason why endoscopic mucosal
resection can be applied to them is that these lesions are
considered to have no lymph node metastasis.
When the depth of invasion reached mucosa in early gastric
cancer, the rate of lymph node metastasis was reported as 1-3%,
and submucosa as 11-20%[19]. At present if endoscopic mucosal
resection for early gastric cancer can detect the invasion of
submucosal layer, additional gastrectomy and lymph node
dissection are regarded necessary. However, as the incidence
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of lymph node metastasis was about 20% in submucosal gastric
cancer, lymph node dissection could be omitted if we chose
cases with good selection of indications. In our study on
submucosal gastric cancer, we found that sex, age, tumor
location, tumor differentiation, Lauren’s classification, gross
appearance of tumor, were not associated with lymph node
metastasis, but tumor size and depth of invasion were associated
with lymph node metastasis. A recent study reported that there
was a significant difference in the rate of lymph node metastasis
according to submucosal depth of invasion, and the possibility
of limited surgery for superficial submucosal gastric cancer
was therefore suggested[20]. We divided submucosal layer
minutely into SM1, SM2, and SM3 on microscopic field and
measured the depth of invasion by a micrometer directly from
muscularis mucosae. Actually, because there was some difference
between SM 1, 2, 3 categories and the directly measured depth
associated with lymph node metastasis, it was considered more
objective to use directly measured depth rather than SM category
to describe submucosal tumor invasion. Ishigami et al.[21]
reported that patients with both slight invasion into submucosa
and horizontal expansion that was <5 mm were often negative
in lymph node involvement. Kurihara et al.[22] reported that
when the pathological report revealed SM1 invasion after
laparoscopic or endoscopic surgery, reoperation should be
regarded unnecessary because SM1-carcinoma with its diameter
less than 2 cm did not usually metastasize to lymph nodes.
Moreover, Yasuda et al.[23] showed that local resection could
be applied when the depth of submucosal invasion was <300 µm
and tumor size was <1 cm. Yamada et al.[24] also showed that
local resection might be possible when the depth of submucosal
invasion was <500 µm and tumor size was <1.5 cm. Gotoda et al.[25]
proposed to expand the criteria for local treatment of submucosal
gastric cancer by showing that none of the 145 differentiated
adenocarcinomas, <30 mm in diameter and without lymphatic
or venous permeation, was associated with lymph node
metastasis, provided the lesion invaded less than 500 µm into
submucosa. In our study, the tumor size and depth of invasion
as independent prognostic factors associated with lymph node
metastasis were joined together. In cases where the depth of
invasion was <500 µm, lymph node metastasis was not found
when the tumor size was <4 cm. In cases where the tumor size
was less than 2 cm, lymph node metastasis was not found
when the depth of invasion was less than 2 000 µm. Therefore,
the results suggest that additional operation is unnecessary
when the depth of submucosal invasion is less than 500 µm
and the tumor size is smaller than 2 cm after local excision.
Moreover, in case that patients cannot endure general anesthesia
because of old age or cardiopulmonary disability, in case that
gastrectomy itself (with or without lymph node dissection) is
considered to be dangerous to patients, or when patients refuse
the operation, local excisions such as endoscopic mucosal
resection, can be applied to submucosal gastric cancer.
In conclusion, the depth of invasion measured directly by a
micrometer is more objective to describe cancer permeation
into submucosal layer because it is associated more with lymph
node metastasis than with SM category.
Our results suggest that additional operation is not necessary
after MIS for submucosal gastric cancer when the depth of invasion
is less than 500 µm and the tumor size is smaller than 2 cm.
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Abstract
AIM: Aberrant DNA methylation of CpG site is among the
earliest and most frequent alterations in cancer. Several
studies suggest that aberrant methylation of the CpG sites
of the tumor suppressor gene is closely associated with
carcinogenesis. However, large-scale analysis of candidate
genes has so far been hampered by the lack of highthroughput approach for analyzing DNA methylation. The
aim of this study was to describe a microarray-based method
for detecting changes of DNA methylation in cancer.
METHODS: This method used bisulfite-modified DNA as a
template for PCR amplification, resulting in conversion of
unmethylated cytosine, but not methylated cytosine, into
thymine within CpG islands of interest. Therefore, the amplified
product might contain a pool of DNA fragments with altered
nucleotide sequences due to differential methylation status.
Nine sets of oligonucleotide probes were designed to
fabricate a DNA microarray to detect the methylation changes
of p16 gene CpG islands in gastric carcinomas. The results
were further validated by methylation-specific PCR (MSP).
RESULTS: The experimental results showed that the
microarray assay could successfully detect methylation
changes of p16 gene in 18 gastric tumor samples. Moreover,
it could also potentially increase the frequency of detecting
p16 methylation from tumor samples than MSP.
CONCLUSION: Microarray assay could be applied as a useful
tool for mapping methylation changes in multiple CpG loci
and for generating epigenetic profiles in cancer.
Hou P, Shen JY, Ji MJ, He NY, Lu ZH. Microarray-based method
for detecting methylation changes of p16 Ink4a gene 5’-CpG islands
in gastric carcinomas. World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(24):
3553-3558
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INTRODUCTION
The epigenetic event has been observed in GC-rich regions,
called CpG islands, frequently located in the promoter and the

first exon regions of genes. CpG island hypermethylation is
closely associated with transcriptional inactivation of tumor
suppressor genes, which is a common feature in human
carcinomas[1]. Hypermethylated CpG islands therefore play a
causal role in promoting tumor development and are useful
molecular markers for cancer diagnosis and prognosis. p16, an
inhibitor of the cyclin D-dependent protein kinases, is a classic
tumor suppressor gene, and its inactivation is closely associated
with carcinogenesis. Hypermethylation of the CpG islands of
the p16 gene has been proposed as an alternative mechanism
for the loss of p16 expression. p16 hypermethylation could be
detected in each stage, which is consistent with the finding
that aberrant methylation of p16 is a very early event in
carcinogenesis[2]. Detection of promoter hypermethylation of
cancer-related genes may be useful for cancer diagnosis or the
detection of recurrence[3,4].
At present, several molecular biology methods are routinely
used to determine the methylation status of a CpG island, such
as Southern blot[5], bisulfite genomic DNA sequencing[6],
restriction enzyme-PCR[7], methylation-specific PCR (MSP)[8],
methylation-sensitive single nucleotide primer extension (MSSNuPE)[9], electrochemistry[10], etc. Among these, bisulfite
nucleotide sequencing is a standard technique for detailed
mapping of methylated cytosine residues within a gene promoter.
This meticulous method, developed by Frommer et al.[6], relies
on the ability of sodium bisulfite to deaminate cytosine residues
into uracil in genomic DNA, whereas the methylated cytosine
residues are resistant to this modification. The target DNA is
then amplified by PCR with specific primers to yield fragments
in which all uracil residues are converted to thymine, whereas
methylated cytosine residues are amplified as cytosine. The
PCR products are sequenced and the methylation status of
individual CpG sites is then analyzed by comparing it with the
unmodified sequences of a given promoter. Using this conventional
method, many investigators have addressed the importance of
promoter CpG hypermethylation in the regulation of specific
gene transcription in cancer[11-14]. The method, which requires
cloning and sequencing of individual inserts, can be labor intensive
and is restricted to the evaluation of DNA methylation on a geneby-gene basis. Such an approach has given researchers a limited
picture of complex epigenetic alterations in cancer. Clearly, it is of
great importance to establish novel, reliable and high-throughput
methods for the methylation detection of earlier cancer diagnosis.
For this purpose, considerable advances have been made
in hybridization-based microarray technology for genomewide analysis of gene mutations and single nucleotide
polymorphisms[15-17]. In this new approach, oligonucleotides
are arrayed on solid supports known as probes, and the labeled
complex DNA mixtures to be interrogated are known as targets[18].
Recently, we developed an oligonucleotide microarray to analyze
methylation patterns of several adjacent CpG sites[19]. The DNA
microarray can successfully map the methylation pattern of
p16 Ink4a gene. However, it can not be used to quantify the
methylation level of promoter region of gene. Gitan et al.[20]
have developed a methylation specific oligonucleotide (MSO)
microarray to analyze methylation of human estrogen receptor
(ER) α gene. The targets were derived from PCR products of
bisulfite-modified DNA, whereas the probes used a series of
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arrayed oligonucleotides that can discriminate between converted
and unconverted nucleotides, that is, unmethylated and methylated
cytosines, at CpG sites. The MSO microarray is a novel and
powerful tool for determining the methylation level in multiple
CpG island loci and for generating epigenetic profiles in cancer.
The aim of this study was to use oligonucleotides microarray
method to analyze methylation changes of p16 gene CpG islands
in gastric carcinomas. A 336 bp segment was selected in the 5’
untranslated region and the first exon of the p16 gene, as the
investigated target, which contain 32 CpG sites. Nine sets of
oligonucleotide probes were designed to test 23 CpG sites within
the island. Here, we described the oligonucleotide microarray
procedure and its application for analyzing the methylation
changes of p16 gene CpG islands in gastric tumor and
corresponding normal tissues.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Tissue samples
Eighteen gastric tumor and corresponding normal tissues were
obtained from Gulou Hospital (Nanjing, China). Genomic DNA
was isolated by standard methods using proteinase K digestion
and phenol/chloroform extraction.
Bisulfite genomic sequencing
Bisulfite processing of DNA was performed as described by
Frommer et al.[6] and the modifications introduced by Clark
et al.[21]. Briefly, 1 µg of genomic DNA was digested by EcoR I
and denatured in 0.35 mol/L NaOH at 37 for 20 min. Bisulfite
reaction was carried out in 3.2 mol/L sodium bisulfite and
0.5 mmol/L hydroquinone (Sigma Chemical Co., USA) at 55
for 16-24 h. DNA was recovered by a desalting column (DNA
Clean-Up System, Promega Inc., USA) and desulphonated in
0.2 mol/L NaOH at 37 for 15 min, neutralized by ammonium
acetate, alcohol precipitated, dried and then dissolved in 30 µL of
deionized water. After bisulfite processing, all unmethylated
cytosine residues converted to uracil, whereas the methylated
ones remained unchanged. For bisulfite genomic sequencing
the sense strand of a 336 bp fragment of the p16 gene 5’-CpG
island corresponding to nucleotides -128 to +208 relatively to
the transcription start site[22] was amplified with primers which
did not contain cytosine in a CpG context and consequently
annealed to the methylated status of the island. The sequence
of forward primer is 5’-AAA GAG GAG GGG TTG GTT GGT
TAT TA-3’ and that of backward primer is 5’-TAC CTA ATT
CCA ATT CCC CTA CAA ACT-3’. (Forward primer position
5-30 and reverse primer position 310-336 in GenBank accession
number U12818). PCR-reaction was performed in a buffer
containing 10 mmol/L Tris-HCl (pH 9.0), 50 mmol/L KCl, 1 g/L
Triton X-100, 50 g/L DMSO, 1.75 mmol/L MgCl2, 0.2 mmol/L of
each dNTP and 1 µL bisulphite treated DNA. Amplification
conditions were as follows: at 95 for 5 min; followed by 35
cycles, each at 95 for 1 min, at 62 for 1 min, and extension
at 72 for 30 s, and ended with an extension at 72 for 7 min
and quickly chilled to 4
on a PTC-225 thermocycler (MJ
Research). PCR products were gel purified and cloned into the
pMD18-T vector according to the manufacturer’s instructions
(TAKARA). Part of the same PCR products was fluorescently
labeled later for MSO microarray analysis. Plasmid DNA from
30 positive recombinant clones was isolated, and inserts were
sequenced on an automated sequence analyzer (ABI377A,
Applied Biosystem Inc., USA).
Oligonucleotide microarray
Nine sets of paired oligonucleotides used in this study were
designed to include two or three CpG sites of the p16 CpG island
to be interrogated (Table 1). These oligonucleotides were specific
to the bisulfite-modified sequence of portion of the p16 CpG island.
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Each was synthesized with amino-linked C6 [NH2 (CH2)6] linker
attached to its 5’ end. These oligonucleotides were suspended
in sodium carbonate buffer (0.1 mol/L, pH 9.0) to a final
concentration of 80 µmol/L. Approximately, 1 nL (0.05-0.1 pmole)
of each oligonucleotide was printed on the aldehyde-coated
glass slides (DAKO) using a PixSys5500 microarrayer (Cartesian
Technology Inc). After printed, the glass slides were incubated
in a humid chamber at room temperature overnight, and then at
37 for 2 h. The slides were washed thoroughly in 1 g/L SDS to
remove unbound oligonucleotides. After further treatment with
a NaBH4 solution for 15 min, the slides were ready for
hybridization. For target labeling, PCR products of bisulfitetreated DNA were labeled with Cy3-dCTP (Amersham Pharmacia)
by terminal transferase (TAKARA). The unincorporated dCTP
was removed by passing the labeled target through a microBiospin column (Bio-Rad). The labeled products were resuspended
in hybridization solution (1:3 dilution v/v). Then the mixture was
denatured at 95 for 5 min, cooled to room temperature, and
applied to the DNA microarray slides. Microarray hybridization
was conducted in a moist hybridization chamber under a cover
slip at 42 for 2 h. After hybridization, the slide was rinsed and
washed at room temperature with 2×SSC-1 g/L SDS and 0.1×SSC1 g/L SDS for a total of 15 min, respectively, and then dried by
centrifugation at 600 rm for 5 min.
Table 1 Nucleotide sequences of methylated and unmethylated
probes analyzed in oligonucleotide microarray
p16 CpG
sites
#4-6
#8-10
#11-13
#15-17
#18,19
#20,21
#22,23
#24,25
#26-28

Oligonucleotide sequences
M:
U:
M:
U:
M:
U:
M:
U:
M:
U:
M:
U:
M:
U:
M:
U:
M:
U:

Tm
( )

56
5’-NH 2-(T)10-CAACCGCCGAACGCAC-3’
5’-NH 2 -(T)10-CAACCACCAAACACAC-3’
50
5’-NH2-(T)10-CAACCGCCGAACGCAC-3’
61
5’-NH2 -(T)10-CCACCACCCACTACCTA-3’
53
5’-NH 2-(T)10-CCGCCGCCGACTCCAT-3’
61
5’-NH 2 -(T)10-CCACCACCAACTCCAT-3’
53
5’-NH 2-(T) 10-AACCGCGACCGTAACCAA-3’ 58
5’-NH 2 -(T)10-AACCACAACCATAACCAA-3’ 50
5’-NH 2 -(T)10-TCTACCCGACCCCGAACC-3’
60
5’-NH 2 -(T)10-TCTACCCAACCCCAAACC-3’
55
5’-NH 2-(T)10-AACAACGCCCGCACCTC-3’
57
5’-NH2-(T)10-AACAACACCCACACCTC-3’
50
5’-NH 2 -(T)10-ACAACGCCCCCGCCTC-3’
59
5’-NH 2 -(T)10-ACAACACCCCCACCTC-3’
52
5’-NH 2-(T)10-AACTATTCGATACGTTAAAC-3’ 48
5’-NH 2-(T)10-AACTATTCAATACATTAAAC-3’ 39
5’-NH 2 -(T)10-ATCGACCTCCGACCGTAAC-3’ 55
5’-NH 2-(T)10-ATCAACCTCCAACCATAAC-3’ 49

Image scanning and data processing
DNA microarray slide was scanned with ScanArray Lite microarray
analysis systems (A Packard BioScience Company, USA) after
the above treatment. Images acquired by the scanner were
analyzed with software Genepix Pro 3.0. Each spot was defined by
the positioning of a grid of circles over the array image. For each
fluorescent image, the average pixel intensity within each circle
was determined and a local background using mean pixel intensity
was computed for each spot. The net signal was determined by
subtraction of this local background from the mean average
intensity for each spot. The data generated by the software were
exported in a spreadsheet format and processed using Microsoft
Excel. Statistical analyses were conducted using Origin 5.0 software.
Methylation-specific PCR (MSP)
The 5’-CpG island regions of the p16 gene were amplified with
primers for methylated and unmethylated DNA, respectively.
Primer pairs described in Table 2[8] were synthesized and purified
by Shengyou Inc (Shanghai, China). PCR amplification was
performed in a buffer containing 10 mmol/L Tris-HCl (pH 9.0),
50 mmol/L KCl, 1 g/L Triton X-100, 50 g/L DMSO, 1.75 mmol/L
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MgCl2, 0.2 mmol/L of each dNTP and 1 µL bisulfite treated
DNA in a final volume of 30 µL. The amplification was carried out
for 35 cycles (30 s at 95 , 30 s at the annealing temperature
listed in Table 2, and 30 s at 72 ), followed by a final 4-min
extension at 72
and quickly chilled to 4 on a PTC-225
thermocycler (MJ Research). Products amplified with both
types of primers were examined on 10 g/L agarose gel.
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Unmethylated allele

5’

MS
MA1
US
UA1
MS
MA2
US
UA2

Sequences (5’

3’)

TTATTAGAGGGTGGGGCGGATCGC
CCACCTAAATCGACCTCCGACCG
TTATTAGAGGGTGGGGTGGATTGT
CCACCTAAATCAACCTCCAACCA
TTATTAGAGGGTGGGGCGGATCGC
GACCCCGAACCGCGACCGTAA
TTATTAGAGGGTGGGGTGGATTGT
CAACCCCAAACCACAACCATAA

CG

UG

UG

TG

TG

65

234

60

150

65

151

60

RESULTS
Figure 1 outlines the MSO strategy for DNA methylation
analysis. Test DNA samples were bisulfite-modified, PCR amplified
products contained pools of DNA fragments with altered
nucleotide sequences due to their differential methylation status.
As shown, the unmethylated allele of a given DNA sequence
was expected to have the unmethylated cytosine of the tested
CpG sites converted to thymine, whereas these CpG sequences
remained unchanged in the methylated allele. Target DNA was
then hybridized to arrayed oligonucleotides probes specifically
designed to discriminate between converted and unconverted
nucleotides at these CpG sites.
A 336 bp segment was selected in the 5’ untranslated region
and the first exon of the p16 gene, as the investigated target, which
contains 32 CpG sites (Figure 2). Nine sets of oligonucleotide
probes were designed to test 23 CpG sites within the island,
each set contained a pair of methylated and unmethylated
oligonucleotides for interrogating 2 or 3 CpG sites in close
proximity (Table 1). First, control DNA targets were used to test
the accuracy and reproducibility of probes designed for microarray
hybridization. We selected fully methylated and unmethylated
ones as positive and negative controls from 36 positive
recombinant clones. The positive control generated in this way
remained 100% cytosine in the tested CpG sites, whereas the
negative control had all cytosine residues converted into
thymine in the tested CpG sites. Next, a series of microarray
hybridization were performed with mixtures of Cy3 labeled
positive and negative DNA targets at different proportions
representing 0%, 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100% of DNA methylation

m

CG

m

CG

m

CG

m

CG

PCR
CG

CG

Fluorescence labeling
and oligonucleotides
hybridization
5’
5’

Size bp Annealing
temp ( )
234

Methylated allele
5’

Bisulfite treatment

Table 2 MSP primers used for amplification of p16 gene CpG
island. MS and US represent methylated and unmethylated sense
primers, respectively. MA1 and MA2, UA1 and UA2 represent
methylated and unmethylated antisense primers, respectively
Primer sets

CG

C6 amino-linker
probe

G
C

AT
CG

CG
GC

A
C

G
C

AT
CG

CG
GC

A
C

Cy3

Cy3

Figure 1 Schematic outline for analysis of DNA methylation
based on oligonucleotide microarray[20]. Genomic DNA was
bisulfite treated and amplified by PCR for a specific CpG island
region of interest. The amplified product was labeled with Cy3
fluorescence dye and hybridized to oligonucleotide probes attached to a glass surface. At left an oligonucleotide probe was
designed to form a perfect match with a target DNA containing
the unmethylated allele. At right a probe was designed to form
a perfect match with the methylated DNA target.

to test the linearity of the protocol. An example of the microarray
analysis for CpG#26-28 is shown in Figure 3A. The average
intensity of hybridization signals from the four replicate spots
for the methylated (M) and unmethylated (U) alleles was then
derived and used to calculate the intensity ratio of M/(M+U).
In this case, a linear relationship (R2 = 0.9882) was established,
showing that the increase in DNA methylation was proportional
to the increase in intensity ratios in the control samples. The
result suggested that this set of oligonucleotide probes was
optimal for the detection of methylation changes at CpG#26-28.
This approach was used to test other oligonucleotide probes
and to generate a set of standards for the calibration of DNA
methylation changes in the test samples (Figure 3B). We noticed
that the regression line for CpG#24, 25 was much higher on the
Y-axis than the rest of the CpG sites. Moreover, its slope was
much lower than the others. This higher nonspecific hybridization
was likely due to the lower melting temperature of the unmethylated
probe. An oligonucleotide sequence such as this would result
in the compression of the usable scale and make the assessment
of methylation status a little more challenging.
Microarray assay was used to analyze the methylation status
of 18 gastric tumor and corresponding normal tissues. Figure 4

Figure 2 Nucleotide sequences of the 5’ untranslated region and the first exon of the p16 gene (Genbank accession no.U12818.1
GI: 533724). The 23 CpG sites tested by oligonucleotide microarray are underlined and shown in bold.
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Figure 3 Standardization curve for microarray assays. A: Mixtures of fully methylated and unmethylated control DNA (from 36
positive recombinant clones) prepared and amplified by PCR using bisulfite primers for the p16 gene CpG island. B: A calibration curve for measuring methylation changes at the p16 gene CpG sites.

shows the representative examples of microarray results. By use
of the standard curves derived from the aforementioned calibration
controls, no methylation was detected in the normal tissues.
Extensive methylation of the p16 CpG island was observed in 7 of
18 gastric tumor tissues (T1, T2, T3, T8, T9, T11, and T18), a
modest degree of methylation was found in T10 and T15, whereas
little or no methylation was seen in others (Figure 5).
To further validate the microarray findings in gastric tumors,
methylaton-specific PCR (MSP) was conducted in 18 tumor
and corresponding normal tissues. The primers MA1 and MA2
for MSP included CpG#16-19 and CpG#26-28 sites, respectively.
Therefore, CpG#15-17 and CpG#26-28 sites were used for this
conformation. A representation of the MSP analysis is shown
in Figure 6. By use of this approach, two normal tissues were
completely unmethylated (N4 and N8). MSP results of the 18
gastric tumor tissues completely matched with microarray results.
Interestingly, the MSP results indicated that the methylation

was not detected in T1 when the amplification was performed
with primers MS and MA2, whereas the methylation could be
found in T1 when the amplification was performed with primers
MS and MA1 (Figure 6). A most possible reason was that some
CpG sites were not methylated in the region of primer MA2.
Figure 5 indicates that CpG#15-17 sites had no methylation in
T1, whereas CpG#26-28 sites had 47% methylation in T1, which
were consistent with the MSP results.
The above results indicated that microarray assay could
potentially increase the frequency of detecting p16 methylation
from tumor samples than MSP. MSP was a simple, sensitive,
and specific method for determining the methylation status of
virtually any CpG-rich region. However, methylation could not be
detected when some CpG sites were not methylated in region of
MSP primers. The issue could be easily overcome using microarray
assay. Furthermore, microarray assay could estimate which CpG
sites (or CpG-rich region) were easily methylated in certain tumors.
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Figure 6 MSP analysis of the p16 gene CpG island in gastric
tumor (T) and corresponding normal (N) tissues. M and U
indicate amplification using methylated and unmethylated
sequence-specific primers, respectively. DNA extracted from
tumor and the corresponding normal tissues were amplified
with primers MS and MA1 (A) and MS and MA2 (B),
respectively. (Pos) Positive control; (Neg) negative control;
(Mr.) DNA marker.

p16 CpG sites

Figure 4 Methylation analysis of 23 CpG sites in p16 gene
CpG island using oligonucleotide microarray.
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Figure 5 Methylation analysis of p16 gene CpG islands by
oligonucleotide microarray. Summaries of the microarray
results are shown for 18 gastric tumors and corresponding
normal tissues. Gray scale shown at right represents the methylation levels in percentage determined from the calibration curve for the test CpG sites.

DISCUSSION
In this study, we have applied a microarray method to a
comprehensive analysis of DNA methylation. The results
indicated that the microarray was successfully used to map
methylated CpG sites within the p16 gene CpG islands in clinical
samples. The derived methylation information for gastric tumor
and corresponding normal tissues was assessed quantitatively
and independently validated by methylation-specific PCR.
This microarray-based analysis of DNA methylation is
expected to provide new tools for research in this field. At present,
most methylation assays have been limited to analyzing CpG
islands of a few known genes and are restricted in throughput
for a genome-wide analysis. Until recently, Gitan et al.[20] have
developed a novel technique called MSO microarray that combines
bisulfite DNA assay and oligonucleotides microarray for
analysis of DNA methylation. The MSO microarray potentially
allows rapid screening of multiple CpG sites in many gene
promoters. CpG island hypermethylation has been reported to
be linked to the silencing of more than 100 cancer-related genes.
A DNA microarray can be generated to contain hundreds of
oligonucleotides designed to discriminate between methylated
and unmethylated sequences in these gene promoters. Bisulfitetreated genomic DNA from each of these loci can be amplified
from investigated samples in a 96-well format to generate multiple
targets for oligonucleotides hybridization.
As with other oligonucleotide microarrays, crosshybridization between imperfect-match probes and targets could
be observed. In addition, some probes might inherently diminish
hybridization signals, probably due to decreased duplex stability
of targets and probes[18]. Through careful data analysis, Gitan
and his colleagues considered that cross-reactivity might also
increase when oligonucleotide probes were designed to query
methylation differences in one single CpG site. The issue is
easily overcome by designing probes to include two or more
CpG sites. This design consideration may limit the MSO assay’s
ability to detect methylation changes in single CpG sites. Adorjan
et al.[23] have developed a microarray-based assay that can
analyze methylation changes of single CpG sites. Several
hundred CpG sites were screened in 76 samples from four
different human tumor types and corresponding healthy
controls. The results demonstrated that the microarray could
be applied as a powerful tool to the assessment of selected CpG
dinucleotides and quantification of methylation at each site. As
shown in this study, the use of a simple control system could
test the accuracy and reproducibility of the probes designed for
microarray hybridization. This control system can also be used
to calibrate the levels of methylation changes detected in the
investigated samples by microarray assay.
In summary, microarray assay can be readily used to highthroughput analysis of DNA methylation. It will contribute
significant information to our understanding of CpG island
methylation in cancer.
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Abstract
AIM: To investigate p53 mutation and p21 expression in
hepatocarcinogenesis induced by hepatitis B virus (HBV)
and aflatoxin B1 (AFB1) in tree shrews, and to reveal the
role of these genes in hepatocarcinogenesis.
METHODS: Tree shrews were divided into four groups:
group A, those infected with HBV and fed with AFB1 (n = 39);
group B, those infected with HBV alone (n = 28); group C,
those fed with AFB1 alone (n = 29); and group D, normal
controls (n = 20). The tree shrews underwent liver biopsies
once every 15 wk. Expression of p53 and p21 proteins and
genes in the biopsies and tumor tissues of the experimental
tree shrews was detected, respectively, by immunohistochemistry,
and by Southern blotting and reverse transcription-polymerase
chain reaction and sequencing.
RESULTS: The incidence of hepatocellular carcinomas
(HCC) was higher in group A (66.7%) than that in group B
(3.57%) and C (30%). The time of HCC occurrence was
also earlier in group A than that in group C (120.0±16.6 wk
vs 153.3±5.8 wk, respectively, P<0.01). p53 protein was
not detected by immunohistochemistry in all groups before
the 75th wk of the experiment. At the 105th wk, the positive
rates fo p53 were 78.6%, 60% and 71.4% in groups A, B
and C, respectively, which were significantly higher than
that in group D (10%) (all P<0.05). An abnormal band of
p53 gene was observed in groups A and C. The mutation
points of p53 gene in tree shrews with HCC were at codons
275, 78 and 13. The nucleotide sequence and amino acid
sequence of tree shrew’s wild-type p53 showed 91.7%
and 93.4% homologies with those of human p53,
respectively. The immunopositivity for p21 was found
before HCC development. The incidence of HCC was
significantly higher in tree shrews that were positive for
p21 than those negative for p21 (80.0% vs 11.0%, P<0.001).
The incidence of HCC in p21 positive animals in group A
was significantly higher than those positive for p21 in group
C (P<0.05).
CONCLUSION: A remarkable synergistic effect on HCC

development exists between HBV and AFB1. p53 mutation
promotes the development of HCC. HBV and AFB 1 may
synergistically induce p53 gene mutation, and stimulate
ras gene expression. ras gene is activated at the earlier
stage during hepatocarcinogenesis. p21 protein may be
an early marker, and the alterations of p53 may be a late
event in the development of HCC.
Su JJ, Ban KC, Li Y, Qin LL, Wang HY, Yang C, Ou C, Duan
XX, Lee YL, Yang RQ. Alteration of p53 and p21 during
hepatocarcinogenesis in tree shrews. World J Gastroenterol
2004; 10(24): 3559-3563
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INTRODUCTION
Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is one of the world’s most
common cancers and is predominant in Africa and South-east
Asia[1]. Epidemiological studies indicated that contamination
of food with aflatoxin B1 (AFB1) and chronic infection with hepatitis
B virus (HBV) are the major risk factors for human HCC[2,3].
p53, a tumor suppressor gene located on the short arm of
chromosome 17, normally regulates the activity of the cell cycle
machinery. Mutation of the p53 gene has been observed with
a high prevalence in diverse types of human cancer and
frequently occurs with point mutation. The frequencies of p53
mutation in HCC from different studies were varied from 18% to
67%[4,5]. Mutation of G to T transversion at the third base of
codon 249 of p53 gene has been found in human HCC associated
with high exposures to AFB1 in Africa and Qidong, China[6,7],
Where this mutation is absent from HCC in the area with
negligible exposure to AFB1. The ras gene coding for Mr 21 000
protein (p21) binds guanine nucleotides and possesses GTPase
activity. Through this mechanism, the ras p21 participates in the
control of cell proliferation, possibly as a signal transducer
from cell surface receptors to the nucleus[8]. H-ras oncogene
could induce the metastatic phenotype of HCC cell in vitro to
enhance its metastatic potential. The mutations of ras genes at
codons 12, 13, and 61 leading to the increased expression of
normal or mutant form of the p21 protein have been observed
in human HCC and several other tumors[9]. However, some
report that ras proto-oncogene can enhance or inhibit the
malignant phenotype in vivo in different systems[10]. In the
present study, using tree shrew (Tupaia belangeri chinensis)
as an animal model for studying the development of HCC induced
by human HBV and/or AFB1, we investigated the alterations of
p53 and p21 during hepatocarcinogenesis in tree shrews.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Animals
Tree shrews were obtained from Kunming Medical Biology
Institute, Chinese Academy of Sciences. One hundred and
sixteen adult tree shrews weighed 127±14.5 g. Animals were
raised in stainless steel cage individually at room temperature
of 25±1
and fed with basic diet supplemented with fruits,
milk, and eggs. Drinking water was given ad libitum.
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HBV sera for infection
Sera positive for HBV surface antigen (HBsAg), e antigen
(HBeAg) and antibody against c antigen (anti-HBc) were
obtained from several blood donors. The titres of HBsAg and
HBeAg were more than 1:1 024. The sera were preserved in a
refrigerator at -40 and pooled before inoculation.
AFB1
AFB1 was purchased from Sigma Chemical Co., USA. It was
dissolved into dimethylsulphoxide (DMSO) and mixed with milk
to be sipped by tree shrews.
Reagents
Rabbit polyclonal antibody against human p53 protein (CM1)
and avidin-biotin peroxidase complex kit were purchased from
Vector Laboratories Inc., USA. RNase mini-kit was purchased
from Qiagen Inc., Germany. PCR kit was the product of Stratagene
Inc., USA. Rat antibody against human p21 (pan-ras) was
purchased from Biosource Inc., USA.
Methods
Blood sample 1 mL was drawn through the femoral veins of
each tree shrew before the experiment started. Some tree shrews
were inoculated with 0.5 mL of human HBV-infected serum via
the femoral vein. Three days later, another 0.5 mL of the same
serum was injected peritoneally. After a week, the sera of these
animals were checked weekly for HBV infection markers by
enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA). HBV- infected
tree shrews confirmed by ELISA were randomly divided into
group A (39 animals) and group B (28 animals). The un-inoculated
tree shrews were randomly divided into group C (29 animals)
and group D (20 animals). The animals of groups A and C were
given AFB1, 200-400 µg/kg.b.m. per day, while group D was
used as control. Liver biopsies were performed in each group
once every 15 wk. The samples of liver biopsy or HCC were cut
into 2 pieces. One was fixed in 40 g/L buffered formaldehyde,
and the other was kept at -80 after immersed in liquid nitrogen.
Southern blotting
Three samples of liver biopsy and 5 samples of HCC tissues
stored at -80
were sent to Korea Research Institute of
Bioscience and Biotechnology for Southern blotting to
determine the p53 gene status.
Sequencing of p53
Total RNAs were extracted from 10 mg of frozen tumors or
biopsied liver tissues. Exon 2-4 (415 bp) of the p53 gene was
amplified using the forward primer CDF2: 5’-ATTGGCAGCCA
GACTGCCTTCCGGG-3’ and reverse primer CDR4: 5’-CGATT
CTAGAGCAAAACATCTTGTTGAGGG-3’. Exon 5-11 (974 bp)
of the p53 gene was amplified using the forward primer CDF5:
5’-CGATGAATTCTTGCATTCTGGGACAGCCAA-3’, and
reverse primer CDR11: 5’-CGATAAGCTTCTGACGCACACCT
ATTGCAA-3’. The reactions containing 0.5 µg total RNA,
5 mmol/L MgCl2, 1 mmol/L dNTP, 20 pmoL of each primer, 40
units of RNase inhibitor, 5 units of AMV reverse transcriptase,
5 units of AMV Tag DNA polymerase in a final volume of 50 µL
in mRNA selective PCR buffer were used. The mixture of
reactants was incubated at 42 for 30 min followed by PCR
amplification with 25 cycles of at 85 for 30 s and at 72 for
1 min. PCR products were analyzed on 15 g/L agarose gel
containing ethidium bromide. The PCR product of p53 was
purified and sequenced by an automatic DNA sequencer.
Immunohistochemistry for p53 and p21
p53 and p21 proteins were detected by immunohistochemical
staining using the avidin-biotin complex (ABC) method on the
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sections of liver tissues and tumors. In brief, formalin-fixed,
paraffin-embedded sections were deparaffinized in xylene and
were passed through ethanol series. After the endogenous
peroxidase activity was blocked, the sections were rinsed in
0.01 mol/L PBS. Non-specific binding was blocked by treatment
with 5% normal horse or goat serum for 20 min. Primary antibody
was applied to the sections and incubated in a moist chamber
overnight at 4 . After the sections were washed in 0.01 mol/L
PBS, biotinylated horse or goat anti-mouse or rabbit
immunoglobulin G was applied and sections were incubated for
50 min at room temperature. After washed, the sections were
incubated with avidin-biotin-peroxidase complex for 50 min and
than washed again. The chromogen, 3-3’-diaminobenzidine (DAB)
was added for 5 to 10 min. Finally, the sections were washed and
mounted. The section without primary antibody served as
negative control.

Statistical analysis
Differences of HCC incidence and percentages of immunopositivity
for p53 and p21 were analyzed by the Chi-square (χ2) test. The
difference of the average time for appearance of HCC was
analyzed by the Student’s t test.
RESULTS
The first case of HCC appeared at the 83rd wk of the experiment
in group B. At that time the number of living animals in groups
A, B, C and D were 39, 28, 29 and 20, respectively. After feeding
of AFB1 for 105 wk, the amount of AFB1 in groups A and C was
11.6-15.5 mg and 11.4-16.09 mg, respectively. The difference was
not statistically significant. The experimental period was 160 wk.
Incidence of HCC
HCC occurred only in groups A, B and C, and the rates of HCC
in those groups were 58.9% (23/39), 3.57% (1/28) and 20.68%
(6/29), respectively. No HCC was observed in group D. One
tree shrew died at the 120th wk in group B had two proliferating
pale nodules with 0.5 cm in diameter. They were large proliferating
nodules of liver cells under the microscope. Not only was the
HCC incidence higher but also the average time for HCC
appearance was significantly shorter in group A than that in
group C (120±16.6 wk vs 153±5.8 wk, t = 3.336, P<0.01).
p53 gene
No p53 protein was detected by immunohistochemistry in each
group at the 75th wk. The percentages of immunopositivity for
p53 in group A (78.6%), B (60%) and C (71.4%) were significantly
higher than that in group D (10.0%) at the 105th wk. The positive
rates for p53 in HCC samples were not significantly different
between groups A and C (52.17%, 12/23 vs 50%, 3/6, P >0.05).
Immunopositive signal of p53 was located in nucleus of cell
(Figure 1). At the 105th wk, the extra bands of p53 were detected
in 2 of 3 liver biopsy tissues from group C but none from other
groups by Southern blotting. One case from group C appeared
a new band with a size of 12.8 kb and lost a normal band of 1.6 kb
at the same time. This tree shrew developed HCC at the 120th wk.
A new band of 3.4 kb was found in another case from group C.
Before the experiment started and during the 15th to 75th wk of
the experiment, totally 12 biopsy liver tissues from 2 animals in
group C were detected by Southern blotting and a light extra
band of 3.8 kb was found in the tissues of 45th wk. Two of 8
HCCs from group A also appeared an extra band of 4.8 kb. The
point mutation of p53 gene from 3 of 8 tumors was found by
sequencing. The mutations were at codons 275, 78 and 13
(changing proline to serine, T C transversion at the first
nucleotide of codon 275; changing cystein to arginine, A G
transversion at the third position of codon 78; C T transversion
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Table 1 Status of p53 gene from liver and tumor tissues of tree shrews
Treatment

Tissues

Grade of tumors

Status of p53 gene

Change of nucleic acid

Animal (Groups)
5201 (C)
5207 (C)
5063 (A)
5067 (A)
5172 (A)
5173 (A)
1 (D)
2 (D)

HBV

AFB 1

+
+
+
+
-

+
+
+
+
+
+
-

liver
tumor
tumor
tumor
tumor
tumor
liver
liver

I
II
II
III
II
-

wt
wt
mt (78)
wt
mt (13)
mt (275)
wt
wt

GCA-GCG
CCT-CTT
TGT-CGT
-

Wt: wild type; mt: mutation.
Table 2 Expression of p21 in normal liver and liver tumor tissues of tree shrews
p21+
Group

No. of animals (n)

Animal (n)
A
B
C
D

39
28
29
20

p21-

incidence of HCC (%)
23 (58.97)bd
1 (3.57)
6 (20.68)
0

Incidence of HCC (%)

Animal (n)

Incidence of HCC (%)

23
26
22
20

7 (30.43) fj
1 (3.84)
2 (9.09)
0

16 (100.0)af
0
4 (54.14)h

16
2
7
0

b
P<0.01 vs Group C; dP<0.001 vs Group B; fP<0.001, p21+ vs p21- in Group A; hP<0.01, p21+ vs p21- in Group C; aP<0.05 vs Group C
in p21+; jP<0.01 vs Group B in p21-.

at the second position of codon 13; no amino acid change)
(Table 1). The nucleotide sequence and amino acid sequence
of tree shrew’s wild-type p53 showed 91.7% and 93.4%
homologies with those of human p53 sequence, and 77.2% and
73.4% homologies with mouse p53 sequence, respectively[11].

20 of them developed HCC (80%), while only 10 of totally 91
animals which were negative for p21 developed HCC (10.99%).
Only 1 sample of HCC tissue was positive for p21 in all 30
samples of HCC tissues (Table 3).
Table 3 Relationship between p21 expression and HCC development
Group
p21-positive
p21-negative
b

Animal (n)

HCC (n)

Rate of HCC (%)

25
91

20
10

80.0b
10.99

P< 0.001 vs p21-negative.

Figure 1 Expression of p53 protein located in nuclei of liver
cancer cells (Original magnification: ×400).

p21 protein
p21 protein was located in plasma of liver cells (Figure 2) and
overexpressed in totally 16 animals’ liver tissues in group A
during hepatocarcinogenesis. All those tree shrews developed
HCC. However, only 7 of 23 tree shrews were p21-negative in
liver tissues, and developed HCC in the same group at the end
of experiment. The incidence of HCC was significantly higher
in these p21-positive animals than in those negative ones. There
were 2 animals positive for p21 protein in the liver tissues in
group B, one of them died at the 120th wk and had 2 proliferating
nodules with 0.5 cm in diameter. They were large proliferating
nodules of liver cells under microscope. At the end of the
experiment, 4 of 7 tree shrews that were positive for p21
developed HCC in Group C, whereas only 2 of 22 tree shrews
that were negative for p21 developed HCC in this group. p21
overexpression was not found in group D (Table 2). Totally 25
animals were positive for p21 in liver tissues in all groups and

Figure 2 p21 protein located in plasma of liver cells (Original
magnification: ×200).

DISCUSSION
Animals in groups A and B were verified for infection with
human HBV[12]. In the present study, not only was the incidence
of HCC significantly higher but also the average time for HCC
development was shorter in the animals both infected with
HBV and exposed to AFB1 than those infected with HBV or
exposed to AFB1 alone. These results provided further support
for the existence of the synergistic effect between HBV and
AFB1 in tree shrew’s hepatocarcinogenesis[13-15]. Even though
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only one case of HCC developed in group B, which was infected
with HBV alone, proliferation foci and/or nodules appeared
quite early and frequently in this group. One tree shrew in
group B which died at the 120th wk was found with 2 proliferating
nodules with 0.5 cm in diameter in the liver. These results
indicate that HBV has the capability of inducing liver cancer,
but its capability is weak.
Wild type p53 gene is the control gene at G1 phase of cell
cycle. It can inhibit DNA-damaged cell from entering G1 phase
and let the cell repair the damage[16]. Mutated p53 gene not
only loses the functions that wild type p53 has but also promotes
malignant transformation of cells[17]. All the liver tissues of tree
shrews in all groups were negative for mutant p53 protein by
immunohistochemistry in early period of hepatocarcinogenesis.
However, mutant p53 proteins were detectable in the middle
stage of hepatocarcinogenesis, before the appearance of HCC.
This demonstrates that p53 mutation occurs prior to the
appearance of HCC. In the control group, no HCC developed
and no mutant p53 proteins and mutations of p53 gene were
detected, suggesting that the p53 mutation is a crucial factor
to initiate the malignant transformation of cell. The results of
examining the status of p53 gene by Southern blotting showed
that 2 liver samples biopsied at the 45th wk in group C had an
abnormal band of 3.8 kb. This indicates that the alteration of
p53 gene in the hepatocyte of tree shrew is dependent on a
cumulative amount of AFB1 and sufficient time, and also supports
the finding that mutation of p53 occurs before the appearance
of HCC. The reason for loss expression of mutant p53 in those
2 animals may be due to the low level of mutant p53 protein. In
the 8 samples sent to South Korea, p53 mutation was not
observed in 3 normal liver tissues, but 3 poorly-differentiated
cases from the 5 HCC samples showed p53 mutations. The rate
of mutation was consistent with our previous report[18]. It was
also similar to the reports on human samples. The 3 tree shrews
containing p53 mutation gene were from group A treated by
both HBV and AFB1, implying that HBV and AFB1 may play a
synergistic role in p53 mutation. This may be one of mechanisms
that HBV synergies AFB 1 in hepatocarcinogenesis. p53
mutations were located at codons 275, 78 and 13, respectively.
No mutation was found at codon 249. It was differently from
the mutation at codon 249 of the p53 gene identified as a
hotspot mutation in hepatocellular carcinomas occurring in
populations exposed to AFB1 and HBV[4,5,19,20]. However, it was
similar to the results of studies on non-human primate animal
models[21]. This discrepancy may be due to the different species,
or too small amount of cases that were detected to find any
mutation of p53 at codon 249. Moreover, it also suggests that
p53 mutation, which is closely related to the development of
HCC, does not merely occur at codon 249.
In HCC ras was first proved as one of the transforming
genes, which belong to G-protein family gene. When it is converted
to active oncogene by point mutation or gene amplification the
signal transmission of cell membranes may change, which drives
cell division, and results in abnormal differentiation and finally
neoplasm formation. Oncogene ras directly takes part in human
carcinogenesis, perhaps accounting for as many as 15-20% of
all human tumors. It is well documented that the ras gene
product, p21 protein, has GTPase activity and is involved in
signal transduction. p21 is now well recognized for its essential
function in transducing extracellular signals that regulate cell
growth, survival, and differentiation. Overexpression and point
mutations of ras gene were not only found in HCC[22-23] but
also found in liver cirrhosis and the correlation with liver cell
dysplasia[24]. We detected the p21 expression by immunohistochemistry in biopsied liver tissues of tree shrews at the
45th, 105th and 119th wk. The results showed that the accumulative
total of positive rate for p21 in group A was 41.02%, which was
significantly higher than that in group B (7.14%) and group C
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(24.13%). This indicates that HBV and AFB1 can synergistically
activate ras gene in hepatocyte resulting in overexpression of
p21[25]. The p21 protein overexpression appeared before HCC
development, indicating that the p21 protein overexpression is
the early event during hepatocarcinogenesis and p21 protein
may be an early marker in the development of HCC[26]. In the
present study, among the 25 animals that were positive for p21,
20 (80%) developed HCC whereas only 10 of 91 (10.99%) p21negative animals developed HCC at the end of the experiment.
This suggests that overexpression of p21 plays an important
role in the development of HCC.
Comparison of the nucleotide and amino acid, sequences
of human wild-type p53 the structural homology was higher
between tree shrews and human than between tree shrews and
mouse[11], indicating the tree shrew model is a useful animal model
to study the etiology and pathogenesis of HCC in humans[27].
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Abstract
AIM: Dendritomas formed by fusing cancer cells to dendritic
cells have already been applied to clinical treatment trial
of several types of cancers. Dendritic cells for the fusion in
most trials and experiments were from blood monocytes
in standard 7-d protocol culture, which requires 5-7 d of
culture with granulocyte-macrophage–colony-stimulating
factor (GM-CSF) and interleukin-4 (IL-4), followed by 2-3 d
of activation with a combination of proinflammatory
mediators such as tumor necrosis factorα (TNFα), interleukin1β (IL-1β), interleukin-6 (IL-6) and prostaglandin E2 (PGE2).
One study showed that mature monocyte-derived dendritic
cells could be obtained within 48 h of in vitro culture with
the same protocol as standard 7-d culture and referred to
as FastDCs. Here we aimed to fuse human hepatocellular
carcinoma cell line HCCLM3 cells with mature monocytederived dendritic cells within 48 h of in vitro culture (FastDC).
METHODS: HCCLM3 cells were cultured in RPMI 1640 with
150 mL/L fetal calf serum (FCS). CD14+monocytes from
healthy human peripheral blood were purified with MACS
CD14 isolation kit and cultured in six-well plates in fresh
complete DC medium containing RPMI-1640, 20 mL/L
heat inactivated human AB serum, 2 mmol/L L-glutamine,
100 µg/mL gentamicin, 1 000 U/mL GM-CSF and 500 U/mL
IL-4 for 24 h, then proinflammatory mediators such as TNFα
(1 000 U/mL), IL-1β (10 ng/mL), IL-6 (10 ng/mL) and PGE2
(1 µg/mL) were supplemented for another 24 h, and thus
mature FastDCs were generated. HCCLM3 cells and FastDCs
were labeled with red fluorescent dye PKH26-GL and green
fluorescent dye PKH67-GL respectively. After the red
fluorescent-stained HCCLM3 cells were irradiated with
50 Gy, FastDCs and irradiated HCCLM3 cells were fused in
500 mL/L polyethylene glycol(PEG)+100 mL/L dimethyl
sulfoxide (DMSO) to generate novel dendritomas. The FastDCs

and novel dendritomas were immunostained with antiCD80, anti-CD86, anti-CD83, anti-HLA-DR mAbs and
analyzed by fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS).
Novel dendritomas were nucleus-stained with Hoechst
33258 and analyzed by confocal laser scanning microscopy.
RESULTS: Mature FastDCs with highly expressed surface
markers CD80, CD86, CD83 and HLA-DR were generated
within 48 h in vitro. Novel dendritomas with dual red-green
fluorescence were constructed fast and successfully, and
FACS analysis showed that the fusion efficiency was 24.27%
and the novel dendritomas expressed the same activation
markers as FastDCs. Confocal laser scanning microscopy
analysis showed representative images of dendritomas.
CONCLUSION: Dendritomas can be formed fast with
mature FastDCs from healthy human peripheral blood
monocytes (PBMC) by incubation with GM-CSF and IL-4 for
24 h and by activation with proinflammatory mediators for
an additional period of 24 h. Owing to shorter time required
for in vitro DCs development, the generation of these novel
dendritomas reduced labor and cost. This rapid method
for formation of dendritomas may represent a new strategy
for immunotherapy of hepatocellular carcinoma.
Guan X, Peng JR, Yuan L, Wang H, Wei YH, Leng XS. A
novel, rapid strategy to form dendritomas from human
dendritic cells and hepatocellular carcinoma cell line HCCLM3
cells using mature dendritic cells derived from human peripheral
blood CD14+ monocytes within 48 hours of in vitro culture.
World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(24): 3564-3568
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INTRODUCTION
Dendritic cells (DCs) are professional antigen-presenting cells
(APCs) and play key roles in initiating and managing specific
primary immune responses, including the activation of tumorreactive cytotoxic T cells (CTLs)[1,2]. The fusion of DCs with
tumor cells among various tumor vaccination strategies focusing
on DCs has become a promising approach[3,4]. At present, most
experimental and clinical studies rely on the in vitro development
of DCs from CD34+ progenitor cells or blood monocytes[5-7 ].
Commonly, according to standard 7-d protocol, blood monocytes
were cultured for 5-7 d with GM-CSF and IL-4 to develop immature
DCs which were activated for another 2-3 d with monocyteconditioned media (MCM) or a combination of proinflammatory
mediators such as TNFα, IL-1β, IL-6 and PGE2 so that mature
DCs with full T stimulatory capacity were obtained[8]. It was
reported that mature DCs in 48 h in vitro culture with the same
combination of proinflammatory mediators as standard 7-d
protocol’s were obtained and referred to as FastDCs[8]. The
report indicated that FastDCs were as effective as monocyte-
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derived DCs from standard 7-d protocol culture in stimulating
primary antigen-specific Th1-type immune responses[8]. Here
we aimed to fuse human hepatocellular carcinoma cell line
HCCLM3 cells with mature dendritic cells (FastDCs) within 48 h
of in vitro culture.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
All reagents were obtained from the indicated sources. GMCSF, TNFα, IL-1β, IL-6 were purchased from R&D Systems
(Minneapolis, USA), IL-4 from Promega (USA), PKH26-GL,
PKH67-GL, 500 mL/L PEG+100 mL/L DMSO, gentamicin,
Hoechst 33258 and PGE2 from Sigma-Aldrich China Inc.
(Shanghai, China), Fetal calf serum (FCS), RPMI-1640 medium,
L-glutamine, penicillin and streptomycin from Invitrogen (USA).
All mAbs (anti-HLA-DR, APC-conjugated; anti-CD80, CyChrome-conjugated; anti-CD86, APC-conjugated; anti-CD83,
APC-conjugated) were obtained from BD PharMingen (USA),
and CD14 isolation kit from Miltenyi Biotec. (Bergisch-Gladbach,
Germany), and Ficoll-Hypaque from Pharmacia (Sweden),
Human AB serum from Chuanye Inc.(Tianjin, China). Human
HCCLM3 cell line was a gift from Professor Zhao-You Tang in
Liver Cancer Institute (Zhongshan Hospital, Fudan University).
Methods
Culture of hepatocellular carcinoma HCCLM3 cells Human
HCCLM3 cells were grown in complete culture medium
containing RPMI-1640, 150 mL/L heat-inactivated FCS, 2 mmol/L
L-glutamine, 100 U/mL penicillin and 100 µg/mL streptomycin.
Isolation and culture of CD14+monocytes Peripheral blood
mononuclear cells (PBMC) were isolated from peripheral blood
of healthy donors by Ficoll-Hypaque (1.077 g) density gradient
centrifugation. CD14+ cells of the PBMC were separated by
performing positive selection with CD14+ micro magnetic beads
according to the manufacturer’s instructions and subsequently
cultured in six-well plates (1×106 cells/mL) in fresh complete DC
medium ( RPMI-1640, 20 mL/L heat inactivated human AB serum,
2 mmol/L L-glutamine, 100 µg/mL gentamicin, supplemented
with 1000 U/mL GM-CSF and 500 U/mL IL-4) for 24 h, followed
by incubation with a combination of proinflammatory mediators
such as TNF-α (1 000 U/mL), IL-1β (10 ng/mL), IL-6 (10 ng/mL)
and PGE2 (1 µg/mL) for another 24 h to produce FastDCs.
Analysis of FastDCs by fluorescence-activated cell sorting
FastDCs were immunostained with the following mAbs: antiCD80, anti-CD86, anti-CD83, anti-HLA-DR. Surface marker
analysis was performed by fluorescence-activated cell sorting
(FACS).
Fluorescent labeling of dendritic cells and human HCCLM3
cells Commercial fluorescent cell linker kits PKH67-GL and
PKH26-GL were used for membrane labeling of FastDCs and
HCCLM3 cells. The FastDCs were labeled fluorescent green
with PKH67-GL and HCCLM3 cells were labeled fluorescent
red with PKH26-GL. The whole procedure was performed at 25 .
The cells to be stained were washed with serum-free RPMI1640. The cell suspension was centrifuged at 400 r/min for 5 min
to produce a cell pellet. The supernatant was removed, leaving
less than 25 µL medium on the pellet. One milliliter of diluent C
was added to resuspend the cells. Then 4×10-6 molar dyes (×2)
were prepared with diluent C immediately before staining. The
cells in diluent C were added rapidly to one milliliter of 2×dye.
The cells and dye were mixed by gentle pipetting. The mixture
was incubated at 25
for 5 min. The staining process was
stopped by adding an equal volume of FCS and incubating for
1 min. The stained cells were diluted with an equal volume of
complete culture medium and centrifuged at 400 r/min for 10 min
and removed for at least three washes. Then the cells were
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resuspended in fresh complete medium. The staining efficiency
was monitored by fluorescent microscopy.
Fusion of dendritic cells and human HCCLM3 cells After the
red fluorescent-stained HCCLM3 cells were irradiated with 50 Gy,
the DCs and irradiated HCCLM3 cells were fused together by
mixing two cell types at an 1:1 ratio in a 50 mL conical centrifugation
tube. One milliliter of fusogen containing 500 mL/L PEG+ 100 mL/L
DMSO was added to the mixture by dropping for 1-1.5 min.
Nine milliliters of serum-free RPMI-1640 with 25 mmol/L Hepes
was added to the mixture for over 5 min. Forty milliliters of
serum-free RPMI-1640 was added to the cell mixture and the
mixture was pelleted by centrifugation at 800 r/min for 10 min.
After the supernatant was removed, the cells were resuspended
in one milliliter of complete culture medium.
Sort and analysis of novel dendritomas The fused cells were
resuspended in phosphate-buffered saline for detection of dual
fluorescent dendritomas by FACS.
The novel dendritomas were sorted based on dual green
and red fluorescence using a FACS caliber cell sorter (Becton
Dickinson, USA). The cells were centrifuged at 800 r/min for
15 min. After the supernatant was removed, the cells were
immunostained with the same mAbs as for FastDCs and
activation markers were analyzed.
Analysis of novel dendritomas by confocal laser scanning
microscopy The fused cells were resuspended in phosphatebuffered saline and centrifuged at 400 r/min for 10 min. After
the supernatant was removed, Hoechst 33258 for nucleus
staining was dropped in and the cells were resuspended in
phosphate-buffered saline 5 min later and centrifuged at
400 r/min for 10 min again. After the cells were fixed with 10 g/L
paraformaldehyde, nucleus-stained cells were resuspended in
phosphate-buffered saline for analysis of dendritomas by
confocal laser scanning microscopy.

RESULTS
Characteristics of DCs derived from human peripheral blood
CD14+ monocytes within 48 h of in vitro culture
Monocytes were enriched from PBMC by CD14-positive selection
with MACS and subsequently cultured with GM-CSF and IL-4
for 48 h. Proinflammatory mediators such as TNFα, IL-1β, IL-6
and PGE2 were added to accelerate DCs maturation after 24 h of
culture with GM-CSF and IL-4. The cells displayed mature DC
activation markers such as CD83++, CD80++, CD86++and HLADR++within 48 h (Figure 1A) and formed long cytoplasmic
protrusions typical of mature DCs, while monocytes cultured
with GM-CSF and IL-4 alone for 48 h displayed and maintained
monocyte-like morphology. Using this two-step differentiation
strategy, a large number of mature and viable DCs ( about 30%
of the initial population of monocytes) could be obtained.
Staining efficiency of dendritic cells and human HCCLM3 cells
After FastDCs and HCCLM3 cells were labeled with PKH67-GL
and PKH26-GL respectively, the cells were examined under
fluorescent microscopy and more than 95% of the cells were
stained successfully.
Fusion efficiency indicated by FACS analysis
FastDCs were stained fluorescent green with PKH67-GL and
HCCLM3 cells were stained fluorescent red with PKH26-GL.
The stained two cell types were fused together by admixing
them and dropping fusogen. The novel dendritomas would take
on dual fluorescence. FACS analysis showed that the percentage
of red and green dual fluorescent dendritomas in the fused cell
mixture was 24.27%, which represented fusion efficiency (Figure 2)
and the novel dendritomas expressed the same markers as
FastDCs (Figure 1B).
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Figure 1 FACS analysis of activation markers on FastDCs and novel dendritomas. A: Expression of DCs activation markers on
FastDCs determined by FACS. B: DCs activation markers expressing on novel dendritomas determined by FACS.
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Figure 2 Fusion efficiency analysis by FACS. A: Control group
(mixture): 3.19% dual-fluorescent cells. B: Fusion group: 27.46%
dual-fluorescent cells.

Representative images of dendritomas under confocal laser
scanning microscopy
FastDCs and HCCLM3 cells were stained with PKH67-GL and
PKH26-GL respectively. After FastDCs and HCCLM3 cells were
fused, nuclear counterstaining was performed using Hoechst
33258. Under confocal laser scanning microscopy, FastDCs
were detected as green cells and HCCLM3 cells were detected
as red and the representative image of a dendritoma was a dual
fluorescent cell with two blue nuclei (Figure 3).

8 µm

8 µm

Figure 3 Images of novel dendritomas and HCCLM3 cells
under confocal laser scanning microscopy. A: Red tumor and
dendritoma cells. B: Green dendritoma cells. C: One dendritoma
cell with two blue nuclei and one tumor cell with one nucleus.
D: One dendritoma cell (right) characteristic of a dual-fluorescent cell with two blue nuclei while one red fluorescent tumor cell (left) with one nucleus.

DISCUSSION
As highly specialized antigen-presenting cells, DCs constitute
a unique system of cells that induce and control immune
responses. Owing to their unique ability to capture and present
antigens, thereby inducing and managing immune responses,
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DCs have become attractive vectors and targets for immunological
intervention in numerous diseases and represent optimal
candidates, especially for cancer immunotherapy. So far, various
tumor vaccination strategies have been developed based on
the loading of DCs with tumor-associated antigens (TAAs)[9,10],
including defined peptides of known sequences[11-13], undefined
acid-eluted peptides from autologous tumors[14], whole tumor
lysates[15], tumor cell-derived RNA et al.[16] Another promising
alternative is the fusion of DCs with tumor cells[3,4]. This approach
is based on the idea that multiple TAAs are endogenously
processed and presented by MHC class I molecules, thereby
stimulating tumor-specific CTLs[17] .
In 1997, Gong et al.[3] reported that they fused breast
carcinoma cells with DCs to produce dendritomas which were
capable of presenting antigens effectively and inducing
antitumor-specific CTLs. Afterwards, a number of experimental
and clinical trials with significant effects on several types of
cancers such as melanoma, leukemia, glioma, gastric carcinoma,
myeloma, renal cell carcinoma and ovarian carcinoma were
reported[18-31].
At present, DCs, for experimental and clinical fusion trial,
were obtained mainly from in vitro standard 7-d protocol culture.
In fact, the kinetics of DCs differentiation from blood monocytes
under physiologic conditions might not be reflected by current
standard protocols for the in vitro development of DCs[8]. One
research showed that a subpopulation of blood monocytes
differentiated into DCs within 48 h in a model simulating
transendothelial migration into lymphatic vessels[31]. Dauer
et al.[8]reported that they cultured blood monocytes within 48 h
in vitro with the same combination of proinflammatory mediators
as standard 7-d protocol and obtained mature DCs with their
ability similar to standard protocol DCs in stimulating primary
antigen-specific Th1-type immune responses, and inducing the
production of IFNγ and activating autologous naïve T cells,
and the DCs were referred to as FastDCs. We cultured and
obtained FastDCs with activation markers using the same
methods and successfully constructed dendritomas by fusing
FastDCs with HCCLM3 cells. Our study showed that the fusion
of the two cells was feasible and the novel dendritomas
expressed the same surface markers as FastDCs. Compared
with common standard protocol methods, this new strategy
not only simplified the process and reduced labor, cost and
time for the whole experiment procedure, but also may be less
disrupted by microbial contamination.
In conclusion, our novel strategy may facilitate the use of
dendritomas in clinical trials of cancer immunotherapy
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Abstract
AIM: To study the difference in gene expression between
solitary large hepatocellular carcinoma (SLHCC) and nodular
hepatocellular carcinoma (NHCC).
METHODS: Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) products of
8464 human genes were spotted on a chip in array. DNAs
were then fixed on a glass plate. Total RNA was isolated from
freshly excised human SLHCC (n = 7) and NHCC (n = 15)
tissues, and was reversely transcribed to cDNAs with the
incorporation of fluorescent dUTP for preparation of
hybridization probes. The mixed probes were then hybridized
to the cDNA microarray. After highly stringent washing,
cDNA microarray was scanned for the fluorescent signals
to display the difference between the two kinds of HCC. In
addition, the expression of RhoC and protocadherin LKC
was also detected with the reverse transcriptase polymerase
chain reaction (RT-PCR) method.
RESULTS: Among the 8 464 human genes, 668 (7.89%)
genes were expressed differentially at the mRNA levels
between SLHCC and NHCC. Three hundred and fifty five
(4.19%) genes, including protocadherin LKC, were upregulated, whereas 313 (3.70%) genes, including RhoC,
were down-regulated. The mRNA expression levels of RhoC
and protocadherin LKC were confirmed by RT-PCR. Analysis
of differentially expressed genes confirmed that our
molecular data obtained by cDNA microarray were consistent
with the published biochemical and clinical observations of
SLHCC and NHCC.
CONCLUSION: cDNA microarray is an effective technique
in screening the difference in gene expression between
SLHCC and NHCC. Many of these differentially expressed
genes are involved in the invasion and metastasis of HCC.
Further analysis of these genes will help to understand the
different molecular mechanisms of SLHCC and NHCC.
Yang LY, Wang W, Peng JX, Yang JQ, Huang GW. Differentially
expressed genes between solitary large hepatocellular carcinoma
and nodular hepatocellular carcinoma. World J Gastroenterol
2004; 10(24): 3569-3573
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INTRODUCTION
Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) ranks one of the most common
malignancies in the world. Although its morbidity and mortality
have decreased recently in patients with surgically treated HCC,
the long-term prognosis remains unsatisfactory because of the
high recurrence and metastasis rate. It has been generally
accepted that the invasive and metastatic potentials of HCC
are mostly attributed to the individual clinical pathological and
molecular biological characteristics. The diversity of biological
characteristics determines the different invasive and metastatic
potentials of HCC[1]. In our institute, HCC was phenotypically
divided into solitary large hepatocellular carcinoma (SLHCC,
diameter >5 cm, and one node), nodular hepatocellular
carcinoma (NHCC, node number 2) and small hepatocellular
carcinoma (SHCC, diameter 5 cm). Our clinical observation
implied different invasive and metastatic abilities between
SLHCC and NHCC. To understand the mechanism of different
invasive and metastatic potentials between SLHCC and NHCC,
the changes in gene expression between SLHCC and NHCC
need to be investigated.
Our previous investigations focused on the differentially
expressed genes of integrin, matrix metalloproteinases-2
(MMP-2), vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), phosphatase
and tensin homologue deleted on chromosome ten (PETN),
endoglin (CD105), survivin, which involved in invasion and
metastasis, between SLHCC and NHCC[2]. Given the complex
molecular mechanisms of invasion and metastasis, however, it
is not clear that expression of these specific genes alone can
explain the diversity of molecular biological characteristics
between SLHCC and NHCC. Therefore, a broad evaluation of
difference in gene expression between SLHCC and NHCC is
necessary.
cDNA microarray represents an important new tool to analyze
human gene expression profiles. The technology enables
investigators to measure the expression of several thousand
mRNAs simultaneously in a biological specimen. It is technically
possible to monitor almost the entire transcriptosome, the
collection of all mRNAs presented in a tumor specimen. cDNA
microarray also enables us to study global gene profiles from
various samples, thereby to speed up the identification of
differentially expressed genes and the construction of different
expression profiles. cDNA microarray analysis has become an
increasingly popular tool to investigate the function of genes
that are responsible for the phenotypes of diseases, to provide
potential targets for treatment or prevention[3-5].
Our study was designed to delineate the different expression
gene profiles between SLHCC and NHCC from 22 patients to
evaluate the difference in gene expression within the realm of
8 464 human genes for understanding the basement of the
diversity of molecular biological characteristics between SLHCC
and NHCC.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Tissue specimens
The Ethics Committee of the Central South University approved
the study protocol. Fresh surgical HCC was obtained from 22
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(20 males and 2 females) patients, including 7 cases of SLHCC
and 15 cases of NHCC with primary hepatocellular carcinoma
who underwent hepatectomy at Xiangya Hospital of Central
South University (CSU). The specimens were immediately
freshly frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80 for RNA
isolation. The median age of the patients was 52 year (range,
27-73 years). All specimens obtained from surgery resection
were confirmed by pathological examination.

RNA isolation
Total RNA was extracted from frozen tissue specimens (30-100 mg)
using TRIZOL (GIBCO BRL, Gaithersburg, USA) reagent
according to the instructions provided by the manufacturer. The
quality was checked on 10 g/L agarose gels and the concentration
was measured using an ultraviolet spectrophotometer (Biochrom
Ltd, Cambridge, England). The uv wavelength was adjusted at
260 nm.
Construction of microarray
Microarray sequences included 8 464 full-length and partial
complementary DNAs representing known, novel, and control
genes were provided by United Gene Holdings, Ltd, Shanghai,
China. The cDNA inserts were amplified by PCR using universal
primers to plasmid vector sequences and then purified as
described previously[6]. The PCR products were then spotted
onto silylated slides (CEL Associates, Houston, TX) using a
Cartesian PixSys7500 motion control robot (Cartesian
Technologies, Irvine, CA) fitted with Chipmaker micro-spotting
technology (TeleChem International, Sunnyvale, CA). After
spotting, the slide was exposed to ultraviolet light (65 mj/cm)
and processed at room temperature by soaking in 2 g/L sodium
dodecyl sulfate (SDS) for 10 min, distilled H2O for 10 min, and
2 g/L sodium borohydride (NaBH4) for 10 min. The slide was
dried again and ready for use.
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Detection and analysis
The chip was scanned with Scan Array 4000 standard biochip
scanning system (Packard Biochip Technologies, Virginia,
USA). ImaGene 3.0 software (Bio Discovery, Los Angeles, USA)
was used to analyze the intensity of spots. The intensities of
each spot at the two wavelengths represented the quantity of
Cy3-dUTP and Cy5-dUTP, respectively, hybridized to each
spot. The ratio of Cy5 to Cy3 was computed for each location.
Overall intensities were normalized with a correction coefficient
obtained using the ratios of the housekeeping genes. Genes
were identified as differentially expressed if the absolute value
of the natural logarithm of the ratio was >0.69. To minimize
artifacts arising from low expression values, the genes with raw
intensity values for Cy3 and Cy5 >800 counts were chosen for
differential analysis.
RT-PCR
Total RNA (2 µg) was reversely transcribed in a final 25 µL
reaction volume at 37 for 1 h by using 200 U M-MULV reverse
transcriptase (Promega, Madison, USA). PCR amplification was
performed in a final volume of 50 µL containing 5 µL of first
strand cDNA solution, 2 U of Taq polymerase (Sangon, Shanghai,
China), 5 µL of 10×PCR reaction buffer, 10 µmol/L of dNTP
(Sangon, Shanghai, China) and 10 pmoL of each 3’ and 5’
sequence specific oligonucleotide primer (Sangon, Shanghai,
China) for RhoC, protocadherin LKC and β2-microglobulin gene
(positive control). The amplification was performed on a DNA
thermal cycler (Perkin Elmer, Shelton, USA). The primer sequences
and the annealing temperature are shown in Table 1. PCR
products were electrophoresed on 17 g/L agarose gels. The
bands representing amplified products were visualized using
ethidium bromide during the exposure to a UV transilluminator.
The density of the bands on the gel was quantified by
densitometry analysis. The expression of the genes was presented
by the relative intensity of the PCR product bands from target
sequences to that from the β2-microglobulin gene[7].

Probes of expression profile preparation
Individual RNA specimens from the same group of HCC were
mixed equally to obtain 60 µg total RNA. Fluorescent cDNA
probes were prepared through reverse transcription and then
purified. RNA samples extracted from NHCC were labeled with
Cy3-dUTP and those from SLHCC with Cy5-dUTP. The two
color probes were then mixed, precipitated with ethanol and
dissolved in 20 µL of hybridization solution containing 5×SSC
(0.75 moL NaCl and 0.075 moL sodium citrate), 4 g/L SDS, 500 g/L
formamide and 5×Denhardt’s solution (1 g/L Ficoll, 1 g/L
polyvinylpyrrolidone and 1 g/L bovine serum albumin).

Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was performed using the SPSS (version 11.0,
Chicago, IL). The nonparametric Mann-Whitney test was
performed to evaluate the differences in the expression of RhoC
and protocadherin LKC between the groups. P<0.05 was
considered statistically significant.

Hybridization and washing
Microarrays was prehybridized with hybridization solution
containing 5 g/L denatured salmon sperm DNA at 42 for 6 h.
Fluorescent probe mixtures were denatured at 95 for 5 min,
and the denatured probe mixtures were applied onto the
prehybridized chip under a cover glass. Chips was hybridized
at 42 for 18 h. The hybridized chips was then washed at 60
for 10 min each in solutions of 2×SSC and 2 g/L SDS, 0.1×SSC
and 2 g/L SDS, and 0.1×SSC, then dried at room temperature.

Quality and examination of total RNA
Ethidium bromide-stained total RNA agarose gel of SLHCC
and NHCC was performed (Figure 1). None of our analyzed
samples had detectable RNA degradation present at the leading
edge of the gel, which is critical for reproducible gene expression
data. The productive rate of RNA from SLHCC and NHCC was
0.42-1.64 mg/g and 0.34-1.85 mg/g, respectively. The rate of
A260/A280 was 1.81-2.05. These results showed the high quality
and purity of total RNA obtained.

RESULTS

Table 1 Primer sequences and annealing temperature for PCR
Gene
RhoC
protocadherin
LKC
β2 -MG

Primer sequences
Up
Down
Up
Down
Up
Down

5’-TCCTCATCGTCTTCAGCAAG-3’
5’-CTGCAATCCGAAAGAAGCTG-3’
5’-GAAGCTTCAAGCTATGAAAA-3
5’-CCTTGATTTCCTGACTGTTC-3’
5’-ACCCCCACTGAAAAAGATGA-3’
5’-ATCTTCAAACCTCCATGATG-3’

Product size

Annealing temperature

183 bp

56

256 bp

52

120 bp

56
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Figure 1 Ethidium bromide-stained 1% agarose gel of four
RNA samples. There were sharp ribosomal bands and minimal degradation that was critical for expression analysis. Lanes
1 and 2 represent total RNA derived from SLHCC. Lanes 3
and 4 represent total RNA from NHCC.

Identification of genes differentially expressed between SLHCC
and NHCC
By applying the threshold value of 2 (up-regulation) and 0.5
(down-regulation) for intensity ratio of SLHCC vs NHCC, 668
genes (7.89%) were selected as differentially expressed genes,
including 355 up-regulated (4.19%) and 313 down-regulated
(3.69%) genes (Figure 2). Consistent with the precision of the
assay, scatter plots comparing SLHCC with NHCC showed a
wide distribution of the ratio in which red or green spots
represented differently expressed genes, while yellow spots
were related to similarly expressed genes (Figure 3).
The result revealed that the activated and repressed genes
represented a different subset of cellular genes with biochemical
activities consistent with the physiology and pathology
between SLHCC and NHCC. Collectively, the genes provided a
quantitative view of the changes in gene expression that
occurred at the level of the human genome between SLHCC
and NHCC. Based on the function discrepancy of encoding
proteins, these variably expressed genes were mainly divided
into 15 classes (Table 2).
Detection mRNA expression of RhoC and protocadherin LKC in
SLHCC and NHCC by RT-PCR
Expression of RhoC and protocadherin LKC mRNA was
detected in all SLHCC and NHCC. SLHCC tissues revealed
significantly higher levels of protocadherin LKC mRNA than
NHCC (P = 0.026), and showed significantly lower levels of
RhoC mRNA than NHCC (P = 0.031) (Figure 4). The results
were consistent with the results of cDNA microarray.

Figure 2 cDNA microarray slide hybridized to SLHCC and
NHCC shown before image analysis. The slide shown was
spotted with 8 464 genes, hybridized to fluorescence-labeled
cDNA, and exposed to scanArray 4000 for image capture. Red
spots represent up-regulated genes, green spots represent downregulated genes in SLHCC compared with NHCC. Yellow spots
are related to genes of which gene expression was similar.
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Figure 3 Scatter plot with ImaGene 3.0 software after hybridization of SLHCC (Cy5)/NHCC (Cy3) (8464 elements). Red
spots represent similar expression genes. Yellow spots represent different expression genes.
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Figure 4 Expression of RhoC and protocadherin LKC mRNA in
SLHCC (lanes 1-3) and NHCC (lanes 4-6) SLHCC tissues revealed
significantly higher levels of protocadherin LKC mRNA than NHCC
and showed significantly lower levels of RhoC mRNA than NHCC.

Table 2 Numbers of variably expressed genes in SLHCC and NHCC
Class

No. of up-regulated genes

No. of down-regulated genes

Oncogenes and antioncogenes

6

Genes encoding proteins related to ionic channel and protein transportation

7

5
7

Genes encoding cellular cycle modulator

3

9

Genes associated with cellular stress

1

1

Genes associated with cellular skeleton and movement

5

7

Genes related to cellular apoptosis

2

2

Gene encoding proteins regulating synthesis, repair, and rearrangement of DNA

0

4

Genes encoding transcription factors and proteins binding with DNA

17

6

4

3

Immunological protein gene

18

17

Genes associated with cellular metabolism

32

32

Genes encoding signal transductional factor

39

31

Genes encoding factors that regulated protein translation

11

37

Cytokine receptor gene

Genes encoding proteins that were consistent with body growth and development
Other

7

8

203

144
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DISCUSSION
Traditional viewpoint insists that the classification and prognosis
of HCC are determined by the size of HCC, large HCC is always
considered as terminal HCC and unexcisable HCC. However,
UICC has changed this opinion in the 6th TNM classification
for HCC. The number of nodes, but not the size of HCC, is the
crucial factor for classification and prognosis of HCC[8]. It is
generally accepted that different HCCs have individual clinical
pathological and molecular biological characteristics, which
determined the different invasive and metastatic potentials of
HCC[1]. Our clinical observation implied different invasive and
metastatic abilities between SLHCC and NHCC. As the
genomewide expression profile of tumor is a representation of
the biology of the tumor, and the diversity in gene expression
profile reflects molecular biological diversity, thus, the further
investigation of different gene expression profiles between
SLHCC and NHCC is anticipated.
In this study, systematic investigation of gene expression
patterns between SLHCC and NHCC was performed by using
cDNA microarray to understand the mechanism of the diversity
of molecular biological characteristics of HCC. A total of 668
genes (7.89%) showed significant change in their expression
level between SLHCC and NHCC. It is not surprising that
some differentially expressed genes were associated with the
progression of HCC and most of them were related to the
invasion and metastasis of tumor. These findings lend support
to the presence of various molecular characteristics between
SLHCC and NHCC. The gene expression profiles also provided
a quantitative view of the changes in gene expression that
occurred at the level of HCC genome between SLHCC and
NHCC. These genes include matrix-degraded gene, cellular
skeleton and motion gene, cellular signal and transferring gene,
apoptosis-associated gene and so on. Some genes which were
propitious to invasion and metastasis were up-regulated and
made against these were down-regulated. We focused on matrixdegraded genes, cellular skeleton and motion genes, which
were closely related to invasion and metastasis, and selected
some of them for further study.
Both cell-cell interaction and cell-stroma interaction play an
important role during the invasion and metastasis. Connections
through cell-adhesion molecules, integrins, and cadherins
stabilize tissue integrity, whereas loss or alteration of these cell
surface proteins is associated with increased metastatic
potential. The results of our study indicated that cathepsinL
(CTSL), integrinα6, (ITGA6) were down-regulated in SLHCC
compared with NHCC. We also found that protocadherin LKC
gene and H-cadherin gene were overexpressed in SLHCC vs
NHCC. CTSL could promote migration of HCC cells through
degrading ECM[9,10] . ITGA6 could promote invasion and
metastasis of HCC cells through activing MMPS[11]. Loss of Hcadherin expression in invasive cutaneous squamous cell
carcinoma suggested it was a potential invasive and metastatic
suppressive gene[12]. Protocadherins are a major subfamily of
the cadherin superfamily. This gene is predominantly expressed
in liver, kidney and colon tissues, thus designating protocadherin
LKC. The expression of protocadherin LKC is markedly reduced
in cancers arising from these tissues at both transcriptional
and protein levels. When protocadherin LKC was introduced
into colon cancer cell line HCT116, which does not express this
gene, a significant inhibition of cell proliferation could be observed.
Recently, researcher identified the status of protocadherin LKC
as an invasion and metastasis suppressor or gene which could
increase the coagulation of tumor cells[13-16]. Our study showed
that protocadherin LKC mRNA was down-regulated in NHCC,
suggesting a more disperse degree of NHCC cells compared
with SLHCC cells.
We also found that many genes associated with cellular
skeleton and movement were differentially expressed between
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SLHCC and NHCC, for instance, RAB34 and RhoC. We
focussed on RhoC because it was recently reported to play a
crucial role in tumorigenesis. RhoC was found overexpressed
in pancreatic ductal adenocarcinomas[7], and its up-regulation
was associated with tumor progression in ovarian carcinomas[17].
Our previous study also showed a significant higher level of
RhoC in extrahepatic metastasis of HCC compared with
intrahepatic HCC and overexpression of RhoC gene was
correlated with vein invasion, number of tumor nodes and
extrahepatic metastasis[18]. The expression level of RhoC could
reflect the mobility of HCC cells[19-22]. The results of our study
that RhoC was down-regulated in SLHCC compared with NHCC
suggested that SLHCC cells had a lower invasive and metastatic
potential than NHCC.
Apoptosis is thought to play an important role in the
regulation of proliferation of HCC cells. Apoptosis is modulated
by a number of gene products which act through protein-protein
interactions either as inducers or inhibitors. In our study, the
genes of DAP, PHLDA, ATF2, p21waf1/cip1, and their products
which could induce cellular apoptosis[22-26], were obviously
up-regulated in SLHCC compared with NHCC, whereas survivin,
which inhibited cellular apoptosis[27-31] was less in SLHCC than
in NHCC. These data suggested that one of the mechanisms of
SLHCC, which possesses a less invasive and metastatic potential
than NHCC, might be a facility in apoptosis of HCC cells. Our
study also showed many genes encoding proteins that were
consistent with body growth and development were downregulated in SLHCC compared with NHCC, for instance, SNRPN,
NTRK3 and so on[32,33]. These genes express usually in embryonic
tissues and reflect the level of cell differentiation. htese result
suggested SLHCC cells has a better differentiation than NHCC
cells.
In conclusion, the diversity of molecular biological characters
between SLHCC and NHCC can be determined by differentially
expressed gene profiles. SLHCC shares a better gene phenotype
than NHCC, which is consistent with our previous clinical study.
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Abstract
AIM: Attaining hepatitis B e antigen (HBeAg) seroconversion
during lamivudine treatment is associated with fewer relapses
in HBeAg-positive patients. In HBeAg-negative patients,
predictors for post-treatment relapse remain largely unknown.
We therefore studied whether end-of-treatment virologic
response correlated with relapse after lamivudine treatment.
METHODS: We prospectively analyzed 12 HBeAg-negative
patients and 14 HBeAg-positive patients with chronic hepatitis
B, who received at least 9 mo of lamivudine treatment and
were followed up for 12 mo post-treatment. Relapse of
hepatitis B activity was defined by an elevation of serum
ALT level above twice the upper limit of normal as well as
reappearance of serum HBV DNA by the branched DNA assay
or HBeAg during the follow-up period. The serum viral loads
during and at the end of treatment were further determined
by a quantitative real-time polymerase chain reaction assay.
RESULTS: Relapse occurred in 6 (50.0%) HBeAg-negative
patients within 12 mo post-treatment. Two relapsers had
end-of-treatment serum viral load <1 000 copies/mL, the
proportion was not significantly different from that in the 6
non-relapsers (33.3% vs 16.7%; P = 1.00). Hepatitis B virus
(HBV) DNA levels did not correlate with post-treatment
relapse in HBeAg-positive patients either. However, genotype
C patients tended to have a lower relapse rate than genotype
B patients (14.3% vs 57.9%, P = 0.08).
CONCLUSION: Our results suggest that end-of-treatment
virologic response cannot predict post-treatment relapse in
patients with HBeAg-negative or -positive chronic hepatitis
B. The impact of HBV genotype on the response to lamivudine
treatment awaits further studies.
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INTRODUCTION
Infection with hepatitis B virus (HBV) can cause a wide spectrum
of liver diseases, such as fulminant or acute hepatitis, chronic
hepatitis, liver cirrhosis, and hepatocellular carcinoma[1]. About
350 million people throughout the world suffer from chronic HBV
infection. Thus, active treatment of chronic hepatitis B to prevent
progression into end-stage liver diseases is urgently needed.
Three drugs have been approved for the treatment of chronic
hepatitis B: interferon (IFN) alpha, lamivudine and adefovir
dipivoxil[2-4]. IFN alpha is costly and has a narrow range of
efficacy and tolerability. Adefovir is potent and has been approved
for the treatment of chronic hepatitis B in the United States
recently, but is nephrotoxic at doses higher than 10 mg per day
and not available in other countries[5]. Lamivudine is cheaper,
better tolerated, and has been shown to be effective in patients
with hepatitis B e antigen (HBeAg)-positive chronic hepatitis
B[6,7]. However, virologic response to lamivudine may not be as
durable as that occurred spontaneously or induced by IFN
treatment[8,9]. Although Dienstag et al. reported that lamivudineinduced HBeAg seroconversion was durable after lamivudine
treatment, conflicting data existed. It was reported that lamivudineinduced HBeAg seroconversion was not sustained and cumulative
relapse rate within 12 mo was 38% in Korean patients [9]. Thus, it is
important to identify predictors for relapse after HBeAg
seroconversion.
Lamivudine is also effective for HBeAg-negative chronic
hepatitis B[10-14]. The biochemical and virologic responses as
well as the accumulated incidence of drug-resistant mutants
were comparable to those in HBeAg-positive chronic hepatitis
B[11]. Nevertheless, in contrast to the HBeAg seroconversion
as an unfavorable predictor for relapse in patients with HBeAgpositive chronic hepatitis B, predictors for post-treatment
virologic response could be even more lacking in this special
clinical setting, and thus the duration of lamivudine treatment is
difficult to define[2-4]. Recently, serum HBV DNA has been
considered as a marker of efficacy during therapy for chronic HBV
infection[15]. The relationship between HBV DNA level and the
post-treatment relapse in HBeAg-positive chronic hepatitis B
has also been demonstrated[16,17]. Whether similar situation holds
true for patients with HBeAg-negative chronic hepatitis B remains
to be clarified. In addition, HBV genotypes have been shown to
correlate with the clinical outcomes of HBV infection, the response
to IFN treatment, the rate of spontaneous HBeAg seroconversion,
and the development of lamivudine resistance[18-29]. It is therefore
interesting to know the influence of HBV genotypes on the
relapse after cessation of lamivudine treatment.
In this study, traditional polymerase chain reaction (PCR)based assay was used to monitor and define the response to
lamivudine treatment. In addition, we established a real-time
PCR assay to quantify serum HBV DNA level in a wider dynamic
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range, and compared the relapse rates between HBeAg-negative
or -positive patients with detectable serum HBV DNA level and
those with undetectable serum HBV DNA level at the end of
lamivudine treatment. The impact of HBV genotype on the
relapse rate was also analyzed.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients
Between March 1998 and December 1999, 12 patients (10 men
and 2 women, median age: 44 years, range: 19 to 61 years) with
HBeAg-negative chronic hepatitis B (group I) and 14 patients
(13 men and 1 woman, median age: 36 years, range: 20 to 55 years)
with HBeAg-positive chronic hepatitis B (group II) who
discontinued lamivudine treatment were prospectively enrolled
for follow-up studies in the National Taiwan University Hospital.
The diagnosis of HBeAg-negative chronic hepatitis B in group
I patients was made upon elevated serum alanine aminotransferase
(ALT) level at least twice the upper limit of normal (<40 IU/L)
for more than 6 mo in the absence of HBeAg, but associated with
active HBV replication as reflected by detectable serum HBV
DNA by a commercial branched DNA assay (Bayer HBV DNA
Assay, Bayer Corporation, Tarrytown, NY). All were positive for
antibody to HBeAg (anti-HBe). The diagnosis of HBeAg-positive
chronic hepatitis B in group II patients was made upon elevated
serum alanine aminotransferase (ALT) level at least twice the
upper limit of normal (<40 IU/L) for more than 6 mo in the presence
of HBeAg and associated with active HBV replication. None had
co-existing hepatitis C virus (HCV) or hepatitis delta virus
infection. Other causes of hepatitis, such as alcoholic liver disease
and autoimmune hepatitis were excluded. Patients with fulminant
hepatitis accompanied with hepatic encephalopathy, concomitant
human immunodeficiency virus infection, clinical evidence of
pancreatitis, or in pregnancy were excluded.
All of the 12 group I patients received at least 9 mo of
lamivudine treatment. During lamivudine therapy, liver
biochemical tests were evaluated monthly. After the cessation
of lamivudine treatment, liver biochemical tests were followed
up monthly for 12 mo. Hepatitis B surface antigen (HBsAg),
antibody to HBsAg (anti-HBs), HBeAg, and anti-HBe were
examined every 3 mo. Relapse of hepatitis B activity was defined
according to recommended criteria[3,4,11], that was an elevation of
serum ALT level above twice the upper limit of normal (<40 IU/L)
as well as reappearance of serum HBV DNA by the bDNA
assay or HBeAg during the follow-up period. Group II patients
received the same regimen of lamivudine and follow-up
schedule. In these patients, if HBeAg seroconversion (defined
as loss of HBeAg and gain of anti-HBe) was attained, additional
lamivudine treatment was given for at least 2 mo[30]. For those not
attaining HBeAg seroconversion after 9 mo of lamivudine
treatment, to avoid the emergence of lamivudine-resistant mutants,
the duration of therapy was determined arbitrarily by the attending
physician[30]. Again, post-treatment relapse of hepatitis B
activity was defined according to recommended criteria[3,4].
After written informed consent was obtained from each
patient, serum samples were collected before treatment, at the
12th wk and at the end of lamivudine treatment, and at the time of
relapse. Serum samples were stored at -70 until virologic assays.
Hepatitis virus markers
HBsAg, anti-HBs, HBeAg, anti-HBe, and anti-delta were assayed
with commercial kits (AxSYM System®, Abbott Laboratories,
North Chicago, IL). Anti-HCV was tested by a second-generation
enzyme-linked immunoassay (Abbott Laboratories).
Quantification of HBV DNA level
In this study, we basically used the traditional PCR-based
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method to monitor and define the response to lamivudine
treatment both in HBeAg-positive and -negative patients.
Serum HBV DNA levels at baseline, the 12th wk of treatment,
the end of treatment, and at the time of post-treatment relapse
were determined by a branched DNA assay (Bayer Corporation)
according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The detection
limit of this quantitative assay was 2.5 pg/mL (or 700 000 genome
equivalents/mL). The serum HBV DNA levels at the 12th wk
and at the end of lamivudine treatment were further determined
by the real-time PCR.

Development of real-time PCR assay
To further clarify whether HBV DNA levels in the low range
correlated with the response to lamivudine treatment, we
developed another real-time PCR assay to detect HBV DNA
levels below 2.5 pg/mL.
Extraction of serum HBV DNA
Serum DNA was extracted using a commercially available kit
(QIAamp DNA Blood Mini Kit, QIAGEN Inc, Valencia, CA, USA).
Preparation of quantitative standards For preparation of an
external standard of the real-time PCR detection assay, HBV
DNA (3.2 kb) was cloned into vector pGEM-4Z (Promega,
Madison, USA) and transformed into Escherichia coli DH5α,
and purified using a commercially available kit (GFXTM Micro
Plasmid Prep Kit, Amersham Pharmacia Biotech Europe GmbH,
Freiburg, Germany). The HBV copy number of the plasmid stock
solution was determined by measuring the optical density at
260 nm. For each run, serial dilutions of the plasmid stock were
prepared freshly from an aliquot stock solution.
Real-time PCR detection assay The real-time PCR assay
including the design of primers and probes was performed as
previously described[31]. The number of HBV DNA copies was
calculated relative to an HBV DNA plasmid 10-fold dilution
series (1 pg/mL equals 280 000 copies/mL), which was included
in each run. The input of this plasmid series ranged from 10 to
10 10 copies per reaction mixture. Calibration curves were
generated. The calculated r2 was 0.99 in each run.
In our assay, less than 1 000 copies were not reliably detected
by this assay, as judged by the varied detectable rate and the
loss of linearity of the input copy number versus the cycle
number at threshold crossing plot. For this reason, the lower
limit for quantification was set at 1 000 copies/mL serum. In the
range from 103 to 1010 template molecules per reaction, the curves
showed good linearity and only minimal run-to-run deviations
(data not shown). In 20 HBsAg- and anti-HBs-negative EDTAplasma samples, none showed positive reactions in duplicate.
The HBV DNA levels of the serum samples were then
extrapolated using these calibration curves.
Determination of HBV genotype and drug-resistant mutants
HBV genotype was identified by using PCR-restriction fragment
length polymorphism[21]. The mutation on tyrosine-methionineaspartate-aspartate (YMDD) motif of the HBV polymerase gene
was identified by PCR and direct sequencing[32] .
Ethical considerations
The study protocol conformed to the ethical guidelines of the
1975 Declaration of Helsinki, and was approved by the Ethical
Committee of the National Taiwan University Hospital. The
sera were sampled after written or oral informed consent was
obtained from the patients.
Statistic analysis
mean±SD or median (range) was used to describe the distribution
of continuous variables. Baseline characteristics between
relapsers and non-relapsers were compared by Student’s t test
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for continuous variables and by Chi-square test with Yates’
correction for categorical variables. Statistical significance of
differences in the relapse rate among different subgroups was
estimated by using 2×2 contingency table according to serum
HBV DNA level. All tests were two-sided and a P value <0.05
was considered statistically significant.

RESULTS
Characteristics of patients
The baseline characteristics of group I and group II patients
are shown in Table 1. There was no significant difference with
regard to clinical and virologic features. The mean duration of
lamivudine treatment in group II patients was 2 mo longer than
group I patients, but with no statistical significance.
Seven group II patients attained seroconversion of HBeAg
after a median treatment period of 7 mo (range: 4 to 16 mo).
Lamivudine was continued for an additional 2 to 12 mo
(median: 4 mo in the 7 HBeAg seroconverters. The other 7 nonseroconverters discontinued lamivudine treatment after a median
treatment period of 12 mo (range: 9 to 27 mo). The baseline
characteristics of the 7 seroconverters and the 7 non-seroconverters
were similar (data not shown).
Table 1 Baseline characteristics of HBeAg-negative and -positive patients
HBeAg-negative HBeAg-positive P value
Case number
Male-number (%)
Age (yr)
ALT (IU/L)
Serum total bilirubin
(mg/dL)
Serum HBV DNA
level (pg/mL)
HBV genotype
B/C–number (%)
Duration of lamivudine
treatmen-mo

12
10 (83)
45.2±15.3
227 (80-2410)
2.9 (0.9-18.6)

14
13 (93)
35.3±11.2
281 (84-1298)
1.1 (0.6-11.7)

0.58
0.08
0.92
0.24

272 (3-3121)

863 (7-3376)

0.65

9/3 (75/25)

10/4 (71/29)

1.00

12.3±1.9

14.2±4.9

0.23

Continuous values are expressed as mean±SD or median
(range). HBV DNA levels were determined by a branched
DNA assay (Bayer Corporation).

Characteristics of relapsers
At the end of lamivudine treatment, all group I and group II
patients had normal serum ALT and undetectable serum HBV
DNA by the bDNA assay. None developed biochemical or
virologic breakthrough during the treatment period. After the
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end of the treatment, 10 patients relapsed within 6 mo, including
5 group I and 5 group II patients. Another 2 patients relapsed
between 6 and 12 mo, including 1 group I and 1 group II patients.
There was no significant difference with regard to clinical and
virologic features among relapsers and non-relapsers in HBeAgnegative or -positive patients (Table 2, 3). The duration of lamivudine
treatment did not differ between them. Only one of the 7 genotype
C patients relapsed after the discontinuation of lamivudine
treatment, the incidence was lower compared with that in the 19
genotype B patients (14% vs 58%, P = 0.08).
Among 14 group II patients, the 7 seroconverters tended to
have a lower rate of relapse than the 7 non-seroconverters
(29% vs 57%, P = 0.30) (Table 3). The duration of additional
lamivudine treatment after attaining HBeAg seroconversion
did not correlate with clinical relapse (Table 3). Two relapsers
already received an additional 4 and 12 mo of lamivudine
treatment, respectively, after HBeAg seroconversion.
Table 2 Characteristics of relapsers and non-relapsers in 12
patients negative for HBeAg before lamivudine treatment

Case number
Male-number (%)
Age (yr)
ALT (IU/L)
Serum total bilirubin
(mg/dL)
Serum HBV DNA level
(pg/mL)
Duration of lamivudine
treatment (mo)
HBV genotype
B/C-number (%)

Relapsers

Non-relapsers

6
6 (100)
50.7±10.1
227 (80-452)
1.2 (0.8-6.5)

6
4 (66.7)
39.7±18.5
320 (98-2410)
2.9 (0.6-18.6)

P value
0.13
0.24
0.24
0.21

287 (16-2489) 117 (3-3121)

0.41

12.5±2.6

12.2±1.2

0.78

6/0 (100/0)

3/3 (50/50)

0.18

Values are expressed as mean±SD or median (range). HBV
DNA levels were determined by a branched DNA assay (Bayer
Corporation).

Relation between virologic response at the 12th wk of lamivudine
treatment and relapse
At the 12th wk of lamivudine treatment, none of the group I patients
had serum HBV DNA level 105 copies/mL. Of the 12 group I
patients, 8 (67%) had serum HBV DNA level 1 000 copies/mL.
Relapse of hepatitis B activity occurred in 6 (50%) after cessation
of lamivudine treatment. All relapsers remained HBeAg-negative
and anti-HBe-positive. Three relapsers had serum HBV DNA
level <1 000 copies/mL and the other three had serum HBV
DNA level 1 000 copies/mL. The distribution of post-treatment
relapse was similar between patients with detectable and
undetectable serum HBV DNA by the real-time PCR.

Table 3 Characteristics of relapsers and non-relapsers in 14 patients positive for HBeAg before lamivudine treatment
Relapsers
Case number
Male-number (%)
Age (yr)
ALT (IU/L)
Serum total bilirubin (mg/dL)
Serum HBV DNA level at baseline (pg/mL)
Duration of lamivudine treatment (mo)
HBeAg seroconversion–number (%)
Duration of additional lamivudine treatment after HBeAg seroconversion (mo)
HBV genotype B/C –number (%)

6
5 (83.3)
32.5±12.6
281 (84-1 298)
1.1 (0.7-11.1)
310 (7-1 590)
15.5±6.5
2 (33.3)
12.4
5/1 (83.3/16.7)

Non-relapsers
8
8 (100)
37.4±10.4
306 (97-868)
1.2 (0.7-3.3)
280 (20-3376)
13.3±3.5
5 (62.5)
6.0±4.7
5/3 (62.5/37.5)

P value
0.43
0.44
0.34
0.28
0.34
0.47
0.30
0.75
0.58

Values are expressed as mean±SD or median (range). HBV DNA levels were determined by a branched DNA assay (Bayer
Corporation).
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Table 4 Relation between virologic response and relapse after cessation of lamivudine treatment
HBeAg-positive
HBV DNA level
(copies/mL)

Total (n = 26)

HBeAg-negative
HBeAg seroconverters

<1 000 copies/mL
–number (%)
1 000 copies/mL
–number (%)

Relapser
n = 12
4 (67)

Non-relapser
n = 14
2 (33)

8 (40)
12 (60)
P1 = 0.37

Relapser
n=2
1 (50)

HBeAg non-seroconverters

Non-relapser
n=5
1 (50)

Relapser
n=4
2 (67)

4 (80)

2 (50)

1 (20)
P = 1.00

Non-relapser
n=3
1 (33)
2 (50)
P = 1.00

Relapser
n=6
2 (67)

Non-relapser
n=6
1 (33)

4 (44)

5 (56)
P = 1.00

Virologic response was determined at the end of lamivudine treatment. HBV DNA levels were determined by the real-time PCR
assay. 1Two-sided.

Relation between virologic response at the end of lamivudine
treatment and relapse
Likewise, none of the group I patients had serum HBV DNA level
105 copies/mL at the end of lamivudine treatment. Of the 12 group
I patients, 9 (75%) had serum HBV DNA level 1 000 copies/mL
and 3 had serum HBV DNA level <1 000 copies/mL. Two of the
6 relapsers had serum HBV DNA level <1 000 copies/mL and
the other 4 had serum HBV DNA level 1 000 copies/mL. When
compared with the non-relapsers, the proportion of relapsers
with undetectable serum HBV DNA by the real-time PCR was
similar (P = 1.00, Table 4).
Similar findings were noted in group II patients. Relapse of
hepatitis B activity was detected in 6 (43%) of the 14 patients
post-treatment. Three of the 6 relapsers had serum HBV DNA
level <1 000 copies/mL and the other 3 had serum HBV DNA
level 1 000 copies/mL. When compared with non-relapsers,
the proportion of relapsers with undetectable serum HBV DNA
by the real-time PCR was also similar (50% vs 75%, P = 1.00,
Table 4). When in-treatment occurrence of HBeAg seroconversion
was taken into consideration, serum viral loads in the low range
(<105 copies/mL) did not correlate with clinical relapse during
follow-up, either (Table 3).
At the end of lamivudine treatment, YMDD motif of the
HBV polymerase gene was amplified in all patients. PCR products
were detectable in 11 and variation at this motif was found in 2 of
them, including methionine-to-valine substitution in one (viral
load: 32 400 copies/mL; serum ALT: 24 U/L) and methionine-toisoleucine substitution in the other (viral load: 22 344 copies/mL;
serum ALT: 30 U/L). Both developed relapse with wild-type
YMDD HBV strain during the follow-up period.
DISCUSSION
In this study, we found that the relapse rate after lamivudine
treatment was high and comparable between HBeAg-negative
(50%) and -positive (43%) patients, which did not correlate
with serum viral load at the end of treatment.
Because we only evaluated relapsers whose serum ALT
levels were greater than twice the upper limit of normal, the rate
of post-treatment virologic relapse could be even higher. The
high relapse rate in our series indicated a poor durability of
virologic response to lamivudine treatment in Asian countries
when compared with that in Western countries[6,8,9,17,33], and an
urgency of identifying an effective means to predict the durability
of post-treatment virologic response. Lamivudine possesses
potent inhibitory effect on viral replication, and previous studies
have shown that after the reduction of viral load by lamivudine,
a T cell response over viral replication could be restored[21].
Because serum viral load under anti-viral treatment reflected
the control from both drugs and hosts over viral replication, we
thus assumed that keeping viral load in the lower range might
confer an adequate control over viral replication and therein
have a lower relapse rate. Previous studies indeed revealed that

viral load at the 12th wk and at the end of lamivudine treatment
correlated with a higher HBeAg seroconversion rate and a lower
post-treatment relapse rate, respectively[16,17]. In addition, serum
HBV DNA level less than 10 000 genomes/mL within 12 wk of
starting treatment might predict HBeAg seroconversion[16], and
serum HBV DNA level less than 4 700 genomes/mL at the time of
HBeAg seroconversion might be associated with a lower relapse
rate[17]. However, our results showed that there was no correlation
between serum viral load <105 copies/mL at the end of lamivudine
treatment and post-treatment relapse. Consistently, one recent
study demonstrated that the end-of-treatment viremic status by a
qualitative PCR assay did not correlate with post-treatment relapse
in HBeAg-negative patients receiving lamivudine treatment[34] .
This fact suggested that serum viral load might represent the
susceptibility of viruses to lamivudine but not reflect the status of
host immune control. When suppression pressure from anti-virals
was removed, residual viruses within the hepatocytes might
actively replicate again and lead to relapse. However, whether an
extremely low level of serum viral load can predict a durable antiviral response post-treatment awaits ultrasensitive HBV
quantitative assays. Actually, one recent study demonstrated that
in patients with end-of-treatment serum HBV DNA levels of <200
copies/mL, the post-treatment relapse rate was significantly lower
than in those with end-of-treatment serum HBV DNA levels of
>1 000 copies/mL[35]. This finding supported our speculation.
In HBeAg-positive patients, the serum viral loads at the end
of lamivudine treatment were comparable between seroconverters
and non-seroconverters. From another aspect, the virologic
response was more durable in the seroconverters than in the nonseroconverters during follow-up. Again, this implied that
appearance of anti-HBeAg rather than the viremic levels could
reflect the ability of host immune control over viral replication.
Extended therapy has been suggested to ensure the durability of
virologic responses after HBeAg seroconversion was attained[9].
However, whether longer duration of therapy can further enhance
the host immunity against HBV needs future immunological
assays.
Our results showed that the viremic level at the end of
lamivudine treatment could not guarantee a durable posttreatment anti-viral response. Of particular note, HBV genotype
C tended to have a lower relapse rate compared with genotype B.
Although the molecular virologic mechanisms accounting for
clinical outcomes or response to anti-viral treatments remain largely
unknown, pathogenic and therapeutic differences do exist among
HBV genotypes[18-29,36]. However, in the individualized setting of
HBeAg-positive and -negative patients, HBV genotype was not
a factor associated with post-treatment relapse (Tables 2, 3). In
addition, conflicting data existed in recent reports[34,37]. Since
our case number is small, whether HBV genotype serves as a
predictor for durability of virologic response to lamivudine
treatment remains to be examined.
The major limitation in this pilot study was the relatively
small case number in each group. However, our findings highlighted
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that virologic response at the end of lamivudine treatment could
not predict post-treatment relapse. Further large studies by
using more sensitive quantitative assays are needed to address
this important issue. Other genetic determinants of the virus
and host should be clarified in the future. Since the relapse rate
was high in both HBeAg-negative and HBeAg-positive patients
in HBV endemic areas and such events were usually preceded
by an upsurge of serum viral load[32], frequent monitoring of
liver biochemical tests and serum viral loads could be considered
to detect early relapse. With the advent of novel anti-viral
agents, patients without durable virologic response to current
therapy may hopefully benefit from further treatments.
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Abstract
AIM: To study the application of artificial neural network
(ANN) in forecasting the incidence of hepatitis A, which
had an autoregression phenomenon.
METHODS: The data of the incidence of hepatitis A in
Liaoning Province from 1981 to 2001 were obtained from
Liaoning Disease Control and Prevention Center. We used
the autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA)
model of time series analysis to determine whether there
was any autoregression phenomenon in the data. Then
the data of the incidence were switched into [0,1] intervals
as the network theoretical output. The data from 1981 to
1997 were used as the training and verifying sets and the
data from 1998 to 2001 were made up into the test set.
STATISTICA neural network (ST NN) was used to construct,
train and simulate the artificial neural network.
RESULTS: Twenty-four networks were tested and seven
were retained. The best network we found had excellent
performance, its regression ratio was 0.73, and its
correlation was 0.69. There were 2 input variables in the
network, one was AR(1), and the other was time. The number
of units in hidden layer was 3. In ARIMA time series analysis
results, the best model was first order autoregression without
difference and smoothness. The total sum square error of
the ANN model was 9 090.21, the sum square error of the
training set and testing set was 8 377.52 and 712.69,
respectively, they were all less than that of ARIMA model.
The corresponding value of ARIMA was 12 291.79, 8 944.95
and 3 346.84, respectively. The correlation coefficient of
nonlinear regression (RNL) of ANN was 0.71, while the RNL
of ARIMA linear autoregression model was 0.66.
CONCLUSION: ANN is superior to conventional methods
in forecasting the incidence of hepatitis A which has an
autoregression phenomenon.
Guan P, Huang DS, Zhou BS. Forecasting model for the
incidence of hepatitis A based on artificial neural network.
World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(24): 3579-3582
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INTRODUCTION
Hepatitis A is an important infectious disease in the world[1-4].
Guidelines of vaccination versus hepatitis A call for correct
estimation of the incidence of hepatitis A[5-9]. The occurrence
of infectious diseases has its rules, affected by the speed of
pathogen variation, susceptible accumulation and environmental
changes. Early recognition of the epidemic rules is significantly
important for the prevention and control of hepatitis. Among
the available models, time series analysis[10,11] and regression
analysis[12-14] are poorly suited for discovering the epidemic rules.
The reason for this lies in the complexity of their relationship.
However, artificial neural networks (ANN) can recognize
the rules to make right prediction and provide assistance for
decision-making because they have the characteristics of selforganizing and self-learning processes[15-18]. Artificial neural
networks are computation systems that process information in
parallel, using a large number of simple units, and that excel in
tasks involving pattern recognition. These intrinsic properties
of the neural networks have been translated into higher
performance accuracy in outcome prediction compared with
expert opinion or conventional statistical methods[19-22].
Recently, backpropagation (BP) artificial neural network
has been widely applied to a variety of problems in the field of
medicine[23-26]. It is also called the front forward network because
it is the front forward error propagation network without
feedback. There is no mutual connection among the neurons in
the same layer.
In the present work, we applied several artificial neural
networks to the forecast of the incidence of hepatitis A. We
also represented the basic principles and how to train the neural
networks.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
The data of the incidence of hepatitis A in Liaoning Province
from 1981 to 2001 were obtained from Liaoning Disease Control
and Prevention Center. The highest incidence of hepatitis A
during this period was 160.07 per one hundred thousand, and
then the incidence descended progressively from 1981-1986
and rose from 1986 to 1989 (Figure 1). The low incidence could
be seen from 1996. To switch these data into [0,1] intervals, we
applied the following transformation: the network theoretical
output was equal to the incidence of hepatitis A / 200 by using
1/105 as the unit of measurement.
Construction, training and simulation of the network
Automatic network designer The automatic network designer
determined a suitable architecture, using a combination of
heuristics and sophisticated optimization strategies. It conducted
a large number of tests, which were used to determine the best
architecture. It could automatically compare linear, probabilistic
neural network (PNN), generalized regression neural network
(GRNN), radial basis function and multilayer perceptron
networks (Figure 2), and automatically choose the smoothing
factor for PNN or GRNN, the smoothing factor and the number
of units for radial basis function networks, and the number of
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units for multilayer perceptrons. We could control the length
and rigor of search iteration to be performed, and bias the search
towards smaller networks using a unit penalty factor.
180
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60
40
20
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1981

1986

1991
Time (yr)

1996

2001

Figure 1 Incidence of hepatitis A in Liaoning Province, China.
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being done. If the addition of more hidden units caused a
decrease in both, then the network was probably too small.
However, if the verification error was significantly larger than
the training error and, in particular, if it deteriorated during
iterative training, then the network was probably too large.
The number of weights and thresholds in the network should
be less than or much less than the number of training cases. Ideally,
there should be about two to five as many training cases as
weights. If the number of training cases was small, the smaller
networks should be used because of no enough data to model
a complex function. If the cases were fewer than the product of
the number of inputs and outputs, only a linear model should be
used. Lack of sufficient data was one reason why it was sometimes
good to remove input variables. Even if the variables had some
genuine information, the reduction in network size consequent
upon removing them might improve network performance.

Performance statistic index
One index to evaluate the performance of networks
and ARIMA
^
was sum square of error (SSE): SSE= ∑ ( yi − y i ) .2 The other was
^

( y − y )2
nonlinear determinant coefficient: RNL = 1 − ∑ i 2 i , where yi

X1
X2

∑y

i

is the real value of case i and yi is the estimated value of case i.
Y

Xn
Input layer

Hidden layer

Output layer

Figure 2 Topological structure of ANN.

Intelligent problem solver In ST NN, an intelligent problem
solver was used to select the most excellent network. We chose
the advanced version to customize the design process, the
problem needed to be solved was a time series problem. Because
many time series had a natural period, steps parameter equals
to 1 was indicated here by ARIMA analysis. The output
variables were transformed values of incidence of hepatitis A,
and the input variables were time and AR (1) which meant former
transforming values. The software could search for a useful
subset of the specified variables. The cases in the data set
were divided into three subsets, one for training the network,
one for cross verification and the last one for testing. In practice,
the data from 1981 to 1992 were used to train the network and
the data from 1993 to 1997 were used as a verifying set. The
performance of the network could be tested by estimating the
data from 1998 to 2001.
Four types of networks, such as linear network, multilayer
perceptron (3 layers), probability network or GRNN and radial
basis function, needed to be considered. In the mean time,
network complexity was determined automatically. A medium
length of design procedure was selected, which conducted a
fast search for an optimal network. The network saved would
be one with balance performance against types and complexity.
The best network found (taking account of diversity) was retained.
Choosing the number of hidden layers and units was the
most critical problem. There were a few heuristics that could
guide here. One hidden layer was sufficient for most problems
when multilayer perceptrons were used. If the error could not
be gotten down to an acceptable level even with a large number
of hidden units, it might be worth trying two hidden layers.
A large number of hidden units could generally model a
more complex problem, but required more training and were
more prone to poor generalization. The changes in training and
verification errors should be observed as the experiment was

RESULTS
Network structure and prediction
Finally 24 networks were tested, and 7 were retained. The
best network we found was BP network, which had excellent
performance, its regression ratio was 0.73, and its correlation
was 0.69.
The structure of the network is shown in Figure 3. There
were 2 input variables, one was AR(1), the other was time. The
number of units in hidden layer was 3. The weight and threshold
distribution of the best network is shown in Table 1.

AR (1)
Time

Y

Input layer

Hidden layer

Output layer

Figure 3 Topological structure of the best network.
Table 1 Weight and threshold distribution of the best network

Threshold
AR (1)
Time
Unit 1
Unit 2
Unit 3

Unit 1

Unit 2

Unit 3

Y

0.9607
0.2390
0.4902

1.0829
0.7930
0.4344

0.6224
1.0584
0.4156

0.4850

0.5281
0.7572
1.0723

ARIMA model coefficient and its testing results
In ARIMA time series analysis results, the best model was first
order autoregression without difference and smoothness. The
coefficient of AR (1) and constant were 0.83 and 81.22,
respectively (Table 2).
Table 2 ARIMA model coefficient and its testing results
Variables
AR (1)
Constant

Coefficient SE of coefficient
0.83
81.22

0.12
30.94

t

P

6.88
2.62

5.27×10 -6
1.91

Guan P et al. Forecasting model for hepatitis A
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Comparison between BP network and ARIMA
The goal of training the network was to compare the performance
with conventional methods by using inverse transforming
predicted value obtained from the network. Predicted value
and error are shown in Table 3, and its corresponding line graph
is shown in Figure 4.
The total sum square error of the ANN model was 9 090.21,
the sum square error of the training set and testing set was
8 377.52 and 712.69, respectively, while the corresponding value
of ARIMA was 12 291.79, 8 944.95 and 3 346.84, respectively.
The nonlinear determinant coefficient of ANN and the ARIMA
linear autoregression model was 0.71 and 0.66, respectively.
Table 3 Comparison between BP network and ARIMA
Time Incidence
(yr) (1/100 000)

Incidence of HA (1/100 000)

1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001

160.07
136.68
104.12
50.50
32.99
26.74
39.94
36.75
96.92
91.33
79.52
75.31
85.57
62.54
28.23
29.14
42.90
21.25
34.36
19.31
39.09

Predicted Error from Predicted
Error
value
ANN
value
from
from ANN
from ARIMA ARIMA
101.58
94.63
83.87
62.34
53.26
49.11
53.72
50.42
73.84
70.90
64.60
61.39
64.00
52.11
35.20
34.36
38.01
27.27
30.87
22.88

35.10
9.49
-33.37
-29.35
-26.52
-9.17
-16.97
46.50
17.49
8.62
10.71
24.18
-1.46
-23.88
-6.06
8.54
-16.76
7.09
-11.56
16.21

160
140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0

146.87
127.39
100.29
55.65
41.07
35.86
46.85
44.20
94.29
89.64
79.81
76.30
84.84
65.67
37.11
37.86
49.32
54.66
59.11
62.81

-10.19
-23.27
-49.79
-22.66
-14.33
4.08
-10.10
52.72
-2.96
-10.12
-4.50
9.27
-22.3
-37.44
-7.97
5.04
-28.07
-20.30
-39.80
-23.72

Incidence
Predicted value from ANN
Predicted value from ARIMA

1982

1986

1991
Time (yr)

1996

2001

coefficient was 0.71, higher than that of linear autoregression
model. The sum square error of the ANN model was 9 090.21,
the sum square error of the training set and testing set was 8 377.52
and 712.69, respectively. In time series analysis, there was
statistical significance in the test of coefficients, showing the
existence of first order autoregression. Values from extrapolation
forecasting based on ANN were mainly in concordance with
the actual values, while values from ARIMA model forecasting
were a little higher than the actual values of the incidence.
These findings showed that ANN could recognize some rules
by preliminary learning, but the effect of some special values
over considering sum square error made the forecasting of low
incidence inaccurate. Combined application of the traditional
methods and artificial neural networks can make use of each
other’s merits and raise the right prediction level.
Forecasting the incidence of infectious diseases is very
important for their prevention and control. Solving this problem
calls for the ability to learn the unknown mapping or function
only by the existing examples[27,28]. However, after the mapping
or a similar one is learned, artificial neural networks can be used
to estimate the mapping when only several parts are known.
Now artificial neural networks have been widely accepted as a
potentially useful way in modeling complex nonlinear and
dynamic systems[29-31]. Neural networks could remove neither
the need for knowledge nor prior information about the systems
of interest[32]. They just reduce the model’s reliance on the
prior information while totally removing the need for the model
builders to correctly specify the precise functional forms of the
relationship that the model seeks to represent[33]. In addition,
they offer real prospects for a cheaper, more flexible, less
assumption-dependent and adaptive methodology.
Generally, there are two major ways to train the networks,
one seeking high accuracy, and the other considering both the
accuracy and performance. Through the former method,
mapping was input from N-dimensional space and output to
M-dimensional space. Thus, the phenomenon of overlearning
occurred and the results of extrapolation were not perfect[34]. In
the present work, we divided the original data into three parts,
one for training, one for verification, and one for extrapolation
and prediction. Thus the problem of overlearning was solved
effectively. Time series analysis showed that there was a first
order autoregression phenomenon in the data without exponent
smoothing. Autoregression phenomenon might often exist in
the data of the incidence. Traditional method of solving this is
time series analysis[35]. However, it is difficult to practice
because it requires to meet several conditions, such as white
noise[36]. There are no such limitations in artificial neural
network, and the software could voluntarily choose appropriate
order of autoregression to fit and predict. In addition, RNL has
shown that it is reasonable to employ artificial neural networks
in modeling complex nonlinear data.
In conclusion, ANN is likely to be an effective tool in
processing time series data. The construction and explanation
of the model should be further explored.

Figure 4 Incidence of hepatitis A and its predicted value.
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Abstract
AIM: There are conflicting data about p53 function on cellular
sensitivity to the cytotoxic action of 5-fluorouracil (5-FU).
Therefore the objective of this study was to determine the
combined effects of adenovirus-mediated wild-type (wt) p53
gene transfer and 5-FU chemotherapy on pancreatic cancer
cells with different p53 gene status.
METHODS: Human pancreatic cancer cell lines Capan-1p53mut,
Capan-2p53wt, FAMPACp53mut, PANC1p53mut, and rat pancreatic
cancer cell lines ASp53wt and DSL6Ap53null were used for in vitro
studies. Following infection with different ratios of Adp53-particles (MOI) in combination with 5-FU, proliferation
of tumor cells and apoptosis were quantified by cell
proliferation assay (WST-1) and FACS (PI-staining). In
addition, DSL6A syngeneic pancreatic tumor cells were
inoculated subcutaneously in to Lewis rats for in vivo studies.
Tumor size, apoptosis (TUNEL) and survival were determined.
RESULTS: Ad-p53 gene transfer combined with 5-FU
significantly inhibited tumor cell proliferation and
substantially enhanced apoptosis in all four cell lines with
an alteration in the p53 gene compared to those two cell
lines containing wt-p53. In vivo experiments showed the
most effective tumor regression in animals treated with
Ad-p53 plus 5-FU. Both in vitro and in vivo analyses revealed
that a sublethal dose of Ad-p53 augmented the apoptotic
response induced by 5-FU.
CONCLUSION: Our results suggest that Ad-p53 may
synergistically enhance 5-FU-chemosensitivity most strikingly
in pancreatic cancer cells lacking p53 function. These findings
illustrate that the anticancer efficacy of this combination
treatment is dependent on the p53 gene status of the target
tumor cells.
Eisold S, Linnebacher M, Ryschich E, Antolovic D, Hinz U, Klar E,
Schmidt J. The effect of adenovirus expressing wild-type
p53 on 5-fluorouracil chemosensitivity is related to p53 status
in pancreatic cancer cell lines. World J Gastroenterol 2004;
10(24): 3583-3589
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INTRODUCTION
Pancreatic cancer is a very aggressive tumor with a poor prognosis.
Unfortunately, the majority of the patients are diagnosed at an
advanced disease status and are not suitable for potentially
curative resection. Intrinsic limitations of chemotherapy are
the endogenous or acquired resistance of tumor cells to anticancer drugs and their toxicity to normal tissues, the latter being
responsible for the occurrence of severe side effects. For these
reasons, new approaches for the treatment of pancreatic cancer
patients have to be developed.
The p53 tumor suppressor gene is functionally inactivated
in about 50% of all human malignancies including up to 60% of
pancreatic cancers[1]. The tumor suppressor activity of p53 is
mainly mediated through its ability to induce cell growth arrest
or apoptosis in response to a variety of stress signals, whereas
a lack of functional p53 usually leads to increased genomic
instability, deregulated cell proliferation, accelerated tumor
progression, and elevated cellular resistance to anticancer
therapy[2]. Expression of wt- p53 has been shown to be required
for 5-FU- induced apoptosis and to greatly potentiate 5-FUcytotoxicity[3,4]. Several reports have suggested that the p53
status of the tumor cells may be an important response determinant
to 5-FU- based chemotherapy[5,6]. In contrast, other studies
have failed to demonstrate any relationship between p53 expression
and 5-FU chemotherapy[7,8]. Gene therapy by adenovirus mediated
introduction of the wild-type human p53 gene into tumors
that are deficient in functional p53 has shown a significant
tumor suppressing effect in preclinical studies and in clinical
trials[9-13]. Furthermore, these tumor suppressing activities of
p53 reintroduction have been reported to be enhanced by
combination with many chemotherapeutic drugs or ionizing
radiation in various human tumors[14,15]. However, the influence
of the de novo expressed exogenous p53 on cellular sensitivity
toward DNA-damaging agents is still not clear[16-19].
The goal of the present study was to determine in vitro and
in vivo, whether reintroduction of wt-p53 protein into pancreatic
cancer cells could increase the sensitivity to 5-FU chemotherapy.
Therefore, we tested pancreatic cancer cells with different p53
status. Our results demonstrate that wt-p53 gene transfer in
pancreatic cancer cells with loss of p53 function has a significant
impact on 5-FU-chemosensitivity leading to potential tumor
regression both in vitro and in a pancreatic cancer model of
immunocompetent rats.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cell lines and culture conditions
The human pancreatic cancer cell lines, Capan-1, Capan-2,
PANC1 were provided by the Tumorbank, DKFZ, Heidelberg,
Germany. FAMPAC was established in our laboratory from a
43 year old female with familial pancreatic cancer[20]. The rodent
pancreatic cancer cell lines, AS (BSp73AS) and DSL6A, were
originally derived from a spontaneous pancreatic adenocarcinoma
of a BDX rat[21] and from a primary pancreatic carcinoma of an
azaserine-treated Lewis rat[22] respectively. All cells were grown
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in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM; Gibco BRL)
supplemented with 100 mL/L heat inactivated fetal calf serum
(FCS, Gibco BRL), 100 units/mL penicillin, 100 µg/mL streptomycin
in a humidified atmosphere
(Gibco BRL) and incubated at 37
with 50 mL/L CO2.

Adenoviral vectors
The AdEasy system[23] was used for construction and propagation
of the human wt- p53 (Ad-p53) adenoviruses. The shuttle vector
pAdTrack-CMV and the adenoviral backbone plasmid
pAdEasy-1 were kindly provided by Bert Vogelstein (Howard
Hughes Medical Institute and Kimmel Cancer Center at Johns
Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD 21 231). The cDNA coding
for human p53 was a gift from Martin Scheffner (ATV, DKFZ,
69120 Heidelberg, Germany). The control adenoviral vector
expressing cytosine deaminase (Ad-CD) was kindly provided
by Zhuangwu Li (NIH/NCI Bldg.10/Rm. 12N226, 9000
Rockville Pike, Bethesda, MD 20 892) and the AdlacZ vector
was a gift from Petra Klein-Bauerschmitt (ATV, DKFZ, 69120
Heidelberg, Germany). Recombinant adenoviruses were
propagated in 293 cells, harvested, aliquoted and stored as
described[24]. Adenovirus titer in plaque-forming units (p.f.u.)
was determined by plaque formation assays on 293 cells. The
multiplicity of infection (MOI) was defined as the ratio of p.f.u.
per total number of cancer cells to be infected. Adenoviruses
were administered in phosphate buffer (20 mmol/L NaH2PO4,
pH 8.0, 130 mmol/L NaCl, 2 mmol/L MgCl2, 20 g/L sucrose).

β-galactosidase expression
Pancreatic cancer cells were infected with AdlacZ in a variety
of MOI ranging from 1 to 100, in 1 mL of medium in 25-cm3 tissue
culture flasks under routine conditions. After 24 h infected cells
were fixed in 960 mL/L ethanol and stained with X-gal solution.
The percentage of positively blue stained cells was determined
by scoring five random high power fields per 25-cm3 flask.

Western blotting
The expression of p53 protein was assayed in all six pancreatic
cancer cell lines before and after Ad-p53- infection. Cells were
transduced with 102 MOI Ad-p53 and harvested at 24h. The
protein lysates were separated by electrophoresis on a 100 g/L
SDS/acrylamide gel and transferred to a PVDF membrane. The
membrane was blocked in 200 mL TTBS, 50 g/L skimmed milk,
1 g/L Tween-20 for 1 h, incubated with primary p53 DO7
antibody (DAKO, Cambridgeshire, UK) for 1 h. After washing
in TTBS the membrane was incubated with horseradish
peroxidase (HRP) conjugated anti-mouse IgG for 45 min. Signals
were detected using the enhanced chemiluminescence system
(ECL, Amersham Life Science Ltd, Bucks, UK).
WST-1 cell viability assay
Cells were seeded at a concentration of 5-10×103 cells/well in
100 µL culture medium into 96-well microtiter plates. After a 12 h
incubation period, cells were infected either with Ad-p53 in a
variety of MOIs (10-2-102) or treated as controls with Ad-CD.
After 24 h cells were washed with PBS and treatment with 5fluorouracil (5-FU, Medac, Hamburg, Germany) at the concentration
of 5µL/mL was started for a period of 48 h. All dilutions were
performed in culture medium. Cells were washed with PBS and
10 µL/well of the cell proliferation reagent WST-1 (Boehringer
Mannheim, Germany) was added in 100 µL cell culture medium
for 4 h. Absorbance of the samples was analysed using a
bichromatic ELISA reader at 450 nm and 690 nm. Relative
proliferation (A/Ao) was defined as the ratio of absorption
measured in Ad-p53- infected and/or 5-FU treated cells or AdCD- infected cells (A) compared with the absorption measured
in untreated control cells (Ao). All experiments were performed
in triplicate.
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FACS analysis
Cells were plated at a density of 105 per 25-cm3 flask and infected
with viral vectors at an MOI of 1 for 24 h. After 24 h cells were
washed with PBS and treatment with 5-fluorouracil (5-FU,
Medac, Hamburg, Germany) at the concentration of 5 µL/mL
was started for a period of 48 h. The cells were harvested and
washed with PBS. The apoptotic fraction of treated or untreated
cells was determined by FACS analysis (FACSCalibur, Becton
Dickinson) following permeabilisation and propidium iodide
(PI) staining of the cells. Briefly, 250 µL of PI staining solution
(1 g/L TritonX-100, 50 µg/mL PI in PBS, pH 7.4) was added to
5×105 cells and analysed within 1 h using the CellQuest software.
The proportion of apoptotic cells was calculated for each group:
mock infected, Ad-CD, 5-FU, Ad-p53 and Ad-p53+ 5FU. Cell
debris and fixation artefacts were excluded by appropriate gating.
All experiments were performed in triplicate.
Animal experiments
Male Lewis rats, purchased from Charles River WIGA Laboratories
(Sulzfeld, Germany), were kept in isolators and received food
and water ad libitum. Animal experiments were performed under
NIH and institutional guidelines established for the Animal
Care Facility at the University of Heidelberg. A total of 106 DSL6A
tumor cells were injected in 100 µL of PBS/animal subcutaneously
(sc.) into the abdominal wall of 4 wk-old rats. Eight weeks after
tumor cell inoculation, when the tumor nodules had an average
size of 8 mm×8 mm, the treatment as indicated was started and
repeated twice a week for 1 mo. 5-FU (5 mg/kg bm) was given intraperitoneally (ip.) and Ad-p53 or Ad-CD infections (108 infective
units) were injected intratumorly (it.). The animals were separated
by randomisation into 5 groups of 8 rats each namely mock
infected, Ad-CD (1×108 infectious particles it.), 5-fluorouracil
(5 mg/kg bm ip.), Ad-p53 (1×108 infectious particles it.) and Adp53+5-FU. Tumor size (mm2) was determined by measuring the
largest and smallest diameter as tumor length (mm)×tumor width
(mm). When the tumor size reached >600 mm2, animals were
sacrificed. Tumor size and survival rate were documented weekly.
TUNEL assay
Tumor tissues were fixed in 40 g/L neutral formaldehyde or
snap frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80 . Sections (5µm)
were stained with hematoxylin and eosin using standard
procedures. At least 6 representative tumors of each group of
treated or untreated animals were analysed for apoptosis.
Immunohistochemical detection and quantification of apoptosis
in formalin fixed tumor tissue sections were performed using
the ‘In situ cell death detection kit, AP’ (Roche Diagnostics,
Mannheim, Germany). The sections were stained and analysed
microscopically according to the manufacturer’s instructions.
Reverse transcriptase- PCR analysis
From snap frozen tumor tissue total RNA was extracted using
RNAzol (Cinna/Biotech, Friendswood, TX). cDNA was then
generated using the cDNA cycle kit for RT-PCR (Invitrogen, San
Diego, CA, USA). To assay expression of the p53 transgene from
Ad-p53 in infected tumors, the following primers were generated
to amplify a 294 bp product which is specific for Ad-p53: forward
primer: 5’ GGTGCATTGGAACGCGGA TT 3’, reverse primer: 5’
GGGGACAGAACGTTGTTTTC3’.PCRwasperformedbyaninitial
heating step at 95 for 5 min, followed by 35 cycles at 95 for
1 min, at 58 for 1 min and at 72 for 1 min and a final extention
step at 72 for 5 min. The PCR products were separated on 1%
agarose gels and visualized by ethidium bromide staining and
UV light.
Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS software (Release
11.0.1, SPSS Inc.). The rate of cell viability and the rate of
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RESULTS
Adenovirus mediated gene transfer efficacy in pancreatic cancer
cells
The efficacy of Ad-p53 gene transfer into pancreatic cancer
cell lines was assessed as the percentage of X-gal stained positive
cells 24 h after infection with AdlacZ. There was a variation in
transduction efficacy as summarised in Table 1. An MOI of 50
resulted in 73-95% of cells stained blue in the tested cell lines.
Table 1 p53 status, transduction efficacy and IC50 value of 5-FU
in pancreatic cancer cell lines; mean±SD
Cell line

p53 status

β-gal1 %

5-FU-IC50
value1 µg/mL

92 (4.5)

8.25 (0.45)

95 (7.2)

5.75 (0.55)

Human
Capan-1
Capan-2

159 GCC

wild type

FAMPAC 175 CGC
PANCL

GTC

273 CGT

CAT
CAT

82 (7.8)
82 (7.8)

8.00 (0.45)
9.50 (0.75)

Murine rat
AS
DSL6A

wild type
Null

73 (5.3)

6.55 (0.45)

83 (6.2)

7.75 (0.55)

β-gal was the percentage of X-gal positive cells 24 h after
AdlacZ infection at a multiplicity of infection of 50. 2IC50 values were defined for each cell line as the 5-FU concentration
leading to 50% growth inhibtion. Results are expressed as
mean±SD from three independent experiments.

1

p53 status and p53 protein expression after Ad-p53 infection in vitro
To determine the p53 status of the tested cell lines, we reviewed
the literature (Capan-125, Capan-225, PANC126) or analysed cell
samples (FAMPAC27) for mutations in exons 5-8 of p53. For the
rat pancreatic cancer cell lines, DSL6A and AS, the p53 status
was determined by PCR-SSCP analysis followed by direct
sequencing[28]. Despite repeated attempts, the DSL6A cell line
failed to give rise to amplified products for tested exons 5-8 of
p53, suggesting a homozygous deletion of the loci. All exons could
be amplified from normal control DNA of AS cells. The mutation
status of the pancreatic cancer cell lines is outlined in Table 1.
The expression of p53 protein was confirmed by Western
blot analysis. The antibody used reacted with both wild type
and mutant p53. This was done to confirm the expression after
Ad-p53 infection and to establish the baseline protein
expression patterns. These in vitro experiments demonstrated
for all cell lines detectable amounts of p53 protein 24 h after
infection with Ad-p53 indicating an efficient translation. As
indicated in Figure 1 the quantity of p53 was increased following
infection with Adp53, with the exception of Capan-1 and
FAMPAC cell lines showing a strong baseline overexpression
of mutated p53.

N
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p
Ca
- +

an

-1

p
Ca
- +

an

-2
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A
L6
MP
A
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F
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- +
- +

p53 53 ku
β-actin 46 ku

Figure 1 Expression of p53 protein before (-) and after infection with Ad-p53 (+) in pancreatic cancer cell lines.

Effect of p53 gene transduction on in vitro pancreatic tumor
cell proliferation
To establish defined conditions for the in vitro experiments, all
six pancreatic cancer cell lines were transduced with different
multiplicity of infection (MOI = p.f.u./cell) of the Ad-p53 vector
in the range from 10-2 to 102. To test the effect of the p53 recombinant
adenoviruses on tumor cell growth, we assayed the cell viability
using a colorimetric cell proliferation test. Infection with the
control vector Ad-CD had no significant effect on cell growth
(data not shown). In contrast, we observed that Ad-p53 infection
dose dependently resulted in significantly decreased cell
viability. A significant inhibitory effect on tumor cell growth
was achieved at MOI ³ 1 in all tested cell lines with an alteration
of p53, whereas lower levels of Ad-p53 virus particles had no
effect. Capan-2 cells containing wt-p53, were less sensitive
and a similar inhibitory effect was only achieved with a higher
MOI of 10. The rat pancreatic cancer cell line, AS containing
wt-p53, revealed only a small effect on tumor growth (Figure 2).
(%)
Fraction of viable cells (A/Ao)

apoptotic cells were expressed as mean±SE and 95% confidence
interval. The 95% confidence intervals of the means were used
to analyse the rate of cell viability and the rate of apoptotic cells
between two groups of each cell line. Differences between means
without overlap of the confidence intervals were described as
statistically significant. Tumor size in rats was given as mean±SD.
Normal distribution of tumor size in different groups was judged
by the Shapiro-Wilk test. ANOVA was performed to analyse the
therapeutic effects after 4 cycles and at study end between the
groups with respect to tumor size. Two-sided P-values were
reported and an effect was considered statistically significant at
P< 0.05.

120
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10-1

1

101

102
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100

100

80
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60

60
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40

20

20

0

10-2 10-1
1
101
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Ad-p53 virus particles per cell (MOI)

0

Capan-1
Capan-2
FAMPAC
PANC1
AS
DSL6A

Figure 2 Decreased in vitro growth rate in pancreatic cancer
cell lines 24 h after infection with Ad-p53. Data points represent means from 9 samples of viable cells in three independent experiments; bars, SD.

Efficacy of combined Ad-p53 and 5-FU therapy on tumor cell
growth in vitro
To investigate whether the reintroduction of wt-p53 protein
could enhance the tumor inhibitory effect of 5-FU treatment, all
six pancreatic cancer cell lines were infected with Ad-p53 at
MOI 1, which revealed an intrinsic antiproliferative activity by
itself. 5-FU at the concentration of 5 µg/mL was chosen for the
combination experiments and was given 24 h after Ad-p53
infection. In preliminary dose escalation studies, the IC50 values
of each cell line were determined and listed in Table 1. Low
dose FU (5 µg/mL) given alone reduced cell viability most
significantly to wt-p53 containing Capan-2 cells and AS cells
compared to the other tested cell lines. The antiproliferative
effects of the combination of Ad-p53 and 5-FU were next
evaluated and non-functional p53 pancreatic cancer cell lines
were most sensitive to the cytotoxic action of the combined
treatment. This growth inhibitory effect was highly significant
compared to either administration of p53 gene transduction or
5-FU treatment alone. For Capan-2 cells containing wt-p53, the
combined antiproliferative effect of the two drugs was only 9%
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Table 2 In vitro growth of different pancreatic cancer cell lines after indicated treatment 1measured by WST-1 cell viability assay2; %
mean (95% CI)
Cell line

Control

Ad-CD-control

Ad-p53

5-FU

Ad-p53+5-FU

Human
Capan-1
Capan-2
FAMPAC
PANCL

97.8
97.9
98.0
98.4

(96.0-99.5)
(95.7-100.0)
(95.9-100.1)
(97.1-99.8)

AS
DSL6A

99.0 (97.6-100.4)
98.8 (97.5-100.0)

91.9
91.3
93.3
95.0

(86.6-97.6)
(88.2-94.5)
(90.5-96.2)
(92.2-97.8)

55.0
75.0
48.6
64.7

(51.3-58.6)
(71.3-78.6)
(44.7-52.4)
(59.8-69.5)

72.9
55.6
70.6
73.9

(70.4-74.4)
(53.1-58.0)
(68.0-73.1)
(71.6-76.2)

30.7
51.2
31.7
33.8

(28.9-32.4)
(48.0-54.4)
(29.6-33.8)
(31.5-36.0)

Murine rat
97.9 (95.7-100.0)
94.0 (90.8-97.2)

92.3 (88.9-95.8)
64.2 (60.5-67.9)

56.8 (52.2-61.3)
69.4 (66.0-72.9)

53.1 (48.2-58.0)
32.8 (29.3-36.2)

Cells were either infected with Ad-CD control or Ad-p53 (MOI 1) 24 h prior±5FU chemotherapy (5 µg/mL) given for 48 h. 2The
data represents the ratio of the colorimetric values of viable cells treated as indicated (A) compared with the untreated control cells
(Ao). Results are expressed as mean with 95% confidence interval (CI) from more than 9 samples in three independent experiments.

1

more than with 5-FU chemotherapy alone. In wt-p53 containing
AS cells, Ad-p53 infection could not enhance the 5-FU
antiproliferative action to a significant level (Table 2).

Effect of Ad-p53 gene transduction and 5-FU treatment on
apoptotic cell death in vitro
To determine whether Ad-p53 mediated increase of 5-FU
cytotoxic action was due to enhanced apoptosis, we analyzed
DNA-fragmentation by fluorometric analysis of propidium
iodide stained pancreatic cells. Cells treated with 5-FU (5 µg/mL)
showed a percentage of dead cells between 8% and 16%, which
was slightly above that of native cells or cells infected with the
Ad-CD control vector. In cells transduced with the p53 gene
(MOI 1), the percentage increased up to 25%. p53 gene
transduction followed by 5-FU chemotherapy, caused a marked
increase of apoptotic cell death. These findings were consistent
showing the highest apoptotic rate for the pancreatic cancer cell
lines with an altered p53 (47-58%), and the lowest apoptotic rate
in wt-p53 containing cell lines (18-20%) as indicated in Figure 3.

after the last injection. As shown in Figure 4, a 294 bp band was
detected only in Ad-p53 infected tumors.
Tumor growth was measured regularly during the 4 wk
following treatment. Animals in both control groups showed an
extensive tumor proliferation, and after 6 cycles of therapy tumor
size was above 600 mm2, so that treatment was stopped and animals
were killed according to the protocol. During the first four cycles
of treatment, in animals with 5-FU monotherapy tumor growth
was significantly reduced compared to the controls (157±54 mm2
vs 410±65 mm2, P<0.0001). Ad-p53 treatment alone (72±19 mm2,
P<0.0001) or the combination Ad-p53 plus 5-FU (61±8 mm2,
P<0.0001) demonstrated local tumor growth control. However, within
the following four cycles of therapy we observed an increasing
tumor size in animals treated only with 5-FU (580±58 mm2) or
Ad-p53 (347±52 mm2) alone compared to the combination of
Ad-p53 plus 5-FU (67±14 mm2, P<0.0001). As shown in Figure 5,
the combination of Ad-p53 and 5-FU demonstrated the most
potent inhibitory effect on tumor growth, but none out of the 8
animals was tumor free at the end of the treatment.
MW

%

P

N

C

T

60

Cell lines

50

PANC1
CAPAN1
CAPAN2
FAMPAC
AS
DSL6A

40
30
20
10
0

Control Ad-CD
5-FU Ad-p53 Ad-p53
control vector (5 µg/mL) (MOl 1) +5-FU

Figure 3 Percentage of apoptotic cells of human and rat pancreatic carcinoma cell lines either infected with Ad-CD control vector or Ad-p53 (MOI 1) 24 h prior±5-FU chemotherapy
(5 µg/mL) given for 48 h. Points represent means from 9
samples in three independent experiments; bars, 95% CI.

In vivo effects of combined treatment on tumor growth in rat
pancreatic cancer
Subcutaneous DSL6A tumors generated in 4-wk-old male Lewis
rats were treated by intratumoral injection with adenoviral
vectors and/or 5-FU chemotherapy given intraperitoneally twice
a week for 1 mo. Details of the onset and cessation of treatment
were indicated in the methods section. To determine if p53
recombinant adenoviruses could induce p53 mRNA expression,
RT-PCR analysis was performed in the generated DSL6A
tumors. Non- infected and Ad-p53 infected tumors were
removed and p53 transgene expression was confirmed 24 h

294 bp

Figure 4 Gel electrophoresis for PCR products from DSL6A
tumors removed from Lewis rats 24 h following the last
treatment. (P) positive control, vector DNA; (N) negative control (RT minus control); (C) Ad-CD control virus treated tumor (Ad-CD); (T) Ad-p53 infected tumor.
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Figure 5 Efficacy of Ad-p53 infection and 5-FU as single agents
vs the combination of both on tumor growth of Lewis rats
challenged with DSL6A tumor cells. Arrowheads indicate treatment application. 1All animals were killed after 6 cycles of
therapy because the tumor size was above 600 mm2.
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Detection of apoptosis in tumor tissues after treatment
Since our in vitro data indicated that the tumor- inhibitory
effects of the combined treatment of Ad-p53 plus 5-FU were
significantly mediated by induction of apoptosis, we assessed
the tumor tissue sections for DNA degradation using the
TUNEL assay. Analyses of tumor sections of each group
revealed a slight increase of apoptotic cells in rats treated with
5-FU compared to both control groups, mock or Ad-CD infected.
Adenoviral p53 gene transduction significantly increased the
number of apoptotic cells in comparison to single 5-FU
chemotherapy. As shown in Figure 6, in situ quantification
revealed the highest number of cells undergoing apoptosis in
tumors treated with Ad-p53 plus 5-FU.
Control

5-F

+

+Ad-p53

5-FU+Ad-p53

Figure 6 Ad-p53 mediated sensitisation of tumors to apoptosis
in response to 5-FU in vivo. Formalin-fixed tissue sections were
analyzed by TUNEL labelling. Original magnification ×200.

DISCUSSION
A number of previous studies have shown that the restoration
of wt-p53 may increase or decrease drug sensitivity, indicating
that p53 status may influence the response of human cancers
to chemotherapy in a cell- and drug specific manner[3,16,17,29].
However, what is currently lacking is critical information on the
cytotoxicity and target response to such a combined modality
therapy. In this study we investigated a panel of human pancreatic
cancer cell lines with well characterised defects in the p53 gene
to identify differences following treatment with Ad-p53 vector
and 5-FU chemotherapy. Because high concentrations of p53
were difficult to reach in patients by vectors available so far,
and high doses of 5-FU could not be used in vivo due to their
side effects, we evaluated the efficacy of low concentrations of
p53 infection and low doses of 5-FU.
In our in vitro study infection with Ad-p53 alone produced
tumor growth suppression in all pancreatic cancer cell lines
ranging from highly significant to almost absent. The most
prominent growth inhibitory effect was observed in the
pancreatic cancer cell lines with an alteration of the p53 function.
These findings may not only relate to the endogenous p53
status, but also to differences in transduction efficiency of cell
lines to the expression of β3 integrins and coxsackie virus and
adenovirus receptors (CAR) on tumor cells[30]. Ad-p53 infection
at a low concentration (MOI 1) induced only a small number of
apoptotic cells in the tested pancreatic cancer cell lines. These
results are in agreement with those of other authors showing
that levels of p53 expression that inhibited proliferation may
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not be sufficient by themselves to induce cell death[10,31-33].
The reduced cell proliferation observed after Ad-p53 infection
might be rather attributed to a persistent S phase depletion and
G0/G1 accumulation without induction of apoptosis.
However, the key question in our study was to correlate the
exogenous p53 expression with the response to 5-FU based
chemotherapy. Like a number of other studies the p53
replacement into tumor cell lines with altered p53, revealed the
most effective tumor growth inhibition[9-12]. Our data clearly
support other in vitro studies, which have reported that loss of
p53 function could reduce cellular sensitivity to 5-FU[3,4,34].
These synergistic effects are less conclusive in cases of p53
transgene overexpression in wt-p53 tumors. Only a small, but
not significant advantage of the combination regimen was
achieved in the human Capan-2p53wt cells, whereas the murine
ASp53wt cells failed to such a treatment. Since from the clinical
point of view apoptotic death is the final outcome that can
define the success of therapy, we screened for the induction of
apoptosis in relation to the different treatment schedules. Our
data demonstrated, that the combination regimen of Ad-p53
plus 5-FU was able to significantly increase the number of
apoptotic cells in the pancreatic tumor cell lines with an altered
p53 gene. Likewise to our findings some reports have shown,
that high level expression of p53 could cause some cancer cells
to undergo apoptosis, whereas others simply undergo prolonged
cell cycle arrest[10,31]. To overcome the resistance to p53 mediated
apoptosis several reports have shown a significant advantage
of Ad-p53 gene therapy in combination with DNA damaging
agents[10,14,15,32].
A foremost concern with such a strategy is whether sufficient
chemosensitisation can be accomplished with relatively few
supplemental gene therapy treatments during 5-FU based
chemotherapy. Experimental studies reported a rate of gene
transduction between 5% and 15% using immunohistochemical
analysis[9]. Therefore we used a subcutaneous pancreatic tumor
model to allow assessment of the efficacy of this approach. In
immunocompetent Lewis rats, combination of intratumoral Adp53 infection of implanted pancreatic DSL6Ap53null tumors with
additional systemic 5-FU chemotherapy resulted in a significant
retardation of tumor growth. These combined effects clearly
exceeded those achieved by administration of either agent alone.
In contrast to all other treatment modalities, the combination
regimen Ad-p53 plus 5-FU revealed no further in vivo tumor
growth during the time of treatment. The reason for incomplete
tumor regression may be related to the low p53 transduction
rate and limited spread within the tumor. Our in vivo data point
to an enhancement of 5-FU mediated apoptosis in DSL6A tumors
as a result of adenoviral mediated p53 gene transfer. This is in
line with our in vitro findings, which strongly suggest that the
sensitisation is mediated by enhancing the apoptotic response
of neoplastic cells to 5-FU treatment. Similar anticancer therapy
approaches using combined administration of adenovirus
mediated p53 gene therapy and chemotherapeutic drugs have
been evaluated. In some tumors, inactivation of p53 correlated
with an increased resistance to radiation and several antineoplastic
drugs and transduction of the wt-p53 gene increased the
sensitivity[3,16,17,32]. In contrast, in other tumors the expression of
exogenous wt-p53 reduced sensitivity, while the disruption of
p53 function increased sensitivity[35-37]. A number of clinical studies
have found that p53 overexpression, a surrogate marker for p53
mutations, correlated with resistance to 5-FU[5,6,38,39], but other
studies found no correlation[40,41]. Such conflicting findings might
in part, be due to the wide variation in immunohistochemical
protocols, and the use of different antibodies to detect p53.
Other techniques, such as DNA sequencing, might provide a
more objective assessment of the p53 status. At present, despite
the in vitro evidence for p53 involvement in downstream
signalling in response to 5-FU, the clinical value of p53 as a
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predictive marker for 5-FU based chemotherapy remains a matter
for debate.
In conclusion, our results confirm the feasibility of sensitising
pancreatic cancer cells to 5-FU chemotherapy in vivo using
adenovirus mediated p53 gene therapy. In tumors, where
sustained expression of wt-p53 cannot be achieved or the levels
of expression are insufficient to significantly induce apoptosis,
wt-p53 can be used as a therapeutic agent in combination with
conventional antineoplastic drugs. Our results have confirmed
that this enhanced cytotoxicity is mostly provided by driving
significant numbers of neoplastic cells into apoptosis. Therefore,
the assessment of endogenous p53 status by DNA sequencing,
which may correlate with the response to 5-FU chemotherapy
may have an important role in defining patients who are most
likely to benefit from 5-FU chemotherapy or combination
treatment in the future[42].
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Abstract
AIM: Mitogenic and non-mitogenic activities of fibroblast
growth factor (FGF) are coupled to a range of biological
functions, from cell proliferation and differentiation to the
onset of many diseases. Recent reports have shown that
acidic fibroblast growth factor (aFGF) has a powerful antiapoptosis function, which may have potentially therapeutical
effect on gut ischemia and reperfusion injuries. However,
whether this function depends on its mitogenic or nonmitogenic activity remains unclear. In this study, we identified
the source of its anti-apoptosis function with a mutant,
aFGF28-154 and observed its effect on reducing gut ischemia
and reperfusion injury.
METHODS: aFGF28-154 was generated by amplification
of appropriate DNA fragments followed by subcloning the
products into pET-3c vectors, then they were expressed in
BL21 (DE3) cells and purified on an M2 agarose affinity column.
This mutant aFGF28-154 maintained its non-mitogenic
activity and lost its mitogenic activity. With a dexamethasone
(DEX)-induced mouse thymocyte apoptosis model in vitro
and in vivo, we studied the anti-apoptotic function of
aFGF28-154. Also, in vivo study was performed to further
confirm whether aFGF28-154 could significantly reduce
apoptosis in gut epithelium after gut ischemia-reperfusion
injury in rats. Based on these studies, the possible signal
transduction pathways involved were studied.
RESULTS: With a dexamethasone (DEX)-induced mouse
thymocyte apoptosis model in vitro and in vivo, we found
that the anti-apoptotic function of aFGF28-154 was significantly
enhanced when compared with the wild type aFGF. In vivo
study further confirmed that aFGF28-154 significantly
reduced apoptosis in gut epithelium after gut ischemiareperfusion injury in rats. The mechanisms of anti-apoptosis
function of aFGF28-154 did not depend on its mitogenic
activity and were mainly associated with its non-mitogenic
activities, including the intracellular calcium ion balance
protection, ERK1/2 activation sustaining and cell cycle balance.

CONCLUSION: These findings emphasize the importance of
non-mitogenic effects of aFGF, and have implications for its
therapeutic use in preventing apoptosis and other injuries in
tissues and internal organs triggered by ischemia-reperfusion
injury.
Fu XB, Li XK, Wang T, Cheng B, Sheng ZY. Enhanced antiapoptosis and gut epithelium protection function of acidic
fibroblast growth factor after cancelling of its mitogenic activity.
World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(24): 3590-3596
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INTRODUCTION
Fibroblast growth factors (FGFs) are members of a family of
polypeptides that are potent regulators of cell proliferation,
differentiation, and function. They play very important roles in
normal development, maintenance of tissues, wound healing
and repair. They have also been implicated in a wide range of
pathological conditions, including tumorigenesis and
metastasis[1-4]. Acidic and basic fibroblast growth factors (aFGF
and bFGF), the important members of this family, were named
for their different isoelectric points. They have similar molecular
weights and spectra of biological activities, and show
approximately 55% amino acid similarity. aFGF and bFGF
stimulate the proliferation of all cells of mesodermal organ, and
many cells of neuroectodermal, ectodermal, and endodermal
origin. Also, both FGFs are chemotactic and mitogenic for
endothelial cells in vitro, inducing production of many factors
involved in regulation of many functions[2-5]. Recent reports have
shown that aFGF has a powerful anti-apoptotic function, which
may have potentially therapeutical use in some diseases[5-13].
However, whether this function depends on its mitogenic or
non-mitogenic activity remains unclear, and clarification of this
function may help to find its new mechanisms and active
domains. In the present study, we modified the wild type of
aFGF and acquired a mutant, aFGF28-154, which kept its nonmitogenic activity and lost its mitogenic activity. By using the
dexamethasone (DEX)-induced apoptotic model, we found that
the anti-apoptosis function of the modified aFGF28-154 was
significantly enhanced when compared with the wild type of
aFGF. The results indicated that the powerful anti-apoptosis
function of aFGF28-154 was associated with the intracellular
calcium ion balance protection and ERK1/2 activation
sustaining, which did not depend on its mitogenic activity. Further
studies showed that aFGF might have a surveillance function at
the checkpoint of cell cycle, for determination of stagnation,
division or apoptosis. Finally, in vivo study confirmed that
aFGF28-154 could significantly reduce apoptosis in gut epithelium
after gut ischemia- reperfusion injury in rats.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Protein preparation
Plasmids encoding aFGF28-154 were generated by amplification
of appropriate DNA fragments, followed by subcloning the
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intracellular Ca2+ concentration.

products into pET-3c vectors. aFGF28-154 protein was expressed
in BL21 (DE3) cells and purified on an M2 agarose affinity
column (Sigma). We carried out SDS-PAGE and Western blot
analysis with aFGF monoclonal antibody (Sigma) to determine
the accuracy of protein expression.

Apoptosis model in gut epithelium and treatment methods in vivo
Rat intestinal ischemia-reperfusion (I/R) injury was produced
by clamping the superior mesenteric artery (SMA) for 45 min
followed by reperfusion for 24 h. One hundred and fourteen
Wistar rats were divided randomly into four groups, namely
intestinal I/R plus saline treatment group (I/R+Saline), intestinal
I/R plus wild type aFGF treatment group (I/R plus aFGF),
intestinal I/R plus aFGF 28-154 group (I/R plus aFGF28-154)
and normal control group (normal control). In groups 1, 2 and 3,
SMA was separated and occluded for 45 min, then released for
reperfusion for 24 h. At the onset of reperfusion, saline (0.5 mL)
or aFGF (4 µg/rat), or aFGF28-154 (4 µg/rat) was injected through
the jugular vein. In control group, SMA was separated without
occlusion. After the animals were sacrificed, tissue biopsies
were taken from the intestine at 30 min, 1, 2, 6, 12, and 24 h,
respectively. Apoptosis in epithelium entericum was assayed
with TUNEL technique and analyzed using light microscope.
All animal experiments were carried out according to the Guidelines
for Care and Use of Experimental Animals and approved by the
internal ethical committees of the Trauma Centre of Postgraduate
Medical College (Beijing).

Mitogenic activity assay
MTT method was conducted to test the mitogenic activity of
both aFGFs. NIH 3T3 fibroblasts and PC12 cell lines from Wuhan
University were cultured in DMEM (Hyclone) with 150 mL/L
fetal bovine serum (Gibico) plus 50 mL/L equine serum (Hyclone)
for PC12 culture. These cells were stimulated with aFGF and
aFGF28-154 at a final concentration of 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10 ng/mL
for 24 h before A value detection.
Apoptosis models in thymocytes and treatment methods in vitro
Twenty homogeneous Balb/c mice aged four weeks were randomised
into 4 groups: control group (group 1); DEX group (group 2),
DEX+aFGF (Biopharmaceutical R&D Centre) group (group 3)
and DEX+aFGF28-154 (group 4). DEX, if applied, was taken at
a final concentration of 1 µmoL. aFGF and aFGF28-154, if applied,
were taken at a final concentration of 100 ng/mL. In order to
explore the relationship between dosage and effects, different
dosages of aFGF28-154 from 50 to 200 ng/mL were used in another
experiment. After collected under sterile conditions, thymocytes
were cultured in RMPI1640 medium (Hyclone) supplemented
with 100 mL/L fetal bovine serum (Gibico) for 5 h.
In in vivo study, Group 1 was injected with saline, group 2 with
DEX 10 mg/kg, group 3 with DEX 10 mg/kg and aFGF10 µg/kg,
and group 4 with DEX 10 mg/kg and aFGF28-154 10 µg/kg.
Animals were fed for 5 h before collection of thymocytes.

Analysis of signal transduction in cells stimulated by DEX and
both aFGFs in vitro
Cultured thymocytes were sampled to carry out Western blot
analysis. Antibodies used were ERK1/2, p-ERK1/2, JNK1/2,
p38 MAPK, c-Myc (Sigma), and Caspase-3 (Boster).
RESULTS
Protein preparation and mitogenic activation assay
Plasmids encoding aFGF28-154 were generated by amplification
of appropriate DNA fragments, followed by subcloning the
products into pET-3c vectors. aFGF28-154 protein was expressed
in BL21 (DE3) cells and purified on an M2 agarose affinity
column (Sigma). We carried out SDS-PAGE and Western blot
analysis with aFGF monoclonal antibody (Sigma) to determine
the accuracy of protein expression (Figure 1A , B). We tested
both aFGF and aFGF28-154 for their effects on proliferation of
NIH 3T3 fibroblasts and rat pheochromocytoma (PC12) cells.
The results indicated that the latter significantly lost its mitogenic
activity evidenced by MTT results (Figure 1C). Thus, we could
perform a comparative research to clarify whether aFGF function
depended on mitogenic activity.

Flow cytometry
Flow cytometry was performed using an FACScaliber (Becton
Dickinson). Phosphatidylserine (PS), a sign of early apoptosis,
was stained with Annexin V-FITC (Baosai), while DNA fragments
of the necrotic cells were evaluated with PI apoptosis.
Morphological observation and gel electrophoresis analysis of
apoptosis
Transmission electron microscope was used to morphologically
visualize apoptosis and agarose gel electrophoresis was performed
to find the damage of nuclear chromatin DNA.
Analysis of intracellular Ca2+ concentration
Confocal microscope was used to analyse the changes of
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indicated that under the stimulation of DEX, thymocytes showed
apoptosis both in vivo and in vitro (44.40% and 20.07%,
respectively) after 5-h culture. With the protection of aFGF,
when exposed to DEX, the apoptosis rate was lower both in vivo
and in vitro (33.71% and 18.31%, respectively). Under the same
condition, however, the apoptosis rate was significantly lower
in aFGF28-154 group than in DEX and aFGF groups both in vivo
and in vitro (23.95% and 13.80%, respectively) (Figure 2D).
The quantitative analysis of anti-apoptosis results and the doseeffect relationship of aFGF28-154 are summarized in Table 1.
Fourth, we studied the changes of concentration of intracellular
calcium ion (Ca2+) by confocal microscope to further confirm
the anti-apoptotic effects of both aFGFs on mouse thymocytes.
High concentration of intracellular Ca2+ caused by influx increase
was involved in triggering protease and endonuclease

Assay of anti-apoptotic activation of both aFGFs
We examined the anti-apoptotic effects of both aFGFs by a
DEX-induced thymocyte apoptosis model in mouse, which was
considered as one of the best characterized apoptosis research
systems[14-16]. First, a number of typical apoptotic thymocytes
with apoptotic bodies from the DEX-induced group were
visualized by transmission electron microscope (Figure 2A, B).
Second, agarose gel electrophoresis results of this group also
indicated characteristic ladder bands of oligonucleosomal
fragments (180-200 bp) produced by extracted chromatin DNA,
while few were found in blank group and the DNA damage in
DEX -induced group was much more serious than that in both
aFGFs treated groups (Figure 2C). Third, Annexin V-FITC/PI
staining was used to distinguish apoptotic and necrotic cells
from normal ones by flow cytometry (Figure 2D). Our test
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Figure 2 Comparative evaluation of the anti-apoptotic function of aFGF28-154 both in vitro and in vivo. A: TEM observation
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activation and apoptosis. Hence, Ca2+ influx was considered as
a sign of apoptosis occurrence[17-19]. In this study, the intracellular
Ca2+ concentration in thymocytes increased quickly when
exposed to DEX. When administrated with aFGF, however,
Ca2+ concentration decreased to a lower level (Figure 3A).
However, the test for aFGF28-154 showed a marked reduction
of Ca2+ influx (Figure 3B).
Table 1 In vitro quantitative analysis of anti-apoptotic effects
and dose-effect relationship of aFGF28-154 on thymocytes
induced by DEX (mean±SD)
Groups

Conc. (ng/mL)

Normal control
DEX only
DEX plus aFGF28-154

a

50
100
150
200

Apoptosis (%)
1.37±0.39
18.99±0.52 a
16.14±0.44 c
12.35±0.36 b
9.75±0.20b
11.23±0.71 b

P<0.05 vs normal control; cP<0.05, bP<0.01 vs DEX only.

Gut epithelium apoptosis and treatment effects with both aFGFs
in vivo
We investigated the therapeutic use of both aFGFs in gut ischemiareperfusion injury in rats and found that the apoptosis rate of
epithelium entericum was 5.83±1.47 in normal control rats,
46.16±4.06 in rats treated with saline, 39.66±3.56 in rats treated
with wild type of aFGF and 40.66±2.73 in rats treated with
aFGF28-154 2 h after ischemia-reperfusion injury (Table 2). The
Table 2 In vivo quantitative analysis of apoptosis in epithelium entericum in different groups (mean±SD)
Time

Normal
control
(n = 6)

Before ischemia 5.83±1.47
I/R 30 min
I/R 60 min
I/R 2 h
I/R 6 h
I/R 12 h
I/R24 h

I/R+Saline
(n = 36)

I/R+aFGF
(n = 36)

I/R+aFGF
28-154
(n = 36)

5.83±1.47
29.83±3.43 b
39.33±4.32b
46.16±4.60b
31.33±3.72 b
62.5±3.08 b
51.66±3.87b

5.83±1.47
23.83±2.78 c
30.33±3.07c
39.66±3.56c
25.5±2.16 c
48.50±2.74c
41.33±2.94c

5.83±1.47
25.50±1.87 c
33.44±5.60c
40.66±2.73c
26.00±2.61c
50.16±3.71c
42.16±3.31c

b
P<0.01 vs normal control; cP<0.05 vs I/R+Saline group. The
percentage of positive apoptotic epithelium entericum was
estimated after two hundred cells were counted in five different fields randomly chosen from preparation (n = 5). We did
all analysis with SPSS. All data were presented as mean±SD.
We used one-way analysis of variance and the t test where
appropriate. Significance was defined as P<0.05.

quantitative analysis of apoptosis in epithelium entericum in
different groups of different time points is summarized in Table 2.
The morphological examination with light microscope and
immunohistochemical detection and quantification of apoptosis
based on the labelling of DNA strand breaks confirmed that
tissue edema, local necrosis (Figure 4A, C, E, G) and apoptosis
in epithelium entericum were markedly reduced in both aFGFs
treated rats (Figure 4B, D, F, H).

Analysis of possible signal transduction pathway
In in vitro study, we analysed the changes of ERK1/2, p- ERK1/2,
JNK1/2, p38 MAPK, c-Myc and Caspase-3. The results showed
that only ERK1/2 pathway was activated in all of the three
pathways during aFGF anti-apoptosis course (Figure 5A, B, C, D)
and no phosphorylated JNK1/2 and p38 MAPK could be
detected. In normal control thymocytes, steady ERK1/2 activation
was observed, and such an activation was almost completely
blocked when cells exposed to DEX. But both aFGFs attenuated
this DEX-induced blockage, maintaining ERK1/2 activation,
which is required for normal thymocyte cycle at a certain level
(Figure 5A). P38 expression in control group was steady with
time lapse (Figure 5B) and decreased gradually when cells
exposed to DEX (Figure 5C). However, the total p38 MAPK
expression decreased at 30 min and then a peak expression
appeared at 60 min when the DEX-induced cells were protected
with aFGF or aFGF28-154 (Figure 5D, E). The expression of c-Myc
and Caspase-3 in thymocytes in the control group was kept at
a stable level following the time course (Figure 5B). When
stimulated merely by DEX, c-Myc was highly expressed in the
first 30 min and the activated Caspase-3 increased following
c-Myc (Figure 5C). These results indicated that DEX- induced
thymocyte cell cycle turned out to be c-Myc-induced apoptosis.
In the aFGF group, however, c-Myc was expressed only at
0 min, and then showed no significant change at other time
points (Figure 5D). In the aFGF28-154 group, c-Myc showed a
peak expression at 30 min, and then held at a relatively steady
level (Figure 5E).
DISCUSSION
Currently, the anti-apoptotic effects of aFGFs have been
established from the results of DNA ladder electrophoresis,
Annexin V-FITC/PI staining, examination of Ca2+ concentration
with confocal microscope, and in vivo study on gut ischemiareperfusion injury in rats. But the results were far beyond our
expectation. aFGF, especially the modified non-mitogenic
aFGF28-154 with a powerful ability to reduce the apoptosis rate,
made us to explore whether there were some special mechanisms
involved in such an action.
To further investigate the mechanisms of the anti-apoptotic
function of aFGF, we studied three protein kinases, including
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Figure 4 Morphological examination and immunohistochemical detection and quantification of apoptosis based on the labelling of DNA strand breaks (Roche Applied Science, Germany). A: Marked epithelial separation from the basement, subepithelial
edema, haemorrhage, erosion. C: Necrosis in I/R plus saline control group. E and G: Tissue damage reduction in both aFGF and
aFGF28-154 treated groups. B: Immunohistochemical detection and quantification of apoptosis in normal epithelium entericum.
D: Increased number of apoptotic cells in epithelium entericum in rats treated with saline. F and H: Significant reduction of
apoptotic cells in epithelium entericum in rats treated with both aFGF and aFGF28-154.
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analysis of ERK1/2 MAPK, JNK1/2 and p38 MAPK, as well as c-Myc and Caspase-3 in control group. C: Analysis of thymocytes
stimulated by DEX. D: Analysis of thymocytes under aFGF protection. E: Analysis of thymocytes under aFGF28-154 protection.

extracellular-signal-regulated kinase (ERK) 1/2, c-Jun-NH2terminal kinase (JNK) 1/2, and p38 mitogen associated protein
kinase (MAPK). According to the Western blot analysis on

phosphorylation, we found that only ERK1/2 pathway was
activated in all of the three pathways during aFGF anti-apoptosis
course (Figure 5A) and no phosphorylated JNK1/2 and p38
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MAPK could be detected. In normal control thymocytes, the
steady ERK1/2 activation was observed, and such an activation
was almost completely blocked when cells exposed to DEX.
But both aFGFs attenuated this DEX-induced blockage,
maintaining ERK1/2 activation, which is required for normal
thymocyte cycle at a certain level (Figure 5A). ERK1/2 activation
was crucial for aFGF to exert protective effects on many cell
types[20,21]. DEX could induce mitochondrial membrane potential
collapse and promote Ca2+ release from intracellular pool and
the subsequent stimulation of a Ca2+ influx from extracellular
environment, which contributes to apoptosis[16]. However, an
ERK1/2 activation could protect mitochondrial membrane
potential by downstreaming Bcl-X activation[22]. The fact that
only ERK1/2 pathway was activated in all of the three pathways
and Ca 2+ influx reduction in both aFGF groups strongly
suggested that the anti-apoptotic activity of aFGF involved in
maintaining ERK1/2 activation and regulation of intracellular
Ca2+ concentration.
A very interesting finding from the results of total p38 MAPK
expression attracted our great attention. p38 expression in control
group was steady with time lapse (Figure 5B) and decreased
gradually when cells exposed to DEX (Figure 5C). However, the
total p38 MAPK expression decreased at 30 min and then a peak
expression appeared at 60 min when the DEX-induced cells were
protected with aFGF or aFGF28-154 (Figures 5D, E). Normally,
the activation of p38 MAPK often follows stress induction[23].
Although p38 MAPK was not markedly activated in all groups
in our study, we noticed that according to a previous study by
Lasa et al, dexamethasone could cause sustained expression
of MAPK phosphatase 1 and phosphatase-mediated inhibition
of p38 MAPK[24]. We also found p38 MAPK was constantly
decomposed by DEX induction (Figure 5C). Because the cells
in control group were not stressed and the other 3 groups were
all exposed to DEX, we speculated that the peak expression of
p38 MAPK at 60 min in both aFGF groups might reflect an
unveiled stress, which was lagged in both aFGFs groups
compared with the DEX group.
To investigate the anti-apoptotic function of aFGFs at protein
level, we further examined the changes of c-Myc and Caspase-3.
Thymocytes in control group were kept at a stable c-Myc level
following the time course (Figure 5B). When stimulated merely
by DEX, c-Myc was highly expressed in the first 30 min and the
activated Caspase-3 increased following c-Myc (Figure 5C).
These results indicated that DEX- induced thymocyte cell cycle
turned out to be c-Myc-induced apoptosis. In aFGF group,
however, c-Myc was expressed only at 0 min, and then showed no
significant change at other time points (Figure 5D). In aFGF28-154
group, c-Myc showed a peak expression at 30 min, and then
held at a relatively steady level (Figure 5E). c-Myc, in association
with its partner Max, could function as a transcription factor to
drive apoptosis when low quantities of survival factors such
as IGF-1 and aFGF were present[25,26]. These results indicated
that cell cycle was stagnated in aFGF group, and balanced in
aFGF28-154 group. In both aFGF groups, Caspase-3 activation
remained nearly null during first 30-60 min and was suddenly
enhanced at 60 min and still kept at a high level until 180 min
(Figure 5D, E). This activation is cohort with the p38 reaction
during stress stimulation and especially with c-Myc expression
in normal and both aFGF groups.
The above signal transduction analysis suggested that aFGF
might serve as a “checker” for cell cycle while exerting antiapoptotic function. These functions, including stagnation
determination, cell division or apoptosis induction may be similar
to those of p53, a typical checker of G1, S and G2/M phases of
cell cycle, which contribute both to the cell cycle arrest and
apoptotic functions by preventing replication of cells from DNA
damage[27-30]. Our results illustrated that when exposed to
apoptosis inducers, aFGF would also induce cell cycle arrest.
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This action was reflected by the stagnation of c-Myc expression
in our study (Figures 5D, E). At the time interval of null c-Myc
expression, thorough check up and repair might be conducted,
thereby, new c-Myc would be expressed by aFGF induction.
We regarded that this procedure as a “sentence procedure”,
reflected by p38 implied second stress, might be carried out by
the combined effects of c-Myc and Caspase-3. C-Myc is a typical
two-face protein, which is necessary not only for DNAcleavage in G2 phase of cell cycle, but also for cell proliferation,
when cells are protected by trophy factors[31]. If cells can pass
through the examination and undergo a thorough “overhaul”,
they would be kept in normal cell cycle; whereas other nonrecoverable cells would be “sentenced to death” with high
activation of intracellular procaspase-3 by newly expressed cMyc. Caspase-3 may finally cleave the damaged DNA and
execute apoptosis.
Here we conclude that the anti-apoptotic function of aFGFs
was enhanced after cancelling of its mitogenic activity and the
anti-apoptotic function did not depend on its mitogenic activity.
The action is associated with the protection of intracellular
Ca2+ concentration balance, ERK1/2 pathway sustaining, and
cell cycle balance. During the process of anti-apoptosis, aFGF
may play a role as a “checker” for cell cycle. Furthermore, we
speculate that there are two possible reasons for the anti-apoptotic
function enhancement after aFGF modification. First, aFGF28-154
loses the ability of nuclear translocation, a typical aFGF
characteristic[8], causing a longer interaction period with FGF
receptors and higher efficiency for aFGF28-154 than the wild
one. Second, the structural change of aFGF28-154 may be better
exposed with its active domain, which contributes to some
anti-apoptosis related activities.
FGF has been widely used in the fields of wound repair and
regeneration and some other fields[32,33]. Because of its extensive
distribution and broad mitogenic functions, the side-effects or
potential tumour induction is of great concern for doctors. In
this study, we demonstrate a genetically engineered method to
abolish the mitogenic activity and maintain the non-mitogenic
activity of aFGF. This may be helpful to reduce people’s worry
about its tumour induction and to take as many preventive
measures as possible clinically. In short, the powerful antiapoptotic function of aFGF28-154 may play an important role in
prophylaxis and treatment of some immune system diseases or
as a protector in preventing apoptosis in tissues and organs
triggered by ischemia and reperfusion injury.
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Abstract
AIM: To detect the expression of p33ING1b protein and the
change of p33ING1b gene in pancreatic carcinoma and to
evaluate the significance of p33ING1b in pancreatic cell
carcinogenesis.
METHODS: Pathological specimens from pancreatic
carcinoma and matched non-tumor pancreatic tissues were
examined for p33 ING1b expression and mutation by
immunohistochemistry, polymerase chain reaction singlestrand conformation polymorphisms (PCR-SSCP) and loss
of heterozygosity (LOH).
RESULTS: The rate of p33ING1b protein expression was 85%
(34/40). A single germline missense mutation was detected
in 1 of 40 tumors located at codon 215:TGC-TCC (Cys-Ser).
Fourteen (60.9%) of 23 tumor samples showed LOH in all
of the informative markers tested, but no mutation was
detected in these tumors and only two of the informative
tumors lacked expressions of p33ING1b protein.
CONCLUSION: Mutation and loss of expression are not
the main reasons for the disfunction of p33ING1b in pancreatic
carcinoma, an abnormality at the level of chromosome
and/or transcription may inhibit their normal functions,
potentially contributing to pancreatic cell carcinogenesis.
Yu GZ, Zhu MH, Zhu Z, Ni CR, Zheng JM, Li FM. Genetic
alterations and reduced expression of tumor suppressor p33ING1b
in human exocrine pancreatic carcinoma. World J Gastroenterol
2004; 10(24): 3597-3601
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INTRODUCTION
A candidate tumor suppressor gene, ING1, has recently been
cloned and mapped on human chromosome 13q34, encoding
p33ING1b mainly, a nuclear protein which physically interacts
with p53[1,2] and cooperates with it in many ways[3,4]. Forced
overexpression of the ING1 gene could lead to cell arrest in the
G1 phase of the cell cycle and induce apoptosis in several cell
types[5,6]. Conversely, inhibition of ING1 expression by antisense
constructs could promote the transformation of mouse breast
epithelial cells and increase the frequency of focus formation

with NIH3T3 cells and protect cells from apoptosis. Recently,
p33 ING1b protein has been found to contain many specific
structures, such as plant homeodomain (PHD)-like finger,
nuclear localization sequence (NLS), nucleolar targeting
sequence (NTS), proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA)
interacting protein (PIP) domain, Sin3-associated polypeptide
(SAP30) interaction region and bromodomain which implicate
that the p33ING1b protein might play a critical role with other
genes in oncogenesis, apoptosis, DNA repair and cell cycle
regulation[7-9].
High rates of 13q loss of heterozygosity (LOH) have been
detected in cancer of the esophagus, ovary, breast and head
and neck[10]. And several gene mutations and reduced protein
expression of p33ING1b were found in head and neck, esophageal,
lung, bladder, ovary, kidney, breast, and liver cell cancers[7].
Major sequence features and biological effects and genetic
alterations of p33ING1b indicate that p33ING1b may be a tumor
suppressor and that functional loss of p33ING1b might contribute
to tumorigenesis. To the author’s knowledge, only one study
showed that p33ING1b expression was increased in pancreatic
adenocarcinoma cell line Mia PaCa-2 after incubation with COX-2
inhibitors for specific times[11]. But little is known about its role
and changes in pancreatic cancer. Accordingly, we examined
whether genetic alterations, such as allelic imbalance or mutations
of p33ING1b gene, as well as altered protein expression of p33ING1b,
might be responsible for the emergence and progression of
human pancreatic carcinoma using immunohistochemical study,
LOH analysis, and PCR-SSCP.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
Fourty tumor and 23 matched normal tissues were obtained
from 40 patients with pancreatic carcinoma undergoing surgical
resection as primary therapy for their disease after informed
consent was obtained. All patients were from the Department
of Pathology, Changhai Hospital. Another four pancreatitis
and 5 normal samples were also from the department. Histological
studies were performed and all tumors were confirmed as
exocrine pancreatic carcinoma. Among these patients whose
age ranged from 31 to 86 years, 24 were males and 16 were females,
and the average age was 60.5 years. Four types of tumor were
involved namely, adenocarcinoma, adeno-squamous cell
carcinoma, cystadenocarcinoma, and acinar cell carcinoma. The
number of cases was 36, 2, 1, and 1, respectively. Thirteen
cases of adenocarcinoma were well differentiated, and the other
23 cases were moderately or poorly differentiated.
DNA Extraction
Genomic DNAs were isolated from formalin-fixed paraffinembedded sections and frozen by proteinase K treatment
(method D)[12], phenol-choroform extraction, and ethanol
precipitation following the manufacturer’s instructions.
Immunohistochemistry
The expression of p33ING1b protein in paraffin-embedded
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histological sections was determined using the EnVision
method. Histological sections (4 µm thick) on 0.2 g/L poly-Llysine-coated slides were deparaffinized and rehydrated, and
the endogenous peroxidase activity was blocked by incubation
with 20 mL/L H2O2 in phosphate buffer, followed by pretreatment with proteinase K. Non-specific binding was blocked
with normal goat serum, and sections were incubated with
p33ING1b antibody (supplied by Dr. Riabowol, Canada)[1]. After
washed with phosphate buffer, the sections were incubated
with secondary antibody and enhanced labelled polymers for 3
h and washed with phosphate buffer, followed by incubation
with DAB. Then the sections were washed and counterstained
with methyl green. Sections of normal pancreas tissue were
used as positive control for the expression of p33ING1b, and the
sections incubated with PBS instead of the corresponding
primary antibody were used as negative controls. To quantitate
the p33ING1b expression in various samples, a scoring method
was adopted[13]. A mean percentage of positive tumor cells was
determined in at least five areas at ×400 magnification and
assigned to one of the five following categories: 0, <5%; 1, 5-25%;
2, 25-50%; 3, 50-70%; and 4, >75%. The intensities of
immunostaining were scored as follows: weak, 1+; moderate,
2+; and intense, 3+. For tumors showing heterogeneous
staining, the predominant pattern was taken into account for
scoring. The percentage of positive tumor cells and the staining
intensity were multiplied to produce a weighted score for each
case. Cases with weighted scores of less than 1 were defined
as negative, otherwise as positive.

SSCP Analysis
The coding region of exon1 was amplified by PCR with primers
on the flanking regions, primers S1 (5’-ATGTTGAGTCCTGCC
AACGGGGA) and AS1 (5’-CTCTTGGTATTTCGCGTCGAT),
138 bp; exon2 was amplified as four: overlapping fragments
with four primer sets: (a) S2 (5’-ATCCTGAAG GAGCTAGACG
AGTGC) and AS2 (5’-CTTGCCGCTGTTGCCCGCTG), 246 bp;
(b) S3 (5’-TTCGAGGCGAGCAGGAGCT) and AS3 (5’CTTGGCCTTCTTCTCCTTGGG), 210 bp; (c) S4 (5’-CAGCAA
CCACGACCACGACG)andAS4(5’-TGAGCCCCACGCACGA
GAAG), 240 bp; (d) S5 (5’-CCTCCCCATCGACCCCAACG) and
AS5 (5’-CTACCTGTTGTAAGCCCTCTC), 235 bp. The PCR
mixture contained 400 ng of DNA, 5 µL of 25 mmol/L MgCl2,
5 µL of 10×PCR buffer, 5 µL of 2.5 mmol/L each deoxynucleotide
triphosphate, 25 pmoL of each primer, and 1.25 unit of Taq
DNA polymerase (Takara, Kyoto, Japan) in a 50-µL volume.
Initial denaturation at 94
for 4 min was followed by 35
amplification cycles, each consisting of a denaturation at 94
for 1 min, an annealing at 55 for 1 min, and an extension at
72 for 1 min. A final extension step at 72 for 10 min was
carried out. Fifteen µL of PCR products as mixed with 8 µL of
3×loading dye (95% formamide, 20 mmol/L EDTA, 0.5 g/L
bromphenol blue, and 0.5 g/L xylene cyanol), heat denatured,
chilled on ice, applied onto an 400 g/L polyacrylamide gel with
50 g/L glycerol, and run at variable temperatures. The bands
were detected by silver staining[14]. Aberrantly migrating bands
on the gels were excised, reamplified with the same sets of primers.
Reproduction of the result was confirmed by sequencing the
samples at least twice.
LOH analysis using a microsatellite marker on 13q
To study allelic deletion in pancreatic cancer, we examined DNA
for LOH at D13S261, D13S1047, D13S1315 and DS42490[15],
which are located close to the ING1 locus. Primers sets were
available through the Internet genome database. PCR was
performed in 25-µL reaction mixtures containing 200 ng of
template genomic DNA, 5 pmoL of each oligonucleotide primer,
0.75 unit of Taq DNA polymerase (Takara, Kyoto, Japan), 2.5 µL
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of 10×buffer, and 2.5 µL of 2.5mmol/L deoxynucleotide
triphosphate. After predenaturation for 3 min at 94 , PCR was
carried out for 35 amplification cycles, each consisting of
denaturation for 50 s at 94 , annealing for 50 s at 55
(D13S261, D13S1047, D13S1315) or at 60 (DS42490), and
extension for 1 min at 72 . A final extension step at 72 for
10 min was performed. After amplification, 8 µL of the reaction
mixture was mixed with 8 µL of 2× loading dye as described
above, heat denatured, chilled on ice, and then electrophoresed
on 80 g/L polyacrylamide gel containing 8 mol/L urea. DNA
bands were visualized by silver staining. LOH was scored if
one of the heterozygous alleles showed at least 50% reduced
intensity in tumor DNA as compared with the corresponding
normal DNA.

Statistical analysis
The SPSS 11.0 software package for Macintosh (SPSS Inc.,
Chicago, IL) was used for all statistical analyses. Variables
associated with p33ING1b expression were analyzed by χ2 test.
Differences in expression of p33ING1b mRNA between groups
were checked by independent t test. P<0.05 was considered
statistically significant.
RESULTS
p33ING1b protein expression detected by IHC
p33ING1b protein expression was examined in paraffin-embedded
specimens from 40 pancreatic cancer patients (Figure 1). Normal
and benign lesion sections were examined for p33ING1b expression
as controls. All of the non-tumor tissues were weak positive for
p33ING1b, and reduced p33ING1b protein expression was noted
only in 6 tumor samples (15%). The positive staining in cancer
tissues was significantly stronger than that in matched normal
tissues and other non-tumor samples (Figure 1). Statistical
analysis showed no obvious correlation in p33ING1b expression
between tumor and non-tumor tissues, and also no correlation
between expression of p33ING1b protein and clinicopathological
factors of all the patients.
Detection of p33ING1b gene mutation
To investigate whether the p33ING1b gene was the target of
functional loss in tumors, we searched for mutations in the
coding regions of the gene in all the 40 samples of pancreatic
carcinoma. Only one possible mutation was identified by SSCP
and DNA sequencing (Figure 2). The sample showed a
substitution of cysteine (TGC) with serine (TCC) at codon 215,
which located in plant homeodomain (PHD) finger. This change
might affect the PHD finger and break the three-dimensional
structure of ING1 protein, leading to the loss of function. But
this sample still showed p33ING1b protein expression, implicating
that the protein expressed in tumor could not exert its normal
function.
LOH analysis
We examined DNA from 23 pairs of matched pancreatic
carcinomas and normal tissues for losses at four microsatellite
markers (D13S261, D13S1047, D13S1315 and DS42490) on the
chromosome 13q33-34 region. Figure 3 shows the summary
and representative examples. Fourteen of 23 informative tumors
(60.9%) showed LOH of at least one marker. The rates of LOH
at D13S261, D13S1047, D13S1315, and DS42490 loci was 8.7%,
21.5%, 13.0% and 26.1%, respectively. The most frequent loss
was seen at marker DS42490, which was located in the ING1
region. These markers were less than 3 cM. Only two of these
23 pancreatic carcinomas showed no p33ING1b protein expression
and none had a single mutation.
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Figure 1 Representative examples of IHC staining for p33ING1b (×200) on normal pancreatic tissues and cancer tissues. A: Weak
positive pancreatic cells for p33ING1b; B: No p33ING1b; C and D: Extremely strong staining in pancreatic cancer samples.
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Mutation at codon 215: TGC-TCC (Cys-Ser)
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Figure 2 SSCP analysis of p33ING1b gene in genomic DNA from pancreatic carcinomas. N: normal DNA; T: tumor DNA. Arrow
point indicates the altered band in tumor DNA as compared with the corresponding normal DNA. The amino acid substitution
of p33ING1b are shown to the right.
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Figure 3 LOH analysis on chromosome 13q33-34 in PCs. A: Submatic representation of LOH distribution; LOH without LOH; a:
cancer; b: matched cancer; B: Analysis of D13S1315; C: LOH analysis of D13S261; D: LOH analysis of DS42490; E: LOH analysis of D13S1047.
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DISCUSSION
Several studies showed that reduced p33ING1 expression was
found in esophageal squamous cell cancer (100%)[16] and
hepatocellular carcinoma (66.3%)[17]. In our study, positive
p33ING1b staining was present in 85.0% of the pancreatic
carcinoma tissues. No significant difference was found between
cancer and non-cancer tissues, indicating that loss of p33ING1b
protein expression was not a major cause of the cancerization
of pancreatic cells. But p33ING1b protein was overexpressed in
tumors compared with matched normal tissues in the patients
with positive p33ING1b stainings. Our results are in agreement
with two previous studies[18,19]. The functions and states of
these overexpressed p33ING1b proteins still need further study.
Limited analysis of ING1 gene demonstrated rearrangement
of the gene in one neuroblastoma cell line and reduced
expression in primary breast cancers and cell lines[1]. Then the
following experiments found several missense mutations and
silent changes in cancers of esophagus[16], head and neck[20],
esophagogastric junction[21], gastrointestine[22], skin[18,19] and
breast[23]. These mutations were all located in PHD finger and/
or nuclear localization signal (NLS) in the COOH-terminal half
of ING1. The PHD finger was found in several proteins,
including transcription factors and proteins that could regulate
chromatin structure. Mutations in PHD finger may lead to loss
of the functions of ING1 through inhibiting the transcriptional
activity of the gene. Mutations in NLS might interfere with the
accumulation of ING1 protein in nuclei[7]. But the rate of
mutations was very low and no missense mutations were found
in oral squamous cell carcinoma[24], lymphoid malignancies[25],
colorectal carcinoma[26], and haematological malignancies[27].
We only detected one missense mutation at codon 215: TGCTCC (Cys-Ser) on PHD finger among 40 samples of pancreatic
carcinomas. All of these results suggested that mutations in
certain types of tumor could lead to loss of the functions of
p33ING1b, but they were not the main reason.
Several studies have been reported that high rates of LOH
were found in human chromosome 13q33-34 region[10,16,20]. The
rate of LOH in esophageal/head and neck squamous cell cancers
was 58.9% (20/34) and 68% (23/34), respectively[16,20]. Another
study found that the rate of LOH in head and neck squamous
cell cancers was 48% (21/44)[10]. But the range between every
two markers was more than 1 cm, far from ING1 locus, and these
markers could not reflect the particular information about ING1.
So we selected four markers, D13S261, D13S1047, D13S1315,
and DS42490, to detect LOH in 23 cancer tissues. D13S261 and
D13S1047 located on the upstream of ING1, D13S1315 on the
downstream, while DS42490 in the ING1 locus. The results were
described as above. As compared with the LOH (60.9%), the
loss of p33ING1b protein expression (8.7%) was very low in
pancreatic carcinomas and no missense mutation of p33ING1 gene
was found. The lack of mutations suggests that the ING1 gene
is not the suppressor gene target of tumors in which frequent
LOH was observed at 13q. The high frequency of LOH at ING1
locus and the vicinity may affect the function of p33ING1b but
not the expression of p33ING1 protein. The reason is very
complex. An alternative target of inactivation may be involved
in this tumor type which can affect the function of p33ING1b
protein. In addition, alterations at the transcriptional or posttranscriptional level may be another reason for the abnormal
expression of p33ING1b protein, for several experiments also
detected reduced expression of p33ING1b mRNA in primary breast
cancers and cell lines[23,28], human gastric cancer[22], myeloid
leukaemia[29], head and neck squamous cell carcinoma[20] and
human diploid fibroblast[30]. More detailed studies are needed
to elucidate this possibility.
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Abstract
AIM: Nucleocapsid (N) protein plays an important role in
reproduction and pathological reaction of severe acute
respiratory syndrome (SARS) coronavirus (SCoV), the
antigenicity of the protein is better than spike (S) protein.
This study was to find a highly specific and antigenic
recombinant SCoV nucleocapsid (rSCoVN) protein, and to
provide a basis for further researches on early diagnosis
of SARS.
METHODS: Full length cDNA of SCoV nucleocapsid (SCoVN)
protein was amplified through polymerase chain reaction
(PCR) and cloned into yeast expression vector pPIC3.5K
to construct plasmid of pPIC3.5K-SCoVN. The plasmid
was linearized and then transformed into Pichia pastoris
(P.pastoris) GS115 (His-Mut+) by electroporation. His+Mut+
recombinant strains were identified by PCR and cultivated
on MM/MD plates. The influence of different factors on
biomass and rSCoVN protein production during induction
phase, such as various induction media, dissolved oxygen
(DO) and different final concentrations of methanol, was
subsequently studied. The expression level and activation
were detected by SDS-PAGE and Western-blot respectively.
RESULTS: All of the recombinants were His+ Mut+ after
transformation of P.pastoris with linearized plasmids. The
BMMY medium was optimal for recombinant ScoVN (rSCoVN)
protein expression and growth of the recombinant strains.
The final optimal concentration of methanol was 20 mL/L,
the DO had a significant effect on rSCoVN protein expression
and growth of recombinant strains. The rSCoVN protein
expressed in recombinant strains was about 8% of the
total cell protein, 520 mg/L of rSCoVN protein was achieved,
and a maximum cell A at 600 nm of 62 was achieved in
shake flask culture. The rSCoVN protein had a high specificity
against mouse-anti-SARS-CoVN-mAb and SARS positive
sera, but had no cross-reaction with normal human serum.
The biological activity of rSCoVN expressed in P.pastoris
was about 4-fold higher than that expressed in E.coli when
the same rSCoVN protein quantity was used.
CONCLUSION: Active recombinant severe acute respiratory

syndrome (SARS) coronavirus nucleocapsid (rSCoVN) protein
can be successfully expressed in recombinant methylotrophic
yeast P.pastoris GS115. The rSCoVN protein has a high
specificity against SARS-CoVN-mAb and SARS positive
sera, but has no cross-reaction with normal human serum.
This provides a basis for further researches on the early
diagnosis of SARS and the mechanism of SCoV.
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INTRODUCTION
The etiologic agent of SARS has been recently identified as a
novel coronavirus (SARS-CoV, SCoV) causing respiratory and
enteric diseases in humans and other animals[1-5]. The SCoV is
a group of large, enveloped, positive single stranded RNA
(ssRNA) viruses[6]. Sequence analysis has revealed that the
phylogeny of SCoV has most of the characteristic features of a
coronavirus, but it belongs to a new group different from all
known coronaviruses[7]. The genome size is 29.725 kb in fulllength, has 11 open reading frames (ORFs)[8]. The SCoV is the
largest virus found in any of the RNA viruses, encoding 23
putative proteins, including four major structural proteins,
nucleocapsid (N), spike (S), membrane (M), and small envelope
(E). The S, M, E and N mature proteins all contribute to
generating the host immune response as seen in transmissible
gastroenteritis coronavirus[9], infectious bronchitis virus[10,11],
pig respiratory coronavirus[12], and mouse hepatitis virus[13].
SARS is an infectious disease with a high potential for
transmission due to close contacts. The outbreak of SARS
over 25 countries around the world, such as China, Singapore,
Canada, threatened people’s health throughout the world. Within
a very short time, the disease became pandemic with new cases
appearing in the rest of the world. However, it is not easy to
differentiate SARS from other causes of pneumonia. Laboratory
tests that can confirm a diagnosis of SCoV infection early in the
course of the illness are therefore a critical clinical need[14]. Serology
is a sensitive and specific diagnostic approach in the early stage
of the disease. N protein plays an important role in reproduction
and pathology reaction of SCoV. Moreover, the antigenicity of N
protein is better than S protein[9,15,16]. To find an effective serologic
diagnostic method, rSCoVN may be a perfect antigen.
Pichia pastoris (P.pastoris), a methylotrophic yeast, is an
efficient host for recombinant protein production. The increasing
popularity of this particular expression system can be attributed
to several factors[17-19], such as the simplicity of techniques
needed for the molecular genetic manipulation of P.pastoris,
the ability of P.pastoris to produce foreign proteins at high
levels, many eukaryotic posttranslational modifications, and the
commercially available expression system.
Up to now, rSCoVN has been expressed in E.coli. However,
the biological activity of the rSCoVN protein expressed in
E.coli is not perfectly understood. High-yield intracellular
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expression in P.pastoris and activity analysis were investigated
in this report. Western blot showed that the rSCoVN expressed
in P.pastoris had a high specificity to mouse-anti-SCoVN-mAb
and patient sera. The biological activity of rSCoVN expressed
in P.pastoris was about 4-fold higher than that expressed in
E.coli when the same rSCoVN protein quantity was used.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
E.coli strains used for cloning the gene were TOP10F‘[proAB,
lacIq, lacZ M15, Tn10 (TetR)], and TG1 (supE hsd 5 thi
(lac-proAB) F‘[traD36 PROAB+ lacIq, lacZ M15] ). These two
strains were cultivated in LB medium (5 g/L yeast extract, 10 g/L
peptone, 5 g/L NaCl). P.pastoris GS115 (his-mut+) used as
expression host was purchased from Invitrogen (California,
USA). The following media were employed in cultivation of
P.pichia cells under different conditions: YEPD (10 g/L yeast
extract, 20 g/L peptone, 20 g/L dextrose), BMGY and BMMY
(10 g/L yeast extract, 20 g/L peptone,100 mmol/L potassium
phosphate, 13.4 g/L YNB, 4×10-5 biotin, 10 g/L glycerol , pH 6.0),
for BMMY, 5 mL/L filtersterilized methanol was added instead
of 10 g/L glycerol. BMG and BMM (100 mmol/L potassium
phosphate, 13.4 g/L YNB, 4×10-5 biotin, 10 g/L glycerol, pH 6.0),
for BMM, 5 mL/L filtersterilized methanol was added instead
of 10 g/L glycerol. MGY and MM (13.4 g/L YNB, 4×10-5 biotin,
10 g/L glycerol), for MM, 5 mL/L filtersterilized methanol was
added instead of 10 g/L glycerol. MD and MM agar plates
(13.4 g/L YNB, 4×10-5 biotin, 20 g/L dextrose, 15 g/L agar), for MM,
5 mL/L filtersterilized methanol was added instead of 20 g/L
dextrose. RDB and RDHB (20 g/L dextrose, 13.4 g/L YNB, 4×10-5
biotin, 0.05 g/L each of filtersterilized L-glutamic acid, L-lysine,
L-leucine, L-isoleucine, L-methionine), for RDBH, 0.05 g/L
filtersterilized histidine was added. RDB-G418 agar plates (RDB
agar plates, 0.5-3 g/L G418 was added). T-vector was purchased
from Takara (Dalian city, China), plasmid pPIC3.5K was
purchased from Invitrogen (California, USA).
Methods
Construction of pPIC3.5K-SCoVN expression plasmid The
standard recombinant DNA technologies[20] were used. The
coding sequence of SCoVN protein was amplified from the TSCoVN plasmid using the upstream primer (SCoVNFP: 5’GGATCCACCATGTCTGATAATGGACCCC-3’) containing a
BamH I site, in addition to a Kozak consensus sequence, and
the reverse primer (SCoVNRP: 5’-GAATTCTTATGCCTGAGTT
GAATCAG-3’) contained an EcoR I site immediately
downstream of an inframe stop condon. The primers facilitated
the subcloning of SCoVN protein coding sequence into pPIC3.5
K expression vector. The conditions for PCR were as follow:
template was initially denatured at 94 , cultivated for 4 min,
followed by 19 cycles, (each at 94 for 50 s, at 57 for 50 s,
at 72 for 80 s), finally, a cycle was performed at 72 for 10 min.
The PCR products were ligated to T-vector, then cut off by
BamH I and EcoR I and the fragments were ligated into the
same enzymes digested multiple cloning sites of pPIC3.5K
expression vector. Finally, the clone was sequenced by 5’ AOX
primer and 3’ AOX primer in the kit, and the fragments were
confirmed to be inserted into the correct sites.
Transformation of P.pastoris and selection of his +Mut+
transformants P.pastoris was transformed using electroporation
protocol, competent cells were prepared as described[21].
Transformed DNA was linearized using Sac I leading to targeting
of recombinant plasmids to the chromosomal his4 locus. Before
transformation, the linearized DNA was desalted by gel
extraction mini kit (Watson Biotechnologies, INC). Plasmid DNA
(3-5 µg ) was mixed with 80 µL of competent cells and stored
on ice for 5 min. Cells transferred to an ice-cold 0.2 cm
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electroporation cuvette. Transformation was performed using a
BioRad GenePulser II. Parameters used were 7.5 KV/cm, 50 µF
and 400 . After pushed, 1.0 mL of ice-cold RDB liquid media
was immediately added to the cuvette, and then incubated at
29 for 60 min in a shaking incubator (250-300 rm). Two aliquots
of 400 µL each were plated on RDB-geneticin agar plates, the
plates were incubated at 29 for 3-4 d. Using sterile toothpicks,
the His+ and geneticin resistant transformants were picked in a
regular pattern on MM and MD plates and incubated at 29 for
2-3 d. The His+Muts (methanol utilization slow) transformants
were differentiated from his+Mut+ (methanol utilization plus) via
comparison of patch growth rate on MM and MD plates.
PCR analysis of P.pastoris recombinant transformants The
primers used were as follows. 5’AOX1: 5’-GACTGGTTCCAAT
TGACAAGC-3’;3’AOX1:5’-GCAAATGGCATTCTGACATCC3’. The genomic DNA was isolated as described in multi-mopy
Pichia expression kit. PCR amplification was performed as
follows: initial denaturation at 95 for 4 min, followed by 34
cycles, (each at 94 for 60 s, at 55 for 60 s, at 72 for 150 s)
and a final extension at 72
for 10 min. The genomic DNAs
isolated from recombinant P.pastoris transformed with parent
plasmid and P.pastoris GS115 were used as control for PCR[21].
Shake-flask cultivation of P.pastoris and intracellular
expression of rSCoVN The recombinant P.pastoris strains
judged by PCR analysis were grown in 15 mL BMGY medium at
29 , until the final cell OD at 600 nm reached 2-6 (log-phase
growth). The cells were harvested by centrifuging at 1 500 r/min
for 6 min at room temperature, cell pellets were resuspended to
a cell A at 600 nm of 1.5 in BMMY medium and induced at 29
in a shaking incubator (250-300 rm). A 100 mL/L of methanol
was added to a final concentration 5 mL/L every 24 h to maintain
induction. Induced P.pastoris transformed with the parent vector
was used as a control for background intracellular expression.
At each time (about 12-24 h), samples were withdrawn to analyse
expression level, activity and to detect A at 600 nm.
Optimization of culture and induction protocol in shake flasks
The highly expressed recombinant strains judged by BMGY/
BMMY media firstly were grown in different media, and then
induced in relevant media. At last, the A and the final methanol
concentration were optimized during induction phase. At each
time during induction, samples were withdrawn to analyse
expression level and the biomass of the recombinant strains.
Lysis of cells and detection of proteins Yeast cells induced to
express rSCoVN protein were harvested, the cells were washed
with sterile water, and then harvested and stored at -80 .
Frozen yeast cells were removed from storage and thawed for
approximately 3 h at room temperature, breaking buffer
(25 mmol/L sodium phosphate, 150 mmol/L sodium chloride,
1 mmol/L EDTA, 1 mmol/L DTT) was added, the cells (6 mL
breaking buffer/g wet cells) were resuspended and then stirred
for 15 min, followed by approximately 18 h at 4 , then disrupted
by four passes through a sanitized APV Gaulin 30 CD homogenizer
at chamber pressures of 12 000 to 14 000 psi, resulting in 95% cell
disruption. About 10 µL breaking sample mixed with 10 µL ddH20
and 10 µL SDS-PAGE sample buffer[22] were boiled for 5-10 min,
then centrifuged at 12 000 g for 10 min at room temperature, and
10 µL of the supernate was applied to SDS-PAGE, and separated
on 100 g/L polyacrylamide gels with 50 g/L stacking gel. For
protein estimations, Coomassie-stained SDS-gels were analyzed
by densitometry using UVI.
Western blot analysis of rSCoVN protein After equilibration
of gels and nitrocellulose membranes in transfer buffer (25 mmol/L
Tris·HCl, 192 mmol/L glycine, 3.5 mmol/L SDS, 200 mL/L
methanol), the protein was electroblotted onto a membrane
(Amersham Pharmacia Biotech Hoefer TE 70 Series Semiphor
Semi-Dry transfer Units, 0.8 mA/cm2 30 min)[23]. After the
membrane (50 g/L fat free milk/TN buffer (10 mmol/L Tris·HCl,
150 mmol/L NaCl, pH 8.0) was blocked, it was probed with a
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mouse-anti-SCoVN-mAb (dilution 1:1 000, 50 g/L fat free milk/TN
buffer or human serum (dilution 1:100 in 5% fat free milk/TN
buffer; 20-25 , 1 h), followed by a sheep-anti-mouse or
sheep-anti-human IgG coupled to alkaline phosphatase
(dilution: 1:10 000 in 50 g/L fat-free milk/TN buffer; 20-25 ,
1 h). Bound antibodies were detected using 5-bromo-4-chloro3-indolyl-phosphate (BCIP) and nitro-blue tetrazolium (NBT)
in 100 mmol/L NaCl, 5 mmol/L MgCl2, 100 mmol/L Tris. HCl
buffer, pH 9.5[7] as substrates.
Quantitative activity analysis of rSCoVN proteins expressed
in P.pastoris and E.coli The biological activity of rSCoVN
proteins expressed in P.pastoris and E.coli was compared using
Western blot. The purified protein expressed in P.pastoris and
E.coli was diluted by 4-fold gradient, and 12, 3, 0.75, 0.18 µg
proteins were added to each well of SDS-PAGE respectively,
then probed with a mouse-anti-SCoVN-mAb.

Samples were withdrawn after 60 h. SDS-PAGE showed that
heterologous rSCoVN protein was successfully expressed in
P.pastoris, the rSCoVN protein expression level was about 6%
of the total cell protein (Figure 3), a 45 ku protein band could be
seen in the positive recombinant and there was no 45 ku protein
band in control. To confirm the 45 ku protein was the SCoVN
protein, 45 ku protein was detected by Western blot with mouseanti-SCoVN protein mAb, SARS positive serum and negative
serum. The results showed that a single positive reaction band
at about 45 ku (Figure 4) could be seen in the nitrocellulose
membrane. The band of the same molecular mass could not be
detected in the induced recombinant strain transformed pPIC3.5K
vector by Western blot analysis. The results showed that the
recombinant protein was successfully expressed and had a highspecificity and good-antigenicity against SCoVN-Ab and SARS
positive serum, but had no reaction with normal human serum.

RESULTS
Construction of pPIC3.5K-SCoVN expression plasmid
The coding sequences for SCoVN gene were amplified from TSCoVN plasmid by PCR using primers (SCoVNFP and SCoVNRP)
incorporating 5’ BamH I and 3’ EcoR I, and subcloned into the
BamH I and EcoR I sites of the pPIC3.5K expression plasmid
(Figure 1). Then the constructed expression plasmid was
sequenced and proved to be correct. The SCoVN protein coding
sequence was under the control of the AOX1 promoter.
Sac l BamH l
5’AOX1
Ampicillin

3’

EcoR l

AO

pBR322

SCoVN
X
(T

PPIC35K-SCOVN
10 270 bp
HlS4

Kanamycin

T)

3’AOX
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Figure 2 Integration of SCoVN gene into the P.pastoris GS115
confirmed by PCR using 5’ AOX1 primer and 3’ AOX1 primer
(lane 1: DNA ladder, lane 2: PCR product of pPIC3.5K, lane 3:
PCR product of pPIC3.5K-ScoVN, lane 4: PCR product of P.pastoris
GS115 without transformation, lane 5: PCR product of control
strains, lanes 6 and 7: PCR product of positive recombinants).

Not l
Mr
97.4
66.2
43.0

Sal l

Figure 1 Construct of expression plasmid pPIC3.5K-SCoVN
under the control of AOX1 promoter (5’ AOX1: promoter
fragment; 3’ AOX1 (TT): transcription termination, HIS4 ORF:
a select marker, SCoVN was inserted between 5’ AOX1 and 3’
AOX1 (TT), Kanamycin: multi-copy select marker).

Screening of transformant phenotype
pPIC3.5K-SCoVN or pPIC3.5K was digested with Sac I to
linearize the plasmids, and then electroporated into P.pastoris
GS115 (his+mut+) respectively. Twenty geneticin-resistant
colonies were cultivated on MD and MM plates. They were all
His+Mut+, because they all had the same growth rate. The
geneticin-resistant colonies were grown in YPED for 24 h, then
the genomic DNA was purified, PCR amplification of SCoVN
gene was carried out with 5’ AOX1 primer and 3’ AOX1 primer.
Twenty transformants each had the alcohol oxidase gene and
SCoVN gene. The result demonstrated that all geneticin-resistant
colonies were His+Mut+, identical to the result identified on MD
and MM plates. The SCoVN protein coding sequence was
correctly integrated into the P.pastoris genome in the positive
recombinants via a single crossover (Figure 2: lanes 5 and 6).
Expression of rScoVN protein in shake flasks and activity assay
A single recombinant colony (His+Mut+) was used for expression
study in shake flask expression[21]. After one day of cell growth
on BMGY medium at 30 , 250 rm, then the BMGY medium was
changed to BMMY medium. The cells were fed with 100 mL/L
methanol to 5 mL/L (final concentration) every day. The strains
transformed by parent plasmid pPIC3.5K were taken as control.
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3

Figure 3 Expression analysis of intracellular SCoVN protein
from recombinant yeasts on SDS-PAGE: lane M: protein molecular mass marker; lane 1: protein from control strain; lane
2: proteins from the best strain; lane 3: purified rSCoVN
protein; Lane 4: purified ScoVN protein.
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Figure 4 Western blot analysis of intracellular SCoVN protein from recombinant yeasts. A: Western blot analysis against
mouse-anti-SCoVN-mAb; B: Western blot analysis against
SARS positive serum; C: Western blot analysis against SARS
negative serum: lane M: protein molecular-mass marker; lane
1: protein from control strain; lane 2: proteins from the best
strain; lane 3: purified rSCoVN protein.
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Comparison of biologic activity of rSCoVN in P.pastoris and E.coli
The biologic activities of rSCoVN protein expressed in P.pastoris
and E.coli were compared using Western-blot. As shown in
Figure 5, both rSCoV proteins were able to react with mouseanti-SARSN-mAb. However, the rSCoVN protein expressed in
P.pastoris appeared to have a more potent activity than that in
E.coli. Dose-response studies demonstrated that the biological
activity of rSCoVN expressed in P.pastoris was approximately
4-fold higher than that in E.coli when the same rSCoVN protein
quantity was used. But the Western blot and SDS-PAGE
demonstrated that there was no glycosylation in the rSCoVN
protein expressed in P.pastoris, because the rSCoVN protein
expressed in P.pastoris had the same molecular weight as in
E.coli. So rSCoVN protein expressed in P.pastoris had more
application potential as a diagnotic agent.
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media in 20 mL scale. rSCoVN protein expression in P.pastoris
was performed with a two-phase culture method: biomass
production using glycerol as a solely carbon source and specific
induction by methanol respectively in BMMY, BMM and MM
media. Figure 6A, B show the biomass and rSCoVN protein
expression level in each medium at different induction stages.
The recombinant strains reached the stationary phase after
2 d of induction, and rSCoVN protein expression level also
reached the maximum. A 2-fold difference in biomass and 3.5-fold
difference in expression level were noticeable between BMMY
and MM media. Difference in biomass and expression was also
found between BMMY and BMM media. BMMY medium was
optimal for induction expression.

Figure 5 Determination of biological activity of rSCoVN
protein expressed in P.pastoris and E.coli. SDS-PAGE (left) and
Western blot (right). Lanes 1, 5: sample containing 12 µg rSCoVN,
lanes 2, 6: sample containing 3 µg rSCoVN, lanes 3, 7: sample
containing 0.75 µg rSCoVN, lanes 4, 8: sample containing 0.18 µg
rSCoVN. Lanes 1, 2, 3, 4: sample expressed in P.pastoris and
lanes 5, 6, 7, 8: sample expressed in E.coli.

Effect of DO on yeast growth and rSCoVN protein expression
The effect of DO in media on growth and rSCoVN protein
expression of P.pastoris was also investigated. Different volume
media (10, 20, 30, 40 and 50 mL) were loaded in 100 mL flasks.
The different volume of the media loaded in flasks meant
different DO. The more the medium was loaded, the less the DO
was, and it should be noted that the shape was identical.
Figure 6 C, D show that the DO had an obvious effect on the
yeast growth and expression of rSCoVN. The rSCoVN protein
expression level was the same in the flask loaded 10 mL or 20 mL
medium, because the DO was efficient for growth and rSCoVN
protein expression of the recombinant strains in the flask, so
the growth and rSCoVN expression level of the recombinant
protein were very high, over 20% higher than others. When the
volume of medium was increased(above 20 mL), the DO
decreased, and the growth and expression level were decreased.
So the DO was an important factor for the growth and rSCoV
protein expression of the recombinants.

Optimization of culture and expression condition
Comparison of the effect of various media on yeast growth and
rSCoVN expression To investigate the effect of different media
on rSCoVN expression level and the growth of recombinant
strains, we compared the rScoVN expression level and biomass
in different induction media such as BMMY, BMM and MM

Effect of the final concentration of methanol during induction
on yeast growth and rSCoVN protein expression
To find an optimum methanol feeding protocol, different
volumes of 100% methanol were added to the media twice a
day instead of once a day to decrease the resulting concentration
shifts in the BMMY medium. Figure 6 E, F show that when the
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Figure 6 Effects of different media, DO (dissolved oxygen) and methanol amount on the growth and expression of rSCoVN. A,
C, E: Growth curves during induction phase by different media, DO and methanol amount, B, D, F: rSCoVN expression and
induction time by different media, DO and methanol amount.
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methanol feeding was below 20 mL/L, and the concentration of
methanol was increased, the biomass was also increased, while
the rSCoVN protein expression level was the same at the
methanol feeding of 10 mL/L and 20 mL/L, but was increased
about 25% than that at the methanol feeding of 5 mL/L. Above
the methanol feeding of 20 mL/L, the higher the methanol was
fed, the lower the biomass and expression level were. So feeding
with 20 mL/L methanol twice a day was considered an optimal
feeding strategy.

Kinetics of biomass and rSCoVN protein expression of recombinant
P.pastoris
After the optimal conditions for yeast growth and rSCoVN
protein expression were found, the kinetics of the growth and
expression were examined. The results are shown in Figure 7.
The rSCoVN protein could be detected readily by SDS-PAGE
after 12 h of induction (the inserted panel), rSCoVN protein
expression was evident when cells entered the logarithmic
growth state and peaked when cell growth reached a steady
state and became more or less constant thereafter. The magnitude
of expression level reached 526 mg/L. The rSCoVN protein
expression was about 8% of the total cell protein, and the
maximum cell OD at 600 nm of 62 was achieved. So the optimal
harvesting time of cells was 48-60 h after induction. The insert
in the panel showed the accumulation of rSCoVN protein by
SDS-PAGE during the course of the 84 h experiment.
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Figure 7 Kinetics of biomass and rSCoVN protein expression
using SDS-PAGE over a span of 84 h. The insert shows rSCoVN
protein expression level using SDS-PAGE during the course
of experiment.

DISCUSSION
The P.pastoris expression system has gained acceptance as
an important host organism for the production of foreign proteins
as illustrated by the fact that a number of proteins synthesized in
P.pastoris are tested for use as pharmaceuticals in clinic. IGF-1
as a treatment for amyotrophic lateral sclerosis and human serum
albumin (HSA) in a serum replacement product have passed
clinical trials. Another protein, hepatitis B surface antigen, has
been currently available on the market as a subunit vaccine against
hepatitis B virus[24,25].
The etiologic agent of severe acute respiratory syndrome
(SARS), has been recently identified as a novel coronavirus
causing respiratory and enteric diseases in humans and other
animals[1-5]. SARS is an infectious disease with a high potential
for transmission due to close contacts. So it is critical to find a
perfect diagnostic agent. N protein plays an important role in
reproduction and pathologic reaction of SCoV, and its
antigenicity is better than spike protein. So N protein may be
the perfect antigen.
In the present study, active rSCoVN was highly expressed
in P.pastoris. Compared with various media, the BMMY medium
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was optimal for rSCoVN expression. A 2-fold difference in biomass
and 3.5-fold difference in expression level were noticeable
between BMMY and MM media. Difference in biomass and
expression was also presented between BMMY and BMM media.
The result also revealed that peptone, yeast extracts and steady
pH had prominent effects on the growth and expression of
recombinant P.pastoris. The buffered medium could maintain
a stable pH value, and benefit the absorption and use of the
nutrients. Moreover, yeast extracts, peptone are rich in peptides,
amino acids, vitamins and trace elements. These compounds could
enhance the biomass and energy for foreign protein synthesis[25].
The effect of DO on the growth and expression of rSCoVN
revealed that DO was an important factor for yeast growth and
expression of recombinant protein. While microorganisms
growing on carbohydrates use molecular oxygen mainly for
respiration. Oxygen availability could influence the production
of proteins, both in prokaryotic cells[26] and in yeast[27]. Yeasts
growing on methanol might also require a substantial amount of
oxygen for the initial oxidation of methanol to formaldehyde[28].
All methanol taken up by the cells is oxidized to formaldehyde in
a coupled reaction involving alcohol oxidase (AOX) and catalase
(CAT) in peroxisomes. These reactions use molecular oxygen
as an ultimate electron acceptor. Foreign protein synthesis needs
abundant energy, so it is important to maintain a relatively high
DO for expressing foreign protein in Pichia pastoris.
For the expression of protein using AOX1 promoter, it is
important to keep the methanol level within a relatively narrow
range. In bioreactors it could be achieved by different methods[29].
In shake flasks, a technique for online monitoring of methanol
concentration was introduced[30]. The ordinary methanol feeding
protocol without any complicated devices, still has not been
reported. So we established an empirically feeding protocol for
our recombinant strains, which worked without any measuring
devices. A methanol feeding of 20 mL/L, final concentration)
was optimal for yeast growth and expression of SCoVN protein.
Slightly reduced growth and expression while methanol feeding
below or above 20 mL/L was probably due to the limited carbon
or the toxic effect of accumulated methanol[30].
Western blot demonstrated that rSCoVN protein had a highspecificity and good-antigenicity against SCoVN-Ab and SARS
positive serum, and no reaction with normal human serum. The
biological activity of rSCoVN expressed in P.pastoris was about
4-fold higher than that expressed in E.coli when the same
rSCoVN protein quantity was used. The preliminary results
indicate that the conformation of rSCoVN protein expressed in
P.pastoris is almost the same as the natural SCoVN protein,
and the rSCoVN protein produced may be suitable for the detection
of anti-SCoV in diagnostic assay.
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Abstract
AIM: To investigate the expression between γ-aminobutyric
acid (GABA) and glutamate decarboxylase and its relation
with differentiation and maturation of jejunal epithelial cells
in rat jejunum.
METHODS: Immunohistochemical expression of GABA and
glutamate decarboxylase (GAD, including two isoforms,
GAD65 and GAD67) was investigated in rat jejunum.
Meanwhile, double staining was performed with GAD65
immunohistochemistry, followed by lectin histochemistry
of fluorescent wheat germ agglutinin. Furthermore,
evaluation of cell kinetics in jejunum was conducted by 3Hthymidine autoradiography and immunohistochemistry
using a monoclonal antibody to proliferating cell nuclear
antigen (PCNA).
RESULTS: The cells showing positive immunoreactivity
GABA and GAD65 were mainly distributed in the villi in rat
jejunum, while jejunal epithelial cells were negative for
GAD67. Positive GABA or GAD65 staining was mainly located
in the cytoplasm and along the brush border of epithelial
cells in the middle and upper portions. In addition, a few
GABA and GAD65 strongly positive cells were scattered in
the upper two thirds of jejunal villi. Double staining showed
that GAD65 immunoreactivity was not found in goblet cells.
3
H-thymidine-labeled nuclei were found in the lower and
middle portions of jejunal crypts, which was consistent
with PCNA staining. Therefore, GABA and GAD65 were
expressed in a maturation or functional zone.
CONCLUSION: The characteristic expression of GABA and
GAD suggests that GABA might be involved in regulation of
differentiation and maturation of epithelial cells in rat
jejunum.
Wang FY, Watanabe M, Zhu RM, Maemura K. Characteristic
expression of γ-aminobutyric acid and glutamate decarboxylase
in rat jejunum and its relation to differentiation of epithelial
cells. World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(24): 3608-3611
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INTRODUCTION
γ-aminobutyric acid (GABA), originally identified as the principal
inhibitory neurotransmitter in the mammalian brain, has been
demonstrated to be biologically active in different tissues
throughout the body[1-3]. In developing embryoes, GABA was
verified to play an important role in the morphogenesis and
maturation of many tissues outside the nervous system[4,5]. Our
previous study indicated that GABA and glutamate
decarboxylase (GAD, including two isoforms, GAD65 and
GAD67) were expressed in chondrocytes on the epiphyseal
growth plate of rats, and mainly localized in the maturation
zone, rather than the reserve zone or proliferating zone[6].
This suggests that GABA might play certain functional roles
in the differentiation of chondrocytes during growth of the
skeleton.
Recently, GABA and GAD have been proved to be increased
in colorectal carcinoma tissues by both biochemical and
immunohistochemical methods[7,8]. However, the distribution
patterns of GABA and GAD in growth zones of the intestinal
epithelium have not been clarified. Therefore, the present study
was designed to detect the expression of GABA and GAD in
the growth zones of rat jejunum, with an attempt to elucidate
the relationship between GABA expression and differentiation
and maturation of intestinal epithelial cells.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Reagents
Rabbit anti-GAD65 polyclonal antibody was purchased from
Sigma (Sigma Co. St. Louis, MO, USA). Rabbit anti-GABA and
anti-GAD67 polyclonal antibodies were acquired from Chemicon
International Inc.(Temecula, CA, USA). Mouse anti-PCNA
monoclonal antibody was obtained from Medical and Biological
Laboratories Co. (Nagoya, Japan). Alexa FluoTM 488 goat
anti-rabbit IgG (H+L) and Alexa FluorR 594 wheat germ
agglutinin (WGA) conjugates were acquired from Molecular
Probes (Eugene, OR, USA). Biotin-conjugated anti-mouse
immunoglobulin polyclonal antibody was purchased from
Pharmingen International (San Diego, CA, USA). 3H-thymidine
was obtained from PerkinElmer Life Science Inc. ([6-3H] –
thymidine, specific activity: 528 GBq/mmol, Boston, MA, USA).
Animals and tissue preparation
Male Wistar rats (4-6 wk, Nihon Clea, Osaka, Japan), weighing
80-100 g, were caged under controlled conditions of light (lights
on 06:00-18:00 h) and temperature (23 ). The rats were given
food and water ad libitum. The Ethics Review Committee for
Animal Experimentation of Osaka Medical College approved
the experimental protocol.
The animals (n = 5) were deeply anesthetized with
pentobarbital (50 mg/kg body weight), and then fixed by
transcardial perfusion with 40 g/L paraformaldehyde in Ringer’s
solution. After whole body fixation, segments of jejunum (2 cm
from Treitz’s ligament) were excised and immersed in cold 40 g/L
paraformaldehyde in phosphate buffered saline (PBS, pH 7.2)
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at 4
overnight. For light microscopy study, tissues were
soaked overnight in 300 g/L sucrose in PBS, and longitudinal
cryostat 5 µm thick sections were cut on a freezing microtome
(Leica CM 3050, Nusloch, Germany).

Immunohistochemistry for GABA, GAD65 and GAD67
Immunohistochemical study was performed with polyclonal
antibodies against GABA, GAD65, and GAD67. The final dilution
for these antibodies was 1:800, 1:1 000, and 1:1 000, respectively.
With all antibodies, a two-step indirect immunohistochemical
method was used. Cryostat sections were fixed with ice-cold
acetone, incubated with 100 mL/L normal goat serum at room
temperature for 60 min, and then incubated with primary
antibodies overnight at 4 . Incubation with primary antisera
was followed by Alexa FluoTM488-labeled goat anti-rabbit
immunoglobulins. The secondary antibodies were diluted to
1:250 in PBS prior to use, incubated for 60 min at room
temperature in darkness, and washed three times with 0.01 mol/L
PBS. Sections were finally mounted with MO2 Crystal/Mount
(Cosmo Bio, Tokyo, Japan) and preserved at 4
in a dark
refrigerator. Primary antibodies were replaced by PBS for the
negative controls. None of the controls revealed any specific
signal.
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was observed with a Nikon light microscope equipped with a
digital camera (PDMC Ie, Polaroid Co., MA, USA). Fluorescence
observation was performed using a confocal laser scanning
microscopy (Radiance 2000, Bio-Rad Laboratories, CA, USA)
equipped with an argon laser. The laser scanning differential
interference contrast (DIC) and confocal mode with an argon
laser at 488 nm and/or 590 nm were used. 3H-thymidine autographs
were observed with a confocal laser microscope (Carl Zeiss
LS10, Germany)[9]. 3H-thymidine labeling index or PCNA labeling
index was calculated as the percentage of positive cells of the
total cells by counting 10 different crypts[10].

Statistical analysis
Welch’s t test was used for the comparison of PCNA labeling
index and 3H -thymidine labeling index.
RESULTS
3
H-thymidine autoradiography
Radioactivity was located at the nuclei of cells at the lower and
middle portions of the jejunal crypts, while the upper crypts
and the whole villi were negative (Figure 1). The 3H -thymidine
labeling index was 30±6%.

Double staining and lectin histochemistry
Sections were first applied to immunohistochemical staining
for GAD65 as aforementioned. After reaction with the second
antibody and a brief wash in PBS, sections were further
incubated with Alexa FluorR 594 WGA at room temperature for
60 min in darkness, and washed with in 0.01 mol/L PBS three
times and mounted with MO2 Crystal/Mount.
3

H-thymidine auotoradiography

Rats (n = 2) were injected intraperitoneally at 10:00 a.m with
100 µCi (3.7 MBq) 3H-thymidine. After 90 min, the rats were
anesthetized and fixed by intracardial perfusion with 25 g/L
glutaraldehyde. Samples of jejunum were taken as aforementioned,
and 5 µm thick paraffin sections were prepared regularly.
Autoradiography[9] was performed as follows: Tissue sections
were deparaffinized and dipped into NR-M2 emulsion (Konica
Co. Tokyo, Japan) that was diluted with an equal volume of
distilled water containing 10 g/L glycerin. After 10 d of exposure
in a dark refrigerator, the sections were developed at 20 for
8 min in Kodak D-19 diluted with an equal volume of distilled
water, terminated in 10 g/L acetic acid for 1 min, and fixed in
300 g/L sodium thiosulphate solution at 20 for 8 min. Finally,
the sections were lightly counterstained with hematoxylin.

PCNA immunostaining
After three washes with PBS, endogenous peroxides were
blocked in 10 g/L hydrogen peroxide in methanol for 30 min at
room temperature. For antigen retrieval, the sections were treated
with 1 g/L pepsin in 0.01 mol/L HCl. Non-specific binding sites
were blocked with 40 g/L bovine serum albumin. Subsequently,
anti-PCNA was diluted to 1:100 and reacted with tissue
specimens at 4
overnight. The sections were then washed
three times with PBS, and incubated with biotinylated
secondary antibody at room temperature for 60 min. Finally,
immunohistochemical staining was performed using the avidinbiotin-peroxidase complex (Vectastain ABC kit, Burlingame, CA,
USA). Diaminobenzidine was used as a chromogen, and the
sections were counterstained with hematoxylin.
Microscopic observation
For the convenience of description, the crypts of jejunum were
divided into the lower, middle and upper portions, while the
villi as the basal, middle and top portions. PCNA immunostaining

Figure 1 Autoradiograph of rat jejunum at 90 min after intraperitoneal injection of 3H-thymidine, observed by a confocal
laser scanning microscope. A confocal image of reflectance from
silver grains (red in color) was overlaid with the differential
interference image (green in color). ×200.

PCNA immunostaining in rat jejunum
Strong PCNA staining was detected in the lower portion of the
jejunal crypts, while epithelial cells in the villi were almost
negative (Figure 2). PCNA labeling index was 57±8%, which
was significantly higher than 3H -thymidine labeling index
(P<0.01, Welch’s t test).

Figure 2 PCNA immunostaining in rat jejunum. ×100.

Expression of GABA in rat jejunum
GABA immunoreactive cells were distributed in the whole villi
of rat jejunum. Strongly positive staining was mainly located in
the cytoplasm and along the brush border of epithelial cells in
the middle and upper portions (Figure 3).
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Figure 3 Confocal laser microscopic image of GABA immunoreactivity in rat jejunum. Note the strongly positive staining cells
distributed in the middle and upper portions of the villi. ×1 000.

Expression of GAD in rat jejunum
GAD65 immunopositive cells were distributed in the middle
and upper portions of jejunal villi. Strongly positive staining of
GAD65 was mainly localized along the brush border of enterocytes
(Figure 4). In addition, a few strongly positive cells had no
brush border, which were scattered in the middle or upper portion
of jejunal villi. GAD67 was negative in jejunal epithelial cells.
The distribution of GABA and GAD65 immunopositive
cells, in comparison with PCNA, is shown in Table 1. GABA
and GAD65 were mainly localized in the place where PCNA
was negative or weak positive. That is to say, GABA and GAD65
were distributed in the maturation zone and functional zone,
rather than in the proliferating zone or stem cells of the jejunal
epithelium.
Table 1 Immunoreactivity of GABA, GAD65 and PCNA in
epithelium of rat jejunum
Crypt

Villus

Lower Middle Upper
PCNA
GABA
GAD65

++

+++

±
±

-

Basal Middle Top

±

±

±

+

+

++

++

-

±

++

++

- negative, ± faint positive, + mild positive, ++ moderate
positive, +++ strong positive.

Double staining of immunoreactive GAD65 and lectin histochemistry
Goblet cells were demonstrated by fluorescent WGA staining,
while mature absorptive cells were characterized by a welldeveloped brush border that was positively stained for GAD65
in the jejunum. The GAD65 strongly positive cells in jejunal
villi were negative for WGA (Figure 4). Pre-epithelial mucous
layer was also stained by fluorescent WGA.

Figure 4 Double staining of immunofluorescent GAD65 (green
in color) and fluorescent WGA (red in color) in rat jejunum.
Arrow points to the GAD65 strongly positive cells showing
WGA negative staining. Arrowhead indicates the strong linelike staining of GAD65 along the brush border, and the outer
mucus layer stained by WGA. ×630.
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DISCUSSION
The replacement and cell kinetics in murine intestines have
been established for decades. The proliferation sites are existed
in the lower or middle portion of the small intestinal crypt and
in the lower half crypt of the large intestine in rats[11,12]. Bartkova
et al.[13] suggested that intestinal epithelium could be divided into
four compartments, namely, stem cells at the base, proliferating
zone, maturation zone, and functional zone near the luminal surface.
Cell kinetics has been examined traditionally by 3H-thymidine
as a marker for S phase cells. PCNA is an evolutionarily highly
conserved acidic nuclear protein, which can function as an
auxiliary protein for DNA polymerase δ[14]. It has been proved
that PCNA expression is maximal during S phase of the cell cycle,
and PCNA mRNA normally accumulates only in proliferating
cells[15]. Consequently, PCNA has been found to be a useful
marker in immunohistochemical analysis of cell kinetics[16].
In this study, the growth zones of jejunum were demonstrated
by PCNA immunohistochemistry and 3 H -thymidine
auotoradiography. The proliferating zone was consisted of the
lower and middle portions of the crypt in the jejunum. Our results
also indicated that 3H-thymidine auotoradiography was more specific
for marking S-phase cells than PCNA immunohistochemistry, as
PCNA labeling index was significantly higher than 3H -thymidine
labeling index. Meanwhile, GABA and GAD65 immunoreactive
cells were distributed in jejunal villi. In other words, GABA and
GAD were found in maturation and function zones other than
in proliferating zone in rat jejunum.
The characteristic distribution patterns of GABA and GAD
in the intestinal epithelium remain unknown. Gilon et al.[4] first
reported their research about the possible role of GABA and
cell differentiation. Their results documented the appearance
of GABA in the developing pancreas and duodenum just prior
to the termination of rapid growth and maturation of these
tissues. These results are similar to the earlier findings in the
developing brain[17]. Our previous study also demonstrated
that GABA and GAD were mainly localized in the hypertrophic
zones rather than in the proliferating zone in rat epiphyseal
growth plate chondrocytes[6]. Recently, Kaita et al.[18] reported
that ciprofloxacin significantly increased the hepatic regenerative
activity in animal models of alcohol-induced liver diseases.
The results of PCNA staining showed an enhanced hepatic
regeneration in the ciprofloxacin-treated group at 60 h (saline,
13.4 ±3.7%; ciprofloxacin, 47.4 ±7.3%; and putrescine, 8.4 ±2.8%
positively stained hepatocytes). Our results also showed that
the intensity of immunoreactive GABA and GAD65 on welldifferentiated cells was stronger than that on proliferating cells.
Based on these results, we presume that GABA should be
involved in the regulation of differentiation and maturation of
epithelial cells. On the other hand, the characteristic distribution
of GABA and GAD65 also indicates that GABA might have
some inhibitory effects on epithelial proliferation in rat jejunum.
The intestine has been recognized as a “diffuse endocrine”
system, where a variety of endocrine cells produce different
peptide hormones. A number of studies have demonstrated that
GABA exists in endocrine cells in the gastrointestinal tract[19-21].
This study showed that there were some strong GABA and
GAD65 immunoreactive cells in jejunal villi. It is well known
that stem cells in intestinal epithelium give rise to four different
kinds of cells: enterocytes (absorptive cells), goblet cells,
enteroendocrine cells, and Paneth cells. Mature enterocytes are
characterized by the presence of a brush border at their apical
surface, while Paneth cells are localized in the lower crypts[22].
Goblet cells in rat jejunum were clearly demonstrated by lectin
histochemistry, because of the specific binding of WGA to sugar
residues in mucin within the cells[23]. Double staining showed
that GAD65 strongly positive cells were neither goblet cells nor
mature absorptive cells. We believe that these cells are
enteroendocrine cells that can synthesize GABA from glutamic
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acid. Therefore, it seems reasonable to assume that GABA might
be related to the endocrine function of the small intestine.
GABA is known to be synthesized principally from glutamic
acid via single enzymatic catalysis of GAD. Two isoforms of
mammalian GAD with a predicted molecular weight of 65 300
(GAD65) and 66 600 (GAD67) are highly conserved, but derived
from separated genes[24]. The phylogenetic tree study indicated
that the multiplicity of mammalian GAD in central nervous system
might have developed some 500 million years before, when the
widespread of gene duplications occurred in vertebrates[25].
Though these isoforms could catalyze the same biochemical
reaction, they have been proved to have a different distribution
and may have different functions in peripheral as well as the
nervous system[26]. Our result showed that GAD65 was positive,
while GAD67 was negative in rat jejunum. This difference further
supported the multiplicity of GAD in mammal non-neural tissues[27].
It should be noted that the distribution of GABA in rat
jejunum was not exactly parallel to that of GAD65. In the basal
third of jejunal villi, GABA was found to be moderately positive,
while GAD65 was weakly positive. GABA in these cells might not
be synthesized from glutamic acid via GAD. That is to say, GABA
in some intestinal epithelial cells might have other synthetic routes.
Putrescine route is a well-known alternative pathway of GABA
synthesis in gastrointestinal tract[28]. Apart from GABA formation,
putrescine can be utilized for the biosynthesis of polyamines,
such as spermidine and spermine,which have been proved to be
involved in the control of cell proliferation[29,30]. Further research is
necessary to elucidate the metabolic routes and functional roles
of GABA-polyamine system in epithelial cells of the intestine.
In conclusion, GABA and GAD65 are mainly expressed in
the maturation or functional zone in jejunal epithelium of rats. This
characteristic expression suggests that GABA may be involved in
the regulation of differentiation and maturation of epithelial cells.
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Abstract
AIM: To investigate the inhibitory effects of sodium
orthovanadate on small-intestinal glucose and maltose
absorption in rats and its mechanism.
METHODS: Normal Wistar rats were lavaged with sodium
orthovanadate (16 mg/kg, 4 mg/kg and 1 mg/kg) for 6 d.
Blood glucose values were measured after fasting and
0.5, 1, 1.5 and 2 h after glucose and maltose feeding with
oxidation-enzyme method. α-glucosidase was abstracted
from the upper small intestine, and its activity was examined.
mRNA expression of α-glucosidase and glucose-transporter
2 (GLUT2) in epithelial cells of the small intestine was
observed by in situ hybridization.
RESULTS: Sodium orthovanadate could delay the increase
of plasma glucose concentration after glucose and maltose
loading, area under curve (AUC) in these groups was lower
than that in control group. Sodium orthovanadate at dosages
of 10 µmol/L, 100 µmol/L and 1000 µmol/L could suppress
the activity of α-glucosidase in the small intestine of normal
rats, with an inhibition rate of 68.18%, 87.22% and 91.91%,
respectively. Sodium orthovanadate reduced mRNA expression
of α-glucosidase and GLUT2 in epithelial cells of small
intestine.
CONCLUSION: Sodium orthovanadate can reduce and delay
the absorption of glucose and maltose. The mechanism
may be that it can inhibit the activity and mRNA expression
of α-glucosidase, as well as mRNA expression of GLUT2 in
small intestine.
Ai J, Du J, Wang N, Du ZM, Yang BF. Inhibition of small-intestinal
sugar absorption mediated by sodium orthovanadate Na3VO4
in rats and its mechanisms. World J Gastroenterol 2004;
10(24): 3612-3615
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INTRODUCTION
There is evidence that sodium orthovanadate could markedly

decrease the high blood sugar induced by alloxan and
streptozotocin[1,2]. Sodium orthovanadate acts on blood sugar
by increasing the number of insulin-receptors and enhancing
glucose transport via promoting the combination of insulin
and insulin receptors[3-7]. Besides, sodium orthovanadate can
also inhibit glucose absorption from small intestines of rats by
inhibiting the activity of Na + /K+ -ATPase and increasing
contractility in the intestinal smooth muscles[8,9]. Therefore we
observed the effects of sodium orthovanadate on glucose and
maltose absorption in the small intestine of Wistar rats and
investigated the mechanisms in order to provide theoretical
basis for its further development.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
Male and female Wistar rats weighing 180-220 g were obtained
(Department of Animals, Harbin Medical University). Sodium
orthovanadate was provided by Harbin Medical University.
Acarbose was purchased from Bioer (Wuhan, China). Both αamylase and ρ-nitrobenzene-α-D-malt pentose glycoside were
supplied by Sigma (America). In situ hybridization kits of the
small intestine GLUT2 and α-glucosidase were from BOSD
Biotech (Wuhan, China).
Methods
Experimental schedule Normal Wistar rats were randomly
divided into 5 groups (8 rats per group). Animals in group 1
were lavaged with saline, rats in groups 2-5 were lavaged with
acarbose (30 mg/kg) and sodium orthovanadate (16 mg/kg,
4 mg/kg and 1 mg/kg ) for 6 d at the dosage 1 mL/100 g. Blood
glucose values 12 h after fasting and 0.5, 1, 1.5 and 2 h after
feeding glucose (22 g/kg) were investigated using oxidationenzyme method. The same method was used to determine the
effects of sodium orthovanadate on maltose absorption. Smallintestine tissue was obtained after the blood glucose assay for
in situ hybridization analysis.
α -glucosidase activity assay As described previously[10,11],
normal rats were killed 3 h after fasting. A 10 cm segment of the
upper small intestine from the head of the dodecadactylon was
washed twice with cool saline. Mucosae were homogenized
after diluted at 1:10 in 0.5 mol/L NaCl-KCl buffer, then
centrifuged at 2×104 g for 30 min (4 ). Deposits were washed
twice with cool saline, then 2×104 g centrifuged for 30 min (4 ),
diluted at 1:5 in saline again and 500 r/min centrifuged for
10 min (4 ). Supernatant was collected and stored at -30 .
After response architecture was dispensed, fluid samples were
shaken and water-bathed for 10 min at 30 .Then samples
were put into water bath at 85 to terminate the response. In
the response architecture without enzymes and drugs, the
control group was adjusted to zero absorption degree (A). In
the response architecture without drugs, the standard group’s
enzyme activity was 100%. A was assayed at 405 nm wavelength.
Then we calculated the percentage of inhibition of 10 µmol/L,
100 µmol/L and 1 000 µmol/L sodium orthovanadate on αglucosidase activity.
In situ hybridization for α-glucosidase and GLUT2 expression
A 2 cm segment of the upper small intestine was obtained from
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the head of dodecadactylon. In situ hybridization was carried
out according to the manual of BOSD Biotech. Two microliters
thick specimens sectioned from a parafin-embedded block were
dewaxed in xylene and rehydrated in serially graded ethanol
(100%, 95%). The activity of endogenous enzymes was
deactivated by hydrogen peroxide solution (30%) for 1 min.
Specimens were ingested with pepsin for 15 min at 20-22 ,
force-hybridized for 3 h at 38 and hybridized for 12 h at 38 .
Finally, the slides were washed 4 times with PBS, each time for
5 min. After trickled with biotin-rat antibodies to digoxin at 37
for 60 min, then streptavidin-biotin-enzyme complex (SABC)
was added at 37 for 20 min and biotin-peroxidase was added
at 37 for 20 min. At last the slides were washed 4 times with
PBS, each time for 5 min, and stained with DAB for 2-4 min. The
positive expression of α-glucosidase showed brown staining
signals in villi of small intestine and GLUT2 in incisures between
two villi of small intestine.

91.91%, respectively. The inhibiting action of sodium
orthovanadate (100 µmol/L) was stronger than that of the same
dosage of acarbose (70.37%) (P<0.05, Table 1).

Statistical analysis
Data was tested using Student’s t-test. The measurement results
were expressed as mean±SD.

Effects of sodium orthovanadate on α-glucosidase and GLUT2
mRNA expression in small intestine
Sodium orthovanadate at the dosages of 1 mg/kg, 4 mg/kg and
16 mg/kg, could depress α-glucosidase mRNA expression in
epithelial cells of small-intestine, the positive expression
number of α-glucosidase particles in each villus was 38±5,
34±5 and 33±4. They were fewer than that in control group
(45±6), (P <0.05) (n = 16) (Figures 2 A, B). The inhibiting action
of sodium orthovanadate showed no marked difference between
high and moderate dosages. GLUT2 mRNA was diffusely
expressed in the incisures between two villi of small intestine.
Sodium orthovanadate could inhibit GLUT2 mRNA expression
in a dose-dependent manner. In the vision field of 100 cm2, the
expression area of GLUT2 mRNA was decreased to 0.5±0.12 cm2,
0.77±0.15 cm2, 1.02±0.24 cm2 after sodium orthovanadate
loading at the 3 dosages from 2.5±0.5 cm2 in control group
(P<0.05) (n = 16) (Figures 2 C, D).

RESULTS
Effects of sodium orthovanadate on glucose absorption
Sodium orthovanadate at the dosage of 10 µmol/L, 100 µmol/L,
1 000 µmol/L delayed the increase of blood glucose concentration
induced by lavaged glucose (22 g/kg) after 1.5-2 h (Figure 1A),
and decreased the AUC in these groups to that in control
[17.03±0.60mmol/(L·h)](P<0.05),whichwas[8.24±0.63mmol/(L·h)]
(P<0.01), [9.69±0.38 mmol/(L·h)] (P<0.01), [13.76±0.39 mmol/(L·h)]
(P<0.05), respectively.
Effects of sodium orthovanadate on maltose absorption
Blood glucose concentration increase in rats after maltose
feeding (22 g/kg) was delayed by both sodium orthovanadate
and acarbose, the peak values were shown 2 h after maltose
loading, and high and moderate dosages of sodium orthovanadate
also inhibited the increase of the blood glucose concentration
peak value (P<0.05) (Figure 1B). The AUC of blood glucose
concentration in sodium orthovanadate groups at the 3
dosages was markedly lower than that in the control group
[18.40±1.46 mmol/(L·h)]. AUC at high and moderate dosages was
[8.97±1.56 mmol/(L·h)], and [6.19±0.47 mmol/(L·h)], both were lower
than that in acarbose group with AUC [13.10±0.43 mmol/(L·h)]
(P <0.05).
Effects of sodium orthovanadate on α-glucosidase activity in
small intestine
Sodium orthovanadate at the dosages of 10 µmol/L, 100 µmol/L,
1000 µmol/L, could inhibit α-glucosidase activity in small
intestine, the percentage of inhibition was 68.18%, 87.22% and

Group

Control
Acarbose 30 mg/kg
Sodium orthovanadate 16 mg/kg
0

0.5

1
Time (h)

1.5

2

A

Percentage of
inhibition (%)

-

0

Standard

-

0.594

Acarbose

100

0.176±0.076

Na 3VO4

10

0.189±0.034

68.18±3.46

100

0.076±0.019

87.22±2.00 a

1000

0.048±0.012

91.91±4.23 b

a

100.00
0.00
70.37±6.43

P<0.05, bP<0.01 vs positive control group.

DISCUSSION
First, in this study, we observed the effects of sodium orthovanadate
on glucose and maltose absorption. The result proved that
sodium orthovanadate could delay the increase of blood glucose
concentration after glucose or maltose feeding and decrease AUC.
Generally, sugar is divided into monosaccharide, disaccharide
and polysaccharide. The absorption of monosaccharide is an
active transport process with energy consumption. Na +dependent transporters exist in the brush border of epithelial
cells in intestinal mucosae, which can transport Na+ along its
concentration gradient and monosaccharide counter to its
concentration gradient into cells from intestinal lumen via the
brush border, then both Na+ and monosaccharide diffuse into
blood. In this process, the exchange activity of Na+/K+-ATPase
plays an important role in maintaining the Na+ concentration
B

9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Dosage
(µmol/L)

Control

Blood glucose
concentration (mmol/L)

Blood glucose
concentration (mmol/L)

A

Table 1 Inhibitory effect of sodium orthovanadate on αglucosidase activity in small intestine (mean±SD, n = 8)

10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Control
Acarbose 30 mg/kg
Sodium orthovanadate 16 mg/kg
0

0.5

1
Time (h)

1.5

2

Figure 1 Effects of sodium orthovanadate on glucose absorption (A) and maltose absorption (B) in small intestine (n = 8).
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Figure 2 Effects of sodium orthovanadate on α-glucosidase and GLUT2 mRNA expression in small intestine A: Control group of
α-glucosidase B: Sodium orthovanadate (4 mg/kg, 60×) on α-glucosidase C: Control group of GLUT2 D: Sodium orthovanadate
(4 mg/kg, 60×) on GLUT2.
gradient. Decreased activity of Na+/K+-ATPase can influence
glucose transport and therefore decrease blood glucose
concentration. In addition, GLUT2 existing in the epithelial cells
of intestinal villi incisures can directly transport glucose into
cells. Decreased expression and limited translocation process
from cytoplasm to cell membranes of GLUT2 will decrease glucose
absorption from the small intestine. In normal conditions,
polysaccharides are the mainly existing pattern in foods, which
can be absorbed into blood after degradation into oligosaccharides
and disaccharides by amylase and further into monosaccharides
by α-glucosidase existing in the brush border of epithelial cells in
intestinal mucosae. So α-glucosidase is a very important factor,
which can affect glucose absorption in small intestine. Acarbose,
a kind of inhibitors of α-glucosidase used in clinic at present, can
depress the absorption of polysaccharides by inhibiting αglucosidase activity and effectively decrease postprandial
blood glucose level of diabetes mellitus[12,13], therefore Na+/K+ATPase, GLUT2 and α-glucosidase play the main role in increasing
postprandial blood glucose concentration. Postprandial blood
glucose concentration would change if any of them has dysfunction.
Sodium orthovanadate has antihyperglycemic actions by
various means, such as increasing the protein expression of
GLUT4 in skeletal muscles, accelerating hexose transport,
increasing glycogen synthetase production by stimulating
dextrose oxidan[14,15], accelerating glycolysis and lipid synthesis,
depressing Na+ reabsorption via acting on Na+/Ca2+ exchanger[16].
In the present study, we only investigated the effects of
sodium orthovanadate on small-intestinal sugar absorption in
rats. First, we observed the effects of sodium orthovanadate
on glucose absorption. Glucose is a monosaccharide, which
can be directly absorbed by the small-intestine without
hydrolysis, so the function of both GLUT2 and Na+/K+-ATPase
can be reflected by its absorption state. The first body response
after monosaccharide absorption is to induce insulin release
by stimulating pancreatic islets to decrease blood glucose
concentration. For this reason, blood sugar peak values show
the tendency to elevate first and then decline, thus typical
OGTT curve is formed. Studies have shown that acarbose, a
kind of inhibitors of α-glucosidase, can inhibit the hydrolysis
of disaccharides and polysaccharides, and then decrease
postprandial blood glucose concentration and protect OGTT,

but it could not depress glucose absorption. Our results are
similar to previous studies[17-19]. In order to eliminate the lowering
effect on blood sugar of insulin induced by pancreatic islets,
sodium orthovanadate was orally administered into rats for 6 d
to maintain a stabilizing effect on islet cells. Our results showed
that sodium orthovanadate at all the 3 dosages could delay the
absorption of glucose and blood sugar concentration peak
value with decreased AUC in a dose-dependent manner.
Compared with the control group, blood sugar concentration
decrease at 0.5 h and 1 h after sodium orthovanadate feeding
was due to decreased glucose absorption, but not due to insulin
release, because AUC peak value was delayed but not extincted.
The results imply that the activity and function of both Na+/
K+-ATP and GLUT2 may participate in this kind of actions of
sodium orthovanadate. Studies have evidenced that sodium
orthovanadate is a Na+/K+-ATPase inhibitor, and has been used
widely as a tool drug[20]. So it is generally accepted that sodium
orthovanadate can depress sugar absorption via inhibiting the
activity of Na+/K+-ATPase in the small intestine. The results in
our study suggest that sodium orthovanadate can inhibit sugar
absorption via affecting the function of GLUT2, because it
could markedly inhibit the expression of GLUT2 mRNA in smallintestinal epithelia of normal rats.
But we still do not know if it is the whole mechanism of
sodium orthovanadate underlying the inhibition of sugar
absorption, and whether it also can affect the absorption of
polysaccharides and disaccharides. Therefore we estimated
the effect of sodium orthovanadate on maltose absorption.
Maltose is composed of two monosaccharides coupled with
α-1,4 glycoside linkages, which can be absorbed only after it is
hydrolyzed by α-glucosidase in the intestinal tract. The data
reported here suggest that sodium orthovanadate can delay
the absorption of maltose and the blood sugar concentration
peak value in a dose-dependent manner. Moreover, the AUC
of sodium orthovanadate in moderate and large dosage groups
and acarbose group was definitely lower than that in the control
group. The action of sodium orthovanadate was stronger than
that of acarbose, because the AUC of sodium orthovanadate in
moderate and high dosage groups was lower than that in the
acarbose group. This phenomenon may be due to two reasons:
One is the inhibition of sodium orthovanadate on the activity

Ai J et al. Sodium orthovanadate on small-intestinal sugar absorption

of Na+/K+-ATPase and GLUT2 mRNA expression was stronger
than that of acarbose on α-glucosidase, the other is that sodium
orthovanadate might also inhibit the activity of α-glucosidase
besides its action on Na+/K+-ATPase and GLUT2 mRNA
expression. Its double action decreased blood sugar markedly.
In order to further verify our tentative idea, we observed the
influence of sodium orthovanadate on the activity of αglucosidase; the results indicated that sodium orthovanadate could
depress α-glucosidase activity in a dose-dependent manner.
There are two ways of sodium orthovanadate in decreasing
the activity of α-glucosidase. One is that sodium orthovanadate
could decrease α-glucosidase activity without enzyme protein
content changes. The other is that it could reduce the expression
of α-glucosidase. So we detected mRNA expression of αglucosidase by in situ hybridization. The result demonstrated
that sodium orthovanadate could depress the mRNA expression
of α-glucosidase in a dose-dependent manner.
In conclusion, sodium orthovanadate has the ability to inhibit
sugar absorption via versatile means which affect the function
and activity of Na+/K+-ATPase, inhibit the activity and gene
expression of α-glucosidase as well as depress gene expression
of the glucose transporter.
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Abstract
AIM: To investigate the gastroprotective effect and mechanism
of amtolmetin guacyl (AMG, MED15) in mice.

study. AMG (75, 150 and 300 mg/kg) could significantly
increase NO content and NOS level in the stomach
homogenates of mice compared with the model group
(P<0.05, AMG 75 mg/kg and 150 mg/kg groups vs model
group; P<0.01, AMG 300 mg/kg vs model group)
respectively. Moreover, AMG (150 and 300 mg/kg) not only
significantly increased SOD activities but also obviously
decreased the MDA content in the stomach homogenates
of mice.
CONCLUSION: AMG exerts significant gastroprotective
actions on mice and the involved mechanisms may be its
antioxidative effect and induction of NO production.
Li YH, Li J, Huang Y, Lü XW, Jin Y. Gastroprotective effect and
mechanism of amtolmetin guacyl in mice. World J Gastroenterol
2004; 10(24): 3616-3620
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METHODS: Male and female Kunming strain mice,
weighing 18-22 g, were utilized in the experiment. Normal
or ethanol-induced gastric mucosal damage models in
mice were successfully established to investigate the
gastroprotective effect and mechanism of AMG. In the
experiment of gastric mucosal damage after repeated
treatment with AMG, the mice were randomly divided into
5 groups: normal group, 3 AMG groups receiving (75, 150
and 300 mg/kg), and tolmetin group receiving 90 mg/kg.
The mice were randomly divided into 6 groups as follows:
normal group, model group, AMG groups with doses of
75, 150 and 300 mg/kg, respectively, and tolmetin group
with a dose of 90 mg/kg in ethanol-induced gastric mucosal
damage experiment. The severity of gastric mucosal
lesions was scored from 0 to 5. Gastric tissue sections
were stained with hematoxylin and eosin (HE) and examined
under light microscopy. Also gastric tissue sections were
stained with uranyl acetate and lead citrate, and examined
under electron microscopy. In addition, nitric oxide (NO)
and malondialdehyde (MDA) contents, and nitric oxide
synthase (NOS) and superoxide dismutase (SOD) activities
in the stomach tissue homogenates were measured by
biochemical methods.
RESULTS: Repeated treatment with AMG (75, 150 and
300 mg/kg) for 7 d did not induce any appreciable mucosal
damage, and the average score was not significantly
different from that of normal mice. In contrast, tolmetin
(90 mg/kg) produced significant gastric mucosal lesions
compared with the normal group (P<0.01). AMG (75, 150
and 300 mg/kg) significantly reduced the severity of gastric
lesions induced by ethanol in a dose-dependent manner
as compared with the model group (P<0.05, AMG 75 and
150 mg/kg vs model; P<0.01, AMG 300 mg/kg vs model).
Light and electron microscopy revealed that AMG (150 and
300 mg/kg) induced minimal changes in the surface
epithelium layer, without vascular congestion or leucocyte
adherence. AMG (75,150 and 300 mg/kg) demonstrated
dose-dependent gastroprotective effects on mice in our

INTRODUCTION
Nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) are the
extensively utilized medicines worldwide with antipyretic,
analgesic and anti-inflammatory properties. Besides the direct
stimulation, NSAIDs have some other adverse reactions to the
gastrointestinal system, such as nausea, vomit, bellyache and
even ulcer, perforation. All these effects are considered to be
associated with the inhibition of prostaglandin (PG) synthesis
in gastrointestinal system, and thereby limiting the clinical
application of NSAIDs[1-7].
Amtolmetin guacyl (AMG) is a novel NSAID, and its chemical
name is 2-methoxyphenyl-1-methyl-5-p-methylbenzoyl-pyrrol2-acetamido acetate, whose metabolites are MED5 (chemical
name: 1-methyl-5-p-methylbenzoyl-pyrrol-2-acetamido acetic
acid) and tolmetin (TOL)[8-12]. As a novel NSAID, it has been
reported that AMG possesses antipyretic, analgesic and antiinflammatory effects in previous studies[13-20]. At the same time,
it can also enhance the NOS activity of gastric mucosae, which
facilitates the synthesis and release of NO so as to reduce the
gastrointestinal system damage[21-23].
In this study, normal and ethanol-induced gastric mucosal
lesion models in mice were established to investigate the
gastroprotective effect and associated mechanisms, which
could guide the rational use of medicine in clinical practice.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
Male and female Kunming strain mice, weighing 18-22 g, were
purchased from Animal Center of Anhui Medical University.
They were housed in plastic boxes, 5 mice in each box. All mice
were allowed to take food and tape water ad libitum. AMG and
TOL were provided by Anhui Kelong Medicine Company. The
assay kits of MDA, SOD, NOS and Coomassie brilliant blue
reagents were obtained from Nanjing Jiancheng Bioengineering
Institute (Nanjing, China). All experimental protocols described
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Gastric mucosal damage after repeated treatment with AMG[21]
The mice were equally divided into 5 groups randomly: normal
group, 3 AMG groups (3 different doses) and TOL group. The
mice in AMG groups intragastrically received 75, 150 or 300 mg/kg
of AMG a day through an 18-gauge stainless steel animal
feeding needle for 7 d prior to the experiment. Similarly, the
mice in TOL group intragastrically received 90 mg/kg of TOL a
day. In normal group, the mice were only fed with the same
volume (0.5 mL/mouse) of carboxymethylcellulose (CMC). On
the seventh day, all the mice were sacrificed by cervical
dislocation and the stomachs were removed, opened along the
great curvature and examined for the macroscopic evaluation
of gastric mucosae. The severity of gastric mucosal lesions
was examined by an experienced histologist who was unaware
of the treatment conditions.
Establishment of ethanol-induced gastric mucosal damage
model and drug treatment[21,24]
The mice were randomly divided into six groups as follows:
normal group, model group, 3 AMG groups receiving 75, 150
and 300 mg/kg, respectively, and TOL group receiving 90 mg/kg,
ten mice in each group. The 5 groups were intragastrically
administered AMG, TOL and CMC (model group) once. One
hour later, the animals received 500 mL/L ethanol (0.5 mL/mouse)
intragastrically except normal group mice. One hour later, the
animals were killed and the stomachs were removed. The
severity of gastric mucosal lesions and histological assessments
were made by an experienced histologist who was unaware of
the treatment conditions.
Grading criteria of gastric mucosal damage[21]
The animals were killed, the stomachs were removed, rinsed
with 5 mL of saline and immersed in 100 mL/L formalin. They
were later opened along the greater curvature, for the
macroscopic evaluation of gastric mucosae[21,24]. The severity
of lesions was scored from 0 to 5: 0, normal; 0.5, light local
reddening; 1, general reddening or small hemorrhage (<1 mm);
2, large hemorrhage (>1 mm); 3, small ulcer (<2 mm); 4, large
ulcer (>2 mm); and 5, perforated ulcer. One score was assigned
to each lesion. A researcher who was unaware of the treatment
conditions gave the scores of gastric mucosal injury.
Microscopic assessment of gastric lesions[21]
Light microscopy At the end of the experiment, the stomach
was immediately exposed and a small strip was excised from the
glandular portion, 3 mm below and parallel to the limiting ridge,
so that the greater curvature was approximately located in the
middle of the strip. The tissue samples were fixed in 100 mL/L
formalin, 5-µm thick serial sections were taken from each block
and stained with hematoxylin-eosin. The image of the sections
to be examined was displayed on a color monitor by means of a
videocamera attached to the microscope. An experienced
histologist who was unaware of the treatment conditions made
histological assessments.
Transmission electron microscopy After mice were killed, the
stomachs were immediately removed, and a strip was excised in
the same position as for light microscopy. Small specimens
were fixed in 25 g/L glutaraldehyde liquid for 3 h at room
temperature and post-fixed in 10 g/L OsO 4 in 0.1 mol/L
phosphate buffer (pH 7.2) for 90 min at room temperature. After
dehydration in a graded series of acetone and embeded in
Araldite resin, semithin sections were cut for orientation. Thin
sections (80 nm thick) were cut perpendicularly to the luminal

surface, stained with uranyl acetate and lead citrate, and
examined with a Zeiss109 electron microscope. An experienced
histologist who was unaware of the treatment conditions made
histological assessments.

Tissue homogenization
Stomach tissue samples were weighed and homogenized in
9 g/L NaCl for the detection of SOD, MDA, NOS, NO2-.
Homogenates were centrifuged at 4 000 r/min for 10 min.
Aliquots of the supernatants were used for studies. The assayed
parameters were expressed as per mg protein, and the protein
content of aliquots was determined by the method of Coomassie
brilliant blue.
Measurement of MDA, SOD and NOS in stomach homogenates[25]
SOD, MDA and NOS levels in stomach tissue homogenates
were assayed by using assay kits (Nanjing Jiancheng
Bioengineering Institute).
Examination of NO2NO 2- concentration in stomach tissue homogenates was
measured as described by Prado et al.[26].
Statistical analysis
The data were analyzed by SPSS 10.0 for windows. Results
were expressed as mean±SD. Student’s t test was used for
statistical analysis. P<0.05 was considered statistically
significant.
RESULTS
Repeated treatment with AMG on gastric mucosal damage in
normal mice
Repeated treatment with AMG (75, 150 and 300 mg/kg) for 7 d
did not induce any appreciable mucosal damage, and the
average score was not significantly different from that of normal
mice. In contrast, TOL, the prodrug of AMG, intragastrically
administered at 90 mg/kg produced significant gastric mucosal
lesions compared with the normal group (P<0.01) (Figure 1).
4.0
3.5
3.0
Scores

in this study were approved by the Ethics Review Committee
for Animal Experimentation of Anhui Medical University.
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Figure 1 Repeated treatment with AMG on gastric mucosal
damage in normal mice (n = 10). bP<0.01 vs TOL.

Effect of AMG on ethanol-induced gastric mucosal damage
model
As showed in Figure 2, compared with that in the normal group,
the average score of mice in the model group significantly
increased (P<0.01). AMG (75, 150 and 300 mg/kg) significantly
reduced the severity of gastric lesions induced by ethanol in a
dose-dependent manner as compared with the model group
(P<0.05, AMG 75 and 150 mg/kg vs model; P<0.01, AMG
300 mg/kg vs model). There was no obvious difference between
TOL group and model group (Figure 2).
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Effects of AMG on SOD activity and MDA content in ethanolinduced stomach homogenates
Results are shown in Table 2. Compared with that in the normal
group, the SOD activity in the model group was significantly
lower, but the MDA content in the model group was increased
(P<0.01). However, compared with model group, AMG (150
and 300 mg/kg) could significantly increase the SOD activity
while evidently reduce the MDA level in stomach homogenates
(P<0.01, Table 2).

0
Normal

Model

TOL

AMG

AMG

AMG

300 mg/kg 150 mg/kg 75 mg/kg

Figure 2 Effect of AMG on ethanol-induced gastric mucosal
damage model (n = 10). aP<0.05, bP<0.01 vs model; cP<0.05,
AMG (300 mg/kg) vs TOL.

Microscopic assessment of AMG on ethanol-induced gastric
lesion
Light microscopy As shown in Figure 3 for evaluation by light
microscopy, the structure of gastric mucosae was normal in
normal group. The cells were well stained by HE and there was
no edema or exfoliation. In contrast, a visible hemorrhagic area
was found in model group. In mice treated with AMG (300 mg/kg),
the epithelial and parietal cells were slightly edematous with
few epithelial cells exfoliated. In the group treated with AMG
(150 mg/kg), severe edema was found with inflammatory cell
infiltration. In the group administered AMG (75 mg/kg), edema
was more severe in epithelial and parietal cells than that in AMG
(300 mg/kg) group and many epithelial cells were deciduous.
Conversely, in the TOL group, together with inflammatory cell
infiltration, a hemorrhagic area was observed (Figure 3A).
Transmission electron microscopy As shown in Figure 4, gastric
mucosal microvilli in normal group were well arranged with no
defection and shorting, while those in the model and TOL groups
were mostly deciduous, broken and defective. The microvilli
were almost integrated and well arranged with no defection in
mice treated with AMG (300 mg/kg). In mice administered AMG
(150 mg/kg), the lesions were much smaller, while the microvilli
were short and small and in a bad order with obvious defection
in mice treated with AMG (75 mg/kg) (Figure 3B).
Effects of AMG on NOS level and NO content in ethanol-induced
stomach homogenates
Compared with those in the normal group, the NO content
and NOS level were significantly decreased in the model group
(P<0.01). AMG (75, 150 and 300 mg/kg) could significantly
increase the decreased NO content and NOS level compared
with the model group (P<0.05, AMG 75 mg/kg and 150 mg/kg
groups vs model group; P<0.01, AMG 300 mg/kg vs model
group) respectively. The NO content and NOS level in TOL
group where not evidently different from those in the model
group (Table 1).
Table 1 Influence of AMG on NO and NOS contents in stomach homogenates in ethanol-induced gastric mucosal damage
models (n = 10, mean±SD)
Group

n

Normal
Model
TOL
AMG

10
10
10
10
10
10

a

Dose
NO2(mg/kg) (µmol/mgprot)
90
300
150
75

P<0.05, bP<0.01, vs Model.

60.57±22.11b
33.08±12.85
46.46±12.69
70.37±27.97 b
58.65±17.11 a
30.98±11.97

NOS
(U/mgprot)
4.22±0.92 b
2.41±0.56
3.27±0.68
5.25±1.62 b
4.12±1.02 a
3.47±1.17 a

Table 2 Influence of AMG on SOD, MDA contents in stomach
homogenates in ethanol-induced gastric mucosal damage
models (n =10, mean±SD)
Group

n

Normal

10

Dose
(mg/kg)
-

SOD
(U/mgprot)

MDA
(nmol/mgprot)

702.61±144.77 b

2.85±1.32 b
4.18±1.19

Model

10

-

551.94±125.94

TOL

10

90

526.14±110.80

5.07±2.09

AMG

10

300

624.97±117.19 a

3.13±1.35 a

10

150

612.06±101.90 a

3.46±1.21 a

10

75

606.13±65.81

3.57±1.05

a

P<0.05, bP<0.01, vs Model.

DISCUSSION
Gastrointestinal system lesions are resulted from the major
adverse reaction of NSAIDs, which limits the wide clinical
application of NSAIDs. Though the mechanism of the lesion
remains unclear, some documents have proposed that these
effects are related with the inhibition of PGs releasing from the
mucosal epithelial cells[1,3,27]. It is known that vascular damage
is considered to be the earliest process of gastric mucosal ulcer.
Vasodilators, such as PGs and NO, play an important role in
gastroprotection. At present ,NO, gastroprotective NSAIDs,
specific cyclooxygenase-2 (COX-2) inhibitors as well as COX
and 5-lipoxygenase (5-LOX) double inhibitors are used in
reducing the adverse reactions of NSAIDs[28,29].
It has been demonstrated that AMG has gastroprotective
properties[21-23]. Tubaro et al.[30] found that repeated treatment
with AMG did not induce gastric mucosa damage. Another
animal experiment indicated that AMG (50-300 mg/kg ig) did
not induce stomach lesions in rats, while its metabolite TOL
(15-60 mg/kg ig) did in a dose-dependent manner[21]. Light and
electron microscopic assessment suggested that AMG only
caused very slight epithelial cell changes without vascular
congestion and WBC adherence.
In our study, the 7-d treatment with AMG (75, 150 and
300 mg/kg ig) did not induce any appreciable mucosal damage,
and the score was not different from that of normal group,
while TOL (90 mg/kg ig) produced severe gastric mucosal
lesions compared with normal group. Compared to its metabolite
TOL, AMG had obvious gastroprotective effects. In ethanolinduced gastric mucosal damage model, the scores of AMG
(75, 150 and 300 mg/kg ig) obviously decreased in a dosedependent fashion. Compared to that in TOL group, the scores
in AMG (300 mg/kg) group were greatly decreased. Furthermore,
the scores had no obvious difference between TOL and model
groups. Microscopic assessment of ethanol-induced gastric
lesions showed that the degree of gastric damages in AMG
(300 mg/kg) group was smaller than that in TOL and model
groups, indicating the effect of AMG on gastric mucosa.
Ultrastructural studies suggested that the microvilli were almost
integrated and well arranged with no defection in mice treated
with AMG (300 mg/kg), but those in the model and TOL groups
were mostly deciduous, broken and defective.
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Figure 3 Light and electronic microscopy assessments of ethanol-induced gastric lesion. A: light microsocopy assessment of ethanolinduced gastric lesion (*100). A: normal group, B: model group, C: ToL group, D: AMG (300 mg/kg) group E: AMG (150 mg/kg)
group, F: AMG (75 mg/kg) group. B: Electronic microscopy assessment of ethanol-induced gastric lesion (×6 000) G: normal group,
H: model group, I: TOL group, J: AMG (300 mg/kg) group, K: AMG (150 mg/kg) group, L: AMG (75 mg/kg) group.
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Tubaro et al.[30] found that AMG could strongly inhibit the
hydrochloric acid (HCl) excretion caused by histamine so as to
exert gastroprotective effects. Compared with acetylsalicylic
acid, AMG (50 mg/kg ig) caused no appreciable change in
basal potential difference (PD) values in gastric mucosae. AMG
(100 mg/kg ig) alleviated ethanol-induced damages, increased
NOS activity and stimulated NO release, and thereby showing
its gastric protective effect. A research showed that the nonspecific
NOS inhibitor (L-NAME 10 mg/kg sc) could reverse the effect
of AMG[21]. Therefore, we concluded that the protective effect
of AMG might be involved in NO release from gastric epithelial
cells. In our study, AMG (75, 150 and 300 mg/kg) could
significantly increased the NO content and NOS level in ethanolinduced gastric mucosal damage model group. These results
suggested that the gastroprotective effect of AMG might be
associated with promotion of NOS activity and induction of
NO release, which is in agreement with previous reports[21,31].
Moreover, it has been reported that ethanol is capable of
generating oxygen radicals, inhibiting glutathione synthesis,
producing glutathione loss from tissues, increasing MDA levels
and impairing antioxidative defense systems in experimental
animals. Our study also showed that AMG (150 and 300 mg/kg)
could sharply decrease the increased MDA level while enhance
the decreased SOD activity in the models of mice, suggesting
that the gastroprotective effect of AMG could at least partly
contribute to the antioxidative action, which has not been
reported before.
In summary, AMG has significant gastroprotective effects
in mice, and its mechanism may be associated with its antioxidative
effect and promotion of NO release.
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Abstract
AIM: To determine the dynamic changes in the expression
of matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) and the endogenous
tissue inhibitors of MMPs inhibitors (TIMPs) during hepatic
fibrosis induced by alcohol.
METHODS: Male Sprague-Dawley rats were randomly divided
into normal, 4 d, 2 wk, 4 wk, 9 wk and 11 wk groups, and the
model rats were fed with a mixture of alcohol by gastric
infusion at the designed time, respectively, then decollated
and their livers were harvested for the examination of MMP2, MMP-3, MMP-9, MMP-13, TIMP-1 and TIMP-2 by immunohistochemistry, zymograghy and Western blotting, respectively.
RESULTS: Normal rats had moderate expression of MMP-2,
which was decreased in the model rats except in the 11 wk
group, where MMP-2 expression slightly increased. MMP-3
had the similar changing pattern to MMP-2 despite weaker
expression. MMP-9 expression decreased in the 4 d and 2 wk
groups, rose in the 4 wk group, decreased again in the 9 wk
group and returned to normal levels in the 11 wk group.
MMP-13 expression decreased in the 4 d and 2 wk groups,
and returned to normal levels in the 4 wk, 9 wk and 11 wk
groups. TIMP-1 expression decreased in the 4 d and 2 wk
groups, but sharply increased in the 4 wk group and sustained
at a high level even after modeling was stopped for 2 wk. In
normal rats TIMP-2 expression was strong. However, it
decreased as soon as modeling began, and then gradually
rose, but remained to a level lower than that in normal rats
even after modeling was stopped for 2 wk.
CONCLUSION: MMP-2 may not always expresses at a high
level during hepatic fibrosis. MMP-13 and MMP-3 are
acutely affected by TIMP-1. In this model TIMP-1 is the most
powerful factor imposed on capillarization and peri-sinusoidal
fibrosis. TIMP-2 is the most effective regulator on the metabolism
of type IV collagen located in the basement of sinus.
Xu GF, Li PT, Wang XY, Jia X, Tian DL, Jiang LD, Yang JX.
Dynamic changes in the expression of matrix metalloproteinases
and their inhibitors, TIMPs, during hepatic fibrosis induced by
alcohol in rats. World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(24): 3621-3627
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INTRODUCTION
China’s prosperity is accompanied with a dramatic rise in cases
of alcoholic liver disease. Some scholars reported that hepatic
pathological changes of alcoholic liver disease (ALD) included
typical capillarization, peri-sinusoidal fibrosis, bridging fibrosis,
and even cirrhosis which were often found in heavy drinkers
who might have a drinking history over 10 to 20 years. In mild to
moderate drinkers, however, the pathological changes which might
be more popular at present were not thoroughly investigated. In
order to probe into this field we improved a rat model of ALD
induced by the gavage method, which is widely used among
Chinese scholars to show the key mechanism of hepatic fibrosis.
Liver fibrosis occurs as a consequence of net accumulation of
matrix proteins (especially types I and III collagen) in response
to liver injury. Liver fibrosis is underpinned by the activation of
hepatic stellate cells (HSCs) to a myofibroblast like phenotype
with a consequent increase in their synthesis of matrix proteins
such as interstitial collagens that characterize fibrosis. The sinusoid
and peri-sinusoidal space are the original site of fibrosis, which
can badly affect the function of hepatocytes. The expression
and ratio of matrix metalloproteinases/tissue inhibitor of matrix
metalloproteinases (MMPs/TIMPs) are key factors to extra
cellular matrix remodeling during hepatic fibrosis. The cooperation of urokinase and tissue plasminogen activator system
is also very important. Considering that recent reports were almost
all focused on MMPs/TIMPs, and that the dynamic changes of
MMPs/TIMPs during ALD were not so clear, we decided to probe
into such indexes. We have reported the early pathological changes
of alcoholic liver disease located in sinusoid and peri-sinusoid
(in another article), further elucidation of mechanism of such
changes would depend on the investigation of the expression
and ratio of MMPs/TIMPs during a dynamic course of fibrosis.
So the dynamic changes of MMPs 2, 3, 9, 13, and TIMPs 1, 2
were worked out to show the mechanism of this new model.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
Male SD rats, weighing (150±5) g, were purchased from Beijing
Vital River Company , corn oil from Carafour Supermarket,
xanthan gum and maltose from Beijing Chemical Agent Company,
edible alcohol from Beijing General Alcohol Brewing Company,
carbonyl iron and pirazole from Sigma, USA, First antibody to
MMPs 2, 3, 9, 13 and TIMPs 1, 2 was purchased from Antibody
Diagnostic Inc, ADI, USA with the help of its Chinese Dealer,
Shanghai Long Island Antibody Company. PV-6 001 kits were
from PowerVision, USA. ZLI-9 030 and ZLI9 001 were from
Beijing Zhongshan Company.
Methods
Rats grouping: Normal (6), 4 d (8), 2 wk (8), 4 wk (10), 9 wk (12),
11 wk (12).
Modeling: The model of ALD was induced by intragastric
infusion ( gavage) of a mixture of alcohol ( 5g/d·kg), pirazole
(30 mg/d·kg), corn oil (3 mL/d·kg), and carbonyl iron (35 mg/d·kg,
decreased to 15 mg after 4 wk), a little xanthan gum and maltose,
one time a day for 5 d consecutively, with 2 d off per week, until
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the end of the ninth wk, and all rats were maintained on a standard
diet with water ad libitum.
Liver tissue management: The rats were executed at the end
of 4 d, 2 wk, 4 wk, 9 wk and 11 wk, respectively. Harvested livers
were split and fixed for electron microscopy, hematoxylin and
eosin and Masson complex staining, and a portion was snap
frozen for biochemical and molecular analysis. Further sections
were cut from each liver, deparaffinized, HE and Masson
staining. Histological analysis of each liver was undertaken,
then the sections subjected to amylopsin antigen retrieval before
stained with the two-step method for antigen MMPs 2, 3, 9, 13
and TIMPs 1 and 2. The semi-quantitive computations were
conducted on the image analyzing system MIS-2000 from 3Y
Company, USA, The activity of MMP-2 and MMP-9, Western
blotting of TIMPs 1 and 2 were undertaken with Bio-Rad
Electrophoresis System, pictures were taken and analyzed with

December 15, 2004 Volume 10 Number 24

Image master VDS from Pharmacia Biotech Company.

Statistical analysis
All values were expressed as mean±SD. ANOVA was used to
determine the significance of differences among the six groups.
P<0.05 was considered statistically significant.
RESULTS
The expression of MMP-2 in normal rats was at moderate
level. However, during modeling it showed reducing curve
changes and without recovery even after modeling was stopped
for 2 wk. (Figure 1).
The expression of MMP-3 showed a similar pattern to that
of MMP-2 but weaker, when modeling was stopped it recovered
to normal level. (Figure 2).
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Figure 1 Dynamic changes of MMP-2. A: Normal rat, ×400 B: 4 d group, ×400 C: 2 wk group, ×400 D: 4 wk group, ×400. E: 9 wk
group, ×400 F: 11 wk group, ×400.
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Figure 2 Dynamic changes of MMP-3. A: Normal rat, ×200 B: 4 d group, ×200 C: 2 wk group, ×200 D: 4 wk group, ×200. E: 9 wk
group, ×200 F: 11 wk group, ×200.
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Figure 3 Dynamic changes of MMP-9. A: Normal rat, ×400 B: 4 d group, ×400 C: 2 wk group, ×400 D: 4 wk group, ×400 E: 9 wk
group, ×400 F: 11 wk group, ×400.
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Figure 4 Dynamic changes of MMP-13. A: Normal rat, ×200 B: 4 d group, ×200 C: 2 wk group, ×200 D: 4 wk group, ×200 E: 9 wk
group, ×200 F: 11 wk group, ×200.

The situation of MMP-9 was different from that of the two
above. MMP-9 decreased in the 4 d and 2 wk groups, but in the
4 wk group and the following MMP-P showed higher expression
than that of the normal rats with no significance. (Figure 3).
The expression of MMP-13 showed reduction in the 4 d and
2 wk groups, but recovered in the 4 wk group and then sustained,
when modeling was stopped it showed higher expression than
normal. (Figure 4).
The expression of TIMP-1 in the 4 d and 2 wk groups showed
reduction, after then it gave distinct higher expression and did
not recover to normal level even after modeling was stopped
for 2 wk. (Figure 5).

The expression of TIMP-2 showed different type from
that of TIMP-1. In normal rats it had a high level with some
hepatocytes expressing, but as soon as modeling began it fell
rapidly, then gradually ascended as modeling went on, but
after modeling was stopped for 2 wk it was still lower than
normal. (Figure 6).
We failed in this model to find any activities of MMP-2 and
MMP-9 with zymography.
Western blotting tests showed that in the 4 wk and 9 wk
groups there were strong expressions of TIMP-1, but in other
groups there were not. As to TIMP-2 we did not find its
expression. (Figures 7,8).
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Figure 5 Dynamic changes of TIMP-1. A: Normal rat, ×400 B: 4 d group, ×400 C: 2 wk group, ×400 D: 4 wk group, ×400 E: 9 wk
group, ×400 F: 11 wk group, ×400.
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Figure 6 Dynamic changes of TIMMP-2. A: Normal rat, ×200 B: 4 d group, ×100 C: 2 wk group, ×200 D: 4 wk group, ×100 E: 9 wk
group, ×400 F: 11 wk group, ×100.

Figure 7 Expression of TIMP-1 in the 4 wk and 9 wk groups.

DISCUSSION
China’s prosperity is accompanied with cases of alcoholic liver
disease growing day by day. Alcohol can stimulate hepatic

stellate cells (HSCs) to proliferate and produce various fibrosis
cytokines, which in turn result in hepatic fibrosis in the end.
Abstinence itself can not reverse hepatic fibrosis, and more
over, temperance is usually very difficult. So it is important to
probe into the mechanism of hepatic fibrosis reversion in ALD
research. Most of the recent reports[1-11] reveal that the formation
and prognosis of hepatic fibrosis were all related with MMPs/
TIMPs, and this viewpoint has been accepted as a common
sense. So we probed into the important factors among MMPs/
TIMPs, and respective discussions were as follows.
Matrix Metallopretinase-2 (MMP-2) is an important factor
in the metabolism of type IV collagen in sinusoid basement. It
has a peculiar activation course taking place on the membrane
and forms a triple complex bridged with MT1-MMP by TIMP-2.
Deactivation could be triggered by more competitive TIMP-2
to conjugate with MMP-2 to restrain the formation of triple
complex. Because of local expression of TIMP-2 it is hypothesized
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Figure 8 Dynamic changes of MMPs 2, 3, 9, 13 and TIMPs 1, 2 A: Dynamic changes of MMPs 2, 3, 9, 13. B: Dynamic changes of
TIMPs 1, 2.

that MMP-2 could not be activated on a long trip, and it is only
transient and local. Activated MMP-2 could decompose type
IV collagen in the basement, resulting in broken micro
circumstances of HSC and promoting HSC to activate, proliferate
and migrate. Activated MMP-2 also could play an important
role in reversion of hepatic fibrosis, metastasis of tumors, MOF
induced by endotoxin, apoptosis of HSC, etc[12-26]. MMP-2 is
mainly composed and secreted by HSC in liver. Activation
induced by various pathogens might need different time, and
strong stimulation would result in rapid activation[27]. It was
reported that[28] during reversion period activated MMP-2 was
in favor of fibrosis reversion, so it was thought that MMP-2
played another role at this time because activated MMP-2 could
activate HSC and promote fibrosis[29,30].
The results of our experiment were different from those of
others. MMP-2 showed moderate expression in SD rat liver slides
along the sinus in normal, began to fall during modeling, instead
of rising up as reported, meanwhile zymograghy tests did not
show any activity of it. So we thought that it was peculiar that
lowly expressed MMP-2 could also break down type IV collagen
in sinus basement markedly. Capillarization of this model was
not typical because of lower contents of type IV collagen than
normal. This might imply lowly expressed MMP-2 not only
decomposed parts of type IV collagen in sinus basement but also
obstructed its accumulation, resulting in atypical capillarization
in the end. It could not achieve success unless TIMP-2 markedly
decreased its expression so as to alleviate MMP-2, and our
experiment showed an authentic result just like this. This
phenomenon may exclude the possibility that only high activity
of MMP-2 could result in breakage of sinus basement and
progression of fibrosis, and it also may imply that MMP-2 is
not the most important factor imposed on the metabolism of
type IV collagen in sinus basement. Our results also showed
that the cooperation of MMP-2/TIMP-2 could make the contents
of type IV collagen in sinus basement become normal after the
modeling was stopped for 2 wk. This was not consistent with
other scholar’s report[28] that apoptosis of HSC could decrease
the expression of TIMP-2 and promote the activity of MMP-2.
The differences between species, modeling, stages and types
of pathology may be related with these diversities. The fast and
accurate adjusting mechanism of MMP-2’s function influenced
heavily by TIMP-2, rather than TIMP-1, might be a commonfeature
of different models.
MMP-3 also called stromelysin 1, originates from almost
the same cells as MMP-1 but does not show synchronization
in expression. MMP-3 has a wide range of substrates but important
one may be laminin. it can also activate MMP-1, but there are not
many reports about it. It has been reported that the measurement
of serum MMP-3 was of little use for assessing fibrolysis in
chronically diseased livers. However, because of the distinct
pathological changes in sinusoid and peri-sinusoid in alcoholic

liver disease, the value of MMP-3 rose to some extent. We found
that accumulation of laminin in basement was quite prominent
during capillarization. It was evident that the sustained low
expression during modeling of MMP-3 would be in favor of
laminin’s accumulation. The accumulated laminin in basement
was still high after the modeling was stopped for 2 wk in spite
of the normal expression of MMP-3, which might imply not
only that the strong inhibiting effect of TIMP-1 on MMP-3
could result in delayed fashion of metabolism of laminin
compared to that of type IV collagen, but also that sinusoid
pathological changes were not entirely modulated by MMP-2/
TIMP-2, and this is important.
MMP-9 is also called gelatinase B, the majority of which is
secreted by kupffer cells in liver. MMP-9 could also decompose
type IV collagen in basement, and this might happen a little
earlier than that of MMP-2, implying MMP-9 might take part in
the early events of fibrosis. In this model, however, MMP-9
had lower expression than MMP-2, and continued after the
modeling began. It could be thought that MMP-9 did not play
role in this model entirely. It was reported[31] that widespread
capillarization in cirrhosis suggested no MMP-2 activity but
low MMP-9 activity, implying potent importance of MMP-9 in
reversion of fibrosis. In this model in the 4 wk and 11 wk groups
MMP-9 showed little higher expression than normal but still
lower than that of MMP-2, actually it might not affect the
accumulation of type IV collagen, so it was not an important
factor. This result did not show any consistency with other
reports[29,30].
MMP-1, an interstitial collagenase (in rats it is MMP-13) is
the most important enzyme secreted by kupffer cells and HSC
in liver, and after secretion it is activated and the course may be
related to plasminogen activator system. MMP-1/MMP-13
could be deactivated by forming a complex with TIMP-1 at a
ratio 1:1. It was reported that kupffer cells in liver were one of
the main originations of MMPs, including MMP-13. It was also
reported recently that[32] the rise of activity of MMP-13 would
significantly improve cirrhosis, which could be realized by
stimulating kupffer cells. This implied another way to reverse
fibrosis. The activity of MMP-13 was also needed to ensure
normal metabolism of hepatocytes[33-35]. We found in our
experiment that MMP-13 expressed themselves moderately
mainly along sinusoid in normal rats which would support such
a kind of viewpoints. MMP-13 decreased to some extent when
the modeling began, in the 2 wk group some hepatocytes and
kupffer cells showed active expression of MMP-13, then the
expression along sinusoid again showed an ascending trend.
In the 4 wk group when fibrosis was most severe the expression
of MMP-13 was almost the same as normal, meaning that MMP13 itself could not affect the course of peri-sinusoidal fibrosis.
In the reversion phase the expression of MMP-13 was significantly
higher than normal and the active stains implied that kupffer
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cells might restart their expression, which would be helpful to
fibrosis reversion, but the accumulation of type I collagen was
not affected and became more severe with the modeling,
evidently the inhibiting effect of TIMP-1 on MMP-13 should
be the cause. The higher expression of MMP-13 in the reversion
phase actually could not help reverse peri-sinusoidal fibrosis,
demonstrating once more that TIMP-1 was the most important
factor during hepatic fibrosis.
TIMP-1 is produced by kupffer cells, HSC and myofibroblasts
in liver, but most of it is mainly produced by activated HSC, It
could be induced by TGF beta, interferon or pentoxifylline.
TIMP-1 could inhibit most of MMPs except MMP-14 and MMP19 by integrating them at a ratio 1:1 to form a complex. Injured
liver tissues showed more expression of TIMP-1, and in turn,
this would help interstitial fibrils to accumulate[33-36]. Serum
TIMP-1 had a close relation to hepatic pathology, serum TIMP-1
could forecast hepatic pathological changes and prognosis,
and could also be used as an index to evaluate the treatment. The
transgenic model lacking TIMP-1 gene and anti-oligonucleotide
treatment model aiming at TIMP-1 were established to find that
without injury TIMP-1 itself could not result in fibrosis, but if
there were injuries TIMP-1 would significantly accelerate the
course in which fibrosis was formed. This might imply omni
directional and all target treatment for hepatic fibrosis should
be considered, nevertheless targeted and usual treatment still
took TIMP-1 as a comprehensive index for evaluation[37-41].
Overexpression of TIMP-1 could keep hepatic fibrosis by holding
back the apoptosis of HSC, otherwise the down-regulation of
TIMP-1 would promote MMPs to be activated, and in turn, fibrils
decomposed, HSC apoptosis took place and fibrosis reversed.
All this emphasized the importance of TIMP-1.
We found in this model that at the early phase TIMP-1
showed a relatively low expression, in the 4 wk and 9 wk groups
TIMP-1 showed evident expression mainly along sinusoid,
which might be attributed to the widely activated HSCs. The
over-expression of TIMP-1 would inhibit MMP-13 and MMP3, resulting in accumulation of type I collagen and laminin,
which in turn would be in favor of the formation of capillarization
and peri-fibrosis. This discovery supported the importance of
TIMP-1. It was also underpinned by Western blotting tests which
showed TIMP-1 expressed itself most evidently in the 4 wk and
9 wk groups. In this model after the stimulus was ceased for 2 wk
TIMP-1 still showed high expression, which might imply that
activated HSCs were difficult to start spontaneous apoptosis,
and in turn, TIMP-1 would not cease its expression by itself,
which again showed it was a key step to reduce the expression
of TIMP-1 in order to reverse fibrosis. Our results demonstrated
that even if MMP-13 expressed highly it still would be inhibited
by TIMP-1 to result in accumulation of type I collagen. It was
reasonable that normal-level MMP-3 was inhabited by overexpressed TIMP-1, resulting in high content of laminin in
basement of sinusoid, and capillarization and peri-sunusoidal
fibrosis were not drastically improved. So this should be
attributed to the high expression of TIMP-1.
The ability of TIMP-2 to integrate MMP-2 is 7-9 fold higher
than that of TIMP-1, so if it is true it is the most important factor
imposed on the metabolism of type IV collagen in basement of
sinus. MMP-2 itself could not affect the course of capillarization
as found in this experiment. We also found in normal SD rat
livers that TIMP-2 was highly expressed in hepatocytes and
kupffer cells, but transformed to HSCs with few active stains
along sinusoid as the modeling began, which might imply
activated HSCs would be the main origin of TIMP-2. During
the modeling decreased expression of TIMP-2 might weaken
the inhibition on MMP-2 and result in the decomposition of
type IV collagen in basement and could not accumulate to help
form typical capillarization. This was a typical feature of our
model. After the modeling was stopped for 2 wk, the expression
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of TIMP-2 ascended but was little lower than normal, and the
content of type IV collagen returned to normal level, which
implied the gradually rising TIMP-2 could show its suppressing
function on MMP-2, so that type IV collagen was protected
and became normal. This demonstrated the significant effect of
TIMP-2 and MMP-2 on the metabolism of type IV collagen in
basement. However, TIMP-2 was apparently the more important.
In conclusion, the pathological changes of ALD model with
fibrosis grades I-II can be controlled by TIMPs, especially the
expression of TIMP-1 and TIMP-2 has significant effects on
the prognosis of capillarization and peri-sinusoidal fibrosis,
and MMPs are always dominated by TIMP-1 and TIMP-2. So
the fatal step to reverse fibrosis might be to block or modulate
the expression of TIMP-1 and TIMP-2.
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Abstract
AIM: To evaluate the diagnostic sensitivity and accuracy and
the cost-effectiveness of this technique in the detection of
gastroenteropancreatic carcinoid tumors and their metastases
in comparison with conventional imaging methods.
METHODS: Somatostatin receptor scintigraphy (SRS) was
performed in 24 patients with confirmed carcinoids and 7
under investigation. The results were compared with those
of conventional imaging methods (chest X-ray, upper
abdominal ultrasound, chest CT, upper and lower abdominal
CT). Also a cost-effectiveness analysis was performed
comparing the cost in Euro of several combinations of SRS
with conventional imaging modalities.
RESULTS: SRS visualized primary or metastatic sites in
71.0% of cases and 61.3% of conventional imagings. The
diagnostic sensitivity of the method was higher in patients with
suspected lesions (85.7% vs 57.1%). SRS was less sensitive
in the detection of metastatic sites (78.9% vs 84.2%). The
undetectable lesions by SRS metastatic sites were all in the
liver. Between several imaging combinations, the combinations
of chest X-ray/upper abdominal CT/SRS and chest CT/upper
abdominal CT/SRS showed the highest sensitivity (88.75%)
in terms of the number of detected lesions. The combinations
of chest X-ray/upper abdominal US/SRS and chest CT/upper
abdominal ultrasound /SRS yielded also a quite similar
sensitivity (82%). Compared to the cost of the four sensitive
combinations the combination of chest X-ray/upper
abdominal ultrasound/SRS presented the lower cost,
1183.99 Euro vs 1251.75 Euro for chest CT/upper abdominal
ultrasound/SRS, 1294.93 Euro for chest X/ray/upper
abdominal CT/SRS and 1362.75 Euro for chest CT/upper
abdominal CT/SRS.
CONCLUSION: SRS imaging is a very sensitive method for
the detection of gastroenteropancreatic carcinoids but is

less sensitive than ultrasound and CT in the detection of liver
metastases. Between several imaging combinations, the
combination of chest X-ray/upper abdominal CT/SRS shows
the highest sensitivity with a cost of 1294.93 Euro.
Dimitroulopoulos D, Xynopoulos D, Tsamakidis K, Paraskevas E,
Zisimopoulos A, Andriotis E, Fotoopulou E, Kontis M, Paraskevas
I. Scintigraphic detection of carcinoid tumors with a cost
effectiveness analysis. World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10 (24):
3628-3633
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INTRODUCTION
The carcinoid tumor, argentaffinoma, is a member of a very
exclusive neoplastic family known as neuroendocrine or amine
precursor uptake and decarboxylation (APUD) tumors.
Carcinoid tumor has been found to arise from almost every
organ and system derived from the primitive entoderm, but most
frequently originated from the gastrointestinal (GI) tract,
accounting for approximately half of all GI endocrine tumors[1].
Over 95 per cent of all GI carcinoids are located in only three
sites: the appendix, rectum and small intestine.
Irrespectively to their location, carcinoids are capable of
producing one or more of the following substances: 5-hydroxytryptamine (serotonin), gastrin kinin-peptide, histamine,
catecholamine and glucagon. Some of them induce systemic
manifestations known as the carcinoid syndrome characterized
by flushing, diarrhea, right-sided heart disease and wheezing[2,3].
Carcinoid tumors are rare (incidence: about 2/100 000 people)[4],
malignancy -that is mainly liver metastases, may be encountered
in 10-60% of cases depending on the site of the primary
tumor[5,6]. Metastases are observed in less than 2% of carcinoids
1 cm or less in size. In contrast, nearly all carcinoids 2 cm or greater
show evidence of metastatic spread[1].
Tumor localization is essential since surgery remains the
optimal treatment for most patients without metastases[7,8].
Curative surgery is difficult since primary tumors are frequently
very small (<1 cm) and potentially undetectable by conventional
imaging. When liver metastases occur, staging of these patients
is essential for therapeutic manipulation.
Tumor localization for accurate staging and therapeutic
management justifies the use of sophisticated imaging techniques
such as somatostatin receptor scintigraphy (SRS)[9,10].
Since the introduction of somatostatin receptor imaging in
1989[9], many reports on the usefulness and limitation of this
technique have been published.
It has been shown by autoradiography using 125I-labeled
octreotide that endocrine tumors of GI tract and especially
carcinoids possess somatostatin receptors[11-13]. When octreotide
is labeled with radionuclides such as 123I[14,15] or 111In, the specific
receptor binding can be exploited for the scintigraphic in vivo
demonstration of receptor-expressing tumors[9,10,16].
The radiolabeled analogue 111In-DTPA-octreotide also
known as octreoscan is cleared by renal than hepatobiliary route,
thus causing less artifacts on hepatic and mesenteric imaging[17,18].

Dimitroulopoulos D et al. GI carcinoids detection with octreoscan

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
A total of 31 patients (18 males, 13 females, age ranged 27-73
years) under SRS 111In-pentatreotide were enrolled between
April 1997 and October 2003 at “Agios Savvas” Cancer Hospital
(Section of Nuclear Medicine), Athens, Greece. Their data are
listed in Table 1.
Inclusion criteria required histological or cytological
confirmation of a presently or previously operated abdominal
carcinoid, or for patients with suspected tumors, a history of
carcinoid syndrome-related signs and symptoms with an
additional elevation of urinary 5-HIAA. All patients gave informed
consent to participation in the study, which was approved by
the ethics committee of our hospital.
Seven of the patients were under investigation for suspected
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carcinoids in different sites (caecum, appendix, small intestine,
pancreas) while the remaining 24 had histologically/cytologically
confirmed tumors, in 10 of them the primary lesion was excised.
All gastric carcinoids were type II or “mixed cellular composition”
gastric carcinoid tumors.
Seven patients were treated by octreotide prior to SRS, in
all but 3 of them therapy was withdrawn 36 h prior to somatostatin
receptor imaging in order to lift the blockade of SRS. In the rest
3 patients the 3-d withdrawal period was clinically impossible.
The administration dose of octreotide in these patients was
0.5 mg daily.
A low-residue diet was started 3 d prior to SRS and stopped
at the end of the imaging procedure. Twelve hours before the
injection of the tracer a mild laxative was administered to minimize
the false positive results, because a small quantity of the

Table 1 Characteristics of patients enrolled in study
Pt Sex Age (yr)

Primary
tumor site

Metastases

Carcinoid
syndrome
related signs
and symptoms

Conventional
imaging
methods
primary
metastases
sites

SRS
primary
metastases
sites

Patients with confirmed tumors
1

F 69

Stomach

-

-

-

-

2

M 58

Stomach

+

-

-

-

3

M 55

Duodenum

4

M 55

Small intestine

5

F 69

Small intestine

6

M 33

Appendix

7

F 27

Appendix

8

M 39

Appendix

9

M 59

Caecum

10

F 64

11

M 69

12

-

-

-

-

+

+

-

+

+

-

-

-

+

+

-

-

-

-

-

-

+

+

+

+

-

-

+

-

Caecum

+

-

-

-

Rectum

+

-

-

-

F 57

Rectum

+

-

-

-

13

F 49

Pancreas

Liver-lung

Diarrhoea

+

+

+

+

14

M 58

Pancreas

Liver-lymph nodes

Diarrhoea flushes

+

+

+

+

Liver
Lymph nodes
Liver-ribs

Diarrhoea

Patients previously operated
15

F 42

Stomach

Liver

+

16

M 34

Appendix

Liver

-

+
+

17

M 36

Appendix

Lymph nodes

+

+

18

F 40

Appendix

Liver-Lymph nodes

+

+

19

M 69

Small intestine

Lymph nodes

+

+

20

M 61

Small intestine

Liver

+

+

21

F 67

Caecum

Lymph nodes

+

+

22

F 56

Colon Liver

-

+

23

M 72

Rectum

Liver-lymph nodes

-

+

24

M 59

Pancreas

Liver

-

+

Patients with suspected carcinoid tumors
25

M 34

Appendix

Flushes

-

-

-

-

26

F 33

Appendix

Diarrhoea

+

-

-

-

27

M 51

Small intestine

28

M 62

Caecum

29

M 61

Caecum

30

F 71

31

F 73

Liver

Diarrhoea flushes

-

+

-

-

Diarrhoea

+

-

+

-

Liver-lymph nodes

Diarrhoe flushes

+

+

+

-

Caecum

Liver

Diarrhoea flushes

+

+

+

+

Pancreas

Liver-lungs

Diarrhoea flushes

+

+

+

+
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administrated dose underwent hepatobiliary excretion.
Patients were well hydrated prior to radioactive drug
administration to increase renal clearance and to reduce radiation
uptake to the thyroid, kidneys, bladder and other target organs.
All individuals in our study had normal thyroid and renal function.

Methods
111
In-pentetreotide (Octreoscan, Mallinckrodt Medical BV,
Petten, Holland) was supplied as two vial kits. The first contained
111
In as 111InCl3 diluted in 1.1 mL hydrochlorid acid and the
other lyophilized pentetreotide. After reconstitution the pH of
the final product was between 3.8 and 5. This product might be
diluted with normal saline solution because the dilution would
raise the pH slightly.
After an incubation period of 30 min at room temperature
and before the administration, instant thin layer chromatography
(ITLC) for quality control was performed. The dose for a planar
investigation was 111 MBq (3.3 mCi) of octreoscan.
The radiolabeled somatostatin analogue was administered
as an intravenous bolus and no side effects were observed
after i.v. injection.
Imaging Whole body scanning and planar images were obtained
with a large field of view gamma camera (Siemens) equipped
with a medium- energy, parallel-hole collimator. The pulse-height
analyser windows were centered over both 111In peaks (172 keV
and 245 keV) with a window width of 20%. Data from both
windows were added to the acquisition frames. Images were
obtained 24 and sometimes 48 h after tracer administration.
Scintigraphic results were compared with those obtained by
other imaging methods such as chest X-ray performed, upper
abdominal ultrasonography, chest CT scan performed, upper
and lower abdominal CT scans.
Magnetic resonance imaging of the abdomen and digital
abdominal angiography was performed in few cases, but because
of the small number of patients these imaging techniques were
not taken into account.
Statistical analysis
Statistical comparison between SRS and conventional imaging
methods for the detection of primary and metastatic sites,
globally and in each group of patients, was performed using
McNemar’s test based on discordant pairs. A P value 0.05
was considered statistically significant.
Cost analysis
A cost-effectiveness analysis was performed comparing the
SRS with the conventional imaging methods (chest X-ray, upper
abdominal ultrasonography, chest CT scan and upper and lower
abdominal CT scan) in several combinations. The cost of each
diagnostic procedure was calculated.
The personnel cost was calculated as the cost of a working
hour for each person (physician, technician, nurse, assistant
personnel).
The cost of materials was calculated including radiographs,
injection systems, contrast liquids and kit material.
The equipment cost was calculated in working hours. A yearly
payment on an annuity basis at 8% and a term of 5 and 8 years
were used to calculate the cost of ultrasound equipment, scanners
and gamma cameras. The prices of equipment were those of 2000.
Maintenance cost was estimated at 8% of new value.
The housing and overhead costs based on the number of
square meters required to investigate a patient, including the cost
of furniture, cleaning, telephone and services of various overhead
departments.
Costs were built up from a database of health care cost elements
in Greece and from the currently applicable prices of octreoscan
and contrast material.
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RESULTS
SRS imaging visualized the primary tumor or metastatic sites in
22 (71.0%) out of 31 patients who had histologically-cytologically
confirmed carcinoid tumors or were under investigation for highly
suspected carcinoid (16/24-66.7% and 6/7-85.7% respectively)
(Figure 1).

Figure 1 Carcinoid tumor of appendix (patient No 26).

Conventional imaging was positive in 19 (61.3%) patients
(4/7- 57.1% with suspected carcinoids and 15/24-62.5% with
known tumors). Thus, SRS provided additional detection sites
compared with conventional imaging methods even if the global
detection rate (71.0% vs 61.3%) was quite similar. Detection of
primary sites was 33.3% higher with SRS than with conventional
methods (71.4% vs 38.1% respectively, P = 0.039). The primary
lesions were detected by SRS in 15 (71.4%) of 21 patients.
Octreoscan scintigraphy failed to detect primary tumors in 6 patients
(28.6%), 4 with known lesions (stomach, duodenum, appendix,
caecum) and 2 under investigation (appendix, small intestine).
The 6 lesions ( 0.7 cm) that were not visualized after
injection of 111In-pentetreotide were detected by endoscopy (3)
or surgery (3) and diagnosed by histology. Only 1 out of 6 lesions
was visualized by conventional imaging methods (patient No 9).
Further analysis of the results from each group of patients with
residual primary tumors did not reveal any statistically
significant difference between the two methods (P>0.05).
The positive detection rate in metastatic sites was similar by
SRS and conventional imaging methods, which was 48.4% and
51.6% respectively (P>0.05).
In the 19 patients with metastatic disease, SRS detected
metastatic lesions in 15 cases (78.9%) (Figures 2-5) and failed to
visualize metastatic sites in 4 patients (21.1%), all in liver were
subsequently detectable by ultrasonography and CT scans.
On the other hand, conventional imaging visualized metastases
in 16 (84.2%) patients with a detection rate of 5.3%, higher than
that of SRS.

Figure 2 Increased accumulation of 111In-octreotide in liver
and abdominal lymph nodes (patient No 18).
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Comparison of 8 imaging combinations showed that the
combinations of chest X-ray/upper abdominal CT scan/SRS
and chest CT scan/upper abdominal CT scan/SRS achieved
the highest sensitivity in the detection of primary and metastatic
lesions (88.75% for each one).
The combinations of chest X-ray/upper abdominal ultrasonography/SRS and chest CT/upper abdominal ultrasonography/SRS
yielded also a similar sensitivity (82% for each one in terms of
the number of detected lesions).

Figure 3 Metastatic sites in the abdominal lymph nodes from
a previously operated carcinoid.

Cost-effectiveness analysis
Eight combinations of imaging techniques were evaluated for
their sensitivity and cost. The cost of each imaging technique in
Euro is shown in Table 4.
Table 4 Cost in Euro of used techniques
Chest X-ray

3.29

Upper abdominal

8.22

ultrasonography
Chest CT-scan

71.11

Upper abdominal CT-scan

71.11

Lower abdominal CT-scan

71.11

48.11 • for the contrast liquid
SRS

Figure 5 Metastatic sites in axillary lymph nodes (patient No 6).

False negative results of SRS and conventional imaging
methods for primary and metastatic tumor sites in patients with
known and suspected carcinoids are shown in Table 2, 3.

Sensitivlty

Cost in euro

1 500
1 450

88.75%

88.75%

82%

82%

1 400
1 350
1 300

Chest X-Ray/
Upper Abdominal
CT-Scan/SRS

1251.75

1 250
1183.93

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

1362.75

Figure 4 Increased accumulation of In-octreotide in supraclavicular lymph node. Metastases from a carcinoid tumor
located in appendix (patient No 8).

In the four most sensitive combinations, the combination of
chest X-ray/upper abdominal ultrasonography/SRS presented
the lower cost, 1183.93 Euro vs 1251.75 Euro for chest CT/upper
abdominal ultrasonography/SRS, 1294.93 Euro for chest X-ray/
upper abdominal CT/SRS and 1362.75 Euro for chest CT/upper
abdominal CT/SRS. The related sensitivity rate/cost for the
combinations reported above is shown in Figure 6.

1294.93

111

1 172.42

1 200
1 150
1 100

Chest CT-scan/
Chest X-Ray/
Chest CT-scan/
Upper Abdominal Upper Abdominal
Upper Abdominal
CT-Scan/SRS Ultrasonograpy/SRS Ultrasonograpy/SRS

Figure 6 Relation between sensitivity rate and cost for combinations with the highest sensitivity.

Table 2 False-negative results of SRS and conventional imaging methods for primary sites
Method
SRS
Conventional
imaging methods

Detection of carcinoids
Known carcinoids
Suspected carcinoids
Known carcinoids
Suspected carcinoids

4/14 patients
2/7 patients
10/14 patients
3/7 patients

Patient No

False-negative (%)

1, 3, 7, 9
25, 27
1-7, 10-12
25, 26, 27

28.57
28.57
71.42
42.85

Table 3 False-negative results of SRS and conventional imaging methods for metastatic sites
Method
SRS
Conventional
imaging methods

Detection of carcinoids
Known carcinoids
Suspected carcinoids
Known carcinoids
Suspected carcinoids

4/24 patients
0/7 patients
1/24 patients
2/7 patients

Patient No

False-negative (%)

16, 22-24
6
27, 29

16.66
0
4.16
28.6
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DISCUSSION
Carcinoids were often indolent, asymptomatic, slow growing
tumors and clinically silent for years[3]. The vast majority would
not cause symptoms until complications (e.g. intestinal obstruction)
or symptoms and signs of the carcinoid syndrome occur. This
syndrome occured in less than 10% of cases and might be present
in patients with midgut carcinoid tumors with liver metastases
and also in some patients with foregut carcinoids. Patients with
hindgut carcinoids did not exhibit the carcinoid syndrome.
The final diagnosis was not easy, unless bioptic material was
examined for the secretory peptide chromogranin or the neuronspecific enolase[19,20].
Due to their multiple localizations and their small size, images
of carcinoid tumors were difficult to obtain even when the most
sophisticated conventional imaging techniques were applied[21-23].
MRI, CT scan and ultrasonography were very sensitive in the
detection of liver metastases, but seemed to be less sensitive
in the diagnosis of extrahepatic sites[24-26].
It has been known that carcinoid tumors had a high expression
of somatostatin receptors[27,28]. More than 90% of patients with
midgut carcinoids expressed somatostatin receptors detected
by autoradiography with iodinated somatostatin analogues as
ligands, while the somatostatin receptor expression in foregut
carcinoid tumors was less frequent[29].
Five different subtypes of somatostatin receptors have been
cloned. Somatostatin receptor subtype 2 could bind to somatostatin
analogues used in clinical practice with high affinity. Subtypes
3 and 5 had an intermediate affinity while subtypes 1 and 4 had
low affinity for the available somatostatin analogues[30].
SRS is a very sensitive method for the demonstration of
receptor-positive tumors and their metastases and its diagnostic
usefulness in patients with abdominal carcinoid tumors has
already been reported[31,32].
In our study SRS imaging visualized the primary or metastatic
sites in 22 out of 31 patients with gastrointestinal and pancreatic
carcinoid tumors (detection rate 71.0%) and the results were in
concordance with other previously published reports[31-33].
Conventional imaging was positive in 19 out of 31 patients
(detection rate 61.3%).
Our results demonstrate that SRS, compared with conventional
imaging, can provide major additional information.
More interestingly, SRS was positive in 71.4% of the primary
tumor sites with a statistically significant difference (P = 0.039)
compared with conventional imaging methods. Lebtahi et al.
reported also similar results (75%) in a similar group of 38
patients[34]. Conventional imaging modalities (ultrasonography
and upper abdominal CT) are more sensitive in the detection of
hepatic metastases. On the other hand SRS is more sensitive in
the detection of extrahepatic metastatic sites and can provide
additional information for previous unsuspected localizations.
Schillaci et al.[35]. reported similar results in a group of 18 patients
with abdominal carcinoid tumors.
Thus, it is clear that the combination of several conventional
imaging techniques with SRS is the method of choice for a better
evaluation of patients with carcinoid tumors. For individuals
with carcinoid tumors of the digestive tract, gastrointestinal
endoscopy is the first line diagnostic tool. Laparotomy can also
provide useful information in some cases.
In our study, 2 (chest X-ray/upper abdominal CT scan/SRS
and chest CT/upper abdominal CT scan/SRS) out of 8 combinations of imaging modalities yielded an overall sensitivity of
88.75% in the detection of primary and metastatic carcinoid
sites. The cost was 1294.93 Euro for the combination of chest
X-ray/upper abdominal CT scan/SRS and 1362.75 Euro for the
combination of chest CT/upper abdominal CT scan/SRS. Thus,
there was a benefit of 67.82 Euro using the first one.
In a similar cost-effectiveness analysis of patients with neuroendocrine tumors, Kwekkeboom et al. showed that the comb-
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ination of SRS, chest radiography and upper abdominal ultrasound
led to the detection of carcinoid lesions in all patients in whom
carcinoid lesions could be demonstrated by any means, with a
sensitivity of 100% in terms of the number of detected lesions,
but the cost analysis was made between the proposed imaging
strategy and the most sensitive combination of conventional
imaging (chest and abdomen CT scans)[36].
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Abstract
AIM: H101, an E1B 55 kD gene deleted adenovirus, has been
shown to possess oncolysis activity experimentally and proved
to be safe in preliminary phase I study. The current study
was designed to evaluate its anti-tumor activity and toxicity
in combination with chemotherapy in patients with late stage
cancers.
METHODS: H101 5.0×1011 virus particles were given by
intra-tumor injection daily for five consecutive days at every
three-week cycle, combined with routine chemotherapy,
to one of the tumor lesions of 50 patients with different
malignant tumors. Tumor lesions without H101 injection in
the same individuals were used as controls. The efficacy and
toxicity were recorded.
RESULTS: Forty-six patients were evaluable with a 30.4%
response rate. H101 injection in combination with
chemotherapy induced three complete response (CR) and
11 partial response (PR), giving an overall response rate
of 28.0% (14/50) among intention-to-treat patients. The
response rate for the control lesions was 13.0%, including
one case with CR and five cases with PR, which was
significantly lower than that for the injected lesions (P<0.05).
Main side effects were fever (30.2%) and pain at the injected
sites (26.9%). Grade 1 hepatic dysfunction was found in
four patients, grade 2 in one patient, and grade 4 in one
patient. Hematological toxicity (grade 4) was found in four
patients.
CONCLUSION: Intra-tumor injection of the genetically
engineered adenovirus H101 exhibits potential anti-tumor
activity to refractory malignant tumors in combination with
chemotherapy. Low toxicity and good tolerance of patients
to H101were observed.
Lu W, Zheng S, Li XF, Huang JJ, Zheng X, Li Z. Intra-tumor
injection of H101, a recombinant adenovirus, in combination
with chemotherapy in patients with advanced cancers: A pilot
phase II clinical trial. World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(24):
3634-3638
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INTRODUCTION
The fights against tumors are far from being finished. Biotherapy
seems to be a potential anticancer weapon, but still needs
strengthening. Engineered virus against cancer is one of the
most hopeful therapeutic approaches. There are two different
methods: (1) to use replication incompetent viruses as delivery
agents for therapeutic genes to access to tumors, and (2) to
destroy tumor by using replication-selective oncolytic viruses
as therapeutic agents themselves[1,2]. Multiple gene dysfunctions
taking part in tumor formation have been known, single gene
correction or modification can hardly reverse the malignancy.
Viruses engineered for the purpose to replicate only in tumor
cells and destroy the cells do not depend on the gene function
they take on and have been shown to have great efficacy in
both experimental and clinical studies[3-5].
H101 is a recombinant human type-5 adenovirus (Ad5), in
which E1B-55 kDs gene has been totally deleted. The H101
virus produced by Shanghai Sunway Biotech, also contains a
deletion of 78.3-85.8 µm gene segment in the E3 region. The
E1B-55kD gene product is responsible for p53-binding and
inactivation[6]. If deleted, the virus would be unable to inactivate
p53 for efficient replication in normal cells. However, cancer
cells lacking functional p53 would hypothetically be sensitive to
viral replication and subsequent cytopathic effects. p53 mutation
is the most common genetic abnormality identified in human
cancer[7]. This characteristic can be utilized for H101 to identify
the target. In vitro and in vivo studies have shown that H101 has
anticancer activity, and has been proved to be safe through a five
dosage of 5.0×107-1.5×1012 virus particles (VP)/d within 5
consecutive days in a clinical trial[8]. We carried out this clinical
trial to evaluate anti-tumor activity of H101 and its toxicity in
combination with chemotherapy in patients with late stage cancers.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Enrollment criteria
Histologically confirmed late stage cancer patients with more
than two measurable lesions (at least one could be injected with
H101), who had recurrent disease after surgery and/or
radiotherapy for the primary tumor, or had progressed at or within
8 wk after completion of chemotherapy and/or radiotherapy, were
recruited. Patients had to be 18 years old, with performance
status above grade 2 according to The Eastern Cooperative
Oncology Group (ECOG) standard, and life expectancy of 3 mo.
Normal hematological and renal functions were also required.
An informed consent was obtained from each patient or from
the patient’s legal guardian prior to enrollment. The p53 gene
status was not critical for enrollment, because there were factors
that inhibited p53 protein function including expression of the
human papilloma virus E6 protein or mdm-2 gene amplification[9].
Institutional Review Board approval of the protocol and consent
form were granted. This study was also approved by the State
Food and Drug Administration of China.
Baseline assessment
Baseline assessments were made prior to treatment, but these
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results were not used as enrollment criteria. Baseline blood tests
such as complete blood counts, neutralizing antibody titers,
electrolytes, blood urea nitrogen, creatinine, and liver function
tests were performed. In addition, plain chest radiography,
electrocardiogram and type B ultrasonography of upper
abdomen were performed.

H101
H101 was formulated as a sterile viral solution in PBS buffer
and kept at -20 . Each vial contained 0.5 mL of virus solution
with 5×1011 VP and titered <1:60 TCID50. Sterile purified lots of
virus were produced for human clinical use by Shanghai Sunway
Biotech (Shanghai, China), and tested for the titer, sterility, and
general safety by National Institute For the Control of
Pharmaceutical and Biological Products (Beijing, China).
Treatment regimen
In each patient, the most symptomatic and/or largest tumor
mass was injected with H101, and the patient was treated together
with routine systemic chemotherapy simultaneously. The tumor
for injection was mapped into five equally spaced sections.
Local anesthesia was applied to the skin as needed. The tumor
was injected with 5×1011 virus particles into one section per
day for 5 consecutive days, and these injections were repeated
every 3 wk as one treatment cycle. The suspension volume of
saline used for H101 administration was normalized to 30% of
the estimated volume of the tumor mass to be injected. Tumor
volume was estimated as: 1/2 (maximal transverse diameter ×maximal
vertical diameter ×depth).
Tumor assessments and toxicity evaluation
Tumor masses were measured serially by either physical
examination or radiographic scanning (computed tomography
or magnetic resonance imaging), whichever the principal
investigator deemed most accurate for the measurement of the
injected tumor mass. In general, superficial lesions were measured
by physical examination, and deep tumors were measured most
accurately by radiographic scanning. The tumor mass injected
with H101 (injected lesion) and non-injected lesion were
evaluated independently. Tumor measurements were performed
either every 3 wk (physical examination) while patients were on
active study treatment. After treatment completion, patients’
tumor (s) were assessed every 4 wk or sooner if signs/symptoms
of progression became evident. Radiographic scanning was
assessed by independent radiologists, who were not investigators
on the study. The degree of response within injected tumors
was categorized as follows: complete regression (CR), complete
disappearance of measurable tumor; partial regression (PR),
50% but <100% decrease in cross-sectional tumor area; minor
response (MR), <50% but 25% decrease in tumor area; stable
disease (SD), <25% decrease or 25% increase in tumor area;
and progressive disease (PD), 25% increase in tumor area
versus the baseline area. Toxicity was assessed using the
National Cancer Institute Toxicity Criteria.
Additional follow-up after treatment initiation
Neutralizing antibody titers were repeated at the end of each
cycle, and viral dissemination in blood was tested immediately
after injection on d 5 and d 22 for each cycle. The routine blood
tests were repeated every week. Fine-needle aspirate biopsies at
the injected sites on day 22 of the first treatment cycle were
optional, based on patients’ consent because of ethical
considerations. These biopsies were analyzed for type Ad5 coat
protein by immunohistochemistry.
PCR detection of H101 viral genomes in plasma
The blood taken before and one day after injection were collected
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for PCR detection of H101 genomes (the amplicon overlaps the
E1B region deletion and does not detect wild-type adenovirus
sequences). The left primer was 5’ctggcgcagaagtattccat3’, at
Tm 60.24 and the right primer was 5’gtcacatccagcatcacagg3’,
at Tm 60.12 . Viral DNA was extracted from samples, using
the Sangon DNA mini kit (Shanghai, China). The amplification
procedure was: at 94 for 10 min, then 94 for 60 s, 55 for
45 s, 72 for 60 s for 35 cycles; then at 72 , for 10 min. The
products were analyzed by 10 g/L agarose electrophoresis.
The lower limit of detection was 100 particles of H101 per
microlitre plasma.

Detection of Ad-specific neutralizing antibodies by ELISA
Triplicate plasma (5 µL) taken before and on d 22 after injection
were collected, and tested for Ad-specific antibodies according
to the procedures provided by Jingmei Biotech (Shenzhen,
China). The absorbance at 450 nm was read on a Bio-Rad Model
550 microplate reader. The positive results were those above or
equal to the average of A 450nm negative control plus 0.10.
Otherwise, the samples were defined as negative.
Immunohistochemistry for Ad5
Injection site fine-needle aspiration biopsies were formalin-fixed,
paraffin-embedded and cut into sections. Sections were then
deparaffinized and hydrated. Slides were subjected to antigen
retrieval at 120 for 10 min in citrate buffer and incubated with
an Ad5 monoclonal antibody (NeoMarker, America) for 90 min
at room temperature. This was followed by incubation with a
biotinylated goat anti-mouse secondary antibody, and the
streptavidin/horseradish peroxidase conjugate, then mounted
in DPX mounting medium (BDH Chemicals, America). The
percentage of brown-stained cells (positive for Ad5) was
determined by counting the cells under high-power
magnification (×40) of microscope. The average percentage of
three high-power field assessments was then calculated.
Tumors that had greater than 10% of positively stained cells
were considered to be Ad5 positive.
Statistical analysis
All patients enrolled were calculated under the ITT principle.
The rates were compared by χ2 test.
RESULTS
Patient characteristics
Totally, 50 patients were enrolled, including 18 with head and
neck cancer, eight esophageal cancer, five gastric cancer, five
lung cancer, three colorectal cancer, three breast cancer, three
soft tissue sarcoma, two malignant melanoma, one ovarian
cancer, one lymphoma and one chordoma. Most cancers were
at end-stage. The head and neck cancer and esophageal cancer
enrolled were all squamous carcinoma. Seventy percent of
patients were males. The median age was 52 years. All patients
had ECOG Performance Status of grade 0-2. Thirty-nine (78%)
patients had received pretreatment before, and 31 (62%) had
received more than two kinds of treatment. The tumor mass had
a median cross-sectional area of 12.5 cm2 (range, 1.43-360 cm2)
(Table 1).
Tumor response
Overall, 46 patients were evaluable. The response rate (CR+PR)
among these patients was 30.4% (14/46), and the overall
response rate according to ITT principle was 28.0%. For the
control lesions, the response rate was 13.0%, which was
significantly lower than the H101 treated lesions (χ2 = 4.08, P<0.05)
(Table 2). In the 14 cases with effective H101 injection, there
were one CR, three PRs, two MRs, three SDs, and five PDs for
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the control lesions, respectively. In these patients, combination
of H101 injection with chemotherapy was more effective than
chemotherapy alone (χ2 = 15.6, P<0.001). The response rates to
H101 injection combined with chemotherapy were different, no
effect for gastric cancer was found in this study (Table 3). Figure 1
shows regression of the injected lesion in a patient with head
and neck cancer.
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Table 1 Patients’ demographics
Before H101 lnjection

Characteristic

B

Age (yr)
Median

52

Range

18-76

Sex
Male (%)

35 (70%)

Female (%)

15 (30%)

ECOG Performance Status
Grade 0

15 (30%)

Grade 1

21 (42%)

Grade 2

14 (28%)

Pretreatment
Total

39 (78%)

Surgical

24 (48%)

Chemotherapy

37 (74%)

Radiotherapy

20 (40%)

Biotherapy

8 (16%)

Two or more treatment

31 (62%)

Tumor size (cm 2)
Median

12.5

Range

1.43-360

Table 2 Response of H101 injected lesion and control lesion
Efficacy
Lesion

n

Median
area (cm 2)

Response
rate (%)
CR

PR

MR SD PD

H101 injection

46

12.5

3

11

11

13

8

30.4

Control

46

11.3

1

5

7

21

12

13.0

CR, complete regression; PR, partial regression; MR minor
response; SD, stable disease; and PD, progressive disease. Response rate was calculated from cases with CR and PR over
cases in each group.

After H101 lnjection

Figure 1 A 51 yr-old male patient with neck metastasis of soft
palate squamous carcinoma. About 3 mo before enrollment, he
had been treated with radiotherapy and Docetaxel plus DDP, but
the metastatic tumor did not show any reaction to the treatment.
Before the enrollment the tumor was about 2.2×1.5 cm2 (A, arrow),
then the tumor was injected with H101 5×1011VP per day for 5
consecutive days with systemic administration of 5-Fu and
DDP, after one cycle treatment the tumor regressed (B, arrow).

Adverse reaction
The most frequent adverse reaction was fever (30.2%), injection
site pain (26.9%), flu-like symptoms (26.4%), nausea and
vomiting (34.0%), leucopenia (49.1%), liver dysfunction (5.7%),
alopecia (13.2%) (Table 4). Fever was moderate, which appeared at
about 12 h post H101 injection, persisted for 2-4 h, and then returned
to normal without treatment. There was a significant difference in
the regression rate between patients with fever (69.2%, 9/13) and
those without fever (21.2%, 7/33) (χ2 = 9.48, P<0.005).
Table 4 Treatment-related toxicity
Grade
Adverse event

Total (%)
I

II

III

IV

Fever

10

5

1

0

16 (30.2)

Injection site pain

12

2

0

0

14 (26.4)

Table 3 Efficacy of 46 evaluable patients treated with H101
and chemotherapy

Nausea and vomiting

13

5

0

0

18 (34.0)

Leucopenia

12

7

3

4

26 (49.1)

Type of tumor

Liver dysfunction

2

0

0

1

3 (5.7)

4

Flu-like symptom

13

2

0

0

15 (28.3)

Alopecia

3

3

1

0

7 (13.2)

SCCHN1

n
15

Response (CR+PR)

Esophageal cancer

8

3

Gastric cancer

5

0/

Lung cancer

4

1

Colorectal cancer

3

1

Breast cancer

3

1

Soft tissue sarcoma

3

1

Malignant melanoma

2

1

Lymphoma

1

1

Chordoma

1

1

Ovarian cancer

1

0

1

SCCHN, squamous cell carcinoma of head and neck.

Humoral immune response and plasma H101 viral genome
Fourteen patients were tested for the Ad-specific neutralizing
antibody. Three (21.4%) of them were positive at baseline.
Another six turned to be positive on day 22. Two patients positive
at the baseline and two negative patients experienced tumor
regression, and thus there was no correlation between baseline
neutralizing antibody titers and induction of tumor response.
Sixteen patients were tested for plasma H101 viral genome before
injection and 30 min after. Only six cases were positive after
injection (Table 5). All these patients were positive for blood
Ad-specific neutralizing antibody on d 22.

Lu W et al. H101 in advanced cancers
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Table 5 Humoral immune response and plasma H101 viral
genome test
Before injection
Negative
Ad neutralizing titer
Plasma H101 PCR

11
11

After injection

Positive Negative
3
0

5
7

Positive
9
4

H101 immunohistochemistry detection
Totally, three fine-needle aspiration biopsies of tumor were
obtained at the end of treatment on d 22 or d 44, and detected for
Ad5 coat protein by immunohistochemistry for adenovirus
presence. Two of them were positive (Figure 2).
A

50 µm

B

50 µm

Figure 2 Immunohistochemical staining of Ad5 capsid from
the fine-needle aspiration of the tumor tissue injected with
H101 at the end of treatment cycle. The dark-brown stained
granules (arrows in Figure A) represent a positive staining
indicating adenovirus replication and package in the tumor
cells. However negative staining was also obtained in one of
the three samples (B).

DISCUSSION
Selective replication of E1B deleted adenovirus in the p53
dysfunctional human cancer for cancer therapy is one of
promising treatment approaches. Its safety has been shown in
a number of clinical trials[5,10-12]. Although anticancer activity
of the virus has been proved, the clinical efficacy is still not
predominant. Therefore, the oncolytic ability needs to be enhanced.
Current studies are focusing on arming these viruses with
therapeutic genes to increase it potency.[13-15]
But before that, the virus itself can be reinforced by
augmentation or elimination of specific viral functions to enhance
the anticancer efficacy. To enhance the virus-induced host antitumor immune response is one of the key points. However, the
roles of the immune response to virotherapy are profound. Cutting
down the functions of the virus to escape from immune surveillance
can impede the spread of viral infection on the one hand, but
augment tumor cell destruction through the recruitment of T
cells “vaccinated” against tumor antigens on the other[16]. The
E3 region is related to the inhibition of host immunity, which
enhances the virus replication and spread in tumor[17]. But this
is not necessary for intra-tumor injection of oncolytic viral.
The virus replication and spread effect can be enhanced by

repeated injection. By sacrificing the spread ability, the virus
may activate the host immune response to virus infected tumor
cells and help the host immune system to recognize tumor cells
themselves, and thus may benefit patients under such therapy.
Metastasis is prevalent in malignant tumor patients, which is
the main cause of treatment failure or even death. Moreover,
patients may have more than one tumor lesion, and the lesion
that cannot be injected could exist. Therefore, the ability of
activating the host immune response seems crucial. So treatment
with the E3 region deleted adenovirus, H101, may have additional
benefit to patients.
The main purpose of this pilot study was to test the effect
of H101 on a wide type of advanced cancers. Results showed
that the total response rate was only 28.0% under the ITT principle,
which was significantly higher than the lesions that received
chemotherapy alone (P<0.05). This indicates that H101 may
have potential anticancer activity. The total regression rate
observed is not salient for the treatment. This may be due to the
late stage of the diseases, and most of the patients had been
vigorously treated previously but failed at last. The other reason
is the wide enrollment of the tumor types, some of which might
not be sensitive to H101. For instance, gastric cancer showed no
response.
However, some patients presented notable therapeutic
efficacy without grievous adverse reactions. Moreover, in those
who had fever during H101 injection, the efficacy was significantly
higher than those who did not have fever (P<0.005). Although
there is no enough evidence to estimate the effect of H101 on
host immunity to tumors, our results suggest that there is a
relationship between the immune reaction to H101 and the
efficacy, which was not well recognized in previous studies. In
the beginning of last century, it was noticed that patients with
various malignancies experienced spontaneous tumor
regression after rabies vaccination, a viral illness or even bacterial
infection[18,19]. In these cases, virus infection may activate the
host immune system, and elevated cell-mediated immunity may
play a role in the tumor regression. But the mechanism is still
unclear. On the basis of those results, immune modulation
strategies should be further studied and developed.
Our study also shows that H101 intra-tumor injection is well
tolerated. No severe toxicity was observed, and the main
adverse reactions that related to H101 were injection site pain,
nausea, fever and flu-like symptoms. Fever and flu-like symptoms
were obviously caused by the virus injection and consequently
transitory viraemia. H101 presence did not cause severe
inflammation in peritumoral normal tissue, despite multiple directive
injection. Thus, H101 may benefit the patient without adding
severe affliction in clinical application.
Treatment for cancers with the recombinant oncolytic
adenovirus is hopeful, but still immature. Experiences should
be accumulated before it is applied in cancer therapy. Since
patients enrolled in our clinical trial were in their end-stage of
diseases, there were difficulties in patient selection and unifying
the chemotherapy drugs due to ethical consideration, and
immunosuppression was prevalent in those patients. The clinical
benefit of intra-tumor injection with H101 should be further
determined in randomized trials and, possibly, in earlier stage
patients. The dosage, medication methods, treatment cycle and
combined chemotherapy or immunotherapy should be explored
in further studies as well. Genetically engineered and reinforced
viruses may become a novel therapeutic platform for the treatment
of cancers.
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Abstract
AIM: To explain the role of Monocyte chemotactic protein-1
(MCP-1) and soluble adhesion molecules in chronic hepatitis
C during the treatment of interferon alpha (IFNα) 2 b and
ribavirin (RBV).
METHODS: Concentrations of MCP-1, soluble adhesion
molecules intercellular adhesion molecule-1 (sICAM-1), sPselectin, interleukin (IL) 6, and IL10 in serum were estimated
in the group of 40 patients with chronic hepatitis C treated
with IFNalpha2 b and RBV in 0, 16, 32, 48 wk of the therapy.
RESULTS: In chronic hepatitis C, before and during the
treatment, the serum levels of MCP-1 and sP-selectin in
responders were similar to those of healthy subjects. In nonresponders (NR), MCP-1 increased in the course of IFNα+RBV
treatment, differences were statistically significant as
compared to responders. MCP-1 correlated statistically with
the activity of periportal inflammation (r = 0.35, P<0.05) but
not with staging of liver fibrosis. sICAM-1 positively correlated
with inflammatory activity and fibrosis in NR. sP-selectin did
not correlate with histological findings in the liver. The
MCP-1 correlated with the soluble form of sP-selectin
concentrations (r = 6, P<0.001) and with IL-10 level in NR
(r = 0.4, P<0.05). There was no correlation observed
between the concentration of MCP-1 and sICAM-1, IL-6
during the treatment.
CONCLUSION: MCP-1 concentration may be a prognostic
marker of the efficacy of IFN+RBV therapy in patients with
chronic hepatitis C.
Panasiuk A, Prokopowicz D, Panasiuk B. Monocyte chemotactic
protein-1 and soluble adhesion molecules as possible prognostic
markers of the efficacy of antiviral treatment in chronic hepatitis
C. World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(24): 3639-3642
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INTRODUCTION
Alteration of the immune system in chronic hepatitis C patients
may underlie their inadequate response to antiviral therapy.
The factors responsible for the persistence of HCV infection
and low response to interferon alpha treatment are poorly
understood. Circulating monocytes/macrophages are important

for the host immune responses to HCV. HCV-RNA was detected
in mononuclear cells of chronically infected patients[1]. It seems
that monocyte functioning impairment is a decisive factor of
chronic HCV infection and lack of positive therapeutic response.
Monocytes might be a reservoir of the virus and the source of
re-infection after IFN treatment[2]. In chronic hepatitis C, IFNalpha mRNA was decreased in liver tissues and mononuclear
cells significantly increased in peripheral blood. It might result
in the inhibition of antiviral immune mechanisms in the liver
and enable HCV infection persistence in monocytes[3]. Some
responders revealed, with negative HCV-RNA in blood serum,
the presence of RNA virus in peripheral blood monocytes.
Hepatitis C virus chronic infection is associated with
functional impairment of peripheral blood mononuclear cells.
The application of IFN alpha could lead to HCV-RNA reduction
in monocytes[4]. Elimination of HCV in monocytes after 6-motreatment might be a coefficient of efficiency of the therapy[5].
Chronic liver diseases are associated with increased hepatic
and monocytic expression of monocyte chemotactic protein 1
(MCP-1). MCP-1 level was higher in hepatic veins than in peripheral
blood and occurred in severe cases of liver diseases[6]. Hepatic
expression of MCP-1 is up-regulated during chronic HCV
infection mainly in activated hepatic stellate cells (HSC). In
chronic hepatitis C with advanced fibrosis and inflammation,
hepatic MCP-1 mRNA levels were significantly higher[7].
Peripheral blood monocytes and activated HSC are the source of
MCP-1. Monocyte chemotactic protein-1 recruits monocytes and
lymphocytes to damaged area in the liver tissue. Profibrinogenic
properties of MCP-1 could be reflected by the induction of
HSC chemotaxis and its transformation to myofibroblasts[8].
Adhesion molecules are proteins expressed on a variety of
cells, which mediate the interaction between endothelial cells
with lymphocytes, monocytes and leukocytes[9,10]. Intracellular
adhesion molecule-1 (ICAM-1), a member of the immunoglobulin
superfamily participates in the immunological system, cell-tocell communication and in inflammatory responses. Many of
proinflammatory proteins (IL-1, TNFα, GM-CSF) generated by
leukocytes, monocytes, macrophages could enhance the
expression of adhesion molecules on cells and in soluble form
in circulation[10]. Activated blood platelets which constitute
inflammatory cells are the source of P-selectin[11]. Soluble
ICAM-1 and sP-selectin, secreted from activated cells or expressed
on the microparticles, transmit signals from inflammation sites to
peripheral circulating monocytes, lymphocytes and others cells.
In viral hepatitis, cell-mediated responses could lead to
accumulation of activated immunocompetent cells into the hepatic
parenchyma. This phenomenon could cause viral elimination
and/or focal liver damage[12,13].
The aim of the study was to estimate the monocyte chemotactic
protein-1 in correlation with adhesion molecules, such as
sICAM-1, sP-selectin and with cytokine Th2 (IL-6, IL-10) in
chronic hepatitis C during IFN alpha and ribavirin treatment.
Correlation of the factors and histological staging and grading
in liver tissue was also analyzed. The factor concentrations in
responders (R) and non-responders (NR) were analyzed as well.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Examinations were performed in 40 patients with chronic
hepatitis C (16 women, 24 men), aged 36±12 years. Chronic
hepatitis was confirmed by HCV infection persisting for longer
than 6 mo (HCV-RNA positive) and increased ALT values. Blind
liver biopsies were done by means of the Hepafix System (Braun,
Melsungen, Germany) before the treatment. Histopathological
inflammatory activity (grading, 0-4 scale) and fibrosis grade
(staging, 0-4 scale) were evaluated in accordance with the
classification of chronic viral hepatitis according to Scheuer
classification[14]. Patients were divided into responders (R) and
non-responders (NR) according to their sustained response to
a course of interferon alpha 2 b (3 MU three times weekly for 48 wk,
Rebetron, Schering-Plough Corporation, USA) with ribaviryn
(1.2 g/d for 48 wk, Rebetron, Schering-Plough Corporation,
USA) treatment.
The levels of monocyte chemotactic protein-1, soluble
intracellular adhesion molecule-1, soluble form of P-selectin,
and cytokines IL-6 and IL-10 were determined by ELISA method
in blood serum in 0-16-32-48 wk of the therapy. Moreover, routine
biochemical examinations concerning the grade of liver damage
were performed. Ethical approval for research was obtained
from local Ethics Committee in Medical University.
Statistical analysis
The results were presented as mean±SD. The statistical analysis
was performed using Student’s-t test for pairs, and the correlation
by using parametric Spearman’s test.
RESULTS
MCP-1 in chronic hepatitis C
MCP-1 concentrations before and during the treatment in nonresponders were higher than those in responders and increased
during the treatment (Table 1). MCP-1 concentrations in R were
comparable to the values observed in the controls. The second
half of the treatment showed the statistically significant increase
in MCP-1 in R as compared to the control group. However, it
diminished to normal values at the end of the treatment
(statistically significant difference to NR, P<0.05). There was
no correlation between MCP-1 and ALT level, prothrombin
index, leukocyte and platelet count. There was a positive
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correlation between MCP-1 and periportal inflammatory activity
in R (Table 2). However, no correlation was observed between
MCP-1 and the grade of fibrosis and periportal inflammatory
activity. A positive correlation was observed between MCP-1
and sP-selectin and IL-10 in NR in the second half of the therapy
(examinations III and IV; r = 0.6, P<0.001, Spearman test). A
correlation between MCP-1 level and ICAM concentration and
IL-6 in chronic hepatitis C during treatment was not observed.
Table 2 Correlation of adhesion molecules, cytokines and
MCP-1 levels with liver histopathology in responders (R) and
non-responders (NR)
Grading (inflammation)

sICAM-1
MCP-1
IL-6
IL-10
sP-selectin

r
P
r
P
r
P
r
P
r
P

Periportal

Intralobular

Staging (fibrosis)

R

NR

R

NR

R

NR

N
N
0.35
<0.05
N
N
N
N
N
N

0.36
<0.05
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

0.38
<0.05
N
N
0.53
<0.01
N
N
N
N

0.56
<0.01
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

0.32
<0.05
N
N
0.38
<0.05
N
N
N
N

r -statistical correlation, Spearman test, P<0.05 statistical
significant.

sICAM-1 and sP-selectin in chronic hepatitis C
sICAM-1 concentrations were significantly higher in R than in
NR and the controls. During IFNalpha+RBV treatment, sICAM-1
level decreased in both groups. Responders revealed its
decrease, which was statistically significant (P<0.0001) as
compared to non-responders. However, there was a positive
correlation between sICAM-1 concentrations and intralobular
and periportal inflammatory activities and fibrosis in responders,
which was not observed in non-responders. sICAM-1 and ALT
levels, leukocytes, and platelet count showed a positive correlation.

Table 1 Levels of MCP-1, sICAM-1, sP-selectin, IL-6 and IL-10 in patients with chronic hepatitis C during IFN+RBV therapy in
responders (R) and non-responders (NR)
0-wk
sICAM-1 (pg/mL)
sP-selectin (pg/mL)
MCP-1 (pg/mL)
IL10 (pg/mL)
IL6 (pg/mL)
ALT(IU/mL)
Prothrombin index (%)
Blood platelet (G/L)

NR
R
NR
R
NR
R
NR
R
NR
R
NR
R
NR
R
NR
R

16-wk
ab

434±104
527±109ab
240±101 ab
144±57 a
290±91
281±84
0.45±0.46a
0.88±0.78a
0.65±0.61ab
0.16±0.37ab
82±40
60±30
96±23
5±7
196±21
196±21

32-wk
ab

372±111
433±87 ab
137±47
131±68
365±124 ab
285±55 a
0.81±0.54
0.89±0.74
2.21±0.94ab
0.76±0.69ab
26±17
21±6
97±6
90±10
189±45
189±45

48-wk
b

404±87
353±98 b
145±33
131±58
315±61
335±32 b
0.77±0.68
0.69±0.73
1.07±1.68b
0.77±0.55b
23±10
24±6
98±11
83±13
190±52
190±52

Control
b

389±77
363±99
147±41
23±47
325±50 a
286±59 a
0.9±0.63
1.01±0.77
1.56±1.32 b
1.05±1.21b
61±91
22±6
99±10
90±7
179±51
17±51

230±29
144±75
268±109
0.62±0.83
0.22±0.49
32±6
98±6
203±45

a-statistically significant differences between responders (R) and non-reponders (NR), Student’s t test, aP<0.05, b-statistically significant differences compared to healthy, Student’s t test, bP<0.01.
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The concentrations of sP-selectin were significantly higher in nonresponders than in responders. During the treatment, sP-selectin
concentrations decreased in both groups. Its concentrations
in R were comparable to the control group and there was no
correlation between histological changes in the liver and sPselectin concentrations.

Serum Th2 interleukins (IL-6, IL-10) in chronic hepatitis C
The concentrations of IL-6 before and during the treatment
were lower in R than in NR. Its levels in R were 8 times higher
during the treatment while IL6 concentrations were significantly
higher in NR than in R (P<0.02) and during the treatment it
increased twice. There was a positive statistical correlation
between IL-6 concentrations and intralobular inflammatory
activity in R, and fibrosis in NR. IL-6 level, leukocyte count,
and prothrombin index showed a positive correlation.
IL-10 concentrations before the treatment were statistically
higher in R than in NR (P<0.05). Although IL-10 values increased
during the therapy, there was a temporary decrease in IL-10
concentrations both in R and in NR during the second half of
the treatment. There was no statistical correlation between
IL-10 concentrations and histological changes in the liver.
DISCUSSION
The results confirmed that MCP-1 was a chemokine reflecting
the inflammatory activity in the liver and might be a prognostic
factor of the efficacy of the treatment with IFNalpha and RBV.
Patients with a persisting long-lasting response to the treatment
revealed MCP-1 concentrations statistically lower and during
the treatment it did not undergo significant changes. Patients
with negative effect of the therapy showed higher MCP-1 levels
and increased significantly during IFN+RBV treatment.
Monocyte chemotactic protein-1 is a potent chemokine
secreted by monocytes and activated hepatic stellate cells
undergoing up-regulation during chronic HCV infection. In
normal liver, MCP-1 protein and gene expression detected by
immunohistochemistry and in situ hybridization showed a modest
expression in peri-sinusoidal cells and in bile duct epithelial
cells[15]. In chronic hepatitis, MCP-1 expression was directly
correlated with the degree of inflammatory infiltrate in the portal
tract, activated stellate cells and monocyte/macrophages. In
active cirrhosis, MCP-1 expression was present in the portal
tract, epithelial cells of regenerating bile ducts, and the active
septa surrounding regenerating nodules[15]. There was a direct
relationship between MCP-1 expression and monocyte
infiltration after acute liver injury. Monocytes stimulated by
lipopolysaccharide, T lymphocytes and by IL-2 become mature
macrophages and place themselves in the liver tissue. Antioxidants
significantly reduced MCP-1 expression and the number of
infiltrating monocytes in toxic liver injury[16].
Hepatic tissues are damaged by activated monocytes, which
secrete MCP-1, a chemoattractant and activator for circulating
monocytes and T lymphocytes. Soo et al. in experiment on
cultured monocytes infected with HCV showed that secreted
proteins could influence the progress and outcome of liver
injury[17]. It was shown that HCV NS5A proteins could lead to
monocyte activation with MCP-1 secretion[17].
We did not observe any dependence between MCP-1 and
Th2 lymphocyte stimulation during the treatment. IL-6 and IL10 concentrations were higher in chronic hepatitis C than in
healthy subjects and their levels increased in the course of
IFN+RBV treatment. We showed significant differences in IL-6
and IL-10 concentrations between R and NR before the therapy.
Masaki et al. noted that non-responders revealed a significantly
higher Th1 and Th1/Th2 ratio than responders[18]. The prognostic
factors for favorable long-term virological responses were
non-1b genotype, low HCV viremia (HCV viral load less than
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500 kilocopies/mL), and low Th1/Th2 ratio[18]. In hepatitis C,
the predominance of Th2 cytokine IL-10 was observed.
Monocytes secreting cytokines could enable cellular immune
responses to activate, which decided the outcome of HCV
infection[19]. IL-10 and IL-12 secreted by monocytes were higher
in asymptomatic HCV carriers than in chronic hepatitis C ones.
After IFN+RBV therapy was completed, increased IL-12 was
noted in responders and decreased in non-responders[1]. It
seemed to confirm that damage of monocyte function could
decide chronic HCV infection and lack of positive therapeutic
response [1]. The use of IFN alpha had no influence on the
production of IFNgamma and IL-10 by monocytes[4].
We presented a significant correlation of MCP-1 in chronic
hepatitis C and soluble P-selectin concentration. The main
sources of sP-selectin are activated blood platelets. Our previous
studies showed that there was a positive correlation between
platelet activation and a degree of histological change intensity
in the liver[20]. We also noted the inhibition of activated blood
platelets by interferon alpha 2 b in chronic hepatitis C (data in
press). It may reflect the cooperation of monocytes and platelets
in the process of inflammation and fibrosis in chronic hepatitis
C. Soluble P-selectin level was significantly lower in responders
than in non-responders and its concentration was sustained
lower during IFNα+RBV therapy. However, we did not observe
any correlation between sP-selectin with histological changes
in liver. These results suggest lack of priority of sP-selectin in
efficacy of antiviral therapy. It reflects the intensity of inflammation
and mobilization of blood platelets in chronic hepatitis C.
Activated platelets have been found to play a crucial role in
HSC transformation to myofibroblasts and in liver fibrosis[21].
Activated monocytes could also lead to endothelial cell
damage[22]. Our studies did not show any correlation between
activation of endothelial cells and monocytes. On the other
hand, sICAM-1 concentrations correlated positively with
periportal and intralobular inflammatory activity as well as
staging of liver fibrosis, mainly in non-responders. Decreased
sICAM-1 level during the treatment was common in all patients
with chronic hepatitis C especially in responders. Our observations
were similar to those of researchers who suggested that sICAM-1
might be used as a prognostic marker of efficacy of antiviral
therapy in chronic hepatitis C[10,23,24]. Decreased sICAM-1 level
could reflect diminished inflammatory processes in the liver
due to HCV elimination.
Studies conducted so far have ascribed an important role to
monocytes in chronic hepatitis C pathogenesis. However, ways
for effective elimination of HCV infection are still to be
discovered. Monocytes are the cells that are damaged by HCV
and the non-specific immunologic barrier which prevents or
removes the infection. Thus, the question why most HCV
infected patients were not able to eliminate HCV by their immune
system is still to be answered.
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Abstract
AIM: Intestinal parasitic diseases are commonly accompanied
with diarrhoeal symptoms and allergic reactions. Eosinophilia
occurs as a result of IL-5 synthesized from Th2 cells during
allergic reactions. IL-5 acts as a factor activating eosinophils.
The aim of this study was to compare the IL-5 cytokine
measurements in serum samples and cell cultures. And
also to compare eosinophilia observed in helminth infections
and protozoon infections accompanied with allergy.
METHODS: Twenty-three patients who presented with
diarrhoeal symptoms and allergic complaints were tested
positive for intestinal parasites, as well as 21 controls with
allergic complaints who did not have any intestinal parasites
were included in this study. IL-5 production in in vitro cell
cultures prepared by using phytohemaglutinin (PHA) to
stimulate peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC)
obtained from the blood samples taken from these patients
were compared with the IL-5 level in serum. Furthermore,
the IL-5 production in protozoon and helminth infections
was also compared. Absolute eosinophil values in 1 mm³
of blood were calculated by means of peripheral smear in
both groups within the scope of the study.
RESULTS: Parasites such as helminth detected in 15
(65.2%) and protozoon in 8 (34.8%) of the patients were
included in this study. As regards the values of the sera in
both patients with parasite infection and controls, the IL-5
production was found to be higher in the cell culture
supernatant (P<0.001 and P<0.05). When the IL-5 level of
the patients with helminth parasites was compared with
that of those with protozoon, it was determined that the
IL-5 level in serum was more significant in the patients
with protozoon than in those with helminth (P<0.05). In
the study group, the patients were found to have parasites,
the percentage of eosinophil was 7.0% compared to 6.5%
in the control group. Thus, there was no significant difference
between the eosinophil values (P>0.05).
CONCLUSION: It was found that IL-5 cytokine levels in
serum samples from the patients with helminth and
protozoon displayed more measurable values as compared
to the IL-5 levels after stimulation with mitogen. It is concluded
that IL-5 acts as a triggering factor in the toxiallergic complaints

commonly seen in helminth and protozoon infections.
Ustun S, Turgay N, Delibas SB, Ertabaklar H. Interleukin (IL)
5 levels and eosinophilia in patients with intestinal parasitic
diseases. World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(24): 3643-3646
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INTRODUCTION
Gastrointestinal (GI) parasites play an important role in the
allergic and hypersensitive reactions. The prevalence of intestinal
protozoans and helminths in stool samples of individuals with
allergic symptoms was evaluated as a possible link between
parasites and allergy[1]. A wide variety of clinical findings related
to the whole body are encountered in parasitic diseases.
Hypersensitive reactions may start out in the host against the
chemical substances excreted by the parasites. In addition,
allergic reactions may occur[2].
There has been an increase in the prevalence of allergic
diseases in the past few decades. T helper 2 (Th2) responses
associated with allergic diseases[3]. Th2 cells elaborate cytokines
such as IL-5 which works with toxic mediators of innate immune
cells. Th2 cytokine involvement in allergy makes these cytokines
attractive therapeutic targets, which protect against gastrointestinal
worms[4,5]. Immunological interventions could be designed to avoid
induction of pathology while retaining protective responses[6].
It has been shown that strong Th2 cytokine response occurs
especially during the chronic phase of helminth infections.
Allergic reactions triggered by this Th2 response are more
commonly seen in helminth infections, and hypersensitive
reactions against the chemical substances secreted by helminths
may occur in some people[7-9]. Long-lived parasites such as
helminths, however, are more remarkable for their ability to
downregulate host immunity, protecting themselves from
elimination and minimizing severe pathology in the host[10].
Allergic reactions may also be observed in protozoon
diseases. Ameobiasis, giardiasis, Blastocystis were reported
as the etiologic factors causing allergy in animals and human
models in some publications[1-11].
Eosinophilia is caused by the effect of IL-5 synthesized
from the Th2 cells. IL-5 is the most important cytokine in the
transformation and development of eosinophils, and acts as an
“eosinophil activator”. One of the significant causes of the increase
in the amount of eosinophils in blood is parasitic diseases.
Toxiallergic effects of certain parasites on the host’s organism
lead to an increase especially in eosinophil numbers. Eosinophils
are effectors against parasitic targets. Both sets of diseases are
associated with a polarized Th2-type immune response, typified
by reactive cell types (eosinophils and mast cells)[12,13].
It is suggested therefore that the function of IL-5 and
eosinophils is to protect against repeated exposure to gastrointestinal
parasites. On the other hand the eosinophilia observed may represent
an immunopathological rather than a protective response and
may merely be a consequence of the generalized inflammation
induced by the Th2 response following infection with parasites.
Th2 response is essential for the expulsion of GI helminths[14].
Eosinophils are also responsible for considerable pathology
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in mammals because they are inevitably present in large numbers
in inflammatory lesions associated with helminth infections or
allergic conditions[15,16].
On the other hand current evidence shows a strong
association between colonic infection and inflammation with
development of inflammatory bowel disease (IBS)[17]. It has
been reported that mast cells and their inflammatory mediators
are closely associated with a number of intestinal diseases
including idiopathic IBD. Parasites induce mast cell degranulation,
release histamine. Mast cells from healthy controls don’t
produce IL-5, but mast cells from patients with intestinal
inflammatory disease could release a relatively large amount of
IL-5[18,19]. IL-5 induced by parasites may play a role in causing IBD.
The aim of this study was to compare the IL-5 cytokine
measurements in the cell cultures of patients who presented with
allergic complaints and diarrhea and were positive for parasites in
stool examinations with the IL-5 syntheses determined in serum
samples, and to investigate eosinophilia observed in helminth
and protozoon infections accompanied with allergy and diarrhea.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Twenty-three patients with intestinal parasites and 21 controls
who had allergic complaints and not any intestinal parasite and
diarrhea, were included in this study.
The study group included 12 females and 11 males, aged
18-45 and 25-53 years respectively. The control group included
9 females and 12 males, aged 20-45 and 28-50 years respectively.
IL-5 production in in vitro cell cultures prepared by using
PHA to stimulate PBMC obtained from these patients was
compared with the IL-5 level in serum. In addition, IL-5 production
in protozoon and helminth infections was also compared.
Cells and sera
PBMC and serum samples separated from 5 mL of heparinized
blood samples from the patients using the Ficoll hypaque
density gradient centrifuge method were utilized in the study.

helminths. These values were also higher as compared to the
cytokine measurements in the cell cultures (P<0.05) (Figure 2).
The eosinophil rate was 7.0% in the study group whereas
the eosinophil rate was 6.5% in the control group. However,
significant difference could not be found between these two
groups (P>0.05) (Table 2).
Table 1 Parasites, IL-5 levels and eosinophil values in patients group
Parasites

Statistical analysis
Results were evaluated using the Student t test.
RESULTS
Helminths were detected in 15 (65.2%) and protozoons in 8 (34.8%)
of the 23 patients (Table 1). All the patients had diarrheal symptoms.
A comparison between the sera of the treated group and the
control group did not reveal any significant differences (P>0.05
and P>0.05). The nonspecific IL-5 synthesis determined after
stimulation with PHA was higher as compared to the IL-5 values
measured in the serum (P< 0.05) (Figure 1).
It was also established that the IL-5 cytokine measurements
were higher in the group with protozoans than in the group with
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22.35
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297
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2.4
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(NA: Not Available).
Table 2 Serum IL-5, in-vitro IL-5 and eosinophil values in
patients with parasite infection and controls
Serum IL-5
(pg/mL)
Patients with parasite
infection
Control
10 000
1 000
100

In-vitro IL-5
(pg/mL)

Eosinophil
%

16.2

634

7.0

32.4

885.4

6.5

IL-5 values in the control group

In vitro
Serum

10
1
10 000

IL-5 values in the group with parasitosis
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1 000
In vitro
100

Serum

10
1

Figure 1 In vitro and serum IL-5 measurements in patients
with parasite infection and control group.
IL-5 synthesis in helminths and protozoa
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Absolute values in 1 mm³ of blood were calculated by means of
peripheral blood smear from the patients within the study as
well as the controls.

Those with Mean
Mean
parasite serum IL-5 PHA-IL-5
infection (pg/mL)
(ng/mL)

E. vermicularis
A. lumbricoides
H. nana
T. saginata
E. coli
I.butschlii
B.hominis
G.intestinalis

Mitogen and proliferation assay
PBMC (83×105/mL) was incubated with PHA in RPMI 1640+10%
HuS inside 96 well tissue culture plates containing 5 mL/L CO2
for 48 h. Supernatants were taken at the end of 48 h and kept at
-20 until cytokine analysis was carried out[20].
IL-5 measurement
IL-5 levels in the supernatant and serum samples were evaluated
using the double sandwich ELISA as previously described by
Geiger et al.[21].
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Figure 2 Comparison of IL-5 synthesis and eosinophil values
in helminths and protozoans.
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DISCUSSION
Th2 response is important in protection against and destroying
the parasites. Especially in some tropical areas, helminths were
the major immediate triggers of Th2 response[22,23].
Pit et al. found that levels of IL-5 were induced by intestinal
helminths[24]. Protective immune responses to intestinal
nematodes could be controlled by Th2 lymphocyte responses.
Increased number of eosinophils in the GI mucosa and Th2 cell
cytokine responsible for the generation of eosinophils, were
prominent features of gastrointestinal nematode infections[25].
Herrstom et al. found that E. vermicularis were more frequently
found in children with allergic disease as defined by allergic
symptoms[26]. Sorci et al. suggested that there was an association
between the pinworms (oxyuridae, nematoda) and eosinophil
concentration[27]. Varga et al. reported that patients infected
with A. lumbricoides, had more severe allergic symptoms,
and allergic symptoms were seen in patients infected with
G. intestinalis[28].
Previous studies, however, have shown that allergic
complaints could precede other problems in protozoon
infections. It was stated that allergic reactions also occurred in
the disease caused by G. intestinalis that lives in the digestive
tract. The relationship between allergy and giardiasis has been
shown in various publications[1-29]. In Moscow, during the
clinical studies of children with G. intestinalis infection, allergic
reactions were found in 15.7%[30].
It was shown in some previous studies that IgG1, IgG3, IgM
and IgA syntheses were important as resisting factors against
the infection in intestinal protozoon infections such as
giardiasis[31]. The presence of anti-parasitic antibodies detected
in the serum depended on the secretion of cytokines such as
IL-4 which is also produced from Th2 cells. As high antibody
levels triggered by IL-4 in the serum, high IL-5 levels coming
from the same source of cells were found to be higher than
those from, supernatants in patients with protozoon infection.
It was also reported that urticaria and eosinophilia were
detected in people infected with B. hominis[11]. Biedermann
et al. reported that antigens from B. hominis caused urticaria[32].
Hypersensitive (DTH) response to amebiosis delayed-type was
evaluated in C3H/HeJ mice infected with E.histolytica[33].
It is important to measure and assess IL-5 as a cytokine
triggering eosinophilia in patients who present with allergic
complaints and whose stool examinations reveal no parasites.
It was established in this study that the IL-5 synthesis
determined in the serum samples in the group with protozoa
was more significant than that determined in the cell cultures
in the group with helminths. Thus, eosinophilia was not only
limited to helminth infection, but also in protozoon infection.
Eosinophils account was consisted of 2-3% of the total
leukocytes in the blood and functioned as cytotoxic effector
cells in allergic and parasitic disease, especially for the
elimination of parasites[34,35]. Eosinophilia occurred due to the
IL-5 effect that reflects Th2 cell secretion[36]. A number of studies
have shown the presence of eosinophilia in parasitic infections.
The blood eosinophils are associated with helminthic diseases.
The primary function of the eosinophil is to protect against
helminth parasites and eosinophils are responsible for a
considerable amount of inflammatory pathology accompanying
helminth infections[16-37].
In the present study, the rate of eosinophilia was 7% in the
study group and 6.5% in the control group. Because of the
control group also had allergic complaints, no statistically
significant difference could be found between the two groups
(P>0.05).
It has also been shown that PBMC from healthy volunteers
whose lymphocytes would not produce IL-5, failed to produce
IL-5 after stimulation with PHA[38]. Consistent with the results
of Katial et al.[38], IL-5 values obtained for 16 healthy volunteers
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in the present study after stimulation with PHA were lower
than those in the group with parasite infection and the control
group.
Parasites induce IL-5 secretion. The effect of IL-5 on IBD
should be investigated[18]. Approximately 25% of patients with
IBS had a history of infectious enteritis. Microbial agents
including parasites could increase the number of mast cells
within the colonic muscle wall, release pro-inflammatory
substances, and increase the number of inflammatory cells that
might cause IBS[17].
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Abstract
AIM: To analyze the experience within our hospital and to
review the literature so as to establish the best means of
diagnosis of abdominal tuberculosis.
METHODS: The records of 11 patients (4 males, 7 females,
mean age 39 years, range 18-65 years) diagnosed with
abdominal tuberculosis in Harran University Hospital
between January 1996 and October 2003 were analyzed
retrospectively and the literature was reviewed.
RESULTS: Ascites was present in all cases. Other common
findings were weight loss (81%), weakness (81%), abdominal
mass (72%), abdominal pain (72%), abdominal distension
(63%), anorexia (45%) and night sweat (36%). The average
hemoglobin was 8.2 g/dL and the average ESR was 50 mm/h
(range 30-125). Elevated levels of cancer antigen CA-125
were determined in four patients. Abdominal ultrasound
showed abnormalities in all cases: ascites in all, tuboovarian
mass in five, omental thickening in 3, and enlarged lymph
nodes (mesenteric, para-aortic) in 2. CT scans showed ascites
in all, pelvic mass in 5, retroperitoneal lymphadenopathy
in 4, mesenteric stranding in 4, omental stranding in 3,
bowel wall thickening in 2 and mesenteric lymphadenopathy
in 2. Only one patient had a chest radiograph suggestive of
a new TB lesion. Two had a positive family history of
pulmonary TB. None had acid-fast bacilli (AFB) in the sputum
and the tuberculin test was positive in only two. Laparotomy
was performed in 6 cases, laparoscopy in 4 and ultrasoundguided fine needle aspiration in 2. In those patients
subjected to operation, the findings were multiple diffuse
involvement of the visceral and parietal peritoneum, white
‘miliary nodules’ or plaques, enlarged lymph nodes, ascites,
‘violin string’ fibrinous strands, and omental thickening.
Biopsy specimens showed granulomas, while ascitic fluid
showed numerous lymphocytes. Both were negative for
acid-fast bacilli by staining. PCR of ascitic fluid was positive
for Mycobacterium tuberculosis (M. tuberculosis) in all cases.
CONCLUSION: Abdominal TB should be considered in all
cases with ascites. Our experience suggests that PCR of
ascitic fluid obtained by ultrasound-guided fine needle
aspiration is a reliable method for its diagnosis and should
at least be attempted before surgical intervention.
Uzunkoy A, Harma M, Harma M. Diagnosis of abdominal
tuberculosis: Experience from 11 cases and review of the
literature. World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(24): 3647-3649
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INTRODUCTION
Tuberculosis (TB) causes some 3 million deaths per year world
wide and is increasing in incidence in developed, and developing
countries. Abdominal TB, which may involve the gastrointestinal
tract, peritoneum, lymph nodes or solid viscera, constitutes up
to 12% of extrapulmonary TB and 1-3% of the total[1,2]. The
disease can mimic many conditions, including inflammatory
bowel disease, malignancy and other infectious diseases[3].
Diagnosis is therefore often delayed. This may not only result
in mortality but also in unnecessary surgery. We therefore set
out to establish the most useful diagnostic procedure(s) in the
light of our experience and reports in the literature.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
A retrospective study of the files of patients admitted to Harran
University Hospital from January 1996 to October 2003 was
carried out. Cases of abdominal TB were identified and data on
age, sex, clinical presentation, diagnostic investigations,
treatment and outcome were abstracted.
RESULTS
Eleven patients, none of whom were immunocompromised, were
diagnosed with abdominal TB during the period (Table 1). Nine
cases had peritoneal TB, while the remaining two had TB of the
colon. The median age was 39 years (range 18-65) and the ratio
of males and females was 4:7.
The mean duration of symptoms was 14 wk (range 1-32 wk).
Ascites was present in all cases, while 9 (81%) showed weight
loss, 9 (81%) weakness, 8 (72%) abdominal mass, 8 (72%)
abdominal pain, 7 (63%) abdominal distension, 5 (45%) anorexia
and 4 (36%) night sweat.
The average hemoglobin was 8.2 g/dL and the average ESR
was 50 mm/h (range 30-125). Levels of cancer antigen CA-125
were elevated in four patients.
Abdominal ultrasound (US) was carried out on all patients
and abnormal findings were noted in all: ascites in all,
tuboovarian mass in five, omental thickening in three, and
enlarged lymph nodes (mesenteric, para-aortic) in two.
All patients also had computed tomography (CT) scans,
with results consistent with US (Table 2).
At this stage, diagnoses of peritoneal carcinomatosis, colon
cancer, Chron’s disease and ovarian cancer were considered.
Laparotomy was performed in the first six cases and the
diagnosis of abdominal TB was made intraoperatively based
on macroscopic findings, including multiple diffuse involvement
of the visceral and parietal peritoneum, white ‘miliary nodules’
or plaques, enlarged lymph nodes, ascites, ‘violin string’
fibrinous strands and omental thickening, and confirmed by
microscopic examination of biopsies of lymph nodes and
peritoneal nodules and by positive polymerase chain reaction
(PCR) for Mycobacterium tuberculosis (M. tuberculosis) on
ascitic fluid taken during the procedure. Smears of ascitic fluid
showed numerous lymphocytes but no acid-fast bacilli.
Laparoscopy was used in the examination of the next three
cases. Biopsies were again taken and examined microscopically
and confirmation of the diagnosis was made by PCR on ascitic fluid.
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Table 1 Details of patients with abdominal tuberculosis
Case No.

Sex Age (yr)

1

M

38

2

F

26

3

M

40

4

F

54

5

M

44

6

F

42

7

M

65

8

F

51

9

F

18

10

F

20

11

F

40

Clinical findings

Intervention

Ascites, colonic obstruction, weight loss, weakness,
Laparotomy
abdominal distension, anorexia, retroperitoneal
lymphadenopathy, bowel wall thickening
Ascites, elevated CA-125 (×4), abdominal mass,
Laparotomy
weight loss, weakness, abdominal pain, anorexia
Ascites, abdominal mass, enlarged lymph nodes,
Laparotomy
weight loss, weakness, abdominal pain, abdominal
distension, anorexia, bowel wall thickening
Ascites, elevated CA-125 (×3), abdominal mass, weakness,
Laparotomy
abdominal pain, abdominal distension, night sweats
Ascites, omental thickening, enlarged lymph nodes,
Laparotomy
weakness, abdominal pain, anorexia
Ascites, tuboovarian mass, elevated CA-125 (×4), weight
Laparotomy
loss, weakness, abdominal pain, night sweats
Ascites, abdominal mass, weight loss, weakness,
Laparoscopy
abdominal pain, abdominal distension
Ascites, tuboovarian mass, positive family history
Laparoscopy
of pulmonary TB, weight loss, weakness
Ascites, elevated CA-125 (×4), tuboovarian mass, weight
Laparoscopy
loss, weakness, abdominal distension
Ascites, omental thickening, weight loss, abdominal pain,
Fine needle aspiration
abdominal distension, anorexia, night sweats,
retroperitoneal lymphadenopathy
Ascites, abdominal mass, positive family history of
pulmonary TB, omental thickening, weight loss,
Fine needle aspiration
abdominal pain, abdominal distension, night sweats

Table 2 CT scan characteristics of patients with abdominal
tuberculosis
CT findings
Ascites
Pelvic mass
Retroperitoneal lymphadenopathy
Mesenteric stranding
Omental stranding
Bowel wall thickening
Mesenteric lymphadenopathy

No. of patients (%)
11
5
4
4
3
2
2

(100)
(45)
(36)
(36)
(27)
(18)
(18)

Because of this experience, the Radiology Department was
alerted to the necessity of including abdominal TB in the
differential diagnosis and the final two patients in the series were
spared surgical intervention, the diagnosis was confirmed by
PCR of ascitic fluid obtained by US-guided fine needle aspiration.
Only one patient had a chest radiograph suggestive of a
new TB lesion. Two had a positive family history of pulmonary
TB. None had acid-fast bacilli (AFB) in the sputum and the
tuberculin test was positive in only two.
All patients were started on quadruple antituberculous
therapy comprising rifampicin (10 mg/kg·d), isoniazid (5 mg/kg·d),
ethambutol (15 mg/kg·d) and pyrazinamide (30 mg/kg·d) for
two months and then maintained on rifampicin and isoniazid
for 9-12 mo. Response was good in all patients. The mean follow-up
time was 24 mo (range 19-38 mo).

DISCUSSION
In accord with other reports[4,5], our ‘typical’ patient was a
middle-aged female. Signs and symptoms observed were
generally in line with those of other reports except that the
percentage of our patients showing weight loss was the highest
for any series. Fever was the most common finding (73%) in the
series reported by Muneef et al.[6], but our results agree with
most other studies in reporting about half this incidence. The

Diagnosis
Colon TB

Peritoneal TB
Colon TB

Peritoneal TB
Peritoneal TB
Peritoneal TB
Peritoneal TB
Peritoneal TB
Peritoneal TB
Peritoneal TB

Peritoneal TB

most consistent finding, in our study and in the literature, was
the presence of ascites, although Muneef et al.[6] again differed
in finding ascites present in only 61% of their patients.
Presence of TB at other sites or a patient with a family
history of TB may be helpful in suggesting the diagnosis, but
this occurs in somewhat less than 30% of patients. This may
indicate that the majority of cases had primary lesions were acquired
through the gastrointestinal tract. Given the preponderance of
females affected, it may also be that some cases in females are
acquired genitally (though not necessarily sexually). TB skin tests
were positive in only about a quarter of patients in most reports
but Demir et al.[7] obtained a positive result in all their 26 patients.
Although US[8] and CT scanning[9] have been claimed to
give definitive diagnoses, this was not the case in our series or in the
other cases surveyed. Both US and CT were abnormal in all cases in
most reports (though in only 80% of CT scans in the series
reported by Muneef et al.[6]) but findings were largely non-specific.
The great majority of reported cases were, like the first six
cases in our series, diagnosed at laparotomy after they were
initially misdiagnosed as tumors or carcinomas[4-6,10-17]. In female
patients, misdiagnosis was made even more likely by the raised
levels of CA-125 that were apparently universally observed and
the fact that an elevated level of CA-125 has been recognized as
a marker of non-mucinous epithelial ovarian carcinomas[13-17]. In
the light of this finding, Thakur et al.[13] went so far as to suggest
that high serum CA-125 should always raise a suspicion of TB.
However, the finding has not so far been validated in males.
Diagnosis at laparotomy was made largely by histology of
frozen or paraffin-embedded sections, which typically revealed
epithelioid granulomas with central caseous necrosis, although
Muneef et al.[6] reported 68% of peritoneal biopsies were
positive by smear/culture. Zaidi and Conner[12] performed PCR
for M. tuberculosis on paraffin-embedded tissues.
With increasing experience, laparoscopy has become the
diagnostic procedure of choice, both in our hospital and in the
literature[18-24]. Again, in most cases histology was the main
confirmatory method, smear and culture were largely unhelpful.
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PCR was used to confirm the diagnosis in two cases[21,22].
Laparoscopy is, however, invasive and expensive, but was
associated with an overall incidence of major complications in
up to 5.7% of patients[25]. Because of this, several investigators
looked at abdominal paracentesis as a diagnostic method.
Ascitic fluid in abdominal tuberculosis is exudative, usually
containing 500 to 2000 cells. Lymphocytes typically predominate,
although in some cases polymorphonuclear leukocytes were
more abundant early in the process. Acid-fast stains were usually
negative. Though culture might eventually be positive in up to
a third of cases[6], the time taken for growth (usually 6 wk) was
too long to be useful in diagnosis.
The use of PCR to detect M. tuberculosis in abdominal
tuberculosis was reported by Moatter et al.[26]. In their study, as in
most later ones[12,21-23], DNA was extracted from tissues. They
found that an IS6110 primer was detected in only 60% of specimens
and another primer was necessary to detect the other 40%. Schwake
et al.[23] obtained a negative result in the two cases they tested,
perhaps because they only used a single primer.
In all eleven patients presented here, PCR analyses for
M. tuberculosis complex on ascitic fluid were positive. Protopapas
et al.[24] (single case) and Tzoanopoulos[27] (3 patients) also
successfully used PCR of ascitic fluid to obtain a diagnosis.
In the light of our accumulated experience, we would suggest
that PCR of ascitic fluid obtained by US-guided fine needle
aspiration is now the investigation of choice for patients with
the described clinical and radiological presentations and should
at least be attempted before surgical intervention. Our final two
patients were diagnosed by this means. If the result was
negative, diagnostic laparoscopy or, if this was not feasible,
laparotomy should be performed.
Ascitic fluid adenosine deaminase (ADA) activity has been
proposed as a useful diagnostic test for abdominal TB. In
countries with a high incidence of TB and in high risk patients,
measurement of ADA in ascitic fluid might be a useful screening
test[28]. However, in populations with a low prevalence of TB
and a high prevalence of cirrhosis, ascitic fluid ADA activity
has been good in accuracy but poor in sensitivity and imperfect
in specificity[29].
In the reports reviewed, there was only one recorded death
due to TB in patients with abdominal tuberculosis receiving
anti-TB therapy (most commonly, a four drug regimen for
several mo) and that was in a patient with extensive involvement
of other organs[6]. The prognosis was therefore good if the
condition was promptly diagnosed and treated, though the
emergence of multi-resistant strains might alter this picture.
In conclusion, abdominal TB should be considered in the
differential diagnosis of abdominopelvic masses, ascites or
elevated CA-125. PCR for M. tuberculosis complex is a noninvasive method which can provide the diagnosis in most cases.
If this test is negative and a high index of clinical suspicion
remains, laparoscopy or, if this is not feasible, laparotomy
should be performed.
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Abstract
AIM: To estimate the amount of apoptosis among healthy
HBsAg carriers, patients with chronic HBV infection treated
with lamivudine and patients with chronic HCV infection treated
with interferon alpha and ribavirin. Activity of apoptosis was
evaluated by serum sFas/sFasL concentration measurement.
Moreover dependence between apoptosis and HBV-DNA or
HCV-RNA levels was studied.
METHODS: Eighty-six persons were included into study: 34
healthy HBsAg carriers, 33 patients with chronic HBV infection
and 19 patients with chronic HCV infection. Serum levels of
sFas/sFasL were measured by ELISA assay. HBV-DNA and
HCV-RNA were measured by RT-PCR assay. Levels of
sFas/sFasL were determined before and 2 and 12 wk after
therapy in patients with chronic hepatitis B and C infection.
HBV-DNA or HCV-RNA was detected before treatment and 6
mo after treatment.
RESULTS: Twenty-four (71%) healthy HBsAg carriers showed
HBV-DNA over 105/mL, which was comparable to the patients
with chronic hepatitis B. Independently from HBV-DNA levels,
the concentration of sFas among healthy HBsAg carriers was
comparable to healthy persons. Among patients with chronic
hepatitis B and C, the concentration of sFas was significantly
higher in comparison to healthy HBsAg carriers and healthy
persons. In chronic hepatitis B patients the concentration
of sFas was decreased during lamivudine treatment. Among
chronic hepatitis C patients the concentration of sFas was
increased during IFN alpha and ribavirin treatment. sFasL
was not detected in control group. Furthermore sFasL occurred
more frequently in chronic hepatitis C patients in comparison
to chronic hepatitis B patients.
CONCLUSION: There are no correlations between apoptosis
and HBV-DNA levels. However ther is an association between
apoptosis and activity of inflammation in patients with chronic
HBV infection. Apoptosis can be increased in patients with
chronic hepatitis C by effective treatment which may be a
result of apoptosis stimulation by IFN-α.
Lapiñski TW, Kowalczuk O, Prokopowicz D, Chyczewski L. Serum
concentration of sFas and sFasL in healthy HBsAg carriers,
chronic viral hepatitis B and C patients. World J Gastroenterol
2004; 10(24):3650-3653
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INTRODUCTION
Apoptosis is one of the factors prolonging inflammation in
chronic hepatitis B and C. Impaired apoptosis activity or its
hyperactivity may induce unfavourable course of HBV and HCV
infection. Fas and FasL are proteins that regulate activity of
apoptosis[1]. Fas is dominantly localized on liver cells. Activation
of Fas is an after-effect of fusion with FasL lymphocyte receptors.
These particles are recognised defining coefficient state of
stimulation apoptosis[2,3]. The concentration of Fas/FasL in serum
patients with chronic hepatitis B and C can define the success
of therapy.
The aim of this study was to define the activity of apoptosis
among healthy HBsAg carriers and patients with chronic
hepatitis B and C. Apoptosis was defined by use of sFas and
sFasL serum concentration measurements. Moreover the
apoptosis activity was compared with HBV-DNA or HCV-RNA
serum levels. sFas and sFasL levels were monitored during antiviral
therapy and afterwards depending on treatment effectiveness.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The study included 86 persons divided into three groups: HBsAg
carriers (n = 34, 15 women and 19 men, aged 20-43 years),
chronic hepatitis B patients (n = 33, 10 women and 23 men, aged
18-76 years), and chronic hepatitis C patients (n = 19, 6 women
and 13 men, aged 18 - 76 years).Criteria for inclusion of HBsAg
carriers group were: HBsAg presence for at least 1 year; ALT,
AST activity, concentration of bilirubin, albumin and PT in normal
range in one-year period of observation (triple investigation);
no changes in USG investigation of liver; absence of drug or
alcohol abuse, autoimmune disease, HIV, delta virus or hepatitis
C coinfection, and neoplasmatic and other serious diseases
which might alter apoptosis activity. Criteria for inclusion of
chronic hepatitis B patients were: HBsAg, HBeAg and HBVDNA in serum for 6 mo; ALT activity over 80 IU; inflammatory
changes in histological evaluation of liver tissue. All chronic
hepatitis B patients were treated with nucleic analogue lamivudine (Zeffix®, GlaxoSmithKline, Great Britain) in a dose
of 100 mg/24 h for 12 mo.
Criteria for inclusion of chronic hepatitis C patients were:
presence of anti-HCV and HCV-RNA in serum for 6 mo, ALT
activity over 80 IU and inflammatory changes in histological
evaluation of liver tissue.
Patients with chronic HCV infection were treated with
Rebetron® (IFN-α 2 b and ribavirin, Schering-Plought, USA): IFN-α
2 b in 9 M IU/wk and ribavirin 1 000-1 200 mg /24 h for 12 mo.
The standard concentration of sFas and sFasL in serum
was evaluated in 12 healthy persons, 8 women and 4 men, aged
26-46 years. Individuals in control group were HBs and antiHCV negative and ALT activity in serum was within normal range
during 6 mo observation.
Methods
HBsAg and HBeAg in serum were detected by MEIA test
(ABBOTT, USA).
Extraction of HBV DNA from sera of patients
HBV-DNA was extracted from 200 µL of patients’ sera the gene
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elute mammalian genomic DNA Miniprep kit (Sigma, USA) for
DNA isolation. Part of HVB-DNA was amplified by PCR system
with pair of complement primer to conservative part of genome
(sense 5’-AG GGG AGG AGA TTA GGT TAA-3’ antisense 5’AGG AGT GCG AAT CCA CAC TC-3’) in 20 µL reaction mixture
containing 200 µmol/L dNTPs, 0.4 µmol/L all primers, 1.5 mmol/L
MgCl2, 1.0 U Taq polymerase (Sigma) and 4 µL DNA solution.
Forty cycles of amplification were performed (at 96 for 30 s, at
57 for 60 s and at 72 for 60 s). The products of amplification
were appointed in 20 g/L agar gel by electrophoresis, and stained
by ethidium bromide. Electrophore was visualized in record
system and computer analysis UVI-KS400i/Image PC (Syngen
Biotech, USA). Part of solution from DNA was kept at temperature
-20 for further stages of work.
In order to detect HBV-DNA sequences in sera of the patients,
the conventional PCR method with primers to conserved pre-S/S
region of the genome was used. Thermal cycling was performed
using the following conditions: initial incubation at 96 for
120 s, and then 40 cycles at 94 for 30 s, at 50 for 30 s and
at 72 for 60 s.
HBV-DNA concentration in sera was evaluated by real-time
detection PCR based on TaqMan chemistry. Amplification was
performed in 25 mL reaction mixture containing 2×TaqMan
Universal Master Mix (Applied Biosystems, USA) with uracil
N’- glycosylase, 30 pmoL of forward primer, 30 pmoL of reverse
primer, 30 pmoL TaqMan probe (5’-FAM) and 5 µL of isolated
DNA. After incubation for 2 min at 50 , which enabled uracil
N’-glycosylase to inactivate possible contaminating amplicons,
incubation for 10 min at 95 allowed AmpliTaq Gold polymerase
to activate and inactivate the uracil N’-glycosylase. Next cycles of
PCR were moved. Number of copies was counted by interpolation
from definite standard curve.
Presence of anti-HCV antibodies in serum was detected by
MEIA (ABBOTT, USA). Test consisted of recombined core
proteins for HCr43, structural proteins for c 200 (NS3 and NS4)
and unstructured proteins for c 100-3 (NS4) and NS5.

Extraction of HCV-RNA from blood of patients
HCV-RNA was isolated from 50 µL blood of patients. Parts of
viral HCV-RNA were amplified in arrangement of RT nested PCR
reaction with two peers nested primers, complementary to
conservative part of genome virus (external primers: sense 5’TCT AGC CAT GGC GTT AGT ATG AGT GT-3’, antysense 5’CAC TCG CAA GCA CCC TAT CAG GCA GT-3’; internal primers:
sense 5’- GGC GAC ACT CCA CCA TAG AT-3’, antysense 5’GTG CAC GGT CTA CGA GAC CT-3’). Stages of reverse
transcription as well as first PCR were executed in one test-glass
in 20 µL reaction mixture containing 200 mmol/L dNTPs, 1 mmol/L
from each steam external primer, 1.5 mmol/L MgCl2, 0.75 mmol/L
MnSO4, 2.0 At Tth of polymerase (EPICENTRE®, USA) as well as
8 mL RNA. After 30 min of incubation at 60 for 40 cycles of
amplification were executed (at 94 for 30 s, at 55 for 60 s, at
72 for 60 s). A 1 mL product of first PCR was amplified with
par of internal primers in 20 mL reaction mixture containing
200 mmol/L dNTPs, 0.4 µmol/L from each primer, 1.5 mmol/L
MgCL2, 1.0 U Taq of polymerase (Sigma, USA). Afterwards, 40
cycle of amplification were performed (at 94 for 30 s, at 55
for 60 s, at 72 for 60 s). The products of amplification were
evaluated in 20 g/L of agar gel by electrophoresis and stained by
brom etydyne. The electrophore was visualized in VI-KS400i /
Image of PC system (Syngen Biotech, USA).
The minimum detectable dose of HCV was 50 copies per mL
of serum.
Concentration of sFas and sFasL
The sFas/sFasL concentration in serum was measured twice by
quantitative sandwich enzyme immunoassay (ELISA) technique
(Bender Med Systems, Austria).
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Informed consent was obtained from each patient and the
Bioethics Committee at the Medical University of Bia³ystok
approved the study protocol.

Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was performed by use of non-parametric
Mann-Whitney U, Wilcoxon rank and Pearson tests. P<0.05
was considered statistically significant.
RESULTS
Twenty-four (71%) of 34 healthy HBsAg carriers showed active
HBV replication. The HBV-DNA levels exceeding 105/mL were
observed in 22 (65%) HBsAg carriers. According to National
Institutes of Health, such persons should be considered for
antiviral treatment as chronic hepatitis B patients [4,5]. All
individuals in chronic hepatitis B group presented HBV-DNA
levels exceeding 105/mL.
Independently from HBV-DNA levels, the concentration of
sFas among HBsAg carriers and healthy persons was
comparable (x = 15.4 ng/mL, x = 18.4 ng/mL, P<0,05). Among
patients with chronic HBV or HCV infection, the concentration
of sFas was significantly elevated in comparison to healthy persons
and healthy HBsAg carriers (x = 29.0 ng/mL, x = 28.0 ng/mL,
P<0,05), (Figure 1A). There were no statistical differences between
chronic hepatitis B and C patients (Table 1).
Table 1 Serum sFas concentration and frequency occurrence
and concentration of sFasL in serum of patients

Healthy
Total healthy HBsAg carriers
Healthy HBsAg carriers
HBV-DNA <10 4/mL or 0
Healthy HBsAg carriers
HBV-DNA >10 5 /mL
Chronic hepatitis B
Chronic hepatitis C

n

sFasmedium
ng/mL

patients
sFasLwith
medium
sFasL (%) ng/mL

12
34

18.4
15.4

0
56

0
0.9

12

13.6

58

0.6

22
33
19

16.3
29
28

55
32
68

1.0
0.18
1.0

sFasL was not detected in control group. This protein was
identified more frequently in chronic hepatitis C patients than
in chronic hepatitis B patients.
ALT activity reached normal values during the first three
months of lamivudine treatment in all chronic hepatitis B patients
(114 IU before treatment vs 32 IU after 3 mo of therapy, P<0,001).
In the same period the concentration of sFas was decreased in
all patients (before treatment x = 29.0 ng/mL, after 14 d of therapy
x = 25.0 ng/mL, after 3 mo of therapy x = 22.0 mg/mL). FasL
expression in chronic hepatitis B group was decreased 14 d
after an antiretroviral treatment and then returned to initial values.
The normalization of ALT was observed 2 wk after therapy
in patients with chronic hepatitis C (102 IU before treatment
vs 30 IU after 14 d of therapy). All of the chronic hepatitis C
patients included in our study had undetectable HCV-RNA
after 6 mo of treatment. The highest concentration of sFas
was observed in chronic hepatitis C patients with virological
response to antiretroviral treatment. The concentration of this
protein kept increas during therapy (all HCV infected patients:
before treatment x = 28.0 ng/mL, after 14 d x = 31.0 ng/mL, after
3 mo of therapy x = 30.0 mg/mL patients with HCV infection
had good response: before treatment x = 35.0 ng/mL, after 14 d
x = 39.0 ng/mL, after 3 mo of therapy x = 39.0 mg/mL), (Figure 1B).
The number of patients with sFasL occurrence in serum was
the highest before and 3 mo after treatment (83%) among all
patients who were effectively treated.
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Total patients
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Figure 1 Concentration of sFas and sFasL in HBV infected patients and chronic hepatitis C patients. A: Concentration of sFas in
HBV infected patients B: Concentration of sFasL in chronic hepatitis C patients.

DISCUSSION
Fas and FasL are “death domain”, proteins which regulate the
process of apoptosis in patients with chronic inflammatory
diseases, such as viral hepatitis[6-9]. The Browicz-Kupffer cells
participate in the process. It stimulates synthesis of cytokines
regulating biosynthesis of Fas in hepatocytes. Recent studies
indicated that it was dependent on the liver or serum sFas
concentration and apoptosis activity as well as hepato-cytotoxic
processes in viral chronic hepatitis patients[10,11].
In this study we showed that the concentration of sFas in
healthy persons and healthy HBsAg carriers was comparable
and not dependant on the HBV-DNA levels. It was confirmed
trough the lack of correlation between HBV-DNA levels and
apoptosis. The concentration of sFas was significantly higher in
patients with chronic hepatitis B infection than in healthy HBsAg
carries, independent similar levels of HBV-DNA (>105/mL).
Interestingly a large number of healthy HBsAg carriers
presented sFasL in serum. The possible explanation of this fact
is that HBV might stimulate expression of FasL on lymphocytes.
The complex FasL and Fas could activate apoptosis and cytotoxic
T lymphocytes. Activation of inflammation processes in the
liver could influence FasL activity, associated with Fas and FasL
complex formation. It could explain more uncommon occurrences
of sFasL in patients with chronic hepatitis B than in healthy
HBsAg carriers.
Hepatitis C virus core proteins could activate Fas particles
expressed on hepatocytes through TNF-RI receptors stimulation.
These receptors could enhance cysteine protease and subsequently
interleukin-1β-converting enzyme (ICE) and FADD like ICE
(FLICE-Caspase 8) synthesis. Moreover ICE and FLICE could
activate nuclear protein degradation, resulting in irreversible
damage of cell DNA[12-14].
However HCV could also inhibit apoptosis. HCV non-structural
protein NS5A could suppress synthesis of Caspase 3, protein’s
kinase A and TNF-α stimulating polymerase[15-17]. The protein’s
kinase A is known as an apoptosis initiating factor.
In patients with chronic hepatitis C, insufficient apoptosis
activity could cause chronic inflammation[18]. According to Di
Martino et al.[19] activity of apoptosis in chronic hepatitis C patients

was proportional to HCV-RNA levels. Ozaslan et al.[20] suggested
a positive dependence on chronic hepatitis C intensity and serum
sFas concentration.
Our study showed a significant increase of sFas concentration
in HCV infection patients compared to healthy persons, as well
as a further raise in sFas serum levels during antiviral therapy.
Moreover, we observed an association between high activity
of apoptosis expressed as serum sFas concentration and sFasL
occurrence, and antiviral treatment effectiveness.
Increased expression of FasL on peripheral blood mononuclear
cells might be caused by IFN-α apoptosis stimulation[21]. This
fact is a probable explanation of the increased number of patients
presenting sFasL during antiviral therapy. It may also confirm
the beneficial influence of apoptosis in controlling chronic
inflammation during HCV infection.
sFas serum concentration in chronic hepatitis B and C
patients was comparable before treatment, but after antiviral
therapy the concentration of this protein behaved in a different
way. These differences underlined the diverse pathogenesis of
an inflammation during chronic HBV and HCV infections. Our
results indicated possible, new trends in antiviral therapy efficacy.
In conclusion, inflammation activity is associated with
apoptosis in chronic hepatitis B, and there is no correlation
between apoptosis and HBV-DNA concentrations. In HCV
infection the effective therapy is accompanied with high activity
of apoptosis, which can be a result of IFN-α activity.
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Abstract
AIM: To investigate the effect of pyrrolidine dithiocarbamate
(PDTC), a novel nuclear factor-κB (NF-κB) inhibitor, on
expression of multiple inflammatory mediators and
neutrophilic inflammation of cold preserved grafts after
rat liver transplantation and its significance.
METHODS: Orthotopic liver transplantation (OLT) was
performed after 24 h of cold storage using University of
Wisconsin solution with varied concentrations of PDTC. We
determined the time course of NF-κB activation and
expression of multiple inflammatory signals, such as tumor
necrosis factor-α (TNF-α), cytokine-inducible neutrophil
chemoattractant (CINC), and intercellular adhesion molecule-1
(ICAM-1) by ELISA methods. Serum alanine aminotransferase
(ALT), intrahepatic myeloperoxidase (MPO)/WBC (a
measure of neutrophil accumulation) and Mac-1 expression
(a measure of circulating neutrophil activity) were also
evaluated.
RESULTS: PDTC decreased NF-κB activation induced by
prolonged cold preservation in a dose dependent manner
(from 20 mmol/L to 60 mmol/L), diminished TNF-α, CINC,
ICAM-1 proteins in the grafts, and reduced the expression
of increases in plasma TNF-α levels induced by prolonged
cold preservation. Neutrophilic inflammation of the graft
was significantly suppressed after preservation with PDTC
(P<0.05). The total neutrophil accumulation in PDTC
(40 mmol/L) group (7.04±0.97) was markedly reduced
compared to control group (14.07±1.31) (P<0.05). Mac-1
expression was significantly reduced in PDTC (40 mmol/L)
group (181±11.3%) compared with the control group
(281±13.2%) (P<0.05) at 6 h after reperfusion. Furthermore,
PDTC inhibited the increased serum ALT levels after liver
transplantation.
CONCLUSION: PDTC can inhibit B NF-κB activation and
expression of the inflammatory mediators, which are
associated with improved graft viability via inhibiting
intrahepatic neutrophilic inflammation. Our study suggests
that a therapeutic strategy directed at inhibition of NF-κB
activation in the transplanted liver might be effective in

reducing intrahepatic neutrophilic inflammation, and would
be beneficial to cold preserved grafts.
Gu XP, Qiu YD, Xu FT, Jiang Y, Ding YT. In vivo suppressive
effect of nuclear factor-κB inhibitor on neutrophilic inflammation
of grafts after orthotopic liver transplantation in rats. World J
Gastroenterol 2004; 10(24): 3654-3658
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INTRODUCTION
Poor graft viability is a frequent complication of liver
transplantation, the incidence of primary graft nonfunction was
reported to be 2-23%[1]. Furukawa et al.[2] reported that the
primary nonfunction rate and retransplantation rate significantly
rose as cold-ischemia time increased, especially beyond 20 h. It
is currently accepted that sinusoidal endothelial cells (SECs)
are the primary targets of cold ischemia-reperfusion injury[3],
however, parenchymal cell damage has direct effects on the
deterioration of liver function. The functional impairment of the
grafted liver, therefore, seems to be complex and multifactorial.
Polymorphonuclear leukocytes (PMNs) have been implicated
as a causal factor in the development of ischemia-reperfusion
injury [4,5]. In the previous study, we found the promoted
neutrophil accumulation and activity in cold preserved grafts,
and the evidence confirmed that cold preservation-reperfusion
injury of liver allografts was a chain of cascades induced by
activation of a variety of inflammatory mediators from early to
late phase after reperfusion [6]. Protective strategies were
confused that inhibition of one mediator was always
compensated by activation of other mediators from different
pathways [8]. Researchers are anxious to look for the core
mediators that can trigger multiple proinflammatory genes.
Recent studies have shown that transcription factor NF-κB
plays an essential role in regulation of these kinds of genes
whose products take part in the pathogenesis of preservationreperfusion injury in liver allografts[6-11]. Hence, it is hypothesized
that NF-κB may be an appropriate target for treatment of
reperfusion injury. NF-κB appears to have both beneficial and
harmful effects on liver transplantation[12-16]. It was reported
that NF-κB could promote liver regeneration and prevent
apoptosis[14], and contribute to the inflammatory response of
ischemia/reperfusion[15]. In the present study, we determined
the time course of NF-κB activation after OLT in relation to the
expression of tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF-α), intercellular
adhesion molecule-1 (ICAM-1), and cytokine-induced
neutrophil chemoattractant (CINC). The selectivity of pyrrolidine
dithiocarbamate (PDTC) as an in vivo inhibitor of NF-κB
activation, the effects of PDTC on OLT-induced expression of
these inflammatory gene products and the resultant hepatic
neutrophilic inflammation, and the action of NF-κB were studied.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Reagents
Following reagent were purchased: Pyrrolidine dithiocarbamate
(PDTC) from Sigma, nuclear extract kit and NF-κB p65
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Transcription factor assay kits from Active Motif, Pierce BCA
protein assay reagent and MPO assay reagent from Jiancheng,
Nanjing, ELISA assay kit for CINC, TNF-α and ICAM-1 from
Amersham, Buckinghamshire, UK, FACS lysing solution from
Becton Dickinson, San Jose, CA and FITC-labeled mouse antirat CD11b antibody from Camarillo, CA.

Animals
Male wistar rats, weighing 200 to 250 g, were purchased from
Nanjing Medical Institute Animal Care Committee (Grade II,
Certification No 2002-0017). Prior to the experiment, rats were
fasted for 12 h and allowed free access to water.
Experimental protocol
Rats were allocated randomly into four groups (36 rats in each
group): control group in which the grafts were harvested with
injection of University of Wisconsin (UW) solution, PDTC20
group in which the grafts were harvested with the preservation
solution added by 20 mmol/L PDTC, PDTC40 group in which
the grafts were harvested with the preservation solution added
by 40 mmol/L PDTC, and PDTC60 group in which the grafts were
harvested with the preservation solution added by 60 mmol/L
PDTC.
Liver harvesting and orthotopic transplantation were
performed according to the methods described by Kamada and
Calne[17], with some minor modifications[18], and the hepatic
artery was not reconstructed. The graft liver was preserved
with University of Wisconsin (UW) solution at 4 for 24 h. The
portal vein clamping time in recipients varied from 18 to 20 min,
implantation time was less than 50 min, all the procedures took
about 60 min. No significant difference was seen in portal
clamping time between groups. The recipients were sacrificed
0 h, 0.5 h, 1 h, 2 h, 4 h, and 6 h after reperfusion. Blood samples
were collected from the hepatic vein draining the left lateral
lobe as previously described to determine the serum levels of
alanine aminotransferase (ALT) and neutrophil activity at
indicated time points. The median lobe of the liver was carefully
excised at the designated time point and stored at -80
for
analysis.
Evaluation of NF-κ B activity
Preparation of nuclear extracts using a nuclear extract kit and
determination of p65/relA subunits of NF-κB using a TransAM
NF-κB p65 kit according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The
concentration of p65/relA subunits in liver tissue homogenates
was standardized to the total nuclear protein content in each
specimen as measured by the Pierce BCA protein assay reagent.
NF-κB activity was expressed as p65/relA subunits µg/mg total
nuclear protein.
Graft function test
Cellular function and damage were estimated by the peak serum
ALT activity in six rats from each group at selected time points
after reperfusion. Serum ALT was measured using the Opera
clinical chemistry system.
Measurement of TNF-α, CINC and ICAM-1
Serum TNF-α and CINC were measured in duplicate by using
the immunoassay kits according to the manufacturer’s
instructions.
Hepatic levels of TNF-α, CINC, and ICAM-1 were determined
as previously described[19]. In brief, the medial hepatic lobe
was weighed and homogenized in 5 mL of 0.1 mol/L phosphate
buffer (pH 7.4) containing 0.5 g/L of sodium azide at 4 . The
homogenates were centrifuged at 2 000 r/min for 10 min to
remove solid tissue debris. The supernatant was assayed using
a rat ELISA system. The concentration of antigens in liver tissue
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homogenates was standardized to the total protein content in
each specimen as measured by the Pierce BCA protein assay
reagent. The results were expressed as pictograms per gram of
tissue (pg/g).

Intrahepatic neutrophil accumulation assessment
The activity of MPO, an enzyme in azurophilic granules of
neutrophils, was used as a well-established marker to quantitate
tissue neutrophil sequestration[20]. Frozen livers were thawed
and extracted for MPO, following the homogenization and
sonication procedure as described in the manufacturer’s
protocol. One unit of MPO activity was defined as the amount
of enzyme able to reduce 1 µmol of peroxide/min. Results were
expressed as units of MPO activity per gram of tissue. To control
intarvascular leukocytosis, we calculated the ratio of MPO
activity in tissue to WBC count in peripheral blood, and
expressed it as MPO/WBC.
Circulating neutrophil activity analysis
Blood samples collected from each animal at each time point
were subjected to flow cytometric analysis[21]. For CD11b and
L-selectin determination, 50 µL of samples were incubated with
10 µL of PE-labeled mouse anti-rat L-selectin antibody and 10 µL
of FITC-labeled mouse anti-rat CD11b antibody for 15 min,
then 1 mL of FACS lysing solution was added for 10 min, followed
by centrifugation at 1 500 r/min for 5 min .Cell pellets were
washed and then resuspended in 500 µL of PBS. The cells were
read on a Becton-Dickinson FACS calibur.
Statistical analysis
The data were expressed as mean±SE. Statistical analysis was
performed using analysis of variance in SPSS software (version
11.0 for windows), followed by SNK multiple comparisons.
P less than 0.05 were considered statistically significant.
RESULTS
PDTC inhibited NF-κB activation in grafts of OLT rats
The time course of NF-κB activity in liver tissue was established
by evaluating p65/relA subunits in nuclear extracts from the
whole liver obtained at various time points. In the control group,
the activity of NF-κB in preserved graft increased slightly 0.5 h
after reperfusion, and markedly 1 h after reperfusion, peaked at
2 h of reperfusion and decreased 4 h after reperfusion (Figure 1).
PDTC suppressed OLT-induced p65/relA subunit increase in a
dose-dependent manner. PDTC administration did not affect
the time course for maximal NF-κB activation after OLT (Figure 1).
PDTC inhibited time course of expression of inflammatory
mediators in grafts of OLT rats
We determined the time course of OLT-induced expression of
TNF-α, CINC, and ICAM-1 in the same tissues as used for NF-κB
p65 transcription factor assay. We compared TNF-α, CINC, and
ICAM-1 protein levels in tissue homogenates of livers treated
by PDTC with those of livers untreated by PDTC. We observed
different kinetics in the expression of inflammatory mediators.
TNF-α expression was maximal 1 to 2 h after reperfusion,
whereas CINC and ICAM-1 expression peaked 2 to 4 h after
reperfusion (Figure 1). This was preceded by NF-κB activation.
Pretreatment with 20, 40, and 60 mg/kg of PDTC suppressed
the expression of these proteins, although the response was
variable (Figure 1). Suppression by PDTC of OLT-induced
expression of these proteins did not show a clear dosedependency. Maximal inhibition of CINC and ICAM-1 expression
was observed at a PDTC concentration of 40 mmol/L. Maximal
inhibition of TNF-α expression was observed at a PDTC
concentration of 60 mmol/L.
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Figure 1 Effect of PDTC on NF-κB (A), response of inflammatory mediators (B-D), systemic inflammatory recipients (E-F),
intrahepatic neutrophil accumulation (G), Mac-1 expression (H), and serum ALT level (I) in OLT rats. Results are the mean±SD of
six rats for each period in each group. A: Intrahepatic p65/relA subunit levels were significantly inhibited in the PDTC coldpreserved group compared with the control group (P<0.05). P65/relA subunit was significantly different in three preserved
groups (P<0.05). Intrahepatic inflammatory mediator levels were significantly inhibited in the PDTC cold-preserved group
compared with the control group (P<0.05). B: TNF-α was significantly different in three-preserved groups within 0.5 h of reperfusion
(P<0.05), the maximal level reached at 1 h after reperfusion; C: CINC was significantly different in three preserved groups within
2 h after reperfusion (P<0.05), the maximal level reached at 4 h after reperfusion; D: ICAM-1 was significantly different in threepreserved groups within 0.5 h of reperfusion (P<0.05), the maximal level reached at 4 h after reperfusion. E: Serum TNF-α levels
significantly inhibited in the PDTC cold-preserved group, compared with the control group since 0.5 h after reperfusion (P<0.05).
There is no significantly different in PDTC 40 and PDTC 60 groups (P<0.05). F: Serum CINC levels significantly inhibited in the
PDTC cold-preserved group, compared with the control group since 2 h after reperfusion (P<0.05). Serum CINC was significantly different in three-preserved groups (P<0.05). G: Intrahepatic neutrophil accumulation was significantly inhibited in the
PDTC cold-preserved group, compared with the control group (P<0.05). Intrahepatic neutrophil accumulation was significantly
different in three-preserved groups (P<0.05). H: Mac-1 expression in circulating neutrophil was significantly inhibited in the
PDTC cold-preserved group, compared with the control group at 2 h after reperfusion (P<0.05). There was no great different
between Mac-1 expression in PDTC40 and PDTC60 (P>0.05). I: Serum ALT was significantly inhibited in the PDTC cold-preserved
group, compared with the control group (P<0.05); which was significantly different in three-preserved groups (P<0.05).
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PDTC inhibited levels of systemic TNF-α and CINC response in
OLT rats
The effects of PDTC on plasma TNF-α and CINC are shown in
Figure 1. Pretreatment with PDTC at concentrations of 20, 40,
and 60 mmol/L reduced the OLT-induced plasma TNF-α levels
to 66%, 51%, 46% and plasma CINC levels to 70%, 48%, and
61% 4 h after reperfusion, respectively.
PDTC reduced neutrophil sequestration in grafts of OLT rats
We utilized the MPO biochemical assay to measure tissue
neutrophil infiltration during the course of reperfusion. In control
transplant livers, MPO/WBC was significantly elevated within
30 min of reperfusion than that in non-reperfusion liver tissue
and remained significantly elevated throughout the 6 h of
reperfusion. PDTC reduced the reperfusion-induced PMN
accumulation (Figure 1). Maximal inhibition was observed at a
PDTC concentration of 40 mmol/L that correlated with the
inhibition of OLT- induced intrahepatic CINC and ICAM-1
expression.
PDTC inhibited circulating neutrophil activity in OLT rats
The CD11b content in circulating neutrophils was quantitatively
evaluated by flow cytometric analysis at 0, 0.5, 1, 2, 4 and 6 h after
the onset of reperfusion. In the control group, Mac-1 expression
at the control time point (0 h) showed low levels of staining
for CD11b [mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) = 76.75±19.15],
which reached 167% of baseline levels at 2 h, and 289% of
baseline levels at 4 h, respectively, and remained constantly
elevated at 6 h (281%) after reperfusion in control group (Figure 1).
PDTC inhibited Mac-1 expression in circulating neutrophils
in a dose-dependent manner (Figure 1). Maximal inhibition was
observed at a PDTC concentration of 60 mmol/L that correlated
with the inhibition of OLT-induced systemic TNF-α response
but not systemic CINC response, indicating that TNF-α was a
much more strong inflammatory mediator for neutrophil
activation.
PDTC ameliorated postransplant liver function
Serum ALT levels increased 0.5 h after reperfusion, remained
greatly elevated throughout the 6 h reperfusion, and increased
significantly in the 18 h and 24 h cold-preserved groups,
compared with those in the 6 h group during the 6 h observation
(Figure 1). PDTC ameliorated liver function after transplantation,
the maximal increase was observed at a PDTC concentration of
40 mmol/L. PDTC administration did not affect the time course
for maximal graft injury after OLT (Figure 1).
DISCUSSION
In this study, we extended our investigation on the pathogenesis
of neutrophilic graft inflammation following rat orthotopic
liver transplantation to assess the potential contribution of
transcription factor after NF-κB[6]. Since transcription factors
could determine cellular phenotypes by specifying protein
production[22], it is particularly interesting to relate changes in
activation of transcription factors such as NF-κB, to expression
of a specific protein and evolution of biological relevant end
points[23-25]. We studied the expression of TNF-α, ICAM-1 and
CINC because of their critical roles in the reperfusion-induced
inflammatory responses. We demonstrated that reperfusioninduced NF-κB activation in vivo preceded the expression of
TNF-α, CINC and ICAM-1. In our rat model of orthotopic
liver transplantation, we observed a link among NF-κB
activation, systemic and intrahepatic TNF-α and CINC
responses, intrahepatic ICAM-1 expression, neutrophilic
inflammation, and graft injury. In addition, we found that
inhibition of NF-κB activation with PDTC decrease local TNF-α,
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CINC and ICAM-1 expression, ameoliated neutrophilic
inflammation, and improve graft function. These observations
support the hypothesis that NF-κB activation is critical for
early graft injury in liver transplantation.
Dithiocarbamates, such as PDTC, represent a class of
antioxidants reported to be potent inhibitors of NF-κB and are
capable of inhibiting the inflammatory process associated with
the activation of NF-κB[26,27]. The most effective inhibitor of
NF-κB appears to be the pyrrolidine derivative of dithiocarbamate
(PDTC) as a result of its ability to traverse the cell membrane
and its prolonged stability in solution at physiological pH.
PDTC, as well as other antioxidants, may inhibit NF-κB by
suppressing the production of intracellular reactive oxygen
species[26 ]. But it is well established that inhibition of NF-κB is
a major mechanism of the anti-inflammatory actions of PDTC[27].
In our study, PDTC probably blocked neutrophillic inflammation
in part by diminishing NF-κB -dependent transcription of CINC
and ICAM-1 expression. Blocking NF-κB activation might also
diminish the transcription of a variety of other genes involved
in the production of inflammatory mediators.
It was interesting that PDTC at 60 mmol/L caused less
inhibition of OLT-induced expression of CINC and ICAM-1 than
PDTC at 40 mmol/L PDTC, although the higher concentration
exerted greater inhibition of NF-κB activation. This dissociation
between inhibition of NF-κB activation and ICAM-1, CINC
expression might be explained by involvement of AP-1 in
mediating the response[14]. Thus, it is likely that 60 mmol/L PDTC
inhibited the NF-κB -mediated ICAM-1 and CINC expression,
but augmented AP-1-mediated transcription of the ICAM-1 and
CINC expression, the inhibitory effect of PDTC mediated through
NF-κB inhibition was consequently offset by the AP-1mediated stimulatory effect, which needs further work to identify.
In addition, PDTC at 60 mmol/L caused less neutrophil
accumulation in the grafts, but the neutrophil activity correlated
with less improvement of graft injury than 40 mmol/L PDTC,
implying that local accumulation of activated neutrophils is the
definitive factor of local neutrophilic inflammation.
The findings that PDTC administration ameoliated liver
injury at 0.5 h and 1 h after reperfusion, as measured by serum
ALT levels, were also noted to have some effects on neutrophilindependent phase of liver injury associated with OLT. In this
study, neutrophil sequestration occurred quickly within 0.5 h
after reperfusion, with no changes in Mac-1 and L-selectin
expression at 0.5 h and 1 h time points. Previous studies
demonstrated that increased expression of Mac-1[28] and shedding
of L-selectin[29] were important to neutrophil-mediated injury.
Hepatic injury at this time point was neutrophil-independent
and was mediated by cytosolic xanthine oxidase and mitochondria
in damaged hepatocytes[30], the most relevant oxidant stress
occurred initially in the vasculature and was produced by
Kupffer cells[31]. Our data suggested that there was a protective
effect of PDTC in the liver at 0.5 h and 1 h after reperfusion,
which might be mediated by antioxidants or Kupffer cells. In
this study, the data showed that PDTC inhibited intrahepatic
TNF-α expression in a dose-dependent manner. A study
showed that TNF-α was probably from activated Kupffer cells
in cold-preserved livers [32], suggesting that he presence of
primed Kupffer cells during extended cold preservation might
result in overresponse and excessive production of TNF-α in
the initial phase of reperfusion. The decreased expression of
TNF-α in PDTC treatment group might in part reflect the
inhibition of Kupffer cells.
In summary, the pathophysiological mechanisms of the
protective effect of PDTC in vivo, appear to be pluripotent,
comprising both antioxidative properties and inhibition of
NF-κB. Inhibiting early NF-κB activity can protect against
early graft injury in prolonged cold preservation after liver
transplantation.
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INTRODUCTION
Familial adenomatous polyposis (FAP), which usually begins
at a mean age of 16 years (range, 7-36 years), is an autosomal
dominant hereditary colon cancer predisposition syndrome, in
which hundreds to thousands of precancerous colonic polyps
can develop. Without colectomy, colon cancer is inevitable. The
mean age of developing colon cancer in untreated individuals is
39 years (range, 34-43 years)[1]. Prophylactic colectomy has been
considered to be the best treatment for familial adenomatous
polyposis[2]. In this paper, data of eight pedigrees of FAP were
analysed retrospectively. The role of surveillance endoscopy
and the effect of different surgical procedures were evaluated.

Abstract

MATERIALS AND METHODS
We studied the patients with FAP and their families enrolled in
our Familial Adenomatous Polyposis Registry from March 1991
to December 2003. Close follow-up and termly surveillance
colonoscopy were performed and the results were analysed
retrospectively. Pedigree trees were protracted according to
their family history.

AIM: To study the early diagnosis and management of familial
adenomatous polyposis (FAP).
METHODS: Eight pedigrees of FAP were collected and their
pedigree trees were protracted. Clinical characteristics and
treatment outcomes of FAP patients in these kindreds were
analysed.
RESULTS: A total of 157 members were investigated in
eight kindreds and 25 patients with FAP were diagnosed.
The ratio of male patients and female patients was 16:9
and the average age at onset was 38 years. Among them,
six patients died of cancer with a mortality rate of 28%,
and 36% (9/25) FAP patients were diagnosed as synchronous
colorectal cancer on the basis of FAP. A proband was
diagnosed as synchronous colorectal cancer with liver
metastasis and died 11 mo later after partial colectomy and
hepatic metastatic lesion biopsy. The other seven probands
received total abdominal colectomy and rectal mucosectomy
with ileal pouch-anal anastomosis (IPAA), and one of them
was diagnosed as synchronous colon cancer on the basis
of FAP and was still alive after 7.5 years follow-up. Among
the other seven patients with synchronous colorectal cancer
on the basis of FAP underwent total abdominal colectomy
with ileorectal anastomosis (IRA), one underwent total
remnant rectum resection and ileostomy for recurrent
carcinoma in the retained rectum 2.5 years later after the
IRA and was still alive, while the others all died of recurrence
with a median survival time of 4.6 years. Through close
follow-up and termly endoscopic surveillance, three FAP
patients were detected before presenting symptoms at the
age of 18, 20 and 23 years, respectively. Prophylactic IPAA
was performed and results were satisfactory after the
patients were followed-up for 6, 1, and 8 years, respectively.
CONCLUSION: Pedigree investigation, close follow-up and
termly endoscopic surveillance are very important for early
detection of FAP. Prophylactic IPAA can give satisfactory
results to FAP patients.
He YL, Zhang CH, Huang MJ, Cai SR, Zhan WH, Wang JP,
Wang JF. Clinical analysis of eight kindreds of familial
adenomatous polyposis. World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10(24):
3659-3661
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RESULTS
In our registry, eight probands had a family history. These
eight pedigree trees were protracted (Figure 1). In these eight
kindreds, a total of 157 members were investigated, among them
134 members were in the first to third generation with the age
older than 14 years. As a result, 25 members (about 16%) were
diagnosed as FAP with an average age of 38 years and the
youngest patient was eighteen years old. The ratio of male
patients and female patients was 16:9 and most of them were in
the second and third generation. A total of 9 FAP patients
(36%) were diagnosed as synchronous colorectal cancer, and
six patients died of cancer with a mortality rate of 28%. Among
13 patients who had symptoms but no malignancy, 7 patients
underwent total abdominal colectomy and rectal mucosectomy
with ileal pouch-anal anastomosis (IPAA) and others received
total abdominal colectomy with ileorectal anastomosis (IRA).
All of them were still alive and no cancer was found after a
median follow-up time of 4.2 years and 5.6 years, respectively.
In these eight kindreds, one proband was diagnosed as
advanced colon cancer and died 11 mo later after partial
colectomy and hepatic metastatic lesion biopsy, and the other
probands underwent IPAA, among them one was diagnosed
as synchronous colon cancer on the basis of FAP and was still
alive after 7.5 years follow-up. Through endoscopic surveillance,
three FAP patients were detected before presenting symptoms
at the age of 18, 20 and 23 years, respectively. Prophylactic
IPAA was performed and results were satisfactory after the
patients were followed-up for 6, 1, and 8 years, respectively.
Among the other seven patients with synchronous colorectal
cancer on the basis of FAP, who received total abdominal
colectomy with ileorectal anastomosis (IRA), one underwent
total remnant rectum resection and ileostomy for recurrent
carcinoma in the retained rectum 2.5 years later after the IRA
and was still alive, while the others all died of cancer recurrence
with a median survival time of 4.6 years. However, the other
seven patients without colorectal cancer were still alive although
one was given IPAA and the others received IRA.
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DISCUSSION
FAP is an autosomal dominant hereditary disease. Approximately
80% of individuals with FAP had a family history[3]. Offsprings
of an affected individual had a 50% risk of the disease[4]. The
prevalence of FAP is 1 per 16 000 people to 1 per 8 000 people.
Though FAP historically accounted for about 0.5% of all
colorectal cancers, this figure has been declining as more family
members at-risk underwent successful treatment following early
polyp detection and prophylactic colectomy[5-8]. In our study,
the incidence rate of FAP in these eight kindreds was 16%, and
most of the FAP patients were in the second and third generation
without atavism. The average age of FAP patients was 38 years,
and nine patients with FAP (36%) were in an advanced stage
when they were diagnosed as colorectal cancer. Bulow[5]
reported that since the establishment of the Danish Polyposis
Register, the prevalence of colorectal cancer had decreased
considerably and the prognosis had improved substantially.
They made a conclusion that the work of the Danish Polyposis
Register was probably the main cause of this improvement.
Other studies[7-9] also showed that with pedigree investigation,
close follow-up and termly endoscopic surveillance, more family
members at-risk underwent successful treatment following early
polyp detection and prophylactic colectomy, and the prevalence
of colorectal cancer was considerably decreased and the
prognosis was substantially improved. In our study, we
established a FAP register in 1991, and then investigated all
lineal and collateral relatives of FAP patients enrolled in our
hospital and protracted their pedigree trees. Close follow-up
and termly colonoscopy surveillance were performed to find
early cases among the relatives at high risk. At the end, 3 FAP
patients were detected before presenting symptoms at the age

Proband

death

patient. CRC: colorectal cancer.

18, 20 and 23 years, respectively. Prophylactic IPAA was
performed and functional outcome and quality of life were
satisfactory after the patients were followed-up for 6, 1 and 8 years,
respectively. No patient was found with colorectal cancer or
pouch adenoma or inflammation. Thus, we conclude that
pedigree investigation, close follow-up and termly colonoscopy
are feasible and effective methods for early diagnosis of FAP,
although FAP has been found to be caused by mutations in
adenomatous polyposis coli (APC) (chromosomal loci 5q21q22) and molecular genetic testing and genetic counseling are
clinically available in some developed countries[6,10] while they
are still in laboratories in China[11].
For individuals with classic FAP, prophylactic colectomy is
recommended when adenomas emerge. Colectomy includes
total colectomy and rectal mucosectomy with IPAA and subtotal
colectomy with IRA. Although IRA has fewer complications
and comfortable defecation function, it is not generally
accepted by patients because carcinoma may develop in 40%
retained rectum[12]. On the other hand, during IPAA all colorectal
mucous membranes were removed to completely eliminate the
risk of developing colonic carcinoma and a small reservoir was
created to reduce the frequency of bowel movement. However,
temporary ileostomy and creation of a reservoir might lead to
more complications and increase the difficulty in operation[2,8].
Parc et al.[13] found that young patients had a good quality of
life after IPAA, and suggested that this procedure was well
suitable for the youth. In our study, three symptom-free patients
underwent IPAA and all had satisfactory results. Among
thirteen patients who had symptoms but no malignancy,
although 7 patients underwent IPAA and 6 patients underwent
IRA, no carcinoma developed after they were followed-up for
4.2 years and 5.6 years, respectively. But for those patients
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with carcinoma, only one patient who underwent IPAA 7.5 years
before was still alive, while the others who underwent IRA all
died of cancer recurrence. Thus, we conclude that symptomfree patients should undergo prophylactic surgical procedure
and IPAA should be preferred. Furthermore, IPAA should be
the first choice for those patients with carcinoma.
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Abstract
AIM: To investigate the effects of c-myb antisense RNA on
cell proliferation and the expression of c-myb, TGF-β1 and
α1-I collagen in cultured hepatic stellate cells (HSC) from rats.
METHODS: Recombinant retroviral vector of c-myb antisense
gene (pDOR-myb) was constructed, and then transfected
into retroviral package cell line PA317 by means of DOTAP.
The pseudoviruses produced from the resistant PA317 cells
were selected with G418 to infect HSCs isolated from rat
livers. The cell proliferation was measured by 3-[4, 5Dimethylthiazolzyl]-2, 5-diphenyl tetrazo-dium bromide
(MTT) method.The expression of c-myb, α1-I collagen and
TGF-β1 mRNA, and c-myb protein in HSCs was detected
with semi-quantitive reverse transeription-polymerase chain
reaction (RT-PCR) and Western-blot respectively.
RESULTS: HSCs from rats were isolated successfully with
the viability >98%. In the pDOR-myb infected HSCs, the cmyb protein expression, cell proliferation,and α1-I collagen
and TGF-β1 mRNA expression were repressed significantly
compared with their corresponding control groups (P<0.01).
CONCLUSION: c-myb plays a key role in activation and
proliferation of HSC. c-myb antisense RNA can inhibit cell
proliferation, α1-I collagen and TGF-β1 mRNA expression,
suggesting that inhibition of c-myb gene expression might
be a potential way for the treatment of liver fibrosis.
Ma HH, Yao JL, Li G, Yao CL, Chen XJ, Yang SJ. Effects of cmyb antisense RNA on TGF-β1 and α1-I collagen expression
in cultured hepatic stellate cells. World J Gastroenterol 2004;
10(24): 3662-3665
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INTRODUCTION
The activation and proliferation of hepatic stellate cells (HSC)
have been regarded as the critical events in early hepatic fibrosis
irrespective of the underlying etiology[1-6]. c-myb oncogene
encodes nuclear protein that functions as a transcriptional
transactivator that regulates expression of genes critical for
cell differentiation and proliferation[7,8]. Several studies have
indicated that c-myb expression is critical for HSC activation

and proliferation in rat and human livers affected by chronic
viral hepatitis, and that the level of c-myb expression reflects
the severity of disease activity[9,10]. However, little information
is available concerning the effects of c-myb expression on the
pathogenesis of liver fibrosis.
It has been shown that α1-I collagen is the main extracellular
matrix (ECM) protein produced by HSCs during the pathogenesis
of live fibrosis, while TGF-β1 has been identified as a potent
cytokine in the regulation of the production, degradation and
accumulation of ECM. In this study, retrovirus-mediated
antisense c-myb RNA was transferred into cultured HSCs from
rats to investigate its anti-proliferative and antifibrotic effects.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
PA317 and NIH3T3 cells were cultured in our laboratory. Antidesmin and anti-α-SMA antibodies were purchased from DAKO
Corporation, anti-c-myb antibody from Santa Cruz Biotechnology
Incorporation. G418, DMEM, and fetal bovin serum were from
GibcoTM Invitrogen Corporation. Pronase E and collagenase IV
were from Sigma-Aldrich Corporation. The retroviral vector
pDOR was provided by Dr. Lin Yang (Department of Infectious
Diseases, the 3rd Affiliated Hospital, Sun-Yat Sen University).
Cell isolation, culture and identification
Primary rat HSCs were isolated from 200-300 g male SpragueDawley rats by a two-step pronase-collagenase perfusion
method[11]. All cells were cultured in DMEM supplemented with
100-200 mL/L fetal bovine serum, 2 mmol/L glutamine and 1%
antibiotic solution at 37 in a humidified atmosphere containing
50 mL/L CO2. HSCs were identified by immunohistochemical
staining for desmin and α-SMA with monoclonal mouse antidesmin and anti-α-SMA antibodies, respectively.
Packaging of c-myb recombinant retroviral vector and its
transfection into HSCs
The segment of c-myb gene amplified by RT-PCR from the spleen
of a rat was cloned into pUC19 with TA cloning method, and
then subcloned into retroviral vector pDOR after sequencing.
The recombinant retroviral vector, named pDOR-myb, was
transfected into retroviral package cell line PA317 by means of
DOTAP. Stable retroviral vector- produced lines were generated
by expanding the G418-resistant (600 µg/mL) colonies. The
supernatants containing the packaged retroviruses were
harvested, filtered and titrated 9.0×10 4-2.2×105 CFU/mL
determined in NIH3T3 cells[12]. The fourth generation of HSCs
was infected with the recombinant c-myb retrovirus (pDORmyb) and controlled retrovirus (pDOR), while the untreated
HSCs from the same generation were used as the control group.
Infection was performed in suspension by a 30 min incubation
of HSCs with 10 mL of virus supernatants, supplemented with
4 µg/mL polybrene. The cultured medium was changed with
DMEM containing G418 after 48 h, and repeated every 2-3 d.
Proliferation assay of infected HSCs
The cell proliferation was measured by 3-[4, 5-Dimethylthiazolzyl]2, 5-diphenyl tetrazo-dium bromide (MTT) method. HSCs of three
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groups (pDOR-myb, pDOR and control groups) were seeded
into 96-well plates (5×103 cells/well), respectively and incubated
in a final volume of 200 µL medium for 48 h. Fifty micriliter of
MTT (5 g/L) was subsequently added to each well. After the
incubation was continued for 4 h, suspension was abandoned,
and dimethyl sulphoxide (DMSO) 200 µL was added to each
well. Then absorbance at 570 nm (A570 nm) was measured using an
automatic enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay plate reader.

Semi-quantitative reverse transeription-polymerase chain reaction
(RT-PCR)
For reverse transcription PCR analysis, total RNA was
extracted from cultured cells using a RNeasy Mini kit (QIAGEN).
Complementary DNAs were prepared from 1 µg of total RNA
using a RT kit (MBI) with oligo (dt) primer according to the
manufacturer’s instructions. The resulting complementary DNA
was amplified with the following sets of primers: GAPDH (420 bp),
5’ATGACTCTACCCACGGCAAG3’ (forward)and 5’CCACAG
TCTTCTGAGTGGCA3’ (reverse); TGF-β1(143 bp), 5’GACCTG
CTGGCAATAGCTTC3’ (forward) and 5’GTTGAGGGAGAAA
GCAGCAG3’ (reverse); α1-collagen (269 bp), 5’GCGAGGACAT
GAGGAGTAGC3’ (forward) and 5’CCTGTGACCAGGGATGT
CTT3’ (reverse); c-myb (350 bp), 5’TCCTTCTCCTCCTCCTC
CTC3’ (forward) and 5’GTTCCACCAGCTTCTTAGC3’ (reverse).
c-myb, TGF-β1 and α1-I collagen mRNA levels were determined
by semi-quantitative RT-PCR followed by densitometry scanning.
GAPDH served as an internal control. The following PCR
program was performed for TGF-β1 and α1-I collagen: at 94
for 2 min (initial denaturation), at 94 for 30 s, at 62 for 30 s,
at 72
for 1 min, 35 cycles. For c-myb, except the primer
annealing temperature was 65.5 , all other conditions were
the same as above.
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analyze the changes in different groups with SPSS10.0 software,
and P<0.05 was considered statistically significant.

RESULTS
HSCs identification
The number of isolated cells was 1-3×107 from a rat with the
viability >98%. Immunohistochemical staining with desmin and
α-SMA showed a selective cytoplasma pattern with about 95%
positive cells.
c-myb expression
Semi-quantitative RT-PCR and Western-blot were performed to
determine c-myb expression in the recombinant c-myb virus
infected HSCs. RT-PCR showed a 420 bp band corresponding
to GAPDH in each sample. As expected, a 350 bp band of c-myb
was detected in the pDOR group and the control group, but
not in the pDOR-myb group, and the results of densitometry
scanning showed that c-myb mRNA expression value in the
pDOR-myb group was 4.63±0.66, significantly lower than that in
the control (44.48±2.79) and pDOR groups (46.91±3.57) (P<0.01).
Western blot analysis demonstrated that c-myb protein was
markedly reduced in the pDOR-myb group compared with the
control group. (Figure 1).
HSC proliferation
Proliferation assay showed that A570 nm values of the pDORmyb group, pDOR group and control group were 0.40±0.12,
0.58±0.10 and 0.59±0.09, respectively, indicating a marked
decrease in the pDOR-myb group compared with the control groups
(P<0.01), but no difference between two control groups (Figure 2).

Western-blotting
c-myb proteins of the pDOR-myb group, pDOR group and
control group were detected with Western-bloting. HSCs of
the three groups were washed 2 times with PBS, and then 1×SDS
loading buffer was added. After boiled for 5-10 min, 10 µg of
protein was electrophoresed on 100 g/L SDS-polyacrylamide
gel. The protein was transferred to PVDF membrane, which
was then blocked overnight at 4 with PBST (PBS containing
4 mL/L Tween 20)-30 g/LBSA. The blots were incubated with
the primary polyclonal antibody against c-myb (1:100) at 4
overnight, and subsequently with HRP-labeled secondary
antibody (1:100) at room temperature for 1 h. At last, the protein
bands were visualized with 4-Cl-1-Naphenol-H2O2.
Statistical analysis
Data were presented as mean±SE. The Student’s t test was to
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Figure 2 Measurements of cell proliferation with MTT method
in three groups of HSCs. The results were expressed as mean±SE
(n = 6). bP<0.01 vs pDOR and control.
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Figure 1 Expression of c-myb mRNA, internal control and c-myb protein by RT-PCR, density and Western blot. A: c-myb mRNA
expression assayed by semi-quantitative RT-PCR analysis of total RNA. Co-amplification of GAPDH in all samples served as an
internal standard. Lane 1: control HSC; Lane 2: pDOR treated HSC; Lane 3: pDOR-myb treated HSC; Lane M: 100 bp ladder. B:
Relative expression levels are shown as percent of the internal control by densitometry scanning. The results were expressed as
mean±SE (n = 3). bP<0.01 vs pDOR and control. C: Western-blotting of c-myb protein expression. Fifty µg of extracted cellular
protein was loaded in each lane. Lane1: control HSC; Lane2: pDOR treated HSC; Lane3: pDOR-myb treated HSC.
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Figure 3 Expression of TGF-β1 and α1-I collagen mRNA. A: α1I collagen mRNA expression assayed by semi-quantitative RTPCR analysis. Lane 1: pDOR-myb treated HSC; Lane 2: control
HSC; Lane 3: pDOR treated HSC. B: TGF-β1 mRNA expression
assayed by semi-quantitative RT-PCR analysis. Lane 1: pDOR
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Co-amplification of GAPDH in all samples served as an internal standard.

DISCUSSION
HSC is regarded as one of the key cell types involved in progression
of liver fibrosis, and as a therapeutic target for treatment of
hepatic fibrosis[1-6]. Several findings have implied that HSC
activation status could be directly manipulated through controlled
expression of c-myb. c-myb was reported to be involved in
transcriptional regulation and cell proliferation, since high levels
of c-myb DNA-binding activity were found in activated HSCs
but not in quiescent HSCs[13,14]. Transfection of c-myb stimulated
α-SMA expression in quiescent HSCs, and transfection of
c-myb antisense RNA inhibited the expression of α-SMA and
the activation of HSCs[14].
In this study, we found that the c-myb expression in HSCs
could be successfully inhibited by c-myb antisense RNA
transfection and this antisense c-myb RNA could dramatically
inhibit HSC proliferation detected by MTT, suggesting that
blockade of c-myb transcriptional signals in HSC might lead to
the inhibition of HSC proliferation. However, little is known
about how c-myb expression can influence HSC activation and
proliferation. It has been reported that c-myb is an important
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transcriptional factor that can regulate cell cycles and control
plasma membrane Ca2+- ATPase[15,16], which may be involved
in HSC proliferation.
TGF-β1 is the most potent fibrogenic stimulant to HSCs.
The activated HSCs respond to it by increasing production of
collagen and decreasing its breakdown. Modifying the secretion
or activity of TGF-β1 could attenuate fibrosis, and recent studies
of experimental liver fibrosis have shown the potential of this
approach[17-22]. Our study showed that TGF-β1 mRNA expression
was repressed significantly in the pDOR-c-myb infected
group compared with their corresponding control groups. The
mechanism might be partly related to the fact that c-myb antisense
RNA could inhibit HSC proliferation and block TGF-β1 autocrine
loop. It is necessary to investigate HSC activation and its
relationship with c-myb expression and TGF-β1 secretion, since
c-myb also plays an important role in HSCs activation[1,14].
Hepatic fibrosis is characterized by accumulation of
extracellular matrix (ECM), and collagen I is the main component
of ECM while fibrosis occurs[23-26]. Activated HSCs are known
to be the major source of this fibrillar collagen. On the other
hand, collagen I could further enhance HSC activation[1]. Clearly,
this feedback loop plays an important role in the progression
of liver fibrosis. In our study, α1-I collagen mRNA expression
in HSCs was inhibited significantly by transfection of c-myb
antisense RNA. Considering c-myb antisene RNA could also
inhibit HSC proliferation, which might influence α1-I collagen
mRNA expression levels, the number of HSCs in each group
was adjusted to the same count. Our results indicated that
c-myb could influence α1-I collagen expression through some
direct but yet unclear ways.
Liver fibrosis and its end stage, cirrhosis, represent worldwide
healthcare problems. Current treatments for fibrosis and
cirrhosis are limited to removing the underlying injurious stimuli,
eradicating viruses using interferon, ribavirin, and lamivudine
in viral hepatitis, and liver transplantation. To date, various
new drugs have been attempted to prevent the progression of
hepatic fibrosis, such as hepatocyte growth factor[26,27], TGF-β1
antagonist or truncated TGF-β1 type II receptor[21,28,29] and tissue
inhibitors of metalloproteinases[30]. Now that HSC activation
and proliferation have been shown to be the critical events,
and also to contribute to portal hypertension. Hence,the strategies
to design some specific agents to inhibit HSC activation and
proliferation are appealing. In conclusion,c-myb antisense RNA
can inhibit c-myb gene expression, cell proliferation, α1-I collagen
and TGF-β1 mRNA expression in HSCs, suggesting that
inhibition of c-myb gene expression might be a potential way
for the treatment of liver fibrosis.
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Abstract
AIM: The role of intravenous pantoprazole in treatment of
patients with high-risk bleeding peptic ulcers following
endoscopic hemostasis remains uncertain. We therefore
conducted the pilot prospective randomized study to assess
whether intravenous pantoprazole could improve the
efficacy of H2-antagonist as an adjunct treatment following
endoscopic injection therapy for bleeding ulcers.
METHODS: Patients with active bleeding ulcers or ulcers
with major signs of recent bleeding were treated with distilled
water injection. After hemostasis was achieved, they were
randomly assigned to receive intravenous pantoprazole or
ranitidine.
RESULTS: One hundred and two patients were enrolled in
this prospective trial. Bleeding recurred in 2 patients (4%) in
the pantoprazole group (n = 52), as compared with 8 (16%)
in the ranitidine group (n = 50). The rebleeding rate was
significantly lower in the pantoprazole group (P = 0.04).
There were no statistically significant differences between
the groups with regard to the need for emergency surgery
(0% vs 2%), transfusion requirements (4.9±5.9 vs 5.7±6.8
units), hospital days (5.9±3.2 vs 7.5±5.0 d) or mortality
(2% vs 2%).
CONCLUSION: Pantoprozole is superior to ranitidine as
an adjunct treatment to endoscopic injection therapy in
high-risk bleeding ulcers.
Hsu PI, Lo GH, Lo CC, Lin CK, Chan HH, Wu CJ, Shie CB, Tsai
PM, Wu DC, Wang WM, Lai KH. Intravenous pantoprazole
versus ranitidine for prevention of rebleeding after endoscopic
hemostasis of bleeding peptic ulcers. World J Gastroenterol
2004; 10(24): 3666-3669
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INTRODUCTION
Bleeding is a common and potential life threatening complication
of peptic ulcer diseases. Recently, endoscopic hemostasis has
been the treatment of first choice for bleeding peptic ulcer,
providing better outcomes compared with both medical and
surgical therapies[1-4]. However, acute recurrent bleeding after
initial hemostasis by therapeutic endoscopy has been reported
to occur in 4% to 30% of cases, and the mortality rate in these
patients is high[5-10].
In vitro studies have shown that clotting proceeds more
efficiently and the dissolution of clots by proteolytic enzymes
occurs more slowly at high pH levels[11-14]. Pepsin can digest blood
clots overlying ulcer craters, and its activity is pH-related[13].
Additionally, the function of platelets is severely impaired at
low pH in vitro[14]. A profound reduction of gastric acidity,
therefore, could stabilize the clots over an ulcer and stop
bleeding or prevent recurrent hemorrhage.
However, evidence of the effectiveness of H2-receptor
antagonists in bleeding peptic ulcers is conflicting. Collins
et al.[15] conducted a meta-analysis of 27 randomized studies
and concluded that H2-receptor antagonists reduced the rate
of continued bleeding, the need for surgery, and the mortality
rate among patients with gastric ulcers. Nonetheless, a subsequent
large trial of 1 005 patients with bleeding peptic ulcers
demonstrated that intravenous famotidine treatment did not
affect the rebleeding rate, the operative rate, and the mortality[16].
In vivo studies have shown that a regimen including a high
dose of a proton pump inhibitor (PPI) can maintain intragastric
pH at a nearly neutral level and inhibit acid production more
effectively than does an infusion of an H2-receptor antagonist[17,18].
Thus, a high-dose PPI is theoretically better than an H2-receptor
antagonist as a treatment to prevent rebleeding of peptic ulcers.
A recent meta-analysis[19] disclosed that intravenous omeprazole
was more effective than an H 2-antagonist in preventing
persistent recurrent bleeding from peptic ulcer, but this
advantage seemed to be restricted to those patients who did
not have adjunct sclerotherapy. Nonetheless, the authors
emphasized that the data were too scarce and heterogeneous
to draw definitive conclusions, and further comparative trials
were clearly warranted.
Currently, intravenous omeprazole is available in Europe
and other countries, but it is not available in the United States
of America. Although pantoprazole was the first intravenous
PPI marketed in the United States of America, it does not have
an indication for treatment of upper gastrointestinal bleeding,
mainly due to the lack of published clinically relevant outcome
data. We therefore conducted this pilot, prospective, randomized
study to compare the efficacy of intravenous pantoprazole and
ranitidine for prevention of rebleeding of peptic ulcers following
initial endoscopic hemostasis.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients
From October 2002 to September 2003, all patients with
hematemesis, melena, or both, had emergent upper endoscopy
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performed within 24 h of admission to the emergency units of
Kaohsiung Veterans General Hospital. Patients with active
bleeding ulcers or ulcers with major signs of recent bleeding
were treated with distilled water injection. Patients with
successful initial hemostasis and who gave their consents were
enrolled in this study. Criteria for exclusion included: the
presence of other possible bleeding sites (for example, esophageal
varices, gastric cancer), coexistence of an acute significant
illness (for example, sepsis, stroke, acute myocardial infarction,
acute respiratory failure, acute surgical abdomen), the presence of
a systemic bleeding tendency (for example, platelets <50 000/mm3,
prolonged prothrombin time > 3 s, or use of an anticoagulant).

Therapeutic endoscopy
Upper gastrointestinal endoscopy was performed within 24 h
of hospital admission. The equipments used were the Olympus
GIF XV10, GIF XQ 200, and GIF 1T20 (Olympus Corp., Tokyo,
Japan). To improve the visual field, gastric lavage was carried
out before endoscopy. Ulcers with stigmata were cleaned by
water irrigation through the biopsy channel. We divided the
ulcer lesions into six categories according to our previous study[10]:
clean base, red or black spot, adherent clot, nonbleeding visible
vessel (NBVV), oozing visible vessel, and spurting visible vessel.
An NBVV was defined as a raised red or bluish-red hemispheric
lesion protruding from the ulcer base, without active bleeding.
An adherent clot was defined as an overlying clot that was
resistant to washing. If an adherent clot, NBVV or bleeding
visible vessel was noted during the first examination,
endoscopic local injection with distilled water was performed
for hemostasis. Distilled water was injected in aliquots of 0.5-2 mL
over and around the bleeding area, up to a total of 5.0-20.0 mL[6,8].
Once hemostasis was achieved, the bleeding site was observed
for at least 5 min. Initial hemostasis was defined as no endosocpic
evidence of bleeding during 5 min of observation after therapy.
We didnot check H pylori status for our patients during
acute bleeding episodes since several studies[20,21] disclosed
that biopsy-based tests had decreased sensitivities for the
detection of H pylori in bleeding peptic ulcers. Besides, it would
increase operating time to take gastric specimens in critical
patients who required therapeutic endoscopies.
Randomization
Patients with successful initial hemostasis were randomly
assigned to two groups. Randomization of eligible patients
was carried out by a neutral individual who opened sealed
envelopes containing the treatment assignments, derived from
a table of random numbers. One group was treated with
intravenous pantoprazole, with an initial dose of 40 mg and
subsequently with 40 mg every twelve hours during the first
three days, followed by 40 mg a day orally. The other group
was treated with intravenous ranitidine, with an initial dose of
50 mg and subsequently every eight hours during the first
three days, followed by 150 mg of oral ranitidine every 12 h. We
chose the dose of intravenous ranitidine because it was
commonly used in clinical practice. Previous studies[22] revealed
that this dose of intravenous ranitidine could suppress gastric
acid secretion by 83%. The study protocol was approved by
the Medical Committee of Kaohsiung Veterans General Hospital.
Follow-up
During the stay in the hospital, patients received partial
parenteral nutrition for 2 d. After a 48-h observation, patients
were given soft diet for 48 h, and then a regular diet. The
hemoglobin level was checked every day for 3 d, and a blood
transfusion was given if the hemoglobin concentration fell below
8 gm/dL or if vital signs deteriorated.
A clinician independent of the endoscopist observed the
patients for evidence of rebleeding. The definition of rebleeding
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was recurrent hemorrhage during an 8-wk observation period.
Evidence of rebleeding included fresh hematemesis, aspiration
of fresh blood from NG tube, or continuous melena with a pulse
rate greater than 100 beats/min, a fall in systolic blood pressure
exceeding 30 mmHg, or a decrease in hemoblogin of at least
0.2 g/L. When rebleeding was suspected, a second therapeutic
endoscopy was performed immediately. If hemostasis could
not be achieved, surgical intervention of uncontrolled rebleeing
was performed.
After discharge, patients assigned to the pantoprazole group
were treated with pantoprazole 40 mg daily for up to 8 wk, and
those in the ranitidine group were treated with ranitidine 150 mg
twice daily. All patients were requested to return to the outpatient
clinic 14 d, 4 wk and 8 wk after initial hemostasis.

Statistical analysis
The sample size was calculated according to previous
experiences[6-8,18,19]. The rebleeding rates following distilled
water injection were 13% of patients treated with PPI[7,18,19] and
29% of patients treated with H2 receptor antagnoist[6,8]. A sample
size of 46 was thus required for each group to achieve a statistical
power of 80% at 10% type I error. The chi-square test with or
without Yate’s correction for continuity and Fisher’s exact test
were used when appropriate to compare the rates of rebeeding,
emergency operation and mortality between groups. A P value
less than 0.05 was considered statistically significant.
RESULTS
During the study period, 236 patients were admitted due to
bleeding peptic ulcers. Endoscopic treatment was not required
in 136 patients who had ulcers with clean bases or flat pigments.
Nineteen patients were excluded from this study for the presence
of other possible bleeding sites (n = 5), coexistence of an acute
significant illness (n = 9), association with a systemic bleeding
tendency (n = 6). One hundred and nine patients with high-risk
bleeding ulcers received endoscopic injection therapy. Initial
hemostasis was not achieved in 7 patients who had profuse
bleeding, and they underwent surgical treatment or further
endoscopic hemostasis with thermocoagulation or hemoclipping.
The other 102 patients with successful endoscopic
hemostasis were randomly assigned to either pantoprazole
(n = 52) or ranitidine (n = 50) therapies. Data regarding the
clinical characteristics of patients at entry are summarized in
Table 1. The two groups had comparable clinical features, site
and size of ulcers, and bleeding severity. At index endoscopy,
40% of randomized patients had bleeding visible vessels
(spurting: 6%; oozing: 34%), 38% had NBVVs and 22% had
adherent clots in the ulcer craters.
All patients were followed up through the eight-week period
after initial endoscopy. Treatment results are shown in Table 2.
Rebleeding developed in 2 patients in the pantoprazole group.
One of the rebleeding patients underwent a second endoscopy,
and hemostasis was controlled by local injection of diluted
epinephrine. The other died of profuse rebleeding. Neither
second endoscopic therapy nor surgical intervention was
performed for him because of rapid deterioration of clinical
course. In the ranitidine group, 8 patients developed rebleeding.
In 7 of the 8 treatment failure patients, endscopic retreatment
by local injection (n = 5), heater probe (n = 1) and hemoclipping
(n = 1) stopped the bleeding. The other one patient underwent
immediate surgery to control rebleeding after failure of second
therapeutic endoscopy. None of the patients died of uncontrolled
rebleeding, but one female patient died of heart attack.
The rebleeding rate of the pantoprazole group was significantly
lower than that of the ranitidine group (3.8% vs 16.0%, P = 0.04).
There were no statistically significant differences between the
groups with regard to the need for emergency surgery (0% vs
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2.0%), transfusion requirements (4.9±5.8 vs 5.7±6.8 units), the
length of hospital stay (5.9±3.2 vs 7.5±5.0 d) or mortality (1.9%
vs 2.0%).
Table 1 Base-line characteristics of the study patients with
bleeding peptic ulcers n (%)
Pantoprazole
group
(n = 52)
Age (yr) (SD)
63.2 (18.2)
Gender (M:F)
41:11
Smoking
17 (32.7)
Alcohol abuse
7 (13.5)
NSAID use
14 (26.9)
History of ulcer
32 (61.5)
History of ulcer bleeding
14 (26.9)
Hypovolemic shock
3 (5.8)
Hemoglobin (g/dL) (SD)
10.3 (3.0)
Endoscopic findings
Ulcer size (cm) (SD)
1.2 (0.8)
Ulcer site
Stomach
25 (48.1)
Duodenum
27 (51.9)
Bleeding activity
Spurting vessel
4 (7.7)
Oozing vessel
18 (34.6)
Nonbleeding visible vessel 18 (34.6)
Adherent clot
12 (23.1)

Ranitidine
group
(n = 50)

P

64.7 (13.8)
37:13
16 (32.0)
4 (8.0)
16 (32.0)
28 (56.0)
9 (18.0)
3 (6.0)
10.0 (2.8)

0.64
0.56
0.94
0.37
0.57
0.57
0.28
1.00
0.68

1.2 (0.6)

0.79
0.85

25 (50.0)
25 (50.0)
2 (4.0)
17 (34.0)
21 (42.0)
10 (20.0)

0.64

Table 2 Clinical outcomes of pantoprazole and ranitidine
groups n (%)
Pantoprazole Ranitidine
group
group
(n = 52)
(n = 50)
Rebleeding
2 (3.8)
Emergency operation
0 (0.0)
Hospital days (SD)
5.9 (3.2)
Units of Blood transfusion (SD) 4.9 (5.8)
Mortality
1 (1.9)
1

8 (16.0)
1 (2.0)
7.5 (5.0)
5.7 (6.8)
1 (2.0)

P
0.04 1
0.31
0.06
0.42
1.00

Significant difference.

DISCUSSION
The use of PPIs in patients with bleeding peptic ulcers has
been evaluated in several studies. In a meta-analysis of 11
randomized trials[19], Gisbert et al. showed that PPIs were more
effective than H2-receptor antagonists in preventing persistent
or recurrent bleeding from peptic ulcers. However, meta-analysis
had several limitations. For example, there was a marked
variability between studies with respect to doses of PPIs and
H2-receptor antagnoists, schemes of administration of the
drugs, Forrest classification of bleeding ulcers and concomitant
endoscopic therapies. The authors thus concluded that the
data were too scarce and heterogeneous to draw definite
conclusions. In addition, it is important to point out that all the
trials[23-26] analyzed by Gisbert et al. used omeprazole or
lansoprazole as the test drug of PPIs.
To date, there are limited clinical outcome data on intravenous
pantoprazole for the prevention of peptic ulcer rebleeding[27].
Furthermore, all the published data concerning the effects of
intravenous pantoprazole on bleeding peptic ulcers were in
abstract form[28], which has limited the ability to completely
evaluate and generalize the suggested outcomes. We therefore
designed the prospective randomized study to investigate the
effects of intravenous pantoprazole on recurrent bleeding after
endoscopic treatment of bleeding peptic ulcers. The rebleeding
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rate of the pantoprazole and ranitidine groups in this study
was 4% and 16%, respectively. The data suggest that
pantoprazole is more effective than ranitidine for preventing
rebleeding in high-risk bleeding ulcer patients.
However, it is important to note that continuous infusion of
ranitidine was more effective to elevate intragastric pH than
intermittent bolus injection[22]. Additionally, the percentage of
intragastric pH value equal to or above 7.0 was significantly
greater during high dose ranitidine infusion (300-mg/24 h)
compared with conventional dose infusion (150-mg/24 h)[22].
Fired et al.[28] revealed that the efficacy of infusion of high
dose ranitidine to prevent recurrent ulcer bleeding was similar
to that of pantoprazole infusion.
Data from in vitro studies suggest that both acid and pepsin
can alter coagulation by interfering with the coagulation system,
fibrinogen polymerization, and platelet aggregation[12,13]. Therefore,
profound acid suppression may improve the microenvironment
at the bleeding point by keeping the gastric pH above the
proteolytic range for pepsin to prevent clot lysis, and thus
benefiting patients with bleeding peptic ulcers. Traditionally,
pharmacological treatment for bleeding peptic ulcers has
included H2-receptor antagonists, but these drugs have shown
no effect at all when compared with placebo[16,29]. The lack of a
clear beneficial effect of H2-receptor antagonists could be due
to the limited control of gastric pH. This is because at the
conventional recommended doses of these drugs, gastric pH
could not be maintained higher than 4.0 for a long period in
patients with a bleeding peptic ulcer[30]. On the other hand,
intravenous PPIs could produce consistently high gastric pH
values in patients with bleeding peptic ulcers[25,31]. Pharmacokinetic
studies with PPIs have shown that a bolus of 80 mg pantoprazole
or omeprazole followed by immediate continuous infusion of 8 mg
per hour could result in an intragastric pH of 7 within 20 min[32].
Pisegna et al.[33] also demonstrated that a single intravenous
dose of pantoprazole 80 mg suppressed pentagastrin-induced
acid output by 99% for approximately 24 h and had an onset of
actionin less than 1 h. Its acid inhibition effect was much stronger
than that of intravenous famotidine. The loss of effectiveness
of famotidine might be due to tolerance (tachyphylaxis), which
is known to occur in response to repetitive doses of H2-receptor
antagonists[34,35], but has never been found with PPIs. Therefore,
parenteral PPIs seem to be more effective than H2-antagonists
in keeping the intragastric pH above the proteolytic range for
pepsin to stabilize the clotting process.
In this study, there were no significant differences between
the pantoprazole and ranitidine groups with regard to the need
for emergency surgery, transfusion requirements, hospital stay
or mortality. Several previous studies[18,19] also reported that
PPIs were not more effective than H2-receptor antagonists for
reducing surgery or mortality rates. However, the lack of
differences in these parameters between study and control
groups might be due to beta error since the numbers of cases in
these studies were too small to draw definite conclusions to
these parameters. In a large-scaled study of Lau et al.[7], a highdose infusion of omeprazole was reported to decrease the
hospital stay of patients following endoscopic treatment of
bleeding ulcers.
Recently, the combinations of injection and thermal
coagulation therapies have been applied in the treatment of
high-risk bleeding peptic ulcers[36,37]. A meta-analysis by Calvet
et al.[37] demonstrated that combined therapies were superior
to injection therapies alone. It merits further studies to
investigate whether combined therapies for high-risk bleeding
ulcers will effectively control bleeding ulcers and change the
results in the current study.
In conclusion, after endoscopic injection treatment of
bleeding peptic ulcers, intravenous pantoprozole is more
effective than ranitidine for the prevention of rebleeding.
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Abstract
AIM: To study the inhibitory effect of transfected PTEN on
LoVo cells.
METHODS: Human PTEN cDNA was transferred into LoVo
cells via lipofectin and PTEN mRNA levels and its expression
were analyzed by Western blot and flow cytometry. Before
or after transfection, the effects of 5-Fu on inhibiting cell
proliferation and inducing apoptosis were measured by
flow cytometry, DNA bands and MTT.
RESULTS: PTEN transfection significantly up-regulated PTEN
expression in LoVo cells. 5-Fu inhibited cell proliferation
and induced apoptosis in transfected LoVo cells.
CONCLUSION: Transfected PTEN can remarkably up-regulate
PTEN expression in LoVo cells and promote the apoptosis.
PTEN transfection is associated with 5-Fu treatment effect
and has a cooperatively cytotoxic effect.
Xu SS, Shen WL, Ouyang SY. Inhibition of transfected PTEN
on human colon cancer. World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10
(24): 3670-3673
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INTRODUCTION
Apoptosis and abnormal proliferation play a critical role in the
development of carcinoma[1-8]. 5-Fu is one of the most popular
drugs in colon cancer treatment. In vivo 5-Fu converts into
fluorouracil deoxynucleotide and inhibits thymidylic acid
synthetase and consequently, hinders deoxyuridylic acid into
deoxythymidylic acid catalyzed by the enzyme thus blocking
DNA synthesis and inducing apoptosis in cancer cells. The
effect of phosphatase and tensin homologue deleted on
chromosome 10 (PTEN)[9-21] transfection associated with 5-Fu
on LoVo cells in human colon cancer was studied.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
Human LoVo cells and PTEN plasmid pcDNA-PTEN-WT,wild
type-WT, plasmid DNA extraction kit were purchased from
Hangzhou Weitejie BioTech Co. The samples of normal human
tissue and highly malignant colon cancer tissues were obtained
from 461 Hospital of PLA and immediately stored in liquid
nitrogen. Plasmid pcDNA3.1 (+) of eukaryonal expression

vectors was from Invitrogen. E.coli DH5α, LoVo were stored in
our laboratory. Diethyl pyrocarbonate (DEPC) was from Sigma.
Total RNA was extracted by Trizol (Gibco). Oligo dT, TaKaRa
RNA PCR Kit (AMV) pMD 18-T, Ex TaqTM enzyme (including
dNTPs and Mg2+), DNA Ligase Kit Ver.2, DNA marker were
from TaKaRa. LipofectamineTM 2 000 transfection reagent was
from Invitrogen. DNA sequence kit was ABI BigDye terminator
kit. DNA fragment extraction and purification kit was from Beijing
Dingguo Bio Corp. Rabbit-anti-human PTEN polyclonal
antibody (rabbit anti-PTEN) was from Beijing Zhongshan Bio
Corp. Horseradish enzyme labeled goat-anti-rabbit IgG (H+L)
was obtained from Beijing Zhongshan Biotechnology Co., LTD.
Reagents and enzymes Restriction enzymes Bam HI and Hind
III, basic proteolytic enzyme, DNA kit, Lipofectin, G418were osed.
Primers The primers were designed according to human PTEN
sequence published in GenBank using Primer Premier 5.0
software. The upper stream primer was 5’ AAG CTT ATG ACA
GCC ATC ATC AAA GAG AT 3’ with Hind III digestion site.
The down stream primer was 5’ -GGA TCC GGA ATA AAA CGG
GAA AGT GCC£-3’ with BamH I digestion site. The primers
were synthesized by Beijing Baisheng Bio Corp.

Methods
RNA extraction One hundred milligrams of the samples in liquid
nitrogen were taken. Total RNA was extracted by the protocol of
Trizol.
RT-PCR amplification of PTEN gene It was carried out by
TaKaRa RNA PCR kit. The reaction mixture was 20 µL. Reaction
condition was at 30 for 10 min, 45 for 40 min, 95 for 2 min,
5 for 5 min. The primer was designed as above. Amplification
condition was at 94 for 5 min, 94 for 30 s, 53 for 30 s, 72
for 1 min, 72 for 10 min. After the reaction 5 µL was taken for
agarose gel electrophoresis.
PTEN clone and identification Fifty microliters of PCR product
were used for 1% agarose gel electrophoresis to extract cDNA
fragment and after extraction it was identified by agarose gel
electrophoresis. cDNA fragment was inserted into pMD18-T
vectors and ligated at 16 overnight to construct the recombinant
plasmids pMD-PTEN-WT (wild type) and pMD-PTEN-MT
(mutant type). The recombinant plasmids transfected competent
DH5α cells by CaCl2. The transfected cells were cultivated in
50 mg/L ampicillin (Amp) LB agar plates at 37 for 14-16 h.
Single colonies were inoculated in LB liquid medium with Amp
at 37 overnight. The plasmids were extracted from cell culture.
The positive clones were selected and doubly digested by Hind
III and BamH at 37 for 1 h. After digestion it was identified by
electrophoresis and the sequences were verified by ABI 3 100
and the results were analysed by DNAsis software.
Construction and identification of eukaryonal expression
vectors Recombinant plasmids with correct sequences were
doubly digested by Hind III and BamH I. The product was
used for agarose gel electrophoresis to extract 1.4 kb PTEN
fragments. pcDNA3.1 (+) was also doubly digested by Hind III
and BamH I and extracted. The linear vector fragments and
extracted PTEN fragments were ligated by T4 DNA ligase at 16
overnight and the product was transferred into competent
DH5α cells. Single colonies were randomly selected and
cultivated at 37
overnight. Plasmids were extracted and
amplified by PCR and identified by digestion.
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Statistics analysis
The differences between groups were analyzed by t test.

RESULTS
The digested plasmid PTEN-pMD18-T is shown in Figure 1. After
plasmid PTEN-pMD18-T was digested, two fragments were
5.3 kb and 1.4 kb, which were consistent with dl 2 000 marker.
Four cell growth curves are shown pcDNA-PTEN-WT cell
growth was slower than other cells (Figure 2).
PTEN mRNA expression in LoVo cells was assayed by
Western blot. The PTEN mRNA expression level was higher
after transfection (Figure 3).
LoVo cells transfected with PTEN-WT gene were assayed
by flow cytometry and it was mainly found in cell cycle blockage
period G0-G1 (58.21%) (Figure 4).
The results of DNA-ladder bands showed that in transfected
LoVo cells treated by 5-Fu there were typical DNA ladder bands,
but in non-transfected LoVo cells there was no DNA ladder band.
After 5-Fu 10 µL/mL was added for 48 h, the apoptotic
LoVo cells reached 71.75% and only 18.84% in the control (Figure 5).
The effect of same concentration of 5-Fu on PTEN transfected
and non-transfected LoVo cells was detected using MTT. The
inhibition rate on cell proliferation was higher in the former
than that in the later, and there was a significant difference
between them (P<0.01).
1 2 3 4 5 6
5 000
2 500

2 000
1 000
750
500
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100
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Figure 1 Digested plasmid PTEN-pMD18-T 1: DL15000 marker;
2: pcDNA-PTEN-WT doubly digested; 3: pcDNA-PTEN-MT
doubly digested; 4: pcDNA-PTEN-WT PCR; 5: product of
pcDNA-PTEN-MT PCR.
100
Cell culture numbers

Transfection According to LipofectamineTM 2000 transfection
kit, pcDNA3.1 (+) vacant vector and none-transfected LoVo
cells served as controls. After transfection the cells were grown at
37 with 50 mL/L CO2 for 4-6 h and 2 mL of medium supplemented
with 10% calf serum was changed and cultivated for 48 h. Four
to ten cells were transferred and incubated. When the cells
were 80% in confluence, 600 µg/mL G418 was added to select
the positive clones.
Cell growth The cells were digested by 0.25% trypsin to get
monocyte suspension and inoculated into 6 well plates at
1×104/well. Seven wells were for each kind of cells. The medium
was changed after 2 d. Cells were counted every day. The cell
growth was observed for 7 d and cell growth curve was
obtained.
Detection of PTEN gene expression Total RNA extracted was
used as template for reverse transcription. The reaction system
and condition were described as above. Western assay was
performed according to the reports[22-24], horseradish peroxidaselabeled rabbit-anti-human IgG was used as the second antibody.
Gene preparation Total RNA was extracted from tumor and
normal tissues. PCR product was collected and ligated into
pMD 18-T vectors and then transformed. The constructs were
verified by DNA sequencing.
Cell culture Frozen cells were taken out of liquid nitrogen and
rapidly melted at 37-40 for 1 min in water bath. The tube of
cells stored was opened and the cell suspension was transferred
into the culture plate. After the medium was added the cells
were grown at 37 . The medium was changed after cell growing
on the wall (around 4 h). After the cells were cultivated into a
single layer, the next generation was grown. The restored cells
were transferred onto the 35 mm plate and cultivated at 37
with 50 mL/L CO2 for 18 h. The cells were digested by 0.25%
pancreatin and cultured in 2 mL of DMEM supplemented with
10% fetal calf serum to stop digestion. The cells were cultured
for 12 h. When the cells were in 30-50% confluence, they were
transfected by plasmid DNA.
Western blot Total RNA was extracted with Trizol from transfected
LoVo cells or non-transfected cells. Five microliters of samples
were separated by electrophoresis, transblotted, prohybridized,
hybridized and stained.
PTEN protein expression Before or after transfection PTEN
protein expression was assayed by flow cytometry. The cells
were resuspended in PBS, PTEN monoclonal IgG1 antibody
was labeled and incubated at room temperature for 30 min and
analyzed by flow cytometry.
DNA ladder bands assay 5-Fu at 20 µL/mL was added into
PTEN cells transfected or non-transfected and incubated for
48 h and centrifuged. DNA was extracted from the cells and
electrophoresis was performed in 2% agar gel in 0.5× TBS for 2 h.
Photos were taken under UV light.
Inhibitory rates of 5-Fu on LoVo cells before or after transfection
by MTT assay One hundred microliters of LoVo cells at 1×106/mL
was inoculated into 96 well plates and 100 µL of 5-Fu was added
so the concentrations were 10, 20, 40, 100, 200, 400 µg/mL. After
incubation for 48 h, 100 µL of dimethylsulfoxide was added. After
20 min, the absorbance in each well was measured by enzymelabelled meter and the inhibition rate was calculated.
The inhibition rate = [1-(the value of Abs in experiment/the
value of Abs in the control)]×100%.
Flow cytometry The apoptosis of LoVo cells induced by 5-Fu
was analyzed by flow cytometry. 5-Fu 10 µg/mL was added into
LoVo cells transfected or non-transfected and incubated for 48 h,
then centrifuged, and 20 µL of propidium iodide (PI) was added
for half an hour in the dark and analyzed by flow cytometry.
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Figure 2 Growth curve of four cells. PTEN-1 (PTEN-wild type),
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Figure 3 Detection of Western wild type and mutant type
PTEN genes 1: transfected cell pcDNA-PTEN-WT; 2: transfected
cell pcDNA-PTEN-MT; 3: transfected vacant vector cell
pcDNA3.1(+); 4: nontransfected cells.
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Figure 4 Result of LoVo cell cycle after transfection by flow
cytometry.
DIPLOID: 100%
Dip G0-G1: 71.75% at 25.38
Dip G2-M: 28.25% at 40.46
Dip S: 0% G2/G1: 1.59
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Figure 5 Result of apoptotic LoVo cells after transfection induced by 5-Fu.

DISCUSSION
Tumor formation is a process of multi-factors and multi-stages.
The activation of cancer genes and inactivation and abnormality
of anticancer genes are considered as important molecular
mechanisms. Recently PTEN was found to be an anticancer
gene[25-28]. PTEN deletion and mutation were found in many
malignant tumors including glioma, squamous carcinoma,
prostate cancer, kidney cancer, endometrium cancer, breast
cancer, colon cancer, etc.[29-35]. The gene is on 10q23 chromosome
in human and there are 9 extrons at 5’ terminal end and 804
nucleotides. The open reading frame is 1 209 bp encoding 403
amino acid residues of PTEN protein with a molecular weight
47.1 kD. Chromosome allele gene deletions mainly occurred in
highly malignant tumors such as glioblastoma multiform (GBM)
and malignant meningioma. PTEN mutation also occurred in
GBM and was seldom found in low degree malignant glioma.
Davies[36] analyzed the DNA sequences in 46 glioma samples
and found that PTEN mutation rate in an atlastic astrocytoma
was 23% (3/13) and 36% (5/14) in GBM, but it was not found in
19 subjects with low degree malignant glioma. Such results
indicated that PTEN might be related to the progress of glioma.
Steck et al.[37] discovered that 10q23 PTEN gene domain was
frequently lost in GBM but was conserved in most low malignant
tumors. The gene deletion was in 12q25-q26 domain and then
PTEN gene loss appeared in the process of GBM. Dicuonzo
et al.[23] found that in colon cancer PTEN mutation, deletion
and loss or replacement were all on chromosome 10 and the more
malignant it was, the more evident the mutation and deletion were.
PTEN mutation rates in glioma cell lines and GBM were 41-63%
and 17-44%, respectively. The literatures in Medline were
reviewed for 674 malignant gliomas, the mutation rate of PTEN
was 24%, including frame shift mutation, missense mutation,
nonsense mutation and PTEN deletion. The point mutation
rate was 41% and most of mutations were in core phosphorylase
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domain of 5 extrons. Davies et al.[38] used adenovirus as vector
and PTEN gene was transfected into glioma cell lines U251,
pkb/akt, phosphorylation level was decreased and its activities
were inhibited. The apoptosis rate was significantly higher than
that in the control. It was reported that tumor cell growth was
inhibited (60-70%) by transfected wild type PTEN with reverse
transcription and PTEN mutation with U87MG and U178MG of
glioma cell lines and cell growth stopped at G1 stage by flow
cytometry.
In our study, after transfection PTEN mRNA expression
level in LoVo cells was higher than that before PTEN was
transfected. After transfection PTEN protein expression level
was higher by flow cytometry and the positive rate was
increased from 21% to 47%, which indicated that PTEN gene
was transferred into LoVo via lipofectin. Typical DNA ladder
bands were found by 5-Fu in transfected LoVo cells and DNA
ladder bands were not remarkable in non-transfected LoVo cells.
The apoptosis rate was 71.75% after incubation of 5-Fu 10 µL/mL
in LoVo cells for 48 h and in the control it was only 18.84%. The
effect of same concentration of 5-Fu on PTEN transfected LoVo
cells and non-transfected LoVo cells was measured. The
inhibition rate of cell proliferation was higher in the former than
in the later and there was a significant difference between them,
which demonstrated that PTEN gene expression promoted
signaling in DNA damage by 5-Fu and induced apoptosis and
inhibited cell proliferation in tumor.
PTEN protein is in cytoplasm of cells and homologous to
tensin which is important in cell framework and in local adhesion.
PTEN not only acts on the nuclei but also on membranes. PTEN
protein could down-regulate the interaction of tumor cells and
extracellular matrix (ECM) by inhibiting activities of focal adhesion
kinase. (fak)[39]. Malignant cells proliferate without local adhesion.
Fak is an important signal mediated by integrin and its inhibition
could induce apoptosis and its activation could induce nondependent growth and tumor formation[40]. Fak is over-expressed
in many high degree malignant tumors. PTEN inhibits nondependent cell growth by reducing Fak activities.
It was shown that apoptosis reached 71.75% when transfected
LoVo cells were incubated with 5-Fu 10 µL/mL for 48 h and it
was 18.84% in the control. Maybe 5-Fu up-regulated the new
protein synthesis on the surface of cells and promoted signaling
in PTEN system in the cells or 5-Fu blocked some protective
protein synthesis. The mechanism of cooperative effect of 5-Fu
and PTEN gene transfection may be due to PTEN protein
expression on the surface of cells and 5-Fu transmembrance
transportation. 5-Fu can accumulate in cells and produce cytotoxin
and induce cell apoptosis.
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Abstract
AIM: To approach the relationship between alveolar
echinococcosis (AE) pathology and level of sIL-2R,TNF-α
and IFN-γ in sera and the significance of cytokines in
development of AE.
METHODS: After 23 patients with AE were confirmed by
ELISA and ultrasound, their sera were collected and the
concentrations of sIL-2R,TNF-α and IFN-γ were detected
by double antibody sandwich. Twelve healthy adults served
as controls. According to the status of livers of AE patients by
ultrasound scanning, they were divided into 4 groups: P2,
P3, P4 groups and C group (control). Average of concentrations
of sIL-2R,TNF-α and IFN-γ in homologous group was statistically
analyzed by both ANOV and Newman-Keuls, respectively.
RESULTS: The mean of sIL-2R in P2 group was 97±29, P3:
226±80, P4: 194±23 and control group (111±30)×103 u/L
(P<0.01). The mean of TNF-α in P2 group was 1.12±0.20, P3:
3.67±1.96 , P4: 1.30±0.25 and control group 0.40±0.19 µg/L
(P<0.01). The mean of IFN-γ in P2 group was 360±20, P3:
486±15, P4: 259±19 and control group: 16±2 ng/L (P<0.01).
Judged by ANOV and Newman-Keuls, the mean concentrations
of sIL-2R, TNF-α and IFN-γ had a significant difference
among groups. Except for P2 group, the mean sIL-2R between
other groups of AE patients had a significant difference
(P<0.05). The mean of TNF-α concentration in P3 group
was the highest (P<0.01). The mean of IFN-γ concentration
in all patients was higher than that in control group (P<0.01),
but there was no difference between AE groups (P>0.05).
CONCLUSION: Low sIL-2R level indicates an early stage of
AE or stable status, per contra, a progression stage. Higher
level of TNF-α might be related to the lesion of liver. The
role of single IFN-γ is limited in immunological defense
against AE and it can not fully block pathological progression.
Shi DZ, Li FR, Bartholomot B, Vuitton DA, Craig PS. Serum
sIL-2R, TNF-α and IFN-γ in alveolar echinococcosis. World J
Gastroenterol 2004; 10(24): 3674-3676

parasitic disease[1,2]. B ultrasound and immunological tests are
the most useful diagnostic methods for AE. In keeping with the
popularity of B-ultrasound in diagnosis and epidemiological
survey of AE, it is of important clinical and theoretical significance
to understand the relationship between AE clinical types or
pathological process and cytokines from patients with AE. B
ultrasound has the characteristics of rapidity, accurate location
and direct viewing for AE diagnosis and could reflect the
pathological process of AE.
Since the early 1990 s, the study on cell mediated immunity
of AE has rapidly progressed[3,4], but studies on AE clinical
types coupled cytokines are rare. During the epidemiological
survey in Gansu Province, China, cytokines in patients with AE
were detected. According to the pathological lesions obtained
by B-ultrasound, the patients were divided into different stages,
and the relationship between clinical types and cytokines in
sera was discussed.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Twenty-three cases of AE were confirmed by ELISA and
ultrasound and their sera were collected. Absorbency values
of sIL-2R, TNF-α and IFN-γ were detected by double antibody
sandwich. Twelve healthy adults served as controls. The
standard curve was drawn and the concentrations of above
cytokines were measured respectively. In reference to the
standardization of TNM classification system for hepatocellular
carcinomas, all subjects were divided into 4 groups: P2, P3, P4
groups and C group (control group). The average of concentrations
of sIL-2R,TNF-α and IFN-γ was statistically analyzed by both
ANOV[5] and Newman-Keuls[6] respectively.
RESULTS
A total of 23 patients with AE were divided into P2 group: 7
cases, P3 group: 9 cases, P4 group: 7 cases. The mean of sIL-2R
in P2 group was 97±29, 226±80 in P3 group, 194±23 in P4 group
and (111±30)×103 u/L in control group (F: 9.19; P<0.01). The
mean of TNF-α in P2 group was 1.12±0.2, 3.67±1.96 in P3 group,
1.30±0.25 in P4 group and (0.40±0.19) µg/L in control group (F:
13.56; P<0.01). The mean of IFN-γ was 360±20 in P2 group,
486±15 in P3 group, 259±19 in P4 group and (16±2) ng/L in
control group (F: 17.25, P<0.01). This indicated that the mean
concentrations of sIL-2R, TNF-α and IFN-γ had a significant
difference between different groups (P<0.01). Except in P2 group,
the mean concentration of sIL-2R between other groups of AE
patients and controls had a significant difference (P<0.05), so
was between P2 and other 2 groups of AE. The mean concentration
of TNF-α in P3 group was the highest and had a significant
difference from the other 3 groups (P<0.01). The mean
concentration of IFN-γ in all patients was higher than that in
control group (P<0.01), but there was no difference between
AE groups (P>0.05). Table 1 summaries the comparison of the
Q value of mean sIL-2R, TNF-α, IFN-γ between each two groups.
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INTRODUCTION
Alveolar echinococcosis (AE) is a rare and potentially fatal

DISCUSSION
Ninety-five percent of primary foci of AE locate in the liver.
They proliferate through exogenous budding and metastasize
from the primary location to distant sites. At the early stage of AE,

Shi DZ et al. Serum sIL-2R, TNF-α and IFN-γ in alveolar echinococcosis
Table 1 Comparison of Q value of mean sIL-2R,TNF-α, IFN-γ
between each two groups
P2 and P3 P2 and P4 P3 and P4 P2 and C P3 and C P4 and C
sIL-2R
TNF-α
IFN-γ

6.19b
5.99b
0.28

4.64a
0.41
1.72

1.56
5.58 b
2

0.64
1.7
7.98b

5.56b
7.69b
8.26b

4.00a
2.11
6.26 b

a
P<0.05, P2 vs P4, P4 vs C for sIL-2R; bP< 0.01, P2 vs P3, P3 vs C for
sIL-2R; P2 vs P3, P3 vs P4, P3 vs C for TNF-α; P2 vs C, P3 vs C, P4
vs C, for IFN-γ.

the main pathologic manifestation was limited to vesicles with
a few millimeters in diameter, while hepatic ultrasound scanning
showed limited nodes. Next AE lesions infiltrated, without welldefined limits, and tended to extend to a large area of the liver.
The infiltration, which is similar to some malignant hepatic
neoplasms, could bring about stenoses of intrahepatic bile ducts,
the hepatic veins and portal branches. Following parasite
reproduction, necrosis would occur and gave rise to a large
central cavity containing gelatinous effusion with debris, bile
and sometimes pus. Although TNM-system has some defect
for the classification of liver cancers[7], it is still considered
authoritative, because it could reflect the size of tumor, growing
pattern, encapsulation of tumor, daughter nodules (including
microscopic nodules), vascular invasion, or biliary involvement
and metastases[8]. AE is similar to a malignant hepatic tumor in
growth and pathologic process, however there has been no
standard classification of AE by now. In reference to the
standardization of liver cancer in the present study, AE was
divided into 3 types, namely parasite location in the liver (type P),
involvement of adjacent organs (type I), and metastasis (type M).
Type P was further divided into 5 stages: P0: no detectable
tumor in the liver; P1: single lesion involving <2 segments
without intra-hepatic vascular or biliary involvement; P2: single
lesion involving 2 segments with intra-hepatic vascular or biliary
involvement or single lesion involving 3 or 4 segments without
intra-hepatic vascular or biliary involvement; P3: single lesion
involving 3 to 5 segments with intra-hepatic vascular or biliary
involvement or multiple lesions without intra-hepatic vascular or
biliary involvement; P4: single lesion involving 6 to 8 segments or
multiple lesions with intra-hepatic vascular or biliary involvement.
Type I was also divided into 3 stages: I0: no regional involvement;
I1: regional involvement of only one contiguous organ or tissue;
I2: regional involvement of several organs or tissues (> 1). There
were a single lesion involving 2 segments in P2 and P1 groups
with ultrasound image locating multiple nodule lesions, a single
lesion involving 3-5 segments with heterogeneous hyperreflective image in P3 group; there were multiple lesions involving
3-5 segments and intra-hepatic vascular or biliary involvement
with pseudocystic sonogram of central necrosis in P4 group.
Besides involvement of portal vein and gallbladder, the
pathological process of liver involved 3-5 segments with pseudocystic sonogram of central necrosis in type I, which belonged
to mid- and late stages of the disease. Since the late 1 970 s,
ultrasound has been used for detecting pathological lesions
due to a number of parasitic infections including cystic
echinococcosis. The manifestations of B ultrasound of AE were
local multiple echogenic nodules in early stage and large nonheterogeneous hyperreflective lesion or pseudo-cystic image
in mid- or late stage. B ultrasound could also reflect the
pathological process of AE[9].
In the early 1 990 s, it was found that Th1 cytokines had a role
against AE infection and a relation with the slow growth stage
of tumor or parasites. IL-2 secreted by CD4+ T lymphocytes
induced and activated by its antigens, reinforced host immunity
and had anti-tumor activities or restrained growth of parasites[10].
Its activity is dependent on expression of mIL-2R (membrane
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interleukin-2 receptor), which can block IL-2. Due to the action
of protein lyase at special sites, mIL-2R is partly incised and
chopped off in blood, forming the so-called sIL-2R. It also has
activity of blocking IL-2R and plays a negative regulation role
in immune response of tumor and parasites, thus promoting
the growth of tumor and parasites. Therefore sIL-2R level could
also act as an index of tumor stage[11]. As shown in Table 1
except for P2 group, the mean of sIL-2R between other 2 groups
of AE and controls had a significant difference (P<0.05), so
was the difference between P2 and other 2 groups of AE (P<0.05,
P<0.01). It could be rationally explained that IL-2 played a role
in inhibiting worms in early stage or in stable status of AE,
while low level of sIL-2R occurred in blood. Per contra, highlevel of sIL-2R in blood means AE in progression stage.
TNF is secreted by macrophages and B lymphocytes and
the former is called TNF-α and the latter TNF-β. Both have
similar structures and functions, and act on the same acceptor.
They could strengthen phagocytic ability of neutrophils. TNF
could inhibit reproduction of some protozoa and decrease their
density in blood. It could activate phagocytes, depending on
nitric oxide that acts on parasites. However, the pathological
process of brain tissue of patients with encephalic-malaria,
omphalos lesion and vascular hemorrhagic necrosis, was related
to the high level of TNF in blood[12]. The mean concentration of
TNF-α in P3 group was the highest (P<0.01) and had a significant
difference from other 3 groups (P<0.01). P3 stage was the key
time of AE from early stage to mid and late stages and the
tissues appeared severe damage at this stage. It is obvious
that TNF could participate in and exacerbate the pathological
process of AE. But accompanying serious tissue necrosis,
serum TNF concentration was also decreased in cases of P4
group. This seems to be related with TNF location, in other
words, it depends more on TNF concentration in local tissue. It
was reported that TNF-mRNA was expressed in cells of the
periparasitic granuloma in AE patients, and this particular
expression was observed only in those patients with severe
fertile lesions and associated with centro-granulomatous
necrosis. No cytokine mRNA expression was observed in
patients with an abortive disease[13]. It was proved that TNF-α
could inhibit growth of alveolar echinococcosis in experimental
mice. In fact, TNF-α plays a complex role in patients with AE.
But in cases of P4 group, accompanying serious tissue necrosis,
TNF value was also decreased and its mechanism still remains
to be elucidated.
IFN-γ is induced by antigen and it could inhibit Th2 cells to
secrete in defence against parasites. It could fortify phagocytic
function of macrophages and restrict multiplication of
metacestodes in mice. In this study, the mean concentration of
IFN-γ in any group of AE patients was higher than that in
control group (P<0.01), but there was no difference between
AE groups (P>0.05). This indicated the efficacy of IFN-γ was
limited on inhibiting AE growth in humans. Even though IFN-γ
inhibited metacestode growth in mice with AE at a low dose[14],
when it was used in combination with mebendazole or nitric
oxide which plays a role in host defense mechanisms in human
hydatidosis, it was effective for patients with AE[15,16]. So IFN-γ
depends on the synergism of chemical medicines or other
factors to produce curative effects on AE.
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Abstract
AIM: To study the effect of arsenic trioxide (As203) on human
hepatoma cell line BEL-7402 in vivo.
METHODS: Human hepatoma cell line BEL-7402 cultured
in vitro was inoculated into nude mice and arsenic trioxide,
5-Fu and saline were injected into abdominal cavity of the
nude mice respectively. The volumes of tumor and general
conditions of the nude mice and structural changes of the
liver and kidney were observed. Morphologic changes were
studied under electron microscope. Expression of AFP was
investigated by immunohistochemical method.
RESULTS: As2O3 could inhibit the growth of tumor. The tumor
growth inhibitory rate in mice treated with 2.5 mg/kg As2O3
was 53.42% on the tenth day. The tumor growth inhibitory
rate in mice treated with 5 mg/kg As2O3 was 79.28% on the
fifth day and 96.58% on the tenth day respectively. As2O3 did
not damage the liver and kidney of nude mice, or affect the
blood system. Typical apoptotic morphological changes
were found under electron microscope, and the change of
mitochondria was obvious. The expression rate of AFP
declined after treatment.
CONCLUSION: Arsenic trioxide can induce apoptosis of
human hepatoma cells, and inhibit proliferation of tumor
with no obvious side effects on liver and kidney.
Xu HY, Yang YL, Liu SM, Bi L, Chen SX. Effect of arsenic trioxide
on human hepatocarcinoma in nude mice. World J Gastroenterol
2004; 10(24): 3677-3679
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INTRODUCTION
Liver cancer is one of the most aggressive malignancies and
the fourth leading cause of cancer death in China, and the vast
majority of patients die within the first year after diagnosis. There
is still no effective therapeutic modalities. Surgical resection is
the only potentially curative option, but it is not feasible in most
patients because of early spread of the disease. Since arsenic
trioxide (As2O3) has recently been recognized as an effective
treatment for patients suffering from acute promyelocytic
leukemia (APL)[1-5], it has also been hypothesized to be effective
on some solid tumors[6,7]. As2O3 has been shown to have dual
effects on human hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) cell lines
in vitro[8], including induction of apoptosis and inhibition of

proliferation[9,10]. However it is not clear whether As2O3 has the
same effect in vivo. We established an HCC nude mice model to
evaluate anti-tumor effect of As2O3 in vivo, which might provide
an experimental basis for its clinical application to the treatment
of patients with HCC.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Chemicals and reagents
As2O3 was purchased from Harbin Yida Medical Co (Harbin, China).
Murine monoclonal antibody and antimouse rabbit polyclonal
antibody were purchased from Maixin Co., Fuzhou, China.
Cell line and preparation
Human hepatoma BEL-7402 cells were purchased from the Cell
Institute of Chinese Academy of Sciences and maintained in
our laboratory. All media were supplemented with 100 mL/L
heat inactivated fetal bovine serum, penicillin G (100 IU/mL), and
streptomycin (100 µg/mL). The cells were incubated at 37 in a
humidified atmosphere with 50 mL/L CO2 and grown as monolayers
in RPMI 1640 medium supplemented with 80 mL/L calf serum.
Animals
Five-week-old male nude mice weighing 17-20 g were used for
subcutaneous implantation. All animals were housed in semisterile
microisolator cages with autoclaved bedding, maintained on a
12-h light/dark cycle and given food and water. The experimental
protocol was approved by the Experimental Animal Center of
Chinese Academy of Sciences (identification No. Scfk11-6A0006) in accordance with the national guidelines for animal care
and use of laboratory animals.
Tumor induction in nude mice
Human hepatoma BEL-7402 tumor cells were grown in
monolayer culture. The exponentially growing BEL-7402 cells
in culture flasks were harvested, and adjusted to the concentration
of 1×107/mL. For subcutaneous tumor formation, 200 µL of cells
was injected subcutaneously into the flanks of the animals
(donor mice). These mice were randomly divided into four
groups: negative control group (saline), and groups of As2O3
(2.5 mg/kg, 5 mg/kg), 5-Fu (2.5 g/L). Each group was injected
with the same volume of saline, As2O3 (2.5 mg/kg, 5 mg/kg), and
5-Fu (2.5 mg/mL) respectively, once a day for 10 d.
Tumor assessment
The tumor was measured with a caliper in all three perpendicular
dimensions on the 1st, 5th and 10th d of treatment, and tumor
volume was calculated using the following formula: volume =
length×width×depth/2. All animals were killed and underwent
complete examination of abdominal cavity after ten days. The
liver and kidney were resected and examined under microscope.
The tumor mass was isolated and weighed. The inhibitory rate
of tumor was evaluated using the following formula: inhibitory
rate of tumor (%) = (1-mean tumor weight in experiments / mean
tumor weight in controls) ×100%.
Morphologic observation
Tumor specimens were fixed with 4 g/L formaldehyde and
wrapped with wax, then stained with HE.
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Transmission electron microscopy
The samples were prefixed in 25 g/L glutaraldehyde, then in
10 g/L OsO4, dehydrated in ethanol series, and replaced in
propene oxide. The samples were examined with a JEM-1220
transmission electron microscope.
Immunohistochemistry
AFP protein was detected with SABC method. Tumor specimens
were incubated with 3 mL/L hydrogen peroxide in methanol for
30 min to block endogenous peroxidase activity, then washed
in PBS and incubated in 100 mL/L normal goat serum for 20 min
to reduce nonspecific antibody binding. Specimens were then
incubated with a 1:50 dilution of murine monoclonal antibody
against human AFP oncoprotein overnight at 4 , followed by
three washes with PBS, then incubated with biotinylated rabbit
antimouse polyclonal antibody at a dilution of 1:100 for 30 min
followed by 3 washes. Slides were then treated with streptavidinperoxidase reagent for 30 min at a dilution of 1:100 and washed
with PBS 3 times. Finally, slides were incubated in phosphatebuffered saline containing diaminobenzidine and 10 mL/L hydrogen
peroxide for 10 min, counterstained with hematine, and mounted.
Blood routine test
Venous blood was taken from the orbital venous plexus of the
mouse before the animal was killed. The blood routine test was
done.
Statistical analysis
Data were presented as mean±SD, the differences between the
rates of different groups were analyzed by χ2 test.
RESULTS
General condition
The tumor node of the saline group was larger on the 5th and
tenth days than on the first day. The appetite of mice was normal,
as well as the body mass. The stool was normal. The tumor had
no obvious increase after five days in 5-Fu group. The mice did
not eat or drink, had a low spirit. The color of the skin turned red,
and more weight was lost. The mice died gradually. The mice in
As2O3 group was in better spirit and just the color turned red.
Only two mice had diarrhea (Table 1).
Morphologic changes
The morphologic changes were observed by microscopy. Large
areas of necrosis were seen under microscope. In saline group
of mice BEL-7402 cells in areas of non-necrosis proliferated
rapidly. The mitotic nuclei were more frequently seen. Large areas
of necrosis could also be seen in the 5-Fu group, and also in the
higher concentration As2O3 group. Nuclei appeared condensation.
The liver system and kidney were normal in the low As2O3 group.
A few vacuolar degeneration were found in the liver of the higher
As2O3 group, but the kidney was normal. The nucleocytoplasmic
ratio increased and microvilli were identified on the surface of
cells in saline group. The distortion of the nuclei was frequent.
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There were many endoplasmic reticula and mitochondria. In As2O3
group, the cell nuclei became round and smaller. The aberrant
cells were fewer. The microvilli were much decreased. The intact
cell membrane, nuclear condensation and apoptotic body
formation were seen. The changes were more obvious in the
high concentration As2O3 group.

Effect on blood system
White blood cells, hemoglobin, and blood platelets had no
significant difference between saline group and As2O3 group
(Table 2).
Table 2 Routine blood examination results (mean±SD)
Groups

Number

Saline
As 2 03 (2.5 mg/kg)
As 20 3 (5 mg/kg)

10
10
10

WBC
(×10 10/L)

Hgb (g/L)

1.05±0.12
1.13±0.16
1.21±0.16

140.24±13.21
138.67±13.17
142.58±15.29

PLT )
(×10 9 /L
221.65±70.34
231.75±68.48
246.38±60.45

Expression of AFP protein
The expression of AFP was significantly lower in As2O3 group
than in saline group (P<0.01, Table 3).
Table 3 Expression of AFP protein (mean±SD)
Group
Saline
As 2 0 3 (2.5 mg/kg)
As 2 0 3 (5 mg/kg)
b

Number

AFP (%)

10
10
10

48.32±4.56
29.78±3.10 b
22.26±2.31 b

P<0.01 vs saline group.

DISCUSSION
Recent clinical studies in China have shown that arsenic trioxide
is an effective and relatively safe drug in the treatment of acute
promyelocytic leukemia[1,2,11,12]. Chen[8] found that arsenic trioxide
could trigger apoptosis of APL cell line NB4 cells, associated
with downregulation of Bcl-2 gene expressions and modulation
of PML-RAR alpha chimeric protein.
Experimental studies on antitumor effect were carried out in
solid tumor, cancers of the lung, esophagus, stomach, colon,
pancreas, breast, cervix[13,14]. It has been demonstrated that
As2O3 could inhibit the proliferation of HCC cells and induce
apoptosis of HCC in vitro[8,15]. Antitumor function of As2O3
in vivo was limited. We studied the action and mechanism of
As2O3 in human hepatocarcinoma of nude mice. Our results
showed that tumor mass in As2O3 group was smaller than that
in saline group after 5 d, but there was no significant difference
between the two groups (P>0.05), the growth in As2O3 group
became slower from the 6th d. The inhibitory rate of tumor was
53.42%. The tumor node of mice treated with 5 mg/kg As2O3
became smaller than that of saline group. There were obvious
differences between the two groups. The inhibitory rate of

Table 1 Inhibitory action of arsenic trioxide on tumor mass (mean±SD)
Groups

Saline
5-Fu
As 20 3 (2.5 mg/kg)
As 20 3 (5 mg/kg)
b

Number

Volume
d1

Volume
d5

Volume
d 10

Mouse
mass (g)

10
10
10
10

0.123±0.052
0.113±0.060
0.102±0.041
0.098±0.030

0.234±0.072
0.134±0.040
0.218±0.099
0.121±0.038

0.415±0.084
14.07±2.29
0.238±0.043b
0.103±0.042b

23.07±3.14

P<0.01 vs saline group.

Inhibitory
rate (%) 5 th d

Inhibitory
rate (%) 10th d

86.85
20.50±1.95
20.28±1.63

79.28

53.42
96.58

Xu HY et al. Arsenic trioxide on human hepatocarcinoma

tumor was 79.28% on the 5th d and 96.58% on the10th d. Our
concern was the toxicity of As2O3. It has been proved that it was
not so poisonous in experiments and clinic. The toxicity depended
on its dosage and the time of its use. As2O3 could damage
normal cells when treating APL or others[2] at 0.1-0.2 µmol/L.
Experiments showed that they had no effect on stem cells at
this concentration. At 3.0 µmol/L As2O3 had teratogenetic effect
on mouse embryo. The results showed it had no effect on embryo
growth, development and differentiation. Our study also showed
that the mice were normal in higher As2O3 group. The weight of
mice had no significant difference between As2O3 group and
saline group. The number of WBC, RBC, PLT was not obviously
different between the two groups. There was a higher inhibitory
rate of tumor in 5-Fu group (86.8%), but the weight of nude
mice was reduced. The mice died gradually in 5-Fu group.
Although the inhibitory rate of tumor was higher in 5-Fu group,
the mice did not eat or drink. The weight was lost, and dystrophy
could inhibit the growth of tumor.
AFP is a specific marker of liver cancer. BEL-7402 cells could
secrete AFP. The expression rate of AFP was decreased after
treatment. It showed that the level of tumor cell differentiation
could be raised and the number of tumor cells was reduced after
treatment. The divisions of tumor cells were decreased and
apoptotic cells could be found in the lower As2O3 group. Large
areas of necrosis could be seen in 5-Fu group, but survival tumor
cells grew vigorously. It showed that 5-Fu could inhibit tumor
growth due to its cytotoxic function. As2O3 could induce apoptosis
of tumor cells.
We observed the morphologic changes of apoptosis by
TEM in As2O3 group, the nucleocytoplasmic ratio became
smaller, nuclei appeared round, mitochondria became distended,
cells wrinkled, nuclear condensation and apoptotic body
formation occurred. Early and obvious changes occurred in
mitochondria, suggesting that As2O3 is toxic to mitochondria.
The change of mitochondria could induce apopotosis. Further
studies on the mechanism of mitochondria denaturation in order
to prove that As2O3 could treat HCC are needed.
In conclusion, arsenic trioxide can induce apoptosis of
human hepatocarcinoma cells and inhibit their proliferation. It
has no side effects on the liver, kidney and blood system.
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Abstract
AIM: To analyze the clinical manifestations, pathological
features and treatment of primary small cell carcinoma (SCC)
of the esophagus and to review the literature on this entity.
METHODS: The records of 9 patients with primary
esophageal small cell carcinoma were examined and the
demographic data, presenting symptoms, methods of tumor
diagnosis, and types of treatment given, response to
treatment, pathologic findings, and clinical outcome were
reviewed. Features of mixed patterns of histological
differentiation and lymph node metastases were specifically
sought.
RESULTS: All the patients reported dysphagia, weight loss
and chest pain as the initial symptoms. In 5 cases the
tumors were located in the mid-esophagus, 3 cases in the
lower third of the esophagus and 1 case in the upper third.
The average length of esophageal involvement was 5 cm.
They underwent radical resection, regional lymph node
clearance and esophageal-stomach anastomosis in thorax
or at neck. Two patients had a stage IIa disease, five had
a stage IIb disease, and the other two had a stage III
disease of International Union Contrele Cancer (UICC). All
of them were histologically and immunohistochemically
confirmed SCC of esophagus. Immunohistochemical staining
for neuron-specific enolase (NSE), synaptophsin (Syn) and
chromogranin A exhibited strong immunoreactivity in all
specimens. Three of the nine resected specimens showed
foci of squamous cell carcinoma in situ. Metastasis was
present in 7 of 9 adjacent lymph nodes. All the patients
survived the operations and made an uneventful postoperative
recovery. They received adjuvant systemic chemotherapy
and local radiation therapy after discharge. During followup, three patients developed multiple liver, brain, lung and
bone metastases and died between 5 and 18 mo after the
diagnosis. Three patients developed widespread metastasis
disease and died between 18 and 37 mo after the diagnosis.
There was no local tumor recurrence in these 6 patients.
The other three patients were lost during follow-up.
CONCLUSION: Primary small cell carcinoma of the esophagus
is a rare but very malignant tumor. Radical resection
combined with chemotherapy and radiotherapy is helpful
in limited stage cases.
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INTRODUCTION
Primary small cell carcinoma (SCC) of the esophagus is a rare
tumor characterized by early dissemination and poor prognosis
if untreated[1]. To our knowledge the standard of treatment for
esophageal SCC has not been defined yet due to the paucity of
cases. Treatments such as operation alone[2], local radiotherapy[3],
chemotherapy alone[4], or operation with adjuvant therapy[5]
have been reported. Here we described the clinical manifestations,
pathological feature and treatment of 9 patients with primary
esophageal SCC treated at our institution between January
1985 and December 2000 and reviewed the available literature
on this entity.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients with a diagnosis of SCC of the esophagus were identified
from clinical and pathologic records from a 16-year period. The
clinical, radiographic, and pathologic findings were reviewed
and all patients in which esophageal invasion by a primary
bronchial SCC could not be ruled out were excluded from the
study. A total of 9 patients identified from the records were
considered to have a primary esophageal SCC.
The demographic data, presenting symptoms, methods of
tumor diagnosis, staging procedures done, types of treatment
given, response to treatment, pathologic findings, and clinical
outcome were recorded. Histological sections were reviewed to
confirm the diagnosis of SCC. Features of associated carcinoma,
mixed patterns of histological differentiation, and lymph node
metastases were specifically sought. Immunohistochemical
staining was done in differential diagnosis.
RESULTS
The study group consisted of 9 consecutive patients. There
were 6 men and 3 women, with a mean age of 56 years (range
from 45 to 66). All the patients reported dysphagia, weight loss
and chest pain as the initial symptoms. Barium swallow, flexible
esophagoscopy and biopsy established their diagnosis.
Preoperative work-up excluded distant metastasis diseases in
all the patients. There was no evidence of a primary bronchogenic
small-cell tumor on chest radiograph. Liver ultrasonography
was done before resection to exclude liver metastases. Calcium,
phosphate, and alkaline phosphatase levels were measured in
an attempt to exclude occult bone metastases. In 5 cases the
tumors were located in the midesophagus, 3 cases in the lower
third of the esophagus, and 1 case in the upper third. The
average length of esophageal involvement was 5 cm (range, 3
to 7 cm).
These patients underwent radical resection, regional lymph
node clearance and esophageal-stomach anastomosis in thorax
or at neck. During the curative operations, all the tumors were
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Figure 1 Immunohistochemical staining in SCC of esophagus (LSAB×145). A: NSE staining; B: Syn staining; C: chromogranin A
staining.

confirmed to be confined to the esophagus, and the adjacent
lymph nodes were either uninvolved or less than 2 cm in the
greatest dimension, discrete, and within the vicinity of the
primary tumor. Based on the intraoperative findings and
pathological assessment, two patients had a stage IIa disease,
five had a stage IIb disease, and the other two had a stage III
disease of UICC. All the patients were histologically and
immunohistochemically confirmed to have a SCC of esophagus.
The histological criteria for small cell lung carcinoma (SCLC)
proposed by the World Health Organization were used.
Immunohistochemical staining for neuron-specific enolase
(NSE)[6], synaptophsin (Syn)[7] and chromogranin A[8] exhibited
strong immunoreactivity in the specimens, which indicated that
neurosecretory granules were positive in the tumor cells
(Figure 1). Three of the nine resected specimens showed foci
of squamous carcinoma in situ. All the mucosal margins were
negative for tumors. Metastasis was present in 7 of 9 adjacent
lymph nodes.
All the patients survived the operation and made an
uneventful postoperative recovery. They received adjuvant
systemic chemotherapy and local radiation therapy after
discharge. The regimen of the multi-drug chemotherapy was
combined with cisplatin (DDP), fluorouracil (5-Fu) and
bleomycin (BLM) of 4 cycles, alternating every 3 wk. They also
received radiation of the tumor bed and regional lymph nodes
with the doses of 5 000 cGy at a rate of 1 000 cGy/wk. During the
follow-up, three patients developed multiple liver, brain, lung
and bone metastases and died between 5 and 18 mo after the
diagnosis. Three patients developed widespread metastasis
diseases and died between 18 and 37 mo after the diagnosis.
There was no local tumor recurrence in these 6 patients. The
other three patients were lost during follow-up.

DISCUSSION
Undifferentiated SCC is an aggressive tumor most frequently
described in the bronchial tree, which makes up approximately
15% of all lung cancers[9]. The most common extrapulmonary
sites of SCC are the salivary glands, pharynx and larynx,
esophagus, stomach, pancreas, colon, rectum, skin and cervix[4].
To our knowledge, more than 200 cases of esophageal SCC
have been described in the medical literature[10]. The incidence
of esophageal SCC ranges between 0.4-7.6% of all esophageal
malignancies in different regions[11]. In our institution, these 9
patients represented about 1% of all patients with esophageal
tumors between January 1985 and December 2000.
The cellular origins of esophageal SCC have been the subject
of intense speculation and debate. Esophageal SCC was initially
thought to arise from argyrophilic Kulchitsky cells in esophageal
mucosa[12]. These cells have the ability to synthesize and store
amines and to decarboxylate some amino acids: a feat that gave
rise to the term amine precursor uptake, decarboxylation

(APUD) cells. It would now appear that esophageal SCC is of
endodermal origin derived from pluripotential basal epithelial
cells served as the common precursor for adenocarcinoma,
squamous cell carcinoma and SCC[13]. The small cells retain
their potential for further differentiation into either mucinproducing or keratin-forming cells. This explains the coexistence
of small cells, squamous and glandular elements in the same
lesion. The surgical resection specimens in our group showed
mixed histologic types in three out of the nine cases, all of the
mixed squamous and small cell carcinomas, showed this multiple
differentiation. Our findings of a high incidence of histologic
heterogenicity in esophageal SCC in association with squamous
carcinoma in situ strongly support this unified hypothesis.
Esophageal SCC may show a variety of genetic changes,
including mutation of tumor-suppressor gene and loss of
heterogenicity involving the genetic loci for various tumorsuppressor genes. Recent studies have shown that microsatellite
instability (MSI) may be more frequent in SCC of the esophagus
than in squamous-cell carcinoma of the esophagus in the
development of esophageal cancer[14]. In a previous study, we
used polymerase chain reaction-polyacrylamide gel-silver stain
method to investigate the presence of MSI in 3 of the 9 cases in
this series and MSI was observed in 3 out of 3 cases (100%),
significantly higher than squamous cell carcinoma (40.3%)[15].
This observation suggests that the incidence of MSI and DNA
replication errors may play an important role in esophageal SCC
and may be an early event in esophageal SCC carcinogenesis.
Grossly, esophageal SCC was not distinguishable from
esophageal squamous carcinoma. Esophageal SCC might
present as an ulcerating hard tumor mass on the mucosal surface
of the esophagus or as a polypoid infiltrative process growing
in the submucosal layer without obvious ulceration of the
mucosal surface. Microscopically, in all of the cases, the tumor
was described as having a histological appearance of SCLC,
consisting of round to spindle-shaped cells with scanty
cytoplasm, granular nuclei, inconspicuous nucleoli, and
ultrastructural and immunohistochemical evidence of
neuroendocrine differentiation[16]. The cells might be argyrophil
positive with neurosecretory granules seen on electron microscopy.
Immunohistologically, these cells were immunoreactive with lowmolecular-weight cytokeratins and epithelial membrane antigen.
Although neurosecretory granules could be identified within
esophageal SCC, and they could be stained immunohistochemically
for various hormones, clinical manifestations of paraneoplastic
syndromes were, however, infrequent, with only scattered
reports. We have not encountered paraneoplastic syndromes
in the current patients.
The mean age of patients with esophageal SCC at the time
of presentation, the location of esophageal SCC and presenting
symptoms of esophageal SCC are similar to those of esophageal
squamous cell carcinomas. But esophageal SCC is a more
aggressive tumor and associated with rapid growth, and
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patients usually present with widespread metastasis disease.
In our series, metastasis tumor was present in 7 of 9 (78%)
adjacent lymph nodes. But preoperative work-up excluded
distant metastasis diseases in all the patients and all the tumors
were confined to the esophagus. The resectability of these 9
cases was significantly higher than that reported by other
investigators. This might be due to the advance to the advantage
of early diagnosis and treatment of esophageal carcinomas.
Prospective randomized trials of therapy for esophageal SCC
were unlikely given the rarity of the disease. The management
of primary esophageal SCC remains controversial. Yachida
et al.[17], described a patient with esophageal SCC with extensive
lymph node metastases. Treatment comprised a subtotal
esophagectomy and extended lymph node dissection, but no
chemotherapy or radiation therapy. He has survived for more
than 7 years with no evidence of recurrent disease. A recent
work by Casas et al.[18] suggests that multimodality therapy
might improve resectability and overall outcome. To allow for
the evaluation of prognostic factors that influenced survival,
esophageal SCC patients were grouped according to limited
stage (LS), which was defined as a disease confined to the
esophagus, or extensive stage (ES), which was defined as a
disease that had spread beyond locoregional boundaries. There
was a significant difference in survival between patients with
LS and those with ES (P<0.0001)[18]. The median survival time
was 8 mo for patients with LS and 3 mo for those with ES. In LS,
favorable prognostic factors were the tumor size ( 5 cm) and
the association of chemotherapy with local treatment. The best
prognostic factor for ES was the feasibility of any kind of active
treatment. The longest survival in our series of esophageal
SCC with multimodality was 37 mo. We conclude that patients
with operable diseases should be offered resection with curative
intent in combination with adjuvant chemotherapy and radiation
therapy.
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Integration of E. coli aroG-pheA tandem genes into Corynebacterium
glutamicum tyrA locus and its effect on L-phenylalanine biosynthesis
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METHODS: By nitrosoguanidine mutagenesis, five pfluorophenylalanine (FP)-resistant mutants of C.glutamicum
FP were selected. The tyrA gene encoding prephenate
dehydrogenase (PDH) of C.glutamicum was amplified by
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and cloned on the plasmid
pPR. Kanamycin resistance gene (Km) and the PBF-aroGpheA-T (GA) fragment of pGA were inserted into tyrA gene
to form targeting vectors pTK and pTGAK, respectively. Then,
they were transformed into C.glutamicum FP respectively
by electroporation. Cultures were screened by a medium
containing kanamycin and detected by PCR and phenotype
analysis. The transformed strains were used for L-phenylalanine
fermentation and enzyme assays.
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RESULTS: Engineering strains of C.glutamicum (Tyr-) were
obtained. Compared with the original strain, the transformed
strain C. glutamicum GAK was observed to have the highest
elevation of L-phenylalanine production by a 1.71-fold,
and 2.9-, 3.36-, and 3.0-fold in enzyme activities of
chorismate mutase, prephenate dehydratase and 3-deoxy-Darabinoheptulosonate-7-phosphate synthase, respectively.

○

AIM: To study the effect of integration of tandem aroG-pheA
genes into the tyrA locus of Corynebacterium glutamicum
(C. glutamicum) on the production of L-phenylalanine.

○

Abstract

phenylalanine biosynthesis has been extensively investigated[1-10].
In bacteria, the biosynthesis of aromatic amino acids starts
from condensation reaction of central carbon intermediates such
as phosphoenol pyruvate (PEP) and erythrose-4-phosphate
(E4P) to form 3-deoxy -D-arabino -heptulosonate-7-phosphate
(DAHP), which is catalyzed by DAHP synthase (DS). DAHP is
then converted to chorismate, the branch point of aromatic
amino acid biosynthesis. L-phenylalanine is synthesized from
chorismate by three continuous steps catalyzed by chorismate
mutase (CM), prephenate dehydratase (PD) and aromaticamino-acid transaminase (AT). aroG[1-5] and pheA[6-10] are two
key genes in L-phenylalanine biosynthesis. In E. coli, they
encode the 3-deoxy-D-arabinoheptulosonate -7-phosphate
synthase (DS) and chorismate mutase/prephenate dehydratase
(CM/PD), respectively. However, in Corynebacterium glutamicum
(C. glutamicum), CM and PD are encoded by two different
genes pheB and pheA[10]. The over-expression of aroG and
pheA can increase the yield of L-phenylalanine biosynthesis
in E. coli or in Corynebacteria by shuttle vectors[11-17]. tyrA
encoding prephenate dehydrogenase(PDH) is a key gene in Ltyrosine biosynthesis branch pathway[18]. DS and CM of C.
glutamicum can be synergistically inhibited by L-tyrosine and
L-phenylalanine. Every step from DAHP to chorismate is
repressed weakly by L-tyrosine. In addition, PD is strongly
inhibited by L-phenylalanine and L-tryptophan, L-tyrosine
stimulates PD activity and restores the enzyme activity inhibition
by L-phenylalanine and L-tryptophan[19]. These regulations seem
to result in balanced synthesis of L-tyrosine and L-phenylalanine
(Figure 1). Therefore, elimination of feedback inhibition of Lphenylalanine on the key enzymes and deletion of tyrA gene
can improve the yield of L-phenylalanine biosynthesis. There
are successful examples by using homologous recombination
technology to introduce genes into chromosome[20-23].
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CONCLUSION: Integration of tandem aroG-pheA genes into
tyrA locus of C. glutamicum chromosome can disrupt tyrA
gene and increase the yield of L-phenylalanine production.
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INTRODUCTION
L-phenylalanine is one of the essential amino acids for humans.
Its applications range from feed to food,and pharmaceutical
products. such as p-fluorophenylalanine are used as antitumour drugs. At present, L-phenylalanine biosynthesis genes
have been well characterized and the enzymology of L-
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Figure 1 Pathway and primary regulations of phenylalanine
biosynthesis in C. glutamicum
indicates feedback
inhibition,
indicates activation.

In this study, we used nitrosoguanidine(NTG) to treat
C. glutamicum. Mutants resistant to FP were isolated in a
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minimal medium plate with FP and named C.glutamicum FP.
The tandem aroG-pheA[15] genes obtained from E. coli resistant
to FP were inserted into the chromosome of C.glutamicum FP
by a double-exchange homologous recombination between the
fragments of tyrA gene on targeting vectors and the tyrA gene
on the chromosome of C.glutamicum FP. Enzyme activities
and L-phenylalanine biosynthesis in the engineered strains
of C.glutamicum KM and C.glutamicum GAK were analyzed.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Bacterial strains, media, and culture conditions
The bacterial strains and plasmids used in this study are listed
in Table 1. Minimal medium[15] (MM) and NB (LB added with
10 g/L beef extract) were used for culture C. glutamicum. The
medium for C. glutamicum fermentation was reported
previously[16]. LB was used for growth of E. coli. When required,
appropriate antibiotics were added to the suitable concentrations.
Solid media were made by the addition of agar at the concentration
of 15 g/L.
Chemicals
T4 DNA ligase, restriction enzymes, gel extract kit and DNA
blunting kit were obtained from Takara Co. NTG and the reagents
used in the enzyme assays were purchased from Sigma Co. They
were used according to the instructions of their manufacturers.
Isolation of L-phenylalanine analogue resistant mutants
C. glutamicum cells were grown in NB supplemented with
20 mg/L nalidixic acid until log phase, and collected by
centrifugation, followed by two washes with phosphate buffered
saline (pH6.0).The cells were then resuspended in 500 µL of 9 g/L
NaCl containing 5 mg of NTG and kept on shaking at 30 for
another 30 min. The cells were collected by centrifugation followed
by two washes before suspension in 9 g/L NaCl. Appropriate
aliquots of the suspension were spread on the minimal agar plate
containing different concentrations of p-fluorophenylalanine
(p-FP) for mutant screening.
Preparation and manipulation of DNA
Chromosomal DNA of C. glutamicum was extracted as described
preciously[10]. Manipulation of plasmid DNA was performed as
described by Sambrook et al.[24].
Construction of recombinant plasmids
Primers of tyrA and Km were designed according to the
sequences in GenBank (NC_003450 and AF012346). Primer P1:
5’-G GCTGCAGCAGGCCATCCTCTTCAGTGTTCA-3’ and
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primerP2:5’-CCCAAGCTTCGAGGGTTTCAGCGTGGATG-3’
were designed for amplifying tyrA gene carrying PstI and HindIII
restriction enzyme sites, respectively. Primer P3: 5’-GCGGAAT
TCACCGGAATTGCCAGCTG-3’ and primer P4: 5’-GCGGAAT
TCTGCAGTTATCAGAAGAACTCGTCAA G-3’ were designed
for amplifying Km gene carrying EcoRI and PstI sites, respectively.
The primer P5 for PCR detection was 5’-CCCA AGCTTAGG
AATCGCCTGAGAATCATCA-3’. Construction of recombinant
plasmids was performed as shown in Figure 2.

Electroporation of linear DNA into C. glutamicum
Targeting vectors were digested by Hind III and the linear DNA
was obtained by gel extraction. Then, they were denatured by
1 mol/L NaOH at 37 for 10 min, quickly placed on ice before
the same volume of 1 mol/L HCl was added to neutralize the
alkali. The method of Molenaar[25] was used to introduce
denatured targeting vectors into C.glutamicum FP.
Selection and identification of the recombinant strain
After electroporation, C.glutamicum was incubated in 1mL NB
medium containing 0.5 mol/L sucrose at 30
by shaking
(100 r/min) for 1 h, then the culture was plated on selective NB
medium containing 0.5 mol/L sucrose, 10 µg/mL nalidixic acid
and 15 µg/mL kanamycin for 96 h. The strains on resistant plates
were singled out and inoculated on NB with 100 µg/mL ampicillin,
15 µg/mL kanamycin and NB with 15 µg/mL kanamycin,
respectively; Clones (Aps Kmr) were detected by PCR using
primers pair P3 and P5. PCR products were sequenced.
Detection of Tyr- phenotype
The strain cultures were washed three times with sterile
physiological saline and plated on MM plates containing 2 g/L
glucose and 1 mol/L L-tyrosine or other amino acids to detect
the Tyr- auxotroph.
Enzymatic activities assay
Crude cell lysates used for enzymatic activity assays were
prepared as described previously[15]. Total protein level was
determined according to the method of Bradford[26]. DS activity
was assayed as described previously[15]. CM activity was
determined as described by Xia et al.[27]. PD activity was assayed
as preciously described[28].
Fermentation and analysis of phenylalanine
Transformants of C. glutamicum were obtained by PCR and
phenotype analysis. L-phenylalanine fermentation of them was
carried out in the shaking flask and the yields of L-phenylalanine
biosynthesis were determined as described by Zeng et al.[15].

Table 1 Strains and plasmids
Strains or plasmids
E.coli JM110
C.glutamicum
C.glutamicum FP
C.glutamicum KM
C.glutamicum GAK
pBluscript SK (pSK)
pPR
pGA
pT
pTK
pSKGAK
pTGAK

Relevant characteristics
Strain for vectors construction
Nxr, original strainmutagenesis
FPr, from C.glutamicum ATCC13032
C. glutamicum FP inserted with Km gene
C. glutamicum FP inserted with GAK
Apr, vector for gene cloning
Apr, pBR322 derivative, suicidal vector
Kmr, carrying P BF-aroG-pheA-T fragment
pPR carrying tyrA gene
pT carrying Km gene(tyrA::Km)
pSK carrying GAK fragment
pT carrying GAK fragment (tyrA::GAK)

Sources or references
Our laboratory
ATCC
This work
This work
This work
Our laboratory
Our laboratory
Ref.15
This work
This work
This work
This work

FPr: resistance to p-fluorophenylalanine; Nxr: resistance to nalidixic acid; Apr: resistance to ampicillin; Kmr: resistance to kanamycin;
ATCC: American Type Culture Collection. PBF: promoter from C.glutamicum; T: terminator of gene32 in T4 phage. GAK: PBF-aroGpheA-T-Km fragment.
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RESULTS
Isolation of L-phenylalanine analogue resistant mutants
Five mutants resistant to p-FP up to 3 mg/mL were picked out
on MM plates after NTG mutagenesis. In those mutants, the
feedback inhibition on the key enzymes in biosynthesis
pathways was released from phenylalanine. The mutant with
the highest yield of phenylalanine was named C.glutamicum
FP and used as the recipient strain for electroporation
(unpublished data). C.glutamicu m FP was detected by PCR
with primers P1 and P2. The sequence of PCR products was
consistent with tyrA of C.glutamicum ATCC 13032.
Construction of recombinant plasmids
Km (950 bp) and tyrA (1067 bp) genes were amplified by PCR
and they were verified by sequencing. pPR vector and tyrA
gene were digested with PstI and Hind III and ligated to form
pT. pT was digested with BstEII, and then blunted. Km gene
and PBF-aroG-pheA-T fragment from pGA plasmids were
subcloned into pSK vector, then digested with Pst I and Hind III
to get GAK fragment (PBF-aroG-pheA-T-Km). This resulting
fragment and the Km gene were inserted into the pT to form
targeting vectors pTGAK and pTK, respectively. The detailed
process refers to Figure 2.
Pst I Hind III

gene in foreside (Figure 2), the obtained PCR products could be
digested by PstI to produce two fragments whose sizes (950 bp
and 620 bp) accorded to the sizes of Km gene and an expanded
tyrA tail as shown in Lane 2 and Lane 4 of Figure 4. Sequencing of
the 1 570 bp fragment demonstrated it consisted of Km gene and a
620 bp fragment including tyrA tail (unpublished data). The strains
obtained by PCR detection were named C. glutamicum KM
(inserted with Km) and C. glutamicum GAK (inserted with GAK).
1

2

3

4

5

6

4

P-aroG-pheA-T

7

Chromosome

8

P1
2

3

Km

5

6

7
P2

Targeting vector

1

2

3

4

P3
P-aroG-pheA-T

Km

5

6

7

8
P5

Chromosome

Figure 3 Insertion of PBF-aroG-pheA-T-Km fragment of pTGAK
into chromosome tyrA locus of C. glutamicum by double-exchange homologous recombination and detection of ligated
DNA fragment Km-tyrA tail on chromosome by PCR amplification with P3 and P5.
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Bst E I I

P E

Km

EcoR I
Hind III

H
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P

H
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Pst I
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Hind III
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8.0 kb
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Pst I
Hind III
tyrA tail
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Figure 2 Construction of recombinant plasmids. E: EcoRI; P:
PstI; H: Hind III; GA: PBF-aroG-pheA-T fragment; GAK: PBF-aroGpheA-T-Km fragment.

Identification of transformants
Because primer P5 was located at the end of tyrA gene, it only
existed on the chromosome of C.glutamicum, but not on the
targeting vector. Only when the Km gene was inserted into the
chromosome of C.glutamicum, could the product be obtained
by PCR using the primer pair P3 and P5 (Figure 3). The expected
PCR products of 1570 bp are shown in Lane 3 and Lane 5 of
Figure 4. Since a PstI restriction site was introduced into Km

Figure 4 DNA detection of transformants by PCR amplification and PstI digested PCR products. Lane 1: control for PCR;
lane 2: PstI digesting product of lane 3; lane 3: PCR detection
of C. glutamicum KM; lane 4, PstI digesting product of lane 5;
lane 5: PCR detection of C. glutamicum GAK; lane 6: Markers,
EcoRI/Hind III digesting λ phage DNA.

Detection of Tyr- auxotroph
As shown in Figure 5, C. glutamicum GAK, in which tyrA was
disrupted by inserting a GAK fragement, only grew on the MM
with L-tyrosine, but not on MM and MM with L-tyrptophan or
L-phenylalanine plates. This result indicated that C. glutamicum
GAK was an auxotroph requiring L-tyrosine for growth. Here,
we demonstrated that the pathway of tyrosine biosynthesis at
steps from prephenate to 4-hydroxyphenlpyruvate was
disrupted, and the function of prephenate dehydrogenase was
inactivated successfully.

Ty r

MM

Trp

Phe

Figure 5 Auxanogram detection of C. glutamicum (Tyr-). MM: C.
glutamicum GAK on MM; Tyr: C.glutamicum GAK on MM+Tyr; Phe:
C.glutamicum GAK on MM+Phe; Trp: C.glutamicum GAK on MM+Trp.
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Enzyme assay
As shown in Figure 1, in the pathway of L-phenylalanine
biosynthesis, there were three key enzymes, PD, CM and DS,
encoded by pheA, pheB and aroG, respectively in C.glutamicum.
The results of enzyme activity in C.glutamicum are listed in
Table 2. The activity of the original strain was used as the
control. Compared to the original strain, the relative activities
of three enzymes (CM, PD and DS) in C.glutamicum FP were
1.73-, 2.37- and 1.93-fold higher and in C.glutamicum GAK
were 2.9-, 3.36- and 3.0-fold higher respectively. The relative
activities of these enzymes in C.glutamicum KM (Kmr FPr)
were similar to those in C.glutamicum FP (FPr) respectively.
The results indicated that the enzyme activities were increased
differently by inhibiting the release of L-phenylalanine feedback
using FPr selection and the integration of tandem genes aroGpheA into chromosome of C.glutamicum. At the same time, it
also proved that the homologous recombination was
successful.

biosynthesis. By increasing the precursors for phenylalanine
synthesis, interruption of the tyrosine branch pathway could
decrease L-tyrosine synthesis, and inhibit L-phenylalanine
synthesis because L-tyrosine could stimulate prephenate
dehydratase activity and restore the enzyme activity inhibited
by L-phenylalanine and L-tryptophan. Ours results also indicated
that mutagenesis by NTG was still an effective method for
screening phenylalanine-produing strains. This method could
effectively to improve the amino acid production in this study.
The strains integrated with Km gene kept their resistance to
kanamycin after cultured in medium without antibiotics for 96 h
(unpublished data). Compared to the strains carrying plasmids[15-17],
strains integrated with heterologous genes had lower yields of
L-phenylalanine but a higher stability. Further mutagenesis
and application of strong promoters may be useful to increase
the yield of L-phenylalanine of engineering strains. Further
investigations are necessary to understand the mechanism of
aromatic amino acid biosynthesis.

Table 2 Relative activities of CM, PD and DS compared with
the original strains
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Enzymes
Strains
CM

PD

DS

C. glutamicum

1.0

1.0

1.0
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Abstract
AIM: To determine the accuracy of p53 gene mutations predicted
by overexpression of p53 protein immunohistochemically,
and to investigate the co-mutation of p53 and K-ras genes
in rectal cancer and its effect on promoting malignant biologic
behaviors of tumors.
METHODS: Ninety-seven specimens of rectal cancer were
surgically resected in our hospital from August 1996 to
October 1997. The hot mutation areas of p53 gene (in
exons 5-8) and K-ras gene (in codon 5/12 and 13) were
detected with polymerase chain reaction-single strand conformation polymorphism (PCR-SSCP), and overexpression
of p53 protein was detected with immunohistochemistry
(IHC) in the 97 specimens of rectal cancer. Correlation
between gene mutations and tumor clinicopathologic factors
was studied, and survival analysis was penfomed as well.
RESULTS: There were 36 cases of p53 gene mutations in
61 p53 protein positive cases, and 21 cases of p53 gene
non-mutation in 36 p53 protein negative cases respectively.
The coincidence rate of p53 gene mutation by IHC method
with PCR-SSCP method was 58.8% (57/97). The mutation
rate of p53 gene was 52.6% (51/97), while K-ras gene
mutation was observed in codons 12 and 13 in 61 cases
with a mutation rate of 62.9% (61/97). Single gene mutation
of p53 or K-ras was found in 32 cases. Both p53 and K-ras
gene mutation were found in 48 cases. Statistical analysis
showed that p53 and K-ras gene mutations were not related
to the clinicopathologic factors, including tumor size, gross
tumor type, histological classification, differentiation, invasion
to intestinal veins, lymphatics and nerves, invasive depth to
wall, lymph node metastasis, and Dukes’ stages (P>0.05).
The survival in patients with no gene mutation, single gene
mutation and both gene mutations were similar (P>0.05).
CONCLUSION: IHC has a certain false positive and false
negative rate in detecting p53 gene mutations. Malignant
biological behaviours of rectal cancer are not enhanced by
p53 and K-ras gene mutations. Co-mutation of p53 and K-ras
gene has neither synergic carcinogenesis-promoting effect,
nor prognostic effect on rectal cancer.
Pan ZZ, Wan DS, Chen G, Li LR, Lu ZH, Huang BJ. Co-mutation
of p53, K-ras genes and accumulation of p53 protein and its
correlation to clinicopathological features in rectal cancer.
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INTRODUCTION
Carcinogenesis and development of colorectal cancer are a
process with multiple steps, in which epithelial cells of colorectum
go through small adenoma, large adenoma, and finally become
adenocarcinoma[1]. The changes of several genes involve this
process, including the activation of K-ras oncogene and the
mutation and deletion of p53 anti-oncogene[2]. To date, the clinical
significance of the change of these genes is still disputed. Some
studies reported that simultaneous mutations of p53 and K-ras
could promote the development of colorectal cancer directly or
indirectly, and were related to lymphatic metastasis, and a poor
prognosis, but others had opposite results[3]. It is still unclear
which one is the prognostic factor, the p53 cDNA mutation or
the alteration of p53 protein expression or both[4]. Moreover,
90% dot mutations of p53 happen in exons 5-8, the individual
incident rate of p53 mutations in these exons is not known[5].
Therefore, to explore the effect of simultaneous mutations of
p53, K-ras gene on the promotion of malignant biologic behaviors
of rectal cancer and its clinical significance, the mutation
patterns of exons 5-8 of p53 gene and codons 12 and 13 of
K-ras gene in rectal cancer were detected by PCR-SSCP.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients
From August 1996 to October 1997, 97 patients with rectal cancer
underwent surgical resection in our hospital, including 54 males
and 43 females, aged from 21 to 84 years with an average age of
53 years. Gross classification of tumors consisted of 27 cases
of protruding type, 63 cases of ulcerating type, and 7 cases
of infiltrating type. Histological classification included 3 cases
of adenoma with cancer, 17 cases of papillary adenocarcinoma,
69 cases of tubular adenocarcinoma, 1 case of mucinous
adenocarcinoma, 7 cases of signet-ring cell carcinoma, with
20 cases of well differentiated, 51 moderately and 26 poorly
differentiated. According to Dukes classification, patients were
categorized into four stages: stage A (n = 27), stage B (n = 22),
stage C (n = 36) and stage D (n = 12).
Methods
Serial paraffin sections were used for HE staining, anti-p53
immunohistological staining, and detection of p53 and K-ras
gene mutation by PCR-SSCP.
Immunohistochemistry
The Labeling-streptavidin-biotin peroxidase complex (LSAB)
method was used for IHC staining. The colorectal tissue positive
for p53 was taken as positive control, normal tissue as negative
control, PBS instead of first antibody as blank control. Background
of IHC staining was clear.
Positive standards for IHC staining were the same as
previously described. Cells with pale brown granules in nuclei
were judged as positive. The sections with 10-25% positive
cells were defined as +, 26-50% as ++, 51-70% as +++, more
than 70% as ++++, less than 10% as -.
PCR-SSCP
DNA was abstracted from tissues of 5 µm paraffin sections
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Table 2 Sensitivity of IHC to detect p53 gene mutation

with routine method, and then stored at -20 . Exons 5,6,7,8
of p53 gene and codons 12, 13 of K-ras gene were amplified by
polymerase chain reaction (PCR, PCR amplifier produced by
American PE Company) respectively. The primers were
synthesized and provided by Genetics Department of Sun YatSen University. The sequences of primers are shown in Table 1.
The single DNA chain from denatured PCR products was treated
by normal vertical plane electrophoresis and stained with silver.
Increased, and decreased numbers and translocation of
electrophoresis bands in tumor specimens compared with
normal tissues suggested the existence of gene mutations.

p53 IHC staining (%)
p53 gene (PCR-SSCP)
Negative

Positive

No mutation

21(45.7)

25(54.3)

Mutation

15(29.4)

36(70.6)

Mutation of p53 and K-ras genes
In the present study, p53 gene mutations were located in exons
5,6 in one case, in exon 7 in 48 cases, in exons 5,6 and 7 in 2
cases, and no mutation was found in exon 8. The mutation rate
of p53 gene was 52.6% (51/97). K-ras gene mutations were
located in codons 12 and 13 in 61 cases with a rate of 62.9%
(61/97). p53 or K-ras gene mutations were found in 32 cases,
both p53 and K-ras gene co-mutations were found in 48 cases.

Statistical analysis
Data were analyzed with SPSS statistical software (Version
8.0). The relationship between mutations of p53, K-ras genes
and clinicopathological factors was analyzed by χ2 test. Survival
rates were calculated with life table and Wilcoxon-Gehan test.

Correlation of gene mutation and clinicopathological factors
The differences between p53 and K-ras gene mutations and
clinicopathological factors had no statistical significance
(P>0.05), including tumor size, gross tumor type, histological
classification and differentiation, invasion to intestinal veins,
lymphatics and nerves, invasive depth to intestinal wall, lymph
node metastasis, and Dukes’stages.

RESULTS
Expression of p53 protein
p53 protein was detected in 61 cases (62.9%, 61/97) according
to IHC staining, strong positive (++++), moderately positive
(+++), (++), weak positive (+) were found in 26/61, 22/61, 10/61,
and 30/61, respectively.
Sensitivity of p53 IHC method top53 gene mutation detection
p53 gene mutations (in exons 5-8, hot mutation area) were found
in 51 cases of rectal cancer by PCR-SSCP, with a mutation rate
of 52.6% (51/97). Among the cases with p53 positive IHC
staining, 36 cases were positive for p53 gene mutations by
PCR-SSCP, while no p53 gene mutation was found by PCRSSCP in 21 cases negative for p53 IHC staining (Table 2). The
accuracy of IHC method to detect p53 gene mutations was
58.8% (57/97), the sensitivity was 70.6% (36/51), and the specificity
was 45.7% (21/46).

Correlation of gene mutation and prognosis
All cases were followed up to December 2002, ranging from
14 d to 2058 d with an average of 1107 d. One case died of
cardiopulmonary disease 14 d after operation, 28 cases died of
tumor metastasis or recurrence, 3 cases were lost for follow-up,
2 cases died of other diseases rather than tumor. Life table was
used to assess survival rates. Results indicated that p53 and
K-ras gene mutations had no effects on prognosis (P>0.05,
Table 3).

Table 1 Sequences of primers used in the study
Gene

Extron/codon

p53

Exons5-6

Sequences of primers

Product size

5’TGTTCACTTGTGCCCTGACT3’
5’GGAGGGCCACTGACAACCA3’

Exon 7

489bp

5’GGCGACAGAGCGAGATTCCA3’
5’GGGTCAGCGGCAAGCAGAGG3’

Exon 8

286bp

5’GACAAGGGTGGTTGGGAGTAGATG3’
5’GCAAGGAAAGGTGATAAAAGTGAA3’

K-ras

Codon 12-13

320bp

5’TCAAAGAATGGTCCTGCACC3’
5’GCCTGCTGAAAATGACTGAA3’

178bp

Table 3 Survival of 97 rectal cancer cases and its correlation to p53 and K-ras gene mutation
p53 mutation

K-ras mutation

p53 and K-ras mutation

Survival (year)
(-)

(+)

(-)

(+)

Neither

Either

Both

1-

86.52

95.83

91.04

91.53

81.25

93.48

93.44

2-

77.04

82.30

87.79

75.37

71.48

86.55

72.29

3-

67.25

73.16

74.79

67.93

54.17

79.44

65.06

4-

64.33

62.32

66.91

61.36

54.17

71.08

56.38

5-

64.33

62.32

66.91

61.36

54.17

71.08

56.38

P

0.5672

0.4536

0.2030
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DISCUSSION
The methods normally used to detect p53 gene mutations include
immunohistochemistry (IHC), PCR-SSCP, denaturing gradient
gel electrophoresis (DGGE), and sequencing. According to
literatures, the sensitivity of IHC was 75%, and its positive
predictive value for detecting p53 gene mutations was 63%.
More than 85% p53 gene mutations in exons 5-8 could be
detected by PCR-SSCP with a sensitivity of 80-90%[6,7]. In the
present study, p53 gene mutations in rectal cancer were detected
by IHC and PCR-SSCP respectively. The positive rate of IHC
was 62.9% (61/97), while that of PCR-SSCP was 52.6% (51/97).
The accuracy of IHC was 58.8%, and the sensitivity was 70.6%.
However, its specificity was only 45.7%, implying that IHC had
a rather high false positive and false negative rate in detecting
p53 gene mutations.
It was reported that wild type p53 proteins could combine
with viral oncoproteins or cellular oncoproteins to enhance
their stability and prolong their half-life, leading to p53 protein
accumulation in cells. In such cells, IHC staining was still positive
even without p53 gene mutations, furthermore, about 10% p53
gene mutations could take place out side of exons 5-8. Therefore
the positive rate of PCR-SSCP targeting only exons 5-8 was
usually lower than that of IHC[8-11]. The present study also had
similar results. The variance in p53 gene mutations and p53
protein accumulation indicated that dysfunction of p53 gene
might be caused by mechanisms other than mutations.
It is known that the oncogenesis and development of most
colorectal cancers abide by the rule from normal epithelia to
adenoma then to adenocarcinoma, and finally to metastasis.
This complicated process has been found to involve several
oncogene changes in a certain order, that is, from APC to K-ras
to p53 to DCC[12].
p53 and ras gene mutations could be observed in both
adenoma and carcinoma of large intestine[13]. Extent of p53
expression varies during different phases of tumor oncogenesis.
p53 expression can be found extensively in villous adenoma, early
stage of adenocarcinoma and well differentiated adenocarcinoma.
The above lines of evidence support that p53 and K-ras gene
mutation might happen before canceration and may be an early
event in colorectal carcinogenesis and development. Participatin
in the process from adenoma to adenocarcinoma, p53 and ras
gene mutations may be used as the markers for early detection
and diagnosis of colorectal cancer arising from adenoma.
Many studies indicated that the point mutation of p53
gene was related to lymph node metastasis in rectal cancer
(P<0.001), while the cross deletion was related to distal
metastasis (P = 0.0001). The 5-year survival of colorectal cancer
patients with chromosome 17p deletion was much poorer. p53
gene mutation was an important prognostic factor for colorectal
cancer[14]. On the contrary, some studies showed that intensity,
distribution area and positive rate of p53 IHC staining were
independent of the biological factors, such as tumor grade,
histological type, tumor site, size, invasive depth to wall, invasion
of local lymphatics and veins, lymph node metastasis, peritoneal
seeding, and liver metastasis[15]. Therefore, the clinical significance
of p53 is still controversial.
In the present study, detected by PCR-SSCP, the p53 gene
mutation rate in exons 5-8 was 52.6%. Most mutations (in 50
cases) took place in exon 7, 3 in exons 5-6, 2 in exon 7. No
mutation was found in exon 8. The mutation rate of codons 12
and 13 of K-ras gene was 62.9%. Statistically p53 and K-ras
gene mutations were independent of clinicopathological factors
of rectal cancer, including tumor size, gross classification,
histological type, differenciation, invasion of veins, lymphatics
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and nerves, invasive depth to wall, lymph node metastasis and
Dukes’ stages. Co-mutation of K-ras and p53 gene had no
correlation to clinicopathological factors or prognosis.
In conclusion, p53 and K-ras gene mutations have no effect
on biological behaviours of tumor cells. The co-mutation of
both genes has neither carcinogenesis-promoting effect, nor
any effect on prognosis. Carcinogenesis and development of
colorectal cancer involve changes of several genes, such as
APC, myc, K-ras, MMC and p53. The accumulative effects of
such genes may play a more important role during carcinogenesis
than the order of change in these genes[12,16]. So, genetic therapy
for colorectal cancer should target multiple genes involved in
the process of carcinogenesis.
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Abstract
We present two diagnostically challenging cases of acute
pancreatitis with hypertriglyceridemia accompanied with
chylomicronemia caused with a deficiency of lipoprotein
lipase and with the presence of type V hyperlipidemia.
Both cases suffered from acute abdomen following the
ingestion of fatty food and revealed the increase in
parameters of inflammation without significant elevation
of serum amylase levels. The imaging examination of
ultrasonography could not detect significant findings of
acute pancreatitis and a computer tomography scan
eventually confirmed the findings of acute pancreatitis. Both
cases responded to a low fat diet and administration of a
cholecystokinin receptor antagonist, exhibiting a relief of
abdominal symptoms. As in the present cases with acute
abdomen following the ingestion of fatty food, the identification
of serum hypertriglyceridemia and an abdominal computer
tomography scan might be useful in establishing the
diagnosis of acute pancreatitis and in developing the
therapeutic regimen, when hypertriglyceridemia interferes
with the evaluation of pancreatic enzyme activities and
ultrasound examination provides poor pancreatic visualization.
Okura Y, Hayashi K, Shingu T, Kajiyama G, Nakashima Y, Saku
K. Diagnostic evaluation of acute pancreatitis in two patients
with hypertriglyceridemia. World J Gastroenterol 2004; 10
(24): 3691-3695
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INTRODUCTION
Secondary pancreatitis is caused by severe hypertriglyceridemia
accompanied with chylomicronemia, and marked hypertriglyceridemia has been found in 12 to 22 percent of patients admitted
to a hospital for acute pancreatitis[1]. The diagnosis of acute
pancreatitis is sometimes complicated, since the presence of
hypertriglyceridemia may often produce multiple spurious
laboratory data including serum and urinary amylase and serum
lipase levels[1-5]. Therefore, hypertriglyceridemia sometimes is
underrecognized by admitting physicians as a possible cause of
acute pancreatitis[6]. Moreover, although the imaging examination
of ultrasonogram is a relatively sensitive noninvasive test for
the diagnosis of acute pancreatitis and can be performed rapidly
and at the patient bedside, pancreatic visualization is limited by

intestinal gas or adipose tissue in 30- 40% of patients[7]. In this
report, we present two cases suffering from acute abdomen
following the ingestion of fatty food in which the identification
of hypertriglyceridemia proved to be useful in diagnosing acute
pancreatitis.

CASE REPORT
Case 1
A 61-year-old Japanese woman was admitted to the emergency
department of a local hospital for repeated episodes of vomiting
and epigastric discomfort following the ingestion of fatty food.
The white blood cell (WBC) count and serum amylase level
were both mildly elevated. Although echosonogram could not
detect pancreatic disorders such as hypoechoic change or fluid
collections, the treatment with gabexate mesylate, an inhibitor
of pancreatic serine proteinases, was initiated with a suspected
diagnosis of acute pancreatitis and her epigastric discomfort
and nausea improved. She was transferred next day for purposes
of further examination of acute abdomen. She had midepigastric
discomfort and tenderness that migrated to the back. Bowel
sounds were normal to auscultation, and there was no
hepatomegaly or splenomegaly. Arcus corneae, cutaneous
eruptive xanthomas and the xanthomas of Achilles tendon were
absent. A chest radiogram was normal. X-rays of the abdomen
revealed no abnormal gas patterns, calcifications, or ascites.
Table 1 illustrates the laboratory data on admission. We
observed an elevated WBC count and erythrocyte sedimentation
rate (ESR) and a positive C-reactive protein (CRP), with moderate
normocytic anemia. Although an elevated serum pancreatic
secretory trypsin inhibitor (PSTI) level was revealed in the
pancreatic enzymes, other pancreatic enzymes including
serum and urinary amylase levels were normal. Marked
hypertriglyceridemia and a low level of high density lipoproteincholesterol (HDL-C) were apparent. A layer of chylomicrons could
be seen at the top of the plasma stored for 24 h in a refrigerator.
Although an abdominal ultrasonogram showed no pancreas
abnormality and no evidence of cholelithiasis or choledocholithiasis,
a computer tomography (CT) scan of the abdomen could detect
pancreatic edematous changes and enlargement with a score
of 3 according to CT severity index by Balthazar[8]. These
findings were confirmed as an initial change of acute pancreatitis
by two established radiologists and indicated a diagnosis of
secondary pancreatitis with hypertriglyceridemia.
Figure 1 illustrates the patient’s clinical course. Her epigastric
discomfort improved after administration of loxiglumide, a
cholecystokinin receptor antagonist 300 mg/d, and flomoxef,
an antibiotic 2 g/d, and they disappeared after two days. The
serum PSTI level returned to normal and there were no major
changes in other serum pancreatic enzymes. The patient was
started on a low fat diet on the third hospital day. We conducted
a diagnostic investigation to exclude possible secondary
causes for acute pancreatitis other than hypertriglyceridemia.
Endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography (ERCP)
performed on the seventh hospital day revealed no apparent
structural alterations in the common bile duct or pancreatic
duct such as pancreas divisum. Despite the administration of a
low fat diet for two weeks, hypertriglyceridemia and low serum
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level of HDL-C failed to improve dramatically. The serum CRP
level returned to normal on the eleventh hospital day.
Focusing on the hypertriglyceridemia, we evaluated the
patient’s glucose metabolism. The serum HbA1C level was 4.8
and 75 g oral glucose tolerance test (OGTT) performed on the
twenty-third hospital day demonstrated an impaired glucose
tolerance pattern, not that of diabetes mellitus (DM) as a cause
of hypertriglyceridemia (Table 2). Excessive alcohol intake, and
administration of estrogen, diuretics, and β-adrenergic blockers
could be excluded as possible causes of hypertriglyceridemia
according to her episode.
In terms of lipid metabolism, we observed high serum levels
of apolipoprotein (Apo) B, CII, CIII and E, indicating the increase
in triglyceride-rich lipoprotein (Table 2). Polyacrylamide
gel electrophoresis (PAGE) demonstrated the presence of
chylomicron fraction at base line and a decreased pre-β, β and
α fraction, indicating the presence of chylomicron and low
levels of very low density lipoprotein (VLDL), low density
lipoprotein (LDL) and HDL, respectively (Figure 2a). The postheparin plasma lipoprotein lipase (LPL) activity, which was
obtained 15 min after 50 U/kg body weight intravenous injection
of heparin, was markedly low and the immunoreactive LPL mass
was below the level of detection (less than 20 ng/mL), confirming
the diagnosis of LPL deficiency. These findings suggested that
the fatty food ingestion led to acute pancreatitis in the patient
with severe hypertriglyceridemia due to the LPL deficiency.
(mg/dL)
800

Loxiglumide
Flomoxef

TG [50-150]

400
TC [150-220]

200
0

S-Amy
P-Amy
Lipase
Elastase I
Trypsin
PSTI
WBC
CRP

Table 1 Laboratory data on admission
Case 1

Case 2

[Normal range]

pH

7.0

6.0

[4.8-7.5]

Urinalysis
Sugar

(±)

(+)

[-]

Protein

(-)

(±)

[-]

Occult

(-)

(-)

[-]

Hematology
WBC

(/mm3 )

10 800

26 000

RBC

(/mm 3 )

387×104

474×104

Hemoglobin (g/dL)

HDL-C [35-70]

(/mm 3 ) 18.2×104

ESR

(mm/hr) 48

4

8
11
15
Hospital day

[60-200]
81
[30-95]
49
[10-48]
29
[100-400]
180
[110-460]
210
[6.1-14.7]
99
[4000-9000] 10800
[<1.0]
9.9

55
25
28
150
290
25
8100
10.4

78
36
39
160
460
13
5700
1.9

264
64
52
300
370
14
5400
4.1

22
113
60
48
250
450
21
4600
0.7

116
50
32
220
450
12
4400
0.5

pre-β
α

Chylomicron
pre-β

β

(a) case 1

β

(b) case 2

α

pre-β
α

[12-18]
[10×10 4-40×10 4]

31

[<20]

GOT

(IU/L)

16

26

[8-40]

GPT

(IU/L)

15

39

[6-35]

LDH

(IU/L)

410

392

[100-450]

Al-P

(IU/L)

158

198

[100-340]

LAP

(IU/L)

33

58

[110-210]

γGTP

(IU/L)

71

71

[< 70]

ChE

(IU/L)

272

554

ZTT

(U)

5

2

[4-12]

0.8

1

[0.3-1.0]

TC

(mg/dL) 175

902

TG

(mg/dL) 673

10 340

HDL-C

(mg/dL)

18

Total Protein (g/dL)

6.1

Albumin

(g/dL)

3.2

BUN

(mg/dL)

8

Crea

(mg/dL)

0.53

Uric acid

(mg/dL)

3.2

Na +

(mEq/L) 139

K+

(mEq/L)

-

3.8

16
7.6
3.1
13

[186-406]

[150-220]
[50-150]
[35-70]
[6.5-8.0]
[3.5-5.0]
[8-21]

0.65

[0.6-1.2]

4.6

[3.5-7.8]

125

[135-145]

3.7

[3.5-5.0]

(mEq/L) 107

88

[97-107]

Ca++

(mEq/L)

3.8

4.8

[4.3-5.8]

PO 3-

(mg/dL)

2.6

2.7

CRP

(mg/dL)

9.9

13.9

[< 1.0]

HbA1C

(%)

4.8

9.0

[< 5.5]
[60-200]

[2.6-3.8]

Pancreatic enzymes
3700
<0.3

Figure 1 Clinical course of case 1. Normal range is shown in
[ ]. TG: triglycerides, TC: total cholesterol, HDL-C: high density lipoprotein-cholesterol, S-Amy: salivary amylase, P-Amy:
pancreatic amylase, PSTI: pancreatic secretory trypsin
inhibitor, WBC: white blood cell, CRP: C-reactive protein.
Chylomicron

20.8
32.1×104

[4 000-9 000]
[350×104-550×10 4 ]

Blood chemistry

Cl
1 2

10.1

Platelet

Total Bilirubin (mg/dL)

600

40
30
20
10
0
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β

(c) control

Figure 2 Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis using the fasting
plasma of (a) case 1, (b) case 2 and (c) control. The presence of
chylomicrons is demonstrated at the base line indicated by
arrows ( ).

S-Amy

(IU/L)

81

22

P-Amy

(IU/L)

49

6

U-Amy

(IU/h)

114

168

Lipase

(IU/L)

29

54

Elastase I

(ng/dL)

180

270

[100-400]

Trypsin

(ng/dL)

210

234

[110-460]

PSTI

(ng/dL)

99

19.5

[30-95]
[160-960]
[10-48]

[6.1-14.7]

ESR: erythrocyte sedimentation rate, TC: total cholesterol,
TG: triglycerides, HDL-C: high density lipoproteincholesterol, CRP: C-reactive protein, HbA1c: hemoglobin A1c,
S-Amy: salivary amylase, P-Amy: pancreatic amylase, U-Amy:
urinary amylase, PSTI: pancreatic secretory trypsin inhibitor.

Case 2
This 30-year-old Japanese man was admitted with severe left
hypochondralgia following the ingestion of fatty food. He had
a history of moderate alcohol intake (more than 80 g/d) since
the age of 20 and a history of repeated hospitalizations for
acute abdomen following the ingestion of fatty food but the
definite cause of acute abdomen was not determined. He was
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obese, being 169 cm tall and weighing 78 kg, with a body mass
index of 27.3 kg/m2. He complained of abdominal pain that
radiated to the left back. Abdominal auscultation revealed a
decrease in bowel sounds. We observed eruptive xanthomas;
small, yellow, papular, cutaneous lesions, localized over the
buttocks, the femoral region and the extensor surface of the
arms that had been present for the past two months. Chest X-rays
showed no abnormalities. No abnormal gas patterns, calcifications,
or ascites were noted on abdominal X-rays. An abdominal
ultrasonogram provided poor pancreatic visualization due to
the obesity. An abdominal CT scan revealed fatty changes in
the liver and the presence of edematous and enlarged changes
in the pancreas, suggesting acute pancreatitis, with a score of
3 according to CT severity index[8]. These findings were
confirmed as initial findings of acute pancreatitis by two
established radiologists.
Laboratory data on admission (Table 1) revealed an elevated
WBC count and ESR, positive CRP, elevated hemoglobin level
and a low concentration of serum sodium. High serum levels
of cholesterol and marked high triglyceride level of more than
10 000 mg/dL, compatible with type V hyperlipidemia according
to the classification of Frederickson[9], and a low serum level of
HDL-C were present. Only an elevated serum PSTI level was
revealed in pancreatic enzymes.
The patient’s clinical course is illustrated in Figure 3. His
pain in the left hypochondrium improved on fasting and
administration of loxiglumide, 300 mg/d, and latamoxef, an
antibiotic 2 g/d, and disappeared on the tenth hospital day. A
low fat diet with 1 800 kcal/d was started on the tenth hospital
day. Although there was no significant alteration in serum HDLC levels after the diet was initiated, the markedly elevated serum
triglyceride levels fell dramatically and serum cholesterol levels
also decreased markedly, returning to normal limits. The WBC
count, serum CRP level and serum PSTI level improved
significantly. ERCP on the twenty seventh hospital day
demonstrated no structural alterations and no stones in the
pancreatobiliary ductal system.
(mg/dL)
10 000

Loxiglumide
Latamoxef

3693

In terms of the lipid metabolism, the presence of chylomicrons
was identified from the development of a chylomicrons layer at
the top of the patient’s plasma taken on admission and placed
overnight at 4 in a refrigerator. In addition, PAGE revealed
the presence of chylomicrons fraction at base line and an increase
in pre-β fraction, indicating an increase in VLDL (Figure 2b). On
the thirty fourth hospital day after initiating a low fat diet, we
performed a further investigation of the lipid metabolism and
75 g OGTT (Table 2). The 75 g OGTT demonstrated a pattern
typical of DM and serum HbA1C was 9.0. Although the serum
cholesterol level returned to normal and the serum triglyceride
level fell to 251 mg/dL, we observed high serum levels of VLDLtriglyceride, Apo B and Apo CIII, indicating an increase in the
hepatic VLDL- triglyceride synthesis. Post-heparin plasma LPL
activity was within normal ranges. These findings suggested
that ingestion of fatty food could lead to type V hyperlipidemia
characterized by the presence of chylomicrons and an increase
in VLDL. A low fat diet proved effective in managing this case
of massive hypertriglyceridemia.
Table 2 75 g OGTT and serum lipid profile
Case 1 Case 2 [Normal range]
75 g OGTT
BS (mg/dL) Before

82

113

[<110]

30 min

148

198

[<160]

60 min

176

274

[<160]

120 min

159

262

[<120]

Insulin (µU/mL) Before

20.3

9.3

67.5

15.7

60 min

86.9

27.5

120 min

67.5

31.1

30 min

[<20]

Cholesterol fraction
Total

(mg/dL)

VLDL

(mg/dL)

161

199

[150-220]

LDL

(mg/dL)

HDL

(mg/dL)

15

22.4

[35-70]

Total

(mg/dL)

571

382

[50-150]

VLDL

(mg/dL)

79.1 [<38]
97.5 [56-160]

Triglycerides fraction

5 000

280.6 [6-84]

2 000

LDL

(mg/dL)

71.1 [10-35]

1 000

HDL

(mg/dL)

30.3 [11-28]

500

TG [50-150]
TC [150-220]

0
40
30
20
10
0

HDL-C [35-70]

1

5 7

11

17
24 27
Hospital day

34

Apolipoprotein AI

(mg/dL)

71

78.9

[119-155]

Apolipoprotein AII

(mg/dL)

20

29.8

Apolipoprotein B

(mg/dL)

154

136.6

[73-109]

[25.9-35.7]

Apolipoprotein CII

[1.8-4.6]

(mg/dL)

11.1

7.0

Apolipoprotein CIII (mg/dL)

22.4

21.9

[5.8-10.0]

Apolipoprotein E

20.6

6.4

[2.7-4.3]

(mg/dL)

Post-heparin plasma enzyme activities

S-Amy

[60-200]

22

16

16

31

32

43

P-Amy

[30-95]

6

5

8

8

19

-

Lipase
Elastase I

[10-48]
[100-400]

43
270

37
240

23
240

14
300

11
300

19
-

Trypsin

[110-460]

234

266

266

302

308

-

PSTI

[6.1-14.7]

19.5

-

-

WBC

[4000-9000]

26000

11400

11000

CRP

[<1.0]

13.9

27.1

15.2

Apolipoproteins

6.2

7.3

5200

8300

9300

-

1.7

0.3

<0.3

Figure 3 Clinical course of case 2. Normal range is shown in
[ ]. TG: triglycerides, TC: total cholesterol, HDL-C: high density lipoprotein-cholesterol, S-Amy: salivary amylase, P-Amy:
pancreatic amylase, PSTI: pancreatic secretory trypsin
inhibitor, WBC: white blood cell, CRP: C-reactive protein.

LPL activity (µmol FFA/mL/min) 0.048
LPL mass

(ng/mL)

<20

0.181 [0.119-0.195]
[136-321]

OGTT: oral glucose tolerance test, BS: blood sugar, VLDL:
very low density lipoprotein, LDL: low density lipoprotein,
HDL: high density lipoprotein, LPL: lipoprotein lipase, FFA:
free fatty acid, HTGL: hepatic triglyceride lipase, LCAT: lecithin cholesterol acyl transferase.

DISCUSSION
Hypertriglyceridemia accompanied with chylomicronemia is
clinically important because an elevated serum triglyceride level
predisposes to the development of pancreatitis, occasionally
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leading to total pancreatic necrosis and death[1,10,11]. Both cases
suffered from acute abdomen following the ingestion of fatty
food and revealed high levels of inflammation parameters
accompanied with hypertriglyceridemia. In pancreas enzymes,
only serum PSTI revealed high levels and no elevation of serum
and urinary amylase could be detected. On the imaging examination,
an abdominal ultrasonogram could not detect pathological
findings of acute pancreatitis and a CT scan eventually
confirmed the findings of acute pancreatitis. Their symptoms
improved after administration of a pancreatic serine proteinase
inhibitor and fasting. The clinical courses supported the diagnostic
evidence for acute pancreatitis with hypertriglyceridemia
triggered by the ingestion of fatty food.
In the differential diagnosis of acute pancreatitis, the imaging
examination detected no structural causes of acute pancreatitis
such as gallstones, microlithiasis, pancreas divisum and sphincter
of Oddi disease in both cases. Other etiologies of acute pancreatitis
such as drug-induced pancreatitis, viral and bacterial infection
could be deniable according to their clinical episodes.
Hypertriglyceridemia in case 1 was caused by a deficiency
of LPL, a rate-limiting lipolytic enzyme that hydrolyzes triglyceriderich lipoproteins in plasma. Brunzell et al. demonstrated that
the appearance of chylomicrons was a marker for severely
impaired triglyceride metabolism showing massive accumulation
of triglyceride-rich lipoprotein in the serum[1,12]. In case 1, the
presence of chylomicrons might result from a severe reduction
in the clearance of triglyceride-rich lipoproteins due to the LPL
deficiency.
Marked hypertriglyceridemia has also been reported in
other forms of impaired triglyceride metabolism besides LPL
deficiency[1,8,13,14]. Secondary causes of hypertriglyceridemia,
such as a high fat diet or excessive alcohol intake, can lead to
massive hypertriglyceridemia in patients with type IV
hypertriglyceridemia. When an overproduction of VLDLtriglyceride was induced by secondary causes, extreme elevation
of serum triglyceride levels, e.g. more than 10 000 mg/dL in case
2, might occur, since the LPL-related triglyceride removal system
approached saturation at triglyceride concentrations of 700 to
1 000 mg/dL[15]. In case 2, dietary fat restriction with a calorie
control and alcohol prohibition had beneficial effects on serum
lipids, and serum triglyceride level decreased dramatically.
Although the exact pathogenesis of pancreatitis caused by
hypertriglyceridemia remains uncertain, hyperlipidemic
pancreatitis is believed to result from chemical irritation to the
pancreas from toxic fatty acids and lisolecithin[16-19]. These
compounds are liberated by pancreatic lipases from the core
and surface of chylomicrons circulating at high concentrations
in the capillaries of the exocrine pancreas. Moreover, there are
some other hypotheses of the pathogenesis by which
hypertriglyceridemia causes acute pancreatitis. Trypsinogen
could be activated by acidosis due to the presence of free fatty
acids, which may disturb the microcirculation of the pancreas
by damaging the endothelium[19,20]. Chylomicrons seem to be
also involved in calcium-dependent agglutination by CRP,
suggesting that non-traumatic fat embolism may be caused by
agglutination of chylomicrons due to high levels of plasma
CRP[21]. Although hypertriglyceridemia with chylomicrons
plays an important role in the occurrence of pancreatitis,
hypertriglyceridemia sometimes was underrecognized in
patients with acute pancreatitis[6]. The measurement of serum
triglyceride level or the identification of chylomicrons on the
earliest available serum specimens may be important to increase
the diagnostic yield and help prevent further occurrences of
pancreatitis.
While pancreatitis is a major complication of hypertriglyceridemia, it is difficult to identify the onset of acute pancreatitis
exactly from the clinical symptoms and laboratory data, since
hypertriglyceridemia may often produce multiple spurious
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laboratory results[1-5]. Upon examination of patients with pain
or discomfort in the abdomen of unknown origin, one should
conduct tests to determine the lipid profile as well as the profile
of pancreatic enzymes and imaging examination of the abdomen.
If patients showed hypertriglyceridemia, it might be practical
to measure serum amylase levels using diluted serum or plasma
samples[2]. Eruptive xanthomas, shown in case 2, caused by the
phagocytosis of chylomicrons by macrophages in the skin[22] may
indicate the presence of chronic chylomicronemia. One of the
simplest tests to detect plasma chylomicrons is the observation
of a layer of chylomicrons at the top of the plasma stored
overnight at 4 in a refrigerator, the so-called refrigerator test[17].
However, this test can give false-negative results even in the
presence of massive hypertriglyceridemia. PAGE remains one
of the most useful methods for detecting and evaluating
chylomicronemia, as demonstrated in this report (Figure 2).
Measurement of serum remnant like particle-cholesterol levels[23],
a parameter of impaired triglyceride metabolism, could be useful
to speculate on the presence of chylomicrons.
In conclusion, determination of serum triglyceride levels
and identification of chylomicrons as well as measurement of
pancreatic enzymes might be important in developing the
therapeutic regimen. As in the present cases with acute
abdomen following the fatty food ingestion, the identification
of hypertriglyceridemia as well as an abdominal CT scan might
be useful in establishing the diagnosis of acute pancreatitis
and in preventing further progression of pancreatitis, when
hypertriglyceridemia interferes with the evaluation of pancreatic
enzyme activities and ultrasound examination provides poor
pancreatic visualization.
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